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7. Family; Erycinidae.
In order to agree with the corresponding volumes of the other faunae in this work, we unite the two
groups of Libytheidae and Erycinidae (called Riodinidae, according to the process of Grote). In Vol. V where
the extremely numerous American Erycinidae are dealt with, this group is treated at large, but for the present
we refer to* what has been said in Vol. I, p. 251 and Vol. XIII, p. 293.
(Dr. Seitz.)

A. Subfamily:

Libytheini.

The character of the Libytheini is rather very unsteady in the history of lepidopterology, and in appre¬
hending the familiar value, the systematizers are divided into two unequal sections. The majority is inclined
to regard the three noted genera of Libytheini as belonging to a separate, highly qualified family, whereas
the minority considers them to be only a collateral branch of the Erycinidae. But on considering the structure
of the sexual organs, we find that the Libytheini are much more closely united with the Nymphalidae than
with the Erycinidae.
The well-developed, chitinous uncus and an entirely nymphaloidal valve are characteristics which
induce us to subordinate the Libytheini to the N ymphalidae as a subfamily, especially when considering the
fact that the inner organs offer more reliable conclusions as to the affinities, than the extremities which have
hitherto been exlusively used for the characterization.
The sexual organs are diametrically opposed to those of the Nemeobiines. The penis-canal is of the
plainest structure without the complicated appendages of the Erycinidae. Uncus very short, clistally but quite
slightly curved, obtuse. Valval structure analogous to that of Symbrenthia, except that the point is turned
upwards instead of downwards. Base with a hemispherical lamella, the point slender, slightly curved inwards.
Penis long, bent distally, as pointed as a needle.
The Libytheini are sharply separated from the Erycinidae by the complete uncus which in the latter
consists only of a skinny formation, and by the absence of the horns being most multiformly shaped in the
Erycinidae. On the other hand there exists also a resemblance with the neotropical Riodinids: the beginning
of a basal vein of the hindwings which, moreover, is also absent in the Nemeobiines.
In contrast with the Erycinidae, the Libytheini have a distinct though short anterior discocellular;
the conspicuous, uncommonly long form of the palpi, however, forms the essential characteristic of the Liby¬
theini by which they differ from the Nymphalidae.
The formation of the palpi is not subject to any variations at all, even when considering the Ethiopian
and American allies. The shape of the wings likewise remains in the Indo-Australian members just as invariable
as in vicarious genera of the said continents.

1. Genus: I^lbytliea

E.

(Cf. Vol. I, p. 251.)
The members of this genus attain, in our district, the highest development of the number of species
as well as of the beauty of the specimens. At the same time we are able to ascertain beside the magnificent
coloristic transformation of this group which otherwise are so poorly coloured, also a vast differentiation of
the sexes in Austro-Malayan species.
By the extraordinary development of the palpi, as it does not occur again among the day-butterflies,
this genus deviates from all the Nymphalidae and, at the same time, from the Nemeobiines. With respect to
the scheme of markings, the eastern species can be divided into three groups: a) with predominant macular
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markings, (3) with preponderant broad bands, and y) above only yet with rudimentary spots in the <$<$, whereas
in the
the characters of both groups are combined. Egg of the shape of a soda-water bottle, twice as high
as broad, at the apex with a short neck; with strong interjoined longitudinal ribs. Larva the stoutest in the
middle, tapering towards the head and the end. Of a green colour, sometimes with a brownish shine. Pupa,
suspended by the tail, resembles somewhat that of Ergolis and has an entirely flat head forming, when seen
from above, a square. Pupa is also always stuck on to the under surface of the leaves parallel to the upper sur¬
face of the leaf. The imagines live the longest of all the day-butterflies. The small animals possess a rather
fast, jerky, skipping flight, but they rest frequently and most preferably visit sunny sands at the banks of small
rivers running through the woods where they are seen sitting with closed wings either on the wet sand or on
small projecting pieces of drift-wood or on dead branches of the riparian vegetation. In the latter case they
are recognizable only to a very experienced eye, owing to the colouring of the under surface of the hindwings
being adapted to the bark, and owing to the leaf-like indentation of the hindwings. The $$ are very rare and
are the most safely recognized by the hairless forefeet. They sometimes occur in hundreds at wet places, and
in Africa even migrations were observed according to Dr. Vosselek, for instance near Amani where the swarms
of Libythea were accompanied by Catopsilia jlorella and continued flying in the same direction for one to two days.

rohini.

hybrida.

narina.

sumbaivana.

sangha.

canuleia.

neratia.

nahathaka.

luzonica.

hatami.

celtis.

L. narina, the most insignificant species of the eastern Libythea, is above black with a somewhat
lighter coloured base of both wings. The scheme of marking and colouring is to be seen from our figures
(139 f). All the narina-races correspond in the very short basal stripe of the under surface in the cell of the
forewing, being in all the eastern Libythea much longer and mostly also broader. It is normally slightly redyellow or ochreous, but it may be covered with grey, particularly in continental specimens of the dry period.
My large series from Siam differs from all the insular races by a lighter grey total colouring of the under surface; which characteristic mark wilt presumably disappear again in specimens of the monsoon-period. -—- rohini
Marsh. (= libera Nicev. 9) (139 f) is the continental representative of the collective species occurring from
Assam to Tenasserim and the Malayan Peninsula. The $ has the transverse band of the hindwings slightly
tinged with ochre-yellow. I observed rohini in great numbers during the dry period in January, February, in
Siam. The butterflies settled down on rocks being slightly irrigated by water, along the railway-bank. — hybrida
31 art., described as $, but in fact based upon $$ of the Sumatran race of narina, a name which may thus be
maintained, hybrida differs from the Javanese vicarious type by a narrower white band of the upper surface
of the hindwings. According to Martin, hybrida flies on level beaches. — narina Godt. (139 f) was described
by its author from Java. The butterfly is known to me as a great rarity only from the promontory of the
Tengger Mountains and was never noticed by me in the west of the island. Our figure has been depicted
according to a specimen from the Island of Lombok where the
exhibit already a somewhat narrower white
band of the hindwings than in Java, though they are also of a size inferior to narina. — sumbawana subsp. nov.
is just as large as Javanese specimens, but on the upper surface of the hindwings it has a much narrower and
sometimes faintly reddish-tinged median band. Sumbawa, in my collection. — sangha subsp. nov. Its size is
even inferior to the specimens of narina I collected near Sapit in Lombok at an elevation of about 2000 ft.
The apex of the forewing is more extensively covered with white than in all the other branches of narina, and
besides, the white spot of the cellule roundish instead of oblong. Hindwing with a prominent white oblique
band. Found by Doherty in Stmiba. A A from the Coll. Dr. Martin in the Coll. Fruhstorfer. ■— canuleia
Fruhst. inhabits North Celebes where I collected the form in November, December near Toli-Toli. Staudinger
knew it from the Minahassa and Dr. Martin recently found it near Palu. In spite of the great size of the speci¬
mens, the white spots of the forewings as well as the transverse band of the hindwings appear still more reduced
than in sumbawana. — In neratia Fldr. (139 f) lying before me only from Halmaheira and Obi, but occurring
also in Bat j an, the series of dots of the hindwings is sometimes still more blurred than in canuleia, the white
embeddings of the forewings, however, remain larger. — nahathaka subsp. nov. closely approximates canuleia
from North Celebes, though it has, like some specimens from Obi, only three small cliscal dots left on the hind¬
wing. The spot of the cell of the forewing appears covered with a yellowish colour and is almost extinct. The
three white preapical spots of the forewings are less considerable than in neratia Fldr. From Ceram from the
Coll. Dr. Martin in my collection. Presumably identical also in Amboina and Burn. — luzonica (Moore nom.
7iud.) is, according to Semper’s figure (Schmett. Phil, table 30, fig. 21), distinguished by purely white imposing
maculae and bands of the upper surface of both wings. Very rare in the Philippines; only one A, flying time
July, from Luzon and another from South East Mindanao, registered by Semper. Staudinger states that
$<$ from Palawan agree with such from Celebes. — hatami Kenr., described according to a §, was discovered
in the Arfak Mountains, in the north of Dutch New Guinea, at an altitude of about 1000 m. $ the most approxi¬
mating the J as it occurs in Central Celebes. Hindwing with a broad band.
L. celtis Fuessl. (Vol. I, p. 251, t. 71 f) was recently discovered in Indian territory in Cliitral. I saw
specimens from there in the British Museum. They excel all the other celtis from European patriae by their
considerable size and brighter red bands. Flying time August at an altitude of about 3000 m.
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L. lepita forms the transition from L. celtis to L. myrrha. I formerly believed to be right in considering
lepita as a geographical form of celtis, but although it is certain that lepita appears everywhere where celtis
disappears, I think to be allowed to treat lepita nevertheless as a species as long as the case has not been more
cleared up by genital examinations. In all the lepita, also in celtoides, being otherwise so closely allied
to celtis, we miss the white streak consisting of modified scales, at the cell end of the under surface of the
hindwing, and the position of the yellow band on the upper surface of the hindwing is less steep in lepita than
in celtis. Still, these differences may be insignificant and we must leave it to the future to clear this
up definitely, although we know the early stages from good figures which as yet are entirely lacking for the
genus. •— celtoides Fruhst. (139 e) differs from celtis only by somewhat longer whitish spots at the costal margin celtoides.
and a white (instead of yellow) preapical spot of the forewing. There exist specimens resembling celtis still
more than the figured specimen with a red-yellow costal spot before the red-brown discal area of the hindwing.
celtoides also surely belongs to a winter- or extreme dry period-form, already on account of the mono¬
tonously reddish sand-coloured under surface of the hindwings and its small size. The specimens are without
an exact habitat, maybe from Hondo or North Japan, in the Coll. Frithstorfer. — matsumurae Fruhst. matsumu(139 e) seems to represent the common race of Japan Proper. According to Pryer, matsumurae has only one
rae
generation and is probably the day-butterflv living the longest. The imago creeps out of the pupa in July and
lives until May next. Shortly after having flown out, it returns to its hibernal hiding-place, from winch it is
enticed forth again by the first warm days in the following March. It is then seen laying its eggs on still closed
buds of the Celtis bushes. — chinensis Fruhst. is a geographical race of large habitus with an isolated red chinensis.
median spot of the forewing and a darker red-brown transverse band of the hindwing. In the mountains of
Szetchuan, also near Changyang in Central China, from June to July. In my collection from Kweitchou, to
the south of the Yangtse River. According to Leech there occur specimens resembling L. myrrha in West
China, they are presumably off-shoots of myrrha-sanguinalis as we know them from Sikkim. — formosana formosana.
Fruhst. represents the melanotic extreme of the total species, with an almost obsolete red-jellow transverse
band of the hindwing. Formosa, in mountainous districts, apparently rare. -— tamela form. nov. is based upon tamela.
an extreme dry period-form; habitus more than a third smaller than that of the mountainous form of the summerseason. Cellular stripe not coherent, but dissolved into two isolated spots. The transcellular spots are strikingly
long, likewise separated, the median band of the hindwing divided into four spots by black veins, being of a
lighter yellow colour than the macular band of the rainy period-form. — sophene subsp. nov. is of a very small sophene.
habitus with very broad, celtis-like, red-yellow bands of the upper surface. From the sources of the Mekong,
Tibet. Type in the Paris Museum. — lepita Moore (139 e) (Vol. I, p. 251, t. 71 f) is a typical Himalaya- lepita.
butterfly, being distributed from the north west Province of Mardan and Thandiani to Upper Burma and inha¬
biting not too high spurs of the chief mountain-range. In Sikkim it already grows rare; $ rather variable,
in Cashmir, for instance, there occur specimens approximating celtoides from Japan and bearing a supplemen¬
tary spot above the red-yellow transverse band of the hindwing, like the European celtis of which, however,
the transcellular spot of the forewing may be isolated; and there are also $$ with a lighter yellow, very broad
transverse band of the hindwing. —- lepitoides Moore replaces lepita in Southern India and in Ceylon where lepitoides.
lepitoides occurs near Kandy, while it occurs as a great rarity in the Nilgiri Mountains up to elevations of about
1200 m. Flying time from February to October.
exhibit smaller white subapical spots of the forewings
than their northern allies.
L. myrrha is the most widely distributed Indo-Malayan species being reported from West China,
Yunnan and from Burma to the west as far as Cashmir, extending to the south as far as Ceylon and to the east
over Macromalayana as far as Sumbawa. In Ceylon it occurs in two forms: an alpine race and a broadbanded one of the plains. The marking of the upper surface of myrrha is still plainer than that of L. celtis and
lepitoides. The costal spots of the forewings are white only in the olpine form of Ceylon, otherwise all the bands
and spots are covered with a monotonous, dull colouring varying according to the locality from dull buff to
reddish-yellow and being of course the darkest in the islands. The butterflies are fond of being near the water
and of resting in whole groups on wet places on the road or on the river-banks, also on stones and rocks covered
with algae, as well as on dry twigs where they are well protected by the dark colouring of the under surface. —
Larva on Celtis tetranta, resembling at first sight a larva of Catopsilia. It is of a dark green colour with a
brownish tinge. Pupa with a flat square head. The eggs are deposited on young shoots and leaves of Celtis.
The larva remains on the under surface of the leaves, which it eats up entirely with exception of the ribs.
They like to spin and also drop down on a silk thread when disturbed. Pupa always on the under surface of
the leaves. — sanguinalis Fruhst. (139 e) is reported from Mupin in West China and from Tenasserim as lax sanguinalis.
as Cashmir. Specimens from Kulu, Sikkim, Assam, Burma and Siam of my collection do not differ greatly
from each other and all exhibit the buff, very broad median band of the hindwing being characteristic of sanguinalis, just like
from the Laos States which Pavie handed over to the Paris Museum. In Sikkim the first
generation appears in June, but according to Elwes the form occurs from April to October. I took a great
number of specimens about 300 m above the sea-level in January and February in Siam, and the dry wintermonths are reported also from Birma to be the flying time. While sanguinalis does not go beyond moderately
high elevations in Sikkim. Colonel Yerbury observed a specimen in February at an elevation of almost 3000 m
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in tlie north west ot the Himalaya. -— thira subsp. nov. denotes an areal form with greatly darkened, very broad
bands of the npper surface resembling myrrha (139f) in the colouring of the yellow spots, though it is charac¬
terized by more broadly flown-out bands, thus combining the characters of myrrha and sanguinalis. Yunnan,
Tonkin. Type in the Paris Museum. Hereto presumably also belong specimens from Hainan. -— rama Moore
is the most modified. The red-brown band on the forewings is reduced to a narrow cell-stripe and on the hindwings to an almost expiring macular band. The subapical spots are not larger than in lepita and sometimes
almost white. The under surface, however, has all the characters yet of sanguinalis except the cell-streak also
being narrowed here. Larva, dark green with a light yellow dorsal line from the 4 th to 12th segment and
a very narrow yellow band from the head to the anal end. Food-plant Celtis tetranda Roxb. Pupa light
green with yellowish margins and a black spot at the apex of the abdomen. Type from Ceylon where the nameform is confined to the mountains of an altitude of about 4 to 6000 feet, whereas in the plains and on the hills
a transitional form to sanguinalis is found, having been observed only recently: -— carma subsp. nov. differs
from rama from Ceylon by almost purely white subapical spots being hardly noticeably bordered by yellow,
and by considerably broader and lighter discal spots of the forewings, as well as by the more extensive and
likewise lighter median band of the hindwings. The under surface shows a pale flesh-coloured intramedian spot
of the forewing, the disk of the hindwing a prominent whitish-grey median area, instead of the narrow, indistinct
stripe being powdered with violet in rama. South India, type from Shembaganur. Hampson met specimens
being identical with carma in the Nilgiri Mountains up to 7000 ft. -— myrrhina Fruhst. <$. Larger than myrrha
Godt. from Java, the red transverse bands of all wings broader, being also particularly prominent on the under
surface of the forewings. West Sumatra from the surroundings of Padang Pandjang. Very common also in
the Sultanate of Deli. — myrrha Godt. (139 e) occurs rather uniformly in West Java, Bali and Lombok. I have
not yet seen specimens from Sumbawa where Doherty found the species. The model for our figure originates
from Lombok where myrrha is not rare up to about 1200 m above the sea-level. The $ has somewhat broader,
but considerably paler brownish-yellow bands of the hindwings. In East Java appears a dry period-form of
a smaller habitus and with consecpiently also narrow bands. -— yawa subsp. nov. being especially remarkable
by the red-brown basal stripe at the cell-wall either disappearing altogether or remaining merely as a very thin
streak. It is accompanied by a reduction of the band of the hindwing which stays hardly half as broad as in
myrrha from the west of the island. East Java, surroundings of Malang, flying time September, promontory
of the Tengger Mountains. At an altitude of about 4000 ft there occurs on the latter a transition form from
the narrow-banded extreme of yawa to normal myrrha, so that yawa has to be regarded as the subspecies of
the hilly distiicts. Most probably specimens from the Island of Bali belong to the latter race. -— hecura subsp.
nov. occurs on the Malayan Peninsula where, by its upper surface with dark though somewhat narrower bands
than in sanguinalis, it forms a transition from the continental principal form to the Macromalayan insular
races. Distant figured a $ exhibiting nearly twice as broad bands as myrrha from Java or Lombok. -— borneensis subsp. nov. is the Borneo-race approximating hecura, excelling myrrhina from Sumatra in the extent of
the red-brown spotting and being distinguishable from the two vicarious types of hecura and myrrhina by its
larger size. South East and North Borneo.
•
L. geoffroy, the most variable species of the genus and at the same time the only one with heteromorphic sexes. <§ above with greyish-brown to blackish margins, forewings and the anterior part of the hind¬
wings light blue or violet, with a magnificent reflection. Forewing with three white subapical spots and in the
eastern races with broad black tinged veins. Hindwing, as a rule, with a reddish or whitish-grey Libythea-band
recurring beneath as a greyish-white band. The $ either like the $ of eugenia, sometimes approximating also
the type without the red median band of the hindwing (139 g), or without any white spots at all on the fore¬
wings (139 g 3). The character of the under surface always like in eugenia, though the red-brown cell-spot- of
the forewing may be covered with grey and the hinclwing predominantly greyish white or preponderantly
marbled in violet. In the Small Sunda Islands a dry period-form is noticed with expiring white spots of the
forewings and a greyish brown distal border of the hindwings. Early stages unknown. The butterflies prefer
dried up river-beds, but also like to rest on wet rocks, and sometimes, in the dry season, they gather in great
colonies at wet places on the roads. When being chased up they fly very swiftly and incalculably, so that they
are very difficult to capture. — alompra Moore (139 f), the continental branch of the otherwise mostly Austra¬
lian species was known from Tenasserim and Luang Prabang, the Laos States, and was ascertained as a novelty
by myself for Siam. The $ resembles the $ of philippina (139 g) and exhibits no reddish median band of the
hindwing. Occurring frequently near Muok-Lek, sometimes there were 40 to 50 of the magnificent butterflies
to be taken at one swoop. — hauxwelli Moore was based upon GS °f the extreme dry period-form from Tenas¬
serim, without the red cell-spot of the under surface of the forewing. ■— geoffroy Godt. (139 g) described from
Java, but not having been heard of any more for nearly a century, so that Staudinger in his ,,Lepidoptera
of Palawan“ took their occurrence in Java to be an erroneous statement, in 1889. Captain Holz sent me an
authentic specimen from the Tengger Mountains in East Java, which was found together with L. narina Godt.
The $ corresponds with our figure of a $ from Timor. I myself saw geoffroy in Lombok flying at an altitude
of about 600 m in May and June, but I was not able to capture any of the timid, small animals keeping
among the rubble-st-ones of a mountain-brook. A number of specimens from Wetter and Sumbawa resemble
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geoffroy from Java and Timor. In the Island of Dammer, however, there are specimens found of a smaller
shape, deminuta Fruhst., without white spots of the forewings and a paler violet lustre of the forewings. They
undoubtedly represent an extreme of the rainless period and are analogous to alompra f. hauxwelli. •— A very
similar, small form being pale above, sumbensis Pagenst. is reported from the Island of Sumba. — In Celebes,
but apparently only in the north of the island, celebensis Stgr. is found. There are only 3B known forming
already a transition to the races from the Moluccas by a broader black distal part, especially of the hindwings.
In the apical area of the forewing the three white spots are absent, and beneath they are more obsolete than
in specimens from Timor. Minahassa, collected by Dr. Martin also near Pain. Certainly rare. — philippina
Stgr. (139 g), described according to specimens from Palawan and figured according to a $ from there of the
Coll. Fruhstorfer, has a greyish-violet, instead of red-brown basal hue of the hindwings. The white spots
of the forewings excel in size those of geoffroy. Palawan, flying time January. According to Semper, also
in Mindanao, Camiguin de Mindanao, Panaon and Bohol, where they fly all the year round. -— bardas subsp.
nov. is to denote the race from Luzon and Mindoro which Felder knew already, giving it the preoccupied name
of antipoda. According to Semper, it is distinguishable from more southern forms by a narrower black distal
border of the hinclwing as well as by a lighter violet lustre of the forewing. To bardas presumably also belong
33 from Cebu. $$ have so far not come to Europe. — batchiana Wall. (139 g) we have had figured according
to specimens from the Island of Obi. They correspond in substance with Batjan-specimens, and the Batjan-J1^
and - $$ of my collection are hardly separable from Obi-cJ(J and
The $ is distinguished by reddish-yellow,
instead of white, spots of the forewings. •— Of ceramensis Wall. I possess only one couple from the Island of
Ceram. 3 with a lighter greyish-black distal border of the hindwing. $ less extensively spotted in red-brown
than batchiana of the North Moluccas and forming already a transition to eugenia- $ by white costal spots of the
forewings. Rare in Ceram. — maenia Fruhst. lies before me in a large series of 3S from Waigiu. The 3S appro¬
ximate ceramensisbut the veins of the forewings above are still more sparsely covered with black. Beneath
they differ by the lighter grey colouring from the more variegated, darker, and more intensely banded 3S
from Batjan. — eugenia Fruhst. (139 f) differs in the $ from geoffroy of the Micromalayan group of islands
by the absence of the violet area at the submedian of the forewings. The band of the hindwing is paler, not
so sharply defined as in batchiana-$. The under surface of the 3$ is more variegated and exhibits more pro¬
minent white bands than the under surface of maenia and geoffroy, it is neither so intensely blackish-grey
as in batchiana. Numerous specimens from Friedrich Wilhelmshafen in my collection. According to Hagen,
not rare near Simbang in the rainy months. The small animal likes to rest, in great numbers, with its wings
folded, on the damp sands of the beach. 5 or 6 3<S are equivalent to one $. Specimens from Ivapaur and the
Key Islands of my collection do not differ from the type from Kaiser Wilhelmsland. Semper mentions a 3
from Port Moresby, British New Guinea; I have at hand 33 from Owgarra and the Yule Island. — nicevillei
Olliff is reported as a great rarity from the Lord Howe Island near Australia. It seems not to be quite cer¬
tain whether it occurs on the Australian Continent. — antipoda Bsd. is a race nearly allied to geoffroy,
from New Caledonia. — quadrinotata Btlr. is another race described from Lifu with four white, but peripherically ochre-yellow subapical- and discal spots of the forewings. -— orientalis Godt., the easternmost branch,
inhabits Aloa and Guaclalcanar of the Salomons. It chiefly differs from antipoda by the rounder hindwings.
$ upper surface with a narrow dark costal- and distal margin. Veins similar as in batchiana, but with a very
narrow black pruina. -— pulchra Btlr. (= neopommerana Pag.) is almost a distinct species. Upper surface
more lustrous blue, hindwing with an extensive red-brown submarginal area and a moderately broad brown
distal border. Under surface differing from geoffroy by the absence of the white median spots of the forewings,
which are, except the grey costal margin, coloured throughout in red-yellow. New Pommerania.

B. Subfamily: Riodinini.
As the name of a family, Riodinidae was put by Grote in 1895 in the place of the popular name of
Erycinulae being preoccupied by another class of animals. Moore already accepted this reform in ,,Lepidoptera
Indica“ and registered the series of species of our district of the fauna by the subfamily of Nemeobinae. The
Nemeobidae, however, were considered as an independent family by Bingham, according to the division of
the day-butterflies in the collective work on the Indian Fauna. Schatz-Rober have already in 1892 solved
the nomenclatural question of the groups of genera in question by distinguishing: Forms of the New World
with a basal vein of the hindwing: Lemoniinae. Forms of the Old World without it: Nemeobiinae. The name
of Lemoniinae is not to be used for different reasons the discussion of which appears superfluous here, but it
is to be replaced by Riodininae. But we have here to deal only with the group first correctly defined by Schatz.
which we treat as:

deminuta.

sumbensis.
celebensis.

'philippina.

bardas.

batchiana.

ceramensis.

maenia.

eugenia.

nicevillei.

antipoda.
quadrino¬
tata.
orientalis.

pulchra.
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The characteristic mark common to the Nemeobiidi, by which they are separated from the N ymphalidae,
are the stunted forefeet of the
while the forefeet of the $$ are fully developed though smaller than the
middle- and hind-feet. They bear not only fully developed foot-joints, but also claws and appendages to the
last joint. The same characters are also possessed by the Libythea which are, however, easily distinguished
from the Nemeobiidi by their prominent palpi, the nymphaloid sexual organs, as well as by the distinct anterior
discocellular and the basal vein of the forewings. The Nemeobiiai exhibit only small palpi projecting'rarely
beyond the head, but they have, compared with the Libythea, extremely complicated, though partly stunted
prehensile-organs. Thus there is instead of the chitinous uncus Libythea has in common with the Apatura,
only a skinny, cap-shaped formation of the tegumen with ventral horns, the latter differing in size and shape
according to the genus. A valve exists only in the genus Taxila in the shape of chitinous styli; otherwise we
find only delicate skinny formations in their place. Contrary to the Nymphalidae and Libythea, however, the
penis-tube is most eminently developed, being surrounded by strange, finely bent buckles, while the penis
itself is sometimes set and armed with clusters of small teeth arranged side by side like a comb.
As to the structure, the few genera in question are not greatly differentiated. The forewing, as a rule,
has 4 or 5 subcostal veins, two or one of which always branch off before the cell-end. The first subcostal vein
remains very short, is sometimes absent or stunted. The anterior radial is always grown together with the
subcostal, for which reason there is one anterior discocellular absent on both wings. Contrary to the neotropical
sister-subfamily Riodinini there exists no basal nerve of the hindwing. Precostal varying from one genus to the
other — sometimes even from one group of species to another —, either short, almost vertical, or long with
a delicate clistally bent-off point. Costal vein of the hindwing either only slightly curved (Abisara, Dodona,
Zemeros) or strongly bent at the rising of the precostal, in the latter case running parallel for some distance
to the radial stem (Dicallaneura, Taxila, Praetaxila). The two radials of the hindwings are mostly of the same
length, the first subcostal and anterior radial rising from a common base. The branching off may take place
near the cell-wall (Zemeros, Abisara), at a greater distance from it (Praetaxila), or even quite close to the distal
margin of the hindwings (Neotaxila). Sexual heteromorphism is most remarkably developed in many genera
(Dodona, Praetaxila, Dicallaneura, Laxita), and not only in the colouring, but also in the shape of the wings;
even the most striking analogies in the Satyrids are attained or even excelled (Praetaxila, Laxita). Another
resemblance to Satyrids, Euploea and Amathusiids exists by the inner margin of the forewings projecting con¬
vex in the <$$, whereas it is smoothly cut off in the 9?. Divergently from the Nymphalidae and Libythea there
are in some genera highly developed tertiary sexual characters. Haase already knew the silvery grey, arrowshaped androconial spot before the subcostal of the upper surface of the hindwings, to which a friction-spot
corresponds at the expanded inner margin of the under surface of the forewings. In Laxita there exists a
large reflection with a concentric yellowish or black scale-spot and a friction-area extended as far as to the
cell-wall. In Praetaxila, a genus hitherto unappreciated and unrecognized, the submedian of the forewing
groove-like indented and the costal and the radial stem of the hindwings traverse a narrow area of modified
scales.
Egg according to Doherty not so high as broad, grainy or spiny, but neither with reticular nor radiatiform striation. Larva short, with dense hairs standing sometimes together in rows, sometimes also with lateral
fleshy appendages. Pupa short, only little angled or not at all. Suspended by the tail, with a median belt
(Moore). There are two centres to be considered as the ranges of the imago: the Himalaya with its off-branches,
and the Papua District. Contrary to the ubiquistic expansibility of the Libythea, all the genera are bound
to the region, some to a certain country or an island. The species preponderantly inhabit the mountains, some
are extremely isolated and therefore also rare. Only a few common species (Zemeros flegyas, Abisara kausambi)
occur in the whole oriental region. Not one genus is common to the Indian and Melanesian faunae. Particu¬
larly the Papuan genera Dicallaneura and Praetaxila extend neither to the eastern archipelagos nor beyond
the Key Islands in the west, and of the Indo-Malayan genera Abisara and Zemeros there are no representatives
found beyond the subregion of Celebes. From the Bismarck Archipelago and the Salomons we as yet do not
know ajiy Nemeobiidi. In China the frontier of Tibet-Szetchuan forms the periphery of their occurrence, in the
archipelago the southernmost Liu-Kiu Islands. In the south we meet them from Ceylon to the small satellite
islands of East British New Guinea. Java has yet 8 species, Lombok and Sumatra 3, Celebes 2. In the Moluc¬
cas the family is no more represented, from the Philippines we know only 2 species. As to the vertical range
there are elevations known of up to 3000 m, but most of the interesting species occur in the favourite zone
of the Delias, i. e. between 1200 and 1800 m. Imago always single, also the common species, such as
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Zerneros flegyas, never together in numbers. Nearly all the specimens are fond of settling down on the upper
surface of leaves with their wings half open, then they turn round and jump over to another leaf. They are
by no means timid and, therefore, easily captured. In the net, however, they are very restless, for which reason
undamaged specimens are so rarely found in the collections. All the Nemeobiinae incline still more than the
other day-butterflies to geographical variability. Of one species we know five areal races from New Guinea,
and as many are yet to be expected from those parts of the island that have not yet been explored. On the
Indian Continent, the influence of the seasons- makes itself felt, though the variation caused thereby is not
so great as in the Satyrids and many Nymphalids. From all less explored districts of the east we have still
to expect new species and local forms. In New Guinea especially one discovery is followed by another.

1. Genus: Zemeros Bsd.
To the detailed diagnose by Seitz in Vol. I, p. 253 we have but to add that the first subcostal vein
of the forewings is sometimes for a short distance grown together with the costal. Cell broad, uncommonly
short. The posterior discocellular, unlike all the ether Nemeobiidi, runs exactly against the origin of the middle
median, whereas in the other genera it ends distal to the median bifuraction. Precostal very long. The costal
like in the genus Dodona, only united at the base with the radial stem. It runs, after the radiation of the precostal, yet for some distance parallel with the radial base and then only it ascends steeply. Clasping-organs
allied to those of the genus Dodona; tegumen with a skinny, broad, short uncus with small ventral lateral horns
standing lower than in Abisara. Valve of the plainest formation, with a broad basal part and a distinct, slender
tip. Penis-tube not armed with spines, very long. Larva on Moesa-species. The early stages have been described,
but not yet figured. Imago in thinly-wooded forests or at their skirts, sitting with its wings spread out or but
slightly raised. Everywhere common and ascending from the plains up to about 2000 m. Widely distributed
on the continent, from the West Himalaya right across South China as far as Ningpo, Hongkong, Hainan,
and in the whole of Indo-China as far as Tonkin, as well as Annam. It does not occur in South India, in Ceylon
and the Philippines, but it occurs in the Malayan Archipelago from Sumatra to Sumbawa and Celebes. Imago
subject to metagenesis especially at the northern periphery of its range, numbering beside the Abisara among
the most variable Nemeobiidi.

Z. flegyas occurs on the continent and in Java in a form of the dry period, with faded purplebrown upper surface and indistinct dotting. Specimens of the Monsoon period are predominantly reddish
brown with black speckles and covered with white dots placed in rows. The $ differs from the $ only by a
somewhat lighter colouring and rounder wing-contours. In Nias, however, and the Micromalayan Islands
there seem to occur no dry period-forms but the $$ differ remarkably from the red-brown or dark ruby-coloured
by their light ochre-yellow colouring. Another peculiarity in the Macromalayan subspecies is the presence
of a series of greyish white, broadened subapical spots of the forewings. All these modifications are shown by
our table 139a. flegyas Cr. (Vol. I, p. 254, t. 89 b) was depicted according to specimens of the rainy period-form,
Kershaw figures a 5 of the winter-form from Hongkong (time of flight beginning from February) exhibiting a
yellowish-white band of the forewing of almost the same width as in phyliscus. According to Leech it is com¬
mon in West and Central China. Observed also near Itchang and C-hangyang, and collected by Pryer in the
Snowy Valley near Ningpo. In addition to flegyas I include specimens from Tonkin where I myself found only
representatives of the rainy period-form, from April to September. — confucius Moore denot es a race
of a very large habitus from the Island of Hainan. The $ is of a brighter and lighter red-brown than $$ from
Tonkin. Under surface in both sexes with larger dots of a purer white than in the other continental specimens. —
allica F., however, is a race of a stunted habitus, with a dull brown upper surface and yellowish, instead of
white, punctiform spots. Type from Siam; hereto pretty surely belong a great number of specimens from the
Karen Hills, Burma, which I collected there in May at an altitude of about 300 m. -— annamensis Fruhsl.
darker chocolate-brown than
from Tonkin which are presumably identical with flegyas Cr. from South
China. The white dotting scarcer, more effaced. The under surface of a lighter yellowish-brown. $ larger than
flegyas-QQ from Tonkin, paler. — esla Fruhst. (139 a) belongs to the extreme dry period; smaller than the
preceding $$ of the wet period, with very broad subapical spots of the forewings being united to a band, and
the white colouring of which reminds us of $$ from Perak. The form annamensis originates from the rainy
period and was collected by me in December in the central part of the country, whereas esla comes from the
south and was taken in the most extreme dry period in February up to an elevation of about 1000 m. —
indicus Fruhst. (139 a) occurs in Sikkim as a most common butterfly all the year round, at elevations from
about 300 to 2000 m. My type is based upon a dry period-form with two yellowish-white apical spots of the
forewings in both sexes. The specimens of the Monsoon period from Sikkim and Assam in my collection are
smaller, but more brightly dotted in white than CC from Tonkin. Specimens from the West Himalaya where
indica likewise occurs, are unknown to me in nature. -— albipunctata Btlr. corresponds in the $ with phyliscus
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(139 a) in the size and scheme of markings, but all the spots above are of a pure white. Malayan Peninsula,
Penang. — phyliscus Fruhst. (139 a). Both sexes with a longer and broader, though darker whitish subapical
band of the forewing than in the name-type from Perak. West and North East Sumatra. The little animals
are not great flyers and are in both sexes met mostly sitting, in the way of Hesperides, with their wings half
opened, on the umbelliform, whitish-green blossoms and red fruits of a Sambucus-like shrub growing in the
forest. It is a striking fact that Java is inhabited by the continental form and not by the Malayan (Marti*). —
sparsus Fruhst. (139 a) resembles in the
phyliscus, but sparsus does not exhibit any small white submarginal
spots and. like all the Macromalayan
(except the vicarious type from Java), it lacks the median and basal
white dots. $ much more like the Lombok-race than like the phyliscus-$$ from Sumatra. Nias. In the south¬
west satellite islands of Sumatra, probably a number of races allied to sparsus will yet be discovered. In the
northern satellite islands of Banka and Billiton, jlegyas seems to be rare, for it is not mentioned in the local
lists from there. •— javanus Moore, based upon specimens of the dry period-form, resembles the most the con¬
tinental Indian race, though the $ appears somewhat more intensely coloured in reel-brown. In the generation
of the rainy period there occur again series of purely white basal and discal dots, in contrast with the Macromalayan allies. Specimens from East Java are somewhat smaller than those from the surroundings of Sukabumi in the west of the island. It is a common butterfly occurring from the shore up to about 1200 m. In
the net they are very restless, and they are, therefore, difficult to kill and thus come to Europe mostly only
in a damaged state. •— balinus Fruhst. Considerably smaller and darker than Javanese specimens, the
white speckling of the forewings darkened and the white as well as black dots of the under surface of all wings
smaller. Island of Bali. •— arimazes Fruhst. (139a). A distinct insular race, especially different in the $ and
connecting jlegyas javanus Moore from Java with retiarius 8m. from Sumbawa.
however, still lighter reddishyellow than retiarius-$, with more reduced, darker whitish-yellow submarginal teeth of the forewings. Lombok
at altitudes of 2 to 4000 feet, common. — retiarius 8m. does not quite attain the size of arimazes. $ darker
with a more sharply defined and, therefore, more distinctly prominent yellowish submarginal dentate band
of the forewing. Sumbawa. — strigatus Pag. is a paler and smaller race of the Island of Sumha. Very rare,
only few specimens known. — sosiphanes Fruhst. (140 a) inhabits South Celebes and is based upon the largest
specimens known of the total species. Upper surface just, as dark red-brown as in albipunctata and phyliscus,
the anteterminal and submarginal white dotting prominent. Also in the median and basal zone there are
— though indistinct —■ whitish striate-dots. South Celebes. — celebensis Fruhst. (139 a) originates from the
central part of the island, and was discovered by Doherty in August-September near Tawaya. celebensis
are specimens of a district with an uncommonly dry climate, since the amount of rain falling during a year
in the Bay of Palu is only 660 mm, unlike Menado in the north with 4036 mm and Makassar in the south with
3367 mm. Thus, the habitat of celebensis proves to be the most rainless district of the whole of Dutch India,
cj- with somewhat more prominent white dots of the forewings than the
of sosiphanes. The $ is about like the
<j> of phyliscus, but with narrower, dull-white submarginal spots of the upper surface of the forewings. — liostius
Fruhst., finally, is the last form.
the most allied to albipunctata and excelling the $ of phyliscus by narrower,
longer, but more purely white and cuneiform submarginal spots of the forewings. North Borneo, apparently,
not very common.

Z. emesoides is a real Macromalayan species which, like so many of these species, does not go
over to Java. $ of the character of the figured eso-<$ (139 b, $ figured on t. 140 a). The colouring varies
according to the insular habitat, from yellowish-brown to red-brown. The $ is always lighter than the
and
its ground-colour may be ochre-yellow to pale yellowish-brown. The black longitudinal striation is likewise
subject to slight differentiations, emesoides Fldr. (140 a) from the Malayan Peninsula may be regarded as
the lightest areal form. The $ does not differ considerably from light-yellow
from North East Sumatra,
whereas the
are very easily distinguishable from
of other habitats by their reddish-yellow ground-colour. —zynias subsp. nov. lies before me in large series from the north and west of Sumatra. $ considerably darker
than
from the Malayan Peninsula. There exist two ^-forms: a quite light ochre-yellow one approximating
the $ of emesoides, and a smaller, darker one with more prominent black bands. It flies all the year round in
the woods of the lowlands of the coast and in the foothills, but it is much rarer than Z. jlegyas phyliscus of
which it has the same habits. Hagen mentions an allied form from the Island of Banka. -— eso Fruhst. (139 b)
is the melanotic extreme of the whole species. $ more intensely brown than zynias with black longitu¬
dinal stripes which are also widened beneath. $ dull pale brownish-yellow with more than twice as broad median
bands compared with zynias-$$. Name-type from South East Borneo. Common near Sintang. A form being
especially in the $ somewhat darker from Lumbidan, North Borneo, flying time March, in the Tring Museum. bangueyanus Fruhst. approximates eso Fruhst. from Borneo, the <$<$, however, are still darker red-brown, the
black longitudinal stripes of oil wings still more sharply defined and apparently broader, than in eso-<$($. Island
of Banguey.
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2. Genus: ]>o«lona Hew.
The most closely allied to the genus Zemeros from which it differs structurally by the posterior discocellular which is, contrary to the genera Nemeobius and Zemeros, strongly indented concave and, therefore,
terminates distal to the median bifurcation. The subcostal veins of the forewing stand more remote. Cell more
slender than in Zemeros, forming an acute angle on the hindwing. Precostal very long as in Zemeros, the costal
vein remote from the radial stem with which it runs parallel as far as the rising of the precostal. Early stages
known only of one species. Larva on Moesa, Gramineae, and alpine bamboo, emerald green with blue dorsal
lines. Head brown. Pupa almost like that of the genus Abisara, though naked. Head with two obtuse protu¬
berances. Tail-end pointed. Clasping-organs approximating those of Zemeros, valve, however, uniformly broad,
trough-shaped. Penis-tube short, surrounded by a skinny mantle. Imago generally rare, inhabiting exclusively
mountainous districts, nowheres occurring below 1000 nr above sea-level, but observed as far as up to 3000 m.
They are predominantly forest-animals, but one species is reported to occur on grassy slopes of mountains.
Several species seem to have only a spring-generation. Of other species the 9? hibernate. They fly swiftly,
though only for short distances. Like the Abisara, they like to jump at short intervals from one plant to the
other. Sexes, as a rule, monomorphous, $ somewhat larger and paler than the
Only one species is
greatly dimorphous; of one species from Borneo we know a ^-like form as well as a heteromorphous form.
The centre of its range is the Himalaya and its spurs. From Szetchuan only the most common Indian species
have become hitherto known in local forms, Burma has some peculiar species with vicarious types in Hainan
and Macromalayana. From Tonkin no Dodona is known as yet, from Annam a magnificent areal form is
mentioned here for the first time. In Java I chanced to discover the genus in two species as a novelty for
this island, later on a third one was yet found. From Sumatra only one species, from Borneo two species have
been ascertained. We may be sure to expect further discoveries from there. In South India and in Ceylon
Dodona are just as absent as Zemeros, but the Philippines have a Dodona-species, whereas Zemeros is absent
also in this group of islands.

D. dipoea, the most unpretending species of the genus, is divided into two areal forms. — nostianostia.
(139 e) from the West Himalaya occurs particularly often near Masuri where it was observed up to 7000 feet.
As its flying time, the warm months from May to September are mentioned. — dipoea Hew. (139 d) was dipoea.
described by its author according to a specimen from Darjeeling, whereas the model for our figure originates
from Bhutan. The specimens are considerably larger than nostia from the West Himalaya and Cashmir, the
spotting of the upper surface is reddish-yellow instead of white. Under surface more variegated, with silvery
white small stripes, instead of the greyish-yellow ones of nostia. According to Niceville common in Sikkim;
during the months of April till December, and where there are yet woods, occurring from about 1500to 3000 m.
Doherty found specimens in the Naga Hills at an elevation of 6000 ft.
D. dracon Nicev. replaces perhaps D. dipoea in Burma. There is only one specimen known which
is reported to be still smaller than dipoea. The ground-colour of the upper surface is lighter with an ochreous
admixture, the spots, however, of a pure white without reddish shades. Under surface with a black anal spot
being parted by a red-yellow line. Northern Shan States, flying time March.
D. durga has a peculiar range. Being extremely common in the West Himalaya, it was not ascer¬
tained on Indian soil further to the east than Nepal, but then it suddenly occurs again most frequently in West
China. There are three local races to be registered: durga Roll. (139 e) having been discussed already in Vol. I,
p. 254 is found on pastures and grassy slopes, being a butterfly loving the sun, at altitudes from 800 to 2500 m.
Judging from an empty pupal tegument, the pupa resembles that of Zemeros flegyas, though the casing is some¬
what higher and the anal point further protracted. •— sirtica Moore (Vol. I, p. 254, t. 89 d) lies before me from
Siau-Lu and Mupin. From May till July at elevations of 5 to 10 000 ft. — rubula subsp. nov. was recently sent
to me as originating from the Province of Kweitchou. Habitus approximating durga from which — and from
sinica — it differs by predominant black colouring especially on the upper surface of the hindwings, being
followed by a reduction of the intensely red-yellow spots. The under surface is likewise considerably darker
and the two small submarginal stripes are hardly half as broad as in sinica from the Upper Szetchuan.
D. eugenes Bates extends as far as into West China like durga, but it is distributed in the whole
range of the Himalaya as far as Assam. Larva emerald-green with two blue lines across the back, on Graminaceae and alpine bamboo. Pupa convex with a larger abdominal part than the pupae of Zemeros. Imago
ascending as far as 3000 m. The $ is known to hibernate and to appear then again in early spring. Three local
forms: eugenes Bates, upper surface similar to dipoea, though with predominantly whitish spots. Under sur¬
face easily recognizable by very broad, lustrous silvery-white longitudinal stripes. From Murree to Nepal. -
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venox Fruhst. (139 d as venusa), the more imposing produce of districts with a damper climate. Spotting of
the upper surface defined by reddish. The silvery bands of the under surface more prominent than in eugenes.
From Nepal to Assam. Occurring in Sikkim at the same places and the same time as D. dipoea. maculosa Leech
(Vol. I, p. 255, t. 89 d) is found in Szetchuan and towards east as far as Itchang and Changyang.
D. egeon Dbl. (Vol. I, p. 255), a species rarely found in collections

egeon.

and distributed over North
India in two geographical forms. Upper surface black with three red-yellow macular series of the upper surface
of the forewings. The basal and median ones are united to a marking like a tobacco-pipe. Hindwing prepon¬
derantly red-yellow, with black median stripes and round submarginal spots. $ of a paler yellow with reduced
black bands. Under surface similar to elvirn (139 d), though with subapical stripes being dissolved into single
spots, of a chestnut-brown colour with silvery-white spots which are in the $ more yellowish. According to
Elwes, $$ from the Karen Hills are much lighter than those from Kulu and Sikkim, egeon was once found
in Sikkim in May at an altitude of 1000 ft., it is, however, more common in Bhutan. There are. furthermore,
specimens known from Kulu, Nepal, Assam. Doherty met quite a number in the Karen Hills in April at altitudes
from 4 to 5000 ft., and Elwes reports 3S from Bernardmyo, Upper Burma.

elvirn.

D. elvira Stgr. (139 d) replaces egeon in Borneo, where elvira is exclusively confined to higher districts

pum.
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of the Kinabalu. 3 above reddish-yellow with black longitudinal stripes. The outermost of them surrounds on
the forewings a series of neat reddish-yellow, small spots the apical ones of which are roundish, the median
ones oblong. There exist two $ forms: a) one greatly resembling the $ of egeon with a very broad submedian
band of the forewing, being in its anterior part of a light, in its anal part of a more intensely ochre-yellow
tint. Hindwing with a prominent black submarginal band and three faded blackish median bands. Under
surface differing from the 3 by broader and more yellowish bands, b) f. pura Fruhst. All the bands being
yellowish in the normal §, are here white, also on the under surface.

D. adonira, a rare species occurring from Nepal to Upper Burma. Upper surface recognizable by
the unciformly coherent, red-brown basal and median bands of the forewings, whereby adonira is easily distinguishable from D. ouida being otherwise nearly allied, but more imposing. Two areal races: adonira Hew. (139 d).
Under surface peculiarly pale ochre-yellow about as in Cyrestis lutea Zinck. with darker, more reddish parts in
the anal angle of both wings. Occasionally there is also a whitish or sulphurous median brightening to be seen
on the hindwings. Lying before me in numbers from Bhutan and in one specimen from Sikkim and one from
Assam; Moore mentions also 33 from Nepal. According to Elwes, adonira is found in Sikkim on roads in the
dense forest between 7 and 9000 ft. during the rainy period. It flies swiftly and often settles down on the soil.
The pupa was once found on Moesa chisia. -— argentea Fruhst. (139d). The 3 differs somewhat above from
adonira from Sikkim by a black, instead of brown, base of the forewing, a much broader black distal border
and a more extensive black submarginal band, but the line separating both is greatly narrowed. The under
surface, however, exhibits a magnificent difference. The longitudinal bands are not black, but brown, and
the space between the two middle submarginal bands and the two basal bands, as well as the subanal region
are covered with broad silvery stripes. Also at the costal margin there is a square silvery spot, exactly in
the middle of the wing. Upper Burma, Ruby Mines. To argentea presumably also belong specimens from the
Naga Hills (5 to 6000 ft) and Bernardmyo in Upper Burma where Doherty captured them.
D. chrysapha Fruhst. (140 a). The distinct new species approximates in size adonira Hew. from North
India and is undoubtedly its representative, although it is not connected with it specifically. Upper surface
of a somewhat lighter, yellowish-brown ground-colour. Forewing like in adonira, but the basal part lighter,
slightly shaded in black, the two median longitudinal bands narrower. Hindwings without any markings, only
with a thin, small submarginal stripe. Under- surface reddish-yellow, towards the costal margin of the fore¬
wing brighter. Forewing with 7 red-brown longitudinal stripes being similarly distributed as the black bands
in D. adonira. Hindwing with four differently long, dull silvery lustrous, small longitudinal stripes running
proximally to 5 red-brown bands. Anal area with three red-brown bands and two silvery spots before the small
tail. West Java, from the Volcano Gede. Type: a 3 '11 the Coll. Staudinger (Berlin Museum), chrysapha
has another ally in elvira Stgr. from Borneo and is, beside Dodona windu Fruhst. and fruhstorferi Bob., now the
third Dodona known from Java, whereas only one species is reported from Sumatra and only two species are
known from Borneo: D. elvira from the red-brown and D. pryeri Moore from the white-yellow group of D.
fruhstorferi.

D. ouida, briefly mentioned already in Vol. I, p. 255, is distributed over the North Indian and South
Chinese district, where it is divided into three areal forms. The species is subject to metagenesis; specimens
of the spring-brood are smaller, exhibiting paler yellow bands and a faded total colouring of the under surface.
ouula is the most remarkably sexually differentiated species of the genus. The $ loses the yellow basal band
of the forewings, while the red-yellow submarginal stripe of the 3 turns into a broad white band. But in return,
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the pronounced ochreous anteterminal band of the
is reduced and merely indicated in the $ as a reddish
line. — phlegra subsp. nov. lies before me in great numbers from Masuri.
with almost twice as broad, much
lighter ochre-yellow bands of the forewings than the form figured in the palaearctic part and 139 c. $ with
the white oblique band of the forewing being emanated towards the costal, instead of being narrowed. The
under surface of the
paler, with a faint reddish bordering of the light striation. $ beneath more greyish- than
yellowish-brown. Niceville writes that the
fly round the tops of high oak-trees, whereas the
only
fly in shady gorges near the water ,and that both sexes occur from April to October. Larvae on Graminaceae,
the imago is said to be found up to altitudes of 7000 ft. at most. — ouida Moore (139 c and Vol. I, t. 89 d)
is found from Nepal to Assam, being not rare in Sikkim, where it goes up as far as 2300 m, flying during the
warm season from March to September and resting on leaves with its wings opened. $ with intensely redyellow longitudinal stripes, $ with the white shawl of the forewings being narrower and towards the costal
strangulated, instead of being expanded as in the $ of phlegra. — palaya subsp. nov. forms again a retrogression
to the West Himalayan race by its red-yellow median-band being broadened. On the Omeishan and near Mupin
in Szetchuan. Most probably specimens found by Doherty in the Karen Hills form a transition from ouida
to palaya, for the dry climate of Burma has always lighter races than the rainy district of Sikkim.

D. windu Fruhst. (139 cl) commences the series of Dodona with preponderantly white or cream-coloured
total colouring and red-brown longitudinal stripes, with generally long tails, so that Moore thought it neces¬
sary to found a special denomination, ,,Balonea“, for this subdivision, comprising but few species. But since
there are no structural marks in the white Dodona, Moore’s genus is suppressed here again, windu is entirely
isolated in the scheme of its markings and differs from the group of D. henrici and D. fruhstorferi by the presence
of seven, instead of only six, red-brown longitudinal stripes on the under surface of the forewings.
upper
surface: forewing with a broad brown border at the base, the costal and distal margins, with a brown median
band extending into the white centre. Hindwing: distal and proximal margins likewise bordered in brown;
beyond the cell, the wings are traversed by a thin brown stripe ending in the anal angle. At the base, an oblong
brown diffuse spot expands, and a fine brown, indistinct stripe at the rising of the subcostal extends as far
as in to the middle of the cell. The distal band is parted at the apex by a white streak. Anal end with two
black lobes, the outer of which is extended as long again as the inner one and before which there lies an orange,
black-pupilled spot. Under surface: silvery white, traversed by brown stripes. Forewing with two short, broad
basal and 2 median bands rising at the costal, the inner and longest of which extends beyond the anterior me¬
dian, while the shorter one reaches the middle median. A very long subapical band geniculated before the end
extends as far as to the submeclian. The distal band is parted in the middle by a white stripe. The rise
of the second basal band, as well as of the two median stripes is in the costal region blackish, and the
end of them and of all the others likewise darkened. Hindwing with a basal band, a median, submarginal,
and terminal band being united above the orange anal spot, and with 2 long stripes in the abdominal region,
below which there are yet 2 broken, short, black transverse bands and a black dot decorating the anal angle.
The band is traversed by a very thin white broken line. The stripe in the cell being above blurred is beneath
very distinct. Head and eyes brown, forehead and palpi white, antennae above black, beneath likewise, but
at the ends of the joints with white scales, especially before the entirely black club. Thorax and body black,
above with brown, beneath with white hairs, the anterior part of the abdomen above bluish-black, the posterior
part yellowish-brown. The sides of the abdomen are yellow, with a row of black dots; beneath white with
dense, black, shaggy hair-tufts along the middle. Femora white, tibiae yellowish. Expanse of wings 37 mm. I
captured the type of the neat species on the wooded slopes of the Volcano Windu in the interior of West Java
(Residency of Bandong) in April 1893 at an elevation of about 5000 ft.; later on I got yet 2
from sthe
Volcano Gede.
still undescribed, though Dr. Piepers at the Hague believes to be in possession of such
a specimen.
D. henrici is the oldest name for a magnificent group of mostly insular forms inhabiting the district
of the Indo-Chinese and Macromalayan fauna and of which we know representatives from Hainan, the Philip¬
pines, North Borneo, Sumatra and Java. It is not impossible that all belong to one collective species, but
since there is only little material at our disposal, it would be only problematic to decide about the specifical
value of the different forms. They all have in common the pale yellowish-white ground-colour appearing in
some forms faintly tinged in greenish. The apical part of the forewings is, according to the habitat, more or
less extensive, jet-black, enclosing yellowish spots. Hindwing with a limited black distal zone. Above a roun¬
dish anal lobe a pointed small tail. Under surface silvery white with a red-brown striation. Hindwing with
yellowish subanal spots and a black border of the anal lobes. $ always larger, with rounder wing-contours
and only somewhat paler than the
Inhabiting the mountains they probably occur nowheres at altitudes
of less than 1000 m. — henrici Holl. described according to a ^ from the Island of Hainan. Upper surface white
with a black submarginal band being widened towards the costal and surrounding a wedge-shaped white spot.
Hindwing with a narrow black distal border interrupted by white spots. A similar submarginal band grows
lighter in the anal direction and turns into a yellowish zone. Under surface with narrowed bands of a redIX
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brown colour. Hindwing, according to the author, only with three delicate small basal stripes, whereas allied
forms exhibit four of them. — binghami Moore (141 b) is figured here from the under surface according to a
sketch drawn for me by orders of Mr. Riley of the British Museum according to the author’s type. 3 deviates
from fruhstorferi from Java by a cuneiform, yellowish transcellular spot of the forewing reminding us of henrici
Holl. from Hainan and by a parted, black distal border of the hindwing running likewise as in henrici. The
submarginal band bearing a reddish-yellow spot between the posterior median and the submedian, is more
uniform than in henrici. Under surface recognizable by small subbasal, red-brown longitudinal stripes of the
hindwings being neater and homogeneous in extent. There are only three 33 from Burma without an exact
statement where they were found, in the British Museum; they presumably belong to a rainy period-form.

angela.

Of. D. angela 8m. (140 a) we also know only some specimens from Burma and the one figured by us,
belonging to the Tring Museum, from the Khasia Hills in Assam. It is most likely that the specimens denoted
as S3 by Smith and Moore are in fact
and that binghami represents the 3 °f the species. In this case,
angela would have the precedence. Ground-colour pale cream. Under surface silky white with small chocolatebrown bands. The £ beneath somewhat darker than the specimens considered by Moore to be S3-

aponata.

D. aponata Senvp. deviates from D. henrici by a triangular black patch in the apical district of the
forewing surrounding three yellowish-white spots. Upper surface of the hindwings with a broader black mar¬
ginal area than in all the vicarious types. Under surface with more pronounced red-brown bands. Only two
specimens differing but slightly from each other have come to Europe: l 3 from the mountain Apo in South
East Mindanao from an altitude of 2000 m, where evergreen myrtles cover the slopes, and a second one in the
Tring Museum from Lepanto in North Luzon.

fruhstorferi.

nicevillei.

pryeri.

longicaudcda.

deodata.

D. fruhstorferi, originally described according to specimens I collected in Java, was soon after also
discovered in Sumatra and Borneo. — fruhstorferi Rob. (139 d). Upper surface yellowish, under surface silvery
white. The apical third of the upper surface of the forewings blackish dark brown with a subapical yellowishwhite spot between the radials and an ecpially coloured, somewhat larger submarginal spot between the medians.
Upper surface of hindwings with a blackish brown distal border being broad from the costal margin as far as
to the posterior median, from where it is dissolved. Basal parts of all wings dusted in dark. Beneath, the fore¬
wings exhibit three, the hindwings four chocolate-brown bands in the basal part of the wings, the two outer
ones being at the costal margin, the second (broadest) one at the wing-base, and the first one running parallel
to the inner margin; these four bands approach each other before the anal angle. A similar band runs from
the middle of the costal margin of the forewings to the last median (not far from the end of the discocellular),
where it unites itself with a similar band rising at the costal margin (in the middle of the outer half of the wing)
and runs (in single width) towards the inner angle which, however, it does not reach. The under surface of the
forewings, furthermore, has an equally coloured, broad terminal band broadened in the apex, exhibiting at
the distal margin small white striated spots, and in the apex two white spots. The under surface of the hind¬
wings has a similarly coloured submarginal band ending before the anal angle, with an indistinct light line
parting the band. The terminal margin of the under surface of the hindwings is likewise chocolate-brown with
a thick white line interrupting it and stopping at the posterior median. The anal part of the hindwings has
beneath greyish-white scales, a large black spot with a proximal broad yellow border, and a small yellow stripe
in the indentations at both sides of the anal lobe. The small tail is longer than in D. windu Fruhst. fruhstorferi
was exclusively found on the Volcano Gecle, West Java, at an elevation of about 1200 m. 2 33 and 1$ of
my collection are probably the only specimens that have come to Europe. — nicevillei Dohrn originates from
the Battak Mountains, North East Sumatra. Judging from the sole $ of the Stettin Museum, nicevillei excels
the Javanese sister-form by its larger size, rounder wing-contours, a darker yellow ground-colour of the upper
surface and more intensely red-brown bands of the under surface. The yellow maculae in the apical spot of
the upper surface of the forewings are considerably smaller. ■— pryeri Moore (141 b) described according to a $
from Sandakan, North Borneo, is excelled in size by nicevillei, exhibiting more prominent brown bands of the
under surface and a broader longitudinal stripe of the upper surface of the hindwings. Figured according to
Moore’s type in the British Museum.
D. deodata, the most eminent of all the Dodona-species ,distinguished by the long tails reminding us
of the most glorious Theclids. Three geographical forms: longicaudata Nicev., a rare butterfly observed exclusively in Assam from July till November. Upper surface blackish with small white dots on the forewings.* Both
wings with a white, moderately broad median band. The very long tail with a tip covered extensively with
white. Under surface blackish, with a faint purple shine and more prominent white punctiform spots. — deo¬
data Hew. differs by more than twice as extensive median areas and the lighter red-brown under surface of
all w’ngs. The type comes from Moulmein; later on some specimens were reported by Doherty in March and
April from the Karen Hills (from an altitude of 4 to 5000 ft.), as well as from Pegu and the Shan States. —
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lecerfi subsp. nov. (141 b) was recently discovered near Vinh in Annam. Under surface paler, with preponderantly

lecerfi.

blackish-grey instead of jet-black stripes.

3. Genus: Ahi sara Fldr.
Felder’s remark that this genus is confounded with Taxila by English authors is valid up to this day,
only that the case is just the reverse to-day. Felder, in 1890, was induced to separate Abisara echerius Stoll
from Taxila and to bring it into a new genus, while to-day the Papuan species must be separated from the
Abisara and placed again near Taxila. The Abisara exclusively inhabit the Indo-Malayan region, extending in
the east not beyond Celebes. The Austro-Malayan species, however, having been hitherto united with Abisara,
have the haired eyes in common with the Abisara, but they deviate from them in the structure to such an extent
that their separation and elimination is inevitable. The real Abisara, considering their exterior alone, are,
in their turn, divided into four easily discernible groups of species:

a)
b)
c)
d)

Hindwings
Hindwings
Hindwings
Hindwings

entirely round.Sosibia
with an insignificant projection at the end of the median vein .
Sospita
angled or with obtuse lobes.Abisara
with long, tail-like ends.Archigenes.

Common to all is the costal of the hindwings being only slightly curved (not angled as in Taxila) at
the rise of the precostal, as well as the first subcostal branch being for a short distance grown together with
the costal of the forewing. The sexes differ from each other, but they are not dichromatic as in Praetaxila.
On the continent of India and in Java, the different species are subject to the influence of the seasons. They
preponderantly inhabit the woods of the lowlands, some species, however, are confined to the mountains and
rise there as far as almost 3000 nr. The habits are described by E. H. Aitken (Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 1886
p. 215) as follows: ,,When the rainy period draws to an end in September or October, every bush on the hills
appears to be alive by the attitudes and sports of these small embodiments of vanity. They are everywhere
single, flying up in the middle of a leaf on the upper surface and then turning by jerks from one side to
the other with their wings half opened, then jumping over to another leaf upon which they spread themselves.
Somitimes a couple joins in these performances. Abisara, being fearless creatures, belong to those butterflies
that are the most easy to capture41. — The scales of the Abisara rest as delicately as the bloom of a plum
and are just as sensitive and easily taken off as the latter, so that it is difficult to show in Europe speci¬
mens of these coquettish butterflies that satisfy the claims of the drawing-room collector and quality fanatics.
The Abisara attain the maximum of their development in Tenasserim where there are three well separated
species found, two of which occur even in different temporal forms. From Tonkin, Palawan, the Malayan Penin¬
sula, Sumatra, Nias, and Java two species are known flying beside each other. Celebes is inhabited by only
one species being divided into a northern and a southern race. From Bali we know only one species, in Lom¬
bok the'genus is already absent . The larva is known only of one or two species, on Myrsineae, worm-shaped,
light green with numerous dorsal and lateral fine short hairs. Pupa light green, hairy, with black dorsal spots.
Clasping-organs differing from one species to another by the feeble uncus bearing either only 2 or 4 lateral
horns, and by the valve being either obtuse or armed with styli or hooks. Penis slender, provided with 2 or 4
points.

Group of species:

Sosibia (Fruhst.).

The costal of the hindwing is pressed somewhat more closely to the radial stem and the precostal some¬
what shorter than in Abisara, whereby it approaches Taxila. The cell of the hindwing, however, is just as
narrow and long as in Abisara. The anterior discocellular is short, the posterior very long, concave. The sub¬
costal of the hindwing bifurcates far outside the cell; hindwing with the typical black subapical double-spot
characterizing all the Abisara. The veins, however, from an entire transition to Taxila. Hindwings rounded
off, not angled as in Taxila, sexes homogeneous as in Abisara. not heteromorphic as in all the Taxila. ■— Type:
S. burni Nicev.

A. burni was considered by its author to be an aberrative Taxila forming, as far as regards the
marking, a connection of Taxila with typical Abisara. In fact, however, the spotting of the hindwings may
be called entirely abisaroidal, the veins, however, taxiloidal. The structure of all the Nemeobiidi, however, is
so very plastic that it varies from one species to another , and it would be easy to found a subgenus on each
species. Beside the AAGara-spotting there was another fact decisive of placing burni to the Abisara: the ab¬
sence of the tertiary sexual marks exhibited by the Taxila. ■—- burni Nicev. founded upon a $ resembles

burnt.
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above etymander, though burni is paler red-brown and the black spots of the hind wings are very small.
Upper Burma, collected in April at an elevation of about 5000 ft. — timaeus Fruhst. Ground-colour dark redbrown, almost like Munich beer. The distinct white markings of burni above almost entirely faded. Instead
of it, the black subapical spots on the hindwings, so very characteristic of Abisara, are likewise strongly deve¬
loped in the shape of long black wedges. In burni-%, however, they are only minute, whereas otherwise just
the $$ exhibit the most extensive macular marking in the genus Abisara. Under surface: The white submar¬
ginal spots and violet discal spots are much broader than in burni-Q, but the discal, black dentate band of the
hindwings is absent and simply indicated by 3 diffuse, small spots. Subapical spots extremely intense. In the
anal angle of the under surface of the forewings we find yet an important difference which can hardly be sexual.
The violet spots flowing together in burni to a band in the shape of a horseshoe, are far remote in timaeus.
Thorax and abdomen above of the same colours as the wings, beneath white just like in burni. Than-Moi, June,
July. 1000 ft., North Tonkin. — assus subsp. nov. was recently discovered in Canton. By the more intensely
red-brown ground-colour, assus forms the transition to etymander (139a). The black apical spots of the hind¬
wings form the intermediate between the Tonkin- and Formosa-races. Under surface more prominently dotted
in whitish violet than in timaeus and etymander. Rare, only 1
in my collection. -— etymander Fruhst. (139 a)
exhibits the largest black spots of the hindwings, being the most copiously bordered in orange-yellow. The
whitish violet striation of the under surface is finer than in the continental vicarioirs types. Formosa, flying
from July till October. Very rare, only three
in the Coll. Fruhstobfee known.

Group of species:

Sospita (Hew.).

The discocellulars of the forewings form a more acute angle than in Abisara. Middle discocellular of
the forewing shorter than the posterior one. Precostal long, steeper than in Abisara. Median part of the hind¬
wings only slightly projecting. $ dichromatic. Occurring only on the continent. Valve obtuse, distally con¬
sisting of 2 broad lobes. Penis-canal plainer and shorter than in Abisara. Type: S. fylla Hew.
fylla.

fyUaria.

magdala.

fylloides.

A. fylla occurs from Cashmir and the Kumaon-Himalaya to Assam, Burma and Tenasserin, where
it is met from the lowlands up to an altitude of 7000 feet. It seems to fly all the year round. I myself possess
from Sikkim two temporal forms mentioned neither by de Niceville nor by Moore. We find the
and $ of the rainy period very well figured by Moore (Lep. Ind. t. 399 f 1 a—1 c). The form of the dry
period is recognizable by the lighter ground-colour and the broader bands of the forewings. We depict the
latter as fyllaria Fruhst. (139c) in the female; also thedenoted as fylla (139c) belongs to the dry period and
differs from the $$ of the rainy period by a paler total colouring, fylla lies before me in numbers from
Sikkim, Bhutan and Assam. According to Niceville, the butterfly is common during the warm months on
not great elevations. -— magdala Fruhst. (139 c), a melanotic areal form which I ascertained as a novelty for
Tonkin, differs from fylla by the more pointed and narrower wings and a much narrower and steeper, more
white than yellow band of the forewing. Hindwings above and beneath more dotted in black and white. From
fylloides Moore-Q from Szetchuan magdala-$ deviates by the more rectilinear, purer white band of the fore¬
wing, by two distinct apical dots, and by the hindwings being more copiously spotted. Chiem-Hoa, August,
September; Central Tonkin. — fylloides Moore (Vol. I, p. 254, t. 89 d) was mentioned as fylla in the first
volume. It occurs in Szetchuan and to the east as far as Itchang and Changyang in Central China. Specimens
from Bernardmyo in Upper Burma mentioned by Moore will probably form a transition between magdala
and fylloides.

Group of species: Abisara (Fldr.).
Middle and posterior discocellulars of the hindwings equally long. Precostal pointed, bent. Hind¬
wings with more or less distinctly projecting median-lobes. $ lighter coloured than the
with a white apical
spot or pale submarginal bands of the forewings. Occurring in the oriental region to the north as far as to the
Liu Kiu Islands, to the east as far as Celebes. Correspondingly also in Africa. Valve in the shape of a hook
or stylus. Type: A. echerius Stoll.

A. echerius is one of the most variable butterflies of the South Asiatic fauna and of the least capacity
to resist both the geographical and climatic influences. The climax of its variability the species attains in Burma,
being a country with a decidedly long dry season, and the material of the collections makes the impression as
if in every month of the year certain forms occurred deviating from each other, though they are connected
with each other by multifarious intermediate forms. $ red-brown with a violet lustre disappearing in specimens
of the extreme winter-form. Forewing with three rows of lighter bands shining through from beneath. Hind¬
wings with the black apical double-spots so very characteristic of all the species of the genus, being joined by
two more in the anal angle. The bands as well as the black spots show the tendency of disappearing altogether
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or partly in the forms of the rainless period and in some insular races. On the under surface of the hindwings
there generally appear three costal maculae. Sometimes the foremost is absent in the dcL but in the $$ it
appears again (race of the Andamans). $ always larger and paler red-brown than the $. The longitudinal bands
are always more prominently indicated, there often also appear distinctly defined or dull blurred white subapical bands. The black spots on the upper surface of the hindwings are also in the winter-generation more
pertinaceous than in the <$, and the apical spots never disappear entirely. — Larva on Myrsineae, light green,
covered with fine hairs. Pupa with two obtuse horns on the head, black dots, likewise hairy. Egg globular,
smooth, greenish; it is deposited on the under surface of the food-plant. The young larva only eats small patches
out from it without touching the upper epidermis. — scliedeli Fruhst. occurs in Okinawa of the Liu Kiu Islands
and is of a larger habitus than echerius from South China and Hongkong. Type belonging to the dry periodform, with a broad, red-brown stripe of the wing-centre on a pale reddish-brown ground. — echerius Stoll (138 c
and Vol. I, p. 254, t. 89 c) is, according to Kershaw’s precious work on the ,,Butterflies of Hongkong
and South-East China”, everywhere common where there is some coppice in wooded districts. The imago
flies from one leaf to another, making small jumps from time to time, and walking by jerks about on the middle
of the leaf with its wings half opened, echerius rarely undertakes larger flights in day-time, but in the dusk
it is fond of roving about like the Hesperids. echerius occurs all the year round and can stand the cold very
well being on the way even in those days when other butterflies timidly conceal themselves from the frost.
echerius is rarely seen on flowers, but occasionally it chinks from wet places. Clasping-organs with a delicate,
skinny uncus. Valve with a ventral, chitinous point and a narrow, skinny, dorsal appendage. Penis-tube most
complicatedly armed with points and lateral hooks. •— As lydda Hew. (Vol. I, p. 254, t. 89 d) the paler winterform with less markings has been described. — saturata Moore is a darker race of the Island of Hainan with
more brightly greyish-violet longitudinal stripes of the under surface of both wings. The $ is lying before me
by the kindness of the owner of the Tring Museum. It appertains to the form of the wet period, flying from
May to July. It is larger, more intensely red-brown, with a more extensive and more angled median band of
the under surface of the hindwings. — bazilensis Fruhst. (138c <§, 140 b $) has the same size as echerius and
differs chiefly by the preponderantly yellowish, instead of greyish-violet longitudinal stripes of the under
surface. The $ differs from the d1 by more extensive and lighter bands. Island of Bazilan, flying in February
and March. — laura Fruhst. (138 d) I have formerly treated as a branch-race of A. celebica Fob. But since I
have seen in Staudlnger’s collection a race from the same island being more nearly allied to celebica, I am
obliged to regard laura as an off-shoot of A. echerius, owing to the steep, almost purely white parallel striation
of the forewings, being towards the costal only somewhat bent proximally. The d is beneath the most similar
to A. echerius bazilensis (138 c), though it is slightly larger. Mindoro, discovered by Dr. Plates, d? type
my collection. -— tonkinianus Fruhst. was based upon a $ of the extremest dry period-form of the month
of April, found at an elevation of about 1000 m in the Manson Mountains at the frontier between Ton¬
kin and the South Chinese Province of Kwangsi. $ Rbove lighter red-brown than echerius- $ from Hong¬
kong. Hindwing with a more projecting median lobe. — meta Fruhst. (140 c) is the rainy period-form
of it, flying from August till September, d above more uniformly darker red-brown with a brighter violet
lustre, $ with more or less distinct, whitish-powdered bands being somewhat angled beyond the cell. On
the under surface, these longitudinal stripes are of a purer white and entirely stronger. From ChiemHoa,, Central Tonkin. — annamitica Fruhst. d more intensely red-brown than meta.
Under surface
much more like kausambioides Nicev. by the darkening of all the white bands and the bordering of the spots.
$ above darker than meta-Q, with broader yellowish-white bands which are less sharply defined. The black
spotting of the hindwings is reduced, and the subanal cuneiform spots are stunted into small narrow^ lunae.
Under surface: The helmet-spots standing in meta between the medians are more indistinct. Flying in Novem¬
ber, December ; I observed them in Central Annam. Type belonging to the rainy period-form. In the Paris
Museum there are specimens from Chau-Doc in Cochin-China, representing the intermediate form and remin¬
ding us of abnormis from Burma by a purely wrhite subapical oblique band on both sides of the fore-wings; further¬
more, $ and $ from the same habitat as well as from Saigon, belonging to the extreme dry period and forming
the transition to angulata from Burma. The Tring-Museum, furthermore, has both sexes from the Sekong
River in the Laos States found by the collector of orchids, Micholitz. in February and March 1904. -— siamensis
Fruhst. (138 c, 140 d $) wras found by me in January and February at an altitude of about 300 nr, in an inter¬
mediate form closely approximating the generation of the rainy period.
however, already without black
spots on the upper surface of the hindwings. $ light reddish-brown with a distinct, intensely brown median
band on both wings and only quite faintly indicated light bands. Under- surface the most closely allied to anna¬
mitica Fruhst., but with more delicate, more blurred, whitish greyish-violet bands. — angulata Moore is the
oldest name for the most variable of the Abisara. A large series of specimens of both sexes is lying before me,
and according to the method of the European varietists, each of them would be justified to be denominated.
angulata was based upon $$ of the extreme dry period-form, being closely allied to tonkiniana. Specimens
dated January from South Tenasserim approximate echerius f. lydda, because they changed the usual plumcolour for a dull browm and also hardly excel the Hongkong race in size. When the rainless period has made
more progress, in all the specimens a white band gradually develops itself beneath, mostly traversing only
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the under surface of the forewings and being softened down on the hindwings. Later on there appear specimens
in which the white band is developed also on the upper surface of the forewings. This is f. abnormis Moore
(140 b). In May, when the Monsoon begins to set in, the first specimens of the rainy period appear, being of
a much larger habitus. They immediately exhibit again the beautiful plum-colour with an extensive violet
lustre, the band in the median part of the under surface, also that of the forewing, begins to darken, and on
the upper surface a marking is formed like in meta Fruhst. (140 c) from Tonkin, which is at first covered with
dirty whitish violet, but which, on the decrease of the rain-fall, begins again to brighten up and to extend.
In $$ of November we have then again a very broad white, though still slightly reddish dusted striation, and
the round of discolorations begins anew. A $ from the Chin Hills of the Tring Museum has above two white
prominent longitudinal bands of the forewings: jhana form.. nov. (140c). -— As suffusa Moore, a dry periodform Qf North India was described occurring near Poona in especially stunted small and faded specimens. Some¬
what larger specimens occur near Bombay and lie before me also from South India. Flying-time December
till February. The median band of the under surface of both wings remains more rectilinear without forming
such acute angles in the median zone of the hindwings as in the Burma-race. -— fraterna Moore, the stage of
development of the rainy period, lies before me from the months of July and August, from Masuri and the
Karwar District. $ above similar to that of celebica (138 c), with a deep purple lustre. $ the most nearly allied
to erilda-Q (138 d), though larger and with shorter yellowish-white oblique bands of the forewings. -— Larva
on Embelia robusta Roxb. and Ardisia humilis Vahl., two species of the Myrsineae; on the under surface of
leaves showing the same light green as it has itself. Pupa, according to Aitken, so very similar to the larva
that it is difficult to decide whether the pupation has already taken place. Imago very common especially7 at
the end of the rainy period from September and October. In hilly districts, in the low jungle, every bush is
then alive with them, where they sit with their wings half open without any fear, so that they are easily cap¬
tured. The butterflies go up to altitudes of almost 3000 m, and the type of suffusa was found at this altitude
in the West Himalaya. — prunosa Moore inhabits Ceylon where it likewise occurs in two generations being,
however, not very7 sharply separated.
of the rainy period-form with a more intensely violet reflection than
South Indian specimens, beneath with a median band extensively bordered in greyish-violet.
of the dry
period beneath brown instead of plum-coloured, with light coffee-brown longitudinal stripes. Observed flying
all the year round from the plains up to about 1200 m. In the brushwood and at the skirts of roads, especially7
common in June and July and then again in November and December. -—• bifasciata Moore, the most
splendid branch of echerius.
like the
of prunosa, but with still more developed black spots. $ very large
with broad white transcellular bands of the forewings. Both wings, besides traversed by two pronounced greyishbrown submarginal bands, being very much undulated. Under surface with light chestnut-brown longitudinal
stripes on a grey ground. Forewing with a yellowish median band, hindwing with a greyish-white, distincly
dentated median band. Andamans, one specimen also from the Nicobares in the Indian Museum of Calcutta.

A. kausambi.

With this species which, however, leaves the benefit of doubt in being justified
to be called a species, a series of Macromalayan forms begins differing from the Indo-Chinese and
South Indian vicarious types by their small size. The $$ differ from the branches of A. echerius so far dealt
with by a vast, generally purely white apical area. Only in their off-branches from the Island of Java we
come again across parallel stripes of the forewings not cohering towards the apex. The
occur in two forms:
a) such with a one-coloured brownish-violet upper surface, and 0) specimens with a faintly7 indicated, whitish
small apical spot of the forewings. $ with a somewhat less broad and more sharply defined white spot of the
forewings than niasana (138 d). Beneath the white spot, however, widens still more than in stasinus (138 e).
Imago generally common, .of a most coquettish behaviour. They like to walk round on the upper surface of
leaves flapping with their half-opened wings. They all prefer the woods where, however, they always stay
in the demi-shade and appear only in the most intense sunshine; In the net they are restless, and their delicate
paionea. fluff is just as easily taken off as the bloom of a plum. — paionea subsp. nov. is the name of a northern race
closely allied to kausambi, which I collected in May in the Karen Hills (Burma). It represents to a certain degree
a connecting link between kausambi and angulata. Upper surface pale red-brown with two yellowish, loosely
cohering longitudinal stripes of the forewings going down as far as to the middle of the wing. Under surface
similar as in jhana (140 c), though the median band is not angled. Both longitudinal stripes, however, traver¬
sing the whole length of the wings as in jhana, whereas the white bands of kausambi terminate in the median
part of the forewings. To paionea presumably also belong the kausambi-forms mentioned by -Moore from
kausambi. the Mergui Archipelago where they were observed from December till March. — kausambi Fldf. is a race rarely
occurring in the collections, from the Malayan Peninsula and from Singapore. $ about of the habitus of the
stasinus-^d (138 e), but above of a paler red-brown ground-colour. The $$ differ from their Sumatran sisters
by a more extensive white area of the forewings, and from kausambioides figured by Distant in 1883 by mistake
as kausambi Fldr., by the blurred and dull area, while the $ of kausambioides exhibits a purely white, sharply
niya. defined band depicted also by Distant. -— niya subsp. nov. For this butterfly I am indebted to Dr. L. Martin
who collected it in the Riouw Archipelago in February 1895. <$ somewhat smaller than kausambi-Qo from
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Singapore. $ with scarcely half as broad white band of the forewings as in kausambi-The white spot of
the under surface of the forewing considerably more reduced than even in the Sumatran stasinus. In North
East and West Sumatra, stasinus Fruhst. (138 e) flies. 3 above of a less bright violet reflection than 33 from
Perak, $ with a more reduced whitish apical spot of the forewings, which is always tinged in yellowish also
in the lightest specimens. According to Martin, the butterflies are weak flyers, do not rise high above the
soil and keep their wings half open when at rest, as the Hesperids or also certain Geometrids do. Hagen found
an allied race in the Isle of Banka, and Snellen mentions another one from Billiton. — niasana Fruhst. (138 d),
a considerably modified insular race, with a prominent white apical area of the forewings of the $$. Both
sexes deviating from stasinus by larger black spots of the hindwings. The median band of the forewing is white,
the anal spots oblong, more cuneiform. Nias, rare. •— erilda subsp. nov. (138 d) inhabits West Java where I met
it from the southern coast up as far as about 600 m. The $9 are above light red-brown with whitish, slightly
reddish-huecl longitudinal bands of the forewings reminding us of Burmese allies. — geza Fruhst. (138 d) is
the East Javanese areal form of a more intense red-brown colour and with broader and more yellowish stripes
of the forewings, the 33 being much smaller and of a less intense violet reflection than erilda-33• Doherty
discovered an allied race in Bali. -— litavicus Fruhst. (140 b) is in its size inferior to kausambi from Perak. 3
on the forewings with a reddish-powdered spot shining through from beneath, $ with a purely white preapical
zone forming beneath a compact area. Kinabalu (North Borneo). — sala subsp. nov. (140 b) occurs in South
East Borneo, surpassing litavicus in size and exhibiting on the under surface of the forewings of the
two
white bands separated by a red stripe. The 33 have whitish-tarnished forewings and are superior in size to
those of litavicus. Dr. Martin collected numbers of this form near Sintang from January till April; .sala is
presumably distributed all over Borneo being, a lowland-race, for 33 from the lowlands of the Sultanate of
Brunei greatly approximate those from the west and south-east of the island. -— aja Fruhst. (140 b) replaces
kausambi in the Island of Palawan. 3 Die most closely allied to litavicus from North Borneo, but without the
whitish-effused, anterior part of the longitudinal stripes of the under surface of the forewings.

stasinus.

niasana.

erilda.

geza.

Utavicus.

sala.

aja.

$ with the white

area of the under surface of the forewings extended as far as to the wing-centre, and witli longer subterminal
intramedian flames, filled up with whitish grey, on the hindwings.

A. celebica replaces A. echerius and A. kausambi in the subregion of the Philippines and of Celebes,
a district which, in 1911. I denoted as Chaeturia, according to the genus of birds ,,Chaetui’a“ occurring in both
the insular groups. The single forms vary greatly in size, according to the insular habitat; in Celebes itself
it excels, as usually, the other species of this genus, while it is of a smaller size in the islands. The wing-contour
is more roundish than in A. echerius, the distribution of the longitudinal stripes corresponds more with that
of A. echerius than of the kausambi-races, being especially prominent in the
occasionally of a pure white.
Under surface brighter than in kausambi, all the light bands more extensive. The black apical spots sometimes
of an amazing size. Uncus considerably longer, with a neater curve than in echerius, the ventral horns of it
are coniform, not bent up as in A. echerius and A. kausambioides. Penis-canal considerably longer, more slender,
but less densely armed with small barbs than in A. echerius, more strongly developed, however, than in A.
kausambioides. — celebica Rob. (138 c), originally described according to specimens from Tombugo in East celebica.
Celebes, occurs conformably also in the south of the island where I met a number of $9 from January to March
up to about 1000 m above the sea-level. $ with yellowish-darkened longitudinal bands of the forewings. —
bugiana Fruhst. (138 c $ under surface, 140 b upper surface). 3 has beneath the longitudinal stripes of more bugiana.
intense bluish-white reflection. In the $ the bands of the upper surface of the forewings are white instead of
yellowish, furthermore, all the aclmarginal and submarginal lines of the hindwings are likewise white. Under
surface: All the bands and spots are of a milky colour, instead of yellowish. The white median band of the
hindwings are broadened at the cost of the brown internerval spots. A similar race in the Island of Sangir.—
saleyra Fruhst. (40 a) is in its size inferior to the two races from Celebes, with a strongly marked satellite island saleyra.
character. Above darker, of a more intense violet reflection. The stripes are more prominent and especially
beneath of a still more intense yellow than in celebica. 3 type in Die Coll. Stattdinger. one 3 in the Tring Mu¬
seum. -— porphyritica subsp. nov. is an especially much modified race from the Sula Islands where Doherty ;porphyridiscovered it. 3 above duller, almost without any blue reflection. Apical spots of the hindwings prominent,
nearly circular. Under surface chocolate-brown, without a purple tinge. Bands almost like in saleyra, steeper,
dull brownish-yellow. The intramedian flames of the hindwings encircled by yellowish, instead of white ringlets.
$ above with united bands of the forewings. The hindwings exhibit more yellorvish bands. Under surface
of the forewings with a faded shawl. The hindwings with an almost blurred, small, red-brown postmedian
spot, with widely spread yellowish-brown bands. Sula Besi, flying in October. Type in the Tring Museum. —
palawana Stgr. It comes next to saleyra in size. Upper surface somewhat paler plum-blue than the races of palawana.
the neighbouring Celebes. The $ occurs in two forms: a) with extensive parallel bands of the forewings being
only slightly deepened by yellowish, and besides $$ with almost brownish-yellow bands, pancha form. nov. pancha.
(140 b). By the angled proximal band of the forewings, moreover, both $-forms form a transition from celebica
to echerius. In the Philippines there occur several insular forms being partly not yet sufficiently studied, of
which juana Fruhst. (140 c) may be considered as the most conspicuous form. It is smaller than celebica. On juana.
the under surface it differs besides by the following marks: the bands of the forewings are more acutely marked,
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broader and lighter. The median bands of the hindwings are much narrower, the black apical spots distinct,
encircled by broad white ringlets, the black anal dots also appear more strongly developed. The $ is entirely
different from celebicn, being decorated with very much shorter, purely white submarginal and subapical bands
of the forewings. The black spots of the hindwings are likewise encircled by white ringlets. The under surface
differs just the same way as in the
and besides, the subanal cordiform markings of juana are more pointed,
the brown submarginal band, however, is composed of more obtuse — not arrow-shaped — internerval spots.
Mindanao. £ length of forewings 24 mm, $ 25 mm, of celebicnfrom South Celebes 27 mm. -— mudita subsp.
nov. inhabits Mindoro and differs from juana only by somewhat narrower, though just as oblique, purely white
subapical bands of the forewings. Type in the Coll. Staitdinger in the Berlin Museum. ■— cudaca subsp. nov.
occurs in Luzon. ££ from there are smaller than juana-A A from Mindanao, and much lighter coloured than
specimens from the southern Philippines.

A. kausambioides is an exclusively Macromalayan species the range of which is not yet sufficiently
known. Martin was inclined to take it to be a mountain-form of kausambi; this is, however, contested by the
fact that A. kausambi Fldr. occurs on the Kinabalu even at a considerable height, and that clasping-organs
exhibit a differentiation being, in case it is constant, quite considerable.
above with a brighter violet reflec¬
tion than in any form of A. kausambi, dark purple-brown, the black apical spots of the hindwings showing
through above either not at all or only indistinctly. Under surface with narrower and darker longitudinal
stripes than in A. kausambi. de Niceville was, as he admitted, not able to distinguish the $ from A. kausambi-§;
it is, however, easily separated by a more sharply defined, shorter and more oblique apical area of the fore¬
wings. The hindwings exhibit, like in the <$, less prominent black costal spots. The under surface with a median
band being always distally more narrowly defined in grey. The intramedian spots before the tail are never
of the shape of flames nor linguiform, but pressed together in a kidney-shape, sometimes with a black pupil.
Clasping-organs throughout more delicate than those of A. echerius, the tip of the uncus bent more sharply,
the valve without a hook-like point, but rather with a skinny, cylindrical lobe. Penis-canal hardly chitinized,
kausambioi- very plain, without the antler-shaped ornaments distinguishing A. echerius. ■— kausambioides Nic. (138 d, 140 c)
lles' founded upon specimens from Penang and the Malayan Peninsula, was figured by Distant in the sexes really
belonging together already in 1883, but treated as A. kausambi. The $ has the purest white of the forewings
amaga. of all the Abisara of my collection (with the sole exception of A. celebicn juana). — amaga subsp. nov. is a very
small-sized race of the Island of Banka; A with still more blurred longitudinal stripes of the under surface than
exhibited in our figure 138 d. $ above approximating the $ of iliaca (138 d), with a still less prominently
indicated apical diffuse spot. Beneath most characteristic by nearly round, therefore not flamed, intramedian
spots, being besides filled up with blackish instead of red-brown. Type in the Tring Museum, according to
paha. specimens found by Dr. Hagen. — paha subsp. nov. lies before me in a large series from the north-eastern
part of Sumatra. The $ is of a less bright red-brown and the white apical area of the forewings is less dar¬
kened. Under surface with a strangulated, more grey than violet longitudinal band. Flying all the year
iliaca. round. — iliaca Fruhst. (138 d) distinctly exhibits in the $ the difference from A. kausambi niasana FruTist.
(138 d 2). The total colouring of the upper surface is darker, the white transverse area of the forewings pushed
back, powdered with dull red-brown. Hindwings without the whitish network round the black spots. A con¬
siderably smaller than paha-A A from Sumatra, somewhat paler red-brown. Under surface with lighter grey,
more prominent longitudinal stripes. § throughout with less white bands than the $ of niasana, and
distinguished also from the $ of paha by more sharply angled median line of the hindwings. Island of Nias,
tina. very rare. —- tina Fruhst. excels paha in size. The violet lustre of the upper surface still more magnificent and
intense than in the other allied races. Ground-colour about between paha and iliaca. $ immediately distinguish¬
able from paha and kausambioides by the apical area of the forewings being reduced to a narrow, dull yellowish
stripe and being distally accompanied by a yellow line traversing the whole wing. cGtype from the surroun¬
dings of Sukabumi in West Java, from an altitude of about 600 m, the $ having been collected by myself in
ter a. tire Zuidergebergde in East Java, from 500 m. — tera Fruhst. from North Borneo is in size inferior to kausam¬
bioides and paha. but especially also to tina, although it is above just as dark as the vicarious types from Sumatra
and Perak. Under surface characterized by a grey submarginal band of the forewings being costally expanded
in the A- Dr. Martin discovered near Sintang a number of A A and one $ 111 company with Abisara kausambi
sola Fruhst.. from January to April. Thus it is proved that kausambioides inhabits also the lowlands.
('

Group of species: Archigenes (Fruhst.).
The costal of the hindwings is more curved than in Abisara and Sospita. The precostal is short, steep,
without a turned down fine point. The middle discocellular of the hindwing is slightly convex, not straight-lined
as in Sospita; the subcostal and radials sometimes rise from a common base. The anterior median of the forewing always terminates in a long-stretched tail. ^ similar to the $$ of Abisara, brightened up, with duller
bands of the forewings than the AA- Valve very broad with a sharp ventral unciform tip and a broad dorsal
lamella. Habitat India, Indo-China and Macromalayana. Type: A. aita Nicev.
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A. neophron, an interesting variable species being subject to a metagenesis hitherto unregarded.
$ not considerably different from the rf, somewhat larger, of a duller greyish-brown, with somewhat broader
white bands. Inhabiting the hilly districts, neophron were observed in Upper Tenasserim up to altitudes of
2000 m. Early stages unknown. Occurring from Nepal to Yunnan, found by myself in Tonkin, and distributed
to the south across the Malayan Peninsula to the Island of Banka. — neophronides subsp. nov. (138 b as
neophron) is the westernmost branch of the total species also considered and depicted as neophron by Moore
and Bingham, easily distinguishable from the nomenclatural type originating from 8,} I bet by the considerably
broader white oblicpie band of the forewing running through as far as to the submedian. We figure a $ of the dry
period differing beneath from those of the rainy period by the median band being distally bordered by grey in¬
stead of whitish. Occasionally also the white of the upper surface of the anal point is absent, like in the U
figured by us. In the $ all the white bands flow out still farther, and in particularly typical specimens of
the extremes! cold period there appear besides violet nebulous bands on the upper surface of the hindwings.
Nepal, Sikkim, on low hills from March to November. — neophron Hew. is not rarely found in Assam and
also reported from the Naga Hills. The white stripe of the forewing tapering particularly towards the costal,
the under surface more variegated with more intensely red-brown and more violet than white longitudinal
bands. — In gratius Fruhst. (138 d) the white band of the forewing is still narrower, and also the black
apical spots of the hindwings, being separated by an orange streak, are reduced in size. The $ is considerably
smaller than the Assam- $, duller grey, the shades on the under surface faded. The description is based upon
specimens of the dry period. U from the Manson Mountains, North Tonkin from April and May, 2 from
Tandong near Toungo in the Karen Hills in May at about 1000 m, found by myself. To gratius probably
also belong <$$ reported from Yunnan. — chelina Fruhst. was put up for the areal form of the Malayan
Peninsula, according to Distants figure. Now there is before me also a $ from Tavoy, Tenasserim, for which
I am indebted to Dr. L. Martin who handed his whole collection of Erycinidae over to me, and a $ from
Canton, South China. $ on both surfaces darker than neophron. Under surface of the hindwings also towards
the base brownish grey instead of yellowish. The median band of the hindwings more undulate, all the other
small greyish violet stripes reduced, but there appear larger intramedian, brown submarginal spots on the
under surface of the hindwings. Distributed from South China, Tonkin and Tavoy as far as Perak. Accor¬
ding to Dr. Hagen also in the Island of Banka. There is no doubt that chelina is the form of the rainy period,
while gratius represents the generation of the dry months of a local race, for which chelina has to be sub¬
stituted as the older name.
A. chela Nicev. is more than a third smaller than A. neophron, above darker greyish brown, with
a more obliquely directed, white transverse band of the forewing terminating already at the third or posterior
median. Under surface of the forewing with but one small subanal black anteterminal spot bordered in white,
whereas neophron exhibits three of them, the foremost of which disappears at the first median. Hindwing
with a more extensive \iolet tinge at the median band being more curved towards the base. Sikkim, Assam,
and Naga Hills up to elevations of about 1000 m; it flies at the same time and always in company of
A. neophron.
A. aita Nicev. (138 b) replaces A. neophron in Sumatra. $ distinguishable from the figured U by a
lighter ground-colour, greyish brown more faded and broader longitudinal stripes. Hindwing with a more
extensive white distal area and a small faint brown spot in it. Under surface differing from neophron by
the almost equally broad white stripes of the forewings and the extensive white area of the hindwings,
which is somewhat dull in the $. Known to me only from the Battak Plateau of North East Sumatra,
but not from West Sumatra. Very likely a race nearly allied to aita will yet be found in North Borneo.
A. savitry, an exclusively Macromalayan species, deviates from A. neophron by the absence of a white
band of the forewing, which is replaced by two vertical whitish-violet or greyish-yellowish longitudinal stripes
varying in the tinge according to the habitat. $ again with more extensive and above paler bands of the
forewings. Clasping-organs with an uncus, the skinny formation and shape of which reminds us of that
of A. kausambioides. Valve ventrally with a sharply curved point and a very broad dorsal lamella. Penistube very long, apparently without any spines. — savitri Fldr. (= susa Hew.), described from the Malayan
Peninsula, lies before me only in 2 Uc? from Penang. Upper surface of a brighter reddish-brown than in
strix (138 b), the outer, dull longitudinal band of the forewing with a violet hue. 2 known to me only
from the figure by Distant in 1883. Forewing with two stripes of a violet lustre. Rare in the collections.
— teutyra subsp. nov. (138 b as savitry) was figured according to a $ Horn Padaug Pamljang (West Sumatra),
and is before me in numbers also from North East Sumatra. In the U the almost parallel bands of the fore¬
wings are somewhat narrower, teutyra is easily discernible from savitri by the monotonously and duller brown
upper surface, and the yellowish, instead of whitish blue, stripes of the under surface. According to Mar¬
tin a very rare butterfly of the woods near the coast, being found, however, in fresh specimens all the
year round. — deniya subsp. nov. lies before me owing to the kindness of the gentlemen of the Tring Museum. Habitus of the $ smaller than of the race from Perak and Sumatra, forming the natural intermediary
with respect to the colouring. Above just as dark and homogeneously brown-grey as teutyra, beneath with
IX
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just as preponderantly white bands as savitri from Penanghill. Island of Banka. — periya sub-sp. nov. the
type of which originates from the Tring Museum like that of deniya, inhabits Bunguran of the Natuna
Islands, where it was met from July to October. Just as the Banlca-form of savitri forms the transition to
teutyra, periya forms it from savitri to sciurus from South Borneo. Upper surface dull and without any
red-brown admixture, the light stripes of the forewing somewhat more prominent than in sciurus. The black
maculae of the hindwings more conspicuous than in the branches of savitri enumerated so far. Under surschmts. face more intensely red-brown than in savitri, but yet with almost lacteous bands. — sciurus Fruhst., founded
upon specimens of South East Borneo and of the lowlands of North Borneo, was recently captured by Dr.
L. Martin also near Sintang on the Kapuas River in South West Borneo. Particularly the Q differs greatly
from the 2 of the Sumatran and Perak-form, being above darker brown and exhibiting more grey than
yellowish-brown longitudinal stripes. Beneath brighter than the 2 of teutyra, the dirty-white bands with
siri.r. a bluish periphery.—strix Fruhst. (138 b), an alpine form of North Borneo which may replace A .aita there.
A 2 characterized by more sharply defined and still broader bands than we find them in sciurus, which
becomes especially conspicuous on the under surface of the forewings, where, towards the apex and anal
part, the beginning of a purely white band appears. The hindwings are above and beneath characterized
by a broad, purely white subanal band, and the black spots reminding us of the eyes of an owl are diatlas. stinctly encircled in white. Kinabalu. — atlas Nicev. (138 b) of which we reproduce a A from beneath,
largely agrees above with A. savitri strix from Kinabalu in the scheme of markings, atlas, however, may
be regarded as the branch of the collective species with the greatest deviation from the general habitus,
and almost considered a distinct species. Though the 2 is paler than the A, yet it is by far the most in¬
tensely red-brown form of the group of species of Archigenes. The proximal oblique band is very7 broad,
yellowish-white. Described according to specimens I found in great numbers on the Gede. atlas does not
occur there at altitudes of less than 1200 m and I found it at the skirts of the forests Avhich were dripping
with wet, particularly above the Botanical Gardens of Tjibodas on the northern slope of the Volcano Gede,
but I cannot remember of having seen them on other mountains of West Java.

4. Genus : Dicallaneura Btlr.
*

This sharply limited genus exclusively occurs in the Papuan region, where it is represented in a small
number and — with one exception —■ of sexually heteromorphous, magnificent species, of which we may expect
some more new forms. In this genus the differentiability, caused by climatic, geographical and mountainous
influences, attains its climax. In the chief island of New Guinea one species alone is divided into about
6 or 7 races. Structurally, Dicallaneura differs from all its allies by the very much proximally bent cliscocellulars of the forewings, so that a conspicuously broad and short cell is jiroduced. The first subcostal
vein is grown together with the costal, the costal of the hindwings is strongly curved like in Taxila and Praetaxila, the precostal stunted. The cell of the hindwing towards the base greatly expanded, the posterior
discocellular very long. Eves naked. Tegumen with a point like the sting of a scorpion, but very delicate,
the valve in the shape of a finger. Penis-case distally with 4 spines. Tegumen with small ventral, uncom¬
monly long, sharply bent horns as pointed as a needle. The butterflies live in the forests and behave like
the M&isum-species. Some forms are common, others rare though widely distributed, the alpine species hitherto
very ra,re, having come to Europe only' in single specimens.
hu com phi*.
D. leuconielas R. and J. (140 el, an important discovery of the last years, nearly the only Nemeobiidi
known with equally coloured sexes. Basal part of the forewing white, at the ground densely dusted in grey.
Hindwing with a white costal border. Apex of the tail of the 2 white. Under surface with a. red-brown distal
border, a large, blackish-brown, shaded-off spot at the cell-end. Hindwing with a triangular spot in the centre
of the costal area, otherwise grey like the base of the forewing, with reddish-brown streaks. Apical part of
the hindwing light orange-yellow, in the submarginal zone tiny white stripes. Flying in March, Mambare
River, British New Guinea, from an altitude of 5000 ft.
D. ribbei is easily recognizable by the AA being above throughout dark ultra-marine. The 2 is above
scarcely discernible from those of D. decorata and D. pulchm, orange-yellow with a black apex of the forewing
and the black submarginal spots of the hindwings characteristic of the whole genus. The under surface is
nearly identical in both sexes. Fore wing with a black median part shining slightly in dark blue. Hindwing
like in arfakensis (139 b), the yellow transverse bands similarly formed as in D. pulchra (139 b), but still noribbei. ticeably undulate. -— ribbei Rob. occurs in the Aru Islands, but it is rare there. The 2 is not hi my col¬
lection. The A exhibits a somewhat darker brown total colouring of the under surface than arfakensis-Ahim on. birana subsp. nov. lies before me in a 2 from the Tring Museum differing from a ribbei- $ of the Aru Islands
of the same museum by a more prominent black median area of the forewing and narrower yellow bands of
arfakensis. the under surface of the hindwings.
Etna-Bay. — arfakensis Fruhst. (139 b A2) differs from ribbei by a
more extensive black median zone of the forewing and the orange, instead of red-brown, colouring of the
hindwing. Described first from the Arfak Mountains in North West Dutch New Guinea, but the race seems
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rather conformably to occur on the whole northern coast of New Guinea. Hagen knew only one couple
from Stefansort; before me are 7
and 3 $$ from the surroundings of the Astrolabe Bay. — diantha
Sm. (= milnei Fruhst.) occupies low districts of South British New Guinea. $ separable from arfakensis
by a darker ground-colour of the under surface of the hindwings resembling ribbei. In the Tring Museum
there are also $$ from the Kumusi River, flying in August and September. — ovada subsp. nov. is the
race deviating the most from the general habitus of the ribbei, from the Eilanden River of the southern
part of Dutch New Guinea.
larger than arfakensis-^. Under surface still more intensely brown than ribbei
from Aru. The light yellow stripes and bands of the sister-races are here ochreous. The yellow spots of the
forewings are smaller. Flying in December, discovered in 1910 by Meek. Type in the Tring Museum.
D. pulchra resembles D. ribbei above, but it exhibits a whitish-blue oblique band of the forewing,
differing in width according to the insular habitat. This band extends from the subcostal to the middle
median. $ above, as a rule, somewhat darker than the $ of D. ribbei. The under surface is figured 139 b
and differs by a yellow subanal band of the hindwing being neither undulate nor interrupted, but simply
convex, from D. ribbei as well as from D. decorata and D. kirschi. It is distributed from Mysol across the is¬
lands in the Geelvink Bay as far as the northern parts of Dutch New Guinea.
pulchra Guer. (139 b) inhabits
the Island of Waigiu where the species is very rare. Waterstradt who collected for months in the island
captured only three $2. — udiyana subsp. nov. was discovered by Doherty in the Humboldt Bay. The
upper suiface of the hindwings is darker than in the specimens from Waigiu, with a smoky-brown tinge. —
vasatha subsp. nov. lies before me from Kapaur, South Dutch New Guinea, where it was also discovered
by Doherty in December 1896. $ differs beneath from the $ of pulchra by smaller white dots of the
forewings and, in both sexes, by the obsolete most central one of the three small creseentiform spots tra¬
versing the cell. The submarginal silvery-white small stripes are likewise in the decrease. — sigrya subsp.
nov. occurs in Mysol. Of a smaller habitus than the nomenelatural type from Waigiu; here also the white
oblique band of the forewing begins to dissolve posteriorly and is already considerably narrowed. $ much
darker than pulchra-^., but without the smoky-brown tinge of the $ from the Humboldt Bay.
D. kirschi, a rare species originally described from the Aru Islands, was discovered in British New
Guinea and the southern Dutch New Guinea in the last decade, after Doherty- had discovered it in Hum¬
boldt Bay already in 1892. The homogeneousness of the single forms with kirschi, however, was not recognized
by former authors. — kirschi Rob. is very sparse in Aru and is determined by me from the figure of its
author who had obtained only one $. The upper surface approximates that of pulchra-2, and the under
surface is characterized by the sharply dentated subanal band of the hindwing being whitish grey in the <$,
whitish-yellow in the £. The sexes are rather similar to each other as far as I am able to judge from the
material before me from the Tring Museum. The $ is smaller, intensely red-brown; the $ like that of D.
pulchra or D. decorata, light ochre-or orange-yellow. — didica. subsp. nov. (140d) was recently discovered
by Meek on the Eilanden River and Oetakwa River both of which originate from the Snow-Mountains. It
flies from October to December, from the plains up to about 1100 m. $ with almost white spots and bands
of the under surface. $ with a dim median creseentiform spot in the cell of the hindwing. Type in the
Coll. Fruhstorfer.— fulgurata Sm. (140 e) has a
being above somewhat lighter red-brown than we observe
it in didica. Under surface of the forewings lighter red-brown with smaller white and yellowish spots. The
middle cellular spot of the hindwing again distinctly prominent. The greyish-white covering at the medians
of the hindwings more extensive, more intense than in didica. $ beneath duller. Type from Milne Bay,
also from the Aroa River, British New Guinea, from an altitude of 4 to 5000 ft., flying in May, Tring
Museum. -— semirufa Sm., according to the author’s coloured description, presumably lias the darkest upper
surface. The under surface exhibits more extensive black median areas of the forewings and resembles the
most fulgurata by the distinct grey stripes along the medians of the hindwings. Humboldt-Bay. We may
for certain expect another kirschi-race from German New Guinea.
—

dianlhu.

ovada.

pulchra.

udiyana.

vamlha.

niyrya.

kirschi.

didica.

fulgurata.

semirufa.

D. decorata, the best-known and most common species of the genus, is at the same time the most
widely distributed, from the Aru Islands in the west to the small satellite islands in the east of New Guinea.
It is at the same time that species which dissolves the most easily into areal forms, and, strictly speaking,
it would even be possible to separate eight races of the chief island. £ either with a well-defined, light red¬
dish-yellow oblique band of the forewing, or, according to the locality, with a graduating, more or less dis¬
tinct, red-brown brightening on the forewings being otherwise blackish, towards the apex, however, deep
black. $ of all the species dealt Avith so far above the lightest yellow, beneath immediately recognizable by
the subanal band of the hindwings being dissolved into five single spots or small stripes; at the same time
the yellow median spots of the forewings are the largest and the most strongly developed. — decorata Hew., decorata.
the lightest race of the collective species, exhibits the broadest dull reddish-yellow band of the foreAving
and also on the hindwings a yellowish zone from.the costal area to the anterior median. Aru Islands, rare.
— sangha subsp. nov. occurs in Mysol. The transverse band of the foreAving considerably darkened, also sanyha.
the under surface of the hindwings more intensely red-brown, the outermost yelloAV anteterminal band nar¬
rower. T3Tpe in the Tring-Museum. — adulatrix Fruhst. exhibits particularly in the £ beneath more pro- aduIatrU-.
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nounced, longer and whitish stripes. The
however, is beneath darker with a more indistinct white small
submarginal band of the forewing. Waigiu. — tantra subsp. nov. excels adulatrix in size. $ above somewhat
paler red-brown with decidedly more distinctly light costal parts of the hindwings. Beneath likewise lighter
yellowish-brown with more imposing silvery-white spots of the forewings and a more extensive yellow anteterminal band of the hindwing. Type from Dorey, Dutch New Guinea, flying in June. Similar examples
also from Kapaur, but with respect to the habitus already inferior to those from Dorey and beneath more
conos. approximating the adulatrix from Waigiu. — conos Fruhst. (139 b, 140 d) is found in German New Guinea
und differs from tantra by the almost jet-black, instead of red-brown, small apical spot of the under surface
of the forewing and larger white, comma-shaped spots of the hindwings. The most common Nemeobiidi
parina. from Kaiser-Wilhelms-Land. — parina subsp. nov., an areal form of a habitus inferior to tantra and conos.
3 above, contrary to the almost uniformly brown conos, with a light yellow oblique discal area of the fore¬
wing, like in decorata. Under surface with reduced white spotting. Forewing with a red-brown apical area.
Hindwing with small greyish-white subanal stripes. Type in the Tring Museum. Aroa River, November
si gal a. till May, from about 700 m.
sigala subsp. nov. approximates the nomenclatural type of the Aru Islands,
still more than parina, by a light -yellow band of the forewing greatly contrasting with the red-brown ground
and an extensively light-yellow costal zone on the upper surface of the hindwings. Beneath likewise paler
than in all the vicarious types, <§ with enlarged white small stripes of the hindwings. $ beneath still lighter
than even the $ of tantra, and with smaller white dots of the forewings and yellow, instead of silvery white,
discal maculae on the under surface of the hindwings. $ type in the Tring Museum, Milne Bay. flying in
December; Kumusi River, North East British New Guinea, August, September. $-type from the Yule
sfagia. Island in the Coll. Frfhstorfer. — sfagia subsp. nov. (140 e) has an irregular transverse band of the fore¬
wing darkened somewhat by reddish, and the slightly lighter costal part of the hind wing is shaded by a red¬
dish tint. The black submarginal spots of the hindwings more pronounced than in sigala. $ somewhat duller
yellow than the $ of conos and sigala, towards the tails densely dusted in a blackish tint. Under sui’face
tlie nearest to sangha from Mysol, in the <$ intensely red-brown, in the $ with a red-brown bordering of
the white spots. The subanal strigae longer than in conos and the other vicarious types from New Guinea.
South East Dutch New Guinea, slopes of the Snow Mountains. Type from the Eiianden River; flying in
December, in the Coll. Frfhstorfer. Another series of specimens from the Oetakwa River, December, collecsariba. ted by Meek at about 1100 m, in the Tring Museum. — sariba subsp. nov. inhabits the island of the same
name near British New Guinea. <§ resembles above the sigala-<$ from Milne Bay, beneath the insular me¬
lanism is noticeable by the red-brown total colouring, whereby sariba appears almost just as dark brown
as sfagia. But the apical area of the under surface of the forewings is not so distinctly blackened as in conos
and sfagia, and the discal diffuse spots of the hindwings are obsolete, but larger than in sfagia. Type in
the Tring Museum.
D. ostrina, a rare species, hitherto found only in Humboldt Bay and in the Island of Jobi. $ above
black with velvety blackish violet lustre. Beneath scarcely discernible from that of the dark races of D.
ostrina. decorata. Two geographical forms: ostrina Sm. (140 d), $ with a red-brown costal area of the upper surface
ansuna. of the hindwings. Humboldt Bay, flying in August, September. Discovered by W. Doherty. — ansuna
subsp. nov. (140 d
140 e $) without the red brown costal spot of the hindwing. The under surface of
the forewing with a red-brown, instead of black apical area. Ansus, Island of Jobi. Flying in April, May.
Type in the Tring Museum.
rincessa.
D. princessa Sm. is known to me only from the figure of its author. Only one $ has come to Europe,
which is in the Tring Museum and originates from the Island of Biak in the Geelvink Bay, where Doherty
discovered it. 9 above intensely red-brown-yellow, apical spotting and submarginal dotting analogous to that
of D. decorata 2. Under surface light orange with lemon or canary-yellow basal and discal stripes. The black
apical spot of D. princessa, however, is reduced to a small, exactly discal crescentiform spot, being anteriorly
and distally cut off and bordered by a yellow semi-circle. On the hindwings two segmentary black and, parallel
with them, also two yellow postmedian bands. The small submarginal white stripes prominent, but the yel¬
lowish anteterminal band so very characteristic of the other Dicallaneura is absent.
ckcikei.
D. ekeikei B.-Bak. (141 a), a remarkable species without any closer allies, the figure of which we
owe to its author’s kindness. Forewing above blackish, hindwings about the same as in decorata. Under
surface brown with white spots on the forewings and a yellowish brown anal area of the hindwings. In the
basal region two white bands, in the submarginal zone six black streaks enlarged on the tail to a thick punctiform spot. British New Guinea, Ekeiki, a village in the Owen-Stanley Mountains.
{antra,

—

5. Genus: I^axita

Btlr.

Easily separable from Abisara by the uncommonly short middle discocellular and the consequently
longer posterior discocellular of the hindwings being sharply bent inwards and angled. The first subcostal
vein of the forewings either connected with the costal by a bridge, though isolated, or grown together with
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it. Subcostal of the hindwing boldly bent up as in Abisara; precostal either long or short. Subcostal bi¬
furcate at a longer or shorter distance from the cell-wall. A with a projecting hindmargin of the forewing
like in the Mycalesids. Beneath with a large speculum corresponding with a scent-reflection on the upper
surface of the hindwing. The latter itself with a large androconial spot. In the less brightly coloured 2$
the inner margin of the forewing runs entirely straight. The ground-colour of all genuine Laxita is quite
a peculiar claret-colour which, as far as I know, is not repeated in the long series of the Rhopalocera, and
on the under surface of both wings there is again in all the species an entirely unusual metallic blue macular
decoration being a most charming sight for an entomologist. The majority of the species of the A$ exhibit
besides a bluish-white band or a snow-white spot on the forewing, which is quite paradoxical, since in nearly
all the families and genera of the day-butterflies the $$ have light bands and spots. Clasping-organs most
primitive. Uncus as in Abisara; valve skinny; penis-tube of the plainest formation, unarmed, thin and de¬
licate.
The centre of the range of the genus is Borneo, from where we know already seven species, whereas
the Malayan Peninsula homes only three and Sumatra just as many species In Java there are no Laxita, but
recently a magnificent species was discovered in Siam. Two groups of species:
A. Zarax subgen. nov. Hindmargin of the forewing only insignificantly convex, hindwing without
a sexual spot, with a short precostal. The subcostal extremely shortened, because it is branched off at a
great distance from the cell.
B. Laxita Bllr. Fore wings convex, hind wings with a large androconial basin and a long precostal.
The subcostal bifurcates at a short distance from the cell.
A. Group of species: Zarax Fruhst.

L. teneta Hew. (138 f) of which we figure the A here for the first time, is the only Laxita known with teneta.
a black, instead of dark-red under surface. Upper surface of the hindwings of the A$ with a blue costal
stripe which is absent in the $$. The species exclusively inhabits the lowlands, being extremely rare and
very constant. Between my specimens from North, South East and Central Borneo (Sintang, flying in the
first quarter of the year) there is no difference to be noticed.
B.

Group of species: Laxita Btlr.

L. damajanti forms the most common species of a small series of species with rather homogenous
sexes. The $ is, as a rule, only insignificantly lighter and beneath somewhat more faintly spotted in black,
damajanti Flclr. (= tanita Hew.) occurs in the Malayan Peninsula. Upper surface of both wings somewhat damajanti.
more intensely red than in the Sumatran race which we figure (138 e), hindwings. besides in both sexes with
black diffuse spots. -—- lasica subsp. nov. (138 e as damajanti) above lighter red than damajanti; both sexes lasica.
exhibit a more or less distinct black anteterminal band of the hindwings. lasica is the most common Laxita
in Sumatra, flying all the year through in the woods of the promontories. The A being above unicolorous,
though of a magnificent dark red, exhibits nearly below the middle of the costa on the upper surface of
the hindwing an oval, dark yellow scent-spot standing in the centre of a smooth, blackish area; also the
convex inner margin of the forewing covering the scent-spot is on the adjacent under surface blackishly
lacquered and smooth. The $ is coloured dull-red throughout and exhibits now and then on the upper
surface of the forewing the shine of a yellow apical band and has an entirely straight inner margin. North
East and West Sumatra, H^gek reports it also from the Island of Banka. — cyme subsp. nov., a magnificent cyme.
discovery of the latest times made by Dr. L. Martin. Both sexes with a paler apical area of the forewing
being in the 5 submarginally even of a whitish lustre. In spite of this partial brightening, cyme represents
the melanotic extreme of the collective species, because the hindwings are entirely blackened, exhibiting
but rudiments of red adnerval stripes, as well as a narrow reddish anteterminal band. The hindmargin of
the forewing is also entirely blackened as far as to the cell, and two black intermedian stripes surpass even
the black anal area. Sintang, on the Kapuas River, West Borneo, flying in April.
L. lola Nicev. (138 f). By the discovery of a real damajanti-race in Borneo, lola is undoubtedly justi- tola.
fied to be regarded as a distinct species, whilst w'e had to suppose before that lola leplaces damajanti in
Borneo. A above more fiery red, but in the anal angle just as extensively blackened as cyme. $ paler reddish
with more delicate black small stripes of the forewings than the $ of cyme. Under surface with more in¬
tensely shining blue metallic and more pronounced black spots, lola is besides separated from cyme by its
larger size. Type from South East Borneo, from where there are 5 specimens in my collection. A race
being above somewhat more intensely red from the lowlands of North Borneo in 6 specimens in the Coll.
Frtthstorfer, and the A °f an alpine form being especially pronouncedly striped in black, from the Kina¬
balu, in the Tring Museum.
L. hewitsoni Rob., an extremely rare species known hitherto only in three examples (besides the types hewitsoni.
and a $ of my collection). Habitus coming up to that of lola, hewitsoni repeats the scheme of markings of
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L. nicevillei Rob., but the yellow preapical part of the forewings appears narrowed and the basal region
of the forewings less extensively blackened. Under surface most characteristic by the intensely dark red ground¬
colour, with bulky, but entirely roundish, not as in lola oblong, black macula. The apical part of the fore¬
wings yellowish, as in the 9 of telesia. Types one <$ and one $ from South East Borneo. One
from the
plains of North Borneo in my collection.
nicevillei.
L. nicevillei Rob. (138 e) is excelled in size by all the Laxita and is only little superior in the habitus
to Zarax teneta. The chrome-yellow subapical band and the pronounced transcellular black stripes of the.
forewings distinguish this species. Under surface analogous to hewitsoni, the yellow anteterminal line
and the blue submarginal line of the hindwing, however, parallel to the distal margin, narrower and also
towards the anal not interrupted. Type from South East Borneo. In my collection 2 $2 from Sintang,
West Borneo (flying in December) and 2 9$ from the lowlands of North Borneo,
must yet be discovered.
L. telesia commences the group of the species being sexually heteromorphous and, at the same
time, represents the most variable and, therefore, most multiform species. The
exhibits above on the
fore wing a most uncommon decoration consisting of a large, oval, snow-white spot above the middle of
the inner margin. The secondary sexual organs of it consist of an oval dark-yellow scent-spot below the
middle of the costa on the upper surface of the hindwing, being situated in a smooth light-yellow area,
whereas the under surface of the convex-sinuate forewing covering it is likewise smooth and light-yellow\
The 9 has on the pale-red forewing a yellow, indistinctly defined apical band; the hindwings are brown except
some small red scales at the margin of the apex the branches of the subcostal and median veins being brightly
telesia. marked in red. — telesia Hew. (138 e) described from Sarawak, was found in great numbers in a form
presumably corresponding with the original, near Sintang on the Kapuas. The 9 resembles that of ines
(138 e), but it exhibits a less extensive chrome-yellow preapical band of the forewing. They chiefly fly from
ines. January till March. — ines Fruhst. originates from North Borneo and is distinguished by its larger size and
the increased yellow of the forewings. Under surface: all the wings darker red, and all the black spots twice
or thrice as broad, also their violet bordering more intense. On the fore wing the chrome-yellow' apical spot is
much more extensive, extending from the costal margin — which it does not reach in telesia — as far as
the anterior median. The subapical bluish-violet dots bordering in telesia on this yellow apical spot, are
pistyrus. entirely absent in ines. Length of forewings 24 mm, in telesia- 2 from South Borneo 22 mm. — pistyrus subsp.
nov. (138 e as telesia-9) occurs in South East Borneo and differs from the western and northern vicarious
types by the receding chrome-yellow stripes of the forewings, the band of which sometimes discolours even
lyclene. into whitish. — lyclene Nicev. is confined to the Malayan Peninsula. $ easily to be separated from telesia
by a more extensive reddish distal border of the forewings. 9 the most closely allied to the 9 °f pistyrus,
though with small whitish transcellular stripes of the forewings, whereby it forms a transition to boulleti
lychnitis. (141a).—lychnitis subsp. nov. greatly approximates the race occurring in Borneo and the Malayan Peninsula
from which it is distinguished in the <$ by a larger red apical spot on the upper surface of the forewing,
by a red apex of the upper surface of the hindwing, and by a considerable reduction of the chrome-yellow
area near the apex of the under surface of the forewing. It flies all the year round in the woods of the
plains near the coast, but it is the most common in March and April. North East Sumatra.
boulleti.
L. boulleti spec. nov. (141 a) known only in one 9 °f the Paris Museum. To be separated from
the closely connected L. telesia by a more pointed anal angle of the hindwing, as well as by the insigni¬
ficant black basal part of the forewing and by the upper surface of the hindwing being parted into a black
and intensely red half, exhibiting four black submarginal spots. Porewing with a whitish, very broad pre¬
apical area being repeated also beneath as a whitish area. The discal spots are paler blue than in telesia.
The basal and subbasal black stripe-spot of the under surface of the hindwing is absent, the light-blue discal
spots being confluent instead, whereas in telesia- 9 from Borneo they are separated afar by the posterior
median vein.
still unknown. It will probably approximate the $ of L. telesia For the present we are
justified to consider boulleti as a distinct species owing to the different shape of the wings and the differing
position of the blue spots on the under surface. It is denominated in honour of Mons. Eugene Boullet,
the patron of the Paris Museum. Type from Siam, brought along by the Mission of Harmand. The first
species discovered at the periphery of the Macromalayan subregion.
L. orphna reaches the climax of the sexual differentiation. The 9 exhibits right across the forewing
a broad most decorative band of a bluish-white lustre and has on the upper surface of the hindwing below
the middle of the costa an oblong-oval, pale yellow scent-spot being placed on a smooth blackish ground
and covered by the ecpially coloured, convex-sinuous inner margin of the forewing. In the 9 the forewings being
straight at the inner margin are red only in their outermost parts, while the basal half, except a red stripe
running along the inner margin to the base, is brown; the hindwings are entirely brown except the redtinged apex, a marginal line und some small red scales along the branches of the veins, orphna possesses
in both sexes considerably rounder wing-contours than all the other species, especially the distal margin
and the apex of the forewing are very much convex, so that the whole shape of the wing reminds us of
the ear of a mouse. Therefore the specimens belonging to orphna can be distinguished already in the cornet
by the wing-contour deviating from all the other species and in spite of the fact that orphna and damajanti
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scarcely differ beneath in both sexes. Three geographical gradations are to be mentioned: orphna Bsd. (140 c),
presumably come first to Europe from the south-west of Borneo. In Borneo itself the beginning of a
differentiation is noticeable between the different local forms. Specimens from the west and south-east of
the island have either only an indistinct reddish apical border of the forewing or none whatever, whereas
all my
from North Borneo are decorated with it. The extent of the pale blue band of the forewing seems
to vary independently from time and locality. The broadest shawl is exhibited by a $ from Sintang, from
where, however, also the example with the narrowest band is before me. — lyncestis Nicev. (— laocoon-$)
was based upon specimens from the Malayan Peninsula. The band of the forewing is very narrow, the red
distal border distinct. — panyasis subsp. nov. (140 c, cl) occurs in Sumatra and the Island of Banka. 9 inimediately to be separated from $$ from Perak and South East Borneo by the extensive red apical and distal
hue of the upper surface of the hindwings.

orphna.

lyncestis.

panyasis.

6. Genus: Taxila DU.
A well defined genus, easily separable from the Abisara by the naked eyes and the absence of the
black costal spots of the hindwings. Palpi extraordinarily small, inflated vesicularly, densely covered with
short hairs. The terminal joint very small, coniform, pointed. Middle and basal joints of the same strength,
the former tapering anteriorly. Antennae delicate with an oblong club. Tnxila differs structurally from Abisara
by the isolated subcostal veins of the forewings, the extraordinarily short precosta] being turned inward
and the sharply angled costal of the hindwing. The latter runs in its entire length parallel to the radial stem.
The posterior discocellular is longer than in Abisara. The subcostal and anterior radials bifurcate at a greater
distance distally from the cell. Clasping-organs more sharply differentiated than in the other Nemeobiini.
Uncus more slender, with a point like the sting of a wasp, the small ventral, lateral horns very long, buckle¬
shaped. Valve the most strongly chitinized of all the other genera of the Nemeobiini, with a cigar-shaped
ventral point and a very broad lamella, being distally provided with two skinny, long-haired formations. The
latter in their contours most deceptively resemble a dwarf-cactus. Penis-tube boldly curved, but only slightly
spined. Early stages unknown. Only three species inhabiting the Indo-Chinese continent and Macromalayana.
Two subdivisions: d) Neotaxila subgenus nov. Subcostal of the hindwing curved almost like in Abisara. wot axil a.
Subcostal bifurcating at a great distance from the cell. (3) Taxila. Costal of the hindwing sharply angled, taxila.
running parallel to the radial stem. Subcostal branching off near the cell-wall.

Group of species: Neotaxila Fruhst.

T. dora Frulist. (.138 f, 140 c). This peculiar new species seems to replace T. thuisio in Tonkin, dor a,

flora.

however, deviates from its nearest allies in Siam and Burma by its colouring and the position and distributions
of the wing-markings to such an extent that we must consider it as a good species. Ground colour of the
forewings brownish-black with a jet-black basal part. Hindwings unicolorously black. All the wings are
traversed by an anteterminal series of small white longitudinal dashes accompanied on the forewings by a similar
submarginal series. Under suface of all wings light yellowish-brown. The white markings of the forewings
are repeated, but they are more prominent. Between the medians, beyond the cell, two oblong black discal
spots are embedded which do not recur in any other Taxila. Than-Moi, June-July, North Tonkin at an ele¬
vation of about 1000 ft.; Chiem-Hoa, August, September, Central Tonkin. $ not yet discovered and of the
<$ only the two specimens of the Coll. Fruhstorfer known.

T. thuisto distinguished by the striking sexual dimorphism inhabits Indo-China and Macromalayana,
though it does not occur in Java. $ above in the continental areal forms velvety black, in the insular races
dark steel-blue. § red-brown with, according to the locality, luxuriant or reduced series of white preapical
spots of the forewings, as well as two rows of black median spots. Under surface of the <$($ dark, of the
$$ lighter red-brown, but analogous in the markings in as much as both pair of wings are decorated with
three rows of steel-glossy, greyish-violet, proximally black-covered violet maculae. In the $ the white macular
bands of the upper surface are repeated, thuisto inhabits the plains and flies all the year round. — sawaja
subsp. nov. (138 f $, as thuisto) differs from the nomenclatural type by a whitish subapical spot being indi¬
cated on the upper surface of the forewings. Under surface recognizable by more prominent, silvery-grey
submarginal spots of the forewings. $ considerably larger and otherwise immediately distinguishable by the
more purely white, more than one third broader apical area of the forewings and whitish, instead of bluishviolet, small postdiscal spots of the hindwings. Beneath more intensely yellowish-brown. Burma, from the
Karen Hills (to the north of Tungo) towards the south. From Tavoy (Tenasserin) in my collection. Re¬
ported also from Moulmein and the Mergui-Archipelago. — ephorus Fruhst. (138 f (J$). $$ of ephorus have
a roundish wing-contour and are darker than typical thuisto Hew. The $$ differ more from those from

sawaja.

ephorus.
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Tenasserim, Pahang, Sumatra and North Borneo in my collection. In three of my specimens the broad
white subapical band of the forewing being always seen in thuisto has entirely disappeared, and in three
more 99 only yet indicated by two subapical dots. In ephorus the discal black spotting of the hindwings
likewise disappears entirely in 4 9? and is only indistinctly noticeable in two specimens. The under surface
also exhibits remarkable differences. All the violet spots of ephorus are more prominent and the subapical
spots, being white in thuisto, are substituted here by violet maculae. Siam, Hinlap (January) Muok Lek
thuisto. (February). — thuisto Hew. (170 c) was founded by a $ from Singapore, later on Distant described the BThere are but quite few specimens in European collections, so that thuisto may be regarded as the rarest
form of the species. The $ appears beneath lighter than 9? from Borneo and exhibits on the forewings
cut aches, a more imposing white macular series than $$ from North East Sumatra. -— eutyches Fruhst. B much darker
than B of thuisto (type) which I chanced to see in the British Museum. $ of a more intense reel-brown
ground-colour with more pronounced white spots of the forewings. Under surface considerably different by
the extensive dark violet bordering of the sharp black punctiform spots, showing no white admixture whattherikles. ever, as the 9? of thuisto of the British Museum and specimens of my collection. — therikles Fruhst. (139 f)
deviates from thuisto Hew.-Q from Pahang (Malayan Peninsula) by narrower, more sharply defined white
subapical small spots of the forewings and by more intensely black discal spots being beneath more extensively
bordered by a deeper violet, particularly on the hindwings. According to Martin, therikles flies all the year
round, in the plains near the coast as well as in the promontories, but it is a rare species in Sumatra and
presumably also in the other places of its occurrence, and there are most strangely fewer Be? captured
than
maybe on account of the unicolorous, plain upper surface of the wings of the Be?- The 2 is dis¬
tinguished from the B by a lighter ground-colour and a white macular band running across the upper surface
of the forewings and beginning at the costa, composed of four roundish spots. According to Hagen, an allied
race occurs in the Island of Banka.
Group of species:

Taxila Dbl.

T. haquinus, the most imposing and multiform species of the genus.

B

above blackish or velvetybrown, occasionally7 in continental races with a white or bluish-violet subapical area, the apex with a redbrown tinge even in all the insular branches, 9 very similar to the thuisxo-9, but larger, shading off from
dull greyish-brown to a beautiful intense red-brown, either with a white or more rarely redclish-yellow oblique
band of the forewings. Uppei surface of the 99 with two rows of partially blurred, square, grey or black
spots. Beneath always lighter brown than in the B> the transcellular band of the forewings more pronounced
than above. Distributed from North Burma to Siam and in the whole Macromalayana, as well as in Palawan
fasdata. and some satellite islands between Borneo and Palawan. — fasciafa Moore (= moulmainus Stgr.) above like
in all the three continental races dull black, with a distinct white preapical spot, and a reddish tinge of
the forewings. Of the 99 there exist two temporal forms: a light red-brown one, almost without any black
spots of the upper surface (flying in January7) belonging to the winter-generation, and a chocolate-brown
one whith distinct black spots, of the Monsoon period. They occur from North Burma, where fasciatus was
collected by Adamson from April till June, Pegu, from where specimens from the months of March and
April are before me, as far as to the southern Tenasserim. In the British Museum there are specimens from
herthae. the Mergui-Archipelago from December. — berthae Fruhst. (138 g) excels fasciatus in size. 9 with a generally7
narrower white band of the forewdng which is almost extinct in one specimen. B; beneath likewise more
monotonous, with less markings. The white subapical band of the forewing being prominent in fasdata is
obsolete here. On the hindwings the submarginal row of black spots is entirely absent, and like on the forewings, the violettish silvery and the black spots are paler and more blurred I found the charming form
exclusively in Siam, in the darkest shade of the forests, amongst the palms on the banks of the Muok-Lek
River. The butterflies are apparently shunning the light, for I saw them flying only by jerks for short dis¬
tances, wdiereupon they settled down on leaves for some moments, with their wings folded and quite erect,
in order to disappear again in the darkness. The velvety cover of the wings is very sensitive, so that one
haquinus. most rarely is able to secure an entirely undamaged specimen. —- haquinus F., erroneously described from
,,Tranquebariae“, is generally regarded as the form of the Malayan Peninsula. 9 similar to that of berthae
from Siam, though with a slight reddish-brown tinge of the forewings. Beneath paler than fasciatus and
berthae, with a darkened greyish-white trace of a transcellular band. 9 smaller than in the vicarious types
mentioned hitherto, of a brighter red-brown than in berthae and drupadi from Java. Malayan Peninsula,
duras. Singapore. — ducas Fruhst. (138 g B9)- B differs from haquinus haquinus F. from Malacca by7 a subapical
reddish-brown brightening of the forewings resembling zemara Btlr., whereas the whitish-violet macula of
the under surface of haquinus is absent here, being replaced only by a uniformly yellow patch. 9 lighter
red-brown than Perak-99, with a distinct double row of whitish submarginal lines of the hindwings, a broader,
but more blurred whitish subapical spot ot the forewing. North East and West Sumatra, ducas is, according
to Martin, a common form flying all the year round, inhabiting the woods in the plains near the coast,
occurring, however, in especially great numbers in March and April, ducas and thuisto behave similarly
as the Zemeros-species visiting the blossoms of Sambucus, but they were, especially the 9$> also found on
grass and low bushes on forest roads. 99 specimens from Banka differ but slightly from those of Sumatra
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generally they are paler. — drupadi Horsf. denotes the form being in the
at the apex the lightest and most drupadi.
extensively red-brown. In January and February 1891, this species was occasionally met with in the forests
near Palabuan on the southern coasts of Java. Later on I found it also in the so-called ,,Djampangs“ at
an altitude of about 1000 ft. to the south of the Plateau of the Pengalengan. Particularly the $ is lighter
than Sumatrans with a more purely white band. The d has the under siirface of the wings more abundantly
covered with violet, which is especially conspicuous in the anal angle where the marking begins to turn
obsolete in the Sumatrans. Specimens from the east of Ja /a are not known to me. It would be interesting
to find out how far drupadi penetrates into Central Java. — zemara Bllr. (138 f <$, 138 g $ as agias 2), zemara.
the race with the greatest differentiation, has the $ above with a yellowish, reddish-bordered oblique band
of the forewing. $ larger than its allies, with a very much broader, cinnamon-brown subapical area of the
forewing. From North and South East Borneo in my collection. — agias Fruhst. (140 d 2) inhabits certain agias.
parts of South East Borneo and was recently found in great numbers near Sintang on the Kapuas, from
December till May.
as a rule, smaller than zemara <$<$, the red-brown subapical area scarcely more ex¬
tensive than in ducas from Sumatra, spotting of the under surface more hazy, and therefore not so variegated
and prominent as in zemara. The $ has an oblique band of the forewing peculiarly clouded in a whitish
smoky grey, varying individually in width, but never so very prominent as in 2$ from North Borneo or
the extremes! 99 of ducas from Sumatra. Ground-colour greyish-black, onl} locally covered with red-brown.
Under surface extremely contrasting with zemara-Q, smoky-grey with a dull ochre-vellow tinge. The metallic
maculae are greyish-violet, the longitudinal bands yellowish, the apical area uncommonly extensive, but
not so sharply bordered as in the $ of ducas and fasciala. Shelford knew $$ of agias from Sarawak and
took them to be $$ of a particular species occurring beside zemara. because both the white- and yellow-banded
92 fly together there, agias thus occurs in Sarawak and certain parts of South East Borneo as an aberration
beside zemara, whilst near Sintang it occurs as an areal form unmixed with yellowish-banded 92. •—- othrys oihrys.
form. nov. is to denote another deviation of North Borneo approximating much rather the ducas-9 from
Sumatra and, at the same time, forming the transition to the Palawan-race. $ scarcely differing from the
agias-A, 9 of a brighter red-brown with a purely white oblique band of the forewing. Type in the TringMuseum, flying in March, which Everett, the collector of the new form, denoted as dry period. — gythion gyfhlon.
subsp. nov. occurs in the Natuna Islands. 9 the nearest to othrys-Q with a stunted, but purely white sub¬
apical band of the forewing. Upper surface intensely but light red-brown with smaller black maculae. Under
surface recognizable by reduced black, greyish-violet and yellowish spots. Type from Bunguran, flying-time
July till October, in the Tring Museum. — palawanicus Stgr. resembles above in the 9 the most berthae palavmnifrom Siam and is conspicuous for its blurred black maculae. Under surface without the postdiscal intrar"
median black spots of the hindwings. The yellowish proximal markings looking like arrow-heads are flattened.
Island of Palawan, rare. In a very similar form likewise without a subanal black spotting of the under surface
of the hindwings also from the little island of Balabac in my collection.

7.

Genus: Praetaxila gen. nov.

Occurring in the place of the genus Taxila in the Papuan district, just like the genus Dicallaneura
replaces Abisara there. Of Abisara with which Praetaxila was united hitherto, the new group of species
has only the hairy eyes and, in the 9$> the black apical spots of the hindwings. Structurally, however,
it is entirely allied to the genus Taxila. But it differs also from the* latter by the absence of the first sub¬
costal vein which is immediately after its rising grown together with the costal, by the longer posterior discocellular of the forewing which opens farther outside. On the hindwings the costal, like in Taxila. runs pa¬
rallel with the radial stem, the precostal is still shorter. Subcostal and radial bifurcate so far distallv from
the cell that the subcostal is only quite a short small vein. Hindwings, like in Taxila, with accumulations
of androconia at the costal and the radial-base, being repeated, like in Taxila, also on the submedian
of the forewings. Posterior discocellular considerably longer than in Abisara and Taxila. The sexual heteromorphism reaches the climax in Pseudotaxila among all the Nemeobiini. The colorial contrasts are unparallelled
in the whole oriental world of the Rhopalocera, and beside the colouring, also the shape of the wings varies.
Parpi in all the species covered with reddish-yellow hairs instead of grey, as in Abisara. They preponderantly
inhabit the mountain-ranges of New Guinea, but single species descend as far as to the sea-coast. They are
all forest animals and without exception still very rare in our collections. Type: P. segecia..
P. segecia, the first described species of the genus. A above black with a purely white, anteriorly
tapering, postdiscal oblique band varying in extent according to the habitat of the butterfly. Before the
apex of the forewing one or two to three more white dots. On the hindwings white cilia changing off with
black ones, otherwise without markings. Our figure (138 g) presents the habitus of the 9. Under surface grey
with a black apical part of both wings, on the forewings the marks of the upper surface being repeated,
whereas on the hindwings there appear black submarginal, white-bordered and red-brown discal spots. Oc¬
currence from the Aru Islands, Southern Dutch as well as British New Guinea and North Australia. The
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representatives of this species are very rare, for which reason the gaps in their range are explained. We
may be sure to expect segecia yet from some districts of Northern Dutch and German New Guinea, as well
as from many islands. — segecia Hew. (14.1 a) without the exact habitat being stated by its author except
New Guinea, type based upon specimens found by Wallace (presumably in Dorey or the Aru Islands). $
with a narrow isolated white spot in the cell and two apical dots of the forewings. $ with an anteriorly
somewhat narrower band and, like in all the other races, t hree apical spots. My sol, Aru Islands, Dutch
New Guinea. — cariya subsp. nov.
without white preapical spots, but with a just as narrow band of
the forewing as is shown in Hewitsoxs figure. $ with a more extensive white oblique band of the forewing
than in Hewitsons figure and in my Aru-specimens. Hindwing with a light yellowish-red basal area. The
band of the under surface of the forewings in the
dull yellowish, the red-brown discal spots of the hindwings of the $ smaller than in the 9? from Aru. Type in the Tring Museum. From the Upper Setekwa
River, from an altitude of about 1000 m, and the Eilanden River, both of which spring from the slopes
of the Snow-Mountains. Flying from July till December. — yanjya subsp. nov. exhibits again two white apical
dots of the forewings. The <$ analogous to the name-type, its white shawl, however, appears still more
narrowed, and the white band of the fore wing of the 9 scarcely reaches half the extent of segecia and cariya.
9 above uniformly intensely led-brown, the black submarginal spots of the hindwings reduced, the red-brown
ones in the discal area very much darkened. A*type liom the Yule-Island in my collection, the 9 from the
Area River, flying in October. In the Tring Museum. — punctaria Fruhst. (138 g) is distinguished by an
increase of the white, preapical spots and the red-brown, instead of grey, base of the forewing. The proxi¬
mal side of the hindwings characterized by almost disappearing small discal spots being stunted to small
short dashes. The white submarginal crescents more prominent than in the other \icarious types. Cape
York. North Australia. Very rare, only one 9 of the Coll. Fruhstorfer.
P. wallacei is still rarer in the collections than segecia and our knowledge about its occurrence more
incomplete. The 9 i* probably not at all described. $ easily recognizable by three oblique, imposing, square,
purely white preapical spots of the forewings. The hindwings with two larger white patches to which some¬
times a small proximal stripe is yet joined. Cilia as in segecia, alternatively white and black. Under surface
plainer than in segecia, first of all the white or yellowish transverse stripe of the forewing is absent, the
latter being only traversed by three rudimentary dull grey bands. Hindwing without the greyish-brown
basal area of segecia, but rather unicolorously black with reddish ochre-yellow marginal spots enclosing black,
white-bordered maculae. -— wallacei Hew. occurs in Mysol, while theodosia Fruhst. is found in Dorey. The
rj1 differs from vxtUacei by narrower white subapical spots of the forewings and a longer white anal spot
of the hindwings extending up as far as the anterior median, whereas in wallacei it already terminates at
the middle median. This white spot is besides narrower and is proximally bordered by black teeth projecting
from the base of the wing, whereby theodosia appears very dainty. -— huntei Sharpe differs from wallacei
and theodosia by a longer white subanal spot of the hindwing. Ty pe from British New Guinea.
P. postalba R. and J. (140 f, g) differs from P. wallacei by the preapical spots of the forewings
being reduced to three small dots, the white anal area of the hindwing, however, being extended as far as
to the cell. $ body brownish black; the eye anteriorly and posteriorly margined in white; palpi, tips of an¬
tennae and under surface of the femura yellow; under surface of abdomen proximally white, distally yellow.
Wings above black, very faintly purple. Forewing with 3 white dots between the cell and the apex. Hind¬
wing with a broad white marginal area from the abdominal margin quite close to the 3rd radial; 3 large
marginal dots in this area black; two white fringed spots farther costal wards. -— Under surface of the fore¬
wing paler than the uppe” surface, with white markings washed over with brown, namely: a dot near the
cell-base, a short transverse band proximal from the cell-apex, a line running outside the cell obliquely from
the costal margin to the hinder margin, and a narrower line being anteriorly bent in and dissolved into
dots and being posteriorly convergent with the proximal line. In the proximal half of the hindwing, the
usual M&fsara-markings are indicated, two small dots in the cell, a short subbasal streak before the abdominal
margin and faither distally a short oblique streak are white or grey; the white anal area somewhat smaller
than above, in the costal direction continued by some white discal dots and by a narrow yellow submarginal
macula. 9 resembling the 2 of -4. satraps Sm. ^141 a). Forewing much less rounded, the third spot of
the median band narrower; three white subapical spots. Hindwings above without white submarginal dots.
On the under surface the postcliscal line of the forewing, beginning from the first median, is yellow. The
hindwing exhibits three black subcostal spots, the distal one of which consists of two snots and extends close
to the third radial -vein; the wing is distally less broadly black than A. satraps, the white distal spots of
the upper submarginal maculae smaller, and there is a short brown oblique streak in the white area before
the abdominal margin. A good many7' specimens of both sexes in the Tring Museum, A? in the Coll. Fkuhstorfer.

P. statira, a magnificent, sexually vastly differentiated species distributed from Mysol to Kaiser-Wilhelms-Land on the northern coast and to the south as far as to slopes of the Snow-Mountains. $ above black
with a brown-hoary cell. Hindwings decorated with magnificent red-yellow, narrow marginal spots being
separated by7 black veins. 9 illustrated from both sides by our figures 140 f. <$ beneath black with white
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longitudinal stripes of the rorewings and oblique short bands in the basal zone of the hindwings. The distal
border of the latter throughout edged in bright red-yellow, statira Hew. (140 e) has a $ with a habitus
somewhat inferior to gudula (140 f). Island of Mysol. — gudula Fruhst. (140 f) from Waigiu differ from
statira Hew. from Mysol by their larger size and the more obsolete white dots in the apical part of the
forewings, which have entirely disappeared on the hindwings. The yellowish oblique band of the forewing
is lighter and somewhat broader. The hindwings exhibit a lighter yellowish distal border and larger black
submarginal dots. Under surface: the dots of the forewings between the anterior radial and the middle median
are flown together to a band and bordered in yellowish along the veins, whereas in typical specimens from
Mysol they are isolated. The oblique band of the forewing is much lighter. The black dots of the hindwing
much larger and the white streaks bordering the black submarginal dots much longer. The whole hindwing
is darker brown, the distal border, however, again somewhat lighter than in statira. — vedalia subsp. nov.
lies before me in a 2 from the Astrolabe-Bay. The ochre-vellow transverse band of the forewing uniform,
considerably broader than in the $ of gudula, but not extending as far as in dhyana- $ (140 f). Under sur¬
face more intensely red-brown than in gudula from Waigiu, not so blight, as in dhyana. The species is a
novelty for Kaiser-Wilhelms-Land. — dhyana suhsp. nov. (140 f), the most remarkable branch of the collective species.
somewhat larger and beneath more prominently striped in white, on the hindwings more
extensively bordered in red-yellow than the $<$ of the vicarious types. $ distinguished by the broadest
band of the forewing, as well as the most intense and variegated colouring of the under surface Upper
Setekwa "River at an altitude of about 1000 m, flying in August. Type in the Tring Museum. — naram
subsp. nov. occurs near Kapaur in the lowlands, flying in January. $ differing from dhyanabeneath by
the somewhat broader white of both wings, but by the very narrow bright yellow anal border of the hindwing.
$ the nearest to vedalla-O, though with a lighter yellow shawl of the forewing. Collected by Doherty in
January. Type in the Coll. Erithstorffr.
P. tyrannus is an extremely rare species of which only very few specimens are known. The 2 re¬
sembles about the $ of mambarensis (140 f), though if exhibits only two white and larger (fiscal spots and
longer preapical strigae of the forewings. — tyranrufs 8m. (140 f) occurs in Waigiu. The figured
from my
collection and a couple in the Coll. Staudiyger are about all that have come to Europe. -— segestes Jord.
(140 f) is a geographical deviation from Dutch New Guinea, which was found together with P. satraps 8m.
in some part of the Geelvink-Bay that could not be exactly ascertained by its author. Beside the proximally
somewhat dentate band, segestes- <$ differs from tyrannus-J1 by the presence of a white dot of the forewing.
P. amabilis R. and J. $ above like tyrannus, but with a distallv irregular, deeply indented redbrown transverse band of the forewing. Under surface chestnut-brown, two spots in the cell and one beyond
it olive-coloured. Besides a white median band being divided into two parts by an orange macula. Hind¬
wings chestnut-brown with light grey parts. The $ is above loam-coloured, with a pale ochre-y7ellow median
band of the forewings. The hindwings with a reddish spot at the costal border of the otherwise brownish
upper surface. The under surface of the forewings with a cream-coloured brightening in their median zone.
Type from the Owgarra at the source of the Aroa River. Flying in May. — casis Jord. differs from the 2
of amabilis by a more extensive yellowish tinge at the hinder margin. Under surface with somewhat longer
distal and submarginal lines. There have only $$ been found hitherto. Habitat: Mount Goliath in the
Snow Mountains.

P. satraps, a remarkable species inhabiting all the parts of the chief island of New Guinea, satraps
8m. (1*1 a), the nomenclatural type, originates from the Humboldt Bay, where Doherty collected it in
September and October. $ above only slightly deviating from bahadur-^ (138 g as abuna) with a somewhat
narrower orange distal border of the hindwing. $ resembling the $ of mambarensis, though with somewhat
broader and, therefore, contiguous white maculae of the forewings. -— bahadur subsp. nov. is before me
in 1 U and 1 ? from the Astrolabe Bay. <$ (138 g as abuna) forms a transition from the $ of satraps to
that of simbangana. The reddish-yellow distal border of the hindwing broader than in the race from thee
Geelvink- and Humboldt-Bay, narrower than in simbangana from the Huon-Gulf and the Saddle Mountain.
— simbangana Hag. ($) (abuna Hell. <$) has a still more extensive reddish-yellow marginal area of the hindwing than bahadur-$ with smaller white spots of the forewings than satraps-$ and bahadur-$. Both the
type of abuna-$ and that of simbangana-$ originate from the Saddle-Mountain, so that abuna is to be con¬
sidered as a synonym to simbangana. — mambarensis R. and J. (140 f) inhabits the northern slopes of the
Owen-Stanley range of mountains in British New Guinea. A. S. Meek found a £ in April on the upper
course of the Mambare River; in the Tring Museum there are two more $2 from the same district, having
been collected on an expedition from Holnicote Bay to the Owen-Stanley Mountains. These three specimens
differ from the $ of P. satraps simbangana Hag. by the third spot of the median band of the forewing
beneath being larger and by the absence of the third black subcostal spot of the hindwing.
P. albiplaga having come to Europe from the Aru and Key Islands, as well as from British New
Guinea, has on the upper surface of the hindwings great resemblance with P. satraps from which, however
it differs at first sight by a magnificent red-yellow band of the forewing. The $ is smaller than satraps-2
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with shorter, but broader white spots in the cell of the forewings. — albiplaga Rob. (140 f) wras hitherto
found only in one specimen in the Aru-Islands. The figure has been executed according to the type, now
in the Tring Museum. The $ is likewise in the Tring Museum and greatly approximates the £ of avtra
(140 g). but it exhibits an almost twice as broad yellow shawl of the forewing compared to the New Guinearace. — keiana R. and J. has somewhat more pointed forewings than albiplagathe orange band of the
upper surface of the hindwings narrower.
beneath black, very similar to the $ of satraps, with a whitish
transverse band of the forewing. The hindwing with a duller yellow marginal area than above and in it
large, square, black, submarginal spots bordered broadly in white. Key Islands, very rare, only one £
found. — avera R. and J. (140 g) has a somewhat narrower red-yellow band and larger black marginal
spots of the hindwings than the $ from the Aru Islands. Type from the Aroa River.
P. eromena Jord. (140 g), a valuable discovery of the last years, originating from the Upper Setekwa
River, from an altitude of about 1000 m of the Snow-Mountains. The under surface differs from the figured
upper surface by a distinct (above only indicated) band being bordered with an orange periphery on the
forewings of the Ucf • Li the $ the white band of the forewing is broader and longer.
P. weiskei R. and J. (140 g) may be regarded as the foremost representative of the genus. Under
surface in the A similar to that of P. satraps, but with narrower, dull reddish-grey longitudinal stripes of
the forewings, as wTell as a pale yellowish-white marginal zone of the hindwing. 2 grey with the exception
of the brownish-black apical part of the forewing. The hindwings with chocolate-brown median spots. Aroa
and Angabunga River up to 2000 m. British New Guinea.
P. heterisa Jord. seems to replace P. weislcei in the Snow Mountains, on Mount Goliath.
with
an orange median band of the forewing of 1 mm width. The under surface darker blackish-brown with purely
white longitudinal stripes. The marginal and submarginal spots of the hindwings smaller. $ greatly differing
from that of iceiskei, more like the U with a paler under surface, as well as brown spots which are not
so distinctly prominent in the <$.

8. Genus: Stiboges Btlr.

elodinia.

n ymphidia.

mar a.

calycoidcs.

A genus distinguished by the shape of the wings and the marking partly approximating the Abisara
in the structure; but more the subgenus Zarax of the Taxila by a very short subcostal rising far from the
cell. Forewings as in Abisara. Hindwing distinguished by a short, broad cell and a very long posterior
discocellular. Its costal vein likewise uncommonly short. ^ differing from the $ by a rounder wing-contour.
The $ differs not only by a larger size but also by rounder and more sinuous wing-contours and by a lighter
grey tinge of the black margining of both wings of the
While in the A the distal margin of the forewing
runs almost straight, it is strongly convex in the §, and the apex of the wings appears drawn out and
bent somewhat backwards. Clasping-organs with an uncus being formed like in Abisara. Valve stunted,
long, slender, skinny. Penis-tube very long, surrounded with veil-like formations. The imago inhabits the
mountains, its patria probably in West China, from where it advanced towards south. Single specimens
are known from Bhutan, the Khasia and Naga Hills, and Tonkin. In the Macromalayan District it was
observed in Penang, in Perak, the mountains of Sumatra and Java. From Borneo we may expect yet nym¬
ph idia.
St. nymphidia, the only species of the genus, varies locally in the extent of the black marginal area
of the upper surface, being repeated beneath with its white enclaves. — elodinia subsp. nov. (139 c as nym¬
phidia) is distributed from West-China to Tonkin. Upper surface recognizable by the narrow marginal zone
with relatively large white spots before the apex of the forewings. I collected it in Tonkin in August-September at about 1000 m. According to Leech, common near Mupin and on the Omeishan in July. —•
nymphidia Btlr. is the form with the broadest black border and has at the same time the smallest UcL The
black costal border of the forewing covers the whole cell, leaving free only a small white dot at the lower
cell-wall. Hindwing more than the distal half filled up obscurely. From Perak to Upper Burma. — mara
Fruhst. (139 b) is the Sumatran insular race. The <j> is sometimes much larger than our figure, but the bor¬
dering of the wings does not reach the extent of the type from West Sumatra which we reproduced. -—
calycoides Fruhst. (139 b) was ascertained by me as a novelty for Java. The small white marginal spots
appear somewhat larger than in mara, otherwise the two sister-races are identical except that the Javaform remains smaller. The specimens of my collection without exception originate from the volcano of Gede
from an altitude of 1200 m. Specimens from the Naga Hills and probably also from Sikkim and Bhutan form
the transition from those from Perak to the narrow-banded elodinia from West China. In Tonkin there occur
specimens with narrow and broad margins, being deviations in the markings that are probably due to the
influence of the seasons.
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* indicates that the form is also figured at the place quoted.

abnormis Abis. Moore, Proc. Zool. Soc. Loud. 1883, p. 532.
adonira Dod. Hew. Exot. Butt. 3, Dod. I. *
adulatrix Dicall. Fruhst. Iris 17, p. 115.
agias Tax. Frulist. Entom. Rundsch. 29, p. 21.
aita Abis. Nicev. Journ. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. 7, p. 19. *
aja Abis. Fruhst. Berlin. Ent. Zschr. 18, p. 287.
albiplaga Praetax. Bob. Iris 1886, p. 19. *
albipunctata Zem. Btlr. Cistul. Entom. 1, p. 236.
allica Zem. F. Mant. Ins. 2, p. 52.
alompra Libyth. Moore, Lep. Indie. 5, p. 59.
amabilis Praetax. R. & J. Novit. Zool. 11, p. 318. *
amaga Abis. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 781.
angela Dod. Sm. Rhopal. Exot. 3, p. 9. *
angulata Abis. Moore, Proc. Zool. Soc. Bond. 1878, p. 833.
annamensis Zem. Fruhst. Entom. Rundsch. 29, p. 23.
annamitica Abis. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zschr. 18, p. 286.
ansuna Dicall. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 788. *
antipoda Libyth. Bsd. Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. (3) 7, p. 157.
aponata Dod. Semp. Reise Philipp. Lep. 2, p. 156.
arfakensis Dicall. Fruhst. Iris 17, p. 117.
argentea Dod. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zschr. 18, p. 293.
arimazes Zem. Fruhst. Entom. Rundsch. 29, p. 23.
assus Abis. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 780.
atlas Abis. Nicev. Journ. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. 9, p. 268. *
avera Praetax. R. & •/. Novit. Zool. 11, p. 317. *

bakadur Praetax. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 795.
balinus Zem. Fruhst. Entom. Rundsch. 29, p. 22.
bangueyanus Zem. Fruhst. Entom. Rundsch. 29, p. 22.
bardas Libyth. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 771.
batchiana Libyth. Wall. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1869, p. 336.
bazilensis Abis. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zschr. 1900, p. 27.
bertliae Tax. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zschr. 1903, p. 276.
bifasciata Abis. Moore, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1877, p. 587. *
binghami Dod. DIoorc, Lep. Indie. 5, p. 75. *
birana Dicall. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 786.
boulleti Lax. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 790. *
borneensis Libyth. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 770.
bugiana Abis. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zschr. 1903, p. 288.
burni Abis. Nicev. Journ. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. 9, p. 206. *
calycoides Stib. Fruhst. Entomol. Naehr. 23, p. 62.
canuleia Libyth. Fruhst. Soc. Entom. 21, p. 52.
cariya Praetax. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 791.
earina Libyth. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 770.
casis Praetax. Jord. Novit. Zool. 11, p. 318.
celebensis Libyth. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 89.
celebensis Zem. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zschr. 11, p. 285.
celebica Abis. Rob. Iris 1886, p. 18. *
eeltis Libyth. Fuessl. Arch. Ins.-Gesch. 2, Ind. *
celtoides Libyth. Fruhst. Entom. Zschr. Stuttg. 22, p. 209.
ceramensis Libyth. Wall. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1869, p. 336.
chela Abis. Nicev. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1886, p. 252. *
chelina Abis. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zschr. 48, p. 283.
chinensis Libyth. Fruhst. Entom. Zschr. Stuttg. 22, p. 209.
chrysapha Dod. Fruhst. Entom. Zschr. Stuttg. p. 194.
COHOS Dicall. Fruhst. Iris 17, p. 146.
Confucius Zem. Moore, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1878, p. 701.
cudaca Abis. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 784.
cyme Lax. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 789.

damajanti Lax. Fldr. Wien. Ent. Mon. 4, p. 397.
decorata Dicall. Hew. Exot. Butt. 3, Tax. 2. *
deniya Abis. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 785.
deodata Dod. Heiv. Ent. Month. Mag. 13, p. 151.
dhyana Praetax. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 795. *
diantha Dicall. Sm. Rhopal. Exot. 2. *
didica Dicall. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 787. *
dipoea Dod. Hew. Exot. Butt. 3. *
dracon Dod. Nicev. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1897, p. 555. *
drupadi Tax. Hor-sf. Cat. Lep. E. I. 0. Mus. Taf. 2. *

dora Tax. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zsclu-. 1903, p. 277.
ducas Tax. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 792. *
durga Dod. Roll. Hiigels Ivaschm. 4 (2), p. 441. *
echerius Abis. Stoll, Pap. Exot. Suppl. Taf. 31. *
egeon Dod. Dbl. & Hew. Gen. Diurn. Lep. II, p. 422. *
ekeikei Dicall. B.-Bak. Novit. Zool. 1912.
elodinia Stib. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 796. *
elvira Dod. Stgr. Iris 9, p. 239. *
cmesoides Zem. Fldr. Wien. Ent. Mon. 4, p. 396.
ephorus Tax. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zschr. 1903, p. 278.
crilda Abis. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 783.
eromena Praetax. .lord. Novit. Zool. 1912.
esla Zem. Fruhst. Ent. Rundsch. 29, p. 23.
etymander Abis. Fruhst. Ent. Rundsch- 29, p. 23.
cugenes Dod. Bates, Journ. Linn. Soc. (Zool.) 9, p. 371.
cugenia Libyth. Fruhst. Soc. Entom. 24, p. 52.
eutyclies Tax. Fruhst. Seitz, 9, p. 792.
fasciata Tax. Moore. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1878, p. 832. *
flegyas Zem. Cr. Pap. Exot. 3, Taf. 280. *
formosana Libyth. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 769.
fraterna Abis. Moore, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1883, p. 532.
fruhstorferi Dod. Rob. Entom. Nachr. 23, p. 5.
fulgurata Dicall. Sm. Rhopal. Exot. Die. 2. *
fylla Abis. Dbl. List. Lep. Brit. Mus. 2, p. 2.
fyllaria Abis. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 780.
fylloides Abis. Moore, Lep. Indie. 5, p. 81.
geoffroy Libyth. Godt. Mem. Soc. Linn. Paris 2, Lep. Taf. 2. *
geza Abis. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zschr. 1903, p. 287.
gratius Abis. Fruhst. Entom. Rundsch. 29, p. 23.
gudula Praetax. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 795. *
gythion Tax. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 793.
haquinus Tax. F. Ent. Syst. 3, p. 55.
hatami Libyth. Kenr. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1911, p. 20. *
hauxwelli Libyth. Moore, Lep. Indie. 5, p. 61.
liecura Libyth. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 770.
Iiewitsoni Lax. Rob. Entom. Nachr. 21, p. 150.
henrici Dod. Holt. Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc. 14, p. 119. *
hostius Zem. Fruhst. Entom. Rundsch. 29, p. 23.
huntei Praetax. Sharpe, Entomolog. 36, p. 310.
liybrida Libyth. Mart. Iris 9, p. 353.
iliaca Abis. Fruhst. Entom. Rundsch. 29, p. 23.
indicus Zem. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zschr. 1903, p. 282.
ines Lax. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zschr. 1903, p. 282.
javanus Zem. Moore, Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zschr. 42, p. 333.
jhana Abis. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 782. *
jliana Abis. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zschr. 1903, p. 289.
kausambi Abis. Fldr. Wien. Entom. Mon. 4, p. 397.
kausainbioides Abis. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1895,
p. 442.

keiaua Praetax. R. &. J. Novit. Zool. 11, p. 317.
kirschi Dicall. Rob. Iris 1886, p. 50. *
laseia Lax. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 789. *
Iaura Abis. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zschr. 1903, p. 290.
lecerfi Dod. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 779.
lepita Libyth. Moore, Cat. Lep. Mus. E. I. C. 1. p. 240.
lepitoides Libyth. Moore, Lep. Indie. 5, p. 57. *
leucomelas Dicall. R. & ./. Novit. Zool. 12, p. 460.
litavicus Abis. Fruhst. Entom. Rundsch. 29, p. 23.
lola Lax. Nicev. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 43. *
longicaudata Dod. Nicev. Proc. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1881, id. 121.
luzonica Libyth. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 768.
lychnitis Lax. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 790. *
lyelene Lax. Nicev- Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 63, p. 21.
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lydda Abis. Hew. Exot. Butt. 3. *
lyncestis Lax. Nicer. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 63. *

I rohini Libyth. Marsh. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 49 (2), p. 2 IS
| rubnla Dod. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 775.

magdala Abis. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zschr. 1903, p. 284.
mambarensis Praetax. F. & ./. D. Ent. Zschr. 1907, p. 192.
mara Stib. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zschr. 1903, p. 292.
matsumurae Libytli. Fruhst. Entom. Zschr. Stuttg. 22, p. 209.
meta Abis. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zschr. 1903, p. 285.
mudita Abis. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 784.
myrrha Libyth. (iodt. Enc. Method. 9, p. 171.
myrrhina Libyth. Fruhst. Societ. Entom. 24, p. 91.

sala Abis. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 783.
sangha Dicall. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 787.
sanguinalis Libyth. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zschr. 43, p. 169
sariba Dic-all. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 788.
satraps Praetax. Sm. Novit. Zool. 1, p. 545.
saturata Abis. Moore, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1878, p. 701
savitri Abis. Ftdr. Wien. Ent. Mon. 4, p. 397.
sawaja Tax. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 791. *
j schedeli Abis. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zschr. 1903, p. 286.

liahathaka Libyth. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 768.
liaram Praetax. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 795.
narina Libyth. (iodt. Enc. Method. 9, p. 171.
neophron Abis. Hew. Exot. Butt. 2, Sosp. 1. *
neophronides Abis. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 785. *
neratia Libyth. Ftdr. Reise Novara Lep. 2, p. 313.
niasaiia Abis. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zschr. 1903, p. 24.
nicevillei Dod. Dohrri. Stett. Zg. 60, p. 245. *
nicevillei Lax. Fob. Entom. Nachr. 21, p. 149.
nicevillei Libyth. Ottiff. Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. W. (2) 6, p. 28.
niya Abis. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 782.
nostia Doc!. Fruhst. Entom. Rundsch. 29, p. 288.
nymphidia Stib. Btlr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1876, p. 309. *

sciums Abis. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zschr. 1903, p. 283.
J segecia Praetax. Hew. Exot. Butt. 2. Sosp. 1. *
[ segestes Praetax. Jord. Novit. Zool. 11. p. 455.
semiruta Dicall. Sm. Novit. Zool. 1, p. 544.
sfagia Dicall. Fruhst. Seitz. Macrolep. 9. p. 788. *
shanga Libyth. H. Frust. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 768.
siamensis Abis. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zschr. 1903, p. 286.
sigala Dicall. Fruhst. Seitz. Macrolep. 9, p. 788.
sigrya Dicall. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 787.
simbangana Praetax. Hag. Jahrb. Nass. Ver. Nat. 1897, p. 99
siniea Dod. Leech. Butt. China p. 291. *
j sophene Libyth. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 769.
j sosiphanes Zem. Fruhst. Entom. Rundsch. 29, p. 23.
| sparsus Zem. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zschr. 43, p. 332.
siiHusa Abis. Moore, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1882, p. 244
sumbawana Libyth. It. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 768
stasinus Abis. Fruhst. Entom. Rundsch. 29, p. 23.
statira Praetax. Hew. Exot. Butt. 3, Sosp. 2. *
strigatus Zem. Pag. Jahrb. Nass. Ver. Nat. 49. p. 149strix Abis. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zschr. 1903, p. 283.

orientalis Libyth. Godm. & Salv. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (6) 1
p. 211.
orplina Lax. Bsd. Spec. Gen. I. Taf. 21. *
orthrys Tax. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 793.
ostrina Dicall. Sm, Novit. Zool. 1, p. 543.
ouida Dod. Moore. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1865, p. 771.
ovada Dicall. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 787.

paha Abis. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 784.
paionea Abis. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 782.
palawana Abis. Stgr. Iris 1889, p. 90.
palawanicns Tax. Stgr. Iris 1889, p. 91.
palaya Dod. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 777.
paneha Abis. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 783. *
panyasis Lax. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 791. *
parina Dicall. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 788.
pliilippina Libyth. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 87.
phlegm Dod. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 777.
phyliscus Zem. Fruhst. Entom. Rundsch. 29, p. 23.
periya Abis. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 786.
pistyrus Lax. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 790. *
porphyritica Abis. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 783.
postalba Praetax. R. & ./. D. Entom. Zschr. 1907, p. 192.
prineessa Dicall. Sm. Novit. Zool. 1, p. 544.
prunosa Abis. Moore. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1879, p. 137.
pryeri Dod. Moore, Lep. Indie. 5, p. 77.
pnlchra Dicall. Guer. Yoy. Coqu. Tab. 16. *
pulchra Libyth. Btlr. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (5) 10, p. 149.
punctaria Praetax. Fruhst. Iris 1904, p. 147.
pnra Dod. Fruhst. Berlin. Ent. Zschr. 1903, p. 293.

quadrinotata Libyth. Btlr. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (4) 20, p. 353.
raina Libyth. Moore, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1872, p. 556.
retiarius Zem. Sm. Novit. Zool. 2, p. 505.
ribbei Dicall. Fob. Iris 1886, p. 49. *

I

tainela Libyth. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 769.
tantra Dicall. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 788.
telesia Lax. Hew. Exot. Butt. 2, Tax. 1. *
teneta Lax. Hew. Exot. Butt. 2, Tax. 1. *
tera Abis. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zschr. 1903, p. 288.
tcutyra Abis. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 785. *
therikles Tax. Fruhst. Ent. Rundsch. 29, p. 24.
thira Libyth. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 770.
thuisto Tax. Hew. Exot. Butt. 2. Taf. 1. *
tina Abis. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zschr. 1903, p. 287.
tonkinianus Abis. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zschr. 1903, p. 285.
tyrannus Praetax. Sm. Rhopal. Exot. Die. 1. *
udiyaua Dicall. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 787.
vasatha Dicall. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 787.
vedalla P raetax. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 795.
venox Dod. Fruhst. Entom. Rundsch. 29, 24.
Wallace! Praetax. Hew. Exot. Butt. 3, Sosp. 2. *
weiskei Praetax. F. & J. Novit. Zool. 8, p. 281. *
windu Dod. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zschr., p. 1895.
yauiya Praetax. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 794.
yawa Libyth. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 770.
zeniara Tax. Btlr. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (4) 5, p. 363.
zynias Zem. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 774.
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8. Family: Lycaenidae.
In the Preface to the palaearctic Lycaenidae (Vol. I, p. 257—258) we had already pointed out that
owing to the immense abundance of forms in this family it was only possible to deal with it quite cursorily,
but in the Indian part, quoting more than three times as many species, we are forced to be still more brief.
We are hardly able to say much more pertinent to it in a rough outline than what was mentioned in that
Preface; we, therefore, refer to the passage quoted in Volume I and here only some more special remarks
with respect to the Indo-Australian range are to be stated.
Kirby in his Catalogue knew scarcely 450 specifically Indo-Australian species of Lycaenidae. Already
at the end of the century this number had been more than doubled. And if we were to introduce in the
Indo-Australians the same system of denominating all the aberrations as is in vogue in the European and
North Asiatic forms and was introduced more by amateurs than by men of science, a man’s life would be
hardly sufficient for a critical elaboration.
Supposing the greatest part of the more remarkable Lycaenidae-species in the best-known regions
of the Indian district to be denominated and known as regards to their exterior, yet the habits of almost
all the exotic Lycaenidae are still well nigh unknown. We are even still entirely ignorant of the early stages
of many of the palaearctic forms known long ago. Modern works, especially by Chapman, have shown
that in Europe even common species were still taken one for another and confounded with forms being simi¬
lar in the exterior. Of one of our best-known species, L. avion, the full-grown larva is not known and in
many others only the rough exterior of the early stages is known.
In the whole Indo-Australian district there is hardly any secluded island to which the Lycaenidae
have not penetrated. From New Zealand, being remarkable for its scarcity of day-butterflies, there are
5 species yet known. In some remote islands they seem often to become extinct, but to fly back anew on
the wind being favourable, for they sometimes disappear for years in such places, as for instance certain islands
from among the group of the Marshall- or Low Islands. In the Indian primeval forests they seem not to
be so completely absent as in those of certain American districts, for in India I even sometimes found un¬
expectedly in the remotest forest-shade a Lycaenidae, such as Talicada nysea or the like. They are mostly
fond of visiting the open country being interspersed with bushes. They often bustle about in great numbers
on the bare tops of mountains and grassy hillsides; some, as Polyommatus baeticus, are to be found in almost
every garden of the Indo-Australian district, and even on the almost bare lawns covered with street-dust in
the midst of the tropical town, the little species of Zizera, Chilades or Everes are seen flying all the year
round.
The Lycaenidae are absolute lovers of the sun, and although among other likewise heliophile groups,
such as the Pierids, Satyr ids or Hesperids there are always single groups flying preferably at dawn or even
at night, I can scarcely remember of having captured any Lycaenidae by the light of the lantern at night.
Even in tropical districts the Lycaenids disappeared very quickly when the sky was overcast, and even then
when other Rhopalocera, such as Pieridi, Mycalesis, Melanilis etc. were still merrily flying about. But then
they sometimes appeared in such an enormous number in the bright and glaring sunshine that the air seemed
in some places to sparkle with them. The greatest numbers I saw in the streets of the towns of Coimbatore
and Metupalayan, being often crowded with people and vehicles; when I lay down on the ground looking
across the sunlit high-road, the Zizera all of which were darting to and fro about 6 to 10 m above the soil,
seemed indeed to form a coherent cover being spread across the high-road. Particularly where small water¬
courses are flowing across dusty roads, one may often meet Avhole groups of Lycaenidae crowded together
frequently belonging to several different species. Then again certain bushes or blossoms seem to attract
some Lycaenidae from afar; as for instance the magnificent, very large Arhopala-rf^ sometimes gather on
isolated bushes to such an extent that the latter appear as if covered with charmingly blue blossoms. The
larvae of Jalmenus evagoras in Australia often cover their food-trees in dense crowds, and their pupae here¬
after hang on the twigs so closely together that they look like the berries of a grape.
In contrast with this we know a great number of Lycaenidae that are most rarely captured. This
may sometimes be due to their rendez-vous being very high above the soil. Thus the very long-tailed Binda-
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hara will only then be taken in great numbers if one fastens the nets to sticks reaching about 3 m high,
since the butterflies mostly fly about at this altitude above the soil. Many species, however, seem in fact
to occur in relatively few specimens. As for instance T. marsyas being widely spread in Tropical America
is of such an extremely bright blue splendour, being besides about the largest Lycaenidae, that it seems
impossible to overlook any specimen of this butterfly bustling about almost incessantly. Nevertheless it
is captured in single specimens only, and although one gets sight of such single specimens nearly every day,
it would be a matter of impossibility to collect a hundred of these butterflies, and we may, therefore, presume
that the number of specimens in which this species is developed is very small.
Phylogenetic ally, the Lycaenidae are probably a very young race. They almost without exceptions
visit blossoms, being often widely distributed (Polyomm. baeticus over the whole Old World, Cyaniris argiolus
over the whole northern hemisphere); the larvae frequently prefer the most modern plants (Mimosae, Caesalpineae, Papilionaceae etc.). They have entered into symbiosis with other insects and they evidently undergo
the struggle for their existence without difficulties and without avoiding it by hiding themselves or by too
great timidity. Most of their larvae live freely, and some of them appear also in their habits extremely
specialized having become entomophagans.
Of the distinctive features being rather general in the Lycaenidae, the almost invariably and very
distinctly curled antennae are to be mentioned. They are never too long, in the whole group very uniform,
of somewhat less than the length of the costa, with a short, clubby knob. They are remarkably little pliant,
but so stiff that they are flawed and broken already in the living animal, if seized unskillfully. The palpi
exhibit a greater variability, but they are never so enormously developed as we have seen in the preceding
family in the Libythea. The second joint is mostly set with very long hairs like a brush, generally white
or very light blue, the third being shorter, pointed and sometimes very sparsely scaled. The eyes are very
constant and so conspicuously shaped that mostly one glimpse at the formation of the eyes of a specimen
suffices to recognize the Lycaenidae. As there d,re no mimetic Lycaenidae among the Indo-Australian species,
this is of less importance here. But in Africa, as we see by a glance at t. 62, 63 and 64 of Vol. XIII. of
the ,,Macrolepidoptera“, there occur species copying most exactly the patented Danaids, Acraea, or Pieris,
and on being looked at superficially they make by no means the impression of Lycaenidae. It is, therefore,
worth knowing that the design of the Lycaenid-eyes is not round like that of most of the other day-butterflies,
but, as a rule, more or less oblong or bean-shaped; the posterior edge is sometimes sinuated, and here
there is generally a bright silvery-white band of a brazen-coloured brilliancy with fine, fur-like hairs or smoothly
scaled, running more or less far in front round the eye.
The thorax may be robust and broad or also slim, but it is always brittle and easily broken on
being pressed, so that the animal is no more able to fly after having been pressed with one’s fingers. Danaids,
Acraea and Heliconies having not been strongly pressed immediately fly off again or recover very soon; the
Lycaenidae, however, are apparently not able to offer resistance to such insults, though some (Cigaritis,
Aphnaeus) require a stronger pressure and seem to be better armoured, as they feel hard between one’s
fingers, almost like beetles or Hymenoptera.
The thorax-appendages are mostly not less characteristic than the heads of the Lycaenidae. All the
6 legs are developed, but the forefeet of the
have the tarsi peculiarly modified, with quite few exceptions,
so that there are sharp hooks instead of claws. The forewings are formed rather harmoniously, mostly tri¬
angular and entire; the subcostal in almost all the Indian genera 4-branched. The hind wings, however, often
exhibit long, tail-like appendages, sometimes broad and sword-like, but sometimes also as fine as a hair
and comparable with quite thin down-feathers. Sometimes there occur 2 pair of such appendages, in addition
to them sometimes even a third, lobular appendage to the wing, and some Indian forms are remarkable
for appearing tailed or not tailed, according to the season.
The abdomen of the Lycaenidae is in the
mostly very slender and with fine, often silky hairs,
or above with metallic scales. Also in the
it is generally not too stout and never so heavy that the flight
would become clumsy. The Lycaenidae are, on the contrary, almost unexceptionally skilled flyers, often
bustling about impetuously fast and belonging to the best-flying insects known.
The chief enemies of the butterfly are the reptiles and especially the amphibia. The lizard Calotes
versicolor snatches away the small butterflies from leaves and blossoms, and great numbers of Lycaenidae
resting deeper in the grass are devoured by the batrachians. They', therefore, often use to settle up on
high meadow-flowers for their night’s rest, o'r creep into the calix as far as possible, where these enemies
cannot get so easily. But there they often fall a prey to crab-spiders. I have, however, never seen that
they were pursued or even attacked by birds; on the contrary, I saw crowds of the entomophagan Ixus
and other Pycnonotus searching for insects on bushes being occupied by Lampides and Polyommatus without
the butterflies being molested, although they almost provokingly spread out their blue wings. Near Adelaide
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on the Spirifex Steppes, the Lycaenidae were often the only common insects, but they were not touched by
the numerous swallows tearing along through the fields.
This explains the scheme of colouring and marking characteristic of almost all the Lycaenid genera:
a radiant or glaring inner surface making the animal conspicuous in active life, and an inconspicuous, frequently
adapted under surface for hiding while at rest. Many Lycaenidae are in the habit of gathering on bushes where
they rest in such a way that the bush seems to be in blossom. In small species, the eye-spots on the under
surface may then look like stamina.
Very many Lycaenidae, as has already been mentioned above, occur at their swarming-places in greater
numbers of specimens than most of the other day-butterflies do, but there are also districts where the Lycaenidae
are remarkably rare. I remember of having seen in America landscapes of the most exuberant vegetation,
where this family of butterflies was almost entirely absent.
The eggs are shaped like a cake, i. e. above flattened hemispheres mostly very abundantly costate
or reticular, lying on the food-plant with their broad surface. They are nearly always singly deposited, gene¬
rally on the under surface of the leaves or twigs.
The larvae, as a rule, are of a compact, hunched shape greatly tapering off in front and behind (woodlicelarvae), but they are distinguished by the upper surface being sometimes flat, sometimes bristly or covered
with fluff. Some are decidedly knob-shaped, similar to a large shield-louse, and this is the case in a most
conspicuous way in such species that are, as the Liphyra-larvae, suspected of feeding from insects. At any
rate, however, when at rest, the head is entirely drawn back under the shield of the first segments and only
in creeping or feeding it becomes visible.
The peculiar, glandular organ found in many (particularly American) Erycinid larvae at the sides of
the neck, has not become known to me in Lycaenid larvae; it may even be regarded as a good mark of distinc¬
tion for these two groups, since the Erycinid larvae often also have a shape like a wood-louse. In the Lycaenid
larva, however, we find a different kind of organs. The most curious organ is presumably a retractile fan at
the sides near the anal end of the larva of Cmetis, which may be set into very swift motion. Likewise
near the anal end is the ant-organ, a secerning gland to be turned back on being touched by the ant’s antenna.
It is ascertained in very numerous, ants-loving Lycaenidae from Europe, India and Africa, and especially
Lamborn, Chapman and others have recently bestowed close attention to the symbiosis of these animals.
Kershaw has described the life-history of Gerydus the larva of which lives in colonies of aphis, together with
ants, and feeds on aphis. Regarding the symbiosis of Azanus ubaldus we refer to Vol. I of the ,,Macrolepidoptera“
p. 294; here a regular escorting of the larva by the ants’ guard takes place. The value of this escorting, which
was not conceived as long as the chief enemies of the butterflies and larvae were supposed to be among the birds,
is now highly estimated, since one knows that spiders, hawk-flies, particularly Hemiptera heteroptera, such
as Nabis, Pentatoma, Reduviids etc. become especially perilous to the larvae.
The pupae of the Lycaenidae are mostly short and squat and sometimes look like the buds of leaves. They
are as a rule fastened on the base by means of a silky pad at the cremaster and of a belt round the middle
of the body, lying broadly on it with the mostly flat ventral side. But there also occur enough species the
pupae of which rest unprotected and freely on the soil. In African and Indian species it remains partly sticking
fast in the old larval skin which acts protectively like a screen, and other species again are the guests of ants
until their development into a butterfly.
The classification of the Lycaenidae in subdivisions has been attempted according to different principles.
Rober (in Staudinger und Schatz, Exot. Tagfalter) has distinguised two principal groups: Lipteninae (forewings
nearly always with 12 veins, only African), and Lycaeninae (forewings nearly always with only 11 or 10 veins).
To the latter group belong all the species of the Indo-Australian fauna. Further details as to the differences
of these groups see Vol. XIII, p. 297.

1. Subfamily: Liphyrinae.
This group so greatly deviates from all the other Lycaenidae, that we deal with it separately. Only
or 2 species form the only genus belonging here, for which reason the diagnosis of it stated below is also
that of the subfamily. The yellowish-brown ground-colour being quite uncommon in Indo-Australian Lycaena,
the uncommonly clumsy body, and the Heterocera-\ike flight sufficiently characterize the species belonging here.
Still more curious, however, are the larvae which themselves already justify the separation and elimination
from the other Lycaenidae. But we cannot decide for the present, whether the reduced exterior proves this
insect to be indeed the most primitiveLycaenid, or whether rather regressive processes have stunted the animal
having been originally better developed; in favour of the latter presumption would be an observation according
to which it is a semi-parasitic animal. Parasitism is always followed by stunted growth, and the deviating,
clumsy larva with its stunted extremities is perhaps only the result of the abandonment of a formerly indepen¬
dant existence.
1
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The butterfly of Liph. brassolis deposits its eggs, singly or by twos, on Sarcocephalus cordatus; accor¬
ding to Dodd, however, on such trunks on which there are colonies of the green leaf-ant (Oecophylla smaragdina).
The egg deviates from those of nearly all the Lycaenidae, it only resembles that of the Gerydinae-genus Logania.
It is rather large, green, dusted with white, and looks nearly like the segment of a Doric pillar. On the top
there is a hexagonal network; sides with about 45 longitudinal ribs anastomosing here and there. The larva
in its shape somewhat reminds us of that of certain Limacodidae, such as of the Australian Mecytha infrequens
Scott not rarely resting on Eucalyptus-leaves near Sydney, or of Narosa adala Moore from India. You might take
it to be the gall of a leaf, as it represents a hemispherical, smooth knob, having almost the appearance of a
gigantic shield-louse. Of the segmental indentations there is nothing to be seen anymore from above but three
daubed transverse folds. Also beneath there are no ring-partitions to be noticed anymore; it offers, however,
a level or somewhat drawn-in surface in the middle of which there are strongly stunted limbs and an entirely
hidden head. When the animal pupates, the larval skin remains as a cover over the pupa, which is necessary,
since the animal lives in ants’ nests and one has observed that the ants attack it; but the shield-like larval skin
is so tenacions, hard and smooth that the jaws of the attacking ants glide off as on the cuirass of a Cetonia
aurata or of a Clythra quadripunctata which one throws into an ant-hill and which cannot be harmed by
the furious ants. — The butterflies of Liphyra creep out after about 3 weeks; they are said to fly during the
time of dawn, which is also proved by their colouring, their clumsy shape and their flight resembling that
of certain Hesperids (Ismene) being fond of the time of dawn; others again have observed them flying in the
sunshine. A slight cover of scales being spread over the forewings and thorax of the butterfly which is in the
act of creeping out falls to dust, as soon as the butterfly expands its wings. The subfamily is distributed from
North India across the Malayan Archipelago as far as Australia; the butterflies are rare (Dr. Seitz).

1. Genus: Iiiphyra Ww.
The genus Liphyra presumably represents the most primitive type among all the Lycaenids living
to-day. Confined upon the Indo-Australian range in which many a figure from times past long ago has remained
preserved, which is very difficult to adapt into the present animal world and which has to a certain degree
outlived itself, reckoned at all times among the greatest rarities and known only in 2 species, one of which has
only recently been described, the large, robust Liphyra much rather make the impression of Castniidae than
of Lycaenidae, among which one is accustomed to see the most delicate day-butterflies. This impression is
even increased by the dull colours, the marking and the partly quite conspicuously large, broad scales, which
are so very characteristic in the Castniidae. If we search for near relations among the representatives of families,
we must place the Liphyra near the genus of Amblypodia. The African genus of Hewitsonia (cf. Vol. XIII,
p. 359) likewise comprising species of a considerable size is also allied to Liphyra.
The representatives of the genus Liphyra, which may attain an expanse of wings of more than 80 mm,
are the largest Lycaenidae living nowadays. The body is very strong, short and compact, the antennae are,
beginning from the middle, gradually and uniformly thickened to clubs. Palpi slender, slightly bent upwards,
extending but little beyond the forehead. Forewings with complete neuration, rather broad, costal margin
faintly bent, apex sharp, almost rectangular, distal margin forming an obtuse angle at the vein 4. Hindwings
very broad, distal margin very round, circular, costal margin in the C quite rectilinear, angularly defined against
the distal margin, proximal margin deeply sinuous; under surface at the costal margin and on the basal median
part covered with very large, broad scales. Legs strong, short and squat.
Regarding the habits and development see above. The flight is slow, tardy, entirely unlike that of
day-butterflies. The egg is large, green with a white cover, rather broader than high and truncated coniform,
costate, at the upper end with regular areas. Holland’s presumption that the larvae are carnivora, is due
to a rather ingenious and for the present uncontrollable combination.
brassolis.

major.

L. brassolis Ww. (142 a).

<$-. forewings above blackish-brown, the cell and the basal part between
the veins 2 and 4 more intensely dark, before the proximal margin a long-stretched, broad, arrow-head-like,
brown-yellow spot extending from the base beyond the middle of the costal margin; at the cell-end a small,
brown-yellow spot. Hindwings with a grey-yellow costal-marginal part and a brown-yellow median area being
interrupted by 4 coherent black spots, the marginal part broadly blackish-brown, the proximal margin brownish
grey. Under surface brownish grey, in the forewing a blackish-brown spot coinciding with the more intensely
dark coloured part on the upper surface. The scaling of the body is greyish-brown.
upper surface of both
wings reddish ochreous-yellow with a broad, blackish-brown border extending in the forewing as far as the
middle of the proximal margin, in the hindwing as far as the anal angle; forewing with a prominent black median
spot of the same shape and extension as in the
not reaching the base of the wing nor the dark border; hind¬
wings with 3 to 5 black spots on the centre. Distributed from North India across the Sunda Islands to the
Moluccas. — subsp. major Rothsch. is a form from Queensland, known only in the $ and distinguished by its
much larger size, with a forewing of upwards of 46 mm length and an especially sharply defined marking; the
median spot of the forewing being above and beneath marked in the same prominent manner is coherent, the
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3 black spots of the hindwing above are isolated. — subsp. robusta Fldr. (142 a) from Halmaheira differs by
the shape of the median spot in the forewing extending below as far as the base and being connected with the
blackish-brown marginal band towards the margin by 3 narrow teeth, as well as by the latter band being pro¬
longed along the proximal margin as far as the base; hindwings with 5 black spots. — In abbreviata Strand
from Sumatra, being perhaps only a local race of robusta with which it otherwise corresponds, the marginal
band only reaches the middle of the proximal margin.

L. castnia Strand (142 a).

robusta.

abbreviata.

$ above black with a jet-black marginal line in both wings and brownish castnia.
marginal scales; forewing with a brownish costal margin and behind the centre, between the veins 2 and 11,
with a broad, bright reddish yellow transverse band being somewhat narrower in the middle part. Under surface
of the forewing on the basal half black with a lighter proximal margin, distal half blackish violet with scattered
light scales being somewhat more densely strewn at the apex; a light band as above, but narrower, less pro¬
minent, as if formed of several coherent spots. Hindwing black with a violet reflection, scattered light scales
and indistinct, light, antemarginal blurred spots; in the cell the black colouring forms an intense spot being
distally sharply defined in a right angle. New-Guinea (Kaiser Wilhelms Land).

2. Subfamily: Gerydinae.
The three genera belonging here form a sharply delimited group which by two marks may be forthwith
with certainty separated from all the other Lycaenidae and altogether from all the Rhopalocera known. The
first characteristic mark is the shape of the uncus which in some species is already exteriorly conspicuous by
protruding from the abdomen like a flag and attaining sometimes half the length of the abdomen. Characteristic
on the other hand are the long femora of the hindlegs, often in connection with broad, flat, spatulate tarsi.
The flattened tarsi are exhibited not only on the stunted forefeet of the G<S and $$, but in the genus Gerydus
also on the middle- and hindfeet. But whilst the proportions of the legs are variable in single groups of species,
the structure of the clasping-organs remains entirely analogous in all the species known. The uncus consists
of two chitinous sheets, the knife-shaped parts of which are clorsally and basally connected with each other
by a short, narrow bridge. The backside of the two plates is always somewhat caved in like a saddle, the dorsal
ends rounded, the ventral part shows an obtuse point. Each plate, at the ventral part, bears one styloid, small
hook rising about in the middle, being turned proximally and strongly curved at the apex. This hook is found
in all the species and of a rather uniform size. The uncus itself varies somewhat in the shape of the trough¬
shaped impress on the dorsal side, in its length and the more or less slender, distal apex.
In contrast with the uncus as well as with most of the Lycaenid genera, the valve is stunted. The valve
itself likewise appears uncommonly slender, sometimes with a sharp, occasionally also with an obtuse apex.
The palpi are remarkably narrow, thin, and feebly scaled, the terminal joint almost as long as the
middle joint, finely pointed and slightly bent forward.
In one group of species the tibiae are remarkably thickened at the anterior end.
The structure of the three acknowledged genera of this subfamily is, analogous to the clasping-organs,
throughout homogeneous. A characteristic mark common to all is the absence of the anterior discocellular
of the forewing. The second subcostal vein may be situate near the cell-apex or somewhat proximally placed.
In Gerydus the cell is relatively narrow, in Loyania short and broad. The middle and posterior discocellulars
are, as a rule, cjuite steep, streak-shaped, only in Gerydus the latter is faintly concave.
In some species there is a third sexual mark exhibited by the thickening of the rise of the anterior
median.
Macromalayana is undoubtedly the orginal patria of the Gerydinae, particularly Borneo is the centre
and habitat of incessantly appearing novelties. And yet the northernmost part and the east of the island are
still almost unknown. But nevertheless the share of Borneo is not to be estimated so very optimistically as
Moulton did full of enthusiasm, who believed that 33 species lived in Borneo and among them 18 species which
occurred nowhere else. In the first instance Borneo has hardly more than 30 species of which only 5 or 6 are
endemic, whilst the other ,,species“ have proved to be local races of collective species that are widely distributed
or at least at home in the whole of Macromalayana. On the continent but few endemic species are found, in
addition to which I chanced to discover an entirely isolated species in Tonkin. We now know from India 5
species, Burma 13, Tonkin 3, Perak 16, Borneo 29, Sumatra 24, Java 15, Celebes 9, the Philippines 14, the
Moluccas 2, New Guinea 5. The number of species of the Philippines, of Celebes, and particularly of Tonkin
and of the Malayan Peninsula will yet be increased. Especially from the latter we may still expect cpiite
a number of species being hitherto known only from Sumatra.
The knowledge of the shape of the egg is due to Doherty. The egg is above and beneath flat, sometimes
carinated and covered with a delicate network. The egg of G. boisduvali, according to Kershaw’s *) figure,
*) Butt. Hongkong, t. 6 a, f. 19, 1907.
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is quite flat with four margins and as many grooves, and looks like a folded-up Japanese paper-lamp.
The larva, discovered by Kershaw, on creeping out, is almost cylindrical, later on it is more of the
shape of a limaeida. The colour is at first light-yellow with a distinct, purple dorsal line and some fine hairs
at its brown head and at the last segment. In the last stage the larva turns greenish-yellow with purplebrown stripes, the second segment swells up, so that the head may be easily hidden under it, which is nearly always
the case when the larva is at rest. The larva feeds on aphis, and some bites are sufficient for it. After the meal
the larvae lick off their feet just like the Mantis are used to do, too. The aphis, when being devoured, are
pre- sed against the plant or held freely into the air, sometimes carefully picked out and apparently examined
by their smell, whether they are edible. The aphis themselves are not aware of the danger threatening them
from the larvae of Gerydus, for sometimes they climb across the larvae or crawl round them.
The eggs of the butterfly are deposited in the midst of a heap of aphis and fastened by gluing them on
their entirely flat undersurface, so that they cannot slip off or be removed by the aphis. Before the larvae
pupate, they lose their scanty hairs and begin for some time to put off their snail-like laziness, wandering rest¬
lessly about. When they have found a suitable place, they spin some threads near the head and the tail
sometimes they also make themselves a belt. The apex of the abdomen is flattened to a disc, and thus forms
a good point of support. At each side of the seventh segment is a small projection. The pupal stage lasts for
about 10 days in the rainy period, the larval stage about 15 days in the same period. In Hongkong the butterfly
passes through its complete development during every month of the year, except the cold January and February.
The imago itself has green eyes and prefers shady and wet places under large trees with neglected
underwood. Although it is on the move all day long, it still appears the most frequently in the evening.
The $ deposits its eggs towards evening, shortly before night sets in, on twigs and leaves occupied
by aphis, and across which two species of ants, Polyrachis dives S?n. and Dolichoderus bitub erculatus Mayr,
are running. The aphis as well as the ants feed from the sap of the plant, whilst the ants make besides
use of the aphis as milch-cows. Before the $ deposits its eggs, if flies undecidedly up and down, wander¬
ing about in the leaves here and there, until at last it makes two or three attempts to deposit a single egg in
the midst of the ants and aphis. It then rises and drinks for some time from the sap of the plant, of which
the GG and 9? are very fond, so that there are often 5 or 6 seen sitting together.
The ants neither care for the butterflies nor for the eggs, nor for the larvae of the Gerydinae. It seems
that they are too much occupied with the aphis and cannot bestow any care on the welfare of the larvae, as
they do in those of Spindasis lohita and Ogyris (Kershaw).
The imagines are fond of the shade and never dare to expose themselves directly to the rays of the
sun. The rarer species never leave the dense forest at all, and only more common species, such as G. horsfieldi,
biggsi and G. symethus fly at the skirts of the woods. The latter are seen flying restlessly about between
low bushes where they hunt for aphis. They are, however, nevertheless feeble flyers, they only hurriedly hide
in the forest on being pursued. (Martin and de Niceville, Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1895, p. 446). According
to Bingham (Fauna of Brit. India, Butt. 1907, p. 287-—88), the $$ fly on the brushwood and on low herbs at
the skirts of the woods. The G<S> however, always rest on the upper surface of the leaves or at the ends
of projecting twigs, from which superior position they make short, swift flights round, in order to return to
the same or a neighbouring leave. They always rest with their heads turned outside, towards the open air and
not towards the trunk of the tree.
I myself have observed in Annam that some butterflies dashed past me in a raving flight, so that I
did not know whether they were Heterocera or Satyridae. After having caught some of the swift insects in my
net, they proved to be Gerydus croton and boisduvali.
These Lycaenidae fly slowly in the plains and always close at the soil. Up on the mountains, however,
where the winds always blow violently, it seems that they are forced to strengthen their flying-muscles and
to adapt themselves to the new conditions, in which they have most remarkably succeeded. (Fruhstorfer,
Tagebuch d. Weltreise, p. 292—93).
A. horsfieldi was observed by Colonel Barrow in Burma, who was struck by the butterflies abiding
for such a long time at one place. But before they definitely settled down for a rest, the little insects sat
down but for some moments and repeated this flying up and down for about twenty times. Barrow was
interested also in the long legs of the Allotinus, and he found that they are very well fitted to enable the
A. horsfieldi to sit above a big number of aphis. The horsfieldi, according to his observations, tickle the aphis
with their small legs, exactly like the ants do with their antennae, and seem to feed from their scretions. Often
there are ants already sitting near the aphis. But the Allotinus also cover these over with their long legs, and
even large ants do not take any notice at all of the horsfieldi or they only glance at their femora for a
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while, just as if to see who it is. Barrow, however, never observed the ants attacking horsfieldi. (Bingham 1. c.)
According to Moulton, Shelford saw in the Botanical Gardens of Singapore, on a large leaf, some
ants moving about round a ^ of G. symetlius. On a close examination it was proved that both the Gerydus and
the ants were drinking up the secretion of the anus of small larvae of Fulgorids or Jassids. The larvae remained
all quiet, as long as the guests were drinking from them, but they jumped down from the leaf on being disturbed
by Shelford. According to Moulton, also Gerydus ancon, A. nivalis, Logania srivoa, L. drucei and L. staudingeri
were met with on larvae of Homoptera. As the Logania have no long legs, their presence is not necessary in
order to enable to drink from the aphis or Homoptera.
In Tijds. v. Ent. 1912, p. 17, Prof. Courvoisier reports that, according to the statement by Edw.
Takobson, Gerydus boisduvali is myrmecophile and feeds from shield-lice which are bred by the ant-species
Dolichoderus bituberculatus Mayr,

1. Genus: l^ogania Dist.
The genus was separated by its author from Gerydus and Allotinus, consistent with the only species known
in 1887, L. malayica, which may be called the type of the genus on account of the thickened tibiae.
Although in many species the swelling of the tibiae is scarcely noticeable, the genus is nevertheless maintained
here and is to denote a group of species comprising the smallest Gerydinae.
The wings are more roundish than in most of the Gerydinae, their margins (also those of the fore wings)
more sharply serrate. There are hardly any structural marks of particular importance. The two subcostal
veins of the forewing, however, before the cell-end, are more distant from each other and placed more steeply
than in Allotinus, and the cell appears shorter and broader.
The uncus is somewhat shorter, dorsally not so very concave as in Allotinus and Gerydus, the valve
somewhat broader. The under surface of nearly all the species is preponderately white, only in one case (drucei)
blackish, but densely scaled in a red-brown or blackish. Sometimes there are accumulations seen of large,
brown spots distinctly contrasting with the finely marbled upper surface, though they are never united to
complete bands as in Gerydus.
The Logania are real forest-butterflies; they fly round the tops of low bushes and, according to Martin,
decidedly faster than the real Gerydus. They chiefly inhabit the lowlands and are found all the year round.
I observed one species in Celebes at an elevation of about 1500 m. The range extends from Assam to the
south across the whole of Macromalayana, where Borneo gets the lion’s share with seven species. One species
was observed, though not captured, in Sumbawa. Celebes is occupied by two species, from the Philippines
we know 3 to 4 species and recently the occurrence of two species was ascertained also for New Guinea.
Two groups of species:
a) Logania Dist. Legs one-coloured.
b) M a 1 a i s Doh. Legs black-curled.

Apex of the fore wing prolonged.

Apex of the fore wing roundish.

a) Group of species Logania.
L. malayica is the most conspicuous species of the genus. Above milky bluish-white, forewing with
a broad, black distal area. Hindwing only with a delicate, narrow, brown distal line. Beneath densely speckled
with red-brown. L. malayica is the only species with an obliquely cut-off costal marginal part, above which
the apex projects in the shape of a tip, on the forewing, malayica Dist. (141 f) is found in Macromalayana malayica.
except Java. Moulton mentions it from Sandakan and Pulo-Laut. — subura Fruhst. inhabits the Southern subura.
Philippines. It is of a smaller habitus than that of the nomenclatural type. Beneath in the $ without the
brownish apical spotting distinctly exhibited by
from North East Sumatra of my collection. From Sibulan
in Mindanao, flying time December. Type in the Coll. Semper.

b) Group of species Malais.
L. sriwa Dist. (141 f) occurs in the Macromalayan region, but without passing over to Java. Groundcolour as in L. malayica, the black distal border of the forewing being more distinctly inwardly defined. The
small teeth of the hind wings delicately dotted in black. Under surface, particularly at the costal margin of
the forewing, alternately dotted blackish and white. Hindwings remarkable for a white, band-like zone without
any brown scales. From the Malayan Peninsula, North East Sumatra, Sarawak and Pulo-Laut. Moulton
observed sriwa in South Borneo. It is a well protected species when resting on the upperside of leaves with
its wings folded. On flying up about 5 to 8 feet high between the trees, it affords a magnificent sight, disappears,
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however, from our sight on settling down. The white stripe of the hindwing beneath even helps to split up
the contour of the butterfly and to make it still more invisible thereby.
reghm.

L. regina Druce occurs in Borneo beside L. sriwa and differs from sriwa, according to the statements
by H. H. Druce, by the inner marginal zone of the forewing beneath remaining white. There are but few speci¬
mens known. The type, a <$, is in the Coll. Godman of the British Museum. Moulton mentions regina also
from the Islands of Melikop, Banguey, and from Labuan.

lahomius.

L. lahomius Kheil is rare in Nias. 3 above white with a broad, black distal margin of the forewing.
The hindwing with a grey-tinted costal and terminal margin. Under surface brown, speckled with white. Accor¬
ding to Kheil, easily discernible from L. regina by the predominance of the blackish distal margin of the forewing,
particularly, however, by the intensely blackened hindwings. Denomination according to Lahomi, a village in Nias.

L. luca seems to replace the preceding species in Perak, in Sumatra and Borneo. There are but quite
few specimens known, and de Niceville reports that he received only 2
from Sumatra and 2 $$ from
luca. Perak. A cotype from Sumatra of luca Nicev. is now in my collection. The $ resembles above L. lahomius
Kheil c3, but the distal margin of the hindwing is still more extensively covered with brown. Under-surface
preponderately whitish with a sharply dentate, black anteterminal band of both wings. In the disc of the
hindwing there is a brown, ring-shaped marking in the midst of a delicate, bluish-grey and brown marbling.
staudingeri. ■— staudingeri Druce. The $ has a narrower black marginal part of both wings than the luca-Q- The 3 is above
blackish with an extensive blue-white distal area of the forewing. The under surface throughout brownish,
with rudimentary bands bordered with black. On the Kina-Balu at an elevation of about 4000 ft., on Mount
Matang at an elevation of about 2000 ft.
evora.

L. evora spec. nov. is above allied to L. regina, L. sriwa (141 f) and L. luca, throughout white with
an extensive black apical border of the forewing. The undersurface resembles L. sriwa. Forewing towards
the base, however, white, only the apical part marbled with brown. The hindwings exhibit instead of the white
stripe of L. sriwa which remains free, a white roundish discal area. The other part of the wings is delicately
mixed with brown. Sula Islands, type in the Coll. Semper in the Senckenberg Museum at Francfort.
L. marmorata, an insignificant, though widely distributed species.

marmorata.

watsoniana.

hilaeira.

javanica.

stenosa.

cineraria.

palawana.

jaustina.

Its range extends from the
Philippines in the north and from Tenasserim through the whole of Macromalayana. The whole basal part of
the forewing whitish, or bluish-grey, according to the habitat, the apical border being broad black. In the
name-type and a race of North Borneo also the hindwing is brightened up by bluish-grey, the other insular
forms exhibit black hindwings. —■ marmorata Moore (141 f), the lightest off-branch of the total species. Forewing
of the 3 almost white, with a delicate violet tint, while in the $ lying before me from Singapore, it is dull
chalk-coloured. Hindwing with a pale bluish-grey basal zone comprising yet the middle zone. Under surface
grey with whitish diffuse spots, submarginal accumulations of blackish scales and indistinct brown maculae
of the hindwings being preponderately speckled with a silvery grey. Type from the Mergui Archipelago, other
examples are known from the Shan States, Burma, and Perak. A $ was found by Dr. Martin in Singapore. —
watsoniana Nicev. excels L. marmorata in size. It is to be considered the dry period form of it; 3 with one white
discal spot on each wing, the whole hindwings and the basal zone of the forewing light greyish-violet. The
$ has besides an entirely violet upper surface of the hindwings. Under surface of the forewings white with
a brown distal margin. Very rare, known only from the Shan States and the Karen Hills in Burma. — hilaeira
Fruhst., a remarkably differentiated insular race. Both sexes without any grey or whitish hue at all on the
dull blackish-brown hindwings. Also the whitish basal area of the forewing darkened, as if covered with a
grey veil. Flying time chiefly in the first months of the year, but there are also examples before me from April,
June, and August. North East Sumatra. -—• javanica Fruhst. is in size inferior to the Sumatran sister-race. The
3 reminds us of L. massalia (141 f) by a sharply defined, white, roundish spot at the apex of the cell from which
a bluish-grey scaled area extends to the base of the wing. Also in the $ the whitish zone of the forewing is
much more reduced than in marmorata, hilaeira etc., and an indistinct, white, discal oblique band gradually
warms into a bluish-grey basal area. Under surface of the forewings more extensively white, that of the hindwings
shot with a lighter yellow than in the vicarious types from Sumatra and Singapore. Before me only from East
Java, the Tengger Mountains at an elevation of about 600 m. Extremely rare. — stenosa subsp. nov. is before
me from Sintang, South West Borneo. The $ approximates the Javanese vicarious type, but the basal zone
of the forewing appears more homogeneously bluish-grey without the white distal delimitation. Habitus besides larger, under-surface preponderately blackish with a large, yellowish, almost square discal spot. — cineraria
nom. nov. (for the name preoccupied in 1885 ohscura Dist. and Pryer 188 f.).
According to a statement by
Druce, the hindwings exhibit a whitish tinge. Thereby cineraria resembles marmorata Moore (141 f) from
Singapore and Tenasserim, and the light colouring contrasting with the race from South Borneo is a characteristic of all the butterflies of the northernmost parts of Borneo. Sandakan. — palawana Fruhst. is a name
to replace distanti Styr. (in 1890), because there already exists a L. distanti Semp. (May 1889). The black marginal
area of the forewings more extensive than in stenosa and hilaeira, whereby the whitish discal spot being surrounded
by violet is very much confined. Island of Palawan, found in January by Doherty. — faustina Fruhst. inhabits
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Mindanao and excels palawana in size. — samosata Fruhst. from the Island of Cebu is above lighter than palawana,
and as a resemblance to marmorata and cineraria, there appears also on the hindwings again a bluish-grey tint.

samosata.

L. massalia, a rare species, although it occurs in the whole of Macromalayana; Martin discovered
it in Sumatra; I found it in East and West Java and was able to ascertain it for North Borneo from the
material of my collection. It will certainly be sooner or later discovered on the Philippines, too. massalia Doh. massalia.
(141 f) was described according to a $, as follows: Above black, with a dull white discal zone of the forewing,
extending somewhat beyond the anterior median and as far as the submedian. Under surface irregularly speckled.
Forewings with ochreous-brown apical and costal parts. Hindwings also ochreous-coloured with a submarginal
dark patch and dark transverse bands. Hindwings not angled, entire. Margherita, Upper Assam, Shillong,
Tenasserim. Five geographical forms: nada Fruhst. differs from the Assam-specimens by a larger white discal nada.
spot of the forewing the submedian zone of which is likewise dusted with grey. Under surface grey with yellowish
and blackish patches. North East Sumatra. — sora subsp. nov. means a retrogression to the continental massalia. sora.
The white-blue part of the forewing much more narrowed than in nada. Under surface darker, with a pre¬
dominantly brown instead of blackish speckling. North Borneo. -—- munychia Fruhst. Upper surface with a munychia.
nearly circular, white discal spot which is still more stunted than in sora from Borneo. Under surface pre¬
ponderate^ brown with a slight, blackish dusting. I myself only collected 4 $$ in the surroundings of Sukabumi,
West Java. The $ of it was found by Dr. Peepers in copula with a <$, near the Wynkoops Bay (West Java).
It has a large, discal, white spot extending to the inner margin and beginning beyond the cell. The white spot
is repeated beneath. The ground-colour of the under surface is yellowish about as in Gerydus symethus megaris
(141 d). The distribution of markings beneath about as in Gerydus higgsi Doh. (141 d)
— glypha Fruhst. glypha.
originates from East Java.
Upper surface with an extraordinarily narrow, whitish, oblique discal spot.
Under surface lighter brown than munychia with still less black scaling than munychia. Sorroundings of Lawang,
only 1 $ in Coll. Fruhstorfer. In close alliance to L. massalia presumably belongs also a Logania observed
by Doherty in Sumbawa.
L. drucei Mmdet-Is an excellent species, discovered by its author in the Matang Straits near Kuching
in Sarawak, in February 1911.
above similar to L. massalia (141 f); contours of the wings, however, more
roundish. The nearly round discal spot smaller, peripherically bordered with light blue. Under surface mono¬
tonously light red-brown, with an insignificant grey scaling of the basal zone of the forewing. There is no blackish,
yellowish or white marbling as it is in massalia and marmorata, and the longitudinal bands are entirely faded.
$ with a more extensive, light-blue median spot of the forewing. On the forewings we notice a slight, leadengrey hue. In the Coll. Frithstorfer there is a
found by Dr. Martin in March 1900 near Sintang on the
Capuas River.
L. turdeta sp. nov. is a species confounded by Semper with L. distanti Semp. £ above very similar

drueei.

iurdeta.

to L. massalia, marmorata, throughout milky white, apex of the forewing broadly encircled by black. Hindwings
bordered with brownish. Beneath of a peculiar, yellow grey with brown macular series. Island of Cebu.

L. distanti Semp. q above unicolorously blackish-brown. $ similarly marked to marmorata, with
the costal margin of the hindwing being blackish-brown as for as the costal vein. $ with entire, 2 with sharply
dentate hindwings. Flying time October. Island of Cebu. — apsines Fruhst. is a gigantic, geographical race
of it from the Island of Mindanao, of an almost twice as large habitus compared with distanti Semp>. It is,
moreover, probable that distanti belongs to a dry period form, apsines, however, to the generation of the
rainy period (January). — donussa Fruhst. Wings narrow, similar to those of distanti Semp., but longer, just
as large as in apsines Fruhst., but more stretched. Upper surface uniformly light brown. Hindwings with
broad, white fringes, sharply dentate. Under surface with a greyish-white ground and tangled, dark-brown
scaling. Costal margin of the forewing brown with white streaks. In the distal area of both wings, the brown
scales are arranged into two feeble bands with crescentiform components. Terminal margin sharply defined,
narrow, red-brown. Cilia yellowish-white. Patria: South Celebes, at an elevation of about 1500 m on the Peak
of Bonthain, wdiere I collected it in March.

distanti.

apsines.

donussa.

L. obscura Rob., described as Allotinus, is the giant of the genus and to such an extent allotiniform, obscura.
that I myself also first took it to be an Allotinus. Upper surface blackish-brown. $ with an almost square,
white discal spot. Under surface of the forewing dark grey with a fine, yellowish white speckling increasing
towards the apex. Hindwings yellowish white, as if dotted in black. Tombugu, East Celebes.

L. hampsoni Fruhst. $ above black with an extensive milky-white basal zone of the forewing. Under hampsoni.
surface the most closely allied to L. massalia Doh., whitish with dense brown spotting. In the $ the brown
dotting is united to 3 macular rows contrasting at the same time with the somewhat lighter ground. Patria:
North East British New Guinea, Kumussi River. The genus and species are a novelty for New Guinea, from
where we may expect yet quite a number of species from all the different colonial districts. Denominated
according to Hampson in order to express my gratitude for his generosity in making the rich treasures of the
British Museum in London at any time accessible to me.
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masana.

L. masana sp. nov. Above unicolorously blackish-brown, beneath brownish-grey with densely
arranged, dark, brown maculae. The distal margin sharply defined as in L. hampsoni, of a dark red-brown
colouring. German New-Guinea, type in the Coll. Staudinger of the Berlin Museum.

nehalemia.

L. nehalemia Fruhst. Somewhat allied to L. regina Druce. $: forewing with a black costal and distal
margin, otherwise entirely white. Hindwings white only as far as the cell-end, otherwise with an extensive
black marginal area covering the whole distal halves of the wings. Under surface white. Forewings sparsely,
hindwings densely dotted in a red brown. New Guinea, type in the British Museum, originating yet from
Hewitson’s collection.

2. Genus: Allot inns Fldr.
This multiform genus differs from Logania by its longer legs the tibiae of which are never thickened.
The second subcostal vein is placed nearer to the cell-apex, the subcostal veins are generally placed more oblicprely,
the cell is a little longer and narrower. In contrast with Logania, the sexual dimorphism is most remarkably
noticeable in most of the species by the modification of the shape of the wings and colorial contrasts.
Allotinus is easily distinguishable from Gerydus by the normal tarsi. The under surface is always
speckled, but it never exhibits bands being bordered by brown, black, white or some other colour. Under surface
of the forewing without any black spotting. -—- In the clasping-organs, except the more slender shape, there
is not any difference to be mentioned compared with Gerydus.
Like the Logania, the Allotinus inhabit the plains, although some species go up as far as about 1200 m.
In Tenasserim I found yet one of the largest of the well-known species at this altitude. The range coincides
with that of the Logania, though no representative of the genus was hitherto ascertained from New Guinea.
Borneo is again at the head with 14 species, and on the continent we find Allotinus distributed towards the
west as far as Sikkim.
Two groups of species:
a) Allotinus Fldr.
A. fallax Fldr.

$ without any sexual striping or without a thickened anterior median. Type:

b) Paragerydus List. Forewing with a thickened median and mostly two stripes of modified
scales, running parallel to it. Type: P. horsfieldi Moore.

a) Group of species Allotinus.

subviolaceus.
alJcaniah.

manychus.

silarus.

kallikrates.

mints.

A. subviolaceus. Most extensively distributed across the Macromalayan district and the Southern
Philippines, everywhere rare. By a peculiar, dull light blue area of the forewings, subviolaceus is the most easily
discernible species of the genus. — subviolaceus Fldr., originally described from Java, where it is so rare that
but 1 <$ of it is yet before me from the east of the island. The bluish-grey scaling of both wings is somewhat
lighter than in alkamah Dist. (141 g) from the Malayan Peninsula, North East Sumatra and Penang. The $
has more roundish wing-contours than the <$ and shows an insignificant discal, greyish-blue tinge of the upper
surface of the hindwing. — manychus Fruhst. Larger than Perak specimens. Hindwings whitish instead of
bluish-grey as in alkamah. Under surface lighter brownish-grey, manychus makes quite the impression of a
produce of districts with an intense and long dry period. Pegu, Burma, Karen Hills, presumably also from
the Mergui Archipelago. — silarus subsp. nov. likewise excels alkamah in size. The hindwings of the <$<$ exhibit
a more extensive blue, though blackish dimmed tinge, and the undersurface is considerably darker. Described
according to 4 specimens from the north and two from the south of Borneo. Closely allied to silarus are presu¬
mably also specimens from Palawan. -— kallikrates Fruhst. <$ the nearest to <$<$ of the Borneo-race of subviola¬
ceus, which is darker and of a more imposing habitus than alkamah-specimens from Sumatra, but the blue¬
scaling of the cell of the forewing is increased. $ more extensively scaled in blue on a lighter ground. Under
surface likewise lighter. Staudinger obtained it and stated the habitat to be ,,Mindanao”; whether the patria
is correct or not rather ,,Palawan”, since Semper mentions subviolaceus only from Palawan? — mirus Eecke
from Sinabang in Simalus, is conspicuous for the blue brightening of the upper surface of the hindwing exhibiting
a $-like distribution of colours, the sharply defined, brown distal margin and the more pronounced irroration
of the under surface. The sexual organs analogous to those of A. fallax, without the dorsal depression of the
uncus and differing thereby from all the species of Paragerydus. The ventral, unciform mountings in the
ventral part of the uncus neither exhibit any thickening at the place, where their tips bend round proximally.
Valve stunted smaller, narrower, plainer than even in the smallest Paragerydus.
A. fallax, conspicuous for the far extending dimorphism of the sexes, reaches the climax of its development
in the Philippines and inhabits Chaeturia, i. e. the subregion of the Philippines and Celebes. An off-branch
passes over to the north of Borneo. The
has pointed forewings and but feebly dentate hindwings. The
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contours of the forewing of the $ are broader, rounded off, the hindwings remarkably sharply dentate. <$$ and
$$ vary according to the locality. The forewings may be above unicolorously greyish-black or white-spotted.
The same is the case with the hindwings of the $9- The under surface is whitish, finely dotted in blackish and
as if sprinkled with brown spots. Semper already mentions the variability of the extent of the white dots in
the different races in the archipelago of the Philippines. Quite as light
as they are typical for Luzon, seem not
to occur in the south east of the archipelago, according to Semper, although they still predominate in Bohol. The
Island of Bazilan, however, already produces again a form approximating the race being the most abundantly
painted in white, that of Borneo. The vicarious type from the Sula Islands, fallax, however, exhibits the strange
mixture of a very dark upper surface in connection with an almost entirely white, light under surface. — fallax fallax.
Fldr. (142b) inhabits Luzon. The author figured two $ forms : a. one with a stripe-shaped, white zone, and (3. one
with a roundish cliscal spot of the hinclwing. — zaradrus subsp. nov. from Cebu still exhibits considerable, white zaradrus.
discal spots of the forewings. The hindwings show a prominent, white stripe which is distally deeply indented.
The under surface appears very faintly marbled in brown, compared with Bohol-examples. — In sabazus sabazus.
Fruhst., from the Island of Bohol, the white discal spot of the forewing is somewhat reduced. Under surface
darker and more densely speckled than in specimens from Luzon. — artinus subsp. nov. is inferior in size to artinus.
the Bohol-race. The spotting of the hindwings already forms a transition to the Mindanao-race by the
blurred and dark disc of the upper surface. The under surface, however, is, on a peculiarly yellowish grey ground,
more prominently spotted than in $$ from Bohol. Island of Panaon, type in Sempers collection. -—- eryxi- cryximamachus Fruhst. Mindoro. <$ smaller and covered with more insignificant white discal spots of the forewing
chu
than Mindanao-specimens. Type in the British Museum. —- aphacus Fruhst. Camiguin de Mindanao. $ with aphacus.
a more broadly white disc of the hindwing than in the vicarious type from Mindanao. — ancius Fruhst. Mindanao, ancius.
$ with a very much reduced white spot of the forewing. $ only yet with a vanishing whitish-grey area of the
upper surface of the hind wing. Beneath more densely and intensely speckled in brown than in the northern
sister-races. $ and $ Coll. Fruhstorfer. — dotion Fruhst. (141 h as dolion). A prominent insular race, approxi- dotion.
mating audax Druce much more than the other Philippine allies. $ with a just as large white disc as fallax
and sabazus; ^ with a more broadly flown-out white area of the forewing than ancius, but somewjiat more
prominently encircled by black. Under surface almost white, with small, light-brown spots instead of darkbrown ones as in ancius, light greyish-brown ones as in audax, and black ones as in major Fldr. from Celebes.
Discovered by W. Doherty in February, March, in the Island of Bazilan. — tymphrestus subsp. nov. Upper tymphressurface of the forewings with an oval, obliquely placed, whitish spot. Hindwings unicolorously black. The
tu
under surface is considerably paler than in specimens from Cebu and Panaon, the brown speckling is extremely
prominent. Forewing with an almost quite white disc which is still more extensive in the
The $ exhibits
on the forewing a more extensive white middle area than the £, on the hindwing, however, it is likewise black.
Under surface still paler than in the <$, almost white, while the brown marbling is still more reduced. Sula Islands.
Type in the Coll. Semper of the Senkenberg Museum. ■— audax Druce is characterized by the especially extensive audax.
white basal part of the forewing, which, particularly in the
even exceeds that of dotion in extent. Hindwings
of the $$ but slightly bordered with brown. Hindwings of the
with a whitish tinge. North Borneo, hitherto
ascertained only from Kina-Balu. — major Fldr. (141 h) is found in the lowlands of Celebes. $ with a small, major.
white, oblique spot at the apex of the cell of the forewing, otherwise black. Sometimes this white embedding
is absent altogether, — depista Fruhst., particularly in examples from the south and east of Celebes. — At depisla.
higher altitudes of the Minahassa there occurs a magnificent deform, albadus Fldr. (= magnimus Stgr.) with albadus.
a purely white inner-marginal zone of the under surface and an extraordinarily large white disc of the upper
surface of the forewing.

A. nicholsi Moult, having been hitherto found only in one male example in Sarawak, has remained

nicbolsi.

unknown to me. Upper surface beautifully reddish brown. Under surface of a somewhat lighter ground-colour,
densely covered with small brown scales. Fore wing with an indistinct submarginal line which is somewhat
bent inwardly towards the costal. Hindwing with a discal and submarginal small band. Moulton places
nicholsi near A. subviolaceus Fldr., owing to the delicate marbling of its under surface.

A. apus Nicev. A species being distantly similar to fallax. Only one $ known, formerly in the Coll.

apus.

Dr. L. Martin, now in my possession. The $ resembles above about the $ of A. fallax dotion from Bazilan,
but the discal white spot is of an almost square shape. Hindwings black, under surface white, but covered
all over with yellowish-brown scales. Otherwise only an anteterminal series of minute black dots and some
darker brown, more prominent maculae are conspicuous. North east Sumatra. Flying in November.

A. parapus Fruhst. (141 h). $. Above somewhat like A. fallax audax. Contours of the forewings,
however, roundish instead of pointed. Upper surface of the forewings white, at the base slightly powdered
with grey. Costal margin above the cell greyish-black, expanding then to a broad, jet-black apical area ending
in the anal angle, where it proceeds yet to the distal third of the posterior margin in the shape of a narrow
band. Hindwings above light greyishbrown. -— Under surface: white, all the places, being above black, are
here at first finely dotted with grey. Then, in the cell, two small, brown, oblong stripes, a submarginal series
IX
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of 5 obliquely arranged maculae. Both the wings covered with an anteterminal series of brown dots. Hindwings
white, densely covered with grey dots and more prominent brown maculae and splashes. -—- It may be that
'parapus represents only a considerably modified insular race of A. apus Nicev. But as the position of the
median spots of the hindwings of parapus is different, I ranged the Borneo-form as a species of its own. North
Borneo, (Kina-Balu): 1 <$ Coll. Fruhstorfer. 1 co-type I handed over to the British Museum.

b) Group of species Paragerydus Dist.

nivalis,

magaris.

lenaia.

snbstrigosa.

feldcri.

A. nivalis denotes the most insignificant species of this group. We meet with it in Macromalayana
and, in a vicarious type, in the Philippines. Upper surface in both sexes unicolorously clark-brown. <$ with
a delicate, yellowish sexual line being formed by the base of the somewhat thickened, unsealed anterior median.
$ with rounder wings. Under surface whitish with black anteterminal dots being clistally set with white, a
black costal spot of the hindwing and brown longitudinal bands in the discal and submarginal region. — nivalis
Druce (141 g) is the largest form. The apical part of the under surface of the forewings more extensively and
more intensely dusted with brown than in the neighbouring races. -—- magaris Fruhst. with the type from North
East Sumatra. Smaller than nivalis. Forewings more pointed. Under surface more copiously and more delicately dusted with brown. Dr. Piepers discovered quite a similar race also in West Java. — lenaia Fruhst.
Just as small as magaris. Under surface, however, faded, almost purely white with uncommonly neat, hardly
recognizable, brown macular series being combined to small, delicate bands. Island of Nias. -—■ substrigosa
Floore from the Mergui-Archipelago, also passes over to the continent of Tenasserim and is found to the sonth
as far as Perak. The under surface is just as faded as in lenaia, though the brown splashes are somewhat more
distinct.
A. felderi Semj). is very rare in the Philippines, but it is reported from the north (Luzon) as well a
the south (Mindanao) of the archipelago. I am without any examples, so that I am unable to ascertain, whethe
felderi is to be considered as a species. Judging from Sempers figure, it is only a geographical race of A. nivalis.

aphocha.

rebilus.
enatheus.

zitema.

A. aphocha is an insignificant and slightly differing species which, in most of the collections, is con¬
founded with small A. horsfieldi Floore and A. posidion Fruhst. Martin and Nicevtlle did not recognize it,
so that I may ascertain it as a novelty for Sumatra, Engano, Penang, Singapore, Java, Bali, and Celebes.
aphocha slightly exceeds A. nivalis in size, the shape of the wings is entirely more roundish, the sexual spot
of the forewings of the
is somewhat broader and grey. It is somewhat shorter than in A. unicolor Fldr.
The hindwings of the $$ are above bordered with a pure white, extraordinarily sharply and pointedly dentate.
Under surface chalk-coloured, sometimes with a yellowish hue. The anteterminal dots are more distinct than
in A. unicolor, the submarginal spots less prominent. The other marbling as in A. posidion Fruhst. The claspingorgans are more slender than in the genuine Allotinus, dorsally slightly caved in; valve extremely
characteristic, more slender, more pointed than in A. unicolor, with 2 lamels. — aphocha Kheil (141 g), ori¬
ginally described from Nias, also from Engano, Penang, Singapore, and Deli (Sumatra) in my collection, is
distinguished by an almost purely white under surface. — rebilus Fruhst. is a form being darkened beneath,
with a blackish, instead of brown, marbling. Distributed over the whole of Borneo. -— enatheus Fruhst. from
West Java and the island of Bali. Under surface chalk-coloured with light-brown, instead*of greyish-black,
dots. -— zitema subsp. nov. was discovered by myself near Tontoli (North Celebes) from November to December.
9 considerably more imposing than the Macromalayan allies. Under surface, corresponding to the character
of all the Gerydinae from Celebes, more densely dotted and spotted with a greyish black.
A. unicolor. An insignificant, rare species which has hitherto been often confounded with allied species.

unicolor,

Inferior in size to A. horsfieldi and posidion, differing from all the allies by the distinctly roundish forewings
reminding us of A. aphocha Kheil. The hindwings of the $ either entire, or in contrast with aphocha only with
minute teeth. The sexual macula on the forewing above smaller than in posidion. Under surface white, but
not so purely chalk-coloured as in paetus Nicev. Basal part and cell of both wings with thick, browm, little
dashes. Both wings are, besides, distally from the cell, crossed by a remarkably pronounced series of brown
spots being combined to a loose band. Uncus shorter, broader, dorsally less deeply indented than in A. aphocha.
The species having been hitherto known only from Singapore, Penang, Borneo, is here ascertained for Engano,
Java, Lombok, and Celebes. One specimen was found in the Berlin Museum, the patria being labelled as
from Mindoro. -— unicolor Fldr. (141 i). The type, a $ from Singapore, is before me by the kindness of Dr.
Jordan. In the British Museum there is a $ from Penang. Dr. Piepers has a
from West Java. Distant
knew the species, though he figured a $ as A. horsfieldi. Moulton mentions A. unicolor from Borneo; I am
without any specimens from there. We may be certain to expect unicolor from a number of other insular habitats;
the more so as it was confounded in collections both with A. posidion (141 g) and with A. aphocha (141 g).
Size analogous to the most imposing $$ of A. aphocha, from which it scarcely differs above. Under surface
discernible from all the Allotinus (even A. paetus) by the interrupted series of prominent, light-brown sub¬
marginal spots of the hindwings, the anterior ones of which are removed far inwardly. On the forewings, the
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spots are arranged in an almost straight line. -—- enganicus Fruhst. Engano, April. Considerably smaller than
the name-type, under surface with neater, black, small anteterminal dots. Kheil mentions A. unicolor from
Nias, a very probable habitat. •— bajanus Fruhst. Lombok; type distinguished by the reduced sexual spot of
the forewing, as well as by its small shape and the almost blackish-grey colouring of the upper surface. On
the under surface, bajanus reminds us of A. paetus Nicev. (141 i) by the almost chalk-coloured ground-colour
and a prominent submarginal band of blackish-grey spots. Also the cellular, subbasal and anteterminal maculae
are remarkably developed as in paetus. — damodar Fruhst. (141 i). A known from South Celebes, $ from North
Celebes. The characteristic mark of the collective species, the wings being distinctly rounded off, is particularly
distinct in this race. The uncommonly narrow sexual spot is longer than in the Macromalayan allies. Under
surface bluish-white, the submarginal macular band still more prominent than in A. bajanus Fruhst. from Lombok,
in the $ from North Celebes, however, again somewhat more faded. — leitus subsp. nov. Habitus scarcely
larger than A. unicolor damodar from Celebes. $ above with a distinct, yellow discal area. The spotting beneath
extremely prominent. Island of Mindoro, type in the Coll. Staudinger of the Berlin Museum.

enganicus.

bajanus.

damodar.

leitus.

A. leogoron spec. nov. forms a peculiar transition from A. unicolor (141 i) to A. posidion (141 g, h). icogoron.
From the unicolor-iovm.fi known to me it is immediately distinguishable by the roundish and very broad sexual
stripe of the forewing, anatomically by the short, stout shape of the uncus-plates. The distribution of the
macular series of the forewings beneath resembles that of A. unicolor, the contours, however, are still less distinct.
As to its habitus, A. leogoron approximates A. posidion. $$ of the size of the $$ of posidion. Sumatra, South
Borneo.
A. paetus, an interesting, easily recognizable species, considerably superior in size to the species ■paetus.
having been dealt with so far, also at once discernible from unicolor (141 i) and aphocha (141 g) by the long,
narrow, prominent sexual spot on the upper surface of the Uc? forewings, by which it reminds us of A. liorsfieldi. The chief characteristic is exhibited beneath by the ground-colouring being of a pure chalk-white parti¬
cularly in the $. The dotting of the forewings is something like that of A. unicolor, but the anteterminal dots
are more pronounced, the submarginal ones more isolated. In addition, another third, prominent, discal macular
series. Uncus slender, with an insignificant, dorsal depression. Valve, compared with A. unicolor and aphocha,
short, stout without any lamels. Two geographical races beside which we may expect another vicarious form
from the Malayan Peninsula. The species will perhaps be also found yet in Java, paetus Nicev. (141 i) from paetus.
North East Sumatra. $ beneath blue, $ of a pure chalk-white. ■—- moorei Druce is of more subdued colours, moorei.
Under surface also in the £> more milky than chalk-coloured, the brownish-grey maculae being so very promi¬
nent in paetus are here greatly reduced. North Borneo.
A. posidion.

smaller than A. horsfieldi, but superior in size to A. unicolor. Immediately discernible
from A. horsfieldi by the narrower and shorter sexual spot of the forewing, from A. unicolor by the more
pointed forewings. Under surface similar to that of horsfieldi with a less pregnant dotting. Hindwing of the
$ very distinctly dentate, but the points are shorter and blunter than in A. horsfieldi. posidion is easily separated
from A. unicolor by the fainter submarginal spots of the forewings. A. posidion always occurs beside A. hors¬
fieldi, and is much more common than A. horsfieldi with which it was hitherto confounded, and is immediately
discernible from A. horsfieldi by its smaller shape. The clasping-organs exhibit considerable differences, being
the more conspicuous when considering the general resemblance of the genitals of all the Gerydinae. A large
series of posidion compared with a similar one of horsfieldi-iorms, yields the following differences: Shape, con¬
sidering the small size of A. posidion, considerably smaller. The uncus-plates shorter, stouter, dorsally but
slightly sinuous. The small ventral hooks shorter, neater. Valve scarcely shorter, but much broader, without
the rostriform point by which horsfieldi is distinguished. The species is distributed from Burma all over Macroand Micromalayana as far as the Philippines. — atacinus subsp. nov. is before me only in the female. Upper
surface remarkably light brown with a broad, dull greyish-yellow transcellular stripe of the forewing. Hindwing
remarkably sharply dentate. Under surface peculiarly greyish-yellow with an uncommonly neat, red-brown
marbling and indistinct submarginal spots. The form figured by Niceville as A. horsfieldi (in Lep. Indica,
t. 26 fig. 156), from Burma, pretty surely belongs to atacinus as its U- — myriandus Fruhst. remains in the
female above unicolorously brown, $ with a short —■ compared with A. horsfieldi also very narrow — grey
sexual spot of the forewing. The under surface varies, being sometimes grey, sometimes yellowish-white. The
speckling and bands more prominent. Type from Sumatra. Also from the Malayan Peninsula, Nias, Engano
in great numbers in my collection. — posidion Fruhst. (141 g, h), from East and West Java as well as from
Bawean, approximates again atacinus by the yellowish brightening of the forewings of the
and differs besides
by the paler brown ground-colour from the other Macromalayan allies. Under surface yellowish white, some¬
what more pregnantly speckled than in atacinus. ■— eurytanus Fruhst. Under surface greyish-white with an
uncommonly dense, but delicate, lightgrey speckling. Both wings are traversed by a series of black, oblong,
small submarginal dashes, as well as by a series of strong, crescentiform postdiscal maculae which, however,
are less distinctly prominent nor as pregnant as in A. unicolor. West Borneo, Sintang; flying in April. —
molionides Fruhst. The difference of this form from the Javanese, already struck Elwes who wrote to Niceville
about the Bali-specimens that they much rather resemble A. moorei Druce than A. horsfieldi Moore from Java.
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Under surface darker than in Javanese specimens, with more pregnant brown small spots. Bali, flying from
July to September. — niceratus Fruhst. Sumbawa. Under surface not purely white as in bajanus, but dirty
white with dark clouds. The macular series of the median and submarginal zones lighter brown than even
in the Javanese form. Type in the British Museum. — georgius Fruhst. from Bohol, Mindanao, was figured
by Semper as A. horsfieldi. Under surface the most similar to the South Borneo-race eurytanus Fruhst., but
on a darker ground, more intensely spotted in brown than the specimens from Borneo. The sexual spot is still
more stunted than in posidion from Java.

A. horsfieldi is to be considered as the most common species of the whole Gerydinae; A recognizable
by the extensive androconium on the upper surface of the forewing, whereby a contrast is produced with the
Allotinus having been dealt with so far, all of which exhibit smaller sexual spots. Under surface varying in
the colours and marbling according to the habitat and at some places also according to the season. The $
has rounder wing-contours, and the hindwings are more sharply dentate. Uncus-sheets considerably longer
than in posidion, the apex distally produced, the dorsum considerably depressed. The valve is most charac¬
teristic, very long, narrow, cymbiform, with a long, projecting, sharp point. The shape of the uncus varies
somewhat according to the insular habitat; in specimens from Sumatra it is still more projecting and more
slender than in Javanese AS- In a specimen from Borneo we notice an abnormal formation by the uncus-plates
coniincn- being considerably shortened. — continentalis Fruhst. inhabits Inclo-China from Bhamo to Singapore. The
talis. sexual spot of the upper surface is uncommonly broad, the $ with a red-brown brightening in the cell-apex
of the forewing. The under surface is intensely marbled in brown. A. horsfieldi was observed by Col. Barrow
in Burma, who was struck by the butterflies abiding for such a long time at one place. But before they definitely
settled down for a rest, the little insects sat down but for some moments and repeated this flying up and down
for about twenty times. Barrow was also interested in the long legs of the Allotinus and he found that they
are very well fitted to enable the A. horsfieldi to sit above a great number of aphis. The horsfieldi, according
to his observations, tickle the aphis with their small legs, exactly as the ants do with their antennae, and seem
to feed from their secretions. Often there are already ants sitting beside the aphis. But they are also covered
by the long legs of the Allotinus and even large ants either do not pay any attention at all to the horsfieldi,
or they only glance at their legs for a while, just as if to see who it is. Barrow, however, never observed the
permagnus. ants attacking horsfieldi. (Statements from Bingham 1. c.) — perniagnus Fruhst. West Sumatra, North East
Sumatra. Both sexes more imposing than Javanese specimens. Under surface with more prominent macular
bands and larger, black, antemarginal dots. There are, moreover, two colorial deviations from permagnus from
intricata. Sumatra: a) forma intricata Fruhst. Ground-colour darkened, chalk-coloured, with a less prominent and light
infumata. brownish-grey speckling than in the chief form permagnus. b) forma infumata Fruhst. Under surface brownishsatdUticus. grey with an intense and more red-brown marbling. — satelliticus Fruhst. Engano, Nias. Under surface the
most similar to the dry period form from Java, greyish-white with an indistinct, neat, brown spotting. $ above
characterized by a yellowish-white, transcellular, discal brightening bearing a striking resemblance to the
horsfieldi. sexual spot of the AS- — horsfieldi Moore. West Java, East Java. An insular race figured at first by Moore
and quite correctly denoted by him to be cream-coloured beneath, differs from the vicarious types, beside the
preponclerately yellowish total colouring of the under surface, also by the less intense brown marbling from
the Macromalayan sister-races. Examples from East Java are beneath more chalky white than those from
apries. West Java. — apries Fruhst. (Ill g) from the island of Borneo is in its size somewhat inferior to permagnus
from Sumatra. Under surface of a peculiar bluish white, the A of a very delicate brown, the $2 more densely
speckled with greyish-brown. Of the $ there are before me the two forms being analogous to intricata Fruhst.
and infumata. Fruhst. and differing slightly in the colouring, and there exist examples in which, like in A. unicolor
Fldr., the grey, submarginal macular series of the under surface of the forewing is increased. It is not unlikely
that among the abnormal forms there are some more species hidden that have hitherto not been recognized
Icos. and resemble A. horsfieldi. — 3eos Druce above more intensely brown than horsfieldi, the androconial spotpaler and more prominent. Under surface dark grey, the terminal row of the spots on all the wings very distinct.
^ above dark brown, in the disc of the forewings unnoticeably paler, under surface paler than in the A- Hindwings more sharply dentate than in the $ of A. horsfieldi. Island of Cagayan, a number of specimens collected
reverdini. in June. Unknown to me in nature. — reverdini subsp. nov. from Mindanao replaces horsfieldi in this island.
Semper confounded horsfieldi with A. posidion georgius Fruhst. and figured only the smaller posidion in his
work. In his collection there were also real’horsfieldi which, as is often the case in species from the Southern
Philippines, are quite closely allied to the Celebes-race. But Mindanao-specimens are somewhat lighter and
less densely dotted than the AS of macassariensis. Denominated out of respect to Prof. Dr. J. Reverdin as
the expression of my gratitude for a large series of microscopic slides by which he aided my studies on the
macassa- Gerydinae. — macassariensis Holl. (141 h), described from South Celebes, was collected by myself on the Peak
riensis. 0f Bonthain yet at an altitude of 1000 m in March, in North Celebes at the sea-shore in December. Northern
examples are beneath more densely and more intensely spotted in brown. An excellent insular race, the AS
equalling the Javanese in the habitus, the $$ being of a still more imposing shape. The sexual spot of the AS
is shorter and paler than in A. horsfieldi. Under surface characteristic by uncommonly prominent, terminal
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and submarginal macular series and accumulations of prominent, smoky-grey scales in the basal and innermarginal region of both wings.

A. taras initiates a small series of insignificant species of a predominantly dark-brown ground-colour
of the upper surface and a brown, not grey or black marbled under surface. Clasping-organs of the most primitive
formation, uncus-sheets not so long as those of the horsfieldi-posidion group nor as broad as those of the series
of A. unicolor. The tip is also ventrally narrowed, the dorsal depression insignificant. The small ventral hooks
relatively short, thin, the valve very short, of the plainest shape, slightly trough-shaped, but without any
lamels or sharp points. Sexual spot relatively large, though not so very prominent as in the horsfieldi-group. —
taras Doh., a rare form which has hitherto become known only from Tenasserim and Burma. The sexual spot
of the AA hardly contrasts with the ground-colour. The basal part of both wings is beneath almost whitish,
the sharply dentate submarginal band of the forewing distinctly prominent. — battakanus Fruhst. (141 g)
A brown-black, the forewings turning darker towards the distal margin. At the latter a black line. Cilia greyishyellow. Shape of the forewings similar to that of A. fallax, without a sexual spot. Hindwings distinctly dentate.
$ above somewhat lighter brown than the A, the wing-contours rounder, the hindwings more distinctly dentate.
Under surface similar to that of sarrastes, but the reddish hue is confined to the distal margin of both wings.
Ground-colour greyish-white with an extremely fine grey speckling. Both wings with a.series of minute black
dots with a white periphery and a dark brown submarginal band. On the hindwings besides a median band
and subbasal band. Montes Battak (Sumatra), February, March, collected in great numbers by Dr. L. Martin,
but not recognized by de Niceville, not enumerated in the ,,Butterflies of Sumatra” and, therefore, a novelty
for Sumatra. — narsares Fruhst. West Java; Sukabumi at an altitude of about 600 m. Smaller, above paler
brown than specimens from Sumatra and Borneo. Under surface paler, resembling much rather taras Doh.
from Burma than the insular vicarious types, Ground-colour dirty white, with unnoticeable, brown, small
splashes. Rare, only 2 $$ in my collection. — sarrastes Fruhst. North Borneo. Habitus larger than that of
Sumatra-faras, lighter brown. Under surface in the A darker smoky-grey, in the $, however, lighter than in
taras. The brown spotting more intense and combined to more distinct bands.

A. portunus was described according to the specimens I discovered in Java. The species is peculiar
of the large Sunda Islands, but it will probably yet be discovered on the Malayan Peninsula. Both sexes some¬
what larger than A. taras Doh., but otherwise very near to this species. The $ has rounder wing-contours.
Under surface in the A uniformly grey-brown with a reddish or violet reflection. The $ is whitish with series
of red-brown spots. Both sexes exhibit a series of extremely neat, black anteterminal dots on both wings.
Uncus-sheets knife-shaped, more slender and longer than in A. taras. The small ventral hooks are somewhat
stronger than in taras. The uncus-sheets are dorsally not indented. Valve of the plainest formation, troughshaped, somewhat longer than in A. taras. The butterflies chiefly inhabit the mountains, being apparently
most common on the Kina-Balu. -— portunus Nicev. from the Volcano Gede from an altitude of about 1200 m.
Under surface only unnoticeably marbled in red-brown. -— maitus Fruhst. from Sumatra. A A from the Battak
Mountains differ from ‘portunus Nicev. from Java by the much lighter ground-colouring beneath, which we
might denote as ^greyish-white, instead of brownish-violet as in pyxus and reddish-brown in portunus. The
brown-grey speckling is lighter than in the portunus-races known. The $ approximates the most the $ of pyxus
from Borneo, from which it differs by its more purely white ground-colour and more delicate brown-grey
marbling. — pyxus Nicev. (= waterstradti Druce) (141 i) is before me in 36 specimens from the Kina Balu.
Under surface of the AA more distinctly spotted than in those from Java and Sumatra. — absens Druce is
a discoloration exhibiting only the more prominent macular bands of the under surface, whereas the finer
brown lines are absent.
A. strigatus was first recognized in Borneo, whilst it is ascertained here by myself as a novelty
for Java and Sumatra, de Niceville confounded the A A with A A °f A. portunus. In size strigatus resembles
A. horsfieldi of which it has the same large anclroconium of the forewing in common. The $ likewise reminds
us of the light-coloured $$ of some races of horsfieldi by a yellowish, discal brightening of the forewings. By
its preponderate^ red-brown marbled under-surface strigatus forms an intermediary between the A. taras
and A. horsfieldi groups, strigatus is so far known only from the large Sunda Islands, we must, therefore, try
to discover it yet on the Malayan Peninsula. Like in A. portunus there are three insular races. — strigatus
Moulton (141 i). Mr. Moulton had the great kindness to hand over his co-types to the British Museum, so
that, I was able to look at this sharply separated race there. Size about that of A. horsfieldi Moore. Under
surface distinguished by prominent, grey-brown, broad macular bands the components of which exhibit a reddish
admixture. Another conspicuous mark are anteterminal marginal dots of both wings. Pulo Laut, Sarawak
(Moulton), Kina Balu, Sintang (Coll. Fruhstorfer). -—• dositheus Fruhst. West Java, very rare. Under
surface lighter grey, with more delicate brown maculae than in the Borneo-race. — eupalion Fruhst. from North
East Sumatra. Under surface covered with more intense brown maculae than strigatus from Kina Balu. Disco¬
vered by Dr. L. Martin, but confounded with A. portunus by de Niceville, and just as little enumerated
in ,,Butterflies of Sumatra” as A. taras, so that the species was af first ascertained for Java as well as for
Sumatra by myself.
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A. nigritus Semp. apparently replaces A. portunus in the Philippines, but it is at once distinguishable

from A. pyxus and A. strigatus by the absence of the androconium of the forewing. The under surface is charac¬
terized by a black dot in the middle of the costal margin of the forewing. On the other hand the black
anteterminal dots on both wings being so characteristic of A. portunus are absent. Very rare, so far only 2 A A
known from East Mindanao (June to August) and 1 $ from South East Mindanao.
anaxandridas.

caesemius.

A. anaxandridas spec. nov. is inserted in

collection in but one $ from Sibulan (Mindanao)
under the denomination of A. punctatus Semp. and described as a peculiar $-form of A. punctatus in the Philippine
work on page 165. From punctatus belonging to the fabius-group, the $ of anaxandridas is at once discernible
by the roundish wings. Ground-colour white with a brown border on the upper surface. Under surface also
white, delicately speckled with brown, with black subterminal dots, like in portunus, which are distally again
bordered with white.
Sempers

A. caesemius spec. nov. was reservedly taken to be also the $ of A. punctatus by

It differs
from the $ of A. anaxandridas by its more dentate hind wings the upper surface of which, however, is tinted
brown. The forewings are more extensively bordered with brown. Under surface more delicately marbled
with brown, the submarginal band less distinct, and the black anteterminal dots are much smaller. Sibulan
(Mindanao).
Semper.

A. fabius is the most multiform species of a highly specialized though little group distinguished by
the involved dimorphism of the sexes and the projecting posterior median of the hindwing. The AS resemble
the AS of A. portunus, being of a somewhat larger shape and at the apex of the forewing as if covered with

panormis.

fabius.

caudatus.

pcimisus.

arrius.

borneensis.

punctatus.

eretria.

martinus.

brown clouds. The $ has an anal tooth of the hindwing projecting like a tail and may, according to the habitat,
be above unicolorously brown or exhibit a partly white distal area. Under surface of the $$ preponderate^
white with brown shades and prominent black anteterminal dots. Clasping-organs very similar to those of
A. portunus, knife-shaped, the tip of the uncus more pressed together, the small ventral hooks somewhat
longer. Valve,broader, shorter, with a sharply cut out tip, but otherwise without any decoration, fabius
inhabits Macromalayana except Java. One race goes to the north as far as Burma. The imagines inhabit
higher districts. -— panormis Ehv. Upper surface brown, 5 beneath white with distinct series of thick, brown
postdiscal spots. The A which is figured by Swinhoe (in Lep.Ind. t. 616 fig. 3 and 3 b) is the A °f A. posidion
atacimos Fruhst. from Burma, panormis occurs in the Koren and Naga Hills. ■— fabius Dist. is described from
Sandakan, North Borneo. Before me there is a $ from the plains of North Borneo, easily distinguishable from
the Kina-Balu race of the collective species by its small size and scarce brown spotting beneath. — caudatus
Sm., an excellent race with a broad, purely white anal area of the upper surface of the hindwings. Under surface
of both wings in both sexes with extensive red-brown patches. Kina Balu. — pamisus Fruhst. $ recognizable
by the much narrower white anal area of the upper surface of the hindwing. On the under surface the new
form exhibits the most extensive and, at the same time, lightest brown submarginal spot of the forewing. Also
otherwise the under surface is not only much lighter, bat also more delicately speckled with light-brown. In
contrast with caudatus and similarly to arrius Fruhst. from Sumatra, pamisus exhibits a light-brown terminal
band of the hindwing extending as far as the submedian, whereas this band terminates in caudatus already
in the middle of the wing. South East Borneo. A $ from the Coll. v. Schonberg is now in the Coll. Frtthstorfer. -—• arrius Fruhst. (141 i) Sumatra: Battak Mountains. The $ differs from that of panormis Elw., as
it is figured by Swinhoe (Lep. Indica Vol. VII, t. 166 fig. 3 a and 3 c), by the more extensive brown tint of
the anterior part of both wings and the less prominent submarginal macular band. According to Martin, it
occurs all the year round, so that the generations probably succeed one another very quickly.

A. borneensis Moult, was hitherto found only in Sarawak, but it is in my collection also from South
East Borneo. A a little more imposing than the AS of A. fabius and with a more extensive sexual spot. $
above, like that of panormis and arrius, unicolorously brown. Under surface of the AS analogous to the AS
of A. portunus, but with more prominent black anteterminal dots. $ peculiarly pale yellowish-brown with a
delicate red-brown marbling.
A. punctatus Semp. (142 b), a magnificent species which replaces A. fabius in the Philippines.

$
with tails, though not so prominent as in A. fabius from Macromalayana. A and $ above unicolorously brown,
$ with a somewhat fainter cliscal spot of the forewing. Under surface with the anteterminal series of black
dots being so characteristic of A. nigritus and A. fabius. Then the costal dot of the hindwing, reminding us
of A. nigritus. In the $ the brown markings beneath are very narrow, so that the whitish ground-colour is
everywhere predominantly exhibited. East Mindanao to the south of the eighth degree of latitude. Flying
from July to December. Beside unicolorously brown $$ there exist also such with a light yellow anal border
of the upper surface of the hindwings. — eretria form. nov. The under surface in these $$ is light ochreous,
covered with thick brown maculae and black marginal dots. Mindanao, type in the Coll. Staiidinger.

A. martinus Fruhst. (141 h).
which is due to Dr. L. Martin.

Another tailed species of the subregion of Celebes, the discovery of
contours of the forewings something like in A. fabius Dist. and A.
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panormis Elio., the apex cut off, the distal margin finely dentate. Hindwing projecting in the anal angle, deeply
indented. Upper surface unicolorously blackish-brown. Under surface of the forewings dirty white, the whole
upper surface delicately marbled with greyish-brown, with the exception of a submarginal zone having remained
whitish. The hindwings, however, greyish-white, only cpiite slightly clouded in a brownish grey, but with a
prominent, sharply dentate, blackish band being interrupted in the median region. Island of Buton, April 1906.

A. multistrigatus Nicev. (141 h), the giant of the genus. $ above brownish-grey with a crescentiformly
bent sexual spot. $ with a yellowish white oblicjue band of the forewing. Under surface greyish-brown with
prominent, darker brown longitudinal bands resembling G. symethus. The genital organs with very large uncussheets which are extraordinarily broad and exhibit a very blunt tip and apparently very long, ventral, small
hooks. Valve particularly considering the size of the uncus uncommonly short, trough-shaped indented at
the distal end and remarkably broad. The species is distributed from the Kumaon-Himalaya as far as Bhutan.
Common in Assam, mentioned also from the JNTaga Hills and the Shan States.

A. drumila Moore (= insignis Stgr.) (141 i, misprinted into dumila). A magnificent species on which

multistrigatus.

drumila.

has founded the genus Miletographa (1891). Presumably flying only in spring, everywhere rare. Swinhoe
even reports only of 2 $$ which he knows in London, and he presumes that de Niceville has not at all seen
the <$. Sikkim, Assam (one $ of each in the Coll. Fruhstorfer), Bhutan (Bingham).
extraordinarily similar
to the $ of A. multistrigatus, though with a more sharply projecting apical point of the forewing. Under surface
grey with prominent red-brown bands. $ preponderantly white, the wings bordered with brown. Under surface
yellowish with a white discal area of the forewing and quite delicate apical bands of the hindwings.
Rober

A. aphthonius Fruhst. <$ somewhat similar to the $ of drumila, as it is figured by Swinhoe (Lep.
Inch Vol. VII, t. 615 fig. 1 and 1 a). There are, however, the following differences: the apex of the forewing
less sharply projecting, and besides the distal margin of both wings appearing more indistinctly dentate.
Ground-colour somewhat lighter, smoky brown. The band beyond the cell of the forewing still more indistinct,
without any whitish admixture, but on a yellowish ground densely dusted over with grey. Under surface pale
greyish-yellow, without a prominent anteterminal band of the fore wing and with but one feeble, distall y
dentate, brown transverse band of the hindwing, similarly as in drumila-$.
and as such recognizable by
the anterior median of the forewing being slightly thickened. The vein itself, as far as it is standing separate,
of a bone-yellow, dull horny brilliant structure and colouring, surrounded by a grey androconial area. The
bare place of the median vein is shorter than in multistrigatus Nicev. $ at once discernible from the
of multi¬
strigatus by its rounder wing-contours, considerably smaller shape and a lighter brown colouring. The under
surface differs already by the absence of the subbasal and discal macular series, by which it differs also from
drumila-^. The $ forms an interesting and complicated transition from the $ of multistrigatus to the drumila-$.
It has on its upper surface about the scheme of colouring and marking of the multistrigatus- $, whereas the
under surface very decidedly inclines towards the $ of drumila. Upper surface lighter than multistrigatus
which is especially conspicuous on the dark yellowish-grey striped hindwing. Hindwing besides more sharply
dentate. Cilia of a purer and more extensive light-yellow. The transcellular band of the forewing as a rule
lighter, of a purer cream colour. Under surface very near to the $ of drumila and chiefly only differing by the
whitish basal and discal region of the forewing being confined to some intranerval streaks. Hindwings almost
entirely as in drumila, but the postdiscal transverse band crossing all the medians is faded. It is, however,
not impossible that during the rainy period there will be yet found $$-specimens of aphthonius that are still
more allied to the drumila-Tenasserim, Tandong. Collected by H. Fruhstorfer in May (dry period)
at an altitude of about 1200 m. If Miletographus Rober can be maintained as a subgenus, A. aphthonius Fruhst.
forms the second species belonging to it. Most probably there will be found vicarious types of aphthonius in
Tonkin, Annam, Siam and Yunnan.

3. Genus: Cweryiliis Bsd.
. Although this genus exhibits remarkable differences from the Allotinus neither in the neuration nor
in the sexual organs, yet it is easily discernible in its exterior from the the other Gerydinae by the shape
of the wings, the peculiar spotting of the under surface of the forewings and the sharply defined bands
particularly on the hindwings. The genus also contains the most imposing of all the Gerydinae and, at the same
time, the most widely distributed species. The second subcostal of the forewings in some species rises before
the apex of the cell, only the middle and posterior discocellulars do not run rectilinearly as in Allotinus, but
slightly curved. The base of the anterior median is, with the exception of one species, always thickened. Di¬
stinctly visible accumulations of androconia, however, as in Allotinus, are only noticed in G. boisduvali. Doherty
already studied the clasping-organs and described them, in 1886, to be very long, of a peculiar shape, broad,
thin and sheet-like, similar to the Papilio-valves. But we owe the merit of having recognized the chief mark
of the genus to Westwood who, in 1852, wrote: The legs are slender, scaled, pressed together, the tarsi of all
feet remarkably prolonged, expanded and entirely flattened out. The tarsus of the forefeet as long as femur
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and tibia together, the claws uncommonly small. The egg of the genus was discovered by Doherty who states
it to be uncommonly flat, less than one third as high as it is wide. We owe the first figure of the egg to
Kershaw from whose figure we see that it is of the shape of a folded Japanese paper lantern.
We know about 17 species of mostly Macromalayan origin. Borneo is inhabited by 8, so is Sumatra,
Java by 5, the Philippines by as many, Micromalayana by one species. The subregion of Celebes harbours
2 distinct species, the Moluccas and New Guinea just as many. One species (G. boisduvali) has its range through
the whole of Indo-Australia, from Sikkim as far as Dutch New-Guinea. Other species are very much localized,
confined to one single island.
2 groups of species:
a) Without a thickened anterior median of the forewing.
b) With a thickened anterior median of the forewing.

Archaeogerydus.

Gerydus.

a) Group of species Archaeogerydus Fruhst.
croton.

mallus.

gethusus.

G. croton Doll. So far reported from Pegu, the Shan States, and Tenasserim; I myself am able to
verify its discovery in South Annam.
above brown with a whitish band consisting of four spots, extending
as a semi-bow beyond the cell as far as the submedian, croton-thereby resemble the $$ of certain races
of G. boisduvali. Hindwings unicolorously brown. Under surface grey with a faint blackish basal spot and a
repetition of the white band of the forewings above. -—- mallus Fruhst. (141 f). $ smaller than croton, of a duller
brown. Band of the forewing yellowish-white, more strongly bent, consisting of smaller components. One
A with four, one <$ only with three maculae.
the macular series of the forewings more indistinct than in
croton, in one specimen almost obliterated. $$ much smaller than the
from the Plateau of Dran.
Under surface whitish-grey, faded, only the angular median band of the hindwing distinct. The black Gerydusspot of the forewing most prominent, only in one 2 it is fading, mallus belongs to an extreme dry-period form.
Darker and more imposing examples may be found in Tonkin. The butterflies have an uncommonly swift
flight, so that I did not know what kind of butterflies were dashing along past me on the Plateau of Dran in
South Annam, at an altitude of about 1500 m. The Gerydus fly slowly and deliberately in the plains, but it
seems that up on the mountains they are forced by the ever blowing, fierce winds to strengthen their flyingmuscles and to adapt themselves to the new conditions, in what they have most amazingly succeeded.
G. gethusus spec. nov. Above unicolorously brown like G. gaesa (141 f), but with a similarly pointed
wing-contour and also in the habitus of the size of G. boisduvali chinensis Fldr. On the forewings there are faint
traces of a whitish band reminding us of G. croton. Under surface similar to that of G. boisduvali chinensis,
but with still less rudiments of a subanal white area of the forewing. Tonkin, Chiem-Hoa, in August and Septem¬
ber, the beginning of the dry period, collected by myself in one male specimen at an elevation of about 500 m.

G. learchus, hitherto known only from the Philippines, is distributed in a number of insular races

learchus.

philippus.

carrinas.

gaesa.

also over Macromalayana, but the different off-branches were hitherto dealt with as separate species. There
are forms with a white disc of the upper surface of the forewings in both sexes, and one-coloured brown forms.
There exist transitions between them in North Borneo and its adjacent islands, but there is nothing certain
published about them and the specimens being dispersed in some English Collections were not accessible to
me. On the whole, the under surface resembles that of G. boisduvali (141 e), nor Mo the clasping-organs differ
essentially from this widely distributed species. But the uncus-sheets of the Sumatran subspecies are shorter,
broader, dorsally less deeply indented. The ventral small hooks are much thinner, also otherwise feebler, the
valve considerably shorter, blunter, learchus is, like G. zinckeni Fldr. (141 e) and G. gaetulus Nicev., without
a black basal spot of the under surface of the forewings. The presence or absence of this mark, however, is
unessential, because there are already transitions in G. boisduvali and particularly in the females of the dry
period form this macula occasionally disappears, learchus Fldr. Upper surface with a dull greyish-white
discal spot. Under surface of the forewings a little lighter in the disc; hindwings grey. Luzon. Very rare, no
more found since Felder’s times. Felder’s statement ,,Cochin“ has hitherto no more been verified. — philippus
Stgr. (141 e) is a common form of the Island of Palawan. The white area of the forewing not darkened, in the
$ rectangular, in the $ more like a disc. $ slightly differing from the <$ with somewhat more strongly dentate
hindwings. According to Moulton, an allied form occurs both in Labuan and in Borneo. -—- carrinas subsp. nov.
is introduced here as a novelty for South Borneo. Habitus larger than that of gaesa; the under surface appears
darker and traversed by more prominent brown bands. Sintang, on the Kapuas River. Discovered by Dr.
Martin. To carrinas presumably belong examples mentioned by Moulton from Pulo Laut. — gaesa Nicev.
(141 f). Upper surface unicolorously brown with traces of a whitish oblique band placed similarly as in
G. boisduvali. Shape of the wings more roundish than in G. boisduvali, but the marking of the under surface
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entirely corresponding to G. boisduvali. The forewings differ from the latter species by the absence of a white
subanalzone which, however, is still faintly indicated. $ differing from the 8 by perceptibly dentate hindwings.
North East Sumatra, particularly on the Battak Mountains.

b) Group of species Gerydus Bsd.
a) Forewing with a thickened base of the anterior median and a more or less broad androconial spot.

G. boisduvali, an insignificant, most variable species. It is the most widely distributed among all
the Gerydinae, but xrevertheless the material being at our disposal still remains entirely insufficient. Occurring
from Sikkim to New Guinea, it is common in single islands, in Sumatra, however, so rare that only one couple
is for certain known from there. The species bears itself very unstable to geographical influences, and on the
continent it seems besides to be subject to metagenesis. The most interesting fact may be the intermitting
of forms with quite a narrow sexual spot of the forewing (Hongkong, South Borneo, Lombok) beside races
with broad, disc-like androconial accumulations (North Borneo, Java), unless two species having hitherto
not yet been recognized are concealed among these sexually modified forms. Then there also occur colorial
anomalies by 88 exhibiting a whitish subanal region on the under surface of the forewings, and by 88 ■— though
rarely — being without this light area. The $ differs from the 8, without counting the usual dentate hindwings,
by a series of whitish or yellowish, differently large spots which are generally more expanded beneath or often
covered with blackish or grey. The sexual organs are, compared with those of the closely allied G. biggsi Dist.
(141 g), distinguished by broader and shorter uncus-sheets. The valve is likewise shorter. -— milvius Fruhst. milvius.
(141 f, misprinted into milvina). Based upon the dry period form mentioned by Swinhoe (Lep. Ind. Vol. VII,
p. 189) and figured on t. 613 fig. 1 c-—e. Forewings of the $$ with a band reminding us of croton, though it
is mobe obliquely placed, being peripherically delicately powdered with a brownish grey. Shape generally
smaller and the under surface lighter than in boisduvali from Java. Type from Sikkim; from Burma there
are similar specimens reported and I myself found a very similar form in South Annam in January and February.
— assamensis Doh. based upon 88 with a large whitish spot at the apex of the cell of the forewing and pro- assamensis.
minent bands on the under surface of the hindwings. Very rare, only few specimens known. — irroratus Druce. irroratus.
Siam. A remarkably large form collected by Mr. Godfrey on the Petchaburi River to the south of Bangkok. —
chinensis Fldr. Hongkong. Habitus very large, as a rule with two intramedian yellowish diffuse spots before chinensis.
the anal angle of the upper surface of the forewing. The egg, according to a figure by Kershaw (Butt. Hongkong,
t. 6 a fig. 19, 1907), is quite flat with four edges and as many grooves, and looks like a folded Japanese paper
lantern. Larva discovered by Kershaw, when creeping out almost cylindrical, assuming a limacidae-like shape
only later on. Colour at first light yellow with a distinct purple dorsal line and some fine hairs on its brown
head and at the last segment. In the last stage the larva turns greenish yellow with purple-brown stripes, the
second segment swells up, so that the head may easily be hidden under it, which is nearly always the case when
the larva is at rest. The larva feeds on aphis, some bites being sufficient to devour them. After their meal,
the larvae lipk off their feet, exactly like the mantis use to do, too. The aphis on being devoured are pressed
against the plant or held suspended into the air, sometimes even carefully picked out and apparently examined
by smelling whether they are edible. The aphis themselves are not aware of the danger threatening them by
the Gerydus-l&i-v&Q, for sometimes they climb across the larvae or they crawl round them. The eggs of the
butterfly are deposited in the midst of a heap of aphis and clued on with their entirely flat base, so that they
cannot glide off nor be removed by the aphis. Before the larvae change into a pupa, they lose their scanty
hair and begin for some time to cast off their snail-like laziness and wander restlessly about. On having found
a suitable place, they spin some threads near the head and tail; sometimes they also make themselves a belt.
The apex of the abdomen is flattened, forming a disk and thus a good point of support. At each side of the
seventh segment there is a small projection. The pupal stage in the rainy period lasts for about 10 days, the
larval stage in the same period about 15 days. The imago, in Hongkong, passes through its complete
development during every month of the year, except the cold months of January and February. The imago
itself has green eyes and prefers shady and wet places below large trees with neglected brushwood. Although
it is on the move all day long, still it occurs the most frequently towards evening. The $ deposits its eggs towards
evening shortly before dawn sets in entirely on twigs and leaves being occupied by aphis, and across which
two species of ants run, Polyrachis dives 8m. and Dolichoderus bituberculatus Mayr. Both the aphis and ants
feed from the sap of the plant, whereas the ants besides make use of the aphis as milch-cows. Before the $
deposits its eggs, it undecidedly flies up and down, wandering about here and there in the leaves, till at last
it makes two or three attempts to deposit a single egg in the midst of the ants and aphis. It then rises and for
some time drinks from the sap of the plant of which the 88 and ?? are very fond, so that sometimes 5 or 6
are seen sitting together. The ants neither care for the butterflies nor the eggs, nor the larvae of the Gerydinae.
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They seem to be too much occupied with the aphis and not to be able to bestow care on the welfare of the
larvae, as they do with those of Spindasis lohita and Ogyris (Kershaw). — jacchus Fruhst. Luzon. $ with
a relatively large sexual spot of the forewing. $ distinguished by an almost roundish median spot of the forewing.
paianius. — paianius Fruhst. Mindoro, Baco District.
forewing with a very large white discal spot. Under surface
epiclurus. darker than in Luzon-specimens. Type in the British Museum. -— epidurus Fruhst. Palawan.
in two forms:
a) with a white spot in the anal angle of the forewing beneath; b) without this spot. The white tint in a),
vincula, however, less conspicuous than in the Borneo-race. — vincula Druce occurs in North Borneo, particularly
on the Kina-Balu. $ with a very large androconial spot of the forewing, being sometimes besides encircled
by an extensive white halo. The $ is absent in my collection, by its unicolorously brown forewings it reminds
h era con. us of the 9 of G. learchus gaesa Nicev. — heraeon subsp. nov. is the contrary of vincula. The sexual spot is
extremely thin, only like a streak, without any whitish halo at all, the ^differing moreover beneath from vincula
by the whitish subanal area appearing in most of the
covered by a dull brownish grey. Sintang, on the
Kapuas, flying in April. A $ from South East Borneo approximates the $ of G. boisduvali from Java (141 e),
hyllus. but the white disc of the forewing is traversed l^y brown stripes. — hyllus subsp. nov. is extremely rare
in Sumatra. 1
in the Coll. Frithstorfer, one $ in the Coll. Niceville are the only specimens known and
ascertained.
similar to the
of vincula, with an imposing androconial area standing in a brownish-grey halo.
boisduvali. Under surface with a more reduced white median area than in vincula and boisduvali. — boisduvali Moore
(141 e), the name-type, originates from Java. I only found it near Sukabumi at an elevation of 6 to 800 m in
the west of the island. Not very common. Moore knew $$ as we figure them. — In the east of the island
oxyhts. and in Bawean there occurs a smaller race, oxylus subsp. nov.) $ without the white area of the forewing, in
the place of which we only see a brownish-grey-scaled brightening at the cell-apex. The whitish places of the
forewings beneath are, particularly in the $ from Bawean, also reduced and covered with grey. In Tijcls. v.
Ent. 1912 p. 17. Prof. Courvoister reports that, according to a statement by Edw. Jakobson, Gerydus bois¬
duvali is myrmecophile and feeds from shield-lice which are bred by the species of antsDolichoderus bituberculatus
lombolcia- Mayr. — lombokianus Fruhst. Lombok, from the level coast districts up to 800 m.
above without any white
nus- spotting; that of the $ is dying away. Under surface darker than in specimens from Java, the discal stripes
acragas. of the forewings reduced. — acragas Doh. from Sumba, Sumbawa and Flores in my collection from Timor in
the British Museum. An interesting race occurring in two temporal forms being distinctly discernible in the
female. The 9$ of the wet period resemble the 9 of G. boisduvali from West Java, only the white area at the
cell-apex is smaller; $$ of the dry period resemble the $ of milvius from Sikkim with a narrow long white
avitus. band of the forewing. -— avitus subsp. nov. we find in the Key Islands.
considerably inferior to the $ of
acragas, also with rounder wing-contours. The $ forms an intermediary between $$ of the rainy and dry periods,
dioirophes. as they are before me from Sumbawa. — diotrophes Fruhst. From East Celebes. Both sexes of a more intense
red-brown than the Macromalayan vicarious types. 9-with a more uniformly and more sharply defined transverse
ceramensis. band of the forewing. Under surface lighter yellow-brown, with brighter white dashes. -— ceramensis Eibbe
baruensis. from Ceram resembles above dossemus (141 e), though it excels it in size. — buruensis FI oil., according to the
diagnose, seems to have a more extensive white cellular spot than ceramensis. It has remained unknown to
dossemus. me in nature. •— dossemus Fruhst. (141 e) from Obi. Near to ceramensis Eibbe, but smaller, the small white
stygianus. spot on the upper surface of the forewings prolonged. Under surface darker than in the Celebes-form. — stygianus
Btlr., described from Ternate, in my collection from Batjan, Halmaheira, has a shorter and narrower whitish
zone of the forewing than dossemus. The bands of the hindwings beneath are broader, more distinctly bordered
cideus. with black. -— adeus Fruhst. from Fak-Fak (New Guinea), is the most closely allied to stygianus Btlr. from
Batjan, but the subanal white spotting of the forewings beneath appears more extensive and the black median
albotignula. lines of the hindwings are more intense. Type in the Coll. Adams of the British Museum. —- albotignula v. Eeclce
was recently based upon a $ from the Island of Simalur. The white band of the forewing somewhat broader
xeragis. and the under surface darker than in Javanese and Sumatran specimens. — xeragis subsp. nov. is allied to
milvius (141 f) from Sikkim and forms the transition to boisduvali from Java, thd white part of the forewing,
however, is broader than in albotignula, milvius and boisduvali. From the Island of Singapore.
jacchus.

longeana.

G. longeana Nicev. is a form as to which we are still doubtfull whether it may rightfully be called
a species.
of a more roundish wing-contour than G. boisduvali, whilst the $ in its size and colouring of the
under surface entirely creates the impression of a dry period form of the latter species, longeana differs from
all the boisduvali-forms by more extensive white parts on both wings. Its author believed that the form had
no sexual mark whatever on the forewings. This is a mistake. The anterior median is not only thickened
and nude, but also distinctly indented. Capt. Evans, moreover, boldly places longeana as a race of the dry
Burmese zone to the collective species of boisduvali.

courvoisieri.

G. courvoisieri spec. nov. is an interesting species closely allied to G. boisduvali, of which a

is in the
collection of Prof. Coitrvoisier at Basies, the habitat being stated to be ,,Java“. <$ of a larger shape than
G. boisduvali Moore, the shape of the wings more roundish. Under surface lighter than in boisduvali with a
purely white, narrow oblique band resembling G. croton Doh., beginning beyond the cell and terminating at
the inner margin. Hindwings faded yellowish brown with darker bands.
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G. biggsi an interesting species of Macromalayan origin, though it has advanced to the north as
far as the Naga Hills and the Philippines. The species is extremely sensible to local influences and is divided
into a great number of areal and geographical races. Both sexes are rather uniformly marked, i. e. they both
exhibit a white oblique band of the forewing varying in width according to the locality. The $ differs from
the U only by somewhat more distinctly dentate forewings. But there are in Java as well as in Sumatra
with distinctly tailed hindwings. The white band of the forewing may be dusted with grey independently of
the locality. The size of the $ and $ also vary regardless of the season. The under surface is grey with a whitish
disc of the forewing. Uncus slender with a deeply caved-in dorsum; valve short, ventrally somewhat project¬
ing, extremely narrow. — biggsi Dist. (= gopara Nicev.) (141 g). Naga, Karen and Chin Hills, Malayan Peninsula. From Singapore and the Riouw Archipelago in my collection. The white oblique band of the forewing in
the 2 but slightly broader than in the U- Sometimes the white band is dusted with a dull greyish brown (f.
atomaria Fruhst.), which is apparently constant in the examples of the Riouw Islands, biggsi is very common
on the Battak Mountains of North East Sumatra, from where I have examples before me, which, as a rule,
are somewhat larger than Singapore-specimens, but which nevertheless show a narrower white band of the
forewing. Thus there is also an inclination to the form atomaria. 8 among 20 9? are conspicuous for their
sharply dentate, instead of roundish, hindwings (f. detlticuiata Fruhst.) From West Sumatra there is a roundwinged 2 form before me, fiyrtlphis Fruhst., from the surroundings of Padang-Pandjang. Smaller than specimens
from North East Sumatra, ground-colour paler, the discal spot of the forewing expanded, anteriorly perceptibly
narrowed. Under surface lighter grey without a reddish admixture. -— niasicus Fruhst. Ground-colour still lighter
than in nymphis. The band of the forewing passing through as far as the costal margin, almost twice as broad
as in the most narrowly banded Sumatrans. Under surface of the forewings with, a more imposing yellowish white
spot than in biggsi. Only 1 $ in Coll. FruhstorfeR. — batunensis Fruhst. from Pulo-Tello of the Batu Islands,
the white band of the forewing somewhat narrower than in the Nias-specimens, the under surface considerably
darker than in biggsi from Nias and Sumatra. Type in the Col I. Adams of the British Museum. •— artaxatus Fruhst.
(= g°Para Fruhst. Berk Ent. Zeitschr. 1896 p. 303). West Java. It differs from Sumatran biggsi beneath by the
white spot of the forewing being more imposing, the hindwings exhibiting more distinct, in the $ more intensely
red-brown and larger cucullate bands on a lighter grey-white ground. Under surface of both sexes recognizable
by white diffuse spots between the light brown spots. West Java, surroundings of Sukabumi. Rare at elevations
of 6 to 800 m. -—- oichalia Fruhst., an analogon to fa. denticulata. <$: forewings more pointed than in biggsi
artaxatus Fruhst. from Java, hindwings distinctly dentate. —- metrovius Fruhst. from Sandakan in North
Borneo. The white stripe of the forewing sometimes reduced to a small median spot, also iivthe $ hardly ever
reaching the costal. Type in the British Museum. — cellarius Fruhst. (141 f). Common on the Kina Balu,
North Borneo. The most imposing of the forms known. Forewings more pointed than in biggsi from Singapore
and Sumatra. The white discal spot of the forewing almost twice as broad as even in the $ of the race from
Singapore. The white spot of the cell, however, does not reach the costal margin. Alpine form, 4
4 $$ in
my collection. -—- eustatius Fruhst. As to the habitus very near to G. biggsi, but of a smaller shape and with
round instead of pointed forewings. Hindwings more sharply dentate than in biggsi cellarius. The upper surface
of the forewing characterized by the absence of the. black basal spot characterizing the forewings of biggsi;
the white region besides filling up the whole cell and advancing as far as the costal margin. Under surface
without the reddish distal tint of both wings, but with more distinct, anteterminal, black dots. Hindwings
lighter grey than in cellarius, the three macular bands, however, particularly proximally more sharply defined
and thereby more distinctly contrasting with the ground-colour. Lowlands of North Borneo, collected near
Lawas in February by Everett, 15 Uc? in the Coll. Fruhstorfer. To this form presumably also belong
mentioned by Druce from the Island of Labuan. Dr. Martin has recently found them also near Balik-Pappan
(in English: Turn round the bed) in East Borneo in the woods near the shore. — sebethus subsp. nov. another
interesting, strongly marked race of South Borneo. UU much nearer to biggsi from the Malayan Peninsula
than to cellarius from the Kina Balu or eustatius from the plains of North Borneo. The white oblique band
of the forewing arranged something like in Sumatran biggsi, only in the $ considerably narrower, not reaching
the costal margin. Under surface much darker, the longitudinal bands very distinct, delicately bordered with
white. The reddish lustre at the apex of the forewing distinguishing the forms of North Borneo is absent here.
Sintang on the Kapuas, flying in March. To this form presumably also belong $$ mentioned by Moulton
from the Island of Pulo-Laut in the south east of Borneo. — natunensis v. Eecke i. 1. is allied to sebetlms which,
however, it excels in the extent of the white area of the forewing, and is remarkable for the distally projecting
components of the white zone, which are embedded between the middle median and the submedian. Thereby
it corresponds with some specimens from North East Sumatra. Natuna Islands. Type in the Museum of Leyden.
-—- drucei Semp. is described from Bohol in the Philippines. There are only
known approximating the Kina
Balu form in the extent of the white region of the forewing. The under surface, however, is more faded. Accor¬
ding to statements by Swinhoe (in Lepid. Indica Vol. NI, p. 192) there occurs a biggsi-race in Celebes. But
specimens from there have remained unknown to me.
G. zinckeni. A remarkable and typical Macromalayan species which was hitherto known only from
the three large Sunda Islands, but which is in a distinct race from Perak in the British Museum, where I

biggsi.

atomaria.

denticulata.
hymphis.

niasicus.

batunensis.
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sebethus.
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drucei.

zinckeni.
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found the form. The
differs from the rj only by angular instead of roundish hindwings. Forewings with
a white basal area which is defined by a jet-black apical border. In the $ the black apical border recedes
somewhat, so that the white median area increases in extent . Hindwings grey. The under surface light grey
with an extensive white median zone of the forewing, grey-brown bands and a reddish brown distal tint. The
zinckeni. cell-apex of the forewing, like in G. biggsi, covered by a short blackish spot, zinckeni Fldr. (141 e). I only found
it in West Java on the slopes of the Volcano Gede up to about 1000 m. Under surface distinguished by a
valcns. bright red-brown lustre on the distal parts of the wings. •—• valens Fruhst. is of a smaller habitus, the
black apical border proximally more sharply defined. Under surface without the red-brown parts distinguishing
zinckeni, the longitudinal bands being grey instead of brown. West Sumatra, very rare. Dr. Martin in 13 years
pallaxopas. only found one $ which is now in my collection. —- pallaxopas Fruhst. from Selangore, Malayan Peninsula.
The base of the forewing only slightly powdered with grey, thus not so densely scaled with brown as in zinckeni
from West Java . The under surface considerably duller grey than in improbus. Type: a in the British Museum.
improbus. — improbus Druce, described as a species, is the Kina Balu race of the rare collective species, growing
larger than the mentioned Macromalayan sister-races; the white area of the forewing also appears more extensive,
so that the black terminal margin is narrowed. Under surface approximating again more zinckeni by a brownred, though somewhat faded tinge of the marginal parts of both wings.

G. gaetulus. An interesting species which we may yet expect from the Malayan Peninsula and quite

gaetulus.

innocens.

aphytis.

gall us.

ancon,

gigas.

anconidcs.

a number of satellite islands of Sumatra. The species was in the Coll. Adams of the British Museum in a
magnificent, undenominated form from Nias. Both sexes scarcely differ beneath from G. zinckeni, but above
immediately discernible by white hindwings being only narrowly margined by brown, instead of blackish-grey
ones. The forewings of the ££ are decidedly more pointed than those of the zinckeni-G3- —■ gaetulus Nicev.,
hitherto known only in the female of which Dr. Martin was able to capture only 3 specimens in all his long
collective period, one of which is now in my collection. — innocens Druce, established as a species, mainly
differs from gaetulus by a more extensive white discal orb of the forewing. Very rare on the Kina Balu and,
like the zinckeni-race of the same mountains, of a larger habitus than the Sumatran vicarious type. — aphytis
Fruhst. from Nias. <$: upper surface whitish, only a narrow costal margin of the hindwing and a broad apical
margin of the forewing black. $ more similar to innocens than the <$, but with a still narrower black margin
of the hindwing. Under surface lighter than that of innocens-$. Hindwing without the brown anal margin
and without the delicate, middle, yellowish terminal tinge. The median band, however, darker grey. Type
in the Coll. Adams of the British Museum.

G. gallus Nicev. (141 e), peculiar of the Island of Sumatra, but it is probable that off-branches of
it will be yet discovered on the Malayan Peninsula or on the Kina Balu. Upper surface brown-black with an
interrupted white band of the forewing reaching in the submedian zone almost the distal margin. Under surface
preponderantly yellowish with a whitish-yellow apical point of the forewing. Hindwing with a reddish tinge
in the posterior half. Forewing with a black transcellular region and the black basal spot being usually found
in the genus.
G. ancon is the most magnificent of the Gerydinae being distributed in three branches from IndoChina to Borneo. We, however, do not yet know any representative from the Malayan Peninsula, whereas
ancon is replaced in Sumatra by a magnificent highly specialized form, ancon Doh. Both sexes with a black
basal spot on the forewing, tapering distallv into a cone and dividing the white discal region into two unequal
parts. Apical margin very broad, jet-black. Hindwings grey with a slaty lustre. Under surface similar to
that of Gerydus symethus, forewing with a shorter black basal area, an undivided white median zone and a
black transcellular spot. The apical and terminal margins, as well as the hindwings arc reddish brown with
yellowish and whitish faded brightenings. From Tenasserim and Burma, rare. — gigas Druce (141 e) is, parti¬
cularly in the female, only slightly different, but a gigantic alpine form from the Kina Balu in North Borneo.
The white discal area of the forewing without the black in the <J, which, however, appears again in the
Under surface of the hindwings of the $ somewhat lighter than in the ancon-$, otherwise not different. -—anconides Fruhst. Sarawak (Borneo). According to Moulton’s valuable Index of the Lycaenidae of Borneo,
anconides differs from ancon by the coherent white band of the forewing. The anteterminal line of the under
surface of the hindwing is broken up into single small dashes, as in the $ of the continental subspecies.

gigantes.

G. gigantes Nicev. (141 e) replaces ancon in North East Sumatra and Penang. When the butterfly
is flying, it resembles a Pierid. The forewings are, except the distal margin, chalky white, so are the hindwings.
The under surface very much like that of G. ancon, though the median white region decreases considerably,
because it is displaced by a more extensive black spotting. Hindwings preponderantly grey with intensely
brown-grey bands. In contrast with the ancon-races, the cell of the forewing is also covered with grey-brown,
and at the cell-apex there is a blackish spot.

heracleion.

G. heracleion Doh. is described by its author as follows: ,)CJ: forewings less sharp than in G. symethus.
Hindwings rounded off. Above brown, forewings with a slate-coloured lustre, the apex darker. A broad, white
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band, from the upper end of the cell advancing somewhat distally, traverses the disc as far as the middle median
where it grows broadest, whence it tapers off in order to vanish at the posterior median.“ The band is broader
than in G. biggsi Dist. Hind wings entirely dark. Underneath the white band of the forewing is dark and broken,
the spot in the lower median-interspace is isolated and more distinct than the rest. A transverse band com¬
posed of crescents, on the forewing, is obsolete. Besides there are three costal ring-spots and three minute
subapical moons. Hindwings less extensively clouded with black than G. croton Doh. The transverse band
nearly regular, the basal spots square, those of the submarginal zone very distinct. The $ larger than symethus-3,
not quite so large as G. ancon. The anterior median above bare and, beginning from the cell-end, thickened
to one fourth of its length. Malayan Peninsula. Unknown to me in nature.

G. archilochus Fruhst. (141 b). G resembling Allotinus multistrigatus Nicev. by its intensely smoky-

archilochus.

brown colouring and its size. Forewing with a yellowish-scaled sexual spot at the base of the anterior median.
$ above similar to the $ of multistrigatus; the hindwings less sharply dentate. Colouring somewhat lighter
than in the <$. The forewing with a rounded arc scaled in a yellowish white, beginning beyond the cell and ending
at the submedian. Under surface grey-brown with the scent-spotted, black basal area peculiar of the Gerydus
symethus-growp, which is bordered with a dull white in the posterior part. The macular series of the under
surface arranged similarly as in leos Guer., though more conspicuous, particularly in the $ very broad and there
also lighter brown than in the <$. Tonkin, Man-Son Mountains, at an altitude of 800 m, in April-—May.

G. symethus. The best-known species of the whole group. The $$ are very variable and there seem
to occur almost everywhere specimens with a nearly entirely white disc of the wings and also such with trans¬
verse grey median streaks. The hindwings vary in the colouring above from a monotonous black-brown to
whitish or grey, even greyish-violet. The $ differs above considerably from the
the hindwings being almost
square are sharply angled. The forewings are nearly always white, the hindwings vary according to the habitat
from a chalky white to a greyish blue. The under surface in both sexes remains more constant. The only
variability is exhibited by the extent of the white median zone which, again according to the habitat, may
be of the shape of a band or cover large spaces. Hindwings of the
preponderantly grey, those of the $
extensively shot with yellowish. Most remarkable is besides a black basal spot which is present in the
and $
and varies in a hardly perceptible way. Uncus sheets very long, with a feeble dorsal indenture. The small
ventral hooks, considering the size of the imago, of a remarkably delicate structure, strongly contrasting with
those of G. melanion and G. leos. Valve remarkably small, though in contrast with G. leos with a noticeably
separated apex. The butterflies preponderantly inhabit the forests of the lowlands. I cannot remember of
having come across them in Java at altitudes of more than 5 to 600 m above the sea-level. They are fond
of the skirts of the woods or of roads in the jungles, and like to rest on the upper surface of leaves, where
they perform jerky movements. They are, however, very lazy and disappear in the thicket on being disturbed.
According to Moulton, Shelford saw in the Botanical Gardens of Singapore some ants on a large leaf moving
round a $ of G. symethus. On a closer examination he found that both the Gerydus and the ants were drinking
from the secretions of the anus of small larvae of Fulgorids or Jassids. The larvae remained all quiet, as long
as the guests were drinking from them; they, however, jumped down from the leaf, when they were disturbed
by Shelford. Range of the collective species from the Naga and Karen Hills through Macromalayana, some
Philippine Islands as far as Lombok. — diopeithes Fruhst. (141 d) was observed in the Mergui Archipelago,
in Tenasserim and the Naga and Karen Hills. The name-type originates from the Malayan Peninsula; there are
also specimens before me from the Riow-Archipelago.
characterized by the great extent of the white discal
area of the forewing.
upper surface of the hindwing lighter than in Sumatran
also the under surface
paler. — acampsis Fruhst. North East Sumatra. The white spotting of the forewings is more sharply defined
than in symethus. Hindwings black. The white zone of the under surface narrower than in any vicarious type.
upper surface of the hindwings uniformly grey-blue, without any purely white stripes like in the Java-race
and never of a pure white as in perlucidus from East Java. Under surface more uniformly red-brown than
in symethics. — bangkanus Fruhst. Island of Banka, type in the Coll. Adams of the British Museum. <J smaller
than
from Sumatra and Perak. Under surface of the forewings with a considerably narrower white intramedian band. Hindwings brightened up by yellowish, therefore resembling much more the Javanese vicarious
type than acampsis Fruhst. from Sumatra. — batuensis Fruhst. Type from Pulo Tello of the Batu Islands in
the Coll. Adams of the British Museum. $ considerably smaller than
of G. acampsis Fruhst. from Sumatra.
Under surface exhibiting the melanism of the satellite islands by the darker ground-colour of both wings and
the extent of all the black maculae. -—- vespasianus Fruhst. (141 d). Nias. A remarkable insular form. Habitus
smaller than the preceding; both sexes are coloured almost quite the same. The black margin of the hindwings
is dying away, that of the forewings, particularly in the
beginning only beyond the cell. — symethus Cr.
(141 d). The name-type is denoted to originate from India, though it has pretty surely come from Java. West
Java up to 800 m. d'-fm pandu Horsf. differs from the common examples "as we figure them, by a more extensive
white discal area of the upper surface of the forewings. The $ has a stripe-like brightening confined to the
cell, on the hindwing. — perlucidus Fruhst., from East Java, differs from the preceding by the hindwings
of the (d being brightened up by white in the posterior parts. The discal area of the forewing is still more
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extensively white than in pandu Horsf.
hindwings entirely white, only the costal margin is yet jet-black.
I collected it on the promontory of the Tengger Mountains at altitudes of up to about 700 m. Dr. Martin
sent a series of examples from Bali. — megaris Fruhst. (141 d). Near to the East Javanese perlucidus. Under
surface distinguished by the almost purely white or light cream-coloured apical part of the hindwing. Also
otherwise paler than Javanese. Lombok, from the sea-shore up to 600 m. -— petronius Dist. Sandakan (North
Borneo). A magnificent form. $ with a median band being sharply defined by black on the hindwing, larger
than the 99 of other insular forms. Under surface of a conspicuously light colouring, still lighter than megaris
Fruhst. from Lombok. — hieropous subsp. nov. Brunei (North Borneo). 9 not to be confounded at all with
the albinotic race from Sandakan, much more like the Sumatra race. Hindwings of the A above peculiarly
powdered with a bluish grey. — hierophantes subsp. nov. is a highly specialized form of the Sulu Islands. Forewing with an extensive white basal zone. Hindwing with a whitish discal stripe. Under surface of the forewing
almost white, only a transcellular shade has been left. Hindwings preponderantly white with brown discal
bands. Type in the Coll. Semper. — edonus Fruhst. Palawan. 9 smaller than those of the preceding races.
Costal margin of the forewing broadly covered with black only beginning from the cell. Under surface darker
than in Macromalayan races. •—- philopator Fruhst. Mindoro. Semper’s statement (in Schmetterlinge der Philippinen, May 1889, p. 162) that G. symethus occurs also in the Philippines, is confirmed by the material of the
British Museum. On the whole, philopator approximates the Palawan-race, though the
are darker than
Palawan-99 with a whitish discal spot being peculiarly tinted with a bluish grey. 9 allied to the 9 of Gerydus
symethus edonus Fruhst. from Palawan, the white parts, however, much more stunted, covered either with a
slaty grey or bluish. The under surface altogether more intensely coloured, the white median part of the forewing
more dispersed, peripherically more broadly bordered with black. Further insular races are found in Mindanao
and Luzon, but specimens from there are not known to me.
>

melanion.
euphranor.

G. melanion is the most common Gerydinae of the Philippine Archipelago and distributed from
Luzon to Mindanao. Semper had at his disposal 139 examples against but 5 of G. symethus. The interesting
species forms a very attractive transition from G. symethus to G. leos, and in spite of the quite dissimilar
it must be regarded as the representative of the Molucco-Papuan leos in the Philippines. A above very
much like Allotinus horsfieldi, but with a whitish instead of grey androconial spot. Between the posterior median
and the submedian there is a submarginal white stripe embedded. The 9 resembles some G. leos-races by the
distribution of spots on the upper surface of the forewings, but the contour of the hindwing is more obtuse.
The under surface reminds us of G. symethus, but it is throughout darker grey. The clasping-organs are sharply
separated from G. symethus and G. leos. The uncus has stouter, shorter and broader sheets, and as a chief
characteristic remarkably short and at the same time stronger, small ventral hooks than any other Gerydinae
having been examined hitherto. The valve resembles that of G. leos, being beneath roundish without a delimited
apex, melanion Fldr. (141 d) is known only in the male. Beside the androconial spot the forewings exhibit
a short whitish stripe above the submedian. Luzon. -— euphranor Fruhst. Beside G. symethus philopator Fruhst.
there is in the Philippine Island of Mindoro also an off-branch of the G. melanion Fldr. The
is distantly similar
to G. boisduvali irroratus Druce by its size and the discal spotting of the upper surface of the forewing. The
sexual spot of the forewing, however, more imposing, more distinctly prominent than in the boisduvali-races.
Under surface of the forewings with a large white transcellular spot; besides there are two isolated maculae
in the anal angle. 9 above with a peculiar silky gloss. Forewings with a square, distinct discal area and a
narrow white stripe behind the submedian. Both sexes with jet-black anteterminal dots on the under surface
of both wings. Mindoro, Baco District. Flying in May and June. Type in the Coll. Adams of the British Museum.
-— vitelianus Fruhst. (141 c). Mindanao. $ with double stripes being above reduced to two small dashes. 9
with a white area being broken up into two spots and repeating the scheme of marks of leos sarus Fruhst.
from East Celebes. $ beneath almost black-grey with darkened traces of white, small transcellular spots. 9
intensely brown-yellow, analogous to the 9 of sarus Fruhst. from Tombugu. — bazilanus Fruhst. (141 c). Bazilan.
very near to the $ of the Luzon-form. The 9 differs from that of the Mindanao-race by the broader and coherent
median band of the forewing. The under surface is remarkably light, strikingly similar to megaris from Lombok,
beneath something like maximus Holl., but still somewhat darker grey.
;

vitelianus.

bazilanus.

G. leos replaces symethus in the Molucco-Papuan subregion and has advanced, towards the west,
as far as Sumbawa. leos begins there, where symethus reaches its easternmost point with the race megaris in
Lombok, leos was by some authors taken to be merely a subordinate form of symethus; the morphology of
the clasping-organs, however, undoubtedly designs it as a species of its own. All the races of leos differ from
symethus by their rounder shape of the forewings which they have in common. The
even surpass
pandu Horsf. in the extent of a rather compact white median area of the forewing. The 99 however, exhibit
a marking repeating that of the symethus-$<$. — The white discal striping of the 99 varies decidedly more
than in the western symethus, being sometimes rudimentary, sometimes, however, flown together to a broad
area which, however, is distally always more irregularly dentate than in the $<$. Hindwings of the 99 with
a much longer small tail than in Macromalayan symethus. The colouring'beneath is always without any admixture
of yellow tints, and in both sexes slaty-grey. -— teos Doli. an excellent insular race. $ with an almost entirely
>
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white basal area of the forewing, and also the $ of an entirely albinotic character with an extremely reduced
black distal margin. — eulus Fruhst. Sumbawa, Pura, Adonara, Alor. Near to teos from Sumba. $, however, eulus.
with a reduced, sharply angled white region of the forewings. Hindwings black-brown, beneath darker than
in teos. —- florensis Fruhst. Flores. Near to the preceding. The white median area of the forewing is narrower, florensis.
$ with a divided white median band of the forewing. Under surface considerably darkened. On the forewings
only slight traces of the intermedian white spot, tell us Fruhst. (141 d) is a pygmean form sent to me from Java, tellus.
though it probably originates from the Island of Wetter. The
differs from the other Micromalayan races
by the white zone of the forewing being narrowly confined. -— The following vicarious types of the subregion
of Celebes form a group of their own, being recognizable by the more pointed forewings and the greater varia¬
bility of the $$ of which there occur specimens being perhaps separated according to seasons, with an entire
white area of the forewings, and such exhibiting two isolated spots separated by a black stripe, maximus maximus.
Holl. (141 c, d). Celebes. Type discovered by Doherty in the south of the island, fa. divisaEYwA.st. is the deviation divisa.
being more common in the south, which was collected in March at altitudes of up to 1000 m and always
exhibits isolated maculae of the forewing. — sarus Fruhst. (141 c). East Celebes, Tombugu. Smaller than sarus.
maximus, with a rounder apex of the forewing.
with reduced, sharply defined spots of the forewing. 9
sometimes with an almost obsolete white spotting. Under surface preponderantly brown, instead of whitishgrey, the cucullate band more prominent. The white in the anal angle of the forewing confined, more blurred
than in maximus. — amphiarus Fruhst. Bangkai. Upper surface similar to that of teos Doh. from Sumba, but amphiarus.
more intensely brown. Eorewing with a broadly flown out median area which does not appear so distinctly
defined as in maximus. Under surface lighter than in sarus, with a predominant white in the anal angle of
the forewing. -— mangolicus Fruhst. Sula-Mangoli, Sula-Besi. $ with a more compact shawl of the forewing mangolicus.
than maximus. $ similar to maximus dMa. divisa, the spots, however, of a purer white. Under surface more
uniform and more fadedly grey than in maximus. — catoleucus Fruhst. (141 c). Saleyer.
with a much narrower eatoleucus.
median band of the forewing than maximus. $ often with almost obsolete whitish places. Under surface most
characteristic by the grey-white ground-colour, so that catoleucus has to be considered as the lightest Gerydus
known. In March 1896 I found numbers of it in Saleyer. — leos Guer. initiates that group of side-branches teos.
inhabiting the west of New Guinea and being found also in the Moluccas, leos is extremely common in the
Island of Buru. Under surface conspicuously light grey with sharply defined, darker grey macular bands. —gardineri Fruhst. is a substituted name for G. boisduvali Btlr.\ a denomination which had already been con- gardineri.
ferred by Moore. Patria: the Island of Amboina. Examples from there are beneath more sharply marked meronus.
than the Buru-specimens being somewhat lighter. — meronus Fruhst. Ceram.
under surface conspicuous
for its yellowish-white ground-colour, whereby it much rather approximates the Waigiu-form than leos from
Buru and particularly Amboina. Cucullate band darker brown. The white area of the forewing more extensive,
though more faded than in leos. — virtus Fruhst. distinctly differs by the absence of white patches distally virtus.
to the considerably larger black basal spot of the forewing beneath. <$<$ often with a grey-violet, reflection.
The white disc of the upper surface of both sexes likewise strangulated, virtus from Batjan and Ternate as
well as Halmaheira occurs in two temporal forms: a) virtus Fruhst., the generation of the dry period.
and
$$ with a whitish-grey under surface, b) pentheus Fruhst. (141 c), described as an insular race from Halma- pentheus.
heira, conformably occurs also in Batjan and refers both to the
and $ of the Monsoon period with a darkened
under surface and sometimes entirely blackened upper surface of the forewings of the $$. Semper mentions
a race allied to virtus from the Sangir-Islands. -— aronicus Fruhst. from the Aru Islands, type in the British aronicus.
Museum, approximates leos meronus Fruhst. from Ceram, from which, however, it differs by a still lighter
colouring of the under surface. — nineyanus Fruhst. Dutch New-Guinea (from Niney), captured in November, nineyanus.
December at an altitude of about 1000 m. Type in the British Museum, $ above with a reduced grey tinge
of the basal part of the forewing, compared with all the vicarious types, and a more extensive white discal
area. Under surface of a magnificent chalky white with extremely delicate brown-grey spots and blurred
patches. — acrisius Fruhst. from Kapaur, South Dutch New Guinea. If we consider examples from the northern acrisius.
part of Dutch New Guinea, as they rather conformably occur also in the small island of Mansinam in the Dorey
Bay and in Waigiu, to be typical rex Bsd., specimens from Kapaur must be separated for the dark colouring
beneath reminding us of the forms of the North Moluccas. — rex Bsd. from Waigiu is an insular race being rex.
beneath remarkably light, with most sharply defined bands of a beautiful dark grey. The under surface, however,
does not appear so light as in nineyanus from Dutch New Guinea.

III. Subfamily: Ijycaeiiiiiae.
The III. group of the Lycaenidae contains so very numerous and varied shapes, that but few joint
characteristics are to be stated. Nearly all the members of the Lycaenidae are of a small or medium size, in
the male nearly always, in the female often above blue, often decorated with a magnificent metallic lustre.
As we already mentioned in Vol. I (p. 258), the groups of the Lycaeninae, Theclinae etc. have once more been
branched off into subdivions (Thestoridi, Kuralidi, Callophagidi), what may be of a theoretical, but no great
practical importance and what we may also neglect in dealing with the Indo-Australians. In the American
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Thecla it will be of greater use to divide the big mass of combined butterflies into groups by which more clearness
is produced.
In the palearctic Lycaeninae we had seen that nearly all the members of this subordinate group belonged
to the one genus Lycaena which even contains more palearctic Lycaenidae than all the other genera of the whole
family produce in this district. Such a preponderance of a single genus containing more than half of all the
Lycaenidae of a fauna, is noticed in other districts only in as much as a very great part of the Lycaenidae of
Tropical America belong to the said genus Thecla. In Africa, from where we presumably also know more than
100 Lycaena-species, they are not so enormously preponderant (with about one sixth of the forms of the whole
African Lxcaenid family), and beside this genus, the African genera Jolaus, Spindasis, Deudorix, Epitola etc.
contain numerous species. Thus also some genera, such as Arhopala, Dipsas, Lampides, Nacaduba, Castalius,
Rapala etc. occur in India with a considerable number of forms, but here there is neither the decided prepon¬
derance noticeable as that of the genus Lycaena in the north of the Old World. We must, however, not forget
that this difference of the part played by some genera has been artificially exaggerated by the mania of deno¬
minating, since the very genus Lycaena is predominantly European and has therefore, by most minutely distingui¬
shing the different forms, been provided with an immense number of entirely superflous aberrative names.
The South Asiatic genera have as yet been spared this mania, and one has not proceeded to the length of
celebrating every extinct little ring on the under surface by a baptismal ceremony. The sound reaction having
been noticed for some time against the distribution of superfluous names, will perhaps protect the exotic fauna
against such a fate.
To the Indo-Australian Lycaeninae belong the most imposing genera of the whole family. The Thysonoiis
exhibit a most charming scheme of markings, and the Arhopala show such a deep blue radiance that they even
strike the tourist and novice. Those genera that are to be seen in Tropical India almost every day, are above
all Lampides. Polyommatus, Zizera and Chilades, whereas the genuine Lycaena inhabit only the northernmost
parts of the district. In Australia, the Ogyris exhibit forms of great beauty and of an almost dazzling intensity
of colours. The life-history of the Indo-Australian Lycaeninae is not so accurately known to us as that of the
preceding subfamilies, but the symbiosis with ants has also here been several times ascertained.

1. Genus: Tliysonotis Hbn.
A genus containing rather many species and being very characteristic of the Indo-Australian fauna
in a restricted sense, i. e. of the eastern part of the district. It comprises medium-sized and small forms distingui¬
shed by a very conspicuous colorial dimorphism of the upper surface: whilst the
are of a bright light or
darker blue colour, the $$ exhibit a deep black-brown or almost black colouring. A characteristic mark common
to all the species is a broad white band traversing both wings and being, at least beneath, always distinctly
prominent . Another very conformable sign are certain markings beneath from a metallic blue to green, although
the difference of their development supplies one of the most important mark of distinction of the species; these
markings consist on the forewing of a marginal band proceeding from the base and running along the costal
and distal margins, and on the hindwing of a marginal band which in some species attains a very considerable
width and always encloses a series of black spots parallel to the border; besides on the hindwing a shorter or
longer costal-marginal streak proceeding from the base.
Forewings broad with a round costal margin projecting somewhat angularly near the base, the apex
slightly rounded off, the margin in the $ steep and slightly curved, in the $ more strongly bent. Hindwings
broad and uniformly rounded, in a number of species tailed at the vein 2. Vein 11 in the forewing, soon after
its rise, fused with the costal marginal vein for some distance, veins 7 and 8 long-pediculate, vein 9 is absent.
As the centre of the range New Guinea must be considered from where most of the species are known.
The range extends from the Philippines and Moluccas as far as North and East Australia.
5 groups are discernible according to certain coloristic marks and according to the presence or absence
of the small tail in the hindwing. Allied species are often not easy to discern; most of the species, however,
seem to have a limited range, so that in establishing the species nearly always the habitat can be taken into
account.

a) danis- Group.
Large species, the £ being above of a bright light-blue colour. Both sexes on the upper surface with a broad
white band running across both wings. Marginal scales alternately white and black.
danis.

Th. danis Cr. (= damis Hbst., sebae Bsd.) (143 b).
Upper surface of the forewings of a bright
light blue with a metallic lustre, the costal and distal margin narrowly bordered with black, the white band
on the posterior half of the wing only indicated by some spots being separated by the blue veins. The hindwing
with a broad white band, at the dark base some blue scales, almost the whole distal half of the wiim black,
only on the anterior part with an extensive blue spot adjoining the white band. Under surface black, the
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joint yellowish-white band broad, in the forewing reaching with the anterior narrow end as far as towards the
apex. Marginal band in the forewing, basal streak, and marginal band in the hindwing of a lustrous bluish
green, the latter moderately broad with circular black spots. Marginal scales black with indistinct white spots
between the veins. $: upper surface also in the forewing preponderantly black, the white band distinct, exten¬
ding as far as beyond the cell-end, the dark costal-marginal part with a blue band interrupted by the veins
and continued along the margin with some small spots. The blue-green markings beneath are somewhat more
extensive than in the
the spots in the broader marginal band of the hind wing oval. Amboina, Ceram, New
Guinea as far as North Queensland (Cape York). — In Ceram there occurs a special, apparently constant form,
karpaia Dr. & Bak. B. (143 a), the $ of which is distinguished by its lighter blue colouring of the upper surface Icarpaia.
and more distinct white band of the forewing; underneath the blue marginal band of the hindwing is narrower
than in danis, whereas the black spots are just as large and therefore appear relatively larger. In the $ the
black margins of the upper surface of the wings are a little narrower and more sharply defined than in danis.

Th. serapis Misk. (143 a). <$: similar to danis, the black distal margin in the forewing somewhat scrapis.
broader, the white inner-marginal band distinct. In the hindwing the blue zone following upon the white band
occupies almost the whole width of the wing and only leaves a relatively narrow black border. The white
marginal scale spots distinct. The white band on the under surface less extensive than in danis, in the hindwing
at the costal margin extended towards the margin; the metallic lustrous markings decidedly green, the marginal
band in the hindwing broad, but on both sides rather broadly bordered with black, the black spots oval. £
above at the bases of the wings, along the costal margin in the forewing and behind the white band in the
hindwing rather copiously covered with blue-green scales; on the under surface the black marginal part in
the hindwing occupies more than the distal half of the wing, the green marginal band very broad, the spots
long drawn out. Queensland.
Th. syrius

Misk.

<$: upper surface light grevish-blue without the metallic lustre with a narrow

sprites.

black border of the wings. Forewing with a white inner-marginal spot. Under surface black, the white band
in the hindwing broad, forming in the forewing an extensive inner-marginal spot extending far anteriorlv;
marginal band in the forewing greyish-blue, terminating before the anal angle, basal band and marginal band
in the hindwing likewise bluish-grey. Marginal scales black and white spotted.
upper surface almost black
the greyish-blue markings of the under surface more receding. North Queensland: Cape York.

Th. apollonius Fldr. (143 b).
Larger than danis and serapis, the blue of the upper surface with
a whitish tinge, the white band in the forewing distinct. Hindwing behind the band extensively blue-coloured.
The white spots of the marginal scales distinct, but not very salient. On the under surface the white band is
narrower than in danis. The black marginal borders broader, as well as the marginal band in the hindwing
enclosing large oval spots. In the $ the white band above is sometimes very much reduced and covered with
dark scales; in this case it is on the under surface distinctly prominent, but particularly in the hindwing very
narrow. Marginal band in the hindwing usually very broad with long drawn out spots. New Guinea, Aru
Islands. — supous Dr. & B.-Bak. (143 b) from the Aru Islands, of which only the $ is known, differs by the
broader white band and the more reduced blue marking beneath. The white band above recedes to a great extent.

apollonius.

supous.

Th. triopus Nicev. Most coselyl allied to apollonius (143 b), the $ not differing from the $ of this triopus.
species, $ very much like the form supous of apollonius, somewhat larger, the white band above twice as
broad, on the under surface not broader than above, though still broader than in supous; the metallic markings
beneath very prominent. Key Islands.
Th. hermes Gr.-Sm. (144 a). Allied to apollonius Fldr. (143 b).
both wings above with a broad hermes.
black band and a broad median band bordered with blue and terminating in the forewing at vein 4. Marginal
scales between the veins sparsely spotted in white. On the under surface the white band of the forewing is
more extended towards the apex and ends more pointedly than in apollonius, the blue marginal band in the
hindwing is narrower, more deeply blue and, except a narrow margin, filled up with large, oval, black spots.
of a deep blackish brown, the light band, particularly in the forewing, greatly darkened, the light spotting
of the marginal scales very indistinct. The light band beneath more straw-coloured, in the forewing more pointed,
the ground-colour and the blue markings darker, the spots in the marginal band still larger than in the $. JobiIslands (Korrido and Biak).
Th. zuleika Gr.-Sm. (144 a). Allied to ajiollonius Fldr. (143 b), somewhat" smaller than this species, zuleika.
above in the forewing with a more indistinct white band being slightly covered with blue, the band of the
hindwing, however, broader, covering more than half the wing, the black border in both wings narrower; the
white band beneath in both wings broader, the black borders correspondingly narrower, as well as the marginal
band of the hindwing, the spots of which are small and circular; the marginal band of the forewing along the
margin broken up into spots. $ above black, the band a little broader than in apolloniusand in the forewing
extending somewhat more anteriorly, the apex of the forewing bordered with white, the same beneath, where
the white band extends as far as the blue marginal band. Lousiads (Rossel Island).
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Th. suleima Gr.-Sm. (144 a, b). Very similar to Th. apollonius Fldr. (143 b). £ above likewise quite

light blue, the white band still more extensive, as well as the blue marginal colouring of the hindwing extending
more towards the anal angle and being exteriorly deeply dentate; on the under surface the white band is
likewise somewhat broader, whereas the blue-green markings are less extensive than in apollonius, the marginal
band of the hindwing is narrow with large black spots. The white band of the $ above considerably broader,
the greenish-blue markings narrower. From the likewise closely allied zuleika the species is easily distinguished
by the much lighter blue colouring of the $ and the absence of the white border of the apex of the forewing
in the $. Louisiads (St. Aignan).
regina.
Th. regina Ky. Closely allied to Th. apollonius Fldr. (143 b). The forewings of the <$ in the centre
almost unicolorously blue. The white band beneath is distinctly prominent also in the forewing, the marginal
band along the border broken up into spots, the marginal band in the hindwing broad, with large black spots.
black-brown, the white band in the forewing larger and more prominent, in the forewing interrupted by
the dark veins. On the under surface the blue marginal band in the forewing extends along the border
more posteriorly. Louisiads (Normanby).
philostratus.
Th. philostratus Fldr. (143 b, c). Most closely allied to apollonius, the blue above in the
a shade
darker, the blue markings beneath, however, considerably darker. Marginal scales unicolorously black. White
band in the $ above reduced to slight traces, beneath distinct and even somewhat broader than in the $ of
apollonius, the blue markings beneath coloured like in the <$, but greatly reduced, so that the black spots of
the marginal band in the hindwing flow together. Moluccas (Batjan, Halmaheira, Ternate), Waigiu.
lam-pros.

lamprosides.

Th. lampros

H. H.

Dr. Allied to Th. philostratus (143 b, c).
above in the forewing without the
white band, with a broader black border, in the hindwing more extensively blue-coloured. The white band
beneath narrower, the blue marginal band of the forewing, before it bends round, more closely reaching up
to the apex, the marginal band in the hindwing broader, the black spots longer stretched.
$ above blackbrown, a narrow light band only very faintly indicated, the white band beneath narrower than in the <$, the
marginal band in the hindwing still broader, the black spots still longer drawn out. Trobriand Island (Kiriwini).

Th. lamprosides Gr.-Sm. A above very much like Th. lampros, the white band in the hindwing narrower
and more sharply defined, the blue scaling more confined to the apical part. Under surface likewise very similar
to that of lampros, the blue marginal band in the forewing and the white band in the hindwing narrower. The
^ differs from lampros only by the broader and more distinct white band. Trobriand Island (Kiriwini). Pre¬
sumably only a form of lampros.
b) wallacei- Group.
Smaller species with the marginal scales being in both sexes unicolorously white.
recedes to a great extent on the upper surface of the forewing.

wallacei.

boisduvali.

melimnos.

perpheres.

vidua.

The white band in the

usually

Th. wallacei Fldr. (143 c).
above light violet-blue, forewings narrowly, hindwings more broadly
bordered with black, particularly towards the anal margin, the white band in the hindwing broad and prominent,
in the forewing only in a small extent very feebly indicated. On the under surface of the forewing the white
band occupies the whole posterior part of the wings except the base, extending exteriorly as far as the margin.
Marginal band in the forewing narrow, but uninterruptedly extending as far as the white colouring, the mar¬
ginal band in the hindwing composed of large black spots narrowly bordered with blue. $ black-brown, above
with a broad, irregular whitish band, beneath like in the
marginal band in the forewing and hindwing some¬
what broader. Waigiu.
Th. boisduvali Oberth. (142 c) resembles above a vidua-Q, but the distal-marginal area is broad and
uniformly black. The under surface reminds us of wallacei, but the postmedian metallic band in the hindwing
is narrower, the black pupils are punctiform, not almond-shaped, and in front of the border extends a metallic
stripe interrupted by the veins. Habitat not exactly known, type in Boisduval’s collection with Oberthur.
Th. melimnos Dr. <b B.-Bak. (143 c).

larger than Th. wallacei, the white band in the forewing
above does not reach the border, in the hindwing it is broader and more regular. On the under surface the
white band is broader, the marginal band in the hindwing at both ends gradually narrowed; the marginal band
in the forewing extends along the border as far as close in front of the anal angle. German New Guinea, Jobi
Islands.
Th. perpheres Dr. & B.-Bak. (143 c). Allied to xoallacei. $ above darker blue, the white band in
the hindwing greatly reduced, the marginal scales in the hinclwing black-spottecl. The blue marking of the
under surface broader than in wallacei, particularly the marginal band in the hindwing very broad, therefore
the white band remarkably narrow. In the $ the white band above narrower and more indistinct than in
wallacei, under surface like in the $. New Guinea.
Th. vidua Sm. & Ky. (143 cl). Closely allied to wallacei. $ with a narrower black border of the
wings above, only the anal angle of the hindwing broadly black, the white band in the forewing slightly indicated.
In the $ the white band of the forewing above extends far towards the margin, at the anal angle a white spot.
Base and costal margin of the forewing scaled in blue. Waigiu.
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Th. hengis Sm. 6c Ky. (144b). Closely allied to wallacei (143 c) and vidua (143 d); larger than the
former species, the wings broader and rounder, the upper surface in the $ of a brighter and more uniform blue,
the white band in the hindwing narrower. On the under surface the black costal-marginal and apical border
in the forewing narrower, as well as the white band in the hinclwing. $ above darker than wallacei- $, almost
black, the black costal margin of the forewing at the base does not reach the inner margin, the white band
in the hindwing is narrower, the same on the under surface, where also the blue marginal band is broader and
encloses longer stretched spots. It differs from vidua- $ by the absence of the blue scales at the costal margin
and of the white spot at the anal angle of the forewing above, as well as by the narrower and more sharply
defined white band in the hindwing. German and Dutch New Guinea (Kapaur, Arfak District).

hengis.

Th. glaucopis Gr.-Sm. (143 d). $ different from wallacei by the rounder wings and their darker blue glaucopis.
colouring. The black wing-margin in the forewing narrow and distinctly prominent, in the hindwing broader,
the white band of the hindwing rather diffuse. Beneath the blue marginal band extends uninterruptedly as
far as the anal angle, the white median band is in the hindwing narrower than in wallacei and forms in the
forewing an extensive inner-marginal spot on the distal half. Basal band distinct, marginal band broad'with
long-stretched, partly wedge-shaped, black spots.
wing-contour and colouring as in wallacei, the light band
above more brownish and less extensive. The white marking beneath somewhat more extensive than in the
Humboldt-Bay and Wandesi.
Th. dispar Sm. 6c Ky. (142 d). Allied to Th. glaucopis Gr.-Sm. (143 d). $•. upper surface of the dispar.
forewing blue, only at the costal and distal margins narrowly bordered with black. Hindwing with a broad
white band and a black marginal part, the base and the middle part behind the band blue. Under surface
black with a broad, joint, white band extending near to the apex of the forewing and being narrowed in the
forewing, the blue marginal band below the costal margin broad and distinct, along the border narrow and
broken .up into spots. Hindwing with a blue basal band, the marginal band clistally broader than proximally,
interrupted by oval, black submarginal spots. $ above black with au indistinct, joint, white median band
receding greatly on the inner-marginal part of the forewing. Under surface like in the <$, the ground-colour
deeper black, the white band in the hindwing narrower. Abdomen above with narrow white bands. New
Britain; Bismarck Archipelago.
Th. peri Gr.-Sm. (143 e). <$: the blue of the upper surface darker than in glaucopis (143 d), the white peri.
band in the hindwing more prominent, also indicated on the inner-marginal half of the forewing; the black
borders are broader, but the costal-marginal border in the forewing is absent. The black of the under surface
deeper, the large white inner-marginal spot in the forewing with an irregularly prominent margin, the blue
costal border of the forewing and the marginal band in the hind wing broader. Upper surface of the $ jet-black
with a distinct, though rather narrow white band and, like in the
with a narrow white marginal scaled border.
Beneath like in the $, the white band and marginal border in the forewing somewhat narrower. German New
Guinea (Stephansort).
Th. regalis Sm. 6c Ky. (143 d, e). Allied to glaucopis. S,: upper surface bright blue, in the forewing regalis.
only the marginal scales white, costal margin with a very narrow, distal margin with a somewhat broader black
border. Hindwing with a rather prominent white band and a broad black border. Under surface jet-black,
the white band in the hindwing rather narrow, forming in the forewing a large round inner-marginal spot,
the blue marginal band in the forewing uniformly broad, rounded and reaching as far as vein 2, the marginal
band in the hindwing broad, the black spots forming long-stretched, narrow ellipses. New Guinea.
Th. dohertyi Oberth. (142 c) from Jobi is somewhat smaller than regalis, the forewing also in the $ dohertyi.
above with a broad blue bordering of the white median band; beneath easily discernible by the black distal
area of the hindwing being proximally and distally bordered with a broad metallic tinge, whereas the metallic
median band is much narrower and hardly dark-pupilled.
Th. drucei Sm. 6c Ky. (143 e, f). <$: upper surface similar to that of Th. regalis, but the blue lighter, drucei.
the black border, also in the hind wing, narrower. The under surface differs from that of regalis by the remar¬
kably broad white band of the hindwing and the very extensive inner-marginal spot in the forewing, touching
outside the margin, inside almost the blue marginal band and enclosing a small black spot close in front of
the anal angle.
blackish-brown, the white spot of the forewing long drawn out, reaching at the inner margin
not quite as far as its half, anteriorly as far as the anterior cell-end and distally about as far as 4/5 of the
length of the wing, at the base scaled bluish, as well as the white basal area of the hindwing, which is blue also
at the distal margin. Under surface on the whole as in the
in the forewing the black spot before the anal
angle is absent, the blue marginal band is narrower. New Guinea (Ati On).
Th. horsa Gr.-Sm. (144 b, c).
above similar as in hengis, darker blue, forewing without any white, horsa.
Forewing without the white band, only with a narrowly white-bordered costal margin, the black margin broader
and at the veins rather deeply dentate. Forewing beneath extensively black with a large, white, round innermarginal spot not reaching the border; the blue marginal band beyond the middle interrupted, extending
along the border as far as vein2; the white band in the hindwing does not reach so far to the apex as in hengis,
the marginal band very broad as in hengis, but of a still darker blue, the black spots large and long drawn out,
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extending farther towards the distal margin. $ above deep dark-brown, the white band of a small extent and
greatly darkened, still more so in the hindwing, where it is only feebly indicated. On the under surface of the
forewing the black margin is much broader than in hengis, filling up the whole cell and extending in a considerable
width as far as the anal angle; the white band in the hinclwing narrower and distally more bent. West New
Guinea (Geelvink Bay, Doreh, Ron).
Th. helga Gr.-Sm. (144 c). S'- above brighter blue than in horsa, forewing with a somewhat broader
black margin and an indistinct whitish median spot; the white band in the hindwing almost covers the whole
basal half, only the base is to a small extent scaled in blue; behind the rectilinearly delimitating white band
a broad zone of a bright blue, the black margin broad, proximally dentate. The white margin of the forewing
beneath likewise broader than in horsa, the white area relatively smaller, the marginal band bluish-green, not
broken up; the white band of the hindwing, however, broader, the blue marginal band narrower, the black
spots less stretched. $: above deep blackish-brown, in both wings with an extensive white band which occupies
in the forewing almost the whole basal half, like in the S- The black margin of the forewing extends from the
base almost to the anal angle. Hind wing like in the S, the proximal margin of the marginal band more regular.
Island of Jobi (Ansoes).
Th. phroso Gr.-Sm. (144 c). S similar to horsa, forewing with a distally widened, white streak behind
the cell, the black margin of the hindwing narrower. $ similar to wallacei (143 c), the Avhite inner-marginal
area of the forewing above more extensive, as well as the blue scaling at the bases of both wings, the white
band in the hindwing entirely absent, the ground-colour rather deep black. The white area of the forewing
beneath covers the whole posterior half of the wing as far as close in front of the margin, the white band in
the hindwing is narrow and blue-scaled on the inner-marginal half. Marginal band very broad with long drawn
out, black spots. German New Guinea (Etna Bay).
Th. lygia Gr.-Sm. (144 b). Allied to Th. phroso, the $ greatly resembles the $ of that species, the
white band in the forewing is somewhat less extensive, whereas the costal margin of the hindwing is more
extensively coloured white; on the under surface the black basal band in the hinclwing is narrower and the
blue colouring of the basal part more extensive. S' above brightly blue, forewings rather narrow, border and
inner margin of the hindwing more broadly bordered with black; in the centre of the forewing an indistinct
white spot, the costal margin of the hindwing broadly and prominently bordered with white. On the under
surface the white area in the forewing covers about the posterior half, growing narrower towards the margin,
the blue marginal band extends as far as the middle of the border; the rather narrow white band of the hindwing
extends along the costal margin as far as the apex, the inner-marginal half is blue-scaled. Marginal band rather
broad, the black spots long and narrow, distinctly separated. South East New Guinea (Samarai).

c) schaeffera- Group.
In the o o of this group the white marking of the upper siuface of the wings is absent, the $ $ have only in the
forewing a whitish streak. On the under surface the blue marking is absent, the marginal band in the hind wing is mostly
of a yellowish tinge. Marginal scales unicolorously white.
schaeffera.

caledonica.

cepheis.

esme.

caesius.

Th. schaeffera Esch. (= absyrtus Fldr.) (143 f, as schafferi).
S'- upper surface blackish-brown.
Median part of the forewing from the direction of the inner margin blue tinged, also the hindwings in the centre
with a slight blue tinge. Ground-colour beneath dark grey-brown, the yellowish median band in the hindwing
narrow, forewing with a large yellowish median area beginning broadly at the proximal margin. Basal streak
in the forewing and hindwing, as well as the base of the median band in the hindwing scaled in a lustrous yellow¬
ish-green; marginal band broad, dull yellowish with oval, black spots near the distal margin. $ above blackbrown with a light longitudinal streak in the forewing; under surface like in the S, the light median area in
the forewing somewhat smaller, the marginal band in the hindwing broader, the black spots longer stretched.
Philippines, Palawan as far as Borneo and the Moluccas (Ternate, Batjan).
Th. caledonica Fldr. (143 f). S'- above more extensively blue than in schaeffera, forewing with a
narrow, hindwing with a broader black margin. Under surface very much like in schaeffera, the white area
in the forewing somewhat larger, the marginal band in the hindwing broader, the spots longer stretched.
Th. cepheis H. H. Dr. S': above pale violet-blue with a very narrow black margin, the centre of the hindwhig somewhat lighter. Under surface similar to that of schaeffera (143f), but the bases of the wings of a brighter
green, the marginal band in the hindwing likewise of a metallic green, the enclosed black spots longer stretched.
$ similar to that of schaeffera, the whitish median area in the forewing broader, under surface like in the STh. esme Gr.-Sm. (142b). S’- above as in cepheis, both wings broader, forewing at the apex more rounded
off. Under surface of a more ashy-grey colour, the light patches more whitish, the metallic coloured markings more
blue instead of golden green; the light median area in the forewing extends less far towards the margin, the
black spots of the marginal band in the hindwing extend more proximally, the distal margin of the marginal
band is more remote from the border and between the veins more rounded off. New Britain, New Pomerania.
Th. caesius Gr.-Sm. (144 d). Allied to cepheis-, S larger, the wings broader and rounder, the reddishblue
upper surface more broadly bordered with black; the metallic scaling beneath more extensive and of a more golden
lustre. In the $ the white band of the forewing above is narrower and extends less far towards the margin.
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d) taygetus- Group.
Small, delicate species, the GG with a blue upper surface or white band in the hind wing, the $$ with one exception
with a joint white band. The blue marginal band of the forewing beneath is reduced to a longitudinal ray running
along the costal margin and never extending as far as the apex of the wing, the marginal band in the hindwing is narrow
and often consists only of narrow blue rings enclosing the large black spots. Only one species (nerine) which, by reason of
its other marks, belongs to this group, has a small, fine tail at vein 2 in the hindwing.

(krv.era)

Th. taygetus Fldr. (= salamandri Macl.) (142 cl). G- upper surface of the forewing blue with a tayydus.
very narrow black border, hindwing with a somewhat broader black border and a broad white band extending
from the costal margin to the inner margin. Costal-marginal band of the forewing and basal streak of the
hindwing beneath bluish-green, the joint white band very distinctly prominent, in the hindwing expanded
as far as the costal margin, in the forewing anteriorly sending an off-branch to the costal margin, which separates
the broader black costal marginal border from the narrower distal marginal border growing broader only towards
the anal angle. Marginal band in the hindwing metallic green, composed of irregular squares.
upper surface
of the wings broadly margined with black, the white band of the forewing rectilinearly delimitating at the cellend. Under surface like in the G, the green markings grey, in the hindwing between the marginal band and
margin a fine light line interrupted by the veins. Queensland and New South Wales, particularly common in
Queensland. Felder’s report from the Fidji Islands is doubtful.
Th. macleayi Semp. According to the description it differs from Th. taygetus (142 d) only by its lighter macleayi.
blue colouring of the upper surface of the G wings. It is doubtful whether it is justly to be considered as
a distinct species. Philippines.
-'-h ■
Th. hymetus Fldr. (142 d). G'- upper surface uniformly violettish-blue with a very narrow black hymetus.
margin growing broader only at the anal angle of the hindwing; costal margin of the hindwing narrowly bordered
with white. Under surface prominently margined with black, the white band very broad, the continuation
towards the apex of the forewing only indicated. The blue costal-marginal streak in the forewing scarcely
reaching as far as the middle. Marginal band in the hindwing composed of narrow, isolated, closed semi-circles.
$: differs from taygetus-$ by the much broader band and the metallic-blue marking beneath. Moluccas (Halmaheira, Batjan, Ceram, Amboina), New Guinea.
Th. korion Dr. & B.-Bak. (143 g). A: differs from hymetus by the black margin being still narrower korion.
particularly in the hindwing; markings beneath blue-green, costal-marginal band in the forewing extending
as far as near the apex, spots of the marginal band in the hindwing somewhat smaller. Marginal scales with
indistinct white spots. $ above with broad black margins of the wings, the centres of both wings of a bright
blue, only at the cell-end of the forewing and at the costal margin of the hindwing a little white. Under surface
like in the G> marginal band in the hind wing broader, with four-cornered black spots. Key Islands.
Th. brownii Dr. & B.-Bak. (143 g). G- colouring above as in hymetus and korion, the black margin brownii.
in the hindwing broader and still broader towards the anal margin. On the under surface the blue streaks at
the base of both wings are greatly reduced, forewing along the margin with a blue line interrupted by the veins,
marginal band in the hindwing composed only of narrow semi-circles. New Ireland; Bismarck Archipelago.
Th. hanno Gr.-Sm. (142 c). G: allied to hymetus (142 d), the upper surface darker blue and more hanno.
narrowly bordered with black. The broad margins beneath of a brighter black, the blue costal-marginal streak
in the forewing extending farther towards the apex, the basal ray in the hindwing shorter, not reaching the
costal margin, the blue marginal band less developed and narrower, only the middle rings distinct. New Britain.
— From New Pomerania a special form is described, var. moutoni Ribbe (143 g), being distinguished by the moutoni.
considerably narrower white band beneath being particularly very narrow at the inner margin of the hindwing,
as well as by a broader, grey-blue marginal band.
Th. caelius Fldr. (143 g, h). It is easily distinguished from hymetus and korion by the white band being caelius.
particularly in the $ narrower and exhibiting in the forewing at its anterior end an indentation and the beginning
of a projection towards the costal margin. Also the marginal band in the hindwing is broader and consists of
large, four-sided spots with black pupils. Moluccas (Halmaheira), Sula Islands, Mysol, Aru Islands, New Guinea.
Th. coelinus Gr.-Sm. (144 d). Allied to hymetus (142 d) and caelius (143 h). Upper surface of the coelinus.
G darker blue, the black border of the hindwing at the anal margin broader than in hymetus. The white band
beneath broader than in hymetus and in the forewing extending farther towards the apex, marginal band in the
hindwing more blue, the margins almost rectilinear, not sinuous, the black spots four-sided. $ above deep blackbrown with a very indistinct , brownish-tinged light band, the blue basal colouring in the forewing between the cell
and inner margin extending as far as the centre of the wing. The white band beneath narrower and in the
forewing shorter than i nhymetus, the marginal band in the hindwing with a decidedly green tint. Fergusson Island.
Th. plateni Sm. &. Ky. (143 g). Allied to caelius (143 g,h). G- upper surface violettish-blue with plateni.
a narrow black border, basal half of the inner margin in the hindwing and marginal scales at the apex of the
hindwing white. Under surface with a broad, white band being sinuous at its anterior end; the blue costal
marginal band in the forewing in the forewing broad, extending to % of the length of the Aving. Marginal band
in the hindwing only moderately broad, outside accompanied by an interrupted white marginal line. Waigiu.
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Th. plotinus Sm. & Ky. (143 g). The most closely allied to plateni, <$ above very narrowly bordered
with black, hindwing with a white costal margin. Under surface essentially as in plateni-B, only the marginal
band in the hindwing broader, with longer-stretched spots and without the distal white marginal line. $ above
black-brown with some blue scales at the base of the wing and a rather narrow white band ending taperingly
in the forewing. Under surface like in the <$, the indentation at the end of the white band of the forewing still
more distinctly prominent. New Guinea (Stephansort); New Pomerania. -—- var. irregularis Ribbe (143 i)
from New Pomerania is distinguished by a larger extent of the black colouring beneath; the black border of
the forewing is much broader on the posterior half.
Th. eudocia Dr. d? B.-Bak. (143 i). Allied to melius. $ above somewhat darker blue, the black
border in both wings broader. On the under surface the black colouring is still more expanded, particularly
on the costal marginal part of the forewing, the white band is still a little narrower and ends into a point in
the forewing; the blue markings recede more. $ above almost black, the white band only quite narrow and
feebly indicated, on the under surface prominent, though very narrow; otherwise beneath like in the
Batjan.
Th. ekeikei B.-Bak. Allied to eudocia H. H. Dr. (143 i). $ above with a narrower black border, the
white band beneath diaphanous; the band itself somewhat broader, particularly in the hindwing, where it
extends with its inner part more anteriorly and does not end taperingly but with a broad flat indentation;
the ground-colouring more dark-brown than in eudocia, the metallic marking still more receding, thus the costalmarginal streak in the forewing and hindwing more feebly developed, the black spots of the marginal band
proximally bordered with green semi-circles, distally with a blue arcuate line. British New Guinea (Ekeikei).
Th. aryanus Gr.-Sm. ( = snelleni Sm. <b Ky.) (144 e). Allied to hymetus (142 d), the upper surface
darker blue, the black border broader, though narrower than in piepersii. The black colouring beneath more
extensive than in those two species, the blue-green costal-marginal stripe in the forewing extends beyond the
centre, the black spots of the marginal band in the hindwing are broader and indented at the distal margin.
The white band in the hindwing rather broad, in the forewing narrower and ending into a sharp point. In the
$ the white band above is narrow, less extensive than in hymetus and piepersiiand does not extend in the
forewing beyond the posterior cell-end, whereas in the hindwing it is very narrow and still less prominent;
on the under surface it is broad and prominent, but likewise narrower than in the said species. Moluccas (Halmaheira, Ternate, Batjan).
Th. piepersii Snell. (142 g). (Jr easily discernible from the allied species by the much broader black
border of the upper surface of the wings and the blue marking beneath receding nearly altogether. The white band
beneath broad and uniformly rounded off, in the place of the blue costal-marginal band in the forewing only
a short, grey-white costal-marginal streak proceeding from the base. Marginal band in the hindwing vanished
except some few narrow rings at the anal angle. Marginal scales unicolorously blackish-brown. $ above with
an indistinctly defined white band, the grey-white costal-marginal streak in the forewing more distinctly pro¬
minent. Celebes.
Th. hebes H. H. Dr. Allied to Th. piepersii (142 g), smaller, <$ above darker, more reddish blue
and more broadly bordered with black, particularly at the anal margin of the hindwing. On the under surface
the yellowish costal-marginal streak in the forewing is absent, and of the marginal band in the hindwing only
the black spots are present; only the costal margin of the hindwing is sparsely scaled in blue as far as the centre.
British New Guinea (Aroa River).
Th. kruera H. H. Dr.
upper surface rather dark blue with a moderately broad black border.
Under surface white, the uniformly broad black costal-marginal border not interrupted by white or blue markings,
in the black border of the hindwing a series of small blue spots. $ above with a broader black border, the centres
of the wings likewise blue. Under surface like in the $. Salomon Islands.
Th. nerine Sm. & Ky. (144 e). The only species known of the group, the hindwings of which are
tailed at vein 2. <$: upper surface bright blue, lighter than in taygetus (142 d), distal margin of both wings very
finely bordered with black; forewing in the centre indistinctly coloured in a whitish. Hindwing with a broad
white band before the middle. The white, triangular inner-marginal area of the forewing beneath anteriorly
extending as far as the centre of the wing, the band in the hindwing narrow, whitish-yellow, irregularly margined;
markings greenish-blue, costal-marginal streak in the forewing extending as far as the centre, in the hindwing
shorter, marginal band broad with large, irregularly shaped spots. Ron-Island (Geelvink-Bay, West New Guinea).
e) cyanea-Group.
The species ol this group are distinguished by exhibiting a black, white-pointed, small tail at the vein 2 of the hindwing;
of the blue markings beneath they only have the well-developed marginal band of the hindwing.

cyanea.

Th. cyanea Cr. (= cyanus F.) (143 h).
upper surface dark greyish-blue with a narrow black border
of the wings, growing somewhat broader at the anal angle of the hindwing; central part of the costal margin
and basal half of the inner margin in the hindwing white. Under surface with a broad white band occupying
in the forewing, as a large triangular spot, the whole central part; in the black border a double, white submarginal
line. Hindwing with a black basal band leaving the costal margin free, marginal part broadly black, the blue
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marginal band composed of oval rings, close in front of the border a white line being interrupted at the veins.
Marginal scales black with white points. $ above with a broad white band and lustrous-blue scales at the base
of both wings, a blue, submarginal, arcuate line in the hindwing distinct, in the forewing only indicated on the
posterior part. Under surface like in the
only the rings of the blue marginal band in the hindwing somewhat
smaller and more distinctly separated. Ceram, Amboina.

Th. arinia Oberth. (= allastola Luc.) (143 h). <$ on the upper surface of the forewing with a white
cellular spot. The black marginal part and the basal band on the under surface of the hindwing broader, therefore
the white band narrower than in the closely allied cyanea\ also the blue marginal band broader and more homo¬
geneous, the black spots comparatively smaller. North Australia.

arinia.

Th. hamilcar Gr.-Sm. (142 d). Allied to cyanea (143 h). <$: upper surface violettish-blue with a hamilcar.
narrow black border, the costal margin of the hindwing white. Under surface in the forewing broadly bordered
with black, the whole middle and inner-marginal part white, at the anal angle an indistinctly interrupted,
whitish marginal line; liindwings beside the white median band with a white costal margin, the bluish-green
marginal band rather narrow with small, circular spots, distally accompanied by a white marginal line. $ above
very much like the $ of cyanea, the white band of the forewing at its apex less sharply angled, the black border
broader; costal margin of the hindwing broadly greyish-black, the blue submarginal macular series more
distinctly prominent. On the under surface the double white marginal line in the forewing, particularly the
distal one, less distinct and reaching less far anteriorly, the black costal-marginal band in the hindwing is
broader and longer, the marginal part is more broadly coloured in black, the spots of the marginal band are
smaller. New Britain and New Ireland; Bismarck Archipelago, New Lauenburg and New Pomerania. — Prom
the Bismarcp Archipelago 2 special forms are described: var. pseudochrotnia Ribbe (142 e) from New Pomerania, v&eialochrodistinguished by the greater extent of the black colouring particularly in the hindwing, where on the upper
mia.
surface also the costal margin is bordered with black and on the under surface the black costal-marginal border
is confluent with the black marginal half. —- ab. intermedius Ribbe, from New Lauenburg and New Pomerania, intermedins.
differs from the typical form in the hindwing by the steep, black costal-marginal band being obtuse at the
end, whereby it resembles smaragdus (143 h).
Th. rosselana B.-Bak? Allied to hamilcar (142 d). <$ above dark violettish-blue, narrowly bordered rosselana.
with black, the white band beneath slightly showing through above, hindwing with a broad white costal margin.
On the forewing beneath the blackish-brown costal margin is very broad, extending as far as the middle of
the cell, the posterior marginal part as far as vein 3 likewise broadly darkened, also the white submarginal line
extending to vein 3; the light-blue marginal band in the hindwing very broad, particularly at the anal margin,
anteriorly narrowed, the black spots at the anal margin indistinct; the fine white marginal line as in the
allied species. Louisiads (Rossel Island).
Th. epicoritus Bsd. (143 f). <$: The black border above narrower than in cyanea, the black beneath epicoritus.
still more developed than in arinia (143 h); in the forewing the white band, in the middle of the distal margin,
almost reaches the border, a single white marginal line is indicated only on the inner-marginal part. In the
hindwing the black marginal part covers more than half the wing, the white band is narrow, the marginal band
broad, the white marginal line very fine. In the $ the white band recedes greatly also above, the bases of the
wings are scaled in a lustrous blue. -On the under surface the black colouring is still more extensive than in
the (L the marginal band in the hindwing broader. New Guinea. Waigiu.
Th. smaragdus Dr. & B.-Bak. (143 h). Allied to arinia. $ above in the middle of both wings with smaragdus.
an indistinct white spot. The black colouring beneath somewhat less extensive than in arinia, the marginal
band in the hindwing narrower. Also in the wing-contour both species are different, the forewings are more
pointed than in arinia, the border is less curved. $ with the same differences as the <$. Island of Wetter, Key
Islands.
Th. sperchius Fldr. (143 i). <$: upper surface of the forewing in the middle with a slight indication sperchius.
of a white spot; beneath, the white band extends in its full expanse as far as close in front of the border, only
at the anal angle between veins 1 and 2 enclosing yet a black streak. The white band of the hindwing narrow,
marginal band broad. New Guinea, Waigiu, Mysore, Soron, Salawati.
Th. pindus Fldr. (142 e). Differs from sperchius (143 i) by the broader black border of the wings above

pindus.

and the smaller extent of the white band beneath; the black border of the forewing very broad, the two white
marginal lines distinct. The black costal-margirial band in the hindwing fused with the marginal part, the
marginal band narrow, composed of isolated rings, and only developed on the posterior half of the wing. $ above
with a strongly reduced white band. Also on the under surface the black colouring is still more preponderant,
otherwise like in the <$. Moluccas (Halmaheira, Batjan, Ternate), Salawati, New Guinea.

Th. illustris Rob. (143 i).
upper surface blue, both wings with a very narrow black border, hindwing with an indistinctly defined, though prominent white band. On the under surface the white colouring
is more extensive than in pindus, the blue marginal band of the hindwing broader with rather small circular
spots. Forewing at the base with a white longitudinal ray at the costal margin. In the $ the white colouring
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is likewise more extensive than in pindus, the blue submarginal band on the hindwing above well developed,
also on the posterior part of the forewing indicated. Under surface essentially as in the $. Key Islands.
Th. chromia H. Ii. Dr. (142 e). <$: above unicolorously blue as in pindus, but the black border
of the wing quite narrow. Under surface with a more extensive white colouring. Forewing with a white basal
streak at the costal margin and a distinctly prominent, white submarginal band, hindwing in the marginal
part with two white bands, between which there are of the blue marginal band only some semi-rings. The
$ above also greatly resembles illustris, but the white band in the hindwing is narrower. Beneath very much
like the <$, the white submarginal band in the forewing distally yet accompanied by a white marginal line. Fauro
and Maravo, Shortland Islands.
Th. manto Sm. & Ky. (142 f).
upper surface extensively black, the bases of the wings scaled
m a bluish green; forewing with a rather narrow, whitish longitudinal band extending from the base to beyond
the cell-end, at the anal angle a single blue spot. The white band of the hindwing likewise narrow, running
in the direction of the costal margin, before the anal margin a series of blue arcuate spots. Beneath in the
forewing with a more extensive white median part, the two white marginal lines extending as far as the apex;
the white band in the hindwing narrow, costal margin likewise white, marginal band very broad, blue-green
with oval black spots, distally accompanied by a white marginal line. New Guinea (Astrolabe Bay, Constantinhafen); New Pomerania.
Th. stephani Sm.
Ky. (144 d). Allied to sperchius (143 i) and manto (142 f).
upper surface
blackish-brown, the base with bluish-green scales, the white band of the forewing rather broad, extending
as far as half the inner-margin and in the middle extending a little beyond the cell-end; of the submarginal
macular series only two small spots at the anal angle are distinct; the white band in the hindwing close at
the base, the small tail long white-margined. Forewing beneath with a more prominent band and 2 blue
submarginal lines on the posterior half. The white band in the hindwing does not reach the distal margin,
the costal margin also white, the blue marginal band very broad with large, oblong-oval spots being separated
only by the veins, the white marginal line distinct. New Guinea (Stephansort).
Th. albula Gr.-Sm. (= olga Gr.-Sm.) (144 e). A small species with broadly rounded wings.
above
to a little beyond the centre of the wings white, the white colouring separated by the broad black border by a
pale violet zone extending in the forewing along the costal margin as far as the base; at the anal margin
of the hindwing 4 bluish-green moon-spots. Under surface to a little beyond the middle of the wings white,
the blackish-brown marginal part in the forewing anteriorly broader, beginning already in the middle of the
costal margin, the base of the hindwing and basal half of the costal margin in the forewing black, in the forewing
a short, white-grey basal streak; along the border in both wings a series of brownish-grey rings, the 4 posterior
ones in the hindwing are bluish-green and form a narrow marginal band which is proximally bordered with
a brownish-grey arcuate line. $ above without any blue colouring, with a broad black border, the basal half
of the costal margin in the forewing likewise black, in the hindwing only 3 moon-spots. Under surface as in
the (J. German New Guinea (Kapaur).
Th. albostrigata B.-Bak.
above deep blue with an extremely narrow black border, hindwing with
a prominent, white, moderately broad band. Beneath black, the band in the hindwing as above, the white
inner-marginal area in the forewing extending as far as the middle of the cell and vein 5, the greenish-blue
costal-marginal streak in the forewing and hindwing extending as far as the middle, spots of the marginal band
large, the bluish-green bordering rather narrow. German New Guinea (Fak-Fak).
Th. carissima Sm. & Ky. (144 d, e). <$: upper surface lilac-blue, border in both wings narrowly
margined with black, hindwing with a broad, white, partly blue-tinted band which is the broadest at the inner
margin, forewing with a large triangular basal spot on the posterior part of the wing, leaving the inner margin
free and exhibiting at the veins blue scales. Under surface yellowish-white, the black costal-marginal band
in the forewing as far as the apex of the same width and at the base with a white longitudinal ray, the white
submarginal band traversing the black marginal part rather broad, extending almost from the apex to the
anal angle and enclosing a series of black spots. The black costal marginal band in the hindwing long drawn
out, extending beyond the middle of the wing, in the black marginal part occupying almost the distal half
a broad, distally intensely white-bordered, bluish-green band with partly very small, oval, black spots.
upper
surface blackish, the white marking somewhat more extensive and more prominent, than in the <$, the bases
of the wings bluish-green, the black, bluish-bordered marginal spots in the hindwing rather distinct, at the
anal angle a white marginal line, the small tail long and narrow, black with a white tip. Pura, Wetter.

. 2. Genus: Waigeum Stgr.
Without counting some differences in the wing-contour and neuration by which the genus is morpho¬
logically separated from Thysonotis, these butterflies receive a deflected, independent character by their colou¬
ring and marking. The ground-colouring above is also in the <$<$ a deep, intense blackish-brown, inter¬
rupted by a prominent, though never particularly extensive white band. The blue scales of the upper surface
never exhibit the bright, light blue or the cheerless slate-blue of the species of Thysonotis, but they are of a
lustrous metallic colour. The under surface often exhibits a warm light-brown ground-colour, particularly
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characteristic is in all the species in both wings a narrow, blue, marginal band interrupted by the veins. The
forewing is in the $ more pointed, the border less curved than in Thysonotis\ vein 11 is not united with the
marginal vein, the pedicle of 7 and 8 is considerably longer, the forking near the apex. The species make an
antique, almost queer impression, what is also expressed by the selection of the denominations of the species
described first, miraculum and ihauma.
W. thauma Stgr. (142 f). <$•. Upper surface blackish-brown with a white band, the basal and middle Ihauma.
parts of the wings covered with scales of a magnificent violettish-blue lustre. Under surface ochreous brown,
beside the usual white band with a broad whitish submarginal band in the hindwing; all the brown markings
narrowly and incompletely margined with blue, on the narrowly marginal band distinctly prominent. $ above
almost black, the white band more receding, the blue scaling confined to the bases of the wings. Under surface
darker, the blue markings more extensive, the marginal band conqDosed of broad crescentiform or angular
spots. Waigiu.
W. miraculum Dr. & B.-Bak. (142 f). <$: upper surface unicolorously blackish-brown, only the costal miraculum.
margin of the hindwing whitish, both wings from the base to the middle scaled in a lustrous blue. Under surface
uniformly light-brown, posterior margin of the forewing white, of the blue markings only the marginal band is
prominent, composed of distinctly interrupted spots. $ above likewise without any white marking, the blue
basal scaling still more receding. Under surface likewise blackish-brown, the blue markings more prominent,
the spots of the marginal band broader. Waigiu. Fruhstorfer who adds miraculum to thauma Stgr.
and simplex Sm. & Ky., distinguishes two more forms, both likewise from Waigiu: f. roscia Fruhst.,
above roscia.
predominantly light-blue with a white median area in the hindwing, and f. depicta Fruhst. $ above with a depicta.
white band as in thauma and only quite feebly developed, dark-blue basal scaling.
W. ribbei Bob. (142 f). A rather large, magnificently coloured species,
upper surface black with ribbei.
a prominent white band being in the forewing broadly margined with a lustrous blue; in the hindwing the blue
scales form a median spot at the distal margin of the band, being expanded to a band along the border; also
base is blue-scaled. Under surface black, the border in both wings yellowish-brown, the distinct white
band broad, extending in the forewing to close in front of the border, the blue markings except the marginal
band distinctly prominent, forewing with a costal-marginal band, the hindwing with a basal band and a blue,
black-spotted marginal band as in Thysonotis. ^ above black, the white band more extensive, whereas the blue
scaling recedes more. Under surface like in the $ with a distinct blue marking, the broad marginal band in the
hindwing still more prominent. New Guinea.
W. makrikii Bibbe. $: upper surface black, forewing at the inner margin bordered with blue, below makrikii.
the cell a white spot; the white band of the hindwing broader than in W. ribbei, at the anterior and posterior
cell-end angularly broken. Under surface of a deep blackish-brown, the border light as in ribbei, the white
band in the hindwing broad and distinct, forming in the forewing only a triangular inner-marginal spot; both
wings with distinct blue submarginal spots. Hindwing besides with a postdiscal blue macular band being distally
partly bordered with white. Ceram. Presumably only a form of W. ribbei.

W. coruscans Or. Sm. Allied to W. ribbei (142 f); smaller, the ground-colour more brown. 0 above coruscans.
deep dark brown with a distinct, white, joint band being a little darkened by brownish; forewing on the anterior
part along the light band from the base to beyond the middle broadly scaled blue, hindwing with a blue
base and a blue spot at the distal margin of the band between the veins 2 and 4. Under surface deep blackishbrown, the band likewise pale brownish, narrower than in ribbei and the distal margin in the hindwing more
curved, in the forewing extending along the inner margin as far as near the base; in the forewing in the cell
a blue streak running below the marginal band; the blue basal streak in the hindwing broader than in ribbei,
in the black marginal half two separate, broad, blue streaks approximating each other only at the ends, the
distal one traversed by the black veins. German New Guinea (Kapaur).

W. dinawa B.-Bak. Allied to W. coruscans, the yellowish band above in the

smaller, the blue colouring dinawa.
more extensive, encompassing in the forewing the whole band as far as the inner margin, the blue spot in the
hindwing larger. Under surface similar as in coruscans, the metallic markings bluish-green and just like the
band in the hindwing somewhat more receding. Dinawa.

W. simplex Sm. cb Ky. (142 g).

upper surface extensively blackish-brown, the white band in simplex.
the forewing composed of some light spots separated by the veins, in the hindwing only the costal margin and
inner margin light coloured; forewing from the base to the middle, hindwing only at the base and along the
anal margin of the cell covered with lustrous blue scales. Under surface very extensively whitish. Forewing
at the base, costal margin and border, hindwing only at the base and border of a light-brown colour; forewing
along the basal half of the costal margin and in the cell with a blue longitudinal streak, at the anal angle a
dark spot. The blue spots of the marginal band in both wings margined with black. Waigiu.

W. subcaeruleum Sm. & Ky. (142 g).
upper surface deep blackish-brown, the joint, white, faintly subcaerubrownish band in the hindwing broad with a black discal spot, in the forewing narrow and broken up into
leum.
single spots by the dark veins. Marginal scales greyish-white, at the bases of the wings some blue scales. Under
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surface black, the costal margin in the forewing and the border in both wings brown; the blue marginal band
in the forewing broad, extending along the border as far as vein 2, in the cell a blue longitudinal streak; basal
band and marginal band in the hindwing distinct, also the white band narrowly bordered with blue. Waigiu.
W. ceramicum H. H. Dr.
allied to W. subcaeruleum (142 g), the distinct light colouring on both
sides considerably more extensive and, therefore, the blackish-brown border narrower; on the upper surface
of the forewing the posterior half of the cell is densely scaled blue. On the under surface the blue colouring
is more reduced, instead of the marginal band in the forewing there is only a short costal-marginal streak, the
streak in the cell is absent as well as the blue margining of the light band, the other markings are more narrowly
and more broadly interrupted. Ceram.
W. resplendens B.-Bak.
upper surface blackish-brown with a broad yellowish band being bordered
in the forewing anteriorly with a bluish-green streak extending from the base as far as the cell-end. On
the under surface the white band in the forewing is a little less extensive, in the hindwing distally irre¬
gularly and dentately bordered; the posterior part bordered with bluish-green, the bluish-green costal-marginal
streak broad, turning round before the apex and reaching as far as vein 3. Hindwing behind the middle with
a green transverse band in which there are 5 black spots; both wings with a bluish-green submarginal band
interrupted at the veins. Aru Islands.

3. Genus: I*seuclonotIs H. H. Dr.
Closely allied to Thysonotis, vein 11 in the forewing separate as in Waigeum, besides vein 7 plain, without
any bifurcation, terminating into the apex of the wing. All the species tailed at vein 2 in the hindwing, some
also at vein 1. Furthermore, in some species the border of the hindwing projects distinctly between the
veins 2 and 3, whereby the hindwing appears to be somewhat prolonged in a longitudinal direction. Palpi and
legs are somewhat more slender than in Thysonotis and less densely scaled.
The colouring is in the <$ above black with a blue reflection, in the $ extensively white with a black border or
also predominantly black, beneath in both sexes from dark-brown to blackish-brown with ring-shaped marginal
markings of white in the forewing, whilst in the hindwing they are at least partly blue. Range as in Thysonotis.
1. Border of the hindwing between the veins 2 and 3 with a lobular projection.
antipha.

ancharia.

lorquinii.

Ps. antipha Heiv. (142 g).

above blackish-brown, the posterior half of the forewing from the base
to close in front of the border covered with bright iridescent blue scales, behind the cell more or less extensively
white coloured. The costal margin of the hindwing white, the middle area blue, along the broad black border
a series of blue triangular markings with enclosed black spots, those between the veins 2 and 3 being the largest.
Under surface dark brown, lighter than in Ps. humboldti (142 e), the posterior half of the forewing and costalmarginal part of the hindwing white, both wings at the cell-end with a whitish spot and along the border with
a series of black, white-margined spots, the spot between the veins 2 and 3 in the hindwing being larger than
the others and jet-black, on the posterior half of the wing a series of indistinct, partly distally indented, white
spots. $ above extensively white with a broad black border, at the bases of the wings of a bright light-blue,
the blue marginal markings more extensive and more prominent than in the U- Under surface likewise
more extensively white with a more prominent marginal marking and a distinct white marginal litre which
in the U
only very fine and somewhat indistinct. Aru Islands.
Ps. ancharia Hew. Allied to Ps. antipha (142 g). Forewing of the U above more extensively blue
with a narrower black border and without any white colouring, also the white costal-marginal colouring of
the hindwing less extensive; under surface, however, more extensively white, in the hindwing scarcely the
distal half dark coloured, the marginal marking particularly in the forewing less distinct. Waigiu.
Ps. lorquinii Fldr. (142 d). Allied to Ps. antipha . $ above almost velvety-black, the posterior middle
part of the forewing and the base of the hindwing as far as the cell-end, as well as the rings along the border
of the hindwing of a bright violettish-blue, the costal margin of the hindwing only to a small extent white.
Under surface more extensively white than in antipha, the ring-spots at the border of the hindwing prepon¬
derantly of a bright blue, also the macular series behind the middle of the wing whitish blue. $ above deep
blackish-brown, forewing on the posterior half with a white spot being separated from the proximal margin.
Hindwing like in the
only the blue marking less intense, and the blue in the marginal markings beneath
less predominant. Halmaheira; Aru Islands.
2. Border of the hindwing uniformly rounded.

a) Singly tailed species.
humboldti.

Ps. humboldti H. H. Dr. (142 e).

J1 above bright blue, the black border moderately broad, in the
hindwing broader than in the forewing, in the middle of the costal margin of the hindwing a broad white spot,
the anal margin light bluish-grey; along the border a series of blue rings, the posterior ones incomplete. Under
surface brownish-white with a broad, blackish-brown border, being particularly broad in the hindwing, where
it occupies almost the distal half of the wing, along the border of both wings a series of white, towards the anal
angle of the hindwing partly blue rings with blackish-brown pupils; only the largest ring being situate
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between the veins 2 and 3 in the hindwing is black-pupilled; between the veins 1 and 2 in both wings 2 small
rings. $ above white with a broader black border than the
also the costal margin of the forewing black;
the bases of both wings and the distal margin of the white colouring scaled light blue; the blue spots at the
border of the hindwing distally accompanied by a white marginal line. Under surface as in the <$, the
rings at the border larger and more distinct. New Guinea (Humboldt Bay, Stephansort).

Ps. metilia Fruhst. The
differs from Ps. humboldti above by the discally brightened forewings and metilia.
the lighter blue of the hindwings. The white costal-marginal spot of the hindwing is long and uniformly broad,
the submarginal moonspots are more indistinct and enclose smaller black punctiform spots. Beneath the black
border in the forewing is much broader, the submarginal moonspots are greatly reduced. Hindwings as far
as beyond the middle black, the white and blue moonspots likewise greatly reduced. Fergusson.
Ps. obiana Fruhst.
forewings above bluish-violet with a very broad, black inner-marginal border, obiana.
the middle all white with a fine blue tint; hindwings with a light metallic-blue reflection, the veins broadly
scaled black, the white-blue submarginal spots with distinct, jet-black pupils. Under surface similar to
that of Ps. metilia, the white postmedian band in the hindwing more distinctly prominent and the moonspots
more developed. Obi.
Ps. florinda Gr. Sm.

above bright blue with a broad black margin of the wings and black veins;
the distal margin of the blue area in the hindwing dentate at the veins; the tail broader than in the other species.
Under surface deep blackish-brown with a broad, white band with a slight brownish-grey touch, being in
the hindwing of a uniform width, whilst in the fore wing it begins somewhat narrower at the inner-margin
and grows continually narrower anteriorly as far as vein 6. The rings at the border of the hindwing large
and distinct, of a silvery blue, coherent, the black spots large; the three posterior ones smaller. Salomon
Islands (Guadalcanar). — pagenstecheri Pibbe 142 h) from the Bismarck archipelago (New Pomerania) differs
by a somewhat lighter blue and a narrower black margin above and by exhibiting a large white spot at the
costal margin and at the base of the inner margin in the hindwing, and besides by the white band of the forewing
beneath extending a little more anteriorly.

florinda.

Ps. schneideri Pibbe (142 h).
above dark slate-blue, forewings narrowly, hindwings broadly bordered with white, and at the costal margin and the basal half of the inner margin white-coloured. Under
surface with a joint broad white band, the forewing with a short white basal streak and an interrupted white
submarginal line, the bluish-green rings of the marginal band in the hindwing distally bordered with white.
$ above black with a broad white band like on the under surface of the
the bases of both wings slightly bluescaled, along the border of the hindwing a series of indistinct, bluish spots. New Pomerania.

schneideri.

S

payen-

Ps. (?) critala Fldr. (142 h).

$ above blue with a broad blackish-brown margin of the wings, in the critala.
hindwing along the posterior part of the border with a series of white-blue spots. Beneath blackish-brown
with a broad, joint, whitish band, hindwing with a broad, greenish-blue, black-spotted marginal band, similar
as in Thysonotis. Ceram, Amboina. The position of the species is doubtful.
b) Doubly tailed species.

Ps. danis Fldr.

$ above black with a narrow, joint white band extending in the forewing beyond danis.
vein 4; hindwing doubly tailed, along the posterior half of the border with 3 blue, distally rectilinearly defined
ring-markings and a white marginal-line. Under surface blackish-brown, the white band very broad, with a
slight yellowish touch, the blue rings form a distinct marginal band extending in the forewing as far as vein
6, whilst in the hindwing it grows much broader towards the anal margin and is separated from the white median
streak by a light-blue dentate line. Halmaheira.

Ps. milo Gr. Sm. (144 e, f). Allied to Ps. danis Fldr., smaller, the hindwings above without any submarginal spots. $ above black with a broad, white band extending in the forewing as far as near vein 5.
Hindwing with 2 short, small tails and a fine white marginal line. Under surface blackish-brown, the band
extending a little more anteriorly, along the posterior part of the border a row of silvery blue moonspots, hind¬
wings with fine black-pupilled rings, above the two hindmost smaller rings a V-shaped black line, another black
line along the distal half of the border. $ above and beneath with a broader white band, the submarginal markings
beneath of a brighter blue, in the hindwing distally accompanied by a white marginal line. New Ireland.

milo.

Ps. turneri Waterh. Allied to Ps. danis Fldr., $ above with a more extensive white band, but both wings turn&ri.
still very broadly bordered with black, with a narrow white marginal line, the hindwing at the anal margin
with 2 large, cuneiform black spots being distally margined with white, proximally with light-blue, the other
blue marginal markings but quite faintly indicated. On the under surface the white colouring exhibits a yellow¬
ish touch, the blue marginal markings are more prominent. $ essentially like the <$, the small tails shorter.
Queensland.
Ps. derpiha Hew. <$ above blackish-brown with a broad, joint, white band, hindwing in the somewhat
lobularly projecting, posterior part of the border with 2 oval, black, white-margined spots. Beneath with
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a broader band, a white band extending farther towards the border, the black, white-margined spots in the
hindwing extending more anteriorly, between them and the band besides a series of whitish-blue arcuate mar¬
kings. Aru Islands.
Ps. danisoides Nicev. (142 b).
above blackish-brown with a broad, white band extending in the
forewing as far as the base of vein 5. Hindwing with a white marginal line, the black marginal spots small,
proximally bordered with pale-blue moonspots. Under surface with a broader band and a more distinct marking.
The spots in the hindwing larger, particularly between the veins 1 and 3. Forewing along the border likewise
with whitish blue ring-markings. $ somewhat larger and darker, the band broader, the blue distal-marginal
markings on the hindwing less distinct; beneath the band yellow-coloured, the markings very prominent, silvery
blue, the forewings only with a single submarginal arcuate line. Key Islands, Milne Bay.
Ps. batjana spec. nov. (142 b). Allied to Ps. danisoides.
above with a considerably narrower or
almost quite obsolete band, in the hindwing only along the posterior half of the distal margin with a fine, inter¬
rupted, white marginal line. Beneath with a broad band being in the forewing anteriorly narrowed, with a
pale brownish-yellow touch, the marking silvery blue, similar as in danisoides, the distal marginal line in the
forewing indistinct. Batjan.

4. Genus: ICpimastidia H. H. Dr.
Allied to Thysonotis Hbn. with which the genus corresponds in the neuration. The antennae are some¬
what more slender, the transition to the terminal club takes place more gradually. Vein 7 in the hindwing is
covered with long hair from the base to % of its length, a mark which was pointed out already by Felder.
There are no metallic markings beneath. The species are untailed. The range comprises the groups of islands
adjacent to the west of New Guinea, New Pomerania and the Salomons.
According to observations made by Ribbe in E. bornemanni, the species are fond of sunny valleys watered
by rivulets and fly swiftly to and fro in the hot midday-sun. It necessitates great dexterity to capture them.
inops.
E. inops Fldr. (142 h). $ above bright blue, forewings quite narrowly, hindwings somewhat more
broadly margined, the costal margin of the hindwing broadly blackish-grey. Under surface white, forewing with
a broad, grey-brown costal-marginal border being widened at the apex. Hindwing with a similar broad postdiscal band; both wings with a double row of blackish submarginal spots on a white ground, which are larger
and more distinct in the hindwing. Marginal scales dark. $ above white with a blue, in the forewing a little
more extensive basal colouring, forewing with a very broad blackish-blue margining leaving free only the innermarginal half, in the hindwing the larger distal half is entirely blackish-brown; submarginal spots beneath
larger than in the <$, more confluent. Aim Islands.
pilumna.
E. pilumna H. H. Drc. Allied to E. inops Fldr. (142 h).
above similar to this species. Hindwing
with a white costal margin, and at the anal margin with 3 black submarginal spots touching the border of the
same colour. Under surface: the dark costal-marginal border in the forewing broader than in inops, enclosing
at the costal margin of the cell a narrow, grey line; the submarginal spots larger and more prominent, the inner
margin grey-brown; the dark band in the hindwing broader and the black spots larger, the white interspace
removed except a narrow border, the 3 posterior spots of the distal row covered with light-blue lustrous scales.
$ above very much like inops-$, the bases of both wings densely scaled in a bluish-green; beneath like in the
<3, only the inner margin of the forewing is white. New Guinea (Humboldt Bay).
staudingeri.
E. staudingeri Rob. (142 c). Closely allied to E. arienis, the upper surface of the $ very similar, but
the black border of the hindwing very undulate, the inner margin of the hindwing whitish-grey; under
surface dirty white, the broad border grey-brown, the inner margin of the forewing grey; the distal submarginal
spots greyish-black, the proximal ones black. $ above dirty white with a broad blackish-grey margining, in
the hindwing the black marginal spots faintly showing through from beneath; ground-colouring of the under
surface somewhat darker than in the $. Ceram. According to Ribbe (1899), arienis and sodalis would have
to be placed as synonymous to staudingeri; they are here quoted separately, since the descriptions and figures
make differences at any rate very evident.
arienis.
A. arienis H. H. Dr.
above lustrous blue, the distal margin in both wings quite narrowly bordered
with black, the hindwing with a blackish costal and inner margin. Under surface white, both wings with a
broad, grey-brown border in which there are between the veins round black spots which are proximally margined
with whitish and exhibit at the distal margin a whitish spot; the latter spots partly covered with blue scales.
Salomons.
sodalis.
E. sodalis Sm. & Ky. (142 h). Closely allied to E. arienis with which it greatly corresponds in the
marking beneath; above to a little beyond the middle of the wing white, the whole distal part and a narrow
costal-marginal border in the forewing black. Basal parts in both wings darkened and strewn with dull-bluish
scales. It may be the $ of arienis (according to Smith and Kirby). New Pomerania.
bornemanni.
E. bornemanni Pagenst. (= albocaerulea Gr.-Sm.) (142 c). Upper surface of the <$ very much like
E. arienis, the blue of the upper surface more brilliant, in the broad, brownish-black border of the under surface
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the intensely velvety black spots flow together to a transverse band being proximally bordered with a blue
arcuate line, distally with the blue marginal line and exhibiting before the border a series of blue moonspots.
In the $ the black border above covers the whole distal third of the wings, also the costal margin of the forewing
is more narrowly bordered with black. Under surface yellowish-white. Forewing with a narrow black costalmarginal line and a purely white inner-marginal part; the blackish-brown border of the wings proximally some¬
what dentate, the black spots broader and proximally more distinctly defined against each other. New Pomerania.

5. Genus: Hypochrysops

Fldr.

(Miletus Hbn.)

According to the rules of priority, the genus ought to be denominated Miletus Hbn., which was also
done by Waterhouse (1903) in his revision of the Australian species. H. H. Druce, however, who, for instance,
restored the name of Candalides having been likewise created by Hubuer for the typical species, for Holochila
Fldr., in his Monography on the genus (1891) leaves the name introduced by Felder, because Hubher mentioned,
as the representative of the genus Miletus, also the Gerydinae-species Pap. symethus Cr., in consequence of
which the name of Miletus was for some time used for Gerydus Bsd. According to Druce’s example, we have
here kept to the generally known and adopted name Hypochrysops which is likewise very appropriate, although
we thereby commit an inconsequence.
The species of Hypochrysops certainly belong to the most beautiful Indo-Australian representatives of
the family. The upper surface is more or less brilliant blue or reddish-violet, in the mostly somewhat duller
tinged $$ sometimes white-spotted, in a number of species of a bright orange-yellow, usually with a black
or black-brown margin which may vary greatly in width. The under surface always shows, on a yellow or dark
grey-brown or even black ground, brilliant silvery-green or silvery-blue markings generally occurring in the
hindwing as the bordering of brightly coloured, mostly red transverse bands and spots and being often still
more salient by black margins.
The species are mostly medium-sized, though there occur also smaller ones with an expanse of but 25 mm.
Eyes naked, large; antennae of something more than half the length of the forewing, white-curled, the club
long-stretched, gradually thickened, with a light-coloured tip. Palpi slender, straightly protruding, and pro¬
jecting considerably beyond the forehead, laterally compressed, with appressed scales, the terminal joint short,
in the shape of a thin staff. Wings broad; forewings triangular, costal margin moderately bent, distal margin
straight or slightly bent, the apex sharply or slightly rounded, inner margin rectilinear; 11 veins (vein 9 being
absent), 7 and 8 long-stalked, the fork placed rather close to the end. Hindwing somewhat longitudinally stretched,
the costal margin bent flatly, the apex and distal margin strongly curved, the border uninterrupted or
somewhat projecting at the veins 1 b to 3, sometimes at vein 3, rarely at vein 2 with a very much pronounced
lobe chypoclteus and its allies), but never with real tail-appendages. The body exhibits a dull-grey to blackish
colouring, corresponding to the marginal colouring of the wings, only the upperside of the thorax shows, cor¬
responding to the colouring of the wings, a metallic-lustrous hairing. In the species with a red-yellow upper
surface, the body is generally extensively coloured brown-yellow. The range is the same as that of Thysonotis,
the centre of the range is likewise situate in the group of islands extending to the north in front of the Austra¬
lian continent. The forms, particularly those from the islands, seem to have a rather limited range; in many
of them the distinguishing marks seem to be slight and variable, and a future monographist will probably degrade
many species being nowadays quoted as independent species to geographical races. Most of the species are
considered to be rare, though Ribbe, also in the Hypochrysops, found the old principle verified, that any number
of specimens, and even those of very rare species may be collected at the right time and place.
H. polycletus L. (— polycletus Clerc/c, epopus Cr.) (144 f). $ above bright blue with a slight violet polycletus.
tinge, wings very narrowly margined with black, the forewing with a somewhat broader black-brown costal
margin, the border projecting at the veins 1 to 3. Beneath intensely grey-brown, the inner-marginal part in
the forewing lighter; the marking consists of dark red bands and spots with black and silvery bluish-green
borders; forewing with a short red costal basal streak and a longitudinal band extending along the costal margin
of the cell, the posterior margin of this band being widened to a transverse spot in the middle and at the end
of the cell; above the cell-end 1 single small spot and 2 larger spots being connected with the band; a postdiscal arcuate band composed of 5 spots, between the costal margin and vein 3; the narrow, bluish-green sub¬
marginal spots on a red ground, distally finely bordered with black, proximally accompanied by black dots
or streaks. Hindwing with a red, costal basal streak and 4 dark red macular bands, all the red markings bordered
with black.and silvery green; the green submarginal streak and the proximal, black marginal spots between
the veins 1 to 3 widened. $ above dark brown. Forewing with a basal part being scaled greenish-bine from
the inner margin to the costal margin of the cell, and with a large white longitudinal spot in the middle;
the border of the hindwing at vein 3 more prominent. Under surface like in theYf, only the inner-marginal
half of the forewing preponderantly white. Moluccas (Batjan, Ceram, Halmaheira, Timor, Amboina).
H. hypocletus Oberth. Allied to polycletus. $ above not different. The under surface differs from hypocletus.
polycletus by the whitish-grey inner-marginal part and the absence of the red markings of the forewing with
the exception of the two short basal streaks; the red bands and spots in the hindwing with a broad black
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border which, in the anal part, may partly or entirely displace the spots; also the ground-colour darker brown
than in polycletus. In the $ the white spot of the forewing above is more extensive than in the $ of polycletus,the
same is the case with the white band beneath, where it extends almost to the base; hindwings as in the <$.
New Guinea, Salawatti, Waigiu."
H. rex Bscl. (144 f). Closely allied to polycletus and hypocletus, the white spot of the forewing in the
$ as broad as in hypocletus, but somewhat shorter, the bluish-green basal colouring somewhat more extensive.
The red basal streak of the forewing beneath extending only as far as the middle of the cell and turning here
round rectangularly to the posterior margin of the cell; the red spot at the cell-end indistinct, the discal band
composed of 4 smaller spots; the red bands of the hindwing formed of single spots, all the metallic markings
silvery-blue and narrower, also the submarginal spots at the anal margin together with their black bordering
narrower than in the said species. New Guinea; Darnley Island. — H. H. Druce distinguishes a female form
from the Fergusson Island, var. brunnea H. H. Dr. in which the white spot of the forewing is greatly reduced
and reaches scarcely as far as the middle of the cell. The
does not differ from that of the typical form.
H. epicletus Fldr. (144 f). Very closely allied to rex and difficult to distinguish, may not be separated
at all; $ above at the anal margin of the hindwing somewhat more broadly bordered with black, the white
spot of the forewing in the $ distally a little duller; the red band-spots of the hindwing beneath more rounded
and isolated, all the metallic markings of a brilliant silvery blue, only the submarginal spots at the anal margin
of the hindwing green. Aru Islands, Batjan.
H. rovena H. H. Dr. Most closely allied to rex Bscl., smaller. <$ above with a broad, black margin
of the wings, particularly at the costal margin and anal angle of the hindwing. Under surface of a perceptibly
lighter ground-colour, distinctly contrasting with a still lighter part before the apex of the hinclwing. $ above
with a light-blue, instead of green basal colouring enclosing sometimes entirely the white spot of the forewing.
Beneath like in the <$. North Australia.
H. cratevas G. Salv. (145 h).
above intensely violettish blue with a black margin. Apex of the
forewing particularly broadly black, the posterior part of the border in the fore-and hindwing only narrowly
black. Under surface ochreous-brown, the middle part of the inner margin in the forewing lighter, brownishgrey, in the forewing 3 longitudinal streaks proceeding from the base, 4 spots below the middle part of the costal
margin, 2 transverse spots at the cell-end and behind the cell, as well as 5 proximally black-dotted submarginal
spots of a dull silvery gloss, behind the 2nd transverse spot a short, red, black-margined postdiscal band.
Hindwing beside the short basal streak with 5 metallic lustrous transverse streaks, the middle one of which
extends from the costal margin to the inner margin, the two other pairs being anteriorly connected and some¬
what shortened, the 3rd and 5th distally accompanied by a narrow red band bordered on both sides with black;
the metallic lustrous submarginal band being broken up into spots is distally bordered with black and proximally
accompanied by a parallel black line. $ above clark-brown with blue bases of the wings, forewing with a black
costal half and a violet median spot. Salomon Islands.
H. architas G. Salv. (145 h). Most closely allied to cratevas,
above somewhat lighter, the blue colouring
in the hindwing entirely absent, in the forewing extending still less far towards the margin, the part between
the basal ends of the veins 2 and 4 whitish. Under surface similarly light greyish-brown, the lighter grey innermarginal spot in the forewing extending less far towards the margin, the metallic markings lustrous green,
somewhat more strongly developed, of the red postdiscal band in the forewing only the black bordering is to
be seen, forming 2 stripes running across almost the whole width of the wing, the two red bands of the hindwing
distinct, also the narrow space between the 1st and 2nd green streak red. Salomon and Fauro Islands.
H. senthes G. Salv. (145 i). Allied to H. cratevas. $ above blackish-brown, hindwings somewhat
lighter, forewing with an inner-marginal half being blue-coloured as far as beyond the middle and a white spot
behind the cell. Under surface yellowish-brown, similarly marked as in cratevas, the light inner-marginal spot
of the forewing whitish, extending as far as beyond the red, black-bordered postdiscal band, also the post¬
discal part of the hindwing whitish, with 2 blackish spots between the veins 4 and 6; metallic markings brilliant
green, the costal band in the hindwing extending as far as the middle of the costal margin, the 5 transverse
bands irregularly curved, the spaces between black, the middle band being anteriorly interrupted, not quite
reaching the costal margin; the middle part of the costal margin and the part behind the green spot at the
cell-end reddish, as well as a narrow zone between a blackish transverse band grinding off distally the
whitish postdiscal part and the green submarginal streak. Salomon Islands; Malayta-Bei.
H. taeniata Jord. $ above like architas, hindwing in and below the cell lustrously coloured blue.
Under surface: costal and apical parts of the forewing and the whole hindwing lustrous green, the basal half
of the inner margin of the forewing white, the distal one blackish as well as a basal spot below the cell; costal
margin and a streak in the cell ochreous-yellow; before the green submarginal spots a broad, green post¬
discal band. Hindwing with on ochreous-yellow costal basal streak and narrow, equally coloured transverse
bands, the two first ones being on both sides, the two distal ones only proximally bordered with black. Salo¬
mons (San Christobal).
H. drucei Oberth. (144 g). Similar to II. architas G. Salv., polycletus L. and allied species. $ smaller
than polycletus, above bluish-violet, $ in the forewing with a lustrous blue discal spot like architas-$, the base
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of the hindwing blue-scaled. Under surface in £ and $ grey-brown, the bright dark-red bands as in epicletus,
but more closely together, broadly bordered with a silvery green. Geram.
H. anacletus Fldr. (144 f). Discernible from the closely allied species not only by the characteristic anaclelus.
markings, but also by the robuster structure of the body and the antennae being particularly distinctly and
broadly curled.
above of a deep and lustrous blue, the deep blackish-brown marginal colouring in both wings
occupies a broad costal marginal border, in the forewing the whole apical half, narrowed as far as the anal angle;
the distal margin of the hindwing only narrowly bordered with black.
Under surface light ochreous with a
greenish tinge, metallic-green markings and brown-red bands in the hindwing; forewing with a large greybrown inner-marginal spot extending as far as the posterior margin of the cell and vein 4 and being narrowed
towards the anal angle and distally margined with blackish; before the apex a similar, proximally blackishbordered, grey-brown spot; at the posterior margin of the cell a blackish streak; below the subcostal vein a
green longitudinal streak extending beyond the middle; a second one at the costal margin of the cell, turning
posteriorly round rectangularly at the cell-end; behind the cell a green, proximally black-margined transverse
spot, below the end of the anterior streak; behind it, between the costal margin and vein 4 a transverse row
of 4 green, distally black-margined spots, the second from above being the largest; along the border 5 silvery
submarginal spots, growing smaller posteriorly, being distally finely bordered with black, proximally with
a black dot which, however, is distinctly prominent only in the foremost spot. Hindwing with 4 brown-red
bands finely bordered with black and a little more broadly with green, basally and costally, subbasally, discally
and post discally; the 1st is short, the 2nd guttiform, anteriorly rounded off, posteriorly pointed, the 3rd exten¬
ding from the costal to the inner margin, the 4th between the inner-margin and vein 4; at the cell-end a posteriorly
pointed, red discal spot, above it a broad red spot, both margined with black; the space of the wing between
the bands somewhat lighter than the marginal part, terminating behind the post discal band with a black arcuate
line; the green submarginal streak interrupted at the-veins. $ above more extensively blackish-brown, only
the posterior part of both wings lustrous blue, the forewing between the basal parts of the veins 2 to 4 greyish
white with a blue lustre. Under’surface like in the £, the inner-marginal part in the forewing lighter grey.
Amboina, Ceram, Saparua.
H. eucletus Fldr. (144 g). Smaller than anacletus, the distal margin of the forewings more strongly eucletus.
bent, the hindwing at the anal angle and at vein 2 more distinctly angular. $ above preponderantly blackishbrown, forewing lustrous blue only on the part behind the cell, hindwing likewise with a much broader dark
costal and inner margin, also the veins in the blue colouring black. Under surface similar to anacletus, forewing
greyish-brown with a light-grey inner-marginal part, costal margin as far as beyond the middle violettish blue,
similarly as in anacletus, submarginal spots smaller, the 4 anterior ones with a black pupil; hindwing darkbrowm, costal margin light yellowish-grey, band deep dark red, discal band narrower, postdiscal band more
broken up into spots than in anacletus, at the cell-end a small red, black-margined discal spot; the silvery-blue
borders of the bands and the submarginal line narrower than in anacletus. $ beneath lighter than the <$, light
ochreous-yellow, all the bands, also the postdiscal band of the forewing, deep dark red-brown; postdiscal
band of the hindwing very irregular, though coherent; the metallic markings more distinct and broader than
in the $. Moluccas (Halmaheira), Aru Islands, Waigiu, New Guinea, North Queensland.
H. livius F. This species which, according to the description by Fabricius and Donovan’s figure, livius.
presumably belongs near H. eucletus, has never yet been described more precisely. The upper surface of the
is black with a blue middle spot in both wings, the under surface ashy-grey, in the forewing with a yellowish
basal spot extending as far as the cell-end, and a dark submarginal band, in the hindwing with 3 broad red
transverse bands crossing the wing, the distal one of which is interrupted and delimited before the middle; the
markings are bordered silvery. The habitat is likewise doubtful. Fabricius’ statement ,,In Indiis“ is saying
rather much, Kirby mentions Amboina, Dritce Australia to be the presumable patria.
H. narcissus F. Closely allied to H. eucletus (144 g), the blue above particularly in the hindwing narcissus.
somewhat more extensive and lighter, the ground-colour beneath darker grey-brown, the costal-marginal area
in the forewing broadly, in the hindwing narrowly yellowish; the red postdiscal band in the forewing salient, of
the red bands in the hindwing particularly the subbasal and discal ones are distinct and extending almost over
the whole width of the wing; the metallic markings silvery green. North Australia.
H. miskini Waterh. $ above with a dark reddish-violet lustre, forewing with a black distal-marginal miskini.
border being narrowed from the apex to the anal angle, hindwing at the distal margin only very narrowly bor¬
dered with black, with a broad brown costal margin and a grey inner-margin. Marginal scales brown. Under
surface grey with an orange-yellow and silvery green marking, in the forewing the cell, a spot at the cell-end,
a postdiscal band and the marginal part are orange-yellow, a short costal basal streak, a longitudinal streak
below the costal margin and in the cell green, below the cell some yellow spots, the discal spot proximally bor¬
dered with green, distally with black and green. The postdiscal band proximally incompletely bordered with
green, at the costal margin between the cell and postdiscal band some green spots, in the yellow marginal band
5 black submarginal spots covered with green scales. Hindwing with 5 orange-red, green-bordered transverse
bands and a similar costal basal streak, the bands of a different extent, the 4th formed only by a large discal
spot being on both sides bordered at first with black, with a small spot below it, the distal band postdiscal,
curved, the posterior large spot proximally bordered at first with black; distal margin broad orange-yellow
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with a green submarginal streak being interrupted at the veins. Marginal scales in both wings brown. $ above
blackish-brown, forewing lustrous blue in a greater extent, hindwing only at the base. Under surface yellowishwhite with grey marginal scales. The yellow markings in the hindwing lighter than in the
the marginal band
not extending as far as the anal angle, the postdiscal band and marginal band in the hindwing likewise lighter
yellow, whereas the proximal bands are of a bright orange-red, the discal spot very prominent, more intensely
than in the $. South Queensland (Brisbane as far as Cairns).
H. scintillans Btlr. (= mirabilis Pagenst.) (144 g). Allied to anacletus Fldr. and eucletus Fldr. dk upper
surface deep blue, forewing with a broad black apical border being narrowed as far as the base and the anal
angle, hindwing at vein 2 with a slightly projecting angle, costal and inner margin blackish-grey, distal margin
narrowly black. Under surface of a grey-brown ground-colour, forewing with a light greenish-yellow costal,
discal and apical area, below the costal margin and in the cell one silvery-green longitudinal streak proceeding
from the base, the former being above bordered with black, the latter beneath with reddish-yellow; beyond
the first streak 2 silvery-green spots; at the cell-end a broad, orange-red discal spot which is followed by 2
silvery green, short transverse streaks; hereafter a broad, somewhat curved, orange-red postdiscal band being
on both sides bordered with black, and finally a submarginal series of 5 bluish silvery internerval spots
being inside slightly dotted black.
Hindwing with a red costalmarginal border extending as far as before
the middle and being below bordered with silvery green, and 3 broad, irregular, bright red transverse bands
being likewise broadly bordered with silvery green, the middle one of which runs across the whole wing from
the costal margin to the inner margin and is anteriorly widened into a transverse spot; hereafter a lighter orangered, narrower submarginal band being proximally accompanied by black, distally by bluish-lustrous transverse
streaks.
forewing above blackish-brown with a large whitish inner-marginal spot extending into the cell,
hindwing lighter, grey-brown, with a small whitish apical spot, and on the distal half with yellowish veins.
Under surface similar as in the d\ in the forewing the space between the lower silvery streak and the median
vein is black, between the cell and inner-margin white; hindwing of a darker ground-colour, the distal one
of the broad red bands in the middle almost interrupted. New Britain; New Lauenburg (Mioko).
H. pagenstecheri Ribbe differs in the d and $ from the most closely allied H. scintillans (144 g) chiefly
by the marking of the hindwing beneath, the red transverse bands of which are darker and broader; also the
lustrous bordering is broader and of a brighter green; the discal band has a securiform appendage before the
expanded anterior end. In the $ the blue spot of the forewing above is less distinctly befined than in scintillans,
the hindwing above is of an ashy grey, the veins are lighter. New Pomerania.
H. zeuxis St.gr. (144 g,h). d above like the d of anacletus, under surface very much like that of hypates,
forewing in the anterior half ochreous-brown, cell and postdiscal band bright yellowish-red; the black bands
of the hindwing somewhat broader, more extensive, the discal and postdiscal bands at the inner-margin likewise
red; all the metallic markings as in hypates, of a pale silvery blue. Halmaheira.
H. hypates Hew. $ above dark-brown, forewing with an extensive, orange-yellow inner-marginal
spot extending as far as the costal margin of the cell, hindwing with a similar small spot at the anal angle. Under
surface brownish-yellow with light silvery blue markings: in the forewing 2 longitudinal streaks proceeding
from the base, subcostally and at the costal margin of the cell, a transverse spot at the cell-end, above it a
single punctiform spot as well as a narrow postdiscal band extending from the costal margin to vein 4; both
wings with 6 large submarginal spots, the 4 anterior ones of which in the forewing are inside dotted black.
Forewing with a broad, reddish postdiscal band and a red-coloured cell. In the hindwing a costal basal streak,
2 short basal transverse bands bordered with silvery blue, a broader discal and postdiscal transverse band
being bordered the same, and an arcuate line delimitating the broadly red-coloured marginal part, are black;
the discal and postdiscal bands on the anterior half of the wing are connected, their segment bordering on
the inner margin of a bright red colour. Kaiou.
H. plotinus Gr. Sm. (144 h). d lustrous blue with a reddish lustre; forewing with a broad black
apex, the black bordering extending at the costal margin as far as the end of the first third, at the distal margin
greatly narrowed as far as the anal angle. Costal margin and anal area of the hindwing blackish-brown. Under
surface brown-yellow, forewing on the distal half with a broad dark-brown transverse band being narrowed
as far as the inner-margin, a golden lustrous spot at the anterior cell-end and 3 similar spots between the cell
and transverse band, close in front of the distal margin, between the veins, a series of golden lustrous spots,
the one next to the apex being the largest and the 4 anterior ones inside bordered with a black spot. Hindwing
at the costal margin and at the anal angle pale yellow, in the middle and at the distal margin darker, with
a red costal border extending from the base to the middle of the costal margin, and a number of bright
brown-red, golden-bordered spots, 3 of which form a band extending across the whole wing from the middle
of the inner margin as far as the costal angle, whilst 4 more spots are situate outside of this band in an irregular
row; at the base of the cell a single spot, close in front of the long drawn-out middle spot of the row mentioned
first; in front of the border a golden lustrous submarginal line being interrupted at the veins. $ above bright
red-yellow, the blackish-brown distal area in the forewing much broader than in the d, covering almost the
whole distal half and extending rather broadly as far as the inner margin, being proximally irregularly bordered;
hindwing with a blackish costal-marginal area and black spots at the ends of veins 1 to 4. Under surface like
in the d, only the spots and bands of a darker brown-red. New Guinea (Humboldt Bay).
The d some¬
what reminds us of eucletus Fldr. (144 g)y the $ of apelles F. (145 a).
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red postdiscal band, surrounded by a narrow black margin and silvery-green internerval spots of different
size; in the marginal band a series of silvery-green submarginal spots. Hindwings straw-coloured, at the costal
margin with a short red basal streak; proceeding from the proximal margin 3 irregular red transverse bands
bordered with a silvery green on a brown ground, the basal one and middle one not extending far beyond
half the wing, the distal one almost to the costal margin, very irregular and several times interrupted;
like in the forewing, a broad light red marginal band with silvery-green submarginal spots; the black marginal
scales spotted white between the veins. $ above blackish greyish-brown, forewings with a large, dull blue,
proximal-marginal spot extending to two thirds of the length of the wing and anteriorly to the middle of the
cell. Hind wing at the basal half reddish-blue being extended farther along the veins. Under surface very much
like in the <$, the posterior half of the cell in the forewing less coloured red, the postdiscal band paler and more
broadly bordered with black, before the anal angle 2 more silvery green submarginal spots; the red bands in
the hindwing more brightly coloured, the distal one with more distinct, irregular, black spots, the brown ones
being absent. New Guinea (Constantin Harbour).
H. pythias Fldr. (144 g as pythia). $ above with a bluish-violet reflection, the fore- and hindwings
with a narrow, black distal margin. Underside greyish-brown with dark brick-recl bands bordered with black
and silvery-green; hindwing with a green, subcostal basal streak and a longitudinal streak at the costal margin
and in the middle of the cell, the latter sending forth 2 continuations filled up with black towards the posterior
cell-margin; the space between the two streaks is red; at the cell-end a red spot bordered on both sides with
black and green; at the distal half of the costal margin some green spots, a postdiscal red macular band
bordered with black and green, between the costal margin and vein 4; sub marginal spots on a red ground, on
both sides finely bordered with black. Hindwing with a red costal basal streak and a basal, discal and postdiscal
red band bordered with black and green, only the former being coherent, the others irregular, several times
broken up; a broad red spot at the cell-end bordered like the bands; submarginal spots like in the hindwing,
more coherent, anal margin rather broadly bordered with black. $ above blackish-brown, in the forewing
the basal inner-marginal half, in* the hindwing only the posterior part of the cell with a bluish-violet lustre.
Underside light greyish-brown, bands and margins of the wings reddish-ochreous, broader than in the
the
margining more receding. Waigiu, New Guinea.
H. aurifer Gr.-Sm. (145 i). Allied to II. pythias Fldr. $ above darker bluish-violet with a somewhat
broader black margin, the margin of the hindwing more sinuate. Under surface: costal-marginal area and
cell in the hindwing, as well as the whole hindwing of a green golden ground-colour, the inner-marginal half
in the forewing greyish-brown; the red bands in the forewing like in pythias, the distinctly golden-green borders
and spots broader and larger; the red bands of the hind wing more irregular and very much interrupted, on
both sides bordered with black. Fergusson Island.
H. protogenes Fldr. <3 above bluish-violet, both wings narrowly margined with black, particularly
at the border, somewhat more broadly at the apex of the hindwing. Under surface greyish-brown, costal margin,
cell, and a postdiscal undulate line extending to vein 2 in the fore wing reddish ochreous-yellow, a short costal
basal streak, a streak at the costal margin and one at the distal margin of the cell, a transverse spot at the
cell-end bordered proximally with black, some spots before the apex and the submarginal spots of a light
silvery green. Hindwing with a red costal basal streak being below bordered with green and extending to
the middle and 4 similarly bordered red transverse bands, the two basal ones short, the proximal one
touching the proximal margin, the distal one touching the costal margin, the discal one extending over the
whole width of the wing, the postdiscal one irregular; between the latter two an ochreous-yellow costal-marginal
spot; the green submarginal streak proximally bordered with red; distal margin ochreous-yellow. $ above dark
brown, hindwings somewhat lighter, forewing with a distally three-pronged blue basal spot extending to the
cell-end, the spot in the hindwing smaller. Under surface like in the $. Waigiu, New Guinea.
H. thesaurus Gr.-Sm. (144 g). Allied to H. protogenes Fldr. q in the forewing above dark brownishviolet. Apex and a posteriorly strongly narrowed distal-marginal border blackish; hindwings of a bright blue,
costal margin and a very narrow distal-marginal border black, the proximal margin blackish-grey. Under
surface of the forewing brownish ash-coloured, costal margin as far as the middle of the distal half, and the
cell reddish ochreous, below the costal margin a narrow, in the cell a broader silvery-blue longitudinal streak,
at the cell-end a similar, narrow discal streak, and below the end of the yellow costal-marginal streak 4 blackdotted spots with a metallic lustre. Between the costal margin and vein 2 a coherent row of yellowish moonspots on a dark ground, the 4 anterior ones of which at the proximal margin show a lustrous metal-spot, before
the distal margin a row of silvery submarginal spots inside dotted black. Hindwings ashy-grey with a large
pale costal-marginal spot and 5 dark brownish-red transverse bands bordered on both sides with a silvery blue,
the first two being short, the 3rd passing quite through, the 4tli touching the proximal margin, the 5th the
costal margin; distal margin bordered with red-yellow, with silvery-blue submarginal spots, on the posterior half
of the wing proximally bordered by black internerval stripes. $ above light silvery blue. Forewing with a
broad, blackish-brown costal- and distal-marginal border, hindwings preponderantly blackish-grey, only the
middle from the base to beyond the cell-end coloured blue. Under surface like in the
but of a paler colour.
New Guinea (Humboldt Bay).
H. pretiosus Gr.-Sm. (144 h). $ above dark brown, forewing with a large, indistinct inner-marginal
spot with a bluish reflection, extending to the middle of the cell, hindwing with a similar basal spot reaching
about to the middle; discernible from thesaurus-§ by the less extensive blue colouring, from protogenes-$ only
by the rounder wings. Under surface of a yellowish-brown ground-colour, darker than in H. protogenes, the
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part beyond the cell more extensively scaled grey, the postdiscal band of reddish-yellow moon-spots shorter
and more remote from the distal margin; at the anterior and posterior margin of the cell a silvery-green longi¬
tudinal streak, the black discal spot distally bordered by a silvery-green spot, at the middle one by a transverse
row formed by 3 spots; the equally coloured submarginal spots at the interior margin dotted black and outside
bordered with black; the dots between the veins 2 and 4 considerably larger than the others. In the hindwing
the silvery-green transverse streaks and spots are broader than in protogenes, the spaces between of a bright
brownish-yellow, not red; at the cell-end 2 distinct black spots next to each other. Corrido.
H. siren Gr.-Sm. (144 h). <$ above deep blackish-brown, forewing at the proximal margin with a
distinct, broad, brilliant blue longitudinal streak bordered by the cell and vein 2 and extending from the base
as far as two thirds of the length of the wing; hindwing with an iridescent reddishblue spot covering the cell
and a part of the space situate beyond and behind it. Under surface of the forewing dark greyish-brown, in
the cell a yellowish-red longitudinal streak proceeding from the base and passing over at the cell-end into an
equally coloured discal streak extending anteriorly almost to the costal margin, which is here likewise coloured
yellowish-red; the longitudinal streak on both sides bordered with a bright metallic green, next to the discal
streak, being at first narrowly bordered with black, likewise a green spot; behind it a narrow, distinct postdiscal
band composed of 4 coherent yellowish-red moon-spots bordered with black, at its prolongation at the costal
margin some green and yellow spots; border rather broad reddish-yellow, inside accompanied by metallic
green submarginal spots likewise bordered with black on the inside. Hinclwings with bright reddish-yellow,
anteriorly coherent transverse bands bordered with black, the spaces between golden green; costal margin
with a short, reddish-yellow basal streak, the border the same, the golden green submarginal spots almost
forming a continuous band, on both sides narrowly bordered with black. Gani.
H. hermogenes Gr.-Sm. (144 h). $ above reddish-violet, the costal margin in the forewing broadly, the
distal margin in both wings and the costal margin in the hindwing narrowly bordered with blackish-brown. Under
surface brownish ash-coloured, forewing at the costal- and distal-marginal parts more brownish-yellow, at the
anterior margin of the cell a yellowish-red longitudinal streak proceeding from the base, behind the cell-end a
similar one turning posteriorly round in a right angle, sending forth in the middle a short continuation posteriorly
and being on both sides narrowly bordered with a metallic bluish-green; a somewhat lighter, narrow postdiscal
band not reaching the costal margin nor proximal margin, along the border a series of metallic submarginal
spots inside narrowly bordered with a reddish yellow and dotted black, below the costal margin behind the
middle of the wing likewise some metallic spots. Hindwing of a somewhat darker ground-colour than the forewing,
with 5 parallel, narrow, light red transverse bands bordered with a metallic bluish-green, and with bluish-green
submarginal spots proximally bordered with reddish-yellow, and a reddish-yellow border. German New Guinea
(Humboldt Bay).
H. cleon Gr.-Sm. (145 a). $ above dark brown with white marginal scales being spotted dark in
the hind wing, the proximal half of the forewing as far as a little beyond the middle of the wing, and the basal
half of the hindwing lustrous light blue. Under surface: forewings light brownish-yellow, the inner-marginal
part grey, behind the cell a series of blackish-brown longitudinal spots and behind them a blackish-brown
transverse streak extending to the proximal margin; at the costal margin, above its cell and at its posterior
margin a metallic bluish-green longitudinal streak, a similar short discal streak, and on the distal half of the
wing below the costal margin a number of green spots, the submarginal spots the same; before the apex a
triangular white spot; above and below the base of vein 2 a dark spot, the former with a yellow pupil. The
costal basal streak, and 6 partly incomplete narrow transverse streaks of a bright red, the most exterior one
parallel to the border, extending from the costal margin to the proximal margin, all of them bordered with
a lustrous bluish-green; only in the 5th band the distal border is absent ; ground-colour between the bands
grey, bet ween the 3rd and 4th band darkened, a costal-marginal spot behind the 3rd band and a larger discal spot
behind the 5th band are white; distal margin narrowly bordered with yellow. British New Guinea (Milne Bay).
H. cleonides Gr.-Sm. (145 a). $ above very similar to H. cleon Gr.-Sm., the blue basal and the brown
marginal colouring somewhat darker; marginal scales in the hindwing without any dark spots. Under surface
in the forewing somewhat lighter than in cleon, more reddish-yellow, the darker spots behind the middle hazy,
at the base of vein 2 only one blackish spot; the red bands of the hindwings very much like in cleon, somewhat
more regular and more complete, the fifth band also distally bordered with green, but in the 6th band the
proximal border is absent ; ground-colour light greyish-brown, on the middle not darkened, between the 3rd
and 4th band a white costal-marginal spot; the 4th and 6th band are contingent at the costal margin, between
this place and the anterior end of the short 5th band likewise a white spot which, however, does not extend
to the distal margin of the 5th band. British New Guinea (Milne Bay).
H. arroniea Fldr. (144 h). $ above dull violettish-blue. Apex of the forewing as far as the base and
the anal angle broadly black. Hindwing with a black costal margin and a narrow black border. Under surface
white with a brown and light silvery-blue marking. Costal margin of the forewing broad light red-brown, the
border at the apex as far as vein 2the same, proceeding from the base 3 lustrous longitudinal streaks, the posterior
one turning round posteriorly in the shape of a hook on the middle of the cell, behind it a semi-circular bluishgreen marking enclosing a white spot, at the cell-end a dark discal spot being distally bordered with black,
behind the cell, below the costal margin some bluish-green spots and then a narrow brown postdiscal band being
distally expanded to a spot between the veins 4 and 5; the bluish-green submarginal spots arch-shaped, extending
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to vein 8. Hindwing with a costal, brown basal streak being posteriorly bordered with a bluish green, a large
brown spot above the cell enclosing 2 bluish-green transverse spots, and a brown spot at the apex; on the
middle part of the wing 3 irregular, brown macular bands, being the most intense in the middle and here narrowly
bordered with bluish-green; submarginal spots in the brown apical spot and on the posterior half of the border
being coloured brown between vein 4 and the anal angle. On both sides of vein 2 are large, red, cuneiform spots.
2 above blackish-brown, both wings with a dull blue basal spot extending beyond the cell-end. Under surface
like in the
the brown marking somewhat lighter, the bluish-green marking and the submarginal spots more
distinct. Aru Islands, Waigiu, New Guinea (Milne Bay).
H. felderi Oberth. ( 144 h) is allied to arronica, somewhat larger, above darker blue, the narrow black
border at the apex unnoticeably broader; ground-colour of the under surface darker, in the forewing brown,
in the hindwing reddish, the markings reddish-brown and a little broader. Jobi.
H. honora Gr.-Sm. S- Upper surface similar as in arronica Flclr. (144 h), darker bluish-violet, apex
of the forewing considerably less produced, marginal scales black, not spotted white; apex in the forewing
very broad, costal and distal margins, as well as the distal margin in the hindwing narrower black. Beneath
the species differs from arronica by the following marks: basal and costal-marginal area in the forewing olivebrown, the metallic markings more extensive and green golden black; the distal, light half of the wing is some¬
what darker, the submarginal spots are smaller and more uniform; the 3 bright red basal bands in the hindwing
not interrupted, the space between greenish-golden, not white; the large cuneiform spots in front of the green
submarginal line on both sides of vein 2 not red. New Hannover.
H. meeki B. & J.
above black, both wings with a lustrous blue basal spot extending in the
forewing anteriorly to the middle of the cell, behind the cell as far as in front of the margin, in the hindwing
as far as the cell-end. Under surface cinnamon-brown, the posterior half of the forewing lighter grey with
a black postcellular spot growing broader from the base; the metallic markings silvery blue or greenish, in the
forewing 2 longitudinal streaks, below the costal margin and in the cell, some spots behind the cell-end, apostdiscal row of spots, and 5 submar^inal spots dotted blackish inside. Hindwings with a number of dark cinnamonbrown spots arranged to 4 irregular transverse bands and on both sides bordered with a silvery greenish colour,
distinctly contrasting with the lighter ground of the wing; the silvery submarginal spots streak-shaped, only
at the veins interrupted. British New Guinea.
H. calliphon Gr.-Sm. (144 h). J bright light blue, costal margin, apex and distal margin black, the
black apical colouring very broad, extending almost to the cell-end; in the hindwing a broad costal margin
and a narrow distal-marginal border likewise black, the proximal margin brownish-grev. Under surface dark
brown, in the forewing the basal part of the costal margin as far as the posterior margin of the cell, a spot at
the apex, and a narrow distal-marginal border ochreous-yellow; 2 longitudinal stripes in the broad costalmarginal area, a discal spot bordered with black, 6 confluent spots, arranged in pairs and likewise bordered
with black, at the beginning of the distal half of the costal margin, as well as a series of submarginal spots
at the yellow distal-marginal border are greenish-blue; behind the cell 2 blackish spots. Hindwing likewise
with a narrow yellow border and a dark, indistinct arcuate postmedian band; from the base to the cell-end
a number of partly irregular, dark red transverse bands leaving free the proximal margin and bordered with
a greenish blue; only the somewhat darker transverse spot at the cell-end is on both sides bordered with blackish;
the yellow marginal border is proximally accompanied by a broad, lustrous bluish-green band narrowly bordered
on both sides with black. $ above lighter blue than the <$, the black border narrower and scarcely broader
at the apex of the forewing; under surface also lighter than in the
the lustrous blue markings more extensive.
New Guinea (Humboldt Bay).
H. chrysanthis Fldr. (145 a). The largest species known of the genus. $ above bright reddish-yellow,
forewing at the apex blackened as far as beyond the middle of the distal margin, the dark colouring very much
narrowed, extending to the end of the 1st third of the costal margin, the proximal margin likewise bordered
with black, the most broadly so at the anal angle; hindwing with a broad black costal-marginal band forming
a tooth-like continuation from the middle posteriorly, and a black submarginal band on the posterior half;
the yellow marginal scales at the projecting ends of veins 1 to 4 black. Under surface brownish-red, forewing
lighter at the inner-marginal part, before the anal angle with a black spot, on the anterior half with silvery
blue markings: 2 longitudinal streaks proceeding from the base, below the costa and at the anterior margin
of the cell, the anterior one twice interrupted before the middle of the wing, a transverse spot at the cell-end,
2 postdiscal rows of spots between the veins 4 and 7; as well as 5 submarginal spots. Hindwings with a costal
blue basal streak bordered with black, and 4 whitish-yellow macular bands bordered with blue and black, 2
antemedian and 2 postmedian ones, as well as a similar spot at the cell-end; the violettish-blue submarginal
streak is proximally bordered with black. Amboina.
H. chrysargyria Sm. & Ky. (145 b). U above bright orange-red. Forewings with a broad black
costal- and distal-marginal border, the broadest at the apex; at the base in the black costal-marginal border
a short red streak. Hindwing of a somewhat darker tinge than the forewing, with a grey inner-marginal area
and a row of black submarginal sj^ots extending from the anal angle to vein 6; the veins partly scaled blackish.
Under surface of a brown ground-colour, forewing with a large, ochreous-yellow spot in the middle of the proxi¬
mal margin, with a lustrous green basal band coloured black at the proximal margin, and a broad green discal
band extending to the yellow inner-marginal spot, above which the costal margin is likewise coloured yellow;
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between the two green bands below the costal margin a green spot and before the yellow proximal-marginal
spot a black spot, between the cliscal band and distal margin a broad, lighter reddish-grey postdiscal band
extending to vein 2, proximally bordered by a distinct black zigzag line. Hindwing similar to the forew'ing,
without any yellow colouring of the proximal margin, the two green bands very irregular, the basal one broad
and interrupted in the middle, the discal one narrower, strongly bent and extending from the costal margin
to the proximal margin, and twice interrupted, the broad, light postdiscal band in its posterior part indistinct,
the proximal black border very irregular and often interrupted, the posterior part of the band as far as the
proximal margin outside bordered with metallic blue spots; marginal scales at the ends of the veins with small
black spots, at the anal angle and at vein 2, where the border projects in a lobe, a larger black spot. New Guinea.
H. apollo Misk. (145 b). $ above bright reddish-yellow, forewing from the middle of the costal margin
to the anal angle margined with black, particularly broadly so at the apex. Under surface light reddish-brown,
fore wings with a bright red base, below the costal margin a silvery blue longitudinal streak extending to the
middle of the wing, and at the cell-end a silvery blue spot; in the hindwing the red basal colouring is more
extensive, also the distal half of the costal margin red, near the base below the costal margin 2 white spots,
2 similar ones bordered with silvery blue in the cell, the distal one at the cell-end, another one before the apex
of the wing; proceeding from the basal half of the proximal margin, 2 short red transverse bands bordered with
black and silvery blue, a similar short postdiscal band between the veins 3 and 4; behind it an irregular, undulate
transverse band, extending from the proximal margin to the red costal-marginal area, bordered like the trans¬
verse bands, the blue borders partly forming triangular spots; the silvery blue submarginal line distinct, the
border narrow red, the marginal line black. Queensland (Herbert River). The species is described according
to a single, very badly preserved specimen; it is said to exhibit some resemblance to H. chrysanthis Fldr. (145 a).
H. wendisi B.-Bctk. $ above orange-yellow, apical part of the forewing broadly black, the black
colouring starting before the middle of the costal margin and extending to the anal angle, where it extends
somewhat inward along the proximal margin; hindwing with a broad, black costal-marginal streak terminating
closer in front of the apex, on the veins 1 to 4 a black submarginal spot, the somewhat projecting ends of the
said veins likewise black. Under surface: forewing at the apex broad dark brown, the whole proximal half
beginning from the anterior margin of the cell yellowish-grey, costal margin and anal part of the border reddishyellow; a yellow costal basal streak, at the anterior margin of the cell a silvery white longitudinal streak, in
the cell 2 similar transverse spots, 3 white postcellular punctiform spots below the costal margin; 5 white submarginal spots, in front of them between the veins 4 to 7 three reddish-yellow spots. Hindwings of an ochreousyellowish ground-colour, with a short red costal basal streak, below the costal margin a broad dark brown
longitudinal streak, at its anterior edge before the middle two white spots, a third white spots at the costal
margin close in front of the apex; the posterior margin of the longitudinal streak is continued in 3 at first brown,
then red transverse bands bordered with white, the basal and distal ones of which extend irregularly to the
proximal margin, the middle, short one only to the posterior cell-end; border reddish-yellow, submarginal
spots broad, white, tips of veins 1 to 4 black as above. New Guinea (Geelvink Bay). The species undoubtedly
resembles H. apollo Misk.
H. apelles F. (145 a). <$. Forewing above blackish-brown, with a broad yellowish-red inner-marginal
spot extending into the cell and beyond the middle of the wing, and a similar costal basal streak; hindwing
yellowish-red, with a broad blackish-brown costal margin and black veins. Underside greyish-brown, forewings
intensely soaked with reddish-yellow, the middle part of the proximal margin quite reddish-yellow; a spot
at the cell-end and a narrow, short, not very distinct postdiscal band bright yellowish-red; metallic markings
silvery blue; forewing with a short costal streak and 2 streaks extending to the middle, below the costal margin
and in the cell, in the prolongation of the former streak some spots as far as the postdiscal band; the red
discal spot outside bordered with blue; 5 black-dotted submarginal spots. Hindwings of a uniformly greyishbrown ground-colour, with a red costal basal streak bordered with blue, and 5 red transverse bands bordered
with black, the innermost quite narrow, the two middle ones extending from the proximal margin almost to
the costal margin, somewhat irregular and interrupted, the postdiscal one short, between veins 3 to 6; the
blue submarginal streak distally slightly bordered with red, on the posterior half also proximally bordered
with red and black. $ above like the
only the blackish-brown colouring more extensive, also the veins in
the hindwing more distinctly black; under surface lighter, the bands of the hind wing narrower and more inter¬
rupted. Aru Islands, Thursday Islands, and West Australia.

H. coelisparsus

above reddish-yellow, forewings very broadly margined with black, the large
reddish-yellow basal area irregularly defined, hindwing with a broad black band extending close in front of
the costal and distal margins. Under surface bright light ochreous-yellow, in the forewing the anterior half
of the cell and an irregular, short postdiscal band, in the hindwing a costal basal streak and an irregular marking
flown together from 3 bands, as well as a postdiscal arcuate band are bright yellowish-red; all these markings
are interruptedly bordered with black and silvery blue; forewing with 5 small silvery blue sub marginal spots
being inside accompanied by black dots, the corresponding spots in the hindwing broad, only separated by
the veins. In the $ the reddish-yellow colouring above is more extensive, in the hindwing only the middle
costal-marginal area and a row of submarginal spots are black. Under surface like in the
Nias, the western¬
most species known. It is a remarkable fact that just one species seems to be advanced so far to the west, for
no species has become known of the long chain of the Sunda Islands from Timor to Nias.
Btlr.
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H. hecalius Misk. $ above blackish-brown, forewing with an extensively reddish-yellow innermarginal spot, hindwing with a smaller reddish-yellow basal spot, margin and veins beginning from the middle
likewise reddish-yellow. Under surface chrome-yellow, with spots and bands bordered with red, black, and
silvery-blue; forewings with a short band in the cell, a spot at the cell-end and a postdiscal band extending
almost to the distal margin. Hindwing with an irregular red band-marking like in coelisparsus. Australia
(New South Wales, Victoria).

hecaliu-s.

H. ignita Leach. <$ above blackish-brown, median parts of both wings from the base to beyond the
cell, in the hindwing as far as in front of the distal margin coloured blue : costal margin of the forewing very
often of a bright orange colour, rarely quite blackish-brown, often before the apex an orange-red spot of variable
size, which in extreme cases extends over the whole median part of the wing as far as near the proximal margin.
Beneath greyish-brown with bright red bands and a silvery blue marking; the basal costal-marginal area in
the forewing reddish-yellow, at the anterior margin of the cell a blue longitudinal streak, below the end of
which there is a single spot, a transverse spot at the cell-end and some spots behind it silvery-blue; an irregular
postdiscal band and the margin red, the silvery-blue submarginal spots distinct. Hindwing with 3 red transverse
bands proceeding from the costal margin and a 4th red band coming from the proximal margin between the
2nd and 3rd; all are bordered with silvery blue; marginal part red, with a silvery blue submarginai line. 2 above
with a slight violet reflection, the blue basal spots smaller than in the <$. Australia (South Queensland, New
South Wales, Victoria). According to Waterhouse, perhaps the most variable Australian Lycaenid species.
— H. olliffi Misk. is the form with a dark or only little yellow costal margin of the forewing.

ignita.

H. euclides Misk.

olliffi

$ above reddish-violet, both wings with a narrow black distal margin.

Under euclides.
surface grey, marking like in H. ignita, the orange-red bands and spots margined with a light silvery green.
U above lustrous blue with a violet tinge, margined with a blackish brown; marginal scales in the forewing
black, in the hindwing white; hind wing at vein 2 projecting like a short tail. Gippsland (Victoria, South
Australia). Waterhouse presumes it to be a geographical race of ignita.

H. epicurus Misk. (145 a). Most closely allied to H. ignita. $ above lustrous dark brown with a violet
reflection. Under surface light brownish-grey with a silvery grey and red marking: forewing with 3 longitudinal
streaks proceeding from the base, the first at the costal margin, short, the second above the cell, not quite half
as long as the wing, followed by 2 green spots below each other, the third in the cell extending to close before
its end, behind the middle turning downwards and at the end likewise turned downwards in a right angle;
below the first bend and below the end of the streak one black spot each, margined with green; a green discal
streak at the cell-end, distally margined with black; behind the middle a transverse row of 6 green postdiscal
spots arranged closely together and more or less distinctly margined with black, followed by a narrow, yellow
zone terminating outside with a fine blackish line; marginal part pale orange, with a double row of submarginal
spots, the distal one composed of green spots, the proximal one of small punctiform, black spots except the two
hindmost spots. Hindwing with 4 short or often interrupted, yellowish-red transverse bands bordered on both
sides with silvery green, and green sub marginal spots; the latter are inside accompanied by small, on the
posterior part by larger red spots; the latter again inside bordered by black spots of which that below vein 2
is remarkably large; marginal line orange-coloured. $ above greyish-brown, forewing at the posterior basal
part, hindwing from the base as far as beyond the cell of a dull violettish blue. Queensland (Brisbane, Morty
Island), Sydney.

epicurus.

H. delicia Hew. $ above lustrous silvery blue or green, forewing with a blackish-brown apical
half, hindwing with a blackish-brown costal margin and border, at the anal angle 2 red spots. Under surface
grey, both wings with red marginal spots interrupted by the silvery blue submarginal spots; forewing in the
cell with a large, irregular longitudinal spot bordered with black and silvery blue, a small black spot in
the cell and 3 similar ones below the cell; a postdiscal red macular band, bordered with black and silvery blue.
Hindwing with a red costal basal streak and 5 red transverse bands, the basal short one plain, the 2nd consisting
of 3, the 3rd discal one of 4, the postdiscal short one, of 2, and the distal one of 7 spots; all the red markings
bordered with silvery blue. Australia (South Queensland, New South Wales, Victoria). — var. duaringae Waterh.
from Duaringa (Queensland) is a remarkably small form with much more extensive blue colouring on the upper
surface; the bands and spots beneath more orange, their bordering darker blue.

delicia.

H. regitia 8m. & Ky. (145 a, b). Allied to delicia Hew. $ above deep blackish-brown, forewing at
the proximal margin from the base to beyond the middle and to the anterior margin of the cell, hindwing from
the base as far as in front of the margin, except the costal and proximal margin, silvery blue, the posterior
marginal half as far as the anal angle orange. Under surface brownish or yellowish ashy-grey with a red and
lustrous coppery marking, forewing as far as the cell-end and between veins 2 and 4 as far as the postdiscal
band, as well as a narrow border in both Avings orange-yellow; foreAAung with a coherent red postdiscal and
submarginal band, the former on both sides, the latter distally bordered with green, furthermore with 2 green
longitudinal streaks coming from the base, the anterior one close above the cell, extending somewhat beyond
its middle, anteriorly bordered with black and followed by some green spots, the second in the cell, composed
of 2 bows touching each other in an acute angle at the posterior margin of the cell; at the cell-end a green
transverse spot; betAveen the basal ends of veins 2 to 4 one black spot each, the lower one large, four-cornered.

duaringae.

regina.
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Hindwing with a short red costal basal streak and 5 red transverse bands; the 1st subbasal, short, extending
across the base of the cell, the 2nd prediscal, extending from the proximal margin to the cell-end, the 3rd discal,
irregular, formed of 3 separate parts, the 4th postdiscal, between the veins 7 and 2, the 5th submarginal, formed
of single spots, narrow, at the anal angle broader; the bands 1 to 4 on both sides, the submarginal band only
distally bordered with green. Moluccas.
chrysonotus.
H. chrysonotus Sm. & Ky. (145 i). rf. Closely allied to ignita Leach, the blue colouring above with a
reddish reflection more extensive; veins in the blue parts blackish, marginal scales white. Costal margin and
apex in the foreAving broad, distal margin somewhat more narrowly bordered with black, the black margining of
the hindwing in the same proportion, but narrower. Under surface very similar to that of ignita, on the whole
lighter, the red postdiscal band in the forewing of a more uniform width, extending to close in front of the
proximal margin; the bands of the hindwing narrower, lighter, more broken up into spots and without any
black borders, only the marginal band on the posterior half at the proximal margin with 3 black spots. North
Queensland.
chrysotoxus.
H. chrysotoxus Sm. & Ky. (145 b). $. Most closely allied to chrysonotus Sm.
Ky., the blue colouring
above comewhat lighter, more silvery blue, the blackish-brown borders still broader, in the foreAving at the
cell-end the blue colouring flatly sinuate, the discal vein in the hindwing blackened. Under surface lighter
than in chrysonotus, bands and spots reddish orange, the metallic lustrous band-margins and submarginal spots
golden yelloAV instead of bluish-green; the hindmost part of the postdiscal band in the foreAA'ing someAvhat
inwardly removed; hindwings, except the said differences, very much like in chrysonotus, on the inside of the
discal band a large spot of golden yellow scales. British New Guinea (Milne Bay).
chrysodesH. chrysodesmus Sm. & Ky. (145 i). $ above dark brown with white marginal scales being dotted dark
mus.
in the hindwing, both Avings as far as the middle with a bluish-violet reflection; in the foreAving the loAver half
of the cell and the adjoining part below the cell semi-diaphanous. Under surface of a light broAvn ground-colour
Avith orange-red bands and spots; costal margin of the foreAving as far as the middle of the cell of an orange-red
colouring, from which in the middle and at the end of the cell one tooth-like continuation each proceeds, exten¬
ding to the posterior margin of the cell and being outside bordered Avith a golden green; at the anterior margin
of the cell a golden green longitudinal streak, at the beginning of the last third of the costal margin a similar spot;
postdiscal band and marginal band orange-red, the former extending from the costal margin to vein 2, rather
narrow, on both sides by a blackish and golden green streak interrupted at the veins, the marginal band broad,
interrupted by golden green sub marginal spots distally bordered by black; below the base and the middle of
vein 7 one blackish spot each. Hindwing with a red costal basal streak, and beside the rather broad marginal
band, with 3 red transverse bands on both sides bordered with black and golden green, the subbasal one and
discal one each broken up into 3 spots, the postdiscal one separated from the marginal band only by a narrow
interspace, connected with it at the costal and proximal margins; at the cell-end a large red spot bordered
like the bands; submarginal spots like in the forewing. Cambodja (?).
dicomas.
H. dicomas Heio. (145 c). A remarkably small species. $ above unicolorously dark brown, $ dark
greyish-brown, only the proximal margin of the hindwings lighter grey. Under surface orange-red with a silvery
blue marking, forewing of the $ with a grey proximal margin and a costal margin partly bordered with grey;
in the forewing blue longitudinal streaks, proceeding from the base, below the costal margin and in the cell,
the latter streak turned downward at its end, a blue spot at the cell-end, above it some spots at the costal margin,
4 postdiscal spots in an oblique transverse row and a series of distinct submarginal spots. Hindwings marked
similarly, with a short blue basal streak at the costal margin, tAvo basal streaks extending obliquely from the
proximal margin to the costal margin, discal spots in a single, postdiscal spots in a double transverse roAV, submarginal spots like in the forewing. Waigiu.
ru firms.
H. rufinus Gr.-Sm. (145 c). A above dark reddish-violet, forewing with a blackish, at the apex much
broader costal- and distal-marginal border, hindwing with a greyish-black costal and proximal margin. Under
surface of both wings bright red with a pale-blue metallic marking, proximal margin in the foreAving broadly
coloured light greyish-brown; foreAving at the anterior margin of the cell with a light blue longitudinal streak,
at the posterior margin of the cell a second streak being curved like an S in its terminal half, a short transverse
streak at the cell-end, small distinct postdiscal spots, at the costal margin in a double roAV, and a series of small
submarginal spots; between the postdiscal and submarginal spots the wing is coloured blackish in the middle.
Hindwing with 5 greenish-blue streaks running vertically to the proximal margin, the two discal ones inter¬
rupted, a double postdiscal and a single submarginal row of spots, between which the ground of the wing is
likewise blackened. $ (doubtful whether it belongs to rufinus-$) above blackish-brown, the distal half of
the hindwing of a bright chrome-yellow; under surface essentially like in the <$. Island of Ron (tf) and
Milne Bay ($).
halyaetus.
H. halyaetus Hcu\ A small species. G above brilliant light blue, costal margin in the foreAving rather
narrow, apex broad blackish-brown, narrowed as far as the anal angle; costal margin in the hindwing broadly,
distal margin narrowly dark, with a narrow orange-broAvn marginal band. Under surface yellowish orange,
forewing with 4 metallic-green spots along the costal margin and similar submarginal spots, the 3 posterior
ones of Avhich are brownish and sometimes confluent; a green spot in the cell, at the cell-end and behind the
cell; hindwing with 4 metallic green, basal, subbasal, discal and submarginal transverse bands, the first quite
short, the two middle ones extending from the proximal margin to vein 6, Avith a costal spot in front of them,
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the distal one broken up into oval spots. $ above bluish-lilac, otherwise like the <$, both wings with a fine
orange marginal line. West Australia (Swan River, Geraldton).
H. hippuris Heiv. £ above lustrous blue with a narrow black margining being somewhat broader hippvris.
at the apex of the forewing; forewing at the posterior margin of the cell with a white longitudinal spot, the
basal half of the costal margin of the hindwing white; the distal part broad black. Under surface white, the
metallic markings bluish-green, costal margin in the forewing broad, distal margin narrow greyish-brown,
forewing besides with a green costal and subcostal streak, both extending to the middle and separated by a
narrow black interspace, with some green spots in the distal half of the costal margin and green submarginal
spots; at the anterior margin of the cell a black longitudinal streak emerging from the base. Hindwing with
a short black costal basal streak and a black subbasal, discal and postdiscal streak on both sides bordered with
green, all of them proceeding from the proximal margin and not reaching the costal margin, the basal band
narrower; the green submarginal streak proximally bordered with black, the distal margin narrow brown,
also the anterior ends of the discal and postdiscal streak bordered with brown. Aru Islands.
H. doleschallii Flclr. (145 b). $ above bright violettish-blue, costal and distal margins in both wings doleschalli
moderately broadly bordered with black, costal-marginal border in the hindwing at the base broad, behind
the middle much narrower, apical border the broadest, narrowed as far as the anal angle. Marginal scales in
the hindwing white; at the veins spotted black. Under surface: forewing with a large, triangular, white innermarginal spot extending to the anterior margin of the cell and outside as far as near the border, costal margin
black, apex and distal margin greyish-brown, the white spot distally accompanied by a black submarginal
band on both sides bordered with a metallic green, above which, in the brown apical colouring, there are 2 black
spots likewise distally bordered with green; in the black costal colouring a short green basal streak, another
longer one at the anterior margin of the cell, extending to the end of it; in the distal half 2 green markings
curved in the shape of a Y. Hindwing with 3 (subbasal, discal and postdiscal) broad black transverse bands,
and a broad black border; the interspaces covered with lustrous metallic-green scales, the postdiscal line being
somewhat curved and not reaching the costal margin is before the middle interrupted by a narrow green trans¬
verse junction; in the black marginal band there is a narrow green submarginal band; the white transverse
band between the 1st and 2nd black band extends only from the costal margin the cell-end. Amboina, Ceram.
H. alyattes Salv. (145 a). Closely allied to doleschallii. $ above of a deep lustrous blue, both wings alyattes.
with narrow black margins, forewing at the apex somewhat more broadly margined black; under surface of
a white ground-colour, costal margin in the forewing and distal margin in both wings narrowly yellowish-brown,
the metallic markings lustrous bluish-green, forewing with a costal basal streak and 2 longitudinal streaks
below the costal margin and in the cell, both at the lower margin bordered with black, with a postdiscal streak
bordered inside with black; hindwing with a basal, discal and postdiscal black transverse band on both sides
bordered with a bluish green, proceeding from the proximal margin and not reaching the costal margin, except
the basal band; the bluish-green submarginal streak in the forewing proximally between the veins accompanied
by black spots, in the hindwing broadly bordered with black. $ above blackish-brown, hindwings somewhat
lighter, forewing with a proximal half being blue as far as the cell-end, and a whitish postcellular spot, hind wing
with a blue middle basal part and a whitish costal margin. Salomon Islands.
H. aristocles Gr. Sm. Allied to H. alyattes (145 a). $. Upper surface white, both wings at the base aristocles.
in and behind the cell silvery blue, forewing with a greyish-brown, inside darker costal- and distal margin, being
moderately broad at the costal margin, broader at the distal margin; hindwing likewise with a broad greyishbrown distal margin. Under surface in the forewing similar as in alyattes, the brown marginal area without
a white transverse band, with a double silvery-blue macular series. Hindwing with basal, discal and postdiscal,
black bands on both sides bordered with silvery blue, the middle one extending from the proximal margin to
the anterior cell-end, the distal one from the end of the costal margin to beyond the middle of the proximal
margin; before the submarginal row of blue spots a fourth black band separated from the postdiscal one only
by a narrow white interspace. Mioko (Duke of York Islands).
H. antiphon Gr.-Sm. $ above lustrous blue with a violet reflection; forewing at the costal margin antiphon.
moderately broad, at the distal margin more broadly bordered with black, the apex particularly broad black,
hindwing with black margins all round. Under surface: forewing at the costal margin, apex and distal margin
as far as vein 3 reddish-brown; the lower cell-half, the part below and beyond the cell black; a black postdiscal
oblique band, separated from the brown apical colouring by a narrow white subapical band, extends along
the posterior part of the distal margin as far as the anal angle; at the costal margin and in the middle of
the cell one silvery blue longitudinal streak each, at'the cell-end a blue transverse streak, at the beginning
of the white subapical band some small blue spots, the blue submarginal spots distinctly prominent; innermarginal area below the black colouring white. Hindwing white with a brown costal-marginal streak extending
from the base not quite to the middle, and a broadly brown marginal area strongly strangulated behind the
cell and being blackish at the costal margin; the blue submarginal spots distinct, only separated by the veins.
Marginal scales white, at the ends of the veins spotted brown. Capaur.
H. herdonius Hew. <$. Forewing above broadly margined with blackish-brown, with an extensive herdonius.
white inner-marginal spot encircled by blue, hindwing with a white basal half and a blue basal spot, only the
extreme base light brown, in the blackish-brown marginal half between the veins 2 and 4 three blue longitudinal
stripes, above vein 4 in front of the border a small blue spot. Under surface deep blackish-brown, forewing
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with a large white inner-marginal spot, hindwing with a broad white median band; the silvery green markings
consist in the forewing of a broad costal-marginal band interrupted by the black veins and turning round before
the apex as far as half the distal margin, and 6 streak-shaped submarginal spots, in the hindwing of a basal
streak extending at the costal margin as far as the white band, an incomplete exterior border of the white band,
a postdiscal band not quite reaching the costal margin and enclosing a black streak, and a submarginal streak
extending across the whole width of the wing. The marking beneath is very much like that of the Thysonotisspecies of the dam’s-group. Aru Islands.
heros.
H. heros Gr.-Sm. (145 c). <$. Ground-colouring above deep blackish-brown, marking similar as in
herdonius Hew., the white area on the posterior half of the wing narrower and less extensive, posteriorly and
distally more broadly bordered with blue, the cell in its whole extent occupied by a lustrous blue longitudinal
streak; in the hindwing the white subbasal band is broad and extended along the proximal margin, but still
narrower than in herdonius, the large blue area following it is four-sided, extending almost to the distal margin,
only traversed by the black veins. Under surface similar to that of theophanes, the costal and distal margins of the
forewing blackish-grey, the cell with the part behind it black, so that a long-stretched straight black band
is formed extending from the base as far as near the distal margin; its broad metallic bluish-green bordering
runs along the whole anterior margin, turning round at the exterior end and running back at the lower margin
as far as the cell-end, from where it is continued only as a narrow line to the base; the part situate behind the
black streak as far as the proximal margin and near the distal margin is white; before the border bluish-green
submarginal spots. Hindwings black, the broad white oblique band is somewhat curved and on both sides
bordered with a metallic bluish-green; the bluish-green costal border extends to the white band; on the posterior
black half of the wing a broad bluish-green band extending from the proximal margin as far as near the distal
margin and being irregularly defined. Along the distal margin a coherent green marginal stripe. German
New Guinea (Humboldt Bay).
theon.
H. theon Fldr. $ smaller than doleschallii (145 b). The blue colouring above somewhat lighter, the
black border of the forcwing uniformly broad at t he costal margin, considerably broader at the apex; at the
posterior margin of the cell a rather broad whitish longitudinal diffuse patch extending to the black apical
colouring; the costal basal area of the hindwing white.
Under surface: the white inner-marginal spot
in the forewing extending less far in front than in doleschallii, the black colouring at the costal margin
and particularly at the apex broader; below the costal margin 2 metallic-green longitudinal streaks, the
first from the base to the middle of the wing, the second somewhat beyond the middle, but toAvards
the base not reaching as far as the base, a third one at the anterior margin of the cell, only beginning in the
middle of the cell and extending a little beyond the end; in the black apical part 2 green transverse
bands, the proximal one broken up into spots; the green submarginal streak interrupted at the veins. Hindwing
with a distinct white transverse band extending to the end of the costal margin; the black subbasal band at
the proximal margin broad, at the costal margin tapering, anteriorly bordered by the green basal streak, separated
from the white band by a narrow green border; the black discal and postdiscal streaks extending only from
the proximal margin to the middle of the Aving, on both sides bordered with green, the latter streak composed
of 2 separate spots, the space between the tAvo black bands and the white one densely strewn with green scales;
the distal green border of the postdiscal band outside accompanied by a greyish-brown streak, the marginal
area black, the green submarginal streak uniform. Halmaheira; Aru Islands.
theonides.
H. theonides Gr.-Sm. (145 b). $ above similar to theon Fldr.
blackish-brown. The distinct AAdnte
spot at the end of the cell in the forewing much smaller; the basal part of the proximal margin as far as half
the cell tinted dirty whitish, hindwing at the costal margin slightly lighter. Under surface of the foreAAring at
the costal and distal margins broad black with a narrow yellowish-broAvn submarginal band extending from
the costal margin to vein 3, and a similar marginal line; the large white inner-marginal spot less extensive than
in theon- $; below the costal margin and in the cell a silvery bluish-green longitudinal streak, both united in
the middle of the wing, the upper one, however, being continued in a boAv doAvn to vein 3, where it is united
with a similarly coloured interrupted streak coming from the costal margin; close before the border likewise
a lustrous bluish-green line extending from the costal margin to vein 2. Hindwing black, the white oblique
band crossing the wing narrower than in theon, above and at the basal half of the lower margin narrowly bordered
with bluish-green; costal margin as far as the middle bordered with bluish-green, on the posterior half of the
wing 2 bluish-green longitudinal bands proceeding from the proximal margin and being united before the distal
margin; above the distal half of the anterior band some bluish-green spots, close in front of the border a bluishgreen line. Island of Ron.
theophanes.
H. theophanes Gr.-Sm. (145 c). G wings broader and above more reddish-blue than in the closely
allied theon Fldr., the black border of the Avings narrower. The white median longitudinal stripe in the forewing
much less extensive. On the under surface the posterior half of the forewing is white, the loAver black arcuate
line proceeding from the costal margin and extending from the base as far as near the distal margin is broader
than in theon and uninterruptedly all round bordered with a silvery bluish-green, at its end a similar, large
spot and bluish-green submarginal spots in the blackish-brown marginal area. Hindwings very much like in
theon, the black basal band broader, the black submarginal band likewise in the middle broader, the white
oblique band on both sides bordered with a metallic bluish-green, the anterior one of the tAvo green metallic
bands short, extending little beyond the middle, the posterior one broad, extending to the costal margin and
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anteriorly irregularly denticulated; a distinct bluish-green submarginal line. German New Guinea (Humboldt
Bay).
H. carmen 8m. cfc Ky. (145 c) is allied to theonides Gr.-Sm. (145 b) and theophanes Gr.-Sm. (145 c), carmen.
may-be the <$ of the former species. $ above very similar to theophanes-<§ (145 c), somewhat darker blue. Apex
of the forewing, costal margin and distal margin of the hindwing broader black, the white longitudinal streak
in the cell of the forewing quite narrow, the basal half of the costal margin in the hindwing grey. Under surface
very much like that of theonides (145 b), in the forewdng the metallic lustrous bluish-green lines narrower, the
white colouring of the proximal margin like in theophanes extending farther towards the margin, the green sub¬
marginal spot at its upper edge larger and broader than in theonides. In the hindwing the wThite transversed
band is on both sides narrowly bordered with bluish-green like in theophanes, the two narrow green transverse
bands on the distal black half of the wing are before the middle connected by a longitudinal streak. Ron (like
theonides!).
H. alix Gr.-Sm. (145 c). Similar to theon Fldr., $ above darker blue, the black border in the forewing dix.
particularly at the apex less broad, the light streak at the posterior margin of the cell quite indistinct; costal
margin in the hindwing grey instead of white. Under surface: the broad white inner-marginal area in the
forewing more confined and duller, the brown border broader; of the metallic green marking the costal-marginal
spots are almost entirely absent, distinctly prominent are only: the costal-marginal streak extending to the
middle and being rather broad at the base, the narrow streak at the anterior margin of the cell, a streak extending
from the costal margin to the distal border of the white inner-marginal colouring, and the submarginal row
of spots. In the hindwing the white oblique band is narrower, at the proximal margin broadly coloured green,
all the metallic markings are green,, not blue as in theon. British New Guinea (Milne Bay).

6. Genus: Paraclirysops B.-Bak.
Eyes bare. Palpi slightly rising, 2nd joint with long scales, terminal joint long, thin, erect. Venation
like in Hypochrysops, vein 2 in the fore wing emerging from % of the length of the cell, strongly bent down¬
ward, 3 likewise slightly bent downward, 7 + 8 from the anterior cell-end, the footstalk as long as the free
end of 7 terminating into the apex; vein 5 in the hindwing rising from the middle of the discal vein. The very
different shape of the wings is unparalleled among the Lycaenidae known. Costal margin of the forewing flattened
at the base, rectilinear as far as behind vein 10, then rounded and at the apex slightly bent downward (?).
Distal margin as far as vein 4 rectilinear, then suddenly projecting as far as the orifice of vein 3, then
slightly receding as far as vein 2, and from there to the anal angle receding considerably; hindwing oval, similar
as in Euselasia eutychus Hew. (Vol. .V, t. 21 c), costal margin and the distal margin as far as vein 5 slightly
rounded, proximal margin rectilinear. The description of the shape of the wings in the original diagnosis is
not clear. The systematical position of the genus is also still doubtful, according to the description. One single
species known:
P. bicolor B.-Bak.
forehead red, palpi above black, below white. Forewing above black, below bicolor.
white. Forewing above black with a white spot occupying the distal half of the proximal margin, hindwings
all white, only the extreme base dark. Under surface white, forewing with a broad dark distal margin and
proximal margin. New Guinea (Aroa River).

7. Genus: Cftlldstlides Hhn. (Holochila Fldr., Philiris Rob.)
The different authors vary greatly in their opinions about this genus. For the genus Holochila created
by Felder (1862) H. H. Drttce restored (1897) Hubner’s genus Candalides with the typical species xanthospilos
Hbn., and since that time this name has also mostly been applied. Also the name: Philiris, having been intro¬
duced by Roeber (1892) for Thecla ilias Fldr. which is by no means to be separated from Holochila, must be
placed to Candalides as a synonym.
The genus comprises forms of a slight medium size, with an expanse of wings of mostly less than 40 mm,
except grandissima B.-Bak. with 46 mm. The wings are broad, the forewing triangular with a rather sharp
apex, the costal and distal margins in the $ almost rectilinear, in the $ slightly curved, the proximal margin
rectilinear. Hindwing broadly rounded. Venation like in Hypochrysops. Also in the colouring above the species
greatly resemble Hypochrysops, and the o+ show bright blue or reddish-violet, rarely red (purple) metallic
colouring with a black margining of variable width; white colouring also partly occurs, oftener in the $ which
generally exhibit duller colours. Only one species (xanthospilos Hbn.) has orange-yellow spots on the upper
surface. The under surface is white or grey, in some species yellow, brownish or reddish and shows on this
ground a marking of dark brown to blackish spots and lines or bands, which in typical development (absimilis
and its allies) consist of a number of subbasal and discal punctiform spots, a postdiscal and submarginal macular
or arcuate band and dark marginal spots; this marking occurs in all transitions, from typical distinct prominency
to entire obsoleteness. One group of species of which ilias' Fldr. may be considered as the type, has only yet
in the hindwing a dark punctiform spot before the middle of the proximal margin at vein 1 b, whilst in a third
group of species (philotas Fldr. and allies) the under surface is without any marking at all, except some dark
marginal spots which are generally also here present.
IX
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The range of the genus is the same as that of Thysonotis and Hypochrysops. The species prefer the
seaside, particularly the swampy mangrove districts. They fly swiftly and sit sometimes on the leaves of low
trees (Ribbe).
The genus urgently requires a revision, and the number of species now considered as distinct species
having often been only distinguished by a slight colorial tint or by the width of the dark border above, might
in this occasion be considerably diminished.
C. absimilis Fldr. (145 d). q above rather dull violettish-blue with an entirely narrow black border
extending in the forewing as far as near the base, and white marginal scales. Under surface greyish-white with
a blackish marking, forewing with a narrow discal spot, a postdiscal band formed of angular spots and similar
less distinct submarginal spots; below the base of vein 7 a somewhat larger blackish-brown spot. Hindwing
on the basal half with 7 black dots, postdiscal band like in the forewing, the row of submarginal spots double,
the discal spots more distinct. $ above blackish-brown, both wings behind the cell with a distinct white spot,
between the latter and the base blue scales. Australia (Queensland, New South Wales, Victoria).

C. margarita Semp. Allied to absimilis (145 d),

margarita.

above blue, the black margining broader and more
distinct; marginal scales white. Under surface greyish-white, the spots arranged like in absimilis, but much
more feebly developed, the discal spot and the postdiscal row of spots often absent, only 3 black spots between
the veins on the posterior marginal area always distinct. $ above like absimilis-$, but the white spot of the
hindwing extended to the costal margin, on the under surface the marginal spots in the hindwing along the
whole distal margin distinct. Queensland.

helenita.

C. helenita Semp. (= androdus Mislc.) is allied to absimilis Fldr. (145 d). <$ above greenish-blue. The
black margin of the forewing extremely narrow, marginal scales brownish. Under surface greyish-white, in
the hindwing with black marginal spots between the veins, otherwise usually without any marking, or the
discal and submarginal spots being indicated at most. $ above black, without any blue scales, both wings
with a large white median spot reaching in the forewing almost the proximal margin, in the hindwing the costal
margin. Marginal scales white. Under surface like in the <$. Queensland.

subargeniea.

C. subargentea 8m. & Ky. (145 d). $ above lustrous light blue, on being obliquely exposed to the
light with some reddish-violet reflection, with a very narrow, though distinct border. Under surface white,
forewing without markings except a feebly indicated submarginal line, in the hindwing the postdiscal and
submarginal lines are more distinct, below the base of vein 2 a black dot, 4 or 5 marginal dots distinct, the
most posterior one parted, marginal line only partly distinct. North Queensland (Cape York). Waterhouse
places it as synonymous to helenita Semp.

gilberii.

C. gilberti Waterh. Allied to absimilis Fldr. (145 d). $ above light violettish-blue, both wings
with a linear, narrow distal margin and white marginal scales. Under surface white with a blackish marking,
both wings with a black discal streak. Forewing with a postdiscal row of 6 spots, a dark submarginal line and
indistinct marginal spots; hindwing with 4 black subbasal spots, a transverse row of 4 spots above the middle
of the cell, a postdiscal arcuate row of 7 spots, the 2nd of which is considerably larger, a submarginal undulate
line and distinct marginal spots. $ above pale blue with white marginal scales, in the forewing the costal margin
as far as near the base, and the distal margin are black, the apex the most prominently so, from the cell-end
to close in front of the distal margin a white streak; hindwing with a white spot at the brown costal margin,
the black border from the apex to the anal angle narrowed. Marking beneath somewhat feebler than in the <$.
Forewing with a very indistinct discal spot and an interrupted submarginal line, the subbasal spots in the
fore wing smaller. The marginal spots very distinct, the most posterior one large and jet-black. Australia
(Port Darwin).
C. silicea Gr.-Sm.
above blackish-grey, median and inner-marginal area of the forewing lighter,
forewing and anterior half of the hindwing except the border with a dark bluish-green reflection. Under surface
white with a faint reddish tint, the transverse bands complete and distinctly prominent, forewing with a post¬
discal and submarginal band, hindwing besides with a prediscal and discal band as well as 7 black dots on the
basal half; submarginal line strongly dentate, marginal spots in the forewing smaller, marginal line in both
wings distinct. In the $ above the brightening is more intense and extensive than in the <$, with a reddishviolet tinge. Biak.
C. pruina FL. H. Drc. $ above jet-black, costal-marginal half of the forewing as far as near the distal
margin with a reddish-violet lustre, costal margin itself and veins narrowly black. Proximal margin of the
hind wing whitish; marginal scales black, at the apex of the fore- and hindwing white. Beneath like in silicea,
the spots more receding, costal margin and apex slightly coloured grey. British New Guinea (Aroa River).

silicea.

pruina.

maria.

C. maria B.-Bafc. $ above dark lilac-blue, costal and distal margins of both wings finely bordered
with black, marginal scales white. Under surface lustrous white with a fine yellowish-brown marking;’forewing
with a doubly interrupted postdiscal line, the middle part between veins 6 and 5 removed outwardly, with
an indistinct row of submarginal spots and a fine brown marginal line. Hindwing with 4 basal dots in a trans¬
verse row, a larger one below the base of vein 2, an indistinct spot above the base of vein 7, the postdiscal
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line like in the forewing, the middle part still more outwardly removed; submarginal line uninterrupted, mar¬
ginal line like in the forewing, a black spot at the apex, the margin spotted black as far as vein 6. New Guinea
(Aroa River).

C. grandissima B.-Bak. (= grandis B.-Bak.) (145 g).

$ above lilac-blue, both wings wdth

a fine
black border, hindwing with small, black marginal spots on the costal half. Under surface greyish-white with
a brownish tinge and a dark-brown marking, forewing with a narrow discal spot, a broad, distinct, somewhat
curved postdiscal band growing narrower towards the anal angle, and an interrupted submarginal dentate
line; in the hindwing a series of 5 basal spots, a narrow discal spot, across the middle of the cell a series of
larger spots, the 3rd spot of which is clistally removed and parted by vein 3, a sharply dentate, convex post¬
discal streak between vein 6 and 2, parallel to it a fine submarginal dentate line and a fine dark marginal
line, at the apex a small spot. The expanse (46 mm) is rather considerable for this genus. British New
G uinea (Owgarra).

C. lamia Gr.-Sm. (145 i).

grandissimu.

Similar to absimilis Fldr. (145 d). q above with a somewhat more violet
tinge, the black border of the wing almost as narrow as a line; marginal scales white, in the hindwing at the
ends of the veins spotted black. Under surface light silvery grey, the part behind the postdiscal band white,
both wings at the base pale greenish-blue. The iDostdiscal line and submarginal line distinct and particularly
in the hindwing deeply dentatecl; marginal line and marginal spots likewise distinct, the latter in the hindwing
larger, in the shape of a T; the discal band in the hindwing indistinct, the subbasal row of spots, the spot below
the base of vein 2 and at the proximal margin likewise present, but not very distinct. Forewing of the $
almost black, on the posterior half with a broad greyish-blue streak extending from the base as far as near
the distal margin and being darkened at the base; hindwings grey with a narrow border being somewhat broader
at the apex. Marking beneath more distinctly prominent than in the $. Fergusson Island.

lamia.

C. tringa Gr.-Sm. (145 d). $ above of a bright blue lustre, distal margin in both wings narrowly
bordered with blackish, the inner-marginal area of the hindwing blackish-grey. Under surface white, forewing
with 2 postmedian, blackish lines proceeding from the costal margin, being convergent above vein 2, hindwing
with a transverse line across the middle of the cell from the costal margin to the base of vein 2, the postdiscal
line between the veins 7 and 6 and at vein 2 strongly interrupted, the submarginal line consisting of coherent
flat bows, the marginal spots distinct; below the cell 2 blackish dots, the distal one below the base of vein 2
being very distinct. Marginal line in both wings distinct. German New Guinea (Humboldt Bay).

tringa.

C. dimorpha Bob. (145 e). Allied to absimilis Fldr. (145 d). $ above brilliant blue, distal margin in
both wings with a narrow, distinct black border, costal-area in the forewing grey, in the middle lighter, the
proximal margin blackish. Under surface white with a slight grey-brownish tinge, the postdiscal and submarginal lines in the forewing fine, indistinct and interrupted at the veins, in the hindwing likewise only the
two corresponding lines present, of the postdiscal line only the posterior half. Marginal spots only in the hindwing,
marginal line in both wings distinct. German New Guinea (Stephansort).

dimorpha.

C. neurapacuna B.-Bak.
above blue, both wings with a very broad, black distal margin, that, of
the forewing narrower black, so is the proximal margin in the hindwing. Under surface silvery white with
a dark brown marking; both wings with a fine transverse streak at the cell-end and a postdiscal row distinct
angular spots which are much denser at the cell than in the forewing, a series of submarginal spots being only
in the hindwing obtuse-angular, and in the forewing with punctiform marginal spots being larger and more
distinct in the hindwing, as well as a fine marginal line; in the hindwing a basal transverse row of 4 spots and
a row of 3 spots crossing the middle of the cell. New Guinea (Angabunga River).

neura-

C. subrosea Gr.-Sm. (145 e). S above light greyish-blue, with a somewhat reddish tinge and a distal
margin narrowly bordered with blackish. Under surface white, tinted pale reddish-brown, both wings with
a complete postdiscal and submarginal line, the latter dentate, as well as distinct marginal dots and a distinct
marginal line. German New Guinea (Humboldt Bay).

subrosca.

C. cyprotus Oil. greatly approximates purpurea (145 e); <$ above reddish-brown with a coppery lustre
except at the costal margin, distal margin and on the veins; on the forewing a blackish discal spot; marginal
scales in both wings black, between the veins with grey tips. Under surface light brownish, both wings with
a dark discal spot and a blackish, postdiscal and submarginal macular series. Marginal scales grey, in the
hindwing spotted brown. $ above reddish violet with a yellowish-brown costal- and distal-marginal border in
both wings. Marginal scales and under surface like in the $. South Queensland, New South Wales.

cyprolus.

C. purpurea Sm. & Ky. (145 e).

above dark pink with a somewhat brownish tint and a bluish
purple lustre, being particularly bright on the veins of the forewing, which are bordered with black at the
cell-end. Marginal scales white, at the ends of the veins black. Under surface yellowish greyish-brown, the
postdiscal and submarginal bands in both wings broken up into black dots situate between the veins, the same
being the case with the discal band in the hindwing; forewing with a double black discal dot. Sydney, Moreton
Bay. According to Waterhouse synonymous to cyprotus.

pacuna.

purpurea.
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C. cuprea Rob. (145 e). <$ above dark coppery brown, at the veins of the forewing with a distinct
red tinge, both wings narrowly bordered with black. Under surface white with a somewhat grey tint, in the
forewing only the rather indistinct submarginal line is present. The postdiscal and submarginal lines in the
hindwing are dentate, the former indistinct, below the cell 3 black dots, 5 marginal dots, marginal line in both
wings. $ above blackish-brown, forewing on the posterior half, hindwing on the costal-marginal half with a
large white spot, the basal part of which in the forewing is scaled greyish-blue. Under surface in the hindwing
with 6 large marginal spots, the hindmost being inside dentate. North West New Guinea (Ati On).

C. erinus F. U above lustrous dark brown with a slight reddish-violet reflection and a black distal
margin being widened at the apex in the forewing; marginal scales white. Under surface greyish-white, the
distal part in the forewing lighter, both wings with a dark discal spot (in the forewing mostly indistinct) and
a postdiscal macular band, in the forewing rectilinear, in the hindwing curved ; submarginal spots in the forewing
distinct, the two posterior ones remarkably large, in the hindwing indistinct, both wings with a black marginal
line being expanded to marginal spots in the hindwing. Hindwing with 4 subbasal spots and 4 spots in a trans¬
verse row across the middle of the cell, below the discal spot a single spot. $ above unicolorously blackishbrown with white marginal scales, rarely with a faint blue at the bases of the wings. North and North West
Australia (absent in New South Wales).
hyacinihina.
C. hyacintliina Setup. (= erinus H.-Schaff. nec Fsimplex Tepp). $ above with a faint reddishviolet lustre, both wings with a dark brown distal margin and grey marginal scales. Under surface grey, marking
like in erinus, the spots somewhat larger, but less distinctly contrasting with the ground of the wings; discal
spot in the forewing always distinct. $ above blackish-brown, the base of both wings of a bright reddish-violet,
sometimes as far as beyond the middle, sometimes also in a very small extent. West and South Australia,
proceeding from South Queensland.
eyanites.
C. cyanites Meyr. $ above of a deep, lustrous blue, the costal and distal margins in both wings black;
marginal scales black, spotted white. Under surface similar as in hyacinihina, the ground-colour and marking
darker, the two black spots "at the anal angle of the forewing distinct . Marginal scales dark grey. $ above less
brightly coloured, the distal margin more rounded. West and South Australia.
aeasta.
C. acasta Cox (= anita Semp., moerens Rosen., canescens Mislc.). Above reddish-violet, both wings
with a dark brown distal margin and brown marginal scales spotted white. Under surface dark grey, sometimes
speckled white, marking like in hyacinihina, but less distinct, also the spots at the anal angle of the forewing
usually flown together to one indistinct spot. Marginal scales dark grey. $ above dark brown, basal area of
both wings of a bright reddish-violet in variable extent; marginal scales white, spotted brown. Under surface
like in the <$, in the cell of the forewing sometimes rvith 2 blackish spots being absent in the <$. South West
and South Australia, Tasmania.
meeki.
C. meeki B.-Bak. C above snow-white, apical part of the forewing from the cell-end as far as below
vein 2 broadly black, in the hindwing the black spots showing through from beneath; marginal scales white,
at the ends of the veins finely interrupted by brownish. Under surface white; forewing with a broad grey costal
margin and a very broad black postdiscal band exterrding to vein 2, apex and distal margin brown with a
whitish tinge, before the border a series of dark brown submarginal spots, at the cell-end a narrow dark discal
spot. Hindwing with a brownish white base and dark brown spots: 2 small basal spots, a transverse row of
5 subbasal spots, the two interior ones of which are punctiform, a narrow discal spot, above it, somewhat outwardly, 2 spots above each other, the lower one smaller; a postdiscal, oblique transverse row of 4 spots, the
two upper ones larger and confluent, the two lower ones small and separate; 2 more spots between vein 2 and
the proximal margin, the upper one moon-shaped; submarginal spots small, a fine marginal line likewise brown.
British New Guinea (Owgarra).
arfaki.
C. arfaki B.-Bak. $ above white, base of both wings grey, apical part of the forewing from the costal
margin to the anal angle broadly black, like the marginal scales. Hindwing along the proximal margin grey,
the marking beneath slightly diaphanous, the anal margin with a black border-line, the marginal scales on
the veins 1 and 2 spotted black.' Under surface white with a dark brown marking, both wings with a distinct,
dark brown discal spot. Forewing at the base as far as the middle of the cell dusted dark greyish-brown, the
apical part like above broad dark brown, but only as far as vein 2. Hindwing with a broad, dark brown sub¬
basal and postdiscal band, the former beginning at the proximal margin with 2 separate spots, the latter rectangu¬
larly broken between the veins 5 and 6; marginal line distinctly dark brown, close in front of it a row of similar
submarginal spots; marginal scales white, only at the ends of the veins dark. North New Guinea.
erimis.

refusa.

C. refusa Gr.-Sm. (145 f).
above blackish-brown, forewing from the posterior part of the cell to
the proximal margin white and with a white discal spot, the basal inner-marginal area darker, hindwing on the
basal half from the costal margin as far as behind the cell likewise white, the posterior light part covered with
blue, somewhat lustrous scales. The white marginal scales at the ends of the veins spotted blackish-brown.
Under surface greyish-white, both wings with a broad, dark greyish-brown marginal area growing broader
towards the apex in the forewing and being continued as a very narrow border along the proximal margin as
far as the base; otherwise no markings. Marginal scales like above. In the ^ the white colouring above is
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particularly in the hindwing less extensive and without the blue reflection. German New Guinea (Hum¬
boldt Bay).
C. aequalis Gr.-Sm. Similar to refusa Gr.-Sm., $ above of a deeper blackish-brown, the white aequalis.
area in the forewing in and beyond the cell more extensive, also the pale blue scaling at the bases of the wings
lpore extensive; the dark brown marginal band beneath twice as broad. $ above more brown, without any
blue scales at the bases of the wings, the marginal band beneath in the same proportion broader than in refusa
German New Guinea (Kapaur).
C. xanthospilos Hbn. (= hiibneri Godt., pulchella Swns., byzos Bsd.) (145 f).
above bluish-violet, xanttiospiapex and border of the forewing bioad black, on the posterior half of the wing a large, dark yellow spot extending
to the cell-end; hindwing blackish-brown with a blue tint; marginal scales white. Under surface white with
black marginal spots being more prominent in the hindwing between the veins, two black dots at the cell-end
and one before the middle of the proximal margin at vein 1 b. Marginal scales white. $ above without any
blue colouring, blackish-brown, the yellow spot of the forewing larger. Australia (Queensland, New South
Wales, Victoria).
C. ilias Fldr. $ above reddish-violet, forewing at the costal margin narrow, at the distal margin ilias.
more broadly bordered with black, the broadest at the apex; hindwing with a narrow, black border. $ dark
brown with a metallic reflection, forewing with a pale blue discal spot, hindwing with a similar basal spot.
Under surface silvery white, before the middle of the proximal margin at vein 1 a single black dot. In $ from
the Bismarck Archipelago the whitish-blue marking above is sometimes very extensive, forming in the forewing
a large triangular inner-marginal spot and extending in the hindwing almost to the border. Amboina, Aru
Islands, Bismarck Archipelago (New-Pomerania, New Lauenburg), Queensland, New South Wales.
C. theleos H. H. Drc. <$ above very much like ilias, of a darker and more lustrous blue, the black theleos.
margin of the forewing header, also the hindwing like the forewing distinctly and uniformly bordered with
black; the black marginal scale-spots at the ends of the veins less distinct than in ilias. Under surface more
brownish-white, not purely white as in ilias. Amboina.
C. innotatus Mish. Most closely allied to ilias, the forewing somewhat more pointed, with a shorter innotatus.
proximal margin, in the $ both wings more broadly bordered with black; in the $ the forewings are more obtuse,
the upper surface is blackish-brown, in the forewing with a light violettish-blue reflection as far as beyond
the middle, in the hindwing with a faint blue reflection. Under surface like in ilias. Queensland (Brisbane).
C. kamerungae Waterh.
above violettish-blue, forewing behind the cell-end with a small, white kamerunspot, apex broadly black, costal and distal margins more narrowly bordered with black; hindwing at the apex
gat
with a white costal-marginal spot, proximal margin likewise whitish, distal margin narrowly black. Under
surface unicolo rously silvery-white, with small black marginal spots at the ends of the veins and a black punctiform spot on vein 1 b before the middle of the proximal margin. $ forewing above very broadly margined with
black, also along the whole or half the proximal margin, so that only an almost circular white discal spot remains,
with a silvery blue reflection on being obliquely exposed to light; base slightly scaled blue; hindwing dark brown
with a white apical spot and a white proximal margin. Under surface like in the
the black marginal spots
more prominent. North Queensland (Cairns District).
C. regina Btlr. (145 f).
above lustrous cobalt-blue, both wings with a narrow black border which reginci.
is also extended to the costal margin in the forewing and somewhat broader at the apex. Marginal scales white.
Under surface white with a bluish tint and a black marginal line. Forewing with a black spot at the posterior
cell-end, hindwing with a black punctiform spot before the middle of the proximal margin below vein 1. $ above
blackish-brown, forewing behind the cell with a long-stretched white spot with a blue reflection, extending
to the proximal margin. Marginal scales in the hindwing at the ends of tire veins spotted blackish-brown. New
Guinea and Duke of York Island.
C. moira Sm. & Ivy. $ above very much like regina (145 f), somewhat larger, apex in the forewing moira.
and costal margin in the hindwing somewhat more broadly bordered with dark. Under surface likewise very
similar to that of regina, only the marginal line in the hindwing very fine and narrow, and the marginal scales
at the ends of the veins more distinctly spotted black, ^above blackish-brown, the white marginal scales in both
wings prominently dotted black, the blue spot between the cell and proximal margin in the forewing smaller
and darker than in regina-If. Fergusson Island.
C. intensa Btlr. (145 f). £ above lustrous cobalt-blue, the black border somervhat broader intensa.
than in regina, particularly at the apex of the forewing very broad. Under surface white, except the black
punctiform spot before the proximal margin without any markings, both wings with a fine black marginal
line and black marginal scales at the ends of the veins. $ very similar to that of regina, the white spot in the
forewing more rounded and extending somewhat less far towards the margin. Aru Islands.
C. butleri Sm. & Ky. (145 g). Allied to intensa Btlr., somewhat larger.
above deep purple blue, b utter i.
both wings at the costal and distal margins bordered with black, in the forewing the whole apical third black.
Marginal scales white, at the ends of the veins black. Under surface white, beside the black punctiform spot
before the middle of the proximal margin without any markings, both wings with a black marginal line and
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black marginal spots cohering with it. Halmaheira.
fulgens.
C. fulgens Sm.
Ky. (145 g). Similar to butleri Sm. & Ky., the wings somewhat longer, forewing
of the <$ of a deep purple colour, at the veins more blue, the black border along the costal margin broader than
in butleri; hindwing lighter than the forewing, greenish-blue. Under surface wrhite with a somewhat brownishgrey tint, beside the punctiform spot before the proximal margin without any markings, without a marginal
line. Amboina.
subovata.
C. subovata Gr.-Sm. Closely allied to intensa (145 f) and Mas, the forewings somewhat broader, the
distal margin more distinctly curved; G above more purple violet, apex in the forewing broad, costal margin
very narrowly bordered with black, also the distal margin narrower, the same in the hindwing. Marginal scales
white, in both wings at the ends of the veins distinctly spotted black. Under surface white with a brownish
tint and a fine black marginal line, except a black spot like in intensa, nitens etc. without any markings. Marginal
scales like above. $ differing very little from intensa and ilias-%, the light spot on the forewing above extends
at the proximal margin less far towards the margin, the marginal scales are like in the <$ distinctly spotted
black. German New Guinea (Humboldt Bay).
ziska.
C. ziska Sm. & Ky. (145 g). £ above similar to philotas Flclr., of a brighter bluish-violet, forewing
more pointed; distal margin in both wings and costal margin in the forewing narrowly bordered with blackishbrown, costal margin of the hindwing whitish. Under surface white, except a black dot above the middle of
the proximal margin without any markings at all. $ of a darker blue, forewings much more broadly margined
with black, the costal-marginal area of the hindwing broadly dark greyish-brown, in the middle lighter, the
veins with a black bordering extended as far as the black distal margin. Marginal scales white. dayman New
Guinea (Kapaur).
nitens.
C. nitens Gr.-Sm. Forewing very pointed, also the anal angle of the hindwing pointed. Forewing
of the $ above blackish-brown, with a broad, round silvery blue spot on the posterior half, extending along
the proximal margin as far as near the margin; hindwings silvery blue with a rather broad blackish-brown
margin. Under surface white, except a fine black dot before the middle of the proximal margin below vein
2 entirely unmarked. Queensland.
C. vicina Gr.-Sm. Wing-contours like in nitens and zadne. $ above bluish purple, apex in the forewing
vicina.
broad, costal and distal margins, as well as the distal margin in the hindwing quite narrowly bordered with
blackish-brown; costal margin in the hindwing of a lighter brown. Under surface dirty white, only with a black
dot like in nitens. $ above blackish-brown, in the forewing with a broad, round, lustrous blue spot extending
from the middle of the cell to the proximal margin. British New Guinea (Mailu).
C. zadne Gr.-Sm. $ above rather light lustrous blue. Forewing at the apex broadly, at the costal
zadne.
and distal margins more narrowly bordered with black, distal-marginal border in the hindwing narrow, parti¬
cularly towards the anal angle, costal margin lighter brown. Under surface white with a pale brownish tint,
only one black dot like in nitens and vicina. $ above similar to vicina-$, the blue spot in the forewing narrower
and lighter, at the cell-end whitish. British New Guinea (Mailu).
C. cyana B.-Bak. $ above lustrous light blue, both wings at the costal and distal margins with a
cyana.
rather broad border growing narrower-towards the anal angle, marginal scales white. Under surface lustrous
greyish-white, somewhat iridescent, only in the hindwing the black spot below vein 1 b before the middle and the
veins 1 b to 4 with black marginal spots. New Guinea (Owgarra).
C. aroa B.-Bak. $ above lustrous blue with a very broad, blackish-brown margining, particularly
aroa.
in the forewing, where it occupies the whole distal third of the wing. Under-surface cream-coloured, only the
hindwing with a single dark spot at vein 1 below the base of 2, and with black marginal spots at the ends of
the veins. New Guinea (Aroa River).
C. pratti B.-Bak. $ above bright reddish-blue, costal margin of the hindwing narrow, distal margin
pratii.
of both wings somewhat broader black, the broadest at the apex of the forewing; costal margin of the hindwing
as far as vein 7 white.. Under surface purely white, only the hindwing with a black dot below the vein 1 b
before the middle. German-New Guinea (Fak-Fak).
angabunga
C. angabunga B.-Bak. $ above of a bright violettish-blue, forewing with a very broad black border
extending at the apex as far as the cell-end and growing narrower towards the anal angle, costal margin narrow
black; hindwing with a moderately broad, black costal- and distal-marginal border. Under surface greyishwhite, somewhat lustrous, with black marginal scale-spots, in the forewing a black spot behind the middle
of the cell, in the hindwing a black discal spot and a spot at the lower margin of vein 1 b before the middle.
New-Guinea (Angabunga River).
dinawa
C. dinawa B.-Bak.
above of a bright violettish-blue, forewing with a black distal-marginal
border being rather broad at the apex and growing rapidly narrower towards the anal angle, hindwing with
a brown costal- and proximal margin and a narrow black distal margin. Under surface greyish-white, somewhat
lustrous, only in the hindwing a black spot at the lower edge of vein 1 b before the middle; small black spots at
the ends of the veins, somewhat more distinct at the anal marginal half of the hindwing. $ above dark brown,
hindwing somewhat lighter, forewing at the proximal margin scaled blue, behind the cell between the veins
2 to 4 with a white spot extending farther distally between the veins 2 and 3. New Guinea (Dinawa)."
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C. unipunctata B.-Bak. Above ($?) white with a slightly blue-scaled base and a very broad blackishbrown margin, the costal-marginal border in the forewing extending to the cell, the white ground-colour in
the hindwing displaced except a costal-marginal spot not reaching the posterior margin of the cell, marginal
scales white with black spots. Under surface white, both wings with a rather broad blackish-brown border
and a similar discal spot being considerably broader in the hindwing; in the hindwing a small black spot before
the middle of vein 1. New Guinea (Angabunga River).
C. philotas Fldr. Above very much like ilias, easily distinguished by the light greyish-brown colouring
of the entirely unmarked under surface. The $ is above without the blue basal colouring in the hindwing.
Amboina.
C. aurelia Sni.
Ky. 3 above dark purple violet, the black border somewhat broader than in
philotas Fldr., the forewing more pointed, the under surface somewhat darker brown, unmarked. Marginal
scales white, at the ends of the veins dotted black. Forewing in the £ very broadly bordered with blackishbrown, the middle and inner-marginal area lustrous blue, less violet and more extensive than in philotas; hindwings dark brown. Aru Islands.
C. dubitata Sm. & Ky. (145 h). 3 above very much like aurelia, the wings somewhat less stretched,
more bluish purple, the black border in the hindwing a little broader, the under surface more greyish-brown.
the broad dark margining above more greyish-brown than in aurelia, also in the hindwing the middle part
blue and the blue colouring in the .forewing extending farther towards the margin and distally more distinctly
defined. British New Guinea (Milne Bay).
C. agatha Sm. & Ky. (145 h). 3 above with a bright blue lustre, forewings very broadly margined
with black, the border of the hindwing narrower, the veins from the middle with a black bordering growing
somewhat broader towards the margin. Anal angle of the hindwing pointed. Under surface pale greyish-brown,
unmarked, the white marginal scales at the ends of the veins dotted black. British New Guinea (Milne Bay).

unipunc-

philotas.

aurelia.

duMtata.

agaiha.

C. zita Gr.-Sm. A rather small species with conspicuously narrow, stretched wings, also the apex zita.
of the forewing more rounded than in other species. $ above brilliant blue with black veins and a rather broad
black border comprising also the costal margin of both wings, being the broadest at the apex of the forewing.
Under surface white with a silvery greenish reflection, entirely unmarked except the fine black marginal line.
Marginal scales in the forewing brownish, in the hindwing greyish-white. Tenimber.
C. gloriosa B.-Bak. 3 above of a brilliant cobalt-blue, apex and distal margin in the forewing broad, gloriosa.
costal margin narrow black, in the hindwing the costal margin broad blackish-brown, distal margin narrower
black. Under surface silvery-white, unmarked, only the hindwing with faintly indicated dark marginal spots
between the veins. $ above dark brown, in the hindwing the basal inner-marginal area and the part beyond
the cell of a bright light blue, between the veins 2 and 4 the white colouring showing through from beneath,
hindwing with a slight blue tinge on the middle parts. Under surface unicolorously yellowish with indistinct
blackish marginal spots. New Guinea (Angabunga-River).
C. marginata Gr.-Sm. 3 above deep purple violet, somewhat more broadly margined with black marginata.
than in C. intensa, also the apex of the forewing somewhat broader black, the costal margin of the hindwing,
however, of a light colour. Under surface whitish, unmarked, only the hindwing at the ends of the veins finely
dotted black. German New Guinea (Humboldt Bay).
C. speirion F[. H. Dr. 3 above bright violettish-blue, both wings rather broadly margined with speirion.
black, broader than in intensa, but at the apex of the forewing narrower. Under surface light brownish, unmarked,
only with a fine black marginal line. Marginal scales white, in the hindwing at the ends of the veins dotted
black. $ above with a very much broader black margin of the wings. Fergusson Island.
C. grandis Sm. dr Ky. nec B.-Bak. 3 above dark purple-brown, the costal and distal margins in both grandis.
wings rather broadly bordered with a blackish brown, marginal scales white with a black spotting being more
prominent in the hindwing. Under surface pale greyish-brown, in both wings with a prominent black marginal
line. $ above dark bronze-brown, in the forewing between the basal parts of veins 2 and 3 one, very little extensive
blue spot being prominent only in a certain exposure to light. Under surface somewhat darker brown than
in the 3 Batjan and Ternate.
C. mneia II. II. Drc. 3 above uniformly dark brown with a purple lustre, with grey marginal mneia.
scales. Under surface like in philotas, but more reddish-brown. $ above deep blackish-brown, marginal scales
in the forewing brownish, in the hindwing white, at the ends of the veins spotted black. Under surface lighter
than in the 3, marginal scales in the forewing black, in the hindwing white with more distinct black spots and
a black basal line. Batjan.
C. heathi Cox (= paradoxa Guest.) 3 above dark brown with a reddish-violet lustre, lighter brown heathi.
veins and a darker distal margin in both wings. Marginal scales pale brown. Under surface light greyish-white
with marginal spots varying in size and number between the veins and white marginal scales; $ above lighter
brown with blue basal parts. South and East Australia (Victoria, New South Wales, Brisbane).
-

C. kurandae Waterh. 3 forewing above dark reddish-violet, all round margined with black, the
broadest at the distal margin; the costal margin of the hindwing broadly, the distal margin narrowly bordered

kurandae.
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with black, proximal margin grey, the middle of the wing of a bright blue. Marginal scales white. Under surface
unicolorously silvery white, only the ends of the veins black. $ above dark blue, fore- and hindwing broadly
margined with black; marginal scales white, in the hindwing at the ends of the veins spotted black. North
Queensland (Cairns-District).

harterti Gr.-Sm.

harterti.

(145 h). $ above blackish-brown, forewing on the distal half of the proximal
margin with a large white spot extending from the cell- end to the proximal margin, the distal part of the costal
margin in the hindwing as far as the posterior cell-end likewise coloured white. Under surface white, at the
margins of the wings tinted pale brownish, unmarked, only the forewing on the posterior half with a black,
interrupted marginal line. German New Guinea (Humboldt Bay).

subhdea.

C. sublutea B.-Bak. <$ above dark brown, basal half of the forewing of a greenish to purple-blue
iridescence, hindwing with indicated similar scales at the posterior margin of the cell and a row of similar
marginal spots. Under surface of both wings unicolorously dull chrome-yellow, unmarked, only with a row'
of small, blackish submarginal spots exhibiting a silvery lustre. British New Guinea (Owgarra).

owgarra.

C.

C. owgarra

above yellowish-white, forewing with a small black basal spot, costal margin
black, the whole apical part at the cell-end as far as vein 2 broadly black; hindwing with a black diffuse spot
along the vein 1. Under surface white, unmarked, the black colouring of the forewing showing through from
above. British New Guinea (Owgarra).
B.-Bak.

3

C. albosericea Misk. 3 above silvery white, forewing at the base slightly scaled bluish-grey, at the

albosericea.

apex narrowly bordered with black. $ above bluish-white, at the base of a more distinct blue, forewing with
a broad black border growing narrower towards the anal angle, the broadest at the apex where it occupies the
last third of the costal margin; border in the hindwing darkened, the most distincly so at the ends of the veins.
Beneath in the <$ and $ unicolorously olive-brown, without any marking. Rockhampton.
blaclcbumi.

C. blackburni Tuely.

above deep blackish-brown with a bright purple-blue lustre, under surface
green like in Callophrys rubi *), the whitish marginal scales unspotted. $ above in the forewing purple-blue,
costal and distal margins verj7 broad black, hindwing black with an extensive blue spot not reaching the proximal
margin on the posterior half of the wing. Sandwich Islands (Oahu).
3

8. Genus: Parelocllna B.-Bak.
Allied to Candalides Hbn. Eyes hairy. Palpi rising, 2nd joint long with a thick hairing being border-like
below, terminal joint moderately long, turned downward. Venation similar as in Candalides Hbn., bst the
long pedicle of vein 7 and 8 in the forewing distinctly rising before the cell-end, 11 going upward in a sharp
bow and touching 12. The only species known is remarkably similar to the Elodina-species.

P. aroa B.-Bak.
above white, the extreme base of both wings black, strewn with blue scales;
apex of the forewing very broad black, from the middle of the costal margin as far as below vein 2 at the border,
costal margin likewise black. Under surface quite white, the black colouring showing through from above,
only the hindwing in the cell with an orange-brownish spot of hair-like scales. British New Guinea (Aroa River).
mbna. — mima J. & T. (154 g) greatly resembles aroa; in the habitus somewhat smaller and with a narrower black
border. Arfak Mountains (Dutch New Guinea).
aroa.

9. Genus: Megisba Moore.
Megisba is one of those ,,genera“ that were established in great numbers in the eighties of the last
century. It is like so many of its congeners monotypical and, moreover, possesses not one single characteristic
of ifs own. The eyes are bare, and in the venation Megisba closely approaches Nacaduba; the marking beneath,
however, harmonizes best with that of Lycaenopsis. Also anatomically its only species, malaya, is so closely
allied to Lycaenopsis ceyx Nic. and L. plauta Nic. that a separation of the two ,,genera“ cannot, be thought of.
Only the oedeagus differs by its plain, cylindrical shape from the pistol-shaped formations of the Lycaenopsis;
but the structure of this organ varies within the genus **), also in the Tarucus, Castalius to such an extent
that its shape is of no account, although Chapman in his former works was of a contrary opinion. From all
that has been said we may, however, infer, that Megisba does not represent a genus, but much rather a transition
from the Lycaenopsis to the Nacaduba. This systematic affinity was also correctly conceived by Bingham
and Swhnhoe, the former inserting it before the Lycaenopsis, the latter after them. Both, however, follow
Niceville and range it most closely near Pithecops, which, however, is not to be recommended owing to anato¬
mical reasons, because the sexual organs of the Pithecops are quite differently shaped from those of Megisba
*) Comp. Vol. II, t. 72 e.
**) Comp. Fruhstorfer, Monographical revision of the Nacaduba, Mededeel. Leiden Mus. 11 Aflev. 2, 1916, t. 15
and V.
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and of a rather isolated position. On the other hand, however, the antennal whip greatly resembles again
the Pithecops, and Moore says that the club is at most somewhat shorter than in N eopithecops. Courvoisier
has besides proved that neither Megisba nor Pithecops have androconia of the forewings, thus a negative
characteristic uniting Megisba with the Pithecops. Thus always one characteristic paralyses the other also
here. If we, however, glance over the essential characteristics, it follows that Megisbct can without hesitation
be joined to the genuine Lycaeninae, to which also the Lycaenopsis belong *). As a genus, however, Megisba
must be considered to be of no account, and we may unhesitatingly subordinate it to the large collective
genus which we know as Cupido or Lycaena already from the older catalogues. Also the early stages are
entirely Lycaenoidal and void of peculiarities. The existence of temporal forms was first stated by Nicevilee and depicted by Swinhoe. As to the geographical variation, it is Dr. van Eeckes merit to have pointed
it out **).
An amusing fact is that Moore founded a special genus ,,Pathalia“ on tailed specimens of the dry
period of the Indian race and that Niceville and Doherty treated the matter so seriously that both strictly
registered from where they obtained ,,tailed“ and ,,untailed“ Megisba.
The genital organs of the Megisba have since 1909 been made known by Dr. Chapman who figured
them in Proc. Zook Soc. p. 474, f. 120. They belong to that large group of the Lycaenopsis without an apo¬
physis lateralis of the tegumen and are also otherwise without any peculiarity, of a clumsy, most primitive
formation. As we have already noticed in M. malaya nigra from Australia, the contour of the valves differs
according to the insular habitat, being considerably expanded and more sharply armed in the Australian
specimens.
The range of the only species extends from North West Himalaya, Ceylon and the Nicobar Islands
through the whole Malayan Archipelago as far as New Guinea and New Pomerania.

M. malaya is often described in the older collections as strong yle, which name, however, only refers
to the local form of the Moluccas. The collective species is divided into a number of insular rares, the exi¬
stence of which was at first correctly ascertained by van Eecke. The butterflies are very easily recogni¬
zable by the forewings mostly being very pointed, the blackish-brown or deep brown ground-colour, in con¬
trast with which there is on the forewing an oval, more or less darkened spot, its size varying according to
the habitat. Sometimes this spot extends also to the hindwing, particularly in the most pronounced of all
the insular forms, the Javanese. Under surface characterized by thick black dots, of which the one in the
costal area is the most extensive. The other marking recalls that of Tarucus and Lycaenopsis, and above
there is a certain resemblance with Tar aha, which, however, owing to the prominent oblique stripes on the
forewings beneath must be added to the Gastaliinae. On the Indian Continent and probably also in some
islands there are temporal forms, of which the specimens of the rainless period exhibit a much, lighter discal
region on both wings, contrary to the forms of the rainy period being sometimes entirely darkened. — Larva
worm-like, light green, the middle segments swollen, pupa at the ends truncate. Food-plants, according to
Moore, Sapindaceae. The imagines inhabit the plains; they are met with on bushes running along the seacoast, everywhere at the outskirts of forests and hedges, they eagerly visit flowers, and the
like to settle
down on wet places in the forest-roads. The flight is not very hasty, but at any rate more determined than in
the Pithecops being above very similar. In Java and Celebes I was able to ascertain them occurring yet at
an altitude of about 1000 m above the sea-level. — sikkima Moore, one of the most prominent geographical
forms, differs from malaya malaya (with which it was always confounded) by the almost unicolorously smokybrown upper surface of both wings, only the forewings exhibiting a faintly lighter discal area. The form of
the dry period has been denominated albidisca Moore, but even here the whitish spot of the forewing is not
so extensive as the analogous discal spot in the Javanese nomenclatural form. — hampsoni Mr. are specimens
I have never seen, from South India. Their range extends from North West Himalaya to Burma and from
Puna to Calcutta. — volubilis Fruhst. was already in 1907 well figured as malaya by Kershaw (in Butt,
Hongkong). Habitus larger than Sikkim and Assam specimens, beneath distinguished from silclcima by a
purer white ground-colour and more delicate grey festoon-bands. There seems to occur only one form being
above uniformly darkened, the disc not being lighter. Kwangsi (South China). Type from Formosa where
the form is rather common. — thwaitesi Mr., the Ceylon race unknown to me, occurs according to Distant
also in the Malayan Peninsula, and according to Baker even in Formosa; geographical errors which were
*) We place the genus here, because we are forced to do so by technical reasons in the arrangement of the tables.
**) Fauna Simalurensis, Notes Leyd Mus. 1914, p. 248.
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formerly always caused by insufficient material. The white oval of the fore wing almost invariably dusted
with blackish or grey. Ceylou. -— presbyter Fruhst. The white discal spot of the forewing decidedly larger,
without any black or grey dusting as exhibited in thwaitesi, and the under surface of both wings with more promi¬
nent brown spots and more abundantly grey than any of the vicarious forms. An excellent satellite island race.
velina. Nicobar Islands; specimens from the Andamans are not before me. -— velina Fruhst. (154 d).
Van Eecke
writes that Sumatran malaya are above quite brown with a blurred spot and with fine markings beneath *).
The under surface on the whole resembles the Javanese sister-race, whereas the upper surface is connected
with sikkima Mr. All my specimens are smaller than the Indian, Formosa and Javanese specimens. North
malaya. East Sumatra. Simalur. — malaya Horsf. (154 d) is undoubtedly the most magnificent race of the whole species.
There exists no figure of it yet. The main characteristic consists of large white discs of the median zone
of both wings. The $ thereby resembles the $$ of some Lycaenopsis, as for instance those of L. quadriplaga
Snell., the East Javanese race of L. puspa Horsf. The East Javanese specimens of my collection are smaller
than those from West Java. There seem also to exist temporal forms, of which those of the Monsoon period
show still more extensive white areas and a more purely white under surface. East and West Java, Lombok,
infumata. Bali, Flores, Sumbawa, Sumba. — infumata Fruhst. This insular race excels in size that from Sumatra, which
it otherwise resembles most of all, but in the form of the dry period (being absent in Sumatra) the forewings
are at least sometimes lighter, and in November specimens there may even be a white oval developed. The
under surface is very much darkened, particularly the median zone of the forewing is more profusely speckled
with brownish-grey than in any other form. It is extremely common in South Celebes, at elevations of up to
1000 m; specimens from the northern parts of the island, which will surely differ from southern ones, are not
rosanna. before me. South Celebes. — rosanna Fruhst. As to this interesting race, Semper writes that he received only
2 specimens which he could not separate from malaya Horsf. from Java just like strongyle Fldr. from Amboina.
This is a deplorable mistake, since the Philippine race combines the characters of the continental form by
the (JcJ exhibiting above only a very faint whitish hue, whereas the 2$ somewhat approximate strong yle,
without, however, not a whit coming up to the extensive, purely white oval of this race. The under surface
differs both from continental and Malayan specimens by finer greyish-brown markings of the submarginal
area of both wings and approximates, what appears to be very natural, voluhilis Fruhst. from Formosa. Luzon,
strongyle. Mindanao, Mindoro. — strongyle Fldr. (154 d). Next to malaya the most spendid race, and above in both
sexes easily discernible from the Javanese by the absence of the white discal spots of the hindwing. Beneath
strongyloi- hardly different from Micromalayan specimens. Amboina, Burn, Obi, Key Tual, Aru. — strongyloides Fruhst.
de.s. (154 c\)
Habitus more imposing than that of the South Moluccan allies, above more intensely black with
a very small discal spot slightly dusted with brownish on the veins. Beneath more extensively covered with
nigra, a smoky brown than in any other race known to me. Halmaheira. -— nigra Misk. (154 d).
A magnificent
areal form approaching strongyle, from which it forms a transition to malaya by a relatively large white
spot in the middle of the costal area of the hindwing. Beneath darker, more extensively lined smoky-brown
than in Malayan specimens, but without attaining the intensity of the hue of strongyloides. nigra also ana¬
tomically differs somewhat from the more western races from Formosa and Java, which I examined for the
sake of comparison, by a broader distal part of the valves which show sharper teeth. Cooldown, Cardwell,
monacha. Cairns, Cape York. — monacha Sm. According to the description, with a narrower white area of the forewing
than in strongyle, but with a distinct white area of the hindwing, thus most closely allied to the Australian
orientalis. nigra Misk. Dutch New Guinea, Humboldt Bay. — orientalis J. u. T. (154 g),
from the Schouten Island,
Dutch New Guinea, approximates strongyle from which it deviates by a more roundish discal spot of the
clcrica. forewing and the under surface being dusted darker. — clerica Fruhst. (154 d). $. Considerably smaller than
Australian
hindwing very faintly lighter whitish in the middle of the costal zone, the whitish oval of
the forewing scarcely half as extensive as in nigra Misk. and slightly darkened greyish-brown. Kiriwina,
Trobriancl Islands.
presbyter,

10. Genus : I<ycaenopsts Fldr. (Cyaniris Dalm.)
The genus Lycaenopsis, one of the most insignificant among the Indo Australian Lycaenids has never¬
theless been put to the most comprehensive monographical research by the epoch-making publication by
T. A. Chapman **) in conjunction with the revision of the Lycaenid genus Lycaenopsis based upon morpho¬
logical comparisons of the clasping-organs by H. Fruhstorfer ***). In the latter work many anatomical
and particularly geographical false conclusions of Chapman were cleared up and a number of Lycaenopsis newly
*) Not. Leyd. Mus. 1914, p. 248.
**) In: Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. Aug. 1909 (56 pages, 72 figures in the text).
***) In: Areh. Naturgesch. 1916, Abt. A, Heft 1 (42 pages, 2 tables with 32 figures).
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introduced, which were discovered by Dr. Martin. Dr. Piepers and Fruhstorfer, and above all the species
deviating anatomically the farthest from the species formerly known accompanied by figures of their claspingorgans; but also quite a number of forms which Chapman enumerated yet as species, were cancelled as geo¬
graphical races. I fulfilled, however, Chapman’s desire that new species should only be denominated, in case
the author be able to examine the genital organs *).
Chapman tried to divide the genus into several subgenera, chiefly by reason of the existence or
absence of the lateral uncus-hook, which Chapman calls ,,hooks“. But it turned out that in this way very
close allies would be separated afar, and on the other hand entirely heterogeneous species combined. Chapman
himself already states that, if we classify the shapes of the genital organs, we have no reason yet to presume
to easily discover the affinity of the species thereupon. It seems, however, that, except the cardia-group,
forms being closely allied in their colouring, are highly specialized in their organs. (For instance: the mem¬
bers of the L. ceyx-group.) I should, therefore, prefer not to divide the genus into subgenera nor try to judge
the affinities of the single species by the genitals. We are able to ascertain that the characters of the genital
organs are repeated in species being systematically distantly separated, and avc may even unhesitatingly speak
of a convergency of the clasping-organs, as Ave also acknoAvledge convergent or mimetic species. Chapman
emphasizes the great importance of the constancy of the dorsal processus. This proves also correct Avith nearly
all the species he Avas able to examine in 1909. But by newly discovered species and races this vieAV has been
disproved, and it even turned out that the formation of the tegumen of the Lycaenopsis, in contrast with
allied genera (Lampides, Thysonotis, Nacaduba), must be called extremely inconstant **).
The most simple mark of distinction of the Lycaenopsis from allied genera is formed by the absence
of real or false ocelli on the under surface of the hindwings, being replaced by plain black dots or punctiform spots Avithout any iris and pupil. Anatomically Ave must, in contrast with the Nacaduba, Lampides,
as Avell as most of the real Lycaenci, point out the absence of the scaphium, of lateral clasps. Only very feAv
species united by Chapman in the genus Notarthrinus, possess the scaphium. Chapman himself has empha¬
sized the latter characteristic mark by saying: ,,In the Lycaenopsis A\re find a remarkable spezialization of
these dorsal formations, being pronounced by the simplification or absence of one part. The mobile paramere
or the hook of the other Lycaenids is absent “. Chapman goes still further by presuming that on account
of the absence of the scaphium also the genera Castalius, Megisba, and Neopithecops might be joined to the
Lycaenopsis ***).
Structurally, the Lycaenopsis are closely allied to the genuine Lycaena, provided we take the extre¬
mely variable course of the first subcostal vein on the forewing into account. We are then able to distinguish
tAA'o groups;
A. The first subcostal vein running quite separately. (Lycaena, Lycaenopsis, Chilades, Tarucus.)
B. The first subcostal being partially fused with the costal or connected with it by a frenum. (Naca¬
duba, Lampides, Castalius, Everes, Thysonotis, Pithecops.)
costal.

There are, however, transitions from A to B, in which the first subcostal already approaches the
(Caiochrysops, Megisba, Lycaenesthes.)

If we consider the general formation of the clasping-organs, we find that a considerable percentage
of the Lycaenopsis approach the Lycaena semiargus and L. optilete in the contours of the valve. Some species
(quadriplaga, idamis) are allied to the Lampides, others (aristinus) to Nacaduba. In this way the Lycaenopsis
are like an image of the analogous conditions in the genus Lampides, the species of which reciprocally exhibit
relations to the Lycaenopsis and Nacaduba.
Like the Thysonotis, Nacaduba, and Lampides, most of the Lycaenopsis exhibit androconia of the
forewings of the '<$<$, the contours of which approximate those of the genera Lampides and Nacaduba, though
Avithout attaining the remarkable variability of the Lampides-androconia. The greatest differences are exhibited
in the wedge-shaped androconia of L. musina Sn. According to a letter of the late Professor L. G. Cour*) I could even not confine myself to examinating only the new species, but for the sake of comparison I was
obliged to examine also nearly all the species ascertained by Champjiak. Altogether 150 preparations were made, of Avhich
30 belonged to the collective species L. cardia. Some forms of the cardia-gvoup offered such great difficulties, that I interrupted
the study of the Lycaenopsis for several months, in order first to look round among all the allied genera. Thus I examined
all the species of the Nacaduba, Lampides and Castalius, to which I had access. All these three genera fully divulged
their mysteries, and not even in one case it remained doubtful whether their components were justified to be considered as
species.
**) I am even able to prove that the formation of the uncus varies Avithin a species, Avhich is to be seen from
the figures in my monography mentioned above, where the continental race and the Sumatran race of the collective species
Z. albocoeruleus Mr. seem to belong to distantly separated species.
***) I cannot, however, agree Avith this opinion, for the Catalius as well as the Neopithecops form a peculiar
group, of which particularly the latter is in no Avay morphologically connected with the Lycaenopsis. Champman himself
also quite correctly observed that Pithecops exhibits again the hooks. Pithecops and Neopithecops, however, are generically
not to be separated. As to the scaphium, it is consequently a secondary formation, by which we must not be tempted to utilize
it as a generic foundamental character.
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voisier, they are absent altogether in L. cossaea, puspa and transpectus, thus just in three species which are
anatomically very far separated.
As to the androconia, except L. musina having already been mentioned, the following six species
have hitherto been examined: akasa, argiolus, dilectus, corythus, limbatus; their androconia, all of which are
of a decidedly calycoid or shovel-shape, exhibit sometimes straight, sometimes curved lateral edges, the free
end being sometimes straight ly truncated, sometimes bent forward.
Thereby the Lycaenopsis contrast with
palearctic and nearctic genuine Lycaena exhibiting elliptic, sometimes even almost circular androconia, with
Nacaduba showing fan-like, Zizera showing square androconia, and with the Tarucus, in which they exhibit
bell-shaped contours. A particularly important fact is that the shape of the androconia of each species is
also repeated in all its races and forms.
On the whole, the ascertaining of the Lycaenopsis is probably the most thankless and most difficult
task of oriental entomology, with respect to the day-butterflies. Chapman is light in saying that the colouring
of the upper surface is especially deceptive. Somewhat more reliable are the characters of the marking beneath,
but also these characters are effaced again by variations produced by climatic and geographical influences.
The punctiform spots may, as a rule, be larger, smaller, or be absent altogether.
Niceville already in 1890 complained that he Avas unable to distinguish the $$ of many species,
and even to-day Ave have not yet, advanced in this direction, particularly since owing to the rareness of the
morphological investigations are out of the question.
Most of the $$ of my collection have three or
four times changed their positions and are still brought into connection with spurious
— The existence
of temporal forms in the Lycaenopsis Avas at first ascertained by W. H. Edavards for the North American
L. ladon Cr. (pseudargiolus Bsd.) (Vol. Y, t. 144 h), and later on by Niceville for continental Indian species.
I myself ascertained their existence in Javanese and Micromalayan species in 1910. Also in Celebes and the
Moluccas there are different generations to be recognized in L. puspa.
Lycaenopsis preponderantly inhabit great altitudes, in the Himalaya even such of more than 3500 m.
In the mountainous Sikkim there are 8 species, whereas in the hot lowlands of India only one species (puspa)
is everyAvhere found. The principal seat of the genus is undoubtedly Macromalayana. From Borneo alone
Ave knoAv 16 species, thus 50 A' more than form India proper.
Among the 14 certain species which I possess from Java there is not one occurring at an altitude
of less than 500 m.
De Niceville enumerated 11 Sumatran species, to Avhich 4 or 5 recently discovered
species may be added, partly from Dr. Martin’s collection.
From Celebes 5 species Avere known before my
excursion there, their number having iioav increased to 10. From NeAV Guinea 0 species, in addition to which
taa'o more species Avere recently discovered. From the Moluccas 4 species are mentioned, in Lombok I myself
found 5 species, and just as many we know from Formosa, Avhereas from Nias only three have come so
far. From the Philippines Semper knew 4 species, to which Chapman has discovered a fifth. Japan is yet
inhabited by three Lycaenopsis. Except taao species passing over to NeAV Pomerania, there are no representatives of the genus Lycaenopsis known more to the east than New Guinea, whilst we meet there yet with
several species of Nacaduba and Lam p ules.
Characteristic for the genus Lycaenopsis is the very great number of local and endemic species, at
least in contrast with the likenvise multiform genera Nacaduba and Lampides. Thus Java has alone 2,
Sumatra 2, Borneo 4 endemic species occurring nowhere else, AAdiereas from Celebes Ave know 3 and from
NeAV Guinea autochthonous species. From the Malayan Peninsula only 10 species are registered, Avhereas
from Sumatra already 16 species are ascertained, which proves Iioav insufficiently this region was searched
for Lycaenopsis. From there AAre may expect yet quite a series of novelties, presumably also from the Philip¬
pines and German New Guinea, from Avhere only 1 Lycaenopsis has come, whilst from the British district
Ave already know 5 and from the Snow Mountains 3 certain species.
Very interesting is the distribution of the Lycaenopsis on the different parts of Celebes, particularly
if we compare the species of this island with those of the Philippines or of Macromalayana. We know 8 species
from the south, A\rhereas from the north hitherto 5. The abundance of the south in contrast Avith the north,
hoAvever, is surely only specious, because, by my stay in the mountains there, the south Avas more thoroughly
explored than the north. Of the 10 species only 3 are endemic in the island. One species (nedda) must be
regarded as a Papuan element which has also proceeded as far as Borneo and Timor. A remarkable fact
is that Ave do not knoAv one species which Celebes has exclusively in common with the Philippines, but this
may be due to the north having been quite insufficiently explored. It is, however, no wonder that there
are 5 species that have their principal seat in Macromalayana.
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The following table furnishes a survey over the range of the principal species.

I n d i a,
Ceylon
akasa
cardia
lanka
albocoeruleus
——
argiolus
Limbatus
puspa
transpectus
marginata
musina
melaena
vardhana
chenelli
binghami
■—
—
—
-—
—•
-—•
■——

—14 species,
5 endem.

Malaya n
Peninsula
_
cardia
—
—
—
—
—
limbatus
puspa
—
marginata
musina
melaena
—
—
—
camenae
strophis
cossaea
haraldus
—
—
—
—
—
—
■

.

10 species,
0 endem.

8 um at ra

Borneo

J av a

akasia
cardia
■—
albocoeruleus
coalita
—
—
limbatus
puspa
—
marginata
musina
melaena
—
—
—
camenae
V

_

akasia
cardia
—
—
coalita
ceyx
—
li rnbatus
puspa
■—
marginata
musina
—
—
—
•—
camenae
V

cossaea
haraldus
■ quadriplaga
caireus
idamis
cor y thus
—
—

cardia
—
—
—
ceyx
—
limbatus
puspa
—
■—
musina
melaena
■—
■—
—
camenae
strophis
cossaea
haraldus
quadriplaga
catreus ?
ripte
shelf ordi
moultoni
matanga

cossaea
haraldus
quadriplaga
catreus
—
cyanicornis
aristinus
—

16 species,
2 endem.

16 species,
4 endem.

15 species,
2 endem.

-

-

■

■

Beside the monographies mentioned above, there are two more preliminary works forming the starting
point for the following combination: Butler, A list of the Species of Cyaniris *), and Fruh'storeer, Neue
Cyaniris-Rassen und TJebersicht dev bekannten Arten **).
Butler knew 60 species which where reduced to
44 by Chapman ; 3 species established by Butler have proved to be local races. In my work of 1909, 34 new
local races are mentioned, one of which is now cancelled as synonymous. 4 ,,subspecies“, however, were raised
to distinct species, but six of the ,,species“ degraded to territorial forms. Of Chapman’s 44 species again
6 are treated as geographical forms of collective species. In my monography of 1916, altogether 4 new species
were anatomically founded and 17 local races introduced. — The number of the certain Lycaenopsis known
till the time when my monography was published, was to be estimated at about 45, but since that time
several more species have been discovered in Continental India and in the Papuan District, so that we may
count upon at least 50 species. Niceville ***) provided us with a very precise description of the larva and pupa.
The former is of a pale light green with two bluish-green dorsal lines from the second to the tenth segments,
and lives on Prinsepia utilis. Pupa pale brown with a rough upper surface, and irregularly spotted darker
brown. The early stages of the European species were described bv Seitz in Yol. I, p. 322. Of late the
highly meritorious T. R. Bell has published the whole metamorphosis of L. puspa j). — Eggs on Cylista
scariosa, a Leguminosa, where they are singly deposited in the axes of the stalks and bractea of the small
flower-heads, as long as these are still in the bud. Larva also on the Hiptage madablota (a Combretacea).
Schleichera trijuga (Sapindaceae). The larva is only occasionally visited by ants. According to Niceville, Lycae¬
nopsis are most anywhere found in India except the deserts. — In the exterior parts of the Himalaya one
or the other species is of a more common occurrence than any other Lycaenid. In Sikkim some species occur
*)
**)
***)
t)

In: Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. May 1900, p. Ill to 451.
In: Stett. Ent. Zg. 1910 (Dec. 1909).
Butterfl. India (1890) p. 100.
Journ. Bombay Nat. Hist. Soc. 25, No. 3. p. 431 (15. 1. 1918).
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in great swarms and the number of the species is rather great; in the plains, however, we only meet with
Lye. puspa; but wherever there are hills and mountains, already several species are met with.
According to my observations in Japan, the Lycaenopsis were flying there even in the shade of high
trees of the Uneo Park near Tokio, but Martin states that the Ac? in Sumatra are exclusively found on
wet places in the roads and on the sands of small mountain streams. In Java, however, particularly on the
plateau of Pengalengan, I collected some species even on rainy days in the company of the Ypthima, which
was then there very common. The
however, prefer the forests or their skirts, where they sway to and
fro on blossoms of compositae or are in search of the larval food-plant. Some species, such as L. cardia,
are fond of flying across the tops of bushes hanging over the mountain-brooks, where they are very difficult
to capture.

A. Ct r o u p of specie s Lycaenopsis.

L. akasa is the most easily distinguishable Lycaenopsis deviating the most in its colouring from all

inavi.ni.

catullus.

akasa.

calon.

par akasa.

the species known and being besides remarkable by the sexes not being dimorphous, but monomorphous,
so that they are difficult to discern, particularly in the continental and Javanese races. The range of the
collective species is most peculiar, too, extending from South India and Ceylon to Celebes, though excluding
Borneo and the Malayan Peninsula. In the genital organs akasa exhibits a great affinity to L. cardia, but
between the terminal tooth and the principal part of the valve there remains a larger interspace than in
cardia. — mavisa Fruhst. $ above more extensively covered with a bluish grey than
from Java. $ with
a broader black border of the forewing and an increased greyish-black hue on the hindwing. South India: Madura,
Travancore (5000 ft.) Ceylon. — catullus Fruhst. (152 c) in both sexes excels the Javanese nomenclatural
form in size; the $$ are of a pine white, their costal parts with a slight leaden-grey or bluish-grey hue.
West Sumatra, North East Sumatra. — akasa Horsf., a characteristic species of the subalpine parts of the
Javanese volcanos, where it visits wet places on bridle-paths or foot-paths, as well as on the banks of brooks.
The basal zones of both wings above, in both sexes, is of a most delicate, radiant bluish-grey. 29 extremely
rare.
East and West Java, Lombok at altitudes of about 1200 to 1800 m; I found it in Lombok in April,
also in Bali at an altitude of 1400 to 2000 m; besides the Leyden Museum possesses specimens from North
Java, taken near Tegal by Plepers at an altitude of only 500 m. — calon Fruhst. inhabits Sumbawa; it is
smaller than the preceding, of a purer white, the black marginal bands much narrower. Under surface with
fewer black dots. — parakasa subsp. nov. was observed by Prof. Kukenthal near Rurukan in the Minahassa,
North Celebes, at an altitude of about 1200 m, and mentioned by Pagenstecher in 1897. My collection has
no specimens from there.

L. melaena. In its colouring entirely isolated, anatomically entirely approximating the cardia-akasa
group, from which it forms a transition to L. camenae Nicev. The species is everywhere rare and is found
■melaenoi- in Macromalayana except Java, as well as in Indo-China. Three territorial forms are known: melaenoides
dcs. Tty tier (described 1915 in the Journ. Bomb. Nat. Hist. vol. 24, Nr. 1, p. 121, and figured t. 3, fig. 28). The
black border of the wings broader than in melaena Doh. From Perak; there exist besides two temporal forms
of this race: that of the dry period, flying from December to January, and one of the Monsoon period from
melaena. July. — melaena Doh. (152 g). Upper surface deep dark steel-blue, the black border of the hindwing in fact
nearly as broad again as exhibited in the figure. Beneath dull white, with 3 rows of delicate black striae
on the forewing, and a most pregnant round costal spot on the hinclwing. Tenasserim, Penang, Malayan
pdleccbrct. Peninsula, Borneo. — pellecebra Fruhst. (152 g) has the purely white under surface in common with camenae,
but it differs from the latter by the presence of 3 instead of only 2 rows of submarginal striae on the fore¬
wing and the more than twice as large jet-black dots, resembling puspa by their size, on the hindwing.
Upper surface of a most plain though temptingly beautiful marking. Two thirds of the forewing jet-black,
with a pointed oblong, light metallic blue cliscal part, of a most intense lustre. Hindwing unicolorously blackishgrey with diaphanous dots beneath. West Sumatra; Padang Boven District, North East Sumatra.
L. camenae.

arsina.

srima.

An insignificant species, above often remarkably similar to L. cardia dilectus Mr., or
to L. limbatus Mr. in case the forewing exhibits no light, white area. Originally described only from Perak
and North East Sumatra, later on ascertained by Chapman also from Borneo and Mindoro, and I myself
succeeded in discovering it in Celebes and in proving it anatomically for Flores. Thus we have to state
already quite a number of insular races. — arsina subsp. nov. was discovered by CIiapman in 1909. It is
found on Mt. Dulangan in the Island of Mindoro. Without counting the darkened colouring, arsina differs
morphologically in the genital organs considerably from the sister-races of more southern habitats. Valve as
well as uncus towards the base very much broader, the apex of the uncus, however, less sharp than in the
Sumatran race. — selma Drc. (154 c), described from North Borneo, with a rounder wing-contour and a uniformly
blue upper surface of the wing. Moulton, the well-known and keen explorer of the fauna of Borneo and the
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former administrator of the Sarawak Museum, discovered the species also on Mt. Penrissen at an altitude
of about 1000 m, as well as near Kuching in Sarawak, West Borneo. — camenae Nicev. (152 g) appears above camenae.
somewhat darker blue than the Sumatran specimens, being magnificently brightened up in the disc, and the
local differentiation is also noticeable in the clasping-organs, which are of a decidedly more robust structure,
with a broad base of the uncus and longer extended valves than in the Borneo-form. Malayan Peninsula,
still rare in the collections. —- elothales Frulnst. $ of a smaller habitus, the ground-colouring of a lighter blue, eloihales.
the black distal border of the forewing, however, much broader, the whitish costal border of the hindwing
less extensive, more indistinct than in coalita Nic. from Java. The submarginal black crescents of the hind¬
wing are absent, but in a supposed
looking like de Niceville’s figure 13, they are again present. Sumatra;
type from the Packing Boven District, also on the Battak Mountains. From Java we have no L. camenae.,
but it was discovered in Flores, where an uncommonly altered insular race occurs: jugurtha Fruhst. It is con- juguriha.
siderably smaller than the nomenclatural type with a dark and still intensely lustrous blue reminding us of
L. cardia masinissa, and in some specimens with extensive, white costal embedments. This magnificently
differentiated race occurs beside L. masinissa and L. limbatus epicharma Fruhst. All three have the same
lustrous blue upper surface, being discernible only beneath and chiefly with certainty only by the genitals.
Valeria Fruhst. $. Forewing with a black costal border, being much broader towards the apex, but tapering Valeria.
off again in the median region and then extending in the same width to the anal angle. Cell-end with a
distinct black crescent. The transcellular part white, the basal region with a light blue hue. Hindwing enti¬
rely light blue with a faint reflection and only 6 isolated black dots which are distally separated from a fine
black antemarginal line by the purely white cilia. Beneath like in the
from Sumatra. South Celebes, Bua
Kraeng, at an altitude of 5000 ft, February 1896.

L. strophis is one of the few species common to both Celebes and Borneo. The species will very
probably be yet discovered in the Philippines, otherwise we would be forced to suppose them to have crossed
over by way of Flores, unless we take strophis to be a relic from the time of the connexion of all the islands
of to-day. — strophis Drc. (154 c). North Borneo, Sarawak, Perak. Only <$<$ are known. The species will
undoubtedly be yet discovered in Sumatra and Java, having been probably overlooked owing to its resem¬
blance to other species, particularly to L. mnsina (152 h). Druce himself had little confidence in its being
a distinct species and took it be to a doubtful temporal form of ceyx dilectissima (154 b). Chapman consi¬
dered strophis to be a local race of limbatus, and Fruhstorfer that of singalensis (recte cardia). The genital
organs indeed place it near cardia, but by the spine branching off from the ventral side of the valve, they
are easily discernible from cardia exhibiting a tooth rising dorsally. -— cynanae Fruhst. Lombok. 4000 ft.,
April 1896. Smaller than specimens from Borneo, Perak and Celebes, above paler and beneath with neater
punctiform spots. — euphon Fruhst. (152 g).
differing from Macro- and Micromalayan cardia only by the
dark violet tint of the ground-colouring. $, however, very different: ground-colour lighter and more lustrous
blue than in astarga-$ from Java, the black distal margin of the forewing almost twice as broad, hindwing
with much more pregnant, antemarginal dots. Forewing with an extensive, subapical, white brightening. South
Celebes, Bua Kraeng, 5000 ft., February 1896, collected by H. Fruhstorfer.
L. ceyx. One of the neatest species and at the same time the species in which the genital organs are
the most primitively developed. The terminal part of the valve is but slightly chitinized, and according to
how the preparation is placed, we are sometimes able to notice the beginning of an insignificant dental forma¬
tion. The presence of distal spines seems to be of a more frequent occurrence in the Borneo-race than in
the Javanese name-type. By this small deviation Chapman was induced to separate the Javanese form (ceyx)
by 6 numbers from the Borneo-race (dilectissima). But whosoever observes the imagines, particularly also the
and the joint habits (both are inhabitants of the mountains and do not occur at an elevation of less than
1200 m) will not doubt as to their specific connexion. The shape of the valve, as has been already stated by Chap¬
man, resembles the most that of L. cossaeus plauta (154 b, c), and besides also that of L. moultoni Chapm.,
although not the least exterior affinity exists between these two species. Still much more interesting is the
relation of L. ceyx to L. albocoeruleus Mr., for there is scarcely a doubt that the insular ceyx replaces the
continental albocoeruleus in Java and Borneo, whereas albocoeruleus has even advanced as far as Sumatra.
Another characteristic being of zoogeographical importance and at the same time mysterious, is the occurrence
of a vicarious form which exists in Java beside ceyx and is found again in Celebes slightly modified, whereas
in Celebes genuine ceyx have hitherto not yet been observed. Of ceyx we have, therefore, for the present
only two certain insular races to register. — ceyx Nic.
differs from the figured aristius Fruhst. $ (152 e)
by the narrower black border of the forewing and the more prominent dotting of both wings beneath. The
$, of which I captured two specimens on the Plateau of Pengalengan, is entirely white, with a verj' broad
black costal and distal margin of the forewing, a series of relatively large black antemarginal dots of the
hindwing likewise exhibiting an extensive costal margin. Bases of all the wings dark blue, the discal part
of the forewing of a magnificent light blue reflection. Strange to say, it is precisely Java which has the
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darkest local form with the broadest black border, for the distal margin of the forewing is much more exten¬
sive than in dilectissima Die. and aristius Fruhst. The ceyx-$ deviates from the aristius-$ besides by the
more extensive blue tinge on the bases of both wings, and the black margining of the forewing proceeds at
the proximal margin much farther inward. West Java, on the Volcano Gede and the Plateau of Pengalengan
at an altitude of more than 1200 m. Not uncommonly rare. Not observed by me in East Java. — dilec¬
tissima Die. (154 b). Hitherto only known from the Kina-Balu.
L. apona Fruhst. Of this magnificent form only one $ is known, which was discovered at an alti¬
tude of about 2600 m on the peak of the Apo. in the midst of a vegetation of rhododendron and juniper.
From Semper’s figure of the under surface we may infer that apona is the representative of the Macromalayan L. ceyx and L. dilectissima. It is of a larger habitus, the submarginal clots more prominent than in
ceyx and aristius, and there are small antemarginal and discal bands which are absent in the Macromalayan
vicarious forms. Luzon. The discovery of further insular races in Mindoro, Mindanao and other Philippines
with mountains of an altitude of about 2500 to 3000 m, is merely a matter of time, and I do not consider
it to be impossible that apona will prove to be a local form of ceyx or aristius, if their clasping-organs will
have been examined, just as it seems to me to be still very doubtful, whether L. aristius is a distinct
species, in spite of the amazingly differentiated genital organs.
L. aristius. Smaller, the contours of the wings rounder, forewings of the
of a more intense, but
still more lustrous blue than in ceyx. Hindwing with a more prominent black distal margin.
forewing
with a very broad black costal margin, expanding towards the apex to almost 4 mm of the upper surface
and extending then into the anal angle. Forewing with a black cell-end, otherwise white. Hindwings white,
with 6 antemarginal dots. Bases of all the wings slightly scaled grey and with a dull blue hue. L. aristius
differs from L. ceyx-gtf chiefly by the broader black border of the forewing. In spite of the great difference
in the spines of the valves, I treat aristius and aristinus as the forms of one species. — aristinus Fruhst.
remarkably differs by the long spines of the valve from the vicarious form from Celebes. West Java, Pengalengan.
aristius Fruhst. (152 e). South Celebes. I captured numbers of it on the Peak of Bonthain at an altitude
of 5000 ft. in February 1896. The $ is somewhat smaller than the ^ of dilectissima, the black margin of the
forewing broader.
L. albocoeruleus, a magnificent species, above very much like L. marginata Nic., but larger and with
rounder contours of the wings. It differs from L. ceyx by the extensive white discal spot of the forewing.
albocoeruleus is found from Mussuri to Formosa, the Liukiu Islands and Japan, and in the south of Sumatra.
They will certainly be sooner or later discovered in the Malayan Peninsula. The genital organs are highly
specialized and interesting by the Sumatran local race being subject to a prolongation of the dorsal and
ventral processus, so that both the uncus- and valval-apices of the Sumatran ovianus surpass in extent those
of the continental vicarious form. The northernmost form of the collective species was found by Leech in
May 1886 near Satsuma in Japan. Another form has been discovered by Pryer in the Liu-Kiu Islands and
registered by Leech and Matsitmura, but there does not yet exist a description of these races. — amadis
Fruhst. (vol. I, t. 83 h), from the mountains of West China, has already been very well figured (as albocoe¬
ruleus) in the palearctic part.
sauteri Fruhst. Ground-colour darker, all the bands and spots more distinct
than in Indian specimens. The clasping-organs almost identical with albocoeruleus. Formosa, February, April,
very rare. Type in the Dahlem Entomological Museum. — albocoeruleus Mr. (152 f).
From Mussori to Assam,
everywhere very rare, occurring at altitudes from 1000 to about 2500 m, and according to the material of my
collection, subject to the influence of the seasons. I believe that the <§ figured by Swinhoe, Lep. Inch VII,
t. 625 as jynteana Nic. is decidedly a rainy period form of albocoeruleus. Doherty found the form in
Bernardmyo in Upper Burma and in the Naga Hills. — ovianus Fruhst. <$ above differs from a- q of an extreme
dry period form of L. albocoeruleus from Sikkim merely by a more distinctly defined white discal spot of the
forewing, somewhat resembling in its extent that of L. marginata carna Nic. (152 cl). Hindwings almost enti¬
rely white, except a light blue basal hue. North East Sumatra.

drliciosa.

L. deliciosa Pagenstech. A magnificent species, deserving its name in every respect, above light blue,
with a violet reflection. Forewing with a black subapical band separating a blue preapical spot from the middle
of the wing. Hindwing with a large, submarginal crescent at the costal margin within a series of six prominent
black marginal spots. From North Celebes, Minahassa.

lanka.

L. lanka Mr. According to Niceville preponderantly occurring in the mountains, for instance near
Nuwara-Eliya and the Horton Plains, all the year round, sometimes in great swarms. It is not impossible
that L. lanka represents only a mountainous form of L. eardia singalensis Fldr. The only <§ l was able to
examine, only differs by a somewhat shorter valve, the terminal teeth of which are sharper and larger than
in all the races and branches of eardia known to me. Their size is about between that of the terminal teeth
of L. eardia astarga and of L. aristinus Fruhst. from Java.

eardia.

L. eardia. Not counting L. argiolus, the most widely distributed species occupying the whole range
of the genus except the palearctic zone. The characters of the marking remain rather costant in the west of
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the range, although we are able to distinguish temporal forms on the continent, in Ceylon and Java, and we
know a luxuriant alpine form from Java, cardia is one of the few species met with also in the lowlands, as
for instance in the Island of Flores. In New Guinea, however, the species presumably develops heteromorphous
forms which are considered as distinct species. —- hermotlthis Fruhst. approaches Chinese dilectina Fruhst. and hermonihis-.
is considerably larger than Indian specimens. The black distal margin of the forewing is more prominent,
the ground-colour darker, the white patches of the hindwings more extensive than in dilectus Mr., those of the
forewings darkened, mostly absent. Contours of wings rounder; of a much larger habitus than <$$ from India
and Hainan. Under surface with somewhat more distinct black striae. Formosa, Polisha, June to July. Very
common. — hainana Fruhst. Habitus larger than dilectus from Sikkim and Bhutan, the whitish patch in the hainana.
subcostal region of the hindwing above less extensive, but more sharpty defined. The dotting beneath more
distinct, the black distal margin of the forewing much broader. Island of Hainan. •— philippina Snip, is a form philippina.
of the dry period of a small habitus, very pale above, with scanty whitish patches, a very narrow, black distal
margin. $ at least one third smaller than Chinese specimens, with a uniform, narrow black border at the costal
and at the distal margin. The hindwing with a delicate submarginal band of greyish-brown. From the Benguet
Valley, North West Luzon, July. Description according to the figures in Semper’s famous and valuable work
on the Butterflies of the Philippines. Also in Leyte and other islands of the northern Philippines. — dilectina dilectina.
Fruhst. (Vol. I, p. 322, t. 83 f as dilectus). Chinese specimens are larger than Himalayan dilectus, and the marking
beneath is more distinct. West China, Omi Shan, Central China, Kiu-Kiang. — dilectus Mr. From Cashmir dilectus.
and the Kumaon Himalaya as far as Upper Burma. We know two temporal forms: a) that of the rainy period
with an intensely blue, unicolorous upper surface of the
forewings, and dark blue
b) that of the dry period
with a light, white disc of the forewing, the subcostal zone of the hindwing more or less mixed with white, and
light blue
Hoherty found dilectus in the Naga Hills. — singalensis Fldr. (152 f). A remarkably different singalensis.
insular race, hitherto always considered as a species. Described by Felder from Kallupahane, at an altitude
of about 1000 m, occurring more frequently in the lower hills. They are, as a rule, met with on the tops of
shrubs and trees projecting over rivulets, in the mountains. They are then very difficult to catch, but they
are also met with in wet places on the roads. Ceylon. Niceville mentions the race from the Nilgeri Hills, a
very probable habitat, although it is doubted by Swinhoe. In South India there will be found specimens
forming the transition from the Ceylon race to dilectus from the Himalaya. — briga Fruhst. Upper surface briga.
darker than in Indian specimens. Hindwing with a broader black margin. Malayan Peninsula. — paracatius paraeaiius.
Fruhst. $ larger and paler than Sumatran catius Fruhst. Borneo, type from Sintang, Mount Matang, Sarawak. —
catius Fruhst. Of this race being most common in Sumatra, two forms are distinguishable: a) neodilecta Fruhst. catius.
Small, the upper surface mixed with white on both wings and thereby very similar to dilectus Mr. from Sikkim. nco(h,eci"b) catius Fruhst. Larger, with a dark upper surface and thereby recalling lanka Mr. from Ceylon. Sumatra. —
astarga Fruhst. We have to register three forms of this Lycaenopsis being very common in Java: a) paradilecta astarga.
Fruhst. Small, pale blue with white patches above on both wings, thereby recalling the continental dilectus paradilecta.
Mr. and approaching the Sumatran neodilecta. At elevations of up to 1000 m, presumably only occurring in
the dry period, b) floresiana Courv. A dark aberration, strikingly resembling in the colours limbatus Mr., recog- Horesiana.
nizable by the distinct, black submarginal dots of the hindwings above, and thereby somewhat like the $ of
L. singalensis. c) astarga Fruhst. A large form from an altitude of about 1200 m, in the colours very much like
normal singalensis-and catius-<33, by far the most common Javanese Lycaenopsis. The $ resembles the
$ of thoria Fruhst. (152 f), but above it is more uniform and of a somewhat darker blue. -— A similar $ is figured
in the magnificent work by Piepers and Frtihstorper mentioned above (t. 22, fig. 80). — subcoalita R. subcoalita.
is very closely allied to the principal form of astarga Fruhst. from Java. According to Bothschild, subcoalita
was discovered by Stresemann in Bali in January, at an elevation of about 5 to 800 m. — lombokensis Fruhst. lombolcenis somewhat smaller, of a paler blue and beneath more faintly dotted than astarga from Java. Island of Lombok,
on the Plateau of Sambalun, 4000ft., April.— masinissa Fruhst. A magnificent insular race of which I at first masinissa.
did not quite know where to place it, but which I ranged near huegeli Mr. and limbatus Mr. It is characterized
by its small shape, the dark and still more intense blue being of a much stronger lustre than in the said forms.
Beneath with just as feeble markings as my large series of limbatus from Sumatra. Flores, November 1896,
collected by A. Everett. -—- thoria Fruhst. (152 f, g $ as $ ex errore). $ only slightly different from Macroma- thoria.
layan cardia. Somewhat larger than astarga with a more pregnant dotting beneath; the $ of astarga differs
by a purely white, transcellular, light patch of the forewing. The under surface of both sexes, by the prominent
black markings, already forms a transition to the race of the South Moluccas and L. tenella from New Guinea.
South Celebes, Peak of Bonthain, 5000 ft. Collected by me in February-March, mentioned also by Pagenstecher by the name of Jcasmira from North Celebes, the Minahassa. — cardia Fldr., the name-type from cardia.
Amboina. Beneath different from thoiia by the yellowish, instead of black dotting and striation, whereby
IX
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a complete transition is effected to L. tenella owgarra and L. drucei. An allied form from Obi in my collection. —
coalitoides. As coalitoides Rothsch., an allied race was described, discovered by Stresemann in Ceram at an altitude of
beretava. about 650 m. — beretava Rbb. According to the figure it is pretty surely a cardia-race, which is the more probable,
since L. limbatus, with which Chapman unites the form, has hitherto not been observed farther to the east
than Batjan, whereas cardia is certainly yet met with in British New Guinea, from where Chapman was able
to ascertain specimens by prepared clasping-organs.

L. coalita Nic. described according to specimens found by

on the Volcano Arjuna between
5 and 6000ft. We also find it at altitudes of 1200 to 1800 m on the Volcano Gede. The single specimens
are very large, of an intense blue lustre with scarcely noticeable white embedments of the forewings, but more
distinct dilectus-spotthig of the hindwings. The under surface is of a purer and more chalky white than in
L. cardia astarga Fruhst. from Java. The clasping-organs resemble those of the L. cardia-group, but the valve
is more robust, more widened at its rise, and exhibits sharp terminal teeth. The $ of coalita (provided I judge
it correctly) differs so much from L. cardia astarga Fruhst.-9, that we are forced to separate coalita as a species
from L. cardia, although I should have added L. coalita as a mountain-form to L. cardia astarga. The $ resembles
much rather the $$ of L. marginata Nic., L. ceyx Nic., L. aristius Fruhst. by its purely white ground-colour,
whereas all the $$ of L. cardia are preponderantly blue. Forewing, particularly at the costal margin, uncom¬
monly extensively bordered with black, the basal part of a magnificent light blue lustre, the hindwings about
coalita. like in L. ceyx-Q, but with a more intense and more extensive black margin. Two insular races: coalita Nic.
from Java, found by me in the east and west of the island, by Jacobson also on Mt. Ungaran in Central Java.
The only $ known hitherto figimed by Piepers in ,,Rhopalocera of Java“ (t. 22, fig. 77 c) according to the
specimen I collected on the Plateau of Pengalengan at an altitude of about 1400 m. Rothschild knew a $
margarelon. from an altitude of 1400 to 2000 m, taken in Bali in January. — margarelon subsp. nov. is a much larger
race from North East Sumatra, distinguished by a purer white under surface of the wings, exhibiting besides
more prominent black dotting.
Doherty

L. tenella. The clasping-organs of this species in their contours resemble those of L. cardia, but the

ienella.
owgarra.

parvipuncta.

valve is shorter, growing broader, the terminal tooth being stunted. Chapman presumed L. tenella to be widely
distributed, occurring also in the Malayan Peninsula, the Islands of Obi and Borneo. But according to the
material to which I had access, it appears to be impossible that tenella goes beyond the Australian region to
the west. We may even consider tenella to be only a strongly modified form of L. cardia, so that tenella would
replace the Indo-Malayan L. cardia in New Guinea and Australia. This matter will be cleared up, when the
larva and perhaps also the androconia will be known. For the present there are only three areal forms of
tenella: tenella Misk. Habitus somewhat smaller, of a darker blue than the form figured from Dutch New
Guinea (152 g). Observed in Queensland from the coast up to altitudes of about 400 m. — owgarra B.-Bak.
from low districts of British New Guinea in my collection, is above lighter blue than our figure, of a much smaller
habitus, with a costal eye-spot of the hindwings above and two series of red-brown, irregularly distributed,
small discal dots on the hindwings beneath. -— parvipuncta Rothsch. is the mountain-form figured 152 g as
tenella. According to the author, it was found in the Snow Mountains from December to February at altitudes
of 1400 to 1800 m. Beneath dull white, with greyish-black, very distinct small bands and rows of dots.

L. drucei. This species (?) having remained unknown to me in nature differs, according to the figures
by Chapman, by the decidedly broader valve and the larger terminal tooth from L. cardia, beside the uncus
drucei. being better developed than in L. cardia. Two territorial forms have hitherto been discovered: drucei B.-Bak.
(154 e), of which we represent a $. The
has a very narrow distal margin of both wings and shows fainter
manokicari- markings beneath. Angabunga River, British New Guinea. — manokwariensis Joicey (154 g) is throughout
ensis. lighter blue, with a distinct black bordering of the forewings, and very delicate black markings of the wings
beneath.
L. rona 8m. approaches anatomically L. cardia so much that- it would not be astonishing, if it were
proved to be a cardia-race differing more in the colours than in its intrinsic constitution. Two areal forms have
rona. been discovered: rona 8m. Unknown to me in nature, according to the description about as dark blue as L.
camenae (152 g), without any submarginal dark dots on the hindwings above. Beneath with rows of dark brown
dots on the forewings, lighter brown ones on the hindwings, being arranged similarly,,as in L. placida (152 f).
biagi. Island of Ron in the Geelvink Bay, North West Dutch Neu Guinea. — biagi
resembles L. placidula-<$
(154 b) above, whilst the very delicate marking beneath recalls L. placida, except all the dots and streaks remai¬
insulicola. ning light brown. British New Guinea, at an altitude of 1500 m. — insulicola Rothsch., from the Island of
Dampier, as well as the Volcano Island in the north of Kaiser-Wilhelmsland, according to the description,
is very closely allied to L. rona 8m. and rona biagi B.-Bak., and is surely a third insular form of the cardiagroup, which was beside rona considered as a species.
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L. cossaea. This species, being beside L. haraldus the most beautiful of the genus, was at first recognized
by Distant and already figured (Rhop. Malayana 1886, t. 54 fig. 10). As Distant took the y of the species
to be a $, he still did not dare to denominate it for fear it might be the $ of a Lycaenopsis already known.
About 10 years later the species was discovered by Martin in Sumatra, by Waterstradt in Borneo and by
myself in Java at the same time. Staudinger denominated it plauta i. 1., which name was published by Druce
in 1895. In the same year also de Niceville described it as cossaea according to Martin’s and my specimens.
Who has the priority in naming it is not ascertained, but let us follow de Niceville’s example.
In
contrast with the prominent size and beauty of the imagines are the most primitive and also stunted claspingorgans which, however, are distinguished by uncommonly long bristles and the entire absence of distal spines.
cossaea is a real Macromalayan, divided into 6 partly distinct local races, the homogeneousness was at first
ascertained by my statements (Stett. Ent. Z. 1909). — distant! Fruhst., the y characterized by the very broad distanti.
black border of both wings, whereby distanti approaches much more the race sonchus Drc. from South Borneo
than the form plauta Drc. (154 b) figured by us. Malayan Peninsula. — cossaea Nic. (152 cl), not too rare in cossaea.
North East Sumatra. The yy, as a rule, exhibit a whitish patch on the forewings, whereby a great similarity
arises with L. puspa contilia Fruhst. (152 c) figured by us. •—- hegesias Fruhst. (152 d). Of the smallest habitus hegesias.
among the races known, distal margin narrow, hindwings without a light costal patch. Under surface: the
black cell-end more prominent than in cossaea, the other maculae, however, much neater. $ more profusely
, covered with blue, much lighter, also with a narrower border than the Sumatran $ and more like $$ from
Borneo than such from Java and Sumatra. Judging from the vast material of the Coll. Thieme in the Munich
Museum, there exist, however, also $$ approaching those of the Sumatran sister-race by a much broader black
border of the forewing. Nias. — sabatina Fruhst. I only found in West Java, and the beautiful figures in sabatina.
Pieper’s magnificent work are made according to my specimens. The y appears in two forms. There are two
y forms: one with a whitish costal area on the hindwing above, as Niceville figured it, and a plain, blue form
figured by Piepers according to specimens of my collection. The extremely rare $ is above more extensively
suffused with blue than $$ from Sumatra. — sonchus Drc., described as a distinct species according to a y, sonchus.
in the Coll. Staudinger, found by the collector. Wahnes, approaches in the male much rather the race from
the Malayan Peninsula and differs from plauta Drc. (154 b) by the more prominent black bordering of both
wings in the yy. From Moulton’s description of the y we see that the $ is much more closely allied to the
$ of cossaea from Sumatra than to the $$ of plauta from North Borneo being abundantly covered with white. — D'.JZ
plauta Drc. (154 b) rises to an altitude of 3000 m on the Kina Balu. There we find specimens almost without plauta.
any white in the costal region of the hindwing above and with a grey under surface which exhibits besides
smaller punctiform spots.

L. transpectus. An anatomically quite isolated species, recognizable by the heavy, distally very
broad and rounded valves, without a terminal tooth, but with one or two dorsal spikes in the centre of the
lamella. The uncus exhibits a peculiar, ventral, thumb-like appendage. The imagines are characterized
by pointed forewings, with an extremely broad black apical margin which is continued on the hindwings in
the yy of the rainy period. Only two areal races: transpectus Mr. (152 e, f) with forma latimargo Mr. of the transpectus.
generation of the wet period. From Sikkim to Burma. — hersilia Leech. The $ figured by Leech and Seitz hersilia.
in Vol. I, t. 83 f, excellently fits, particularly by the dotting on the hinclwing beneath, to the $ of L. transpectus
from Sikkim, lying before me, which represents the $ exhibiting the purest and most extensive white among
all the Lycaenopsis.
L. matanga Chapm. (= clelapra Moult.) (153 f,g). This novelty, being anatomically evidenced
by Chapman, has the contours of wings like L. transpectus (152 e, f) and a similar distribution of the white
patches above. The cell of the forewing is remarkably darkened. The clasping-organs approach those of L.
albocoeruleus, but without showing a real alliance to this species, which is already impossible on account of
the roundish, hemispherical uncus. The valve remains more slender and terminates into a point bent up up¬
wards. Certainly L. matanga belongs to a species quite isolated for the present, and its position among the
great number of species of the Lycaenopsis is only ascertainable by the figure of the clasping-organs.

matanga.

L. chelaka Moult. (153 f) is a rare species from Sarawak.

chelaka.

L. moultoni Chapm. (153 f).

moultoni.

y above with about the same broad black border of the wings as in

L. transpectus forma latimargo Mr., but above, according to statements by its author, with the lustrous ground¬
colour of Jamides bochus. Clasping-organs somewhat like in L. cossaea Nic., the valve, however, towards the
base a little more slender, before the end provided with just as long bristles as L. cossaea and plauta. Uncus
apparently somewhat rounder than in plauta. L. moultoni is, however, by far inferior in size to L. cossaea, and
the marking above is quite different, so that also in this entirely isolated species, hitherto peculiar of Borneo
we cannot think of an affinity with Lycaenopsis having been discovered to this day.

L. cyanicornis Snell. Anatomically one of the most interesting species of all the Lycaenopsis. Both
the largely extended uncus and the peculiar valve strongly strangulated in the middle, with its fungiform,

cyanicomis.

.
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very dentate cap, are unparallelled among all the Lycaenidae. And besides, by the dorsal and ventral processus
being covered with uncommonly long bristles it even excels L. cossaea. The imagines resemble above about
Bothrinia nebulosa Leech (Vol. I, t. 83 g), but the forewings are much more pointed, and the hindwing before
the distal margin still lighter whitish than in Bothrinia chennelli, the spotting of the under surface almost iden¬
tical with that of L. camenae Nic. Snellen states the habitat to be at altitudes of 1500 to 1850 m in the
Preanger. I myself collected 2
on the Plateau ef Pengalengan at an altitude of about 1200 m in April. The
$ seems to be still unknown, for the supposed $ of cyanicornis reproduced by Piepers *) so much resembles
the $$ of L. cardia astarga Fruhst. that I cannot believe it to belong indeed to the broadly margined cyanicornis.

(joins,

catreus.

hcrmcias.

L. catreus. Described according to the specimens I discovered on the Plateau of Pengalengan in April
1893. Both Butler and Chapman doubt whether this species belongs to the Lycaenopsis, and still catreus
is an entirely typical species of the genus, and the
might even be mistaken for the ^ of L. corythrus, L. coalita,
or of L. albidisca. The $, however, is rather isolated by its abnormal heteromorphism and the colouring above
strikingly resembling a Nyctemera. Also the genital organs are hightly specialized, but nevertheless we observe
also here resemblances to continental and Papuan species. The tegumen exhibits an uncommonly broad, strongly
chitinized uncus armed with short spikes, and besides it has a still more clumsy appearance by a ventral skinny
appendage. The valve, however, with its long, slender shape and its sharp apex belongs to the neatest formations
in the whole genus. —- gaius Fruhst. is larger, lighter and more brilliantly blue than West Javanese. The
submarginal and discal spotting beneath is much more prominent than in catreus. A novelty for Sumatra!
Padang-Boven District, North East Sumatra. The Sumatran form is more closely allied to the East Javanese
form than to the name-type from West Java: catreus Nic. d'd' make the impression of a small L. coalita or
somewhat darker L. cardia, the under surface resembles that of L. placida. From the volcanos in West Java. ■—
hermeias Fruhst. is easily distinguishable from the West Javanese race by the purely white, discal brightening
of the forewing recalling L. albidisca Mr., as well as by a variably extensive white zone in the costal area of the
hindwing.

argioloides.

L. argioloides Rothsch. is a peculiar, unpretentious species which by its dark blue above and the
dull grey beneath indeed strikingly resembles a Nacaduba, and on the whole approximates L. cara Nic. (152 g)
from Celebes particularly by the way how the bands are distributed beneath. In its exterior argioloides is thus
not in the least allied to L. catreus. The clasping-organs, however, are so closely allied to it that we might be
induced to consider argioloides to be a local race of catreus. The valve has a still longer and sharper point than
catreus, and the uncus is elliptical in its upper part, similar as in the species of the cardia-group, the ventral
appendage distinctly separated from it, basally very broad, outwardly extended into a pointed, chitinized,
spined tip. Snow Mountains, Dutch New Guinea. The form is represented in great numbers in the Leyden
Museum, one $ in my collection.

idamis.

L. idamis Fruhst. $ scarcely discernible from L. catreus in its size, the relatively narrow black bor¬
dering of the forewings and, to a certain degree, even in the distribution of a slight, white tinge on both wings
above. The blue ground-colour, however, lighter, without any violet admixture and of a more intense lustre
than in catreus. Marking beneath exactly like in catreus, but without the blackish tinge of the apical region
of the forewing, and deviating on the hindwing chiefly by another discal series of black striae in idamis, which
are absent in catreus. P on the whole most closely allied to the $ of L. marginata Nic., consequently predo¬
minantly white, with a broad black costal margin of the forewing and two black marginal bands of the hindwing.
Bases of both wings dusted with a bluish grey. Clasping-organs quite isolated, tegumen very broad with an
extremely short uncus. Shape of valves unparallelled in the genus Lycaenopsis, entirely analogous to that
of Lampides kankena (151 a) and L. kondulana Fldr., i. e. fork-shaped, bipartite, the ventral lamella only with
a small dorsal bar. West Sumatra 1
North East Sumatra, $$ in Coll. Fruhstorfer.

cara.

L. cara Nic. (152 g). $ above lustrous dark blue, $ similar to dark $$ of L. argiolus coelestina from
India and also to such of L. musina (152 h). Clasping-organs with a bossy, short uncus very much rounded
off, exhibiting a pointed ventral appendage. Valve again allied to those of the genus Lampides, distantly recalling
the valve of Lampides elpis. Valve short, the lower lamella terminating into two strong points, exhibiting
besides a dorsal, inwardly bent appendage. South Celebes, where I collected it on the Peak of Bonthain, in
February 1896, at an altitude of about 1500 m,

puspa.

L. puspa. Next to L. argiolus and L. cardia the most widely distributed Lycaenopsis, being distri¬
buted in partly magnificently differentiated, geographical races from India to the Philippines and from the
Andamans to the Key Islands. Although puspa has already advanced to Sula Besi, it has still nowheres reached
the Northern Moluccas, and from the Southern Moluccas we only know it from Goram. From New Guinea
the species has not yet been fully ascertained. As the most interesting phenomenon within the species we must
*) Rliopalocera of Java. T. 22, fig. 76 b.
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regard the amazing differentiation of the insular races of Bawean and Kangean, situate nearest to Java, deviating
among each other more than the most remote forms from Celebes and the Philippines. — Very likely the name
puspa Horsf. 1828 will have to give the precedence to the older name of duponcheli Godt. (1823). Godart’s
diagnose, however, is exceptionally very short and uncertain in this species, so that I do not consider it advis¬
able to change the current name, the more so since Godart was himself in doubt whether his type’s habitat
,,Timor”, as stated by him, was correct. -— Eggs on Cylista scariosa, a Leguminosa, where they are singly deposited
in the axillae of the stalks and the bracteae of the small flower-heads, when still buds. Larva also on Hiptage
madablota (a Combretacea), Schleichera trijuga (Sapindacea) and Xylia dolabriformis. By ants the L. puspalarvae are only occasionally visited *). —- myla Fruhst. (= formosana B.-Bak.) approximates puspa cagaya
Fldr. from the Philippines, particularly the southernmost local form ottonis Fruhst. from Palawan, with which
it has the relatively narrow, black distal margin of the foreAvings in common. Only the apical part is somewhat
more broadly bordered with black, though not so extensive as in georgi Fruhst. from Bazilan and Mindanao.
Under surface: the antemarginal lines of the hindwings, as well as the black dots on them are neater than in
georgi, the submarginal band of the forewing, however, almost as broad again, composed of very strong
black maculae, myla is the northermost form known hitherto of the Indo-Malayan puspa. As I found
the species in Siam and Tonkin, it is rather certain that puspa aauII also yet be discovered in South
China, from AiLere it has not yet been reported. Formosa, Polisha, July. In the Avhole island from the
sea-coast up to elevations of about 1500 m, everywhere common. — cagaya Fldr. from the Northern
Philippines, Luzon. A relatively large form, $ with very much white, similar to the Javanese name-type,
A a narroAv black marginal area. — sabis Fruhst. inhabits Mindoro. ^ with a considerably broader distal
margin on both wings. Forewing Avith a white transcellular brightening. — georgi Fruhst. originates from
Camiguin de Mindanao and Mindanao, q with a remarkably light blue upper surface of all the wings and
particularly prominent submarginal dots on the hindwings beneath. — bazilana Fruhst. Larger, above darker
blue than cagaya from Luzon. The black distal margin of both wings almost twice as broad. $ hindwings much
darker than in Semper’s figure of the $ of L. puspa cagaya. Bazilan, February to March, discovered by W.
Doherty. — ottonis Fruhst. differs from bazilan in both sexes by the narrower black distal margin, the lighter
tinge on the hindwings above, and the more intense dotting on the hindwings beneath. Palawan, January,
February. Numbers of it Avere collected by Doherty. — hermagoras Fruhst. The $ is the most closely allied
to that of the Indian dry period form, but it exhibits broader black distal margins and a more extensive black,
as well as blue tinge of all the wings. Hainan. — In imperatrix Btlr. from Siam, Tenasserim, Tonkin we already
notice the influence of the seasons by veiy light specimens, with narrow borders round both wings in the dry
period, and such of a darker ground-colour with a broad margin of the wings, and enlarged and complete sub¬
marginal maculae on the under surface. Doherty found imperatrix in the Karen Hills, in LoAver Burma. ■—
gisca Fruhst. is the continental Indian territorial form which likewise changes its colouring according to
the season. Type based upon specimens of the dry period, in which the black marginal area is the most extensive
among all the puspa-races. In the 9, however, the discal white of the hindwings disappears, which is sometimes
reduced to a very narrow, white stripe. — The dry period form, artena Fruhst. remains smaller, of a lighter
blue, above ahvays interspersed Avith more white, the black markings beneath reduced and sometimes turning
into a pale greyish brown. Common in Sikkim, Assam, and Upper Burma, rarer in the Western Himalaya.
Doherty sent specimens from the Naga Hills in East Assam to Elaves. — lilacea Hmps. (= crissa Nic.) is a
darkened form of Southern India. — lavendularis Mr. already approaches the Macromalayan races. The under
surface remains more purely white than in gisca Fruhst. from the continent, the discal white patches above are
more sharply defined than in the continental regional form. Ceylon. -— tells Fruhst. from the Andamans forms
a transition from the Ceylon-race to the North Indian gisca. The Avhite area of the foreAving is more prominent
than in lavendularis, the black spotting beneath less coarse than in gisca from Sikkim. — cyanescens Nic. from
Kamorta, Nicobars, has remained unknown to me, but according to the figure it shows a dark blue ground¬
colour, no white patch, and a very narrow black distal margin. — prominens is a form from the Nicobars,
the $ of which exhibits a somewhat darkened white interspersement on the forewing, compared to the Andaman
race, whereas beneath all the small punctiform spots are inclined to increase in size. — Iambi Dis-t. from the
Malayan Peninsula is a magnificent race occurring in two.temporal forms and perhaps also besides in a subalpine
form. Iambi, as Distant denominated a $, belongs to a form above throughout coloured blue, Avhereas splendens
Bltr. are $<$ with a magnificent white embedment in the forewing. A $ of my collection, however, belongs
to a decided dry period form, with still more extensive white on the hindwing than in the $$ from Formosa,
Sikkim and even Lombok. — In Borneo there occur, according to Moulton’s statements, 2 areal forms, those
of the extreme north of Sandakan, which Moulton considered to be Iambi Dist. and which Druce had already
before ascertained to be allied to the Philippine race cagaya Fldr. Besides a widely distributed form without
any noticeable differences in generations from the AA'hole of Sarawak, Mount Maropok, and the Island of Labuan,
*) According to BEil, Journ. Bomb. Nat, Hist. Soc. Vol. 25, loth Jan. 1918, p. 434.
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The only $ of it in existence resembles the dark 2$ of kiihni from Celebes and Bangkai by the blackish discoloraiijmbria. tion of the upper surface, leaving only free a whitish disc of the forewing, like in hermione Fruhst. (tymbria
sitbsp. nov.). — In the Natuna Islands another insular race has developed with a very narrow, black distal margin
rohunnia. on both wings, a hardly noticeable, whitish discal spot of the forewing and a dark grey under surface. — volumnia
mygdonia. subsp. nov. *) Bunguran, Natuna Islands. — mygdonia Fruhst. inhabits North East Sumatra.
at once discer¬
nible from Iambi-<$by the black border being almost twice as broad at the apex of the forewing. The white
discal area is only noticeable in one <$ among ten. £ most characteristic by an extensive, steel-blue reflection
puspinus. recalling L. cossaea Nic. (152 d) and covering the dull white parts.
puspinus Kheil from the Island of
Nias is distinguished by the narrowly margined, light blue, brightly lustrous
and by the $ being throughpuspa. out suffused with a light blue, showing but very faint traces of a costal white on the hindwings. — puspa
Horsf., the nomenclatural type, since 1828 known in Java, is found from the whole northern and southern coasts
of the island, from Batavia and Palabuan, up tiro altitudes of about 1500 m on the volcanos in the interior.
The species flies during the whole year. The $$ occur in two forms: in unicolorously blue ones, and in such with
air uncommonly large, snow-white disc on both wings, excelling the lightest gisca Fruhst. from the Indian Peninsania. sula. West Java. In East Java occurs sania Fruhst., a local form of a much smaller shape, the $$ of which
do not exhibit any blue tinge above at all. In specimens of the dry period the submarginal small lunae and
rows of dots disappear on the hindwings beneath. I observed them at altitudes of about 500 to 1200 nr. Accor¬
ding to Piepers also found in the extreme east of the island, in Banjuwangi. Besides known from Bali. —
hermione Fruhst. (152 c) inhabits Baivean, Kangean, and is a subspecies with the largest habitus. The
in
which the black bordering of the hindwing is so extensive that only minute transcellular spots remain white,
contilia. is the most closely allied to the $ of kiihni Bob. from Bangkai. — contilia Fruhst. (152 c). Sumbawa, Sunrba,
with stronger black submarginal spots on the wings beneath, and a more extensive black touch of the anal
half of the hindwing above. Of a larger habitus than the East Javanese. I collected it also in Lombok, where
calata. contilia occurs particularly in April at altitudes of about 500 to 1000 m. — calata Fruhst. inhabits Flores. A
distinct local form; 2 with a very narrow distal margin of all the wings. Hindwing above extensively tinged
<laminae. with a magnificent dark violet blue. — dammae Heron with its slight discal brightening much rather approximates
the dark races of the Key and Aru Islands than the abundantly white contilia and calata, and exhibits a more
iimorensis. extensive black distal margin than the insular forms from Sumbawa and Flores. — timorensis Btlr. is the insular
branch for which the name duponcheli Goclart 1823 might be readopted. Specimens from Timor exhibit a more
reduced light disc of the forewing than contilia-GG- — We now come to the most interesting forms, those from
Celebes, where the polymorphism of the species reaches the climax of its development, for in this island there
occurs beside the generations of the Monsoon- and dry period of the lowlands also a hightly specialized form
of the dry period of the subalpine zone. L. puspa offers an analogon to the development of Papilio sarpedon
which could only in Celebes transform itself into a race of the litoral districts {milon Fldr. [45 b]) and a modified
subalpine or mountain-form monticulus Fruhst. (45 a). The pus pa-form of the lowlands has been denominated
kidmi. kiihni Bob. according to specimens from East and South Celebes. It resembles above hermione Fruhst. from
Bawean, but the colouring is still more darkened, the black bordering of the hindwings broader. Normal
of kiihni exhibit only a slight bluish-white brightenning of the forewings and an almost quite black upper surface.
Besides there exist from the surroundings of Maros $$ almost Avithout any black and blue tinge, originating
sa-manga. from the dry period (August), approaching the $$ of puspa puspa and denominated samanga Fruhst. ■—- The
naiara. figured forma najara Fruhst. (152 c), however, I observed in the extreme dry period of South East Celebes
in February 1896, at an altitude of about 1500 m. It approaches by the light blue colouring so much L. puspa
■puspinus Kheil that I took it to be a distinct species. Only by examining the clasping-organs I found out that
it belonged to the collective species L. puspa. The $ has no analogies whatever with any of the puspa-QQ knoAvn,
but it entirely resembles the <$, with the same pointed shape of the wings, and differs above from the $ only
by a more than twice as broad brownish-black bordering of both wings. -— From the western part of Central
Celebes Dr. Martin has brought along a very interesting form occurring in the districts to the south of Palu
martini, at an altitude of about 7 to 800 m. In this form, martini subsp. nov., the ground-colour is darkened, and besides
there is a bright steel-lustre on it, almost turning into a violet blue. The border of the Avings, particularly along
the costal zone, even excels that of contilia in extent and is at least as broad again as in puspa kiihni from
East Celebes, as Rober figured it. The under surface resembles that of hermione, but the white is intensely
shaded with grey. Flying-time apparently all the year round in the district of Kalawara. From North Celebes,
Avhere a regional form closely allied to kiihni must exist, L. puspa has hitherto not yet been ascertained in the
literature. It is by no means impossible that we may expect also from there a litoral race and an andromorphous
hyllus. form from the mountains of the Minahassa. — hyllus subsp. nov. is found from May to September in the Island
of Bangkai. The $ is above still more darkened than hermione Fruhst.-Q; the forewing exhibits only a slight
Avhitish brightening, the hindwing none whatever; the under surface is entirely like that of the darkened races
—

*) Differs, according to Chapman, from Borneo-specimens.
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from the satellite islands with a more prominent blac-k spotting on a duller grey ground than in the forms of
chief island. — deronda subsp. nov., according to Dr. Chapman’s statements, is above of a still deeper blue
than Celebes-specimens and does not show any whitish brightening of the forewings; Sula Besi, described accor¬
ding to specimens of the Tring Museum. -— rdberi Fruhst.
above very closely allied to forma najara Fruhst.
from the mountains of South Celebes, with the same narrow distal margin of both wings, but a somewhat darker
blue colouring. Under surface characterized by sharply defined, thin, but complete bands instead of single
submarginal spots. The submarginal maculae of the forewings are changed into quite fine striae. Gorarn, as
well as in the Uliassers. -— darmis Fruhst. A highly specialized insular race, characterized by an extremely
narrow black margin, whereby darmir is immediately discernible from the broadly margined kiihni from Celebes.
The colouring above on the whole approaches the most that of puspa dammae Her. from Wetter, but the white
area appears still more insignificant than in the latter. The $ somewhat approximates those of contilia (152 c)
from Sumbawa, but the black bordering is more extensive. Key Islands. In an allied form also in the Aru Islands.
In the far east, in New Pomerania, there occurs another representative of the collective species: Pagenstecher
mentions a number of specimens from Ralum with the following meaningless diagnose: Upper surface skyblue with black margins, under surface greyish-white with black macular bands and dots on the ground, puspa
Horsf. may be identical with it.“ Pagenstecher’s statements are applicable to nearly all the Lycaenopsis.
the

deronda.
rdberi.

darmis.

*

L. argiolus is probably the species most inclined to polymorphism. Chapman has provided us with
most valuable disclosures about this species, and only by him we obtained a precise knowledge of the range
of the collective species in its whole extent on the Asiatic continent. Chapman was also the first to ascertain
that L. argiolus does not pass over to the Malayan Archipelago, whereas Niceville and Snellen presumed
forms of L. argiolus to occur in Sumatra and Java. In the meantime we have found out that both the authors
had mixed up L. cardia-races with L. argiolus and L. argiolus coelestina Roll. To the habitats ascertained by
Chapman we may add as a new habitat the Island of Formosa. — argiolus L. (Vol. I, t. 83 g). Described by argiolus.
Linne from ,,Europe” according to specimens smaller than Lycaena argus, which fact is emphasized by its
author. It is doubtful whether Linne has based his diagnose on Swedish specimens remaining very small.
We find argiolus from Ireland and Scandinavia through the whole of Europe, and Korb also found it in Algeria.
Specimens from the Bretagne from April and May are, according to Oberthur, Etudes 1910, p. 340, less dark
than such of the summer breed. Among the numerous Europeans of my collection the smallest $$ (4th April),
and at the same time the largest ones (17th July) from the Maritime Alps. In Central Asia there occur local
forms, such as in the Hi Mountains near Djarkent, -where the 22 exhibit on the hindwing only yet a slight
blue basal tinge and the black border of the forewing reaches almost the middle of the forewing, being otherwise
dark blue. — By ladonides de VOrza the Japanese race was at first denoted. In the Japanese Islands there ladonides.
occur, however, at least three forms which certainly also change according to the season. First of all, a very
large one approximating in the $ that of L. huegeli, as it was represented in Vol. I, t. 83 h), another one inhabiting
perhaps the lowlands and on the whole approaching small specimens of L. coelestina from the Western Himalaya,
and forma kobei Tutt, perhaps an alpine race with darkened blue and a broader marginal area above. — levetti levetti.
Btlr. inhabits Corea. -—- crimissa Fruhst. $ belonging to a large form, which is hardly inferior to Chinese specimens crimissa.
of L. oreas Leech. Upper surface of areas- $, as Leech figures it, distinguished only by a whitish area in the intra¬
median region of the forewing and a row of very large spots on the hindwing. The under surface more strongly
dotted than in specimens from Tsingtau, Canton etc. On the mountains of Formosa, not common. —As caphis caphis.
subsp. nov. a large form is here introduced, the $$ of which appear almost just as broadly margined with black
as specimens from Djarkent. The blue of the forewing does not exhibit the white patches characteristic of
Japanese $$, and also the liindwings are more intensely blackened. In the whole of China everywhere very
common and according to Leech just as variable as European specimens. Specimens before me from Canton and
Tsingtau are relatively small and form a transition from Japanese to Central Asiatic specimens. The nomenclatural type is based upon large specimens from Omishan and Ningpo. — coelestina Roll. Chiefly confined
to the Western Himalaya, where it occurs in two forms: coelestina Roll. (Vol. I, t. 83 f)„ strikingly similar to coelestina.
European argiolus. Forewings pointed, both sexes relatively small. From Cashmir, Laclak and the north¬
western province in my collection. — huegeli Mr. is probably the summer-breed, from higher regions. Magnificent huegeli.
specimens from Kulu, Lahid and Bashahr in my collection.
The latter already approach areas from West
China. Doherty observed huegeli in the Kumaon-Himalaya at altitudes between 1200 and 3500 m. — trita trita.
Swh. resembles the Japanese ladonides. Above sky-blue, beneath cream-coloured, the basal areas of both wings
suffused with blue. From Mussuri, North West Himalaya. — In sikkima Mr., an interesting local race, the sikkima.
specimens, as a rule, remain still smaller than the most insignificant coelestina. Of its two temporal forms that
of the dry period, with its wings interspersed with white, most strikingly resembles L. cardia dilectus Mr., that
of the rainy period our European argiolus. — albocoeruloides Chapm,. is a form with an extensive white spot albocoeru¬
loides.
in the disc of the forewing, but a relatively narrow, brownish-black distal margin. -—- victoriae Swh. is victoriae.
based upon specimens of an extreme dry period form. — puspargiolus Chapm,. is presumably a form of the puspargio¬
lus
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rainy period, resembling above L. puspa by a very broad black border. — bothrioides Chapm. is the name of
a deviation, strikingly similar to Bothrinia chennelli Nic. by the roundish shape of the wings and an extensive
black marginal area. Assam. -—- herophilus Fruhst. was found in South Annam. The 3 greatly approaches
victoriae Swh., the $ differing by a broader black distal margin. -— cition Fruhst. replaces there small L. argiolus
coelestina and belongs to an extreme dry period form.

L. oreas. In the habitus and genitals this species is so closely allied to L. argiolus that it could perhaps
be presumed to be merely a very much modified mountain-form of L. argiohis. The marking beneath does
not show any real differences, and also the genitals differ only by the valve being somewhat broader and smoothly
cut off before the long-extended apex, whereas L. argiohis shows an indentation at the same place. A race newly
discovered in the Island of Formosa, however, deviates by its magnificently lustrous dark blue colouring so
much from all the forms of L. argiolus known that it appears to me to be advisable to acknowledge two species,
as has also been recommended by Chapman. To the range of the collective species disclosed by Chapman
areas, we may here add yet the Philippines and Formosa, Avhere it was recently found. — oreas Leech, as its author
figured it in ,,Butterflies of China“ and Seitz Vol. I, t. 83 f, is a mixed species, since the $ in fact represents
the real oreas. The presumptive
however, according to the immense material put at Oberthur’s disposal
is a $ of a vicarious species, for which the name astynome was introduced. According to Leech, only in altitudes
of about 3000 m. Presumably confined to the high mountains. Butler mentions oreas also from the Chusan
Archipelago and from Futchou. These specimens, however, may presumably be forms of L. argiolus. At any
rate all the specimens I possess from the habitats situate near the coast, from Canton, Tsingtau and Formosa,
(n isamis. belong to argiolus. — arisanus Mats, from Arisan in Formosa. The $ differs from Chinese specimens by the
darker and more violet-blue ground-colour above, resembling on the whole those of L. limbatus Mr. and the
Nacaduba-species approaching atrata Horsf. and beroe Fldr. The $ exhibits a rather broad, blackish-brown
distal margin proceeding in the hindwing close to the cell in the shape of black lace. Both sexes in the basal
part of the hindwing rather extensively tinged bluish-green, otherwise the under surface of the excellent local
race does not exhibit any differences from L. oreas. Matsumura knew only 1 $ flying in October.
and $ are
arcana, in the Collection Courvoisier, now in the Museum at Basle. -— oreana Swh. from Assam. A large form from
Continental India, only disclosed by Chapman. Specimens in my possession from Batang, near the frontier of
alf/crnoni. Yunnan, much rather resemble oreana Swh. than oreas Leech. ■—- algernoni Fruhst. Chapman mentions as ,,phillippina“ a form which he identified from a definition of the GoDMAN-Collection. It is, however, not philippina
Semp., being a local race of L. cardia, but decidedly a branch of L. oreas, differing from the real oreas from China
only by a somewhat rounder attachment of the valval apex. Philippines, exact habitat unknown.
asti/nomr.

hhnitcon.

hcffcsander.

limbatus.

placida.

L. astynome Oberth. is apparently not rare in some districts of Tibet and West China, for in the Coll
Oberthur there are 150 specimens from Yunnan, Szetchouan. This species having hitherto been wrongly
described differs from L. oreas Leech-Seitz by the black distal marginal area of about 2 mm width on both
wings which will naturally extend still farther proximally in the $ being unknown to me even in the figure.
L. limbatus Mr. Next to L. musina (152 h) certainly one of the most constant Lycaenopsis, being
subject only to insignificant local changes. Chapman has correctly grouped all the races known at his time
round the nomenclatural type, but it seems not to be quite certain that L. jynteana Nic. belongs to limbatus.
Evans also expresses his doubts in this respect (Journ. Nat. Hist. Soc. 1912, p. 982). jynteana, however, seems
to be such a doubtful species that its insertion in limbatus does in no way lessen the value of Chapman’s statement.
limbatus is beside L. puspa the only species that has proceeded to the east as far as the Bismarck Archipelago.
It accompanies L. cardia, which it resembles very much, and from which it is in the $ almost not discernible
at all. but very easily in the $. Anatomically, however, it belongs beside L. puspa and argiolus to the forms
with a tooth-like prolongation of the valve, so that it may be very easily separated from the series of species
of L. cardia and L.tehella. As to the range of the species in Continental India, only Niceville was correct, all the
later authors created confusions and even Niceville united a false $ -— the $ of A. cardia dilecta Wr. — with
L. limbatus. The northernmost of all the geographical races known hitherto, hiniilcon Fruhst. is very closely
allied to L. limbatus Mr. (= placida Nic.), from which it differs by the rounder contours of the wings and
the darker bluish-violet colour above. The costal margin and distal margin of the forewing is narrow black
as in catreus Nic. The marking beneath more prominent than in limbatus from Aikkim. Formosa, Taihanroku,
July; Chip-Chip, at the end of July, occurring in numbers. •— liegesander Fruhst. Smaller, darker, above much
more extensively bordered with black than Indian placida. Beneath darker grey, all the dots more prominent.
Tonkin, Montes Manson, April-May, 2 to 3000ft. — limbatus Mr. Type from Shillong, Assam. Above it
resembles entirely the Macromalayan races of L. cardia, and beside the great, unmistakable anatomical differences
it only differs by the under surface of the hindwings being more dotted. —- placida Nic. may be maintained
as the name of a dry period form for specimens from Sikkim. Niceville knew specimens from Upper
Burma, from the frontier of Tavoy-Siam, and from Penang. For South Indian and Ceylon specimens,
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considered as typical limbatus in England, a denomination may be introduced. — With jynteana partly considered
as L. argiolus, partly as a form of albocoeruleus, Niceville has probably mixed up a race of limbatus as well
as of L. argiolus. This presumption is also borne out by the fact that Niceville states in the ,,Gazetteer of
Sikkim“ 1894, p. 152, that he was unable to find out L. argiolus sikkima Mr., whereas he says jynteana to be
,,common at altitudes of 2 to 9000 ft.“ Its range in Continental India extends from the mountain-ranges of
the Residency of Bombay across the Himalayan promontories to Assam. The form of Southern India from
Travancore and the Nilgiri Hills will most probably deviate from the North Indian chief and nomenclatural
form. — This is certainly the case with amitra subsp. nov. from Ceylon. Moore, the author of the species,
has surely obtained it from the palm-island, but he did not recognize it. It was only in 1899, when Niceville,
backed up by finds of Manders, reported them to be not too common at mean altitutes of the mountains.
amitra, however, according to the investigations in Ceylon, does not go up so high as L. lanka Ulr. which is
found in great numbers near Nuwara-Eliya. The blue colour of the upper surface of the Ceylon amitra appears
to be darker than that of the North Indian specimens; the small black striae beneath are more pronounced and
closer together. — hermesiasiax Fruhst. (152 f). Specimens from the Southern Philippines in my collection
and Semper’s fig. 14 and 15 differ from those from Luzon by their larger size, broader black bordering, darker
blue colour and more prominent black dotting beneath on all the wings. Mindanao. Similar races will probably
be yet found on all the Philippine Islands. — placidula Drc. (154 b), unknown to me in nature, seems to
be very rare, for it is not to be found in any of the collections accessible to me. Chapman was induced by a
wrong denomination in the British Museum to consider specimens of tenella from British New Guinea, ana¬
tomically belonging into another group of species, to be placidula. Borneo-^H are superior in size to Sumatran
and Javanese
the $ resembles that of lyce from Celebes, but it is more abundantly suffused with blue parti¬
cularly on the forewing. According to Moulton, there are only three specimens in the Sa.rawak Museum, two
of which were captured by Shelford and Cox accompanied by five natives on Mount Penrissen, where they
had been assiduously collecting in May 1900, whilst the third was found in Kouching in August. —- placidina
Fruhst. (152 f as placida). The 3$ are not very rare, larger, darker, with a less bright lustre than specimens
from Sikkim. 9 very rare, not yet known. North East and West Sumatra, Penang. — pellax Fruhst. This
form is above, and in most specimens also beneath, not discernible from L. cardia astarga. However insignificant
the external differences may be, the morphology of the clasping-organs nevertheless proved that beside cardia
also limbatus occurs in Java. The $2 of the two species being so very remarkably similar in the male, however,
are very easily distinguished, as we see on table 152 f, in which row the Zyce-9 being brightened up by
v/hite represents the $ of the Celebes form of limbatus, whilst the dark blue $ of thoria, being hardly hued
whitish, illustrates the $ of the cardia-race from Celebes. Thus the specimen in Pieper’s magnificent work on
table 22, fig. 80 is neither the $ of limbatus, but that of the Javanese cardia astarga Fruhst. Correct is
only fig. 82 on the same table 22, named ,,placida^ by Piepers. For placida simply read L. limbatus pellax
Fruhst. The <$<$ are very scanty in Java, the $ being unknown. Java, Lombok, Sumbawa; certainly also Bali.
—- epicharrna Fruhst. Flores, lies before me only in an uncommonly small form of the dry period from the
Island of Flores, being above remarkably light blue and with a magnificent lustre. It likewise numbers among
the forms not to be accurately distinguished from L. cardia masinissa Fruhst. and L. camenae jugurtha Fruhst.
from Flores., if the clasping-organs would not be examined. It is, however, not impossible that specimens of
the rainy period unknown to me of all the three species from Flores may also exhibit external differences. —
lyce Sm. (152 f $ as lyseas). South Celebes). A well-defined insular race described according to specimens
collected by Doherty near the water-fall of Maros. Martin found the form near Donggala, Central Celebes;
$ beneath distinguished by very large black maculae, so that lyce-<$<$ strikingly resemble the
of L. puspa
being very similar beneath. — pellonia Fruhst. is a mountain-form of it from the Peak of Bonthain from
an altitude of 5000 ft . From the same locality originates also the $ figured as lyseas, the only one I captured
there. — gadara Fruhst. is a form of the Island of Obi, of a somewhat larger habitus than that of the Celebes
specimens, the bordering of the forewings being narrower. The ground-colour appears to be somewhat
darker blue, but above without any violet admixture. Apparently rare. — beretava Ribbe (what I have
said about it on p. 866 has proved to be erroneous after having seen the type belonging to limbata) may,
as far as can at any rate be judged from a figure, represent the limbatus-form from the Bismarck
Archipelago. Above dark blue with an extremely narrow border of the forewing, beneath dark grey with
insignificant, rather indistinct, small black spots. Apparently very rare, only observed near Kinigunang in
New Pomerania.
L. nigerrimus Moult. This species, established according to one specimen without the abdomen,
is above dark brown. The under surface is whitish, the costal margin of the forewing faintly hued brownish
or grey. The cell terminates by a dark line. Forewing with a postdiscal, regular series of 6 short intranerval
lines and *a subterminal row of spots, as well as a ,,fuscous lunular“ submarginal line. Hindwing with
a postdiscal row of 8 punctiform spots. The species forms the transition from L. plauta to haraldus. Borneo,
Sarawak.
IX
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L. haraldus F. Like cossaea a typical Macromalayan, undoubtedly the most splendid representative
of the genus, besides distinguished by the prominent heteromorphism of the sexes. In contrast with the reflecting
blue
a plain, black $ with a white discal area on both wings. The clasping-organs resemble those of L.
cossaea, they have also remained very small compared with the remarkable size of the imagines. The valve
exhibits distinct distal teeth. Three local forms have already been denominated: ananga Fldr. Malayan peninsula.
Sumatra. Banka, according to Hagen not very rare. The largest of the races known. — eornuta Drc. (152 d
as haraldus-$). North Borneo, South East Borneo; judged from 4
1 ^ in Coll. Fruhstorfer; decidedly
smaller than Perak-specimens with a narrower black ajhcal margin of the forewing. — haraldus F. (152 d only
the $). Fabricius described his species from the ,,East Indies”, which is a mistake. We know, however, that
Fabriciits received many Javanese lepidoptera the habitat of which he transferred to ,,India orientalis”, so
that it is not improbable that also the type of L. haraldus came from the Island of Java. As we already have
certain names for the races from Perak and Borneo, which must by no means be synonvmized with the uncertain
,,haraldus”, I assign the name of ,,haraldus^ to the Javanese race, thus evading a newT name for it. haraldus
is very rare in Java. Only 1 £ in my collection, a second I gave to Niceville. In the Coll. Godman there is
a $ from Java.

L. ripte Drc. (152 g). An excellent species, the only species with a black, subbasal cell-spot on the
forewing beneath. Known for certain only from North Borneo. I found the very rare $ having not been described
hitherto in the Coll. Thieme of the Munich Museum. It resembles above the $ of quadriplaga (152 e), but it
has a dull white ground-colour, an extremely delicate light blue shade on the basal part of the hindwing
and a more extensive blackish-brown marginal border on both wings. The under surface looks much paler,
but otherwise quite analogous to the
°f ripte as we illustrate it. Patria, also of ripte-$, the Kina-Balu at
an altitude of about 1500 m.

L. marginata. A magnificent species which may be and is easily mistaken above for the rainy period

marginata.

albidisca.
carna.

carnita.

dohertyi.

form of L. puspa. The North Indian race is again split into two rather well separated temporal forms. L. mar¬
ginata has a peculiar range and inhabits a more extensive area than was hitherto known. We find it from the
Kumaon-Himalaya to Upper and Lower Burma, then again in Penang, Sumatra and Java, finally in South
India, but not in Ceylon and Borneo. The species is anatomically leather isolated and especially recognizable
by a spine of the uncus, thus forming analogies to L. argiolus, limbatus, nedda etc., though it is in no way whatever
allied to these species. Chapman considered the South Indian race to be a separate species, and his illustration
of it (fig. 82) in fact bears a resemblance todifferences with marginata which, however, are due to the photographer
and in reality do not exist so sharply pronounced. My preparations of marginata from Sikkim and carna from
Sumatra mitigate the apparent contrasts, so that we have absolutely three ,,races” before us instead of three
,.species”. — marginata Nic. $ and $ of the wet period with an extensive black border of both wings above.
Sub marginal dots beneath extremely prominent.
of the dry period with an increased discal white above
and smaller black dots beneath. From the Kumaon-Himalaya to Burma and Tenasserim, sometimes rising
to altitudes of 3000 m. —- albidisca Mr. South India. A magnificent race from the Nilgeri and Pulni Hills in
South India, above strikingly resembling L. cossaea (152 d). — carna Nic. (152 d). This form remained unknown
to Chapman. The clasping-organs in no way differ from those of marginata from Sikkim, and the imagines also
show only insignificant differences. The only essential difference may perhaps be noticed in the more prominent
subterminal marginal dots on the hindwings above. North East Sumatra (7 <$<$ in the Coll. Fruhstorfer),
Penang (Chapman). — carnita subsp. nov. is that magnificent insular race which was at first ascertained from
Java by the excellent illustration of Peepers (t. 22, fig. 73 a and b) who denominates it marginata in the text.
carnita differs from carna by the much broader black hue particularly also at the costal margin, and by the
very much smaller white disc of the forewing. The submarginal row of dots on the hindwing is much more
prominent. The $ resembles that of L. ceyx dilectissima as we figure it 154 b, but in carnita the black
marginal area is more than twice increased. It also resembles the $ of coalita from Java as Piepers reproduces
it, but the black bordering of the wings does not extend to the proximal margin of the forewing. Piepers found
carnita on the volcano of Gede and in the Preangers at an altitude of about 1500 m; I myself took a $ on the
Plateau of Pengalengan, West Java, well-known by Ornithoptera vandepolli Snell., Dodona xoindu Fruhst., Dodona
fruhstorferi Rob., and by the innumerably occurring Papilio priapus etc.

L. dohertyi Tytl. from the Naga Hills, East Assam (described in the Journ. Bombay Natural History
Society Vol. 24, Nr. 1 (Sept. 1915) p. 121 and figured on t. IV, fig. 45/46) is to be considered as an inter¬
mediary between L. puspa and L. transpectus. Two generations of it were observed, that of the Monsoon
period from July till October and that of the dry period from the end of October. I do not think it impossible
that dohertyi will prove to be the Assam-race of L. marginata.
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L. shelfordi Nic. (152 e). Only one form is known which was introduced by me as armenta. $
above marked like the $ of puspinus, the black costal margin, however, broader, the whitish antemarginal
moon-spots of the hindwings smaller, the cilia darker, narrower. All the parts of both wings above, which are
not margined with black, exhibit a bright dark blue reflection. Under surface greyish-white, darker than in
puspa, approximating puspa in the distribution of the black dots, but all the maculae neater. South East Borneo,
North Borneo, Lawas, Sarawak. Throughout the whole year rather common on Mount Matang, where shelfordi
slowly flies over the bushes from 11 till 2 p. m. (Moulton).
L. nedda. This Lycaenopsis being most variable above is found in the Papuan district, in the Moluccas,
Celebes, and the islands of the Timor Sea. Uncus recognizable by a pointed continuation. — gradeniga Fruhst.
(152 e).
upper surface dark violet. Both wings with a uniformly broad marginal band occup37ing at least
a third of the upper surface of the wings. Cell on both wings defined by a very small black*streak. Under
surface greyish-white, marking as in placida, but stronger. North Celebes, East Celebes. It inhabits the plains.
proba subsp. nov. was discovered by Dr. L. Martin in Palu, Central Celebes, and excels specimens from
the north and east of the island not only in size but also in the expansion of the black marginal area on both
wings. On the under surface the differentiation is still farther advanced by the existence of a purely white
area in the submarginal zone being absent in gradeniga, and from which the larger black dots and cuneiform
spots distinctly and neatly stand out. — phuste Drc. from the Island of Timor is unknown to me in nature,
According to Chapman it seems to occur in two forms: a) one as figured by Druce, and b) a deviation resembling
cinctata Sm. fiom the Northern Moluccas. The $ approximates above much more the Papuan forms of nedda
Sm. and artinia Fruhst. Ground-colour light blue with a very narrow, sharply defined distal margin. Under
surface as in artinia (152 e), but with much smaller dots and small stripes. — labranda Fruhst. Amboina, Ceram,
Upper surface violet, instead of blue as in shelfordi and nedda from New Guinea, paler than in gradeniga. The
bordering of both wings is confined to a very narrow black margin. Hindwing with a series of indistinct, neat,
anteterminal dots. -— cinctuta Sm. Ternate, Batjan, Halmalieira in every way resembles gradeniga and proba,
its ground-colour being violettish-blue and the spotting beneath is analogous to specimens from South Celebes,
the bordering of the wings, however, descreases in extent and thus forms the transition from the Celebes forms
to that of the Southern Moluccas. — artinia Fruhst. (152 e). Upper surface light violettish-blue, the distal
margin narrower than in cinctuta Sm., the anteterminal dots of the hindwings not being isolated as in labranda,
but touching the distal margin. $ almost exactly, as the SB of L. vesontia and of shelfordi, but somewhat lighter
blue, with a less strong lustre and a reduced brownish-black marginal area. British, Dutch and German New
Guinea. — pullus Joicey & Talbot (154 g as puellus) is another form of the Papuan district. Upper surface bluishviolet with an uncommonly broad black marginal area covering almost the whole distal halves of the wings.
Under surface velvety-grey, markings a little like in L. musina Snell. (152 h), though without the postal dots,
thereby approaching more L. cara (152 g) from Celebes and L. acesina B.-Balc. Wandammen Hills, interior
of the Geelvink Bay. November, at altitudes of 1000 to 1200 m. — lychorida is the excellent nedda-race considered
as lugra by Rtbbe in his Essay on the lepidopteral fauna of the Bismarck Archipelago.
on both wings above
a series of whitish crescents proximally bordering on a somewhat broader marginal band. Cell of fore wing
closed by a black stripe. Under surface chalk-coloured, the black dots and undulate lines of artinia are here
light brown. Kinigunang, New Pomerania. Type in the Munich Museum, nedda Smith itself originates from
Dorey.

shelfordi.

nedda.
gradeniga.

proba.

phuste.

labranda.

cinctuta.

artinia.

pullus.

lychorida.

nedda.

L. archagathos Fruhst. Above discernible from L. shelfordi Nic. (152 e) only by cpiite insignificant
colorial deviations, but anatomically so very different that we must for the present regard it as a species.
Three insular races: hermarchus Fruhst. from Luzon is the race more scantily marked black from the Northern hermarchus.
Philippines, as Semper illustrated it on fig. 12, being also smaller than archagathos from Bazilan and Mindanao. —
vesontia Fruhst. (152 e). <$ smaller than <$<$ of shelfordi, slightly lighter blue and with a still more intense lustre vesontia.
than Borneo-d'A- The black border of the forewing somewhat reduced, particularly along the costal, but expanded
on the hindwing. The black punctiform spots of the hind wing more distinctly rounded and encircled by a
purer white. The black marking beneath somewhat more closely together, and besides more prominent than
in shelfordi. Philippine Islands: Mindoro, Samar. — archagathos Fruhst. The marginal area of both wings archagathos.
decidedly narrower, the imagines larger than those of vesontia Fruhst. from Mindoro. Southern Philippines:
Bazilan, Mindanao.
t

L. corythus Nic. (152 d) is anatomically highly interesting. Uncus something like in L. albocoeruleus
Mr., though shorter, more curved. Tegumen with a peculiar hemispherical formation resembling a knob for
opening doors. Valve broad, with comb- shaped teeth arranged as in L. shelfordi. One of the most beautiful
and most conspicuous Lycaenopsis; $ above similar to carna Nic. (152 d), but of a larger habitus and of
a lighter blue and especially on the hindwing with a more extensive white area. The £ is somewhat like
transpectus Mr.-9 (152 f), also of a pure white ground-colour, but with rounder wings and no brown submarginal
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hue of the hindwing. The species is to be reckoned among the many discoveries by Martin in North East
Sumatra. The
are not rare there, but of the $ scarcely another specimen will be found in European collections
beside the type and one specimen of the Coll. Fruhstorfer. We may expect L. corythus to be discovered
yet in the Malayan peninsula and perhaps even in Java.

L. acesina B.-Bak.

acesina.

An interesting species resembles L. cam Nic. (152 g) in the markings beneath
and differs from the other species from New Guinea by the band-like spotting beneath filled up with grey.
Anatomically acesina represents the progressive extreme of the distal armature of the valves, the dorsal ter¬
minal tooth even excels considerably that of nedda in its strength and length. The spike-appendage of the
uncus is likewise more robust than in nedda. and corythus.

vuljanica.

L. vul^pnica R. Upper surface of the only $ known violet, the costal and distal margins dull brown.
On the hindwing the brown marginal band is analwards broken up into single spots. Under surface whitishgrey, forewing with a small discocellular stripe, a postmedian series of small streaks, and of small lunae flowing
together to a postdiscal band, and an antemarginal row of minute spots, all of which are cinnamon-coloured.
Hindwing with three basal dots, a median black spot and two small, discal, cinnamon-coloured stripes. Volcano
Island near Kaiser Wilhelmsland.

Group of species

Notarthrinus Chapman. Uncus with apophysis lateralis.

L. musina. As to its habitus and colouring the most insignificant of all the hycaenopsis, in the remar¬
kable structure of the chitinous armature, however, it excels even the species of the nedda-acesina-corythusgroup. The uncus is peculiar for its likewise strongly chitinized apex which by its contours recalls
that of L. albocoeruleus Mr., but exhibits yet Chapman’s ,,hooks“. The species has a larger range than
was supposed hitherto. We find it in Macromalayana from where it has reached Burma and Annam, whilst
musinoides. in the east it goes as far as Lombok. — musinoides Sivh. from Upper Burma. — pelides Fruhsi. $. Larger, much
pelides. lighter than
from Java and Borneo. The blue tint more intense, but lighter, the cell-end finely striated.
South Annarn, Plateau of Lang-Bian, February, aboutl200 m. (H. Fruhstorfer leg.). Hereto probably
candaules. also belong specimens mentioned by Bingham from Tenasserim. — candaules Nic. Perak, North East Sumatra.
o beneath of a purer whitish-grey than Javanese <$<$ and those from Lombok, the small antemarginal spots
more prominent. $ somewhat lighter than the musina musina-$ described by me from the Plateau of Pengalengan. Beneath, however, darker grey. The form was recently also ascertained from Benkulen (West Sumatra)
lugra. by van Eecice. — iugra Drc. (154 c).
darker than Javanese ocL the markings beneath more prominent. 9
described by me in 1909, smaller than the Javanese, with darker, almost quite blackish-grey hindwings. Cell-end
of the forewing with a thicker longitudinal streak. According to Moulton on some days very common on
the peak of Mount Matang, also on the Kinabalu, from where the type of Druce’s ,,species“ originated. —■
musina. musina Snell. (152 h). East and West Java, Lombok at an altitude of about 1200 m, in April. I found the $
having been unknown till 1909 on the Plateau of Pengalengan. It resembles somewhat the $ of coelestina and
of astarga by the broad costal and distal margins of both wings, but it has a darker steel-blue reflection. The
black antemarginal lunae of the hindwings are proximally bordered by a white undulate line. Piepers observed
musina from an altitude of about 800 m in Central Java (Mount Ungaran) up to about 1800 m in the
Preangers in West Java, the $ remained unknown also to him, and I myself only succeeded in capturing
the one specimen figured on t. 152 h.
L. quadriplaga. One of the most interesting species of the genus, the sexes being only slightly different,

lingga.

nearcha.

quadripla-

ga.

particularly in the Sumatran race. After having ascertained it to belong to the ,,Cyaniris“ in 1909, 1 was able
in 1916 to prove the presence of the ,.hooks“ by illustrating the clasping-organs, with which it can be intro¬
duced as ,,N otarthrinus“. The valve is remarkably broad and in its contours much more resembles that of
Lampides elpis and Jamides bochus than a Lycaenopsis. The whole edge of the dorsal lamella is decorated
with fine teeth. Uncus more clumsy, at the end more rounded off than that of L. musina Snell. This species
has also a wider range than was supposed hitherto and will presumably prove to be a real Macromalayan, for
it is only missing yet from the Malayan peninsula. — lingga Moult. According to its author’s figure and his
diagnose of the only 2 originating from Mount Lingga in Sarawak, I do not doubt this ,,species“ to belong
to quadriplaga. The 2 by a rather broad black distal margin of the hindwing even approaches the Javanese
form much more than the Sumatran nearcha. ■— nearcha Fruhst. (152 d). This magnificent form was among
lb oo, 2 2$ in the Coll. Martin, g discernible from the Javanese race by a narrower black marginal area
particularly on the hindwing, the white area above thereby increases in extent. The $ shows instead of a com¬
pact frame five almost isolated, black, antemarginal punctiform spots on the hindwing above. On the under
surface the two sexes differ by the thick submarginal spots of the forewings in quadriplaga being reduced to
very fine striae. — quadriplaga Snell. (152 e) was at first observed by Dr. Piepers on the mountain-pass of
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Megamendung, West Java, at an altitude of 14 to 1800 m. Later on I found 1
3
on the Plateau of
Pengalengan, whilst Piepers reports besides specimens from Mount Malabar from 1700 m, from Salak near
Buitenzorg from an altitude of 780 m. — aphala Fruhst. (= coalita Nic.). Two
°f this local form discovered
by Doherty on the volcano of Arjuno in East Java, were in spite of their small size and the totally different
character of the marking beneath taken by Niceville to be $$ (!) of coalita, which mistake was revealed by
Snellen in 1892, when he denominated the West Javanese territorial form of the collective species as quadriplaga. The J of aphala differs from the figured nearchaas well as from quadriplagafrom West Java
by the narrower black margining of the wings and therefore more extensive whitish zone. The marking beneath
of aphala appears to be fainter, more faded than in the West Javanese quadriplaga.

aphala.

L. vardhana Mr. The giant of the genus is remarkable for the homogeneousness of the sexes and a
delicate, dull greyish-blue reflection on the upper surface, already figured in Vol. I, t. 83 g. From the North
Western Province to the Kumaon Himalaya.

vardhana.

L. boelti Chapm. is a very rare species from Sarawak, Borneo, differing from L. musina especially
by the clasping-organs.

boelti.

Group of Species

Bothrinia Chapm.

This subdivision comprises only three or four species with similar colourings, but very different in an
anatomical respect. Examinations of the species of the Nymphalid genus Kallima have proved that the variation
of the genital organs is less important than their external marks of distinction, and similar conditions seem
also to prevail in the Bothrinia, for the organs differ in types that scarcely vary in the colours in such a way
that clasps may be present or absent, whilst the contours of the valve preserve what the group of species have
in common, i. e. a long-extended shape with one or two apices at the exterior end. The single species of the
small group are extraordinarily rare, their range is at present still discontinuous, extending from Assam
to West China, then quite suddenly again into Celebes. It is therefore almost certain that we may expect yet
Bothrinia from the intermediate Macromalayan district and the Philippines.
L. binghami Chapm. An extraordinarily rare species of which only four specimens have hitherto
been known. Above somewhat like Bothrinia Leech (Vol. I, t. 83 g), apparently violet, both wings with a broad,
blackish-brown margin. Beneath with very small dots arranged similarly as in L. argiolus. Genital organs
absolutely contrasting with those of L. quadriplaga, the valve slender, pointed without any chitinous armature.
Uncus at the tegumen-appendage broader, distally more rounded off, the hooks much longer, thinner, only
slightly bent. This species mentioned by Chapman as Notarthrinus, owing to its coloured marks and to the
peculiar, slender valve ending into a point, might be better inserted here than in the Notarthrinus. Assam,
reported by Tytler also from Manipur.

binghami.

L. chennelli Nic. 1883. One
from the Naga Hills (Doherty) in my collection; it is somewhat smaller
and darker than the <$<$ reported to originate from Sikkim.

chennelli.

L. nebulosa Leech from West China, Central China, extraordinarily rare, was already figured in Vol. 1,

nebulosa.

t. 83 g.j
L. celebica Fruhst. (152 e S')somewhat larger and with more pointed forewings than L. chennelli.
Hindwing in front of the very narrow margin extensively brightened up by whitish. The marginal band
of the hinclwing, in contrast with L. nebulosa and L. chennelli, does not extend into the anal angle, but beginning
from the anterior median it is broken up into single, round spots. From beneath a thin, black, submarginal
band shows through. On the whole, the upper surface resembles that of L. cyanicornis Snell, from Java so
much that I should have laken celebica to be a local race of cyanicornis, if I had not examined it anatomically.
Under surface: marking arranged as in chennelli, but the submarginal series of crescents on the hindwing is
removed more proximally. The clasping-organs are highly specialized, and combine the marks of L. binghami
and nebulosa. The anatomically remarkable species is zoogeographically of the highest interest, because it
offers a new document in the ever increasing row of proofs of the close alliance of the Island of Celebes with
the Asiatic continent. The discovery of a Bothrinia in Celebes goes hand in hand with the discovery of a
Delias belladonna-race by Dr. Martin in Celebes and the evidence recently adduced by me that Papilio veiovis
Hew. (20 d) having been isolated hitherto must be merely regarded as an insular race of the continental P.
cigestor Gray (20 a). All the three species are absent in Java and Borneo, they can therefore only have reached
Celebes by way of the Philippines, and we may consequently expect all of them yet from the Philippines which
are still insufficiently explored, celebica i collected in South Celebes, Peak of Bonthain, at an altitude of 5000 ft.,
in February 1896.

celebica.
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Fruhstorfer.

Pithecops

Horsj.

The Pithecops form one of the most natural group of forms and are undoubtedly the most easily
recognizable among all the Lycaeninae, and above and beneath excellently characterized. The snow-white
under surface highly contrasts with the sometimes coal-black, sometimes sapphire-blue upper surface; only
in one species the white ground-colour is predominant also above. In a similar way as the Castaliinae, all the
Pithecops exhibit besides a characteristic mark only appartaining to them : a remarkably large, black punctiform
spot at the costal margin of the hindwing beneath. Almost just as characteristic as the quite unique mutation
of the internal organs are the structural conditions of the Pithecops. These do not only vary from one species
to the other, but if the vicarious forms hylax-plioenix-dionisius are considered as the radiations of one groundform (what we are fully entitled to), even within the species themselves. These variations were already observed
by former authors and led to the establishment of a collateral genus „Eupsycliellus“. The latter is even parti¬
cularly remarkable, because the variation of the veins is exhibited on the hind wings which are otherwise unvariable
by the middle discocellular being shortened, because the anterior and posterior radials are close together. Another
species, zalmora, scarcely differing from hylax in the colouring and chiefly distinguished by shorter wings, shows
the first subcostal of the forewing separate, on which account it was denominated as ,,genus Neopithecops'‘,
in contrast with Pithecops with a partial anastomosis of the two costal veins. With Neopithecops (1884) must
also be eradicated the genus Papua Bob. which was introduced by the same motives. We thus find again the
Lycaenoul and Everid neuration united in the same genus. By the former there are relations established to the
Spalgis which besides seem to be related with the Pithecops by another, perhaps more important mark: the
monkey-face exhibited by the pupae of Pithecops as well as those of Spalgis, for which reason Horsfield selected
the name Pithecops.
According to Courvoisier’s examinations, androconia are absent in the three species of Pithecops
as well as in the group of forms Neopithecops. As there are neither amy in the ,,genera“ Spalgis, Taralca
and Megisba, the close relations of these groups of species to each other are also affirmed and established by
this negative evidence. Like most of the Lycaeninae, also the Pithecops are subject to the influence of the seasons
exhibited by increased white patches on both wings above in the specimens of the dry period, which is naturally
most conspicuously shown in continental forms.
The Pithecops are stupid sylvan lepidoptera, wanting in energy, feeble on the wing, flying not far above
the ground, which peculiarity is at once noticeable when they show their white under surface or when they
disappear like goblins, only the dark upper surface appearing. They are fond of the lowlands, although some
species (fulgens, hylax) rise to the foothills. They are distributed from India and South China to Australia
and from Ceylon to the Salomons.
The larva is since Horsfield 1828 known to live on Leguminosae, the pupa was figured by him, too;
it is very short and stout, light ochreous with darker brown patches distinctly showing a monkey-face.
in his work on the Javanese Rhopalocera, unfortunately took Pithecops hylax and zalmora
to be one species, but on t. 20 he figures both species as 29 a and b. The figure b refers to P. zalmora.
But as P. hylax represents the more common species in Java, Piepers’ statements in the text will probably
refer to P. hylax. On this supposition the larva of P. hylax is found on katja piring (Gardenia florida L.). It
appears in all shades of green with a more or less distinct brown dorsal stripe; some larvae are quite brown
in their advanced stage. The small pupa is likewise green, with a lighter ventral part, but sometimes it also
discolours into a very dark extreme. A pupa of the 21st- of March yielded the imago on March 27th, another
of April 27th the imago on May 4th.
Piepers

A. Group of forms: Pithecops Horsj. 1828 (Eupsychellus Bob. 1892).
Subcostal of forewing either disappearing in the costal or crossing it.

nihana.

hylax.

P. hylax. Nomenclatural form from ,,India orientalis“. Pupa figured by Horsfield in 1828. Larva
on a Leguminosa only described by Piepers in 1918. Plying throughout the year. In high forests and also
in young woods where remnants of former jungles are left. In the shade the collector easily loses sight of the
hylax, but they are immediately noticed again when a straying sunbeam lightens their passage (Martin). The
few races of this constant species are beneath easy divisible into two groups, because the submarginal line
may be either reddish-yellow (Continent, Sumatra, Borneo) or black (Java, Philippines, Micromalayana). —a) Small submarginal band reddish-yellow, nihana Mr. Described from Hainan; presumably Formosan specimens
may be united with it. Above in the disc less light than in Sikkim-specimens, otherwise scarcely any difference.
Hainan, Formosa. — hylax F. Above brownish-black, beneath as in corvus (154 e). From Sikkim to Burma
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and the Shan States *). — corvus Fruhst. (154 e). Above darker than continental specimens, the reddish-yellow
band beneath more prominent. $ frequently with a small, blue, transcellular spot of the forewing. Sumatra,
known from the north-east and west. Nias, North Borneo, Perak. — b) Small submarginal band beneath black:
corax (154 e). In the figure the bands are, by a mistake, reddish-brown instead of black. Very good figures
of the Javanese race with Horsfield and Staudinger (Exot. Schmett. t. 94).
above still more uniformly
and deeper black than in the Sumatran form, particularly, however, the under surface of the forewing with a
more extensive, dark smoke-coloured brown tint of the apical and marginal zones of the forewing. $ without
a blue reflection on the forewing. West and East Java, Lombok up to an altitude of about 1400 m (H. Fruh¬
storfer leg.), Bali, Sintang, South East Borneo and Bazilan, Southern Philippines. According to Semper
only in the Southern and Central Philippines, but already ab'sent in Mindoro. Clasping-organs distinguished
by a wide ventral aperture of the valves and uncommonly broad apophysis lateralis.
P. phoenix differs from P. hylax by its clasping-organs with a shortened valve being open above
at the apex and by the apophysis having disappeared except a small knot. This species represents P.
hylax in Celebes and differs from Indo-Malayan specimens by its considerable size and the much smaller black
costal spot on the hindwing beneath. Two areal forms are to be mentioned: phoenix Rob. (154 f as hylax) de¬
scribed from East Celebes, Tombugu, occurring also in the south of the island from the lowlands up to an altitude
of about 1000 m, and moeros Stgr. with a reduced spotting at the apex of the forewing from North Celebes.
P. dionisius forms the natural continuation of the preceding species and begins there where phoenix
disappears. The under surface still very distinctly shows the marking of P. hylax, whereas the upper surface,
by the preponderance of the white ground-colour deviates much more from the western branch exhibiting
a smaller habitus. — peridesma Oberth. is the race from the Northern Moluccas, differing from the nomenclatural
type by the more rectilinear black distal margin of the forewing, which remains decidedly narrower, and
by the basal hue on both wings which appears more broadly flown out black. Halmaheira, Ternate, Batjan.
— euanthes Fruhst. (154 e). The black apical part of the forewing is expanded in such a way that it is united
with the black costal margin proceeding from the base of the wing, whereas in peridesma it is interrupted by
the white median area. The black area of the hindwing is narrower towards the base, at the distal margin,
however, rising as far as beyond the middle of the wing. The blackish-brown anal zone of the hinclwing beneath
is broader than in peridesma, the white crescents, however, smaller. Southern Moluccas, Ceram, Buru, Obi,
Amboina, Goram. — bassaris Nic. is the insular race differing least from the nomenclatural type. Black basal
area of both wings more extensive than in dionisius, as well as the margins of the forewing. Key Islands. —dionisius Bsd. (154 f). In the whole of New Guinea and very constant there. German New Guinea, Hattam,
Arfak, Dorey, North Dutch New Guinea and Sentani, South Dutch New Guinea, Darnley Island. — staphylus
Fruhst. is a melanotic satellite-island race of the preceding and separable from dionisius by the increased black
hue on the hindwings above. New Pomerania, Kiriwina, New Lauenburg. A bad flyer, being fond of shady,
wet roads (Ribbe). — oinopion Fruhst. The black apical spot of the forewing and the distal margin beneath
on both wings narrower than in specimens from more western habitats. Shortlands Islands Alu, Fauro, Florida,
Treasury.— stekema Drc. A darkened form of oinopion. Hindwing above almost quite blackened. Savu,
Aola, Guadalcanal
P. fulgens. A magnificent species hitherto only known from Upper Assam and Sumatra. We must
therefore certainly expect it yet from the Malayan Peninsula, and perhaps P. oskewa recently described by
Moulton will have to be brought in connection with fulgens, so that we then know fulgens from the whole
of Macromalayana.
above lustrous dark sapphire-blue, beneath particularly in the $$ not discernible
from that of the red-banded Pith, hylax. Clasping-organs, however, highly differentiated, the uncus of an almost
square shape, the apophysis equally broad from the base to the end, the valve with an apex turned up like
a nose. The areal form fulgens Doh. is described from Upper Assam, Margherita where Doherty found numbers
of them. — mariae Nic. (154 e) only differs from fulgens by a somewhat narrower black border. Described as
a species by Niceville. North East Sumatra. — oskewa Moult, probably replaces P. fulgens in Borneo. Moul¬
ton’s diagnose of the upper* surface fits to fulgens, because only this species exhibits a blue discal spot which
is rare in the $$of zalmora and appears in an obsolete shape what Martin observed in Sumatran specimens.
The description of the under surface of oskewa, however, agrees much rather with the markings of P. zalmora
which Moulton as well as Piepers did not separate from P. hylax. Sarawak, Kuching and Mount Matang.

Group of forms:

Neopithecops Dist. (1884 (Papua Rob.).

Subcostal of forewing separate. The imagines of this group of forms, comprising but one species, (P.
zalmora) resemble those of Pithecops hylax so much that the earlier authors, particularly Staudinger, mixed

them up. Anatomically the organs do not differ much from those of Pithecops hylax, but the almost square
uncus does not exhibit an apophysis lateralis, the valves are quite cylindrical and resemble somewhat those
) Rudolf Mell discovered P. hylax in the north of the Province of Kwantung, South China.

corvus.

corax.

phoenix.
moeros.

peridesmai.

euanthes.

bassaris.

dionisius.
staphylus.

oinopion.

steirema.

fulgens.
mariae.
oslcewa.
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of Lycaenopsis albidiscus. Oedeagus exactly as in the other Pithecops. Thus we have here again the relapse
to the genuine Lycaena-type being expressed also in the pupa not exhibiting a monkey-face on the dorsum.
Doherty already noticed the difference of the sexual organs of Neopithecops which he says to be ,,simply clavate“,
i. e. provided with a small knot, in contrast with those of Pithecops in which they end into two opposed apices
looking like a pair of tongs, which is in fact the case in hylax. The eggs are likewise a little different. In Pithecops
the projecting lines laterally form triangles, in Neopithecops quadrangles. But all these trifling details are not
able to sustain the genus, the less so since there are even transitions for the apparent great divergency of the
veins, and that on the African soil, where the forms allied with Pithecops exhibit the first subcostal approaching
the costal (genus Thermoniphas Karsch.). The development of the temporal forms reaches in Neopithecops
its climax within the small group of species, and Swinhoe even speaks of an extreme dry period form which
he also illustrates (Lepicl. Indica t. 627, fig. 2 e). — The species is chiefly distributed in the west, passing also
over to the Andamans where hylax is absent, and we state it here for the first time to occur in the islands to
the east of New Guinea, whereas hitherto the Darnley Island to the north of Queensland was regarded as the
extreme outpost. — The larva was since Niceville in 1899 known to live on Glycosmis in South India.
Kershaw only succeeded in observing the whole development of the species in Hongkong. Egg greenish-white,
hemispherical, granulated, deposited between the axillae of the twigs and small branches of the food-plant
Glycosmis pentaphylla (Aurantiaceae), a shrub occurring both in tropical Asia and in Australia. Larva of a
beautiful light green with sharply defined segments. Head yellowish, near the mandibles spotted brown. Body
scantily covered with short white hair, particularly above the anus and in a lateral band above the anterior
legs. Under surface and legs lighter green. Larva invariably resting on the underside of leaves in such a way
that the head is entirely hidden in the second segment. Pupa of a short, obtuse shape, light green, and very
thinly haired whitish.

fedora.

dolona.

zalmora.

gaura.

todara.

dharma.

horsfieldi.

indigeta.

tituria.

lucifer.

P. zalmora Btlr. *) is divided into a whole series of territorial and insular geographical forms. —fedora
Fruhst. (154 e) is of a larger habitus than the Indian race, upper surface in the dry period form always without
white on the hindwings, only with a rather extensive whitish part covered with grey on the forewings. Specimens
of the rainy period, however, throughout greyish-brown. Formosa. — dolona Fruhst. 2 differing from the
5 of the extreme dry period form of the Himalayan district by the smaller white lustre on the forewing and
the more purely white distal half of the hindwing above. The winter-form flies in November, January. Other¬
wise throughout the year in the small village-forest on the Nanning River in Kwangsi. Egg hemispherical,
granulated, greenish white, singly deposited in the axilla of the leaves of Glycosmis pentaphylla. Imago flying
similarly as the Gerydinae (Kershaw). South China, Hongkong. — zalmora Btlr. was published by its author
without the habitat being mentioned. According to Bingham, this type belongs to an intermediary forming
the transition from specimens of the rainy period to those of. the dry period, and exhibits only a small white
spot in the disc of the forewing. — As gaura Mr. the winter-form was described showing beside large white
patches on the forewings also whitish-hued hindwings. From the Kumaon-Himalaya to Burma. I found it
in the dry period in South Annam. On the Naga Hills Doherty met with zalmora oftener than with hylax,
at an altitude of about 600 m. —- todara Mr. i. 1. are specimens from South India which, according to
lying
before me from Madras, exhibit a purer ground-colour of the white areas of the upper surface, and an
increased brownish-black spotting on the forewing beneath compared with Ceylon-specimens. Southern part
of the peninsula of Dekan, from Orissa to the southern extremity. — dharma Mr. According to Niceville
very common in the lowlands of the Island of Ceylon, occurring also in the Andamans. Of dharma likewise
two temporal forms are known differing greatly from each other. -— horsfieldi Dist. Described according to
one specimen known to the author from the Malayan Peninsula. The forewing above uni-coloured brown.
Sumatran specimens differ from them by the presence of distinct whitish spots which are not much larger in
the $. From Borneo, where zalmora also occurs, I was so far not able to obtain specimens. — indigeta Fruhst.
d'Q of both temporal forms analogous to hylax from Java on the forewing beneath with a more extensive, smokecoloured brown apical hue and more prominent, small, brown submarginal bands of both wings.
of the
rainy period form uniformly brown, larger than Sumatran specimens. $ of the dry period form with a larger
whitish oval powdered with brown on the forewing than in the other Macromalavan races. The $ thereby
forms an interesting transition to the forms of the southern satellite islands of Celebes. Bavean, East and
West Java, Bali, Sumbawa, Sumba. Must yet be found in Lombok. — tituria Fruhst.
almost quite the
same. Forewing with a large, purely white, oval spot. Hindwing with a distinct, likewise purely white distal
margin, markings beneath much more delicate than in any of the insular races known hitherto. A magnificent
transition to zalmora lucifer Rob. from the Aru and Key Islands, but separated from this insular race by the
small size and the white-margined hindwings. Tanah Djampea, Dec. 1895. Dry period form in Coll. Fruh¬
storfer. —■ lucifer Rob. (154 d) is undoubtedly the most beautiful form in which the white disc of the forewing
is most completely developed. Beneath most closely allied to the Javanese indigeta. Aru and Key Islands,

*) Genitals with. Chapman Proc. Zool. Soc. 1909, p. 475, f. 121.
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co-type from Aru in Coll. Fruhstorfer. -— heria Fruhst. 2 of a smaller habitus than lucifer Rob., the almost
purely white cliscal spot of the forewing circular, not oval as in lucifer and not reaching the proximal margin
of the forewing. Kiriwina, Darnley Island. — umbretta Sm. Described as a species, having remained unknown
to me in nature. Halmaheira, Batjan. — colutha Fruhst. of a smaller habitus than the vicarious forms from
Formosa, the Continent and Macromalayana, but still with a larger, white central spot of the forewing. Mar¬
king beneath darker and more distinct than in fedora from Formosa. Luzon, Palawan. Found by Doherty
in January.

heria.

umbrella.
colulha.

12. Genus: Spalgis Mr.
Spalgis, a group of speciesor a ,,genus“, according to our attaching great value to its marks, is distinguish¬
ed by some peculiarities being most conspicuous in the metamorphosis of its congeners, since their pupa
most strikingly resembles a monkey-head. Another peculiarity is exhibited by the remarkably short, cylindrical
antennae with a very stout, though not distinctly defined club. By the marking beneath Spalgis approximates
the Lycaenopsis, especially by the absence of eye-spots; their scheme of marking is even still more primitive,
because not even the marginal lunae and rows of dots of the Lycaenopsis are present. Structurally the Spalgis
do not offer any peculiarities, the first subcostal runs separately; we may mention besides the uncommonly
long subcostal bifurcation; these two marks place the Spalgis near normal Lycaena. A characteristic mark
in the Spalgis is an obstinate whitish spot at the cell-end, the size and contours of which vary according to
the locality from the shape of an egg almost to a purely circular shape. On the upper surface this spot is repeated
as a more or less transparent diffuse patch, being especially in the
nearly always present, whilst it is absent
in the G<S e. g. of the Formosan race. The dull colouring of the Spalgis on the whole resembles that of the
Gerydinae. Anatomically, however, this apparent affinity is cancelled again. The valves appear entirely Lycaenoidal, the oedeagus with its split, far projecting cuneus-fork recalls Tarucus. The tegumen with its prolonged
nose-shaped and soldered uncus-plates makes us think of relations to the Everes. The apophysis lateralis remains
very short and appears basally thickened. Judging from the tertiary sexual marks, the Spalgis belong to those
Lycaeninae in which the androconia of the forewings are absent, whereby relations are created at least with
a part of the Everes. Resumptively the Spalgis thus approximate the Lycaena by the veins, the Everes by the
genital organs, and the Gerydus by the colouring. It is only certain that they cannot remain with the Pithecops
where Nicevtlle inserted them, nor with the Lycaenesthes where Aurivillius placed them. Their vast range
and constancy makes us presume that they are phyletically very old species which we must consider as a
shoot either of the Gerydinae or of the Everinae. But the more profoundly and comprehensively we go into
arguments for or against their affinity, the more uncertain each of the bases established hitherto appears. Only
in the habits we notice particularly close relations to the Gerydinae and also the Pithecops, the Spalgis being
sylvan lepidoptera, of a slow, lazy flight, visiting buds on the upper small branches of the shrubs around which
they slowly fly and on which the $$ presumably deposit their eggs. — From tropical Africa and Madagascar
Aurivillius mentions 3 species, from the Asiatic soil, however, 6 were known, all of which, however, only
represent branches of a collective species, of S. epiu-s. — Larva carnivorous, feeding on the aphis Dactylopius
adonideum. Pupa similar to the African Sp. signata Holl. strikingly resembling a monkey-face *). Egg above
flattened and provided with fine hexagonal reticular markings. On the continent and in .Ceylon epius is
distributed among two temporal forms.

S. epius Ww. inhabits flat districts, therefore at home on the whole Peninsula of Dekan. In the
Himalaya up to an altitude of about 1000 m, but hitherto only known from Sikkim and Bhutan. In the east
reported from Burma where it proceeds to Chittagong to the south. — There it is already replaced by nubilus
Mr. originally described from the Andamans. Surely different races are mixed up with it, about which I can
only report later on, as I am devoid of material. According to Moulton, epius as well as nubilus occur in Borneo.
The fact is of course, that a separate race flies there, which will approach the nubilus of the Andamans and
the Sumatran vicarious form. Andamans (type), Ceylon (?), Mergui Archipelago, Burma, Nicobars, Penang,
Borneo (Coll. Fruhstorfer). — fangola Kheil. Island of Nias, Sumatra. Specimens extraordinarily small
and consequently with a very delicate reticular marking beneath. — titius Fruhst. (154 f). $ smaller, forewing
more pointed than in continental epius. $ without a whitish spot beyond the cell of the forewing, beneath
only with an insignificant whitish macula which is in the £, however, larger and almost circular. E beneath
blackish-brown, with finer lines than in epius. The $ almost quite white and thereby at once discernible
from $$ of other localities. East Java (H. Fruhstorfer), West Javanese specimens are absent in my
collection, Bali, Sumbawa, Sumba. According to Niceville also in Damma or Dammer. — subsfrigata Snell,
*) And thereby showing alliance with the Pithecops.
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from South Celebes. Unknown to me in nature. — pharnus Fldr. ( = epius Holl *). Described from Amboina
by Felder, found in Burn by Doherty, and as a novelty for the Key Islands from Key-Tual in my collection.
Semper already in 1889 stated Buru as the habitat, Smith in 1894 Gani in Halmaheira. Specimens considerably
smaller than those of titius, under surface lighter greyish-white. — strigatus Semp. flies in October. Described
from Cebu by Semper, in a very closely allied form as a novelty for the island from Palawan in my collection.
strigatus will of course be yet discovered on all the southern Philippines, particularly in Mindanao. — georgi
Fruhst. Bohol. A very different race owing to the uncommonly light colouring and the blurred longitudinal
lines beneath, perhaps a dry period form of the preceding, although the flying-time being stated as November
scarcely differs from that of the preceding race. — semperi Fruhst. This insular form mixed up by Semper
with that from Celebes is already separated from Snellen’s form by Semper’s strigatus. But if the Central
Philippines such as Cebu and Bohol already produce a race differing from the Celebic race, the far more nor¬
thern Luzon can impossibly be inhabited by a form more closely allied to substrigata, or even by substrigata
itself. For the Luzon-race therefore the name semperi is reserved. — dilama Mr. (154 f as didama) is described
by Moore to be beneath darker brownish-grey and with fainter zigzag-lines than epius from India. The white
transcellular spot of the forewing is larger. The latter is also the case in the Formosan
and as the Formosan
<§E also correspond with Moore’s statements, I let the name dilama temporarily be current for the Formosan
form. Hainan, Formosa. According to a statement of de Niceville **), the pupa is only suspended on a
cremaster-thread, without a median band as in the other Lycaeninae which also repeats itself in Aphnaeus,
Tajuria, Cheritra, Horaga and Loxura. Doherty ***) writes that the eggs of Spalgis are flattened off above
and finely covered with irregular hexagons. The position of Spalgis can only be understood when the lepidoptera of tropical Africa, where such great numbers of low Lycaenid forms are stored will once be better
known.

13. Genus: Castalius Hbn.
This small bi-continental group of species, scarcely comprising 10 certain species in Indo-Australia,
has a very short history. Its species were mostly discovered in the middle of the last century and published
under the collective name of ,,Lycaena‘\ being customary at that time. But already in 1869 Butler ascer¬
tained that Hubner had introduced a special name, Castalius, for a species having been already described
in the eighteenth century. Butler accepted Hubner’s transcription and logically assigned the name Castalius
in the Cat. Fabrician Diurn. Lepidopt., p. 169, to the only species Castalius rosimon known to the ancient authors
(Fabricius, Cramer, Hubner). This name of Hubner-Butler was then no more altered for half a century
- which case is perhaps quite unique among the names of the Lycaenid genera having so often been dug out
and in. Distant in 1884 even established a subfamily ,,Castalaria“; a systematic monstrum, it is true, since
it contains heterotypical genera such as Nacaduba and Everes, but does not comprise entirely genuine ,,Castalaria“
such as Taralca. — Of the eminent modern authors only Aurivillius suppressed the name Castalius and
distributed the Ethiopian species on three groups of his collective genus ,,Cupido“; which proceeding is scienti¬
fically scarcely contestable, but it forces us to keep in memory transcriptions such as ,,seventh, ninth and
tenth group”, whereby a much less clear mnemotechnical constellation is created than if we adhere to the nice
name ,,Castalius”. And although the ,,genus Castalius“, in spite of all the modern attempts to lay hold of it
in a morphological way (androconia, anatomy), has not yet offered us any prehensible mark at all, it still reckons >
among those Lycaeninae-groups that are at once recognizable without any structural characteristic mark,
only b\ their facies. The chief character of all the Castaliids is a larger or smaller accumulation of black spots
on both wings beneath occurring only with them. Most of the species exhibit besides two eye-spots surrounded
by a metallic lustrous crescent (alliance with the Tarucinae). Some species do not. possess any ocelli (alliance
with Lycaenopsis). All the Castaliinae, however, whether with or without ocelli, are to be separated from all
the other Lycaeninae by the invariably purely white base of the costal region on both wings, which is besides
separated by an almost invariably straight subbasal stripe or spot from the median area being more or less
speckled black. In some insignificant Thysonotis-species there is also a white base of the wings, but the sub¬
sequent black streak is expanded like a band. By reason of the white basal region of the subsequent stripe we
are able to ascertain most accurately the homogeneousness not only of all the Indian but also of all the African
Castaliinae. But if we take in view the structure of the veins of the wings, we do not find a single tenable

*) Nov. Zool. 1900, p. 67.

Buru.

**) Journ. As. Soc. Beng. 1900, 247
***) Ibid. 1889.
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character different from the next allies. The neuration differs from one species to another and resembles some¬
what that of the Nacaduba-group, without, however, crossing the first subcostal as in them and in the Everinae.
In general the first subcostal closely approaches the costal and, according to the species it is more or less coalescent with it, whilst in the Tarucus it is separate, though without being just as distantly away from it there as
in Taraka or the genuine Lycaena. Thus we must quite at libitum insert the Castalius there where de Niceville
had already placed them in 1890, between Catockrysops and Polyommatus.
The morphology of the sexual organs, however, offers us still less support than the neuration, and in
Asia there are probably only few genera that are anatomically jumbled up in a similar way as just the Castalius
are. We find in them the most primitive organs (Taraka, Upolampes) and by their side the most grotesque
formations to be thought of in the Indo-Australians {Cast, fasciatus, Callictita cyara), if we take in view the
armature of the valves. Nor does the shape of the oedeagus offer us any clue to allied groups of species, although
three species {C. elna, roxus, caleta) possess such an uncommonly clumsy, mortar-shaped oedeagus as it does not
exist in any other group of the Lycaeninae. But this apparent' differentiation being applicable systematically
or generically is again lessened by the less monstrous formations in C. mindarus, C. ethion. Two more, quite
pure, genuine Castaliinae, however, have such a normal slender penis that by its construction it is most closely
allied to the genus Lycaena and presumably represents an organ of the lowest grade of development, if we do
not want to consider it as an atavism to the great original type. — Thus, the more species we take into consi¬
deration, the more the generic characters become effaced. Nearly all our genera are crutches by means of
which we only slowly make headway. Nevertheless the anatomy has even supported some genera (Taraka,
Upolampes) and cancelled but one superfluous genus (Cyclyrius), as it has also otherwise cleared up the close
affinity of the species. The appliance of the anatomic method again led to a complete success also in the Castaliinae
since by its aid was comprised what remained separated by the former authors (races of the Cast, caleta-group),
or separated there where too much was united. Apophysis lateralis (Reverdin) or Falces (Beth. Baker), in
contrast with the genera Nacaduba and Lycaenopsis, are a very common appearance in the Castaliinae and
they exist more or less completely in nearly 50 percent of the species. It was, however, impossible to group
the species according to the presence or absence of these secondary appendices, because species otherwise closely
allied would have been torn asunder, entirely distant species, however, united. Androconia occur only in one
species from New Guinea, as also among all the African Castaliinae male marks were only found in the magnificent
C. isis Drury. — If we consider all the results of the comparative morphology in their relations, we find that
the Castaliinae, in contrast with the almost unequalled uniformity and regularity of the markings on the under
surface of the wings, represent, in an anatomical respect, an entirely heterogeneous mixture. But thereby
the Castaliinae deviate from the Thy-sonotis, Lampides, Poritia exhibiting many features common among each
other. Also in their geographical distribution we notice the same irregularity. We find among them wide¬
spread ubiquists {C. rosimon) beside entirely scattered, isolated elements (C. fasciatus). On the whole the Casta¬
liinae must be regarded as inhabitants of the lowlands, although some species are known to be met with yet
at altitudes of about 1500 m. Except the Papuan Callictita, not one species inhabits exclusively the mountains.
Apart from Africa, we find the Castaliinae distributed from India, the Andamans and Nicobars to New Guinea.
In the Salomons the genus is absent, even the Bismarck Archipelago is reached by only one species, whereas
of the allied Tarucus one species penetrates to the Pacific Islands. Most of the species are entirely tropical,
only the subgenus Taraka passes over also to the temperate zone. India and Macromalayana are inhabited
by the same, together 6 species. Sumatra and Borneo have the same number, except a Taraka which did not
pass over to Borneo. Java possesses yet five species, Lombok only three.
In Celebes there are seven species, among them an autochthonous one; New Guinea has three, all of
which are endemic. The Aru and Key Islands are not inhabited by the Castaliinae, whereas four species have
reached the Philippines. Formosa is only inhabited by one species. Interesting is the aboundance of Celebes
in contrast with Java; this fact is naturally explained by the circumstance that the oriental caleta has immi¬
grated there from India by way of the large Sunda Islands — which species, as far as is known, reaches neither
the Malayan Peninsula nor any of the three large Sunda Islands, besides Celebes possesses endemic forms in
C. ilissus and fasciatus.
The single species are distributed as follows:
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Sumatra
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—
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roxus
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— — —.
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— — —
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hamada
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Philippines

rosimon
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— — —
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—- - - - - - - - —. —. —

From the Ethiopean fauna 11 species of Castalius are known, distributed by Aurivillius on two groups
between which Axjrivillius inserts the African vicarious type of Tarucus telicanus; which proceeding was
not justified b\ the anatomy, for all the members of the seventh and ninth groups are, according to Aurivillius,
genuine Ccistalius of which only the species 18 of Axjrivillius, i. e. theophrastus, must be eliminated, since
this latter species does not belong to Castalius, but to Tarucus. The groups eight and nine mixst therefore be
combined, and the group eight must henceforth comprise, instead of one, two species (telicanus and theophrastus).
Castalius isis Drury placed to a separate division by Afrivillius has a peculiarity — male androconia —as the only Castalius exhibiting them, whereas all the other species are without androconia.

Group of species Taraka Nic.
In the neuration different from Upolampes and Castalius only by the first subcostal of the forewing
being quite separate and even removed far away from the costal. Eyes bare. Clasping-organs beside those
of Upolampes striata the most primitive in the whole group, clumsier and plainer than in most of the genuine
Lycaenids anyhow. The uncus which is extended into a point is without the apophysis lateralis. The valve
is built analogous to that of striata, but with indentations at the distal end. Oedeagus slender, somewhat like
in the ethion-group of the genus Castalius. Onl\ two species, one of which is distributed through the whole
oriental region, whilst the other is confined to Perak and Sumatra.

hamada.

nterposita.

isona.

that aba.

mendesia.

T. hamada. Under this name the most heterogeneous elements were hitherto mixed up, which is
obvious at a look at t. 83 in the Palearctic Part and 154 in Yol. IX. — hamada Drc. (Vol. I, p. 383, t. 83 f, g)
inhabits the chief Island of Hondo of Japan. Specimens from there by their considerable size approach oui'
European Lycaena arion. Especially fine imagines are found on the mountains near Nikko, and the $$ from
there show a faint whitish brightening in the disc of the forewing. According to Pryer, however, both sexes
probably exhibit entirely blackened forewings near Yokohama. It flies in the bamboo-bushes on the banks
of rivers in July and August. — interposita subsp. nov. considerably differs by the pointed instead of roundish
contours of the wings from the allied race from the chief island, and besides always remains much smaller,
but beneath it exhibits still much more prominent black speckles than hamada. Kiushiu, from the surroundings
of Nagasaki, brought along from my expedition there. Several newer forms we may expect yet from the LiuKiu Islands. —- isona subsp. nov. we call the Chinese territorial race having been known long ago, though its
difference from the Japanese nomenclatural form was not recognized. In its habitus it approximates isona
of interposita, but it remains far behind the Hondo-race. Wings much narrower and thereby appearing longer.
Upper surface blackish-grey. The abundant dotting beneath is very variable, but owing to the small size of
the specimens much more prominent than in hamada from Nikko. Type from Fokien, South China, in the Munich
Museum. Leech reports isona from the valley of the Yangtse, besides from Szetschuan (Mupin) and from the
Omei-shan. The isona are very conspicuous, when they settle down on the upper surface of leaves and exhibit
their black-speckled under surface. — From Formosa only small specimens are known to me, whereas the
majority of the Hondo-specimens are remarkably large. The Formosa-race, tlialaba subsp. nov., however,
differs from the nomenclatural form not only by its smaller shape, but beneath also by the very much reduced
black maculae which are even more minute than in the Javanese vicarious form. — mendesia Fruhst. (154 f).
The white spotting of the upper surface in the $2 is more extensive than in haniada from Japan, the black
spotting beneath, however, much smaller. Continental India from Sikkim, Assam to Burma, from North Borneo
only known from the Kina-Balu. Type from North East Sumatra, from where also the figured specimens ori¬
ginate. Doherty, according to Elwes’ statements, found the continental hamada mendesia Fruhst. near Margherita in Assam, Bernardmyo in Upper Burma and on the Naga and Karen Hills. Swinhoe is of the opinion
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that specimens with a white disc of the forewing belong to the dry period. This will be also correct with respect
to the continent. But according to the material of the Coll. Martin, both forms fly together in Sumatra
in August, whilst all the other dark hamada of the Battak Mountains are labelled with the date ,,FebruaryMarclT‘ and the lighter specimens are of October. It is certain, however, according to my material, that in
Java only the light form occurs. Javanese specimens differ also from those from other habitats by the white
discal brightening passing also over to the hindwings, for which reason the name: nivata Fruhst. (154 f) was
introduced for them, nivata is so abundantly decorated with white, that it may be denoted as a white lepiclopteron with a black margin, whereas the Sumatrans remain greyish-black with an occasional brightening
only on the forewing. West Java from an altitude of about 1200 m, in the surroundings of Sukabumi.

C. mahanetra Doh. Described from the Padang Ranges, Perak, discovered again in Sumatra by Dr.

nivata.

mahanetra.

inhabiting the deepest forests and being very rare. Martin in 13 years found three specimens of which
I owe him two in my collection. Particularly the $ is very ne&t, almost resembling a neotropical Dynamine.
Forewing black with a purely white discal area. Hindwing snow-white with a small blackish-brown costal
dot. The spotting beneath turns light brown, in its distribution recalling much rather Castalius than Taraka
hamada. Antennae and formation of palpi, however, exactly as in Taraka. North East Sumatra, July, December
Coll. Fruhstorfer). The clasping-organs of both Taraka-species were already examined by Doherty
who quite correctly ascertained that owing to their structure Taraka is to be joined to the Lycaeninae.
I illustrated them in the Tijdschr. voor Entomologie. In hamada the lower part of the uncus is horizontal,
the upper part rounded, rising towards the apex. The valves with a rough tubercle at the apex. In mahanetra,
however, the valve resembles a bird’s head with a high rounded crown and the beak turned down. Doherty
also calls the ,,prehensores very simple", without lateral branches (apophysis) of the uncus, whilst Dr. Chapman
wrote to Swinhoe that the genitals in no way approach any of the species hitherto examined by him.
Martin,

Group of species Castalius Hhn.
Eyes bare.

C. ananda is the species of the genus Castalius anatomically most closely approaching the genuine
Lycaena, whilst in the colouring above it somewhat reminds us of the Tarucus-species *). By its marking beneath,
however, it is closely allied with the Indomalayan Taraka hamada. Uncus short, clumsy, anteriorly rounded
off, with a relatively short apophysis lateralis. Valve extraordinarily broad, bent up high, deeply indented,
in the ventral part with two dehiscent, sharp points. Oedeagus slender and besides still more tapering off in
the distal part. Three geographical forms: ananda Nic. (153 b, c). Indian Empire: Sikkim, Assam, Chin Hills,
Nilgiris, North Kanara. The
differs from the figured $ by whitish areas in the anterior part of the disc of
the forewing, so that it resembles 2$ of eastern forms of Tarucus plinius. — vileja Fruhst. is a well separated
race, above much darker violet than continental specimens, with a narrower black border of all the wings.
Beneath, however, lighter, of a purer white, covered with smaller black maculae. In the 2 the whitish patches
are still more developed than in the continental race, the black spotting beneath more transparent, but the
magnificent steel-blue reflection is absent particularly on the forewing, whilst it embellishes so much the Sikkimform. Discovered by L. Martin in North East Sumatra. — waterstradti Drc. (153 b) proclaimed by Druce
as a new ,,species*‘ is a locals race of ananda. The rare $ shows like the Sumatran form a purely white under
surface, whilst it otherwise approaches more the continental form by the violet hue on the upper surface. KinaBalu, type in Coll. Staudinger.

ananda.

vileja.

waterstradti

C. rosimon. Phyletically surely one of the oldest species and at the same time the most persistent
of the whole genus. Its range extends from India to the Lesser Sunda Islands, although there do not
occur any particularly distinct geographical races. But as far as the physical conditions cause it, there are
both on the continent and in some groups of islands temporal forms of which the products of the dry period
are recognizable by very scanty black spotting and by their small size. In the hot plains of Pegu there
are, according to Bingham, specimens with discoloured brown instead of black maculae beneath. Dr. Martin
found similar specimens also near Calcutta in March 1895. Clasping-organs highly specialized, by the extremely
narrow uncus allied to the Nacadziba; valve likewise entirely different from all the others, dorsally and ventrally
homogeneous, ending into a long, sharp point. Oedeagus, as the only one in the genus, long subuliform,
recalling that of Nacaduba dana Nic. and Orthomiella pontis Nic. rosimon F. (=maimonF., clyton Cr., coridon
Cr.) (153 a). — An extreme temporal form has been called chota Sivh. Type from Poona, but occurring also
in other parts of North West India. — rosimon is distributed on the whole Indian Peninsula, from the foothills
of the Himalaya, and absent only in the deserts. Ceylon, Assam, Malayan Peninsula, Tonkin, Siam, Annam
(H. Fruhstorfer leg.). — In Sikkim the species is found thoughout the whole year in the Terai and the foothills
*) Bethune-Bakep. combines C. ananda and C. fasciatus with the ,,genus“

Tarucus.

rosimon.
ctwta.
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projecting into the plains as an erratic guest. — alarbus subsp. nov. inhabits the Andamans and in an allied
form also the Nicobars. By the broad margins of all the wings, the reduced blue reflection, it approaches the
Sumatran race. According to Bingham, the Andaman-specimens belong to the darkest found in the British
Museum. Specimens', however, that I collected in Ceylon, prove to be much lighter than rosimon from Assam,
they are more narrowly margined black and resemble much more the Javanese adoniram Fruhst. than continental
Indian specimens. In Ceylon rosimon is of very frequent occurrence inhabiting there uncultivated districts
and the sparse jungles of the lowlands where it is always found together with the much rarer C. ethion colmus
approxima- Fruhst. — approximatus Btlr. By this name the Burmese form may be detached, because during the dry period
tus. there occur specimens exhibiting instead of black, brown spots on the hindwings beneath. Burma, Pegu. —baghavus. baghavus subsp. nov. is found in North East Sumatra and Banka and may be regarded as the most easily recogni¬
zable insular race, being conspicuous for the broader brownish-black margining of the wings and particularly
adoniram. also the basal spotting. — adoniram subsp. nov. forms a strong contrast with the Sumatran race by the extent
of the white ground-colour together with the reduction of the brownish-black marginal bands. Besides there
occur particularly in the East Javanese specimens and those from the Island of Bali temperal forms of
which extreme forms, such as <$$ found by Dr. Martin in Bali in September, already remind us of the hibernal
race chota from North India, adoniram is found in the whole of Java and seems no more to inhabit altitudes
of more than 1000 m, but it probably prefers the neighbourhood of the coast and is e. g. according to Piepers
very common in Batavia. — The larva living on ,,bidara“ (Zizyphus jujuba Lam.) is yellowish-green with a
lighter dorsal line. Under the lens numerous white spots become visible, as well as short whitish or
reddish hairs. The pupa is sometimes light, sometimes dark green, with a brown dorsal line, otherwise
more or less spotted brown. A pupa of the 16th of May yielded the imago on the 23rd, another one of the 17th
sostrus. of May on the 24th. —- sostrus subsp. nov. differs much more from Javanese specimens by the continental
chota-\\ke reduction of the black margining and speckling of the wings above and by the predominant wdiite
of the ground-colour. Collected by Dr. L. Martin in the Island of Madura in June 1914 and Bali in September
catrionus. 1906. —- catrionus subsp. nov. forms an interesting transition from Javanese specimens to those of the
Lesser Sunda Islands. The temporal forms are distinctly separated and that of the dry period joins the normal
adoniram, so that
from Lombok of April and from Bima in Sumbawa of August may not be separated from
d'd' from Sukabumi and Lawang in Java. Imagines of the Monsoon period, however, form the transition to
the Celebic insular race by the jet-black, progressive margining of the wings and the darker blue tint of the
godari l. basal zone of the hindwing. Lombok; up to an altitude of about 700 m, Sumbawa. —- godarti Fruhst. is the
name by which I comprised in my collection all the small-sized and therefore also only feebly black-spotted
specimens inhabiting Micromalayana to the east of Sumba. The completest retrogressive form of godarti is
si lets. attained in the Island of Savu. Micromalayana, Wetter, Sumba, Flores, Savu, Alor, Kisser. — silas subsp.
nov. was already known to Distant, Snellen and Rober from Celebes, but I did not observe it there. The
description of the rather little characteristic form is here made possible by the material captured by Dr. Martin
near Makassar in September and October 1906. Imagines of a smaller habitus than those of catrionus from
Sumbawa, above very much like them, but beneath easily separable by the more prominent black maculae.
Surroundings of Makassar, September till November, Island of Kambaena to the west of Buton (reported by
Jurriaanse and Lindemans). — rosimon was hitherto not yet observed in North Celebes and the Moluccas.
But it is not improbable that the species may yet be discovered in North Celebes where it might have proceeded
monrosi. by way of the Philippines. —- monrosi Semp. chiefly deviates from the nomenclatural type by the transcellular
black spot of the forewing extending parallel with the costal margin, thus horizontally, whereas in rosimon
it is placed vertically and does not cohere with the small stripe at the cell-wRll.
Philippines, Luzon,
Samar, flying all the year round, though apparently rare. Unknown to me in nature.
alarbus.

ethion.

C. ethion absolutely contrasts with rosimon-, it is the most variable species of the genus, and in a
series of magnificent local forms it proceeds from India to the Philippines, some branches having been hitherto
regarded as species. The clasping-organs show a peculiarity by the neatest formation of the valve in the
whole genus, whilst the shape of the tegumen already joins the other Castalius. The styloid valve is analogous
to that of Lampides aratus Cr. The oedeagus, in contrast with rosimon, already shows the clumsy contours
of the other Castaliinae. But in spite of the great sensitiveness of ethion to purely geographical influences,
still in no race temporal forms have been observed, so that ethion has to be regarded as climatically more resistent
than C. rosimon. The early stages are known since 1896 like those of C. rosimon, having been described by
Davidson, Bell and Aitken in the Journ. Nat. Hist. Soc. of Beng. p. 380 and figured on t. 4 fig. 4 and 4 a,
and they were recently once more diagnosticated at large by Bell in the same Journal, together with that
of C. rosimon and decidia. The larva like that of the other Castalius lives on Rhamneae, such as Zizyphus
jujuba Lamk. and Z. xyloporus Willd. — ethion Dbl. & Hew. is the nomenclatural type from Silhet. I found
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it in South Annam and Swinhoe reported it from the whole Indo-Chinese region, from Burma to Tonkin and
Siam. Besides it has come already before that from the Mergui Archipelago. The $ is extremely rare, resem¬
bling above the d'd' of Ccistalius roxus Godt. by the entire absence of violet colouring, but beneath in no essential
way different from the
The $$ are, moreover, likewise rare in Indo-China; Doherty for instance found
only one specimen on the Karen Hills. — vavasanus subsp. nov. is an eminent territorial form, and I wonder
that it has not attracted the attention of the authors hitherto, for it deserves a name just as well as airavati
Doh. White band above uncommonly broad, more extensive than in the form from Ceylon, which is especially
remarkable in the $ being otherwise quite black and excelling in the extent of the white zone even the broadestbanded d'tj of C. roxus. It is very-likely that there occur also temporal forms of vavasanus about which nothing
was yet published. South India, type from Madras in the Munich Museum. Common on the low slopes of
the Nilgiri Hills. — colmus subsp. nov. (145 h as ethion) is, compared with vavasanus, very much darkened
— the black margining of the wings being increased in extent —-, whereas all the small black bands and spots
beneath are narrowed quite in contrast with the otherwise melanotic insular colouring of the race. Ceylon,
occurring all the year round, except the very dry period. I am not able to state how far the Andaman form
deviates from colmus, as I have no specimens from there. — airavati Doh. is an excellent insular race known
by the figures of Nicevilie and Swinhoe and hitherto always treated as a species. <$ distinguished by a narrowed
white zone above as in the Nias-race, and very broad black markings beneath. In the $ there is an isolated
black spot in the intramedian part of the white band above. Nicobars. — thalimar subsp. nov. is the form
of the Malayan Peninsula differing from Burmese specimens by increased black spotting beneath, thereby
excelling also Sumatran ethionides Fruhst., but deviating from them by the narrower black border of the wings
and a considerably broader white median band above. Malayan Peninsula, Penang, Singapore. — ethionides
Fruhst. Of a larger habitus than specimens from Sikkim, Ceylon, Java. Above at once recognizable by the
broader black border of both wings and beneath by the more prominent black spots. West Sumatra, Padang Pandjang, North East Sumatra. —- babicola van Eecke is an excellent insular race, characteristic by the equably
broad median band above. Beneath with more delicate black maculae and bands than in the Sumatran vica¬
rious form. Pulu Babi, Simalur-Group. — niasanus Swh. Distinguished bv the white, median band of the
being entirely covered with blue scales, so that the whole upper surface of all the wings is opalescent blue.
The $ having not been described hitherto resembles that of airavati, except the white zone of the forewing
enclosing two blackish maculae and the postmedian band of the hindwing being broken up into isolated, small
greyish-black spots. Island of Nias, where it is apparently not rare, as there are beside 8 $<$ of.the Coll.
Fruhstorfer 20
and 5 $$ of the Munich Museum before me. — sangarius Fruhst. $ of a larger habitus
than Javanese and Sumatran specimens, the white median band, however, still much narrower. The black
spotting and bands beneath still more extensive than in ethionides and almost as broad as in ilissus Fldr. from
North Celebes and thus excelling all the Macromalayan vicarious forms by its luxuriant black marking. Island
of Bawean. — gadames Fruhst. is the most closely allied to the Ceylon form, though with a more extensive
white median zone of the wings above in both sexes. The contours of the white median band are more sharply
defined, distally not angled as in ethion from Ceylon and the continent. The black marking beneath is more
prominent, the spots more coherent than in ethion ethion. East Java, Lombok, Sumbawa, Sumba. Piepers
found gadames near Batavia and also near Bodjonegoro in Central Java. -— Larva on ,,bidara-utan“ and
,,duri tjandel“. Larva of an oval shape bent up high, when it runs, the legs are distinctly visible, which
is mostly not the case in the other Javanese Lycaenids. Colour green with a very dark dorsal stripe, whitish
green transverse lines indicate the articulation of the different segments. Body with short hair, the lateral
hair longer, sometimes whitish, but occasionally also reddish. Pupa light green, with some dark dorsal spots.
A pupa of the 5th of March yielded the imago on the 12th. — icenus Fruhst. Beside airavati and niasana
the insular form deviating the most from the nomenclatural type. The black border still broader than in ethio¬
nides, and the white median band on both wings just as narrow as in ilissus, without however exhibiting the
sharp contours of the band in ilissus or ulysses. The under surface is, particularly considering the small size
of the imagines, most prominently spotted black. To icenus certainly also belong the specimens of the
Leyden Museum reported by van Eecke from the Anambas Islands, unless they represent a still more progressive
melanotic race, which we must always presume in Lycaenids from satellite islands. South East Borneo, North
Borneo, Anambas Islands. — ulysses Stgr. (145 i). This interesting race forms the transition from oriental
C. ethion to the North Celebic C. ilissus. Beneath at once discernible by the median spots of the forewing being
united to a band cohering at the same time with the subbasal stripe and forming a beautifully curved bow.
Palawan, similar specimens also reported by Semper in the other Philippines and from Luzon to Mindanao. —
ulyssides 8m. (145 k). This zoogeographically interesting race very closely approaches above C. ethion icenus
from Borneo, but the white bands are somewhat broader; for the rest, however, just as angled and projecting
as in ethion from Lombok. On the under surface the maculae, in contrast with Macromalayan ethion, already

vavasanus.

colmus.

airavati.

thalimar.

ethionides.

babicola.

niasanus.

sangarius.

gadames.

menus.

ulysses.

ulyssides.
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begin to be united to bands, only in single specimens they remain yet isolated.

The under surface thus already

approaches the North Celebic C. ilinus-race, whilst the upper surface still exhibits the light blue and the shape
of the white median zone of the Macro- and Micromalayan ethion-forms.

The 2 seems not yet to be known.

South Celebes, discovered by Doherty. Sama/iga, November 1895, Bua-Kraeng at an altitude of about 5000 ft.,
March 1896 (H. Fruhstorfer leg.).

The neighbouring islands of Celebes will most likely produce still more

ethion-races.
Hiss us.

C. ilissus, the most eminent species of the Island of Celebes and hitherto only known from there.
ilissus is distributed in the island itself in three local forms, of which we figure ilissus Fldr. (145 k), the nomenclatural form from the north. Felder stated only ,,Celebes“ as its habitat, but his figure is undoubtedly that
of the northern form.

I found ilissus in November-Dccember 1895 near Toli-Toli, where I also discovered the

5 having been unknown and not described hitherto, chiefly differing from the
leoninus.

hue on both wings above. —

by the absence of the blue

leoninus subsp. nov. is the magnificent form discovered by Dr. Marten in the

surroundings of the Bay of Palu in Central Celebes. Perhaps the larger specimens from there only are the represen¬
tatives of a dry period, a natural and almost matter-of-fact feature in the purely Australian climate of the
district of Palu. The latter is regarded, except a strictly localized xerothermal district in Central Java, as that
place in the whole insular India that shows by far the least amount of rain with about 145 mm.

This almost

entire absence of r a i n causes a most peculiar vegetation. — Opuntiae and Capparideae *) — in the border¬
land of which the Castalius fly.

leoninus shows an almost twice as broad white zone as specimens from the

rainy district of Toli-Toli, and the band remains besides more rectilinear and is peripherically surrounded by
a still more intense and lighter blue than is the case in ilissus.

The widening of the white median band

is also noticed on the under surface apparently exhibiting a more luxuriant creamy hue than the vicarious
races of the north and south. It presumably flies all the year round, for there are
cosimon.

till November. —

GS

before me from January

cosimon subsp. nov. is inferior to the northern vicarious forms in the size and development

of the white median band.

Besides the black serpentine lines and small bands beneath are narrowed, perhaps

only on account of the small size of the imagines.

C. fasciatus Rob.

This

magnificent

Surroundings of Makassar, November 1906.

species, undoubtedly

the most

beautiful

and also largest of

the Asiatic Castalius, according to the structure of the genital organs, belongs to the ethion-group and is distin¬
guished by its highly developed structure from all the other species known.
styloid clasps exhibited also by ethion, and is besides armed with

two

The valve consists of the two

uncommonly

long,

sword-shaped

appendices. The uncus differs from C. ethion by the presence of the apophysis lateralis. The oedeagus is slender
and, as in C. rosimon, tapering off towards the apex.

C. fasciatus thus forms a group of its own among the
Castaliinae, and English authors would, according to the precedent of Lycaenopsis, establish a separate genus
for the species merely on account of the presence of the apophysis lateralis. The neuration, however, in contrast
with the internal organs, remains similar to the other Castalius. Two insular races, in addition to which certainly
fasciatus.
adorabilis.

fasciatus Rob. from Bangkai. Only
adorabilis Fruhst. (153 b). $ almost half the size larger than the $ represented by

some more will be yet discovered in the other satellite islands of Celebes:
one $ known hitherto. —

Rober. Upper surface of a peculiar sky-blue, in a lateral light with a slight violet shine. The costal and distal
margins narrowly bordered with black.

Before the anal angle one black streak and one blind eye-spot, thus

creating a marking as in many Lampides. Under surface analogous to fasciatus, all the stripes showing through
above.

roxus.

North Celebes, Toli-Toli, November-December 1895 (H. Fruhstorfer leg.).

C. roxus Godt. This species initiates the proper Castaliinae with homogeneous genera; above without
blue bands and with a so very analogous arrangement of the black margin and of the white median zone on
both wings that the different species cannot be distinguished at all above or only vaguely.

Common to all the

species is a clumsy, broad, short, mortar-shaped oedeagus with a sharply armed extensible cuneus. The species
is distributed from Indo-China to Siam and Tonkin, in the whole of Macro- and Micromalayana, in Celebes
and all the Philippines.
roxana.

Staudinger besides mentions New Guinea in the description of his var. cohaerens,

but this habitat has not been fully established by the results of Doherty’s collections. —
the first and hitherto only name the continental branch of the collective species has received.

roxana Nic. is
The description

refers, as Bingham (Fauna India II, p. 429) quite correctly comprehended, to specimens of a very extreme
dry period form, as they were hitherto only found in uncommonly barren regions of Burma. A series
of roxxis which

I observed

in

clatural type, but it is beneath

Siam and Tonkin, appears somewhat smaller than
scarcely

both

of but few Burmese imagines.

Niceville writes that he got sight
Hills.

Javanese nomen -

wings above,

roxana seems to be very rare on the

cuous by a broader white median zone on
continent.

States, Chin and Karen

the

separable from Javanese roxus, whilst roxana is besides conspi¬
Burma, Tenasserim,

Shan

Of the Andaman form which quite certainly belongs to a separate race

*) Note. Perhaps also Euphorbiaceae with succulent, leaves.
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manluena Fldr. is an eminent insular race considered as a distinct species

by Felder, Niceville, Swinhoe and even by Bingham.

manluena.

The marking beneath, however, most clearly shows

it to belong to the total species, though as a highly specialized branch.

Nicobars, rediscovered by Doherty

in Ikuya, Little Nicobar. — pothus Fruhst. is a well distinguishable geographical form exhibiting a scarcely pothus.
half as broad white median area on both wings above as the neighbouring Javanese roxus roxus. The under
surface likewise differs by the increased black colour at the margin of the wings.

Sumatra, Malayan Peninsula.

— manovus Fruhst. The Borneo-race of roxus is beneath at once discernible from all its allies by the separate

manovus.

black cell-spots of the forewings (as in Indian C. ethion), which in the other roxus-forms known hitherto are
coherent with the black basal stripe. Besides the white median band on both wings is widened above compared
with pothus and even with roxus roxus. North Borneo, Kina Balu. —

roxus Godt.

Horsfield most excellently

roxus.

described the form occurring in West Java; roxus has to be considered as by far the most common Castalius
in the islands, being one of the first Lycaenidae delivered by the native collectors. The species, howevers, does
not rise beyond altitudes of 1000 m.
Java, Kangean. —-

It is found, as Horsfield already writes, at all skirts of woods.

West

astapus Fruhst. Eastern Javanese roxus appear in two temporal forms both of which are

astapus.

different from the Western Javanese nomenclatural type; this is a most interesting fact, if we consider that

roxus roxus is scarcely discernible from continental Indian roxus. The Eastern Javanese form of the rainy
period already approximates pothus from Sumatra by a narrowed white median zone of the upper surface and
increased black spotting beneath. ^2 of the dry period, however, the white median area at least a third broader
than the Western Javanese. And besides we notice in astapus-$ already the beginnings of a white submarginal
band in the black border of the hindwing. East Java, Bali, September. —

odon Fruhst. (145 i).

Snellen states

odon.

that in roxus from Flores the median band of the upper surface is very narrow and that they therefore belong

angustior Stgr. and are above easily distinguishable from Javanese roxus. The white area above
of this magnificent race, however, remains still much narrower than in angustior, so that the black margin of

to the var.

both wings has a chance of expansion.

The under surface is likewise separable from the Javenese sister-race

by more irregular, more prominent black median spots. Lombok, from the coast up to altitudes of 600 m, April
1896 (H. Fruhstorfer leg.); Sumba (December), Sumbawa, Flores. — In the Island of Sumbawa there occurs
a form of the dry period approximating very small roxus from West Java in its size and markings. The white
Such specimens I denominate xisana Fruhst. •—
cohaerens Stgr. forms a natural continuation and progression of the characters of C. roxus odon by the fact

zone above attains about the extent of the Sumatran pothus.

xisana.
cohaerens.

that its form of the dry period is also provided with a narrow median band and the spots beneath being widened
so much that they form coherent bands. Staudinger mentions this form also from New Guinea, but this habitat
has not been confirmed since.

Timor, Wetter. —

wings beneath being distinctly hued yellow.

celebensis Stgr. (153 a as rhodane) is interesting owing to its
afranius

South Celebes, East Celebes (Coll. Fruhstorfer). -—

celebensis.
ufranins.

suhsp. nov. is the excellent melanotic form from Central Celebes, of which numbers were captured near Palu
by Martin. The white median band on both wings above almost disappears and is at any rate as a rule scarcely
half as broad as in the few specimens accessible to me from East and South Celebes. Also on the under surface
the melanism is shown by all the black maculae being increased.

It flies all the year round. -—

angustior

angustior.

Stgr. is a distinctly separated race, easily discernible from manovus from Borneo by the confluent small black
bands on the forewings beneath.

Palawan, January; Luzon, Philippines (Semper).

C. elna Hew. The close exterior propinquity of this species with C. roxus is also exhibited in the
structure of the clasping-organs.

elna.

The uncus is somewhat widened, the valve is inclined to prolongation, the

oecleagus shows a more strongly armed cuneus; the oedeagus itself is a little more slender, but the conformity
in the whole structure still remains evident.

The geographical range likewise in general agrees with that of

C. roxus, but C. elna has gained ground also in India, whereas it has hitherto not been found in the Philippines
and in Micromalayana, but Martin has brought it along from Bali, elna is more imposing than C. roxus and
always much rarer. Like C. roxus also elna is subject to climatic influences, and particularly on the continent
well separated temporal forms are produced, by which already Niceville was struck in 1881, which, however,
were only recently figured by Swinhoe. —

noliteia Fruhst. is of a much smaller habitus than the Javanese type,

not iteia.

the white median band is narrower, even in specimens of the dry period. The black spotting beneath is more
irregular, that of the hindwing besides more extensive.
invariably in a pale ochreous halo. —

The black spots, also those of the monsoon period,

elina Fruhst. The white median area above is considerably widened.

Under surface of hindwings and distal region of forewings ochreous.

elina.

The black markings begin to dissolve

and are mostly entirely absent at the margin. Sikkim, Bhutan, Assam, Burma. — The race from the Andamans,
unknown to me in nature, presumably approaches already the Macromalayan insular form. —

elvira Fruhst.

(153 a) forms the transition from Indian to Javanese elna. The white median part of the upper surface is decidedly
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more extensive than in noliteia, though it does not attain the width of the Javanese race. The maculae beneath,
particularly on the hindwing, are more prominent than in noliteia and elna, the spots of the Sumatran and
Borneo-forms besides surrounded by a pale yellow periphery. North East Sumatra, Perak, Borneo (Kina Balu>.
liilina. Banka. — hilitia Fruhst. Upper surface much more allied to noliteia than to elvira, in its size somewhat inferior
to Sumatran elna. The under surface almost throughout hued yellowish, the spots, particularly on the hindwing.
rhode. much more intense than in the Javanese race. Nias, rather common. — rhode Hpffr. Described by Hopffer
without a more exact statement than from ,,Celebes“. I place the type, however, to the north of the island,
because most of the specimens which Meyer brought along and handed over to Hopffer in order to describe
them, originated from the north of Celebes. Besides Pagenstecher (Abhandlungen Senckenberg 1897, t. 18.
fig. 1 c) has apparently figured a $ of the northern form from Donggala, so that the northern race was also
pictorially produced, rhode is a highly specialized race, almost a distinct species; but if I subordinate it never¬
theless as an insular race of the collective species, it is owing to the under surface entirely agreeing with that
of C. elna elna. The clasping-organs also show certain differences, though they are less developed than e. g.
between Lycaenopsis albocoeruleus from the continent and the Sumatran race of this species. There are differences
exhibited by the uncus being roundish instead of pointed, the valve being prolonged and more deeply indented,
and the oedeagus being apparently more slender. Most probably we shall yet find in the satellite islands of
Celebes other forms that will help to bridge over these contrasts. One thing, however, is certain that rhode
begins to splinter off specifically, which fact is not to be proved of the colorially more modified form of C. ethion
from Celebes, C. ethion Missus Fldr. North Celebes, Toli-Toli, November, December 1895 (H. Fruhstorfer
rhodana. leg.), Donggala, Surroundings of Palu, January, February, very rare. — rhodana Fruhst. This Castalius cap¬
tured at first by Doherty, later on by myself in the South of Celebes, differs from C. elna elna by the width
of the white median stripe on both wings. Beneath the white ground-colour is also predominant, and the black
maculae are much reduced. South Celebes, Samanga, November 1895; Lompa, Battan, March 1896, ca. 1000 m.

mindarus.

vocetius.

C. mindarus (153 a). It is not impossible that this species originally proceeded from C. elna or that
it replaces it in New Guinea, mindarus at any rate represents the most easily recognizable species of Castalius,
being of the largest habitus and the under surface being the most plainly marked. Only the Castaliine basal
stripe has remained. Anatomically, C. mindarus is entirely isolated. The valve already reminds us of that
of the group of species Tarucus, and as in Tarucus telicanus Lang (Vol. I, p. 293), the broad basal part of
the valve sends forth one dagger-like appendage each, which, however, attains in mindarus nearly three
times the length of the point of T. telicanus. The tegumen is extremely primitive, with a clumsy, rounded
uncus. The oedeagus is moderately thick, with a cuneus sharply bent downward. Little is as yet known of
the range of the species, and it has even escaped being inserted in Kirby’s catalogue, and this is also the reason
why Ribbe has inserted Thysonotis (!!) mindarus in his List of diurnal lepidoptera of the Bismarck Archipelago
as the only Lycaenid without mentioning its origin, and it may be that Pagenstecher has for this reason not
at all mentioned it in his hastily finished Fauna of the Bismarck Archipelago. Thus of the more modern authors
only van Eecke remains who conscientiously registered the New Guinean form. Two areal or insular races:
mindarus Fldr. (153 a). Described from Dorey where Wallace discovered it. Doherty has apparently not
found it again in the Humboldt Bay, for Grose-Smith does not mention it in his list of Doherty’s collection.
In my collection there is a $ from Dorey. A number of specimens from different parts of Kaiser Wilhelms
Land correspond well with it. A 2 from the Dutch part (3rd Dutch New Guinea Expedition) is much larger.
North and South Dutch New Guinea, Kaiser Wilhelms Land. — vocetius Fruhst. $. The black distal margin of
both wings above is nearly twice as broad as in mindarus, so that the median band being lactean, not yellowish
as in mindarus, is reduced to half its width. Islands near New Guinea, patria not specified (Coll. Sciionberg).
New Pomerania (Ribbe).

Group of species

Caleta.

We now come to a singular group of Castaliinae, by the affinity of which no author was hitherto struck: nor is
this astonishing since the specimens are very rare. The series of forms dealt with here interests us for two reasons, in
the first place as to its relationship, in the second place as to its geographical range.
According to the results of the examination of the clasping-organs, C. decidia and C. argola having hitherto been dealt
with as separate species, are undoubtedly one and the same species. Geographically, however, they are remarkable, because
these Castaliinae number among those rare species inhabiting India, the Philippines and Celebes in common, being, however,
absent in Macro- and Micromalayana which is situate between. It is, moreover, very probable that the present gaps
in the range will be closed by future explorations. The oldest name in question for our misjudged collective species is
C. caleta, which had fallen into oblivion in the entomological literature since its description, except its insertion in Kirby’s
catalogue. Lycaenids from Celebes had not yet been dealt with, and it seems that since Wallace it had remained reserved
to me to rediscover the species in this island, for neither Doherty nor Ribbe brought them to Europe.
There is no doubt as to whether C. caleta and C. argola belong together. More doubtful is whether C. decidia belongs
to them, since the shape of the uncus is somewhat different. But we already know from Lycaenopsis albocoeruleus that
the continental and Sumatran races differ to a remarkable extent in the configuration of the clasping-organs and that they
nevertheless belong together. Here we have a parallel fact, and it is very easy to imagine the uncus being prolonged like a
proboscis. The same is the case with the contours of the valve which in decidia exhibits only more sharply extended and
divergent teeth than in the Chaeturian allies argola and caleta.
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C. caleta Hew. The type presumably originates from the Minahassa, at least a specimen I collected
near Toli-Toli excellently corresponds with the figure of the nomenclatural type. Hewitson only figures the
under surface, the upper surface by reason of its very narrow white discal area much rather resembles C. elna
rhodana Fruhst. from South Celebes and also C. caleta decidia from Sikkim than the allied race from the Philip¬
pines. North Celebes (Wallace), Toli-Toli (November, December, H. Fruhstorfer). East Celebes, Tombugo.
— argola Hew. Of this distinct insular race the author also only figures the under surface and, as Semper correctly
presumes, that of a $. The upper surface strikingly resembles that of Cast, elna Hew., particularly that of the
Sumatran form. Mindanao, Bazilan, February, March (W. Doherty). — gerasa Fruhst. The climatic influence
of the satellite islands in this form has narrowed the white zone of the upper surface, so that gerasa very much
resembles C. codeta caleta. Camiguin de Mindanao. — decidia Hew. (153 a, b). The continental branch of this
species otherwise only known from Chaeturia is divided into two easily recognizable temporal forms which
are subject to the same differentiations as the generations of 6. elna noliteia are. The variation of the rainlessperiod, fa. interrupta Nic. exhibits above, particularly in the $. a narrowed black border, so that the white
discal area can be expanded. The maculae beneath decrease in munber and size. India, from the Nilgiris to
Bombay and Sikkim, Assam, Burma. The early stages are known, and the larva differs from that of Castalius
ethion Dbl. by two green dorsal stripes instead of one. —- hamatus Mr. This insular form, occurring like con¬
tinental C. decidia in two temporal forms, is wrongly synonymized by English authors with C. decidia, since
it is above easily discernible from the vicarious type by broader bands in the rainy period form, beneath by
more prominent black spotting in boJ h generations. Besides Niceville already in 1881 wrote that, owing
to the more equable climate of the island, in the Ceylon-race the extreme dry period form (interrupta) is not
capable of development. Ceylon. In the plains not rare in the fallow land.

Group of species

calela.

argola.

gerasa.

decidia.

interrupta.

hamatus.

Upolampes B.-Balc.

Eyes hairy. First subcostal vein immediately after its rise disappearing in the costal which it crosses as in many
Nacaduba. Subcostal fork as in Castalius. Clasping-organs extremely primitive, remarkably allied to those of Taraka hamada
Drc., tegumen, however, with apophysis lateralis (falces in the sense of Bethuke-Bakeb). Valves clumsy, almost uniformly
broad, oedeagus knife-shaped, above open in the shape of the sheath of a leaf, thus canaliculate. Only one species is known.

C. evena Hew. (= striata B.-Bak.) (153 c). This Castalius being distributed across the whole of
New Guinea occurs from the coast up to altitudes of about 1500 m. It seems nowhere to differ locally and
may therefore belong to a very old species which, however, is presumably everywhere rare. Here it is ascer¬
tained for the first time for Kaiser Wilhelms Land, where Dr. Eugen Werner discovered it on Mount Gelu at
an altitude of about 1000 m. Dorey, Humboldt Bay; South Dutch New Guinea (Utakwa River); German

evena■

New Guinea, Island of Dampier.
&

*

14. Genus: C-allictlta

B.-Bak.

This hitherto monotypical genus comprises the morphologically and anatomically most luxuriantly
developed species of the Castaliinae known. Structure of forewings different from Castalius by the first sub¬
costal immediately disappearing in the costal and crossing it. The subcostal fork is shorter, its branches more
closely together than in Castalius or Taraka. Forewing exhibits a roundish, large, discal, black androconial
area. Clasping-organs highly specialized, oedeagus canaliculate as in Upolampes, uncus remarkably feeble,
short, narrow, but with very long apophysis. Valve trumpet-like, distally wide open, with a sharp dorsal tooth,
everywhere extremely long-haired. Hitherto only known from British New Guinea, the only species of the
genus:
C. cyara B.-Bak. (145 k) was also discovered in Kaiser Wilhelms Land by my friend Dr. Eugen
Werner, at an altitude of about 1100 m, on Mount Gelu, in the hinter-land of the Astrolabe Bay.
Besides
from Owgarra, Angabunga River, at an altitude of about 6000 ft.

15. Genus: Tarucus.
The members of this cosmopolitan series of species undoubtedly belong to the Lycaenidae which have
been most arbitrarily dealt with in systematical respect and being at the same time the most misjudged.

This

is the more amazing since all the Tarucus have an extremely conspicuous mark which has hitherto curiously
enough escaped the former authors.

This mark, being in common exhibited not only by the Tarucus but also

by all the Castaliinae, consists in the white basal and costal regions of both wings being separated from the
other part of the wings by a black subbasal stripe or similar spots. This merely external, apparently insignificant
peculiarity of the Castaliinae, however,

allows us to separate their members with more complete certainty

than the most difficult and most wearisome scientific methods have hitherto succeeded in doing.

Butler’s

and Swinhoe’s attempts, however, to ascertain the affinities of the Tarucinae by reason of the hairing of the

cyara.
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eyes, and to divide them into subordinate genera, were in vain. The presence [Syntarucus) or absence (Tarucus)
of the bristly hairing of the eyes has, particularly in opposition to Aurivillius, proved to be quite inapplicable,
since just among the anatomically purest Syntarucus there appeared again two species with bare eyes. Just
as little reliable proved to be the utilization of the position of the first subcostal vein which, moreover, in nearlv
all the Tarucinae approaches the costal without anastomosing with it. Thereby we find at least a contrast
created with the Lampides, a group of species possessing a frenum, and with Polyommatus, in which the sub¬
costal runs separated afar from the costal. Lampides and Polyommatus, however, are those genera between
which Niceville has inserted the Tarucus and in the neighbourhood of which they may also remain. The
close stuctural affinity of the Tarucus to the Gastalius was at first expressed by Niceville, and later on by
Bingham (Fauna India 307) who coordinated the two genera by reason of the course of the veins on the hindwings, whereas Swinhoe separated the groups of species of Tarucus and Syntarucus far from each other on
•account of the hairing of the eyes, and he even divided them in two subordinate families by inserting the Tarucus
in Vol. VII in the ,,Lycaenopsidae“ and the Syntarucus in the ,,Lycaeninae“ in Vol. VIII.
Butler had already before subdivided the Tarucinae in no less than four genera, whereas Staudinger
and Rebel in their catalogue on the contrary encased all the Tarucus known at present, as far as they inhabit
the palearctic region, in their jumbled up, heterotypical genus ,,Lampides'‘.

Considerable progress, however, in the judging of the Tarucus has been recently made by Courvoisieb
who succeeded in finding in the androconia a mark common to at least a part of the Tarucinae. These are
male scales with a peculiarly thickened sinus as the members of allied genera do not exhibit. We must, however,
admit that of four species examined only three showed the common characteristic mark, whilst a fourth species
(T. balkanica) deviates considerably, exhibiting a retrogression to the Lycaenopsis. Of but little better result
and more success the anatomy of the clasping-organs proved to be. By its application it was possible to separate
with certainly different species, among which there were several doubtful ones, and even to prove some species
that had before been placed in other genera to belong to the Tarucinae. But also here there were among 11
species examined again 3 in which the chief characteristic mark of the other Tarucinae was absent, among
them even the nomenclatural type of the genus (T. theophrastus). We must also consider that there is no corre¬
lation between the interior organs and the development of the androconia. Thus in the Tarucus the ever recurring
fact is established that only a part of the species maintains the character of the genus, whilst species being
allied in their exterior lose it again. We must thereby take into account that the species deviating from the
type of the special genus almost invariably seek to obtain a junction with the organs of the chief genus Lycaena,
so that thus only a part of the members of the split-off genera is modified and emancipated from the habitus
of the Lycaena. The principal mark of the Tarucinae, however, is presumably the remarkably developed oedeagus,
with an armature in the cuneus and the carina, which is even superior to that of the most strongly armed Castalius. In the Tarucus there are no enfeebled or intermediate fomns as in the Castaliinae, because the species
are merely divided into such with a sharply armed or entirely unarmed oedeagus.
The Tarucinae are, like the Libytheae, one of the few groups of species that are distributed over five
continents, so that we may attribute to them, like the Libytheae, a great phyletic age. This assumption may
also be testified by their resistency in maintaining the characters of the markings, for only 2 or 3 Tarucinae
are inclined to the development of territorial races, and temporal forms are known only of just as many or
even fewer species. Except T. venosus (153c) and two or three inhabitants of islands, the Tarucus belong to
the most expansive Lycaenids, one of which (cassius Vol. V, t. 144 1) has acquired for itself the whole neotropical
district as a domicile, while another (plinius, 153 b) inhabits the whole tropical and subtropical Austro-Malayan
district.
Analogous with the kindred Castaliinae, also the Tarucus must be regarded as inhabitants of the low¬
lands. They prefer hot, dry regions, for which reason they are entirely absent in the rainy island of Sumatra
and are very rare in Borneo and Celebes, whilst in Java they are more frequent and the rainless island of Sumba
even homes two species (T. plinius and T. theophrastus). According to Niceville, the Indian Tarucus are
yet found at an altitude of about 1800 m. We owe the same author interesting accounts on the relations of
the Tarucus to the ants. (Butt. India III, 1890, 190).
The larva lives on Zizyphus jujuba and has already been described by Seitz in Vol. I, p. 293. To the
same author we also owe the hitherto most detailed statements about the habits of the Tarucus. Of late Stauder
reported that he observed colonies of Tarucus theophrastus in Algeria having reacted upon the sound of a whistle,
but these statements must yet be re-examined. Lately Bell has given a most detailed description of the early
stages of the Tarucus theophrastus and plinius in a very valuable essay on the knowledge of the common daybutterflies of the Indian lowlands (Journ. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. 1918 Nr. 1, 115 to 121). Bell is, by reason
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of the affinity of the larva, inclined to unite also Castalius ananda (153 b, c) with Tarucus. Cast, ananda thus
also biologically forms a transition from Tarucus to Castalius-, this being one more proof for the untenableness
of the present ,,genera“ which we only approve of from conventional reasons and as being mere external means
of determination.

Group of species

Tarucus Mr. (1881).

T. plinius F. (153 b).

This species being known since 1-793 was always acknowledged to be a species
by English authors, whereas Aurivillitjs was inclined to consider it to be a form of the European T. telicanus.
The anatomy of the clasping-organs has most clearly elucidated the specific independency of plinius. There
are no relations with respect to the sexual organs noticeable with T. telicanus being so closely allied in the colour¬
ing; this is another proof of the fact that, in judging apparently similar Lycaenidae we must only rely on
their internal structure, if we wish to avoid mistakes in their exact determination. The essential character
of their difference from T. telicanus consists in the oedeagus being uncommonly strongly armed, by which
plinius even excels all the Tarucinae examined hitherto. The apophysis lateralis of the tegumen is likewise
more developed than in T. telicanus, which is also the case in an African vicarious type, T. pulchra Murr., and
its geographical form T. rabefaner Mab. from Madagascar. The latter, although they were combined with T.
plinius by Atjrivillius, are distinctly and easily separated from the Indian T. plinius by their valve being
in the distal part armed with prominent teeth, whereas in plinius it remains quite unarmed. Owing to the
results of the anatomical examination, the collective species has not such a vast range as was supposed hitherto,
since Africa is entirely eliminated as patria. Nevertheless there remains yet for T. plinius the enormous area
from India to Australia, the Salomons and South Sea Islands. In the Malayan Archipelago plinius is dissolved
into a series of even anatomically sharply separated insular races which are morphologically already bordering
on species, or at any rate very near to dissolve or to be transformed into species. I was unfortunately not
able to examine Australian specimens. —- plinius F., already described in Vol.I, p.293, exists in my collection ;plinius.
from India and Ceylon (from where the specimens of the temporal forms originate, figured on f. 153 b), Formosa,
Java, Micromalayana. It is yet very common in the hot lowlands of India, but apparently it is entirely absent
in Sumatra and the Malayan Peninsula, being known from only one locality of Borneo and even in Java rather
rare, although it occurs there in the whole island at not too great altitudss. — plutarchus subsp. nov. phdarchus.
(153b) C
once discernible from T. plinius by a broad brownish-black border on both wings above,
which is proximally most sharply defined.
At the apex of the cell a distinct, though narrow, small
black stripe being absent in plinius, but present in T. theophrastus and T. venosus. The ground-colour of the
whole upper surface is darker violet than in any other species of Tarucus known hitherto. Beneath distinguishable
from T. plinius only by the blackish-grey maculae of the hindwings being more intense than even in
the most prominently spotted plinius of continental or insular habitats. Clasping-organs highly specialized,
approximating more those of the genus Castalius than those of the other Tarucus. Uncus more elliptical than
in most of the Tarucus, with a plain, unarmed apophysis; valve likewise of the plainest structure, cylindrical,
distally thickened. Oedeagus more primitive than in the other forms of the Tarucus plinius-group. —- celis celis.
subsp. nov. differs extremely from plutarchus by the uniformly dark violettish-blue upper surface and the darkened
dull whitish-grey under surface.

The red-brown spots are all very small, but they stand very close together.

East Celebes. — zingis subsp. nov. forms a transition from plutarchus to celis, being above just as dark as celis,
but exhibiting a somewhat narrower black border of the forewing than plutarchus. The $ is above almost com¬
pletely covered with a deep brown, so that it contrasts remarkably with the sometimes purely white Indian
and still very light Australian $$. Island of Buton, April 1906, collected by Dr. Martix. — juvenal subsp.
nov., another excellent form of a larger habitus than the races from East Celebes and Buton, forewing still
darker bluish-violet than zingis, but with a blackish, though rather faint marginal band. $ above only in the
disc with insignificant brighter patches; beneath darker than plutarchus, with more densely arranged brown
maculae. Batjan. In Amboina there occurs an allied form unknown to me in nature — pseudocassius Murray,
Above paler violettish-blue than the allied races of the Moluccas, with a very narrow, but extremely distinct,
small black marginal band. $ more similar to the light Indian $$ than to the brownish forms of Celebes. Under
surface by its light greyish-white likewise more approaching plinius plinius, the brown spots especially in the
disc of both wings much broader. It is most likely that there exist temporal forms of pseudocassius in Australia,
and I presume that the only couple from Queensland lying before me from the Munich collection belongs to a
rainless period. Australia, Bismarck Archipelago, Salomons, South Sea Islands. I was unfortunately not able
to ascertain from the description of leopardus Schultze in the Phil. Journ. of Science which was not accessible
to me, whether this Tarucus belongs to plinius, as I presume.

zingis.

T. theophrastus F., already dealt with at large in Vol. I, p. 293, is an energetic species fond of a roving
life, distributed from the Senegal and the Somali Land across the whole of North Africa. It is also known from
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Arabia, Persia, Beloochistan, and besides it inhabits the whole Indian Empire inclusive of Ceylon and Burma.
The Munich Collections are in possession of a $ from the Malayan Peninsula, and Doherty discovered T. theo¬
phrastus in the Island of Sumba. On the Indian continent the species occurs in several generations, the forms
of which were separately denominated. ■— callinara Btlr., described from Upper Burma, has very large spots
beneath, in extricatus Btlr. they have turned reddish, and in alteratus Mr. from the North Western Himalaya
the under surface of the wings is yellowish-grey. Manders (Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. 14, p. 717) reports that the
form occurs near Trincomali in Ceylon in desert-like districts where it flies throughout the year. The dry period
form is smaller, the markings beneath are reduced and hued reddish. But such extreme specimens (alteratus
Mr.), as are known from the Punjab, do not occur. Certainly the climate of Ceylon is also more equable, whereas
in the Punjab 5 to 6 degrees of frost are not ra^e and the days very hot, and Mahders lays more stress upon
this variability of temperature than upon the influence cf the seasons.

elathratus.

T« elathratus Holl., described according to a $ discovered by Doherty in South Celebes; its author
compares it with Castalius fasciatus Rob., to which the Tarucus is not in the least similar, especially not on
account of the extremely pointed forewing and the hindwing being sharply angled in the median part. Forewing
above lilac with a smoke-coloured grey margin. The black markings beneath show through above, farming a Y.

venosus.

T. venosus Mr. (153 c) is an interesting species, by its colouring so closely allied to T. theophrastou
that Rebel-Stahdinger and recently also Seitz treated it as a form, the former even as a synonym of thesphrastus. The structure of the clasping-organs, however, is so diametrically opposed to those of theophrastus
that an affinity of the two species is not to be thought of. They at any rate have only one mark in common,
the unarmed, Lycaenoidal. plain oedeagus. Otherwise all the parts being remarkably prolonged in theophrastus
are uncommonly shortened in venosus. As to the development of the valve, however, venosus is quite isolated
among the Tarucus, since the valve only consists of two thin, sinuous hooks distally extended into a sharp
point. The uncus, however, is not remarkable, being clumsy, very convex, with a moderately developed, likewise
upturned, aculeiform apophysis lateralis. The species has a very much confined range; according to Bingham,
from the North Western to the Kumaon Himalaya, besides in the Pundjab and in Bengal.
To the genus Tarucus belongs also the South American Lycaena cassius (Vol. V, p. 820, t. 144 k, 1), not only on
account of its androconia which Prof. Courvoisier has ascertained to correspond with those of Tarucus, but also owing to
the clasping-organs. Anatomically allied with the Tarucus is besides yet the Canarian T. webbianus Brulle (Vol. I, p. 291,
t, 77 k).

Group of species Azanus Mr. (1881).
Byr reason of the characters of the marking beneath Aurivillius calls the Azanus a very natural and
easily recognizable group. Easily recognizable are also their sexual organs which, in their structure, belong
to the daintiest found not only among the Lycaeninae, but among all the diurnal and nocturnal lepidoptera.
examined hitherto, being immediately discernible from those of other allied genera. Principal characteristic
mark: a cylindrical valve of a most slender and delicate structure, uncommonly long-haired as in the Castaliine
genus Callictita and exhibiting in a second species (gamra) beside the hairing also tufts of long bristles. The
uncus remains relatively small, being of an irregular, sometimes deeply strangulated shape and having an insigni¬
ficant apophysis lateralis. The oedeagus is utricular, mostly very long with a plain cuneus. — Eyes hairy
(alliance with Syntarucus), structure without any peculiarities, the first subcostal anastomosing with the costal.
The group of species is preponderantly African, and the few Asiatic species are surely only branches and emigrants
resp. descendants of the larger Ethiopian tribe. Nearly all the species are widely distributed, without varying
to a great extent; even temporal forms seem not to exist. Characters of ancient, consolidated species, relics
of former times of creation and of old territorial connections!

ubaldus.

thebana.

uranus.

T. ubaldus (Vol. I, p. 294), hitherto known from India and Ceylon, discovered in Siam by myself.
Two areal forms: ubaldus Cr. (153 e). Distributed over the whole of India and presumably also Indo-China.
Eggs on flowers of Acacia arabica. Pupa mostly in a cocoon of light silky threads, which does not quite wrap
it up and may only be intended to hold the small blossoms together. Imago everywhere common where acacias
are in bloom, round which they flutter during the hottest hours of the day. The imagines fly well and swiftly,
though they never fly far. They are also fond of resting on the ground, particularly if it is covered with the
blossoms of acacias. (According to Bell at the place cited [450] in A. uranus). — thebana Stgr. Seitz has at
first correctly comprehended this ,,Lampides“ to belong to the group of species Azanus, in the sense of Staudinger.
T. uranus Btlr.

Hitherto only known from North West, Central, South India, Beloochistan and
the Pundjab. In rny collection absent. Chiefly distinguished from ubaldus by the presence of only a thin black
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marginal line on both wings instead of a broad brown border; besides the black punctiform spots beneath are
less developed. — Larva lustrous dull flesh-coloured with a dorsal reddish band and lateral traces of such a
band on each segment. Upper surface with extremely fine hair. Pupa not uni-coloured as in ubaldus, but all
over spotted black. Larva an Acacia arabica and A. Senegal. Pupa without a silky cocoon. Imago always
together with ubaldus. (According to Bell, Journ. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. 25, Nr. 3, 15. 1. 1918. 452 s

T. jesous is also supposed to be distributed aero sstwo continents. I had only access to the Syrian
branch of the collective species. We must for the present leave the question unanswered whether the anatomy
of South African specimens will bring surprises or prove their real identity with Asiatic gamra. At any rate
three areal forms were for the present denominated: gamra Led. (Vol. I, t. 78 c) is the name-type from Syria,
Distributed over the whole of India to Burma. Arabia. ■—- crameri Mr. (153 c). Ceylon. Specimens smaller
and darker than Syrian gamra, so that the name of crameri may be maintained. — je.sou-s Guer. According to
AcrRivrLLius from Abyssinia and the Somali Land to the Cape Colony.

jesous.

T. asialis Nic. Distinguished by uncommonly large black spotting beneath. The figure of the type
is without the black basal streak on the hindwing beneath characteristic of Azanus, in the place of which Niceville mentions three maculae. Nias, 1 $ in the Cob. Courvoisler at the Museum of Basle. Uncus primitive,
of the plainest structure, with a very long apophysis. Oedeagus with a ventral, strong spine and a two-pointed,
long cuneus. Valve, however, again most primitive, oblong, trough-shaped, with a slightly upturned edge,
very long, but only scantily and most delicately haired.

asialis.

gamra.
crameri.

16. Genus: Polyominatiis Latr.
This monotypical genus has already been dealt with in Vol. I, p. 290. The species penetrating also in
Europe from the Mediterranean region rather far to the north was already known in 1775 from Valais, but
strange to say its occurrence there was denied by Staudinger. About the habits, particularly the early stages
of P. baeticus, there already exists copious literature, but we feel entitled to call our readers’ attention to the
explicit and intuitive reports of Dr. Roepke. Bell also described at large (Journ. Bomb. Nat. Hist. Soc. 1918,
26, p. 133 to 135) all the early stages. According to Kershaw, the eggs are in Hongkong singly deposited on
the flower-buds and young shoots of Vigna sinensis Hassk. The imago itself is common in Hongkong in the
dry period from October till March, whereas it occurs only singly during the other months.

P. baeticus L. is in Asia everywhere common in the southern part and on its way towards east it baeticus.
has penetrated by way of Australia, the Pacific islands to Hawaii. On the European soil, according to Mr.
Dannehl’s observations, P. baeticus has intimate ecological relations to Tarucus telicanus. since both deposit
their eggs on MeJilotus, the egg being deposited on the bud. The larvae live in the blossom which they eat up.
The pupation, however, mostly takes place below on the stalk. The imagines like to fly swiftly and wildly in
the sun and have the peculiar gift of returning to a postuie of rest from the most headlong flight, in order to
begin at once with sucking. At night they hide and take refuge on bushes, especially in acacias and ashtrees. ,,The larva has the typical shape of the Lycaenid larvae. Its contour is elliptical, its dorsum feebly
convex, but the anal end of the larva is somewhat more flattened. The small, roundish head is brownish,
lustrous, more or less marked blackish. In the resting larva the head is entirely hidden under the neck,
but whilst it is feeding, it is also visible f rom above. The small, delicate pectoral feet are light brown,
the likewise very delicate, small ventral feet whitish diaphanous as the whole under surface of the larva:
the lateral margins of the body project far beyond these feet. In running across a glass plate, for
instance, almost the whole ventral surface of the insect rests on the glass, though not so much as
e. g. in the Limacodid larvae. The colouring of the larva is a dirty green of most variable shades, being
.sometimes lighter, sometimes darker, or more brownish-green, or more yellowish-green. Of frequent occurrence
are also such forms in which a dull violet tint expands from the direction of the lateral parts and the height
of the dorsum. In all, however, the dorsal line is more or less distinctly prominent in the shape of a darker,
narrow stripe. On both sides of it there appear occasionally lighter, segmentally defined oblique markings.
The whole upper surface of the body of the larva is somewhat velvety; by means of the microscope we notice
that this structure is caused by numerous, very short, small, densely compressed bristles. The stigmata are
not very prominent. The younger larvae differ but little from the adult larvae — of course except by their
size. Their colouring and marking is more inten^or rather more distinct, and specimens with a preponderantly
violet ground-colour are of more frequent occurrence. The very earliest stages which I found — about 2 to
3 mm long — are so to speak colourless. Adult, resting larvae were 16 mm long and 6 mm broad.“
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..The pupa is relatively slender and everywhere uniformly rounded; even the abdominal apes does not show any
particular mark of distinction. Only the corners of the shoulders project a little. Female pupae originating from well-fed larvae
are easily discernible from males by a somewhat stronger abdomen. The length of the pupae is 11 to 12 mm, their greatest
thickness (a, little before the posterior edge of the wing-sheaths) 4 to 5 mm. The whole upper surface of the pupa is of a
dull lustre. I was not able to discover the pupae in the open air. In the browsed pods the larvae, under normal circum¬
stances, seem not to pupate, although they sometimes did so in captivity. — After exactly 10 days my pupae of P. baeticus
yielded the imagines, preferably in the forenoon. It is amazing to see how quickly the insects attain their full growth:
in about five minutes the wings are stretched, and already after a quarter of an hour the small imago begins to fly. I
cannot find a substantial difference of the (Javanese) imago from European specimens; single Indian specimens grow rather
large, and I had some in which the costal margin of the forewing was 19 to 20 mm long. Most of the specimens bred, however,
are somewhat smaller. — Another point seems to me to be noteworthy, although my observations relating thereto have
been of a quite negative result. Very many Lycaenid larvae are known to live in company with ants. From the beginning
I gave heed whether this was also the case in baetica in Java. This assumption was the more easily to be believed, since
the Crotalaria striata seems to be a plant harbouring ants. It is, even if it does not harbour any aphis, extraordinarily much
frequented by a small, black ant (Dolichoderus bituberculatus Mayr?). The latter are allured by small, bulb-like formations
found on the starting points of the pollens beneath. These tiny bulbs are greedily fed by the ants and exercise such great
attractive force on the small black guests that the pollens are mostly all over covered with them. They even build very
small nests between the ripening pods and also penetrate into the pods inhabited by the larvae of baetica. The larvae thus
come sufficiently into contact with the ants. Now I have very precisely observed the behaviour of these animals towards each
other, both in the open air and in captivity by confining the ants together with the larvae, but I have not been able to see
one single time the ants taking any notice of the larvae or the contrary, and although I observed more than a hundred larvae.
The small black ant and the larva, of baetica seem here not to exist for one another. This fact may have different reasons:
either the larva of the Javanese baetica is not visited at all by ants, or it lives together only with quite certain species
of ants which were not present in this case. The former may be possible, since I was not able to discover any glandular organs
by the secretions of which the ants are allured, at least not in superficially observing the larva. At any rate it is certain that
the larva of Polyommatus baeticus may be quite normally developed in Java also without the presence of ants.1' (Roepke,
Ent. Ztschr. Stuttg. 1910, S. 175/176.)

17. Genus: S^ycaeuestlies Mr.
The genus Lycaenesthes belongs to the numerous groups of Lycaenid species which, without possessing
an essential, stuctural mark, are so well to be limited merely in their exterior that we may nevertheles consider
them to be a ,,genus”.

By their habitus and colouring they approximate the Nacaduba from which, however,

they are easily discernible by the separate first subcostal vein of the forewing.

The most essential mark

of the genus is formed by three small, short, almost parallel tails of the hindwing, which are very easily broken
off and have, as a rule, disappeared altogether in the specimens of collections, as de Niceville was quite correct
in stating. The clasping-organs neither offer any peculiarities; the tegumen exhibits the ,,hooks”, as Chapman
calls them, or the ,,scaphium“, as van Eecke denominates the ventral clasps of the uncus looking like the teeth
of a wild boar. These clasps are noticed in the Nacadubci, in nearly all the genuine Lycaena and the Thysonotis,
whereas in the majority of the members of the genus Lycaenopsis they are absent.
a separate subcostal in contrast with the Nacaduba.

Lycaenopsis, however, has

As Lycaenesthes, in contrast with the Nacaduba, likewise

exhibits a separate subcostal, one mark showing a certain affinity outweighs another.

We are thus forced to

arrange the single genera beside each other for the present without any connection.
In contrast with the Poritia which exhibit beneath a certain analogy with the Lycaenesthes, the latter
do not possess any scent-spots.
differentiated.

The male androconia of the forewings in two species examined are extremely

In Lycaenesthes lycaenina they approximate those of the genus Chilades; in Lycaenesthes philo

more those of the e/pis-group of the genus Lampides.

The contours of the androconia are elliptical in lycaenina,

leaf-shaped in philo. —- Judging from coloristic marks, there exist only two Indo-Australian species easily discer¬
nible by the following marks:
a) Upper surface dark violettish-blue; hindwings rounded off; under surface with a broad submarginal
band interrupted at the second median, the margins of which are bordered by a faded whitish-grey (Lycae¬

nesthes ernolus);
b) Upper surface light greyish-blue; hindwing terminating into a rather distinct apex; under surface
with a narrow submarginal band being dissolved already at the anterior median and being bordered by a pure
white (Lycaenesthes lycaenina).
If we compare, however, the clasping-organs, we must approve of a third species, Lycaenesthes philo
Hpfjr , forming the intermediary between the two species by its colouring and the contours of the hindwings.
The course of the submarginal band on the forewing beneath, however, exhibits decidedly a close alliance with

Lycaenesthes emolus, which affinity is also expressed by the valval teeth being upturned. At anyr rate we have
to assume the rare case in the genus Lycaenesthes that the morphology of the genitals helps to increase the
number of the species, whereas we are otherwise enabled just, by them to decrease the legion of the species.

Pabl. 18. III. 1924.
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Lycaenesthes emolus and Lycaenesthes lycaenina have almost the same range. They are almost inseparable,
Dioscuri among the lepidoptera. It seems, however, that Lycaenesthes emolus represents the most expansive
and most common of the two species, since it has advanced as far as the Salomons, whereas lycaenina was not
ascertained to the east of New Guinea. Still there are gaps in the range, emolus being absent in Ceylon
and the Philippines, whilst lycaenina is extremely rare in Java.
The larva is entirely lycaenoidal, and found on Nephelium litschi Lamb., Cassia fistula L. and Heynea
trijuga Roxb. It is visited by the magnificent and common ant Oecophylla smaragdina P.

L. emolus Godt. (153 e). From India to the Salomons, in the Philippines hitherto only registered
from Palawan: emolus Godt. described from ,,Bengale“ (= L. hengalensis Mr. 1865). From Kulu to Burma,
chiefly in the lowlands; in Ceylon it is absent. I very often found it in Tonkin and Siam. — According to Bell
(1918) the eggs are singly deposited on a Leguminosa, Saraca indica. Larva on leaves beneath, often half a
dozen of various stages together, abundantly exuding sap which is absorbed by the ant Oecophylla smaragdina
with great energy and rapidity. The snail-like larvae also stick closely to the leaves, if one touches them,
presumably relying upon their immunity, since they are always surrounded by their defenders, the ants.
,,Red ants, en masse, are never pleasant customers to tackle.“ Imago on low vegetation and very small trees
in the jungles. -— andamanicus Fruhst. The $ remarkably differs from continental specimens by the darker
grouncl-colour of the blue upper surface. Beneath the longitudinal bands are narrower and more irregularly
defined. Andamans. — goberus Fruhst. is generally larger than continental specimens, of a darker blue and
more intense lustre. The markings beneath more distinctly prominent. North Borneo, North East Sumatra,
South Borneo. — javanus Fruhst. (153 f) is an excellent form, the only one, among the 50 specimens of my
collection with a light grey, instead of smoke-coloured brown under surface. $ above more extensively and
lighter blue than
from Siam. East and West Java. — modesta Star, from Palawan. $ smoke-coloured
brown, forewing intensely liued blue and hindwing very slightly strewn with blue. — lycaeuoldes Fldr. Originally described from Amboina, according to Holland it also occurs in Burn,
from Halmaheira and Obi,
the genitals of which I examined, proved to be absolutely identical with L. emolus from Sumatra. Habitat:
Northern Moluccas, Obi, Halmaheira. -—- seltuttus Rob. The material lying before me from Dutch and German
New Guinea is not sufficient to distinguish whether the New Guinea form can be separated from seltuttus of
the Aru Islands. $$ from Aru are beneath somewhat lighter grey with more purely white undulate bands
and above somewhat darker and more extensively huecl bluish-violet than $$ from New Guinea. Aru, Key
Islands, New Guinea. Numbers of it from Dutch Central New Guinea are in the Leiden Museum. — paraffinis
Fruhst. Bismarck Archipelago. <f$ considerably smaller and somewhat lighter bluish-violet than New Guinea
specimens. The black anteterminal spotting on the hindwing above is prettier; the under surface darker; the
white borders of the submarginal and other macular bands more prominent.- £ much more approaching the
light $ of L. affinis Waterh. from Queensland than the very dark
from New Guinea. Forewing even still
lighter than in affinis-QQ. The black border of the forewing scarcely half as broad. Hindwing more extensively
covered with a light greyish blue. The submarginal crescents of the hindwings flatter. Beneath more similar
to the New Guinea race than to the very much lighter and more purely white-speckled under surface of af finis.
New Lauenburg,
type in the Coll. Courvoisier. The genitals of this extremely different form have proved
to be absolutely identical with those of L. emolus from Sikkim. •—• affinis Waterh. (nec Star., moclestus
Waterh.) from Queensland. According to the material of the Munich State Collections, affinis seems to occur
in two forms: a larger one being above relatively dull blue, to which above uni-coloured violettish-blue $$
seem to belong, and an extremely neat form with an intense light violet lustre, the $$ of which are distinguished
by a greyish-blue tinge in the basal area particularly on the forewing. — violacea Btlr. (153 e), described from
the Louisiads, also occurs in a similar form in Rubiana (Salomons).

emolus.

L. philo Hpffr. In spite of the great difference of the valve I should not treat this form as a ,,species“,
if a geographical real emolus-race from the more eastern Bismarck Archipelago had not proved to exhibit organs
absolutely identical with those of Indian specimens. Thus philo represents an intercalar species inhabiting
a zoogeographical enclave between Macromalayana and the Papuan District and only occurring in the Celebic
subregion. The species is very rare, and there are only few specimens known, having been collected by Dr.
Martin near Maros, South Celebes, and in the central part of the island. In the Leiden Museum there is a $
from Sangir, the genitals of which correspond with those of a
from Saleyer in my collection. If the habitat
mentioned of an emolus from the Coll. Snellen in the Leiden Museum is correct, philo occurs in Sangir beside
emolus. Central South Celebes, Saleyer, Sangir. In Kalawara, to the south of Palu, Central Celebes, beside a
dark violettish-blue form also a much larger form is found with a bright lustrous upper surface of a lighter
colouring and rounder hindwings (f. praeclara form. nov.). Flying in December, ivhilst the more insignificant,
dark specimens from Lewara and Kalawara are from February and October.

philo.
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L. lycaenina. The genitals of this species are at once to be separated from those of the preceding species
by the chitinous spines being turned downward instead of upward. The contours of the valves vary in the
chitinous spines according to the habitat. The spines and protuberances are stronger in the Palawan race than
in that of Celebes. The New Guinea form is for the present still without any intermediate forms. These may
nevertheless occur in the plain districts of the island. If they should not be found, sutrana will have to be regarded
as a species just like philo. — lycambes Hew. is described from Northern India. Distributed from Sikkim to
the Naga Hills and Siam. In my collection also from Hainan. Imago strong on the wing, on the leaves of
high trees. -— on'ssica Mr. seems to be a South Indian dry period form being of a smaller habitus and more
purple than violettish or lavender blue. —- lycaenina Fldr. from Ceylon, where it inhabits the foothills; somewhat
darker than Indian specimens. -— miya Fruhst.
easily separable from the Ceylon specimens of my collection
by the minute size of the imagines. Under surface darker grey. $ above uni-coloured greyish-brown without
a blue reflection. Borneo, Sintang, North East Sumatra, Malayan Peninsula. — togata Fruhst. (153 e) is of
a larger habitus than the Macromalayan specimens. Total colouring above darker bluish-grey. Under surface
with more purely white lines. Lombok, Sumbawa. Presumably also in Java, from where Semper knew it.
Dr. Piepers wrote me that he also owns a specimen from the west of the island. -— licates Hew. (= villosa
Snell.) (153 f as villosa). Though Snellen has figured and described it much better, yet his denomination
is supplanted by the name of licates being 4 years older and hitherto entirely neglected. South Celebes; I observed
it from the littoral district up to an altitude of 1000 m on the Pile van Bonthain. Numbers of it in the Leiden
Museum, besides in great numbers found by Dr. Martin near Talu (West Celebes). Courvoisier examined
the androconia the shovel-shaped contours of which he found to be similar to those of several Lampides. —addenda Fruhst. (153 f) is an eminently distinguished form. Somewhat larger and of a brighter lustre, also
lighter blue than licates with which Semper quite correctly united it. Beneath at once recognizable by two
subbasal, white, supplementary, slightly upturned small streaks above each other, which are absent in licates.
Genitals by a more sharply dentate valve slightly different from those of licates. Palawan. — villositia subsp.
nov. Luzon, Mindanao. Apparently very rare and certainly to be yet discovered also in other Philippine Islands;
upper surface dull slate-coloured blue. — philetas Fruhst. $ beneath most closely approaching addenda Fruhst.
(153 f) from which it differs by the forewing exhibiting beside the two white median markings two more subbasal striations on the under surface. The white bands more prominent than in the Palawan form. Batjan,
type in the Coll. Courvoisier. -—- pegobates Holl. was established according to a $. Buru, Ceram (1 <$ in the
Leiden Museum). -—- godeffroyi Semp. (= turneri Misk.f (153 g $ as turneri) is a magnificent race, the marking
of which beneath strikingly resembles that of emolus. I am without any $<$, still I think to be justified in
connecting this form with lycaenina, because affinis Waterh. and paraffinis Fruhst. being just as distant from
the nomenclatural type emolus in the colouring likewise exhibit in the genitals absolute analogies to the vicarious
types not differing in the colouring. Key Islands, Australia. — sutrana Fruhst. has the largest habitus among
the races of lycaenina known hitherto and is most closely allied to licates from Celebes in the slightly darkened
colouring above. Forewing beneath as in the Lombok form; hindwing without the black spot in the centre
of the costal margin exhibited by all the Macromalayan and continental specimens, which, however, is absent
in licates and addenda, as well as in godeffroyi. Snow Mountains, Dutch New Guinea. Numbers of it in the
Leiden Museum. The valves of this race or species are distally widened; the distal end is vertically sharply
cut off, not gently convex as in the vicarious forms, the ventral apex much longer.

17. Genus: I*seii«lo<1ii>sas Fldr.
The name of Pseudodipsas will most probably take the place of Lycaenesthes, at least the accurate
schedules in Waterhouse’s appendix to his Catalogue of Australian Rliopalocera do not exhibit the least struc¬
tural difference. Lycaenesthes is thus degraded to a mere designation for that group of species which is most
abundantly developed on the African soil. I was not yet able to bring morphological investigations about
the clasping-organs to a close, for which reason we did not yet alter the conception by which Lycaenesthes was
understood by English authors. The larvae and pupae of some species live together with ants, about what
Waterhouse gave a detailed account (Victorian Naturalist 1913, 156—159). The genus predominates in
Australia, some forms have penetrated into the Papuan District.

myrmeco-

P, myrmecophila Wath. Above brown with a bronze lustre and somewhat darker base of the wings.

phila.

Beneath greyish-brown with a marking resembling that of L. addenda (153 f), though it is more vertical and
more distantly separated,
11 to 12, $ 12 to 14 mm. The extremely vivacious larva is bare, cream-coloured
with a black head, but in the last stage it turns brownish and even the head also assumes the brown colour.
The pupa is golden brown. The imago creeps out on hot, sunny days, always in the forenoon. The eggs are
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deposited in small heaps of 40 to 50 on the trunks of trees and apparently transported by ants to the foodplant, Acacia pycnantha. Both the larva and pupa are found in the nests of Iridomyrmex nitidus, ants by
which they are most carefully attended to. A pupa, for instance, being exposed to the sun was at once covered
with a small heap of dirt by the ants, in order to protect it against the heat and light. Also across the newly
crept out imagines the ants run and climb without, however, doing them any harm. Flying from October
till February, both sexes creeping out from the pupae almost in the same number. Environs of Sydney.
P. eone, the nomenclatural type of which originates from the Aru Islands, only occurs very rarely.
In the Key Islands it seems to be absent, but the species was recently discovered in Central Dutch New Guinea.
The d is known to me only from Felder’s figure and somewhat recalls Hyfwlycaena, being above black and
on the hindwing with a narrow blue submarginal band, which is besides accompanied by a neat white line before
the distal margin. $ beneath whitish, in the whole exterior resembling species of the group of forms of Holochila.
A black subanal wedge-shaped spot of the hindwing is situate in a light brown area. -— eone Fldr. (145 k) inhabits
the northernmost part of Queensland from Cairns to Cape York. The specimens accessible to me differ but
slightly from Felder’s figure of the Aru specimens. — iovis subsp. nov. (145 k) is a race of a larger habitus
with a more extensive yellowish part on the hindwing above and a faded blackish marking beneath. Dutch
New Guinea.

eone.

iovis.

P. brisbanensis Mish. is of a larger size than myrmecophila; the $ with a broader brown marginal
area of both wings. Marking beneath more distinctly black. Brisbane, Queensland. -— cyrilus And. & Spry
is a smaller race of it from the environs of Sydney.

brisbanen¬
sis
cyrilus.

P. fumidus Misk. is a distinctly separated species, the tails of the hindwings being more distinctly
shaped than in the preceding species. Upper surface black with a metallic blue spot on the basal half of the
forewing. Under surface silvery grey with dark brown spots. Distributed from Richmond River, New South
Wales to Cairns in Queensland.

fumidus.

P. digglesi Hew. is a magnificent species which by its intensely lustrous light blue upper surface
may compete with the most beautiful Theclidae and Amblypodiae. Forewing with a somewhat broader margin,
hindwing with a narrow black one. Under surface dull silvery grey, resembling Indo-Malayan Iolaus and Tajuria,
with delicate blackish-grey bands and spots, as well as coppery subanal maculae of the hindwings. Range
extending from Brisbane to Cairns in North Queensland.

digglesi.

P. tualensis Rob. is an extremely rare species inhabiting both the Key Islands, where it visits the blos¬
soms of Leguminosae. As to its systematic position I am still in the dark, since the only specimen accessible
to me does not permit of an examination. Neither did Niceville know where to place it, he thought of Holochila
and found that the marking beneath somewhat recalls Zizera. From Pseudodipsas it differs by the absence
of the tails, d above dark purple, $ uni-coloured dark brown.

tualensis.

18. Genus: Usasi Nic.
Orthomiella numbers among those monotypical ,,genera“ which from a rational point of view can be
put aside. Its author de Niceville inserted it between the Azanus and Lycaenesthes, which proceeding is
justified by the close relations of Orthomiella to the Lycaenesthes. It does, however, in no way harmonize with
the Azanus, neither in the veins nor in the anatomy of the genitals. Bingham placed Orthomiella between
Chilades and Niphanda which, in an anatomical way, do not show the least affinity to the Orthomiella. Swinhoe
preferred to attach it to Azanus and Catochrysops, to which we must likewise make objections. The strangest
fact, however, is that neither of the authors who were occupied with this ,,genus“ was struck bjr its close affinity
to the ,,genus“ Una of which Orthomiella has the same total colouring, the arrangement of spots on the under
surface, the veins and even the very peculiar shape of the uncommonly long palpi with dense bristly hair. Both
Una and Orthomiella belong to those Lycaeninae that are without androconia, which is another though negative
proof of the relations of the two groups of species. If it is yet stated here that the morphology of the claspingorgans has, in all the essential points, resulted in a complete harmony, it goes without saying that Orthomiella
must be subordinated to Una which name had been published 75 pages before. Niceville, however, applied
the ,,genus“ Una to the Pithecops and Neopithecops, a group of forms with which Una, except some subordinate
marks in the veins, does not exhibit the least conformity, certainly still less than with the Zizera to which Distant
joined Una usta which at that time was the only species known. Furthermore, the eyes of Orthomiella pontis
are very long-haired, whereas the Una usta, which I examined, show bare eyes, in contrast with Niceville’s
statements. I have already mentioned above in Tarucus (p. 992) that bare or bristly eyes by no means con-
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stitute special characters of a genus. As to the early stages of Una we are still quite uncertain; it was also
unknown that the pontis-iorms are subject to the influence of the seasons. According to the material lying
before me, however, the specimens of the rainless period exhibit, beside the different shape of the wings, a denser
cover of modified scales on the hindwing than those of the rainy period. The ,,genus“ Una, according to the
statements hitherto made, occupies a vaster area than had hitherto been assigned to it. It occurs from Southern
and Central China through Burma to Sikkim and towards south from the Naga Hills in all the principal regions
of Macromalayana. Two species:

sinensis.

rovorea.

pontis.

usta.

U. pontis exclusively occurs on the continent where it is divided into three territorial forms: from
China it is known as sinensis Elw. (Vol. I, t. 72 e) from Ningpo, Kiu-kiang, Changyang. It resembles pontis
(153 g), but the margin of the wings is broader, and beneath the dark spots are more densely arranged. —
rovorea Fruhst. is of a much smaller size than pontis from China and Sikkim; the contours of the wings are
more pointed, whereby it approximates usta much more than pontis. Ground-colour above not bluish-violet
as in pontis, but brown with a sharply defined light violet reflection on the anterior half of the hindwing. Be¬
neath it differs from pontis by the absence of the brown band of the forewing and the narrowed and thereby
neater brown macular band of the hindwing. Total colouring beneath preponderantly yellowish-grey instead
of greyish-black as in pontis and thereby again similar to usta. Chin Hills, North Burma. (Coll. Fruhstorfer).
The $ bying before me decidedly belongs to a dry period form. — pontis Elw. (153 g) from Sikkim where the
species occurs especially in May at an altitude of about 2000 m.
U. usta Dist. Kinabalu (very rare), Sarawak on the sands of the Limbang River in the company
of Lycaenopsis dilecta, sometimes hundreds together (Moulton). Shape of wings more pointed than in pontis,
upper surface without a marginal band, under surface grey with 2 large costal punctiform spots resembling
species of Lycaenopsis. The ventral parts of the clasping-organs more robust than in pontis, the valve with
a dorsal ledge with extremely sharp, projecting, chitinized teeth. Uncus as in pontis. Oedeagus likewise more
robust with a broader base and more extensive carina. Expanse of wings: 13 mm, Assam to Singapore, Borneo,
Sumatra, Java.

19. Genus: Ufipliauda Mr.
One of those monotypical groups of forms discernible at first sight from all the allies by their facies,
although they do not exhibit any mark at all, by which they might be separated for certain from the neighboiu’ing series of species. Niceville and Swinhoe place Niphanda beside Lycaenesthes and in doing so have
most correctly ascertained the real affinity. Leech also found a very natural ranging by combining Niphanda
with Polyommatus baeticus and Orthomiella pontis in one group which he placed right after the real Lycaeninae.
Only in the Catalogue of Staudinger Rebel Niphanda was, in spite of Niceville and Leech placed in to
the most inapt place, and it was tried to insert Niphanda between the Sitlionidae and Theclidae. Even BethuneBaker, the anatomist, was deluded by the Catalogue and in 1914, presumably without having examined the
organs, retained the Niphanda among his Ruralids. Structurally Niphanda only differs from Lycaenesthes
by the first subcostal vein running more closely at the costal, and as Niceville correctly states, also by the
absence of the characteristic small Lycaenesthes-tails of the hindwings, which in Niy>handa are of a most charateristie, mostly very much tapering shape, at least in the dcf- The robust
°f course, by their colouring
and contours of the wings strikingly resemble the Amhlypodidae and certain Theclinae. Anatomically the
Niphanda are indisputably separated from the Lycaenesthes by the primitive genital organs. Especially by
the entirely unarmed valve it is separated from the abundantly armed Lycaenesthes with their sharp distal
teeth of the valves. By the plain, squat valve Niphanda, however, approximates Pol. baeticus and Lycaena
baton. Niphanda is besides isolated by the oedeagus with its sharp carina which, in the same way as in the
Castillinae, projects downward, and by a cluster of three teeth in the cuneus. The only species of the genus
is widely distributed across the whole oriental region, inclusive of the Southern Philippines and Macromalayana.
It will very likely be yet discovered in Celebes, where it may easily have penetrated by way of the Philippines.
The northern race of the collective species is so very different that it was considered as a separate species by
all the authors. Its valve, in fact, deviates very much from the south-continental geographical branch, but
still not to such an extent that a specific separation seems to be necessary. And besides it is certain that there
are anatomical intermediate forms in Central China, just like the West Chinese specimens already form in their
colouring a transition from the southern race to the northern. Courvoisier has besides proved that both the
principal forms have the same, most highly specialized androconia in common, thus a male distinction without
the least resemblance to those of the neighbouring genera. We therefore combine here all the forms known
by the oldest name: N. fusca Brem.-Grey.
N. fusca Brem.-Grey is a highly interesting species inclined to individual formation of races and
presumably also occurring in different temporal forms differing so much from each other that their first author
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gave them two names: fusca Brem. <$ and dispar Brem.
Unfortunately the material is not dated, so that
I can only presume that specimens being beneath sand-coloured or earth-coloured belong to the autumnal
generation, whilst those being intermixed with white and abundantly spotted and banded in brown represent
the forms of spring and summer. Of the $ there are two forms known hitherto. That being above monotonously
brownish-black, and the form lasurea Graes. figured by Leech (Vol. I, t. 72 c) with a predominantly whitish
ground-colour and a light blue reflection. From Mongolia, the Chingan Mountains, there is now yet a third
form before me, being above brownish-grey, the base of the forewing covered with a light blue (f. tituria
Fruhst.). In the latter form also the total colouring beneath differs considerably from all the other $$ lying
before me by the predominantly white scaling of the pale grey hindwings. The forewing are likewise almost
entirely whitish-grey with relatively small brown punctiform spots extensively encircled with white. — fusca
Brem.-Grey. (153 g). The nomenclatural type originates from North China. 1 cannot tell to what extent speci¬
mens from the Yang-tse-kiang agree with it, but fusca from Tsingtan certainly represents the form being beneath
most decidedly sand-coloured and most scantily spotted. From Tsingtau I only possess $$ being above brownishgrey, from Mongolia only the form tituria. Of lasurea Leech and Seitz figure magnificent specimens. North
Central West China, Kiukiang, Itchang, Ningpo. — dispar Brem. Described from Eastern Siberia. My fusca
from Sutchan, as well as
from the Coll. Courvoisier from Corea are beneath much darker and more pro¬
minently banded and spotted than North Chinese specimens from Shantung. Amur, Corea, Sutchan near
Wladiwostok. — shijima Fruhst. $ beneath at once separable from continental $$ by the series of narrower
and smaller postdiscal brown spots on both wings. Hondo, on the Fuji and near Nikko (June till September).
Everywhere in Japan common (Leech). Specimens from Kiushiu mentioned by Matsumura certainly differ
from those of the main island. — marcia Fawc. (153 g) is an excellent race approximating the Indian dry period
form. The $ figured by Swinhoe from the Mergui Archipelago, does not exhibit above a blue reflection.^ Tungo
Burma (June), Siam, Mergui Archipelago. -— cymbia Nic. (153 g) was described and figured by its author accor¬
ding to the $ being above almost entirely blackish-brown, which Swinhoe likewise reproduced. It is not unlikely
that the name pliniodes Moore may be transferred to $2 of the dry period form being almost white slightly
hued with blue. Such specimens on the one hand form the transition to marcia from Burma, on the other hand
they also form the connexion with the West Chinese lasurea Graes. Sikkim, Assam. —- tessellata Mr. This areal
race figured by Distant on t. 42 and 44 initiates the series of the very closely allied Macromalayan forms chiefly
distinguished by the more prominent or reduced development of the punctiform spots in the
The $ of
tessellata, moreover, excels all its allies by its size. Malayan Peninsula, Penang. -—- onoma Fruhst. (153 g). $
smaller, in the apical part more intermixed with white spots and in the disc with black ones than the $ from
the Malayan Peninsula being so well figured by Distant. Hindwing beneath with more prominent blackishbrown spots, onoma is very rare in Sumatra. Dr. Martin only captured 2 $$ in 13 years, one of which is now
in my collection. Sumatra, Billiton. — cyme Fruhst.
forewing more curved, hindwing extended into a. longer
apex and with larger black subanal dots than $$ from Borneo. Beneath it exhibits as a genuine Javanese
lepidopteron a purer and more extensive white colour than
of reter Druce and the
of tessellata as Distant
reproduces it. The brown bands, especially those of the forewings are decidedly narrower than in reter from
Borneo. West Java, East Java. — reter Drc. (153 g). There are only some
known found by Waterstradt
on the Kina Balu, which are now in the collections of Staudinger, Drhce and in mine. North Borneo (Kina
Balu). — aristarcha Fruhst. This eminent insular race is known to me from the specimens of the Coll. Staudinger
in the Berlin Museum. Dr. Platen only found $$ distinguished from those of tessellata by increased white
colouring and reduced blue reflection. The under surface is more faded than in the allied Macromalayan forms.
South East Mindanao.

tituria.

fusca.

dispar.

sliijima.

marcia.

cymbia.

tessellata.

onoma.

cyme.

reter.

aristarcha.

20. Genus: tlamides Hbn.
As to this genus we refer to what has been said about it and its only species known on p. 290 of Vol. I.
From the Lampides being purely Indo-Australian and therefore not mentioned in the palearctik part the
J amides differ by the absence of a distinct anastomosis of the costal and the 1st subcostal vein and by
the <$<$ being without androconia which are found in all the
of Lampides (except two species). We may
add that Fruhstorfer considers these differences to be too trifling for justifying a separation of the Jamides
from the polytypical genus Lampides, and that he approves of the former only as a subdivision within the genus.

V7- <3

H.

J. bochus Cr. (Vol. I, t. WsNh) is the Ceylon form which must be regarded as the type. The blue
colour of the $ above is dark, though with a very intense metallic lustre, so that Niceville compares it with
the blue of the Morpho. In no Lampides we find a similarly intense metallic colour; and besides the under surface
of the Lampides mostly shows much brighter and lighter bands, whereas that of Jamides already distinctly
exhibits the characteristic features of Nacaduba. — Whilst the typical form figured in Vol. I is confined to
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Ceylon, where I daily observed it near Kandy in single specimens, there flies already in Southern India the
plato. form plato F. which is regarded as the rainy period form of the smaller nava Fruhst., being smaller than Ceylon
nava. specimens, above with a narrower black margin, beneath of a lighter ground-colour. In the Nilgiri Hills this
nicobaricus. form is found in February yet at considerable altitudes. -— nicobaricus Wood-Mas. & Nic. differs from the prece¬
ding by the more extensive blue colour above and the black margin of the forewing extending in almost con¬
stant width along the distal margin and not extending along the costal margin as in continental specimens.
siraha. Andamans and Nicobars. — siralia Kheil is the form from Sumatra and Nias, differing from enganicus Fruhst.
2-o«, from the Island of Engano by the very narrow black costal margin. — nabonassar Fruhst. from Borneo on the
nilu. contrary has (in the $) the black margin above almost twice as broad as siraha. ■— nila Horsf. from Java has
a still broader black margin on the upper surface of the 2, but it is otherwise lighter; in the
however, the
nilana. black distal band is not distinctly widened. ■—- nilana Fruhst. is a dry period form of it. •— In phaneas Fruhst.
phaneas. from Lombok the $ is larger, darker than nilana, the black distal band on the forewing a little broader than
there, but narrower than in the following tamborana. The $$ exhibit above a darker blue than the Javanese
tamborana. forms. •— tamborana Sm. is the form from Sumbawa with a distal band of the forewing being costally 2, dorsally
pulchrior. 3 mm broad, but which does not bend round to a costal-marginal stripe. — pukhrior 8m., from the Island of
Pura (described by their authors by mistake also from Halmaheira, where, however, according to Fruhstorfer
only the form toscius flies), very closely approaches astraptes, from the $ of which the $ differs by a reduction
of the blue colour above; from pulcherrima it deviates by the broader black margin of the forewing. In the
herdonius. $ above the cell and the space behind and below it is lavender-blue. •—- herdonius Fruhst., from the Island of
Wetter, resembles grata from Tenimber and is just as small, but above more violettish-blue, the marginal band
of the forewing broader, the small marginal spots of the hindwing more intense. Fruhstorfer believes that
grata, the specimens flying in Timor also belong to this form. -—- grata Sm. from Tenimber is rather a small form,
the 8 above more cyanean than violettish blue, the black marginal stripe of the forewing narrower; the $ rather
soarchad. dark blue, the antemarginal dots of the hindwing in small, narrow, light blue rings. -—- In soarchad Fruhst. from
the Key Islands the hindwing above shows much brighter markings than in the preceding forms; the under
astraptes. surface is darker, too, and the marginal spots of both wings are beneath more distinct. •— astraptes Fldr. is beside
the Ceylon specimens one of the forms most widely distributed in European collections. It originates from
polassar. Amboina, and greatly resembles polassar Fruhst. from Obi, which, however, is beneath lighter grey and has
a narrower black margin above. Semper herewith combines also the specimens from the Philippines as well
as from the South Sea Islands, where bochus occurs almost everywhere and not unfrequently. However the
herodicus. Luzon form herodfeus Fruhst. differs from astraptes from Ceram and Amboina by the lighter blue colour above
and the more distinctly defined black margin of the forewing; the
of herodicus deviate more from those
c/eorgi. of astraptes and approximate those of nilana from Java. -— georgi Fruhst. is quite similar, but it has a somewhat
formosanus. broader margin of the forewing. Mindanao. ■—- formosanus Fruhst. (152 a) in both sexes has an extraordinarily
broad black margin of the forewing being at the costal and proximal margins expanded towards the base, whereby
seminiger. it already inclines to seminiger Sm. which is the Halmaheira form flying also in Batjan and distinguished by
the $ exhibiting only the cell of the wing and a narrow part above and below it blue; thus in contrast with
tiglath. its name more than half of its upper surface is black. — tiglath Fruhst. from Sula-Mangoli also forms
a transition to it, but the black colour does not extend quite so far towards the base as in seminiger, and the
phaidon. blue colour of the $ above is more intensely tinted violet. — phaidon Fruhst. is the Celebes form; the black
margin of the hindwing recedes somewhat more than in the preceding forms; the blue tint similar to that of
toscius. formosanus (152 a) and herodicus. — toscius Fruhst. from Halmaheira resembles the forms polassar and astraptes,
but it is smaller, darker, more violettish. The under surface is more red-brown than greyisli-brown, and the
paulanen- transverse undulations are distinctly yellowish-white. •— paulanensis Fruhst. flies in the Pelan Archipelago
>s;s' and the Caroline Islands, being above deep dark blue, very broadly margined with black, the undulations beneath
argentina. only indistinct. — argentina Prittw. (= carissima Bbl. nec Btlr.) is allied to astraptes from Ceram; it is the
candrena. form from the Samoa Islands, whilst catldrena H.-Schdff. is from the Fidji Islands; both differ but very
little from each other, but they are not so common there as in the continent and the Malayan islands. •— From
woods fordi. the latter (from Viti-Levu) another form was separated: woods fordi Btlr. flying in Vanua-Levu. This form
lobelia, also flies in Mango from where also the smaller lobelia Btlr. is mentioned; perhaps it is merely the produce
campanula- of a very long dry period, just like campanulata Btlr., according to Fruhstorfer, is only a temporal form of
fa- woodfordi, dark blue with.a lilac reflection. ■— kava Dree, originates from the New Hebrids; small, though of
CIV
°
.
-L .
a wonderful Morpho-like blue; here the $ also shows traces of the small marginal eye-spots of the hindwing
amarauge. being well developed in the $$ of the other races. -—■ Of the Papuan forms we figure amarauge Dree. (152 b);
cepliion. from Alu, Guadalcanar and Florida Island. •— cephion Dree, from Guadalcanal’ is probably only a seasonal
soemias. form; 8 with a narrow black costal-marginal stripe. •— soemias Drc. is pretty large, violettish blue, $ above
tinted dark violet; from Alu, Florida andlkalaita; though it slightly differs from bochus siralia in the genitals,
purpurata. Fruhstorfer regards it merely as a temporal form of amarauge. — purpurata Sm. is above almost lilac, the
8 with a narrow (about 1 mm broad) black margin and fine marginal dots of the hindwing, the $ more skyblue, with a very broad marginal black of the forewing, and in the hindwing with very well marked marginal
timon. eye-spots; from Humboldt and Astrolabe Bay, probably in the whole north of New Guinea. -— timon Sm. from
New Pomerania and New Lauenburg already inclines towards soemias: the black margin of the forewing is
/£
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here in both sexes narrower than in purpurata, in the $ scarcely half as broad as there; beneath the brown
ground-colour appears in lighter and darker bands separated by the light undulations. — carola Sm. from the
Salomon Islands very much resembles grata and is of a magnificent cyanean blue, but the $ has a much
narrower black margin of the wings, whilst the $ has better developed marginal eye-spots owing to the marginal
spots of the hindwing being thicker and more finely encircled. — Allied to this Papuan forms is the Australian
phaseli Math. (152 a, b) showing a still more intense lilac tint with purple reflection than the forms similar
to purpurata do; we figure both sexes of it; it flies in the whole of North Queensland, to the south as far as
Brisbane. -— As from the Fidji Islands quite a number of ,,races“ of bochu.s were described, the same
may be done from the New Hebrids: morphoides Btlr. from the Montagua Island with a more extensive blue
colour above; presumably the dry period form of it is goodesiovi Btlr. with a reduced blue which, however,
shows yet an intense metallic lustre, though not the reflection of pukherrima Btlr. which by its magnificent
splendour equals candrena, and originates from the Islands of Tanna and Mallicolo (New Hebrids). — The
race being farthest removed towards the east is waikeri Drc. from the Cooks Islands (from Aitutaki and Raratonga). Here the upper surface is similar to carissima, the veiw narrow black distal margin but little broader
than it is there. $ above beautifully sky-blue, the hindwing shows the veins delicately shaded with black.
The absence of the little tail may only be due to the typical specimen having been damaged, just like the form
petunia Drc. is presumably attributable to a specimen in which the colouring has been spoiled, according
to Fruhstoreer by dampness. -— Considering the very vast range of the species the forms of which were in
many cases regarded as species, we cannot wonder at such a great number of distinguishable local forms. There
are even still more deviations known that have not yet been denominated. Thus a form flies in the Peninsula
of Malacca, the
°f which exhibit only yet blue at the base of the forewing (thus already transitions to seminiger),
whereas the 9$ are said not to differ from Indian specimens (Distant). — The adult larva is olive-green, turning
olive-brownish before the pupation. It is covered with small fine hairs and in its form and marking entirely
resembles that of Catochrysops pandava (comp. Vol. I, p. 292; food-plants are Xylia dolabriformis <and the
blossoms of Butea frondosa. The pupa, according to Bingham, is not at all discernible from that of Catochr.
pandava. — The imagines fly much and rather swiftly in the sunshine and like to rest, with closed wings, on
blossoms, preferably on that of Lantana hybrida. They are met with particularly in damp districts, in single
specimens though not rarely. The metallic reflecting surface of the
flashes, brightly when flying in the
sunshine, so that the species is at once discernible from among the Lycaenids of other genera flying in the
same places, such as Nacaduba, Polyommatus, Lampides and so on. The reflection is the most intensely noticed
if one turns one’s back towards the emanation of the light and holds the imago with its wings spread turned
away from the light. Both sexes are met with in about the same frequency.

21. Genus; I^Jiiiipides Hbn.
The relationship of this genus to the preceding genus is the very common one among the Lycaenids,
i. e. the members of these two genera are at first sight so very distinctly separated from each other that no
one will take a Jamides to be a Lampides or vice-versa. Still there are thorough anatomical differences wanting,
just like the Zizera, Everes etc., although they are at once recognizable, oppose such great difficulties to a precise
diagnose that some authors entirely renounce it and for good reasons combine the most heterogeneous elements
in one gigantic genus (Cupido) which, however, in order not to lose sight of it, would then have to be divided
again in numerous groups of species which approximately correspond to the ,,genera“ hitherto applied
in the literature. The key to this procedure may be found in the Lycaenids seeming to be a very young lepidopteral race, may-be even the very youngest, in which both the species and genera are still in embryo
and have not yet consolidated to such an extent as to answer distinctly in all cases the questions whether it
is a race or species, genus or subgenus. In Jamides we have ascertained but 1 species, of this, however, more
than 40 forms, and we have referred to the fact that in further comparisons we should find still more partly
constant partly transitory local races. The same conditions we find in many Lampides.
This genus in general shows species being above very light blue, sometimes almost uni-coloured whitish
(rj) or black-margined ($), the under surface being grey, traversed by white undulations. The 200 forms described
have been subordinated to about 25 species, the distinction of which, according to Doherty, is said to be
especially facilitated by the examination of the clasping-organs. Fruhstoreer has exhaustively investigated
these organs *), so that we follow his classification here, although he intended to improve in a short time the
system established in this work. He was no more able to carry out this project.
To the Lampides quite a number of very common Lycaenids are reckoned, so that in many tropical
districts they number among the characteristic lepidoptera. Some, as for instance L. celeno, have an immense
*) Archiv fur Naturgeschichte, 81. Jahrg. (1915) Heft 6. The main difficulty in dealing with the genus Lam¬
pides consists in the various seasonal and local forms of the same species frequently exhibiting greater and more remar¬
kable deviations from each other than the corresponding forms of different species, and in the fact that no author has yet
completely succeeded in indisputably fitting together the homogeneous forms of the single species.
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range, whilst others are confined to certain islands or groups of islands. They are fond of flying much about,
often indefatigably, though not very swiftly; the <$<$ often seem not to have the disposition to settle down,
in contrast with the Jamides from which they differ by the following marks. The 3rd palpal joint is mostly
long, sometimes the palps are porrect almost beak-like. The costal is connected with the 1st subcostal vein
by a recognizable anastomosis with the 1st subcostal vein. The EE of the Lampides, according to Cotjrvoisier,
nearly all possess androconia which are absent in the EE of Jamides. On the other hand, the latter exhibit an
intense reflection on the wings above, which is not found in any Lampides. The larvae have the shape of woodlice, slightly bossed, with fine fluffy hair, and live on different plants, often on garden plants (Cardamomae,
Leguminosae), on and in their fruits. The lepidoptera are therefore also frequently found particularly in culti¬
vated districts where they fly restlessly to and fro especially in shady places; mostly at an altitude of about
1 m, so that they are easily captured. Some species fly all the year round, but generally vary according
to the season. Whilst the centre of the range of the Jamides is situate more in the east of the Malayan region,
most of the Lampides occur more to the west, in the South Asiatic islands, particularly in the Sunda Islands.
To the north and south of the hot zone they disappear soon; the palearctic region is no more reached
by any species.

celeno.

alexis.

conferenda.

pura.

elpinides.

tissama.

kinkurka.

juliana.
arama.

zebrina.

eyria.

agnata.

ruvana.

para-zebra,

gennadia.
zebra,
levasa.
sundara.

L. cdeno Or. is in its typical form, as it flies in continental India, one of the most magnificent
and most conspicuous species, the E above delicately and lustrous sky-blue, through which colouring the light
band-stripes beneath slightly show through. — alexis Stoll (= aelianus F.) (151 c) is a dry period form with
very distinct, dark, defined bands beneath. It occurs both in continental India and in some Sunda Islands
and to the east as far as Formosa. •— conferenda Btlr. is known from India (Deyra-Dun, Poona, Calcutta) to
Upper Burma, in the marking almost like alexis and like this a dry period form, but easily discernible by the
colouring beneath which is sand-coloured instead of greyish-brown, and by the bands being removed a little
towards the base, owing to which the light space between the discal band and the margin grows broader. -—pura Mr. (= cleodus Nic. nec. Fldr.) (151 g) has quite a different exterior, the under surface not being yellowishgrey with dark bands, but brown, traversed by chains of whitish comma-like spots. Besides the contours of
the wings are different, obtuser and more roundish, and the colour of the E above is lighter, more milky. IndoChina, Hongkong, in August and September, thus towards the end of the rainy period. -— In elpinides Fruhst.
known only from Assam, the under surface is similar to that of the elpis-forms and like the figure 151 e of
the form elpis-dromicus. ■— tissama Fruhst. (151 b) is the Ceylon form being in some places extraordinarily
common, occurring also in the Andamans. Here the white undulations of the under surface in the E show through
above as coherent transverse lines; in the $ the marginal band is of a bright black, distinctly contrasting with
the sky-blue colour of the wings, though somewhat irregularly defined, sending black rays on the veins towards
the base. -—• kinkurka Fldr. lives in the Nicobars, where it is the most common Lampides. The $ being above
chalk-coloured, faintly opalescent, represented by Felder’s figure (Novara, t. 34 fig. 24), seems to be from
the dry period, though the marking beneath is not so much reduced as in continental dry period forms. Owing
to the entirely altered exterior Nxceville took it to be a separate species, whereas Bingham placed it to
celeno. — jullana van Eeclce forms in the E an intermediate stage between typical celeno and the form cleodus
(151 h), the $ being above chalky white, the marginal band jet-black and slightly broader than in eyria (151 g, h).
Islands of the Simalur Group. — arama Fruhst. (151 c E> h 9) is the celeno from Nias. The E has a most
delicate light blue intertwined by white undulations showing through from beneath, whilst in the $ the marginal band of the forewing is broken up into some nebulous lines. — zebritia Fruhst. so much approximates zebra
Drc. (151 c) that it can sometimes scarcely be distinguished; beneath the white transverse stripes are somewhat
broader and the yellowish-red spot at the anal angle is larger. $ similar to that of van eeckei (151 h), but
above lighter, almost coloured white; a form of the Nias-cefeuo. — eyria Fruhst. (151 g, h) in the
shows a
slight lilac tint; somewhat smaller than Javanese celeno; in the $ the black streaks at the ends of the veins
in the forewing are particularly distinct, the black marginal band broad and jet-black; Island of Engano.
■—• agnata Drc. from Indo-Cliina across Malacca to Sumatra chiefly differs from typical celeno by the position
of the proximal bands beneath which are more irregularly arranged. According to Biggs it is found in the
Peninsula of Malacca in great numbers in the shade of large, densely foliaged trees of the forests. — ruvana
is the form from Java, Bali and Lombok; from continental specimens it chiefly differs by the $$ being above
always chalky white and showing a light brown distal margin. -— parazebra Fruhst. is likewise from Java; here
the E shows a colouring between pura (151 g) and eyria (151 g); the $ has a narrower brown distal margin than
the $ of pura. — gennadia Fruhst. comes from East Java; the white undulations beneath are distinctly paired,
thus similar to the Indian celeno-form elpinides *). ■— zebra Drc. (151 c) is one of the largest and finest forms
of celeno; the $ has a narrow dark distal margin. Form Borneo and the Natuna Islands. — levasa Moult,
refers to a melanotic aberration; a very dark specimen from Sarawak. — sundaraFruhst., described from Banda,

*) To this form belong the specimens having been dealt with by Piepers and Snellen in their ,,Rhopalocera
of Java“.
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also comprises all the Papuan specimens as well as those of most of the Lesser Sunda Islands. Smaller than
ruvana; the $ has such a narrow black margin of the wings that it almost resembles the
•—• Iucianus Rub. hicianus.
resemble rather much the sundara-specimens occurring in the Key Islands, but they are somewhat smaller, and
the under surface shows brighter colours and more distinct markings; from the Aru Islands. — optimus Rob. optimus.
(151 c) from Celebes; the marginal band of the
wings is somewhat hazy, but very broad. The $ is dimorphous:
f. grisea Rob. has an entirely smoky grey upper surface, the form obscura Rob. shows a faint bluish-white tint grisea.
at the base and costal margin of the forewing. As according to examinations by Courvoisier the androconia ohsCUraof the (Jc? of optimus are different from those of typical celeno, the relations of both forms to each other are
not yet quite certain. —- sandya Fruhst. (151 c) shows also in the $ a rather broad marginal band of the forewing sandya.
and also in the $ the black is rather extensive, especially in the apical part of the forewing, and obliquely cut
off towards the disc of the wing; Moluccas. — batjanensis Rob. distinctly shows the melanism so often batjanensis.
observed in this island, by a very broad black distal part of the hindwing; conditions quite similar to those
ascertained in Batjan-specimens of systematically remote species, such as in the Hesperid genus Tagiades
(comp. Tag. masistius, t. 164 f). — evanescens Btlr. from the Salomons and Bismarck Islands, in contrast with evanescens.
batjanensis, exhibits a but very narrow black margin of the wing in the $ and is a rather insignificant, little
form; whether it is the only one in its district, is unknown to me. — vuniya Fruhst. (151 e) has the upper surface vuniya.
of the wings almost entirely blackened, except a proximal oval of the forewing and a slight bluish reflection
round the cell of the hindwing having remained light; Halmaheira. — For the determination of these numerous
forms their origin is of course the best clue, for which reason we give a brief classification in the following table
in order to facilitate the insertion of the collective specimens.
India: alexis, conferenda
Ceylon: tissama
Andamans: tissama
Nicobars: kinkurka
Assam: elpinides
Indo-China: agnata, conferenda
Malacca: agnata
Sumatra: agnata, alexis
Nias: arama, zebrina
Engano: eyria
Borneo: zebra, levasa
Natuna Islands: zebra
Java: alexis, juliana, ruvana, parazebra,
2
gennadia

Lombok: juliana, ruvana
Celebes: optimus, obscura, grisea
Buru: sundara
Banda: sundara
Batjan: batjanensis
Halmaheira: sandya, vuniya
New Guinea: sundara
Key Islands: sundara
Aru Islands: Iucianus
Bismarck Archipelago: evanescens
Philippines: celeno, alexis
Formosa: celeno, alexis
South China: pur a.

The larva of celeno is of the usual Lycaenid shape, woodlouse-shaped, thinly clad with fine fluffy hairs,
on the sides of the dorsum with oblique diffuse spots. Spots olive-greenish. It attains a length of 1% cm and
is covered with very fine, small, whitish tubercles. It lives on Heynea trigutta, Butea frondosa, but presumably
also on other plants, such as Cardamomae. In India the larvae are closely guarded by the ants Camponotus mitis,
until they change into the pale violettish-brown pupae of the usual shape. The imagines are very common in
many districts, and like to settle down on damp places in the roads, but not so much on blossoms as the Jamides',
they avoid vast sandy plains and agglomerations of boulders.

L. vaneeckei Fruhst. (151 h) shows an extraordinary resemblance to the form tissama of celeno from
which it chiefly differs in the exterior by a more complicated marginal marking of the very light silvery blue
wings above, but anatomically it is said to differ very much by showing most primitive clasping-organs. It
was hitherto found only in Nias and in the collections it is presumably inserted amongst the celeno from there;
it is the most common Lampides-iornl in Nias.

vaneeckei.

L. cleodus Fldr. (151 h) exhibits a great resemblance to celeno, particularly to its Indo-Chinese form
pura (151 g), to which it may be better joined and with which it has also been united. The most conspicuous
difference is the very delicate light blue above being so very transparent that the marking beneath shows very
distinctly through. This under surface is so distinctly reproduced in our figure that the differences in the white
undulations are at once visible. From Formosa and the Philippines to Sumatra and Nias. Moreover, the western¬
most specimens (from Sumatra) vary by exhibiting a deeper sky-blue colour above than specimens from the
Philippines do, the latter having also been separated by Fruhstoreer as semperi from Mindoro, manias from
Mindanao and potidolon from Bazilan; the latter name refers to a dry season form. -— trichonis Fruhst. (151 i)
is the form from Palawan and North Borneo with a much plainer marking beneath. The neat, rather bright
marginal marking of the hindwing beneath of cleodus has here become a plain row of rings. -—- lydanus Fruhst.
(151 b), as the figure shows at once, is based upon a dry season form, the under surface of which is without

cleodtis.
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the white undulations. The under surface resembles that of celeno alexis (aelianus) (151 c), but the transverse
bands of the disc represent a torn Y, whereas in alexis this appears to be rather complete. From Celebes. —
The cleodus-forms fly in the same districts as the corresponding celeno-forms, they have the same habits and
on the wing they are not discernible from them.
L. suidas. This species also resembles celeno very much and is likewise divided into a great number
of insular forms of which, however, we place here some only fromFRUHSTORFER’s evidence based upon examina¬
tions of the clasping-organs. The figured form celinus Fruhst. (151 g) is at once discernible from all the celeno
by its darker blue colour above; it represents the species in Sumatra and, according to Frtthstorfer, it is
identical with saturata Mart. & Nic. descriped from there, whereas saturata Snell, from West Java is more of
a mountain-insect from altitudes of more than 1000 m. — From the East Javanese agnatinus Courv., with
which parasaturata probably agrees pretty well, -saturata Snell, differs by the blue of the upper surface being
lighter and more subdued, not showing the bright lustre of the West Javanese specimens; the subanal spots
of the hindwing beneath are absent, and almost invariably the white submarginal line is absent, too. Forewing
more broadly margined with black. Under surface in parasurata and celinus darker slate-coloured, the white
strokes broader. — tenus Fruhst. ( — corruscans Moult.) from North Borneo is above very much like the following
form, the black margin of the forewing and hindwing is narrower, but the submarginal bands of the hindwings
are more brightly marked. Anal spot of hindwing beneath only very faintly showing through above. -— cordaea
Fruhst. from Palawan in the female somewhat resembles the 9 of cleodus, the forewing with a broad black border,
the hindwing distally as far as the middle black; hindwing beneath with a large orange subanal spot showing
through above in two large high bows. — spitamenes Fruhst. comes from the Island of Obi; it has a conspicuous
white blue of the upper surface with a dull mother-of-pearl lustre. Upper surface without markings except
two small very faint anal spots. Under surface pale grey with very distinct white transverse strokes. — The
typical suidas Fldr. is described from the Philippines; it differs from the Obi-form spitamenes especially by the
browner under surface with very numerous white transverse strokes and by these strokes showing distinctly
through above, which in spitamenes-<$<$ is only well recognizable on the light falling laterally on it. ■—• malaccana
Fob. has an entirely unmarked light blue upper surface on which the bands beneath show little through accor¬
ding to the description, whilst according to the figure they do not show through at all. Distal margin in the
3 very fine black; at the distal margin of the hindwing a very dull row of faint nebulous dots; the small, black
spot in the anal angle of the hindwing beneath is dusted with metallic green and proximally encircled with
yellow. Malacca, though Rober also joins specimens from the Philippines with it, which according to Frtjhstorfer can only represent typical suidas. — coruscans Mr. originates from Ceylon and was regarded as a separate
species by de Niceville and Bingham. The B is above cobalt-blue, its apex very narrowly and faintly covered
with black. The colour shows in a certain light a somewhat greyish reflection, in another light a violettish one.
Beneath the white strokes are rather feeble in the disc of the forewing, the marginal markings, however, especially
the^iDmarginal dentate line, prominent and much stronger than in celeno or elpis. — On the whole, the suidasforins seem to be less common than those of celeno; their habits, however, are the same.

L. kondulana Fldr. was described from the Nicobars, but like most of the Lampides it seems to be
distributed over a great part of the tropical region of the Indo-Australian fauna and to be divided into 2 sharply
separated temporal forms whenever there is a distinct rainy and dry season. Bingham figures as the type an
unmistakable dry season form, whereas Felder’s figure does in no way agree with it. The species so much
approximates elpis that some authors take it to be a race of it. The species is recognizable by the very feeble
and delicate transverse strokes beneath being almost of an earthy ground-colour. — paliassa Fruhst. regarded
as a dry season form of elpis by Swinhoe is above lighter blue than typical kondulana, the costal-marginal
part of the hindwing with a peculiar yellow reflection. Beneath with very fine and delicate transverse strokes,
the black and yellow colouring in the anal part insignificant. $ with a narrow black distal margin. Hereto
belongs atina Fruhst. as a rainy season form with more distinct white lines beneath and a brighter yellow anal
crescent. This is the Indian form. — croculana Fruhst. flies in the Andamans; the $ does not exhibit the small,
submarginal, black cresents on the hindwing being characteristic of the kondulana from the Nicobars. — lacteata
Nic. has above entirely the light blue of elpis, perhaps still slightly paler; forewing with a very fine black mar¬
ginal line before the fringes, at the apex faintly brownish; under surface uni-coloured greyish-brown, the white
transverse strokes almost exactly as in elpis, but the submarginal lines are formed of small crescents, not straight
as in elpis. —- A specimen in Courvoisier’s collection (now in the Museum at Basle), without a statement of
the patria, has above a distinct opalescent reflection as in a rainy season specimen from Sikkim (paliassa);
upon this one specimen a form was based: jambia Fruhst. — talinga Kheil is the Nias-form; it is very closety
allied to : virgulatus Drc. (153 b) from South East Borneo; the $ also resembles the 9 °f elpis, but the brownishblack margin in the anal angle of the forewjng is more distinct. — sydra Fruhst. is the Javanese form;
darker
blue than in the other insular races. 9 very closely allied to pseudelpis Btlr., but the 9 with a narrower black
margin of the forewing. Under surface somewhat darker slate-coloured and the orange subanal spot of the
hindwing is feebler than in pseudelpis. —- pseudelpis Btlr. *) represents the species in Malacca; <$ above quite
*) Nec pseudelpis Mr., which is presumably directly synonymous with lacteata.
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uni-coloured sky-blue with a scarcely noticeable marginal marking, $ on both wings with a black border of
almost 3 mm width, in which on the hindwing the submarginal dots are encircled by white; beneath the small
band situate on the transverse band is remarkably slanting, which peculiarity is not distinctly exhibited in
Distant’s figure (Rhopaloc. Malayana t. 20, fig. 27). — gerra Fruhst. (151 a) is above slightly lighter blue than
pseudelpis and more opalescent. $ dull bluish-white, similar to a celeno-Q; the marginal band is not continued
along the costa towards the base, whereby the form differs from pseudelpis and paliassa. Under surface
distinguished by the large, honey-coloured subanal spot. From Palawan. — phaliga Fruhst. comes from Bazilan;
smaller, above with a brighter blue lustre than gerra. $ above delicately sky-blue, the black of the distal
margin is continued at the costa towards the base. -—■ insufaris Bob. Upper surface of the $ whitish-blue,
forewing costally reflecting violet, the white transverse stripes of the under surface show through, the margin very
finely brownish; under surface greyish-brown (<$) or cloe-coloured ($); the honey-coloured subanal spot mostly
rather large. Batjan. (Rober, however, also includes herewith specimens from Batavia, Ceram, Celebes, and
the Philippines), saunda Fruhst. inhabits the Island of Obi, it is much smaller than the preceding form with
more pointed wing-contours. Before the distal margin of the hindwing no small black spots. Recognizable
by the drab colour beneath not exhibiting any brown tint. — espada Fruhst. (151 a) also in the
shows a
distinct black margin of the forewing, and on the hindwing submarginal black spots, whereby the form somewhat
resembles talinga and virgulatus (153 b). Stripes beneath intensely white. $ above, as in the preceding form,
of a darker blue; the marking is recognizable from our very good figure. Celebes. — comeda Fruhst., finally
from Djampea is light blue with a very light silvery lustre. Forewing still more tapering than in saunda, and
the under surface whitish-grey, still paler than in saunda; the white transverse bands very distinct, the yellow
subanal luna narrow. — We may add that another kondulana-iovm is yet stated from Java, distinguished from
the East Javanese sydra by its paler upper surface and more faded under surface; this is piepersi Fruhst. ■—
The forms of kondulana are in most of the districts much rarer than those of celeno and elpis. I do npt know
any particulars about their early stages; in their habits they agree with the other species of Lampides.

L. kankena Fldr. (151a). This species being above deep Morpho-blue, exhibits a rather dark earthy
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brown on the wings beneath. The species was discovered in single specimens at very remote places, but in
many districts it seems to be extremely rare. It is peculiar that kankena, being that form of Lampides
which exhibits a ground-colour entirely similar to that of the dark blue Jamides bochus, according to Courvoisier’s examinations does not possess any androconia in the male, as we have reported of the J amides in
contrast with the Lampides being otherwise invariably provided with male scales. The typical kankena origi¬
nates from the Nicobars. Our figure refers to the rainy season, whilst the dry season form of it will presumably
be rogersi Bingh. with a scantily white-marked under surface. —• seivagia Fruhst. (= kankena van Eecke nee rogersi.
- Fldr.) is much smaller, the black margin of the forewing broader, the under surface darker. Sinabang, Simalur. sclva9m—- metallica Fruhst. (— bochides Fruhst.) from Java is like the preceding form, but slightly larger; ground- metallica.
colour still paler than in bochides Nic., but of a brighter silvery lustre; under surface lighter drab.
■—
caerulea Drc. (151 a J', 153 a $ as caeruleus) has above a wonderfully deep and metallic blue m the <$, whilst caerulea.
the $ is dark sky-blue with an almost quite uniform black distal margin on both wings, which in the hindwing
is-only crossed by a light line. Borneo. — bochides Nic. nec Fruhst., according to its name, is above similar bochides.
to J amides bochus, of a Morpho-like, deep dark, but lustrons blue; distributed from Assam across Malacca to
Sumatra. — lAs to the kankena-forms on the whole, their great resemblance with elpbs-forms is conspicuous.
As to their distinguishableness, Fruhstorfer says: ,,this is one of the species being the most surely discernible”,
and Bingham: ,,kankena which I am not able to separate from elpis, seems to me only to differ by the absence
of the marginal marking on the hindwing above in the <$.u — This contradiction seems to me to be scarcely
entirely removed by the discovery of the androconia by Courvoisier.

L. cunilda Snell. The typical form was hitherto only found in Java. From all the other Javanese
Lampides it differs by the colouring above being darker than even in suidas saturata, with a distal violet hue.
Under surface with a very large, reddish-yellow subanal spot. $ above similar to that of kondulana sydra,
but lighter blue and with a decidedly narrower black distal margin. Rare. — aditja Fruhst. (151 a) has a somewhat broader shape of the wings than typical cunilda, the blue without the violet hue, recalling the blue of
suidas saturata. The black margin of the wings is considerably broader. Beneath darker, more brown than
drab. Borneo. — nisanca Fruhst. To this form originating from Malacca Fruhstorfer joins the (nameless)
figure 24 on t. 21 of Distant’s ,,Rhopalocera Malayana”. Accordingly, the
is much brighter sky-blue without
any lilac reflection, but in the colouring deep and intense; the distal margin of both wings is only linear black,
the upper surface without any other marking, the under surface dark earthy-brown, not fallow or drab, the
white transverse lines distinct, though thin. -— As to the habits of the forms of cunilda I do not find any state¬
ments, and Distant merely says (p. 230) that he possesses only 1 $ and for this reason cannot give a description
of it.
L. limes Drc. (151 a). The $, as our figure shows, only differs from cunilda nisanca figured in Distant
by the more dark greyish-brown (in Distant’s figure dark red-brown) ground-colour beneath. But Fruhstorfer
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calls tlie species ,,most remarkably distinguished in a morphological and anatomical respect". The $ of the size
of large elpis-QQ, but with a rounder apex of the forewing. Above light blue, the white marking beneath showing
through above in large areas. The black border of the forewing relatively narrow, in its course somewhat like
in kondulana phaliga. Hindwing without a submarginal band, but with a complete row of black antemarginal
dots. Beneath similar to the
Borneo.
L. lugine Drc. (151 a).
above dark violet-blue and therefore not to be mistaken for anything else.
The $ above resembles more an Arhopola from the group of A. agelastus or azius. Beneath there is a certain
resemblance with Jamides in the colouring, with Nacaduba macrophthalma in the marking; anal spot bright
yellow. Borneo.
L. callistus Rob. is much smaller than lugine, <$ above light blue. The under surface is typical, the
white transverse streaks extending as scarcely bent lines almost to the base of the forewing parallel to each
other, whilst at and before the margin there extends one row each of bossy spots with a pointed vertex. From
Luzon. — amastris Fruhst. (151 b) from Mindanao is somewhat larger, distinguished by the very large submarginal spots encircled by a whitish grey on the hindwings. —neaethus Frulist. (151 b) may perhaps be the normal $
still undescribed of the preceding form. Both wings with a very broad blackish marginal band enclosing bright
white markings. Likewise from the Philippines (Mindoro). — cleitus Fruhst. from Bazilan is above lighter and
duller than the GS from Mindanao. Hindwing with small, indistinct submarginal spots. $ delicately sky-blue
with a scarcely traceable brownisli-grey tint. Under surface lighter grey than in the other races of callistus
with more distinct transverse stripes.
L. alsietus Frulist. differs from callistus more anatomically than by external marks. From Bazilan.
From the figured form sabatus Fruhst. (151 b) differs by its smaller size, more indistinct, small submarginal
spots on the hindwing and a duller marking beneath which is very intense and distinct; the reddish-yellow
subanal spot is less developed in typical alsietus. sabatus probably originates from the Philippines; the patria
is not exactly stated.
L. abdul Dist. (151 b) is recognizable by the very broad black distal-marginal part of both wings,
enclosing fine white markings in the hindwing. Under surface pale earthy brown; the white transverse strokes
do not offer any characteristic marks. Our figure exhibiting about double the size of Distant’s figure, repro¬
duces the usual size, whereas Distant’s original specimen was uncommonly small. Malacca, Sumatra. —
daones Drc. (153 a) is the Borneo-form; here the blue proximal area of the forewing is, though not distinctly,
but straightly cut off, and the marginal black of the hindwing extends in the $ so far towards the base, that
it reaches the cell. — daonides Rob. is the Javanese form scarcely different from it. — In hamid Fruhst.
the blue proximal area of the forewing projects below the costa in the shape of a finger almost to the distal
margin. Nias. —- According to Doherty, the species lives in the dense forest.

L. elpis. One of the largest, most common and widely distributed Lampides inhabiting all the hot
dist^ts (except in the Papuan-Australian special fauna). Above there exists rather much resemblance with
certain forms of celeno, but the markings beneath do not show through above so much as for instance in celeno
tissama (151 b). Beneath the white transverse stripes are only in the distal half of the wing intense and distinct.
dromicus. —■ dromicus Fruhst. (151 e) from Formosa has a much broader black distal margin on both wings, the upper
surface is of a lighter blue, with a faint lilac reflection, and the submarginal dots of the hindwing are more
distinct. In the $$ of the rainy season the hindwing is more broadly suffused with black in the distal part
than in the $ of the dry season, which we have figured. This dry season form has a softer blue, a narrower
margin, and the submarginal dots of the hindwing encircled by whitish. Similar forms of elpis, according to
Crowley, occur in Hainan and according to Fruhstorfer in the Philippines; but not all the specimens from
eurysaces. the Philippines having been described and figured as forms of elpis belong to this species. — eurysaces Fruhst.
from Sikkim through Assam to Tenasserim has a somewhat paler blue; this is especially the case in the generaozea. tion of the entirely rainless season, denominated ozea by Fruhstorfer. The under surface of this form is of
a dingy, faded earthy brown, whereas specimens of the rainy season from Southern India exhibit a darker blue
meilichius. with a slight lilac reflection and a brighter lustre. — meilichius Fruhst. from Ceylon is hardly different from
it. The blue of the $<$ is of a more intense opalescence, the black margin is somewhat narrower, the marginal
thanetus. dots of the hindwing indistinct. Under surface faded whitish-grey. -—• thanetus Fruhst. (151 e) is the Nias-race,
mentawica. recognizable by its small size and a silvery blue lustre on the blue upper surface of the
— mentawica Hag.
exhibits a somewhat lustrous blue in the $$ above with a 2 mm broad distal margin, which on the forewing
grows proximally duller and on the hindwing encloses dark, rather large dots. $ quite similar to the (J, but
Ipidion. the black margin broader; from the Mentawej Islands to the south of Sumatra. -— elpidion Doh. is closely allied
to mentawica from which it differs but little; it originates from Engano; it is much larger than Icondulaua talinga
with a narrower black margin. Submarginal spots of the hindwing dark, bordered with white, separated from
ageladas. the basal blue by a broad, coherent undulate band. — ageladas Fruhst. (151 f, g as agelades) somewhat resembles
alsietus sabatus above, but it is much larger, the $ scarcely different above from that of dromicus (151 e), except
rajatus. the costal margin not being black as there. From Sumatra. -— rajatus Fruhst. is recognizable by the broad
black distal margin of the $ showing about double the width of that in ageladas. Hindwing almost as far as
elpis. the cell shaded with a smoky brown. Indo-China. — elpis Godt., the typical form, was described from Java
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and also occurs in Bali and Lombok; beneath with almost purely white stripes; in eastern specimens these
stripes beneath are very finely darkened with a whitish grey. The larger specimens belong to the rainy season,
whilst those of the dry season are distinguished more by their small size than by a different colouring or marking.
The dark margin of the wings is distinctly broader in the
than in the following form. -— eurysthenes Fruhst. eurysthenes.
(151 e, f) is well reproduced by our figure; the $ distinctly exhibits the submarginal chain of eye-spots on the
hindwing, and the $ the broadly blackened costal margin of the forewing. From Sumba and Sumbawa. —
alecto Fldr. in the $ very much resembles eurysthenes; the $ has a broader black margin, but is otherwise like alerto.
eurysaces; from Ceram and Amboina. — lafimargus Snell. (151 f) is characterized by its name. The distal margin latimargus.
of the wings is in the
everywhere 3 mm broad, in the $ still 2 or 3 times as broad black, and even the
part of the wings not being covered by the black distal marginal band is suffused with a sooty blackish
grey. South Celebes. — alvenus Fruhst., from Saleyer to the south of Celebes, has a somewhat paler blue ground- alvenus.
colour than latimargus, the apex of the
forewing is more pointed, the under surface more uniformly brownishgrey, the submarginal spots not so prominent as there. —■ argentiferus Fruhst. (151 f) is one of the most beautiful argeniifeelpis-ioxms; the A of a very delicate milky light blue, the $ almost entirely blackish-grey with a light blue part
rus‘
in the disc of the forewing; from North Celebes. — demefrias Fruhst., probably from Sula-Mangoli or Sula-Besi, demetrias.
is much smaller than the two preceding forms. Upper surface of the A more bluish-white than silvery blue.
Forewing with a submarginal nebulous band. Hindwing likewise with a prominent submarginal band, thereby
resembling thanetus from Nias. — schatzi Fob. is a large, very beautiful form; U with a whitish-blue upper schaizi.
surface in which the white transverse lines of the under surface faintly show through. Only the fringes and
a very fine marginal line is dark; before the margin of the hind wing a row of dark dots, of which that before
the small tail is the largest. Under surface bright doe-coloured grey, the white transverse strokes divided into
numerous contiguous comma-like spots; in the anal angle a small, metallic green spot proximally surrounded
by a reddish yellow. Batjan. — cytinus Fruhst. (151 f) is the New Guinea form, the £ above very monotonously cytinus.
coloured in a wonderful deep azure-blue. From this form described from German New Guinea (Sattelberg)
Frtjhstoreer separates another form from Central Dutch New Guinea as f. reverdina which is said to be smaller reverdina.
than cytinus. —- cyta Bsd. finally, described from New Ireland, has a lustrous silvery-blue
upper surface; cyta.
of the marginal row of dots of the hindwing those being nearest to the anal angle are provided with yellow
and golden green. Otherwise very much like elpis elpis. — Larva greyish, across the dorsum tinted reddish,
with narrow reddish dorsal and similar subdorsal lines; head small, brown. Lives on various plants, such as
Kaempferia pandurata etc. and sometimes becomes noxious to the Cardomomae (Elettaria cardamomum)
on the fruits of which it settles. Pupa similar to that of celeno, of a dingy yellowish-brown marbled with dark
brown spots being on the dorsum combined in 3 irregular stripes. It was found in the interior of fruits. The
imagines, as a rule, are much rarer than those of celeno, where they fly together with them; they are fond of shady
places and seem to occur more perennially.
L. lucide Nic. This species from Java and Sumatra, which seems not to belong to this genus, is still lucide.
inserted here by reason of anatomical examinations in Frithstoreer’s Synopsis. The main difference is exhi¬
bited beneath, where the whitish transverse strokes are so much widened that the brown interspaces traverse
the light ground as narrow stripes. The upper surface of the $ being figured by the author may be best com¬
pared with that of ageladas (151 g), except that also here the brown undulations beneath show through as
narrow, somewhat dentate stripes. Apparently rare and only at greater altitudes.
L. aratuj Gr. (151 d). This species being widely distributed in numerous slightly differing forms
was described from the Moluccas, presumably from Amboina. The typical <$ is greyish-white with a very faint
light blue tint; it otherwise resembles the <$ of argentiferus (151 f) above, though it shows a still finer, hair¬
like, dark marginal line. The $ also above distinctly shows the white knobbed spots with pointed vertices,
which are particularly prominent on the under surface and separate the species from all the Lampides having
so far been dealt with. Known from Amboina as well as from Ceram, Saparua, and Gisser, probably in
most of the Southern Moluccas. —- ezeon Fruhst. is the form from Banda; smaller, the $$ with a narrower
black distal margin, the submarginal band of the hindwing, which in typical aratus is so beautifully marked,
faded and divided into separate spots. — pseudaratus Fruhst. in both sexes shows a similar marking: hindwing
above with a characteristic marginal band, before the margin itself a row of small black spots. The $ hindwing
is without the submarginal band which is also absent in single male specimens. Described from Obi. — lunatus
Nic. (151 d) from the Minahassa (Celebes) is easily recognizable by the $ being above uni-coloured dark brown
and exhibiting only on the hindwing a chain of fine, white marginal rings; beside the quite brown, figured form,
however, also specimens being somewhat lighter basally are said to occur. — minthe Fruhst. from the Sula
Islands occurs in 2 forms; in one the blue distal area is more sharply defined towards the margin, in the other
the brown submarginal spots of the hindwing beneath show through above. — nausiphanes Fruhst. in the female
resembles masu-but the submarginal brown moon-spots of the hindwings are higher; from Palawan. —
adona Drc. from Borneo and the Natuna Islands is recognizable by the brown distal margin being especially
broad on the forewing. — tryphiodorus Fruhst. (151 cl) has also in the $ above blackish submarginal dots;
East Java and Lombok. — masu Doh. differs from the similar djampeana Snell, from the Island of TanaDjampea by the latter form, which is also larger, being more extensively white in the distal part of the hind-
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wing, masu which is above not so milky white, but of a more intense blue lustre than typhiodorus, occurs in
Sumba, Sumbawa, Flores and Timor. —- As to the habits of the aratus-iovms we only know that they do not
differ much from the other Lampides in their habits.
L. aetherialls Btlr. (151 d) is a species having often been mixed up with or mistaken for other Lampules. The typical
from the Key Islands, is above milky bluish-white with a very feeble lilac hue. -—- sestus
Fruhst. was founded on the dry season form, as the scanty bands beneath exhibit. The black, small, crescentiform antemarginal spots of the forewing only form small fine streaks, encircled by white, emanated crescents.
Also on the hindwing the white crescents are strongly developed. Timor. —■ anops Doh. is larger, the black
marginal band of both wings not so extensive as in sestus-, from Sumba and Sumbawa, where it flies beside
aratus masu Doh. — ayrus Fruhst. The $ is above somewhat darker and of a more intense lustre than typical
specimens from the Key Islands. The $ is closely allied to that of anops, with a narrower black distal-marginal
band of the forewing and neater markings of the hindwing. Dutch New Guinea. —- duvana Fruhst. Upper
surface dull blue, costal part of the hindwing broadly covered with a smoky grey; distal-marginal band of the
hindwing twice as broad as that of the forewing. Under surface cpiite blackish-grey. Island of Dampier. —
caerulina Math. (? == lucianus Bibbe nec Bob.) is a doubtful race which is not distinctly recognizable and not to be
ranged with certainty. It is reported to originate from the Bismarck Archipelago and the Salomons, but it is
not mentioned in Pagenstecher’s Lepidopteral Fauna of the Bismarck Archipelago (Zoologica, number 27).

L. philatus. This polytypical, widely distributed species is in many of its forms recognizable by an
almost black distal part of the wings beneath with very bright white markings contrasting with a proximal
lighter and more uniformly coloured part. This is most distinctly exhibited in the form osias Bob. from Luzon.
philatus. — The typical philatus Snell, is cpiite similar, but it occurs in Celebes. — amphyssina Stgr. from Palawan, which
amvhyssi- j)RIJCB considers to resemble osias, according to Fruhstorfer has a milky white upper surface in the female
andrus. with an uncommonly broad, jet-black margin of the wings. — andrus Fruhst. from Bazilan.
The (J is of a
brighter lustre above than in amphyssina, the white stripes beneath show through more distinctly. Under
surface lighter slate-coloured, the small anteterminal spots are flatter and finer. The subanal, reddish-yellow
crescents are almost extinct. — Beside in the Philippines, however, the species flies yet in numerous other
subdita. districts; e. g. as subdita in Indo-China. The $ of this form is above quite light lavender blue; according to
some authors with (Bingham), according to others without (de Niceville) a dark distal margin. According
to the latter author, the form is easily discernible by the under surface in which the two proximal submarginal
stripes enclose a row of dark spots, whereas the most proximal one of these lines in the hindwing exhibits high
cucullate spots with pointed vertices; the honey-coloured subanal spot is very large. This form is reported to
arius. occur in the Mergui Archipelago, in Tenasserim and Burma. —- arius Fruhst. is the form from Sumatra and
Billiton, a very rare insular race, much lighter than Javanese, the under surface also lighter grey. The blackish
arcaseins. submarginal band of the forewing more intense than in the Javanese. — arcaseius Fruhst. from Nias is still
lighter than specimens from the neighbouring Sumatra, with a brighter silky lustre. Under surface with more
prominent white transverse strokes and a large yellow subanal spot. In the $ the upper surface is lighter,
almost whitish-blue, the black margin of the forewing narrower than in subdita or in Javanese athanetus. ■—
telanjang. teianjang Doh. is recognizable by the basal blue projecting angularly into the black distal-marginal part of
the forewing above; it originates from Engano, an island to the south of Sumatra, being besides called Telanjang.
athanetus. —- athanetus Fruhst. from Java is very closely allied to the continental subdita, but in the $ the blue of the
upper surface is somewhat lighter, the black distal margin narrower. Beneath darker grey, more like osias
armatheus. from the Philippines. —- armatheus Fruhst. originates from Borneo; ^ similar to that of the Nias-form arcaseius,
but with a broader black distal margin of the forewing, the blackish-brown submarginal band of the hindwing
more prominent. Beneath similar to that of arius. — From the Moluccas two forms have been distinguished:
callinicus. callinicus Bob. from Ceram and enietallicus Drc. from Batjan. The former in the male above entirely whitishcmctalUcus. ]quej -without a real margin, nor any distal-marginal marking on the hindwing. Beneath the white transverse
stripes are divided into streaks of about 2 mm length; before the margin of the hindwing high, white cucullate
spots. $ greyish-blue with a broad blackish-grey margin. Rober herewith also combines Nias-specimens
aniphissina. (arcaseius). — Another group of philatus-forms is Papuan: aniphissina Sm. is the form from New Guinea (Hum¬
boldt Bay); it ought to be named differently, in order not to be mistaken for amphyssina Stgr. from Palawan;
the rj resembles celinus (151 g) or cytinus (151 f), it is above sky-blue, the hindwing in the disc with a scarcely
noticeably lighter reflection; beneath the form entirely shows the brownish-grey colour of pura, but the white
cucullate spots are similarly arranged as in lunata (151 d), though broader, more distinct and more numerous,
malaguna. particularly in the proximal half of the hindwing. -—- rnalaguna Bibbe represents the aniphissina in New Pomerania,
New Mecklenburg and New Lauenburg.
L. amphissa. According to Fruretorfer, this species differs much from all the other Lampides.
Its range extends from Sumatra to the Salomons; in New Guinea it has hitherto not yet been found, and in
lividus.
the Asiatic Continent, in the Philippines and in Australia it is absent. — lividus Drc. (153 a) is the form from
amphissa. Borneo; one of the largest Lampides, the
of a magnificent sky-blue with a lilac reflection. Typical amphissa
Fldr. from the Moluccas (Batjan, Halmaheira) differ from it by small, dark antemarginal streaks on the hindwing
above. Beneath marked and coloured in a similar way as lunata (151 d), between the white submarginal cucullate
osias.
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spots and the marginal line large black spots. -—- margarita Martin from Sumatra most closely approximates margarita.
the Borneo-form lividus (153 a), but it seems to be somewhat smaller, as a rule. — courvoisieri Fruhst. from courvoisieri.
Nias resembles the Sumatran form (margarita), but in the <$ it is somewhat lighter blue, the black subanal
spot of the hindwing above is more prominent; the honey-coloured subanal spot beneath on the hindwing like¬
wise larger. More different is the $ exhibiting a doe-coloured antemarginal transverse band. — leiothrix Fruhst. leiothrix.
from Engano. <$ more whitish blue, $ with a broader black distal part of the wings above. -—- vardusia Fruhst. vardusia.
from Java is smaller,
darker blue and beneath of a more intense slate-colour; in the $ the black submarginal
band above of leiothrix is brown as in courvoisieri. — viosa Fruhst. (= margarita Nic. nec Martin) flies in Sum- viosa.
bawa and Lombok; larger and with a darker blue
than the Javanese; beneath similar to margarita Mart.,
and distinguished from vardusia by the smaller orange spot in the subanal region. — In zella-from Celebes sella.
the reddish-yellow subanal lunae of the hindwing beneath have almost disappeared. The
are very large
and the black spots in the marginal area of the hindwing beneath are higher and more pointed than in the other
races of amphissa. —- megdora Fruhst. has a very pure, milky whitish-blue upper surface in the rf; the $ is megdora.
like that of madara, but with a narrower brown distal margin of the forewing. Hindwing with a soft
blackish-grey submarginal band. From the Island of Obi. •—- hellada Fruhst. from the Sula Islands is in the hellada.
colouring the transition between megdora and zelea, but it is smaller than they are. Beneath similar to typical
amphissa, without a distinct honey-spot in the subanal region. — aruanus Bob. of which I only know the figure aruanus.
of the $ (Iris I, t. 4, fig. 12), shows above a jet-black, though proximally very irregularly defined distal part
of both wings; beneath the disc of the forewing is all white, the transverse stripes of the hindwing are divided
into small, white, comma-like streaks; Aru Islands. — madara Fruhst. from the Key Islands entirely differs madara.
from the $ of the Aru Islands, but approximates more the typical amphissa. $ with a bright reflection on
the upper surface. — areos Drc. and georgiana Ribbe are Papuan; the former originates from Alu and Quadel- areos.
canar, the latter from New Georgia; they differ little from the forms of the neighbouring islands.
*

L. nemea Fldr. is easily discernible from the allied species by its smaller size (rf expanse 30 mm)
and the distinct black, rather thick marginal line. Besides the marking beneath is characterized by a propor¬
tionate width of the white lines, so that the intermediate grey shades and black spots appear smaller. The
arrangement of the spots itself resembles that of callistus. The impression of nemea is about that of a small,
stunted race, perhaps of the said callistus, but Fruhstorfer takes it to be an independent, though very rare
species. The typical form originates from Amboina and, according to Holland, it also occurs in Buru. —■
echeilea Fruhst. (misprinted as ,,ccheilea“) is the form from Celebes. Hindwing only with a distinct subanal
spot before the small tail, in the anal angle with 2 parallel, undulate, short lines in the anal angle. The $
somewhat resembles very dark
of elpis or kondulana and exhibits a black costal margin and very
broad distal margin. The costal-marginal part of the hindwing likewise broad black, the blue disc of both
wings smoky brown. —- sanaya Fruhst. from Obi approximates amphissa megdora-$ from the same habitat;
the upper surface of the $ in its blue tint forms about the transition from megdora to kondulana.

nemea.

echeilea.

sanaya.

L. snelleni Rob. The $ hindwing exhibits before the margin a dark nebulous line which in the anal
third flows together with the marginal black into a broad band. Thereby it cannot be mistaken for any other
species. South Celebes.

snelleni.

L. festiv is Rob. This species is easily discernible from all the preceding by the white lines beneath
not only in the hindwing but also in the forewing extending almost to the base of the wing; thus, counting from
the base to the apex, there are 6 very straight and regular transverse stripes, of which only the two distal ones
are interrupted, then 2 chains of white cucullate spots and furthermore the light marginal line (before the broad
dark fringes). Celebes.

festivus.

L. Orestes Rob. The smallest Lampides, only as large as a Zizera lysimon; it has an expanse of onty orcstcs.
21 mm. Beneath with very scanty markings, the basal halves of both wings unmarked, hindwing without'
the honey-coloured spot near the anal angle. The $ is above almost white with a very broad uniform marginal
band. Pik von Bonthain (South Celebes).

L. alenas Fldr. This species flying together with certain Thysonoti.s (t. 143) is decidedly influenced
by their exterior. It deviates from all the Lampides hitherto described by both wings exhibiting a white band¬
like stripe obliquely across the upper surface. In an anatomical respect it is said to be allied to L. kankena
(151 a) which, however, it resembles neither above nor beneath. The upper surface is also entirely of the soft,
though radiant azure-blue which we have already noticed in some Thysonotis and which resembles more blue
silk than blue metal. The typical form is from Mysol, very rarely met with in collections compared with coelestis Misk. (142 b) figured by us, in which only the white and blue cucullate spots in the marginal area beneath
prove it to belong to the Lampides. The $ is above broadly margined with black and the white band broadly
bordered with a greyish blue. Queensland. •—• allectus 8m., from which Fruhstorfer separates another form
pholes, is the form from New Guinea, with a narrower white discal band. In allectus-§ this band is not more
than 4 to 5 mm broad at its broadest places, and in the form pholes it is still more reduced; besides the $ is
without the greyisli-blue border. —■ alcas Fldr. (= areas Fruhst.) is from Waigiu, the $ exhibits above a very

alenas.

coolestis.

alledus.
pholes.

alcas.
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broad black margin, but also a very broad white discal band proximally joined by the blue basal colouring and
the broad blue costal band; in a proximal direction from the white band there is above no more black at all.
sarsina. — sarsina Fruhst. resembles coelestis (142 b), but it differs by a more intense blue above, resembling much rather
the deep Morpho-blue of a kankena-bochides or metallica than the soft, light-blue of coelestis-<$. The white discal
band is broader than in allectus; $ larger than that of coelestis (142 b) with a broader marginal black entirely
sarmice. covering the blue distal margin of the white discal band. — sarmice Fruhst. from New Mecklenburg (type in
the Museum of Basle) exhibits at the costal margin a broad black costal band instead of the basal blue of the preceding forms. The marginal black of the $ hindwing is also very much widened so that the upper surface
of the insect appears predominantly black, although the white discal band of the upper surface is of a purer
paralectus. white and somewhat broader than in allectus.
paralectus Sm. from New Pomerania and the somewhat larger
rlath. elath Fruhst. from New Hannover, of which I only know the <$ of paralectus, may have to be separated as distinct
species owing to the complicated structure of the $ of paralectus which has an expanse of 38 mm and is of a
magnificent azure-blue and very much like the form allectus. In the $ the only difference above is exhibited
by the white discal band of the forewing being above more pointed. The forms of alenas are mostly, where
they do not approach the boundaries of their range, rather common lepidoptera, but difficult to discover from
among the very common Thysonotis flying there, too.
cuchylas.
L. euchylas Hbn. (= liylas Cr.). As long as the disintegration of the old genus Cupido (= Lycaena)
into numerous, easily discernible genera has not yet been universally acknowledged, the older name hylas, since
it has already been (twice) bestowed upon genuine Lycaena, is not to denote another Lampides, too. Typical
euchylas occur in Ceram, Amboina and Saparua; a separate form was described from an altitude of _ 700 m in
plumbeus. Central Ceram, plumbeus Rothsch., in which the charming soft blue above is replaced by a leaden grey. — umumbriel. briel Fruhst. (151 i), from Waigiu, according to Oberthur also from Salawatti, resembles coelestis (142 b) in
the male to an extraordinary extent; but the blue colour above is different, and a comparison of our figures
shows how much more abundant and more complicated the white marking beneath in the costal region of the
nriel. forewing and the marginal third of the hindwing is in umbriel. —■ ariel Fruhst. (= euchylas Stgr.) (151 i) from
the Key Islands is much smaller, the <$ with a rather broad (2 mm) black distal margin, and especially on the
aruensis. hindwing a narrower white band. —- aruensis Pag., from the Aru Islands, shows on the hindwing beneath in
both sexes round the distally verdigris-coloured, dark dots of the anal region another very distinct oclireous
colouring. The blue above in the $ is also more distinctly defined and the ground of the band remains purely
phosis. white. •—- phosis Fruhst., from the Islands of Boon and Jobi, forms the transition from the Moluccan to the
Papuan forms. The blue of the
above is more greenish, $ with a broader marginal black than Moluccan specieclectus. mens show, which, however, is not so extensive as in New Guinea specimens.
The latter, eclectus Sm. (151 i),
are above deeply coloured and distinctly marked, the $ with a purely white, rather uniform discal band of
polyaernus. 5 mm width, which is only proximally bordered with dark bine, otherwise with blackish-brown. — polyaernus
Fruhst., from Salawatti, is very much like umbriel (151 i) and perhaps identical with the form mentioned by
OberthItr from the Island of Yule as ,,euchylas^ (Lepid. Ocean, p. 62). The <$ of polyaernus differs so little
from umbriel-<$, that this statement by Oberthur is quite comprehensible; in the $, however, the black is
so extensive that the white discal spot of the forewing is very much confined. The blue dusting in the cell is
increased as well as the blue colouring behind the discal band of the hindwing. Also beneath the black is
epilectus. increased and the white discal band narrowed. Types in the Leiden Museum. — In epilectus Sm. the white
band of the forewing is very broad where it touches the proximal margin. On the liinclwing only the marginal
third is blue with a proximally convex interior bordering, the whole rest of the hindwing is white except the
most proximal base which appears dull blue. In the $ the white of the forewing is costally, the white of the
hindwing anally margined with blue. Under surface like that of umbriel (151 i), but the discal band of the
forewing is much more pointed, and the small light crescents in the dark part of the hindwing are nearly all
hyphasis. blue instead of white. Described from the Island of Fergusson; also from Kiriwina. -— In hyphasis Fruhst.
(152 a) the white discal band above is rather pointed, in the $ the veins crossing it of a blue lustre, on the hind¬
wing the distal margin of the discal band is in the
proximally very convex; in the $ the band is on both
corana. sides margined with blue. Dutch New Guinea. — corana Fruhst. (= hylas van Eecke) (152 a) occupies more
the central part of the island; the ? differs little from that of hyphasis, only by the shape of the discal band
and the base of the hindwing above being chill light blue; but in the <§ the white band of the forewing above
is almost entirely covered with blue. Beneath -—- especially on the hindwing — the white discal area is likewise
very much confined by the marginal black being very extensive, corana flies at the same places (Ivloofbivak,
Central New Guinea) and at the same time (February, March), so that also owing to the beginning anatomical
differentiation of the genital organs the beginning process of a collateral and nascent new species is presumed.
nemophila.
L. nemophila Btlr. (151 i). This species was separated with the other species with a white-banded upper
surface by the name of Pepliphorus as a separate genus. Above very much like euchylas, though much larger,
the white discal band beneath very smoothly defined, at the margins very little shaded; the rest of the wings
dark brown, the undulations and small cucullate spots somewhat lighter, but rather inconspicuous. British
minor. New Guinea. Very closely allied to this form are minor Rothsch. from the Snow Mountains in New Guinea
pseudeuchy- and probably also pseudeuchylas Strd. from the upper course of the Kaiserin Augusta River and Seba in Dutch
las. New Guinea, where they presumably represent the nemophila. Type in the Zoological Museum of Berlin.
—

—
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22. Genus: l^iicacliiba Mr.
This genus with but 2 species touches the southernmost frontier of the palearctic region and has there¬
fore been mentioned in Vol. I (p. 291) with but few words. Dealing with them according to the same principles
as with the genus Lampides, Frtthstorfer in a synopsis *) which we shall follow here at large tried not only
to find a new name for every occurrence of the single species in all the islands of the South Asiatic Archipelago
and to justify this by differences in the shape, but he also cited numerous ,,subspec. novae“ without adding
the name or description, which must of course be left out here.
The Nacaduba generally have a more compact shape than the Lampides, but are otherwise not dissi¬
milarly marked beneath, exhibiting fine, somewhat undulate, rather parallel transverse lines composed of
confluent comma-streaks; we frequently notice a subanal eyespot in a yellow or red halo, but it is often also
only replaced by an enlarged submarginal dot. Great weight was formerly attached to the fact whether the
hindwing showed a small tail behind this subanal eyespot or not, until it was discovered that the species may,
according to the season, occur both with tails and without tail's. In the veins the genus is likewise allied with the
Lampides, and by Courvoisier’s recent examinations of the androconia their close affinities have likewise
been substantiated.
The colouring above is mostly much duller and darker than in the often radiantly blue Lampides. Many
show obove in both sexes a neutral brown, some a sooty-brown colour huecl with -violet. The $<$ are mostly
above uni-coloured, the $$ with a blackish border of about 1 to iy2 mm width. Very little is so far known
about ure early stages; the shape of the larvae is not striking; they are of the woodlouse-shape being usually
met with in the Lycaenids, the segments are distinctly jointed, the last is flattened; the dorsum iscarinated.
Colouring mostly green or brownish with a dark dorsal line; head small. Pupa compact, somewhat strangulated
behind the slightly crooked thorax, upper surface smooth. — The imagines fly swiftly, though not continuously;
they like to settle down on shrubs and grasses near the ground, keeping the wings half opened. Some species
are rather rare.

N. pavana Horsf. (Vol. I, t. 78 a) is that form of this rather inconspicuous species, which flies through
the whole of India and a part of Indo-China and has been dealt with in Vol. I on p. 292. The upper surface
exhibits a uniform violettish blue with a silvery blue reflection, similar to macrophthalma (p. 914). The species
is best discernible beneath where the hinclwing is divided into distinct dark bands by 7 partly not quite complete
arcuate stripes. In the forewing the basal third is without these lighter transverse lines. This species extends
from the southernmost part of the palearctic region to Java, Celebes, the Moluccas and Philippines. The
numerous names of races given to this species are only partly justified. — pavana (= subperusia Snell, pt.)
was described from Java, but it is reported to fly in the very same form also in Bali. — metallica Fruhst.
is a form from Celebes, the upper surface of which is said to exhibit a peculiar bronze lustre. Ground¬
colour greyish-blue ivith a violet tint. The white lines beneath are very prominent. -— The S<$ of the dry-season
form of it are without the metallic lustre above so very conspicuous in specimens of the rainy season; besides
the wings are rounder; beneath there appear prominent submarginal spots; this form is called visutia Fruhst.
■—- hermus Fldr. is the form from the Southern Moluccas, from which specimens from Luzon differ by the steelblue upper surface of the
resembling Borneo-specimens; they are lighter than those from Mindanao; they
were named beroe Stgr. and are remarkable by the absence of the subbasal band beneath. — tairea Fruhst.
(= pavana Semp. nec Horsf.) originate from Mindanao and Bazilan. — georgi Fruhst. (= kerriana Semp. nec
Dlst.) seems to be the dry season form, whilst tairea is from the rainy season. — mitlja Fruhst. (= subperusia
Snell.) originates from Lombok; $ above with an intense violettish blue lustre. The $ shows above a very
dark, deep blue colour as is reproduced in our figure of Jamides bochus-Q (Vol. I, t. 77 h). — asaga Fruhst.
(= beroe Stgr. p. p., pavana Drc. and Moulton nec Horsf.) in contrast with the deep lustrous dark blue
minja shows light leaden-grey qS■ beneath paler with more prominent white lines than in lysa; Borneo, Palawan.
— lysa Fruhst. (= macrophthalma Dist. nec Fldr., pavana Martin nec Horsf.). Beside minja the only form
of pavana with a light violet upper surface in the J. $ with a broader or narrower blackish margining. Also
here the blue above, though it is duller, shows a purple violet reflection, particularly in the disc of the forewing
and in the costal part of the hindwing. In the $ the subanal spot of the hindwing beneath is proximally
bordered by rather a large orange crescent. Malacca, Sumatra. — sanaya Fruhst. has the $ above light
steel-blue; wings rounder than in the other forms of pavana. $ similar to that of lysa, but of a more delicate
and lighter blue, both wings more narrowly margined with black. Here the orange crescent proximally to the
eyespot of the hindwing is still larger and brighter; from Nias. — vajuva Fruhst., a dry season form from Siam
and Burma, combines the round contours of the wings of sanaya with the pale violet tint of the following
Indian form. The $ only exhibits a slight dull blue tint which is still more covered by the broad marginal
black. — nabo Fruhst. is the form figured in Vol. I (t. 78 a as pavana), but which was detached from the Javanese
•) Zoologische Mededeelingen v. d. Rijks Museum Leiden II (2) p. 103 seq.
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form by Fruhstorfer in 1916. It inhabits India from the Himalaya to the Andamans. — pavana is a rather
common species though by no means as common as macrophthalrna.
sericina.

tliaumas.

angusta.
kerriana.

lionorifica.

flumen.
cyaniris.

ilie spin.

sangira.

1 irhbwra.

azureus.
pamela.

pactolus.
hainani.

neaira.
odon.

macrophfhalma.
andamanica.

continentalis.

lycoreia.

N. sericina Fldr. (= smaragdina Semp.) This pretty species extremely resembles Lycaenopsis quadriplaga (152 e) above except the dark transverse stripes beneath showing through in the white areas of the wings
as very dull nebulous stripes. Beneath, however, these dark stripes are likewise so much reduced that the white
transverse lines are partly widened partly quite confluent, so that in the disc of both wings broad white patches
are produced; from Luzon. -— thaumas Fruhst. (= smaragdina Fruhst. p. p. nec Semp.) (152 h) from Mindanao
and Bazilan differs from the typical form by a still larger white area of the forewing. The $ to a certain extent
recalls the $$ of perusia laura. In the
the white area of the forewing is covered with a bluish grey, and
both wings are also above crossed by thick black transverse lines.
N. angusta Drc. is a form of kerriana (152 h) being distributed in Indo-China across Celebes and
the Philippines. It almost exactly resembles a large form of sericina thaumas (152 h) except the disc of the
forewing being more intensely dusted with a whitish blue, whereby the black transverse strokes are more pro¬
minent. Beneath our figures exhibit the light transverse stripes in the ^ white and distinct, whilst in the $
they are dull and yellowish-brown. Indo-China, across Malacca to Sumatra; in Borneo the typical form of angusta
occurs *). The of kerriana has above approximately the colour of Catochrysops cnejus-<$. The species, moreover,
is not common. — honorifica Fruhst. from Nias is much larger than the Sumatran specimens (kerriana) usually
are. $ lighter violet with a more prominent black costal margin and distal margin. Under surface darker
grey with broader white stripes and more prominent black submarginal spots. — flumen Fruhst. from Java in the
$ exhibits the wings above and beneath more intensely intermixed with white. — cyaniris Rob. from Flores
shows by the distribution of the white colour, as the name implies that a certain external resemblance prevails
with the species of the genus Cyaniris (= Lycaenopsis) as we have figured them 152 d to f. — thespia Fruhst.
(d1 = kerriana Stgr. nec Dist.). Whilst Borneo-specimens (thus typical angusta Drc.) exhibit a narrower black
distal margin than Sumatran kerriana, the specimens from Palawan are darker violet than those, and the <$<$
are larger and in the colouring already approach the form pamela as it flies in Celebes. Forewing beneath whiter
cream-coloured, the longitudinal stripes more blurred. -— sangira Fruhst. (= kerriana Stgr. p. p. nec Dist.)
C above similar to the <J of thespia; $ above almost invariably darkened and beneath likewise more intensely
grey than specimens from Sumatra and Malacca. — limbura Fruhst. (= azureus Semp. nec Rob.) (154 a) is
above lighter blue than $ from Celebes, the white crescents of the liindwings more extensive, so that the total
impression of a much lighter lepidopteron is produced than in specimens from Celebes; these specimens from
Celebes are azureus Rob., those from the Philippines being called limbura. — But whereas genuine azureus
only come from the north and east of Celebes, to the south of the island the form pamela Sm. flies, which has
already been mentioned above. From the water-fall of Maros, moreover, another form is mentioned — atromarginata Drc. ■—■ the <$<$ °f which exhibit above a particularly broad black anal margin of the hindwing. —
Finally angusta probably occurs in Ceram and Amboina. Felder mentions 4 Nacaduba from this island:
calauria, helicon, panormus and niconia which being without a figure and insufficiently described, cannot be
determinated for certain without seeing the types. Fruhstorfer presumes one of these 4 forms to be the
Amboinese representative of angusta which therefore seems to be widely distributed, though rare in all its
forms.
N. pactolus Fldr. (= marcophthalma auct.) is a form distributed from Ceylon and the Nicobars
to Formosa, Amboina and the Salomons, which has been described from the Southern Moluccas. ■— hainani
B.-Bak. (152 i) is the north-easternmost form; d above radiantly violettish-blue, $ with a broad black margin.
Under surface sepia-brown with very distinct transverse stripes composed of round, light-centred and lightmargined spots, the submarginal stripe of which is proximally particularly bordered with light. — neaira Fruhst.
(= pactolus Semp. nec Fldr.) is the form from the Philippines; very similar to the Amboina-form, but not quite
the same amongst each other, but slightly varying according to the island from where they originate. — odon
Fruhst. (= macrophthalrna Dist. nec Fldr.) shows above in the male a magnificent purple violet lustre; on
the earthy-brown under surface the transverse strokes are not white, but only lighter, paler than the ground¬
colour and undulate, though coherent; from the Large Sunda Islands and Malacca. — macrophthalrna Fldr.
originates from the Nicobars and chiefly differs from odon by the transverse marks beneath being on the con¬
trary dark or at least finely bordered with dark on a lighter brown ground. — andamanica Fruhst. has above
more beautiful $$ with a more intense and lighter lustre. The black subanal spots cf the hindwing are nargined
with white not blue as in macrophthalrna from the Nicobars. Beneath more brownish-grey instead cf blackishgrey, the white transverse stripes are more prominent. — continentalis Fruhst. (= macrophthalrna Swh. nec
Fldr.) are the specimens from Continental India to Burma. The $ is lighter violet and larger than
specimens from the Nicobars and than andamanica. Under surface in specimens from the rainy season
smoke-brown, ip. those from the dry season blackish-grey. $ above of a brighter and more extensive
bluish-violet t hyh insular specimens. -—- lycoreia Fruhst. are Javanese specimens. <$<$ and $$ on both
*) DriIce figures this form in Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1873, t. 32, fig. 9, but the figure is so bad that Drtce himself
at another place says it to be entirely marred and misleading.
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surfaces coloured lighter than specimens of the other Sunda Islands. — pactolides Fruhst. (— pactolus
Smp. p. p.) <$ larger than the other races known of pactolus, above very dark though very lustrous violet-blue.
Under surface blackish-grey with very prominent, almost purely white, small transverse stripes, on the whole
very similar to angusta azureus Rob., but anatomically different in the genitals. Celebes. — antalcidas Fruhst.
represents the species in New Guinea; from the Humboldt Bay and similarly also from the Snow Mountains
(= pactolus Rothsch.). Here the under surface of the
is darker than in typical pactolus from Amboina, the
white transverse stripes are purer. — plumbata Drc. is denominated from its decidedly bluish-grey colouring,
and occurs in the Salomons. — valuana Ribbe from the Bismarck Archipelago. Above the subanal spots of
the hindwings are more prominent, the under surface is more distinctly marked than in typical pactolus. —
The species being mostly found in the collections as macrophthalma, although they do not belong to this sub¬
species, seems almost invariably to occur in single specimens, arid I do not remember any excursion on which
I captured more than 1 specimen. In flying it resembles somewhat very much flown Lycaenids of other species,
such as certain Zizera. The imagines apparently do not rise much higher than 1 m above the ground nor leave
their habitats at all. After having been scared up, they soon settle down again in their usual attitude, with
them head downward and half-opened wings, somewhat like the European Lye. baton. In the mountains the
species rises very high, and in spite of the prevalent opinion that the Nacaduba are more insects of the lowlands,
I found the form continentalis occurring in the Nilgiris yet on the road from Metupalayan to Coonoor at an
altitude of more than 1000 m, as well as in the plains. As to the larva nothing is known to me.

N. astarte Btlr.

pactolides.

antalcidas.

plumbatc.
valuana.

dark grey violet with a black-shaded margin, a small black tail with a white apex;
fringes whitish, submarginal line black, forewing beneath in the basal half greyish-brown; in the cell some
white stripes and a transverse, white, distally concave, narrow band, accompanied by a broad, brown band
bordered with blackish and exhibiting above the cell distally a blackish-brown small stripe. Distally to it
there is a broad white band traversed by a black macular band, furthermore a small black marginal dot.
Hindwing similar, the ground brown with white stripes, then a brown band, on it a white stripe and separate
brown macular bands. Distally to it a row of black dots, the dot in the anal angle large, proximally tinted
yellowish -and distally surrounded with bluish. Body above brown, beneath white. $ bluish-grey, with a
bright blue reflection, the markings like in Lycaenesthes laryclas (vol. XIII, t. 71 h). Forewing with a broader
black margin behind which a pale submarginal line appears, and before which a diffuse white line is visible.
Hindwing with an oblong black spot right around the cell, a somewhat broader black margin being proximally
undulate, and a row of black marginal spots with a white moon-shaped proximal margin; small tail short,
black; abdomen brown. Beneath the wings are light brownish-grey in the basal halves; hindwing with irregu¬
larly placed, oblong, dark spots which are margined with black and white. Forewing with but 1 spot at the
celkend; distal half snow-white, an irregular greyish-brown band right across the disc at the end of the basal
part; an undulate, black, submarginal stripe, behind it a row of black spots, the two last of which are jet-black
with small blue metallic scales; the last is long, the small blue scales only at the distal margin, the proximal
margin is bordered by a pale, small, yellow luna; at the margin a black line. Fringes spotted black.
29 mm. From New Britain, New Pomerania, and New Lauenburg. —- The species seems to be quite isolated;
only the under surface distantly resembles cincyra and onycha (152 i) and perhaps gaura.

astartc.

N. nora Fldr. The figure of this very variable species in the ,,Novara-Reise“ (t. 34, fig. 34) is rather
indistinct and only shows the under surface. As in the allied species, here also mostly only the origin helps
us to determinate for certain the numerous ,,subspecies“. Typical nora were described from Amboina, but
they also occur in Ceram, Buru, probably also in Celebes, and specimens from the Aru, Key Islands, and New
Guinea scarcely differ from it. — ab. gerydomaculata Rothsch. is an aberration in the marking from Ceram,
in the interior of which it was discovered; as the name indicates, the marking beneath somewhat resembles
the species of Gerydus (t. 141, p. 817—822), chiefly produced by the shape of the dark bands and the quadrangular
spots in the diseal cell of the forewing. ■— formosana Fruhst. is above much darker than all the races known,
larger than the Sikkim-race coelestis or bhutea. To the latter race the Formosa-specimens are anyhow similar,
being beneath grey, the subbasal band of the forewing sometimes shortened. -— semperi Fruhst. (= nora Semp.)
(154 a) from the Philippines exhibits above a much brighter and more extensive blue than in formosana, it
occurs in the Southern (according to Semper probably in all the) Philippines, whereas a very small form being
above in the $ brown with bright bands beneath and resembling the Malaccan form (aluta Dist. nec Drc.) figured
by Distant on t. 20, fig. 14 inhabits Mandanao. -— noreia Fldr. (Vol. I, t. 77 i) is the Ceylon-race excelling
semperi in size, and showing above some blue lustre. ■— ardates Mr. (154 a and Vol. I, t. 77 i) is distributed in the whole south of India, and it seems that those from Continental South India, the Andamans, Nicobars and Java are not well to be separated. — bhutea Nic. (154 c) is a name for the Himalayan race; but many
of these names, as well as kodi Evans, lost their importance on recognizing that the tailed and untailed specimens
of ardates not even belong to different local races and in some places even represent temporal forms. — lutea
Martin from Sumatra only in the $ shows a difference, the under surface being light yellow, almost unspotted
— kupu Kheil from Nias are lighter and larger than Himalayan ardates. •— meraha Fruhst. from Engano is above
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darker purple violet than Indians from Java, Nias or India; $ small, above quite black with a small fine tail.
-—- donina Snell, from Java and the Lesser Sunda Islands occurs in 2 forms (seasonal dimorphism?), one of
which — donina — has a yellow under surface, whilst that of superdates Snell, is steel-grey. — felderi Murr.
flies in Australia from Sydney to Cape York; above brown with a violet lustre, the <$ at the base darker, the
$ there dusted with a bluish white, the $ also marked with a bluish white in the anal region of the hind¬
wing beneath, almost exactly as in typical nora. This is probably identical with or scarcely different
from the Queensland form maclcayensis Misk. and dubiosa Sernp. — caliginosa Drc. finally is the smallest race
known, still smaller than specimens from Malacca; from the Bismarck Archipelago and the Salomons.

glauea.

f_j N. glauea Snell, is much larger than nora, but the bands beneath like in the latter. Under surface
light grey. From Java. — nelides Nic. is stated from Sumatra and Java. But as the species is represented
in Java by glauea in the typical form, it is doubtful whether this form is more than an insignificant subordinate
race.

aluta.

N. aluta Drc. (154 b) is a beautiful though not large species, the $ above violet-blue, the Q in the

nanda.
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philiccta.
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gracilis.

dana.

ardeola.
subdnbiosa.

hampsonii.

proximal parts of the wings lustrous blue, the dist inctly banded under surface of which makes the dark undulate
bands show through above in blackish nebulous bands. The typical form flies in Borneo. — nanda Nic. from
Sumatra scarcely differs from it. — lessina Fruhst. from Nias is larger than the Sumatran form, and the $ is
above lighter violet. Beneath the large honey-coloured halo at the subanal eyespot is remarkable. — datarica
Snell, from Java seems to be rare there; similar to the Sumatran race, but the upper surface still lighter and
more intensely lustrous than that of lessina. — coelestis Nic. inhabits Continental India from the Himalaya
to Assam and Burma, and according to De Niceville it also occurs in the Andamans. This is the largest of
all the aluta-races, recognizable by the bands beneath filled up with blackish-brown instead of grey. — philiata
Fruhst. are of the size of the specimens from Nias; the black distal margin is more distinct than in the Borneo
race of aluta. The $ shows on the hindwing above another row of small whitish antemarginal crescents; from
Bazilan, Samar, and perhaps yet from other Philippine Islands, and from Palawan. -— alutina Fruhst. Upper
surface of a beautiful dark purple violettish-blue, like in viola (154 c), but both wings with a very broad, darkened
marginal zone, which is not present in viola. Under surface darker blackish-grey than in Borneo-specimens
and also in continental specimens. —- gracilis has not such pointed forewings as viola-$; $ above dark greyishblue, with a faint lustre. Hindwing with a subanal eyespot somewhat showing through above; under surface
greyish-brown, the markings slightly darker than the ground-colour; the subanal eyespot of the hindwing
proximally red-brown, distally whitish. Expanse 23 mm. From Ceram; presumably also occurring in Amboina;
Fruhstorfer presumes that the Amboina specimens of this species are those understood by Felder by the
undecipherable names of calauria, helicon or panorrnus. — The dd of this species are often met with near water,
whereas the $$ keep hidden in bushes. Thereby Niceville explains the fact that among the numerous speci¬
mens he obtained were only dd and not one $.

N. dana Nic. This small species has no tails, but very round hindwings.' On the under surface the
light transverse markings are scarcely necognizable. The species is distributed through India, almost from the
palearctic frontier to Palawan in the east and New Guinea in the south. The specimens from different habitats
almost only differ by the colouring; typical specimens are from Continental India, being in some places of the
Himalaya (Sikkim, Kumaon) and of the Nilgiris not rare (at least the <$<$); they have a light violettish-grey
upper surface. — ardeola Stgr. are specimens from Palawan with a darker upper surface. — The darkest are
those from New Guinea from the Snow Mountains, taken at altitudes of 4 to 6000 ft. This is the form subdubiosa
Bothsch. — In all the 3 forms the under surface shows rather the same marking, the basal bands (according
to Bingham) not extending down to the proximal margin but ending yet before the median.

N. hampsonii Nic. is so very similar to the preceding that Fruhstorfer thinks it possible that
it belongs to one of them as a season form. This, however, is little probable since both occur rather at the same
time near Utacamund, an alpine resort in the Nilgiri Hills, hampsonii differs from viola (154 c) in the male only
by the clearer colouring, the much less pointed forewings and the more circular, tailless hindwings, as well as
by the bands beneath not showing through above. Beneath one of the bands (in the forewing postmedian,
in the hindwing median) is darker brown, and the subanal eyespot is merely a moderately thick black dot.

deliana.

N. deliana Snell, is recognizable by the hindwing beneath exhibiting the 4 intramedian black ocelli
doubly pupilled silvery; it originates from Rembang on the northern coast of Java.

ni.

N. ni Nic. (154 c) differs very much from the preceding. It has the wings shaped as the

of viola
(154 c), but the hindwings without tails, unless the small tails in the figured specimen were lost.
Recognizable
by the under surface being yellowish earthy-brown, the lighter strokes rather exactly parallel, particularly
in the hindwing, where they begin from the costa and nearly all disappear before the median. The species occurs
in Sumatra and Java and seems to be rare.
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N. biocellata Fldr. is a minute species, not even attaining the size of Azanus ubaldus (153 c and
Vol. XIII, t. 73 d). Above lustrous brown, beneath almost earth-coloured; on the forewing only the sub¬
marginal and marginal rows of spots are distinctly developed; the cell-end spot is extensive, but dull. On the
hindwing there is above the subanal eyespot another distinct black dot, and the disc contains 6 to 8 lighter
spots with darker rings. Australia. — armillata Btlr. is an isolated race of this species from the New Hebrids.

armillata.

N. deplorans Btlr. is a far remote form; it was described as Lampides; from the Loyalty Islands.

deplorans.

N. viola Mr. (154 c). As mentioned above several times, it is recognizable by the very pointed fore¬
wings and the shape of the
hindwing extending almost rectilinearly from the apex to close in front of the
small tail and then only turning round at the very slightly projecting anal part. The species has an immense
range extending from the Himalaya to the south as far as the southern coast of Australia, where I saw the $$
yet swarming in rather misty weather, with their heads downwards resting on the grass-blades of Spirifex.
The insects, however, are not inclined to the formation of geographical races. The typical form extends from
Sikkim to the south as far as Ceylon and the Andamans; also distributed across the Sunda Archipelago. Beneath
this form shows the distal one of the dark nebulous bands shortened. — merguiana Air., from the Mergui Archi¬
pelago, near the coast of Indo-China, has perhaps somewhat rounder wings, but it probably hardly deserves
a separate name. Even the somewhat paler Australian form was not separated, and also hermus Fldr. from
the Moluccas is, according to Bingham, to be united with viola. If this be done justly, the species must be named
hermus (1860), wdiilst viola (1877) becomes a synonym. But it seems to be likely that unicolor Bob. which is
said to fly in Ceram, is identical with hermus from Amboina; Rober describes his unicolor without mentioning
any difference from hermus; in this case that both names referred to one Moluccan race, hermus would have
to be placed for unicolor (1885). unicolor, according to Rober, is found yet in the Key Islands and in Celebes.
— viola seems to be a rather rare species, but in Australia it is rather regularly met with in quite certain,
though very narrowly confined habitats, in the immediate vicinity of the town of Sydney (Mosmans Bay) and
on the Paramatta.
N. ancyra Fldr. (= almora Drc., aberrans Elio., pseustis Doh.) is a species described from Amboina
and distributed far into the Pacific Ocean. The differences of the forms being peculiar to the different islands,
however, are so small that we assume but one form from Burma almost through the whole Indo-Chinese Archi¬
pelago. The under surface of this species peculiarly resembles a Theda, and the small form gaura Doh. (152 i)
from Sumbali, being distinguished by its small size and by the under surface being whitish-grey instead of
almost earthy-brown, exhibits a remarkable correspondance with Thecla-i or ms of the sophocles-, cestri- or ligiagroup from America, and we find entirely the image of a Thecla valentina resting on the grass in the pampas
of Argentina with its head downwards and half-opened wings by the Nac. jlorinda settling in the same attitude
on the grass of Spirifex in the grassy plains of New South Wales, which appears the more remarkable since the
landscape is the same and the other lepidoptera flying there make the same impression, namelyDanais archippus
here as wrell as there; Pyrameis kershawi in Australia, Pyram. carye in Argentina; Precis vellida in Australia,
Prec. lavinia in Argentina; Deiopeia pulchella in Australia, Deiop. ornatrix in Argentina, and so on. — Erom
the typical ancyra may yet be separated: rita Srn. from the Islands of Wetter, Timor, Alor, Pura, Adonara;
furthermore subfestivus Bob. from Celebes. Under surface very irregularly marked, the transverse stripes more
broken up into separate, very light-ringed spots. — florinda Btlr. from Australia as well as from the New Hebrids
and the Loyalty Islands. The form being unknown tome is described as follows: hindwing above ultramarine
blue, forewdng with a narrow dark blue distal margin, fringes distally white; hindwing with a broKvn costalmarginal area, distal margin with narrow dark brown spots, the spot above the tail black, with a narrow orange
halo; fringes white, spotted brown. Wings beneath chalky white, with a blackish marginal line; before the mar¬
gin a row of mostly brown small spots bordered by a thin brown line; through the disc extends an irregular, in
the hindwing angular chain of spots bordered with brown, at the cell-end a double spot. Forewing with a double
line through the cell and a spot bordered with brown behind the middle of the costa. Hindwing with a slightly
angular row of spots through the cell, at the proximal margin 1 or 2 brown lines, anal eyespot with an orange
halo. All the brown-margined spots beneath with snow-white borders, 1 to iy2 lines. Lifu. — amaura Drc. from
the Salomons only differs from typical specimens by the grey colouring beneath. -— maniana Drc. are particularly
large male specimens, whereas ligamenta Drc. are small, beneath almost white $$. — exponens Fruhst. are
specimens from the Cocos Islands which are far isolated in the south west of Sumatra, where lepidoptera occur
that are preferably imported by the numerous ships taking in coal. Even this remote form differs but. little
from the Malayan specimens; above uni-coloured dark brown, beneath with somewhat more distinctly marked
spots. — All these forms of ancyra correspond in the forewing beneath exhibiting a ringed spot right across the
middle of the cell, whereby the species resembles certain forms of nora.
N. onycha Heio. (152 i) also shows an under surface marked like Thecla-, the submarginal chain of
spots, and the transverse spots at the end and in the middle of the cell are distinctly marked dark and margined
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with light, the small postmedian costal band of the hindwing being particularly prominently dark. The difference
of the sexes above is to be seen from our figures. The species is distributed over the whole Australian continent.
In the south-east the insects are paler and beneath more reddish than those from Queensland. — In ab. atrofusa
Waterh. the basal half beneath is suffused with dark, and in ab. albocincta Water hi the hindwings are more
broadly margined with white. — eremicola Bob., the form from Flores, is above lighter blue than Australian
continental specimens, the anal spots bordered with a purer white; it also occurs inAlor. — arnoldi Fruhst. from
the Bismarck Archipelago shows the anterior band of spots at the end of the basal third of the hindwing beneath
extending through the whole width of the wing and also continued through the whole hindwing. Upper surface of
the o reddish dark brown, with a bright blue lustre as far as towards the margin. Both sexes similarly coloured,
only distinguished by the shape of the wings. — This Australian species is in some places rather common.
N. scintillata Luc. is also Australian and flies in Queensland in the District of Cairns and on the
Richmond River. It somewhat resembles palmyra, but differs from the allies by the forewing showing, like
in thadmor (152 k), a white discal spot. Apparently not common.
N. keiria Drc. This species is Papuan. Typical keiria originate from the Salomons and are in the
£ above lavender-blue, in the $ greyish-brown; beneath light bluish-grey, the submarginal chain of spots very
much torn, the marginal eyespots very distinct; the subbasal eyespot is a small spot conspicuous by its black
colour, not by its size or colouring, and proximally tinted yellowish-red. Aola; Quadalcanar, Malaita, Florida.
— kokopana Ribbe come from the Bismarck Archipelago and differ so little that they were probably combined
by Pagensteoher with the astarte which he states to have been captured by Ribbe in New Pomerania and
New Lauenburg. -—- nebulosa Drc. from the New Hebrids entirely resembles above the typical keiria and only
differs beneath by the absence of the subanal eyespot.
N. berenice H.-Schdff. Likewise described from the Australian region, from the District of Cairns
and Rockhampton. $ above violettish-brown; $ with a blue disc of the wings, smaller than New Guinea speci¬
mens (these = tristis Bothsch., with very narrow and dull lines beneath). In the $ of berenice these light lines,
according to Waterhouse, are more distinct, the size of the $$ varies between 12 and 15 cm. — As Fruhstorfer thinks to be able to prove by the anatomy, there belong to this species numerous, hitherto separated
forms distributed over a great part of the Indian region. Thus plumbeomicans Marsh. &• Nic. inhabits the Mergui
Archipelago and Chittagong. It somewhat resembles macrophthalma, but it has 3 instead of 2 transverse bands
on the forewing beneath. — nicobaricus Marsh, dfc Nic. has beneath both wings violet slate-coloured, the mar¬
ginal and submarginal bands of spots more distinct, iron-grey, narrower and separated farther from the discal
band by a wide area of the ground-colour; all the bands more distinct, the subanal eyespot more brightly
surrounded with orange-red. From Kamorta and Catchall in the Nicobars where the form is apparently rare.
—- aphya Fruhst. comes from the rice-port of Rangun in Siam. Smaller than plumbeonitens from India, wings
above with a blue reflection without violet ; this blue penetrates farther towards the margin than in icena (152 h)
from Sumatra. Also the under surface is similar to that of icena, but the white lines are still finer and more
delicate. —- ceylonica Fruhst. differs from Indian specimens and those of the Nicobars by rounder wings and the
bands beneath showing through more distinctly. Beneath the blackish transverse bands are bordered with
a pure white, like perusia. Ceylon. -—- icena Fruhst. Fldr. (= beroe Dist. nec 152 h) is the form flying in Borneo
and Sumatra. $ darker than Indians, but lighter than nicobaricus and with a brighter lustre. $ with a much
broader marginal black. — The specimens are much smaller than those of most of the other forms. -— aphana
Fruhst. Above pale violet, beneath of a very light ground-colour. The submarginal spots smaller than in icena.
Nias. — isana Fruhst. is the Javanese form. Much lighter than icena; under surface lighter grey. —- rapara
Fruhst. is very much darkened, with a sooty smoky-brown upper surface. Also beneath the dark submarginal
spots of both wings are deep dark brown. Bawean. -—■ zyrthis Fruhst. $ above much darker violettish-blue
than isana and icena. Under surface still lighter than in the latter; $ smaller, the blue lustre of the hindwing
a little more extensive, the submarginal lunae of a purer white. Lesser Sunda Islands. — eliana Fruhst.,
from Celebes, is larger than the other forms of berenice, with a broader black distal-marginal band on the forewing
and hindwing. Under surface coloured brighter, with more prominent black spots and more distinctly defined
white longitudinal bands. In the $ the marginal black is spread almost across the whole upper surface of the
wing, only behind the cell of the forewing there is a diffuse bluish stripe. Celebes. -— zygida Fruhst. (154 d)
from the Philippines is a little smaller, above lighter bluish-violet and beneath not so brightly marked. — illuen¬
sis Rob. has an expanse of but 24 to 26 mm; the <$ is above greyish-blue ,,with or without a lustre“. Margin
very narrow dark; under surface ashy-grey or greyish-brown, the transverse bands little darker, but bordered
with light, the subanal eyespot rather large, surrounded with yellow; $ above with 1 white line at the margin
and 2such antemarginal lines, the latter composed of small whitish crescents; Aru Islands, probably also Southern
Moluccas. — major Rothsch. is a similarly coloured, but larger form belonging hereto, from Ceram. —carnania
Fruhst. is likewise larger, the under surface more brownish-grey; the $ in a dark rainy season form with a deep
blue, brightly lustrous basal area of both wings, confined, however, by a broad black border; besides in a
lighter form very much resembling the pavana- $ $ from Java and Sumatra and being above light blue with
a narrow black margin. From Obi and Halmaheira. — dobbensis Bob. (154 c!) shows the $ above light blue
with a violet reflection and a greyish-brown margin; still smaller than the preceding form. $ above dark greyish
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brown, centre of forewing and base of hindwing with a metallic blue lustre; before the distal margin of the
hindwing a band of dark, proximally light-bordered spots; from the Aru Islands. — In the neighbouring New
Guinea flies a small, on both surfaces darker form , being above also very much blackened: tristis Rothsch.
(= illuensis Strd. nec Rob., atrata van Eecke nec Horsj.). — apira Fruhst. (= dobbensis Ribbe nec Rob., illuensis
Ribbe nec Strd., berenice Pag. nec H.-Sclidff.) is in the male very much like euretes Drc. from the Salomons.
Above hardly different; but beneath the marking is fainter on a smoky-brown, not blackish-grey ground. The
transverse lines are faded, yellowish, instead of white, and the submarginal spots not black but greyish-brown.
The 9 on both wings shows larger blue areas; from New Pomerania. — korene Drc. is from the Salomons and
Admiralty Islands, it is similar to euretes (p. 920), but the
is above decidedly darker blue, beneath the submarginal spots of the forewings are lighter and not so extensive. •—- vitiensis Btlr. from the Fidji Islands scarcely
differs from samoensis Drc. from the Samoa Islands. — The species is of a greater or rarer occurrence at the
various habitats of its enormous range; where a decided rainy season exists, there are also forms of this season;
in islands with a relatively equable climate such forms are of course not produced.
N. atrata Horsj. This species has not been consistently comprehended by the different authors and
sometimes mixed up with forms of perusia, sometimes with those of berenice, until Fruhstorfer by anatomical
examinations established the following systematical order of the total species. It is distributed from Ceylon
to New Guinea, but rarer than most of the other Nacaduba. In the typical form occurring in Java, Bali, Lombok
and the Key Islands it resembles pavana lysa (152 i) above, particularly the 9> but particularly beneath it
is darker; partly by the deeper ground-colour, partly by the extremely fine and dull light transverse chains
being very much reduced. — gythion Fruhst. (= atrata-rainy season form Swh.) is larger than Javanese specimens,
$ with a narrower black distal margin; Assam, very rare. -—- neon Fruhst. (152k) is the Sumatran form;
above much darker bluish-violet, 9 smaller than Javanese specimens, more broadly margined with black, of a
darker blue and with a more distinctly defined, but narrower white transcellular stripe of the forewkig. —
jedja Fruhst. is from Nias;
above and beneath lighter than Sumatran specimens; 9 with a more extensive
white stripe of the forewing beneath. Beneath the subanal eyespot has a larger orange halo than in all the other
forms of- atrata. — akaba Drc. are specimens from Malacca (Penang) and Borneo; FS from the Kina Balu
are darker than those from Labuan. — proxima Rothsch. (= atrata van Eecke is the New Guinea form having
been mentioned 1915 from the Snow Mountains of Dutch New Guinea *). — asakusa Fruhst. from Formosa
has above duller and darker blue FS than the continental races. — mallicollo Drc. originates from the New
Hebrids, where, however, the species is said not to be rare. This form represents one of’the extreme branches
of the species, which most closely approximates the New Guinea form.
N. perusia Fldr. This species having been quite indistinctly figured from the under surface of the
F by the author, is on the whole much larger than most of the other Nacaduba and about as deeply and dark
coloured as the mostly much smaller atrata. More than 20 forms of this species have been distinguished, some
of which were not denominated at all, others as separate species. The type originates from Amboina, but accor¬
ding to Pagenstecher specimens from there vary very much in the expanse (23 to 26 mm). It is at any rate
doubtful whether all the races stated can be maintained under separate names; some Fruhstorfer only
,,presumes“; others seem to fly amongst each other at the same habitats (in Buro, for instance, beroe, albofasciatus, perusia). — therasia Fruhst. (152 k) having an expanse of almost 30 mm is one of the largest races;
<$ above with a dull dark blue reflection, the light stripes beneath showing through, these stripes beneath distinct
almost white on a deep brown ground, the whitish-bordered submarginal spots darker brown, but not black,
the subanal eyespot very large, proximally narrowly margined with orange. The $ is above very much like
that of N. pactolus hainani (152 i); the blue basal spot of the forewing is still more confined by an extensive
black bordering than in berenice icena (151 h) from Sumatra. Hindwing almost quite black (as in some forms
of atrata), only at the base a faint blue tint. Beneath like in the <$, but in the colouring likewise varying
somewhat according to the season; the-white stripes never as pure and light as in the folkuting Formosan
form. — prominens Mr. Ceylon; smaller and the <$ with a darker blue upper surface than continental
specimens which were denominated euplea Fruhst. and occur from Sikkim to South India; to the east as far
as Burma. — beroe Fldr. is the form from the Philippines. The blackish-brown marginal spots beneath are
rather small, proximally intensely bordered with white; the yellow halo of the subanal eyespot is continued
yet in the direction of the apex of the hindwing.
nemana Fruhst. from Sumatra and Malacca is in the q
much darker than Javanese specimens, $ above likewise still more intensely blue. Also beneath duller smoky
grey, the transverse stripes not so very prominent; the species quite similarly occurs in Borneo. — agorda
Fruhst. from Java is recognizable by the beautifully light violet <$ and the light blue $9 showing a much narrower
black distal margin, whereby they also differ from the otherwise similar 99 of the atrata-iovms. ■— In baweana
Fruhst. the $ is above darker; the 9 resembles that of atrata, above with a broader black margin than 9? of
nemana; at any rate darker than the latter. Beneath the yellow at the subanal eyespot of the hindwing is
greatly reduced. Bawean. — astapa Fruhst., from the Island of Bali, in the 9 shows the black margin of the
wings scarcely half as broad as the preceding. The white around the blue area is more extensive than in agorda- 9-—

*) Van Eecke does not state any differences from atrata from other habitats (comp. Neu Guinea, Resultats de
l’Exp6dition etc. Vol. VIII, Zoologie, Livr. 1, p. 78).
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Under surface entirely light grey with comparatively very broad white transverse streaks. — laura Doh. from
Sumba and Sumbawa looks so different that it was described as a separate species; the $ forewing shows white
discal spots which are also noticeable on the hindwing, whereby the species shows a certain resemblance to
Lycaenopsis contilia (152 c), which, however, only refers to the upper surface. — In laurina Fruhst. (152 k)
a just, as great resemblance of the $ to Lycaenopsis cossaea (152 d) is noticed; the under surface with narrow
white transverse lines, like in the atrata beneath, but lighter and dirtier brown than these, the yellow halo round
the subanal eye-spot has almost disappeared. Lombok, common on blossoms at the skirts of the woods. —
cerbara Fruhst. $ on the forewing very much like laura and laurina (152 k), but on the hindwing the white
is not so distinctly defined and neither parted by a dark stripe, as is often the case in laurina, but prolonged
as far as the anal angle, thus forming a transition to the following form. Also the
forms a transition
to albofasciatu-s by the under surface being parted by a band-shaped light part extending right across the middle
of both wings. Key Islands. — albofasciatus Fob. shoivs above bright blue
without a white discal spot,
but the light transverse lines beneath show through. The under surface is crossed by a whitish transverse
band being several times interrupted by brownish undulate and crescentiform chains, commencing soon below
the costa of the forewing and extending almost to the proximal margin of the hindwing. Aru Islands. — In
cyaneira Fruhst. (= dion Rothsch. nec Godt.) from the Snow Mountains in Dutch New Guinea the white
central band beneath is narrower than in albofasciatus. •— Also in Australia there occurs a form of perusia being
called dion, though it is very irrecognizably described (according to Frfhstorfer the description fits to nearly
all the Nacaduba). The upper surface is of a peculiar dull lead-colour, the whitish central band beneath is more
extensive, less sharply defined. Fruhstorfer doubts whether it is really the Australian race which was deno¬
minated dion Godt., and thinks that by this name the Timor-race is hidden, and therefore denominates the
Australian perusia-iorm syrias. — lydia Fruhst. $ above light and delicately violet, quite similar to the
laura-qq from Sumbawa. The $ resembles more the Javanese $$ (agorda) than those from the Aru or Key
Islands; the blue area is confined to a narrow, anteriorly narrowed zone in the forewing; on the hindwing it
is only yet indicated. Beneath the <$<$ are like agorda-, the $$ are uniformly slate-coloured, with a scarcely
noticeable white brightening in the disc of the forewing, but very distinct, small, white transverse stripes and
prominent black submarginal spots. From the Louisiads. — ariitea Fruhst. is the form from the Bismarck
Archipelago; the $$ are very pinch like those of lydia, showing above the same broad black marginal band,
the basal area of both wings with a light blue reflection. Forewing with a whitish postcellular brightening.
Under surface smoky-grey, the transverse lines white. •— euretes Drc., from the Salomons, above entirely resem¬
bles the $ of corene, but it is much lighter blue.
N. palmyra Fldr. This species deviates more from the other Nacaduba-, the $ is above also rather
uniformly dark blue, but in the $ forewing the basal area is dark bluish-grey, the discal area white
and the marginal area black. The under surface is much more variegated by the white discal transverse
band on the forewing being distally thickly bordered with black. In the typical form from Amboina and
Ceram the white discal band in the hindwing is quite narrow. — meiranganus Rob. shows beneath in
the d' only in the distal half of the forewing distinct, small white dots which are often separated afar
and scarcely arranged in rows; in the $ the white discal band of the forewing is beneath very broad, in
the hindwing it is entirely absent. Aru Islands. — uluensis Ribbe (= meiranganus Rothsch.) is the form from
the Bismarck Archipelago and the Admiralty Islands; it is above in the $ blackish-brown, for the rest it resem¬
bles so much the typical palmyra that Pagenstecher, before whom they were lying, did not separate it from
them. — vincula Drc. originates from the Salomons; upper surface of the
quite uniformly dull light blue,
the under surface has broad and very dark bands; particularly the discal bands of the forewing are broad, the
distal discal band is 3 mm broad. — thadmor Fruhst. (= coelia 8m. p. p., meiranganus Rothsch. p. p. nec Rob.)
(152 k) rather much resembles the Australian form lineata Murr. (= tasmanicus Misk.) in which the white
area of the $ forewing is said to change according to the season. This form, however, does not occur at all
in Tasmania, as we may presume from Miskin’s name, but has hitherto only been found from Cape York to
the south as far as Sydney. — fatureus Rob. (= dobbensis Rob. 9, nec tf) is a very small form from the Aru
Islands with a very dark under surface which in the <$ exhibits but very scanty, small, whitish hooks as the
remainders of the transverse lines and only in the distal part of the wings, in the hindwing a little beyond the
middle of the wing towards the base. The $ is unknown to me, but it is probably similar to the figured
thadmor-$ (152 k). — vaneeckei Fruhst. is in the $ above darker than typical palmyra from Ceram, or the speci¬
mens from Burn very much resembling them (= poecilta Ft oil.); the white median spot of the forewing is
somewhat confined by the broader apical black, the hindwing above with a very dark bluish-grey reflection.
The under surface which is blackish in lineata Murr. appears here lighter smoke-brown. — eugenea Fruhst. (152 k)
originates from the Island of Obi. As the figure shows, the $ wings above show a bright deep blue reflection with
a faint violettish hue, whilst beneath the transverse markings, in contrast with the species hitherto described
showing but few punctiform remainders, are well developed as white transverse lines. —- We finally mention
yet the form cythora Fruhst. from Batjan. 8 above lighter greyish-violet than specimens from Amboina or Burn;
under surface darker, the white lines not so well developed than in eugenea, only yet visible as blurred traces.
N. hyperesia Fruhst. closely approximates the palmyra-forms, but it is provisionally regarded by
its author as a separate species. Very closely allied to eugenea from Obi, but the forewing much more pointed,
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the upper surface of a more intense blue and the hindwing with more distinct, small, black submarginal spots
at the anal part of the distal margin. Fringes remarkably broad, purely white. Under surface similar to that
of palmyra from the Moluccas, but almost entirely black with remarkably large, purely white marginal spots
on both wings and distinctly prominent white transverse markings; on both wings distinct.and more purely
white marginal spots. The honey-coloured halo surrounding the subanal eyespot is smaller. Island of Obi.

23. Genus: Catochrysops Bsd.
This genus is composed of few, very widely distributed species, 2 of which reach to the palearctic region
(in the North West Himalaya), for which reason the genus has been dealt with in Vol. I, p. 292. Like the prece¬
ding genus, it is also contested with respect to the anatomically provable marks, since neither the veins of the
wings nor the contours or larval shape exhibit such distinct differences that a precise diagnose of the genus
might be maintained. As in the preceding and following genera we must regard it to be a genus of lepidoptera, which only begins to separate from its closest allies. But its retention facilitates the survey the
more since the exterior already characterized in the name scarcely leaves any doubt whether a Lycaenid
belongs into this group or not. — To the same reason is also due the distributiveness of the few species into
a — we may say, indefinite number of subordinate forms. Local, seasonal and sexual polymorphism supply
such a great number of well distinguishable but still frequently transitory, separate forms, that there is much
room yet left for their denominations. The reason, why no form has as yet been established with a separate name
for every little island, is that the group has not yet been studied thoroughly (particularly anatomically), as
for instance the Lampides, and besides that the species exhibit an enormous power of wing. Although the
Catochrysops often settle down and, in search for their food or for mating purposes, do not move much more
swiftly than for instance a Lycaena icarus, yet they are able to fly at an extraordinary speed, and the CC which
in their search of the $ § fly at a moderate speed from one branch to another, may be swarming for hours
(especially between 10 and 12 a. m.) without resting for a moment. This enables them much more to fly from
one island to another than is the case with the Lampides, and the development of local forms is impossible on
account of the perpetual immigration of members of typical species from the patria. The greater power of
wing also enables the geographical distribution much more than in the Lampides. Beside the palearctic region
which they only touch at its south-eastern frontier, the Catochrysops also penetrate yet into the Ethiopian
region and even produce there exceedingly large and beautiful species (peculiaris, asteris, negus etc. comp.
Vol. XIII, t. 73) forming the Lycaenid group predominant by its striking exterior and great number of speci¬
mens. Of course they have also an extraordinary range in the Indian region itself, extending from the palearctic
southern frontier to remote South Sea Islands and Australia.
In the habitus they scarcely deviate from the preceding genus; the <§£ exhibit a mostly unmarked,
lilac or azure upper surface, the $2 have a broad black margin in which there is a row of eyespots on the
hindwing. Close at the largest of these eyespots there is at the margin of the hindwing a small, fine tail mostly
about 2 mm long. The under surface, however, is quite differently marked than in Lampides; the numerous,
mostly parallel white transverse markings in the latter are here replaced by somewhat Thecla-like transverse
stripes often composed of small punctiform streaks and bordered with light, and the hindwing usually shows
3 rather conspicuous dots or small eyespots: 2 near the base and a third below the middle of the costal margin.
The Catochrysops are mostly very common at their habitats. At the flying time many dozens of qq
may be seen at the swarming-places, searching the tips of the branches for the $$ in a very restless flight. The
$$ themselves rest with their wings half opened, like e. g, the palearctic Lycaena baton, and their head down¬
wards, more on herbs and low bushes than on flowers, and are therefore less easy to capture, although they
are lazier on the wing and more easily taken than the <$<$. One species (cnejus) has already proved to be noxious
to the bean-crop. At the places where the Catochrysops are common, also a cross-copula could be observed,
as for instance by W. H. Iroine between C. strabo and cnejus.

C. strabo F. (153 k) is easily recognizable by the marking beneath differing from that of cnejus by strabo.
the transverse bands of the forewings being a little more remote from the margin, more distinctly developed,
the punctiform spots forming them more closely together, whereby they appear to be more combined into
a dark transverse line in front and behind bordered with light. Of the small eyespots on the hindwing beneath
mostly only the two below the costal margin are well recognizable, whereas in cnejus there is generally in the
abdominal area another distinct eyespot, often still more punctiform shades. In typical CS the blue colour
above shows a lilac tinge, though by no means the almost purple violet tint of cnejus-<$. — In ab. lithargyria iitkargyria
Mr. occurring among typical specimens almost everywhere, particularly in tropical India, the colour of the
d above is nearly sky-blue without the lilac tinge. -—• kandarpa Horsf. (153 k) occurring more to the south-east kandarpa.
of the range is much larger and likewise deep blue. -—- asoka Roll, occurs to the north west of the range, but asoka.
IX
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it apparently does no more reach to the higher, palearctic part of Cashmir. — didda Roll, is described
to resemble the European coridon (Vol. I, t. 81 c) with a bright reflection, but with small tails and a subanal
eyespot, for which reason it belongs hereto. According to Kollar. the white lines beneath show in the distal
part of the wing through the blue ground-colour; mentioned from Masuri. — platissa H.-Schaff. (= lithargyria
Nic. nec Mr.) is the Australian form. The $ is said to resemble extraordinarily that of strabo, but the latter,
according to Waterhouse, does not occur on the Australian Continent. The $ of ‘platissa is said to be very
much like Nacaduba ancyra. —- caledonica Fldr. Costal spots of hindwings beneath slightly brownish, eyespots
much smaller. New Caledonia. — We may commonly say that, wherever there occurs a decided dry period
of a longer duration, the strabo flying then exhibit a smaller and scantier shape, particularly on the Dekkan;
but we do not think it to be necessary to denominate all these forms. — Larva shaped like a wood-louse with
a light yellow head margined with brownish. Brownish-pink, on each segment whitish oblique stripes; across
the dorsum a brown line. On Leguminosae, e. g. on Doh’chos catjang, accompanied by ants the bait for which
is exuded by an erectile organ on the 12th segment. Occasionally very common.

C. cnejus F. (= pandia R'oil., patala Koll.) (153 k
Vol. I, t. 77 i <$). The palearctic form (patala)
does not differ constantly from Indian specimens since owing to the enormous variability of the species the
Cashmir specimens do not exhibit any marks that are not also found now and then in Indians. We therefore
refer to what has been said in Vol. I. p. 292; as to the differences from strabo see there. — hapalina Btlr. occurring
at different places of Continental India, is a stunted form of the dry season. — ella Btlr. (153 1) is likewise a
stunted form from the dry districts of Kurachi and near Campbellpore where it is common in January; from
hapalina chiefly different by the whitish-grey, very scantily marked under surface. -— contracta Btlr. from
Haiderabad, extending to the north as far as Kandahar, but also captured in Madras, has in the <$ a brown
costal-marginal band on the hindwing; above the small tail 2 minute black marginal spots, the proximal
one of which is parted. Beneath both wings are quite pale whitish-brown, the markings light brown, with light
edges. $ above hued with brown, fringes white; distinguished from typical cnejus by the upper surface not
being suffused with purple, but bright blue, as well as by its smaller size. — theseus Sivh. beneath marked
like hapalina, but with broader transverse stripes, the spots flown together to a distinct band; all the markings
bordered with white. From Bombay, one
taken in October. As the description of the marking also fits many
specimens undoubtedly belonging to cnejus from other districts, it is apparently only an insignificant aberration.
- Otherwise cnejus differs on the whole but little geographically, according to its great, power of wing, and
we find it scarcely different in the South Sea, in the Samoa Islands (as Samoa H.-Schdff.) and in the Fidji Islands
(as vitiensis Btlr.), unless these forms on being examined anatomically prove to be a form of strabo being distri¬
buted as far as New Caledonia. —- Larva pale green, or brownish-yellow with darker brownish longitudinal
lines across the dorsum and at the sides of it; the whole upper surface covered with small white tubercles and
laterally with some scanty hairs. Head and stigmata black. The ant-organ at the anal part small. On beans
(Phaseolus trilobus and Dolichos catjang) guarded by ants of various genera. Pupa quite pale green, the abdo¬
minal rings somewhat dingy; capsule of the head almost quadrangular, thorax feebly gibbous, feebly indented
before the first ventral ring. Dorsal line and stigmata blackish. The imagines are in most of the districts single,
in many places even rare, and I saw them nowheres in approximately such great numbers, as e. g. strabo near
Hongkong. They are able to fly at a rapid speed, but the
often return to the look-out they have once
chosen. They preferably settle on dry twigs projecting from low bushes.

C. pandava Horsj. (153 k). Throughout smaller than the two preceding, with a duller under surface
less distinctly marked. Whilst in cnejus and strabo the marginal dots being particularly distinct in the $ on
the hindwing above in the anal region are entirely or almost alike, they are unequal in pandava, that which
corresponds to the metallic-hued subanal eyespot beneath being considerably larger than all the others. Here
we also distinguish a larger rainy season form and a smaller dry season form distinguished by a feebly duller
ground-colour and less distinct spots on the hindwing above. In the $ of the dry season form the basal blue
touches a great part of the costal margin of the forewing, which is not the case in the rainy season form; beneath
the ground-colour is darker. —- nicola Swh. is described according to a $ exhibiting on the hindwing 5 large,
black spots in a yellow halo and being according to Butler an intermediary between specimens of the rainy
season and those of the dry season. -— The adult larva is either of a bright green or violettish red; the very
small head is black; body flat, all over covered with small whitish tubercles on which there are very fine
minute hairs only discernible with the lens. The marking varies to such an extent ,,that it is difficult to discover
two equal specimens“ (Niceville). On Cycas revoluta, guarded by ants of various species (Prenolepis longicornis,
Monomorium speculare etc.). Pupa smooth, more or less dark brown; dorsal and subdorsal lines darker, stigmata
light. It does harm to gardens destroying the Cycas by nipping them in the bud. As Niceville, in spite of
his great endeavours was not able to discover the pupae in the open air, he presumes that they are secured
by ants. — The imagines of this species are good flyers; but they mostly show themselves only singly
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and are distributed from the Himalaya across India to Ceylon and across Assam and Malacca to Dutch India
(Java, Bantam).

24. Genus: Everes Hbn.
Without counting a single, small American species (E. tulliolus S. <£■ G., Vol. V, p. 819, t. 144 i) which
may be better placed to the genus Zizera, all the Everes known exhibit such a great harmony in the habitus
that we cannot for a moment be in doubt where their forms belong to. ,,Huebner created for them the
separate genus Everes, quite correctly perceiving that they do not belong to the other blue allies; this genus
ought to be maintained at least for Argiades and its numerous palearctic, Indo-Malayan, and North American
races, for all of them exhibit, at first sight, peculiar marks in the shape and marking which are absent in the
Lycaena. And the microscope yields constant differences in the structure of the veins . .
(Courvoisier).
The imagines are mostly recognizable from afar, by their flight, as Everes and very well discernible from the
closely allied Zizera and Lycaena. They are much more slightly built than even the most delicate Lycaena,
the thorax is narrower, laterally compressed and not so muscular; abdomen longer, much more ensiformly
bent, the wings broader, the forewing not so triangular, the apex obtuser, the distal margin more roundish,
the hindwing larger, particularly in the direction from the base to the middle of the margin longer. They
differ from the Zizera by the delicate, but never absent small tail of the hindwing, which is also absent in
every genuine Lycaena. For the rest we refer to what lias been said about this genus in Vol. I, p. 297, and
Vol. V, p. 818.
Considering the delicate structure of the body, it is difficult to explain the almost absolutely universal
range of this genus comprising rather few species. The broad-winged insects evidently have great difficulty
to fly against the wind, and this is the reason why they are driven over to numerous, partly very remote
islands. Nevertheless we must admit that they are very well able to gain a firm footing and to maintain them¬
selves. On the other hand the constant immigration of old species from the patria cannot be conducive to
the consolidation of local forms. Even the geographically most remote forms, such as comyntas Godt. in North
America, jobates Hpffr. vom the Cape of Good Hope, parrhasius F. from Australia, argiades Pall, from Europe,
and hellotia Men. from China are partly so much alike, that one can hardly establish diagnoses of separate
species on their differences.
Besides the role played by the forms in their different habitats is so exactly the same that they can
only be regarded as ,,vicarious“ species or subspecies, and also the knowledge of the early stages did not yield
any essential differences. The larvae nearly everywhere live together with ants of their habitat. The double
ant-organ having been examined for the genus Lycaena*), on the 10th or 11th segment, seems to be quite
similarly developed also in the larvae of Everes. The imagines are everywhere common except at the frontiers
of their range, but they do not occur in such great numbers as for instance some species of Zizera, Lycaena,
or Polyommahis. Their flight is feeble and somewhat darting or flapping and not of a long duration. Larvae,
as far as they are known, preferably on Papilionaceae. Imagines always sexually dimorphous, frequently
seasonally dimorphous.

E. argiades Pall. (Vol. I, t. 78 a). This form apparently does not occur quite typically out side
of the palearctic region, just as little as its spring-form polysperchon **), whereas already the East Asiatic
form hellotia Men. (= praxiteles Fldr.) (153 i upper surface, Vol. I, t. 78 a under surface) extends far into the
Indian region. Generally the Chinese specimens flying to the south of the Yangtsekiang belong to it; but also
specimens originating from North China from the summer-generation being often double there may approximate
it very closely, so that they must be already regarded as transitions, whereas the distinct form of northern
East Asia, amurensis Ruhl, seems no more to touch the Indian region. Whilst hellotia entirely resembles yet
above the European summer-form, it is beneath of a purer white, with more distinct black dots, and the subanal
orange spot is expanded into an intense, almost miniate band. Still farther to the south the spring- and summerforms are replaced by such of the rainy and dry seasons. In the form following to the south, parrhasius F. (153h)
described from Java, but extending to the north as far as Bengal, and in the form dipora Mr. (153 i) beingabove more monotonous, without the submarginal yellow of the hindwing, and extending still farther to the
north as far as the palearctic region of Cashmir (= amyntas Koll. nec Schiff.), the colour above is lighter, in the
a brighter blue, in the $ a more reddish dark brown. The submarginal spots of the hindwing are also above
situate in a distinct orange-red band. — lactumus Fruhst. (153 h) with its very scantily dark-dotted, almost
quite uniformly light silvery grey under surface represents a form which presumably corresponds to an extreme
dry season, whereas polysperchinus Fruhst. (153 h, i) is probably from the rainy season, as it flies similarly
in Formosa. —- yerta Fruhst. (153 i) is a smaller form beneath finely though distinctly dotted, with a slight
*) R. Ehrhardt, The myrmecophile organ of Lycaena orion, in: Ber. Naturf.-Ges. Freiburg i. Br., 20, p. XC seq.
**) polysperchon is not exclusively a spring-form, but it may exceptionally also occur in summer.
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subanal red beneath but with a distinctly coloured marginal band above, thus answering the spring-form
polysperchon about in the same way as polysperchinus to argiades. — The more individual aberrations having
been mentioned in Vol. I (p. 298), such as ab. caeca Aign. (without black dots beneath), or depuncta Hirschke
(with reduced black dots); decolor Stgr. with dwindling subanal red beneath, and still many others that were
not denominated, also occur in the Indian forms. —- In coretas O. (? = alcetas Hbn.) the subanal red of the
hindwing has vanished. — striata Blachier (= elongata Courv.) are specimens with punctiform eye-spots pro¬
longed into bows or small stripes, which are rare in parrhasius, but in the East Asiatic hellotia almost just as
common as in Europeans. Specimens, however, with distinct metallic spots from India (for which it was tried
to reserve the name tiresias Hoffmgg.) are not before me. — The insignificant larva is green with black dorsal
and subdorsal lines, a light lateral line and dark stigmata; it lives particularly on species of Trifolium, on the
similarly coloured leaves of which it is difficult to recognize. The imagines fly rather low on the ground; in
the tropical districts throughout the year, in the subtropical countries with short intervals, in the temperate
climate in 2, and farther to the north in but 1 generation.

E. polysperchinus Fruhst. (153 h,i). The differences from the forms of argiodes and parrhasius have
already been mentioned in the preceding species; most remarkable is the sharply defined black costal margin
on the forewing above. -— ottobonus Fruhst. (153 i) shows above a still brighter blue lustre, the black margin
of the forewing is broader and at the distal margin of the hindwing there are much larger marginal spots.
E. potanini Alph. (= umbriel Doh.) (153 h, Vol. I, t. 78 b). Also here larger, more northern (palearctic) specimens are opposed to the smaller southerners being beneath, however, more distinctly marked.
The range of this species extends from the southern frontier of the eastern palearctic region through South
and Central China to Tenasserim in Burma on the Malayan Peninsula.
E. fischeri Ev.

h). Also in this species the dark dots beneath are sometimes inclined to join into
stripes. The species is mostly rather common in the north of Eastern Asia. — It is very easily possible that
kala Nic., described from the Khasia Hills and known also from Cherra-Punji, is only a southern vicarious
type of fischeri, although (according to Bingham) there exist distinct differences. Above all, the 3 proximal
spots, near the base, are in kala much more prominent, although they do not touch each other, as the discal
and terminal ones in fischeri. Besides kala, like fischeri, exhibits also in the $ a blackish-brown, not blue upper
surface. We must, moreover, correct here that the figure of the under surface of fischeriin the 1st Volume
(t. 78 c) does not represent a typical specimen of this species. — thyestes Fruhst. (153 h) may be joined to this
species as an intensely marked rainy season form, in which the particularly distinct dark clots beneath are
joined to strigiform chains.
(153

E. filicaudis Fryer (153 h, and Vol. I, 78 b as filicauda), likewise from Eastern Asia, crosses in Central
China the northern frontier of the Indo-Australian region, but it does not touch British India anymore. Easily
discernible from potanini by the transverse spot above the middle of the proximal margin of the forewing being
situate more proximally.
E. davidi Pouf, and
E. ion Leech both cross in Western China the frontier of the Indian region, but they are chiefly palearctic. As to further particulars we refer to Vol. I, p. 298 and t. 78 b. The same is the case with:
E. zuthus Leech (Vol. I, t. 78 b) and
E. arcana Leech (Vol. I, t. 78 c) described from Central China, but likewise crossing the palearctic
southern frontier in Central China.

25. Genus: Talieada Mr.
The genus has been comprehended differently, but it is presumably, most correct to confine it to the
one species nyseus. A large species, unmistakable, of an enormous range. The broad wings have a very much
rounded border, and the hindwing exhibits before the anal angle a rather long, straight, small tail. On the
forewing the somewhat indented proximal margin is remarkable. The insect is not allied to any other Lycaenida;
a certain external resemblance, mostly consisting in the spotting beneath and a broad orange band occupying
more than the anal third of the hindwing and that in certain Luthrodes (which Fruhstorfer takes to be syno¬
nymous with the genus Chilades) is certainly only due to convergency. Both sexes are approximately alike;
the species occurring in India is also distributed across a great part of Africa. The larva lives in the interior
of fleshy leaves, and the pupa has a great exterior resemblance with the larva.
nyseu.s.

T. nyseus Guer. (145 k). Above dark brown with white-speckled fringes and in the $ almost oval,
in the $ somewhat narrower orange distal band of the hindwing. Under surface almost purely white, forewing
with a black, hindwing with a yellowish-red distal band enclosing white spots. The typical nyseus flies in Ceylon
and is common almost on the whole island. According to Staudinger, there occur specimens entirely similar
to the Indians (without tails?) also in West and East Africa. I met with the species in Southern India (near
Metupalayan) just as common as in Ceylon (near Colombo, Kandy, Piurdaloya). In specimens from there the
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white spots in the band beneath are more distinct (= khasia, khasiana Swh.) which, moreover, may also vary
in specimens from Ceylon. — The white spots in the distal band form a very distinct chain in assamica Fruhst.
(145 k) from Assam, which presumably hardly differs from khasiana, but here the white spots are enlarged
also in the distal part of the forewing and flown together into a band, so that the under surface looks more
speckled. —• annamitica Fruhst. (145 k) on the contrary has the small white spots of the distal bands reduced
and-black punctiform spots strewn into the rust-coloured band of the hindwing beneath. — Larva, shaped like
a wood-louse, but very much rounded and hunched, with a small, retracted head and a flat terminal segment.
Dull whitish pink, across the dorsum rows of black dots, covered with fine, soft, whitish fluffy hair. It feeds
in the interior of the fleshy leaves of Bryophyllum calycinum which it only leaves when pupating; the pupa
rather much resembles the larva. The imagines are insects very fond of shade, preferring to fly about on damp
forest-roads in a slow, somewhat flapping flight, always near the ground, and they dislike so much to leave the
shade that they mostly turn back at the places where the road is sunny. They are very easily captured.

assamica.
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26. Genus: Zizera Mr.
This genus is likewise a group of lepidoptera which is too little consolidated as to be inserted into a
solid scheme. Nevertheless the habitus of its species differs so much from that of the other Lycaenids
that scarcely any of the forms reckoned among the Zizera can be mistaken. Its grouping is still a matter of
opinion, which is manifested by the fact that some do not even want it to be acknowledged as a genus,
whilst others again divide it into several others. Chapman, for instance, distinguishes the Zizeeria (with the
type karsandra) from the Zizina (type labradus) and the Zizula (type gaika). On the whole, we only say here
that the only Central European species — minima ■— deviates somewhat further from its allies in the habitus,
and that the East Asiatic argia is somewhat more closely allied to the genuine Lycaena of the liylas-group
(Scolitantides p. p.)
The Zizera are small, slim lepidoptera with bare eyes, rounded hindwings, without tails, without a
prominent anal eyespot and without a honey-coloured or metallic spot. The forewing is long, already at the
base rather broad, with an obtuse apex and rounded margin; in the veins the genus is not homogeneous. As
most of the species occur in the Indian as well as palearctic region, we refer to Vol. I, p. 294 to 296 where
most of the forms habe been briefly characterized.

Z. lysimon Hbn. (153 c). The form was also figured in Vol. I, and dealt with there at large (comp,
p. 295). This lepidopteron being also at home in Southern Europe is spread across the whole of Western and
Southern Asia, to- the east it even proceeds beyond the whole southern part of Eastern Asia, extending to the
south as far as Southern Australia, and in Africa as far as the Cape of Good Hope. The insects vary individually
and also according to the season. — The Indian specimens are generally paler, particularly beneath, and are
mostly called: karsandra Mr., a name based upon a light, female specimen. -— novae, hollandiae Fldr. was founded
upon Australian specimens which are partly scarcely separable from South Indians, but which mostly exhibit
less distinct ringed dots beneath. — mora Swh. is one of those aberrations which are sometimes met with in
all the Lycaenids with an eyespotted under surface, where single eyespots are extended into small stripes or
flatly curved bows. Also the African lysimon-iorm has been separated (= knysna Trim.), but in Arabia and
the sterile districts of North West India there often occur specimens representing a transition from karsandra
to knysna. As to the evolution and habits of the species we refer to Vol. I, p. 295.

Z. gaika Trim. (= pygmaea Snell.) (Vol. I, t. 79 c and XIII, 74 e). As to this smallest of all diurnal
lepidoptera comp. Vol. I, p. 295. It is never found in such great numbers as lysiynon, flying quite close near
the ground between the grass-blades and being particularly fond of fallow soil on the mountains and of
the road-sides. Continental India to Java and Sumatra. -— attenuafa Luc. is a name for southern specimens
which is just as dispensable as conformis Btlr. is for North Australian specimens.
Z. otis F. (= oriens Btlr.) (153 c). The species has already been dealt with in its palearctic form
(thibetensis Pouj.) in Vol. I, p. 295. The Indian form has above no distinct metallic base of the wings, but
beneath more distinct eyedots. — indica Murr. which Bittler considers to be a distinct species, has beneath
a distinct darker cell-end spot of the forewing. — lysizone Snell. (153 d) is the Indo-Chinese and Malayan form;
it is very similar to the Indian form, but the upper surface is pale violet-blue; in Java common, very variable.
— sangra Mr. differs by the absence of the cellular spot on the forewing beneath, but this is presumably more
aberrative, as this form was collected at the most various habitats from the Himalaya to the Andamans and
Formosa. The name would be better placed as synonymous to indica. — decreta Btlr. (= dicreta Swh.), regarded
as a separate species by Swinhoe, is perhaps only a small stunted form of arid districts; smaller and paler
than typical indica; the discal row of small black spots on the forewing beneath is always very large, the other
markings, however, rather indistinct. From Mhow in India.
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Z. labradus Godt. (153 cl), described from Australia, represents one of the most imposing species of
the Zizera. $ with a broad black distal-marginal band of the forewing, but the hindwing with a but narrow
marginal line, but a broad dark costal area. Beneath between the rows of distinct dark spots on the forewing
a lighter band continued also on the hindwing, but on the latter the dark spots bordering distally on this band
are by no means always so deep dark as on our figure. — delicata Tepper presumably only refers to smaller
specimens of the species, as they are perhaps not uncommon quite to the south of the Australian Continent.
—- communis Koch is an MS-name labelled on a common specimen presumably originating from Sydney in
Koch’s Collection, which, however, was a common lysimon from India. — The name ought to be eliminated
just like pervulgatus Guest. — The name phoebe Murr., however, can be maintained for the somewhat smaller
form from the Salomons. -— alsulus H.-Schaff. (= lulu Drc. nec Misk., exiles Luc., gracilis Misk., exiloides Luc.)
was wrongly labelled in the British Museum and therefore united with labradus, but according to Waterhouse
it is a distinct species. The upper surface in the $ is dark violettish-blue, the margin of the forewing broad dark
brown, that of the hindwing narrower. Easily discernible from labradus by the under surface exhibiting but
very faded, often scarcely traceable markings. From Brisbane to Cape York.
Z. caduca Btlr. is about only half the size of typical labradus and even much smaller than the form
delicata Tepp. The
as well as the $ lighter blue and more suffused with violet ; in the forewing the apical
part is broader black, the dark marginal band, however, is crossed by a median stripe parting it. Beneath
almost exactly as labradus. From Erromanga (New Hebrids).

delospila.

Z. delospila Waterh. in nearly all its particulars resembles lysimon, but it is at once discernible by
the forewing beneath where there is beside the small spot near the cell-end another (so-called ,,basal eyespot“)
in the cell near the base. The species was based upon a single $ originating from North West Australia, the
type being in the Macleay Museum at Sydney.
Note: Among the Zizera figured on Frttstorfer’s suggesition there is also anatossa Mob. This is a real African
species distributed from the Congo across Natal to Madagascar, but which to my knowledge has not yet been found. It is
therefore likely that Fruhstorfer for the sake of a comparison arranged the figure in this volume and that he intended
to refer to the figure in his elaboration of the Zizera which he could not carry out any more.

27. Genus: Clillades Mr.
The genus, the separation of which from the genuine Lycaena is based upon a slight difference in the
veins, is not homogeneous; the two species belonging hereto (laius and trochilus) are presumably only then
to be •egarded as congeneric, if one also regards the other genera of the genuine Lycaenini, such as Everes,
Zizera etc. as subordinate groups of the gigantic collective genus Cupido. This, however, thereby loses the
whole perspicuity, and we therefore allow the genus to remain like Bingham does in his ,,Fauna of British
India“ (II, p. 365) ,,more for reasons of convenience regarding the marking beneath and the peculiar range
of the forms than in consideration of structural differences44 (vein 3 and 4 of the hindwing from the lower cellangle). For the rest we refer to Vol. I, p. 296 to 297, where both the Chilades-species touching the palearctic
region have been dealt with at large.
trochilus.

putli.

laius.

varunana.

Ch. trochilus Err. (= isophthalma H.-Schdff., parva Murr., gnoma Snell.) (Vol. I, t. 77 k). Beside
the place quoted the widely distributed species is yet figured in Vol. XIII (74 a), since it is in some places
of Ethiopian Africa more common than in the Indian region. In Europe it only occurs in the extreme
south-eastern part, but from there it extends through Egypt, Syria, Anterior Asia to India, to the east across
the Malayan Archipelago as far as the Philippines and to the south as far as Australia. — The form putli Roll.
to which the Indian specimens frequently belong, chiefly only differs by a smaller orange spot of the hindwing.
As to the habits, comp. Vol. I, p. 297. trochilus generally likes dry, sandy plains where it flies quite close at
the ground, avoiding densely overgrown places.
Ch. laius Cr. This species, being of a beautiful blue above in both sexes, is very easily recognizable
by the mark already mentioned in Vol. I, the hindwing beneath showing the ocelli several times joined into
cordiform or bean-shaped twin spots. This is very evident in the rainy season form varunana Mr., where the
rather clear bluish-grey ground-colour of the hindwing beneath exhibits these spots very distinctly. Figures
of this under surface of varunana are to be found in t. 152 b and in Vol. I, t. 78 a by the name of laius.
This name, however, must, according to Niceville, be left to the dry season form which is at once discernible
by a dark earth-coloured brown cloud occupying almost the whole anal half of the hindwing beneath and which,
according to the imago being captured more in the beginning or at the height of the dry season, occurs in
a variable intensity. This brown shading was the most beautiful in specimens I took in the Island of Hong¬
kong, where the rainy season form is very sharply contrasted to that of the dry season, cajus F.. Icandura
Mr. and brahmina Fldr. are synonyma of the typical form; the figure with Felder distinctly exhibits
the brown cloud beneath of the dry season form. — The range extends from Beloochistan across Cashmir (where
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at greater altitudes it touches the palearetic region) through the warmer valleys in the Himalaya to the east as
far as Hongkong, Formosa and the Philippines. There the species occurs (in the rainy season form) as athena
Fldr., i. e. in rather large specimens, much stronger than Hongkong specimens and with very distinct, deep
blackish-brown ocelli beneath. To the south the species extends across Assam, Tonkin, Burma to Tenasserim.
In Ceylon I found the species common in February and March, in the Nilgiris it rises yet to altitudes of 6 to
7000 ft., but it occurs there in smaller specimens. As to the larva, its habits and relationship to the ants
comp. Vol. I, p. 297.
Ch. calyptra Fruhst. (152 b, 153 i). This species and the following ones which hitherto even formed
a separate genus (Luthrodes) were combined with the preceding by Fruhstorfer, by reason of anatomical
examinations, and he even considers calyptra to be merely an especially large and distinctly marked form
of laius. Above the $ exhibits yet beside the marginal band a distinct, dark submarginal band, the $ has a
row of light spots which is always double in the hindwing, and the marking beneath in its scheme resembles
that of laius, but it is much coarser. Specimens with a sepia-brown cloud above the anal half of the hindwing
beneath corresponding to the dry season form of laius, I have not seen. Palawan. — cromyon Fruhst.
is still larger and more intensely marked, it originates from Celebes and is said to form a transition to hoopis
Fruhst. (146 h, 147 a).
Ch. boopis Fruhst. (146 h, 147 a). Likewise from Celebes, very similar to the preceding, but by far
larger (expanse as much as 40 mm).
above with a magnificent sky-blue lustre, $ blackish-brown. Spots
beneath arranged as in laius, but all the spots much larger, rounder, arranged in regular chains. The imago
being very well reproduced by our figures is apparently rare. In the habitus it seems to form a transition to
the Talicada.
Ch. cleotas. In this species a series of forms are united the
of which exhibit on the dark blue upper
surface a large orange-red transverse band before the anal part of the hind wing. The under surface »exhib its
in the arrangement of the black ocelli some resemblance yet to laius or rather to hoopis, but there is but little
yet visible of the heart-shape of the ocelli being arranged obliquely beside each other. Typical cleotas Guer.
( = poeta Bsd.) come from the Bismarck Archipelago, New Hannover, New Ireland, Raloom etc. -—- excellens
Btlr. from the New Hebrids has above in the
a broader black distal band. -— gades Fruhst. is the form from
the Salomons. — kaiphas Fruhst. (152 b) is the New Guinea form which is in some places, particularly in Kaiser
Wilhelmsland, not rare and exhibits a particularly broad orange-red band of the hindwing, which may be more
than 5 mm broad in the $ and is very much developed on the under surface. — soemis Fruhst. (153 i) on the
contrary exhibits the orange band beneath vanished except very slight traces in the anal region; Island
of Obi. -— buruana'Hold., described as Talicada, has remained unknown to me, but it seems scarcely to differ
from the following; Buru. — arruana Fldr. in the width of the orange band forms the intermediary between
kaiphas and soemis-, the band is here above and beneath rather equably developed, in the $ about 3 mm broad
and 6 to 7 mm long; Aru Islands. — clitophon 8m. is above similar to the typical cleotas, but rather darker;
through the centre of the disc of the forewing extends a rather indistinct darker band being widened towards
the proximal margin. The orange spot in the hindwing is not only larger and broader than in cleotas from
the Bismarck Archipelago and excellens from the New Hebrids, but also more square and without the black
at its distal edge. Basal third of under surface brownish-grey, towards the proximal margin paler; the distal
part of the cell of the forewing is entirely filled up by the dark spot; base of hindwing of a brighter grey; $
with a darker upper surface, but lighter under surface. Island of Wetter. — mindora Fldr. beneath very
much resembles arruana, but the submarginal spots forming a coherent band in the Aru-form are here separated
by the veins crossing them. The orange spot is above much narrower, but beneath similarly developed.

28. Genus: I<ycaeiia F.
This genus is chiefly palearetic and has therefore been dealt with at large in Vol. I, p. 299 to which
we refer. For the Indian region only the districts bordering on the palearetic countries are to be taken
into consideration, and only those species which, being mostly widely distributed, invade the Indian region
in the northern temperate zone; there are scarcely any specifically Indian species of Lycaena-, none of the Indian
species reaches to the Equator.
For the genus Lycaena also the symbiotic relations to the ants have been repeatedly and carefully
examined and the so-called myrmecophile organs have been explored by Rud. Ehrhardt also histologically.
They consist of a paired scent-organ, i. e. tubercles which can be turned forward by a pressure of the blood,
and on which there are hairs the roots of which are in bottle-shaped glands. These glands possess some more
transverse branches and are expanded by the swelling of the tubercle, but closely placed together in the retrac¬
tion. The two scent-tubercles may be put in action separately or also together. They seem chiefly to serve
as a means of recognition or allurement of each other. The real organ of secretion is an unpaired slit, a trans¬
verse cleft on the 10th ring containing the exit of a gland formed of 4 vesicles and occupying almost the whole
interior of the 9th to 11th segments. Each vesicle consists (in Lyc. orion) of 2 gigantic cells which terminate
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distally by means of some further large cells in the form of apertures. The slit and its distended lips on being
touched by the ants’ antenna (or also on similarly effective provocation by means of insects touching it or by
electricity) exudes a large drop of liquid which is eagerly drunk by the ants. It seems to be rather general that
the Lycaenid larva, when creeping out from the egg, does not yet possess these organs in a fully developed
state, but that they only develop during its early stage and are only, operative at a later skinning.
'tns.

L. iris Stgr. (Vol. I, t. 79 b). <$ and $ above blackish-brown; forewing beneath without basal ocelli
with a very intense, oval cell-end spot and an S-shaped discal row behind it; the discal row of ocelli on the
hindwing beneath is somewhat disorderly. Occurring in Turkestan and in Chitral (Cashmir). As this part
of Cashmir is rather exclusively palearctic, the occurrence of this species in the Indo-Australian region is still
somewhatf questionable.

younghus¬
bandi.
felicis.

L, younghusbandi Elw. By this name a form was brought from the Ctyangtze (Tibet) which is scarcely,
if at all, discernible from the felicis Oberth. (Vol. I, t. 79 i) flying there. The under surface is almost exactly
the same, the d of younghusbandi is above more lead-coloured grey than blackish-brown, and the marginal
marking is extinct J Also in Sikkim (Chumbi Valley).

rcarus.

L. icarus Rott. This species being very common in Europe occurs in the form persica (Voh I, t. 80 g)
already in Persia at the frontier of the Indian region, penetrating then as Icashgarensis as far as Kashgar and
as yarkundensis (154 a) as far as Yarkand. The latter form, with but few ocelli beneath already crosses the
frontier of the Indian part of Cashmir. — fugitiva Btlr. from Beloochistan then continues the species to the
south. The type of this form differs beneath by its very pale colouring from European and Anterior Asiatic
icarus, but Bingham believes that transitions will yet be discovered.

yarkundensis.
fugitiva.

cros.

L. eros 0. This species figured in Vol. I, t. 80 c and dealt with on p. 311 occurs in a (d) race in
Beloochistan being beneath silvery grey, above opalescent violettish-blue.

ariana.

arene.

everesti.

sutleja.

L. stoliezkana Fldr. About this species there exists great confusion. Felder describes the species,
but figures the under surface of an evidently aberrative, almost unmarked specimen. Normal specimens presu¬
mably have ocelli beneath, but it is not certain whether the form with numerous ocelli being mostly labelled
in the collections as stoliezkana really belongs hereto. — ariana Mr. (153 m) is the large form of stoliezkana
representing the species in the north-western part of the Himalaya and very distinctly exhibiting the white
triangular spots of the hindwing beneath; it has, however, nothing to do with the form figured as ariana in
Vol. I (t. 80 e) which belongs to the icarus-group, ariana is recognizable by the marginal triangles as well as
by the white median patch on the hindwing beneath by which the species resembles the orbitulus-group. -—lmnza (Vol. I, t. 80 e) is the (palearctic) Pamir-form from which arene Fawc. (in Vol. I by mistake printed as
arena) from Southern Tibet differs by its size, a more distinct median patch and more intense verdigris dusting
beneath. This arene is so very much like the genuine ariana that both were taken to be season-forms of one
species (arene from the dry season, ariana from the rainy season). N. D. Riley considers arene captured by
the Mount Everest Expedition in 1921 near Dzaca-Chu (at an altitude of 14 000 ft.) as a distinct species, the
description (of arena) in Vol. I, p. 311, he refers to specimens of ariana. — everesti Riley seems to me to belong
likewise to this group, but the $ which according to the author varies very much mostly shows a darker,
more earthy-brown than light grey ground-colour beneath which contrasts much more distinctly with the lighter
patches and the small, more numerous ocelli, sometimes also small yellow submarginal spots than in arene.
This form, although it can only be regarded as the representative of the stoliczkana-iorms at great altitudes
of the northern slope of the Himalaya, is presumably a distinct species, as according to Riley the male genitals
exhibit considerable differences from arene. —- By the brown colouring beneath and the prominent orange
spots mentioned by Riley in some everesti a transition is also formed to sutleja Mr. which was established
according to specimens taken in the Sind Valley (Cashmir); it also occurs in the upper, palearctic districts of
Cashmir. According to Moore, it already approximates boisd^ivalii H.-Schaff. (Vol. I, t. 80 d) and has for
that reason already been placed there to the eros-group. Bingham takes this form as well as ariana to be syno¬
nymous with stoliezkana.

loeivii.

L. loewli Zell. In Vol. I, t. 78 i, this lepidopteron being particularly common at the palearctic southern

chamanica.

frontier is figured, beside its chiefly southern form gigas. In Cashmir and Beloochistan the species occurs on
the Indian soil, especially in the form chamanica Mr. which is above in the
of a paler blue than typical
loewii and gigas; beneath the ocelli are arranged like in the type but rather small.

sarta.
devanica.

christoplii.
samudra.

L. sarta Alph. (Vol. I, t. 80 h). This form having been dealt with in Vol. I, p. 313, is presumably
only a form of the much larger, but otherwise very similar devanica Mr. Both occur in Cashmir on the Indian
soil, sarta in Chitral, devanica in Ladakh. The species is local, but in some places common.
L. christophi Stgr. In Vol. I, t. 78 k, the typical form is figured. In the Indo-Australian region, however,
the form samudra Mr. (153 1
Vol. I, t. 79 a §) is found, easily recognizable by the more deeply coloured
upper surface and more distinctly marked under surface.
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L. omphissa Mr. (= metallica Fldr. p. p.) (1531, m and Vo). I, t. 79 i). Hindwing beneath dull ver¬
digris, instead of the ocelli but very few light small spots. It enters into Indian territory in the North Western
Himalaya.

omphissa.

L. galathea Blch. is extraordinarily similar to omphissa; the J above intensely metallic dark blue,
beneath the hindwing as well as the apex of the forewing are of a very bright bluish green; in the hindwing
there is only at the cell-end a small white diffuse spot and a curved chain of such spots extends about in the
middle between this cell-end spot and the margin through the disc of the hindwing. The $ of this form figured
by Felder (but marked as metallica) does not belong to this form but to the closely allied omphissa. North
Western Himalaya to Simla. — nycula Mr. from Kunawur in the Himalaya differs from typical galathea by
the
being above more violettish-blue; beneath the distal part of the disc of the forewing is darker grey, almost
dark brown, the apex always suffused with green. The hindwing is still darker metallic green, in the $ especially
very dark.

(jalathea.

L. orbitulus Esp. ( — meleager Hhn. nec Esp.) (Vol. I, t. 79 f). This European alpine lepidopteron
also occurs in a number of forms in the North Western Himalaya, some of which may in Cashmir also encroach
upon the Indian region. All the forms of it have been dealt with in Vol. I, p. 307, to which we refer; they
are: jaloka Mr. (on the passes of Rajdiangan, Sursungar and Stakpila, as well as near Baitul in Cashmir);
besides leela Nic. from Ladakh, and ellisi Mrsh. from Pangi, at an altitude of 12 000 ft. — It seems, however,
that also armathoa (153 1) and the very large tyrone (153 m) which Frlthstorfer had figured here, must be
inserted at this place.

orbitulus.

L. pheretes Him. (Vol. I, t. 79 h, i). Also this otherwise European alpine lepidopteron occurs in the
mountains bordering on the Indian region in the Cashmirian Himalaya and its foothills in a number of forms
which may yet be transformed into separate species. — lehanus Mr. (153 m and Vol. I, t. 79 i) flies in Ladakh
at altitudes of 8 to 12 000 ft.; comp, also Vol. I, p. 308. — asiatica Elw. resembles lehanus; but the wings
are shorter, obtuser. Tipper surface of the <j$ deep dark blue metallic , not with a violettish-blue reflection
as in pheretes and lehanus. On the forewing beneath the discal spots being distinct in lahanus are absent
or reduced to 1 or 2 minute diffuse spots. From Sikkim, the Chumbi Valley, at altitudes of 12 to
1500 ft. — We may add to them arfenita (153 m) with a distinct, and pharis Fawc. (153 nr) with an indistinct
marking beneath. — Hereto probably also belongs the small form philebus (153 nr), as well as dschagataica (153 m) sent by Frtthstorfer in the same series for being figured. From the greatest altitude of
15 000 ft. on the Mount Everest Expedition janigena Riley wTas described, being very much like artenita Fruhst.,
but the marginal whitish patches of the hindwing beneath are larger and more prominent, and also in the basal
part of the hindwing there are a great number of ocelli emanating into diffuse spots. Above the form is presu¬
mably difficult to distinguish from pheretulus which it also equals in size, but the discal dot of the forewing
is in the $ less distinct and in the $ it is not at all prominent. — All these forms are alpine insects
which are probably just as common at their habitats as their European allies.

L. baton Bgstr. (= hylas Schiff., hylus F., amphion Esp.) (Vol. I, t. 79 d) is very common in Southern
Europe and Northern Africa, and extends across the orient and Anterior Asia to the Himalaya where it flies
in the forms cashmirensis Mr. (1531) (comp. Vol. I, p. 305). As the figure shows, the under surface exhibits
the character of the forms abencerragus and panoptes being distributed from Spain across Northern Africa
to Egypt, but the black ocelli are very distinctly contrasting with the silvery greyish-blue ground of the wings.
In the Himalayan valleys along the frontier of Tibet the imago is not common, ,,it is seen there on wet meadows
flying from one blossom to another; Chini in Central Kunawur" etc. — vicrama Mr. differs from cashmirensis
by the absence of the discal spot above, and by the absence of small white marginal lunae; in vicrama the veins
above are besides not black and on the under surface the dark ocelli are more distinctly bordered with
light; according to specimens taken at great altitudes in Kunawur. All the authors who examined greater
numbers of them seem to agree in the fact that vicrama and cashmirensis are connected by transitions. As
to the larva and the life-history comp. Vol. I, p. 305.

L. astrarche Bgstr. (= medon Hufn., agestis Schiff.) (Vol. I, t. 79 k). This lepidopteron being common
throughout Europe, Northern Africa and Northern Asia as far as the Amur District (though I did not find
it in Japan) also occurs in Anterior Asia as far as North West India where it is found in the form nazira Mr.
(153 1) *) which is scarcely maintainable as a separate race. The North Indian form, as the figure shows, has
only moderately broad red submarginal spots, not the broad, confluent, red marginal band of cramera as it
is so commonly and distinctly found at the western part near the palearctic southern frontier. Moreover, there
*) In the table the name „omphissa“ printed above ..nazira11 is to be eliminated.
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occur beside the large form shown in our figure also specimens in India as they are just the same also some¬
times taken in Southern Europe. The part of the Indo-Australian fauna where the species is found is
Southern, not palearctic Afghanistan, as well as Beloochistan, parts of Cashmir and in the Himalaya from
Kumaon to Simla.
Note: The late Mr. Fruhstorfer had some more Lycaena figured in the tables by names unknown to us. But
as we do not know whether they are Indo-Australian and there are neither the originals nor the exact statements of the
habitats at our disposal, they may for the present remain unmentioned here.

Group of the Polyommatini (Small Coppers).
This division serving more for the perspicuity than systematic purposes, has been shortly characterized
in Vol. 1, p. 275 and 276. The recently more familiar name Chrysophanini is to be preferred since the ,,Coppers“
having formerly been called ,,Polyommatus“ have of late been denominated Chrysophanus, Heodes or still
otherwise, whereas the name of the genus Polyommatus is applied to the baeticus L. which are to be reckoned
among the Lycaenids in a restricted sense. We keep it up here out of regard for Vol. I.
Note: As the elaboration of the Indo-Australian Lycaenids had been taken up by H. Fruhstorfer who, however,
came to an untimely death during this work, the rotation begun by Fruhstorfer will be maintained on the whole. The deceased
could not be induced to follow the editor’s suggestion to keep up the rotation mostly chosen in the other divisions (Theclini —
Clirysophanini — Lycaenini), but he began with the Lycaenini and wished to deal last with the Theda contrary to Vol. I
and V. In order to avoid a confusion, I continue now the work in the way it was begun, whereby also the rotation of the
tables remains serviceable.

29. Genus: Imcia Swsn.

agricola.

hobartensis.

mathewi.

sulpitius.

serpentata.

This genus, being composed of the subdivions of Lucia Sums., Neolucia Waterh. and Paralucia Waterh.
(separated owing to the different branching off of the upper discoidal) to a certain extent represents our Chryso¬
phanus on the Australian Continent and in Tasmania. Waterhouse very conspicuously places some brown
species to the genus Una which is only possible if this genus is conceived quite differently than was done
by the older authors. —- The type for the genus is the bibulus from the Cape (Vol. XIII, t. 65 g) being
comparable with the Australian agricola, and later on numerous forms were added to it as congeneric forms
which, however, differ rather much from this type. — In general there is here also shown again a strange
congruence of the Australian lepidoptera on the one hand with those from the Cape (agricola-bibulus), on the
other hand with the palearctic and nearctic ones, as in the genus Chrysophanus (salustius-phlaeas).
L. agricola Ww. (153 h). I already took this neat, very lively lepidopteron on the 1st of October,
the first really warm spring-day near the town of Sydney. Upper surface dark sepia-brown, shaded with black
before the margin; the fringes are black speckled with white. The under surface especially in the hindwing
is conspicuously marked; right across the disc of the hindwing there is a whitish band bordered with dark;
the V-spots behind it are blackish. Beneath particularly the fringes of the forewings are conspicuously speckled
black with white. The imagines are very alert and rest, with their wings opened, on sunlit bushes. Another
generation is said to have been observed, unless this be a mistake for —- hobartensis Misk. flying in Tasmania
and at greater altitudes in Australia in midsummer (February), for instance on Mt. Kosciusko (5000 ft.) and
Mt. Erica (4500 ft.). Above this form is almost exactly like agricola, but beneath the white margin of the
hindwing is darker; the white discal spot of the hindwing is neither so distinctly prominent, but otherwise the
dark marking is more distinct. Rarer than the typical form and local, whereas agricola flies to the east, south
and west of the continent near the coast.
L. mathewi Misk. is unknown to me and I am not certain whether it belongs to this genus, though
Waterhouse places it after agricola. Size of agricola. Above lighter brown, with a more distinctly defined
dark marginal band. Fringes above only faintly speckled. Beneath the dark marking is duller, sometimes
quite extinct, the V-spots black, bordered with yellow or orange, sometimes indistinct. New South Wales.
L. sulpitius Misk. (= serpentata Snip, nec H.-Schaff.) in the shape resembles more a Zizera or Nacaduba; the hindwing feebly projects before the anal angle, but it has not a regular tail. Fringes only on the hind¬
wing feebly speckled. Above blackish-brown with an entirely dark blue reflection. Beneath there are fine,
transverse, in some places coherent, small light comma-like spots which are somewhat broader in specimens
from North Queensland than in those from Brisbane. North-Eastern Australia.
L. serpentata H.-Schaff. (= molybdena Quest., fasciola Tepp.) is also like a Nacaduba; recognizable
by the broad bright blue basal halves of the wings above, whereas those of sulpitius only exhibit a very dark
blue reflection. Beneath earth-coloured brown, the spots very slightly darker; margin white, discal area of hind¬
wing covered with white, the anal spots generally not distinct. In the west, east and south of the Australian
Continent, in some places not rare.
Note: Probably by a mistake an African lepidopteron was inserted in this genus, which is reported to have been
taken in Australia, Cupido palemon Cr. (= thespis Hbst. nec L.). This lepidopteron which we figure in Vol. XIII, t. 73 a accor¬
ding to specimens from Lake Nyassa, has tailed hindwings and belongs here neither geographically nor systematically,
although the hindwing beneath exhibits a marking somewhat similar to the preceding species.
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L. lucanus F. (= limbaria Swsn., discifer H.-Schaff.) (153 li) is recognizable by the under surface
of the hindwing (see the figure), where a brown, knotted band extends through a whitish, broad discal band.
Above the
shows a lustrous golden coppery area of the forewing, whilst in the $ the upper surface is coppery
suffused. South and East Australia, to the north as far as Queensland.
L. aurifer Blch. (= limbaria Blch. nec Swsn.). Size of lucanus from which it differs by the <$ showing also
in the hindwing a lustrous coppery triangular discal area, in lucanus only in the forewing. Beneath the fringes are
brown; the marking beneath similar as in lucanus (153 h). New South Wales to the south as far as Tasmania.
L. pyrodiscus Rosenst. (= aenea Misk.) is much larger than the preceding; forewing with an indi¬
stinctly defined triangular golden spot resting on the proximal margin and leaving black a narrow part of the
costal margin and a broader part of the distal margin. Easily distinguishable by the $ hindwing being at the
anal angle extended into a long tooth. Beneath light brown with a violet reflection and a row of indistinct
small spots and bands, in a similar way as in the preceding.
Fringes brown, aurifer exhibits above besides
small bluish-white submarginal spots being absent in pyrodiscus. Eastern Australia.

lucanus.

aurifer.

pyrodiscus.

30. Genus: Clirysoplianus Hbn.
The genuine coppers are entirely absent in the greatest part of the tropics. They are a produce
of the temperate zone and it is peculiar how consequently their occurrence is adapted to the cooler climate.
The most fiery species — Chr. virgaurecte — occurs already in Lapland, and Chr. phlaeas is common in Scan¬
dinavia. In Central Europe the fiery red species are in some places very common, and rise to great altitudes
in the Alps, but then they mostly grow rarer again, only phlaeas occurring yet in numbers in most of the
districts of palearctic North Africa as almost the only species of the genus, growing then rarer in the desert,
and is only singly found in Egypt, whence the genus disappears. Only to the south of the tropical region the
fiery golden red appears again in the genus Phcisis inhabiting with a great number of almost quite fiery red
species the Cape Colony the northern frontier of which is crossed by but few species. In the eastern palearct-ic
region we see yet on the Amur and in North China and Japan genuine Chrysophanus which, however, already
disappear at the oriental northern frontier and only reappear in New Zealand in single forms quite similar to
the northern ones. In America, finally, the Chrysophanus, being common in the north, vanish at the Mexican
deserts, without reappearing in South America, presumably because the southern point of South America,
as soon as it leaves the tropical region, passes over into treeless plains and then into cryptogam heaths with
constant rain and wind, both of which are detrimental to the development of Chrysophanus. — As to the lifehistory of the Chrysophanus vid. Vol. I, p. 281. — The genus was, owing to differences of the tarsi of the posterior
legs, divided into 2 genera: Heodes Dalm. and Chrysophanus Hbn.] we leave both combined by the latter very
familiar name, though it is 10 years younger.
Ch. phlaeas L. (Vol. I, t. 77 b). More than 20 mostly aberrative forms have been dealt with in Vol. I,
p. 286, quite a number of which undoubtedly fly also in those districts of the Indian region where the species
generally occurs. These are above all the southern and eastern districts of (the otherwise mostly palearctic)
Afghanistan, Belooehistan, and the adjoining parts of the Indian Empire, the north-western desert forms the
frontier for the species. The Mount Everest Expedition ascertained the species yet at Kharta at an altitude
of more than 12 000 ft. The North Indian specimens mostly belong to the dark form eleus F. (Vol. I, t. 77 c)
which, at greater altitudes, replaces the common phlaeas. — tiniaeus Cr. is chiefly distinguished by its size;
it flies especially in summer in the North-Western Himalaya, being common in the Upper Kunawur, near
Kasauli etc. — stygianus Btlr. in which the golden area of the forewing is dusted with brown and which has
the blue postdiscal dots before the reddish-golden band of the hindwing, like the form caeruleopunctata Stgr.
being also in Central Europe not very rare, comes from Quetta, taken in September; also found in Kandahar
and therefore already mentioned in Vol. I; in many places very common (Howland Roberts); from Astor,
Pangi etc. — baralacha Mr., denominated according to its habitat (Baralacha Pass in Ladak, Cashmir), has
large black spots, especially beneath, and an extinct red antemarginal stripe on the hindwing beneath, being
more distinct than in Europeans, where it is often entirely absent, though by far not such a broad, deep red
band as in the East Asiatic forms chinensis Fldr. or even daimio Sz. (Vol. I, t. 77 c). -— Larvae on species of
Rumex; as to further particulars vid. Vol. I, p. 286.
Ch. evansi Nic. This lepidopteron is the size of a strong phlaeas, but in the female (I do not know
the male) above it is quite uni-coloured sepia-brown with whitish, unspeckled fringes. In the cell of the forewing
there is a black dot, and the cell-end forms a distinct black bolt. Before the whitish fringes the brown colour
of the wing is distinctly darker. In the shape and colouring it strongly recalls some alpine, above uni-coloured
dark specimens of Chrysoph. hippothoe eurybia O., as is figured Vol. I, t. 76 h (last figure of the row). It flies
in the mostly palearctic Chitral.
Ch. pavana Roll. (= panava Ww.) (Vol. I, t. 77 c) differs from all the other species of the genus
by the white arcuate band before the margin of the hindwing beneath, being proximally and distally edged
with a row of black dots. Otherwise the species resembles above a very large, somewhat dull coloured phlaeas.

phlaeas.

eleus.
timaeus.

stygianus.

baralacha.

evansi.

pavana.
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In the palearctic district in Cashmir, but also in the Indian part of the North-Western Himalaya, in the Naini
Valley and in the Kumaon Himalaya at altitudes of 5 to 12 000 ft., local, but in some places very common;
Almorah, at altitudes of 6 to 7 000 ft., June till August.
aditya.

salustius.

mani.
feredayi.

Ch. solshi Mr. (Vol. I, t. 76 d) from Turkestan does not occur in the typical form in the Indo-Australian
region, but in the form aditya Mr. differing from solskyi by its larger size; the black marginal band on the
forewing above is narrower, particularly at the apex; on the hindwing the dark marginal band is likewise
narrower and divided by the veins into single spots. Near Bralclo in Baltistan, at an altitude of 11 700 ft.,
taken in July.

Ch. salustius F. (= edna Dbl.). The common New Zealand copper varies uncommonly both above
and beneath, but we can scarcely establish geographical races. Above with a coppery lustre; forewing with
3 black spots in the disc, a postdiscal band of spots and a dark marginal band being in the $ joined to thick
transverse chains, the distal one of which often shows a violettisk-blue lustre in the centre. In both sexes
the black-streaked veins form with the transverse bands a dense mesh-work.
Beneath the hindwing is
brownish, towards the margin yellow; the black spots similar as above, but those at the margin duller. — mani
Fered. are C6 in which the veins above are as thick as in the $ and mostly doubly streaked. — feredayi Huds.
( = rauparaha Fered.) (162 h) has the transverse bands not so deep black, but still coherent, whereas the upper
surface of salustius shows the black transverse markings in the
broken up into scattered dots. In other
aberrations the upper surface is almost entirely covered with black by the enlargement of the dark markings;
such a specimen was taken near Paraparaumu, and another one with almost entirely blackened hindwings
near Karori. — Larva green with a red line across the dorsum; on Rumex. The imago is nearly everywhere
common in New Zealand; it flies throughout the summer, from November till February in open districts.

enysii.

Ch. enysii Btlr. (162 li as salustius). Here the black predominates above, all the dark markings
being confluent so that only scanty yellowisli-red spots remain; the latter are paler and of a duller yellowreddish colour than in salustius. Beneath the hindwing shows 3 distinct brown nebulous bands; the apical
two thirds of the costal-marginal area just as brown. In North-West New Zealand, rather common in the
Wellington District; to the south found as far as Nelson; in December and January.

boldenarum.

Ch. boldenarum Btlr. (162 h). Whilst the preceding species reminded us of the European Chr. alciphronmelibaeus, boldenarum forms a counterpart to amphidamas. Smaller, paler, more scantily dotted, and the C
with a magnificent violettish-blue reflection across the wings. In the southern island of New Zealand; in the north
on Lake Taupo and Lake Wairarapa. — Larva green with fine, red, small tubercles across the dorsum and on
the sides yellow oblique streaks; probably on Donatia novaezealandiae. — The lepidoptera are in some
places extremely common; they are found in great numbers in open districts and like to rest on the ground,
keeping their wings closed.

transients.

lcasyapa.

zariaspa.

Ch. caspius Led. (Vol. I, t. 77 f) has not yet been found in the nomenclatural form in the Indian region,
but its form transiens Stgr. (= susanus Nicer. [Sivinh. i. 1.]) (Vol. I, t. 77 f) is known from Beloocliistan and
apparently not rare near Quetta and in Gunduk.

Ch. kasyapa Mr. (162 h and Vol. I, t. 77 e)

almost exclusively belongs to the Indo-Australian
region, but as it was also taken in that part of Cashmir which undoubtedly belongs to the palearctic region,
the species was subsequently yet dealt with in Vol. I, p. 379 to which we refer here. Above not unlike a large
pavana (Vol. I, t. 77 c) or the East Asiatic form of phlaeas (daimio, Vol. I, t. 77 b, c), with a bright verdigris
under surface more recalling that of many a Thestor. Western Himalayan countries, particularly Cashmir,
in summer, but mostly not common. — ab. zariaspa Mr. is a name for smaller specimens with a broad dark
distal margin, but smaller discal dots above. According to De Niceville there are numerous transitions
to typical kasyapa so that it cannot be considered as a local form.

31. Genus: Ilerrfa

Dbl.

As to the genus consisting of very neat species with mostly lustrous metallic CC comp. Vol. I, p. 277.
— The chief range is in the Himalayan countries; common to nearly all the species is their chrome-yellow under
surface with a red distal margin of the wings. Anatomically they are very closely allied to the Chr y soph arms:
the genital organs of both sexes are, according to Doherty, quite consistent ; nor do the veins show any greater
differences.
moorei.

birmana.

I. moorei Heir. (— saphir Blch.) (Vol. I, t. 75 f). $ above metallic blue with a black distal margin
being marked red in the hind wing; $ with a red demi-band behind the cell-end of the forewing, and a red
sub marginal bossed band in the hind wing. The under surface differs from that of viridipunctata by its dark
golden yellow tinge. It occurs at the palearctic southern frontier and besides also in the Indian Himalaya
(Bhutan). — birmana Fruhst. is a large, southern form very much like marica (Vol. I, p. 277, t. 75 f), but
apparently with less deeply dentated hindwings.
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I. tamu Roll. (= ocla Hew.) (Vol. I, t. 75 g) is similar to the preceding, but in the <$ the apical
part of the forewing is broader black, the red line of the hindwing fine, whilst in the $ the red demi-band of
the forewing is narrower. Beside the palearctic part of Cashmir also in the south of it and the Kumaon Himalaya.

tamu.

I. androcles Dbl. & Hew. (= langi Mr.) comp. Vol. I, p. 277. It also occurs in the Kumaon Himalaya
on the Indo-Australian territory. — viridipunctata Nic. (= tamu Hew. nec Roll.) (Vol. I, t. 75 g) in South West
China also passes over to the Indo-Australian region.

androcles.

I. brahma Mr. (Vol. I, t. 75 g) is widely distributed in the palearctic west of the Himalaya and

viridipunctata.
brahma.

in the Indian Himalaya.

I. epicles Godt. (160 b). In Vol. I (t. 75 g) not the typical form of epicle-s is figured, which is in both
sexes above without a distinct metallic lustre, though with a red, in the $ much larger discal spot on the fore¬
wing. This form flies in West Java. — Frtthstorfer separates from it the East Javanese form as hilima
Fruhst. (160 b) with a very much reduced red spot in the forewing, which particularly in the $ hardly attains
half the size of the West Javanese type. Probably also in Bali; mostly not rare. — sumatrensis Fruhst. is a
form approximating matsumurae Fruhst. (= sakaii Matsum.) which was discovered in Formosa on the
Dragon-Lake. These sumatrensis exhibit a somewhat lustrous, though reduced violet reflection, particularly
on the hindwing. The black distal margin is more extensive than in typical epicles from Java, the wings beneath
show less white but more black markings. The matsumurae are larger than specimens from Continental India.
On the hindwing above the metallic violet lustre is reduced, the black distal margin on all the wings broader;
under surface darker, the red marginal band more intermixed with white. — phoenicoparyphus Holt, is the
form from Hainan; the
have a smaller red discal spot than the $$, which, however, is still more intense
than in Javanese epicles or rufonotata from the Himalaya. — indicus Fruhst. is the North Indian form distri¬
buted from the Himalaya to the south as far as Assam and Burma. Of this race 3 forms were distinguished:
such with a broad red distal band beneath, latilimbata Fruhst. (rainy season form), such with a very distinct
discal spot of the forewing, f. rufonotata Fruhst., and finally such almost without this red spot of the forewing
(typical indicus). — We may add yet the form mentioned in Vol. I for palearctic China, chinensis Fruhst. which
may proceed to the south as far as into the Indo-Australian region; it resembles indicus, but also the $ has
here a very much reduced red band behind the cell of the forewing.

epicles.

hilima.
sumatren¬
sis.
matsumu¬
rae.

phoenico¬
paryphus.
indicus.

latilimbata.
rufonotata.
chinensis.

I. kohimensis Tytl. has unfortunately remained unknown to me.

kohimensis.

I. nila Nic. (160 c) is undoubtedly similar to epicles, but beside the forewing the whole disc of which

nila.

is of a bright red, also the hindwing is quite red except the costal area. The under surface shows the usual
yellow colouring with a red distal margin. From North East Sumatra.

I. kiana Gf.-Gm. (160 c) is a species very different from all the other llerda.

Above quite black,
hindwing margined with white and in the whole anal half with a bright metallic blue reflection; Druce only
noticed by the under surface that it was not a Sithon (as which it had been described), but an llerda, although
the palpal terminal joint is somewhat longer than in other llerda. The $ is entirely like the $. The species
originates from the Kina-Balu in Borneo.

kiana.

32. Genus: (luretis Hbn.
The description of the genus, the habits of the species, the larvae with their strangely mobile verticil
organs etc. have been dealt with at large in Vol. I on p. 276 to which we refer. Its total range extends across
the whole Indian region, from the Western Himalaya and the Malabar Coast to the east as far as EastChina, Japan and the Philippines; to the south across the Malayan Archipelago, but no species is known to
me reaching to the northern part- of the Australian Continent. In East Asia it crosses the palearctic nor¬
thern frontier and occurs yet to the north of Shimonoseki in so great a frequency that I succeeded in taking
within 2 hours 18 specimens on the buffalo-droppings lying on the highroad to Omori; the genus in its
palearctic occurrence can therefore not be regarded as an Indian erratic guest-. The centre of the range is situate
in the Malayan district.

C. thetis Druce (= thetys Horsj., terricola Horsj.,

= phaedrus F., $ = aesopus F.) (162 b). This
is the usual form of Northern Continental India where the imagines are in some places not- rare. They are most
frequently met with in the forenoon, when their GG are drinking from wet places in the roads with their wings
closed, which explains Horsfield’s name,,terricola“. The $9 are more found on the tips of bushes, at the
road-sides. In the Indian form the <$ is quite vermilion, the forewing with a very narrow, the hindwing with
an almost linear blackish distal margin. Normal $$ have somewhat more extensive white discal spots than
the form figured. — arcuata Mr. (162 b, as armata) is the form from the more southern parts of Continental
India and Ceylon; the G differs from typical thetis by the red in the forewing being in its apical part more rounded
off than in the right angle; the $ has more reduced light- discal spots. — cinyra Cr. (= thetis Cr. nec Druce)
is the rainy season form of it, flying in Poona, Tranquebar etc. during the monsoon period. — gloriosa

thetis.

arcuata.

cinyra.
gloriosa.
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nisias.

palawanica.
aurantiacci.
bar sine,
galinthias.

dohertyi.

mcnestratus.

eberalda.
georgiana.

lucifuga.

cos.

insular is.

ccla.

baweana.
kiritana.

celebensis.
venata.
egena.

solita.
shortlandica.
nesophila.

carnotina.

obsoleta.
izabella.
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Mr., from Sylhet is very much larger (expanse up to 2 inches), and the forewing and hindwing show a
broader black distal margin. — nisias Fruhst. (= aesopus List. nee. F.) is the thetis from Malacca;
broadly
margined with black, the dark margin proximally irregularly defined; the $ only differs from arcuata (162 b)
by the white discal spot of the forewing extending somewhat more to the base of the wing and crossing the
lower cell-wall with very narrow small stripes *). — palawanica Stgr., from Palawan, already forms a transition
to the Philippine form aurantiaca Fruhst. (162 e). p miniate instead of vermilion, the margin only in the apical
part bordered with black. $ in the forewing with a faint light red longitudinal patch, in the hindwing with
a minute red cloud round the cell-end. — barsine Fldr. (162 f). $ darker, almost scarlet, the broader marginal
band at the ends of the veins somewhat proximally dentate. $ with white discal spots. Amboina. —- galin¬
thias Fruhst. (= thetys Stgr. pt.) (162 b). These are forms figured as „thetis“ by Staudinger in his Exot.
Butterflies.
above hemochrome with rather broad black margins of the wings, $ with large white discal spots,
beneath both sexes of a pure silvery white. Waigeu. —- dohertyi the
of which Frghstorfer sent us to be
figured, from Macassar, by the dark transverse bands beneath approaches the eos Fob. (162 c!) being above
blackish-brown, which likewise originates from Celebes, but the £ is quite on the contrary above of a bright
vermilion, similar to jolona, but with very prominent black ends of the veins. But the anal angle of the hind¬
wing in this form is so pointed that we are inclined to place it rather to the pseudoinsularis-group (comp,
p. 935). —- menestratus Fruhst. Distal band of the forewing in the
broader than in the preceding, base of
hindwing as far as the centre of the iving dusted with dark. In the $ the white discal spot of the forewing,
which is almond-shaped in galinthias-$, is said to be above notched; in the hindwing the white spot is more
distant from the margin. New Guinea. — eberalda Frulist., Key Islands; forewing with a very narrow black
margin. According to Gr.-Smith also in the Am Islands. — georgiana Fbb. is another form from the Salo¬
mons ; Druce in his list does not state any Curetis from these islands, but Ribbe described it from the Island
of Rubiana; it is, moreover, very much like the New Guinea form. — Hereto may also belong the entirely
blackened form lucifuga Fruhst. (162 e) flying in Formosa. Here the red of the <$ is on the forewing entirely
covered with blackish-grey, so that it is only yet noticeable as a dull brown hue in the disc; in the hindwing
it fills up the distal part of the wing as a brown diffuse spot. — eos Fruhst. i. 1. (162 d) neither exhibits
this discal brightening anymore and is quite uni-coloured blackish-brown above. — Egg shaped like a cake,
whitish, coarsely netted hexagonally. Adult larva almost 1 inch long, green, the head being hidden beneath
the thoracal segments is ochreous-yellow, across the dorsum a dark line and at the sides of the thorax yellowishgreen oblique patches, on the dorsum a whitish saddle-spot. The verticil-organ on the 12th ring has been described
in Vol. I (p. 276). It lives on Denis scandens or Heynea trijuga; the pupa yields the imago already after 3
or 4 days. The imagines do not fly very swiftly in a somewhat flapping flight, somewhat like Zephyrus
betulae, the silvery white under surface sometimes brightly flashing up; they frequently rest, with their wings
closed, on the underside of leaves on higher twigs.
C. insularis Horsf. (162 b). This species in the male extraordinarily resembles certain forms of thetis,
but the whole anal part of the red hindwing is dusted with dark brown. The typical form is from Java and
Bali; its $ has the discal spots above similarly sized and shaped as thetis arcuata, but of an intensely golden
yellow colour. — eda Fruhst. is considered to be the dry season form of it. The distal darkening at the proximal
margin of the hindwing sometimes extends as far as the centre of the wing towards the base. The $$ of eda
and insularis have a very large honey-coloured discal spot of the forewing, that of the hindwing extends from
the lower median vein to about 2 to 3 mm before the margin at its apical part. — In baweana Fruhst. which
is besides larger the discal spot in the hindwing is straight, more pointed, not curved; from Bawean. — kiritana
Doh.
black, the red area scarcely extends beyond the middle of the median, the posterior margin being dark.
On the hindwing the cell-end and disk is red or reddish from the subcostal to about the lower median, the costal
margin and posterior margin very broad, the distal margin narrower black. Sumba, Sumbawa, rare; one of
the darkest forms. — celebensis Fldr. (162 f). The discal spots of the $ are very dark reddish-yellow; the longi¬
tudinal patch in the forewing is narrow, the small cloud round the cell-end of the hindwing interrupted. South
Celebes. — In venata Fruhst. (162 g) from North Celebes the <$<$ exhibit in the hindwing and the distal part
of the forewing black veins, particularly the transverse vein in the forewing being conspicuously black. The
$ is quite black except an extinct dull ochreous central patch. -— egena Fldr. (162 f) from Halmaheira has above
a quite blackish-brown $ in which only a somewhat less deep dark tint behind the cell-end of the forewing
indicates the place where the discal patch is situate in venata. — solita Btlr. (162 g) has this patch yet distinct,
golden yellow and sharply defined; from New Pomerania. — shortlandica Fbb. is denominated from its habitat,
the Shortlands Islands; in nesophila Fldr. (162 b, c) the
has a very concavely indented distal margin of the
forewing and a broad black costal margin of the forewing; the hindwing is almost entirely covered with brown
except a purely vermilion place between the cell-end and the margin. In the $ the discal spots are red, almost
as glaring-red as in the <J, the spot of the hindwing is a horizontal crescent. From Luzon. -—- carnotina (= tagalica Smp.) from the Camotes Islands has in the female more yellow and somewhat larger spots; otherwise like
the preceding. — obsoleta Fldr. is perhaps the rainy season form, whilst izabella Fruhst. is the dry season form.
In the latter the
forewing has only a length of 16 mm, that of the $ of 18 to 19 mm; the £ resembles
nesophila, but the apical black extends quite near to the cell-wall and also accompanies the transverse vein,
the under surface being whitish, covered with grey. In the $ the yellow discal spot is distally broad and extends as
*) Fruhstorfeb does not supply a description, but only substantiates his new name with the reference: ,,For
fig. 14, t. 14“. — This is misprinted, for he can only mean the figure on t. 44.

Distant's
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a narrow stripe as far as the base from which it is yet somewhat remote in pseudoinsularis Fruhst. On the
hindwing the yellow discal cloud is divided into 2 parts by the ground-colour interrupting it. Likewise from
the Philippines. —- bazilana Fruhst. $ with a somewhat narrower margin (particularly in the apical part of
the forewing) as in pseudoinsularis-<$ (162 d); in the $ the wings beneath are only traversed by a faded dark
line, without any distinct brown transverse bands. Above the discal spots are darker orange; the spot of the
hindwing is narrower and darkens towards the base. Bazilan. —- jolona Fruhst. (162 c, d). The black costal
margin is narrower than in the celebensis-g, its width being in the middle between izabella and bazilana. In
the 2 the ochreous yellowish-red discal spots of the forewing are not so strongly notched by the dark veins,
in the hindwing the discal spot is flatter and shorter and broader. Island of Jolo. — jopa Fruhst. (162 c
as gopa) has in the $ a'narrower black margin. Fruhstorfer described the $ as showing yellow discal
spots, but he hack a 2 figured with white spots above as ,,gopa“-Q. The original description says: ,,$ with
a uniform, oval, yellowish discal spot of the forewing and a triangular, distally broad, proximally pointed
median macula of the hindwing which in its size varies between the figures of insularis Dist. and sperthis Dist.u
From South Borneo. —■ A somewhat smaller form from North East- Borneo is once more separated as minima
Dist. & Pryer (= nesophila Drc. nec Fldr., aesopus Drc.). But Drttce mentions the remarkable variability
of this form showing all the transitions between specimens in which only the distal half of the costal margin
is narrow brown and such in which the costal blackish-brown extends broad to the base. — sperthis Fldr.
is the form from Malacca, it is according to Fruhstorfer very variable according to the season, the $ showing
sometimes a broader, sometimes a narrower black margin of the wings; in the $ (on Distaht’s figure) the dull
ochreous-yellow spot of the forewing extends to the base of the wing, the spot of the hindwing has the position
of that of jolona (162 d), but in its apical part it is considerably broader. — pseudoinsularis Fruhst. (= insularis
Dist. nec Horsf.) (162 d) has in the male a very broad black costal and distal margin of the forewing and the
hindwing intensely covered with brown; in the $ the yellowish-red spot of the forewing is somewhat'like in
nesophila (162 c), whereas the spot of the hindwing is very much smaller than there, about only the size as its
apical half. — felderi Dist. From Malacca and Sumatra.
probably not to be separated from the preceding,
9 with very large, light ochreous discal spots. — iildosinica Fruhst. is a small, relatively light race. $ with a
very broad, black apical margin of the forewing and a very narrow black margin of the hindwing. The $ resem¬
bles that of jolona (162 d), but the brown inner-marginal band terminating the discal spot of the forewing beneath,
is at the base narrowed, whereas in jolona it is broad almost as far as the base.
Siam, South Annam,
taken in February; perhaps also from Hainan, where a ,,sperthis1' is mentioned by Crowley, unless this repre¬
sents — as Fruhstorfer presumes — a separate form. —- hera Fruhst. belongs as the rainy season form to
niasica Fruhst. (162 f). hera is recognizable by the broad greyish-brown transverse bands beneath rhich are
in niasica replaced by fine, black, several times interrupted transverse lines; the upper surface of the latter
form is to be seen from our figures where particularly the macula of the hindwing being reduced to a small
full-moon is distinctly noticeable. Island of Nias. — saronis Mr. (162 f) finally is the form from the Andamans;
the spot of the $ forewing has the approximate shape of that in insularis-§ (162 b), though it is not quite so
light; the spot of the hindwing is a curved, rather narrow and somewhat slanting small band. ■—- On the whole,
it seems as if the forms of this species vary rather much according to the season, and it is probably very
questionable whether all of them will be maintainable as distinctly separable forms.
C. bulis Dbl.
Hew. Like the thetis-iorms chiefly inhabit the Indian Continent, the insularis parti¬
cularly the islands, the Indo-Chinese-Japanese bulis are opposed to the Malayan-Philippine forms of sanatana.
The bulis have a straight, sometimes even somewhat concave margin of the hindwing from the anal angle to
the middle of the distal margin, as it is often found in diurnal lepidoptera as a common injury of the wings.
Nor does the upper surface ever exhibit such a uniformly red area as in most of the forms of thetis. The
typical bulis conies from the Himalaya, from Nepal, Bhutan, Sylhet, Gori, Kumaon and the adjoining parts
of North India.
with a dull red, $ with a white discal cloud on both wings. — discalis Mr. is the rainy
season form of bulis, much darker, the central clouds more hazy and less extensive. — dentata Mr. and angulata Mr. seem to represent the two preceding in the North-Western Himalaya, the former with rounded
wings as the rainy season form, the latter with angular wings as the dry season form. — stigmata Mr. from
the Mergui Archipelago, Burma (Tenasserim) is hardly separable from bulis; the variegated surface of the wings
is here rather broad; at the transverse vein of the forewing no black tooth. — fortunatus Fruhst. has a
narrower black anal margin of the hindwing, whereas the distal-marginal part of the forewing is broader black;
Tonkin, Siam; to the north the species extends across Yunnan to Central China where it reaches the palearctic
region and passes over into the scarcely separable East Asiatic form acuta Mr. ($ = truncata Mr.) being much
darker than the allied Japanese form japonica Fruhst. (Vol. I, t. 75c as acuta)\ as to this form and the
very similar tsushimana Fruhst. and as to the life-history of the species comp. Vol. I, p. 276. — Finally
another form has been described according to a single $ taken on June 15th near Kanshire in Formosa,
formosana Fruhst., which is said to approximate the preceding forms, but differs by the broad black distal
margin and the broader and longer red hue of the hindwing proceeding farther into the anal region.
C. sanatana Mr. (= phaedrus Hbn. nec F.) (162 g as santana). This species shows again more
the shape of wings of thetis with which it is also often confounded in collections; some
howrever, distinctly

bazilana.

jolona.

jopa.

minima.

sperthis.

pseudoinsu¬
laris.

felderi.
indosinica.

hera.
niasica.

saronis.

bulls.

discalis.
dentata.
angulata.
stigmata.

fortunatus.

acuta.
japonica.
tsushimana.

formosana.

sanatana.
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exhibit yet the part of the margin on the hindwing by which they approximate bulls. The typical form flies
in Java, but it is rare there. Such specimens correspond to the dry season form, they are rather large, the margin
latipicta. of all the wings is narrow in the <J, the costal margin in the apical region broader black. — latipicta Fruhst.
(162 g) is the dry season form of it; the black marginal band at the proximal margin of the hindwing broadly passes
over into dark shading which extends to the base of the wing. In the $ the discal spots are very large and
comparatively light ochreous-yellow; that in the hindwing extends at the apex to the costal margin, the
brown colouring in the anal part of the hindwing is not very dark brown, very much lighter than the basal
semilimba- part. — semilimbata Fruhst. (162 g, h, as limbata) is an intermediate form, probably flying in the beginning
ta. of the dry season, in East and West Java. Here the distal margin of the
hindwing is narrow but distinctly
black, in the $ the discal spots are more reddish-yellow, not so very light, the distal part of the whig more
honesta. sharply defined and darker brown. — honesta Fruhst. (162 g) is the Malayan form occurring in Malacca, Sumatra
and Borneo. It flies in some places together with the insularis-iorm sperthis from which it differs by the more
pointed anal angle of the hindwing and very distinctly by the discal spot of the hindwing reaching, as a small
light band, the costal margin before the apex, whereas in sperthis it is broadly separated from it by the brown
mala y lea. ground-colour. Moreover, the discal spots are not so broad as in the Javanese sanatana. — malayica Fldr.
seems to fly together with the honesta, and it is the name of all those
in which the brown basal colouring
(/e. of the hindwing is absent , which in honesta fills up the whole cell of the hindwing. ■— ge Fruhst. (162 e) has much
broader black distal and costal margins; the forewing and hindwing of the
is in the basal and inner-marginal
parts brownish by dark dusting. The black margin, however, is not so broad as in typical malayica Fldr. from
lay al lea. Malacca. — tagalica Fldr. (162 b) has very light red (more miniate)
in which the costal margin is but narrowly
bordered with black, the distal margin almost linearly so. tagalica only occurs in the Philippines; FruHstorfer
already ascertained that the $ figured by Felder to tagalica (= izabella Fruhst.) does not belong to the tagalicataga'lina. <$. — tagalina Fruhst. originates from North Borneo and chiefly differs from the preceding forms bv the
broader black distal margin of the forewing in the<J and the somewhat smaller yellowish- red discal spotkof
the
— In the habits the forms of this group apparently do not differ from the ihetis-iovms.

33. Genus: Apluiaeus Hbn.

syama.

pongulina.

ter ana.
frlgidus.

latipicta.

oris sana.

As to the extremely neat species of this genus being particularly beneath finely marked we refer to
Vol. I, p. 278. Opinions differ about the genus, since some authors combine with it the species of the genus
Spindasis Wallgr., whilst others separate the latter having 11 veins on the foreurng from the Aphnaeus
(showing 12). As to the subcostal system, the 1st subcostal vein is bent up before the centre of the wing and
is then soon fused with the costal. The 3rd subcostal vein rests with the upper radial on a short fork,
so that the upper discocellular is absent. The species are distributed across a very great part of Tropical
India, and proceed with but very few extreme forms into the palearctic region, but with numerous (about 25)
forms into the Ethiopian region where they occur particularly in South Africa in beautiful and large forms.
They approximate with some of these African species so much bigaritis acamas Klug (Vol. I, t. 75 i) that this
species is in fact sometimes reckoned to this genus, sometimes to Aphnaeus or Spindasis resp. In the IndoAustralian region they show a distinct centre of the range in the Himalayan countries in the valleys of
which as far as Ceylon to the south some species are also very common. Very numerous species established
by Moore, De Niceville and Butler are certainly only local or temporal forms of others, so that all these
forms can be reduced to but few species on the whole. The imagines prefer to rest on leaves with their
wings closed, so that their elegant silvery-striped under surface is very conspicuous.
A. syama Horsj. (156 h). Above the $ is black, the inner-marginal area of the forewing and the discal
area of the hindwing shows an intense violettish-blue reflection; anal spot scarlet. $ above brown, more or
less covered with a violet tint which is scarcely yet perceived in much flown specimens. The under surface
is characteristic in normal specimens, always showing a bone-white ground on which the silvery white stripes
are edged with black. The type originates from West Java. — pongulina Fruhst. originates from East Java.
The red subanal spot of the hindwing is less developed, the under surface of a still purer whitish-yellow, all
the border-lines of the silvery stripes more delicate, the 3 black dots in the basal part of the hindwing smaller
and therefore more remote from each other. Tengger Mountains, at an altitude of 600 m. — terana Fruhst.
A from Sumatra and Malacca shows a more reddish ground-colour beneath and the silvery streaks broadly
edged. The species flies there in some places together with the lohita-ioxm peguanus. ■— frigidus Drc. from
Borneo shows anomalies 'in the stripes beneath (which are reduced), but the author himself mentions
specimens exhibiting to the right the stripes differently arranged as to the left, so that the name probably
means only an aberration. — latipicta Fruhst. (156 h) refers to specimens from Indo-China (Tonkin).
But the ,,larger size“ stated by Fruhstorfer as difference does not come true in the figured specimen
designated by himself. Beneath the somewhat more abundant anal red of the hindwing may be the only,
rather insignificant distinctive mark. — orissana Mr. from Northern India, Assam. Here the stripes
beneath are bordered more with red-brown like in the lohita-iorms; the under surface is more dull yellow
than white. This form extends rather far to the north, proceeding in some places into the palearctic
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region, and the figure of syama in our Vol. I (pi. 75 h) will probably refer to this form. — Sepulveda Fruhst.
flies in West and Central China preferably on palearctic soil, only touching the Indo-Australian region where,
in the south of its range, it passes over to the preceding form; it is said to differ from the preceding form in
the pure white colour of the under surface and in its larger size. — formosana Mats. (156 h) is the Formosan
form, where the species is common. Upper surface darker violet than in latipicta, under surface of a purer
white. — negrita Fldr. (156 h) has still more dull reddish-yellow colour beneath; the silvery stripes are edged
neither with red nor black, but mostly with brown. Philippines. — ab. frigida Drc., in which the bands beneath
are reduced and irregular, is surely only an aberration, since 'there are species known exhibiting on the left
side a marking different from that on the right side. The form was described from Borneo, but there probably
occur analogous deviations also in other patriae. — (peguanus, placed to syama in Vol. I, p. 278, presumably
belongs to the next species).

sepulveda.

jormosana.

negrita.
frigida.

A. lohita Hsj. (157 a) I considered in Vol. I to be the species with more obtuse wings, whereas

lohita.

Fruhstorfer reckoned hereto all the forms with a red (instead of black) edging of the silvery stripes beneath.

-— The form himalayana Mr. (157 a) comprises the large specimens from the Himalaya, from where, however, himalayaI also received (from Sikkim) rather small specimens probably of the dry season. Ground-colour beneath dull
na•
yolk-coloured with a reddish hue on it. Sikkim, Assam. — concanus Mr. is the form not being rare in the Nilgiris, concanus.
from the southern parts of India; very near to lazularia, ground-colour beneath pale reddish-yellow, the silvery
stripes edged with dark crimson. The subbasal band of the hindwing beneath is composed of 3 parts; the median
cliscal band and the submarginal band are costally closer together, the submarginal band is straighter and
at its anal end the three are more or less confluent. — lazularia Mr., from Ceylon, is hardly separable from it, lazularia.
and according to Hampson, also occurs in the Nilgiris like concanus. $ above violettish-blue, with an azureblue basal part of the wings. Anal spot of hindwing orange-red. Under surface ochreous. Silvery bands Jieneath
edged with dark violet; these are on the hindwing 2 subbasal, 2 discal, 1 submarginal, and a delicate marginal
line. In some specimens the spaces between the bands beneath are of the same deep red colour as the bands
themselves. — seliga Fruhst. exhibits the surroundings of the anal lobe of the hindwing above extensively seliga.
orange-red, the under surface being of a pure yellow, the silvery stripes broadly and thickly bordered with
purple brown. Tenasserim.
batina Fruhst. (157 a) is smaller, the stripes beneath, owing to their being thickly batina.
bordered with purple brown, are so broad that the intensely reddish-hued ground-colour remains in but very
narrow outlines; the red anal spot does not quite reach to the ends of the terminal band. South Annam, in
the island of Bai-Miu, in January on blossoms. — panasa Fruhst. (157 a) is the intermediary form between panasa.
the two preceding forms, the red spot in the anal area above is very large, almost as in seliga, the stripes beneath
are somewhat finer and bordered with a blackish brown. Tonkin, Chiem-hoa, taken in August and September.
— rokana Fruhst. (157 a) is the race from Borneo, the $ above with a bright blue lustre, a large red anal spot, rokana.
the ground-colour beneath darkened by ochreous, the not very intensely silvery stripes edged with dark purple
brown. According to Druce, the species occurs in great numbers in Borneo; but as Druce quotes Staudinger
who takes lohita to be the preceding form, this statement is untenable. -— senama Fruhst. (157 b), from Sumatra senama.
and Malakka, has much smaller
with a reddish-yellow under surface, the silvery stripes bordered with
light red. In the $ the anal spot above is less extensive. -— Larva greyish purple brown, finely white-spotted,
each ring with a black transverse band and a white lateral streak; on Convolvulaceae. Pupa brown. — De
Niceville states not to be able to find essential differences of the single forms, such as lazularia, himalayana
etc., from the nomenclatural form, but he separates concanus as a distinct species; in Vol. I, pi. 75 b, I have,
in accordance with Staudinger, treated the species as syama. The imagines are in many places rather common
and prefer settling on low thorn-bushes, with their wings entirely or half closed; Longstaff reminds us of the
fact that the imagines of Aphnaeus by their closed wings being seen from above represent the figure of a Campodea- or Lepisma-like insect. The reverted anal lobes are then the eyes, the fine small tails the antennae, whilst
the real antennae seem to be the bristles of the tails of the insect. Thereby the appearance of the insect is quite
reverse, and the insectivora seeking the imago’s head hold the oval lobes and the tails of the hindwings of the
Aphnaeus in their mouths, which tear off directly, whilst the imago being otherwise unhurt flies off. — To this
species peguanus Mr. (Vol. I, p. 278) would then belong, with a darkened reddish under surface, and the bands peguanus.
bordered with a bright light red.
—

A. vixinga Hew., according to Druce, is a large form from Borneo, recognizable by the very dark
colouring beneath; distinguished from lohita and syama and their Borneo-forms resp. by the small silvery stripes
being quite differently arranged. I do not know this species.

vixinga.

A. rectilineata Fruhst. on the under surface entirely resembles lohita (157 a), but the cell of the forewing
exhibits a rectilinear, somewhat club-shaped basal streak, without the distal hook of lohita. The subbasal
spots of the hindwing beneath are not united to a coherent band, but are distantly remote. The under surface
may be light or reddish yellow. On the upper surface the $<$ do not exhibit such a bright blue reflection as
the two preceding species. Java. -— rubicundus Fruhst. (157 b) from Borneo has above a larger red anal spot
of the hindwing, beneath the bands are very broad, intensely silvery, with not such light red borders.

rectilineata.

IX
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rubicundus.
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A. zoilus Mr. (157 a) is in the marking so very similar to some lohita, that

zoilus.

form of it, as has been stated in Vol. I, p. 278.

Leech

took it to be the

But the Ajohnaeus-ionn figured there (pi. 75 h) as zoilus is,

zoilus has thicker bands beneath, of which,
however, those in the forewing do not approach the hind-margin so much as in lohita, and above all the proximal
bands of the hindwing in zoilus are much more compact, intense, and their components more fused than in lohita,
according to

not zoilus, but the following species,

Fruhstorfer,

where they are often separated, sometimes even divided into single spots.
Fruhstorfer,

A. takaonis

takaonis.

According to this conception of

the genuine zoilus is confined to the Andamans.
Mats. (= zoilus Seitz. Macrolep. I, p. 278) is another extreme with regard to the bands

being dissolved beneath.

Large, with broad silvery bands though narrowly edged with dark, in the basal area

ducalis. entirely broken up into spots.

This species is palearctic, known from Japan (Hondo). —

ducalis Fruhst. (Vol. I,

pi. 75 h, as zoilus) exhibits all these qualities of the nomenclatural form still more intensified; Sze-chwan, but
near Chang-Vang, it probably crosses the frontier of the Indian faunal region.

— zebrinus Mr. which was

stated to be the zoilus-iovm. of Ceylon, seems to be a scarcely tenable lateral form. The chief differences from

lohita, which are said to consist in all the bands beneath of zebrinus starting broadly from the costa, in lohita
and zoilus, however, narrowly and a little below the costa, do not seem to be plausible, takaonis and ducalis
are apparently not common.

A. zaffra Nic. (156 h).

zaffra.

mentioned in Vol. I, p. 278.

This species,

which also occurs in

the palearctic Kashmir,

was therefore

Its chief range, however, are the (non-palearctic) hot valleys of South Kashmir,

Masuri, the Naini and Kulu valleys, moreover Kumaon, for which reason we have figured it here. The species,
however, is decidedly of palearctic character, with a light, almost whitish under surface and narrow, dissolving
transverse bands.

The $ exhibits (at least in the type) a large, cloud-like orange spot enclosing a small dark

spot on the forewing above.

A. nipalicus Mr. is allied both to ictis (i. e. according to

nipalicus.

to its form iunulifera) and to the

Moore,

following rukma. But from the former it is said to differ in the bands of the under surface being of a brighter
colour and thereby more contrasting with the lighter (sulphur-coloured) ground, whilst it differs from rukma
in the presence of silvery scales within the bands beneath (which are absent in rukma) and in 2 dark basal
spots on the hindwing beneath.

Unknown to me, nor has

he Niceville,

at whose disposal there was a very

abundant Indian material, seen the form, and as it is said to occur also in Sikkim besides Nepal, it is doubtful
whether they may have been aberrative specimens of ictis.

A. rukma Nic. is above almost exactly like zaffra (156 h), but the under surface is distinguished

rukma.

by the transverse bands being hardly darker yellow than the ground-colour being somewhat darkened by
sani. ochreous, and without any silvery scales.

beneath are cinnamon-brown.

Sikkim.

— sani Nic. is quite similar to the preceding, but the bands

From Bhutan; described as a distinct species, because one specimen was also

found in Sikkim, where also rukma occurs; but it is probably only a form or aberration.

A. rukmirsi Nic. is very closely allied to zaffra, but the bands of the dull light yellow under surface

rukmini.

are narrowed down to very narrow small stripes, the proximal ones being only yet indicated by small dots.
Sikkim. -— It may only be the winter or alpine form of another species from the group of zaffra.

A. abnormis

abnormis.

Mr.

Above dark violettish-brown, the base below the costa dull greenish-grey; hindwing

just as greenish-grey or blue.

Anal lobe dull ochreous-brown.

Under surface dull ochreous-brown, forewing

with 3 indistinctly defined, oblique, very feebly silvery transverse bands and a submarginal line.
with a similar median transverse band and a less distinct marginal band.

Hindwing

The species, however, is apparently

very rare; from Coonoor in the Nilgiri Hills.

A. greeni Heron, is the most similar to abnormis, but in greeni the shape of the wings is more angular,

greeni.

the distal margin steeper and the apex less pointed; the hindwing is less extended.

above lighter and less

blue than in abnormis so that the colouring is to a certain degree similar to that of Polyommatus baeticus, the
bright ochreous-brown of the anal lobe of abnormis being absent in greeni; in the former the under surface of

<$

and $ are equally coloured, much redder ochreous than in greeni. The bands of the under surface are yet distinctin greeni. whilst abnormis shows but very faint traces of them.
of 6000 ft.

A. fusca

fusca.

Pundaloya, taken at an altitude

Mr. (157 b) is pretty nearly the smallest species of the genus;

vulcanus, since the
width.

35 mm.

$(§

the upper surface recalls

often exhibit on the forewing above distinct transverse stripes varying in number and

The under surface is pale yellow, traversed by numerous, very broad, yellowish-red transverse bands

being finely bordered with dark and silvery centred.

On the whole the species is very similar to vulcanus, but

so far only known for certain from Ceylon; it flies in Colombo in the ,,Cinnamon Gardens44, i. e. where these
gardens used to be; also in Kandy, near Pera-deniya etc., in June and July, single and not common.
vulcanus.

A. vulcanus

F. (

=

etolus Hew., tigrinus Mr.) (157 b) is rather a small species recognizable by the

very narrow and dull silvery stripes of the under surface extending in broad yellowish-red, finely dark-edged
bands. The forewing above exhibits in the costal half parallel, sometimes anastomosing ochreous small transverse
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Southern India and Ceylon, in the Tiger Mts. (Nilgiris), single though not rare. — bracteatus Btlr., bracieatus.

from Mhow in the Himalaya, taken from June till October.
bands as strongly developed as in the

The upper surface of the <$ exhibits the ochreous

the hindwing is paler, the bands from beneath showing through as

dark grey stripes. Beneath the wings are of a creamy ground-colour, not so dull as in the nomenclatural form;
the bands are finer and darker red, so that the silvery axes are more prominent. The 5th band of the forewing,
being connected with the 6th in vulcanus, is separate liere. — In javanusFn^sk, from Sukabumi in West Java, javanus.
on the contrary the stripes beneath are broader and more blackish-brown; it flies at an altitude of 600 m.

A. ictis Hew. (= schistacea Mr.). Above the dark ground-colour shows a small reddish-yellow cell-

ictis.

end spot and a red anal spot; beneath the ferruginous-brown transverse bands are so broad that this colour
predominates, the original creamy ground-colour only appearing yet in 3 or 4 narrow transverse lines. — The
small yellowish-red spot on the forewing may vary a great deal; in typical ictis it is a reddish longitudinal patch;

ceylonica Fldr. it is mostly a small transverse spot, but such specimens are by no means confined to
— In lunulifera Mr. (157 b as lunijera), from Sikkim,, it forms a crescent *).
maximus Elw. is a very
large form from Burma. —- In khurdanus Mr., from Calcutta and the Orissa District, the $$ above exhibit a

in ab.

Ceylon.

—

ceylonica.
lunulifera.

more dark grey ground-colour with a rather large orange spot of the forewing, whereas the AS are above
spotless. The under surface is quite different from that in ictis, being rather uni-coloured dark reddish ochreousbrown, the stripes not contrasting so much with the ground-colour.

—

nubilus Mr., presumably only a season-

nubilus.

form, has a similar, more sand-coloured under surface, but according to de Niceville also in the $ a very
small discal spot on the foj'ewing above.

-

trifurcata Mr., from the Himalaya, is not sharply separable from

trifurcatci.

typical ictis, because the marks of distinction vary rather frequently; the colouring above in the A is violettishbrown, -the basal area of a more bluish-grey tint than in typical ictis, the orange spot of the forewing is very
large and divided into 3 lobes by dark embedments. —

ictina Fruhst. (157 b) is quite similar, the

A with a very ictina.

intense blue lustre, the discal spot of the fore wing upwards distinctly three-pronged, the anal spot of the hindwing
extending along the hind-margin as a narrow stripe.
very different districts. —

The latter forms may apparently occur aberratively in

uniformis Mr. which is probably only the discal-spotted A form of elima Mr. (being

uniformis.

normally spotless in the forewing above), is beneath almost quite uni-coloured earthy brown with a slight e^maruddle-red tinge, the transverse bands being but very feebly marked, their colour not really contrasting with
the ground-colour. Fruhstoreer considers both to be ,,extreme forms of the dry season11, whereas de Niceville
presumes them to have but one generation in Kashmir (i. e. in its palearctic part with a short summer-season).
— The imagines of this species being not rare are particularly in India and Ceylon often met with on thistleheads.

34. Genus: Apliarftfs

Riley.

This genus has recently (1925) been separated from the Cigaritis, because the latter was confined to
the two species allardi Oberth. and zohra Donz. with numerous forms. The Apharitis differ from the Cigaritis in
the shape of the wings, the forewing being almost exactly triangular with a smoothly cut-off distal margin.

The colouring is rather much like that of the Cigaritis owing to the dark, filled stripes beneath, whilst the structure
approaches that of Spindasis. The type of the genus is A. epargyros Eversm.

A. epargyros Eversm. was placed as a synonym to acamas Klug in Vol. I, but it differs in the

epargyros.

spot in the cell 6 of the fore wing never being white as it is invariably in acamas-, above all the hind-margin
of the forewing is deeply excised; besides there are also differences in the male genitals. Baluchistan to Kurdistan,
Kirgiz Steppes, and Kulja.

A. acamas Klug. The typical form occurs in North East Africa and the adjoining Asiatic countries, such
hypargyros Btlr. (vol. I, p. 279) occurs in Afghanistan and Baluchistan
through the Punjab as far as Karachi and Sindh.
chitralensis Riley, more in palearctic Kashmir, is much

as Arabia and Syria, whereas the form

acamas.
hypargyros.
chitralensis.

deeper ochreous than hypargyros, the black markings being more prominent and more diffuse, the submarginal
band anastomosing with the marginal band, the costal white being reduced to a dot.
as in hypargyros but darker and more intensely bordered with black.

Beneath the stripes are

From Nagar in Chitral, at altitudes of

4 to 9000 ft. — The larva which in Vol. I was supposed to feed on Astragalus, lives on Cassia, it is fawncoloured with a mahogany-coloured head and dorsum of the collar, of the same colour are dorsal and lateral
lines as well as dots on the 4th to 9th rings.

On the

12th ring the dorsum exhibits lateral appendages

from which sometimes a fleshy tongue is protruded, which probably serves as an ant-organ.

A. Hlacinus Mr. (= aestivus Swh.). The

is above pale brown, with a violet reflection, and a blackish Ulacinus.
cell-end spot of the forewing; on the hindwing the anal lobe is red with a very small black, silvery marked
centre. Beneath light ochreous-brown, in the cell of the forewing 2 black rings, at the cell-end a band widening
* To this scarcely denominable aberration belongs also the J figured as „ictisi( in Vol. I, pi. 75 h.
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below; otherwise the marking strongly recalls hypargyros. $ above brown, without the violet reflection. India:
MhoWj Malda, A common small form of the dry season, being larger though rarer in the rainy season.

35. Genus: Ogyris Dbl. u. Hew.
This genus containing about 20 forms exhibits in the colouring of the A A the most magnificent blending
we know amongst lepidoptera, surpassing even that of most of the Morpho and the blue lustre of all the Arhopala.
When flying about in the sunshine, the AS sparkle like precious stones, and their blue radiance is the most
magnificent when they are resting on the shrubs of Leptospermum and Melaleuca, with their wings half opened
and generally their heads down. Most of the species are reported to fly very high above the ground and to
come seldom down, on the Murchison River in West Australia, however, a species flies on plains which are
almost only covered with shrubs. The genus is purely Australian; only 3 species extending to New Guinea,
but on the continent the Ogyris seem to be scarcely absent in any large district. It has also been observed
that the genus has of late been colonizing new districts.
Although the Ogyris belong to this fauna which is distinguished by its old forms, yet they are undoubtedly
one of the very youngest lepidoptera! groups. The species, the habits of which we know, feed as larvae on
Loranthus, a mistle-like parasite. Also the larva itself lives in symbiosis, as many Lycaenidae do, and different
species of ants, such as Camponotus and Aecophylla, have been ascertained watching over them. The small
larvae, having left the trunk of the Loranthus-bush, are directly looked for by their guard of ants and speedily
brought back again. The small larvae feed at night, whilst in daytime they keep in hiding in the chinks of
the bark or at the foot of the trunks. The pupa is in the usual Lycaenid way held at the cremaster and by
a sling of thread round the middle. The imago is mostly seen playing round the crowns of the Eucalyptus trees
in the height of summer.
By their shape and colouring the Ogyris strongly recall the Arhopala, particularly the under surface
shows their general macular bands and the transverse streaks in the cell of the forewing. The body is robust,
the antennae gradually thickened, the hindwing at least in the A<S mostly strongly dentate and at the anal
angle frequently extended into a broad, sometimes lobular tail. The fore wing is broad with a pointed apex
and in the A sometimes somewhat concave distal margin; the lower median branch starts somewhat behind
the centre of the cell. — Bethune-Baker whose arrangement we follow here, has dealt with the genus in a
monography.

0. idmo Hew. (A — orontas Hew.) (161 g).

idmo.

The A is above violettish-brown, almost like otanes-A
(161 g). but the under surface shows brighter bands, particularly the dark postmedian band is broader, the
distal part of the cell is more intensely intermixed with blue; $ with a white, above oval, beneath band-shaped
preapical spot of the forewing. West Australia.

u-atcrhou-

0- waterhouseri B.-Bak. is very similar and seems to represent the species in Victoria. Distinguished

seri. from typical idmo chiefly by the shape of the wings.

In the forewing the costa is more bent and the distal
margin in the centre somewhat produced, whilst in idmo-A it is almost straight; beneath the chain-band extends
differently from that in idmo, disappearing in the darker coloured disc of the forewing.

otanes.

halmaturea.

0. otanes Fldr. (161 g) is very similar to the preceding, somewhat smaller, the under surface more
monotonous, the blue markings in the cell of the forewing are very fine, in the distal part of the cell a somewhat
pierced black spot with blue contours. The chain-stripe of the fore wing is composed of 5 spots with adjacent
traces of a sixth in the submedian area. The $ exhibits behind the cell-end of the forewing instead of the white
oval of idmo merely a small yellowish, sometimes pierced patch. South Australia. —- halmaturea Tepp. is
said to represent the species in the Kangaroo Island; it has rounder margins of the wings, an obtuser apex of
the forewing, and the distal margin of the hindwing is broader brown. According to Waterhouse and L yell,
however, the form is not to be separated from otanes. The imagines fly briskly round the bushes of Melaleuca
and, according to Tepper, they are rather timid.

meeki.

0. meeki Rothsch. (161 g) is beside the following the largest species of the genus. Hindwing at the
upper median branch with a broad and long tail. Hindwings beneath more with scattered spots than with
bands. A above uni-coloured dark violettish-brown; $ not yet known, presumably with 3 tails on the hindwing.
New Guinea (Milne Bay).

faciepida.

0. faciepicta Strd. (161 g) is very near to meeki, likewise large, the under surface of a more violet
tint, the small transverse bands of the cell of the forewing narrower and shorter, the spots in the centre of the
hindwings more united to chains as in zozine. German New Guinea.

zozine.

0. zozine is a very variable species. The $ does not only look different from the S> as the other
Ogyris do, but it is dimorphous and occurs in blue and violet colouring. This blue colouring also varies inasmuch
as southern specimens exhibit bright green lustre, whereas northern ones are of a beautiful sky-blue. The
preapical spot of the $ may likewise vary in size; it increases in extent the more the habitat is situate to the
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This variability has led to a rather complicated denomination having frequently caused confusion,

zozine Hew. ($ = genoveva Hew.) (161 f. g as zosimt) is the typical form from South Queensland as it occurs zozine.
regularly near Brisbane.
purple brown with a lighter, greyish-brown marginal area of the forewing. $ with
a bright blue lustre, the bone-coloured preapical spot is oval and rather short. — duaringae B.-Bak. refers to
in which the violettish-blue colour above extends close to the margin, where the broad light area is replaced
by a narrow, velvety black stripe. -— ab. magna B.-Bak. is an unnecessary name for particularly large $$
(with an expanse of up to 7 cm) occurring amongst typical specimens in Queensland. — From there to the
north (near Cairns, Townsville, Mackay, Port Darwin) flies the form typhor. Wat. <£■ Ly.; <$ with a broad
brown marginal part of the fore wing and a broad brown-costal and hindmarginal area of the hindwing; in
the $ the white spot of the forewing may be still much smaller than in zozine, the disc of the wings lustrous
or also somewhat darkened blue. — ab. iberia Wat. & Ly. are dimorphous $$ of this form with a violet disc
of the wings. — On the contrary, southern specimens from Victoria and partly already from the surroundings
of Sydney exhibit in the male sex an intense violet lustre as far as the jet-black distal margin; the $$ are
more metallic green than blue and have a larger, more band-shaped white spot on the forewing; this form is
called araxes Wat. & Ly. Violet $$ of this form have not yet become known, whereas those of the typical
zozine-iorm have been denominated zenobia Wat. & Ly. — The greenish egg being flattened above is deposited
on Loranthus cerastroides or linophyllus, near the place where this parasitic plant is settled. Larva in its adult
stage dingy ochreous-yellow 2 2 to 3 cm long, in its juvenile stage (according to Dodd) like a shield-louse
and light brown. Pupa dark brown, of the usual shape of the Lycaenid pupae, secured on a stone or a piece
of bark etc., mostly near or on the soil. The imagines fly in November and December round the Eucalyptus
trees, mostly at a considerable height. — As long as the larvae are guarded by ants, the enemies keep aloof
from them. But as they frequently hide below bark, they are then often stung, particularly by the Braconid
Protapanteies rufiventris Bingh.

duaringac.
magna.
typhon.

iberia.

araxes.
zenobia.

y

0. aenone Waterh. has the approximate size and shape of faciepicta (161 g), but the upper surface aenone.
of the $ exhibits a magnificent Morpho-blue lustre. The costa of the fore wing is black, at the apex broader,
enclosing there a small blue costal spot, the distal margin and the cell-end spot extending to the costal black
are black, too. Under surface dove-coloured grey, the cell of the forewing with black spots edged with light
or bluish; hindwing somewhat darker with 3 faint basal spots, the middle row of spots being isolated; $ less
lustrous and not so light blue as the
and with broader dark margins; before the apex, close at the costa, a
small white, bluish-tinted spot. Beneath, between the black cellular transverse spots, orange-yellow embedment.
Hindwing more brightly spotted brown than in the $. Expanse of wings: <$ 52, $ 54 mm. Queensland: Cairns,
Kuranda, Cooktown, Thursday Island.

0. abrota DU. & Hew. (162 a). The $ is easily discernible by the violettish-blue lustre of the upper abrota.
surface, but above all by the under surface where the forewing is quite black excepting the distal-marginal
and apical parts and some small white transverse bands in the cell. In the $ the forewing exhibits a very
large oval discal spot occupying almost the whole central area and appearing quite similarly also beneath, no
other Ogyris known showing a similar one. South-East Australia, to the north as far as Brisbane. — Egg almost
globular, of a dim white. Larva on Loranthus pendulus, yellowish-brown, always guarded by ants. The antorgan is behind on the sides of the dorsum and secretes small roundish drops which are greedily absorbed by
the ants. The larvae being 2 cm long in their adult stage are easily afflicted by fungitis.

0. ianthis Waterh. is easily discernible by the $ showing a bright orange-yellow upper surface; the ianthis.
<$ is above lustrous light blue with a broad black distal margin, the costal margin being narrower black. Under
surface grey, the cell of the forewing with 3 black spots between which there are small light grey and bluishgrey transverse bands. In the orange-yellow $ the black margin is still broader than in the $. — Egg light
yellow with a reticulate upper surface. Larva in daytime in ants’ nests, living on Loranthus cerastroides; rosyochreous. Pupa reddish-brown. Apparently so far only found in the surroundings of Sydney.
0. aurantiaca Rbl. is unknown to me; in the shape similar to faciepicta, but above bright orange-red, aurantiaca
the broad black distal margin proximally dentately defined. Beneath the forewing exhibits a broad orangeyellow hindmarginal half. <$ not yet known. British New Guinea.
0. olane Hew. (= catharina Fldr.) (161 f) is one of the smaller species; the $ has above almost the olane.
whole distal halves of the wings black as well as the whole costal area; the proximal parts of the wings are
violettish-blue. $ similar, the forewing beneath with 7 small costal transverse bands, the two distal ones of
which are whitish-grey, the others light blue. — Larva on Loranthus pendulus, similar to that of abrota, but
behind with a black dorsal spot. The imagines are not rare, in spring and autumn, in South and East Australia.
Spry states that this species is not guarded by ants and is also often parasited.
0. barnardi Misk. is easily recognized by the $ exhibiting only the size of olane, but a brown upper barnardi.
surface with an intense violet lustre, whilst in the $ only the centre of the wings is yet violet, all the margins
being broad black. The under surface is marked like that of olane (161 f), but the ground-colour of the hind wing
is darker. Queensland: Emerald; Stradbroke Island (near Brisbane).
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0. oroetes Heiv. (161 f as oraetes).

oroetes.

By Dr. A. Seitz.

Whilst the $ is to be recognized directly from the figure, the

d1 is characterized by an extremely bright sky-blue lustre with a delicate lilac reflection and a very fine black
marginal line which is slightly thicker than in O. hewitsoni
margined than in our figure of heivitsoni.

(161 f), the apex of the

being hardly broader black-

The under surface of the <$ exhibits the same scheme of markings

as in the figured $. North Australia: Derby (Western Australia) and Queensland.

0. amaryllis Hew. (162 a). The very lustrous light blue forewing of the $ is characterized by the

amaryllis.

black distal margin being mo.vp than 3 cm broad, which, however, is absent in the hindwing.

The forewing

beneath is similarly variegated as in the $ which has above a very broad, proximally irregularly defined black
marginal part. Beneath the band-marking is rather confused, as if the bands in the disc of the hindwing would
roll up into a ball. The typical form flies round the frontier of Queensland and New South Wales, near Brisbane,
hewitsoni. and on the Richmond River.

— hewitsoni Waterh. (161 f) deviates above very much from the type, the

being

quite brilliantly sky-blue, without a black margin of the forewing (with a but very fine marginal line), but
the $, the marginal band of which is in the type as much as 5 cm broad, has here the black colour only
meridiona- 1 mm broad in the hindwing and 3 mm at most in the forewing.
North Queensland. — meridionalis
lis. B.-Bak., the type of which is before me from West Australia, has the most beautiful brightest and most brilliant

blue of all the forms of Ogyris; the black marginal line is extremely fine, the fringes with white tips; in the
$ the black marginal band is almost as broad, about twice as broad, as in hewitsoni.
to that of the other forms, in the $ with red in the cell.

Under surface similar

This form is doubtful, since the specimens from the

different districts seem to differ from one another; some have frequently been treated as ,,oroetes“; the form
is mentioned from Western and Central Australia as well as from Queensland (Emerald) and Victoria (Dimboola).
Egg rosy grey, larva in its early stage greenish, later on dark grey, on Loranthus linophyllus.

The imago

seems to be rather common at its habitats.

0. iphis Wat. & Ly. is somewhat larger than the preceding species, of almost the same bright blue,

iphis.

though distinguished by the black margin of the forewing being about 1 mm, in the apical part, however, more
than 3 mm broad.

The $ exhibits in the forewing a broad black margin enclosing near the apex a rather large

orange spot directly at the costa.

The under surface of the $ does not show any orange spots in the cell of

the forewing, but behind its lower angle, between the radials and the upper median branch. Kuranda in Queens¬
doddi. land. — In the form

doddi Wat. & Ly. the apex of the $ forewing is not broadly margined with black, and the

costal orange spot of the $ is extended into a longitudinal patch.

Besides the $ forewing beneath is intensely

tinged with yolk-colour from the lower cell-wall almost to the margin. Northern Territory.

Group of Theclini.
Referring to what has been said on p. 930 with respect to the classification, we begin here with the
last Lycaenid division.

Excepting but very few genera (such as Deramas, Poritia) nearly all the Theclini are

tailed; some have several tails, in which cases the appendages of the hindwings may frequently be considerably
long, as in Cheritra, Ticherra etc. Otherwise the shape of the wings, in spite of the immense number and varia¬
bility of the genera of this division, is uncommonly homogeneous. The forewing is invariably very broad, with
a greatly bent costa, an entirely straight, rarely feebly convex, long distal margin, and quite straight hindmargin.

Also in the marking the upper surface of the wings in most of the genera is arranged according to

the same scheme and the colouring dark

brown with

reddish-yellow brilliant spot in the disc of the forewing.

or

without a cover of blue scales, with a mostly

Like in the Lycaenini, also in the members of this

group the chief marks of distinction are to be found on the under surface of the wings, since the upper surface
itself is in most cases entirely failing (e. g. in Arhopala). This behaviour will be understood when we consider
that the Lycaenidae represent the phylogenetically youngest sprout of the Rhopalocera, which fact also explains
the great uncertainty encountered in fixing both the genera and species.

In the American Theclini this uncer¬

tainty is so very confusing that all the attempts of dividing the almost 1000 forms of American Theda into
a great number of surveyable genera, have been given up. They must take recourse there to erecting so-called
survey-groups, and also in the Indo-Australian fauna there are numerous genera which strictly speaking are
hardly anything else but such a makeshift.

It is quite impossible to say, whether e. g. all the genera of the

Arhopala-group ((Surendra, Amblypodia, Mahathala, Thaduka etc.) are better combined in one single gigantic
genus or split into a great number of genera or subgenera, as Moore and others have suggested, who desired to
retain and facilitate the survey of so stupendous a material.

The lustre of the metallic colours, the heliophily,

the delight in blossoms and honey of the Lycaenidae, the food of the larvae (mostly high-growing blossoming
plants), the shape and habits of the larvae, their symbiosis with Hymenoptera, which has even produced certain
peculiar organs, all this proves the Lycaenid branch to be quite a recent lepidopteral branch in which the
cruder anatomical divergencies could not yet take such a firm root as in old lepidopteral families having passed
through a long period of generations.
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The Theclini are not only exteriorly characterized by the tails of the hindwings often exhibiting a
monstrous length and by the long distal margin of the forewing, but there are also some evident differences in
the habits of the Theclini from those of the Lycaenini and Chrysophanini. First of all, the Theclini do not
occur in masses as e. g. the Zizera and Polyommatu-s do in India and many Lycaena in European meadows or
clover-fields. The Thecla, Zephyrus, Rapala, Deudorix, Bindahara are partly also common lepidoptera; but
I had never any occasion of observing that the air above the sunny roads seemed to scintillate with them as
in India of the great number of Zizera dashing along above the-soil, that the Thecla or their allies were crowding
in great numbers round the pools on the roads, as for instance in the Alps the Lycaena, that all the bushes
on sunny slopes are alive with male lepidoptera as in China the Catochrysops strabo and in many places of Southern
Europe and of Asia the Polyommatus baeticus. On the contrary, many Theclini are of a very rare occurrence,
and even of genera being rich in species, such as Poritia, Camena etc., sometimes hardly one specimen is to
be seen for years. The hypothesis frequently heard that all the species of insects are common if only one succeeds
in advancing to their right habitats, certainly does not come true in many Theclini, as little as in the notoriously
rare Erycinida, or some Agrias in America, of which in fact only a limited number of specimens seem to exist.

36. Genus: Surendra

Mr.

This genus initiates the Arhopala-group with which it has been frequently united.
hereto, all of which inhabit the Indian Continent and the Sunda Islands.

12 forms are reckoned

Forewing with a bent costa and a

straight, in the d even often somewhat concave distal margin which makes the apex appear very pointed.
Hindwing partly tailless, at the margin dentate, or also with 3 tail-appendages. The distinct separation from
the genus Arhopala is rather difficult; but the shape of the egg of Surendra is said to be quite different from
Arhopala, more than in Thecla.

S. quercetorum Mr. (= vivarna Hew. nec Hsj.) (149 a).

The upper surface of the d may be quite querceto-

monotonously dark brown, without any blue; such specimens are known from the Khasia Hills for which,

ruw

however, they are not characteristic. In most of the cases, however, the dd are above suffused with blue (in a
similar way as the figured d of vivarna) but with a more violet reflection.

Discernible from vivarna Hsj. by

the under surface being without any white bands or small spots; the under surface of the d is almost just as
unmarked dark brown as that of our figured $ which is above invariably of a dull dark brown, almost as beneath.
British India, particularly in the Himalaya. — In ab.

discalis Mr., described from Ceylon, though not characte-

discalis.

ristic for that district, the blue colour in the d above is confined to the centre of the wing, whilst the $ is above

biplagiata Mr., described from Madras, has a greyer under surface, which may
be due to the dryness of the habitat. — neritos Fruhst. is the form from Tonkin (Chiem-hoa), described as a

tinted with ochreous. — ab.

Uplagiata.
neritos.

form of quercetorum, but presumably it is more correctly reckoned to vivarna. Shape of the wings more roundish
than in Indian forms, hindwing above black without any blue. Both wings beneath in the d and $ more uniform,
lighter grey, without the brown bands through the hindwing, the black dentate lines hazy and their white proximal
bordering faded. -— The imagines fly all the year round in hot districts, they are common at their habitats
and like to rest on low bushes.

S. vivarna Hsj. (149 a).

According to Bethune-Baker, chiefly distinguished from the preceding vivarna.

by the white markings beneath which are absent in quercetorum. This species represents the latter in the south.
The typical form originates from Java. —

amisena Heiv. (149 a), from Sumatra and the part of Malacca opposite

amisena.

it. The d shows instead of the small tail of the hindwing very short small dents which are sometimes indicated
also in the $ though only traceably.

Here the wings above show a slight lilac lustre duller in the $ than in

the d; in many $$ it has disappeared altogether, so that the upper surface appears to be uni-coloured dark
brown. -—

agdistis Fruhst., from Nias, has a more distinct white median band on the hindwing beneath than
polowna

Sumatran specimens, and the verdigris scaling at the anal angle of the hindwing is more extensive.

—

agdistis.
polowna.

Stgr., from Borneo and Palawan, is said to differ in the small tails being replaced by minute knobs, which,
however, may vary at the same locality; but polowna is said to lack entirely the metallic greenish scales at
the anal angle of the hindwing beneath. —-

latimargo

Mr., from the Andamans, is smaller, with shorter wings, latimargo.

and the blue of the d above is very much reduced, on the hindwing there are only traces of it.
represents the natural bridge to the preceding form. —

This form

samina Fruhst., from Celebes, on the contrary, is some-

samina.

what larger than vivarna, similar to latimargo, on the d hindwing without blue, on the forewing with reduced
blue; beneath light grey, the white marking of the hindwing distinct, but without the verdigris scales at the
anal angle of the hindwing. ■— The species is not rare.

S. florimel

Doh. (150 a) is very similar to the preceding, recognizable by the hindwing being rather florimel.

sharply angled in the centre of the margin and being beneath almost entirely uni-coloured dark brown, but
in the centre with a bent chain of whitish spots, and before the margin with a series of light spots being at the
anal angle metallic scaled and dark-centred. —

stimula Nic. is said to be merely founded upon an especially

stinuda.
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Frithstorfer

it may still be the type

of

a local race.

Burmah, Java,

37. Genus: Iraota Mr.
This genus structurally differs so much from the other genera of the Arhopala-group that it is difficult
to understand, how it could be inserted into it by the monographers. The forewing of the 3 has the triangular
shape of the forewing of Deudorix or Rapala; of the convex margins of the wings of the Arhopala the $ at
most exhibits a slight trace. Owing to this fact the flight of the imagines in Iraota is much more energetic,
faster, almost whizzing, in contrast with the preceding genus and the following genus. The thorax is very
strong, the hindwing tailed; the larvae are wood-louse shaped, the pupae are bossed on the thorax. The 33
fly searching along the roads and the outskirts of the forests and then mostly settle down on the same spot
on their beats; if their favourite flying-places are known (e. g. the cemeteries in Hongkong), one may easily
capture numerous specimens. According to Niceville, they are generally found near Banana-trees, which
I am able to corroborate, although this gigantic tree is so common in the tropics that but few good meets are
known where this tree is not to be found near by.
I. timoleotl Stoll (= nila Koll. nec Dist.) (149 a). The imago has in many districts 2 different forms.
timoleon is the form of the dry season, from South China, flying quite similarly in the greatest part of the
Himalaya as far Kashmir and even in its palearetic part, for which reason the species has already been mentioned
in Yol. I. p. 275 and figured there on pi. 75 c, though a form is figured there in which the abundant white
maecenas, marking beneath has disappeared, as is the case in the dry season form maecenas A. (161 e). The figure of
timoleon on pi. 149 a is the copy of a specimen which I captured at the very end of the rainy season, in October,
so that the beginning dry season may have already had some effect, for specimens of the real rainy season,
exhibit still more white, particularly a large, dually-lobed silvery spot round the upper cell-wall in the hindwing.
From this form to such timoleon exhibiting almost no markings at all beneath there occur all kinds of transitions,
but not everywhere, and in Ceylon, near Bangalore, Calcutta and Bholahat there occur, according to de Niceville,
only maecenas. The species also varies much locally. Typical timoleon and maecenas — but also all the interarsaces. mediate forms — fly in China and Northern India. -— In Southern India we find arsaces Fruhst.; 3 above
of a much brighter, more lustrous metallic blue, $ entirely suffused with blue. Beneath the white marking
is less distinct with blurred contours, particularly also the dually-lobed subbasal spot which is more obliterate
boswelliana. and covered with brown. The anal angle of the hindwing shows more metallic blue scales. — boswelliana Dist.,
from Malacca and Sumatra, is a form of maecenas with a very abundantly white, ochreous, and blue marked
accius. under surface, and above uni-coloured dark brown $$. — accius Fruhst. (161 e), from Borneo, scarcely differs
lysippus. from it. Here the 3 above shows a deeper blue, and a greyer (instead of red-brown) colouring beneath. •—- lysippus
Fruhst., from Nias, is recognizable by the much larger, posterior (subanal) brown spot of the hindwing, around
rochana. which the white median band extends in a large bow. —- rochana Horsf. (161 e) nec Mr. is the Java-form, whilst
aenus. aenus Fruhst. is the dry season form of it. Here the upper surface is lighter metallic blue, the black distal margin
ottonis. is broader than in North-Indians. Under surface darker red-brown, more profusely black-speckled.
ottonis
Fruhst., from Palawan; smaller, beneath marked similarly as boswelliana, but the white marking duller, more
lazarena. reduced. — lazarena Fldr. (149 a, b) has above not very extensive but nevertheless intensely lustrous blue
areas; beneath the ground-colour is very dark trunk-coloured brown, not so red-brown as in typical timoleon
from China. From the Philippine Is. (Mindoro). — Fruhstorfer separates from these specimens such from
boholica. Bohol : boliolica. in which the $$ are above without any blue and beneath provided with a continuous, not
johnsonia- interrupted white subcostal stripe of the forewing. — johnsoniana Holl., from Celebes, like the Celebes-races
na- of other species, is a particularly large form; beneath dark blackish-grey instead of red-brown. The black median
band of the hindwing is also distally very broadly bordered with white. The white subcostal streak of the
forewing and the subbasal streak of the hindwing are narrower, but the submarginal band of the forewing
is more distinct, completer. Typical johnsoniana-$$ show above large blue discal spots; but there are also
erla. $$ being above quite brown = erlaFruhst. (161 e). — pandara Fruhst., from Siam, differs from boswelliana from
pandara. Malacca in the neat white marking on the wings beneath, and the red-brown instead of black colouring of the
median row of dents in the hindwing. The subanal region of the hindwing is narrowly greyish-brown instead
mangolina. of broadly yellow; the small blue anal spots are obsolete. ■— mangolina Fruhst. has no blue in the basal part
of the forewing and a darker, more purely white-marked under surface, whereby the form differs from johnsoniana
from South Celebes. From Sula-Mangoli. — As to the larva and habits of I. timoleon cf. Vol. I, p. 275.
timoleon.

—

I. distanti Stgr. ( = nila Dist. nec Koll.) (161 d, as nileia) has the wings shaped as in Arhopala, but
the colouring and marking of Iraota. The anal part of the hindwing has a more rounded margin; the
blue above extends much farther towards the margin than in any form of timoleon-, the under surface
exhibits a bright ruddle-red tinge and all the white spots are small and equably distributed across the
surface of the wings. It is much smaller than the preceding; 3 39 to 40, $ 41 to 42 mm. Malacca and
nileia. Sumatra. — nileia Fruhst. (161 d as nila), from Borneo, differs from distanti in the 33 above exhibiting

distant).

Pull. 12. IV. 1926.
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bright ruddle-red tinge and all the white spots are very small and equably distributed across the surface of
the wings. It is much smaller than the preceding; A 39 40, $ 41—42 mm. Malacca and Sumatra. •
nileia
Fruhst. (161 d as nila), from Borneo, differs from distanti in the AA above exhibiting lustrous green instead
of blue streaks between the veins; the $$ exhibit beneath a larger, darker brown costal spot, and the small
white and blue punctiform spots are more distinct; from the Kina Balu.
—

—

I. aurigena Fruhst. is the only Iraota hitherto known from New Guinea. A above deep blue with a
narrow black distal margin. Beneath dark red-brown forewings with 3 sharply defined, browmish-red median
bands and a brownish-red marginal band; before the latter light grey irroration. Hindwing before the margin
likewise irrorated with grey, distal margin whitish, hind-margin vermilion. Both wings with conspicuous gold
spots of a very bright gloss and a somewhat greenish reflection. German New Guinea.

nileia.

aurigena.

38. Genus: JHorsfieldia Filey (Amblypodia auct.).
This genus is difficult to fix by the neuration, for which reason it is not universally acknowledged and
considered to be more a so-called survey-group. Separated from the preceding by the much broader forewings
—■ also in the A- Body less robust, costal margin of forewing already at the base strongly bent, hind-margin
almost as long as costal margin, wdiereas in the A A of Iraota timoleon it is hardly 4/5 the length of it. Hinclwing
also more circular, distal margin more uniformly bent. On the under surface most of the species distinctly
show the protective colouring of a dry leaf the middle rib of which is imitated by an oblique streak from the
apex of the forewing tq> the centre of the hind-margin of the hindwing. — The egg (of narada) is large,^covered
with white, coarsely granulated, with a stopped-up hexagonal reticulation. The larva is of the usual woodlouseshape of the Lycaenid larvae, being broad in the middle, with a small head and an obtuse anal joint; the seg¬
mental indentations are distinctly developed; on the sides of the body there are few small short bristles. Pupa
uncommonly long and flat with a roundish top end, a centrally bossed thorax, and very slender pointed abdo¬
minal portion. — It appears to me not unlikely that all the forms known of Horsfieldia belong to a single
species which is widely distributed and varies a great deal. — The genus was formerly called Amblypodia, but
N. D. Riley proved that Horseield, the author of the name Amblypodia itself, has denoted his third group
(apidanus-group) to be typical for the name Amblypodia, whereas ,,narada“ stands in the first place, being
thus regarded as not typical by Horsfield himself. — This statement, indeed, abolishes a name having been
used for almost 100 years.

H. narada Hsf. (150 a).

The species is easily recognised by the leaf-marking of the uniformly brown
under surface and the short stump of the tail on the hindwing. The northernmost form inhabiting the southern
part of Continental India is dina Fruhst.; it differs from the typical narada occurring in Java in the pale violet
upper surface of the A which exhibits a very large light red anal spot. Under surface yellowish-brown, basal
half with groups of distantly separated dots. Not rare in the Nilgiris; also in the plains, near Metupalayan and
as far as Madras, besides in Bombay and Assam. — taooana Mr. (A = arracana Sm.) differs from Javanese
narada and from anita in its larger size; the upper surface shows a very bright lustrous blue, and the black
marginal band is broad. Beneath both wings are violettish-ochreous, the transverse macular bands and the
basal groups of spots are distinct, the stripe in the forewing is strongly bent. From Tenasserim. -— anita Hew.
(= narada Nic. nec Hsf., erichsoni IF. Alas, nec Fldr.) (148 a), from Siam, has the stripe of the forewing
more parallel to the margin; its continuation on the hindwing is slightly undulate and in many Ao proximally
bordered with a silvery grey. — andersoni Mr. is the form from the Mergui Archipelago (Sullivan Island), smaller
than taooana, both wings above ultra-marine, the black marginal band narrow; hindwing beneath quite similarly
marked as in taooana, but of a darker shade. — fara Fruhst., from Sumatra, is larger, with rounder wings than
typical narada; A °f a lighter and brighter blue; under surface like that of the preceding form, of a very dark
Colouring, with prominent whitish-grey, band-like irroration before and behind the submarginal stripes of
the hindwing. This Sumatran form varies according to the season; specimens from the dry season exhibit a
violet reflection on the blue above, and beneath they are yellowish-grey, those of the rainy season, occurring
also in alpine districts, are above more azure-blue, beneath brownish-violet; to the latter form also the Niasspecimens are reported to belong. •— salvia Fruhst., from North Borneo, has above a narrower marginal black
part than fara, the blue of the upper surface is darker and more lustrous. Under surface blackish-grey, more
monotonous than in fara. — orla Fruhst., from the Tengger Mts. in Java, being therefore a form of narada
narada, exhibits already a slight resemblance to Indian dina; upper surface violettish-blue, with a narrow
black distal margin. Under surface varying from yellowish-grey to reddish-grey, finely dotted black; taken at
an altitude of about 2000 m.
naradoides Mr., from Ceylon, is likewise violet above, though with a broad
black margin; round the anal part of the hindwing and the small chestnut-brown tail some whitish irroration.
Under surface violettish-brown, with blackish transverse bands and basal dots, the part round the base of the
little tail in the A hrorated with whitish, in the $ tinged with orange. Another form of this Ceylon-race are
—
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larger specimens with a deeper violettish-blue upper surface and a narrower black margin; under surface of
<$■ chestnut-brown, of $ violettish-brown; from the Kottawah Forest near Galla (Point de Galle). The latter
forms are presumably occasional deviations or dimorphous forms (as de Niceville already presumed) which
damna. are hardly dependent on certain localities. They have been denominated darana Mr. and are presumably a
hainana. subordinate branch of anita Hew. described from Siam, just like hainana Crowley which is to be recognised by
its size and described from Hainan. — Fruhstorfer presumed still more undescribed local forms from the
Andamans (which have been made known in the meantime), from the Sumba and Sula Islands, where narada
andamani- occurs everywhere. The Andaman form andamanica Riley is in the $ above more blue than violet and
ca- has a darker under surface. In the $ above the blue areas are likewise more extensive. As such fine distinctions
were formerly not made, we find the Ceylon-race sometimes denoted as narada or anita or erichsoni. — The
erichsoni. most distantly remote is erichsoni Fldr. nec W.-Mas. <£• Nic., from the Philippine Is., which is rather similar
to anita, but in the <$ above of a magnificent blue. — Another form is known from the Moluccas (Batjan) :
batjana. batjana Riley. Above also in the B with a very broad black margin, recalling plateni', but whilst in the latter
the proximal border of the marginal band runs almost straight ly, it is strongly curved in batjana. In Celebes
confusa. (Macassar) the form confusa Riley flies; in the
above the blue is thinner, lighter, more confined to the proximal
plateni. parts of the wings. -—- plateni Riley is the easternmost form; separated from narada narada, salvia, and
erichsoni by the great extent of the black margin occupying the whole costal area of the forewing from
the costal margin to the upper cell-angle, the whole apical part of the wing, and being even at its narrowest
place (in cell 1) more than 3 mm broad, so that the black colour covers more than the whole distal halves of
the wings. Under surface tinged with greenish, otherwise marked like erichsoni. The $ has above only on the
forewing a large blue spot, whilst the hindwing is but slightly scaled with blue. Apparently confined to Mindanao.
— Larva light green, dorsum whitish with distinct dark indentations and a dark dorsal line. Head black, neck
and terminal rings marked dark; on young shoots of Olax. Pupa light green, shaded darker. The insects are
rather common in most of their habitats, particularly in Ceylon, near Kandy; they fly rather swiftly, like an
Arhopala, and prefer settling down on leafless parts of twigs, with their wings closed, resembling a dry leaflet.
I have never seen them resting with their wings widely opened, as the Arhopala amantes flying at the same
place. Repeatedly I also observed them in gardens near Colombo. They only fly for short distances.
annetta.

anna,
faisina.
fabiana.

eberatda.
elga.

H. annetta Stgr. (148 a) is probably only the representative of the preceding species in the Moluccas
and in parts of the Papuan District. Easily discernible from the narada-forms by the reduced blue areas of
the upper surface and the different shape of the hindwing, the margin of which is more convex and the small
tail of which is more slender at the base. Typical annetta come from Batjan (Moluccas). — From Amboina
and Saparua anna Stgr. is known, the S of which has a more lavender-blue upper surface and a more intensely
marked under surface; the $ exhibits a greenish reflection on the blue upper surface. •— faisina Rbb. from the
Bismack-Island Faisi is smaller, and both wings beneath are crossed by a broad light band. —- fabiana Fruhst.
is above darker blue than faisina, the blue area of the forewing is more distinctly defined against the marginal
black; beneath light grey with a broad, distally undulately defined median band and a black submarginal band
which is proximally bordered with whitish-grey on the hindwing. The somewhat lustrous golden spots in the
anal part of the hindwing of faisina are here grey and broader. Waigeu. — eberalda Fruhst., from Kaiser
Wilhelmsland, shows the basal part of the wings above dark violet, whilst the under surface is dark brown
with an obsolete black median band; in the $ the tinge of the under surface is more reddish. -—- elga Fruhst.
from the Island of Obi, has a more extensive and intensely lustrous light blue basal part in all the wings instead
of the dull dark violet in annetta. Beneath it is light red-brown instead of blackish-brown.

39. Genus: Apporasa Mr.
This small genus exhibits a shape of the wings different from the genuine Arhopala *). The hindwing
Sends a broad triangular continuation at the end of the costal margin in front, so that it projects into a light,
somewhat glossy area on the corresponding place of the forewing beneath.

M. atkinsoni Doh. (147 g). The shape of the forewing of this species differs a little from the others

atkinsoni.
in

the two dents at the margin below the apex, upon which peculiarity

Moore

founded the genus Apporasa

(1884). Upper surface brown; on the proximal half of the wing there is a metallic blue gloss; the costa of the
forewing is spotted white. Beneath the hindwing shows confused markings, whilst the forewing shows the
costal transverse bands being usally found in the Arhopala. Both sexes are very similar, but the q is somewhat
smaller and the blacker basal part removes the metallic violettish-blue farther towards the centre of the wing.
Burmah, Tenasserim; rare.
*) We keep up here the name Arhopala, since Ambtypodia is ambiguous.
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Separated from the preceding genus by the shape of the forewing and the subcostal not having 5
but 4 branches, from the following genera by the rather broad spatulate tails of the hindwings. The only Indian
species known of this genus could just as well as many other species of the Arhopala-group be considered as
congeneric with the following species.
M. ameria Hew. (150 a). Typical ameria exhibit in both sexes a small tail being at the end somewhat
spatulately widened; in our figure, where this appendage of the wing was a little turned, it is not so conspicuous
as it is in nature. The under surface is so characteristically banded that our figure makes mistakes impossible;
the blue above varies very much according to the season and locality, in the $$ also in the single individuals
(Beth.-Baker). Typical specimens come from North India (Calcutta). The blue of the upper surface is dull,
and in the ^ if extends a little beyond the centre of the wing. —- zistra Fruhst., from Siam, has a somewhat
more extensive and lighter blue than the North-Indians generally exhibit ; otherwise, however, it approaches
them so greatly that many authors do not distinguish the two forms. -— hainani B.-Bak. (149 b) (in the figure
of which the spatulate shape of the tails is more distinctly visible) has the blue in the forewing extended to the
last quarter of the wing, whereas the costal margin and hind-margin are blackish-brown. From Tonkin, Hainan,
and the part of South China opposite the latter island. —• formosa Fruhst., from Formosa, is beneath still darker
than hainani; above the blue colouring does not extend so far as in hainani which the form resembles otherwise.
— ariadeva Fruhst. (= ameria Dist.) has above a much narrower black margin, which in the $ scarcely occupies
a quarter of the wing; Malacca, Sumatra; — javana Fruhst. has a still narrower dark margin of the wing and
a very brightly radiant blue; beneath the hindwing and the apical part of the forewing are intensely tinged
with white. Java. -— All the forms of the species exhibit on the under surface the bands of the costal part
only indicated by small light spots in the cell. It is remarkable that the $$ seem to be taken here much more
frequently than the SS-

ameria.

zistra.
hainani. ■

formosa.

ariadeva.
javana.

Note: Another species —• M. gone Drc. from Mongolia — is mentioned in literature to be closely allied with ameria. gone.
It is founded upon a single specimen and entirely unknown to me. As it ought to have been mentioned in the palearctic
part, I append its original diagnose here:
,,Allied with ameria, above dark violettish-blue with much broader black margins. Fringes, small tail, and anal fold
in hindwing tan-coloured. Beneath the forewing is dull greyish-brown with lighter cross-bands and markings than in ameria,
but the ultramedian band is broader, straighter, and not angular at the costa as in ameria. Hindwing uniformly yellowish
stone-coloured with minute black dots, those on the veins generally being the largest. 2 dull black irregular spots, in a line
near the base directly below the median, the largest at the rise of the 1st median branch. Some spots of pale reddish
small scales, the most densely arranged near the base. Head, thorax, and abdomen above black, beneath yellowish; antennae
black. 17/10 inch (= 47 mm).“

41. Genus: Thatfuka Mr.
This genus contains but 1 species which is at once recognisable by the three tails of the hindwing.
Separated from the likewise three-tailed Iraota by two of these 3 small tails being spatulate here.

Th. multicaudata Mr. (150 b) looks above almost like an Iraota lazarena (149 b), the blue of the multicauda-.
forewing being more extended towards the costa; the under surface is rather more like that of Mahathala hainani
(149 b), but much more variably marked and without the costal tooth before the apex. Easily discernible from
both by the 3 tails of which, however, but 1 is pointed (not all 3 as in Iraota), whereas the other two are
spatulate tails. The colouring beneath is brownish wine-coloured, with dull greenish, somewhat metallic
lustrous markings. For a long time only the $ was known; only later on the two sexes were found to be very
similar. Described from Upper Tenasserim, later on also discovered in the Nilgiri Mts.; Moore calls it ,,an
extremely rare species of a very limited range”.

42. Genus: Amblypodiil Hsj. (Arhopala auct.).
This large genus which might be divided into numerous subgenera had for almost 100 years retained
the name Arhopala given by Boisduval in 1832, until N. D. Riley (1922) proved that Horsfield had already
3 years before denoted the apidanus-gicoup, which undoubtedly belongs hereto, to be typical for his Amblypodia,
so that this name has the priority. — The genus is characterized by a blue (rarely green) glosss of magnificent
radiance on the upper surface of the AS and by the under surface being crossed by chains of dark spots generally
edged with a light colour. Generally there are 3 such spots behind each other in the cell of the forewing,
frequently also in that of the hindwing. The wings are always very broad, the forewing almost invariably with
a convex distal margin and often strongly curved, almost convex costal margin, so that the costal lobes of the
costal margin partly cover the head, at least the eyes. The hindwings are partly tailed partly not tailed; some
show 2 pairs of tails or also a distinct anal lobe. The exterior of the species is somewhat similar to the Ogyris;

ia‘
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but in the Amblypodia the 1st, 2nd and 3rd subcostal branches rise from the upper cell-wall; the 3rd bifurcates
shortly before the apex, but just as in most of the Lycaenidae the neuration of the forewing sometimes varies
in the sexes or even individuals of the same species. Moreover, the species of the genus are unmistakable. Then’
range is almost entirely confined to the Indo-Australian District; one centre seems to be situate in India, on
the southern slopes of the Himalaya, another centre in the Indian Archipelago in Borneo. In the Papuan District
the number of species decreases rapidly, and there are only 4 species that reach the Australian Continent. On
the other hand, about 5 or 6 species penetrate to the palearctic region at its south-eastern frontier, but they
do not advance far to the north. — The larvae are oblong oval, flat, somewhat woodlouse-shaped, with very
bristly sides, mostly green with brownish or pink spots, one of which is generally saddle-shaped on the dorsum.
They live on various plants, such as Schleicheria, Hopea, Xylia, Lagerstromia etc., and are mostly visited by
ants. The imagines are generally found only in single specimens, but certain species (e. g. amantes) gather at
certain hours round a bush on which they bask with their wings half opened, affording a most magnificent
sight. Neither are they shy. Certain species I never saw drinking from flowers, whilst others prefer blossoming
seed-fields where they sit so fast, with their wings closed, that they are easily captured, When at rest, they
sit in the bushes, often very far in their recesses, or on the underside of leaves, with their wings closed, in which
case they are very difficult to recognise owing to their resemblance with dry leaves. In spite of the delicateness
of the colouring above, the imagines are not very sensitive to injuries, and in the beginning of the flyingperiods one may generally obtain numerous faultless specimens. They neither fly in dense forests, but in gardens
(e. g. in the so-called ,,Cinnamon Gardens14 near Colombo) and on bushy slopes or on roadsides. The disagreement
of the observers , who state that the Arhopala (= Amblypodia) number among the most radiant phenomena
of the tropical world, or (according to Martin) are by no means conspicuous and show but little of their beautiful
metallic blue, is in my opinion due to unfounded generalization: all the species with an intense violet tint look
plainly dark, whereas the lustrous light metallic species, such as the sky-blue A of acetes or the golden green
eumolphus are of a conspicuous radiance. Besides, a certain love-making and the habit of basking after heavy
rainfalls with the wings opened seems to be the motive that the imagines, which otherwise invariably rest with
closed wings, give play to their colours. — They seem not to drink from wet places on the roads, for which
reason they are only found on being scared up, as Martin and de Niceville state. After having been scared
away from bushes they only fly for short distances. Once when I captured the first of 5 A. amantes basking
on a low bush, the others flew in different directions, but all returned to the same bush or quite near to it, so
that I easily captured all 5.
hercules.

leo.
herculina.
stymphelus.

phalaerus.
tyrannus.
sophilus.
afranius.

A. hercules Heiv. (149 g).

Above the A is deep ultramarine, of a pure colour though with but slight
lustre. In the typical form from Celebes the under surface shows an intensely lustrous greenish tinge, only
the postmedian transverse band is well developed, quite straight; proximally to it some scattered spots. -—- In
the form leo Drc. the under surface looks as if it were hoary or tarnished with greenish mildew or blight, the
postmeclian band of the forewing is irregular or torn; New Guinea. — herculina Stgr. (148 a, as herculinus) is
above brighter blue, and the under surface is but feebly greyish hoary, the median band quite irregular. Waigeu.
— styniphelus Fruhst., from Batjan and Halmaheira, is somewhat smaller than the types from Macassar,
beneath dark greenish-grey, the metallic colouring at the anal angle of the hindwing is faint; the $ which is
in typical hercules above blue except the margin of the wing, is only in the basal parts of the wings yet of a
dim blue. — phalaerus Fruhst., from Jobi, has beneath a more deeply greenish-grey base of the hindwing
and a widened median transverse band. -—- tyrannus Fldr. may be a separate species, but Beth.-Baker placed
it as ,,var.“ to hercules; beneath without any hoary tint, and with much darker cross-bands; the $ is above
without any blue; it is uni-coloured dark brown. Halmaheira. — sophilus Fruhst. is from Obi, smaller than,
specimens from Halmaheira, beneath lighter greyish-brown, the cross-banc! narrower and somewhat bordered
with whitish; the $ above sometimes shows traces of blue in the disc. — afranius Fruhst. has somewhat more
roundish wings, and shorter and broader tails of the hindwings. Beneath the dark places are duller, particularly
the cellular spots are less deeply dark, the bands and spots on the whole broader than in tyrannus; from the
Aroa River in British New Guinea.

A. ate Hew. -(150 b).

ate.

above violettish-blue, but covered with a dark shadow and therefore not
brightly glaring; the $ is unknown to me. Beneath the cross-bands are very straight and, like the scanty small
proximal spots, surrounded with a light colour. Only from Amboina, where the species is apparently rare.

philander.

A. philander Fldr. (= periander 8m.) (150 B a) looks beneath almost like a small tyrannus, but the
postmedian band of the hindwing beneath is before the base of the little tail curved towards the hind-margin
which it almost reaches. The spots and bands are distinctly light-edged. Distinguished from the similar meander
(147 f) by the uniformly brown under surface with a narrower transverse band, from hylander by the transverse
band in the hindwing not being flawed. Batjan, Halmaheira.

hylander.

A. hylander 8m. (150 B a) is very similar to philander, but distinguished by the quite irregular transverse
band on the hind wing beneath. Biak.
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A. eurisus Drc. (150 B a) is recognisable by the lighter and more silvery tint of the upper surface, eurisus.
in both sexes; otherwise rather similar to philander. Salomon Is., New Britain. — tindali RhL seems, according tindali.
to Bethttxe-Baker, to be merely a darker form of eurisus.
A. meander Bsd. (= menander Hew. i. tab.) (147 f) is above in the male deep dark blue. Beneath the meander.
spots of the proximal half of the wing is larger, rounder, and the white bordering is more distinctly prominent
in the shape of distinct rings. The postmedian transverse band of the hindwing ist in the $ three times inter¬
rupted, in the $ which is beneath more red-brown, at the places of interruption strongly notched. — ab. appianusappianus.
Gr.-Sm. denotes specimens in which the costal part of the cross-band of the hindwing beneath is almost twice
as broad as the distal part. — In ab. adherbal Gr. Sm., the ground-colour being densely darkened, flows across adherbal.
the upper part of this band, so that the contours of the latter are entirely effaced and the whole under surface
is of a brighter red-brown tint. — The form madytus Fruhst., from Queensland, is above lighter bluish-violet, madytus.
Beneath particularly the forewing shows dark longitudinal stripes on the hoary whitish-grey ground. — gazella gazellu.
Fruhst., from New Pomerania, exhibits more brightly blue-coloured $$, and the under-surface is of a deeper
red-brown with a slight violet or purple reflection, the metallic spots of the anal region are of a magnificent
emerald-green gloss. —- anicius Fruhst. is the most similar to appianus; here the white, hoary covering of the anicii
under surface is particularly intense, so that the very narrow longitudinal stripes extending in the direction
of the veins are very prominent; Salomon Is. — The typical form of this species is distributed across the Malayan
Archipelago, particularly its Papuan parts, in New Guinea. Bethune-Baker’s statement that the species
is found in New Zealand, is a mistake, for Mioko which is mentioned as habitat belongs to New Lauenburg,
where the species actually occurs. I also doubt the statement that the following species (from Port Blair) is
only an aberration of meander.
A. constanceae Nic. (150 B a) is founded upon a single $ from the Andamans, being above brightly
lustrous dark blue with rather equally broad black margins. Beneath it is compared with ate which, however, it
resembles very little. The under surface is rather similar to a small micale (149 f), though darker, the spots
of the forewing more ring-shaped, and the postmeclian band of the hindwing more curved.

constanceae.

A. amytis Hew. (149 f). Wings above of a wonderful morpho-blue colour with a very intense gloss; amytis.
the $ has a but slightly broader black margin than the figured <$. Beneath much more variegated than most
of the species, but of a variable marking. The species is easily recognisable by the whitish ground-colour beneath,
which is particularly conspicuous in the $ and extends across the cell of the hindwing and through the sub¬
terminal areas of both wings. This colour greatly contrasts with the purple brown of the proximal half of the
forewing and of the hindmarginal portion of the hindwing. The marking beneath in the A somewhat approximates
that of hercules. Queensland and Duke of York Island. — cyronthe Misk. (= cryonthe B.-Bak.) is the insular form cyronfhe.
of it from the Darnley and Murray Islands, which, however, also occurs as a single aberration at Cape York.
Here the wings above are dark silvery blue, with a violet tint, more than in madytus. — ribbei Rob., from the ribbei.
Aru Islands, is beneath like the typical form, but above profusely purple blue or violettish-blue, the forewing
in the G with a very narrow dark margin; the $ is above somewhat paler blue and of a more violet tint. This
form also occurs singly among the other forms of amytis and was already taken in Waigeu, Key, also in New
Guinea (near Ati-Ati-Onin). — In the Key Islands also the form leptines Fruhst. occurs, being beneath somewhat leptines.
similar to centaurus (150 a), but above showing the same morpho-gloss as typical amytis. — In androtion Fruhst., androtion.
from the Yule Island, the bluish-white areas of the ground-colour in the apical part of the forewing and in
the disc of the hindwing are particularly distinct, but they may vaiy a great deal in specimens from the same
district. — selymbria Fruhst. seems to be the form generally occurring in Waigeu, distinguished by the very selymbria.
fine black border of the forewing from continental amytis. The postmedian band of the hindwing is not very
conspicuous. Like many species, also some forms of amytis have dimorphous $$ which may be above sometimes
more deep blue, sometimes more violettish-blue.
A. aexone Hew. (147 g).

This species is at once recognisable by the almost equably darkened under
surface, whereby the hindwing is without any marking from the base to the marginal area. $ above lustrous
silvery morpho-blue, towards the costa of the forewing .tinted purple; ; $ above slightly darker blue than the
$, with a broad black margin. Waigeu. — herana Fruhst. is the form from German New-Guinea; larger, the
light parts on the forewing beneath more confined, but in the hindwing more extensive than in specimens from
Waigeu.
notanda Fruhst. is likewise larger than the typical form , with a very fin£ black margin of the forewing
above in the (J; the $ above shows more distinct black longitudinal stripes of the hindwing. Beneath the lighter
submarginal parts are more intensely covered with reddish. Fergusson Island and Kiriwina. — chrysoana
Fruhst. is larger than aexone from Waigeu, the under surface more blackish-brown; the metallic green areas
beneath in the cell of the forewing and the anal region of the hindwing are more prominent; the greyish-yellow
zone of the hindwing is narrower and more distinctly defined than in the typical form; from Halmaheira. Although the marking of the under surface of this mostly Papuan species seems to differ very much from the
other Amblypodia, yet single specimens are reported, in which traces of the crossband of the hindwing and
of the discal spots can be found out by the ground-colour covering them.

aexone.

herana.

ndtanda.

chrysoana.
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A. cidona Fruhst. Described according to 2 $$ from the Entrecasteaux Is. $ above as light morphoblue as amytis, but the black margin of the wings is much broader. Under surface the most similar to that
of philander (150 B a), but the bands are narrower; ground-colour, a pale brown, similar to that of alkisthenes.
Fruhstorfer presumes this species to be the representative of the Australian amytis (so that it might yet
be considered a local form of it) and to be the form which Bethune-Baker mentions as amytis of an uncommon
size“.

sophrosyne.

A. sophrosyne Gr.-Sm. (150 Bb), from the Salomon Is., has in the $ forewing, which is above of a
lustrous sky-blue, the costal area darkened by ultra-marine, whilst in the $ the costal parts of all the wings
are black. Easily discernible by the under surface where we notice in the chestnut-brown proximal parts of
the wings small ring-spots distinctly surrounded by white.

micale.

A. micale Blch. (149 f) is above very similar to sophrosyne, on the wliole perhaps somewhat more

superba.

ultra-marine, and the forewing in the costal area somewhat more violettish-blue. The under surface lacks the
intense brightening in the distal part of all the wings; the spots are larger, more irregular and in the hindwing
surrounded by brown, not white. New" Guinea, Moluccas. — superba Bob. is beneath in both sexes browner,
in the $ above the black margin of the wings is broader and more sharply defined. Described from Batjan,
but according to Baker also found in other Moluccas and not tenable as a local form.

kiriwinii.

A. kiriwinii B.-Bak. (149 b) resembles very much centaurus, particularly on the under surface which
is intermediary between the latter and micale'. Of the 3 spots in the cell of the forewing beneath the proximal
one is by far the smallest. Easily discernible from centaurus by the light, intensely bright blue of the upper
surface in the
the $ is still lighter blue, but on both its wings the costa and the margin are broad black.
From Trobriand and Fergusson Is.

centaurus.

pirithous.

pirama.
coruscans.

pseudocentaurus.

nakula.

centenitus.

cervidius.

eupolis.

asopu-s.

alkisthenes.

A. centaurus F. (= helus Godt.) (150 a) is one of the most beautiful and also most common species
with a very wide range. The upper surface of the
exhibits an intense dark blue sometimes tinged with
violet, with a great extensive shine; particularly when the imago has its half opened wings turned towards
the sun, which the insects do especially after sudden rainfalls. Beneath the species is easily recognised by its
regular marking as is wrell seen from our figure. Individual aberrations are of frequent occurrence, and besides
we also distinguish two groups of local forms. A northern form which, beside the typical centaurus F. from
the continental south of India and the Himalayan countries, contains yet pirithous Mr. found more to the
east, beginning from Sikkim, and distinguished from typical centaurus extending to Malacca only by somewhat
more intensely black margins of the blue colour above in the $. ■—- The southern forms are found in Ceylon,
where the imago is very common, flying particularly at greater altitudes and in Kandy, where it even comes
into the gardens of the town. The form has been separated as pirama Mr. exhibiting above a decidedly different
blue: more ultramarine in the G, violettish-blue in the $. - cotuscans W.-Mas., from the Andamans, has been
separated yet from Ceylon-specimens as a local form, but according to Bethune-Baker it is not tenable; it
is said to differ from the others in the blue colour exhibiting in the basal district a green reflection. — pseudocentaurus Dbl. (= amazona Pag.) is the common Javanese form which, however, also flies scarcely changed
in Sumatra and Borneo; of a lighter and more radiant blue than typical specimens, without the intense violet
tinge, but not so light lustrous as coruscans. — nakula Fldr. is a form from the Sunda Is., which was brought in
particularly great numbers from Nias. It is charaterized by a more distinct marking beneath, particularly
the postmedian bands in the forewing being very dark brown, and also the centres of the cellular dots are very
prominent. This rather large form may be more confined to certain seasons than to certain countries, and
seems to prevail especially where there is no real dry season. — Another Sunda-form centenitus Fruhst. is
said to be much larger and darker blue than Sumatran and typical specimens of centaurus from the Continent.
Beneath more abundantly mixed with grey, with an almost twice as broad verdigris subanal spot. Pulo-Tello
(Batu Is.).
cervidius Fruhst. looks in both sexes like centenitus, being thus darker blue than nakula from
the Sunda Str., but the black marginal band of the $ is much broader. Under surface with stronger longitudinal
bands being more intensely edged with yellowish or greyish-white. — Still farther to the south occurs eupolis
Misk. (149 b) being above very deep violet with a slight purple gloss. The black distal margin is here in the
$ broad on the forewing, narrow on the hindwing. Queensland, as far as Cairns and Mackay, but it
apparently does not reach New South Wales anymore, though it occurs in the Key Is. — asopus Wat. db By.,
likewise from Australia, but ee more western form, shows almost quite purple brown $$, on the upper surface
of which we only notice yet a blue gloss at the bases of the wings. — Larva green, on the dorsum a cinnamonbrown saddle-marking; laterally also marked brownish. The larva itself is oblong-oval, clothed with rather
short hair, and with a blackish lateral line; on Schleicheria and other plants. The imagines are easily and
often in great numbers beaten from bushes; I never found them resting very high on bushes, as Wade
states.
—

A. alkisthenes Fruhst., from Friedrich-Wilhelmsland, approximates the centaur us-forms, but it has
broader and rounder wings than the eastern forms of this species. $ much darker bluish-violet, also the $$
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above more extensively blue with a narrower black margin, as in Javanese centaurus. Beneath light greyishbrown, but without the light grey parts of the genuine centaurus-The bands are more faded, similar to
leptines. The dark anal spot is larger than in centaurus, more like that in l ep tines and androcion, the verdigris
place at the anal angle is narrower than in Javanese centaurus.

A. aniantes Hew. (= apella Swh.) (147 f) is one of the largest and most brilliant species.

Similar
to the centaurus, but the <$<$ above are as light lustrous as the form coruscans of the preceding species. Under
surface more variegated, the spots deep red-brown and distinctly surrounded with light, on a light greyishbrown ground. Distributed all over India and the Archipelago as far as Timor and Babber, but not touching
New Guinea or Australia. In specimens from India and Ceylon the postmedian band beneath is interrupted
behind the cross-vein, which is said not to be the case in Timor-specimens. Typical amantes are found in Ceylon;
I found numbers of them in June in the Cinnamon Gardens of Colombo, where all the specimens seemed to
be quite freshly developed. The specimens from South India (= apella Swh.) are not separable from them.
—- In Java and Sumatra, however, where the species is apparently much rarer than in Colombo, the species
is smaller; the blue colour above is somewhat lighter, more like that of a Morpho, and the black distal margin
is still finer. The under surface is of a lighter, almost greyish-white ground-colour with narrow dark grey bands
which are more distinctly edged with whitish ; this is: aphobus Fruhst. •— onetor Fruhst., from Surnba and Sumbawa, is again somewhat larger and of a more lustrous blue than Javanese. The $ has a broader margin of the
hindwing, and the under surface is darker brown than in aphobus, the red-brown bands are not so distinctly
bordered with white, so that this form seems to be nearing again more the Ceylon specimens. — araxes Fldr.
(149 e), from Celebes, Banka, and the Sula Is., is of the size of the preceding species which the under surface
resembles, though the postmedian transverse band of the forewing is not distinctly interrupted behind the cell.
The upper surface of the $ shows almost the deep dark blue colour of the continental forms of centaurus, but
the whole proximal parts of both wings are of a bright light blue (,,morpho-blue“). In the $ the upper surface
is dark brown, the forewing with a medium-sized, the hindwing with a larger light blue discal spot, which in
the forewing extends to the centre of the wing, in the hindwing a little beyond it. — From this West-Celebes
form Fruhstorfer separates grandiosa from East Celebes, which is said to exhibit a similarly magnificent
blue of the upper surface as the Australian forms of amytis, and the ?? of which are said to have a narrower
marginal black, particularly on the hindwing; from the Bonthain. — The larva is very similar to that of cen¬
taurus, but the hairing is longer, the saddle-spot on the dorsum is lighter brown, on the middle segments golden
yellow. On Xylia dolabriformis, Lagerstroemia microcarpus, and other iilants. Pupa like that of coruscans,
green, with a ferruginous brown abdominal part. — Rather common; near Colombo the most common species.

amantcs.

aphobus.
onetor.

araxes.

grandiosa.

A. aglais Fldr. (150 Bb). Above in both sexes similar to centaurus, but beneath there is above the aglais.
brown colour a distinct violet reflection which is particularly prominent in the distal part of the hindwing.
The first postmedian band of the forewing beneath is broader than in araxes (149 e), the markings beneath
are more distinctly surrounded with white. From the Philippine Islands, from where specimens taken from
April till September are lying before me, from Vigan, Zambales, Camiguin, and Cuyo.
A. acetes Hew. (149 d, 150 a b).

Like araxes (149 e) a Celebes-form, from Macassar; size of araxes
or still larger, but the upper surface of the
is uniformly blue; beneath the markings are also in the forewing
intensely surrounded with yellowish-white.
A. padus Fldr. (149 c). The $ is above similar to camdeo-Q, but in the hindwing the light blue colour
is confined to the costal half. The $ is above deep sky-blue and without the large white discal spot, but the
costal part of the forewing has a purple violet lustre. Beneath the transverse bands are partly preserved
by the anteterminal ring-spots being confluent and forming chains. Moluccas and Sula Is. — viola Bob. (148 a),
from Bangkei, does not exhibit in the $ above the distinct bordering of the hindwing of padus, and beneath
the postmedian band of spots is distinctly defined below the 3rd spot. — According to Bethtjxe-Baker, there
also occur
of this species with an entirely brown upper surface which is but scantily irrorated with blue.
A. eridanus Fldr. (= polita Bob.) (148 a) is not dissimilar to camdeo, but much smaller. In the
the brightening in the disc of the forewing is not white, but only somewhat lighter sky-blue. Beneath the
postmedian bands are broken up into single contiguous rings. Amboina, Ceram, Cagnayan. — ab. dilutior
Stgr., from Palawan, has in the ^ a somewhat larger light area in the disc of the forewing, but the q is said
not to differ from Amboina-(J(J. —- The species varies in the colouring beneath being sometimes more redbrown and sometimes more dark brown, whereas the marking remains constant.
A. azata Nic. is between padus (149 c) and eridanus (148 h), separated from padus by its smaller
size and duller and darker upper surface, whereas beneath both are the same; from eridanus particularly the
under surface differs in being more monotonous in azata, whilst the whitish ring-marking is more distinct in
eridanus. Malacca and Sumatra. — elfefa Hew. is presumably the same species from Celebes, quite similarly
marked, but the spots beneath are larger, particularly the one at the cell-end.
A. Carolina Holl. This species being unknown to me originates from the Island of Bum, where it
seems to represent eridanus. It is said to be quite similar to eridanus, but beneath with not so circular, but
more transversely distorted spots.

acetes.

padus.

viola.

eridanus.
dilutior.

azata.

elf eta.
Carolina.
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eamdeo.

varro.

sphendale.

opalina.
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A. eamdeo Mr. (149 d) is easily recognised by the colouring above; the $ is very light sky-blue, with
a large white discal spot. Wings of $ broadly and irregularly margined. Beneath all the transverse bands are
broken up into rows of ring-spots. — Typical eamdeo occur in Sikkim, where the species attains its largest size.
— Specimens from the dry season, from Tenasserim, varro Fruhst., are much smaller than even the smallest
Sikkim-specimens; their upper surface is of a still paler ground-colour, but the white discal parts are somewhat
more confined. The under surface is almost entirely white, in some places hued with smoky grey. The maculae
being brownish-black in eamdeo are yellowish-grey and faded. — sphendale Fruhst. is the Annam-form, being
about two thirds of the normal size of eamdeo; the white discal spot above is entirely absent, so that the form
almost looks more like a padus from Halmaheira than like a eamdeo from Sikkim, Assam, or Tonkin. Beneath
darker with a more extensive greyish-black colouring. The discal spots are black instead of brown, more distinctly
bordered with a purer white; the submarginal band is distinct, not so hazy as in typical eamdeo. — The species
is widely distributed over Continental India, but exclusively in low districts; the imagines are common at
their habitats, but owing to their delicacy difficult to capture without being damaged.

A. opalina Mr. This species (according to Niceville) looks like a miniature form of eamdeo from
which, however, it differs as follows: the blue of the upper surface is more lilac and the whitish spot in the
disc of the forewing is entirely absent. The spots beneath are less distinct, and their distal bordering by a
fine white line, as in eamdeo, is absent here. Besides the spots beneath are also somewhat differently shaped.
The species of which only 1 B was known at the time of the description, has an expanse of but 38 mm and
occurs in the Khasia Hills, being apparently rare.
A. viola Semp. nee Fob. (148 b) is separated from

viola.

viola (148 a) representing a form of padus
by the much broader black margin in both sexes and by the colour above being much more intensely .tinged
with violet, particularly in the §. In viola Semp. there also occur more sky-blue and ultramarine $$, but
the costal impression is still different, although the under surface is very similar, particularly in the postmedian
band of spots which is interrupted behind the lower cell-angle. South East Mindanao; apparently rare or of
local occurrence. What is known of the species is based upon 3 specimens in the Coll. Staudenger: 1
and two differently coloured

annul at a.

A. annulata Fldr. (= erebina Stgr.) (148 b) approximates viola in size and under surface, but above
it is brown, the $ with some blue scaling hardly extending to the centre of the wing. The $ is above somewhat
bluer, but likewise with a very broad black marginal band. Beneath the chains of spots are somewhat more
irregular. From Amboina and the Philippines. — tristis Rob., from Bangkei, is above particularly scantily
irrorated with blue, but Bethune-Baker states that this irroration disappears, if the insect flies for a long
time, which fact would not speak in favour of separating a Bangkei-race as a geographical form.

tristis.

Rober’s

tephlis.

A. tephlis Hew. (-- bicolora Fob.) (149 e). Under surface in both sexes more scantily marked and
ringed; ground-colour of hindwing in the marginal third lighter. $ above lilac, with a purple gloss, $ brown,
more or less covered with lilac, but with a broader black margin of both wings; sometimes only in the basal
half covered with lilac. Celebes, besides Halmaheira *).

bazaloides.

A. bazaloides Hew. (= bicolora Semp. nec Fob.) (148 a). The light part of the hindwing beneath
is so extensive that only the costal part remains darker spotted. Upper surface in both sexes of a deep purple
violet with a black marginal band of about 3 mm width in tiled', being still broader in the $. Philippines, Assam,
South West India.

iheba.

A. theba Heiv. nec Nicev. (150 b). Likewise from the Philippines, but much larger, the ground¬
colour beneath, except before the tornus of the forewing, nowhere lighter, but quite dark chocolate, whereas
the markings are almost purely ivory-white. Above the
is of a wonderful morphoAAwe colour; a purple
reflection on the costal portion, the costa and distal margin are rather broad black; hindwing with a broad
black costa and a narrow black distal margin exhibiting dark internerval dots. $ above dark brown, basal
and central areas blue.

argentea.

A. argentea Stgr. (— clarissa Sm.) (150 Bb), from Celebes, looks beneath almost exactly like sangira
(148 b), bat it is at once discernible by the mother-of-pearl white upper surface showing lilac or greenish reflections
in a certain light. Margin and apex of forewing blackish, thus superficially resembling the colouring of some
Lampides, even of small Pieridae.

sangira.

A. sangira B.-Bak. (148 b) has the same under surface, but the upper surface of the
blue, and the bluish-black apical spot of the forewing is obliquely cut off. Island of Sangir.

is more silvery

aronya.

A. aronya Heiv. (150 b) is above darker blue, the <$ may even be lustrous purple or lilac. Beneath
the markings are of a pure white. It represents the preceding species in the Philippines. $ and $ are beneath
alike. The species is apparently not common in Mindanao.
*) Bethtjne-Baker mentions beside Halmaheira also ..Gilolo" which, however, is merely another name for the
same island.
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A. anthore Hew. (149 c). $ above particularly in the costal area of the forewing more darkened, which

anthore.

colouring comprises yet the greatest part of the cell. Beneath similar to sangira (148 b), but the white trans¬
verse stripes are thinner and several times interrupted. Northern Moluccas.

A. thamyras L. (= lielius Cr., phryxus Bsd., sophax Math., helianthes Sin.). Above light silvery thamyras.
blue, forewing with a blackish margin, but less darkened in the costal area, otherwise quite similar to anthore;
beneath, however, the white streaks are replaced again by the usual ring-chains of the genus. From the Southern
Moluccas across New Guinea to the Aru and Key Is. — The Aru-form exhibits the metallic blue reflection,
which in specimens from Amboina is very extensive, in the anal part of the hind wing reduced to 2 small crescentiform spots; this is anthelius Stgr. (148 b as helius). — minetta Btlr. shows the whole under surface of a paler anthelius.
colouring; it represents the species in the Duke of York Island, but it also occurs in New Guinea and New nv'mefiaBritain. — The great number of synonyms is probably due to the fact that this otherwise very constant species
was mistaken owing to Cramer’s wrong statement of its patria (,,Surinam") and Linne’s brief description.
— potidaea Fruhst. is distinguished from Amboina-specimens and from anthore in the q nearly only by its potidaea.
smaller size, whereas the $ has a narrower black margin which on the forewing leaves yet free three blue spots
behind the cell, whilst on the hindwing it does not extend at all beyond the region at the costal angle.

Island

of Obi. —-

latimarginata Strd., from German New Guinea, on the contrary exhibits an especially very broad latimargiblack distal margin, but it is still excelled in this respect by teuthrone Fruhst. from Dutch New Guinea (Island f ^ naia.
River); the latter form besides shows a somewhat darker blue. — zelea Fruhst. exhibits the ring-markings ~ejeain the disc of the hindwing beneath not so distinct as our figure of anthelius (,,helius'‘); the metallic blue of
the anal region is more faded, but more extensive, about as much as in the typical form thamyras-, from the
Entrecasteaux Is. — calaureia Fruhst., from Mysole, approximates again anthelius, but the ring-marking beneath

calaureia.

is not so distinctly marked as in Amboina-specimens, though not so faded as in the race from Waigeu, which

was denominated phryxus Bsd. and in which the single spots are sometimes quite confluent (the latter form
= ab. interniplaga Strd.). — This beautiful species is one of the most common species in its range, where it

phryxus.
intemipla-

(Ja-

occurs in nearly all the islands. But it is to be doubted whether the insular races may be separated from each
other as has been tried. The Island of New Guinea alone probably produces different forms which partly form
transitions to the neighbouring races.

A. albopunctata Hew. (150 b). $ above Morpho-blue, $ likewise of a bright blue, though not reflecting
so much, with a broad black marginal band of the forewing which begins thin before the centre of the costa,
growing 5 mm broad behind the cell, and ending again thin at the anal angle. The under surface is particularly
characteristic, since on the dark chestnut-brown ground all the rings and bands are broken up into small
commata and dots, so that the chains are hardly noticeable. Thereby a certain resemblance is produced in
the flying imago to species of Lampides flying at the same places. Burmah.

albopuncta-

A. lycaenaria Fldr. (= buxtoni Hew.) (148 b) is chiefly separated from albopunctata by much more

lycaenaria.

feebly marked under surface; the light, not white, small commata of albopunctata are here replaced by light
brown arcuate and ring-shaped markings; the upper surface is of a bright metallic cyanid blue in the <§, whereas
in the $ it is more lilac or lavender blue, and here with a broad black margin. — As the form, according to
Bethune-Baker, was founded upon a somewhat delicate specimen, stionger specimens were not correctly
ascertained and distinguished as olinda Drc.\ but they are reported to fly at the same habitats as typical
lycaenaria. In Borneo, however, only genuine olinda occur, which cannot be united with Felder’s lycaenaria-,
the latter come from Malacca and Sumatra. — The insects seem to be rather rare or local, since many collections
from those districts are without them.

A. alitaeus Hew. (148b) is a relatively small species, near to typical lycaenaria, but the light brown
rings beneath are more distinct, mostly complete and closed, whereas in lycaenaria they are, at least on the
forewing, above or beneath open (in the figure of the type with Felder above). —■ alitaeus continues the preceding
species in the east, but the upper surface is not lilac but more dark blue and has not such an intense metallic
gloss. Moreover, the specimens from different habitats also differ here somewhat. The type is from Macassar
(Celebes) and shows beneath dark brown spots and bands on the greyish-brown ground; all the markings are
distinctly defined by white. -— viviana Rob., from Bangkai, has a more uni-coloured under surface, and the
dark marginal band on the upper surface is somewhat broader in the
A specimen from the Philippine Islands,
which is before me from the Coll. Semper, seems to be of a duller blue than those from Celebes; besides the
colour of the bands beneath is not different from the ground-colour between them. Tnese forms also seem to
be rarer than most of the other species of the genus. — mirabella Doh. is probably only the representative of
this widely distributed species in the Mergui Islands, but there are not many specimens of this form to be
found in the collections, and for the present it cannot be decided whether the insignificant differences having
been stated are sufficient for the denomination of a race.

ia-

olinda.

alitaeus.

viviana.

mirabella.

A. myrtha Stgr. (148 d) represents alitaeus in Palawan; the specimens are small, beneath very regularly myrtha.
marked, the black marginal band of the upper surface near the apex in the q more than 4 mm broad, at the
IX
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narrowest place (above the tornus) still 2% mm broad, in the $ even broader. The upper surface of the q is
of a bright ultramarine-blue colour and shows an intense gloss in a certain light. The differences of the bands
on the forewing beneath are to be seen in the figures.
mindanensis.

A. mindanensis B.-Bak. (148 d). The light transverse bands on the forewing beneath are reduced by
one, whereby it deviates from the preceding species. The upper surface is not ultramarine but violettisli blue,
and the black distal margin of the forewing is much narrower in the $; the $ exhibits on the violettish-brown
forewing a small violettish-blue spot extending through the discal and submedian area, but not crossing the
submedian. The under surface is also lighter than in myrtha and particularly light on the hindwing. The species
occurs in the Mergui Archipelago, in Singapore, and in the Philippine Is.

myrtale.

A. myrtale Stgr. (148 d as myrtala) is at once discernible by the under surface, where the transverse
bands are more distinctly prominent, extending through the wing in almost equal distances. The upper surface
is of a deep violettish blue, the dark marginal band in the
hardly 1 to 2 mm broad. Palawan, Borneo.

a'ida.

A. a'ida Nic. In this species, in which even the few specimens that were at the author’s disposal for
his diagnose differ from each other, the upper surface of the $ is lilac (similar to tephlis 149 e), the black
marginal band on both wings above equally broad. The under surface is brown with a distinct violet gloss;
forewing with a light hindmarginal area. The $ is above bluer, lighter than the q, and has a much broader
black margin. Burmah and Labuan (Borneo). Smaller than adatha (149 b).

dohertyi.

A. dohertyi B.-Bak. (148 d) is very similar to a'ida on the under surface; but above deep violettishblue, the black marginal band is very broad, in the forewing as much as 4 mm, in the hindwing extending
almost to the centre of the wing. Celebes.

labuana.

A. labuana B.-Bak. (148 c). The upper surface in the <§ is lighter, the blue colour is more of an ultramarine than violet tint. Beneath similar to dohertyi, the transverse bands in the forewing straighter and more
regular, in the hindwing, however, more interrupted than in dohertyi. The $ is above of a very brightblue with a broad (4% mm) black, more distinctly defined distal band. Philippines, Borneo.
“

arsenius.

vihara.

adorea.

georgias.

•

A. arsenius Fldr. (= arzenius B.-Bak.) is smaller than labuana, with a very broad black margin above,
particularly in the $. Beneath the margins of the transverse bands in the forewing are not undulate, but the
bands are quite uniform, whereas in the hindwing the discal arcuate bands are several times interrupted.
40 to 41 mm. From Angat- (May) and Bataam (November), both in Luzon. — Bethune-Baker also states
Bat j an as pat-ria.
A. vihara Fldr. (150 c). Upper surface in the

of a bright ultramarine colour with a violet reflection.
Distal margin of the wings hardly 1 mm broad black, only in the anal portion of the hindwing and in the $
broader. The bands beneath, the shape of which is to be seen from the figure, are dark, distinctly surrounded
by light brown, on a golden brown ground. Malacca, Sumatra with Nias, Borneo.

A. adorea Nic. (150 B c). The usual form is above dark brown in both sexes, the

with a very narrow
black margin. Besides, another form is said to occur exhibiting a more ultramarine or violet tint. Beneath
the distal transverse bands are almost of the ground-colour of the wing, the discal spots and the postmedian
band of the forewing being filled up with a darker brown. Tne form thereby already greatly resembles atosia
Hew. (148 e). though it is considerably larger; the $ of atosia is above of a brighter blue, and the wings
are somewhat more broadly margined with black. Singapore; its range extends to the north across Tenasserim,
Burma, Assam to Sikkim, to the south as far as Sumatra and Java. -— The Javanese form which was separated
by Fruhstorfer as georgias exhibits, in a figure by Piepers and Snellen, the postmedian band of the
forewing beneath more distinctly interrupted behind the lower cell-angle. The $ of this form has above a very
broad black margin.

phaenops.

A. phaenops Fldr. (148 c) is smaller, of a brighter blue, and above all discernible by the under surface,
where the small rings of the proximal half of the hindwing are very small and therefore more remote from
each other. The transverse bands in the marginal area of the forewing, which in adorea are interrupted on
the median, run here uniformly. Philippines. Not rare; also near Manila.

sandakani.

aytonia.

A. sandakani B.-Bak. & Drc. (150 B e) is still brighter blue on the upper surface of the $; the proximal
ring-spots are here likewise very small, but filled with a much darker colour, in the same way as the transverse
bands. Above the black margin of the wings is somewhat broader, about 1 % to 2 mm in the <$. The postmedian
band of the forewing beneath is here not only interrupted, but the two ends of the interruption are also distantly
remote from each other. The species is known from Borneo. — Fruhstorfer also captured it in Java, though
somewhat deviating specimens which he named aytonia.

qucrcoides.

A. quercoides Rob. (148 c). This species being common in Celebes is above dark ultramarine. On the
under surface the postmedian band is near the costa strongly bent towards the base; the discal bands of the
hindwing are several times interrupted.
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A. drucei B.-Bak. (148 c). From the Kina Balu in Borneo. The under surface is well recognisable

drucei.

from the figure. Above the B is deep dark ultramarine, with a black margin of 1 % mm width, whilst in
the $ it is 4 mm broad. The upper surface, particularly in the
shows a distinct lilac reflection.

A. adatha Hew. (149 b).

adatha.

A. apha Nic. is very similar to adatha, but the under surface is more abundantly brown and with a

apha.

The species is dark; the author already figured 2 evidently different
specimens as $ and
whilst Bethttne-Baker considered them not to be different forms, but one form to be
an aberration of the other. The specimen figured here neither corresponds exactly with Hewitson’s figures
nor with those of Distant. The range of the species extends from the Moluccas and Philippines to Malacca,
and there are both local and individual variations. In the type the postmedian band of the forewing is not
so distinctly interrupted as in our figure. A characteristic feature is the very much widened metallic spot
before the little tail. The upper surface is of a glaring violettish blue, in specimens from Singapore somewhat
darker (Distant).
flesh-coloured ground, whereas the spots and bands are darker. The upper surface is of a brighter and more
lustrous blue, and the black margin is broader. Malacca; also from Lombok; probably also in Java.

A. malayica B.-Bak. (148 c). Whilst the upper surface is of a similar lilac-blue colour as for instance

malayica.

in tephlis (149 e) and also similarly margined with black, the under-surface exhibits all the spots dark and
distinct, as is to be seen from the figure. The $ has a broad black costal margin and distal margin.

The species

is also mentioned from Java, though such specimens are presumably more similar to apha.

A. silhetensis Hew. (= arama Nic.) (150 B c). Above very similar to malaijica, but easily discernible

silhetensis.

by the reduction of the marking beneath, where the spots in the forewing are almost obsolete and the submarginal
band is only represented by a nebulous stripe. The $ is not unlike that of eumolphus, but easily distinguishable
by the blue colouring above and the less lustrous under surface. Sikkim, Sylhet, and Burmah; evidently a
very rare species.

A. nicevillei B.-Bak. (148 d) is also similar to the preceding species, but above lighter violettish-blue,
the forewing much more narrowly bordered with dark, under surface lighter and warming into grey, the very
dark spots being very prominent, whereas in silhetensis they are almost extinct. Jhe anal lobe is here as long
again as in silhetensis; also the small tail, which is probably broken off in the figured specimen, is longer.
Range of the preceding species.
A. nobilis Fldr. (= alee Ebb. nec Hew.) (149 f) is a large beautiful form with a very blight ultramarine

nicevillei.

nobilis.

($) or cyanid blue ($) upper surface, the $ being narrowly, the $ broadly margined with black. Easily recognisable

by the postmedian band on the forewing beneath exhibiting two of the spots behind the cell-end pushed out
of the chain towards the margin. Ceram, Amboina. — alcestis 8m., from Milne Bay, is easily discernible by
the two proximal thirds of the costal area on the hindwing beneath being dark brown, the rest of the hindwing
being of an ochreous ground-colour. -— In athara Sto., from Stephansort in Kaiser Wilhelmsland, only the anal
portion of the hindwing beneath is ochreous-grey, whereas the other ground-colour of the hindwing is light
reddish-brown and the basal portions of the wings are shaded with brown. — ajusa Fruhst. shows the upper
surface of a more intense though duller blue than in nobilis, with a broader black marginal band. Beneath
the whole markings are dark coffee-brown, with a smaller light anal area exhibiting brighter though darker
metallic spots there; from Halmaheira. — nobilior Fruhst. approximates ajusa, but it is of a somewhat lighter
blue, with a narrower dark margin of the wings. Beneath the discal spots are not so conspicuous in the ground¬
colour. The metallic spots in the anal portion of the hindwing are here reduced. Island of Obi. — alee Hew.
(150b) has intensely brown spots beneath, with a darker brown ground-colour, and intense metallic spots at
the anal angle; the small tail, which is absent in the figure, is really present. She specimen figured is a $;
in the <§ the under surface is lighter and thereby more similar to the form athara. From the Aru Islands.
— A $ of this speciesuhe habitat of which is unknown and which has an entirely brown upper surface has been
named: antharita Srp.

A. anunda Hew. (149 g as amunda) is to be recognized by. the abundant panther-like stripes of
the under surface, on which the prominent dark spots are surrounded by a bright ochreous-yellow colour. In
the $ the whole distal halves of the wings above are darkened, the black margin of the wings being 3 to
4 mm broad. Borneo. — anthelus Dist. is beneath more uni-coloured, with duller edges of the spots, and a darker
upper surface. Malacca. — The species also occurs in the Philippines and in Sumatra and Java. Both the
and $ are dimorphous; the <$q may be above violettish-blue and light blue (vid. our figure); the $$ are
mostly above blue with a black margin, but they may also be cpiite brown. The Javanese $$ being morpho-blue
above are: jabadia Fruhst. —- sotades Fruhst., from the Philippines, is likewise of a glaring light blue, but larger,
the $ sometimes with a greenish lustre above; ground-colour beneath more intensely smoke-brown. — majestatis Fruhst., from Nias, is above deep blue, with a very bright gloss.
A.

agnis Fldr. In this species the bands beneath are only yet in some places more distinct by their

edges; particularly the marginal parts of the wings are more blank. The upper surface of the q is mostly glaringly

alcestis.

athara.

ajusa.

nobilior.

alee.

antharita.
anunda.

anthelus.

jabadia.
sotades.
majestatis.
agnis.
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light blue, though also specimens with violet or lilac tints may occur. From the Philippines. — anarte Hew.
(147 e), from Malacca, shows the postmedian transverse bands of the rather red-brown under surface more
broken up into single spots; sometimes only the costal spots of these bands are yet distinct. Malacca; not
distinctly separable from the agnis. ■— soter Fruhst., from Sumatra, is larger, and the A of a duller and lighter
blue, with a darker under surface, the edges of the markings beneath being darker, the metallic places in the
anal region of the hindwing being somewhat larger, of a more intense green colour. -—- hagius Fruhst., from
Java, is very rare, and not mentioned at all by Piepers and Snellen. B above as agnis, beneath of a brighter
brown, the rows of spots more distinctly surrounded with a yellowish grey; the submarginal band is more
distinct. — sphetys Fruhst. is above the same, beneath similar to hagius, but the row of spots is much narrower.
The submarginal band is still more distinctly margined and darker; in the $ the black marginal band above
is almost twice as broad as in the preceding forms. Island of Nias.

A. bosnikiana Joic. & Talb. (150 B f) is much smaller than agnis, but the upper surface is just as deep
dark blue, the black margin almost 4 mm broad. The under surface is of a more greyish-brown tint, the
marking is more confused, more irregular, the bands of the hindwing entirely broken up into irregular spots,
in the postmedian band of the forewing the spot behind the cell-end is removed far towards the margin.
From Schouten Is.

subfasciata.

A. subfasciata Mr. is very easily recognized by the under surface showing quite dull and hazy
markings, so that scarcely only the transverse bands in the marginal area are distinctly visible, whereby it
superficially resembles canulia (147 h).

The B is above lustrous violettish-blue with a narrow black margin.

The $ is above in the basal parts of the wings pale sky-blue, otherwise black. Malacca and Burmah.
ijauensis.

A. ijauensis B.-Bak. (148 d) is easily recognized by the smalt upper surface, and the under surface
being bright dark brown on a light ochreous-brown ground; similar to subfasciata, but larger.

From Perak;

type in the Tring Museum.
auxesia.

A. auxesia Hew. (150 B d) is considerably larger than the preceding species are, the upper surface
of the B is of a bright light bluish-green with a broad dark marginal band, the $ dark violettish-blue, with a
still broader margin. Beneath distinguished from the others by the spots of the hindwing being also very
prominently dark brown; thereby it resembles beneath alee. Type from Sumatra; it is said to have also been
found in New Guinea.

auzea.

A. auzea Nic. (= fruhstorferi Rob.) has the size and shape of auxesia, but the B above is silvery
light blue with a violet reflection, the costal and distal margins being broad darker blue, but not black. Beneath
all the spots of the transverse bands are separate.

Java.

achelous.

A. achelous Hew. (150 B e). This species being above of a wonderful sky-blue colour exhibits beneath
spots and bands of a uniform dark sepia-brown shade on a red-brown ground. Known from Singapore;
according to Drttce also from Borneo.

havilandi.

A. havilandi B.-Bak. & Drc. (148 d). Similar to achelous, but the B above darker blue; the markings
beneath but slightly darker on the earth-brown ground. The $ exhibits a violet reflection, a narrow black
costal stripe and a black distal margin of 3 to 4 mm width. From Borneo.

agdba.

A. agaba Hew. (150c as agabe). The B 's above darker and duller blue than havilandi; $ violettishblue with a black margin being particularly broad at the apex of the forewing and at the distal margin of
the hindwing. Beneath the markings are more conspicuous in the violettish-brown ground and, as the figure
shows, they are also somewhat differently placed. Southern Indo-China.

selia.

A. selta Hew. (150 B f) resembles a small agaba, particularly above, but the under surface showing
a dull earth-brown ground lacks the magnificent violet reflection exhibited by agaba beneath.

Patria as of

agaba to which it is closely allied.
brookei.

A. brookei B.-Bak. (148 d) from Borneo. Here the marking beneath already consists, as in many
of the following species, of numerous light comma-streaks corresponding to the edges of the spots and bands
in the preceding species. Allied to aroa (148 e), but above darker blue. — A specimen from Pulo Laut exhibits
a more intensely coloured under surface with a more distinct marking.

sceva.

A. sceva B.-Bak. This species entirely unknown to me has an expanse of 40 mm. The B exhibits
a violet, in a certain light brown upper surface with a reddish reflection, the costa and distal margin being
narrowly black. Hindwing apparently without a tail.

$ violet, broadly margined with black. Hind wing of an

intense greyish-brown colour, the darker markings lighter edged.
■ aroa.

From Sumatra.

A. aroa Hew. (= pryeri Drc.) (148 e). Of this rather small species there are specimens known with
and without tails; probably the very fine small tails are easily lost in capturing the insect. Similar to selta
(150 B f), easily discernible by the light brown under surface and the narrow black margins above. From
Burmah across Malacca, Sumatra and Borneo to New Guinea, and in Batjan. According to Bethune-Baker
also in Java, from where, however, it is not mentioned in recent lists.
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A. elopura Drc. (150 B g). Under surface light earth-brown, the transverse markings only traceable
as faint light comma-shaped streaks; in each of the 4 discal cells a small dark spot. Upper surface dark blue,
distally more glaring, towards the base darker and of a more violet tint. This species is said to be common
in Borneo.

elopura.

A. pseudomuta Stgr. (148 e) is much larger than elopura, the $ violettish-blue, almost-lilac, the under
surface regularly marked, as is to be seen from the figure; Malacca, Borneo. -—- rafflesii Nic. (= amphimuta
Dist. nec Fldr., pseudomuta Nic. nec Stgr.), from Southern Indo-China and Sumatra, may be a distinct species,
above dark blue instead of violet, with a slight difference of the postmedian band on the hinclwing beneath,
where the 4th spot is slightly removed towards the margin.

pseudomu-

A. atosia Hew. (= aricia Stgr.) (148 e). Above the $ is not lilac, but mostly dark blue with a very
feeble violet tint, although also more intensely lilac-tinged specimens have been ascertained. Beneath very
similar to pseudomuta, but in the $ the postdiscal band of the hindwing is more irregular, and the 4th spot of the
postmedian band of the forewing still more distally removed. In the figure the $ is without the small tail
which is said to be present in both the sexes of the species figured by Hewitson and Niceville ; in the latter
figures, moreover, the marking of the under surface differs so much that it appears doubtful whether they
belong together. The $ has a black distal margin of about 3 mm width. Southern Indo-China, Sumatra, Borneo,
and Palawan.

atosia.

A. epimuta Mr. nec Hew. (== antimuta Nic.) (148 e) is very similar to atosia above and beneath, but
it is said to differ in the absence of the small tail of the hinclwing. Malacca; Borneo.

epimuta.

A. moolaiana Mr. (= epimuta Heiv. nec Mr., pastorella Doh., agelastus Nic.) (148 e as 7nooleyana)
neither has any tail; $ sometimes more bluish-violet, sometimes more of a lilac tint; beneath in the cell of
the forewing only 2, not 3 margined spots, the 4th spot of the postmedian band not distinctly, distally
removed. Larger than the preceding species. Indo-China.

moolaiana.

A. amphimuta Fldr. (148 e). As the figure shows, the species is beneath very similar to rafflesii, so
that it was also taken to be it (by Distant).
on the hindwing. The

..

1,1'

amphimuta.

But it differs from it in the entire absence of the small tail

is above also darker, of a dark violettish-brown. Malacca.

A. inomata Fldr. (148 f). The markings of the monotonously earth-brown under surface are quite
dull, in some places almost entirely extinct, as particularly in the marginal area of the forewing.
the

^

inornata.

Above

is of a bright violettish blue colour. In the scheme of markings it is most similar to moolaiana (148 e).

Hinclwing tailless. Malacca, but it is said to have been found also in the Philippines.

A. asia Nic. (148 e as avia) is said to differ distinctly from the preceding species in the much broader
wings; the forewing is distally so much widened that the apex forms an almost obtuse angle.

asia.

Beneath the

marking is clearer than in inornata (148 f), the spots being there several times confluent are here sharply separated.
Malacca, Sumatra, Borneo, where it seems not to be rare.

A. kurzi Dist. above entirely resembles a small inornata (148 f) and likewise exhibits the marking
in the marginal area of the forewing beneath almost entirely extinct, but the colouring of the under surface
is much darker, of a deep bark-coloured brown. Penang.
A. agesilaus Stgr. (148 f). Beneath similar to kurzi, but of a somewhat lighter ground-colour, with

kurzi.

agesilaus.

a more coherent postmedian band of the hindwing. Above distinguished by the much broader black margin
also in the <$, where it is about 3 mm broad. Malacca, Sumatra, Borneo, Palawan, and Philippines.

A. catori Hmps. (148 f) is extremely similar to agesilaus,

above almost entirely the same, but beneath catori.

the postmedian band of the hindwing is almost entirely broken up into single small spots. Above the cell only
1 ring-spot is distinct. Borneo, Palawan.

A. similis Drc. (= anila Nic.) (150 c). In this species, contrary to catori, all the 4 spots in the costal
area of the hindwing beneath are distinctly developed and in distinct

light

rings.

similis.

In the forewing the

postmedian transverse band is entirely absent, whilst in the hindwing it is broken up into hardly contiguous
rings.

Above the <$ is still more broadly margined with black than the preceding species, particularly in the

apex; the $ is very similar to it, lighter blue.

Sumatra, Borneo.

A. agesias Hew. (150 B e) is likewise above quite similar to the preceding species, of a violettish blue,
the black margin being particularly broad in the apex of the forewing.

agesias.

Beneath the postmedian band is on

both wings formed by a chain of distinct ring-spots which, however, are distinctly separated from each other.

The metallic blue scaling in the anal portion of the hindwing
the margin; it may also be of a gold-bronze or greenish gloss.
Bethune-Baker considers to be only individually different,
is almost continued to the apex, and the discal ring-spots are so
Malacca, Sumatra, Borneo.

is very intense and is continued to the centre of
— In ovomaculata Hew. (148 f as agesias) which
the antemarginal blue on the hindwing beneath
much enlarged that they are often contiguous.

ovomaculata-
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A. hesba Hew. (148 f). The $ is above lustrous sky-blue, not violet as the preceding species, and
with a black margin of 1 y2 to 2 mm. Beneath the dark sepia-coloured spots are very conspicuous in the light
red-brown ground-colour. The $ is above similar to the
but the wings do not exhibit the bright Morpholustre of the
From the Philippines, where the species was taken in July and August in Mindanao, in BitaiBitai, Hinatnam, and Davao.
A. davaona Smpr. (148 f) is separated from hesba by its much smaller size and the more regular marking
beneath; besides there is no metallic scaling at all at the anal angle.
blue with a very broad marginal band also in the <$.

The upper surface is of a deep dark

Philippines; taken near Davao (Mindanao).

avatha.

A. avatha Nic. forms the intermediary between davaona (148 f) and moorei (148 h); from the former
it is separated by the less broad black distal margin of the upper surface and the postmedian band of the forewing
beneath, which is here bent, in davaona almost straight; from moorei by the still narrower black margin, and
the very distinct submarginal band of spots on the hindwing beneath, which is entirely absent in moorei.
Sumatra.

moorei.

A. moorei B.-Bak. (148 h) differs from davaona in the narrow margin of the wings above and in the
anal blue colour and the less regular marking beneath. Malacca, Sumatra, Borneo; in some places common.

waterstradti.

A. waterstradti B.-Bak. (148 h). A with a much narrower margin than in moorei] larger, of a brighter
sky-blue colour, the small anal metallic stripe more distinct.
very small spots.

Marking of hindwing beneath broken up into

Borneo.

A. gunongensis B.-Bak. (148 f) is a small species; $ above with a very broad black margin; under
gunongensis. surface with a distinct regular marking the arrangement of which is slioivn in the figure. Perak.
antimuta.

deva,

hypomuta.

A. antimuta Fldr. (= davisonii Nic.) (150 c) is allied to metamuta (150 B g) and hypomuta (148 g)
and entirely resembles above gunongensis, except that the black margin of the B wings is somewhat broader
and the whole insect smaller. Burmah and Malacca. — deva B.-Bak. (148 g) seems to represent the species
in Borneo (where, however, also typical antimuta are said to occur). Here the spots and bands beneath are
filled up with a darker colour; other differences are to be seen from the figures.

A. hypomuta Hew. (148 g) is larger, above darker violettish-blue, the $ with an almost linear black
margin of the wings, the under surface very regularly marked with rings and bands that are filled up not much
darker than the ground-colour.

The anal blue of the hindwing is distinct and lustrous.

Malacca, Borneo.

A. brahma B.-Bak. (148 g) from Perak; here the

bralima.

above is much darker coloured, brown, with a
faint violet reflection; beneath the markings are only yet noticeable as inconspicuous lighter transverse stripes.

metamuta.

A. metamuta Hew. (150 Bg). Of this species we figured the upper surface, because it has dark blue
forewings and much lighter hindwings, whereby it is discernible. Indo-China, Sumatra.

muta.

A. muta Hew. (148 g). Also in this small species we notice a still somewhat darker tint and violet
reflection in the distal portion of the forewing, which slightly contrasts with the lighter blue hindwing, though
by no means so much as in ynetamuta which besides shows a black distal margin on both wings (also in the <J).
The under surface is dark brown, very scantily marked. As to the habits of this Javanese species, Piepers
and Snellen only mention that the live insects have green eyes.

alaconia.

A. alaconia Hew. (150 B g) occurs in Borneo abounding so much in Amblypodia. At once recognisable
by the very broad (as much as 5 mm) black distal band (also in the <$). Beneath the postmedian band of the
hindwing is irregular and interrupted.

oberthuri.

A. oberthiiri Stgr. (148 g) also has a very broad marginal band above; but the under surface is much
more irregularly marked. Besides separated from alaconia by a distinct anal lobe of the hindwing; it has,
however, no tails, whereby it is discernible from the following species. Burmah, Tenasserim.

alcsia.

A. alesia Fldr. (= wimberleyi Nic.) (150 c). Beneath quite similar to oberthuri, but with a long tail
on the hindwing.

The $ is above light greenish-blue.

The species probably represents oberthuri to which it is

very closely allied in the Philippines. It was taken in May near Mariveles in Luzon, but it is said also to occur
in Mindoro, though there are no specimens from there before me,
ocrida.

A. ocrida Hew. (150 B e) is at once discernible by the very intensely glossy green upper surface, where
the black marginal band of the hindwing is very broad at the apex and tapers off analwards, almost ending
at the small tail; but according to Semper these characters are somewhat variable, so that the species sometimes
resembles the exterior of corinda (150 e). Philippines: taken near Angas, Taganito, Vilas, and Davao.
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A. eumolphus Cr. (= bupola Hew.) (149 cl). The species is recognisable by the
showing above a
bright green lustre; but it has not been decided whether some of these green forms do not differ so much from
each other as to be dealt with as separate species. — Typical specimens are from Northern India, from the rainy
season. $ abundantly emerald-green with a golden lustre, the jet-black marginal band being narrow on the
forewing and broad on the hindwing. $ above dark red-brown with a violettish-blue reflection in the basal
portion; hindwing with 1 small tail. —- In tagore Fruhst., from Assam, the <$ is smaller, but it has a broader
black marginal band than specimens from Sikkim. In the $ of this form the blue colour above is darker, but
it extends farther across the wing. —- Already to the south of Assam this form is replaced by hellenore Doh.
which is then distributed across Burmah. It has more pointed and longer wings, and beneath the coffee-brown
markings are more intensely prominent in the whitish greyish-brown ground-colour. — maxwelli Dist., which
it distributed from Burmah all over the Malayan Peninsula, has much broader, rounder wings; here the blue
reflection of the $ is still farther expanded, almost across the whole surface of the wings. Malacca. —- farquhari
Dist. (= turguhari Piep. & Snell.) is presumably the
belongig to it, with a very intense yellowish-green gold
lustre which in the hindwing behind the cell-end extends much farther towards the margin than in eumolphus
from North-India. — caesarion Fruhst., from North-East Sumatra is smaller than specimens from Malacca, and the
$ above exhibits a broader dark marginal band. February till October. —■ siroes Fruhst. is an alpine form from
Sumatra, the $ of which has such a narrow dark margin of the wings, that it is hardly yet recognisable in the
apex of the forewing. Beneath the markings are particularly dark and surrounded by a bright white colour;
from the Battak Mts. — adonias Hew. (149 d), from East Java, shows a particularly grey-tinged ground¬
colour of the under surface, on which metallic anal spots show a silvery gloss; the $ is above lighter blue.
—• gryrtea Hew. is larger than adonias, and the $ is above darker blue. From West Java. — sanherib Fruhst.
is apparently an alpine form discovered by Fruhstorfer on the Volcano of Gedeh at an altitude of 1200 m.
Here the forewing is as narrow and pointed as in hellenore; the under surface exhibits several places with a violet
hue, discoloured by whitish, whereby the form is also separated from siroes being beneath more hhiformly
blackish-grey. — caesetius Fruhst. originates from Borneo. $ beneath darker than caesarion, with more
conspicuous and more blackened catenary bands. According to Moulton, this form also contains transitions
to staudingeri Smpr., for which reason I place: staudingeri Smpr. (150 d) to the forms of eumolphus. The green
colour of the hindwing above extends in the shape of rays into the dark brown marginal band, whilst the under
surface exhibits dark coffee-brown spots distinctly edged with white. Philippines; the species is either rare or very
local. -— heliogabalus Fruhst. (162 a), from New Guinea where it is in some places rather common; easily discer¬
nible by the hindwing being green almost to the margin, whereas the under surface approaches Javanese sanherib.
—■ We finally mention ab. elis Fruhst. designating those eumolphus from North India lacking the anal metallic
spot on the hindwing beneath, and which may have to be regarded as a dry season form. Specimens from Palawan
where, however, the species is said to be very rare, seem to form transitions to staudingeri; above the $ is very
light blue with a broad dark marginal band; beneath it resembles hellenore, but the very dark, very contrasting
longitudinal bands form the transition to staudingeri; this is the form aristomachus Fruhst.

eumolphus.

lay ore.
hellenore.

maxwelli.

farquhari.

caesarion.
siroes.

adonias.

grynea.
sanherib.

caesetius.

staudingeri.

heliogdbalus.
elis.

aristoma¬
chus.
aurea.

A. aurea Hew. (147 g). S of a very bright greenish golden colour, on the hindwing with a sharply
defined black marginal band extending to the centre of the wing, whereas the forewing only exhibits at the
anal angle slight traces of the marginal black which attains a width of hardly 1 mm. The marking beneath
deviates from the forms of eumolphus by the narrower, more regularly shaped postmedian band of both wings.
Borneo. — bomeensis B.-Bak. (149 d, e) is probably only an alpine form of it, from the Kina Bala, with an bomeensis.
entirely dull-marked under surface which in the Sumatran form: trogon Dist. flying also in Malacca shows a trogon.
beautiful violet reflection.
A. horsfieldi Pag. (= eumolphus $ Horsf.) (150 d) is at once discernible from the preceding forms horsfieldi.
by the broad, proximally irregularly radiating blackish-brown margin of the forewing, being also exhibited
in the $ the wings of which show a somewhat darker green than the forms of aurea which they resemble somewhat
on the under surface excepting the differences in the marking which are to be seen from our figures. The $
is like the
but the golden green colour above is replaced by a violettish blue, and the total colouring beneath
is somewhat lighter. Eastern Java. —- Already in Western Java the specimens differ somewhat from the
typical form; the under surface is darker, of a more intense reddish-brown, not greyish-brown, colour; this
is vellanus Fruhst., the upper surface of which however, according to Piepers and Snellen does not exhibit vellanus.
any difference from the type. ■—- In Sumatra also two forms have been ascertained: basiviridis Nic. (150 c) basiviridis.
with a very regular and clear marking beneath, the light-edged spots and bands being almost of the ground¬
colour; from North-East Sumatra, and also in the Peninsula of Malacca; and herodianus Fruhst., the larger herodianus.
form from West Sumatra; here the under surface is lighter, the chains of spots are broader, surrounded by
a purer greyish-white instead of yellow. — biru Fruhst. is the form from Nias where, however, the species is biru.
apparently very rare; beneath the metallic-scaled spot in the anal region of the hind wing is enlarged and shows
a very bright bluish-green gloss. — eurysthenes Fruhst., from Tenasserim, is distinguished by the S3 exhibiting eurysthenes.
a much broader golden green colour above leaving free a much narrower dark margin; in the $ the blue colour
of the upper surface is correspondingly increased. —- The species is also found in Borneo, where the under
surface is lighter greyish-brown than in basiviridis; the spots on the proximal halves of both wings beneath
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are larger and their whitish-grey margins more prominent; this form is leokrates Fruhst.

A. apidanus Cr. (= dorinond Stoll) (149 c). All the forms of apidanus known to me agree in the
basal parts of both wings, but particularly of the hindwing, being occupied by a deep dark brown spot, as
if the basal quarter of the wings had been darkened by oil. Above the <§ is lustrous violettish-blue, the
forewing with a linear dark margin; the $ is lustrous dark blue with a broad marginal band which on an average
is 5 mm broad in the typical form from West Java. — antipaxus Fruhst., from East Java, already differs
somewhat in a more faded under surface, the shadows being not so distinctly defined; the $ is above lighter
blue with a distinct reddish reflection; the dark marginal band is less than 5 mm broad on an average. —
viribus Fruhst., from West Borneo (Sintang). The only $ that was at the author’s hand has a rather
broader black margin, at any rate broader than in the form phalakron', the <£ is above lighter and more
glaringly violettish-blue; beneath the dark brown colour of the anal region is broader. ■— berossus Fruhst.,
from North Borneo, exhibits the marginal black above very much expanded, whereby the blue colour has
decreased, with a faded under surface, saturatus Snell., from Billiton, forms a transition to these Borneo forms.
- ahanius Doh. (= ahanus Fruhst.) exhibits beneath the chocolate-coloured basal part of the hindwing almost
linearly cut off from the very much lighter disc of the wing; the dark marginal band above is about 4 mm
broad; described from Margherita in Upper Assam. —- kartophilus Fruhst. occurs farther to the south, in
the Peninsula of Malacca; here the S has again a broader marginal band than ahamus, the $ approaches the
Nias form xisuthrus, but it has a chiefly whitish-violet ground-colour instead of the predominantly monotonous
greyish-brown colour in specimens from Nias. — xisuthrus Fruhst., from Nias, shows above even in the $
a very narrow dark margin. The upper surface is of a very bright light blue, distally with a reddish reflection.
Under surface dark, of a dull and faded red-brown, but in the subanal region the metallic bluish-green spot
is very intense. — arahat Fruhst. from Bawean, is larger than the two Javanese forms and differs from
them in more intensely prominent brown and lighter whitish violet places on the hindwing beneath. —- carries
Fruhst., from Lombok, is very closely allied to typical apidanus, but the $$ are above darker and more lustrous
blue, with a broader marginal band, and a more variegated under surface. — phalakron Fruhst., from Sumatra,
differs from Malaccan $<$ in the narrower brown bands on the forewing beneath; marginal band above in the
$ broad. The very distinct purple tinted violet reflection in the disc of the hindwing of kartophilus is here
entirely absent. Anal spot of hindwing beneath lighter green and less prominent. — area Nic., as BethtjneBaker presumes, represents apidanus in Celebes; it is a large beautiful form; above — at least in the $ —
the dark marginal band is narrower, and the ground-colour is dark brown with whitish lighter areas, without
any pink or violet tinge. Fringes of wings conspicuous owing to the white tips. — iriya Fruhst. in the male
exhibits a narrower dark margin of the hindwing, whereas the $ is above almost entirely darkened, only in
the region of the discal cell at the base there is yet a bluish reflection. Beneath the basal spot is large, brownishred, instead of the subanal metallic spot there is a grey band. Bazilan. — himna Fruhst. is the easternmost
form from Mindanao. Of the blue colour above we hardly notice traces at the base of the wing, the under
surface being entirely darkened without the lighter discal zone. —- palawanus Stgr. forms a transition to himna
of such slight differences that Semper ranged the form as a synonym among his forms from the Philippines.
On the whole, palawanus, is above darker blue. — himna is in some places very common, also near Manila. —
The larva of apidanus is very carefully described and figured by Piepers and Snellen ; the adult larva is
of a bright leaf-green colour with 3 dark longitudinal lines across the dorsum, and at the anterior and posterior
ends with somewhat browner marking; on species of Eugenia and Lagerstroemia; the green pupa yielded the
imago after 8 days. The imagines are very common in many of their habitats, and in hot districts they are
met with almost throughout the year. On this species the name of the genus Flos Doh. was founded.

A. fulgida Hew. (150 B g) is at once discernible beneath, where the dark cellular spot of the forewing,
the median band and the postmedian band are confluent at the costa; all the bands are dark brown on a violet
ground, but they are not edged with white, only on the forewing slightly encircled with light. At the anal
portion of the hindwing beneath there are but few small golden scales. Above the <$ is dark violettish-blue;
$ above lighter blue with a broad blackish-brown marginal band. From Northern India and the Philippines.
—- singhapura Dist. is the form from Malacca, the $$ of which have above a much narrower marginal band.
—- zohar Fruhst. has the wings shaped differently from singhapura, more like a diardi. It resembles the diardiform amha also beneath, the spots on the hindwing beneath forming catenary bands. In the anal region there
is a small crescent of a golden green gloss above the black marginal spot. Borneo. — tenea Fruhst. is the
Javanese form; smaller, with more roundish contours of the wings and a shorter tail of the hindwing. The
violettish blue colour above extends in the forewing to beyond the cell. Under surface darker, in the anal
region of the hindwing 2 small metallic crescents. — tifata Fruhst. is likewise smaller than the Singaporeform, the longitudinal bands on the hindwing beneath are narrower. $ above somewhat lighter blue than
the $ of zohar. These minute specimens originate from the Battak Mts.; an exceptionally large specimen
from the same habitat exhibits a deeper dark bluish-violet colour and was therefore named: batis Fruhst.
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A. anniella Hew. (150 d) resembles the preceding species, the g above is of a wonderfully bright dark
blue; easily discernible by the under surface being so much darkened that the bands are only yet to be reco¬
gnized by the whitish borderings on the hindwing. Malacca to the Philippine Is., Moluccas, and Borneo. — In
Java, according to Piepers and Snellen, no genuine anniella occur, whereas in Sumatra a form somewhat
different from Malaccan specimens occurs (= husarinaFruhst.), distinguished by its darker upper surface without
the glaring reflection of fulgidus. Beneath the metallic scales in the anal angle of the hindwing as well as the
greyish-white hue in the disc are less intense. $ with a light bluish-violet upper surface and a narrower marginal
band than in specimens from Borneo, which exhibit thinner postmedian bands beneath, but which have therefore
not yet been denominated.

A. artegal Doh. This species unknown to me has only been found in the Margui Archipelago. It is

anniella.

husarina.

artegal.

said to resemble anniella, but with an expanse of only 35 mm, and they may be merely small $$ of it, although
the author took them to be
Above azure-blue, the most purely at the base, gradually warming into a
violettish blue towards the centre of the wing, with such a broad dark marginal band that it reaches to the cell
and almost to the centre of the wing. On the hindwing the border between the proximal blue and the very
broad blackish-brown marginal band is irregular. The brown under surface is characterized by a light triangle
on the costa, recalling the marking beneath in certain Elymnias. The hindwing has but a very small tail.

A. diardi Hew. ($ = capeta Hew.) (150 Bg). Above with a very bright gloss, the

dark blue with
a feeble violet hue, the $ more sky-blue with broad black margins. Distinguished by the under surface with
comparatively narrow bands being dark and bordered with a rather bright white, in contrast with the lustrous
violet, red-brown underground.
viardi Stgr. nec Hew., the form from Palawan, can apparently not be defined
from diardi. ----- The Javanese form asatha Fruhst. is described to be most similar to the Sumatran specimens,
though the upper surface has not such a bright reflection. The ground-colour is darker. The under surface,
however, is paler, the dark submarginal band particularly in the forewing widened towards the costa. The
$ above is bluish-violet, much darker than $$ from Assam. — amha Fruhst. is the form occurring in Borneo.
Above just as dull as Javanese asatha. but of a darker blue whereby it is separated from fulgida Hew. which flies
in Borneo beside diardi. Beneath allied to asatha, but the brown markings are narrower, the greenish anal
spot is broader, though duller. - zilana Fruhst. is a very small form from the Isle of Bazilan; the $ above very
dark. — almansor Fruhst. is a magnificent race from the Peninsula of Malacca, above lighter and of an
intensely bright blue; beneath the <$ shows more extensive whitish areas and a broader glossy anal spot; $
with a broad marginal black. The two forms from Assam and Sumatra (diardi and capeta) are considered
by Fruhstorfer to be separable. imperiosa Fruhst. (162 a as imperialis) is a form distinguished by its
enormous size; from Celebes where many lepidoptera are represented by large races. The form is beneath the
most similar to the Javanese race, the bands beneath being coffee-brown, broad. The postmedian band of
the forewing extends in equal width from the costa to the upper median without getting narrower or being
dissolved into spots. The metal spots in the anal region are of a bright gloss. — The diardi-i or ms are in many
districts common at their habitats.
$

A. adriana Nic. (150 B b) is very similar to both apidanus (149 c) and asoka (150 B f), but recognizable

cliardi.

viardi.
asatha.

amha.

zilana.
almansor.

imperiosa.

adriana.

by the <$ also showing a rather broad (3 mm) black marginal band on both w ings. This marginal band is hardly
noticeably widened at the apex of the forewing, whereby the species differs from most of the allies. Beneath
characterized by the dark bands being broader and more intense than the rather narrow light spaces between
them. The complicated marking of the hindwing beneath has several times been exhaustively described, but
it varies to such an extent that it can be hardly used for the description; in some dark uni-coloured specimens
it is sometimes hardly recognizable at all. For the identification of the species the upper surface is more
serviceable. The $ is above somewhat darker blue and the blackish-brown marginal band 5 mm broad. The
imago is hitherto only known from Sikkim where it is, however, very common, occurring also near the town
of Darjeeling itself from where so many Sikkim lepidoptera are wrongly labelled.

A. asoka Nic.

chola Mr.) (150 Bf) is beneath very similar to the following chinensis, but the
postmedian bands of both w ings are narrower, the whole marking not so complicated as in adriana (150 B b)
from which it differs in the presence of the verdigris anal spot of the hindwing, which is entirely absent in
adriana. Above the black margin of the wungs in the
is hardly one third of the width of that in adriana, but
in the $ considerably broader, at least in the hindwing, where it is 7 mm broad and almost reaches the centre
of the wing, asoka is likewise a common Sikkim species which, however, is also found to the south (in Assam,
Burma) and extends to the east as far as Hongkong, where it is, however, of very rare occurrence. — The Hong¬
kong specimens differ also a little from the Indian specimens and have been separated as vaya Fruhst.; the
wings above in the basal portion lighter, more silvery blue, and the black margin of the hindwing in the $$
is not quite so broad. Beneath the spots and bands are lighter, almost purely white, and instead of the metallic
scales in the anal angle of the hindwing there is a small grey cloud.
(—

A. abseus Heiv. (147 g as dbsens).

In this small species the marking beneath is different, whereas
the upper surface resembles the moorei-group to some extent. The species is discernible by the irregular
IX
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mackwoodi.
amphea.
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nava.

indica.
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proximal border of the marginal band on the forewing, which sends forth teeth towards the base on the veins;
the hindwing has besides 3 small tails of which that in the middle is long, whilst that before the anal angle and
that on the middle median branch are short. Typical abseus occur in Northern India (Silhet, Sikkim), though the
species extends over Indo-China through Malacca to Sumatra. - The Indian form changes its character in the
extreme south, so that Ceylon specimens were denominated mackwoodi Riley (in which the marginal black
is only half as broad). — The species proceeds to the east, appearing in the Philippine Is. as amphea Fldr. with
a narrower dark marginal band and a deeper blue upper surface. Transitions to this form occur, according
to Druce, in Borneo; according to Bethune-Baker the Ac? of the latter which he knows are all above lustrous
violet. - Specimens from Bazilan and Mindoro exhibit above and beneath a darkened colouring and were
separated as oghatinna Fruhst. — nava Fruhst., from Borneo, forms the intermediate stage between NorthIndian and Philippine specimens; the black marginal band of the 9$ is narrower than in specimens from Sikkim,
but broader than in such from the Philippines. The colouring beneath is red-brown with very distinct dark
bands. - Another transition from Sikkim specimens to those from the Philippines is indica Riley the range
of which is chiefly the western part of Indo-China and extends to Tenasserim.

irregularis.

A. irregularis Rob. (150 d) is similar to the preceding species, but considerably larger, the marking
beneath also very irregular, though not so variegated as in abseus; the A above has a broader dark marginal band
and a very dark blue on the upper surface. From Bangkai and Celebes.

anella.

A. anella Nic. is similar to irregulari sand has also more than 1 small tail, but in the $ (the A is unknown
the blue above is more extensive, beneath the ground-colour is paler, more ochreous, the spots are less numerous
and more remote from each other. Perak.

kiihni.

A. kiihni Rob. (150 d) is easily recognizable by the marking beneath to be seen from the figure, in
which the deep dark brown basal part in both wings is conspicuous. Above the A is dark brown with a very
dull violet reflection; in the $ the dark marginal band is so much widened that in the hindwing only the
discal cell, in the forewing also yet part of the disc below and behind it remains blue. The blue colour and
the dark marginal portion of the wings exhibit a red-brown gloss. Isle of Bankai.

A. morphina Dist. (150 e). Above the A is °f a magnificent ultramarine gloss, the $ pale violettisliblue with a broad blackish-brown margin. The most characteristic, however, is the under surface; the proximal
half of the forewing is dark brown without markings, and the base of the hindwing is deep chocolate-coloured;
parallel to the distal border of this brown colour is an irregular median band. Malacca, Sumatra, Borneo. sidicina. sidicina Fruhst. is probably only an alpine form from the Battak Mts.; very much smaller, and the A above
instead of lustrous ultramarine dull violettish-blue. — This species has no tails whatever.

morphina.

chinensis.

A. chinensis Fldr. (150 e) is like morphina without tails, but on the ends of the lower median branches

there are very slight points in the margin of the hindwing. Above magnificently Morpho-blue, in the costal
region of the forewing somewhat deeper. In the hindwing the deep chocolate basal third of the under surface
is traversed by a s nail light oblique band, and in the cell of the forewing there is, as the continuation of it,
moelleri. a light spot (about in the centre of the cell) which seems to be absent in Indian specimens — moelleri
Nic. (= lazula Mr.). Besides also the distal delimitation of the dark basal spot in the hindwing beneath is
more irregular, more notched in Indian specimens than in typical chinensis. — To the south this species extends
as far as Assam, to the north it is reported as far as palearctic China from where it is said to have been
described; but it is presumably rare in Shanghai, if it really occurs there.
areste.

A. areste Hew'. (= patuna Mr.) (150 e as aresta). The upper surface of the A is deep dark blue with a
but narrow marginal black, almost as in chinensis; the under surface, however, is much darker and the marking
more irregular. Nevertheless both are very similar. The species is apparently confined to the North-Indian
districts of the Himalaya and, according to de Niceville, it flies in the latter part of autumn.

bazalus.

A. bazalus Heiv. (= teesta Nic.) (149 e) is the Indian representative of the South Japanese turbata

having been dealt with in Vol. I, p. 275, where the A i's almost without any blue lustre; both wings are of a
dull dark brown colour, only in a certain light the upper surface exhibits a feebly bluish, somewhat silvery
reflection. In the $ we notice a deep violettish-blue spot in the basal portions of the wings. Beneath as in
pratinas. the following singla. Typical bazalus are from Assam. — pratinas Fruhst. (= bazaloides Piep. <Se Snell.) is the
Java-form; smaller than the type, A above with a very deep dark blue gloss from which the black marginal
band contrasts so little that it can only be noticed when looked upon from the side; this marginal band is much
narrower. Beneath the bands of the forewing are more distinct, the bands of the hindwing broader and more
nebenius. coherent. — nebenius Fruhst., from Sumatra, has a 9 being above similar to pratinas, mostly larger and with
more blue on the upper surface; beneath less purple grey colouring. —- The different forms of this form have
often been wrongly identified; all of them are invariably recognizable by the peculiar stunted shape of the
apex of the A forewing, to which I have already referred in the palearctic form (Vol. I, p. 275).
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A. singla Nic. is very closely allied to bazalus, beneath almost the same, but the forewing of the £
exhibits a black cell-end spot and behind it another dentiform spot projecting into the blue disc. The $ has
in the forewing a large violettish-blue basal spot, but in the hindwing only traces of blue in the basal portion.
Otherwise the $ is the same as that of bazalus, but the singla are apparently much rarer. Sikkim.

singla.

A. corinda (= acestes Nic.) (150 e). The
is above very similar to a large <$ of bazalus or turbata,
but it has not the stunted apex of the forewing and also a somewhat different violet reflection which, however,
is only distinct in a certain light. Beneath the spots and bands are filled with a slightly darker colour than
the ground-colour, the metallic place at the anal angle of the hindwing is distinct. $ above on both wings with
a bright blue proximal area into which a black spot projects at the cell-end. Malacca, Philippines.

corinda.

A. bella B.-Bak. (150 B b). In the $ the upper surface is brown, but the marginal areas in both wings
show7 a violettish-blue reflection ; in the $ the whole upper surface is lilac-blue, with a black distal margin of
3 to 4 mm width. Under surface with very dull markings which are feebly defined. Borneo.

bella.

A. azinis Nic. (= kounga B.-Bak. p. p.) (149 f as dzius) has the shape, size, and the approximate
upper surface of one of the (tailed) forms of a ^ of the European Zephyrus quercus. The under surface exhibits
the transverse bands and spots almost only by their light borders; the anal blue of the hindwing is distinct.
Sumatra, Borneo. — buruensis Roll, is unknown to me, but it seems to be allied to azinis, and it presumably
represents the latter or the following ace in the Isle of Burn.

azinis.

A. ace Nic. is an apparently very rare species from Malacca and Sumatra. Hitherto only the $
seems to be known which is above distinguished by a narrower black margin of the forewing w hich also shows
a different blue. Beneath similar to agrata (150 B g), but the postmedian band of the forewing is much broader
and beneath the 4th spot distinctly broken, whereas in agrata it is uniformly continued. Expanse of wings;
46 to 55 mm.

ace.

A. agrata Nic. (150 Bg) is somewhat similar to azinis, but larger, darker blue above and without
the black margin. Beneath extremely similar to azinis, but in the proximal portions of the wings the spots
are somewdiat more distinctly separated. Burma; Malacca. — Bethune-Baker also mentions Java as habitat.

agrata.

A. detrita Stgr. Only the <$ is known. Smaller than agrata (expanse of wings 30 mm); the blue colour
above is brighter, the distal margin broad black, and beneath the postmedian band is particularly distinct,
almost cpiite straight and on the fore wing neither interrupted nor broken. From Palawan.

detrita.

A. oenotria Hew. (147 g as oenotrea). The J is above dull lilac without a black marginal band; the $
dark brown wdth a violet spot across the greatest part of the forewdng, but in the hindwing the violettish-blue
colour only extends across the cellular area. The under surface is very irregularly marked, the postmedian
band is irregular, on the fore wing interrupted on the median and after this somewhat bent. The species recalls
agnis, but it is smaller. According to Semper, specimens from Davao are above of a more glaring blue than
specimens from Cebu (Philippines); Borneo, Nias.

oenotria.

A. aedias Hew. (147 e). This species is in the male above magnificently lustrous light blue with a
slight violet reflection; easily recognizable also by the under surface where the postmedian band of the forewdng
is divided into 2 oblique, almost parallel demi-bands. In the hindwing the same band is not interrupted, but
very irregularly edged. The species has long tails. From Java, where the insect is apparently very rare.

aedias.

A. yendava Sm. (150 B c). This beautiful species is above in both sexes dark lilac, the $ with a black
distal margin of an average width of 4 mm. The postmedian band of the forewdng is here also in the centre
very much interrupted, but the two ends of the interruption are nevertheless contiguous, which is not the case
in aedias. The species is otherwise the most closely allied to agnis Fldr. From Burma.

yendava.

A. tameanga B.-Bak. (150 e, f) is still darker; upper surface almost black with a deep blue reflection
with a lilac gloss in the disc of the wing; the $ with a very broad blackish-brown marginal band. Otherwise
very similar to yendava; but the postmedian transverse band on the forewing beneath is only flawred in the
centre, not broken through. Borneo.

tameanga.

A. semperi B.-Bak. (150 f) differs from tameanga in the black margin of the wings being broader in
the d1, but narrower in the $, particularly on the hindwing. Beneath the postmedian marginal band of the
forewdng is somewhat irregular, particularly in the <$ in some places expanded into clouds. It is uncertain
whether the $$ with regular though darkened bands are correctly ranged here. Borneo.

semperi.

A. barami B.-Bak. (150 f). Here the $ is more dark blue than lilac and has a black distal margin
being in some places rather broad (as much as 4 mm). On the under surface the bands and spots are very
regular, the postmedian band of the forewing is only slightly strangulated in the centre, in contrast with the

barami.

buruensis.
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preceding forms. $ lighter more violettish-blue; behind the cell from the costa a black spot penetrates into the
blue. Borneo; Perak.
dujacjaka.

A. dajagaka Stgr. (150 f as dajagora) differs from semperi in the tailless hindwings; besides the under
surface shows a greenish gloss above the brown, and the light borders of the markings are less distinct or whitish.
Borneo.

anam uta.

A. anamuta Seynp. (150 f). Only the S'
known, having been taken near Davao in Mindanao;
distinguished by the whole brown upper surface showing a violet reflection only when seen in a certain direction.
The bands beneath are distinctly composed of oval spots. From allata. which it entirely resembles beneath, it
is separated by quite tailless wings.

allata.

A. allata Stgr. (150 g) is distinguished from anamuta by the much broader black distal margin in
both wings of the S' and $. The upper surface of the S is deep dark brown with a violet reflection; so dark
that the marginal band of 2% mm width only contrasts with the almost black ground-colour in a certain light.
$ dark bluish-violet, both wings very broadly margined with black. On the under surface the only essential
difference from anamuta is the much narrower postmedian band of the forewing and the straighter course of
it in the hindwing of allata. Philippines, Palawan, Borneo.

oenea.

A. oenea Hew. (147 h as oena) is much lighter than the preceding species, immediately discernible
by the pale reddish-brown under surface on which the dark brown markings are rather scanty; particularly
the proximal spots are small, some almost punctiform. North India; in some places not rare.

kharnti.

A. khamti Doh. is unknown to me; it apparently resembles oenea and also occurs in Upper Assam.

rama.

A. rama Roll. ( — querceti Mr., violacea Rob.) (150 B d) together with oenea and the following species
forms a natural group which penetrates the farthest of all the Amblypodia (Arhopala) to the north and some
forms of which reach to the palearctic region. It has therefore been dealt with at large in Vol. I (p. 274),
but as rama itself is distributed from Kiu-Kiang chiefly to the south and goes as far as Burma, we have
figured it here. Above already very much allied to Zeph. quercus, deep dark blue, with a very broad margin;
beneath somewhat similar to oenea\ hindwing with a minute tail.

japonica.

A. japonica Murr. (Vol. I, p. 274, pi. 75 b) is almost exactly like rama, but without its tail-appendage;
also dodonea Mr. with a pale earth-brown under surface and light, dark-edged macular bands, japonica
continues rama in Southern Japan, dodonea in the palearctic part of Kashmir; both reach to some districts
of India; the former in Formosa where beside the typical japonica, which according to Matstjmtjra is not at
all rare there, another ab. horishana Mats, occurs which is described (from a single $) to be above more broadly
margined, beneath distinctly darker, with very narrow transverse bands, and much larger basal spots on the
hindwing than in japonica. Of dodonea. which de Niceville takes to be a dimorphous form of rama with
which it flies in some valleys of Kashmir, also an aberration is described: — ab. comica Nic. - from Bhamo
in Upper Burma, above like dodonea, beneath with a denser, more intense colouring and somewhat removed
macular markings *). — The imagines of this group of forms are in some parts common; they are the only
Amblypodia I noticed flying among cornfields. They are presumably of all the species of this genus those that
can stand the most cold. I captured dozens in Nagasaki on fresh autumn mornings; they proceed the farthest
to the north as well as in a vertical direction up to hibernal altitudes, and Doherty observed rama flying yet
in great numbers in winter near Ramgarh, when snow covered the ground.

dodonea.

horishana.

comica.

param uta.

A. paramuta Nic. (= newara Mr.) (150 B b) is still much smaller than japonica (only about 35 mm),
but easily discernible by the more dark blue colouring above which is very much reduced in the forewing by
the very broad black distal margin, whilst in the hindwing it only covers yet the centre of the wing. Beneath
the hindwing exhibits 4 distinct parallel macular bands. The imagines fly in Nepal, Assam, and Sikkim in
the mountains, in the latter country they are not rare.

zeta.
roona.

A. zeta Mr. as well as the allied roona Mr. are at once discernible by their small size; zeta with a
(? crippled) $ of only 31 mm expanse is silvery light blue, roona more violet; both fly in the Andaman Is.;
Bethtjne-Baker considers the larva of typical zeta to have been suffering want, whereby the imago had received
an abnormal colour. Both roona and zeta are beneath brown, similar to A. aroa (148 e), but the celhdar spot
of the forewing is smaller, more oval, the discal band broader; in the hindwing the latter is more distinct and
less dentate.
*) It is a strange idea of Bethunk-Baker who considers comica having been taken in Upper Burma to be an
aberration of dodonea which is quite unknown from that district and flies in Kashmir, about 25 degrees of longitude farther
to the west. This may only be imagined possible, if both are forms of the widely distributed rama ; in that case dodonea woidd
then be (according to Niceville) a dimorphous form of rama, since this author captured both forms near Simla with one
blow of the net, — Bethune-Bakbr’s statements about anatomical differences seem to me not to be cogent for the separation.
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A. atrax Heiv. (150 g) From Burma, perhaps also from other countries of India, $ above of a bright
sky-blue, the black distal margin not quite 2 mm broad; in the $ the blue colour above is still lighter,
but on being seen from the side duller. The under surface, as is shown in our figure, has a great many spots
which are small, almost equally sized ringlets.

atrax.

A. hewitsoni B.-Bak. (= atrax $ nec $ Hew.) (150 g) was taken to be the $ of atrax, but it is above
much more violet. From the Himalaya through India to Burma, in some districts not rare.

hewitson i.

A. alemon Nic. is very similar to hewitsoni (150 g), somewhat larger, the violet colouring above less
pronounced, somewhat more expansive, but distally more indistinctly defined. The $ is beneath without any
violet reflection, of a decidedly lighter ground-colour, so that the spots are of a darker prominence. Burma.

alemon.

A. canaraica Mr. resembles alemon, but it can be easily distinguished by the colouring above being
also in the $ more violettish-blue; under surface with a violet reflection above the brown colour w hich is distinctly
darker than in alemon with smaller and darker macular markings. Canara, Travancore.

canaraica.

A. alea Hew. (150 B d). Above the $ is of a very bright ultramarine blue, beneath dark purple brown,
the spots in the basal areas of both wings are very small. Hindwings with tails. Our figure is a copy from
Hewitson’s figure; this type figured by him was in the London Museum, but it is not be found anymore. Patria :
,, India “.

alea.

A. agelastus Hew. (150 Be). B above deep glossy ultramarine blue; under surface almost exactly like
that of perissa Doh. (150 g as pemia) which may be only a hardly separable form of it, but the postmedian
band of the forewdng beneath is not so uniform, more distinctly composed of separate spots. Hereby perissa
is very similar to the following forms which are difficult to separate from this species. Indo-China.

agelastus.
'perissa.

*

A. tounguva Sm. (150 g). Beneath as mentioned above very much like perissa, but the £ above is not
ultramarine but of a glaring violettish blue with an intense lilac gloss. Andamans; Burma; taken by Fruhstorfer also in Annam and Siam.

tounguva.

A. asopia Hew. (150 g). Beneath lighter (more yellowish) brown than the figure show's, otherwise very
similar to the preceding ones, particularly in the marking; the most conspicuous is the very much lighter, whi¬
tish spot in the subanal region of the forewing. Distinctly separated above in the $ by being quite light vio¬
lettish-blue with a blackish-brown marginal band of more than 3 mm width.
oeeta Nic., of which only 1 spe¬
cimen exists, Bethune-Baker considers to be merely an aberrative specimen of asopia. both originating from
Burma.

asopia.

oeeta.

A. perimuta Mr. (148 g) has been established as the type of a separate genus: Darasana Mr. (1884),
recognizable by the margin of the wings being on all sides rounded, wdiereby the tailless hindw ing appears almost
exactly oviform; only the apex of the forewing forms a slight point. Upper surface of $ glaringly sky-blue with
a black margin of about 1 mm width, under surface violettish-brown with dark, curved, almost parallel trans¬
verse lines. Continental India, particularly its northern parts.

perimuta.

A. azenia Hew. (149 g) is much larger; discernible by the radiantly Morpho-blue upper surface with a
very narrow dark distal margin; the under surface is quite light, almost dull white, the scanty marking dull
lilac-grey or brownish-grey. New' Guinea.

azenia.

A. acron Hew. (150 g) also has a Morpho-blue upper surface of the <$, the hindmarginal part of the forewing and the hindwing are of a glistening silvery blue, the costal part of the forewing is much darker; the
under surface, however, is not whitish, but dark brown with white-edged bands and spots, somewhat similar
to the agelastus-group. Batjan.

acron.

A. admete Hew. (= eucolpis Kirsch) (149 c as admeta). Beneath all the bands and spots are edged with
a bright white on a red-brown ground. Recognizable by all the spots in the forewing being absent as far as the
postmedian transverse band, except the cell-end spot; in the hindwing all the spots are very small. Above the
S is deep dark blue, the $ black, the basal halves of the wings with a blue gloss. Moluccas and New Guinea.

admete.

A. waigeoensis B.-Bak. (147h) is beneath marked exactly like admete, but almost the whole hindmarginal
half and the whole proximal part of the very broad band on the hindwing are wdiite. Above the $ is glossy blue,
lighter than admete, but darker than acron. Waigeu, w here this form represents azenia.

waigeoensis.

A. epimete Stgr. (150 g), from Palawan, has a lustrous blue forewing with a broad dark costal margin
and distal margin, the hindwing being blackish-brow n, in the $ with hardly any blue, in the $ w ithout any
blue. Beneath somewhat like acron.
duessa Doh., from Tenasserim, is beneath almost the same, but above
the blue gloss on the forewing is more glaring.

epimete.

A. belphoebe Doh. was described from a bad specimen; the whole proximal portion of the hindwing,
as well as the forew ing are violettish blue. Under surface pale brown, with a violet gloss, nearly all the mark-

belphoebe,

duessa.
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ings composed of ring-shaped circles filled with a slightly darker colour. A somewhat doubtful species which
is compared with agesias (150 Be) in the original description, though other authors do not find any resem¬
blance. Tenasserim.
(million.

ammonifies.

chunsu.
ham i non.

arid.
asakurae.

corthata.

birmana.
aberrans.

paraganesa.

zephyretta.

ganesa.

wed ii.

arvina.

udala.
adulans.

caeca.

A. amnion Hew. (148 h) is a small species with fine tails; above lustrous dark blue with a black mar¬
gin of 2 to 3 mm width, beneath very variegated, since cinnamon-brown bands and spots are here separated
from the greyish-blue ground-colour by a distinct white bordering. The typical form flies near Singapore. -—
ammonides Doh. (148 h) is the form from Tenasserim, above with a more lilac tint, in undamaged specimens
there is a very fine small tail which, however, breaks off very easily and is also absent in the figured specimen.
chunsu Fruhst. is the Sumatran form, the black marginal band above being much broader and in the hindwing
extending almost to the cell.
hannnon Fruhstfrom Java, is larger than the preceding forms and exhibits
above a narrower black distal margin.
A. ariel Doh. (148 h) is smaller, beneath still more variegated, above more radiantly blue, otherwise
very similar to the preceding species which it seens to represent in the north of Indo-China. — asakurae Mats.
even goes as far as Formosa. Specimens from there show a more leaden-bluish upper surface with a black marginal
band of 2y2 mm width, and beneath they already approximate the Indian paraganesa (147 f) on which Moore
founded his genus Acesina.
A. birmana. The easternmost form of this species: corthata Fruhst. flying in Hongkong is presumably
very closely allied to ariel. In corthata the upper surface of the S is dark, but intensely bluish-violet. Easily
separable from typical birmana by the hindwing in which the dark marginal band is analwards narrower. In typical birmana Mr. (= arisba Nic.) the postmedian band on the forewing beneath is still coherent, whereas
in the larger form aberrans Nic. (150 B d) it is interrupted in the centre. In this form from Tenasserim the $ has
also much more white in the disc of the forewing above. The
of all the forms are above violettish-blue with
a broader or narrower black margin.
A. paraganesa Nic. (147 f). As the name indicates, it is above already very similar to ganesa (Vol. I.
pi. 75 e). the
above violettish blue with a broad black marginal band; beneath the spots and bands are deep
chocolate brown, encircled with white, and situate on a dull earth-brown ground which is whitish in some places.
Northern India. — zephyretta Doh. represents the species in Assam; here both sexes are above quite blackishbrown, only in the area of the discal cell there is lustrous bluish colouring.
A. ganesa Mr., from West Himalaya, has been dealt in Vol. I on p. 275, and the figure supplied there
gives us, although the ground-colour of the under surface is too light, an idea of this unmistakable species (the
similar ariel[148 h] has a small tail). In the lower valleys of the mountains ganesa also penetrates into the Indian
faunal region. Most remarkable is the discovery of a Lycaenid A. weelii Piep. in the Prayangan Mts. (at an
altitude of 1700 m) in Java, which is so very similar to the Japanese loomisi Pr. (Vol. I, pi. 75 c) that we may
refer to its figure from which weelii scarcely differs above, beneath only in the narrower, centrally pierced post¬
median band. Both sexes of weelii are of rather the same colouring; the only $ known is smaller than the
A. arvina Hew. (= aboe Nic.) (147 e as aronia). Hindwing quite oval, without small tails. Upper
surface in the S lustrous dark ultramarine with a black margin of about 1% mm with; $ light blue with a
marginal band of 4 to 5 mm width. Under surface very characteristic, quite dark violettish-brown, the anal
region of the forewing lighter, but not so white as in our figure. In the forewing there are mostly also in and
below the cell oval ring-spots which, however, are hardly visible owing to the dark ground-colour. SouthWestern Indo-China and Java. - adala Nic., likewise from Indo-China, is so similar to this form that it was
temporarily taken to be the $ of it, and the form adulans Nic. probably only represents darker specimens of
adala. Fresh specimens exhibit beneath an intense lilac reflection which, however, disappears in older specimens,
leaving a reddish tint. - adala seems to be a distinct species.
A. caeca Hew. (147 e) is very similar to arvina, but beneath still darker, without the anal brightening
in the forewing and with a short tail-appendage of the hindwing. The
is above lustrous lilac with a very
narrow black margin; the $ is violettish-blue with a broad marginal black and cell-end spot. Hitherto only
found in Borneo.

buddha.

aleia.

A. buddha B.-Balc. (147 h). Bethune-Baker’s form, which is above lustrous light blue with a black
marginal band in the <$ of more than 2 mm width, exhibits beneath the postmedian band of the forewing only
feebly bent, whereas in Piepers and Snellen’s specimens the band is almost rectangularly bent behind the
cell. These specimens which also show a darker ground-colour beneath are presumably a local or season-form,
and as they were always denominated with such conspicuous differences in the marking, I should like to propose
the name aleta {Snell, i. 1.) for the latter.
The species only occurs in Java; btiddha was discovered by FruhStorfer on the Volcano of Gedeh (West Java), aleta was captured on the Semaru (East Java) by Piepers.
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A. canulia Hew. (147 h) is at once recognizable by the under surface showing no other markings
but straight, slight transverse stripes in the marginal area and in the hindwing 2 discal transverse spots. Above
the S' is glossy lilac, the $ has blackish, proximally blue forewings and violettish-blue liindwings with a very
broad black margin. Philippines and Batjan. — The form sosias Fruhst. from the Molucca-Island of Obi is
beneath whitish-grey instead of brownish-grey, and in the hindwing it has more distinct white -marginal dots.

canulia.

A. fulla Hew. (148 g) is above very similar to canulia, but on the brown under surface the forewings
is without any markings except 2 darker nebulous stripes parallel to the margin in the marginal area; also
on the hindwing the discal transverse spots have disappeared except, a nebulous trace. From the Andaman Is.
—• In andamanica W.-Mas. (147 f) which is somewhat smaller and in the anal portion of the forewing much
lighter, but in the marginal area of the hindwing much less brightened, the nebulous stripes beneath are still
more indistinct, and the insect itself is said to be smaller.
subfasciata Mr. resembles beneath again more
typical fulla, but the stripes in the disc of the hindwing are absent, and the marginal dots are confined to few
faint traces. — babbsi J. <£• T. (146 B a), from the Shouten Is., does not show any such traces at all; the
marginal and basal areas beneath are almost of the same colour, separated by a broad dark shadow. - prasiae
Fruhst., from Amboina, has a more intense lilac-blue upper surface than in the Andaman forms and those from
Buru, from where the species was originally described, separated from typical fulla by a more greyish than
smoky-brown colouring beneath; the broad postdiscal band of the hindwing is bordered with yellowish instead
of whitish.

fulla.

A. disparalis Fldr. (— disparilis Hew., courvoisieri Rbb.). Wings above in the <§ quite light blue,
in the 5 almost white with broad black margins. The $ almost looks like a Lampides] under surface white
with a black double margin. Moluccas. - wildei Misk. (147 h), from Queensland, is quite similar, but the margin
of the $ hindwing above is much broader, and the white under surface in the disc covered with numerous spots.
- A form or species quite similar to it flies, according to Waterhouse db Lyell in the Aru Is. The insects
mostly fly very high, so that they are difficult to capture and therefore rare in collections.

disparalis.

sosias.

andamanica
sub fuse ia fa

babbsi.
prasiae.

wildei.

A. critala Fldr. (142 h as cristala) has entirely adapted its exterior to the Thysonotis flying at the eritala.
same habitat, and instead of the small verdigris anal spots on the hindwing beneath it exhibits a metallic bluishgreen distal band. The upper surface is also like Thysonotis, the <$ azure with a median band showing light
through from beneath; $ above white, broadly margined with black, without blue. Amboina.
A. axiothea Hew. (= strophe Sm.) (146 Bb). This species also deviates more than most of the other axiothea.
species of the genus froin the type of Arnblypodia, though above it resembles the brightly glistening asenia
(149 g) and its allies from the same patria, but the under surface is light yellowish-or reddish-white with blackishbrown, compact broad transverse bands. Newr Guinea *).
Note. As the plates of the Lycaenidae were already brought to a conclusion in 1914 and the German edition was
effected during the wad, the text can mostly only deal with the forms published until that time; the two forms described can
only be published in the supplementary sheets.

43. Genus: Mota Nic.
This genus which hitherto contains but 1 species we insert here, since it cannot be well ranged with
any other genus. The only species from Northern India was described as a Myrina, which genus is confined
to-day to 6 forms known from Africa and having been described in Vol. XIII, p. 377 and all figured there.
Whereas in these species there is but 1 little tail on the hindwing, having its base on or quite close at a small
anal lobe, Mota has 2 separate small tails as fine as a hair, proceeding from the ends of the median branches
and being remote from the anal lobe. The colouring above recalls that of many Amblypodia, whereas the marbled
hindwing beneath offers a most characteristic appearance.
A. massyla Hew. (146 B a). $ above lilac-blue with a narrow black margin; $ above blackish, with
a violet reflection, the base of the wing as far as the centre violet. Hindwing beneath with a peculiar complicated
marbling and a colouring similar to that of a small dry shrivelled leaf. Upper Assam (Sylhet); Bhutan. Rare.

44. Genus: Zepliyriis Ddm.
As the palearctic species betulae L. is stated as the type, the generic name Zephyrus, as N. D. Rtley
has ascertained, would be synonymous with Thecla. In Vol. I. however, we took into consideration that Fabriciu.s
also counts spini Schiff. to Thecla, to which, after eliminating betulae, the generic name of Thecla might be left.
It is still quite uncertain for which species the generic name is decisive, whether for all the 1000 species (mostly
*) Bbthune-Baker, in his monography on the Amblypodia-group, puts this species to the end of the genus; it might
be more naturally ranged near fulgida (p. 960).

massyla.
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flying in America), or only for certain groups of them which (in a similar way as the ,,Cupidolt amongst the
Lycaenini) are just starting to establish themselves into genera. As this is not the jilace for circumstantial
argumentations, we keep to the methods in Vol. I and refer the reader to what has been said there (on p. 269).
Many Indian Zephyrus exhibit yet the metallic lustrous upper surface of the Amblypodia and seem
to continue this genus, which is mostly tropical, to the north. With but very few exceptions (ahsolon) all the
Zephyrus of the Inclo-Australian Region live at its northern frontier and partly pass over to the palearctic
south.
ala xus.

Z. ataxus Dbl. & Hew. (<J = Natura Hew.) (Vol. I, pi. 74 a as artaxus) is chiefly palearctic and has
therefore been dealt with in Vol. I, p. 271. It was mentioned there that
from the Indian region are said
to have a somewhat broader black margin than palearctic ones, but that there is no other essential difference.
The species probably also occurs in the Indian region chiefly in the cool valleys of Kashmir (Masuri), but also
there very rarely. Very closely allied to the palearctic sciphirina Stgr., the southern representative of which
it seems to be. This small form with more bluish-green than golden green
is much more common in the
north (North Japan, Amur, Askold, than ataxus in India.

damn.

Z. duma Hew. In the same way as ataxus corresponds to saphirina, duma corresponds to the palearctic
smaragdina (Vol. I, p. 270); some authors take it to be merely a geographical form of the latter. The ^
is characterized by the glaring golden green which only leaves free a marginal band of 2 mm width. The $
is above dark brown with an orange oblique band behind the cell. Sikkim; in some places common.

khasia.

Z. khasia Nic. The J is above magnificently golden green with black veins, the distal band broad
black, whereby it is also very similar to syla (146 B a), but separated from all the other Indian Zephyrus by
the absence of the small tail on the hindwing. Also the under surface differs from the preceding species and
from syla. The species was described according to a single <$.

ahsolon.

Z. absolon Hew. (155 a) is the only really tropical Zephyrus *). £ above with a much more confined
golden green colouring than in the North-Indian species, the green also more covered with black. $ above
quite similar to our figure of desgodinsi (Vol. I, pi. 74 a), but the orange discal spots are smaller, duller, more
separated. Beneath recognizable by the broad white postdiscal band. Only Java is known to me as patria,
where the imago was taken near Sukabumi (at an altitute of 600 m) by Fruhstorfer, and North-Eastern
Sumatra, where it was, taken by B. Hagen. Hewitson only mentions ,,India“, a useless statement. Rare.
' •

zoa.

para.

syla.
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Z. zoa Nic. This lepidopteron also belongs to the desgodinsi-group and resembles tsangkie (Vol. I.
pi. 74), though it is larger than the latter; the
lacks the lustrous spots above near the base of the small tail.
It is also somewhat similar to Z. orientalis (Vol. I, pi. 73 g). The green colour above in the <$ is also more intensely
powdered with dark, and the black marginal band is broader. From Sikkim, but rarer than duma.
Z. pavo Nic. If de Niceville’s opinion is not due to an error, the £ of this species exhibits the
exterior of the $$ of the allied Zephyrus, i. e. that of ataxusas we have figured Vol. I, pi. 74 a, pavo differs
from it in its more abundant violet gloss above extending also over the veins which remain more black in
ataxus-QQ-, beneath the silvery transverse bands in pavo are more of a violet reflection. Bhutan; Upper Assam.
Z. syla Koll. (= sila Hew.) (146 B a). $ above bronze-green with a black distal margin and white
fringe; beneath both wings are silvery white with shortened brown transverse bands. The $ is above dark,
with a faint violet gloss, behind the cell a white oblique band. In the Himalaya on oak-bushes, mostly not rare;
it also goes into the palearctic region; cf. Vol. I, p. 269 and 270.

ziha.

Z. ziha Heiv. $ very similar to that of syla, distinguished by the white postdiscal band above being
divided into 2 separate spots situate in a right angle to each other. Kashmir, but near Kulu, presumably hardly
in the palearctic part of this country; Simla, Masuri.

birupa.

Z. birupa Mr. is quite similar to the two preceding species, the
above separated from syla-rf by
a broader and more curved black marginal band; the $ shows above much less blue; in both sexes the under
surface is quite different from the silvery whitish-green under surface of syla, i. e. light- greyish-brown. Himalaya;
rarer than syla.

icana.

mandara.

Z. icana Mr. (Vol. I, pi. 74 c as incana). Easily discernible from all the similar species by the feebler
dark blue, exhibiting a metallic gloss only in a certain light, on the upper surface of the
(which in a certain
exposure to light has a green reflection), whereby the species already resembles the palearctic Z. quercus. $
with 2 bright ochreous-yellow spots behind the cell of the forewing. Western Himalaya; not common.
Z. mandara Doh. is very similar to icana (Vol. I, pi. 74 c), but the upper surface which is there dark
blue, in a certain light with a green reflection, exhibits here in the <d> only a dull violet gloss on the basal portion
of the wing. Under surface more red-tinted than in icana. Kumaon.
*) A number of some more tropical lepidopt-era were described as ,,Thecla" or ,,Zephyrus", though we are in doubt
whether they belong to these genera.
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Z. dohertyi Nic. is larger; upper surface blackish-brown with an entirely dull greenish-violet reflection;
$ above quite similar to that of tsangkie, but much larger. Under surface quite deep dark red-brown; hindwing
with a fine white postdiscal transverse stripe forming the proximal border of the postmedian band. Western
Himalaya.

doherlyi.

Another species or form letha Wt.s. from Burma has remained unknown to me.

45. Genus: Tliecla

F.

In that sense, in which we conceive this genus here, it has hardly any representatives in the Indian
region. Moreover, we refer the reader to the fact that the very numerous American forms of this genus are
already split into groups some of which may have acquired a generic character. The Lycaenidae which beside
the Erycinidae may represent the latest offspring of the Rhopalocera-tribe, are just only developing, and also
with the Indian Lycaenidae it may be justified to designate most of the genera being kept separate here as
subordinate genera or groups of forms, as for instance the Zizera and Chilades as subordinate groups of ,,Cupido“,
or as the American genera Eupsyche, Uranotes etc. as subgenera of ,,Thecla“. — As to further particulars on
this genus, cf. Vol. I, p. 264. It may only be mentioned here that the Tliecla in a restricted sense (as here
or in Vol. I) are almost exclusively northern insects; in Africa to the south of the Sahara, in Australia, and
tropical America, they are entirely absent, and into the Indian region they seem to penetrate but little beyond
the palearctic southern frontier.
Th. sassanides Roll. (= deria Mr., mirabilis Ersch., lunulata Rom.) (Vol. I. pi. 73 e) enters the Indian
region in Kashmir and Baluchistan. Cf. Vol. I. p. 268.

sassanides

Th. omata Leech (Vol. I, pi. 72 i) presumably invades more southern territories in Central China. —
It flies as formosana Mats, in Formosa, distinguished by its larger size, the absence of the spot on the $ forewing,
and the greater extent of the submarginal spots on the forewing beneath. - Another species, leechi Nic.. which
has remained unknown to me, was discovered in the Khasia Hills; cf. the footnote on p. 968.

omala.
lormosana

46. Genus: Cliaetoproeta Nic.
It is directly attached to Zephyrus quercus to which species also the only species known of the genus
is similar. The genus, however, differs from the Zephyrus in the upper discocellular of the forewing proceeding
in the $ and $ from the subcostal vein exactly at the upper cell-angle; whereas in Zephyrus it branches
off a little behind the cell-end, which is very rarely the case in other lepidoptera.
Ch. odafa Hew. (146 B b) in its size and exterior entirely resembles Zepli. quercus (Vol. I, pi. 74 c, d). odata.
but chiefly differs in the blue reflection of the $ only covering about the proximal two thirds of the wing, whereby
a much broader (5 mm) black marginal area is produced; in the $ the blue areas on the hindwing are entirely
absent, whilst the forewing is almost as in the
— This lepidopteron deposits its eggs in oblong lumps
on walnut-leaves and covers them with a layer of small glossy scales; larva woodlouse-shaped, in its adult
stage claret-coloured or yellowish-green above dotted (with minute foveae), and covered with fine short hair,
wdtlr a slightly darker median line, under surface greenish; head retracted, glossy black, behind ochreous, which
colour extends in a rectangle to the centre of the head. The imagines fly briskly particularly towards evening
and are difficult to capture in fresh condition, since they are quickly damaged. Western Himalaya.

47. Genus:

EUiaspa Mr.

The only species upon which this genus is based, looks, as de Niceville says, more like a Morphida
than like a Theclina, although its colouring is also somewhat similar to that of the Horaga-species. The species
having been described as Myrina was separated from the allied species (H ypolycaena etc.) owing to the peculiarities
of the veins: the 1st subcostal branch rises after the 2nd third of the upper cell-wall from the latter; the 2nd
rises half as far from the base of the middle discocellular as from the origin of the 1st branch; the 3rd is
short and rises nearer to the apex of the wing than to the place where the upper discocellular is annexed;
the upper discocellular rises somewhat behind the cell from the subcostal vein (as in the Gerydini, Liphyrini.
and Poritia, but also in most of the Zephyrus). The species also has the same patria as the latter (the cooler
districts of Northern India).
E. milionia Hew. (146 B c). Above sky-blue, forewing with a black apical half into which a large white milionia.
discal spot projects; also the hindwing with a white demi-band. On the under surface the $ has a narrow, the
(figured) $ a very broad postmedian band and light marginal rings. Kashmir to Nepal: local and not common :
the imagines feebly fly around bushes and have but 1 generation.
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48. Genus: Twisteria Nic.
This likewise monotypical genus deviates more from the Thecla-Zephyrus group and already approaches
the Callophrys and Satsuma both of which, however, do not occur in the Indian region. The genus is sufficiently
characterized by the shape of the wings, the stunted apex of the forewing, and the slightly angular margin
of the hindwing.

L. dudgeonii Nic. (146 B b) is above dark blue with a black margin and black apical half of the forewing;

dudgeonii.

beneath red-brown, the basal third of the hindwing is chestnut-brown. Bhutan.

49. Genus: Dacalana

Mr. (Arrhenothrix Nic.)

The genera Dacalana and Arrhenothrix have been separated owing to the 3 resp. 4 branches of the
subcostal on the forewing. We have, however, seen in Zesias that this may be a sexual difference, and Fruhstorfer mentions species such as Jalmenus evagoras in which the difference is individual. We therefore unite
both genera by the name of Dacalana (1884) which is older than Arrhenothrix (1890).
B. vidura Hsf. A lustrous sky-blue, $ pale blue; both wings, particularly the forewing with a black
apical margin; under surface with a white median stripe which shows through above in the $. The typical
baganda. form originates from West Java; separated from it is the East-Javanese form baganda Fruhst. (155 a) by its
smaller size, the narrower black apex of the forewing and a finer white median stripe beneath. - - Except in
Java, where the species is common already in the forests near the shore (e. g. near Palabuan), it also lives in
Borneo, Sumatra, Nias, and Malacca. — Only farther in the north it is represented by another form
burmana. (burmana Mr.) which is distinguished by a darker blue upper surface and a lighter, more ochreous-grey groundsinhara. colour of the under surface. Burma.
shlhara Frnlist. is smaller than the typical form from West Java; above
almost 'the same, but beneath darker grey, the white median stripe through both wings is narrower, the orange
spot in the anal region of the hindwing is larger, but the blue spot smaller. $ with a broad black costa. This
aziyada. form comes from North-Eastern Sumatra and already forms a transition to aziyada Fruhst. (155 a) which is a
smaller form with a conspicuously darker under surface, on which the costal end of the white median stripe
■penicilli- slightly bends round distally.
In penieilligera Nic. (155 b), decribed as a separate species, but presumably
rjpm' only a large form of vidura, the whole apical third of the forewing is black, and the under surface is crossed
by a broad white transverse band. Assam, particularly from Sylhet. — All the AS °f this species have a large
scent-spot in the forewing, in the centre of the submedian area.
loud.
D. lowi Drc. (156 a) is almost exactly like vidura, but on the under surface the white median stripe
is absent, and the dark line bordering on the marginal area shows a somewhat different course. Borneo.
sangira.
D, sangira Fruhst. is similar to vidura. but darker and more lustrous blue. Marginal band narrower.
The A lacks above the scent-pencil in the forewing, whereas the hindwing exhibits a large hairy scent-aixa. On
the forewing beneath the light area above the centre of the hind-margin is so large that the median band already
disappears in it in the centre of the wing. Sangir. Type in the Berlin Museum.
cotys.
D. cotys Flew. (155 e) is superficially very similar to vidura, but it has not the scent-pencil anymore,
but the mealy spot on the hindwing. Over the distal parts of the wings above a lilac reflection is spread, so
that the black distal band is not so distinctly defined. From the Himalaya, through India to the south as far
sannio. as Burma.
sannio Drc. (156 a) flies in Borneo; the white median stripe of the forewing beneath only extends
to the centre of the wing, it is not half as broad as in typical North-Indians, and parallel to it there is another
cremera. white arcuate band before the margin.
cremera Nic. (155 e) shows a narrow and quite straight white stripe
beneath, it is much larger than sannio and has a more distinct blue spot between the 2 black dots of the anal
capusa. region and above this blue a very distinct red colour; from West Java. capusa Fruhst. (155 e) is again smaller,
beneath lighter, more dust-coloured grey, the white median stripe is broader, the miniate spot before the small
upper tail, which in cremera is particularly large, is smaller here. — cotys seems to lie everywhere rather rare.
As it has only a 3-branched subcostal vein in the forewing, which in Dacalana is said to be invariably
4-branched, the species was transferred into the following genus; its alliance with the forms of vidura, however,
is unmistakable.
anysis.
D. anysis Hew. (155 e) is very similar to the preceding one and probably forms only the continuation
of cotys in Celebes. Above in the A the border of the black apical part runs more obliquely through the forewing,
so that rather a black apical third is cut off than a marginal band. Beneath the median stripe is somewhat
curved, and the marginal area of the hindwing is very much intermixed with white. Macassar and in the
cervina. Minahassa. — cervina Rob., from the Isle of Bangkai, is much smaller, the under surface darker, the median
stripe is broader, in the marginal area only slightly powdered with whitish. This form was discovered by
vidura.

Kuhn.

an guides.

D. anysides Rbr., likewise from Celebes, is said to differ from anysis particularly in a very strongly
developed scent-organ, the under surface being otherwise almost the same. But the scent-basin below the
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costa of the hindwing is very distinct and the part of the forewing covering it is therefore somewhat lobate.
— aristarchus Fruhst. (155 e) shows this scent-basin still more intensely covered with quite black hair, and the aristarchus.
corresponding scent-brush on the forewing above is very much enlarged. Besides the blue colour above is
somewhat lighter than in typical anysides. From Bazilan. — In poliorketes Fruhst.. from the Southern Philip- -poliorkctcs.
pines, the hairing of the androconial spot is yellow.

50. Genus: Caniena Hew. (Pratapa Mr.).
As has already been mentioned in the preceding genera, the differences of these genera are very sub¬
tile and rather unreliable. Above all, generic differences ought not to be founded on scent-organs, nor does the
neuration by the different subcostal system offer any reliable means of distinction; and just as uncertain is
also the separation from the following genus Tajuria. The most distinctive mark is offered by the habitus;
the pointed forewing, the oblong-oval hindwing with small scarred impressions at the base of the subcostal, the
very long hind-margin of the hindwing which shows 2 small tails and an anal lobe, and above all the very strongthorax. As the chief character always the 3-branched subcostal is stated. Description of the genus in Yol. I. p. 261.

C. ctesia Hew. (155 d). Since the publication of my treatise in Vol. I, where a Chinese specimen was ctesia.
figured as ctesia, Fruhstorfer has separated the Chinese form as agalla. In the latter species, to which conse- agalla.
quently the figure in Vol. I. pi. 72 c would belong, the black cell-end spot on the forewing above (and also the
marking of the under surface) is more strongly developed. The typical ctesia come from North India. - In
cakravasti Fruhst. (155 d), from Formosa, the discal spot on the forewing is not much larger, but the forewing cakravasti.
has a broader black margin, and the under surface which in agalla is more silvery grey and yellowish-brown in
ctesia, is bluish-black in cakravasti, according to Fruhstorfer. The
are said to be common in Sikkim; in
China they are decidedly rare, nor do they seem to be very numerous in Formosa.
C. icetas Hew. (Vol. I, pi. 72 c). This imago has already been dealt with in the palearctic part Vol. I, icelas.
p. 261. It was described from the palearctic part of Kashmir, but it also occurs, even in greater numbers, in
the Indian part (Kulu), also near Simla, in Masuri. and even in Darjeeling.
C. deva Mr. (155 b, c). Like in icetas the upper surface strongly recalls a Tajuria longinus, but it has
not the narrow hindwing of Tajuria. The wings being above very broadly margined with black exhibit in the G a
very bright deep blue colour; in the $ a slight lilac reflection covers the blue; the under surface of typical deva
is greyish-white in the^; they are described from South India (Canara).
angada Fruhst. (155 c) is the form
from North India, the upper surface, particularly in the hindmarginal area of the hindwing is somewhat lighter,
the upper surface of the
not so very lustrous; under surface almost white.
devana Drc. (155 c) is much
larger, the black marginal band particularly in the region of the anal angle of the forewing much broader. North
Borneo. —- Fruhstorfer separates from this distinctly different form the 9$ from South Borneo as devadatta
(155 c as devadetta) with a very sooty upper surface, where the black powdering is particularly extensive in the
costal area of the hindwing.
cartena Fruhst. (155 c as carthena) has above in the G and ? a narrower black
margin which is more distinctly separated from the blue ground-colour, and the under surface is of a dingy
earth-colour; from West Java. - From this form the specimens from East Java (from the district of Lawang)
are separated as methara Fruhst. which are much darker than cartena, with much broader black margins of
the forewing, almost extending to the cell; the hindwing is also darker. - lila Mr., from Assam and East Bengal,
is rather small, with less gloss than in typical deva, but with a slight violet reflection on the blue. — Larva
of the shape of a rather stout woodlouse, grey, so similar to the colour of the leaves of its food-plant (Loranthus
tomentosa) that in changing the food the larvae are easily thrown away with the other food. Pupa whitishgreen, with fine brown markings, somewhat similar to that of Creon cleobis (Davidson, Bell, and Aitken).
— The imago is always met singly, but in some places not very rarely.

cleva.

C. ister Hero. ( = carmentalis Nic.) (155 b) is much smaller-than the preceding ones, otherwise very
similar to deva, and it was also confounded with cleobis. Forewing1 blue with a dark brown apical half; apex
of hindwing dark yellowish-brown. Under surface reddish yellowish-brown with an arcuate stripe of whiteedged comma-spots before the marginal area. In the typical specimens (from Assam) the blue colour is in the
$ hindwing confined upon the central part of the wing, whilst the hindwing beneath shows a rather small orangered spot before the black dots in the anal region. —- yasa Fruhst., from Nias, has a lighter blue upper surface
with scarcely half as broad marginal black, the anal orange spots on the hindwing beneath being more than
twice as large. — cretheus Nic. (155 b) is larger; the costal margin is broad, the distal margin narrow black;
otherwise very similar to yasa; from West Java.
In calculis Drc. (155 b), from Borneo, also the black colour
of the apical region of the forewing is much narrower. — ecphantus Fruhst. (155 b), from the surroundings
of Lawang in East Java, is small, above darker metallic blue, the black margin of the hindwing hardly broader
than in the Nias-form yasa; the anal orange spots of the hindwing beneath are only small. — cameria Nic.,
being unknown to me, is a very similar form from Bua-Kraeng; it seems to represent ister in Celebes, but it may
also be a distinct species.

ister.

angada,
devana.
devadaita.
cartena.

methara.
lila.
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cretheus.
calculis.
ecphantus.
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C. lucida (156 a). If the genera Camena and Tajuria could be distinctly separated, the name cippus
might have remained here, although Fabeicius’ cippus would have been adjudged to the form of Tajuria
longinus which in fact lay before Fabricius and which he denominated cippus. In order to avoid the continual
mistakes, we have chosen the name lucida which refers to the Borneo-foim flying also in Palawan; the 3 has a
radiant blue gloss also in the apical area of the forewing and an almost entirely silvery white under surface. In argentea Aur. (= cippus auct. nec F.) (155 d) this under surface has a still more intense gloss, at least in
the , whereas the $ (? = blanka Nic.) has somewhat duller tints. •— In minturna FruJist. the blue rays at the
apex of the forewing are confluent with the discal blue below the cell, and in the cells of both wings the black
embedments are reduced. Much larger than Borneo-specimens; under surface very lustrous silvery white.
— nacandra Fruhst. (155 e) is still larger, beneath still more lustrous silvery, with an intense subanal red which
is almost entirely absent in minturna. Java.

51. Genus: Tajuria Mr.
This genus, according to the author, is above all distinguished from the preceding genus by the absence
of the scent-organs on both wings of the <$<$. We refer to what we have said about the untenableness of this
genus in dealing with Camena, as well as to Vol. I, p. 261. The genus is almost exclusively tropical; but 1 species
has hitherto been taken in the typical form on palearctic territory, but we are confident that in China
it also passes over to its Indian part (luculentus Lch.); for one of its local forms this has already been ascertained.
On the whole, the genus contains about 60 partly very beautiful forms.
cippus.

longinus.

pseudoionfjinus.

theodosius.

irontinus.
maxentius.

bagas.
mctlcolmi.

luculentus.

berensis.

T. cippus F. ( = longinus auct. nec F.). The ambiguity of this name has led to different mistakes.
It has now been proposed to apply this name to the South-Indian race of this species (which presumably
lay before Fabeicius). - The Ceylon race then received the name longinus F. (155 h), which name was formerly
applied to cippus by mistake, and on comparing our figure with the North-Indian insect figured as longinus
in Vol. I (pi. 72 c) wre at once see the differences: longer hindwings with a more extended anal part than in the
North-Indian insect, a narrower black margin, particularly on the hindwing in longinus from Ceylon. — pseudolonginus Dbl. (155 h) is common in Java; upper surface of the <$ with a very blight gloss, under surface dustcoloured; in the $ the small punctiform spots before the marginal area on the hindwing above are often united
into a zigzag line. — In theodosius Fruhst. (155 h) the black colour of the apical part is above so much expanded
that the blue spot in the median fork is only half the size of that in specimens from Java; on the hindwing
the marginal band is broader, too. Beneath the blue and miniate magnificent spot of the hindwing is larger.
Bawean.
frontinus Fruhst. (155 h), from Lombok, has a more silvery grey under surface with a brown margin;
above the $ shows a broader discal brightening.
maxemtius Fruhst. is the form from Malacca, Sumatra, and
presumably also Borneo; large, the upper surface of the $ light, beneath both sexes with a very intensely redorange spotted anal region of the hindwing.
bagas Kheil is described from Nias, though only the $ which
hardly differs from certain Sumatran specimens; the $ has not been described at all.
malcolmi Ril. & Godfr.
resembles in the <$ sex the typical form, but it lacks the dark line on the hindwing above, as wrell as the dark
black and marginal spots in the areas 3 to 5. Nor are there any traces of the dark discal line beneath on the
forewing and hindwing; the antemarginal line is broader than in the type, but not so distinctly defined.
Hainan.
The larva with a flattened head and a widened neck-ring, the anal end being broader, too; green,
each ring with a roundish white spot on the dorsum and a more triangular one on the sides; on species of
Loranthus. Pupa brown with a white spotted thoracal dorsum and sharp quills across the abdomen. The imago
is common in many places, particularly in India (Canara, Travancore etc.), where the $$ are captured almost
just as frequently as the G<S, in contrast with the closely allied species of Camena; the imago is particularly
fond of the blossoms of Lantana and Poinsettia.

T. luculentus Leech (Vol. I. pi. 72 d). Both sexes are closely allied to the preceding species, which
they seem to represent in the east of the palearctic region. The typical form seems to touch Indian territory
only at its palearctic frontier (in Central China). -— The species, however, also flies in Borneo in a but slightly
different form: berensis Drc. (147 c, d) and probably occurs also in other Sunda-Islands. — As to further
particulars cf. Vol. I, p. 262.

albiplaga.

T. albiplaga Nic. is allied to diaeus (p. 976), but the blue colour above is much lighter; in diaeiis
also the postmedian band of the forewing beneath is much straighter, its edges smoother, towards the costal
margin it is broader; the species also resembles jehana Mr. from which, however, it differs in the distinct sexual
dimorphism, the $ being much larger than the <$, with broader wings and a less pointed apex of the forewing,
as well as a large white discal spot of the forewing; by the latter it is distinguished from deva Mr. Hitherto
only known from Sikkim.

melastiyma.

T. melastigma Nic., likewise from Sikkim, but with a wider range than albiplaga, extending from Sikkim
to the Nilgiris and to the east as far as Burma, but it seems to be rare and in some districts entirely absent.
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This species was, since at first only
were known, taken to be the other sex of ister (155 b). $ above magni¬
ficently lustrous dark brown, coloured like cleobis (156 c). Margin of forewing and apical half black; in the
disc a large quadrangular scent-spot. Distal margin of hindwing very narrow black, hind-margin whitish;
anal lobe red-centred. Under surface flesh-coloured, transverse bands Indian red. — Larva very similar to
that of deva (155 b c), but the anal end terminates in 2 points. Colouring somew hat more reddish than in deva,
with 2 red lateral lines; on Loranthus. — Pupa similar to that of cleobis Godt. (155 c). — This species was brought
into a genus Ops Nic. to which also other forms such as ogyges and oeta were added, which seem to be allied
with Creusa culta; these species published in Indian periodicals cannot be dealt with here, as these periodicals
were not obtainable at the time when the Lycaenidae were compiled and illustrated (1914).
T. jehana Mr. being very closely allied to the preceding ones seems to occur more in the Indian plains
(Bombay, Lucknor, Orissa, Mhow, Poona etc.). It resembles cippus, but it is smaller; in both wings in both
sexes the costal halves above are black, beneath blue; in the hindwing from the anal lobe 3 black marginal
spots. Beneath both wings are dull creamy white, the forewing with a delicate, indistinct, black submarginal
line. In the hinchving the marginal line is more distinct and more zigzag-shaped; a distinct black anal and subanal
spot, each of which is proximally bordered with yellow, the space between being powdered with black.

jehana.

T. gigantea Dist. (155 f). This gigantic form with tails longer than one centimeter may be compared
with the largest American Theda, such as marsyas and gigantea, for it attains an expanse of more than 5 cm.
Distant, on F. Moore's suggestion, founded the genus Purlisa on this species. But it is a large form of Tajuria
which exhibits above its usual colouring - lustrous blue with a black apical half of the forewing; beneath the
species is earth-brown. Its patria is the Peninsula of Malacca, where the species is said to be extremely rare. —
bomeana Fruhst. (155 f) is the form found in Borneo; above duller blue, the apical black of the forewing broader,
the black at the apex of the hindwing, how-ever. narrower. Beneath it lacks the slight bluish hue in tjie anal
part of the hindwing. Likewise rare.

gigantea.

T. mandarina Hew. (155 f) is much smaller than gigantea, but still much larger than the forms of
cippus. Above of the usual blue and black colouring of the Tajuria, but beneath at once recognizable by the
purely yellow wings with broad and bright red-brown margins. Sikkim, Bhutan, not common; in the Khasia
Hills in Assam in low districts not rare. — In a form from Borneo: splendida Fruhst. (155 f, g) the blue colour
in the submedian area of the forewing above does not extend so far to the margin, and on the hindwing the
black spot before the base of the upper small tail is smaller.

mandarina.

T. cepheis Nic. is very similar to mandarina, but the $ exhibits above but very little blue in the
basal part of the forewing below the cell, the black colour being so much increased. Beneath the wings are
darker, more chrome-coloured, and the margin is sepia-brown, not red-brown; the white colour before the
base of the tail has also almost disappeared. — cepheis was discovered by Ward near Cachar in India, where
at the same time the preceding species mandarina flew, so that it cannot be regarded as the geographical
representative of this species. — There exists, however, another form belonging hereto and being quite unknow n
to me: abnormis Moult., the relation to the preceding one. for which the genus Charana Nic. was established,
is not clear.

cepheis.

T. jalindra Hsf. (= thymbraeus Hbn.) (155 g). This species is widely distributed over the Indian
region; the
is extremely bright lustrous blue, with a narrow black marginal band hardly widened at the
apex of the forewing, the $ above sepia-brown with a light blue band before the margin of the hindwing. Beneath
white with a broad dark brown marginal band. The typical form flies in Java, where the species occurs in the
east and wrest and is not rare in some places. — gamtara Fruhst., from Borneo, already exhibits a transition
to the Bengal form indra; in the $ the band of the hindwing above before the margin is narrow er than in
Javanese specimens, but broader than in the continental forms. (Moreover, also in Javanese specimens the
band of the hindwing of the $ is much lighter blue than in our figure and not so lustrous.) ■— indra Mr.
(= nedymond Godt. nec Cr.) flies in Sikkim and Assam, where it is common; beside the broader band on the
$ hindwdng above it differs from jalindra also in a purer white under surface; the discal brown transverse band
is narrower; in the hindwdng the subanal spot beneath is much more feebly margined with red. In Sikkim
the species is said to be less common, and Hampson very rarely found it in the Nilgiris; in Ceylon it seems to
be quite absent. — macanita Fruhst. (155 g) is smaller than indra, and the $ has instead of the w hitish
band of the hindwing only traces of small, spot-like areas; beneath the brown marginal band of the hindwing
only extends from the apex to The centre of the margin, not to the base of the tail *); from South India.
— burbona Hew. is quite similar to macanita, but larger; the $ has an expanse of 45 mm and only shows 2 small
white spots before the anal portion of the hindwing. Sumatra, probably also in the opposite part of Malacca.
— degenerata Fruhst. (155 g). from Nias, has in the $ above 3 white submarginal spots which are already joined

jalindra.

*) In the original description there is an ambiguity: ,,macanita $ differs from assam- $ in the broader white submarginal
band“. We must certainly add to this: ,,of the latter“, because the band is distinct just in assam- 2. The $ figured here
(without this band) was sent in by Fruhstorfer himself, and therefore acknowledged by him to be typical. Moreover, this
band varies very much in the same or neighbouring district.

bomeana.

splendida.

abnormis.

gamtara.

indra.

macanita.

burbona.

degenerata.
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to a band. Beneath the brown band of the hindwing is narrow and remote from the margin. — tarpina
Hew. denotes the form from the Andamans. Here the $ altogether lacks the subanal bluish-white band,
even the traces of it that were yet in South Indian macanitcr, beneath the brown band of the hindwing
palavandra. is broad and extends close to the margin.
palavandra Stgr., from Palawan, is very similar to the Sikkimspecimens of the form indra, but the dark margin of the hindwing is narrower, so that it only represents a
black limbal line which at the veins sends short black rays into the blue. Beneath the first brown distal band
is narrower and equably broad, also separated by a white band from the brown margin which is hued with
whitish. On the hindwing the brown transverse band before the margin is narrower and therefore the latter
broader white than in indra or typical jalindra. —- Finally also a form from Sintang in South-West Borneo
mingaica. was described: mingawa Fruhst. (155 g as mingama) distinguished from typical (Javanese) jalindra by the
scarcely half as broad black margin of the. hindwing above. Beneath considerably darker, the basal a'eas of
both wings not so purely white, but powdered with a bluish grey. The postdiscal transverse band is more blackishgrey; hind wing with a reduced white anal margin. Separated from burbona Hew. from Sumatra by narrower
and darker grey longitudinal bands of both wings. Taken in January. — jalindra is in some districts, e. g. in
the Andamans, very rare, in other places often rather common; in the habits, flight, food etc. it is somewhat
similar to the Zephyrus. The larva is uni-coloured green, its shape similar to that of T. longinus. on Loranthus
elastica, particularly on the blossoms. Pupa with keeled ridges across the abdomen, in some places with a
greenish or pink reflection, thoracal dorsum marked whitish, so that on being seen from above a face-like exterior
is produced, somewhat similar to the so-called ,,monkey-face“ in carnivorous species of Lycaenidae (Spalgis,
Feniseca etc.).
tarpina.

plateni.

T. plateni Smpr. (155 g) is very similar to the preceding species and is very closely allied to it, just
like the following mariaba. At once discernible by the brown under surface being intersected with whitish
embedments. The $ is above deep though dull blue, the $ quite sepia-brown without any trace of the submarginal
spots in the hindwing. Philippines; rare.

mariaba.

T. mariaba Hew. is almost exactly like jalindra, but on account of the androconial spot it has been
regarded as Camena (Pratapa). But as this <§ mark has proved to be labile and not even separating the species,
we have no reason to separate mariaba from jalindra.
above deep lustrous dark blue, the black margin being
at the apex 3 mm broad, but towards the tornus uniformly narrower; hindwing almost quite black, only the
third of the wing before the centre of the margin dark blue, under surface almost exactly as in degenerata (155 g),
but the band of the forewing is divided into 2 narrower stripes not reaching to the hind-margin. — On Hewitson’s
figure of mariaba the brown bands beneath are not dark brown as in our figure of degenerata, but light red-brown;
Semper, however, states that Hewitson’s figure is in this respect incorrect. Mindanao.

maculata.

T. maculata Hew. (156 b) is at once recognizable by the white under surface being covered with
thick black dots. Forewing above in the disc white, with a black margin which is broader in the (typical) rainyseason form, narrower in the somewhat smaller dry season form (= albipicta Fruhst.). In Sikkim and Assam; it is
said to be generally rare, but occasionally it was also taken in numbers. Druce obtained it from Borneo, but
he does not state that such specimens are different. Nevertheless Fruhstorfer denominates the Borneospecimens as nigella, but neither says in what way they differ from continental specimens.

albipicta.

illurgis.

T. illurgis Hew. (156 a). Above quite similar to maculata, but the white discal area of the forewing
is much smaller and narrower, and the hindwing above is darker blue. Beneath instead of the dots scattered
on the entirely white ground-colour, the usual Theclinae-marking, i. e. dark cell-end streaks and a postdiscal
transverse stripe of small comma-spots. — In file $ the whole disc of the forewing above is white, so that it
Ulunj'wides. resemblesLycaenopsis albocaeruleusMr. (152f). Sikkim; Assam; rare. — illurgioidesNic. above entirely resembles
illurgis and it has also a similar under surface, but the thick black cell-end streaks are replaced by quite fine,
longer, straighter streaks. Himalaya: Naini-Valley; District of Darjeeling; perhaps a separate species.
mantra.

cyrus.

mesambria.

maroncia.

sapphirina.

T. mantra Fldr. This widely distributed species is above very similar to a T. cippus, but it has a
quite dark brown under surface with orange embedments in the anal part of the hindwing. In the typical form
flying in Burma, Malacca and Sumatra, this orange is confined to the region before the base of the small tail:
— in Borneo-specimens, cyrus Drc. (156 a) the under surface is somewhat lighter brown and the anal orange
is continued towards the costal margin, sometimes to the apex. According to Druce, both forms fly in Borneo,
the type on the Kina Balu and near Labuan. very common.
rnesambria Fruhst. (156 b) is somewhat smaller
than cyrus, lighter and more lustrous blue, the apical black somewhat reduced behind the lower cell-angle,
the subanal orange of the hindwing beneath reduced in contrast with the Borneo-form. Java. — maroneia
Fruhst. (156b) is the form from Nias; the apical black recedes in the <$ still further behind the lower cell-angle;
costa narrower black than in the other races. —- sapphirina Bob., from Celebes and Bangkai; the black anal
dot of the hindwing above, which in the preceding ones is merely a plain black dot, is in the $ distally metallic
green, proximally bordered with yellow; colour beneath light grey with a darker cell-end spot of the forewing.
According to de Niceville very rare.
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T. cato Drc. (147 cl) resembles cleobis (147 c) above, but it has not the intense violet reflection of
cleobis-^. Above all the under surface is different, not dust-coloured grey, but much darker, more earth-coloured
brown. Anal lobe of hindwing on both sides light with a dark central spot. The species is remarkable by the
black legs being speckled with a light yellow. From the Kina-Balu in Borneo.

cuio.

T. jalysus Fldr. (156 c) is larger, more robust, with broader wings than mantra which it resembles jalysus.
otherwise (especially the form sapphirina). — From the figured typical form with an intense violet reflection
above from North Celebes the form plateia Fruhst. (= plataia Fruhst.) (156 b), from Bua-Kraeng (South Celebes), plateia.
is distinguished by the dark lustrous metallic blue upper surface. ,,Cell-end with an intense black longitudinal
line.“ Hindwing as in cyru-s (156 a), veins of all the wings distinctly black. In the $ the' ground-colour is chiefly
bluish-grey with a slight violet reflection. Under surface as in mantra, but more blackish, the blue maculae
of the hindwing prominent. The form plateia presumably represents a transition from the mantra-form sap¬
phirina and typical jalysus. — jalysus is apparently very rare.
T. discalis Fruhst. (156 c) is already allied to the following isaeus, but at once discernible by the large discalis.
dark scent-spot of the <$ covering the lower cell-angle on the forewing above. Lombok. — According to those
who regard the scent-spot as a criterium of the genus Camena, the species ought to be placed there, but Fruhstorfer himself emphasizes its close alliance with mantra.
T. isaeus Hew. (156c) is one of the smallest species of the genus; the $ is light cobalt-blue with isaeus.
a slightly lustrous upper surface, a black costal and distal margin, dull bone-coloured under surface, without
distinct cell-end marks, but with a feeble dark postdiscal line; in the hindwing the discal area is traversed by
dark nebulous stripes, and the anal region is black, with orange and bluish spots. — dominus Drc. (156 c) seems
to be the normal J; almost exactly like cleobis (156 c) with which it is compared in the original description, but
the apical black penetrates into the cell, and below it arcuately towards the base; isaeus wras described from
Sarawak, dominus from the Kina-Balu in Borneo. — relata Dist. (^ = buto Nic.), from Malacca, is beneath relata.
more grey than bone-coloured white, and the submarginal transverse stripe is slightly curved, the convexity being
distal. — pisatis Fruhst., from Java, is still much smaller than the preceding forms, the under surface of the pisaiis.
g dingy earth-brown. — amardus Fruhst. (156 d) differs from pisatis by a lighter blue upper surface in the amardus.
d1 and a lighter grey under surface; from Nias. — The forms of isaeus are distinguished from the similar cleobis
by the submarginal line beneath being more remote from the margin. The isaeus, like most of the Tajuria,
are rather rare in most of the districts of their range.
T. cleobis Godt. (156 c). The differences of this form from the allied species have already been mentioned
above; besides, cleobis is mostly much larger than all the forms of isaeus. Beneath cleobis is light chocolatebrown with an almost straight submarginal line of the forewing which extends at a distance of more than 5 mm
from the margin, whereas in the similar, but mostly smaller ister (155 b) it is hardly more than 3 mm distant
from the margin. India, from the Himalaya to the Nilgiris, single. — Larva somewhat cochleiform, in the
thoracal region thickened from the 3rd to 5th rings somewdiat thinner, the broadest at the 7th and 8th; dark
violettish-brown, on the dorsum several large, angular, pale yellow spots. Pupa green, at the cremaster
spun so fast that the body is generally erect. On Loranthus elasticus. presumably on its blossoms. - The larva
is somewhat similar to that of Tajuria cippus.

cleobis.

T. cleoboides Elw. ($ = tyro Nic.) (156 d) is a very small form, the
of which exhibit the scentspot in the forewing which otherwise distinguishes the Camena. The form from Burma and Malacca differs
from the still somewhat smaller eplgenes Fruhst. (156 d) from Java in the steeper proximal border of the very
broad black marginal band on the forewing above. In the $ the black colour of the forewing is very much
reduced and its border towards the base concave, w'hereas in the
it is rather convex. — In tussis Drc. (156 d),
however, it runs in both sexes concavely towards the base, though in the $ much more so than in the <$.
Here the submarginal line of the dull chocolate brown under surface is distally bordered with whitish; Borneo.
This latter form was discovered near Labuan by Waterstradt, and the type is presumably in the Berlin
Museum (Coll. Staudinger). — The species seems to be rather rare,

cleoboides.

epigenes.

tussis.

T. deudorix Hew. is somewdiat larger than isaeus, the under surface quite different, the $ earth-coloured deudorix.
grey as in tussis (156 c); upper surface similar to that of isaeus(= dominus, 156 c). Beneath the transverse
line before the marginal area is very feebly undulate, since it recedes somewhat at every vein. — In the quite
similar lucrosa Fruhst. (156 f) this is not the case on the forewdng, only on the hindwing, for which reason it lucrosa.
might be regarded as a separate species; it was discribed as a form of jalajala. — deudorix was hitherto only
mentioned from Mindanao, w here the species seems to be rare.

T. tura Nic. (156 d) is extraordinarily similar to the preceding species, but in the

as large as the turn.
largest $$ of deudorix. Easily recognizable by the distinct lilac reflection of the $ on the forewing and in the
costal and marginal areas of the hindwing, as well as by the somewhat irregular proximal border of the marginal
black. The species is described from Sumatra and is said to exist in Frtihstorfer’s collection in several specimens
from Java, from where, however, Piepers and Snellen do not mention it. At any rate the species is very rare.
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By Dr. A. Seitz.

T. diaeus Hew.
above like a T. longinus, but at once recognizable by the earth-grey under surface,
where the postdiscal transverse stripe runs obliquely, not extending parallel to the margin, but approaching
the latter posteriorly. The $ is also to be recognized at once, by showing white brightenings in the discal area
of the fore wing and in the apical area of the hindwing. The typical form flies in India as far as the Sunda
Archipelago, seems to be very widely distributed, but owing to its being very rare it has not yet been often
captured.
- In Java the species shows very broad wings and it is rather large, the white area of the hindwing
in the $ particularly prominent. This southern form was described as dacia Drc. (156 d). - The larva lives
on the leaves of Lantana and on Loranthus bicolor.
T. donafana Nic. (156 Bb). This likewise small species has already in the $ above so much black that
the blue colour is confined to scarcely x/3 of the forewing (in the hindmarginal area) and to the centre of the
hindwing. The under surface is ochreous honey-coloured, except the anal area of the hindwing without any
marking. Burma, Malacca, Sumatra. — In bangueyana Fruhst., from the Isle of Banguey, the blue above is
duller and still more confined than in specimens from Tenasserim. — elaja Fruhst. from Nias is beneath darker
ochreous-yellow, the dark green spots in the anal region of the hindwing more than twice as large as on the
Continent.
The species seems to be rare everywhere.
T. megistia Hew. (156 d) is at once recognisable by the entirely black forewing of the <J. The specimens
from the Khasia Hills in Assam, where the form described first flies, have also quite black hindwings excepting
the costal area which is lustrous sky-blue. Beneath megistia is uni-coloured chrome-yellow except the postmedian
chain of small stripes and the marking in the anal angle of the hindwing; in the forewing often yet a nebu¬
lous stripe in the marginal area. - yajna Doh. is the form from the Kumaon District in the Himalaya, where
it was taken near Garjaghat and Baghrihat; it differs from typical megistia in the darker, more fox-coloured or
brownish-red under surface. The blue of the hindwing above goes farther than in megistia, though not so far
as in thria Nic. (156 d) from Sumatra, where it occupies the whole hindwing. — In istroidea Nic., from Sikkim,
also the greatest part of the hindwing above is black, but the blue covers yet a great part of the discal cell
into which it only slightly penetrates at its upper margin in yajna. — The $$ of these forms are still rarer
than the (Jo and but insufficiently known; above they are black, in the disc of the w ing large, blue, but rather
lustreless colouring which is mostly also extended across the base of the wing. The form thria exhibits above
exactly the colouring of M. surindra. but it has quite a different under surface.
T. japyx Hew. (156 d. e) is confined to Celebes; the
of this rare species is above black with lustrous
dark blue spots in and below the cell of the forewing and in the hindwing. Under surface dingy white with a
postmedian chain of streaks and a similar nebulous stripe in the marginal area. The typical specimens come
from North Celebes (Toli-toli etc.). — Those from South Celebes, massicus Fruhst. (156 e) have above more
violettish-blue than dark blue, and the under surface has a quite light grey ground-colour with somewhat more
distinct transverse stripes.
T. cyrillus Hew. (156 e). Likewise from Celebes. A very large species, the colouring above similar
to that of a gigantic T. thria (156 d), but also the basal part of the fore wing is lustrous blue. — In the South
Celebic form herculius Fruhst. from Bua Kraeng, taken in February, the blue above is more extensive, the under
surface a little lighter than in cyrillus; of herculius only the $ has been described. Rare.
T. kiihni Rob. This species was described from the Isle of Bangkai. and seems to be there the represen¬
tative of the Celebic regulus Stgr. (165 e, f) from the Minahassa. kiihni is described to differ from the figured
regulus in the greenish-yellow basal part beneath and seems to exhibit less blue above, the basal part of the
cj forewing being occupied by greenish-blue broad rays. The $ (in the figure the (J) of regulus has also above
the base of the small upper tail a yellowish-red crescent which is absent in the figure of kiihni (Iris I, pi. 9,
fig. 12), whereas in the description it is mentioned; at any rate, in the much larger (42 to 52 mm against 37 to
39 mm in kiihni) Celebic form the under surface, in contrast to the greenish-yellow kiihni. shows a bright bluishgreen hue in the basal part. The species is apparently very rare.

mamertina.

T. mamertina Hew. (156 f). Whilst the $ of this species is beneath very similar to certain forms of mandarina and jalindra, the colouring above is entirely different. Upper surface of a glaring blue, in the forewing
with a slight violet reflection in the disc; all the wings are narrowly bordered with black. In the $ there are
indistinct grey brightenings with a slight bluish-green reflection like clouds on the upper surface. Under surface
in the <J dark brick-red (not hemochrome, as in Hewitson’s somewhat incorrect figure), in the $ bone-coloured,
the marginal area powdered with brown and crossed by transverse bands. The (J varies little, in the $ the
grey embedments are of a variable brightness. In Mindanao (taken in Dugang).

jalajala.

T. jalajala Fldr. (156 f). Above similarly coloured as mamertina, but the blue colour is lighter, more
silvery with a slight square spot at the cell-end of the forewing, and below the costa of the hindwing the
scent-spot is absent. Under surface earth-coloured grey, with a lighter marginal area crossed by dark trans¬
verse lines or chains. Distributed in the Philippines and taken at all times of the year, as for instance near Anti-
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in May, Camignin cle Mindanao in July, Davao in February etc. Apparently not so rare as most of the
Tajuria. — The £ has above a paler blue and before the margin of the hindwing a series of black dots. — In
vergara Smpr., from Mindanao, the
lacks the whitish brightening at the cell-end on the forewing above, and
the $ exhibits a less distinct row of dots before the margin of the hindwing. — As both forms fly in Mindanao
and Felder’s figure does not exhibit the brightening in the forewing of jalajala-rf, they may be merely
aberrative or dimorphous forms.

.

rergara

52. Genus: liemelana Mr.
The only species of this genus deviates from the preceding ones by the Thecla-like shape of the wings
particularly exhibited in the margin of the hindwing being very convex below the apex. The fore wings are
also broader and the costa is also very convex right behind the base of the wing, so that almost a lobe is
produced. The marking beneath — the upper surface shows hardly any marking — strongly recalls a Theda
or Zephyrus. From Tajuria it also differs in the shorter palps. In spite of these differences the genus has scarcely
more value than to facilitate the perspicuity.

R. jangala Hsf. The imago makes entirely the impression of a Theda, but it has 2 very strong tails
of the hindwing and besides the beginnings of a third. In the £ the upper surface shows in the basal and discal
areas a bright dark blue gloss, the $ is above uni-coloured dark brown. The under surface likewise exhibits
the usual colouring and marking of the Theda: a transverse line before the marginal area, a variegated macular
marking in the anal portion of the hindwing, and mostly also fine cell-end streaks. A remarkable fact is that
the is mostly much larger than the §. The species is widely distributed and varies considerably according to
the habitat and season. Typical jangala comes from Java where it is apparently not rare. It is somewhat larger
than the figured ravata and exhibits also in the $ beneath a more chestnut-brown than yellowish-brown colouring
and very distinct double cell-end streaks. - - ravata Mr. (146 c, ^ under surface), from Sikkim, is much smaller,
beneath more yellowish-brown and without the cell-end spots. — Fruhstorfer later on left this name, which
the author had intended for all the Sikkim-specimens, to the dry season form (as „raraM“!) and gave the larger
brown rainy season form from Sikkim a new name: phaedra Fruhst. (146 c as ravata
and $ upper surface);
larger than ravata, basal parts of both wings dark blue, distal margin broader black; Sikkim and Assam. —
— andamanica Wood-M., from the Andamans, is scarcely different; the blue reflection above lacks the slight
violet hue of Javanese jangala. — travana Hew. (146 B c) is a somewhat larger form from Malacca and Sumatra
with an intensely blue upper surface and very dark under surface, in which also the anal area of the hindwing
is darkened excepting some metallic green small scale-spots. — In centa Fruhst., from Nias, the blue colour
above extends somewhat farthef than in travana, with a slight violet hue; the under surface is more blackish,
the metallic green colour in the hindwing in the anal region more extensive, of a lighter and brighter green. —
IntWa. Fruhst., likewise from Java, though from the dry season. Separated from the rainy season form jangala by
the $ above being light grey and the yellowish-brown under surface. — baweana Fruhst. is a large form, above
darker blackish-brown than the Javanese, beneath more abundantly marked white in the anal angle, behind
which there are also large bluish-green spots. Bawean. — huberta Fruhst., from Borneo; both sexes above lighter
violet than travana. Under surface more yellowish-brown, the subanal lines somewhat broader than in Sumatran
specimens, but much narrower than in baiveana, and with a somewhat more blue than green gloss. — esraFruhst.
( = westermanni Stgr. nec Fldr,) differs from Luzon specimens (westermanni Fldr.) in less blue on the upper
surface of the <$. Palawan. — westermanni Fldr. The blue colour above extends nearer to the margin, lighter
though less reddish than in the Indian form, colour beneath dark greenish-yellow; the transverse line before
the distal margin is removed nearer to the margin, on the forewing straighter, not reaching to the hindmargin. Philippines. — orsolina Heiv. (146 Be) ist much smaller, the blue above in the $ almost lilac, the
under surface monotonously yellowish-green, without any transverse lines at all, only the anal area of the
hindwing with black, white and violet markings. From North Celebes. — Fruhstorfer separates from the latter
form another one from South Celebes as ema; still smaller than orsolina, under surface lighter yellowish, the
subanal spots more extensively white, the green bands paler and much narrower; from Lompa-Battan,
taken at an altitude of 3000 ft. — mudra Fruhst. flies in Hongkong; it approaches again more Himalayan spe¬
cimens, exhibiting a very dark brown upper surface, almost as in ravata, the apex of the fore wing being even
almost black. The blue reflection is minute or also cpiite absent. Beneath likewise dark, but the small light
spots in the anal area are larger than in continental forms. The dark dots there are remarkably large. — hainanensis Joic. & Talb. Here the blue in the $ above is confined to a small spot at the hind-margin; beneath
the submedian area is paler, the postdiscal tranverse line finer; the green subanal spots are smaller; in the $
the blue above is entirely or almost absent; under surface ochreous-yellow, the postdiscal line duller than in
the <$. — jangala, in contrast with the mostly very rare Tajuria, is in some districts a very common insect
(as for instance in Hongkong, in Happy Valley) flying about on bushes about 2 yards high and being easily
captured.
IX
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53. Genus: Sitlion Hbn.
Owing to the peculiarity of the species upon which this genus is founded, nedymond Cr., it is monotypical
and will probably also stay so. The hindwing shows the conspicuous shape of the Drupadia or Eooxylides, but
the costa is longer. Quite peculiar is the colouring beneath, where the postdiscal line which otherwise extends
in front of the marginal area, is removed so far to the centre of the wing that the under surface is divided
into a white proximal half and a brown distal half.
nedymond.

chitra.

megabates.

ism arus.
mastanabal.

micea.

anaximander.

S. nedymond Cr. The type is said to originate from Coromandel, but in fact presumably from Java.
Here we abready find such a great sexual dimorphism that the 3 and $ do not exhibit any common
marks. 3 above black, in the forewing the disc, in the hindwing the distal area with a bright blue gloss.
Beneath the wings are proximally as far as the centre white, distally brown. $ above dark brown
with a white anal area, as it is exhibited by numerous Indian Theclini belonging to various genera; both
sexes with a long tail of the hindwing. Specimens agreeing best with the typical figure are found in Sukabumi in West Java. — chitra Hsf. (157 d) is the East-Javanese form, distinguished from the $$ of nedy¬
mond by the white anal area above being reduced and the wings beneath being distally more brownish than
honey-coloured. —- megabates Fruhst. (157 d), from North Sumatra and Malacca, is somewhat larger and the
o shows above more blue. $ very similar to that of chitra, the white anal area somewhat narrower, the small
dark spot in this white area is larger. — ismarus Fruhst., from Burma, is said to be an intermediary between
nedymond~3 and nedymond(the author does not supply any further characterization). — mastanabal Fruhst.,
from South Borneo, has above more extensive blue than Javanese specimens, and the distal :band of the
hindwing beneath is broader. —. micea Hew. (= valida Drc.), from North Borneo, in the 3 shows the proxi¬
mal area of the wings beneath bone-coloured instead of the lustrous silky white, and the distal area is of a
brighter red-brown than dark chestnut-brown, as in megabates (157 cl); according to Druce, however, the $$
ot the two forms are not separable. — anaximander Fruhst. from West Sumatra; here the $ above exhibits
a quite purely white anal area broader than in megahates (157 cl) and without enclosed black dots. The black
postdiscal band on the hindwing of the $ beneath, which in megabates is only indicated by a small transverse
band, is better developed in anaximander and extends farther. — Larva with bluish-grey markings on the yel¬
lowish-green ground; across the dorsum and along the sides with rows of small knobs on each of which there
are some stiff short hairs. Pupa brown with an ochreous-yellow hunch-like dorsum. The imagines always
fly single on bushes and are rather rare in most of the districts; it is only Fruhstorfer who denotes chitra to be
common in Java.
«

54. Genus: Araotes Nic.
Whilst the £3 of this genus and the following genera have hurried on far in differentiation, the great
consistency of the $9 still distinctly exhibits the close alliance. Here the 3rd subcostal branch of the
forewing is forked which is not the case in Sithon, and the 1st subcostal branch is farther remote from the costal
vein than in the preceding genus. Type of the genus: lapithis Mr.

A. perrhaebis Smpr. (157 e). In the

perrhaebls.

above the forewing is black, the hindwing lustrous blue excepting
the black base, so that the imago reproduces the reduced colouring of numerous 33 of other species, such as
Tajuria jalindra (155 g), T. thria (156 d), Marmessus surindra (156 g,h), Tajuria cyrillus (156 e) etc. The
$ has a large circular white discal spot of the forewing, whereby it recalls Horaga and species of Lycaenopsis.
Beneath the brown forewing shows a white oblique median band, in the hindwing there are on the white ground
numerous, densely strewn dots. The species is easily recognized by this conspicuous under surface. In the
Philippines, rare; taken in December.

lapithis.

A. lapithis Mr. (157 e). The 3 is similar to that of perrhaebis, but the forewing beneath is yellowish-

arianus.
uruwela.

decolor.
archytas.

3

red instead of chestnut-brown; in the hindwing the black dots are more remote from each other, more uniform
and more regularly distributed. The 9 above looks quite different, almost like a small $ of Sithon, but it is
at once discernible by the under surface. Southern Indo-China with Malacca and Sumatra, also reported
from Sikkim. — ariatius Fruhst. (157 e). Here the hindwing of the $ above is decorated with blue lustrous
internerval spots; Palawan. — uruwela Fruhst. (157 e) is the form from Borneo; $ beneath like that of arianus,
but somewhat lighter and not so intensely lustrous white as lapithis-9- Upper surface without the blue internerval spots, only with a dull bluish hue. — decolor Fruhst., from Nias, is'dark reddish-yellow on the forewing
beneath. — archytas Fruhst. (157 e). 3 above very similar to that of lapithis, but the $ above shows a much
larger and quite purely white anal area of the hindwing. From Java. — The species seems to be rare in most
of the districts; Doherty who found the rare species near Mergui and Myitta in Burma, ascertained the
egg to be green, reticidate, and set with short truncate spinules.
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55. Genus: Siuthusa Mr.
The Sinthusa are small delicate lepidoptera looking like small faded Thecla or Zephyr us and showing
a superficial resemblance with numerous American Theda, e. g. Th. asa from the celmus-growp (cf. Vol. V,
p. 802, pi. 158 k, 1) from which they would not be discernible in the open air, if they would occur in the same
country. They already form a transition to the genus Hypolycaena\ separated from the preceding species by
the 1st subcostal branch being nearer to the costal vein; from the Chliaria by the forked 3rd subcostal
branch. Most of the species have a rather weakly flight, so that distinct local forms have developed in the
different habitats.

S. chandrana Mr. (157 e). The typical form originates from Kashmir, where however it exclusively
inhabits the warmer valleys situate in the Indian faunal region. Our figures exhibit the upper surface of both
sexes in typical specimens; beneath the wings are olive-coloured, forewing with a fine black cell-end spot
bordered with whitish, a black interrupted discal band and a submarginal band of small crescents. Hindwing
analogously marked with a dentate marginal band ending in a red subanal spot, g and $ beneath quite similar,
but the latter is of a paler colouring. This form is distributed through the Himalaya to West China, probably
as far as the palearctic frontier. — Already to the east of the Himalaya (Sikkim) the species is changed to
the form grotei Mr. (= pratti Leech) with a brownish-grey under surface, a spotted cell of the hind wing,
in which there are 3 dots, the hindwing itself with a marginal row of small ring-spots, in the anal portion red
colouring enclosing small black dots bordered with small silvery scales. The description does not mention any
distinct differences of the two forms, as de Niceville already stated. — Besides, chandrana varies most
conspicuously, although these deviations can only be denominated as aberrations. Sometimes the specimens
are above dark, but the forewing shows a very conspicuous orange-red discal spot (ab. dichroa ab. nov.) or a
white discal spot (ab. stigma ab. nov.). Of quite a peculiar aspect are $$ the hindwings of which are*distally
white: ab. discolor ab. nov. — These forms are not bound to any locality; but in Indo-China the form
margala Fruhst. (157 f) seems to be more constant, the $ of which shows a dull orange patch in the forewing and
a band-shaped submarginal brightening in the hindwing. — sophonisbe Fruhst. (157 f), above quite dark, but
beneath quite light with an almost extinct marking, is presumably a distinct form of the dry season. — chan¬
drana is nearly everywhere in its habitats not rare and easily taken owing to its weakly and low flight.

chandrana.

grotei.

dichroa.
stigma,
discolor,
margala.
sophonisbe.

S. nasaka Hsf. (157 f) differs from chandrana in the lustrous blue basal portion of the forewing in
the
and den invariably broad white anal portion of the hindwing above. Beneath the marking is similar
to that in chandrana, but very faint except the thick and distinct subanal dots. Described from Java. —.
obscurata Fruhst. are specimens from North India exhibiting a very dark, almost blackish-grey under surface;
the specimens from Sikkim are the darkest of all, whereas those from the Western Himalaya show a less blackened
under surface; in specimens from Kashmir also the black anal spot beneath is generally reduced. Fruhstorfer
denominates it as the form pallidior Fruhst. in which the black areas of the wings above show a somewhat golden
reflection.
-

-

obscurata.

pallidior.

-

S. malika Hsf. (157 f) is above very similar to nasaka, but beneath there are only rows of dots
instead of the postmedian transverse streaks. — In the form volsa Fruhst. (157 g), from East Java, these rows
of dots are even often pierced and in some $$ there are only traces of them to be noticed. -— The $$ are
somewhat variable; in the dry season the anal area of the hindwing above, which in typical specimens
from West Java is only crossed by a whitish submarginal band, is so extensive that almost the whole marginal
third of the hindwing appears white. The $ differs little above from nasaka-<$. — amata Dist. represents the
species in Sumatra and Malacca. Here the white band of the hindwing is at the apex very pointed and widens
towards the anal angle to more than 3 mm. Moreover, according to Piepers, the white also varies in the
individuals very much so that single specimens, in which the hindwing above gradually passes over into white
distally, can only be regarded as aberrations; this is ab. aspra Nic. (157 g). — amba Ky., which Piepers and
Snellen place to malika, is probably more correctly placed to nasaka, since the forewing beneath shows the
postdiscal transverse stripe as a complete line. If the figure of Distant is correct, the anal white of the hindwing
above in the $ is more compact, not so band-shaped as in most of the $$ of nasaka, and before the base
of the small tail spotted blue. Malacca and Sumatra. — In privata Fruhst. (157 g), from Borneo, the
has a
darker fore wing above than amba from Perak; beneath the reddish brown of the apical region is increased;
in the $ the subanal white in the hindwing is merely a small band as thin as a thread. —- niasicola Fruhst.
(157 g) which is correctly ranged here with malika and does not belong to nasaka like amba, is about the smallest
form of the genus and distinguished by the variegated under surface with distinct though scanty spots; from
the Isle of Nias.
S. indrasari Snell. (= verena Sm.) (157 f). This very different species is the largest of the genus. The
$ looks above like a somewhat larger S. peregrinus $ (157 g), except that the hindwing above shows a deep

dark blue instead of violettish-blue reflection; the ^ is above uni-coloured greyish earth-brown.
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however, the species is not marked unlike the other Sinthusa: on the dull whitish-grey ground all the markings
of nasaka are present, but much more distinct, finely bordered with white and considerably increased; beside
the cell-end stripe another small bordered band extends right across the cell of the forewing; in the hindwing
there are likewise such shortened bands in the centre of the cell and above the cell, and numerous brown
punctiform spots edged with light are in the marginal areas on both wings. By this increased marking the
under surface recalls various small species of Deudorix. Only known from Celebes.
S. peregrinus Smpr. (157 g).
above as privata (157 g), $ uni-coloured blackish-brown with white
fringes. Beneath similarly coloured and marked as nasaka, but the chains of spots in the marginal area are
more increased and more intense, in the anal portion of the hindwing of a bright and extensive red. Philippines
and Palawan.
S. virgo Elw. is at once recognizable by the light silvery blue upper surface of the $ which shows
in the forewing and hindwing a broad black costal stripe, in the forewing besides a marginal band of 2% to
3 mm width. The under surface also looks bleached, the cell-end spot, postdiscal chain, and submarginal
spots are present, but as if they were effaced, pale and blank. I do not know the $, but it is presumably above
blackish-brown, beneath like the q. Sikkim. Very rare.

56. Genus: Suasa Nic.

I isides.

suessa.

liris.

madaura.

Very closely allied to the preceding ones, but separated by the extremely long tails of the hindwings,
which e. g. in lisides are almost as long as the costa. A remarkable fact is that, in spite of the lively activity
of these small insects, these long and most delicate formations are not immediately flown off. But very few
forms are reckoned hereto.
S. lisides Hew. (157 h) is one of the neatest lepidopterft, most delicate and with a magnificent colouring.
The forewing is in the disc (in the $ somewhat broader) of a deep orange-red colour with a dark marginal band
of about 3 mm width, widening very much in the apical district. Hindwing in the £ lustrous sky-blue except
the black apical third, in the $ brown, in the anal region marked white. The under surface is white, the fore wing
at the base yellow, at the margin and before the apex orange. The species is distributed over the greatest part
of continental India and mostly rare, and therefore presumably in many places not yet captured. To this
species and the following suessa probably the genus Tam,ala is very closely allied; some ? $ of the two groups
are remarkably similar.
S. suessa Nic. (157 h) is smaller, almost like a Sinthusa; the tails are neither so long as in lisides.
Easily discernible by the disc of the forewing not being red, but in the <$ lustrous blue and in the $, which I
do not know, presumably dark brown. Malacca and Sumatra; very rare.
S. liris Stgr., from Palawan, is easily separated from suessa by the <$ of the latter showing a miniate
disc of the forewing, which is absent in liris. The under surface of liris besides exhibits only 2 black spots in
the anal portion of the hindwing, and a proximal transverse line extending a little upward at the hind-margin;
the brown margin of the forewing is narrower, too.
S. madaura Fruhst. is not lying before me. Only the $ is described. Forewing above with a
centrally somewhat strangulated ochreous median band; on the hindwing 2 black, white-edged, very thin
tails. Under surface white, similar to that of lisides, but the hindwing without the black subbasal spot of lisides
and suessa. Tonkin.

57. Genus: Chliaria Mr.

othona.

matiana.

kbia.

The Chliaria already form a transition to the following genus, the Hypolycaena, but are distinguished
by the costal vein anastomosing with the 1st subcostal branch. The subcostal vein has only three branches,
whereby they are distinguished from the Sinthusa (with 4 branches of the subcostal vein. We have already
spoken above about the little separ, ting value of the latter criterion.
Ch. othona Hew. ($ = eltola Hew.) (Vol. I, pi. 72 c). The typical form having been dealt with in
the 1st volume (p. 261) penetrates in Kashmir into its palearctic part. In India it is distributed over the greatest
part of India proper to the Andamans and Burma; in Ceylon, however, it has, to the best of my knowledge,
not yet been taken. The $ is above quite uni-coloured brown, similar to our figure of amabilis (157 i) lacking
the white on the hindwing. — matiana Fruhst. (157 h as mathiana), from Tonkin, is above duller blue. The
black bordering of the forewing is proximad irregularly defined, the hindwing with a narrower black margin.
Under surface as on the figure of othona in Vol. I. -— It was also discovered in Java, in a somewhat differentform. — Larva of the usual woodlouse shape, but all the indentations are more pronounced; green with
a rosy red dorsal line, at the anal end with 2 distinct protuberances; on orchids. Pupa smooth, greenish-grey
with dull whitish markings.
Ch. kina Hew. (157 h) is larger, the light blue above extends in the forewing much nearer to the
apex and costa; the $ with discal brightenings on both wings. Himalaya to Assam. The species is rare, and
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as the
look almost exactly like Lycaenopsis puspa (p. 868) together with which they fly, they are difficult
to discover. — cachara Mr., from the Cachar Mts., has still more blue on the upper surface, so that in the $
only a very narrow black margin is left. The dark stripe at the hind-margin of the forewing is absent here.
— The green larva with rosy hair and red dorsal and subdorsal lines lives on the orchid Rhynchostilis retusa.
Pupa green.

cacham.

Ch. merguia Doh. is unknown to me. It is said to look exactly like a Sinth. amba, but to differ in merguia.
the longer wings and the neuration of the forewing (the costal vein anastomosing with the 1st subcostal branch).
Similar also to a very small Hypolyc. etolus (146 d), but separated by its smaller size and the much shorter
tails. Described according to a ^ taken by Doherty in the Mergui Archipelago. — histiaea Fruhst. (157 g as histiaea.
histidea) is a form from North-East Sumatra.
above darker, almost black, with an indigo-blue reflection
on being seen from the side. On the under surface the red-brown hue, particularly in the apical half of the
forewing is brighter than in specimens from the Mergui Islands. — palpatoris Fruhst. (157 g), from West Java, palpatorU.
is much larger, above much lighter than histiaea, brown with a more violet gloss, as in specimens from the
Mergui Is. or Tenasserim; beneath lighter grey, the discoloration in the apical portion of the forewing more
yellowish-brown; in the hindwing the anal white area is more extensive, the black spot enclosed therein beingmore intense. Piepers entirely ignores this form, mentioning it neither as form nor synonym in his treatise
on the Javanese merguia. — sobatias Fruhst. forms the transition to skapane, but above it has a brighter blue sobanas.
reflection than the latter, and the $ shows above a narrower white area. The whole under surface is more
intensely tinted reddish-yellow, and the transverse band is of a brighter colour than in skapane and the dark
spot in the anal area is larger. Borneo. — skapane Drc. (147 b) has above quite dark <$<$ with a faint blue skapane.
reflection, and brown $$ with the usual white anal area enclosing black though smaller dots. The transverse
band of the forewing beneath is situate near the centre of the wing, similar to typical amah Hi s; distal part
of forewing with an intense ferruginous yellow hue. Borneo, also found in Java by Fruhstoreer. — phemis phemis.
Drc. (147 b) is another form (presumably distinct species) from Borneo, distinguished from skapane above
by a more distinct blue in the disc, of the forewing, which, however, is not so sharply defined against the dark
margin as in the rather incorrect figure. The marking beneath is feeble, but not so effaced as in the figime.
The species was placed by Drijce to Hypolycaena, by Fruhstorfer to Chi. amabilis.
Ch. amabilis Nic. (157 h, i) is a beautiful large form; the
above is sky-blue with but little black avmbilis.
in the apex, at the costa and margin. The under surface exhibits the postdiscal band very medianly situate;
the marginal area of the hindwing shows bright spots. The $ is above blackish-brown with a white anal area
of the hindwing. Such specimens were described as tore Kheil from Nias; but it has not yet been decided, toro.
whether tora is really the normal $ of amabilis or is still different in insignificant marks. - mirrbma Drc. mimima.
( = minima Fruhst.) (147 b) is a smaller form from Borneo, in which almost the whole forewing is black, except
a blue longitudinal spot above the hind-margin; the postdiscal band beneath is much nearer at the margin
than in amabilis and tora, and I have great doubts whether it is not a distinct species, as Drijce supposes.
— plataea Fruhst. (157 h) is a similar, still smaller form, in which the transverse band beneath has almost plataea.
disappeared. — The species seems only to occur in alpine districts and is not common.
Ch. vanavasa Fruhst. (146 h as vanovasa, 157 h). Upper surface also in the
almost quite dark, only vanavasa.
the disc of the forewing and the distal area of the hindwing more intensely covered with blue showing a slight
violet gloss. Easily recognizable by the under surface which differs from amabilis in the transverse chain of
the forewing being more removed towards the margin, and in the little spotted marginal area of the hindwing.
Formosa.

58. Genus: Horaga

Mr.

.

Wings with more roundish margins, broader, the subcostal vein of the forewing with 3 branches, the
1st branch not extending into the costa. As to further particulars cf. Vol. I, p. 260.
H. onyx Mr. The typical form is that from the Himalaya, which in its western region also penetrates
into the cooler parts of Kashmir, where it goes on palearctic districts. The figure in Vol. I, pi. 72 c is made
according to a Ceylon specimen and therefore belongs to the form cingalensis Mr., but it only differs beneath,
where the median band in typical onyx is broader than in the Ceylon form with a narrow band. — moulmeina
Mr. {— syrinx jHeiv. nec Fldr.) differs also above in a smaller and more trilobate discal spot of the forewing;
the under surface is brighter ochreous-yellow, the band of the forewing only half as broad as in onyx from
Kashmir, also somewhat shortened. From Moulmein. — sikkima Mr., from the Eastern Himalaya, differs from
western specimens in being deeper blue above. — rana Nic. from the Andamans is very similar to albimacula
Wood-M. cb Nic., but it has a sky-blue instead of violet upper surface; the latter also lias a much larger
discal spot which in rana is divided into 3 small spots by the veins. Beneath the white spot on the forewing
is in the $ twice as large as in the <$, and the ground-colour of the under surface is more reddish-yellow.
In albimacula the white band of the forewing beneath is only continued as a dull brightening on the hindwing.

onyx.

cingalensis.
moulmeina.

sikkima.
rana.
albimacula.
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— halba Dist., from Malacca and Sumatra, is above violet instead of blue, the white discal spot also proximally
encircled with dark, 3% by 2 mm; the under surface is ochreous, the median band in the forewing 2, in the
corniculum. hindwing hardly more than 1 mm broad. — comiculum Drc. (147 b, c) has a more transverse discal spot, whilst
in halba it is situate in the direction of the band beneath; the latter band is in the forewing more than twice
onychina. as broad as in the hindwing; from Borneo. — onychina Stgr. (157 i) has so little black in the forewing
that the discal spot in the <$, in which it is also more irregularly defined, is entirely situate in the blue area.
Beneath the form shows a dark hue in the apical third of the forewing, and the median band in the forewing.
schoutensis. has almost become elliptical. — schoutensis Joic.
Talb., from the Scliouten Is., is almost just as large
as onychina, and the white spot of the forewing is still larger, but the blue of the upper surface is reduced,
the fore wing only yet showing light blue proximad and below from the discal spot, and in the entirely brownishprivigna. grey hindwing only the centre of the disc is yet light bluish. — privigna Fruhst., from Lombok, differs from
typical onyx in the lighter colour of the wings on both sides and the regular shape of the median band on the
hindwing beneath; this band is in the forewing club-shaped, beginning only some distance below the costa
liolothuria. and directly rather broad; — whereas in holothuria Swh., which Fruhstorfer presumes to be a deviation
paullus. of the Javanese form, this band beneath begins directly at the costa and is very narrow. — paulhis Fruhst.,
decolor, from Bazilan, is very similar to decolor Stgr. from Palawan, but it is larger, above darker blue, the apical
part of the wing is more extensively black, the discal spot more square, in decolor more oval or band-shaped.
Under surface greenish-yellow7, the apical part with a slight brown hue, the band of the hindwing in the centre
joloana. interrupted (in decolor narrower). — joloana Fruhst. is similar to paullus, but it has a violettish-blue, not
bilineata. sky-blue, upper surface; from Jolo. — bilineafa Smpr., from the Philippine Is., shows in the $ above no blue
colouring at all; the upper surface is dark brown, towards the apex black; the under surface is ash-grey
zuniga. with a very narrow median band. Mindanao. — zuniga Fruhst. (157 i) is closely allied to corniculum (147 b, c),
but smaller, above lighter blue but beneath darker more greyish-green, with a larger metallic-greenish subanal
spot of the hindwing. — Larva brown or grey woodlouse-shaped but somewhat more elongate than most
of the Lycaenid larvae and distinguished by short brown dorsal protuberances. Besides there are 2 longer
cones, porrect, on both sides of the thoracal rings and 2 quite similar ones, directed hindward, near the anal
margin. The larva lives on Coriaria nepalensis; the imago is met with singly on bushes, but in many places
not rare.
affinis.
H. affinis Drc. (147 c) may only be an aberrative form of onyx, distinguished by a very great reduction
of the white spot above. In the figured specimen it is almost absent, in others there are yet more distinct
artontes. remainders. Under surface as in corniculum. Borneo. — artontes Fruhst. in winch there is an oblong discal
patch instead of the large white spot of onyx forms a transition to it. Nias.
ciniata.
H. ciniata Hew. (158 a) is much larger than the forms of onyx; upper surface deep blackish-brown,
under surface greyish-brown with a more deeply shaded apical area on both wings; before the margin of the
pcrmagna. hindwing there are thick black dots. South Celebes. —- Fruhstorfer separates from it the still larger perruagna
camiguina. from North Celebes with a larger white spot above and a broader band beneath. — camiguina Smpr., from
Mindanao, has above a larger, crescentiform discal spot which is not parted by the black veins; median band
beneath broader, more irregular, at its anal end with brighter metallic spots.
maenala.
H. maenala Hew. looks beneath almost exactly like ciniata, but the black marginal spots are only
in the anal portion of the hindwing distinct and large. Above the basal half of the forewlng and almost the
whole hindwing are light blue. Eeasily recognizable by the forewlng above showing no white discal spot, as
all the other Horaga do. Borneo.
haiba.

anytus.

anara.
bellula.

H. anytus Stgr. Above black with a white discal spot of the forewing, beneath brown, likewise with
a white oval median spot. Separated from the preceding species by the absence of the median band on the
hindwing beneath, which is replaced by a black, slightly curved postmedian line. From Palawan.
anara
Fruhst. (157 i) is much smaller than the Palawan form, the white spot is more roundish; from Java. - bellula
Fruhst. (158 a) has beneath a small, posteriorly feebly widening spot on the forewlng and a deep dark red-brown
ground-colour; from Sumbawa.

H. achaja Fruhst. (158 a). Upper surface of the

achaja.

black, the proximal portion of the forewing and
the costal half of the hindwing with a metallic blue reflection, at the cell-end a minute oval white spot which
only feebly shows through beneath. LTnder surface itself brown, traversed by red-brown double lines.
The androconial spots at the hind-margin of the fore wing beneath and the corresponding spot at the costa
of the forewing are strongly developed. Siam.

viola.

H. viola Mr. This species having been dealt with in Vol. I, p. 260, and being allied to onyx, extends

S

in the Himalaya to Dharmsala, thus across the palearctic frontier. To the south it extends to the Nilgiri Mts. —
Larva similar and with the same appendages as that of onyx.
icfebvrei.

osma.

H. lefebvrei Fldr. (158 e) differs considerably from the colouring of the other Horaga. Upper surface
blackish-brown with a very large, proximally lustrous blue spot of the forewlng; beneath the forewing is chestnutbrown with a large white triangle resting on the hind-margin; hind wing with white discal spots and a miniate
very much spotted band from the apex along the distal margin and hind-margin to the base. Luzon. — osma
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Fruhst. (158 a as asma), from Mindanao, has a smaller white spot on the forewing, and the margin of the wings
beneath is darker brown. — melera Fruhst. (158 a) is a $ form with larger white spots on the hindwing beneath
and a very much reduced hindmarginal red.

melera.

Note: ff. inari Wil. From Formosa a Lycaenid was described as Tajuria inari, with an expanse of 35 mm, showing
a black discal spot, a bluish-white brightening, and a bluish-white under surface. The species is surely wrongly placed;
Fruhstorfer presumes it to be the $ of a large form of Horaga which might represent the widely distributed onyx in that
district. As the insect is not before me, I cannot decide to what genus it may belong.

59. Genus: Catapoecilma Btlr.
Like the preceding ones fine and very delicate insects, with 3 fine small tails similar to Horaga, at once
discernible by minute spots and streaks of brightly sparkling, small metallic scales, accompanying the elegant
chain-markings of the wings beneath.

C. elegans Drc. (158 b). This widely distributed species is in some places common; above the $ shows
a bright blue gloss, with black margins which are very narrow in the
but several mm broad in the $.
Beneath there are large and small dark spots scattered on the greyish green ground, between them there are
brightly sparkling streaks and fine lines; this design is extremely difficult to figure and probably also varies
very much in the different individuals. These sparkling markings are of a magnificent iridescence in the
bright sunshine and may be of a golden green, bronze-yellow, or violet lustre according to how the insect is
held. The typical form, elegans, originates from Borneo; it is separated from Sikkim specimens by the median
band of the forewing beneath not being Y-shaped, but straight. — The North Indian form major Drc. is by
no means the largest; it extends to the south as far as Burma. Larger is the very beautiful sedina Fruhst.
(158 b). —- myosotina Fruhst. is the rather common Ceylon form, larger than major, even its
above*lighter
blue; the black margin of the wings is narrower. — emas Fruhst. is likewise a large race, the small lustrous
scales beneath are more abundant, but the dark spots between not distinct, but torn and effaced; the upper
surface of the
is almost lilac. Malacca, Sumatra. — niasana Fruhst. <$ is violet, $ blue above, but both the
colours are paler than in the other forms; the insect is considerably larger. Upper surface of the
dull and
dark violet. The black margin of the wings is comparatively broad. Under surface of a very dull grey ground¬
colour, the dark spots between are small and scattered. Java. — gracilis Smpr. (158 b) has a more yellowishbrown under surface, the dark spots are larger and more coherent, particularly in the proximal part of the
wing very much accumulated. Upper surface more ultramarine than violet or lilac. Philippines. — Larva
green, across the dorsum a broad, violettish-red longitudinal band; on Terminalia paniculata. Pupa bean¬
shaped, dark brown.

elegans.

major.
sedina.
myosotina.
emas.

niasana.

gracilis.

C. delicatum Nic. (bubases Nic. nec Hew.). $ above sooty violettish-black, in a certain light with
a lilac gloss. Hindwing with 2 fine silvery lines in the anal region. Under surface chrome-yellow, densely
striated black; the small silvery streaks are scattered over the wing, near the margin they form a line. $ above
pale blue with a black mai'gin. Hitherto only known from Sikkim, where the species is apparently very rare.

delicatum.

C. bubases Hew. nec Nic. is a very large species with an expanse of almost 40 mm. Upper surface
of
lavender-blue, with a black distal margin of 2 mm width; in the anal area of the hindwing there is a small
yellowish marginal band in front of which there are 3 large blackish spots bordered with light. Under surface
yellowish-red with some transverse chains of roundish dark brown spots between which the small lustrous
stripes are interspersed. Malacca. Since a long time no more found again, presumably extremely rare and
local.
C. subochracea Elw., from the Karen Mts., is easily discernible by the ground-colour of the wings
beneath appearing bright yolk-coloured, shining through between the dark transverse bands decorated with
metallic splashes.

bubases.

subochra¬
cea.

60. Genus: NeilUiliga Dist. (Keraunogramma Rob.).
The forms of this genus known hitherto presumably all belong to one species. The sparkling metallic
scales are here only yet in the distal half of the hindwing, whereas otherwise already the under surface shows
an exterior approximating the colouring of some American groups, such as Thecla pupilla or species of the
tiasa-group. Most beautiful is the upper surface, particularly in the $, where the anal red band contrasts with
the violet reflection of the surface of the wing. The species is apparently not common. On the forewing above
near the base in the <$ a scent spot.

S. superba Drc., from Borneo, differs from the figured deliciosa Fruhst. (158 b, $ and under surface),
discovered in Sumatra by Dr. Martin, in the red anal band of the $ being of a deeper colour and not being
divided into single spots by the veins. — gloriosa Fruhst. (158 c), from Java, shows the upper surface of the
$ hindwing more greyish-brown, only before the red anal band with a blue gloss, this band itself being divided

superba.
deliciosa
gloriosa.
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into 4 or 5 spots by the veins. The blue does not extend above so near to the costa and apes as in deliciosa.
helena. — The same is the case in helena Rob. from the Isle of Bangkai; here the violet gloss also stays far away from
the apex, and in the $ the orange-red distal band is broadly interrupted. — The species has 3 small tails,
although in the descriptions there are often only 2 mentioned, particularly the uppermost being often broken off.

61. Genus: Hypolycaena Fldr.
This genus is very differently conceived. It comprises quite a number of groups which are evidently
on the point of forming separate genera; the
are mostly far ahead, already developed to very differently
shaped (not only coloured) forms, whereas the $$ still exhibit an external resemblance by which they are as
closely allied to each other as for instance our Theda or the species of Rapala from the Himalaya. Beneath
the different genera, which have been combined by some as Hypolycaena, deviate far from each other,
without losing the characteristic Theda-marking, i. e. a rather scantily marked under surface with a fine cell-end
streak and a postmedian transverse stripe; even in entirely unmarked under surfaces we sometimes meet with
specimens in which we are able to discover traces of this elementary scheme of markings. Moreover, we refer
to the characterization of the genus in Vol. XIII, p. 381. The genus is also distributed in Africa.
thecloides.

vardara.
extensa.

philippina.

nilgirica.

H. thecloides Fldr. (158 b.c). The upper surface has led to this denomination by its external
resemblance to the colouring of Theda pruni. Both wings are deep sepia-brown, the anal portion of a bright
red with thick black dots. Under surface white, the
marking and the marginal area dark golden yellow,
so that it becomes very similar to the under surface of Zeltus etolus. The $ entirely resembles the
but it
has more obtuse forewings. Malacca, Sumatra, Java, Borneo; also in the Nicobars.
vardara Fruhst., from
the Isle of Siargao near Borneo, has a larger and more intensely red band on the hindwing. -— extensa Fruhst.
Under surface of a purer white, and the golden yellow bands in the forewing are getting broader towards the
costa. Engano. — In philippina Stgr., from Palawan, the hindwing entirely lacks the yellowish-red anal band,
and only in similar specimens from the Philippines there is in the anal region a feebly brownish colouring; beneath
above the one black dot before the small tail another small spot. In the $ above the anal region of the hindwing
is dingy white.
—

H. nilgirica Mr. (146 B b). This very rare species still looks above very much like a Theda) $ and $
uni-coloured dark brown;
with 2, $ with 4 light rings in the anal region. Under surface of the following
species somewhat similar, chalky white, with a very fine Theda-marking. The species is very rare; in Ceylon,
also taken near Coonoor in the Nilgiris by Hampson.

xthna.

H. ithna Hew. (158 c) is very different from nilgirica and makes a somewhat Lycaenid impression,
at least the £ showing much rounder wings, but otherwise similar to the figured
Upper surface light blue,
the wings broadly margined with black; under surface only scantily marked sub marginally. Philippines;
very rare.

erylus.

H. erylus Godt. (= erilus Snell.) (146 a <J, 158 c $). Also this species has the exterior of a Thecla
or rather of Zephyrus. <$ above dark blackish-brown, with a blue reflection which, however, leaves free an
area behind the cell with different scales. The $ more resembles one of the East Asiatic specias with a golden
green <§. Beneath both sexes exhibit the usual Theda-marking, but the hindwings have much longer tails,
also in the <$ in the figure of which this is not distinctly noticeable. Moreover, the species varies geographically
to an extraordinary extent. The type comes from Java. — himavantus Fruhst. (146 a as erylus under surface;
158 c), from Sikkim, as far as Tonkin and Siam, is larger than Javanese specimens, which is particularly well
noticeable on the figures on pi. 146 a, where the upper surface is taken from the typical Javanese specimen,
the under surface (as ,,erylus U“) from a Himalayan specimen (thus himavantus). The slight brightening
which is very common though not always distinct in Javanese specimens, is invariably absent in himavantus-$.
— andamana Mr.
' with a very broad white subanal region on the hindwing above; beneath the submarginal
bands of the hindwings are of a pure white instead of grey. Andamans. — syphax Fruhst. $. Beneath both wings
are darker than in Javanese specimens; the submarginal white spotting of the hindwing above is more reduced
than in erylus. — gamatius Fruhst. $ the darkest of all the insular races; hindwing without any brightening;
$ beneath greyish-green. Celebes. — thyrius Fruhst. $ above with a light discal band through the whole forewing
which is proximally distinctly defined with dark. Hindwing with a narrow, likewise distinctly defined whitish
subanal band, as in orsiphantes (158 c). Halmaheira, Batjan. — pigres Fruhst. <$ much smaller and with a
darker under surface than the $ of thyrius. Isle of Obi. — figulus Fruhst. $ similar to that of pigres, but beneath
blackish-grey. $ in the forewing above with a narrow, indistinct median band covered with grey. Hindwing
with larger light reddish-brown subanal spots which are absent in all the other forms of erylus. Waigeu. pupienus Fruhst. $ with more roundish broader wings; the white area of the hindwing above is powdered with
greyish-brown. Lombok. — teatus Fruhst. is the largest form; wings of $ beneath towards the margin liued with
reddish-brown; Borneo. —■ tmolus Fldr. (146 B c). Forewing with a large white discal spot which is large in the $;

himavantus.

andar

„na.

'hax.
(jamatins,
thyrius.

pigres.
figulus.

pupienus.
tecitus.
tmolu-s.
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hindwing with distinct whitish rings in the anal region. Philippines; according to Semper, the discal spot grows
darker in southern specimens, and also in northern ones it varies greatly; these southern specimens Fruhstorfer
denominates mindoraraus. — orsiphantes Fruhst. (158 c). This form shows a more intense blue gloss on the upper
surface in the <$, whilst in the $ the discal brightening in the forewing is slightly powdered, and spotted with
brown; in the hindwing before the marginal rings small yellow lunae. Bazilan.
aimnestus Fruhst. is the
Palawan form: the bluish-white spot in the disc of the forewing is still more hazy than in orsiphantes. Forewing
beneath more greyish-green than in the light greyish-white northern races from the Philippines. — Finally
the species also occurs in the Gulu Is., where the under surface is said to be of a more brownish tint than in
Malacca: — georgius Fruhst. — Larva green with an indistinct' dark dorsal line and 2 subdorsal lines which
are united at the anal end. It lives on Vangoeria spinosa and is guarded by ants. Pupa green, sometimes with
brown spots. The imagines are common in many places of their enormous range. The ^(jlike to settle on wet
places in the roads and are therefore frequently captured.

mindora-

. f
aimnestus.'

georgiu*.

H. phorbas F. (158 c). The Australian (typical) form of this beautiful species has in the
quite blue, phorbas.
lustrous wings; only an oval scent-spot at the cell-end; the margins of the wings and the veins are black. The
$ is dark brown with a white disc on both wings. According to Waterhouse and Lyell both the sexes vary
a great deal individually; e. g. the white discal spots of the $$ may be of very different sizes, and the 8$
may have a dark greyish-green ground-colour (ab. noctula Stgr.). — In dictaea Fldr. the under surface is almost noctula.
purely white, and the Thecla-streaks being distinct in silo Fruhst. (158 d) are beneath quite absent. Besides, ^jj^aea'
the $ of dictaea shows in the hindwing instead of the white disc a group of light brownish spots, dictaea comes
from Waigeu. In silo from New Guinea there is below the black scent-spot in the disc of the forewing a whitish
oval brightening. The $ of silo is without any brightening in the hindwing, so that I presume that the $ havingbeen figured (158 d) as ,,pseudophorbas“ is nothing else but a silo-Q, although it originates from the Salomons
Is., where silo probably occurs, too.
- infumata Fruhst., from the Volcano Island, differs from typical phorbas infumata.
in the upper surface of the forewing being covered with almost entirely blackish-brown scales (instead of beingdark blue, and from silo from New Guinea in the absence of the white brightening along the submedian line
of the forewing, from both besides in the bluish-grey instead of whitish under surface of both wings; it is allied
to puella Bsd. — montoni Rbb., from New Lauenburg, is smaller than periphorbas and trnolus; the $ resembles montoni.
that of periphorbas, but the white spot of the forewing is hardly traceable; in another $ form flying together
with it this discal spot is entirely absent. Both wings above with an intense blue iridescence. Under surface
lighter than in periphorbas. — periphorbas Btlr. resembles the tmolus-iorm of erylus (146 Be), but above in periphorbas.
the $ the white spot of the forewing is smaller, not bluish. Hind wing shorter, not so grey with 4 well defined
black submarginal spots bordered with whitish. Under surface not so purely white, cell-end and transverse
band ochreous. New-Britanny. — pseudophorbas Fruhst. (158 d), from Biak, is very similar to the form irom pseudophorthe Island of Ron, which is very distinctly separated from typical $$ of phorbas by the hindwing above entirely
lacking the white discal spot, whilst that in the forew-ing is very much reduced.
H. sipylus. Both sexes show above a dark brown ground-colour, and in the hindwing whitish marginal
and anal regions covered with light blue, with black spots before the margin. Also the under surface is whitishblue; in the forewing the margin is brownish, the cell-end and a chain of streaks behind it nebulous dark; the
hindwing is analogously marked. All the markings beneath are tinted rusty yellow-. The form described first:
sipylus Fldr. (158 d) originates from the Moluccas and is not rare in Ceram and Amboina. Here the, anal area
of the hindwing above is narrower and of a bright light blue, proximally irregularly defined. — gis^on Fruhst.
(158 d) is beneath darker, the apical portion brownish instead of w-hite, the black spots are more prominent.
North Celebes.
rhodanus Fruhst., from South Celebes, is larger, above lighter blue, the light anal area more
extensive; — in nurua Fruhst., from Sumbawa and Flores, the under surface is more yellow than white, the
submarginal maculae are finer, more uniform. — capella Fruhst. Here the blue area of the hindwing above is
crossed by a black sub marginal band. In the ^ the light anal spots in the hindwing are powdered, rather
indistinct. Lombok.
pictor Fruhst. (158 d). The anal area of the hindwing above is broader, towards the
centre of the wing more extensive, also lighter, whiter, only near the proximal border more intensely blue.
Waigeu. — tharrytas Fldr., like pictor, shows a broader whitish-blue* anal area above than sipylus, though it
differs also beneath, according to Semper very constantly. The median row of spots is straighter and narrower,
and the spot below the costa of the hindwing behind its centre is never black-centred. Philippines and Palawan.
— Larva green, woodlouse-shaped, on Eugenia. Pupa likewise green; it yields the imago after about 10 days.
— Not rare.
H. hewitsoni Drc. (= cinesia $ Heiv.) (146 B e) is very similar to cinesia Hew., but smaller; above
the white band of the hindwing is narrower and traversed by the dark veins. Under surface ochreous-yellow.
parva Moult. (159 h) may be nothing else but a normal, somewhat small $ of it. From Borneo.
H. cirteas

from the Kina Balu, is in the $ quite similar to hewitsoni, but distinguished by the
white anal band above not being parted by dark veins. The 8 is unknown to me, but it is probably very
similar to the following species. Borneo.
IX
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H. cinesia Hew. (146 B g).
above with a magnificent violettish-blue gloss; easily recognizable beneath,
where the light anal area is separated by a thick black undulate stripe with a blue gloss. The $ above is dark
brown with a white anal band not parted by the veins, under surface as in the <$. Sarawak and from the Kina
Balu in Borneo.
H. cinesioides Nic. (159 c) may be the Sumatran representative of cinesia, with a still more beautifully
marked hindwing beneath; the black undulate stripe before the anal area is finer, longer, and is continued
in a dark nebulous line on the forewing, bordering on the marginal area there. Above cinesioides and cinesia
are cpiite similarly coloured, but cinesia. entirely lacks the scent-spot, at least in the insect figured by Hewitson.
From North-Eastern Sumatra.

62. Genus: Hypotliecla Smpr.
This genus is closely allied to Hypolycaena, also having a three-branched subcostal of the forewing,
but a shorter discal cell; the middle and posterior discocellular are equally long, whereas the latter is mostly
much shorter in Hypolycaena; in the hindwing the discal cell is not straight, but obliquely cut off. Nor have
the <$($ of the Hypothecla any visible scent-organ. — The name is to denote the resemblance of Hypothecla in
the structure and neuration to the genus Tliecla, as the author of the genus stated; and, in fact, the Hypothecla,
by the shape of the wings (convex, rounded wings), by the colouring and even the marking of the under surface,
make the impression of species of Tliecla with very long thin tails of the hindwings.
astyla.

mindanaensis.
tegea.
honos.

H. astyla Fldr. (158 e). Above the ^ is of a peculiar transparent light lilac blue, so that the dark
transverse bands beneath seem to shine through. In typical astyla even the spaces between these shadows
appear quite light, almost whitish, both in the forewing and hindwing. Philippines. — According to Semper,
the specimens from the various parts of the Archipelago differ rather much, and there are only from the Coll.
Semper lighter specimens from Luzon and darker ones from Mindanao; the latter with a greenish reflection
above Fruhstoreer denominates mindanaensis. — From Bazilan another form is described with a dark
violettish-blue upper surface and a broader marginal band, the light spaces between being covered more by
denser irroration: this is tegea Fruhst. (158 e).
H. honos Nic. (158 e) is very easily discernible from the preceding species by the under surface,
where the transverse bands of both wings are dislocated or interrupted, so that it looks as if the spots forming
them had got in disorder. The figured $ particularly differs from astylain the latter exhibiting in the
disc of the forewing whitish brightenings which are extensive in northern specimens, whereas, honos only has
lighter yellowish-brown embedments. From Celebes.

63. Genus: Tliuinola Mr.
This genus of which likewise only 2 species have been described, which may even belong together, is
also very closely allied to the Hypolycaena. The most remarkable mark is the glaring red upper surface of the
d'cL by which the species are at once discernible. In contrast with the preceding species the discal cell of the
forewing is long, at least more than half the length of the wing, above all considerably broader than in Hypo¬
thecla. The
being outwardly very similar to Deudorix jarbas are at once separable by the shape of the
wings and small anal tails of the hindwings. One of the two species inhabits the northern range, the other
the southern range.
miniata.

petrella.

sparanisa.

marciana.

naluna.

Th. miniata Mr. (158-d <$, 156 g $). This species which was formerly composed of the correct,
quite red
and of the $ of the following (marciana) inhabits Western Indo-China, Tenasserim, and the Mergui Is.
The correct $ is above on the forewing dark brown with 2 convergent miniate longitudinal stripes (= miniata-$)
and cpiite dark brown hindwings, or also with predominantly miniate forewings and discally. red hindwings
(= petrella Fruhst.) (156 g). To the latter form belongs a
exhibiting a somewhat broader dark margin of
the fore wing (156 g) and a black spot at the lower cell-angle which is absent in specimens from Tavoy. Still
darker is sparanisa Fruhst. (156 g) which already forms a transition to the next species which may form a species
with the latter.
Th. marciana Nic. (158 e) has a bright vermilion $ with an entirely black apical portion of the fore wing,
a black distal margin and a thick black cell-end; the hindwing is light bluish-grey in the whole anal region,
otherwise dark brown with a vermilion costal area. The $ of it shows only yet traces of red in the disc of
the forewing in and behind the cell, and the whole anal half of the hindwing is bluish ash-grey. Sumatra,
Borneo. — natiina Fruhst., from the group of islands of the same name, is smaller, and the $ has instead of
the small yellow cell-end spot a cloud-like red-brown brightening, so that it forms a transition to miniata
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64. Genus: I^rlsia Nic.
In the forewing the costal vein only ends far behind the cell-end, the 2nd subcostal brand) is equally
distant from the base of the first branch and from the upper discoidal, the 3rd rises about midway between
the cell-end and apex; the hind-margin of the forewing is somewhat concave. 4 conspicuously marked species
are known extending from Indo-China to the Philippines.

D. donina Hew. (= usira Fldr.) (160 a as clanina). Both sexes above brown, the $ with 2 rows of
white spots in the marginal area. The white under surface is easily discernible from that of discophora (160 a)
by the nebulous stripes, which are indicated before and in the marginal area of the hindwing, being both distinctly
continued through the forewing as far as the costa. Burmah and Malacca.
C. discophora Fldr. (159 h, 160 a) is similar to donina, but the

is above quite deep dark blue except
the margins of the wings and a large dark scent-spot in the cell, the shape of which resembles that of Hypolyc.
phorbas; the $ has also a violettish-blue reflection in the disc of the forewing, and the spots in the marginal
area of the hindwing are covered with dark blue. Under surface of a pure white; in the forewing only feeble
traces of submarginal streaks. Philippines. The species is rare; in the specimen figured by us the small tail of
the hindwing was broken off.
D. wavortia Hew. (146 B c, d) is very similar to discophora, but easily discernible by the
lacking
the scent-spot in the forewing. The under surface is more similar to that of donina. Of the spots on the hindwing
in the $ only the anal ones are white. From Mindanao, taken in August till September near Davao,
Lionga, and on the Agusan.
D. maneia Heiv. (159 h). Beneath this species from Malacca is at once discernible from the preceding
ones by the whole marginal area of the forewing being brown; the hindwing with a black band-spot before
the base of the tail. The $ already approaches the $ form usually met with Cheritra, Hypolycaena, bein% above
dark brown with white band-spots in the anal portion of the hindwing. The
is above of a magnificent blue
iridescence.
D. ninoda Drc. has the usual colouring above, being brown with a white anal portion marked with a
dull dark colour in the hindwing, but near its apex there are below the costa yet 2 white small spots. Under
surface dingy white, in the marginal area, of the forewing 2 rather parallel nebulous stripes being defined on
the middle median branch; in the hindwing a similar one in the marginal area and another stripe extending
from the costa towards the liind-margin and enclosing the cell-end. Karen Hills.

donina.

discophora.

wavortia.

maneia.

ninoda.

65. Genus: ISidiiamhii Dist.
Easily recognizable by the under surface, where the hindwing in most of the forms is covered all over
with often square or rectangular punctiform spots mostly arranged in 3 or 4 rows. Hindwing almost invariably
with 3 tails, but the small upper tail is mostly smaller than the others. Subcostal vein of forewing with 4 branches.
The <$ has mostly a highly developed scent-organ, so that the shape of the wings may be changed thereby and
the hind-margin of the forewing convex.

B. thesmia Hew. (159 d). The under surface is so characteristic that the figure renders it unmistakable.
Forewing and apex of hindwing golden yellow; forewing with dull transverse markings, hindwing with rows of
black spots. Above the
are mostly quite brown, only the anal portion of the hindwing is narrowly whitishblue with black spots. Our figure above exhibits in the disc of the forewing a large orange spot; this form flying
together with the quite brown $$ has been denominated: minara Hew. (159 d, as thesmia <$, upper surface).
Malacca and Sumatra. — fabricii Mr., from the Mergui Archipelago is beneath of a lighter ground-colour with
paler markings; above with a red spot as minara-, I cannot tell whether the quite brown form has also been
found there. — demialba Stgr. (159 d, e) exhibits in the $ the anal blue of the upper surface extending to the
centre of the wing. Nias. — batunensis Fruhst. (159 e) is larger, the ^ similar to a very large demialba, but
in the ^ the anal blue of the hindwing above is not half as broad as in demialba. Batu Is., Pullo-Tello. —
umara Fruhst. (159 e) is discernible from batunensis by the absence of the yellowish-red discal spot which
is only feebly noticeable in the <$ as a dull brown bronze lustre. From the Kina Balu. — The form depicta
Fruhst. which flies together with umara on the Kina-Balu is beneath coffee-coloured instead of orange.
above without a reddish-yellow discal spot. — vanica Fruhst. is another form from Borneo, but from the
south of the island. The $ is above similar to both thesmia- and umaraand has a narrow greyish-blue
anal margin of the hindwing. Hindwing beneath more honey-coloured, almost without any white admix¬
ture; the subanal spots are lighter and more lustrous green. -— unicolor Stgr. is the Palawan form being above
quite brown; on the under surface the orange colour is replaced by a dull reddish brown; this form is said also
to occur in Borneo (Druce), but such Borneo specimens may be more correctly placed to depicta. — The
imagines are fond of open spaces with high bushes, often playing in couples round the ends of the twigs and
being easy to capture, though very delicate, too.

thesmia.

minara.
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scaeva.

thaenia.
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B. scaeva Hew. (159 f) is much smaller and more delicate than the preceding, the forewing does not
exhibit any red or brown discal spot, but the rf has a blue lustrous spot in the disc of the forewing. Hindwing
in the $ with a light blue gloss almost to the centre of the wing, in the $ beyond the centre. Malacca and
Sumatra.
B. thaenia Drc. (147 c as taenia) resembles scaeva beneath, but above it is quite dark brown with a
shortened white oblique band in the disc of the forewing; the hindwing only shows in the distal portion a dull
violet reflection. Borneo.
B. melisa Hew. (146 B d) is easily discernible by showing a white spot instead of the blue discal spot
of scaeva-$; the under surface on its dingy white ground shows blackish streak-markings which are only partly
filled up with brownish. Sikkim, Burma; apparently rare.
B. nicevillei Doh.

nicevillei.

above violet, much more abundantly coloured and bluer than thesmia (159 d),
in the centre of the forewing somewhat lighter; a narrow smooth margin is black. Handwing with 2 black
subanal spots, proximad an area powdered with white, in the subanal region a black and white marginal line.
Beneath both wings are like melisa (146 B d), the marking is more yellow ish-red, less dark brown, the basal
spot is plain, not ring-shaped; transverse bands of forewings yellowish-red or red-brown in various shades; in
the hindwing the margin is at the apex of a bright rust-colour, the subanal metallic green patch large; submarginal
line on both wings straighter, less undulate. Myitta in Tenasserim (Burma). — Unknown to me.

c yarn.

B. cyara Hew. (146 B d) is certainly more closely allied to nicevillei than it appears from the rather
different upper surface. Beneath the dark markings are likewise only partly filled up with brown. The upper
surface on the forewing of the $ shows a large orange-red spot of an angular shape; before the anal margin
there are crescents of small bluish-white scales. Sikkim. — The $ is unknown to me.

namusa.

B. namusa Hew. (146 B e) is easily discernible from cyara by the spot on the forew ing above represent¬
ing a dull yellow, somewhat undulate oblique band. Hindwing w ith very fine submarginal w hite streaks before
the anal-marginal area. Beneath the markings are bordered with dark brown streaks, but only those in the
proximal half of the wing are of a deeper brown, the others being lighter. Celebes.

naenia.

B. naenia Hew. (146 B d). Above quite brown, so that a great resemblance to Marmessus sumatranus
(159 f) is produced. The $ has almost exactly the same upper surface of it, but both sexes have beneath a
ground-colour of the forewings, which is hardly darker than the (dingy white) hindwing, whereas sumatranus
shows beneath earth-brown forewings. Celebes. — naenia has so far always been ranged among the Biduanda,
but it is presumably more closely allied to Marm. moorei.

aliarchus.

B. thaliarchus Stgr. Here the upper surface of the q is dark violettish-black, the veins, particularly
the median branches are partly red-brown. The $ has behind the centre of the forewing a white or yellowoblique band beginning at about 1/s of the costal margin and extending tow ards the anal angle without reaching
it. Beneath similarly marked as naenia: the rows of spots are more band-shaped. Described from the Minahassa
(Celebes).

iheda.

B. theaa Fldr. (159 e) is very easily recognizable by the white discal band of the forewing and the
white apex of the hindwing in the $, whereas the $ by the forewing beneath exhibiting a brown apical half
and a white, very little black-spotted proximal half. Above the $ is quite blackish-brown. The typical form
occurs in the Philippines, the species being before us from Palawan. Rosales. Sibulan, Eastern Mindanao, and
Davao; it is apparently common.

scudderi.

B. scudderi Doh. is based upon 1 specimen from Mergui; allied to thesmia, forewing with a red discal
spot occupying about 1 6 of the surface of the wing, in the subapical area a spot exhibiting a blue gloss in a
certain light. Recognizable by the upper surface of the hindwdng which is strewn with whitish in the disc.

66. Genus: Itatliimla Mr.
A very neat species being above and beneath remarkably coloured and marked has given rise to founding
this genus. Forewing very broad, already soon after its base, so that the costa appears very convex. Hind wing
also very broad and its anal portion being still a little more produced than the apical portion exhibits 3 small
tails the middle one of w hich is the longest. The larva has quite a number of spine-like pointed, but soft cones
of a glaring colour. The d imago has no scent-spot; both the sexes are also equally coloured. The best place
to range this genus is presumably after Biduanda.
amor.

R. amor F. (= triopas Hsf.) (146 B f). Above dark brown with a short ochreous-whitish demi-band
in the disc of the forewing; hindwdng w ith small red submarginal crescents grow ing narrower towards the apex.
I nder surface light ochreous-grey with a dark brown apical third which is defined in a bow against the light
ground-colour. On the white under surface there are numerous dark hook-shaped or comma-shaped spots;
before the margin of the hindwdng an arcuate line proximally bordered with white and decorated with small
metallic green scales. — Larva green with purple red cones of different length; on Eugenia ceylanica, Hopea,
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and presumably on some other plants. Pupa green, the dorsal side brownish. The imagines have a rather slow
flight which appears somewhat tiresome; they rest on the tips of twdgs with their wdngs folded. The range
extends over India and Ceylon. I found single specimens of the species at the foot of the Nilgiri Tits, and not
rarely near Kandy, in the garden of the Government Building.

R. cuznerii Schultze, from the Philippines, is above very variegatedly marked, but it must be very
rare. It is impossible for me to ascertain whether it belongs to this genus, because it is not in any collection
to which I had access; it is also absent in Semper’s collection.

cuznerii.

67. Genus: JIarmessus Hbn.
Very similar to the preceding ones, but separated by the very convex costa of the forewdng and the
three-branched subcostal vein. Moreover, the peculiarly dotted under surface at once show's the great alliance
of the twro genera. Only those founding the genera solely on the neuration, will range this genus separately,
but for those taking also the habitus into consideration, these divisions only signify denominations of groups.

M. lisias F. The only specimens existing of this form are said to be the types which, as Fruhstorfer
presumes, originate from Cochinchina, where an island called ,,Pulo-C'ondor“ is situate, whereas Moore states
them to originate from a Nicobar Island (Pulo Condul). Separated from the form boisduvali Mr. (159 c) by
the orange spot of the hindwing being only half its size. In the 9 of lisias this spot is still smaller. The under
surface strongly recalls that of B. thesmia (159 d). Siam. Annam. Burma, in some places common. — alcira
Fruhst. (159 d) is a dry season form of it, in which the under surface is paler, the spot above more yelknv instead
of more reddish.
fulminans Stgr. (146 g) exhibits a yolk-coloured under surface of the forewing, with darker
transverse markings. Above the spot on the forewing varies, and the hindwing may exhibit a more intense
metallic gloss or it may also be absent, as the 2nd figure shows (159 d). South-East Borneo.
- Druce separates
from this form the hardly different form from Sandakan. North Borneo, as atra, owing to its being much darker,
— lisiades Fruhst. (159 d) is a third Borneo-form: larger than the others, the orange spot differently shaped,
above more pointed, the hindwing above of a magnificent lustrous light blue instead of violettish blue. All
these differences of the Borneo forms also vary a great deal individually, and imitata Drc. and similis Drc. are
hardly more than insignificant variations. — iskander Fruhst. (159 c) is the very similar form from Sumatra
with an almost circular orange spot of the <$, which in the $ has the shape of a band and is covered with brow nish.
comla Fruhst. (159 d) exhibits this spot still more shrunk up and also in the
covered with browm. — The
imagines are rather common in certain districts of then’ range, for instance near Rangoon and in the Mergui
Archipelago, where the species flies together with Biduanda thesmia. These two, particularly the 9$, are so
very much alike, that the living insects are difficult to discern. This resemblance may be due to a real alliance,
since the separation of the genera Biduanda and Marmessus (Drupadia Mr.) seems to me to be artificial and
unjustified. Those, however, who consider a three-branched or four-branched subcostal vein absolutely to
separate the genera, declare the resemblance to be due to mimicry; Doherty takes {Drupadia) boisduvalii to
be protected and therefore the model, whereas Bid. thesmia represents the copy of it; de Niceville is of the
same opinion.

lisias.

boisduvali.

alcira.

fulminans.

atra.
lisiades.

Iskander.

comla.

M. imitata Drc. is said to differ from lisias only in the $ exhibiting the greyish-blue scales more
extended towards the anal angle of the hindwing. Under surface more pale yellow’, towards the base whitish
and with a broad browm apex, in the disc some brown marking. As the form comes from Borneo, where lisias
flies as fulminans, it may be merely a $-form of it; the form is unknown to me.

imitata.

M. Caesarea Weym. (= niasica Stgr., niasicola Stgr.) (159 d). Above not dissimilar to the preceding
ones, but beneath the forewing is light coffee-brown except the hindmarginal portion. Isle of Nias. — From
this form which may be joined with lisias just like imitata another form is separated: serunica v. Eecke; the red
discal spot of the forewdng is more regular and longer; the forewdng in the basal portion wdthout the lustrous
violet irroration. Hindwdng at the base black. Beneath the forewing is at the apex not so dark. $ very
different from that of caesarea, forewdng as in the
but the distal spot is not orange, or it is at least indistinctly
defined. Hindwing blackish-brown with 2 slight grey brightenings in the black apical maculae. Simalur.

caesarea.

M. niasica Rob. nee Stgr. (159 d) is at once discernible by the lustrous blue reflection of the hindwing
passing over to the basal third of the forewdng. which it fills up altogether; in bright contrast with this is a
large deep scarlet discal spot. The under surface, by its dotting, is somewhat like that of M. sumatranus (156 f).
Isle of Nias.

serunica.

niasica.

M. moorei Dist. The Malaccan form differs from the figured Sumatran form sumatranus Fruhst. (159 f) moorei.
in the entire absence of the yellowdsh-red spot at the cell-end of the $ forewing above, and in the <$ the sumatranus.
blue reflection on the hindwing in moorei is much more intense, so that there remain hardly any brown
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margins of the wings, whereas the blue reflection in many Sumatran specimens hardly extends beyond the
centre of the wing. — battakana Fruhst. is an alpine form of sumatranus, flying on the Battak Mts., being larger,
with a more intense blue lustre on the hindwing. In nola Fruhst., from Borneo, the $ hindwing is more lustrous
violettish-blue than light blue; the blue colour is more extensive, and the under surface exhibits much more
prominent black and smaller blue spots than the other races. — rufotaenia Fruhst. (= moorei var. Dist.) was
described by Frithstorfer as a separate species, but it may also be only a very small form of moorei exhibiting
a small narrow red band in the anal portion of the hindwing beneath; it may also belong to niasica Rbr. I only
know Distant’s figure according to an insect in Staitdinger’s collection from Malacca. I have not found
the species in Singapore, where I was collecting most eagerly.

M. similis Drc. This Borneo form is said to differ from moorei Dist. only in the subcostal vein being
four-branched instead of three-branched, and in the more convex distal margin.
M. ravindra flies in different iskdhls of the Malay Archipelago, and its great resemblance to moorei
and B. thesmia has given rise to various mistakes. The genuine ravindra is common in Java. According to
Frithstorfer, the East-Javanese specimens, which he denominates rnedullia (159 g), differ from the WestJavanese (ravindra Hsj.) in the great reduction of the blue gloss which in the $ of ravindra occupies the whole
hindwing. But Piepers who probably had more material at hand from Java, declares these differences to be
individual and independent from the locality. — balina Fruhst. (159 g) seems also to be founded upon such a
form with a more reduced and duller blue on the upper surface of the S hindwing; — whereas joloana Stgr. (159 g),
from Jolo, shows a great reduction of the brown irroration on the forewing beneath. — surindra Drc. (156 g, h)
comes from the Kina Balu in North Borneo. The blue on the <$ hindwing above is somewhat darker, extends
to the apex and close along the subcostal vein to the scent-spot; on the under surface the stripe behind the cellend is linear in its whole length and not expanded at the cell-end, as in Javanese ravindra. —- In albula Drc.,
from Sandakan, which according to Druce represents a variation, according to Frithstorfer another Borneo
race, the ground-colour of the forewing beneath is all white. — The young larva of ravindra is light greyishgreen or pink, the adult larva mostly brown with a rhomb if or m spot on the centre of the dorsum. It lives on
Eugenia densiflora and changes into a shoe-shaped brown pupa with belt-threads, yielding the imago after
10 or 11 days.
M. ravindrina Stgr. (159 g) would be certainly regarded as the representative of ravindra. in the Jolo Is.,
if the ravindra-iovm joloana (156 g) would not occur there independently from it. From the latter we
distinguish ravindrina at once by the orange under surface of the forewing. Also the blue of the $ hindwing
is in ravindrina distinctly tinted violet. Nevertheless it may be a season-form of ravindra.

estella.

M. estella Hew. (159 f). This species occurs in Borneo; <$ above uni-coloured blackish-brown, $ with a
white anal half of the hindwing. Still more remarkable is the difference beneath, where the transverse bands
are broken up into spots being scattered on the rosy yellowish-brown ground. — Also found in Sumatra.

68. Genus : Zeltus Nic.
Like the preceding genera, this genus is also allied to the Hypolycaena; in the $ all the margins of the
forewing are more convex, the whole wing is therefore more rounded off, in the $ the costa and distal margin
are also more convex, the hindwing is longer and narrower, the tails are more delicate *) with longer fringes,
the middle one is very long. The body is much more delicate than in Hypolycaena, the flight therefore slower
and weaker, so that the live insect makes an impression quite different from the individuals of a genus.
etolus.

maximinia¬
nus.
gratidianus.
pompaedius.
censorinus.

Z. etolus F. (= amasa Hew.) (146 g). $ above blackish, the wings in the distal portion with a blue
reflection. The whole anal half of the hindwing and the tails are of a very delicate satiny white. $ above
dark brown, in the anal portion of the hindwing 2 rows of white spots. Easily recognizable beneath, where
a lustrous satiny white proximal portion with a slight bluish reflection is opposed to a rust-coloured distal part
on both wings. In specimens of the dry season the brownish-yellow distal portion of the wings is reduced, in
which the basal white proceeds farther towards the margin. India, from the Himalaya to the Nilgiri Mts. and
to the east as far as Bmina. — In maximinianus Fruhst., from Malacca, Sumatra and Borneo, the $ forewing
above is grey, powdered with dark, without a more intense blue gloss. — In gratidianu.s Fruhst. (158 f), from
Nias the reddish-yellow colour beneath is darker, more distinctly defined, and in the forewing more extensive,
projecting towards the base beyond the cell-end.
ponipaedius Fruhst. In the <$ the white anal portion of
the hindwing is smaller, because the costal black proceeds farther towards the hind-margin; in the $ the
white spots in the anal portion are larger. Java. — censorinus Fruhst. is larger than the Javanese race, the
blue colouring is paler, the subanal black dotting on the hindwing above more reduced. Sumbawa.
The larva is said to be green, finely haired, with black and red markings. Pupa yellowish-green with an emeraldThe extraordinary fineness of the small tails which are constantly fluttering in the resting insect even when
there is apparently no wind stirring, is very well noticeable in our figure of etolus (146 g).
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green head. The figure of the larva by Horsfield and Moore is called bad by Piepers, but be does not mention
a better one nor the food-plant. The imagines are often common at their habitats; they rest on the twigs of
bushes and, perhaps owing to the long delicate wing-appendages, they fly timidly and cautiously, though not
very slowly. The very long middle tails are a little trailing in this flight, so that de Niceville thought to
have noticed a certain resemblance to dragon-flies, and of the possibility of mimicry. I have not noticed
any such resemblance and take mimicry to be impossible here.

69. Genus: ]tfeomyr!na Dist.
This genus contains an unmistakable very large, quite white species with 2 tails, of which that on the
lower median branch is more than 2 cm long.

N. hiemalis G. tfc S. (159 b), from Malacca, Siam, Berina, and the Mergui Is., is white with a black
apical margin which in the form nivea Godm. (159 b) from the Island of Billiton recedes more in the hindwing,
Beneath both wings are traversed by chains of spots filled up with a light bluish grey and surrounded by blackish.
In the
the dark apical portion above is covered with a violettish blue; in the form periculosa Fruhst., from
Sumatra, the costal margin is more broadly bordered with a bluish-grey. — As to the habits of this rare imago,
nothing is known to me.

hiemalis.
nivea.

periculo.sa.

70. Genus: Cheritrella Nic.
Subcostal vein of forewing with 4 branches, but the cell of the forewing being very broad in Neomyrina
(and also in Cheritra) is here much narrower. Particularly conspicuous is the stunted apex of the forewing.
Shape of the tails on the hindwings as in Neomyrina, but the small tail on the lower median branch is not quite
so long. Only 1 species:

Ch. truncipennis

(159 a). Forewing violet. Hindwing with a more deep blue lustre, all the margins
of the wings blackish-brown except the hind-margin of the forewing. Under surface umber-coloured, at the
centre and end of the cell light-centred transverse streaks and a dark dentate line before the marginal area. In
the $ the blue above is reduced. Sikkim, Assam, Upper Burma. This imago is very rare (de Niceville).
Nic.

trundpen-

71. Genus: JSTeoelteritra Dist.
Separated by the twice bifurcating subcostal vein in the forewing. From Cheritrella and many other
genera it differs in the small tail on the sub median being the long one (as long as 3 cm) and that on the
lower median branch the shorter one, thus contrary to Neomyrina and Cheritrella.

N. amrita Fldr. (159a). $ above black, in the forewing blue reflection at the base of the costa and
in the disc; hindwing quite lustrous blue with a black basal portion and a black marginal marking. $ above
quite similar to that of theodora (159 a), but instead of the black band traversing the white anal portion of
the hindwing there are in the white area 3 separate, round black spots. Beneath the forewing is orange,
towards the base paler, the hindwing is bluish-white, at the apex yellow, in the anal portion marked black.
Distant already mentions reports from the patria of amrita, owing to which this species varies excessively.
It can therefore not yet been decided which of the following forms are already sufficiently consolidated as to
be regarded as separable local races or even as separate species. - theodora Drc. (159 a), from Borneo, exhibits
in the $ the basal parts of both wings as far as beyond the centre, metallic bluish-green; in the $ the 3 dots
in the anal white of the hindwing are united to a blackish-brown transverse band. — The form megalesia
Fruhst. is larger than Perak-specimens, and the basal area of the forewing above is lustrous light blue. Typical
amrita occur in Malacca and Sumatra, but they are not common.
N. namoa Nic. (146 B f). Upper surface of the

almost as in the form mentioned last, but the under
surface in the apical half of the forewing is not orange-yellow, but powdered with dark chocolate-brown. Described
according to a single
from the Battak Mts.; it might as well be an aberrative form of the preceding one.
Another ,,species“
nisibis Nic. is likewise described from Sumatra, resembling licinius; but whilst here in
the white anal region of the hindwing beneath the last black spot is separated from the preanal line and is nearer
to the anal angle, it coheres with the transverse line in nisibis.
—

de Niceville thinks another lepidopteral form, teunga Drc., described as Sithon and unknown to me,
to belong to this genus. From Borneo.

amrita.

theodara.

megalesia.

namoa.

nisibis.
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72. Genus: Thrix Doh.

gama.
cloella.

scopula.

hypoleuca.

terana.
martina.

inopinala.

licinius.

myrmecus.

The name refers to a long hair-pencil on the forewing, near the centre of the hind-margin. Subcostal vein
of forewing with 4 branches. But 1 species is known.
T. gama Dist. Whilst the
above resembles yet Neoch. amrita, though it has a whiter anal portion
of the hindwing, the $ above is very much like a Ch. freja-Q, beneath similarly coloured to cloella Weym., from
Nias, but the forewing is grey in the basal portion, the rusty-yellow colour is more confined to the apical
half, gama is described from Penang, but it occurs also in Sumatra and Borneo.
T. scopula Drc. (159 c). $ above violettish-black, all the margins lighter; hindwing in the anal portion
of a bright light blue, intermixed with white spots bordered with black. The $ above resembles that of martina.
Beneath the colours are distributed in such a way that the upper two thirds of the forewing and the upper
third of the hindwing are yolk-coloured, the rest of the wings being greyish-white. For this species the genus
Virgarina Drc. was separated.

T. hypoleuca Hew. (159 h). For this species another separate genus has been established: Manto Nic.
The typical form is described from Java; beneath orange-yellow with a narrow whitish, black-marked anal
area; the <$ above is black with a bluish-green metallic gloss in the cell and submedian area of the forewing
and over the whole distal portion of the hindwing. The $ is dark brown with a broad white anal area containing
3 black spots. — terana Fruhst. (159 h) comes from Sumatra; the
exhibits also above some white in the anal
part of the hindwing and in front of it black spots.
martina Hew. ($ = paluana Stgr.) for which form again
a new genus (Pseudomyrina) was established has in the $ still much more anal white on the hindwing above
and proximad to it a lighter blue; beneath as in terana, but the form is generally larger. - inopinata Btlr., from
Nias, looks above like an African (Jolaus) timon (Vol. XIII, pi. 67 d); forewing velvety black, basal third olivecoloured, with a greenish-grey gloss, in a certain light almost emerald-green. Hindwing in the basal half brown,
towards the anal region greyish, in the cell violet. Under surface orange; in the forewing the distal two thirds
are dingy, the proximal third silky white, with a large central silvery grey spot. Hindwing behind whitish, a
shortened black zigzag line from the hind-margin to the lower median branch; behind this line 4 minute black
spots and 2 in the anal area.
T. licinius F. (146 B f). Upper surface brown with a white, black-spotted anal portion of the hindwing,
which in the $ is irregularly, in the $ more smoothly defined; the
shows a very large, lustrous violet iridescent
spot in the hindwing, extending from the costal margin to beyond the cell. Under surface dull orange, the anal
two thirds of the hindwing are white. Before the bases of the small tails a group of small black spots. —
myrmecus Fruhst. (159 g), from Borneo, is hardly different, the white of the hindwing beneath is said to be
somewhat more yellowish; the costal margin of the forewing is not so much darkened grey, and the black spots
before the anal margin of the hindwing are above and beneath larger and more roundish.

73. Genus: •lacoona Dist.
The costal vein of the forewing soon terminates into the costal margin. Subcostal vein with 4 branches,
the first branch anastomoses with the costal vein. The anterior discocellular is long, almost as long as the middle
one; the lower one is somewhat concave oblicpre. Of the tails of the hind wing that on the submedian is long
and ensate, that on the lower median short.
anasuja.

irmina.
jusana.
metasuja.

Z. anasuja Fldr. (146 f as yojana). q with a large scent-reflection at the costa of the hinclwing; the
posterior portions of both the wings above metallic greenish-blue. Under surface at the margin and apex of
the wings ochreous, towards the base paler; before the small tails blackish markings. The typical anasuja comes
from Sumatra and Malacca. — irmina Fruhst., from Nias, is above darker blue than anasuja; subapical spot
reduced. — jusana Drc^{ 1-5-9 b) and metasuja Drc. (153 k) are forms from Borneo; the former has a broad and
long subapical band, the latter a narrow one. — This imago is very rare; I took a $ only once, on the 22nd
of January 1892, next to the Botanical Gardens in Singapore.
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74. Genus: Eooxylides Nic.
In spite of its distinct close alliance to the preceding ones, this genus has been separated and brought
in relationship to Hypolycaena from which, however, it differs in the shorter discal cell of the forewing and only
3-branched subcostal vein. But how unreliable the marks of distinction stated are, may be seen from the fact
that e. g. the form paluana was ranged here, though according to Druce it is the normal $ of (Pseudomyrina)
martina Hew.
tharis.

E. tharis Hhn. ( = pharis Dhl.-Hew.). Recognizable by the under surface, where the golden yellow ground¬
colour is defined by small black arcuate streaks from the bluish-white anal white being dark-spotted before the
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margin on the hindwing. Above the ground-colour of the <$ is black, in the proximal portions of the wing lustrous
blue, in the $ dark brown; the white anal area similar as beneath. Sumatra.
latipictusFruhst. (158e, f) has
above a more intensely bluish-grey tinge on the forewing (<$), filling up almost the whole cell and extending below
it almost to the margin. Under surface darker red-brown than in Javanese specimens, the black markings more
intense; $ on both sides darker. Nias. — tliarisides-PVtt&s*. ( = tharis Drc.) (158 f) is larger, the upper surface purely
black; the white anal area in the hindwing is narrower. Borneo. — javanicusFruhst. is larger, with longer tails
than Sumatran specimens; forewing not so deep black as in tharisides, but neither so much covered with greyishblue as in latipictus; the white anal area is narrower and beneath more abundantly spotted. Java. — enganicus
Fruhst. are the particularly small specimens occurring inEngano; distinguished from Javanese specimens by the
reduced bluish-grey hue at the anal margin of the forewing. The anal white in the hindwing, however, is more
extensive and confluent, not as in Javanese separated by a black subanal spot. The black spotting before the
margin is reduced; the black border-line proximad to the anal white is more obsolete. — In ritsemae v. Eecke
the upper surface is not tinted so dark as in Javanese or Sumatran specimens, the white areas on the hindwing
are reduced as in Borneo specimens and surrounded with black. Under surface lighter orange, the white likewise
reduced and with larger black spots. The border-line separating the white from the yellow runs differently,
too; from Simalur. - watsorsi v. Eecke. comes from Billiton; in the hindwing the white is still more reduced
and besides powdered with black, so that it almost disappears. Beneath 5 black marginal spots exhibit white
bows which are again bordered with black. The ground-colour of the under surface is almost red. As to the
habits of the insect which is by no means rare, nothing seems to be known except that the Javanese form is
common in January near Palabuan; Piepers in his ,,Rhopalocera of Java“ does not state any observations.

E. meduana Hew. (158 f). This species being common in the Philippines (Bohol, Panaon, Mindanao)
looks in both sexes above almost exactly like the $ of tharis, but beneath the ground-colour is defined in a
bow and yet before the black subanal line against the white area. The
exhibits in the forewing s* distinct
scent-mark.

latipictus.

tharisidrs.
javanicus.

enganicus.

ritsemae.

watsoni.

meduana.

E. etias Dist. & Pr. (146 Be), from Sandakan, resembles tharis, but differs in the more extensive etias.
white anal area.

!¥> B f

e)147#
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E. sfaudingeri Drc. (156 g). Both sexes very similar, above blackish-brown, the
suffused with a
deep dark blue reflection, the whole anal third of the hindwing purely bone-coloured, with 3 slightly contiguous
transverse spots. Under surface ochreous-yellow, towards the hind-margin paler, before the marginal area a
dark transverse line, in the hindwing an angular one; anal area as above. From the Kina Bain.

staudingeri

75. Genus: Clieritra Mr.
Subcostal vein with 4 branches; the 1st branch branches off from the centre of the upper wall of the
cell, the 2nd before the last third of the cell, the 3rd above before its end, the 4th from two thirds below the
3rd; discal cell very broad and long, on the hindwing there is a very long and thin tail on the lower median
branch and a much shorter one on the submedian. 3 rather widely distributed forms are known, num¬
bering among the most conspicuous Lycaenidae.

Ch. freja. This unmistakable long-tailed species was described from Tranquebar (in South India),
but in such a way that the description may be applied to nearly all the forms of the species. It refers, however,
more to specimens from the western Himalaya (particularly Kumaon), where the species is particularly common,
as well as from Annam and the western parts of Indo-China. — freja F. (146 g , 159 b £) is here figured from freja.
South Annam; but the Ceylon form pseudojafra Mr. (= nec Fruhst.) (158 f) hardly differs from it, except that pseudojaim
the under surface is throughout purely white, which is not always the case in continental specimens. The anal
area is also in the $ very much intermixed with white, whereas the typical freja generally exhibit but very
little white. — In specimens from the Nilgiri Mts., where the species is not very common, the
exhibit
above only yet a white marginal crescent, which is already somewhat dull, between the bases of the tails, and
2 small very feeble white spots above the anal black; this is joffra Btlr. (nec jafra Godt). — ochracea Drc., from joffra.
Borneo, is recognizable by the almost quite ochreous under surface and by the proximal band in the anal portion ochracea.
of the hindwing being much broader and less flawed. This refers to specimens from Labuan and Sandakan;
but judging from the small material at my hands it seems to be rather doubtful whether there are transitions
to the continental form occurring already in Borneo. Such forms occur in Sumatra (= frigga Fruhst.) (159 b), frigga.
and Distant figures a ? of this form from Malacca (Rhopal. Malay, pi. 20, fig. 10) which has only about as
much anal white as the E3 exhibit in other forms. — jafra Godt. (joffra Piep. nec joffra Mr.) is the Javanese jafra.
form; it is almost exactly like frigga, but the $ has no anal white any more on the upper surface, the $
still very little; but the under surface is, in contrast with ochracea, almost quite purely white, only at
the costa and distal margin very feebly lined with rust-colour. — Larva green or flesh-coloured, across the
dorsum extends a longitudinal ridge at the sides of which there are brownish tubercles; sometimes the centre
IX
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of the dorsum is occupied by a brown saddle-spot. It lives on Xylia dolabriformis and changes in a pupa which
is at first green, later on yellowish-brown. The latter is smooth, only on the the dorsum of the abdomen there
are pointed uneven places; the imagines are common in many districts.
a urea.

panowa.

volumnia.
cuprea.

orpheus.

aenea.

eurydice.

Ch. aurea Drc. (158 f) is shaped like the preceding species, except that the $ shows a large round
scent-spot in the centre of the forewing, for which reason the genus Bitra Nic. has been established for this
species. Upper surface in both sexes of a beautiful copper colour, which is pure in the <$, but duller in the $
The species is described from Borneo, from where another form was described: panowa Fruhst. (158 g) from
Sintang, almost exactly below the equator. Above the white band in the anal area of the hindwing is darkened;
the under surface is quite dull yellowish-grey, not brown, and the white band crossing the hindwing in the
centre is narrower. — volumnia Fruhst. (158 g) shows above in the $ a more intense metallic gloss, though of
a somewhat darker tint. This form fiom Malacca is larger than the two Borneo forms. — cuprea Fruhst., from
Sumatra, on the contrary is smaller than the other forms, in the
the white maculae of the hindwing above
(compared with volumnia) reduced. Under surface blackish-grey instead of brown (aurea) or yellowish-grey
(panowa). $ similar to that of aurea-Q, but the white spots in the anal area of the hindwing above are quite
purely white. Mostly not common; in many districts (e. g. Malacca) even very rare.
Ch. orpheus Fldr. ($ — massiva Hew.) (146 h).

Similar to aurea, with a golden red gloss, in the $
the veins are in a certain light particularly prominent like stripes. These
generally vary little, whereas
the $$ of Mindanao exhibit quite dark forewings above, and as Luzon-specimens with which they correspond
must be regarded as typical, the name orpheus would have to be maintained for this form, wdiereas for the
deviating $$ from Mindoro the name aenea Smpr. (158 g) is to be used. Here the veins of the o do not contrast
so sharply against the slightly darker underground, and the $ exhibits a very much redder upper surface,
particularly in the disc of the forewing. — Thereby it greatly approximates the $$ from Palawan, which have
been separated as eurydice Fruhst. (158 g). They differ besides from typical Luzon-specimens in the lighter
ground-colour of the internerval areas above in the G and the reduced black colour in the anal area above.
9 in the disc copper-red, but this colouring is more broadly bordered with brownish and beneath the small
black transverse hooks in the anal area are more delicate. The species is confined to the Philippines, but there
it is in some places rather common (Betaan, Sibulan etc.); it flies almost throughout the year; near Manila
mostly in May and June.

76. Genus: Tieherra.
This genus differs from the Hypolycaena in the 4-branched subcostal vein; from Chentra in the longer
anterior discocellular of the forewing and the more sharply angled anterior median branch which is only slightly
convex in Cheritra. But 1 species:
acte.

idina.
liviana.
symira.

T. acte Mr. ($ 146 g, $ 158 h). Both sexes are above extremely similar to Ch. freja, but they have
quite a different under surface which is dark tan-coloured, often almost orange or dull golden ochreous. The
fine, though faint marking is exhibited in our figures. Generally the specimens with an orange under surface
belong to the rainy season, those with a tan-coloured under surface to the dry season, so that our figure 158 h
represents the rainy season, that on pi. 146 g the dry season. For the latter form Fruhstorfer introduces
the name idina. Its range extends from Sikkim to Burma. — In specimens of the dry season from Sumatra
the anal white of the upper surface is (? always) yellowish; to such specimens the name liviana Fruhst. refers.
—- symira Hew. only represents a stunted form from the height of the dry season, being above blackish-brown
with hardly any marking, beneath monotonously tan-coloured; expanse of wings only 25 mm, reported from
Darjeeling, but presumably from a hotter habitat, and only dated from there like so many Sikkim lepidoptera.
— Finally, Doherty mentions another aberration taken in Myitta (Tenasserim). in which the white spots in
the anal area are flown together forming a band (as in freja).

77. Genus: ISimlnliara Mr.
The only species described of this genus is widely distributed in India and almost everywhere common
in its range. Like in Cheritra, the subcostal vein has 4 branches, but the anterior discocellular is shorter, and
the 1st subcostal branch approaches the costal for some distance, though without anastomosing with it. £
with a complicated scent-organ at the place where the forewing touches the hindwing.

phocides.

B. phocides. This imago described from ,.Africa“ is not mentioned in our volume 13, because this
statement of the patria is undoubtedly a mistake; phocides is exclusively Indian, its range extending from
the Himalaya to the Sunda Archipelago and Australia. — phocides F. (158 h) presumably originates from India,
where the species is distributed from Sikkim to Bhutan, extending further to the Andamans and parts of IncioChina as far as Borneo and Nias. The specimens figured are from Borneo. $ above with a broad blue marginal
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band on the hindwing; the $ exhibits yet the general upper surface shown by the Ticherra, Eooxylides. and
many other genera; above brownish-black with a white anal area of the hindwing. The under surface, however,
is entirely characteristic, and here the two sexes agree in the forewing showing dark brown transverse bands
and the hindwing being dotted dark.
nioorei Fruhst. (= sugriva Hsf. p. p.) (158 h) is at once discernible
by the much narrower blue band of the hindwing disappearing anal wards in a large dingy white, fur-like looking
area. Ceylon. — areea Fldr. (£ = kamorta Fldr., camorta Hew.) from the Nicobars. The $ above hardly shows
any more marginal blue in the hindwing, both sexes differ from the other forms in the quite obsolete marking
beneath.
sugriva Hsf. is the form from East Java with a blue margin in the
hindwing, phocidina
Fruhst. that without marginal blue from West Java; both are distinguished from the other forms by the under
surface exhibiting distinct, rather intense bands and spots (which are absent in areca), though with less marking
than in phorides. — Still farther to the south the species proceeds as isabella Fldr. ($ = jolcus Fldr.) (158 h)
as far as Australia, where, however, they only inhabit the north-eastern portion, to the south as far as
Townsville or Kuranda in Queensland. In this form the marginal blue of the hindwing only extends below
the apex to little beyond the centre of the margin downwards, but it extends deeper into the wing, as in Indian
races, so that it almost forms an ellipse; also in the $ the hindwing is white almost as far as below the apex
and at the hind-margin proximad as far as beyond its centre. Specimens from the Salomons and some inter¬
mediary islands differ from the latter in the extent and bordering of the blue resp. white area, as for instance
the New Guinea form: arfaki B.-Balc. — To the east the species proceeds farther, over Celebes as Bangkai,
as fumatus Bob. (158 h) which, as the figure distinctly shows, is particularly distinguished from the other
forms by the very variegated under surface. — From there it expands over Palawan (as phocas Stgr.). In this
Palawan form the dark dots of the hindwing beneath are considerably thicker than in isabella, and the white
anal portion of the upper surface of the $$ is smaller and is more thickly crossed by the veins. The species
goes on to the Philippines where, however, Semper only mentions it from Mindanao. In these origenes-Fruhst.
(= sugriva Smpr. nec Hsf.) the two grey silver streaks at the anal angle of the hindwing are more distinct;
and the under surface of the wings as well as the tails are lighter brown in phocas, darker brown in origenes.
— Larva very similar to that of Deudorix (Virachola) isocrates, but easily discernible by the 7th and 8th segments
being white, with small purple brown spots on the sides, whereas isocrates has only on the dorsum of these
segments single small white spots. Pupa exactly like that of isocrates. The imago prefers the blossoms of
Leea; it favours certain habitats and, for instance, disappeared in a district of India (Karwar) after the place,
where it was frequently met with before, was cultivated. It has a very agile flight and likes to settle on the
ends of twigs projecting over the road, though frequently at an altitude of 4 to 5 m, so that it can only be
captured with nets on long rods; in this way, however, I took dozens of them. The
when meeting
each other, most swiftly fly about in an oscillating way, whizzing to and fro in couples in enormous swings.
- A form or species of this genus, ines Sivh., from the Andamans, has remained unknown to me. for which
reason nothing can be said about it, whether it belongs here or not.

moorei.

areca.

sugriva.
VhocH,,na.

isabella.

arfaki.
fumatus.
phocas.

origenes.

78. Genus: Yasotla (Doh.) Nic.
Separated already in the exterior by the hemochrome colour above from most of the species of the
preceding genera; distinguished by the pointed apex of the forewing and by the hindwing terminating in an
entirely straight tail. Subcostal vein with three branches, whereby it is separated from the following genus
(which is more externally similar than closely allied.

Y. pita Hsf. The typical form originates from Java; it is above light vermilion and has a proximally
dentate dark margin being 5 mm broad at the apex and only 2 mm at the anal angle of the forewing. In
the hindwing of the $ some small blackish spots form a transverse chain from below the apex to the submedian
area. Under surface chrome-yellow, finely marked. According to Fruhstorfer this form is confined to West
Java, whereas in East Java the form singama Fruhst. (157 c as singana) occurs. The latter is said to be smaller
than pita, the G with a reduced black androconial spot of the hindwing (this form is presumably hardly
maintainable as a geographical race). Also in Sumatra pita occurs, where it is said also to differ somewhat
from Javanese.
Y. tripimctata Hew. (157 c, d). Beneath more variegated than pita-, easily recognizable by the dark
transverse band through the disc of the hindwing not being confluent with the marginal black in the typical
specimens (the dry season form), but only reaching close to this marginal band. — In the form atrinotata Fruhst.
(157 d), figured from Tonkin, this transverse band is thicker and almost touches the marginal band. The $
has on the forewing a somewhat oblique cell-end band. — dohertyi Fruhst. is based upon Doherty’s statement
that a form taken by him in Perak (Malacca) is an intermediary form between pita and tripunctata; — pitane
Nir (157 d), from Sumatra, exhibits the dark transverse band of the hindwing above united with the marginal
bla_x in such a way that the whole anal half of the hindwing appears blackish-brown, without any red filling.
carteja Fruhst. (157 c) is the corresponding form from the Battak Mts. of Sumatra with a broad black marginal
band on both wings above.

pita.

singama.

tripundata.

atrinotata.

dohertyi.
pitanc.

carteja.
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Y. androconifera Fruhst. (157 d). /Upper surface more miniate or reddish-orange,

forewing with
/em. a ({arp androconium above the hind-margin. All the wings are bioadly margined with blackish-brown; the
tails of the hindwing are scarcely half the length of those in the other Yasoda and quite thin. Central Tonkin.

androconi-

V
\

I

79. Genus: Loxura Hsf.
All the forms of this genus are, like the preceding ones, in both sexes above red, margined with black,
with a similar long ensiform tail of the hindwing on the posterior median branch; under surface yellow. The
differences from Yasoda in the neuration are stated at that genus.
L. atyttlssus Or. (= alymnus Drc.)) The numerous forms that have been distinguished of this very
widely distributed and mostly rather common species, mostly differ in the shape of the marginal band of
arcuata. the forewing. From the Ceylon-form arcpata Mr. (157 c), typical specimens from the Coromandel Coast of
India deviate by the marginal black in^tne forewing along the costa being continued yet in a line gradually
getting finer towards the base almost to the base of the wing, and by the hindwing, which in arcuata is red
surya. as far as the margin, showing in atymnus a dark margin almost 2 mm broad. — ab. surya Mr., from Oanara
(thus described from the range of atymnus) refers to more miniate specimens, not being rare among the speci¬
mens of the rainy season; Fruhstorfer takes this name only to be a synonym of typical atymnus from India.
:prabha. — prablia Mr., from the Andamans, has a dark costal margin and mostly also distal margin of the hindwing.
Moreover, the original description does not mention any differences from the other forms, but it fits most of
continenta- the forms of atymnus. Fruhstorfer also mentions the Nicobars as the doubtful patria of •prabha. — conhs' tinentalis Fruhst. are specimens from the Himalayan countries as far as Siam and Burma, in which the marginal
band of the forewing is only present in the apical portion, but ends before the anal angle. Hindwing only in
the $ with a linear black distal margin; ground-colour mostly lighter red. This description refers to a form
mahara. of the rainy season of which there is also a dry season form: mahara Fruhst. — On the contrary, speci¬
mens from Malacca and Borneo exhibit a darker red of the upper surface and a very broad dark distal band:
fuconius. = fuconius Fruhst. — In xystus Fruhst. (157 c), from Burma, beside the broad dark marginal band also the
xystus. hind-margin, the costal margin, and the basal portion of the hindwing are broadly powdered with dark brown.
leminius. — In leminius Fruhst. (157 c) the distal margin of the forewing is broad black, but the hindwing almost without
deinostra- any dark margin; the latter is quite dull and 1 mm broad at most. Sumatra. — deinostratus Fruhst., from West
.
Java, is large, of a beautiful reddish-yellow colour, and without a dark margin of the hindwing. — matienus
Fruhst., from East Java, however, are dark orange-red, all the wings with a broad dark distal margin, and the
basal and marginal parts of the hindwing above are densely powdered wdtli a blackish grey; beneath the longiemona. tudinal bands are distinct. — ab. emona Fruhst. is a third form from Java with a watery dark yellow groundmanilius. colour, the under surface without any marking. — manilius Fruhst., from Lombok, has a more intensely
orange-red ground-colour, the hindwings more distinctly powdered with black. It also occurs in Sumbawa.
anglerius. — anglerius Fruhst. has broad black veins through the hindwing, terminating in marginal spots replacing
yilma. a marginal band (in other forms). — yilma Fruhst. (157 c), finally, from the Philippines, already forms
• a certain transition to the following species; the apex is in this large form less pointed, the total colouring
on both sides darker, the marginal band of the forewing not distinctly defined, the hindwing towards the margin
somewhat darkened, but without a real marginal band. — Larva on the young shoots of Dioscorea, with a
woodlouse-shaped convex dorsum; dark green, laterally with a pink hue. Pupa somewhat elongate, except
at the cremaster held by a belt, dark green, the wing-cases marked with pink. — The very conspicuous imagines
rest on the roadsides with their wings closed on the twigs of bushes, where they are easily captured. On being
chased up they rise with a rather slow, somewhat flapping flight, striving for the tops of the trees in spirals,
at first in a most peculiar, somewhat erect attitude, with their heads turned upward, the tails towards the
ground; on being cautiously approached, however, they mostly soon return again. They are met singly, but
almost everywhere, where they occur, they are rather common.
atymnus.

L. cassiopeia Dist. is said to fly with atymnus at the same places, and can therefore not be a represen¬
tative of it. The original description, however, applies very rvell to certain forms of atymnus. On the whole,
cassiopeia is chiefly distinguished by the invariably longer tails not being powdered with black; even not in
arnatiea. those forms which, like the Borneo-form amafica Fruhst. (157 c as anatica), exhibit the hindwings all over
suffused with brown. In typical cassiopeia the hindwing is light reddish-ochreous, only at the margin very
numana. feebly powdered with dark. — numana Fruhst., from Sumatra, has also the forewing in the disc without distinct
luscicauda- powdering, the tails are half yellow and the anal area of the hindwing above is lighter.
fuscicaudata Fruhst.,
,a- from Nias, is smaller than the preceding ones, about of the size of enormous atymnus, but it has the light
yellowr, not dark-shaded tails, and in distinction from all the other forms of cassiopeia, it has a lighter yellow
batunensis. under surface. — Also from the Batu Islands a form of cassiopeia has been described: batunensis Fruhst.
cassiopeia.

—
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80. Genus: Zesius Hbn.
This genus connects the Theclini with a 3-branched and 4-branched subcostal vein by the A<^ having 4,
the $$ only 3 subcosral branches. The hindwing also shows a sexual difference in the $ having 3, the A only
2 small tails. (On our figure of the upper surface the uppermost tails have been omitted, because they were
broken off in the original insect.) Only 1 species with a red A and blue $ is known.
Z. chrysomallus Hbn. (146 d). Upper surface in the A light brown with an intense light copper-red
gloss, $ whitish-grey with a light bluish reflection and a broad dark margin of the forewing. Under surface
dull white with light brown markings. — Young larva violettish-brovn, adult larva green with small reddish
tubercles being in front stronger, and a yellow lateral stripe. The larva lives on Terminalia tomentosa and
paniculata, as well as on Xylia dolabriformis, and is so predatory that it attacks fresh larvae and pupae even
if it has plenty of leaves to feed on. It is mostly surrounded by ants. Pupae dark green, very difficult to recognize.
The imagines flying in India and Ceylon are common in low districts; they prefer resting on cinnamon and
laurel trees and on being chased up they fly swiftly away,’but mostly only a few yards, in order to settle
down again. — The
as our figure of the under surface shows, has 3 small tails in the hindwing, the A only
2, but the uppermost is mostly found to be broken off.

chrysomal-

81. Genus: •E.niiiiemas Hbn.
This Australian genus contains some very graceful and agile species with an exterior very similar to
the Deudorix, but not exhibiting an anal lobe on the hindwing, wherefore they resemble more the Carnena
and Tajuria in the shape of the wings. Tie attempt of using the costal system of the forewing for the characteri¬
zation, winch has often failed in the Theclini. has also led here to a complete failure, since the two undoubtedly
homogeneous species would have to be separated, for which reason the genus Protialmenus Wat. <T Ly.
(with a twice forked and 3rd subcostal branch) wras established for ictinus, whereas the typical species of Jalmenus
(evagoras) exhibits this branch only once forked. But it is just the authors of this separation who admit that
among a great number of evagoras they could also ascertain 1 specimen with a twice bifurcated vein 7, and
the same in the species J. daemeli. — The larvae of Jalmenus live freely and gregariously on the food-plant
and are visited by ants, like the pupae.
P. evagoras Hbn. (160 a) is at once recognizable by the bright light bluish-green gloss of the proximal
portion in both wings, being sharply defined against the broad black margin, and by the anal portion of the
hindwing being very variegatedly spotted red, blue, and whitish. Also beneath the black postmedian band
and a number of jet-black spots are very distinctly prominent on the bluish-white ground-colour being feebly
tinted with yellowish-green. In much flown specimens the broad margin on the wings above is less deep black,
and also the punctiform spots beneath may be more chestnut-coloured. - eu'oulus Misk. has above a narrower
black margin, and the punctiform spots beneath are only traceable; it presumably represents the species to
the north of Brisbane (Duaringa). - eichhorni Stgr. (160 a) is a small form from North Queensland, in which
the marginal black of the upper surface show's bluish brightenings, whilst beneath another blackish stripe
appears in the marginal area. Cooktown; it may be the form of another generation, because it is stated that
this form also occurs sometimes in the south. Larva short and broad, hunched, green, living gregariously on
Acacia decurrens, dealbata, and melanoxylon. They are so very attractive for the ants that they are often
surrounded by swarms of them. They live together in small troops, but for the pupation they gather in such
great multitudes, that the pupae are hanging together in bundles like the berries of a grape. — The species
is common in South Australia and seems to be particularly at home in New South Wales, where 1 took
the species in November near Narrabeen not far from Sydney. Also known from Victoria (Gisborne) and in
Southern Queensland.

evagoras.

P. daemeli Smpr. is very closely allied to evagoras, distinguished by the proximal part, the bluishgreen colour, not being so distinctly defined against the black margin. Beneath the spotting is much fainter,
not dark, and the arcuate stripes are often several times torn or entirely broken up into small spots. In Queens¬
land (Cairns, Rockhampton). Not rare.

daemeli.

eubulus.

eichhorni.

P. ictinus Hew. (160 a) is likewise very closely allied to the preceding ones, but the red in the anal ictinus.
region of the hindwing is paler, the spotting beneath much finer, but differently developed; the black anal spots
are very much larger. Although this species is very similar to daemeli, yet its larva is guarded by another specie*
of ants. Queensland.
P. icilius Hew. is similar to ictinus, but smaller, hardly attaining the size of a small eichhorni, but
separated from it by the reduction of the metallic green area of the upper surface and the very hazy marking

icilius.
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beneath. The $$ of both forms differ above less distinctly, but beneath the dark postmedian stripe, which
is distinctly defined in eichhorni, is scarcely prominent in icilius. In Southern Australia, from Victoria to Perth
and Carnarvon in West Australia, but mostly not so common as the other species of the genus.
myrsilus.

zephyrus.

chi or is.

ino us.

P. myrsilus Dgl. <Ss Hew. (= chlorinda Blch.) is a very elegant small lepidopteron which, when it
is flying and resting, strongly recalls certain Chrysophanus; much smaller than the preceding ones, the £ of
the typical form above cpiite blackish-brown with a hemochrome distal band of the hindwing, beneath yellowishgrey in the cell-end. with a black postmedian and marginal band. The upper surface is also very similar to
an Ilerda, and as there are also small differences in the neuration, this species was taken out from the Jalmenus
as the type of a new genus *). Tasmania. — zephyrus Wat. & Ly. (160 b) is the form from South-East Australia
occurring particularly in the Gippsland and being common in some places there. Here both sexes exhibit in
the disc of the forewing and mostly also of the hindwing yolk-coloured embedments which may be united to
discal bands. — chloris Wat. & Ly. is a larger form from the Blue Mountains in New South Wales, in which
the discal spots are expanded to broad orange bands in both wings. — The imagines fly in spring and
early summer.
P. inous Hew., from Western Australia, is very unlike the genus; the species has no tails and resembles
beneath more a Polyommatus, as the postmedian stripes being strigiform in Jalmenus are but feebly prominent
and represent rather nebulous chains of spots. $ above only in the proximal halves of the wings metallic green :
$ blue instead of green, but these areas are not so distinctly defined against the black marginal half. In early
summer, until Christmas in some places common.

82. Genus: J>euclor!x Hew.
This polytypical genus to which many of the largest Theclinae of the tropics belong, mostly contains
very robust species with a thick hard thorax and hard wings. Otherwise they are closely allied to the Zesius.
The three-branched subcostal vein of the forewing, which in Zesius only occurs in the $, is exhibited by both
sexes in Deudorix, to which fact, however, we do not attach great importance. I do not know any diagnose
for Deudorix, supplying really serviceable criteria of structural differences, whereas on the other hand the
habitus of sarcely any form makes it doubtful, where it belongs to. The larvae live in fruits, like the Virachola
and presumably also Lehera do. which are therefore also often included in the Deudorix.
diara.

D. diara Swh. (161 a). Recognizable by the whitish underground beneath which projects in spots and
clouds between the dark greyish-brown bands, particularly before and behind the transverse bands. Whereas
the $ is predominantly red above, the $ has an entirely sepia-brown upper surface which is deep blackishbrown particularly in the costal and marginal areas of the forewing, otherwise lighter greyish-brown. From
Assam, Borneo, and Java; rare.

standing eri.

D. staudingeri Drc. (161 a). In the shape somewhat similar to diara, but the forewing in the $ is more
pointed; above the red of the ground-colour is often pierced by brown intervening marks. Borneo. — sumafrensis Fruhst., based upon 1 J. is beneath more light grey than brown, in the anal region the sub marginal
greenish spot is smaller, the bands beneath being less distinct. From Sumatra. — calderon Kheil which
may be a distinct species is distinguished by the broad dark distal margin of the hindwing above. Isle of Nias.
— Rare.

sumatrenSIS.

calderon.

strephanus.

D. strephanus Drc. (161 a as stephanus) exhibits, like the following species, a quite silvery white
under surface which is only powdered with brown in the apex of the forewing and has dark dots in the anal
area of the hindwing. Above the forewing shows a violet gloss in the distal portion. Borneo.

hypargyria.

D. hypargyria Elw. (160 a). Beneath quite similar to strephanus, but above the forewing has a long red
wedge from the base to the marginal area. Hindwing with a dark margin and a black wedge above the cell.
Burma; Java, near Sukabumi. Rare.

gaetulia.

D. gaetulia Nic. may belong together to the preceding one which it resembles very much on both
sides, but the upper subanal spot of the hindwing has an orange-yellow halo, and beneath appears yet a
transverse chain of darker spots. Assam, Tenasserim. Rare.

r, |=i H Ufll c
epijarbas.

D. epijarbas Mr. (161 c) is a very widely distributed species being common in many places. £ above
red, the costal area inclusive of the cell blackish-brown like the distal margin and hind-margin of the forewing,
as well as a longitudinal streak in the submedian area. Under surface quite similar to that of staudingeri (161 a).
The upper and under surfaces of the species are figured in Vol. I, pi. 72, but in the meantime Frtjhstorfer
has separated from the typical South-Indian form (epijarbas) flying also in Ceylon the North-Indian form
*) Pseudalmenus Drc. In the forewing 6 + 7 running separately in Jalmenus have here a joint pedicle; in the hindwing
the upper median branch rises before, not in the lower cell-angle. Whether myssilus is more allied to the Ilerda or the Jal¬
menus, will be at once decided by settling the question whether the larva lives on Eumex or on Papilionaceae.
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passing over to the palearctic region as ancus Fruhst. (1911). The typical southern race is said to exhibit a am-us.
somewhat brownish red, above and beneath a more greyish-white ground-colour. — amatius Fruhst. is a amatius.
particularly large race, beneath greyish-black with hardly traceable green subanal spots on the hindwing beneath.
Also above the <$<$ are darker. Tonkin, Assam. — menesicles Fruhst. Red above darker than in typical specimens menesicles.
with broader black veins. The reddish spot in the <$ forewing is larger; the spots in the anal, region of the
hindwing beneath with a larger yellow halo. Formosa. — coriolanus Fruhst. (= epijarbas Smpr.) is a small coriolanus.
form, on both sides very light coloured, the bands beneath distinctly bordered with white. Philippines, Palawan.
— megakles Fruhst. Like most of the Celebes lepidoptera a large race, the bands beneath with a particularly megaMes.
broad and distinct white border; upper surface of the
in the rainy season reddish chestnut-brown, in the
dry season more fox-coloured or reddish-ochreous. Celebes. — turbo Fruhst. (160 a). Upper surface very dark, turbo.
the margins very broad dark, so that in the forewing only a short obtuse wedge remains red, whilst in the hindwing
only in the anal half the red colour shines through the dark powdering. Waigeu, Moluccas. — concolor Joic. concolor.
(Sc Talb. entirely resembles above turbo (161 a), but the discal red of the fore wing extends somewhat nearer
to the dark distal band, and in the hindwing the red extends along the margin up to the apex; the under
surface is dusty grey with a very dull brownish-yellow tint, similar to our figures of the under surface of perse
(161b), but the postmedian band is quite straight, scarcely darker than the ground-colour with quite
smooth broad white margins. — diovis Hew. $ above of a very bright red colour, the wedge-shaped spot in diovis.
the forewing is distally rather straight and cut off parallel to the margin. Under surface earth-coloured grey,
the white edges of the transverse bands in the $ broad and distinct, in the
frequently interrupted. NorthEast Australia, to the south as far as the Richmond River. — mesarchus Fruhst. Under surface lighter, the mesarchus.
white border-lines of the transverse bands are broad and distinct; the green spot and the yellow halo in the
subanal region expanded. $$ sometimes (or invariably ?) with discal reddish brightenings of the upper surface;
Lesser Sunda Islands. — cinnabarus Fruhst. Larger than mesarchus, but smaller than our figure of the type cinnalarus.
of epijarbas;
beneath with a bright purple reflection; $ either blackish-brown or light golden brown, or (form
side Fruhst.) with yellowish-red in the disc. Malacca, Sumatra, Java, Borneo.
terenzius (sic) Fruhst. has side.
the bands beneath very broadly edged, the green sj)ot and the yellow halo in the anal region of the hindwing ferenzmsvery much enlarged; Nias. — enganicus Fruhst. is like terenzius, but the yellow halo of the hindwing beneath enganicus.
has almost disappeared; $ above dull brown. Engano. — littoralis Joic. <Sc Talb. is in the $ much larger littoralis.
than typical epijarbas, but above very much darkened, so that the red colour in the forewing is reduced to
a wedge-shaped spot which is still somewhat narrower than in turbo-£ (161 a); in the hindwing it is only yet
in the anal portion and extends towards the costal margin hardly to the cell. Also the under surface is darker
earth-coloured; the $ above is greyish-brown with a broad darker costal-marginal area which comprises yet
the cell of the forewing. — viridens Drc., from Guadalcanal is perhaps a distinct species, the red areas of the viridens.
upper surface are not larger than in littoralis; but the insect is easily discernible by the intense green reflection
beneath; allied to the following species by the black spot in the lobe of the hind wing not being centrally situate
as in epijarbas or diovis, but at the lower margin. — About the habits, larva etc. I have reported at
large in Vol. I, on p. 260; we may add here that Piepers observed the larva leaving the pericarp for
its pupation, and that its colour was a bright red not so as it is described in Vol. I (according to Swinhoe).
Here there seem to be local differences, for also recent observers figure the larva green, only at the anal
end brownish; the pupa is said to lie, similar to a brown bean, in the inhabited capsules of Cinnarus ritchiei.
Also pomegranates and Aesculus indicus are mentioned as food-plants.

D. woodfordi Drc. is very closely allied to diovis, but larger, above instead of orange with a bright
copper gloss; under surface dark greyish-brown, the postmedian band of the forewing makes a large angle
towards the margins, the marginal spot in the anal region of the hindwing is larger, and is not situate in a
reddish halo, but proximally bordered with orange. The frons which is bright yellow in diovis, is here white.
Guadalcanal’.
neopommerana Stgr. is quite a similar form found in New Pomerania. — woodfordi of which
numerous similar specimens were at the author’s hand occurs also, according to Lord Rot son ild, in Dampier
and the Volcano Island.

woodfordi.

D. biaka Joic. & Talb., from Biak. is above in the $ (I do. not know the <J) light dusty grey with
a slight bluish reflection; costal margin and distal margin of forewing broad blackish-brown, beneath quite
light, almost dingy white, the postmedian band is a blackish-grey nebulous stripes with hardly lighter margins,
in the hindwing hardly traceable. The anal lobe of the hindwing is above rust-coloured red, beneath blackish.

biaka.

D. perse Hew. (161 b). This species is allied to livia from the palearctic and Ethiopian regions (Vol. I,

perse.

pi. 77 g, and Vol. XIII, pi. 66 e) and was also inserted in the genus Virachola Mr., about the position
of which we have spoken in Vol. I, p. 289. perse is beneath very similar to epijarbas-, but above the <J is of a
magnificent metallic blue with a large orange discal disc, the $ with a white diffuse spot behind the cell
of the forewing. The range begins directly behind the palearctic southern frontier in the North-Western Himalaya
and extends to the Philippines and Sunda Islands. In the north, particularly in the valleys of Kashmir and
Sikkim the species is in places common, in the south (Ceylon etc.) mostly rare. The typical form from North
India is represented in South India by the form ghela Fruhst. (160 c as ghala) which also flies in Ceylon; this

ghela.

neopomme-

mna.
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form differs in its much darker under surface, and the spots behind the cell of the $ fore wings being yellow
instead of white. — smilis Hew. (= maseas Fruhst.) (161 c as similis). Smaller than continental specimens.
beneath very light, $ without a white or yellow spot of the forewing; Andamans. — silo Hew. (161 c) is the
Borneo form; it is much smaller than in North India, and the blue colour which in the $ covers the basal
half of the forewing is reduced by the expansion of the black marginal area. The green spots in the anal
region of the hindwing beneath are much more prominent than in perse typica and ghela. — vocetius Fruhst.
(— smilis Smpr.), finally, is the easternmost race, from Palawan and the Philippines; taken in the sources
of the Baubo and on the peak of Mt. Kinuta in October; the q q1 are rather small, the $$ somewhat larger than
Borneo specimens; they have a whitish patch behind the cell of the forewing, but it is smaller and duller
than in typical perse from North India. — Larva flesh-coloured, spotted red-brown, the upper surface
lustrous, though densely set with minute hairs; on the sides snrall hairy tubercles; the anal end of the larva is
stunted and shield-like, so that it fits into the opening of the pericarp from which the insect empties its
excrements. Two whitish spots on the metadorsum may nevertheless be ant-organs, although they could not
yet be ascertained; for Aitken saw ants visiting the fruits (of Randia dumetorum) inhabited by the larvae
of perse, without finding a reason for this symbiotic behaviour. The fruit which the larva hollows out is, because
it would wither and fall off, spun fast at the stalk and stem and besides a loophole is gnawed with a kind
of a trap-door, so that the imago may creep out of the rather hard shell of the fruit. The imagines fly very
nimbly and rapidly and mostly rest on the tips of twigs, from where the <$$ attack all sorts of insects flying past.
But it is nevertheless difficult to capture good specimens, because the lepidoptera are raging in the net in
such a way that pure specimens are only to be obtained by breeding.

D. domitia Heiv. (146 B g). The
resembles above a $ of epijarbas, and also the $ looks like it. But
beneath both wings are uni-coloured dull yolk-coloured, in the forewing 3 black dots arranged in a triangle.
Malacca, Sumatra, Biliton, and perhaps some more islands. — albapex Nic., from Borneo, is beneath darker
yellow, above the forewing shows a whitish area at the apex, a more intense stripe-shaped brightening in the
cell, and a lighter costal area of the hindwing. — The species is apparently very rare.
D. loxias Hew. (146 B f). The
is above blackish-brown, forewing with a lustrous blue discal spot,
hindwing in the whole distal portion of a magnificent blue gloss. Beneath yellow; in the forewing a brown
postmedian band filled up with yellow and a cpiite oblique antemedian band; in the hindwing a median band
and a premarginal band are dark brown. The species seems to be very rare.

D. epirus. This species is more Papuan; it goes as far as the Moluccas and seems nowhere to reach
epirus.

ctlmar.
cos.

arjimar.

tibullus.

despoena.

ceramensis.

mandli.

knllios.

meekii.

the Asiatic Continent. Easily recognizable by the under surface where a broad dark band on the white or
yellow ground runs right across both wings. Typical epirus Fldr. (161 d) exhibits beneath on the yellow
ground in the forewing a large, dark triangle with its base resting on the centre of the costa, but it does not
reach the hind-margin; hindwing with a slightly curved transverse band from the centre of the costa into the
anal area. Amboina. — This form is very similar to almar Fruhst. (146 c as epirus) from New Guinea, whereas
in eos Heiv., from Batjan, both the distal-marginal band and the median spot of the forewing beneath are
much broader. This dark median stripe is no more a tapering triangle, but it reduces a little its width towards
the hind-margin and continues broadly into the median band of the hindwing. — agirnar Fruhst. (161 d) has a
white ground of the under surface; the dark median spot in the forewing is somewhat irregularly defined,
the stripe in the hindwing, however, is quite straight. North-East Australia. — tibullus Stgr. (161 d) is a
very large form from Batjan. The dark marginal area beneath being traversed by a chain of small crescents
is 8 to 10 cm broad; the base of the wing is also powdered with greyish-brown almost as far as the median
stripe which is quite straight and regular through both the wings. - despoena Hew. is almost like almar (146 c).
but on the yellow under surface the median triangular spot extends almost to the submedian area, and the
transverse stripe in the hindwing only begins below the costa.
eeramensis Ebb. is almost exactly like the
figured mandli, except that the red colour of the $ above is somewhat lighter and on the forewing beneath
the median brown stripe is narrower and longer. From Ceram.
mandli Joic. & Talb. (147 d), likewise
from the Malay Archipelago, has in the $ only yet in the forewing the white discal patch; the $ above is similar
to D. epijarbas; but beneath the unmistakable epims-marking like ceramica, except that the median stripe
of the forewing is more club-shaped, anteriorly thickened, and that on the hindwing the distal band is
filled with reddish instead of white. — kallios Fruhst. (161 d as callias) is an insular form from Fergusson;
the white of the upper surface being abundant in tibullus, is very much reduced; in the forewing and hindwing
the white discal band is reduced to a roundish patch, and of the large white spot in the hindmarginal
area of the hindwing there are only yet traces in the shape of a grey brightening. — The species is always
found singly, but in some districts, particularly New Guinea, not rare.
D. meeKii Rothsch. is above lustrous violettish-blue, with blackish marginal areas; anal angle of
hindwing produced; a chestnut brown spot there is longer haired. Fore wing beneath in the costal half reddish
chocolate-brown, powdered with a sooty colour; the under surface itself is recognizable by green glistening
small metallic spots at the base of the costa and behind the cell; also on the hindwing. Oetakwa River.
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B. isocrates F. (= pann F.) (161 b). J above dark violettish-blue, in a certain light with a magnificent
gloss; in the forewing behind the cell a dull ochreous punctiform spot which, however, only becomes distinct
in a certain light. When being seen from above, the upper surface often appears quite monotonously dark
greyish-brown. In the $ this ochreous spot is better developed, but posteriorly mostly indistinctly defined.
Under surface in both sexes greyish wine coloured. Cell-end streak and postcliscal chain of spots edged with
white, and before the margin an indistinct whitish line. — The eggs are deposited in the calyx of pomegranate
trees etc.; adult larva blackish-brown with flesh-colour behind the head and in and behind the centre of the
dorsum. It lives in the fruits of various trees; beside the pomegranate tree (Punica granatum) also on Psidium
guava, Eriobotrya japonica, Randia dumetorum, uliginosa etc.’; it has the habits described in other Deudorix
and Virachola (cf. p. 998). Distributed from the Himalaya over the whole of India, as far as Ceylon, Assam
and Burma, and in some places common. This species occurs in places in such great numbers that in some
gardens not a single pomegranate gets ripe, because all the fruits are damaged by the larvae of isocrates.

isocrates.

B. eryx L. ( = amyntor Hbst.) (146f, as anna). This large lepidopteron is the only Deudorix with eryx.
a grass-green under surface and therefore unmistakable. The species is so conspicuous that the genus Lehera
Mr. was based upon it, which, however, does not differ structurally. Upper surface lustrous dark blue with
a broad black apex and distal margin of the forewing. From the Himalaya to the south as far as Assam and
to the east over Hongkong and South China to Formosa. The $ exhibits above the dark brown ground¬
colour with a white anal area. — An aberration has a yellow under surface; this is ab. skinneri Wood.-Mas. skinner!.
The only specimen known has been taken on the 21st of June 1881 near Irangmara (in Cachar), and already
the living insect is reported to have been yellow beneath; nevertheless de Niceville presumes that chemical
influences have effected a change here. — anna Drc. (147 d) is the (smaller) form from Borneo, which we figure anna.
beside the typical one; by the artist’s mistake the figures of these two forms of eryx have been exchanged
on the plate. According to Marshall and de Niceville, this species is rare wherever it occurs. I can confirm
this statement for Hongkong, for although I was carefully collecting for a whole summer, I never found any
specimen on more than 50 excursions.

D. dohertyi Oberth. (147 e) is a large, beautiful species; above similar to eryx, beneath more sap-

dohertyi.

green, and distinguishable by the transverse stripe before the marginal area extending here in a uniform bow,
whereas in the preceding ones it is composed of torn, somewhat dentate, small white hooks and streaks. From
Dutch New Guinea.

D. grandis B. <£■ J. This species is also still green beneath, though of a paler tint; the body and legs grandis.
are red-haired. Above like eryx, but the blue colour reduced by the increasement of the marginal black in the
forewing, whilst in the hindwing only yet a small discal spot is blue. Aroa (New Guinea).

83. Gemis: JCapnlu Mr.
Of this genus, the members of which show entirely the habits of our Thecla, a great number of forms
have been described as distinct species which have been distributed in numerous genera that can hardly be regar¬
ded as subgenera, such as Vadebra, Bidaspa, Zinaopa etc.; also B. seleria which we had separated yet in Vol. I
(p. 259) asHysudra, is so closely allied to Bapala nissa, that it can be well ranged in the same genus. Struc¬
turally, the Bapala are nothing else but small and more delicate Deudorix, and the great resemblance between
the Deudorix of the diara-group and the Bapala melampus is presumably rather a natural relationship than
a convergency, mimicry being cpiite out of the question. We may mention as a biological difference between
Deudorix and Bapala, that the former are developed in the interior of fruits, whereas the Bapala live on leaves
like other larvae.

R. melampus Cr. (Vol. I, pi. 72 b) and jarbas F. are both -so extraordinarily similar that it appears
almost impossible to separate them. They have also always been mixed up. Fabrioilts’ description applies
to both. According to Butler, jarbas (= jarbus) more distinctly shows black veins in the red colour above,
in opposition to Donovan’s figure of the insect (Ins. Ind. pi. 40, fig. 3). According to some authors the two
forms are to be separated into a northern and a southern form, according to others into an eastern and western
race, sorya Roll., fromCashmir could in the former case only belong to the northern form, jarbas: but according
to Marshall and de Niceville it coincides ivith melampus. Also here more forms have been denominated
again than can be maintained; presumably season forms have been considered as geographical races. At any
rate the question has not yet been settled. India from the Himalaya to Annam and Burma. - menaichus Fruhst.,
from Nias, is an insular form in which the transverse bands beneath and their borders are broader than in
specimens from the continent and Ceylon; the $ has above a light copper-red colour'of the wings. — dekaiarchus
Fruhst. (= jarbas Piep. & Snell.) has above much lighter $$ than melampus-, the difference of the SS is not
IX

126

melampus.
jarbas.

menaichus.

dekaiar-
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stated. Java. According to the figure, the Javanese <$<$ show the median and its branches in the forewing
very much blackened. The form occurs besides in the Islands of Sumatra, Lombok. Bawean, and Flores, and
it is surely also distributed in other parts of the archipelago. — Larva red (sometimes also green ?) or ochreousyellow, marked black with a furry subdorsal stripe. It lives on the young shoots of Nephalium lappaceum L.
and the blossoms of Melostoma polyanthum, and also Zizyphus rugosus and Ougeinea dalbergeoides are mentioned
as foodplants. It changes into a smooth, yellowish-brown, black-dotted pupa yielding the imago after 10 till
14 days. The imagines are good flyers preferring the twigs of certain bushes or trees, where the <$$ lie in
ambush for the 99 and to which they like to return again.
xenoplwn.

xenophon.

dieneces.
dazata.

,lins.
caerules-

i Htha U'S'

mezetulus.

Valeria,
aurelia.
suffusa.

catulus.

praxcas.

dioetas.

affinis.

noachis.

R. Xenophon F. differs but little from the preceding species. On the whole the red of the upper surface
is less distinctly defined, at least more irregularly. As to the typical form, the opinions are very divergent.
Distant figures the Malaccan form as the type, which I frecpiently found in Singapore in January. Fruhstorfer took Distant’s form to be dieneces which also looks exactly like it above. Later on (1913) he changed
his opinion and placed both together, because they are absolutely unseparable. The following local races are
also rather difficult to maintain and very much alike.
xenophon. the type, originated from North India. —
dieneces Hew. is a scarcely different form from Malacca. — In dazata Fruhst. (160 h) the red colour on the
forewing is somewhat increased, so that it extends in rays to the margin. Nias. — intermedius Stgr. (160 h)
has above more red-brown hindwings; from the Andamans. It is also reported from the Philippines, though
in Semper’s collection I do not find any from there. Semper, however, got from South-East Mindanao
specimens of var. caerulescens Stgr. exhibiting above in the $ a violet reflection, which were described from
Pa^awananabasis Stgr., from Palawan, also seems to be a form of xenophon, the 9 showing a cpiite mono¬
tonously blackish-brown upper surface; in the
we notice also here in a certain light an intense deep blue
reflection on the forewing, and in the discal cell there is an obsolete brownish patch. Hindwing in the $
brownish-reel with a small blackish basal and costal-marginal portion. — mezetulus Fruhst. (160 h) is the Javanese
form (Tengger Mts. in the east); here the red discal area of the forewing is smaller than in dazata, larger than
in intermedins. — Valeria Fruhst. is allied to Assam-specimens of dieneces, but in contrast with the yellowish
brown in mezetulus or with the dark brown in dazata, with very distinct white submarginal lines and double
lines in the anal area of the hindwing. Bazilan.
aurelia Fruhst. is the largest form; above the most red; the
margins of the forewing only narrowly black; under surface dark grey; South Annam. -— suffusa Mr. is
the Indo-Chinese form extending to the south as far as Malacca, where it is replaced by typical dieneces-, it
goes to the north as far as Sylhet. This species, however, is reported to be above brown with a copper tint,
,,like petosiris“ (146 b), consequently without the defined red in the disc; it has therefore only a ,,copperbrown“ median area traversed by black veins. — catulus Fruhst. (146 c, 160 h), from Nias, of which we figure
both surfaces, is quite similar, more didl coppery than red; the black distal margin of the forewing is broader,
the light area warming into ochreous brown; under surface ochreous-yellow instead of red-brown, as in suffusa,
in the anal area no yellow, but a greenish spot. — praxeas Fruhst. (160 h), from Java, exhibits in the
hindwing a rather glaring red, but the discal area of the forewing only covered with black irroration. — The
99 of all these forms differ but very little from each other, mostly only beneath. In order to ascertain which of
the names stated here can be maintained, a great material would have to be collected, which might be done,
since the imagines are not rare. Frithstorfer even enumerates still more (nameless) local races fropi Borneo
and Sumatra.
R. dioetas Hew. ( = enipeus Stgr.) (160 i). Whilst in the
of the forms mentioned above the
hindwing mostly exhibited more red than the forewing, all the margins are here so broadly black that only
a small discal spot behind the cell remains red. Under surface rather indistinctly marked; forewing almost
monotonously dingy yellowish-brown. The 9 has all the wings of a light brown, slightly tinted coppery, all
the margins darker brown, but not distinctly defined against the lighter disc. Macassar. — In affinis Rob.
(160 i). from North Celebes, the red in the hindwing is somewhat increased, but still less than in the forewing.
— noachis Fruhst. (160 i), from Saleyer, differs from the preceding one beneath in the spots in the anal area
of the hindwing being smaller; thereby also the anal area itself is smaller and blanker, and the arcuate
stripe bordering on it is thereby placed nearer to the margin.

r/uineensis.

R. guineensis Stgr.. from New Guinea, is very similar to intermedius which was above placed as xeno¬
phon as an eventual form of it; guineensis is distinguished by a bright blue reflection which in a certain light
is particularly prominent on the dark distal margin of the forewing. The under surface is very similar to that
of dioetas (160 i).

ribbei.

R. ribbei Rob. is extraordinarily closely allied to affinis (160 i) from which it differs above only in
the discal areas not being so intensely traversed by the black veins. On the figure the red spot on the <$ hindwing
is in ribbei still smaller than in affinis. Celebes.

sthenas.

R. sthenas Fruhst. (160 i as sthenes). From the Southern Philippines Fruhstorfer sent a lepidopteron
for being figured, which surely belongs to the preceding (red) group. He considers it, however, to be a form
of the following species with which it has certainly nothing to do. It is at any rate more closely allied to the
xenophon-forms (suffusa or dieneces).
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R. diopites Hew. (160 i).

diopites.

R. petosiris Hero. ( = pheretima Mr. nec Hew.) (146 b). Both sexes are so well figured from both

petosiris.

sides that hardly anything needs to be added. The copper gloss of the
is feeble and ili defined against the
darker costal area. Peculiar are the dark dots beneath in the cells of the
wings. The species flies from Sikkim
to Burma, and is in some places very common. — Beginning from Malacca, the $ form sequaira flies, in which
the post median transverse stripes beneath are said to be more irregular, the cell-end spots more intense, the
bluish subanal spot more intense.

sequaira.

The imago is apparently rather rare, and the descriptions were made
according to few specimens. $ and $ above magnificently indigo-blue, with a very slight ultramarine tint,
the $ with a broader (at the centre of the margin of the forewing about 5 mm broad), the $ with a narrower
(at the same place 3 mm broad) black marginal band. The under surface shows on the earth-brown ground¬
colour a rather distinct marking which is to be seen from the figure. Philippines.

R. pheretima Hew. (= pheretina Piep.) (160 e as pheretina above). This species has also often been
mixed up with others. We have copied Hewitson’s figure of the under surface, which is said to be more closely
allied to the form utimutis. Moreover, the 3 ,,species“ petosiris, pheretimus and utimutis frequently replace
each other; only in few places they fly together (at the same time?), so that they are kept yet separated as
species, and we do not wish to change this. The $ of pheretima has a large discal spot of a light reddishyellow lustre in both wings; on the under surface the cellular spot of the hindwing is so large that it almost
touches the cell-end spot. Malacca, Sumatra, Borneo. — sakaia Fruhst. is the form from Java; the $ has
a more extensive red discal spot of the forewing; the under surface is lighter, with a more intense gloss, and
the dots are often divided several times. — The larva is very beautiful, violettish-red, with a dark dorsal line
and subdorsally with velvety black oblique spots which are posteriorly bordered with silvery white. Sideways
there are knob-shaped tubercles covered with bristles arranged like a star. It lives in great numbers op a fruittree (Antidesma).

R. utimutis Dist. is very closely allied to pheretima, but as it occurs with the latter in Malacca and
Borneo, it is probably a different species. Larger, beneath the arcuate streaks before the marginal area are
less torn, the spotting is coarser, plainer, the under surface brown. In the typical specimen — if Distant’s
figure is correct — the hindwing beneath lacks the spot above the cell. Malacca. — guevara Fruhst. (160 e),
from Borneo, is somewhat smaller (length of forewing 24 mm against 26 mm). The yellowish-brown discal
spots of the
above are reduced; under surface more greyish-brown instead of dark brown, the transverse
stripes being blackish-brown. — Very rare.

pheretima.

sakaia.

utimutis.

guevara.

R. subguttata Elw. is like the other Rapala-species above dull lustrous violet, with a broad black
margin and apex; under surface brownish wine-coloured, the spots as in utimutis, but the transverse stripe
in the marginal area quite obsolete, shadow-like. Described from the Karen Mts.

subguttata

R. nissa Roll. (= subpurpurea Leech) (Vol. I, pi. 72 a). The species varies a great deal, even specimens
from quite the same habitat, as for instance ab. maculata Sz. (Vol. I, pi. 72 a) being provided w ith a red spot

nissa.

on the forewing, and it is therefore not easy to separate the form of the Eastern Himalaya extending
to China and Formosa from the western form (Cashmir, Sikkim), which was tried by Leech. — rectivitta Mr.,
from Assam, is said to have quite straight bands beneath which in nissa from Cashmir exhibit slight irregularities.
palamera Fruhst. (160 g), on the contrary, shows the transverse bands more distinctly defined than in
continental specimens, broader and inside filled with red-brown, instead of uni-coloured brownish-black. Suma¬
tra. — odosia Fruhst. is above darker, even still more than Assam specimens of rectivitta, almost black with a
slight blue reflection, without a violet tint. In the forewing a reddish spot. Under surface lighter grey than
rectivitta, but with darker, broader red-brown transverse stripes. Java. - nissa is in many districts common,
particularly in the Himalaya. The size of the red spot in the forewing is very variable nearly in all the forms;
in the type it is entirely absent, but it may also be enlarged (ab. cisniona Fruhst. (160 g) from Tsingtau) or
smaller (ab. tacola Fruhst. from Assam). The larva is very similar to that of schistacea (cf. p. 1005) and
lives on the Saxifragea Astilbe rivularis.

R. rosacea Nic. Above quite similar to the form chozeba (146 e), but the blue does not extend so far
towards the margin and the small anal lobe of the hindwing is of a bright yolk-colour. Easily recognizable
by the bright iridescent pink under surface according to which the insect was denominated. From Sikkim
and the Khasia Hills. As all the specimens of this form were taken in spring, rosacea has been presumed to
be the spring generation of another species, perhaps nissa.

maculata.

rectivitta.

palamera.

odosia.

uissa.

cismona.
tacola.

rosacea.

R. buxaria Ntc. This large form — the E has an expanse of 36 mm
resembles in the shape a testa buxaria.
(160 cl as pengata), but above it shows an intense ultramarine reflection. At once discernible by the transverse
line on both wings beneath being quite straight, and the hind wing neither showing any curve from the costal
margin to the anal area. It is, like rosacea, somewhat allied to nissa, and occurs in Sikkim and Bhutan.
R. rhoda Nic. (= rhode Piep.). This species exhibits on the uniformly dusty-grey under surface a rhoda.
very regular marking, the uniformly curved transverse band of the forewing is finely edged with white, mostly
on both sides, but in the Javanese form sarata Fruhst. (160 g) often only on the distal border. Here the disc sarata.
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also sometimes shows traces of another similar light-edged band extending across the cell-end of the
hindwing.
cyrhestica.

R. cyrhestica Fruhst. (146 d. 160 h) is a very large species, the $ with a but very faint violet reflection
on the otherwise blackish-brown upper surface; the anal lobe is somewhat red-centred but not so bright as
on our figure of the upper surface pi. 160 h. The under surface is somewhat similar to the European Zeph.
betulae; the postmedian stripe in the hindwing extends quite straight from behind the centre of the hind-margin
to the subanal spot. South China.

micans.

R. micans Brtm. The type of this palearctic species presumably does not occur far beyond the palearctic
southern frontier. Like in the preceding species there occur frequently specimens with red spots on the forewing
(and hindwing):
betuloides Btlr. (Vol. I. pi. 72 a) of which we figure here the under surface (160 g). In the
north of the range (in Shantung) the lepidopteron is not rare.

betuloides.

hades.

R. hades Nic., like the following species ranged in the (untenable) genus Hysudra, in shape and
size resembles micans, but above it is much lighter, more dark yellowish-brown, and on the under surface the
transverse stripes are not straight; the stripe in the forewing is slightly curved and that in the hindwing
interrupted on the veins, so that the single links of this chain are somewhat loosened. The transverse stripe
is also somewhat nearer to the margin and there is no second stripe in the marginal area. Tenasserim.

selira.

R. selira Mr. (Vol. I, p. 72 b), treated as Hysudra in Vol. I, crosses the palearctic frontier in Cashmir
and also penetrates into the Indian region. Cf. Vol. I. p. 259.

varuna.

lazulina.
chozeba.
orseis.

anibasa.

sag at a.

arima.

saha.
zulkarna.

olivia.

nada.

phrangida.
phranga.

batilma.

formosana.

R. varuna Hsj. (146 a).

Above dark blackish-grey with a rather dull bluish reflection gradually
disappearing towards the costal margin and distal margin. The earth-grey under surface only shows a feeble
marking; a straight postmedian stripe behind the small stripe at the cell-end, and an arcuate band through
the hindwing being rather irregular in the type. The figure of the under surface of the type is very distinctly
shown in our figure 160 e; this form seems to occur exclusively in Java. — lazulina Mr. (146 d, e) with a more
intense violettish-blue reflection occurs in Ceylon (but presumably still farther as an aberration). — chozeba
Hew. (146 e) has the (more pointed) shape of the wings of lazulina, but the dull colouring of varuna. — orseis
Hew. Of this form the author mentions as the only distinction a violet reflection beneath, whereas the bright
gloss of the upper surface of the otherwise similar lazulina is absent here. Thus this form is not only widely
distributed on the continent, but also common in the Andamans and found in the Nicobars. Fruhstorfer.
however, confines the name to the habitat of the type -—- Sumatra. Piepers takes orseis to be another species
particularly distinguished by a straighter course of the arcuate stripe on the hindwing beneath.
ambasa
Fruhst. (160 f) has a beautiful nut-brown under surface, with distinct, rather straight transverse stripes bordered
with white; the variegated spots in the anal region of the hindwing are more distinct. Nias. — sagata Fruhst.
(146 c as sagara) is a larger form, the black marginal portion of the upper surface is broader, the rest of the
wings darker bluish-grey, almost without any lighter parts. Under surface darker grey. Bawean. — arima
Fruhst. has above darker $$, but lighter <$<$ than varuna; the under surface is more homogeneously grey, without
sharply defined and at the same time narrower longitudinal bands of both wings. Hindwing beneath similar
to sagata. Lombok, Sumbawa. — saha Fruhst. Above almost black with a steel-blue reflection, beneath greyishblack with indistinctly defined transverse bands. Borneo. — zulkarna Fruhst. (160 f) shows the transverse bands
beneath proximally bordered with a broad dark colour, in some places almost double. The type originates
from Java and is presumably an extreme season form or aberrative form. — In Olivia Drc., with more pointed
wings than varuna, the whole apical portion of the forewing is blackish-brow n without any gloss, the base of the
hindwing and the hindwing as far as the hindmarginal portion of a beautiful lustrous bluisli-grey. In the hindw ing
the transverse band is rather irregular, the spots in the anal area are large, round, with a distinct yellow halo,
and between them a bluish-green lustrous spot. Celebes. — In nada Fruhst. the upper surface is somewhat
lighter blue than in saha, beneath blackish without the purple reflection of saha; the anal spots are larger with
a more distinct orange margin of the spot before the base of the small tail, and prominent white lines. Pala¬
wan.
phrangida Fruhst. (= phranga Smpr. nec Hew.) has beneath a brighter white edge of the transverse
bands, and in the hindwing the arcuate band of the hindwing is less regular, the part behind the cell being
slightly removed towards the margin. - phranga Hew. (160 f) has a nut-brown under surface, on which above
the white border-lines of the transverse bands are not so very prominent as in phrangida; the lower end of the
transverse band of the forewing is much more remote from the hind-margin than in formosana. Batjan, Obi.
batilma Fruhst. (160 f) shows above an unmistakably greenish-tinted colouring being otherwise rather intensely
lustrous blue. The longitudinal band of the forewing beneath exhibits but indistinct border-lines, whereas
in the hindw ing they are distinct white. Otherwise the colour beneath is here darker than in phranga, the black
spots in the anal region are larger. Tenimber. - formosana Fruhst. (160 f) is similar to nada, the $ is darker
than varuna and sagata, with a steel-blue shade without any admixture ot violet. Under surface similar
to phrangida with still broader and more distinctly defined longitudinal bands which are almost just as dark,
though not quite so broad as those of the Australian simsoni (160 f). Formosa. — The larva (of orseis) is pale
greenish ochreous-yellow or brownish-grey, the adult larva with oblique brown spots on the protuberances,
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on the sides of the dorsum, and a brown transverse belt behind the last thoracal ring; moreover, the dark marking
varies individually. It lives on Lantana camara and Zizyphus xylopyrus and changes into a smooth, brown,
spotted pupa shaped like a small bean, yielding the imago after 10 days. The latter flies very well, hut it is
not timid, when it rests on bushes with its wings half open. It is very common in many places, although mostly
only one or two are to be found on the same bush. I have not observed it on blossoms.
R. simsoni Misk. (160 f) is very similar to the preceding species, separated by the transverse band
beneath being more oblicpie in the forewing, but straighter in the hindwing. Above almost black, the
with
a large scent-organ of a steel-blue reflection; beneath earth-brown with a broad, linear transverse band of the
forewing. Queensland; Prince of Wales and Thursday Islands. Waterhouse and Lyell directly denote the
form as the Australian but they do not state any data whatever about the habits, time of flying, rareness etc.

simsoni.

R. democles Misk. is another Australian Theclina described as Rapala, which, however, presumably
belongs much lather to Deudorix, into the group of perse. It resembles above olivia (161 a), but beneath the
transverse band of the fore wing runs irregularly, beginning broad at the costa, from where it extends towards
the centre of the margin, but behind the middle radial it is broken and extends from here more parallel
to the margin. The cell-end spot is large, square with stunted angles. In the hindwing the white border of the
arcuate band is distinct. A little larger than olivia (161 a). Only Sq are known, which were described from
damaged specimens. Johnstone River; Prince of Wales Island.

democle».

R. sphinx F. ( = varuna Hew. nec Hsf.) (160 e) is at once recognicable by the magnificent blue gloss
above being more intense and more glaring than in any other Rapala. Besides, it is one of the largest species;
the under surface is purely nut-brown, but in the $ there is often between the arcuate bands of the hind wing
the trace of a whitish-blue reflection. Transverse band of the hindwing very straight. Indo-China, where the
species is said to be very common near Rangoon; the figured specimen from Mt. Gede (Java). — z anion a Fruhst.
is the form from the Philippines, with a broad black margin of the forewing above, so that the blue lustre
does not approach the margin so closely, particularly in the apical portion of the forewing. — melida Fruhst.
(160 e. as meliata), on the contrary, is more narrowdy bordered with black, the blue lustre even in the
apex extends to the margin almost 2 mm before it, but it is of a more violet tint. Borneo. Moreover, it must
be mentioned that also in typical sphinx-£$ the blue reflection may assume an ultramarine tint, according
to the side from which the insect is looked at. — Larva silvery yellowish-green, laterally darker spotted, writh
a dorsal line which may be of a plain darker green, but also speckled with brown. On Melastoma polyanthus
and Elaeagnus ferruginea; the flat woodlouse-shaped larva lying closely pressed to the silvery under surface
of the leaves is difficult to find. The imago seems to be rare except in Rangoon, where Niceville denotes
it to be ,,very common11; it flies near Bataera and Buitenzorg.
rhoecus Nic. (— phoecus Piep.) (161b)
seems to be only the Sumatran form of it.

R. scintilla

N ic.

sphinx.

zamona.

rnelida.

rhoecus.

(160 d). This species which is described from Sikkim, but which also occurs in Assam,
forms the transition from the varuna-group to schistacea. At once recognizable by the blue reflection above
having almost entirely disappeared; only above the hind-margin of the forewing and below the costal margin
of the hindwing there are yet traces. The under surface is well reproduced in our figure, only the hindmarginal
portion of the band on the hindwing is more composed of more distinctly separated crescentiform spots
than the figure shoves; the slight greenish gloss of the under surface in the <$ is also more intense than on
our figure (according to a $).

scintilla.

R. schistacea Mr. (= varuna Wood-M. nec Hsf.) (146 a) is rather a small species, forewing with a
very dull blue gloss which, howrever, does not leave a distinct black marginal band above, but which shows
a brighter gloss in the fresh <$ than on our figure. Beneath easily discernible by the slightly darker, almost
linear, very slightly bent and somewhat irregular transverse band before the marginal area. Also in the anal
area of the hindwdng beneath the marking is rather dull. Typical specimens come from India, from where
the species is also distributed over Ceylon and the Andamans; near Calcutta the species is common throughout
the year. — Fruhstorfer separates the Javanese specimens as special forms: the western form: beluta, and
the eastern form: renata; the former is above without a blue reflection, of the latter the
are above steelblue, beneath almost white; the $$ above red-brown, the transverse bands distinctly bordered with white.
— The larva of schistacea is similar to that of Zinaspa todara (p. 1007), but the rings 3 and 10 show laterally
a large fleshy appendage, and on the sides of the segments very small teeth; on ring 2 there are long
porrect cones. On Quisqualus and Acacia caesia. Robson fed the larva with Spiraea sorbifolia. Pupa stout,
without appendages, brown, black-spotted.

schistacea.

beluta.
renata.

R. alcetas Stgr. In this form from Palawan the postmeclian transverse stripe of the forewing beneath alcetas.
is still much fainter than in schistacea (146 a) so that in not quite fresh specimens it is no more to be noticed.
On the hindwing, where this line is yet distinct though very fine, it extends almost quite straight, unnoticeably
bent. Also in Luzon. — ab. alcetina Smpr. (160 d) is a much smaller form which, however, seems to occur alcetina.
everywhere beside normal specimens; they lack the blue reflection above, and beneath the ground-colour is
lighter. — bandatara Fruhst. (160 c) has above in the
almost unnoticeable traces of the blue reflection, beneath bandatara.
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the black spot before the base of the little tail in the $ shows a distinct orange halo, the postdiscal transverse
ingana. line is not cpiite so regular as in the preceding one, somewhat broken. Bazilan. — ingana Fruhst. is above jetblack with a dark steel-blue shade. Under surface red-brown with blackish-brown transverse bands. Subanal
spot much broader and of a green colour. Borneo. — alcetas is not rare in the Philippines; Boso-boso. Camotes,
Leyte, Panaon, Mindanao etc.
manea.
R. manea Hew. (146 B g). This species being very closely allied to the preceding ones, but being
widely distributed, was described from Celebes, so that specimens from there are to be regarded as the typical
ones. Above the blue reflection is chiefly confined to the basal half of the forewing; under surface dull ashgrey, with a slight brownish tint; the transverse lines are thin, rather straight, the anal black spots of
grisea. the hindwing are large. — grisea Mr. is the Indian form going as far as Assam and Burma. It is allied to
the North-Indian form orscis of (the Javanese) varuna. Distinguished from Celebes-specimens by the more
ocerta. expanded blue gloss above and a broader transverse stripe beneath.
ocerta Fruhst. (= xenophonDist.),
from Malacca, has above a coppery gloss, the under surface is ash-grey, the transverse stripe of the
asikana. hindwing distally bordered with white. — asikana Fruhst., from Java, is smaller than grisea, above with a still
enganica. more intense blue reflection, beneath darker with a slight reddish reflection.
enganica Fruhst. is named
according to a single $ which is above darker than asikana, beneath without the reddish reflection and with
lombokiana. a broader transverse band of a light greyish-blue colour. Engano. — lombokiana Fruhst. is likewise based upon
1 $, above more greyish-blue than violet, also beneath lighter than the two preceding forms, without the
reddish reflection, with more extensive white, green and orange subanal stripes and spots on the hindwing.
baweanica. Lombok. —- baweanica Fruhst. (160 c as baweana) is again more similar to the Celebes-form manea (typica);
$ above darker than asikana with a brighter steel-blue reflection; $ likewise darker with a larger black anal
lobe surrounded with more distinct margins which are proximally blue and distally white. Under surface
greyish-black, without the reddish reflection, longitudinal bands more prominent, distally bordered with a
purer white; the verdigris spot in the anal area is twice as large as in the preceding ones; also the black subanal
2Mlippen- spots are larger. Bawean.
philippensis Fruhst. (160 d) occurs in the Northern Moluccas; the $ has above
sls• a greenish gloss which appears blue on the hindwing in a certain light. Under surface lustrous grey, the
nemana. transverse band so little darker that it disappears almost entirely in the forewing. — In nemana Smpr. (160 c),
from the Southern Moluccas (Mindanao) and presumably also from Palawan, the post median transverse stripe
beneath is darker, more distinct, and on both wings broader. — This widely distributed species is frequently
not rare; Semper reports that it also occurs in South-East Borneo, but this is presumably a confusion with
another Rapala, at least Druce (1895) in his treatise on the Lycaenidae of Borneo does not mention any form
of manea from there.
barthema.
R. barthema Dlst. (160 d). This may be the form denoted by Semper as a nemana from Borneo,
beneath of a peculiar greenish-yellow colour, particularly the disc of the wings beneath shows a more intense
greenish tint than on our figure. $ above without a scent-mark, quite monotonously sepia-brown, as the figure
litunia. (a d') shows, but the disc of the hindwing is somewhat coppery in a certain light. — litunia Fruhst. (— litania
Piep.) is the Javanese form, much smaller, above dull red-brown, the hindwing quite lustrous reddish, the
forewing only in the disc, under surface chrome-yellow, the postmedian transverse stripe strigiform, in the
$ almost obsolete. — The typical form (barthema) also occurs in Malacca, from where it is described.
laima.
R. laima Drc. (147 c) looks like a very small barthema, but beneath the margins of the forewdng,
and the hindwing is rather densely powdered with a greenish grey; in the disc of the hindwing some places in.
above and below the cell remain unpowdered. A small delicate animal, perhaps an alpine form from the Kina
Balu (Borneo).
testa.
R. testa Swh. ( ? = pengata Fruhst.) (160 d. 146 d as pengata). $ blackish-brown, $ with a violettishblue very faint hue which is hardly recognizable in the figured $ from Assam. Under surface chrome-yellow,
the transverse stripes distinct, distally bordered with light, on the veins very feebly interrupted. Assam.
lankana.
R. lankana Mr., described as Deudorix, later on ranged by Moore in his genus Vadebra, is similar
to testa, but much smaller and easily discernible by the absence of a second stripe on the forewing beneath
between the postdiscal arcuate stripe and the margin; on the hindwing above the anal lobe is centred with
rust-coloured yellow. Under surface dull earth-brown, towards the base more yellow, the transverse bands
deep rust-brown, $ above pale violettish-brown. India and Ceylon. Rare and very local. The habitat often
only comprises a few yards, where the species may then be repeatedly taken on the same bush.
tara.

drasmos.

R. tara Nic. is very similar to sphinx (160 e), though not so abundantly and brightly iridescent
blue. Forewing with a velvety black round scent-spot in the disc. In the anal lobe of the hindwing a minute
orange spot. Beneath, like the two preceding species, greenish-ochreous, but much darker, the transverse
stripe in the forewing being distinctly dark brown, whilst that in the hindwing contrasts less with the dark
ground-colour. Syihet. not rare.
R. drasmos Drc. (146 B d) of which I only know the $, is above dark brown with a lighter reddish
disc of the forewing. Beneath yellowish-grey, perhaps with a little more reddish tint than in our figure; the
dark postmedian streak is distally distinctly bordered with light; between it and the margin there is a nebulous
stripe running rather parallel to it. From Labuan (Borneo).
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R. elcia Hew. (146 Bg) is very similar to drasmos with the same scent-spot of the rj, being
circular, bent around the bases of the median branches; but the under surface is more greyisli-brown, the
postmedian transverse stripe on both wings distinct and between it and the margin another- almost just as
distinct submarginal stripe which is absent in tarn. The $ is on both sides lighter, and the greenish-blue reflection
above is just as extensive as in the <$. Philippines (Polillo in Luzon).

elcia.

R. abnorniis Eliv. A small rare species from Burma, Borneo, and Sumatra, at once recognizable by
the under surface, on the whitish ground of which a thick brown uniform band passes by behind a large round
discal spot. — We figure a race from Java, abusina Fruhst. (160 d), which differs from Sumatran specimens
in the transverse bands beneath being darker and more intensely greyish-brown and the upper surface exhibiting
a somewhat more intense blue gloss

abnormis.

R. kessuma Hsf. (160 g, 146 h). This lepidopteron deviates still more from its allies than abnormis.
The under surface has 4 parallel oblique chains of white streaks. As the $ is also above lighter blue with a
narrow dark distal margin, the exterior of a Lampides is produced. Only the $ shows yet dark forewings,
the blue colouring being confined to the hindmarginal portion. Beneath, however, it resembles the
though
the ground-colom* is darker. Typical kessuma occur in Java. — deliochus Hew. (146 B d), from Rangoon;
fore wing more pointed, the white lines distinct and more coherent, ground-colour beneath darker brown,
clearchus Fruhst. (160 g). $ larger than Javanese kessuma, forewing with a narrower dark margin, hindwing
almost without any. Sumbawa, Lombok.
fhroana Fruhst. (146 h) is smaller than the Javanese form, upper
surface dark instead of light blue, the black marginal band broader. Under surface of a deeper dark grey, the
yolk-coloured anal spot is smaller. Borneo.

kessuma.

R. distorta Nic. (160 g). This species was separated from the genus, and another genus Zinaspa Nic.

abusina.

delioclius.

clearchus.
throana.

distorta.

established for it. The scent-spot of the <$ is absent, the antennae are shorter, but the palpi are much longer
than in most of the other <$<$ of Rapala, above black, the basal and discal portions of the wings with a violet
gloss; $ violettish lilac, the black distal margin and costal margin being 3 to 4 mm broad. Under surface
of a beautiful reddish yellow or cinnamon-brown colour; the transverse bands are not very prominent,
but they are recognizable by rows of small fine whitish hooks forming chains particularly on the hindwing.
Similar small white hook-spots are also scattered in the disc of the hindwing. Sikkim to Burma; rare.

R. todara Mr. This species was hitherto only taken near Coonoor in the Nilgiris (above Metupalayan).
Somewhat smaller than distorta; <$ above dark violettish-brown, basal part of forewing with a dull violettish blue gloss; hindwing quite brown. $ similar to the preceding species, but above more blue than lilac. Under
surface similar to distorta, but the small white lunae are better arranged, not so scattered. — Although I lived
in Coonoor for some weeks, I did not discover this species; it is apparently either very rare or its flying season
is very much confined.
Note: Another species of the Zinaspa-group, zcina Nic.. has been described from the north (from China). TheZinaspagroup represents the transition of Rapala to the rather closely allied Thecla and Surendra. This is most distinctly proved by
the larvae: the larva of Z. todara is said to be extremely similar to that of Sur. quercetorum, the pupae of the two species
not at all discernible.

84. Genus: Poritia Mr.
This genus is so very singular that it might be opposed as a separate division to the Lycaenini, Theclini,
and Chrysophanini. Already the first observers (Marshall, de Niceville), who knew the live insects, stated
the peculiarity of the lustrous colours producing the impression of American Erycinidae. I should like to add
to this comparison, that the Poritia presumably represent the very youngest offspring of the Lycaenid family,
and thus perhaps the most recent group of the palearctic butterflies. It seems that all the Poritia are rather
rare insects, living very well concealed, with relatively very few specimens. When Kirby’s Catalogue was
published, only the typical species was known; in the ,,Supplement" to it already 10 forms were mentioned,
and to-day almost 50 are known. But nevertheless numerous large consignments from their patria arrive
here without containing a single specimen of Poritia. Even large collections are greatly pleased to own a few
species of this genus in scarce specimens.
The chief centre of the range of the genus comprises the Peninsula of Malacca, Sumatra, and Borneo,
each with about 10 species known. To the east two reach yet the Philippines, to the west no species goes as
far as Ceylon. The insects presumably fly very early in the morning, when they sometimes come down
and settle on low leaves; where they stay during the day I am unable to state.
What Fruhstorfer mentions as a peculiarity for the whole Theclini, proves correct above all in the
Poritia, for whilst the structural differences can hardly be used for the separation of the genus, the habitus

todara.
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and purely external marks are so peculiarly developed in the Poritia that even a beginner cannot be in doubt
for a moment whether he has a genuine Poritia before him or not, and on the contrary a glance at ,.Deramas“
livens is sufficient to recognise it as'a genuine Poritia, although the subcostal vein of the forewing has five
(instead of four) branches.
As to the habits or evolution nothing is known to me except the few peculiarities of the pupae communi¬
cated by Doherty, which, however, are remarkably similar to neotropical Erycinidae and different from all
the other Lycaenidae; besides none of the special works by Semper, Piepers, de Niceville etc. mentions
the least biological statements; but all agree in the urgent need of a thorough elaboration supported by a
vast material.
Although the Theclini of all the parts of the globe, owing to their modern origin, do not admit of a
distinct, morphologically based separation of their genera, this comes still more true in the still more recent
offspring of the Poritia. Thus we treat ,,Zarona“ pharygoides only as a form of „Deramas“ livens, nor are we
able to separate Massaga Doh., Porislcina, and Simiskina Dist. The type for Poritia is P. hewitsonii Mr.

hewitsonii. E

nigritia.
palilia.

interjecta.
ampsaga.
phormedon.

tavoyana.

erycinoides.

demaculata.
naukydes.
coronata.

manilia.
phraatica.

phaluke.

phare.

philota.

pleurata.
phama.

promula.

elegans.

sumatrae.

P. hewitsonii. On account of the enormous variability the species is very difficult to describe. The
of the typical form, hewitsonii Mr. (146 e) has obove a blue gloss surpassing even that of the Morpho, occupying

in the forewing the whole disc except a stripe in the submedian area, in the hindwing the whole surface except
the costal area and 3 small patches before the centre of the margin. The $ may occur very differently. — ab.
nigritia Fruhst. (154 i) is above almost cpiite blackish-brown, only below the discal cell and above the hindmargin of the forewing there is a little blue. — ab. palilia Fruhst., on the contrary, is that $ form which has
the most blue above; under surface pale grey with slightly yellowish-brown transverse stripes. — ab.
interjecta Fruhst. has remarkably large orange spots in the forewing, which in the typical hewitsonii-$ figured
on pi. 146 e are only represented by a small patch, whilst in ampsaga Fruhst. (154 i) nothing or hardly any
traces are to be seen of them. — phormedon Drc. (154 i) is the large and beautiful form from Borneo, in which
the E shows a particularly fine green reflection (according to how the insect is held) and the $ has a beautiful
lustrous violettish-blue upper surface. The typical form is distributed in the Himalaya, but rare; ampsaga
was described from Annam.
tavoyana Doh. forms the transition to the following species, being particularly
similar to phraatica; it is said to be rather common near Myitta (in Tavoy). The disc of the E forewing is
said to be cpiite Morpho-bhie except the black apical portion, without any embedments.

P. erycinoides Fldr. (146 e). The E is extremely similar to that of the preceding species, but it varies
a great deal. Normal EE exhibit the blue spots embedded in the black marginal portion so much enlarged
that they are confluent with the discal blue in many places. — In ab. demaculata the black embedments of
the forewing are still more reduced than our figure of a typical E shows. — ab. naukydes Fruhst. has a deeper
darker blue upper surface of the E- — ab. coronata Fruhst. is a rare aberration of the $ in which the blue
spots in the black marginal portion, being absent in the typical
are developed like in the <$; all these
forms come from Java. — mail ilia Fruhst. (154 h) is the Sumatran form with very intense black embedments
in the E and a somewhat more greenish gloss.
phraatica Dist. (154 k) on the contrary, shows a cpiite pure
lustrous blue disc of the forewing,,so that it almost exactly resembles the upper surface of elegans (154 1),
except that the distal blue does not penetrate into the apical black in such pointed dents; the $, however,
showing above yolk-coloured spots, has no more blue at all above. Malacca. - phaluke Drc. (= phalike Fruhst.)
(146 h) exhibits in the blue colour of the forewing a large black cloud extending from the centre of the costa
downward through the forewing, but not reaching the hind-margin. Borneo.
phare Drc. (154 i), finally,
from Mindanao, shows this black cloud again several times centred with blue, and the ground-colour beneath
is a darker red-brown.
P. philota Hew. (154 h). Above the EE are very similar to some forms of erycinoides, but whereas
the latter have an under surface traversed by light undulate arcuate stripes, the E of philota is dark brown,
traversed by still darker arcuate transverse lines. Sumatra, Borneo.
P. pieurata Hew. (154 1).

above lustrous blue with a black apical third, $ besides with a broad
black marginal band which, however, encloses blue spots and lines. Malacca, Sumatra. — phama Drc. (146 e)
is the form from Borneo; in the E also the costal margin is broad black, but it contains some blue embedments.
— In promula Hew. (154 k) these embedments are larger, and also before the distal margin there is a black
blue-centred band; in the $ the basal part of the forewing and the distal part of the hindwing are broad
blackish-brown, otherwise lustrous light blue. Under surface rusty brown, with numerous light, several times
anastomosing arcuate bands. Java.
elegans Fruhst. (154 1) are EE distinguished from typical pleurata by
a greenish gloss and by the continuation of the apical black as far as the hind-margin.
E

P. sumatrae Fldr. (154 h). The E is above similar to elegans, but the apical black is extended over
almost two thirds of the forewing. The $ exhibits those portions of the wings, that are not blue, tinted deep
rust-brown.
The under surface is also rusty-yellow, traversed by red-brown, somewhat undulate, narrow
arcuate bands. North-East Sumatra.
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P. pavonica Nic. is above and beneath very similar to pharyge, distinguished by quite black forewings;
recognizable by the under surface being pale red-brown and traversed by darker arcuate stripes containing
light centres. Sumatra. — philura Drc. (154 k) is the form from Borneo; forewing with numerous small blue
spots, hindwing with a blue distal portion enclosing a black band-shaped spot. In the <$ the costa of the
hindwing above is reddish ochreous. — veturia Fruhst. (154 h as oeturia), from Indo-China, is described
according to 1
from Siam, larger than pavonica. Fore wing, except the distal portion exhibiting some bluishgreen maculae, jet-black. The costal margin of the £ hindwing is lighter.
P. phalena Hew. ($ = solyma) (154 k). The $ resembles above so exactly javanica that it is unnecessary
to figure it, except that the bluish-green basal stripes above are hardly noticeably narrower than in the Javanese
form; the $ is large with an ochreous spot in the hindwing and a white spot in the forewing. Burma, Malacca.
— harterti Doh., from Upper Assam, has a somewhat narrower median stripe of the forewing, but it is much
better recognizable by the under surface being much less white than in phalena, and the larger discal spot
of the ground-colour, the sub marginal spot being absent and the red-brown place in the apical portion very
much reduced. — proxima Nic. is described to differ much from phalena, but according to Fruhstorfer it
differs but very little from Javanese specimens, except that the $$ sometimes occur without the spots
of the upper surface of phalena (= ab. abisarina Fruhst.). Otherwise proxima is quite similar to philura (154 k),
but considerably larger, the subcellular glossy stripe from the base extends to beyond the centre of the wing.
and the stripe above the hind-margin of the forewing is much longer. Under surface much more marked; in
the centre of the disc a band of four large oval silvery grey spots. $ above uni-coloured blackish-brown, similar
to the
of pediata (154 g). — javanica Fruhst. (154 k) is likewise very similar to the typical specimens, but
it has somewhat broader greenish-blue lustrous stripes above. The $ is similar to that of phalena, but without
the large ochreous spot in the disc of the hindwing and without the small blue spots before the apex of the
forewing. From Java. — niasina Fruhst. has duller spots above in the
whilst the $ hindwing exhibits 2
broad distinct whitish-blue maculae which are absent in javanica or of which there are very faint traces
at most. Beneath in the $ the discal band of the forewing is much narrower than in phalena. Nias.
P. binotata Fruhst. (154 k, 1) is best characterized by the conspicuous under surface being light dustgrey with a white post median stripe and a white-edged orange spot in the anal portions of both wings. Upper
surface not dissimilar to a javanica (154 k) lacking the metallic spots of the apical part in the forewing and
hindwing. Luzon.

pavonica.

yhilura.

veturia.

phalena.

harlerti.

proximo,.

abisarina.

javanica.

niasina.

hinotata.

P. phalia Hew. (154 1). We are only able to reproduce Hewitson’s figure of the only specimen known, phalia.
from North Borneo; neither Drtjce nor Fruhmorfer know any other specimen. The $ is presumably similar
to that of javanica, though nothing can be sam about it owing to the inconstancy of the species of Poritia.
— potina Hew. (154 i) might also be the normal $ of phalia; it is on both sides of a bright ochreous- potina.
yellow colour, the forewing with a broad brown distal margin and hind-margin. —- iulgens Dist. which Frith- fulgens.
storfer presumes to be the 2 of the rainy season form differs from potina in the broader and darker hindmarginal band of the fore wing and the almost quite dark brown hindwing in which only the costal-marginal
area is yet yolk-coloured. — In biflghami Fruhst., from Tenasserim, the marginal band of the forewing is broken binghami.
up into single spots, and the hindwing lacks the black margin. — Of procotes Nic., from Sumatra, only 1 $ procotcs.
has been discovered so far. Upper surface orange-yellow, almost exactly like potina (154 i), but in the hindwing
the hindmarginal half is not shaded with blackish-brown, but it exhibits a broad brown marginal band. Beneath
the transverse stripe at the cell-end is obsolete.
P. pharyge Hew. (154 i). Of this species I only know the J; Druce bases upon it his ,,genus“ Poriskina; pharyge.
the subcostal vein of the fore wing with but three branches, the hindwing with 2 distinct hair-pencils. On
glancing at the figure we notice the great resemblance of the insect to javanica. The upper surface is less different
than the under surface being red-brown, with a marking recalling that of philura (154 k), but the arcuate chains
are more equal, straighter, and more coherent. Borneo. — Besides two more Poritia have been described from
Borneo: pellonia Dist. and geta Fawc. which have remained unknown to me; the former is said to resemble pellonia.
beneath pleurata (154 1).
9etaP. pheretia H?w. (= pheretria Hew. in tab.) (154h). A small and quite peculiar form. $ in the pheretia.
forewing above similar to pharyge, but the blue stripes, particularly the stripe at the hind-margin, much thicker;
the hindwing is quite blue except the costal margin. In the $ we notice a slight resemblance to the colouring
of freja being so very common in Indian Lycaenidae, i. e. a dark brown upper surface with a lustrous silvery
grey anal region of the hindwing. Malacca and Borneo.
P. plateni Stgr. (1541). Above the $ is somewhat like sumatrae (154 h), but beneath both wings are plateni.
white with a rusty-red distal margin and all over covered with black dots. Palawan. Sumatra.
P» phakos Drc. (1541). $ above lustrous blue with a uniformly extending black marginal band of phakos.
3 mm width in the forewing, of 2 mm width in the hindwing. Beneath the wings are dull white, crossed by
finely undulate dark arcuate stripes. Mindanao.
P. libna Hew. (154 g). Above more lustrous green than blue, the black marginal band in the forewing libna.
equally broad, not as in phakos broader in the apical portion, but in the hindwing it is broader in the anal
IX
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portion. Beneath white strewn with small dark fine dots and hooks.
Cyaniriodes Nic. was established.

Borneo. — For this species the genus

pcdiada.

P- pediada Hero. (154 g) is above uni-coloured dark brown, in the anal half of the hindwing a light
subterminal line; under surface yellowish-brown, with a pale violet reflection and a brighter distal margin;
through the disc a chain of small white spots, then a line of small light crescents, behind which a light band
extends. Indo-China.

cephcnes.

P. cephenes Heio. is above quite similar to pediada, but before the anal portion of the margin of the
hindwing there are beside the white line also small white crescents the small dents of which rest on that line
and thus cut out small black subterminal spots. The under surface is also similar, white, with a very dull
rosy tint, with small blackish dots and hooks. Hewitson states as patria only ,,India”.

85. Genus: Deramas Dist. (Doramas Piep.).
Separated from the genuine Poritia by the five-branched subcostal vein of the forewing. Owing to
the variability of the subcostal system in the Lycaenidae, to which we have referred several times, we cannot
recommend to maintain this genus, which we only do for conventional reasons. The ,,genus” Zarona Nic.
presumably coincides with it.

D. livens Dist. (154 1, 155 a). Above lustrous dark blue, the margins of the wings and the veins black,
the whole costal and apical region darkened. Under surface reddish ochreous-brown with an irregular postmedian line which is dentate in the hindwing and distally bordered with a lighter colour. Singapore, Sumatra
livescens. and Borneo. — In livescens Fruhst., from Java (Volcano of Gede) and Sukabumi, the blue colour of the <$
forewing is more intensely intermixed with black, and the under surface less marked, the band-shaped brightening
behind the dark postmedian line is distally less defined, passing over into the ground-colour, particularly in the
$ which differs besides from the
almost only in the size and the contours of the wings and the broad black
jasoda. marginal band of the hindwing. — jasoda Nic. (= jacoda Fruhst.) (155 a) is exactly like livescens, but beneath
the light area behind the postmedian line is no more noticeable as a band, instead of it the dark crescents
zanellci. forming the dark postmedian stripe are distally filled up with light.
Tenasserim. — zanella Nic. from
the same district is presumably the regular $ of it; the marking beneath is quite dull, the upper surface lilac,
the dark margin of the hindwing narrower than in the $ (being above lustrous light blue) of livescens.
livens.
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with reference to the original descriptions of the Indo-Australian Lycaenidae.
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abusina Rap. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zeitschr. 56, p. 255.
acamas Aph. King Symb. phys. Taf. 40.
acampsis Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins. Biol. 1913, p. 243.
acasta Cand. Cox, Ent. 4, p. 402.
accius Ira. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 944.
ace Ambl. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 7, p. 329. *
acesina Lyc. B.-Bak. A. M. N. H. (7) 17, p. 103.
acetes Ambl. Hew. Cat. Br. Mus. Lyc. p. 5. *
acbaja Hor. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zeitschr. 56, p. 233.
achelous Ambl. Hew. Cat. Br. Mus. Lyc. p. 7. *
acragas Ger. Doll. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 60, p. 186.
acrisius Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins. Biol. 1914, p. 60.
acron Ambl. Hew. Cat. Lyc. Br. Mus. p. 9. *
acte Tich. Mr. Cat. Lep. Mus. E. I. C. p. 47.
acuta Cur. Mr. A. M. N. H. (4) 20, p. 50.
adala i^mbl. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 9, p. 282. *

adatha Ambl. Hew. Cat. Lyc. Br. Mus. p. 7. *
addenda Lycst. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden 2, p. 101.
adeus Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins. Biol. 9, p. 310.
adlierbal Ambl. Gr. Sm. Rhop. Exot. 3, p. 10. *
aditja Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 13.
aditya Chrys. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1874, p. 571. *
admete Ambl. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 7. *
adona Lamp. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1873, p. 349 (adana).
adonias Ambl. Hew. Cat. Lyc. Br. Mus. p. 8. *
adoniram Cast. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrole . 9, p. 886.
adorabilis Cast. Fruhst. Tijdschr. Ent. 61, p. 32.
adorea Ambl. Nic. Butt. Ind. 3, p. 238. *
ad liana Ambl. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Bengal 52 (2), p. 79. *
adulans Ambl. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. II. Soc. 9, p. 284. *
aedias Ambl. Hew. Cat. Lyc. Br. Mus. p. 6. *
aenea Cher. Semp. Schmett. Philipp, p. 215.
aenus Ira. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zeitschr. 21 (1907), p. 156.
aenone Og. Waterh. Proc. Linn. Soc. N.-S.-Wales 27, p. 339. *
aequalis Cand. Grr.-Sm. A. M. N. H. (6) 20, p. 517.
aetherialis Lamp. Btlr. A. M. N. H. (5) 13, p. 195.
aexone Ambl. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 5. *
affinis Hor. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1895, p. 611. *
affinis Lycst. Waterh. Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.Wales 1904, p. 801.
affinis Rap. Bob. Cbl. Iris 1886, p. 69. *
afranius Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 157.
afranius Cast. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 8S9.
agaba Ambl. Hew. Cat. Lyc. Br. Mus. p. 8.
ag'alla Cam. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zeitschr. 56, p. 207.
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agatha Cand. Sm. & Ky. Rhop. ex. Or. Lyc. 3, p. 14.
agdistis Sur. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zeitschr. 21 (1907), p. 150.
agelades Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 19.
agelastus Ambl. Hew. Cat. Lyc. Br. Mus., p. 12.
agesias Ambl. Hew. Cat. Lyc. Br. Mas. p. 11.
agesilaus Ambl. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 127. *
agimar Deud. Fruhst. Soc. Ent. 1908, p. 38.
agis Leh. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 173.
aglais Ambl. Fldr. Reise Novara Lep. 2, p. 223. *
agnata Lamp. Drc. Prol. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1874, p. 106. *
agnatinus Lamp. Courv. Tijdschr. Ent. 1912, p. 17.
agnis Ambl. Fldr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2, p. 228.
agorda Nac. Fruhst. Med. Leyden Mus. 2, p. 134.
agrata Ambl. Nic. Msh. u. Nic. Butt. Ind. 3, p. 251. *
agricola Luc. Westw. Gen. Di. Lep. 2, p. 496. *
ahamus Ambl. Doh. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 60 (2), p. 33. *
aida Ambl. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 4, p. 168. *
aimnestus Hyp. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zeitschr. 56, p. 239.
airavati Cast. Doh. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1886, p. 261.
ajusa Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 165.
akaba Nac. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1873, p. 350.
akasa Lyc. Hsfd. Cat. Lep. Mus. E. I. C. p. 67. *
alaconia Ambl. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 14 f. *
alarbus Cast. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 886.
albadus All. Fldr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2, p. 287. *
albapex Deud. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 66, p. 560. *
albidisca Lyc. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1883, p. 524. *
albidisca Meg. Mr. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1884, p. 21.
albimacula Hor. W.-Mas. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1881,
p. 249.

albipicta Taj. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zeitschr. 56, p. 211.
albiplaga Taj. Nic. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1887, p. 459. *
albocaeruleus Lyc. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1879, p. 139.
albocincta Nac. Waterh: Cat. Lep. Austral. 1903, p. 27.
albocoeruloides Lyc. Chapm. Tutt. Brit. Lep. 9, p. 404.
albofasciatus Nac. Rob. Cbl. Iris 1886, p. 65. *
albopunctata Ambl. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 14 e. *
albosericea Cand. Misk. Ann. Queensld. Mus. 1, p. 65.
albostrigata Thys. B.-Bak. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1908,
p. 124. *
albotignula Ger. Feck. Notes Leyden Mus. 36, p. 245.
albula Marm. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1895, p. 617.
albula Thys. Gr. Sm. Nov. Zool. 4, p. 368.
areas Lamp. F. Mant. ins. 2, p. 80.
alee Ambl. Hew. Cat. Lyc. Br. Mus. p. 5. *
alcestes Ambl. Sm. Ent. Month. Mag. 25, p. 300.
alcetas Rap. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 119.
alcetina Rap. Semp. Schmett. Philipp, p. 225.
alcira Marm. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zeitschr. 56, p. 248.
alea Ambl. Hew. Cat. Lyc. Br. Mus. p. 12. *
alecto Lamp. Fldr. Sitz.-Ber. Ak. Wiss. Wien 40, p. 456.
alemon Ambl. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. p. 271.
alenas Lamp. Fldr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2, p. 268. *
alesia Ambl. Fldr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2, p. 235. *
aleta Ambl. Seitz in Macrolep. 9, p. 966.
alexis Lamp. Stoll, Suppl. Cramer, Tab 38, 3.
algernoni Lyc. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 82 A (1), p. 30.
alitaeus mbl.A Hew. Cat. Lyc. Br. Mus. p. 7. *
alix Hypch. G.-Sm. Nov. Zool. 7, p. 88.
alkamali All. Dist. Rhop. Malay, p. 452. *
alkistkenes Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 159.
allata Ambl. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 125.
allectus Lamp. Gr.-Sm. Nov. Zool. 1, p. 576.
almar Deud. Fruhst. Soc. Ent. 1908, p. 38.
almansor Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 28, p. 132.
alsietus Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 15. *
alsulus Ziz. H. Schdff. Stett. Ent. Z. 1869, p. 75.
alteratus Tar. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1882, p. 245. *
aluta Nac. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1873, p. 349. *
alutina Nac. Fruhst. Med. Leyden Mus. 2, p. 120.
alvenus Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 19.
alyattes Hypch. Salv. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1891, p. 193. *
amabilis Chli. Martin N.O. Sumatra 2, p. 11.
amadis Lyc. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 71, p. 295.
amantes Ambl. Hew. Cat. Lyc. Br. Mus., p. 4. *
amarauge Jam. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1891, p. 366. *
amardus Taj. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zeitschr. 56, p. 213.
amaryllis Og. Hew. Cat. Lyc. Br. Mus., p. 3. *
amastris Lam]). Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A. (6), p. 15.
amata Sinth. Dist. Rhop. Malay., p. 461. *
amatica Lox. Frhst. Berl. Ent. Zschr. 56, p. 223.
amatius Deud. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zschr. 56, p. 265.
ainaura Nac. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1891, p. 361. *
amba Sinth. Ky. (Hew.) Ill. Di. Lep. Suppl., p. 32. *
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ambasa Rap. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zschr. 56, p. 258.
ameria Mah. Hew. Cat. Lyc. Br. Mus., p. 14. *
arnha Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 28, p. 132.
amisena Sur. Hew. Cat. Lyc. Br. Mus., p. 13. *
amitra Lyc. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 873.
amnion Ambl. Hew. Cat. Lyc. Br. Mus., p. 9. *
ammonides Ambl. Doh. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 60 (2), p. 34.
amor Rath. F. Syst. Ent., p. 518.
amphea Ambl. Fldr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2, p. 234. *
ampMarus Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins. Biol. 1913, p. 245.
amphimuta Ambl. Fldr. Wien. Ent. Mon. 1860, p. 396.
amphissit Lamp. Fldr. Wien. Ent. Mon. 1860, p. 144.
amphissina Lamp. Gr.-Sm. Nov. Zool. 1, p. 577.
amphyssina Lamp. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 100.
ampsaga Por. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zeitschr. 56, p. 199.
amrita Neoch. Fldr. Wien. Ent. Mon. 4, p. 395.
amytis Ambl. Hew. Cat. Lyc. Br. Mus., p. 4. *
anabasis Rap. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 116.
anacletus Hypch. Fldr. Sitz.-Ber. Ak. Wiss. Wien 40, p. 454.
anamuta Ambl. Semp. Reise Philipp. 2 (5), p. 203.
ananda Cast. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1883, p. 75. *
ananga Lyc. Fldr. Reise Novava, Lep. 2, p. 257. *
anara Hors. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 43, p. 180.
anarte Ambl. Hew. Cat. Lyc. Br. Mus., p. 5. *
anasuja Jac. Fldr. Reise Novara Lep. 2, p. 237. *
anaxandridas All. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 814.
anaximander Sith. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zeitschr. 56, p. 226.
ancharia Pseudn. Hew. Diurn. Lep. Suppl., p. 8. *
ancius All. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins. Biol. 9, p. 343.
ancon Ger. Doh. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1889, p. 438. *
anconides Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins. Biol. 1913, p. 246.
ancus Deud. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zeitschr. 56, p. 265.
ancyra Nac. Fldr. Sitz.-Ber. Ak. Wiss. Wien 40, p.*458.
andamana Hyp. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1877, p. 589.
andamanica Ambl. W.-Mas. & Nic. Butt. Ind. 3, p. 267. *
andaminica Horsf. Riley Entom. 55, p. 28.
andamanica Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden 2, p. 114.
andamanica Rem. W.-Mas. Butt. Ind. 3, p. 267. *
andamanicus Lycst. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden 2, p. 97.
andersoni Horsf. Mr. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1884, p. 22. *
androcles Iler. Dbl. & Hew. Gen. Di. Lep. p. 487. *,
androconifera Yas. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zschr. 56, p. 225.
androtion Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 158.
andrus Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 25.
anella Ambl. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 9, p. 289. *
angabunga Cand. B.-Bak. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1908, p. 123.*
angada Cam. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zeitschr. 56, p. 206.
anglerius Lox. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zeitschr. 56, p. 223.
angulata Cur. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1883, p. 522. *
angusta Nac. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1873, p. 349. *
angustior Cast. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 95.
anicius Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 159.
anicius All. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins. Biol. 1913, p. 343.
anita Horsf. Hew. Cat. Lyc. Br. Mus. p. 14. *
anna Deud. Drc. Ent. Month. Mag. 32, p. 78.
anna Horsf. Stgr. Exot. Schmett. p. 282.
annamitica Tal. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 925.
annetta Horsf. Stgr. Exot. Schmett. p. 281. *
anniella Horsf. Hew. Cat. Lyc. Br. Mus. p. 10. *
annuiata Ambl. Fldr. Sitz.-Ber. Ak. Wiss. Wien 40, p. 452.
anops Lamp. Doh. Proc,.-Zool; Soe: 1891. p. 183. *
antaleidas Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Med. Leyden 1, p. 146.
antharita Ambl. Sm. Nov. Zool. 1, p. 583.
anthelius Ambl. Stgr.. Exot. Schmett. p. 280.
anthelus Ambl. Dbl. & Hew. Gen. Di. Lep. Taf. 74.
anthore Ambl. Hew. Cat. Lyc. Br. Mus., p. 6. *
antimuta Ambl. Fldr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2, p. 233. *
antipaxus Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 28, p. 127.
antipha Pseudn. Hew. Diurn. Lep. Suppl. p. 7. *
antiphon Hypch. Gr.-Sm. Nov. Zool. 4, p. 367.
anunda Ambl. Hew. Diurn. Lep. p. 14 a. *
anysides Dac. Rob. Cbl. Iris 1887, p. 194.
anysis Dac. Hew. Diurn. Lep. p. 42. *
anytus Horsf. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 113. *
apelles Hypch. F. Syst. Nat. p. 524.
apha Ambl. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 9, p. 287. *
apkacus All. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins. Biol. 1913, p. 343.
aphana Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden 2, p. 127.
aphobus Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 160.
aphocha All. Kheil, Rhop. Nias p. 28. *
aphthonius All. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins. Biol. 1914, p. 20.
apkya Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden 2, p. 127.
aphytis Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss.' Ins. Biol. 1913, p. 342.
apidanus Ambl. Cr. Pap. Exot. Taf. 137.
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apira Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden 2, p. 129.
apollo Hypch. Misk. Ann. Queensld. Mus. 1, p. 85.
apollonius Thys. Fldr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2, p. 265. *
apona Lyc. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 71, p. 289.
appianus Ambl. Gr.-Sm. Rhop. Exot. 3, p. 11. *
approximatus Cast. Btlr. A. M. N. PI. (5) 18, p. 186.
aprics All. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins. Biol. 1913, p. 344.
apsines Log. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins. Biol. 1914, p. 24.
apus All. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 10, p. 27. *
arahat Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 28, p. 127.
arama Lamp. Fruhst. Arcb. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 5.
aratus Lamp. Cr. Pap. Exot. 4, Taf. 365.
araxes Ambl. Fldr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2, p. 224. *
araxes Og. Wat. & Ly. Butt. Austral, p. 120. *
area Ambl. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 7, p. 331. *
arcana Ever. Leech. Entom. 23, p. 43.
arcaseius Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 25.
archagatos Lyc. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 71, p. 284.
archilochus Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins. Biol. 1913, p. 246.
architas Hyp. God.-Salv. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1891, p. 191.*
archytas Ara. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zeitschr. 56, p. 227.
arcuata Cur. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1883, p. 523. *
ardates Nac. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1874, p. 574. *
ardeola Nac. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 97. *
arenataLox. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond 1883, p. 523 * (arcuata).
arene Lyc. Fawc. Proc. Zool. Soc. London 1904 (2), p. 137. *
areos Lamp. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1891, p. 368.
areste Ambl. Hew. Cat. Lyc. Br. Mus. p. 10. *
arfaki Bind. B.-Bak. A. M. N. H. (8) 11, p. 569.
arfaki Cand. B.-Bak. A. M. N. II. (8) 4, p. 184.
argentea Ambl. Stgr. Exot. Schmett. p. 281. *
argentea Cam. Aur. Ent. Tijdschr. 18, p. 146.
argentiferus Lamp. Fruhst. Arch, f, Nat. 81 A (6), p. 20.
argentina Jam. Prittw.
argiades Ever. Pallas Reise I (1771) App. p. 472.
argioloides Lyc. Rothsch. Rep. Br. Orn. U. E. 2 Nr. 15, p. 29.
argiolus Lyc. L. Fauna Suec. p. 284.
argola Cast. Hew. Exot. Butt. 5, Taf. 1, 7.
ariadeva Mali. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zeitschr. 22 (1908), p. 46.
ariana Lyc. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1865, p. 504.
arianus Ara Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zeitschr. 56, p. 227.
aricia Ambl. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 124.
ariel Ambl. Doh. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 60 (2), p. 33.
ariel Lamp. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden 1, p. 141.
ariensis Epim. H. H. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1891, p. 365.*
ariitea Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden 2, p. 137.
arima Rap. FYuhst. Berl. Ent. Zeitschr. 56, p. 258.
arinia Thys. Oberth. Ami. Mus. Genova 12, p. 465.
arisanus Lyc. Mats. I. Ent. Zeitschr. 33 (1909), p. 221.
aristarcha Niph. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 83 A (1), p. 73. *
aristarehus Dac. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zeitschr. 56, p. 208.
aristinus Lyc. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 82 A (1), p. 12.
aristius Lyc. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 71, p. 294.
aristocles Hyp. Gr.-Sm. Nov. Zool. 5, p. 103.
aristomachus Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 28, p. 224.
arius Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 24.
arm a the us Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 25.
armathoa Lyc. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 929.
armillata Nac. Btlr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1875, p. 614.
arnoldi Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden 2, p. 125.
aroa Ambl. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 13. *
aroa Cand. B.-Bak. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1908, p. 115. *
aroa Par. B.-Bak. Nov. Zool. 11, p. 368.
aronicus Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins. Biol. 1914, p. 60.
aronya Ambl. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 14 e. *
arrius All. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins. Biol. 1914, p. 22.
arronica Hyp. Fldr. Wien. Ent. Mon. 3, p. 323. *
arruana Chil. Fldr. Reise Novara Lep. 2, p. 277. *
arsaces Ira. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zeitschr. 21, p. 156.
arsenius Ambl. Fldr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2, p. 236. *
arsina Lyc. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 862.
arta Hor. Fruhst. Iris 28, p. 34.
artaxat.us Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins. Biol. 1913, p. 308.
artegal Ambl. Doh. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 58 (2), p. 423. *
artena Lyc. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 869.
artenita Lyc. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 929.
artinia Lyc. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 82 A (1), p. 37.
artinus All. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 809.
artontes Hor. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zeitschr. 56, p. 233.
aruanus Lamp. Rob. Cbl. Iris 1886, p. 57. *
aruensis Lamp. Pagst. Lep. Amboina 1884, p. 43.
arvina Ambl. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 12. *
aryanus Thys. Gr.-Sm. Nov. Zool. 2, p. 512.
asaga Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden 2, p. 109.

asakurae Ambl. Mats. I. Ent. Zeitschr. 23 (1909), p, 221.
asakusa Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden 2, p. 132.
asatka Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 28, p. 131.
asia Ambl. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 7, p. 333. *
asialis Tar. Nic. Joum. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 10, p. 33. *
asiatica Lyc. Elw. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1882, p. 402.
asikana Rap. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zeitschr. 56, p. 254.
asoka Ambl. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 52 (2), p. 78. *
asoka Cat. Foil. Hiigels Kaschmir 4 (2), p. 419.
asopia Ambl. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 14 f. *
asopus Ambl. Wat. & Ly. Butt. Austr. p. 125.
aspra Sinth. Doh. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 60, p. 180.
assamensis Ger. Doh. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 60, p. 37.
assamica Tab Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 925.
astapa Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden 2, p. 134.
astapus Cast. Fruhst. Tijdschr. Ent. 61, p. 35.
astarga Lyc. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 71, p. 290.
astarte Nac. Btlr. A. M. N. II. (5) 10, p. 150.
astraptes Jam. Fldr. Sitz.-Ber. Ak. Wiss. Wien 40, p. 456.
astrarche Lyc. Bergstr. Nomencl. 3 (1779), Taf. 49, 7—8.
astyla Hyp. Fldr. Reise Novara Lep. 2, p. 243. *
astynome Lyc. Oberth. Bull. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1918', p. 238.
atacinus All. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 811.
ataxus Zeph. Dbl. & Hew. Gen. Di. Lep. Taf. 74.
ate Ambl. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 8. *
athanetus Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 25.
athara Ambl. Gr.-Gm.
athena Chil. Fldr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2, p. 279. *
atina Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 1915 A, p. 9.
atkinsoni Aph. Doh. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 58 (2), p. 423.
atomaria Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins. Biol. 1913, p. 307.
atosia Ambl. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 9. *
atra Marm. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1896, p. 679.
atrata Nac. Hsfd. Cat. Lep. Mus. E. I. C. p. 78.
atrax Ambl. Hew. Cat. Lyc. Br. Mus. p. 13. *
atrinotata Yas. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 224.
atrosuffusa Nac. Waterh. Cat. Rhop. Austral, p. 27.
attenuata Ziz. Lmc. Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.Wales (2) 4, p. 1066.
atyinnus Lox. Cr. Pap. Exot. Taf. 331.
audax All. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1895, p. 564. *
aurantiaca Cur. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zeitschr. 45, p. 27.
aurantiaca Og. Rbl. Verh. zool.-bot. Ges. Wien 62, p. 218
aurea Ambl. Hew. Cat. Lyc. Br. Mus. p. 8. *
aurea Cher. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1873, p. 352. *
aurelia Cand. Sm. & Ky. Rhop. exot. 3, p. 13. *
aurelia Rap. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zeitschr. 56, p. 261.
aurifer Hyp. Gr.-Sm. Nov. Zool. 5, p. 103.
aurigena Ira. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zeitschr. 21 (1907), p. 160.
aurifer Luc. Blch. Voy. Pole Sud. *
auxesia Ambl. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 5. *
auzea Ambl. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 10, p. 169. *
avatha Ambl. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 10, p. 174. *
avitus Ger. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 818.
axiothea Ambl. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 7. *
ayrus Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 23.
aytonia Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 28, p. 137.
azata Ambl. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 10, p. 172. *
azenia Ambl. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 7. *
azinis Ambl. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 10, p. 171. *
azyada Dac. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 174.
azureus Nac. Rob. Cbl. Iris 1886, p. 63. *
babbsi Ambl. .7. &\ T. A. M. N. H. (8) 20, p. 219.
babicola Cast. Eeck. Not. Leyden Mus. 36, p. 248.
baeticus Pol. L. Syst. nat. ed. 12, p. 789.
baganda Dac. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 174.
baghavus Cast. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 886.
bagus Taj. Kheil. Rhop. Nias p. 31. *
bajanus All. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins. Biol. 9, p. 369.
balina Marm. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 175.
bandatara Rap. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zeitschr. 56, p. 214.
bangkanus Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins. Biol. 10, p. 59.
bangueyana Taj. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zeitschr. 56, p. 214.
baralacha Chrys. Mr. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 53 (2), p. 25.
barami Ambl. B.-Bak. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 17, p. 126.*
barnardi Og. Misk. Proc. Linn. Soc. N.-S.-Wales (2) 5, p. 27.
barsine Cur. Fldr. Sitz.-Ber. Ak. Wiss. Wien 40, p. 451.
barthema Rap. Dist. Rhop. Malay, p. 280.
basiviridis Ambl. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 1891, p. 373. *
bassaris Pith. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 7, p. 327. *
batilma Rap. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zeitschr. 56, p. 259.
batina Aph. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zeitschr. 56, p. 218.
batis Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 28, p. 130.
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batjana Horsf. Riley Entom. 55, p. 51.
batjana Psdn. Fruhst. Seitz GroB-Schmett. 9, p. 836.
batjanensis Lamp. Rob. Cbl. Iris (1886) p. 54. *
baton Lyc. Bgstr. Nomencl. 2 (1779), p. 18. *
battakana Marm. Fruhst. Be'rl. Ent. Zeitschr. 56, p. 272.
battakanus All. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins. Biol. 9, p. 370.
batuensis Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins. Biol. 10, p. 59.
batuensis Rsd. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zeitschr. 56, p. 272.
batunensis Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins. Biol. 9, p. 307.
batunensis Los. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 137.

baweana Cur. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 69, p. 49.
baweana Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden 2, p. 134.
baweana Rem. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zeitsclir. 21, p. 1907, p. 144.
baweanica Rap. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zeitschr. 56, p. 254.
bazaloides Ambl. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. Suppl. p. 21. *
bazalus Ambl. Hew. Cat. Lyc. Br. Mus. p. 8. *
bazilana Lyc. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 71, p. 286.
bazilana Cur. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zeitschr. 45, p. 28. *
bazilanus Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins. Biol. 9, p. 246.
bella Ambl. B.-Bak. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1896, p. 664. *
bella Rem. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zeitschr. 21 (1907), p. 144.
bellula Horsf. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 1897, p. 114.
belphoebe Ambl. Doh. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 58 (2), p. 421.*
beluta Rap. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zeitschr. 56, p. 255.
berenice Nac. H.-Schaff. Stett. Ent. Z. 1869, p. 74.
berenis Taj. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1896, p. 674. *
beretava Lyc. Rbb. IrisIfL p. 243. *
beroe Nac. Fldr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2, p. 275. *
beroe Nac. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 98.
berossus Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 28, p. 128.
betuloides Rap. Blch. Compt. Rend. 72 (1871), p. 810.
bhutea Nac. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 52, p. 72. *
biagi Lyc. B.-Bak. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1908, p. 117. *
biaka Deud. J. & T. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1916, p. 78.
bicolor Parach. B.-Bak. Nov. Zool. 11, p. 369.
biggsi Ger. Dist. Rhop. Malay. 1884, p. 206. *
bilineata Horsf. Semp. Schmett. Philipp, p. 216.
binghami Lyc. Chapm. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1908, p. 678.
binghami Por. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zeitschr. 56, p. 203.
binotata Por. Fruhst. Ent. Rundsch. 31, p. 18.
biocellata Nac. Fldr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2, p. 280. *
biplagiata Sur. Btlr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1883, p. 147. *
birmana Ambl. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1883, p. 531.
birmana Iler. Fruhst. Tijdschr. Ent. 61, p. 50.
biru Ambl. Fruhst. Iris. 28, p. 126.
birupa Zeph. Mr. A. M. N. H. (4) 20, p. 51.
blackburni Cand. Thuely Ent. Month. Mag. 15, p. 9.
boekides Lamp. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 6, p. 367. *
bochus Jam. Cr. Pap. Exot. 4, p. 210. *
: t' f
'
boelti Lyc. Chapm. -Pmc_Zool, -Soc.—Lond. 1909, p. 446. io"^
boetieus Lyc. L. Syst. nat. ed. 12, p. 789.
boholica Ira. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zeitschr. 21 (1907), p. 156.
boisduvalii Ger. Mr. Cat. Lep. Mus. E. I. C. p. 19. *
boisduvalii Marm. Mr. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 53 (2) p. 31.
boisduvalii Thys. Oberth. Et. Ent. 19, p. 11. *
boldenarumChrys.RKr.(TP/rife)Proc.Ent.Soc.Lond. (3 )1, p.267.
boopis Chil. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 1897, p. 115.
borneana Taj. Fruhst. Iris 22, p. 310.
borneensis All. Moult. Journ. Straits Asiat. Soc. 60, p. 81.
borneensis Ambl. B.-Bak. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1896, p. 666.
bornemanni Epim. Pagst. Jahrb. Nassau. Ver. 47, p. 77.
bosnikiana Ambl. J.& T. Trans. Ent Soc. Lond. 1918, p. 79.
boswelliana Ira. Dist. Rhop. Malay, p. 258. *
bothrioides Lyc. Chapm. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1909, p. 446.
bracteatus Aph. Btlr. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1880, p. 407. *
brahma Ambl. B.-Bak. Ent. Month. Mag. 33, p. 203.
brahma Iler. Mr. Cat. Lep. Mus. E. I. C. p. 29. *
brassolis Liph. Westw. Proc. Ent. Soc. 1864, p. 31.
briga Lyc. Frulist. Arch. f. Nat. 82 A (1), p. 15.
brisbanensis Pseud. Misk. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1884, p. 95.
brookei Ambl. B.-Bak. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 17, p. 84. *
browni Thys. Drc. & B.-B. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1893,
p. 547. *
brunnea Hyp. II. H. Drc.Vroc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1902, p. 113.
bubases Catap. Hew. Ent. Month. Mag. 12, p. 38.
buddha Ambl. B.-Bak. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 17, p. 148. *
bulis Cur. Dbl. & Hew. Gen. Di. Lep. 2, p. 473. *
burbona Taj. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 24. *
burmana Dac. Mr. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 53 (2), p. 36.
buruana Chil. Holl. Nov. Zool. 7, p. 76.
buruensis Ambl. Holl. Nov. Zool. 7, p. 78.
buruensis Ger. Holl. Nov. Zool. 7, p. 67.
butleri Cand. Sm. & Ky. Rhop. Exot. 2, p. 8 *
buxaria Rap. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 57, p. 285. *
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cachara Chli. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1883, p. 527. *
caduca Ziz. Btlr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1875, p. 616. *
caeca Ambl. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 14. *
caeca Ever. Aign. I. Ent. Zeitschr. 19, p. 209.
caelius Thys. Fldr. Wien. Ent. Mon. 4, p. 245.
caerulea Lamp. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1873, p. 349. *
caerulescens Rap. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 116.
caerulina Lamp. Math. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1887, p. 46.
Caesarea Marm. Weym. Stett. Ent. Z. 48, p. 9. *
caesarion Ambl. Fruhst. Iris. 28, p. 122.
caesemius All. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 814.
caesetius Ambl. Fruhst. Iris. 28, p. 124.
caesius Thys. Gr.-Sm. Nov. Zool. 1, p. 576.
cagaya Lyc. Fldr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2, p. 278. *
cakravarti Cam. Fnihst. I. Ent. Zschr. 23 (1909), p. 40.
calata Lyc. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 71, p. 286.
calaureia Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 157.
calculis Cam. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1895, p. 598. *
calderon Deud. Kheil Lep. Nias, p. 33. *
caledonica Cat. Fldr. Verh. zool.-bot. Ges. Wien 12, p. 495.
caledonica Thys. Fldr. Reise Novara. Lep. 2, p. 267. *
caleta Cast. Hew. Exot. Butt. 5, Lyc. Taf, 1, 1.
caliginosa Nac. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1891. p. 366. *
callinara Tar. Btlr. A. M. N. II. (5) 18, p. 185.
callinicus Lamp. Rob. Cbl. Iris 1886, p. 37. *
callistus Lamp. Rob. Cbl. Iris 1886, p. 55. *
calliphon Hyp. Gr.-Sm. Nov. Zool. 1, p. 548.
calon Lyc. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 71, p. 283.
calyptra Chil. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden 2, p. 91.
camdeo Ambl. Mr. Cat. Lep. Mus. E. I. C., p. 41. *
camenae Lyc. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 9, p. 278. *
cameria Cam. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 12, p. J.48. *
cames Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 28, p. 127.
camiguina Horsf. Semp. Schmett. Philipp, p. 216.
camotina Cur. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 69, p. 49.
eampanulata Jam. Sm. Nov. Zool. 1 p. 574.
canaraica Ambl. Mr. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 53 (2), p. 39.
candrena Jam. H.-Schaff. Stett. Ent. Z. 1869, p. 74.
canulia Ambl. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep., p. 14 f. *
capclla Hyp. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zschr. 56, p. 208.
caphis Lyc. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 871.
capusa Due. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zschr. 56, p. 208.
cara Lyc. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 12, p. 143. *
cardia Lyc. Fldr. Seitz. Ber. Ak. Wiss. Wien 40, p. 459.
carissima Thys. Sm. & Ky, Rhop. exot. Or. Lyc. 1895,
p.29. *
carmen Hypo. Sm. & Ky. Rhop. exot. Or. Lyc. 19, p. 27. *
carna Lyc. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 9, p. 274. *
carnania Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden 2, p. 129.
carnita Lyc. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 870.
carola Jam. Gr.-Sm. Rhop. exot. Or. Syc., p. 13. *
Carolina Ambl. Holl. Nov. Zool. 7, p. 78.
carrinas Ger. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 816.
carteja Yas. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 995.
cartena Cam. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zschr. 56, p. 206.
cashmirensis Lyc. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1874, p. 272.
Cassiopeia Lox. Dist. A. M. N. H. (5) 14, p. 200.
castnia Liph. Strand Mitt. Berl. Z. Mus. 5, p. 305.
catius Lyc. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 71, p. 290.
cato Taj. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1895, p. 601. *
catoleucus Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins. Biol. 9, p. 246.
catori Ambl. B.-Bak. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 17, p. 93. *
catreus Lyc. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 9, p. 276. *
catrionis Cast. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 886.
catullus Lyc. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 71, p. 283.
catullus Rap. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zschr. 56, p. 260.
caudatus All. J?m. A. M. N. H. (6) 12, p. 34.
ceana Zeph. Mr.
celebensis Cast. Stgr. Iris. 2, p. 96.
celebersis Cur. Fldr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2, p. 220. *
celebica Lyc. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 82 A (1), p. 40.
celeno Lamp. Cr. Pap. Exot. 1 (1775), Taf. 31.
celinus Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 9.
celis Tar. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 893.
cellarius Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins. Biol. 9, p. 308.
censorius Zelt. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zschr. 56, p. 242.
centa Rem. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zschr. 21 (1907), p. 144.
centaurus Ambl. F. Mant. ins. 2, g_. 68.
centenitus Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 157.
cepheis Taj. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 63, p. 40. *
cepheis Thys. H. H. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1891, p. 364. *
cephenes Por. Hew. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1874, p. 344.
cephion Jam. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1891, p. 367. *
ceramensis Deud. Rbb. Iris 13, p. 366. *
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! contracta Cat. Btlr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1880, p. 406. *
ceramensis Ger. Rbb. Iris 2, p. 247.
cevamicum Wg. H. H. Drc. Proc. Zool. _Soc. Lond. 1902 (2),
corana Lamp. Fruhst. Zool. Med. Leyden Mus. 1, p. 142.
corax Pith. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 83 A (1), p. 79.
p. 115. *
cordaea Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 7.
cerbara Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden 2, p. 135.
coretas Ever. O. Scbmett. Eur. 1 (2), p. 60.
cervidius Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 157.
cervina Dac. Rob. Cbl. Iris 1 (1887), p. 195. *
corinda Ambl. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 14 c. *
ceylonica Aph. Fldr. Verb, zool.-bot. Ges. Wien 1868, p. 281.
coriolanus Deud. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zeitschr. 56, p. 266.
eeyloiiica Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden 2, p. 127.
corniculum Hor. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1895, p. 611.
ceyx Lyc. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 7, p. 328. *
cornuta Lyc. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1873, p. 349. *
coronata Por. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Ztschr. 56, p. 200.
ckalcedonyx Hor. Fruhst. Iris 28, p. 33.
corthata Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 28, p. 137.
chamanica Lyc. Mr. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1884, p. 23.
chandrana Sinth. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1882, p. 249. *
coruscans Ambl. W.-Mas. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 49, p. 234.
chelaka Lyc. Moult. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1913, p. 275. *
coruscans Lamp. Mr. A. M. N. H. (4) 20, p. 341.
chenelli Lyc. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1883, p. 72. *
coruscans Wg. Gr.-Sm. Nov. Zool. 4, p. 367.
corythus Lyc. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 9, p. 273. *
chinensis Ambl. Fldr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2, p. 231.
corvus Pith. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 83 A (1), p. 79.
eliinensis Ger. Fldr. Verb, zool.-bot. Ges. Wien 1862, p. 488.
chinensis Her. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zeitschr. 22 (1908), p. 46.
cosimon Cast. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 888.
cbitra Sid. Hsfld. Cat. Lep. Mus. E. I. C. p. 117.
cossaea Lyc. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 9, p. 271. *
chitralensis Aph. Riley Nov. Zool. 32, p. 90.
cotys Dac. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 43. *
chioris Jalm. Wat. & Ly. Butt. Austral, p. 114. *
courvoisieri Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins. Biol. 11, p. 267.
courvoisieri Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 26.
chota Cast. Swh. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1885, p. 133.
chozeba Rop. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 24. *
crameri Tar. Mr. Lep. Ceylon 1, p. 80. *
christophi Lyc. Stgr. Stett. Ent. Z. 1874, p. 87.
cratevas Hyp. Gd.-Salv. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1891, p. 191. *
cremera Dac. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 63, p. 37. *
ckromia Tbvs. H. H. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1891. p. 365. *
ekrysantis Hypo .Fldr. Sitz.-Ber. Ak. Wiss. Wien 40, p. 455.
cretkeus Cam. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 10, p. 175. *
crimissa Lyc. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 82 A (1), p. 28.
chrysargyria Hyp. Gr.-Sm. Rbop. exot. Or. Lyc. 3, 16. *
critala Ambl. Fldr. Sitz.-Ber. Ak. Wiss. Wien 40, p. 453.
chrysoana Ambl. Fruhst. Iris. 27, p. 160.
chrysodesmus Hypo. Sm. & Ky. Rhop. exot. Or. 1 ,yc. 19,
critala Psdow. Fldr. Sitz.-Ber. Ak. Wiss. Wien 40, p. 453.
croculana Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 10.
p. 29. *
cromyon Chil. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden 2, p. 92.
chrysomallus Zes. Hbn. Zutr. Exot. Scbmett. Fig. 301, 302.
croton Ger. Doh. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1889, p. 439. *
elirysonotus Hypo. Sm. & Ky. Rbop. exot. Or. Lyc. 19,
ctesia Cam. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 48. *
p. 27. *
cunilda Lamp. Snell. Tijdschr. Ent. 39, p. 91.
chrysotoxus Hypo. Sm. & Ky. Rbop. exot. Or. Lyc. 19,
cuprea Cand. Rob. Cbl. Iris 1886, p. 62. *
p. 28. *
cuprea Cher. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 175.
chunsu Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 28, p. 137.
cuznerii Rath. Schtz. Philipp. Journ. Science 2, p. 361.
cidona Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 159.
cyana Cand. B.-Bak. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1908, p. 122. *
cinctula Lyc. Sm. Nov. Zool. 2, p. 506.
cineas Hyp. Sm. A. M. N. H. (6) 3, p. 318.
cyanea Thys. Cr. Pap. Exot. 1, Taf. 76.
cyaneira Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden 2, p. 136.
cineraria Log. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 806.
cyanescens Lyc. Nic. Butt. Ind. 3, p. 103.
cinesia Hyp. Heiv. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 29. *
cinesioides Hyp. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 4, p. 166. *
cyanicornis Lyc. Snell. Tijdschr. Ent. 35, p. 146.
cingalensis Hor. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1883, p. 525.
cyaniris Nac. Rob. Tijdschr. Ent. 34, p. 315.
ciniata Hor. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. Suppl. p. 6. *
cyanites Cand. Meyr. Proc. Linn. Soc. N.-S.-Wales (2) 2,
cinnabarus Deud. Fruhst. Berl. Entom. Zeitschr. 56, p. 266.
' p. 828.
cinyra Cur. Cr. Pap. Exot. 3, p. 76. *
cyara Bsd. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. Suppl. p. 26. *
cyara Call. B.-Bak. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1908, p. 119. *
cippus Ta.j. F. Ent. Syst. 5 Suppl. p. 429.
cymbia Niph. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1883, p. 76. *
eismona Rap. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Ztschr. 56, p. 257,
cyme Niph. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 83 A (1), p. 73. *
cition Lyc. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 71, p. 294.
clatkratus Tar. Holt. Proc. Boston Soc. 25, p. 71.
eynanae Lyc. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 52 A (1), p. 10.
cyprotus Cand. Oil. Proc. Linn. Soc. N.-S.-Wales 10, p. 716.
clearehus Rap. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zeitschr. 56, p. 257.
cyrhestica Pap. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 172.
cleitus Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 15.
cleobis Taj. Godt. Encycl. m4th. p. 634.
cyrillus Taj. Hew. 111. Di. Lep. p. 46. *
eleoboides Taj. Ehv. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1892, p. 637. *
cyrilus Pseud. And. & Spry. Viktoria Natural. 14, p. 5. *
cyronte Ambl. Misk. Proc. Linn. Soc. N.-S.-Wales (2) 5,
cleodus Lamp. Fldr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2, p. 272. *
cleon Hypo. Gr.-Sm. Nov. Zool. 7, p. 88.
p. 43.
cleonides Hypo. Gr.-Sm. Nov. Zool. 7, p. 89.
cyrus Taj. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1896, p. 600. *
cleotas Chil. Guer. Voy. Coq. Taf. 18, 4.
cyta Lamp. Bsd. Voy. Astrolabe, Lep. p. 87.
cytkora Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden 2, p. 137.
elerica Meg. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 858.
elitopkon Chil. Gr.-Sm. Nov. Zool. 2', p. 507.
cytkinus Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 20.
cloella Thys. Weym. Stett. Ent. Z. 48, p. 9.
cnejus Cat. F. Ent. Syst. Suppl. p. 430.
daeia Taj. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 18.96, p. 674. *
coalita Lyc. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 6, p. 363. *
daemeli Jalm. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1902, p. 120.
dajagaka Ambl. B.-Bak. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1896, p. 660, *
coalitoides Lyc. Rothsch. Nov. Zool. 22, p. 388.
dammae Lyc. Heron A. M. N. H. (6) 14, p. 104.
coelestina Lyc. Koll. Ilugel’s Kaschmir 4, p. 423.
damodar All. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins. Biol. 9, p. 369.
coelestis Lamp. Mi.sk. Ann. Queensld. Mus. 1, p. 50.
dana Nac. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1883, p. 73. *
coelestis Nac. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1886, p. 366.
coelinus Thys. Gr.-Sm. Nov. Zool. 5, p. 106.
danis Psdn. Fldr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2, p. 240. *
danis Thys. Cr. Pap. Exot. 1, Taf. 70.
coelisparsus Hypo. Btlr. A. M. N. H. (5) 12, p. 159.
danisoides Psdn. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 66, p. 558. *
eohaerens Cast. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 96.
daones Lamp. H. II. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1896, p. 656. "*
colmus Cast. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 887.
colutha Pith. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 83 A (1), p. 84. *
daonides Lamp. Rob. Ent. Nachr. 23, p. 100.
coineda Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 12.
darana Horsf. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1879, p. 141.
darmis Lyc. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrnlep. 9, p. 871.
comica Ambl. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 13, p. 170. *
coirla Marm. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 989.
datarica Nac. Snell. Tijdschr. Ent. 35, p. 140.
communis Ziz. Koch [M. S.) Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p.926.
davaona Ambl. Semp. Schmett. Philipp. 2 (5), p. 204.
concanus Aph. Mr. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 53 (2), p. 27.
davidi Ever. Pouj. Ann. S. Ent. Fr. 1884, p CXXXV.
concolor Deud. .7. & T. A. M. N. II. (8) 20, p. 220.
dazata Rop. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zeitschr. 56, p. 261.
confercnda Lamp. Btlr. A. M. N. IT. (5) 18, p. 185.
deava Deud. Swin. siehe diara.
eonfusa Horsf. Riley, Ent. 55, p.
.
decidia Cast. Hew. Exot. Butt. 5, Taf. 1, 4.
eonstanceae Ambl. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 63, p. 34. *
decolor Ara. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 60, p. 345.
contilia Lyc. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 71, p. 285.
decolor Ever. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 112.
eontinentalis All. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins. Biol. 9, p. 341.
decolor Hor. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 112.
continentalis Lox. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Ztschr. 56, p. 221.
decreta Ziz. Btlr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1883, p. 150.
eontinentalis Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden 2, p. 114.
degenerata Taj. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 210.
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deinostratus Lox. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 222.
dekaiarchus Rap. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 263.
deliana Nac. Snell. Tijdschr. Ent. 35, p. 139.
delicata Ziz. Tepper, Proc. R. Soc. S. Austral. 4, p. 30. *
delicatum Cataj). Nic. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1887, p. 455.
delicia Hyp. Hew. Ent. Month. Mag. 13, p. 38.
deliciosa Lyc. Pagst, Ent. Nackr. 22, p. 50.
deliciosa Sem. Fruhst. Seitz Macrolep. 9, p. 983.
deliochus Rap. Hew. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1874, p. 352.
delospila Ziz. Waterh. Proc. Linn. Soc. N.-S.-Wales 1903,
p. 211. *
demaculata Tor. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 199.
demetrias Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 20.
demialba Bid. Stgr. Iris. 2, p. 111.
democles Rap. Misk. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1884, p. 95.
dentata Cud. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1879, p. 137.
denticulata Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 307.
depicta Bid. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 272.
depicta Wg. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zeitschr. 2 (1908), p. 113.
depictus All. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins. Biol. 9, p. 343.
deplorans Nac. Btlr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1875, p. 614.
depuncta Ever. Hirschke, Verh. zool.-hot. Ges. Wien 1903,
p. 270.

deronda Lyc. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 871.
derpiha Psdn. Hew. 111. Di. Lep. Suppl. p. 25. *
despoena Deud. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 18. *
dctrita Ambl. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 129.
deudorix Taj. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. Suppl. p. 2. *
deva Ambl. B.-Bak. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1896, p. 669. *
deva Cam. Mr. Cat. Lep. Mus. E. I. C. p. 46.
devadatta Cam. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 206.
devana Cam. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1895, p. 597. *
devanica Lyc. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1874, p. 573. *
dharma Pith. Mr. Lep. Ceyl. 1, p. 72. *
diaeus Taj. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 45. *
diara Deud. Swh. A. M. N. H. (6) 17, p. 357.
diardi Ambl. Hew. Cat. Lyc. Br. Mus. p. 9. *
dichroa Sinth. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 979.
dicomas Hyp. Hew. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1874, p. 350.
dictaea Hyp. Fldr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2, p. 242. *
didda Cat. Roll. Hiigel’s Kaschmir 4 (2) p. 420.
dicneces Rap. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. Suppl. p. 31. *
digglesi Pseud. Hew. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1874, p. 344.
dilama Spal. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1878, p. 701.
dilectina Lyc. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 82 A (1), p. 15.
dilectissima Lyc. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1895, p. 571. *
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doleschalli Hyp. Fldr. Sitz.-Ber. Ak. Wiss. Wien 40, p. 454.
dolona Pith. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 83 A (1), p. 83.
domitia Deud. Iiew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 19. *
donatana Taj. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 57 (2), p. 287. *
donina Dr. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 39. *
donina Nac. Snell. Tijdschr. Ent. 43, p. 262.
donussa Log. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 10, p. 24.
dositheus All. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 10, p. 22.
dossenius Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 310.
(lotion All. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 343.
drasmos Rap. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1895, p. 624. *
dromicus‘Lamp. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zeitschr. 23 (1909), p. 219.
drucei Ambl. B.-Bak. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1896, p. 661. *
drucei Ger. Semp. Schmett. Philipp, p. 162. *
drucei Hyp. Oberth. Et. Ent. 19, p. 9* *
drucei Log. Moult. Mourn. A»siafer=&©e^«-B»ng. 60, p. 85. * JA/w
drucei Lyc. B.-Bak. A. M. N. H. (7) 17, p. 102.
drucei Thys. Sm. & Ky. Jthop. exot. Or. Lyc. p. 31. *
drumilla All. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1865, p. 777. *
duaringae Hyp. Waterh. Proc. Linn. Soc. N.-S.-Wales 1903,
p. 167.

duaringae Og. B.-Bak. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1905, p. 280.
dubitata Cand. Sm. &' Ky. Rhop. Exot. 3, p. 13.
ducalis Aph. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 218.
dudgeonii List. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 63, p. 36.
duessa Ambl. Doh. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 58 (2), p. 419. *
(luma Zeph. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. Suppl. p. 15. *
duvana Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 24.

eberalda Cur. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 69, p. 49.
eberalda Horsf. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zeitschr. 21 (1907), p. 150.
echeleia Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 29.
eclectus Lamp. Gr.-Sm. Nov. Zool. 1, p. 589.
*
ecphantus Cam. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 206.
edonus Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins. Biol. 9, p. 244.
egena Cur. Fldr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2, p. 222. *
eichhorni Jalm. Stgr. Exot. Schmett. p. 275.
ekeikei Thys. B.-Bak. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1908, p. 124. *
elaja Taj. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 214.
elath Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A. (6), p. 33.
elcia Rap. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 23. *
elegans Catap. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1873, p. 350. *
elegans Por. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 83 A (2), p. 87.
eleus Chrys. F. Ent. Syst. Suppl. p. 430.
elleta Ambl. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 14 b. *
elga Horsf. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zeitschr. 21 (1907), p. 150.
eliana Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden 2, p. 128.
dilectus Lyc. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1879, p. 139.
elima Aph. Mr. A. M. N. H. (4) 20, p. 51.
dilutior Ambl. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 123.
elina Cast. Fruhst. Tijdschr. Ent. 61, p. 37.
dimorplia Cand. Bob. Cbl. Iris 1886, p. 62. *
dina Horsf. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zeitschr. 21 (1907), p. 150.
elis Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 28, p. 122.
dinawa Cand. B.-Bak. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1908, p. 122. *
ella Cat. Btlr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1881, p. 606.
ellisi Lyc. Mrsh. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1882, p. 41. *
dinawa Wg. B.-Bak. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1908, p. 125. *
elna Cast. Hew. Exot. Butt. 5, Taf. 1, 8.
dioetas Rap. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 21. *
dion Nac. Godt. Encycl. mdth. 9, p. 679.
elopura Ambl. II. H. Drc. Ent. Month. Mag. 1894, p. 10.
elothales Lyc. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 71, p. 297.
dionisius Pith. Bsd. Voy. Astrolabe, Lep. p. 82.
elpidion Lamp. Doh. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 60 (2), p. 28.
diopeithes Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins. Biol, 9, p. 244.
elpinides Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (u), p. 4.
diopites Rap. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. Suppl. p. 11. *
diotrophes Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 309.
elpis Lamp. Godt. Encycl. m6th. 9, p. 654.
elvira Cast. Fruhst. Tijdschr. Ent. 61, p. 37.
diovis Deud. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 20. *
emetallicus Lamp. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1895, p. 582.
dipora Ever. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1865, p. 506. *
discalis Cur. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1879, p. 137.
emolus Lycst. Godt. Encycl. moth. 9, p. 656.
emona Lox. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zeitschr. 56, p. 222.
discalis Sur. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1879, p. 142,
enatheus All. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 370.
discalis Taj. Fruhst. Soc. Ent. 12, p. 49.
discolor Sinth. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 979.
enganica Rap. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 254.
discophora Fldr. Wien. Ent. Mon. 6, p. 290.
enganicus All. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins. Biol. 9, p. 369.
enganicus Deud. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 267.
dispar Niph. Brem. Schmett. N. China p. 9.
enganicus Eopx. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 49, p. 204.
dispar Thys. Sm. u. Ky. Rhop. exot. Or. Lyc. p. 23. *
enganicus Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 36.
disparilis Ambl. Fldr. Sitz -Ber. Ak. Wiss. Wien 40, p. 453.
enias Catap. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Zeitschr. 56, p. 235 (emas).
distant! Ira. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 93. *
enysii Chrys. Btlr. Ent. Month. Mag. 13, p. 153.
distanti Log. Semp. Schmett. Philipp, p. 161. *
eone Pseud. Fldr. Wien. Ent. Mon. 4, p. 243.
distant! Lyc. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 71, p. 288.
eos Cur. Fruhst. S.eitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 934.
distorta Rap. Nic. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1887, p. 461. *
eos Deud. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 19. *
divisa Ger. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 823.
epargyros Aph. Ev. Bull. Moscou 1854, p. 178. *
djampeana Lamp. Snell. Tijdschr. Ent.
epicharma Lyc. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 71, p. 293.
dobbensis Nac. Bob. Cbl. Iris 1886, p. 65. *
epicles Her. Godt. Encycl. m4th. p. 646.
doddi Og. Wat. & Ly. Butt. Austral, p. 118. *
epicletus Hyp. Fldr. Wien. Ent. Mon. 3, p. 324. *
dodonea Ambl. Mr. Cat. Lep. Mus. E. I. C. p. 43. *
epicoritus Thys. Bsd. Voy. Astrolabe, Lep. 67.
dohertyi Am,bl. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 57 (2), p. 278. *
epicurus Hyp. Misk. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1876, p. 455.
dohertyi Cur. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 934. *
epidurus Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 309,
dohertyi Deud. Oberth. Et. Ent. 19, p. 13. *
epigenes Taj. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 214.
dohertyi Lyc. Tytl. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 24, p. 121.
epijarbas Deud. Mr. Cat. L^p. Mus. E. I. C. p. 32.
dohertyi Thys. Oberth. Et. Ent. 19, p. 12. *
| epilectus Lamp. Gr.-Sm. A. M. N. IT. (6) 19, p. 179.
dohertyi Yas. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 225.
epimete Ambl. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 128.
dohertyi Zeph. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 56, p. 278. *
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epimuta Ambl. Mr. Cat. Lep. Mus. E. I. C. p. 42.
epirus Deud. Fldr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2, p. 241. *
epius Spal. Westw. Gen. Li. Lep. 2, p. 502.
eremicola Nac. Rob. Tijdschr. Ent. 34, p. 316.
eretria All. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 814.
erichsoni Horsf. Fldr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2, p. 218.
eridanus Ambl. Fldr. Sitz.-Ber. Ak. Wiss. Wien 40, p. 452.
erinus Cand. F. Syst. Ent. p. 525.
ei'lam Ira. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zeitsclir. 21 (1907), p. 156.
erna Rem. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zeitsclir. 21 (1907), p. 144.
eros Lyc. O. Sclimett. Eur. 1, p. 42.
erycinoides Por. Fldr. Reise Novara Lep. 2, p. 259, p. 30. *
erylus Ilyp. Godt. Encycl. m4th. 9, p. 633.
eryx Deud. L. Mant. plant, p. 573.
eryximaclius All. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 343.
esme Thys. G.-Sm. <Sc Ky. A. M. N. H. (6) 13, p. 501.
espada Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 11.
esra Rem. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zeitsclir21 (1907) p. 144.
estella Marm. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 31. *
ethion Cast. Dbl. & Hew. Gen. Di. Lep. 2, p. 490. *
ethionides Cast. Fruhst. Tijdschr. Ent. 61, p. 29.
etias Eoox. Hist. Proc. Zool. Soc. Loud. 1896, p. HIS. *
etolus Zelt. F. Mant. ins. 2, p. 66.
euantkes Pith. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 83 A (1), p. 80.
eubulus Jalm. Mislc. Trans. Ent. Soc. 1876, p. 457.
euchylas Lamp. Hbn. Verz. bek. Schmett. p. 71.
eucletus Hyp. Fldr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2, p. 253.
euclides Hyp. Mislc. Proc. Linn. Soc. N.-S.-Wales (2) 3, p. 1517.
eudocia Thys. Drc. & B.-B. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1893,
Xi. 548. *
eugenea Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden 2, p. 137.
eulus Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 244.
eumolphus Ambl. Cr. Pap. Exot. Taf. 299.
eupalion All. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 10, p. 22.
euplion Lyc. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 71, p. 291.
eupkranor Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins. Biol. 10, p. 60.
euplea Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden 2, p. 132.
eupolis Ambl. Mislc. Proc. Linn. Soc. N.-S.-Wales (2) 5,
p. 42.

euretes Nac. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1891, in 360. *
eurisus Ambl. D\c. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1891, p. 370. *
eurydice Cher. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, id. 243.
eurysaces Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 17.
eurystkenes Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 28, p. 126.
eurystkenes Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 19.
eurytamis All. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, id. 368.
eustatius Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 308.
evagoras Jalm. Don. Ins. N.-Holl. Taf. 30.
evanescens Lamp. Btlr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1875, p. 615.
evansi Chrys. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. II. Soc. 14, id. 249. *
evena Cast. Hew. Exot. Butt. 5, Taf. 1.
■
everesti Lyc. Riley Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1922, id. 473. *
evora Log. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 806.
excellens Chil. Btlr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 187Jh p. 616. *
exponens Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Medd. Leyden 2, 124. ,
extensa Hyp. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 237.
f
extricatus Tar. Btlr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1886, y‘. 366. *
eyria Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 5./
ezeon Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 22.
fabiana Horsf. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zeitschr. 21 (1907), id. 150.
fabius All. Dist. A. M. N. H. (5) 19, p. 266.
fabricii Bid. Mr. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 53 (2), p. 32.
faciepicta Og. Strand, Mitt. Mus. Berlin 5, id. 472.
faisiua Horsf. Ebb. Iris 12, p. 252. *
fallax All. Fldr. Reise Novara, LeiD. 2? p. 285. *
fangola Spal. Kheil, Lep. Nias p. 28. *
fara Horsf. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zeitschr. 21 (1907), id. 150.
farquhari Ambl. Dist. Rhop. Malay, p. 264. *
fasciatus Cast. Rob. Cbl. Iris 1 (1887), p. 194. *
fatureus Nac. Rob. Cbl. Iris 1 (1886), p. 66.
faustina Log. Fruhst. ZAwiss. Ins.-Biol. 10, p. 23.
fedora Pith. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 83 A (1), p. 83.
felderi All. Semper, Schmett. Philipp, p. 163. *
felderi Cur. Dist. Rhop. Malay. 1884, p. 203. *
felderi Hyp. Oberth. Et. Ent. 19, id. 11. *
felderi Nac. Murr. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1874, p. 527. *
felicis Lyc. Oberth. Et. Ent. 9, p. 21.
feredayi Chrys. Huds. Ent. Month. Mag. 4, id. 83.
festivus Lamp. Rob. Cbl. Iris (1886), p. 58. *
figulus Hyp. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 238.
filicaudis Ever. Fryer Cist. Ent. 2, id. 231.
fisekeri EVer. Ev. Bull. Moscou 16, id. 537.
florensis Ger^Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 244.

floresiana Lyc. Courv. Tijdschr. Ent. 55, p. 16.
florimel Sur. Doh. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 58 (2), p. 424. *
florinda Nac. Btlr. A. M. N. H. (4) 20, p. 354.
florinda Pseud. Gr.-Sm. A. M. N. H. (6) 18, p. 155.
flumen Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden 2, p. 112.
formosa Mah. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zeitschr. 22 (1908), p. 46.
iormosana Aph. Mats. I. Ent. Zeitschr. 23 (1909), p. 221.
formosana Cur. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zeitschr. 23 (1909), p. 116.
formosana Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden 2, p. 116.
formosana Rap. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 259.
formosanus Jam. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 38.
fortunatus Cur. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 69, p. 49.
freja Cher. F. Ent. Syst. 3, p. 263.
frigga Cher. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 243.
frigidus Aph. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1873, p. 350. *
frontmus Taj. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 211.
frukstorferi Ambl. Rob. Ent. Nachr. 23, id. 6.
fuconius Lox. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 222.
fugitiva Lyc. Btlr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1881, p. 606.
fulgens Cand. Sm. & Ky. Rhop. Exot. 2, p. 8. *
fulgens Pith. Doh. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 58, p. 127. *
fulgens Por. Dist. Entom. 1886, p. 12.
fulgida Ambl. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 11. *
fulla Ambl. Hew. Cat. Lyc. Br. Mus. p. 10. *
fulminans Marm. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 109.
fumatus Bind. Rob. Iris 1, p. 196.
fumidus Pseud. Mislc. Proc. R. Soc. Queensld. 6, p. 264.
fusca Aph. Mr. Lep. Ceyl. 1, p. 106. *
fusca Niph. Brem. & Grey Schmett. N.-China, p. 9.
fuscicaudata Lox. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 223.
gadames Cast. Fruhst. Tijdschr. Ent. 61, p. 29.
gadara Lyc. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 71, p. 301.
gades Chil. Fruhst. Iris 29, p. 48.
gaesa Ger. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. PI. Soc. 10, p. 26. *
gaetulia Deud. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. PI. Soc. 12, p. 148. £
gaetulus Ger. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 53 (2), p. 24. *
gaika Ziz. Trim. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1862, p. 403.
gajus Lyc. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 71, p. 298.
galatkea Lyc. Blch. Voy. Ind. 4 (1844), p. 21.
galinthias Cur. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 69, p. 49.
gallus Ger. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 53 (2), p. 25. *
gatna Neoch. Dist. Rhop. Malay, p. 462. *
gamatius Hyp. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 238.
gamra Par. Led. Verh. zool.-hot. Ges. Wien 1855, p. 189. *
gainbara Taj. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z- 56, p. 210.
ganesa Ambl. Mr. Cat. Lep. Mus. E. I. C. p. 44. *
gardineri Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 10, p. 59.
gaura Nac. Doh. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 60, p. 181. *
gazella Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 159.
gaura Pith. Mr. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 53 (2), p. 20.
ge Cur. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 45, p. 28.
gennadia Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 5.
georgi Jam. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 38.
georgi Lyc. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 71, p. 286.
georgi Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Medd. Leyden Mus. 2, p. 111.
georgi Spal. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 83 A (1), p. 76.
georgiana Cur. Rbb. Iris 12, p. 248.
georgiana Lamp. Rbb. Iris 12, p. 227.
georgias Ambl. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 954.
georgius All. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 368.
georgius Hyp. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 239.
gerasa Cast. Fruhst. Tijdschr. Ent. 61, p. 42.
gerra Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 11.
gerydomaeulata Nac. Rothsch. Nov. Zool. 22, p. 139.
geta Por. Faivc. A. M. N. H. (6) 20, p. 112.
gethusius Ger. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 816.
gkela Deud. Fruhst. Berl. Ent.' Z. 56, p. 267.
gigantea Taj. Dist. Ent. Month. Mag. 17, p. 245.
gigantes Ger. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 53 (2), p. 23. .*
gigas Ger. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1895, p. 559. *
gilberti Cand. Waterh. Proc. Linn. Soc. N.-S.-Wales 1903.
p. 181.
gisca Lyc. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 71, p. 285.
giscou Hyp. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 239.
glauca Nac. Snell. Tijdschr. Ent. 35, p. 142.
glaucopis Thys. Gr.-Sm. Nov. Zool. 1, p. 575.
gloriosa Cand. B.-Balc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1908, p. 121. *
gloriosa Cur. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1883, p. 523. *
gloriosa Sem. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 235.
glypka Log. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 10, p. 24.
goberus Lycst. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden 2, p. 97.
godarti Cast. Fruhst. Tijdschr. Ent. 61, p. 27.
godeffroyi Lyc. Semp. Journ. Godeff. Mus. Lep. 1878, p. 164.
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gone Mali. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1895, p. 593.
goodenovi Jam. Btlr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Loud. 1876, p. 252.
golona Cur. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 69, p. 49.
gracilis Catap. Semp. Schmett. Philipp, p. 217. *
gracilis Nac. Rob. Cbl. Iris 1886, p. 67. *

gradeniga Lyc. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 71, p. 301.
grandiosa Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 161.
grandis Cand. Sm.& Ky. Shop. exot. Or. Lyc. 3, p. 14.
grandis Deud. R. & J. Nov. Zool. 11, p. 465.
grandissima Cand. B.-Bak. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1908,

p. 121. *
grata Jam. Gr. Srn. Bhop. Exot. Or. Lyc. p. 22. *
gratidianus Zelt. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 242.
greeni Aph. Heron A. M. N. H. (6) 18, p. 190.
grisea Lamp. Rob. Cbl. Iris 1886, p. 60. *
grisea Bap. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1879, p. 140.
grotei Sinth. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1883, p. 527. *
grynea Ambl. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. Suppl. p. 20. *
guineensis Bap. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 117.
gunongensis Arh. B.-Bak. Ent. Month. Mag. 33, p. 205.
gythion Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden Mas. 2, p. 131.
hades Bap. Nic. Journ. Bomb. Nj H. Soc. 9, p. 318. *
hagius Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 165.
hainana IJorsf. Crowl. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1900, p. 508.
hainana Lyc. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 71, p. 289.
hainanensis Taj. J. &. T. Bull. Hill Mus. 1, p. 353.
hainani Mah. B.-Bak. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 17, p. 23.
hainani Nac. B.-Bak. Ent. Mitt. 3 (1914), p. 125.
halba Horsf. Dist. Bhop. Malay, p. 460. *
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heros Hyp. Gr.-Sm. Nov. Zool. 1, p. 550.
hersilia Lyc. Leech. Butt. China p. 319. *
hesba Ambl. Heiv. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 14 c. *
hewitsoni Ambl. B.-Bak. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 17, p. 132. *
hewitsoni Hyp. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1895, p. 615.
hewitsoni Og. Waterh. Proc. Linn. Soc. N.-S.-Wales 27,
p. 338. *
hewitsoni Por. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1865, p. 775. *
hiemalis Neon. God. Sole. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1878, p. 640. *
hierophantes Ger. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 822.
hieropoeus Ger. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep.. 9, p. 822.
hilaeira Log. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 10, p. 23.
hilima Her. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 253.
hilina Cast. Fruhst. Tijdschr. Ent. 61, id. 38.
himalayana Aph. Mr. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 53 (2), p. 26.
himavantus Hyp. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 237.
himilcon Lyc. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zeitschr. 23 (1909), p. 117.
himna Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 28, p. 128.
hippuris Hyp. Hew. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1874, p. 351.
histiaea Chli. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 176.
hobartensis Luc. Misk. Proc. Linn. Soc. N.-S.-Wales (2) 5,
p. 38.
holoturia Hor. Swh. A. M. N. H. (6) 14, p. 430.
honesta Cur. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 69, p. 49.
honora Hyp. Gr.-Sm. Nov. Zool. 5, p. 103.
honorifica Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden Mus. 2, p. 112.
honos Hyp. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 12, p. 150. *
horishana Ambl. Mats. I. Ent. Zeitschr. 23 (1909), p. 221.
horsa Thys. Gr.-Sm. Nov. Zool. 5, p. 104.
horsfieldi All. Mr. Cat. Lep. Mus. E. I. C. p. 19. *
horsfieldi Ambl. Pagst. Jahrb. Nassau. Yer. 43, p. 99.
horsfieldi Pith. Dist. Bhop. Malay, p. 210. *
huberta Bern. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zeitschr. 21 (1907), p.*144.
hiigeli Lyc. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1882, p. 244.
humboldti Pseud. H. H. Drc. A. M. N. H. (6) 13, p. 252.
husaina Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 28, p. 130.
hyacintina Cand. Semp. Journ. Mus. Godeff. Lep. 14, p. 162.
hylander Ambl. Gr.-Sm. Nov. Zool. 1, p. 582.
hylax Pith. F. Syst. Ent. (1775), p. 526.
liyllus Ger. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 818.
hyllus Lyc. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 870.
hymetus Thys. Fldr. Sitz.-Ber. Ak. Wiss. Wien 40, p. 459.
hypargyria Deud. Elw. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1892, p. 643. *
hypargyros Aph. Btlr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1886, p. 369. *
hypates Hyp. Hew. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1874, p, 351.
hyperesia Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden Mus. 2, p. 139.
hyphasis Lamp. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden Mus. 1, p. 142.
^hypocletus Hypoch. Obertli. Ann. Mus. C. Genova 15, p. 521.
f hypoinuta Ambl. Hew. Cat. Lyc. Br. Mus. p. 11. *

halmaturia Og. Tepper Com. Ins. S. Austr. 2, p. 12.
halyaetus Hup. Hew. Trans. Ent. Soc. 1874, p. 350.
hamada Tar. Drc. Cist. Ent. 1 (1875), p. 361.
hamatus Cast. Mr. Lep. Ceyl. 1, p. 84. *
liamid Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 16.
hamilcar Thys. Gr. Sm. A. M. N. H. (6) 14, p. 25.
liammon Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 28, p. 137.
hampsoni Log. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 10, p. 25.
hampsoni Meg. Mr. (M. S.) Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 857.
hampsoni Nac. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 54 (2), p. 118. *
hanno Thys. Sm. <fc Ky. A. M. N. H. (6) 14, p. 25.
hapalina Cat. Btlr. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1883, p. 148. *
haraldus Lyc. F. Mant. ins. 2, p. 82.
harterti Cand. Gr. Sm. Nov. Zool. 1, p. 579.
harterti Por. Doh. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 58 (2), p. 128.
havilandi Ambl. B.-Bak. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1896, p. 665. *
heathi Cand. Cox. Entom. 4, p. 402.
hebes Thys. H. H. Drc. A. M. N. H. (7) 13, p. 140.
hecalius Hyp. Misk. Proc. Linn. Soc. N.-S.-Wales (2) 3,
p. 1516. '
T'hrVK
Hetcr,
(Lz£e /?. l1c/P)
hegesander Lyc. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 71, p. 292.
ianthis Og. Loiver Proc. Linn. Soc. N.-S.-Wales 25, p. 52. *
iberia Og. Wat. & Ly. Butt. Austral, p. 120. *
hegesias Lyc. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 71, p. 289.
helena Sem. Rob. Cbl. Iris 1887, p. 197. *
icana Zeph. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1874, p. 575. *
helenita Cand. Semp. Journ. Mus. Godeff. Lep. 14, p. 162.
icatus Lyc. Rott. Naturf. 6 (1775), p. 21.
helga Thys. Gv. Sm. Nov. Zool. 5, p. 105.
icena Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden Mus. 2, p. 127.
icenus Cast. Fruhst. Tijdschr. Ent. 61, p. 30.
heliogabalus Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 28, p. 124 (elagabulus).
helius Ambl. Cr. Pap. Exot. Taf. 201.
icetas Cam. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 44. *
icilius Jalm. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 54.
hellada Lamp. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 165.
ictina Aph. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 939. *
hellenore Ambl. Doh. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 58 (2), p. 422. *
ictinus Jalm. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 54. *
hellotia Ever. Men. Cat. Hep. Mus. Petr. 2, p. 84.
hengis Thys. Sm. Bhop. Exot. 3, p. 47. *
I ictis Aph. Hew. 111. Di. Lep. p. 61. *
hera Cur. Fruhst. Perl. Ent. 45, p. 28.
idamis Lyc. Fruhst:Arch. f. Nat. 82 A (1), p. 23.
idina Tich. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 245.
heracleion Ger. Doh. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 60 (2), p. 36.
| idmo Og. Hew. Cat. Lyc. Br. Mus. p. 2. *
heraeon Ger. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 818.
herana Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 160.
| ignita Hyp. Leach Zool. Misc. 1, p. 136. * •
ijauensis Ambl. B.-Bak. Ent. Month. Mag. 33, p. 203.
hercules Ambl. Hew. Cat. Lyc. Br. Mus. p. 3. *
ilias Cand. Fldr. Sitz.-Ber. Ak. Wiss. Wien 40, p. 454.
herculina Ambl. Stgr. Exot. Schmett. p. 280.
illissus Cast. Fldr. Wien Ent. Mon. 3, p. 186.
herculius Taj. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 215.
illuensis Nac. Rob. Cbl. Iris 1886, p. 64. *
herdonius Hyp. Hew. Trans. Ent. Soc. 1874, p. 352.
illurgioides Taj. Nic. Butt. Ind. 3, p. 375. *
herdonius Jam. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A 6, p. 37.
illurg'is Taj. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. Suppl. p. 10. *
heria Pith. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 83 A (1), p. 84.
illustris Thys. Rob. Cbl. Iris 1886, p. 53. *
hermachus Lyc. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 71, p. 284.
imitata Marm. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1895, p. 617.
herinagoras Lyc. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 71, p. 284.
imperatrix Lyc. Btlr. A. M. N. H. (7) 5, p. 444.
hermeias Lyc. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 71, p. 298’.
iinperiosa Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 28, p. 132.
hermes Thys. Gr.-Sm. Nov. Zool. 1, p. 575.
improbus Ger. Drc. Proc Zool. Soc. Lond. 1896, p. 651. *
hermesianax Lyc. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 71, p. 300.
inari Catap. Wit. Annob. Zool. Jap. 1909, p. 326.
liermione Lyc. Fruhst. Soc. Entom. 20, p. 2.
indiea Ambl. Riley Spolia Ceyl. 12, p. 326.
hermogenes Gr.-Sm. Nov. Zool. 1, p. 548.
indiea Ziz. Murr. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1874, p. 525. *
hermonthis Lyc. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zeitschr. 23 (1909), p. 116.
indicus Iler. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zeitschr. 22 (1908), p. 46.
hermus Nac. Fldr. Sitz.-Ber. Ak. Wiss. Wien 40, p. 457.
indigeta Pith. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 83 A (1), p. 83.
herodianus Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 28, p. 126.
indosinica Cur. Fruhst. Stett* Ent. Z. 69, p. 49.
herodicus Jam. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 38.
indra Taj. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1883, p. 527.
herophilus Lyc. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 71, p. 293.
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indrasari Sinth. Snell. Tijdschr. Ent. 21, p. 26. *
infumata All. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 344.
infumata Hyp. Fruhst Iris 24, p. 56.
infumata Meg. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 344.
ingana Bap. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 255.
innocens Ger. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Bond. 1895, p. 560. *
inuotatus Cand. Misk. Ent. Month. Mag. 11, p. 165.
inopinata Thr. Btlr. A. M. N. H. (5) 12, p. 159.
inops Epim. Fldr. Wien. Ent. Mon. 4, p. 244.
inornata Ambl. Fldr. Wien. Ent. Mon. 1860, p. 396.
inous Jalm. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 54. *
intensa Cand. Btlr. A. M. N. H. (4) 18, p. 245.
interjecta Por. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 198.
intermedius Rap. Stgr. Exot. Schmett. p. 279.
intermedins Thys. Ebb. Iris 12, p. 239. *
interniplaga Ambl. Strand Arch. f. Nat. 78 A, p. 79.
interposita Tar. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 884.
interrupta Cast. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1883, p. 74. *
intricata All. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 344.
insularis Cur. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 69, p. 49.
insularis Lamp. Bob. Cbl. Iris 1886, p. 55. *
insulicola Lyc. Rothsch. Nov. Zool. 22, p. 388.
ion Ever. Leech Entom. 24, Suppl. p. 58.
iovis Pseud. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 899.
ipliis Og. Wat. & Ly. Butt. Austral, p. 117. *
iris Lyc. Stgr. Stett. Ent. Z. 1886, p. 207.
iriya Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 28, p. 128.
irmina Jac. Fruhst. Iris 16, p. 310.
irregularis Ambl. B.-Bak. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 17, p. 111.
irregularis Thys. Rbb. Iris 12, p. 238.
irroratus Ger. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1874, p. 106.
isabella Bind. Fldr. Sitz.-Ber. Ak. Wiss. Wien 40, p. 451.
isaeus Taj. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 44. *
isana Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden Mus. 2, p. 128.
iskander Marm. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 249.
ismarus Sith. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 226.
isokrates Deud. F. Ent. Syst. 3, p. 266.
isona Tar. Fruhst. Zeitz, GroB-Schmett. 9, p. 884.
ister Cam. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 43. *
istroidea Taj. Nic. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1887, p. 458. *
itlina Hyp. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. Suppl. p. 13. *
izabella Cur. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 45, p. 28.

jabadia Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 163.
jacchus Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 309.
jafra Chrys. Godt. Encycl. mbth. 9, p. 593.
jaffra Cher. Btlr. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1867, p. 34.
jalajala Taj. Fldr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2, p. 238. *
jalindra Ambl. Hsfd. Cat. Lep. Mus. E. I. C. p. 110.
jaloka Lyc. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1874, p. 573.
jalysus Taj. Fldr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2, p. 239.
jambia Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 10.
jangala Rem. Ilsfd. Cat. Lep. Mus. E. I. C. p. 113 .
janigena Lyc. Riley Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1922, p. 475. *
japonica Ambl. Murr. Ent. Month. Mag. 11, p. 167.
japonica Cur. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 69, p. 49.
jarbas Rap. F. Mant. Ins. 2, p. 68.
japyx Taj. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 45. *
jasoda Ner. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 57 (2), p. 280. *
javana Mah. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zeitschr. 22 (1908), p. 46.
javanica Log. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 10, is. 23.
javanica Por. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 202.
javanicus Eoox. Fruhst. Iris 16, p. 312.
javanus Aph. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 221.
javanus Lycst. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden Mus. 2, p. 97.
jehana Taj. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1883, p. 529. *
jedja Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden Mus. 2, p. 131.
johnsoniana Ira. Holl. Proc. Bost. Soc. 25, p. 73.
jolcana Hor. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 232.
joloana Marm. Stgr. (Fruhst.) Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 250.
jolona Cm. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 69, p. 52.
jopa Cur. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 69, p. 49.
jugurtha Lyc. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 71, p. 298.
Juliana Lamp. Feck. Not. Leyden Mus. 36, p. 250.
jusana Jac. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1895, p. 609. *
Juvenal Tar. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 893.
Jynteana Lyc. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1883, p. 69. *
kaiphas Cbil. Fruhst. Iris 29, p. 48.
liala Ever. Nic. Butt. Ind. 3, p. 139. *
kallias Deud. Fruhst. Soc. Ent. 23, p. 38.
kallikrates All. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 342.
kamerungae Cand. Waterh. Proc. Linn. Soc. N.-S.-Wales
1902, p. 650.

kandarpa Catap. Hsfd. Cat. Lep. Mus. E. I. S. p. 82.
kankena Lamp. Fldr. Verb, zool.-bot. Ges. Wien 1862, p. 481.
karpaia Thys. Drc. & B.-B. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1893,
p. 540. *

karsandra Ziz. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1865, p. 505. *
kartophilus Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 28, p. 127.
kasyapa Chrys. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1865, p. 506. *
kava Jam. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1892, p. 443. *
keiria Nac. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1891, p. 362. *
kerriana Nac. Dist. A. M. N. H. (5) 17, p. 253.
kessuma Rap. Hsfd. Cat. Lep. Mus. E. I. C. p. 89.
khamti Ambl. Doh. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 60 (2), p. 32. *
khasia Zeph. Nic. Butt. Ind. 3, p. 301.
khurdanus Aph. Mr. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 53 (2), p. 26.
kiana Iler. Gr.-Sm. A. M. N. H. (6) 3, p. 317.
kina Chli Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. Suppl. p. 13. *
kinkurka Lamp. Fldr. Verb, zool.-bot. Ges. Wien 1862,
_p. 481.

kiritana Cur. Doh. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 60, p. 179.
kiriwini Ambl. B.-Bak. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 17, p. 38. *
kohymensis Iler. Tytl. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 21, p. 508. *
koliopona Nac. Rbb. Iris 12, p. 232. *
kondulana Lamp. Fldr. Verh. zool.-bot. Ges. Wien 1862.
p. 484.

korene Nac. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1891, p. 361. *
korion Thys. Drc. & B.-B. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1893, p. 547.
kruera Thys. H. H. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1891, p. 364. *
kiilmi Ambl. Rob. Cbl. Iris 1887, p. 200. *
kiihni Lyc. Rob. Cbl. Iris 1886, p. 50. *
kiilmi Taj. Rob. Cbl. Iris 1887, p. 195. *
kupu Nac. Kheil, Rbop. Nias, p. 29. *
kurandae Cand. Waterh. Proc. Linn. Soc. N.-S.-Wales 1902,
p. 651.
kurzi Ambl. Dist. Rhop. Malay, p. 268. *

labradus Ziz. Godt. Enc. mbth. 9, p. 680.
labranda Lyc. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 83 A (1), p. 37.
labuana Ambl. B.-Bak. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1896, p. 667. *
lacteata Lamp. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 10, p. 36. *
lacturnus Ever. Godt. Encycl. mdtb. 9, p. 660.
ladonides Lyc. de VOrza Lep. Jap. p. 20.
la bond us Log. Kheil. Rhop. Nias p. 27. *
lainia Rap. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1895, p. 624. *
laius Cbil. Cr. Pap. Exot. 4, p. 62. *
Iambi Lycps. Dist. A. M. N. H. (5) 10, p. 245.
lamia Cand. Gr.-Sm. A. M. N. II. (6) 19, p. 179.
lampros Thys. H. H. Drc. A. M. N. H. (9) 19, p. 16.
lamprosides Thys. Gr.-Sm. Nov. Zool. 5, p. 105.^
lanka Lyc. Mr. A. M. N. II. (4) 20, p. 342.
lankana Rap. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1879, p. 141.
lapithis Ara. Mr. Cat. Lep. Mus. E. I. C. p. 48.
latilimbata Iler. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zeitschr. 22 (1908), p. 46.
latimarginata Ambl. Strand Arch. f. Nat. 78 A, p. 78.
latiinargo Sur. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1883, p. 523. *
latimargus Lamp. Snell. Tijdschr. Ent. 21, p. 19. *
latipicta Aph. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 217.
latlpicta Cur. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 69, p. 49.
latipictus Eoox. Fruhst. Iris 16, p. 311.
laura Nac. Doh. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 60, p. 182. *
laurina Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel Leyden Mus. 2, p. 135.
lavendularis Lyc. Mr. A. M. N. H. (4) 20,- p. 341.
lazarena Ira Fldr. Wien. Ent. Mon. 6, p. 293.
lazularia Aph. Mr. Lep. Ceyl. 1, p. 107. *
lazulina Rap. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1879, p. 140.
learchus Ger. Fldr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2, p. 285. *
leela Lyc. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1883, p. 66.
lefevrei Hor. Fldr. Wien. Ent. Mon. 6, p. 291.
lehanus Lyc. Mr. A. M. N. II. (5) 1, p. 230.
leiothrix Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 26.
leitus All. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 811.
leminius Lox. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 222.
lenaia All. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 370.
leo Ambl. Drc. A. M. N. II. (6) 14, p. 254.
Ieokrates Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 28, p. 126.
leogoron All. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 811.
leoninus Cast. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 888.
leos All. Drc.
loos Ger. Guer. Voy. Coq. T. 18. 6
leptines Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 158.
lessina Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden Mus. 2, p. 119.
letka Zeph. Wats. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 10, p. 664.
levasa Lamp. Moult. Journ. Straits As. Soc. 60, p. 110
(laiuasa).
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levetti Lyc. Btlr. A. M. N. H. (5) 11, p. 111.
libna Por. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. Suppl. p. 15. *
licates Lvcst. Hew. Trans. Bnt. Soc. Lond. 1874, p. 350.
licinius Thr. F. Ent. Syst. 3 (1), p. 197.
ligamenta Nac. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1891, p. 361. *
lila Cam. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1883, p. 529. *
lilacea Lyc. Hps. Proc. Nilgiri N. H. S. 1887, p. 14.
lilacinus Aph. Mr. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 53 (2), p. 28.
limbatus Lyc. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1879, p. 139.
limbura Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden Mus. 2, p. 112.
limes Lamp. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1895, p. 581. *
lineata Nac. Murr. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1874, p. 524.
lingga Lyc. Moult. Journ. Straits Asiat. Soc. 60, p. 96. *
liris Sur. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 110. *
lisiades Marm. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 248.
lisias Marm. F. Mant. Ins. 2, p. 65.
lisides Suasa Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 32. *
lithargyria Cat. Mr. A. M. N. H. (4) 20, p. 340.
litliochroa Jalm. Waterh. Proc. Linn. Soc. N.-S.-Wales 1903,
p. 258.

littoralis Deud. J.& T. Trans. Ent.. Soc.-_Land._19I3, p. 83.
lituria Rap. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 255.
livens Der. Dist. A. M. N. H. (5) 17, p. 252.
livescens Der. Fruhst. Ent. Nachr. 23, ,p. 62.
liviana Ticli. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 245.
lividus Lamp. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1895, p. 584. *
livius Hyp. F. Ent. Syst. 3 (1), p. 315.
lobelia Jam. Btlr. A. M. N. H. (5) 13, p.347.
loewii Lyc. Zell. Isis 1847, p. 9.
loliita Aph. Hsfd. Cat. Lep. Mus. E. I. C. p. 106.
lombokensis Lyc. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 82 A (1), p. 16.
lombokiana Rap. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 254.
lombokianus Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 309.
longeana G-er. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 1898, p. 141.
longinus Taj. F. Ent. Syst. 5, p. 430.
lorquinii Pseud. Fldr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2, p. 239. *
lowi Dac. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1895, p. 596. *
loxias Deud. Hew. 111. Di. Lep. p. 19. *£3
luca Log. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. ^k(2), p. 28. *
lucanus Luc. F. Ent. Syst. 3 (1), p. 322. d
lucianus Lamp. Bob. Cbl. Iris 1886, p. 54. *
lucida Cam. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1895, p. 596. *
lucide Lamp. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 63, p. 33. *
lucifer Pith. Bob. Cbl. Iris 1886, p. 61. *
lucifuga Cur. Fruhst. Soc. Ent. 24, p. 121.
lucrosa Taj. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 271.
luculentus Taj. Leech, Entom. 23, p. 38.
lugine Lamp. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1895, p. 577. *
lugra Lyc. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1895, p. 573.
lunatus Lamp. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 12, p. 145. *
lumilifera Aph. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1879, p. 140.
lutea Nac. Martin, N.-O.-Sumatra 1, p. 1.
lycaenaria Ambl. Fldr. Wien. Ent. Mon. 1860, p. 396.
lyeaenina Lycst. Fldr. Verh. zool.-hot. Gres. Wien 1868, p. 281.
lycaenoides Lycst. Fldr. Sitz.-Ber. Ak. Wiss. Wien 40, p. 454.
lycambes Lycst. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 220. *
lyce Lyc. Gr.-Sm. Nov. Zool. 2, p. 506.
lyclxorida Lyc. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 875.
lycoreia Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden Mus. 2, p. 115.
lydanus Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 7.
lydia Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden Mus. 2, p. 136.
lygia Thys. Gr.-Sm. A. M. N. H. (6) 20, p. 516.
lysa Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden Mus. 2, p. 109,
lvsimon Ziz. Hbn. Europ. Schmett. 1, T. 105. *
lysippus Ira. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zeitschr. 21 (1907), p. 156.
lysizone Ziz. Snell. Tijdschr. Ent. 19, p. 152. *

maeanita Taj. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 210.
macassariensis All. Holl. Proc. Bost. Soc. 25, p. 70. *
mackwoodi Ambl. Biley Spol. Zeylan. 12, p. 325.
macleayi Thys. Semp. Journ. Mus. Godeff. Lep. 14, p. 155.
macrophtalina Nac .Fldr. Yer. zool.-bot. Ges. Wien 1862, p. 483.
maculata Rap. Seitz, Seitz, Macrolep. 1, p. 259 *.
maculata Taj. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 47. *
madara Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 28.
madaura Suasa Fruhst. Beid. Ent. Z. 56, p. 230.
madytus Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 159.
maecenas Ira. F. Ent. Syst. 3 (1), p. 271.
maenala Hor. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. Suppl. p. 7. *
magaris All. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 370.
magna Og. B.-Balc. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1905, p. 280.
mahanetra Dar. Doh. Butt. Ind. 3, p. 59.
mahara Lox. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 221.
maitus All. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 10, p. 21.
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majestatis Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 163.
major All. Fldr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2, p. 286. *
major Catap. Drc.
major Liph. Bothsch. Nov. Zool. 5, p. 97.
major Nac. Bothsch. Nov. Zool. 22, p. 139.
makines Taj. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 219.
makrikii Wg. Bbb. Iris 13, p. 336. *
malaccana Lamp. Bob. Cbl. Iris 1886, p. 57. *
malaguna Lamp. Bbb. Iris 12, p. 228.
inalaya Meg. Hsfd. Cat. Lep. Mus. E. I. C. p. 70.
malayica Ambl. B.-Balc. Trans. Zool. Soc. 17, p. 71. *
malayica1 Cur. Fldr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2, p. 221. *
malayica Log. Dist. Rhop. Malay, p. 208.
malcolmi Taj. Bil°y & God. Entom. 58, p. 142.
malika Sinth. Hsfd. Cat. Lep. Mus. E. I. C. p. 90.
mallicollo Nac. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1892, p. 439. *
mallus Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 310.
mamertina Taj. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 2. *
mandara Zeph. Doh. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 55 (2), p. 130.
mandarina Taj. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 28. *
mandli Deud. J. & T. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1916, p. 77 *
(mandei).

manea Rap. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 23. *
maneia Dr. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 29. *
mangolicus Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins. Biol. 9, p. 245.
mangolina Ira. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 272.
mani Chrys. Fered. Trans. N. Zeald. Inst. 9, p. 462.
maniana Nac. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1891, p. 361. *
manias Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 7.
manilius Lox. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 272.
manilia Por. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. p. 200.
manluela Cast. Fldr. Verh. zool.-bot. Ges. Wien 1862, p. 184.
manokwariensis Lycps. Joic. Trans. Ent. Soc. Loud. 1915,
p.372. *

manovus Cast. Fruhst. Tijdschr. Ent. 61, p. 34.
manto Thys. Sm. & Ky. Rhop. Exot. 2, p. 42. *
mantra Taj. Fldr. Wien. Ent. Mon. 4, p. 396.
manyclius All. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 342.
marcia Niph. Fawc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1904, p. 139. *
marciana Tham. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 34. *
margala Sinth. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 228.
margarelon Lycps. Frulist. Seitz, GroJ3-Schmett. 9, p. 866.
margarita Cand. Semp. Journ. Mus. Godeff. Lep. 14, p. 161.
marginata Cand. Gr.-Sm. Nov. Zool. 1, p. 579.
marginata Lamp. Martin, N.O.-Sumatra 2, p. 9.
marginata Lyc. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 52, p. 76. *
maria Cand. B.-Balc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1908, p. 120.
mariaba Taj. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. Suppl. p. 2. *
mariae Pith. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng.
p. 30. * A
marmorata Log. Mr. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 53, p. 22.
maroneia Taj. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 212.
martina Tlir. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. Suppl. p. 3. *
martini Lyc. Fruhst. Seitz, GroB-Schmett. 9, p. 870.
martinus All. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 371.
masana Log. Fruhst. Seitz, GroB-Schmett. 9, p. 808.
masinissa Lyc. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 71, p. 299.
massalia Log. Doh. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 60 (2), p. 37.
massyla Mota Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. Suppl. p. 7. *
mastanabal Sith. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 226.
masu Lamp. Doh. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1891, p. 184. *
matanga Lyc. Chapm. Trans. Ent. Soc. 1911, p. 185. *
mathewi Luc. Misk. Proc. Linn. Soc. N.-S.-Wales (2) 5, p. 38.
matiana Chli. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 231.
matienus Lox. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 222.
matsumurae Her. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zeitschr. 22 (1908), p. 46.
niavisa Lyc. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 82 A (1), p. 8.
mavortia Dr. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. Suppl. p. 3. *
maxentius Taj. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 211.
maximinianus Zelt. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 242.
maximus Aph. Elw. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1892, p. 637. *
maximus Ger. Holl. Proc. Boston Soc. 25, p. 68. *
meander Ambl. Bsd. Yoy. Astrolabe p. 76.
meduana Eoox. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. Suppl. p. 4. *
medullia Marm. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 250.
rneeki Cand. B.-Bak. A. M. N. H. (7) 17, p. 101.
meeki Deud. Bothsch. A. M. N. H. (8) 8, p. 233.
meeki Hyp. B. &. J. Nov. Zool. 12, p. 464.
meeki Og. Bothsch. Nov. Zool. 7, p. 274. *
megabates Sith. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 226.
megakles Deud. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 266.
megalesia Neoch. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 246.
megaris Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 245.
megdora Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 28.
megistia Taj. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. Suppl. p. 5. *
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meilieliius Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 18.
meiranganus Nac. Rob. Cbl. Iris 1886, p. 65. *
melaena Lyc. Doh. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 58, p. 434. *
raelaenoides Lyc. Tytl. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 24, p. 121.
melampus Bap. Cr. Pap. Exot. T. 362. *
melanion Ger. Fldr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2. p. 284. *
melastigma Taj. Nic. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1887, p. 460. *
melera Hor. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 983.
inelida Bap. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 257.
melisa Bid. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. Suppl. p. 6. *
melinmos Thys. Drc. & B.-Bak. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1893,
p. 514. *

munychia Log. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 10, p. 24.
musina Lyc. Snell. Tijdschr. Ent. 35, p. 145.
musinoides Lyc. Swli. Lep. ind 7, p. 205. *
muta Ambl. Hew. Cat. Lyc. Br. 3Ius. p. 11. *
mygdonia Lyc. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 82 A (1), p. 26.
myla Lycps. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zeitschr. 23 (1909), p. 116.
myosotina Catap. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 234.
myriandus All. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 368.
myrmecopliila Pseud. Waterh. Victor. Natural. 1913, p. 156. *
myrmecus Thr. Fruhst. Seitz, JIacrolep. 9, p. 992. *
myrsilius Ja.lm. Dbl. & Hew. Gen. Di. Lep. T. 75. *
myrtale Ambl. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 126. *
myrtha Ambl. Stgr*. Iris 2, p. 127.
myrzala Ambl. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 14 c. *

menaiclnis Rap. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 263.
mendesia Tar. Fruhst. Tijdschr. Ent. 61, p. 23.
menesicles Deud. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 265.
menestratus Cur. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 69, p. 49.
nabo Nac. Fruhst. Zool. 3Ieddel. Leyden 2, p. 109.
nabonassar Jam. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 36.
mentawiea Lamp. Hagen Abb. Senckenbg. Mus. 20, p. 337.
mesambria Taj. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 212.
nacandra Cam. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 207.
mesandius Deud. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 266.
j nada Log. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 1914, p. 24.
meraha Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden Mus. 2, p. 117. I nada Rap. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 259.
merguia Chli. Doh. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 58 (2), 13.427. *
naenia Bid. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 33. *
merguiana Nac. Mr. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 53, p. 23.
najara Lyc. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 71, p. 287.
nakula Ambl. Fldr. Wien. Ent. 3Ion. 4, p. 395.
meridionalis Og. B.-Bak. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1905, p. 286.
namoa Neoch. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 63, p. 41. *
meronus Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 245.
metallica Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 13.
namusa Bid. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 33. *
metallica Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden Mus. 2, p. 110.
nanda Nac. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 10, p. 34. *
metamuta Ambl. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 13.
narada IJorsf. Hsfd. Cat. Lep. 3Ius. E. I. C. p. 98.
metasuja Jac. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1895, p. 609. *
naradoides Horsf. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1879, p. 141.
inethara Cam. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 206.
narcissus Hyp. F. Syst. Ent. p. 524.
metilia Pseud. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zeitschr. 2 (1908), p. 114.
narsares All. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 370.
metrovius Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 308.
nasaka Sinth. Hsfd. Cat. Lep. 3Ius. E. I. C. p. 91.
mezetulus Bap. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 261.
natuna Tham. Fruhst., Iris 17, p. 148.
inicale Ambl. Blch. Voy. Pole Sud p. 399. *
natunensis Ger. v. Feck.
inicans Rap. Brem. Schmett. N. China p. 9.
naukides Por. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 199.
micea Sith. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. Supp. p. 6. *
nausiphanes Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 22.
milionia Euaspa Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. Suppl. p. 5.
nava Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 28, p. 131.
milo Pseud. Gr.-Sm. A. M. N. H. (6) 18, p. 155.
nava Jam. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 902.
milvius Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 309.
nazyra Lyc. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1865, p. 504. *
mima Par. J.&r T. A. M. N. IT. (8) 17, p. 81. *
neaethus Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 15.
mimica Chli. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1895, p. 605. *
neaira Nac. Fruhst. Zool. 3!eddel. Leyden 3!us. 2, p. 114.
minara Bid. 'Heiv.
nearcha Lyc. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 82 A (1), p. 38.
mindanaensis Hyp. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 271.
nebenius Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 28, p. 131.
mindanensis Ambl. B.-Bak. Trans. Zool. Soc. 17, p. 62.
nebulosa Nac. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1892, p. 440. *
mindarus Cast. Fldr. Reise Novara, Sep. 2, p. 268. *
nebulosa Lyc. Leech, Entom. 23, p. 43.
mindora Chil. Fldr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2, p. 277. *
nedda Lyc. Sm. Nov. Zool. 1, p. 572.
mindoranus Hyp. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 238.
nedymond Sith. Cr. Pap. Exot. 4, p. 19. *
rainetta Ambl. Btlr. A. M. N. H. (5) 10, p. 152.
negrita Aph. Fldr. Verh. zool.-bot. Ges. Wien 12, p. 487.
mingawa Taj. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 174.
nehalemia Log. Fruhst. Zool. 3Ieddel. Leyden 3!us. 2, p. 134.
ininiata Tliam. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1878, p. 834. *
nemana Nac. Fruhst. Zool. 31eddel. Leyden 2, p. 134.
minima Cur. Dist. & Foyer A. M. N. H. (5) 19, p. 265.
nemana Rap. Semp. Schmett. Philipp, p. 223.
minja Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden Mus. 2, p. 109.
nemea Lamp. Fldr. Sitz.-Ber. Ak. Wiss. Wien 40, p. 456.
minor Lamp. Rothsch. Rep. Br. Orn. II. E. 2 (15), p. 28.
nemopliila Lamp. Btlr. A. M. N. H. (4) 18, p. 245.
inintlie Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 22.
neodilecta Lyc. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 82 A (1), p. 15.
minturna Cam. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 207.
neon Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden Mus. 2, p. 131.
mirabella Ambl. Doh. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 58, p. 420.
neopommerana Deud. Rhb. Iris 12, p. 249. *
miraculum Wg. Drc. & B.-B. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1893,
nerine Ger. Sm. & Ky. Rhop. Exot. Or. Lyc. p. 54. *
p. 552. *

minis All. v. Feck. Not. Leyden Mus. 36, p. 247.
miskini Hyp. Waterh. Proc. Linn. Soc. N.-S.-Wales 1903,
p. 164. *

miya Lycst. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden Mus. 2, p. 101.
mneia Cand. H. H. Drc. A. 31. N. H. (6) 19, p. 15.
modesta Lycst. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 104.
moelleri Ambl. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 52 (2), p. 80. *
moeros Pith. Stgr. Exot. Schmett. p. 271. *
moira Cand. Sm. & Ky. Rhop. Exot. Or. Lyc. 18, p. 14. *
molionides All. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 368.
monacha Meg. Gr.-Sm. Nov. Zool. 1, p. 571.
monrosi Cast. Semp. Schmett. Philipp, p. 187. *
moolaina Ambl. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1878, p. 835.
moorei All. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1895, p. 562. *
moorei Ambl. B.-Bak. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1896, p. 669. *
moorei Bind. Fruhst. Iris 18, p. 151.
moorei Herd. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 58. *
moorei 3Iarm. Dist. A. 31. N. H. (5) 10, p. 246.
mora Ziz. Swh. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1884, p. 506. *
morphina Ambl. Dist. A. 31. N. H. (5) 14, p. 201.
morphoides Jam. Btlr. A. M. N. H. (5) 13, p. 347.
moulmeina Hor. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1883, p. 525.
moultoni Lyc. Chapm. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1911, p. 184. *
moutoni Hyp. Rhb. Iris 12, p. 220.
mudra Rem. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zeitschr. 21 (1907), p. 144.
multieaudata Thad. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1878, p. 836.
multistrigatus All. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 55, p. 253.

neritos Sur. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zeitscln'. 21 (1907), p. 150.
nesarckus Deud. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 266.
nesophila Cur. Fldr. Wien. Ent. Mon. 6, p. 289.
neurapacuna Cand. B.-Bak. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1908, p. 121. *
ni Nac. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 14, p. 247. *
niasana Catap. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 235.
niasanus Cast. Swh. Lep. Ind. 7, p. 249.
niasica Cur. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 45, p. 28.
niasica Marin. Rob. Cbl. Iris 1886, p. 68. *
niasicola Sinth. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 229.
niasicus Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 307.
niasina Por. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 1898, p. 266.
niceratus All. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 368.
^
(jfta Kl H •
nicevillei A*nbh B.-Bak.
to! 1 i^!
nicevillei Bid. Doh. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 58 (2), p.M25 *.
nicholsi All. Moult. Journ. Straits Asiat. Soc. 60, p. 83.
nicobaricus Jam. Nic. Butt. Ind. 3, p. 158. *
nicobaricus Lamp. W.-Mas. & Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng.
50, p. 234.
nicola Catap. Swh. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1S85, p. 132.
nigella Taj. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 211.
nigerrimus Lyc. Moult. Journ. Straits Asiat. Soc. 60, p. 96.
nigra Meg. Misk. Proc. Linn. Soc. N.-S.-Wales (2) 5, p. 36.
nigritia Por. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 198.
nigritus All. Semp. Schmett. Philipp, p. 164. *
nigropunctata Cand. B.-Bak. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 190S,
p. 120. *
liihana Pith. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1878, p. 702.
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nila Her. Dist. Rhop. Malay, p. 462. *
nila Jam. Hsfd. Cat. Lep. Mus. E. I. C. p. 78.
nilana Jam. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 36.
nileia Ira. Fruhst. Iris 17, p. 149.
nilgirica Hyp. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1883, p. 527. *
nineyanus Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 10, p. 60.
ninoda Dr. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1896, p. 680. *
nipalicus Aph. Mr. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 53. (2), p. 27.
nisanea Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 14.
nisias Cur. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 69, p. 49.
nisibis Neoch. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. LI. Soc. 9, p. 316. *
nissa Rap. Roll. Hiigei’s Kaschmir, p. 412. *
nitens Cand. Gr.-Sm. Nov. Zool. 5, p. 107.
nivalis All. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1873, p. 348.
nivata Tar. Fruhst. Tijdschr. Ent. 61, p. 24.
nivea Neom. God. Salv. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1878, p. 640. *
noachis Rap. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 1002. *
nobilior Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 165.
nobilis Ambl. Fldr. Sitz.-Ber. Ak. Wiss. Wien 40, p. 453.
noctula Hyp. Stgr. Exot. Schmett. p. 283. *
nola Marm. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 250.
noliteia Cast. Fruhst. Tijdschr. Ent. 61, p. 37.
nora Nac. Fldr. Sitz.-Ber. Ak. Wiss. Wien 40, p. 458.
noreia Nac. Fldr. Verh. zool.-hot. Ges. Wien 1868, p. 282.
notanda Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 160 (recte natanda).
novae hollandiae Ziz. Fldr. Verh. zool.-bot. Ges. Wien 12,
p. 490.
nubilus Aph. Mr. Lep. Ceyl. 3, p. 530. *
nubilus Spal. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1883, p. 522.
numa Hyp. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 240.
numana Lox. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 223.
nycula Lyc. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1865, p. 503. *
nymphis Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 307.
nyseus Tal. Guer. Deless. voy. Ind. p. 78. *
oberthiiri Ambl. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 132.
obiana Psdn. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zeitschr. 2 (1908), p. 114.
obscura All. Rob. Iris 1885, p. 532. *
obscura Log. Rob. Cbl. Iris 1886, p. 56. *
obscurata Sinth. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 228.
obsoleta Cur. Fldr. Wien. Ent. Mon. 6, p. 289.
ocerta Rap. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 254.
ochracea Cher. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1895, p. 610.
ocrida Ambl. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 14 b. *
odata Chaet. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 66. *
odon Cast. Fruhst. Tijdschr. Ent. 61, p. 35.
odon Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyd. Mus. 2, p. 114.
odosia Rap. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 257.
oeeta Ambl. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 7, p. 333. *
oenea Ambl. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 14 e. *
oenotria Ambl. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 14 d. *
oghatinna Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 28, p. 308.
oichalia Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 308.
oinopion Pith. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 83 A (1), p. 81.
olane Og. Hew. Cat. Lyc. Br. Mus. p. 2. *
oleta Ambl. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 7, p. 333. *
olinda Ambl. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1873, p. 354. *
olivia Rap. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1895, p. 622. *
omphisa Lyc. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1874, p. 573. *
onetor Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 161.
onoma Niph. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 83 A (1), p. 72.
onycha Nac. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 56. *
onyckina Hor. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 113.
onyx Llor. Mr. Cat. Lep. Mus. E. I. C. p. 30.
onyxitis Hor. Fruhst. Iris 28, p. 34.
opalina Ambl. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1883, p. 531. *
optimus Lamp. Rob. Cbl. Iris 1886, p. 56. *
orbitulus Lyc. Esp. Schmett. 1, T. 112. *
oreana Lyc. Swh. Lep. ind. 7, p. 206. *
oreas Lyc. Leech, Butt. China p. 321. *
orestes Lamp. Rob. Cbl. Iris 1886, p. 58. *
orientalis Meg. J. & T. Trans. Ent. Soc. 1916, p. 75. *
origenes Bind. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 245.
orissana Aph. Mr. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 53 (2), p. 27.
orissica Lycst. Mr. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 53 (2), p. 23.
orla Horsf. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zeitschr. 21 (1907), p. 150.
ornata Th. Leech, Entom. 23, p. 40.
oroetes Og. Hew. Cat. Lyc. Br. Mus. p. 3. *
orpheus Cher. Fldr. Wien. Ent. Mon. 6, p. 292.
orseis Rap. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 23. *
orsiphantes Hyp. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 239.
orsolina Rem. Heio. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 38. *
osias Lamp. Rob. Cbl. Iris 1886, p. 56. *
oskewa Pith. Moult. Journ. Straits Asiat. Soc. 60, p. 90.
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osma Hor. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 233.
otanes Og. Fldr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2, p. 217. *
othona Chli. Hew. 111. Di. Lep. p. 50. *
otis Ziz. F. Mant. Ins. 2, p. 73.
ottobonus Ever Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 921.
ottonis Lyc. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 71, p. 287.
ottonus Ira. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zeitschr. 21 (1907), p. 156.
ovianus Lyc. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 82 A (1), p. 13.
ovomaculata Ambl. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. Suppl. p. 22. *
owgarra Cand. B.-Balc. A. M. N. H. (7) 17, p. 100.
owgarra Lyc. B.-Bak. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1908, p. 116.
oxylus Ger. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 818.
ozea Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 18.
pactolides Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Meddel. Leyden Mus. 2, p. 115.
pactolus Nac. Fldr. Sitz.-Ber. Ak. Wiss. Wien 40, p. 456.
padus Ambl. Fldr. Reise Novara Lep. 2, p. 230.
paetus All. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. II. Soc. 9, p. 269. *
pagenstecheri Hyp. Rbb. Iris 12, p. 223.
pagenstecheri Pseud. Rbb. Iris 12, p. 242. *
paianius Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins. Biol. 9, p. 309.
palamera Rap. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 257.
palawana Log. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 10, p. 23.
palawandra Taj. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 106.
palawanica Cur. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 121.
palawanus Ambl. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 130.
paliassa Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 9.
palilia Por. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 199.
pallaxopas Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 307.
pallidior Sinth. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 228.
palmyra Nac. Fldr. Sitz.-Ber. Ak. Wiss. Wien. 40, p. 458.
palowna Sur. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 131.
palpatoris Chli. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 176.
paluana Eoox. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 107.
pamela Nac. Gr.-Sm. Nov. Zool. 2, p. 508.
panhsus All. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 10, p. 22.
panasa Aph. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 219.
pandava Cat. Hsfd. Cat. Lep. Mus. E. I. C. p. 84.
pandara Ira. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zeitschr. 21 (1907), p. 156.
pandu Ger. Hsfd. Cat. Lep. Mius. E. I. C. T. 2. *
panormls All. JElw. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1892, p. 619. *
panowa Cher. Fruhst. Iris 27,' p. 175.
paracatius Lyc. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 82 A (1), p. 15.
paradilecta Lyc. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 82 A (1), p. 16.
paraffinis Lycst. Fruhst. Zool. Medd. Leyden Mus. 2, p. 98.
paraganesa Ambl. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 51 (2), p. 63.
parakasa Lyc. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 862.
paralectus Lamp. Sm. &. Ky. Rhop. exot. Or. Lyc. 3, p. 7. *
paramuta Ambl. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 52 (2), p. 81. *
parapus All. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 343.
parasaturata Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 8. *
parazebra Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 5.
parrhasius Ever. F. Ent. Syst. 3, p. 289.
parva Hyp. Moult. Journ. Straits Asiat. Soc. 60, p. 164.
parvipuncta Hyp. Rothsch. Br. Orn. U. E. 2 (15), p. 27.
paulanensis Jam. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 38.
paullus Hor. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 232.
pavana Chrys. Roll. Hugel’s Kaschmir 4 (2), p. 416. *
pavana Nac. Hsfd. Cat. Lep. Mus. E. I. C. p. 77.
pavo Zepli. Nic. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1887, p. 460. *
pavonica Por. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 10, p. 28. *
pediada Por. Ent. Month. Mag. 1877, p. 223.
pegobates Lycst. Holl. Nov. Zool. 7, p. 71.
peguanus Aph. Mr. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 53 (2), p. 26,
pelides Lyc. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 71, p. 300.
pellax Lyc. Fruhst. Stett. Ent, Z. 71, p. 292.
pellecebra Lyc. Fruhst. Stett, Ent, Z. 71, p. 296.
pellonia Lyc. Fruhst. Stett, Ent, Z. 71, p. 301.
pellonia Por. Dist. A. M. N. H. (5) 19, p. 265.
penicilligera Dac. Nic. Butt, Ind. 3,,p. 337. *
pentheus Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins. Biol. 9, p. 245.
peregrinus Sinth. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 111.
peri Thys. Gr.-Sm. Nov. Zool. 1, p. 590.
periculosa Neom. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 136.
peridesma Pith. Oberth.
perimuta Ambl. Mr. Cat. Lep. Mus. E. I. C. p. 42.
periphorbas Hyp. Btlr. A. M. N. H. (5) 10, p. 152.
perissa Ambl. Doll. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 58 (2), p. 419. *
perlucidus Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 243.
permagna Hor. Fruhst. Berl. Ent, Z. 56, p. 233.
permagnus All. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 344.
perpheres Thys. Drc. A1 B.-B» Proc. Zool. Soc. 1893, p. 544. *
perrhaebis Ara, Semp. Schmett, Philipp, p. 21. *
' perse Deud. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 18. *
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perusia Xac. Fldr. Sitz.-Ber. At. Wiss. Wien 40, p. 458.
petosiris Rop. Heic. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 22. *
petrella Tham. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 986. *
petronius Ger. Dist. A. M. X. H. (5) 19, p. 266.
phaedra Rem. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zeitschr. 21 (1907), p. 144.
phaenops Ambl. Fldr. Reise Xovara Lep. 2, p. 227. *
pliaidon Jam. Fruh-st. Arch. f. Xat. 81 A (6), p. 37.
pliakos Por. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1895, p. 566.
phalaerus Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 156.
phalakron Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 28, p. 128.
pkalena Por. Heic. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1874, p. 344.
phalia Por. Heiv. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1874, p. 345.
phaliga Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Xat. 81 A (6), p. 11.
phallike Por. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1895, p. 567. *
phama Por. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1895, p. 568. *
phareas Jam. Fruhst. Arch. f. Xat. 81 A (6), p. 36.
pliare Por. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1895, p. 567. *
pliaris Lyc. Fence. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1904 (2), p. 138. *
pharnus Spal. Fldr. Sitz.-Ber. At. Wiss. Wien 40, p. 460.
pharyge Por. Hew. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1874, p. 345.
pkaseli Jam. Math. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1889, p. 312.
pliataea Chli. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 176.
phemis Chli. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1895, p. 565.
pheretes Lyc. Hbn. Eur. Schmett. 1, p. 45.
pheretia Por. Heic. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1874, p. 346.
pheretima Rap. Heic. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 21. *
philander Ambl. Fldr. Reise Xovara, Lep. 2, p. 226. *
philatus Lamp. Snell. Tijdschr. Ent. 21, p. 21. *
philebus Lyc. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 929.
philetas Lycst. Fruhst. Zool. Medd. Leyden 2, p. 102.
philiata Xac. Fruhst. Zool. Medd. Leyden 2, p. 119.
philippensis Rap. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 254.
philippina Hyp. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 103.
philippina Lyc. Semp. Schmett. Philipp, p. 168. *
philippus Ger. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 92. *
philo Lycst. Hpjfr. Stett. Ent. Z. 1874, p. 27.
philopator Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 10, p. 59.
philostratus Thys. Fldr. Reise Xovara, Lep. 2, p. 264. *
philota Por. Heic. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1874, p. 346.
pliilota Cand. Fldr. Sitz.-Ber. At. Wiss. Wien 40, p. 454.
philura Por. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1895, p. 569. *
phlaeas Chrys. L. Fauna Suecica p. 285.
phocas Bind. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 114.
phocides Bind. F. Ent. Syst. 3, p. 282.
phoebe Ziz. Murr. Ent. Month. Mag. 10, p. 107.
phoenicoparyphus Iler. Holt. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 986. *
phoenix Pith. Rob. Cbl. Iris 1886, p. 61. *
pholes Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Xat. 81 A (6), p. 32.
phorbas Hyp. F. Ent. Syst. 3, p. 277.
phormedon Por. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1895, p. 566. *
phosis Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Xat. 81 A (6), p. 34.
phraatiea Por. Heic. Ill. Di. Lop. p. 214. *
phranga Rap. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 22. *
phraugida Rap. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 259.
phrosa Thys. G.-Sm. Xov. Zool. 4, p. 313.
phryxus Ambl. Bsd. Voy. Astrolabe, Lep. p. 75.
phuste Lyc. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1895, p. 573. *
pictor Hyp. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 240.
piepersi Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Xat. 81 A (6), p. 13.
piepersi Thys. Snell. Tijdschr. Ent. 21, p. 16. *
pigres Hyp. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 238.
pilumna Epim. H. H. Drc. A. M. X. H. (6) 13, p. 253.
pindus Thys. Fldr. Reise Xovara, Lep. 2, p. 267. *
pirama Ambl. Mr. Lep. Ceyl. 1, p. 116. *
pirithous Ambl. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1883, p. 531.
pisatis Taj. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 213.
pita Yas. Hsfd. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 26. *
pitane Yas. Nic. Journ. Bomb. X. H. Soc. 8, p. 50. *
placida Lyc. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1883, p. 68. *
placidina Lyc. Fruhst. Arch. f. Xat. 82 A (1), p. 31.
placidula Lyc. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1895, p. 572. *
plateia Taj. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 212.
plateni Horsf. Riley, Entom. 55, p. 29.
plateni Por. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 104. *
plateni Taj. Semp. Schmett. Philipp, p. 206.
plateni Thys. Sm. & Ky. Rhop. exot. Or. Lyc. 2, p. 40. *
platissa Cat. H.-Schdff. Stett. Ent. Z. 30, p. 74.
plato Jam. F. Ent. Syst. 3 (1), p. 288.
plauta Lvc. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1895, p. 574. *
pleurata Por. Hew. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1874, p. 346.
plinins Tar. F. Ent. Syst. 3 (1), p. 284.
plotinus Hyp. Gr.-Sm. Xov. Zool. 1, p. 546.
plotinus Thys. Sm. & Ky. Rhop. exot. Or. Lyc. 2, p. 44. *
plumbata Xac. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1891, p. 359. *

plnmbeomicans Xac. W.-Mas. & Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc.
Beng. 1880, p. 231.
plumbeus Lamp. Rothsch. Xov. Zool. 22, p. 138.
plutarchus Tar. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 893.
poecilta Xac. Holt. Xov, Zool. 7, p. 74.
polassar Jam. Fruhst. Arch. f. Xat. 81 A (6), p. 37.
poliaenms Lamp. Fruhst. Zool. Medd. Leyden Mus. 1, p. 141.
poliorketes Dac. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 270.
polycletus Hyp. L. Mus. Ulric. p. 363.
polysperchinus Ever. Kheil. Lep. Xias. p. 29. *
pompaedius Zelt. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 242.
pongulina Aph. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 217.
pontis U. Elw. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1887, p. 446.
portunus All. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 53 (2), p. 27. *
posidion All. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins. Biol. 9, p. 368.
potarini Ever. Alph. Mem. Rom. 5, p. 104. *
pothus Cast. Fruhst. Tijdschr. Ent. 61, p. 34.
potidaea Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 156.
potidolon Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Xat. 81 A (6), p. 7.
potina Por. Hew. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1874, p. 347.
prabha Lox. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1877, p. 589. *
praeclara Lycst. Fruhst. Seitz, Grofi-Schmett. 9, p. 897.
prasiae Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 157.
pratinas Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 28, p. 131.
pratti Cand. B.-Balc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1908, p. 122. *
praxeas Rap. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 177.
presbyter Meg. Fruhst. Seitz, GroB-Schmett. 9, p. 85S.
pretiosus Hyp. G.-Sm. Xov. Zool. 1, p. 548.
privata Sinth. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 229.
privigna Hor. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 42, p. 113.
proba Lyc. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 875.
procotes Por. Nic. Journ. Bomb. X. H. Soc. 10, p. 32. *
I prominens Lyc. Nic. Butt. Ind. 3, p. 103.
prominens Xac. Mr. A. M. X. H. (4) 20, p. 341.
pronula Por. Heic. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1874, p. 347.
prologenes Hyp. Fldr. Reise Xovara, Lep. 2, p. 255. *
proxima Xac. Rothsch. Rep. Br. Orn. IT. Exp. 2 (15), p. 29.
proxima Por. Nic. Journ. Bomb. X. H. Soc. 10, p. 29. *
pruina Cand. Drc. A. M. X. H. (7) 13, p. 140. *
pseudaratus Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Xat. 81 A. (6), p. 22.
pseudelpis Lamp. Btlr. Trans. Linn. Soc. (Zool.) 1879, p. 547. *
pseudeuchilas Lamp. Strand, Mitteil. Zool. Mus. Berl. 1911,
p. 471.
pseudocassius Tar. Murr. Ent. Month. Mag. 11, p. 126.
pseudocentaurus Ambl. Dbld. Br. Mus. List. 2, p. 24.
pseudochromia Thys. Rbb. Iris 12, p. 239. *
pseudoinsularis Cur. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 1908, p. 53.
pseudojafra Cher. Mr. Lep. Ceyl. 1, p. 110.
pseudolonginus Taj. Dbld. Br. 5lus. List. 2, p. 23.
pseudomuta Ambl. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 125.
pseudophorbas Hyp. (Fruhst.) Rothsch. R. Br. O. IT. E. 2 (15),
p. 33.
pulcherrima Jam. Btlr. A. M. X. H. (5) 13, p. 347.
j pulchrior Jam. Gr.-Sm. Xov. Zool. 2, p. 510.
pullus Lyc. J. & T. A. M. X. H. (8) 17, p. 79. *
punctatus All. Semp. Schmett. Philipp, p. 165. *
pupienus Hyp. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 238.
pura Lamp. Mr. Journ. Linn. Soc. (Zool.) 1886, p. 41.
purpurata Jam. G.-Sm. Xov. Zool. 1, p. 574.
purpurea Cand. Sm. & Ky. Rhop. Exot. 2, p. 7. *
puspa Lyc. Hsfd. Cab. Lep. Mus. E. I. C. p. 67.
puspargiolus Lycst. Chapmann, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1909, p. 446.
puspinus Lyc. Kheil, Rhop. Xias, p. 30. *
putli Cliil. Koll. Hugel’s Kaschmir, p. 422.
pyrodiscus Luc. Rosenst. A. M. X. H. (5) 16, p. 377.
pythias Hyp. Fldr. Reise Xovara, Lep. 2, p. 254. *
pyxus All. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 63, p. 27. *
quadriplaga Lyc. Snell. Tijdschr. Ent.
quercetoruui Sur. Mr. Cat. Lep. Mus.
quercoides Ambl. Rob. Cbl. Iris 1886,
quevara Rap. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56,

35, p. 143.
E. I. C. p. 42. *
p. 72. *
p. 262.

rafflesii Ambl. Nic. Butt. Ind. 3, p. 248. *
rajatus Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Xat. 81 A (6), p. 19.
raluana Xac. Rbb. Iris 12, p. 231.
rama Ambl. Koll. Hiigel’s Kaschmir p. 412. *
rana Hor. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 57 (2), p. 283. *
rapara Xac. Fruhst. Zool. Medd. Leyden 2, p. 128.
ravata Rem. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1865, p. 776. *
raviudra Marm. Hsfd. Cat. Lep. Mus. E. I. C. p. 117. * 51
raviudriua Marm. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 108.
rebilus All. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 370.
rectilineata Aph. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 219.
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rectivitta Rap. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1879, p. 141.
refusa Cand. Gr.-Sm. Nov. Zool. 1, p. 580.
regalis Thys. Sm. & Ky. Rhop. exot. Or. Lyc. 3, p. 28. *
regina Cand. Btlr. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1881, p. 853.
regina Hyp. Sm. & Ky. A. M. N. H. (6) 4, p. 163.
regina Log. Sm. ifc Ky. Rhop. ■ exot. Or. Lyc. 3, p. 21. V
regina Thys. Ky. A. M. N. H. (6) 4, p. 163.
regulus Taj. Stgr. Exot. Schmett. p. 276. *
relata Taj. Dist. Rhop. Malay, p. 246. *
renata Rap. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 255.
resplendens Wg. B.-Balc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1908, p. 125. *
reter Niph. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1895, p. 576. *
reverdini All. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 812.
reverdini Lamp. Fruhst. Zool. Medd. Leyden Mus. 1, p. 143.
rex Ger. Bsd. Voy. Astrolabe, Lep. p. 72.
rex Hyp. Bsd. Voy. Astrolabe, Lep. p. 72.
rhoda Rap. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 10, p. 18if~*
rliodana Cast. Fruhst. Tijdschr. Ent. 61, p. 39.
rhodanus Hyp. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 240.
rhode Cast. Hpffr. Stett. Ent. Z. 1874, p. 27.
rhoecus Rap. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 10, p. 182. *
ribbei Ambl. Rob. Cbl. Iris 1886, p. 70. *
ribbei Rap. Rob. Cbl. Iris 1886, p. 69. *
ribbei Wg. Rob. Cbl. Iris 1886, p. 52. *
ripte Lyc. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1895, p. 574. *
rita Nac. Gr.-Sm. Nov. Zool. 2, p. 508.
ritsemae Eoox. v. Feck. Not. Leyden Mus. 36, p. 254.
roberi Lyc. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 871.
robusta Liph. Fldr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2, p. 219. *
rochana Ira Hsfd. Cat. Lep. Mus. E. I. C. p. 108.
rogersi Lamp. Bingli.
rokana Aph. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 219.
rona Lyc. Sm. Nov. Zool. 1, 572.
roona Ambl. Mr. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 53 (2), p. 42.
rosacea Rap. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 57 (2), p. 285. *
rosanna Meg. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 858.
roscia Wg. Fruhst. I Ent. Zeitschr. 2 (1908), p. 113.
rosimon Cast. F. Ent. Syst. p. 523.
rosselana Thys. B.-Bak. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1908, p. 123. *
rovena Hyp. H. H. Drc. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1891, p. 184.
rovorea U. Fruhst. Tijdschr. Ent. 61, p. 54. *
roxana Cast. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 10, p. 633.
roxus Cast. Godt. Encycl. mbth. 9, p. 659.
rubicundus Aph. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 220.
rufinus Hyp. Gr.-Sm. Nov. Zool. 5, p. 104.
rufonotata Iler. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zeitschr. 22 (1908), p. 49.
rufotaenia Marm. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 249.
rukina Aph. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 57 (2), p. 281. *
rukmini Aph. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 57 (2), p. 282. *
ruvana Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 5.
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saronis Cm. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1877, p. 587.
sarrastes All. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 370.
sarsina Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 31.
sarta Lyc. Alph. Horae Soc. Ent. Ross. 1881, p. 387. *
sarus Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 245.
sassanides Thys. Koll. Denkschr. Ak. Wiss. Wien 1858 (1),
p. 51.
satelliticus All. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 344.
saturata Lamp. Snell. Tijdschr. Ent. 35, p. 137. *
saturatior Ambl. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 122.
saunda Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 11.
sauteri Lyc. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 82 A (1), p. 13.
scaeva Bid. Dew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 30. *
sceva Ambl. B.-Bak. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 17, p. 85.
sehaeffera Thys. Esch. Kotzeb. Reise 3, p. 216. *
schatzi Lamp. Rob. Cbl. Iris 1886, p. 53. *
schistacea Rap. Mr. Lep. Ceyl. 1, p. 106. *
schneideri Pseud. Rbb. Iris 12, p. 240. *
schoutensis Hor. ./. & T. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1916, p. 79.
scintilla Rap. Nic. Butt. Ind. 3, p. 461.
scintillans Hyp. Btlr. A. M. N. H. (5) 10, p. 150.
scintillata Nac. Luc. Proc. R. S. Queensld. 6, p. 157.
scopula Thr. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1873, p. 352. *
scudderi Bid. Doh. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 58 (2), p. 425. *
seankiiia Thr. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 175.
sebethus Ger. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 819.
sedina Cat. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 983. *
seliga Aph. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 218.
selira Rap. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1874, p. 272.
selma Lyc. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1895, p. 573.
selta Ambl. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 14 f. *
seltuttus Lycst. Rob. Cbl. Iris 1886, p. 66. *
selvagia Lamp. Fruhst. Zool. Medd. Leyden 1, p. 111).
selyinbria Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 158.
semilimbata Cur. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 69, p. 49.
seminiger Jam. Sm. Nov. Zool. 2, p. 509.
semperi Ambl. B.-Bak. & Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1896,
p. 659. *
semperi Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A 6, p. 7.
semperi Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Medd. Leyden 2, p. 116.
semperi Spal. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 83 A (1), p. 76. *
senama Aph. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 219.
Sepulveda Aph. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 217.
sequeira Rap. Dist. Rhop. Malay, p. 278. *
serapis Thys. Misk. Ann. Queensld. Mus. 1, p. 49.
sericina Nac. Fldr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2, p. 277. *
serpentata Luc. H.-Schaff. Stett. Ent. Z. 1869, p. 74.
serunica Marm. v. Feck. Not. Leyden Mus. 36, p. 255.
sestus Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 23.
seuthes Hyp. God. Salv. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1891, p. 192. *
shelfordi Lyc. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 14, p. 245. *
sabatina Lyc. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 71, p. 288.
sliijima Niph. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 83 A (1), p. 72.
sabatus Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 16.
t shortlandica Cur. Rbb. Iris 12, p. 248.
sabazus All. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 343.
side Deud. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 267.
sabis Lyc. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 82 A (1), p. 25.
sidicina Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 28, p. 136.
sagata Rap. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 258.
sikkima Hor. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1883, p. 525.
Saha Rap. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 258.
sikkima Lyc. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1883, p. 524.
sakaia Rap. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 263.
sikkima Meg. Mr. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1884, p. 21.
salustius Chrys. F. Ent. Syst. 3 (1), p. 310.
silarus All. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 808.
salvia Horsf. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zeitschr. 21 (1907), p. 150.
silas Cast. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 886,
samanga Lycps. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 71, p. 286.
silketensis Ambl. Hew. Cat. Lyc. Br. Mus. p. 7. *
samina Sur. Fruhst. Iris 17, p. 150.
silicea Cand. Gr.-Sm. Nov. Zool. 1, p. 580.
Samoa Cat. H.-Sclidff. Stett. Ent. Z. 1869, p. 73.
silo Deud. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 268.
samoensis Nac. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1892, p. 437. *
silo Hyp. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 239.
samosata Log. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins. Biol. 10, p. 23.
similis Ambl. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1895, p. 592.
samudra Lyc. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1874, p. 574. *
similis Marm. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1895, p. 616. *
sanatana Cur. Mr. Cat. Lep. Mus. E. I. C. p. 54 (recte santana).
simplex Wg. Sm. & Ky. Rhop. exot. 2, p. 37.
sanaya Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 29.
simsoni Rap. Misk. A. M. N. H. (4) 11, p. 165.
sanaya Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Medd. Leyden Mus. 2, p. 109.
sinensis U. Elw. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1887, p. 466.
sandakani Ambl. B.-Bak. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1896, p. 670. * j singalensis Lyc. Fldr. Verh. zool.-hot. Ges. Wien 1868. p. 282.
sandya Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 6.
j singama Yas. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 224.
sangarius Cast. Fruhst. Tijdschr. Ent. 61, p. 29.
singhapura Ambl. Dist. Rhop. Malay, p. 273. *
sangira Ambl. B.-Bak. Entom. Month. Mag. 33, p. 202.
j singla Ambl. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 54 (2), p. 119. *
sangirica Dac. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 270.
sinhara Dac. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 174.
sangira Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Medd. Leyden Mus. 2, p. 112.
sipylus Hyp. Fldr. Sitz.-Ber. Ak. Wiss. Wien 40, p. 451.
sangra Ziz. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1865, p. 772. *
siralia Jam. Kheil Rhop. Nias p. 30. *
sanherib Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 28, 123.
siren Hyp. Gr.-Sm. Nov. Zool. 1, p. 551.
sani Aph. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 57 (2), p. 282. *
siroes Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 28, p. 122.
sania Lyc. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 71, p. 285.
skapane Chli. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1895, p. 604.
sannio Dac. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1895, p. 596. *
skinneri Deud. W.-Mas.& Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 55 (2),
sapphirina Taj. Rob. Cbl. Iris 1887, p. 196. *
p. 369.
sarata Rap. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 178.
smaragdus Thys. Drc. & B.-B. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1893,
p. 550.
sardonyx Hor. Fruhst. Iris 28, p. 33.
sarmice Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 32.
smilis Deud. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 18. *
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snelleni Lamp. Rob. Cbl. Iris 1886, p. 54.
soarchad Jam. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 37.
sobanes Chli. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 177.
sodalis Epim. Sm. <fc Ky. Rliop. exot. Or. Lyc. 11, p. 5. *
soemias Jam. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1891, p. 367. *
soemis Chil. Fruhst. Iris 29, p. 49.
solita Cur. Btlr. A. M. N. H. (5) 10, p. 149.
sonchus Lyc. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1896, p. 655. *
sophilus Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 156.
soplionias Catap. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 235.
soplioilisbe Sinth. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 228.
soplirosyne Ambl. Gr.-Sm. Ent. Month. Mag. 25, p. 300.
sora Log. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 807.
sosias Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 157.
sostris Cast. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 886.
sotades Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 163.
soter Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 165.
sparanisa Tham. Fruhst. Iris 17, p. 133.
speirion Cand. H. H. Drc. A. M. N. II. (6) 19, p. 15.
spkendale Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 162.
sperchius Thys. Fldr. Wien. Ent. Mon. 4, p. 245. *
sperthis Cur. Fldr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2, p. 222. *
spketys Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 165.
sphinx Rap. F. Syst. Ent. p. 530.
spitamenes Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 7.
splendens Lyc. Btlr. A. M. N. H. (7) 5, p. 441.
splendida Taj. Moult. .Journ. Straits Asiat. Soc. 60, p. 155. *
sriwa Log. Dist. A. M. N. H. (5) 17, p. 531.
staphylus Pith. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 83 A (1), p. 81.
staudingeri Ambl. Semp. Schmett. Philipp, p. 195.
staudingeri Deud. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1895, p. 621. *
staudingeri Eoox. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1895, p. 615. *
staudingeri Epim. Rob. Cbl. Iris 1886, p. 63. *
staudingeri Log. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1895, p. 565. *
steirema Pith. Drc. A. M. N. H. (6) 5, p. 25.
steuosa Log. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 806.
stephani Thys. Sm.& Ky. Rhop. exot. Or. Lyc. 2, p. 43. *
sthenas Rap. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 260.
stigma Sinth. Seitz in Macrolep. 9, p. 979.
stigmata Cur. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1879, p. 137.
stimula Sur. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 9, p. 279. *
strabo Cat. F. Ent. Syst. 3, p. 287.
streplianus Deud. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1896, p. 681. *
striata Ever, Rich. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 858.
striata Upol. B.-Bak. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1908, p. 118. *
strigatus All. Moult. Journ. Straits Asiat. Soc. 60, p. 80.
strigatus Spal. Semp. Schmett. Philipp, p. 160. *
strongyle Meg. Fldr. Sitz.-Ber. Ak. Wiss. Wien 40, p. 459.
strongyloides Meg. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 858.
strophis Lyc. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1895, p. 573. *
stygianus Chrys. Btlr. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1880, p. 408. *
stygiamis Ger. Btlr. A. M. N. Id. (5) 13, p. 194.
stymphelus Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 155.
subargentea Cand. Sm. & Ky. Rhop. exot. 2. p. 3. * _
subcaeruleum Wg. Sm. <Sc Ky. Rhop. exot. Or. Lyc. 2, p. 35. *
subcoalita Lyc. Rothsch. Nov. Zool. 22, p. 388.
subdita Lamp. Mr. Journ. Linn. Soo. (Zool.) 1886, p. 41.
subdubiosa Nac. Rothsch. Rep. Br. O. U. E. 2 (15), p. 29.
subfasciata Ambl. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1883, p. 532. *
subfestivus Nac. Rob. Cbl. Iris 1886, p. 64. *
subguttata Rap. Elw. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1892, p. 644. *
sublutea Cand. B.-Bak. A. M. N. H. (7) 17, p. 101.
subochrea Cat. Elw. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1892, p. 640. *
subovata Cand. Gr.-Sm. Nov. Zool. 1, p. 579.
subrosea Cand. Gr.-Sm. Nov. Zool. 1, p. 580.
substrigata Spal. Snell. Tijdschr. Ent. 21, p. 15. *
substrigosa All. Mr. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1884, p. 22.
subura Log. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 10, p. 23.
subviolaceus All. Fldr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2, p. 286. *
suffusa Rap. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1878, p. 834.
sugriva Bind. Hsfd. Cat. Lep. Mus. E. I. C. p. 105.
suidas Lamp. Fldr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2, p. 373. *
suleima Thys. Gr.-Sm. A. M. N. Id. (7) 2, p. 404.
sulpitius Luc. Misk. Proc. Linn. Soc. N.-S.-Wales (2) 5, p. 37.
sumatrae Por. Fldr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2, p. 259. *
sumatranus Marm. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 272.
sumatrensis Deud. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 265.
sumatrensis Iler. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zeitschr. 22 (1908), p. 46.
sundara Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 6.
superba Ambl. Rob. Cbl. Iris 1887, p. 199. *
superba Sem. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1873, p. 350.
superdates Nac. Snell. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 858.
supous Thys. Drc. & B.-B. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1893,
p. 542. *

surindra Marm. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1895, p. 617. *
surya Lox. Mr. Cat. Lep. Mus. E. I. C. p. 52. *
sutieja Lyc. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1882, p. 246.
sutrana Lycst. Fruhst. Zool. Medd. Leyden Mus. 2, p. 102.
syama Aph. Hsfd. Cat. Lep. Mus. E. I. C. p. 107.
sydra Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 10.
syla Zeph. Koll. Hiigel’s Kaschmir p. 414. *
symetlius Ger. Cr. Pap. Exot. 2, T. 149. *
symira Tich. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. Suppl. p. 26. *
syphax Hyp. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 238.
syrias Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Medd. Leyden 2, p. 136.
syrius Thys. Misk. Proc. Linn. Soc. N.-S.-Wales (2) 5, p. 34.
tacola Rap. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 178.
taeniata Hyp. Jord. Nov. Zool. 15, p. 394.
tagalica Cur. Fldr. Wien. Ent. Mon. 6, p. 289.
tagore Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 28, p. 122.
tairea Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Medd. Leyden Mus. 2, p. 110.
takaonis Aph. Mats. Annot. Zool. Jap. 1906, p. 12. *
talinga Lamp. Kheil, Rhop. Nias p. 29. *
tamborana Jam. Gr.-Sm. Rhop. exot. Or. Lyc. p. 14. *
tamu Iler. Koll. Hiigel’s Kaschmir, p. 417. *
taooana Horst. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1878, p. 835.
tara Rap. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 57 (2), p. 284. *
taras All. Doh. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 58 (2), p. 437. *
tarpina Taj. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. Suppl. p. 23. *
tavoyana Por. Doh. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 58 (2), p. 429.
taweanga Ambl. B.-Bak. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1896, p. 568. *
taygetus Thys. Fldr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2, p. 266. *
teatus Hyp. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 238.
tegea Hyp. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 241.
telanjang Lamp. Doh. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 60 (2), p. 28.
telis Lyc. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 82 A (1), p. 25.
tellus Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 246.
tenea Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 28, p. 129.
tenella Lyc. Misk. Ann. Queensld. Mus. 1, p. 63.
tentkrone Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 157.
trims Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 8.
teos Ger. Doh. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 60 (2), p. 185.
tephlis Ambl. Ileiv. 111. Di. Lep. p. 14 d. *
terana Aph. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 217.
terana Thr. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 992. *
terenzius Deud. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 267.
tessellata Niph. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1874, p. 572. *
testa Rap. Swh. A. M. N. H. (6) 19, p. 410.
thadmor Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Medd. Leyden Mus. 2, p. 138.
thaenia Bid. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1895, p. 614. *
thalaba Tar. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 884.
tkaliarckus Bid. Stgr. Exot. Schmett. p. 277. *
thalimar Cast. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 887.
thamyras Ambl. L. Mus. Ulrie. p. 317.
thanetus Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 18.
tharis Eoox. Hbn. Zutrg. Exot. Schmett. f. 883, 884.
tharisides Eoox. Fruhst. Iris 16, p. 312.
tharrytas Hyp. Fldr. Wien. Ent. Mon. 6, p. 294.
thauma Wg. Stgr. Iris 8, p. 154.
thaumas Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Medd. Leyden Mus. 2, p. 111.
tkeba Ambl. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 6. *
thebana Tar. Stgr. Iris 7, p. 244. *
tkecloides Hyp. Fldr. Wien. Ent. Mon. 4, p. 395.
tlieda Bid. Fldr. Wien. Ent. Mon. 6, p. 291.
tkeleos Cand. H. H. Drc. A. M. N. Id. (6) 19, p. 15.
theodora Neoch. Drc. Ent. Month. Mag. 22, p. 155.
theodosius Taj. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 211.
tkeon Hyp. Fldr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2, p. 252. *
theonides Hyp. Gr.-Sm. Nov. Zool. 1, p. 549.
theophanes Hyp. Gr.-Sm. Nov. Zool. 1, p. 550.
theophrastus Tar. F. Ent. Syst. 3, p. 281.
therasia Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Medd. Leyden Mus. 2, p. 133.
thesaurus Hyp. Gr.-Sm. Nov. Zool. i, p. 547.
theseus Cat. Sivh. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1885, p. 131. *
thesmia Bid. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 32. *
thespia Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Med. Leyden Mus. 2, p. 112.
tketis Cm\ Dry. Ill. Exot. Ent. 2, p. 16. *
thoria Lyc. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 71, p. 292.
thria Taj. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 7, p. 336. *
throana Rap. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 178.
tkwaitesi Meg. Mr. Lep. Ceylon 1, p. 71. *
thyestes Ever. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 924. *
thyrius Hyp. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 238.
tibullus Deud. Stgr. Exot. Schmett. p. 278. *
tifata Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 28, p. 129.
tiglatli Jam. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 37.
timaeus Chrys. Cr. Pap. Exot. 2, p. 137. *
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timoleon Ira. Stoll Pap. Exot. Suppl. T. 32. *
timon Jam. Sm. Nov. Zool. 2, p. 510.
timorensis Lyc. Btlr. A. M. N. H. (7) 5, p. 443.
tindali Ambl. Rbb. Iris 12, p. 251.
tissama Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 4.
titins Spal. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 83 A (1), p. 75.
tituria Pith. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 83 A (1), p. 84.
tmolus Hyp. Fldr. Wien. Ent. Mon. 6, p. 293.
todara Sur. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1883, p. 530.
todara Rap. Mr. (i. 1.) Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 880.
togata Lycst. Fruhst. Zool. Medd. Leyden Mus. 2, p. 101.
tora Chli. Kheil, Rhop. Nias, p. 31. *
toscius Jam. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 37.
toungura Ambl. Sm. A. M. N. H. (5) 20, p. 268.
transiens Chrys. Stgr. Stett. Ent. Z. 47, p. 201.
transpectus Lyc. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1879, p. 139.
Havana Rem. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 38. *
trickonis Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 7.
trifurcata Aph. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1882, p. 251.
tringa Cand. Gr.-Sm. Nov. Zool. 1, p. 581.
triopus Thr. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 67, p. 265.
tripunctata Yas. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 26. *
tristis Nac. Rothsch. Rep. Br. O. U. E. 2 (15), p. 29.
trita Lyc. Swh. A. M. N. H. (9) 3, p. 314.
trochilus Chil. Frr. Neu. Beitrg. 5, p. 98. *
trogon Ambl. Dist. A. M. N. H. (5) 14, p. 201.
truncipennis Cher. Nic. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1887, p. 456. *
trypliiodorus Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 22.
tsushimana Cur. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 69, p. 49.
tualensis Pseud. Rob. Cbl. Iris 1886, p. 61. *
tura Taj. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 9, p. 301. *
turbo Deud. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 266.
turdeta Log. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 807.
turneri Pseud. Waterh. Proc. Linn. Soc. N.-S.-Wales 1902,
p. 648.
tussis Taj. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1895, p. 601. *
tymbria Lyc. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 870. *
tymplirestus All. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 809.
typhon Og. Wat. & Ly. Butt. Austral, p. 120. *
tyrannus Ambl. Fldr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2, p. 225. *
tyrone Lyc. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 929.
ubaldus Tar. Cr. Pap. Exot. 4, p. 209. *
uluensis Nac. Rbb. Iris 12, p. 230. *
ulysses Cast. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 95. *
ulyssides Cast. Sm. Nov. Zool. 2, p. 511.
umara Bid. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 251.
umbretta Pith. Sm. Nov. Zool. 2, p. 505.
umbriel Lamp. Fruhst. Zool. Medd. Leyden Mus. 1, p. 141.
unicolor All. Fldr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2, p. 286. *
unicolor Bid. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 111.
unicolor Nac. Rob. Cbl. Iris 1886, p. 66. *
uniformis Aph. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1882, p. 251.
unipunctata Cand. B.-Bak. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1908,
p. 123.
uranothauma Thr. B.-Bak. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1908,
p. 116.
uranus Tar. Btlr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1886, p. 366. *
uruvela Ara. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 227.
usta U. Dist. A. M. N. H. (5) 17, p. 531.
utimutis Rap. Dist. Rhop. Malay, p. 279. *
vajuva Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Medd. Leyden 2, p. 108.
valeus G-er. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 307.
Valeria Lyc. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 71, p. 296.
Valeria Rap. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 261.
vanavasa Chli. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zeitsclm. 23 (1909), p. 116.
vaneeckei Lamp. Fruhst. Zool. Medd. Leyden 1, p. 144.
vaneeckei Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Medd. Leyden 2, p. 138.
vanica Bid. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 251.
vardara Hyp. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 237.
vardliana Lyc. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1874, p. 572. *
vardusia Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 26.
varro Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 161.
varuna Rap. Hsfd. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 22. *
varunana Chil. Mr. Lep. Ceyl. 1, p. 77. *
vavasanus Cast. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 887.
vaya Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 28, p. 130.
velina Meg. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 858. *
vellanus Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 28, p. 126.
venata Cur. Fruhst. Stett. Ent. Z. 59, p. 49.
venosus Tar. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1882, p. 245. *
vergara Taj. Semp. Schmett. Philipp, p. 210.
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vesontia Lyc. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 82 A (1), p. 37.
vespasianus Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 244.
veturia Por. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 201.
viardi Ambl. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 130.
vicima Cand. Gr.-Sm. Nov. Zool. 5, p. 107.
vicrama Lyc. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1865, p. 505.
victoriae Lyc. Swh. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1893, p. 29.3.
vidua Thys. Sm. <fc Ky. Rhop. exot. Or. Lyc. p. 30. *
vidura Dac. Hsfd. Cat. Lep. Mus. E. I. C. p. 113. *
vihara Ambl. Fldr. Wien. Ent. Mon. 4, p. 395.
vileja Cast. Fruhst. Tijdschr. Ent. 61, p. 25.
villosina Lycst. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 897.
vincula Ger. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1895, p. 561. *
vincula Nac. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1891, p. 363. *
viola Ambl. Rob. Cbl. Iris 1887, p. 199. *
viola Ambl. Semp. Schmett. Philipp, p. 196.
viola Hor. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1882, p. 248.
viola Nac. Mr. A. M. N. H. (4) 20, p. 340.
violacea Lycst. Btlr. A. M. N. H. (7) 4, p. 343.
viosa Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 26.
virgo Sinth. Elw. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1887, p. 446.
virgulatus Lamp. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1895, p. 581.
viribus Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 28, p. 128.
viridens Deud. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1891, p. 371.
viridipunctata Iler. Nic. Butt. Ind. 3, p. 329. *
virtus Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 245.
visalis Taj. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 21.3.
visuua Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Medd. Leyden Mus. 2, p. 110.
vitelianus Ger. Fruhst. Z. wiss. Ins.-Biol. 9, p. 246.
vitiensis Cat. Btlr. A. M. N. H. (5) 12, p. 389.
vitiensis Nac. Btlr. A. M. N. IT. (5) 12, p. 389.
vivarna Sur. Mr. Cat. Lep. Mus. E. I. C. p. 99.
»
viviana Ambl. Rob. Cbl. Iris 1887, p. 200. *
vixinga Aph. Hew. Ent. Month. Mag. 12, p. 39.
vocetius Cast. Fruhst. Tijdschr. Ent. 61, p. 40.
vocetius Deud. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 268.
volsa Sinth. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 229.
volubilis Meg. Fruhst.
volumnia Cher. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 243.
volumnia Lyc. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 870.
vulcanica Lyc. Rothsch. Nov. Zool. 22, p. 388.
vulcanus Aph. F. Syst. Ent. (1775), p. 519.
vuniya Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 23.
waigeoensis Ambl. B.-Bak. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 27,
p. 141. *
walkeri Jam. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1892, p. 443. *
wallacei Thys. Fldr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2, p. 265. *
waterliouseri Og. B.-Bak. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1905,
p. 273.
waterstradti Ambl. B.-Bak. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 189*6,
p. 668. *
waterstrapdi Cast. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1895, p. .562. .V ’8
watsoni Eoox. v. Feck. Not. Leyden Mus. 36, p. 253.
watsoniana Log. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 1898, p. 143. *
weelii Ambl. Piep. & Snell. Rhop. Java p. 77. *
wendisi Hyp. B.-Bak. A. M. N. H. (8) 4, p. 184. *
westermanni Rem. Fldr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2, p. 241. *
wildei Ambl. Misk. Ann. Queensld. Mus. 1, p. 71.
v
woodiordi Deud. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1891, p. 371. *
woodfordi Jann Btlr. A. M. N. IT. (5) 13, p. 347.
xanthospilos Cand. Him. Sammlg. exot. Schmett.
Xenophon Ram F- Ent. Syst. 3, p. 272.
xeragis Ger. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 818.
xisana Cast. Fruhst. Tijdschr. Ent. 61, p. 35.
xisutkous Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 28, p. 126.
xystus Lox. Fruhst.
yajna Taj. Doh. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 55 (2), p. 128.
yarkundensis Lyc. Mr. A. M. N. H. (5) 1, p. 229.
yasa Cam. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 205.
yendava Ambl. Gr.-Sm. A. M. N. H. (5) 19, p. 297.
yerta Ever. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 923. *
yilma Lox. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 996. *
younghusbandi Lyc. Elw. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1906, p. 484. *
zadne Cand. Gr.-Sm. Nov. Zool. 5, p. 107.
zaffra Aph. Nic. Butt. Ind. 3, p. 366. *
zalmora Pith. Btlr. Cat. Fahr. Lep. Br. M. (1869), p. 161.
zamona Rap. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 256.
zanella Der. Nic. Butt. Ind: 3, p. 35. *
zaradrus All. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 809.
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zariaspa Chrys. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Loud. 1874, p. 271.
zebra Lamp. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1895, p. 583. *
zebrina Lamp. Fruhst. Arcli. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 5.
zelea Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 27, p. 157.
zclea Lamp. Fruhst. Arch. f. Nat. 81 A (6), p. 28.
zenobia Og. Wat. & Ly. Butt. Austral, p. 120.
zephyretta Amhl. Doll. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 60 (2), p. 33.
zephyrus Pseud. Wat. & Ly. Butt. Austral p. 114.
zeta Ambl. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1877, p. 590. *
zeuxis Hyp. Stgr. Exot. Schmett. p. 273. *
ziha Zeph. Hew. Ill. Di. Lep. p. 66. *
zilana Ambl. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 45, p. 30.
zinckeni Ger. Ftdr. Reise Novara, Lep. 2, p. 284. *
zingis Tar. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 893.

ziska Cand. Sm. & Ky. Rbop. exot. Or. Lyc. 13, p. 11.
zistra Ma. Fruhst. I. Ent. Zeitschr. 22 (1908), p. 46.
zita Cand. Gr.-Sm. Nov. Zool. 2, p. 511.
zitema All. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 810.
zoa Zeph. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 4, p. 167. *
zoliar Ambl. Fruhst. Iris 28, p. 129.
zoilus Apli. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Bond. 1877, p. 588.
zosine Og. Hew. Exot. Butt. 1, p. 95. *
zuleika Thys. Gr.-Sm. A. M. N. PI. (7) 2, p. 404.
zulkarna Rap. Fruhst. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 1004.
zuniga Hor. Fruhst. Berl. Ent. Z. 56, p. 233.
ziitkus Ever. Leech, Butt. China p. 330. *
zygida Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Medd. Leyden Mus. 2, p. 128.
zyrtkis Nac. Fruhst. Zool. Medd. Leyden Mus. 2, p. 128.
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Grrypocera.
There is nothing to be added to what has been said about this denomination in Vol. I, p. 329, and
Vol. V, p. 833. It is entirely identical with the subsequent family of the Hesperidae to which we also reckon
the genus Euschemon having been ranged by others among the Heterocera, in spite of their external resemblance
to some Agaristidae.

Subfamily: Hesperidae, Skippers.
As to the general characterisation and biology of the Hesperidae we refer to the other volumes of Butter¬
flies (Vol. I, p. 329; Vol. V, p. 833; Vol. XIII, p. 505); we merely add some more special remarks on the Hesperidae
of the Indian Fauna.
The number of Indian Hesperid forms having been published until the conclusion of this work (1915)
amounts to about 800, thus a remarkably much' smaller number than that of the American District comprising
a much less extensive area. One of the reasons for it is that, as has already been stated at the place cited,
the Hesperidae are very fond of tropical regions, their species and still more the number of then1 individuals
decreasing already in the subtropical regions, whereby they rapidly recede behind other lepidopteral families.
And as the neotropical region is broadest in its equatorial district, whereas the Indo-Australian is narrowest
there, the former offers the most favourable conditions for the development of this family, but the latter only
very moderate ones.
This difference is compensated to some extent by the fact that the two faunae mentioned exhibit a
nature quite different in landscape and geographically. In the Indo-Australian Region the area being the most
favourable for the Hesperidae, the tropical zone from about 10° northern to 10° southern latitude, is torn up
by the formation of islands, whereas in America it is coherent. The Hesperidae are good on the wing;
e. g. in America they are easily able to cross the whole continent, and as they are very constant and, being
old forms, also already rather rigid, we find many American species of an enormous range in which they
often seem not to undergo the least change by geographical influences. Species such as Calpodes ethlius
are met with from the United States to Patagonia, and from east to west almost through the whole continent
in entirely homogeneous specimens. In India, however, many islands of the Malay and Papuan Archipelagos
are so distantly remote from each other that races could develop, and that is the reason why the small number
of species of Indian Hesperidae is opposed to such a great number of races, the re-hybridation with the type
being impossible in the islands, whereas in America the development of well distinguished races was impeded
by the unchecked following of representatives of the typical form.
On glancing over the two chapters on the Hesperidae of the east and west we perceive the great number
of Indian forms being always comprised in a joint treatise, in contrast to the small number of American forms.
Even if we take into consideration that our much more extensive knowledge of the geographical conditions
of the Indian fauna and the personal views of the authors having thus far elaborated this fauna, in contrast
with the mostly still quite unexplored inland regions of South America, have been of great influence here, yet
the small number of races of American Hesperid species remains very distinctly opposed to the Indians.
The decrease of the Hesperidae in the Indian Tropics compared to the other groups of butterflies relaxes
considerably near the tropics, and both around the northern and southern tropics the Hesperid tribe increases
distinctly. On an October day, when in Sydney the first spring lepidoptera use to swarm, the Toxidia perroni
and doubledayi are the most numerous lepidoptera beginning to enliven the blossoming bushes of the ,,shrub“,
the eucalyptus-woods and the extensive Spinifex-plains. And in the very same days when in Hongkong already
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some leaves turn autumnally yellow, dozens of Padraona, Parnara, and Suastus swarm around the Lantanabushes covering the slopes of the mountains and the roadsides.
Some Indian species, such as Gangara thyrsis, excel in size even the large American species, though
they are considerably inferior to certain African species, such as Pyrrhochalcia iphis. By far most of the Indian
species are of medium size, and quite diminutive species such as the American Ancyloxypha manus are likewise
hardly to be found in the Indian Region. The greatest number of the Indo-Australian Hesperidae, like the
Americans, have an average expanse of about 3 cm.
The predominant scheme of colouring is double like in the other faunae: oblique bands of different
colours are situate before the apical third of the forewing, the ground-colour being dark brown, or the upper
surface appears speckled black and golden yellow. More than three fourths of all the Indo-Australian Hesperidae
fall to either of these designs. Besides we meet just as frequently as in other faunae with the colour of the
wings being pierced by hyaline dots and small spots, the position of which, as a rule, evidently corresponds
to the oblique bands mentioned above. In the genus Hasora we notice distinctly the oblique band being still
coherent in If. chuza to be pierced in modatta-Q, whilst in H. inermis or gnaeus it is only yet marked by some
punctiform spots, finally disappearing altogether (in the
of many species). This marking is the most typical
in the Notocrypta and Charmion being white on black, and in Sancus and Koruthaiolos being red on dark brown;
the tendency towards this colouring is so energetic that among systematically quite remote species so great
a resemblance is produced as is generally only effected by mimicry.
It is easily comprehended that this phase of mimicry can hardly anywhere be expected in so old a
family as that of the Hesperidae. We must regard this family to be merely a kind of preliminary stage of the
other groups of butterflies, and as they existed before them, they can be just as little copyists of them, as a
portrait can be made before the person to be portraited exists. The Hesperidae could therefore only be models,
but not copyists. But as they evidently are without any internal protection, they have neither been copied
anywhere. The members of the family amongst themselves at most may have developed mimetic relations,
and it is not impossible that some resemblances, such as between the American Thracides and certain Thymele
flying together with them, are to he explained thereby; but it would be absolutely wrong to think of an expediency
of mimicry with a family being so much bound to certain primary forms in every case of resemblance (as for
instance in the genera Padraona and Telicota, Parnara and Halpe). Similar cases among American Hesperidae
have been mentioned in Vol. V, p. 835.
At the same place we also pointed out that an adaptation to dead objects such as rocks, bark, or to
plants (leaves, blossoms) is nowhere distinctly noticeable. On the contrary, many species are of exceedingly
bright and conspicuous colours, and it is strange that just the quite black species being visible from afar to
every eye in nature prefer settling down on white or very variegated flowers; in the Indian Region we see this
behaviour with the jet-black Notocrypta in the same way as in America with the Achlyodes. Also the numerous
yellow-speckled species are very conspicuous and are neither very timid nor do they try to conceal themselves.
The principal protection of the Hesperidae is also in India undoubtedly their excellent ability of flying.
Badamia exclamationis is decidedly a match for any Sphingid in the swiftness of its flight, and only the parti¬
cularly broad-winged species such as Abaratha and Netrocoryne are more easily to be followed with the eyes,
when they are flying, though they can hardly be overtaken.
A remarkable fact is the decided nocturnal life of numerous Indian Hesperidae. In some of them this
peculiar habit has already produced a distinct Heterocera-like exterior. The body being at any rate strong in
the Hesperidae almost attains in the $$ of Ismene the dimensions of unwieldy Lasiocampidae or Notodontidae,
and also the almost quite monotonous colouring corresponds with the dark brown colour being so very common
in the Heterocera. These Ismene are so very fond of nocturnal life, that in daytime they can be easily taken
away with the hands, instead of flying off, and that is why we find among them the only species that have
adapted themselves to the foliage, where they rest during the day, by a green protective colour, as for instance
in I. benjamini.
Beside these Ismene quite a number of other Hesperidae are nocturnal, flying even frequently at a very
late hoiu\ The gigantic Erionotus mostly begin flying already in the dusk, but bustle about with the greatest
liveliness between 8 and 9 p. m., when it is already totally dark in the tropics; standing under banana-shrubs,
one may then see them chasing around their tojis, their figures standing out against the lighter sky of the night.
The Hasora often came yet flying to the lantern after 11 p. m., after the dusk-loving Satyridae, the Melanitis
and Lethe, had q^ready ceased flying.
Probably all the Hesperidae are fond of flowers and hard at work at nearly every hour of the day. That
they also take other food than the honey of blossoms, we have already stated in Vol. V, p. 834, and at the
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same place described the way how they know to soften dry substances by moistening them with water they
squirt out on them. This has been proved for all faunae; for the American by Zikan, for Europe by Dietze,
and for the Indo-Australian fauna by Kuhn.
As to the larva and pupa we may refer to what has been said about American Hesperidae in Vol. V;
the same is also applicable in all its details for the Indo-Australian Fauna. A lepidopteral type being as old
as the Hesperidae are, has become rigid long ago in its long existence and can offer no surprising peculiarities
in its present stage of development. As homogeneous as the Hesperid family is in its external shape, it is also
in its biological conditions. We find nowhere any extravagances, nowhere any special adaptation to produces
of modern times, nowhere associations with Hymenoptera; few cases of parasitism *) which in many species
seems to occur hardly or not at all, nowhere symbiosis with ants; the shape and habits are in no visible way
influenced by any co-inhabitants of the habitats, except at most that the Hesperidae flying in the day-time
conceal themselves under leaves when they are at rest, such as Coladenia dan, some Celaenorrhinus etc. The
old families of plants are also preferred as food by the larvae. A great number of species live as larvae on
Monocotyledons: the Parnara and Adopaea on gramineae (grain), the Telicota etc. on palms, the nocturnal
species frequently on bamboo, the Erionota on Musa, the Australian Hesperilla on Cladium, the Taractrocera
on palms. Although we know a number of species the larvae of which also feed on plants from modern times
of creation, on mallows (Carcharodus), on camphor (Plioenicops) etc., yet the very peculiar fact that such
species frequently visit beside certain Dicotyledons also Monocotyledons tells in favour of the assumption that
this is a renewed phase of adaptation which we can often observe directly. Thus the larvae of Pamphila palaemon
live on Plantago (Dicotyledon) but also on brome-grasses (Bromus); the larvae of Erynnis comma live on the
highly developed Coronilla, but in their free life also on Festuca; Hesp. alveus was found on thistles, but its
food is also stated to be hair-grass (Aira), etc. We have therefore here the otherwise not common case that
the same species of larvae feeds on Dicotyledons a n d (judging from the majority) even chiefly of) Mono¬
cotyledons, so that this may be taken to be the attempt of an old animal family to adapt itself to modern creation.
The remarkable homogeneousness among the members of an animal family being composed of thousands
of species brings about also a similar behaviour. The few differences with regard to the attitude of the wings
have already been pointed out in Vol. V. The flight itself is very similar in all the Hesperidae, swiftly dashing
along in a rather straight direction, short whizzing movements alternating with occasional skips, the wings
being lengthways appressed to the body.
It is also a rather common rule that the flight of the Hesperidae does not last long, but that it is mostly
renewed after a short rest. This can be easily followed up with our eyes in the snow-white species being very
far visible, such as the Leucochitonea; the imagines swiftly visit several blossoms one after another, whereupon
they hasten away for a large distance, often 50 to 100 m, in order to repeat the same again and again; I observed
species of the genus Tagiades most peculiarly performing a kind of dance, executing distant swings of 20 to
30 m length in pairs, oscillating to and fro with the greatest swiftness in flat bows.
The copula seems to take place in the sunshine with all the species flying in the daytime, but to be
mostly very hastily executed, for continuous copula belongs, at least in the Indian Region, to the rare exceptions.
Little is stated in literature about the deposition of the eggs. Several times I could observe Parnara
in rice-fields; the $ settle on the stalk on which they glide down backwards, preferably pushing the egg into
the axillae of the leaves. The larvae almost invariably live in a roughly framed leaf-shelter, the leaves of the
foodplant being mostly only superficially held together with the edges by a few silk-threads. Also this habit
subsisting unchanged in more than 100 genera expresses the biological homogeneousness of the whole Hesperid
family, which is besides distinctly manifested by the great resemblance of the larvae. A very great number
of Hesperid species have plain green larvae with a black head. The larvae of the remotest genera, such as the
Padraona, Scobura, Celaenorrhinus, Hidari, are so similar that they are very difficult to distinguish, often only
by the shape of the head. All are just like Udaspes folus green with a black head. Nearly all the larvae of
Parnara have an exterior similar to the corn-stalks on which they live: grass-green, with lighter longitudinal
stripes across the dorsum. Very beautiful are only the larvae living well hidden of Rhopalocampta, Hasora,
and Lsmene, the former being zebrinely cross-striped, the latter with peculiar saddle-markings. The larva of
Erionota thrax living in cigar-shaped leaf-tubes is snow-white with a black head, that of Er. lebadea with a
white head, and the stout and unwieldy larva of Can gar a thyrsis is besides surrounded by a long white fluff
which is easily destroyed.
*) Among more than 60 larvae of Calf odes ethlius recorded in Buenos Ayres there was not one being infested
by parasites.
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The pupae almost invariably stay in the larval case and have mostly the usual shape of Heterocera-pupae,
such as many Noctuae, Geometridae, small Notodontidae etc. have, being oblong, round, fusiform, without any
distinction. But as we have often emphasized in the American Hesperidae, the sheath for the sometimes
uncommonly long proboscis often projects far beyond the pupa, because this enormously prolonged organ
could not be accommodated on the pupa itself. Frequently this sheath hanging loosely on the body of the pupa
is crushed or bent, crooked, or even crumpled in folds, which proves an adaptation having taken place com¬
paratively late, in a similar way as in some Sphingidae. This can be explained by imagining this prolongation
of the proboscis to be a forced self-defence against the privation of honey attempted by the blossom with the
deepening of the calyx. The blossom wants to force its visitors to creep into the interior of the calyx for
the sake of pruina, and therefore places the honey deep into the ground of the calyx; but the pilfering
Hesperida nevertheless knows how to get at the honey by the prolongation of the proboscis and to frustrate
the intention of the plant: the eternal struggle in Nature.
The Hesperid family is mostly divided according to Mabille’s conception (cf. Vol. I, p. 330), though,
as Aurivillius states in Vol. XIII (p. 506), the distinction of Heteropterinae and Pamphilinae is somewhat pro¬
blematic. We also apply here the usual system. The group of Pyrrhopyginae being so splendidly represented
in America does not occur in the Indo-Australian Region; the Euschemon, however, were separated by some
authors as a separate group, which procedure we do not follow here.

I. Subfamily: Hesperinae.
Referring to the characteristica stated in Vol. I, p. 330; Vol. V, p. 849, and Vol. XIII, p. 560, we only
add that the division of chiefly Australian species denoted by other authors as Trapezitinae is included here.

1. Genus: PSioenh'ops

Wts.

In this genus Watson combines 2 Australian species of a clumsy structure, almost like that of Heterocera,
and of a yellowish-brown colour. They are rather large insects of a very characteristic exterior with a thick
head, long antennae being at the end thickened into a long, very pointed club, with woolly hair on the body
and the anal half of the hindwing, forming in the $ long fluffy trousers on the hind tibiae; the thoracal sides
are also clothed with long fluffy wool. The imagines live in Northern Australia, fly in the evening and have
in life magnificent fiery-red eyes to which the name ,,purple eye“ alludes.
dcnilza.

Ph. denifza Hew. (163 a). Honey-coloured, marked brown, the wings in some places darkened by
red-brown. Forewing with 3 or 4 large oval hyaline spots in the disc and 2 or 3 smaller ones before the apex.
$ similar to the
somewhat darker. — Larva between folded leaves of Tristania conferta. — Queensland
(Rockhampton, Duringa, Port Darwin). Imagines in November and December, and again in April; they are
not common, fly in the evening, and prefer the blossoms of Buddlea neemda and Eriobotrya japonica.

beala.

Ph. beata Hew. (163 a). On the forewing the hyaline spots are arranged in a discal oblique band
approximated by the small subapical spots which may also be absent (particularly in the $). The hindwing
usually shows also single hyaline spots. The ground-colour of the $ is dark smoke-brown. — Larva between
leaves of camphor, Tristania, and Eugenia, which are spun together, feeding only at night; they live throughout
winter, pupating in September and yielding the imago in October; a second generation flies in autumn; the
imagines mostly swarm in the dusk (Illidge). Queensland.

2. Genus: Casyapa

Ky. (Chaetocneme Fldr.).

We know of this genus about a dozen of Hesperidae, numbering among the largest species of the whole
family. The hairing of the body is more appressed than in the preceding species, the antennal club terminates
as in Phoenicops in a long point, and the hind tibiae likewise exhibit long hair-tufts like trousers. In the E
the costal margin of the forewing is reverted into a broad fold covered with a dense pad of scales and extending
from near the base to the centre of the wing. These insects are likewise nocturnal, they come to the lantern
and fly like Moths. They are distributed from Australia across the Moluccas and the Papuan District and are
mostly not common. — The older name, Chaetocneme Fldr., was wrongly replaced by Kirby by the name
Casyapa, as Chaetocneme in his opinion had already been used before, which is a mistake, the name of that
genus being Chaetocnema Steph. We have nevertheless left the adopted name Casyapa.
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C. corvus Fldr. (= cerinthus Flclr., odix Bsd.) (163 a, b). Dark brown, $ more chestnut brown with
yolk-coloured fringes and a yellow oblique band in the disc of the forewing, which varies in its shape, but mostly
begins before the cell-end and terminates before the lower median branch. $ more blackish-brown, the oblique
band longer and hyaline. Ceram, Amboina, and Saparua. — naeviferus Mob. is a hardly different form from
Batjan, which was wrongly stated to come from New Guinea. — In New Guinea, however, the species also
occurs, though in somewhat darker specimens; this form is dissimilis Swh. — In aristippus Fruhst., from Burn,
the oblique band of the
forewing is always narrower and the ground of the wing around it lighter yellow.
— corippus Fruhst., from the Fergusson Is., has a lighter yellowish-brown ground-colour than dissimilis, and
it is also beneath much lighter than in dissimilis-from New Guinea. The black cell-end of the forewing
beneath is quite indistinct.

C. critomedia Guer. (= cariatus Hew.) (163 b).

Recognizable by the broad orange band beginning
in the anal angle of the hindwing, gradually leaving the margin and turning towards the costa which, howTever,
it does not reach. From the Aru Islands. — spliinterifera Fruhst. is smaller, with a light red ground-colour,
the bands lighter, more yellow, the spots around the cell-end o.f the hindwing larger. From Cape York. — Also
in Waigeu a somewhat different form of this species is said to occur, which, however, has not yet been deno¬
minated.

corvus.

naeviferus.

dissimilis.
ansiWPuscorippus.

critomedia.

sphinteri-

1era•

C. callixenus Hero. (163 b) is based upon a $ of a quite blackish-brown colour with a broad somewhat callixenus.
serpentine orange band obliquely through the forewing. From the Aru Islands. — In kallima Swh. (163 b), icallima.
from New Guinea (Milne Bay), this oblique band is broader, duller, radiating on the subcostal vein towards
the base. To this species may belong chestnut-brown dA, without any bands, but the whole proximal part
in both wings with a golden brown gloss, the inside of the costal fold with a bronze gloss, and the palpi tinged
with orange; they are lying before me from Humboldt Bay.
A

C. porphyropis Meyr. & Low. (166 b) is evidently allied to callixenus from which it chiefly differs
in the C and $ being of the same colour and the apex of the hindwing being coloured yellow like the band
of the forewing. Above and beneath the same. As the costal fold in the $ is sometimes incompletely

porphyro-

PiS

developed (though it may also be distinct), the species was described as Phoenicops. The beautiful species
was discovered by F. P. Dodd on the Johnston River, in North Queensland, and flies near Kuranda in October
and again in February, being not rare in some places.

C. trifenestrata Fruhst., from New Pomerania, type in the Coll. Mabille, has still somewhat more

trifenestra-

pointed fore wings than the other Casyapa; instead of the oblique band of the forewing there are 3 yellowish
hyaline spots, one in the cell, 2 distally next to the cell.

3. Genus: Kiiselieinoii Dhl.
The only species of this genus possesses, like the Moths, a frenulum which induced some schematizing
systematizers to range it with the Heterocera and to place it either to the Castniidae, or next to them as a
separate family Euschemonidae. In fact, they are quite closely allied to the Casyapa, exhibiting quite similar
antennae, still stouter heads, but a most variegated colouring, and above all a brightly coloured body. They
only occur in Northern Australia where they meet some Agaristidae with similar colours. Larva similar to
that of Phoenicops, likewise living in folded leaves.

E. rafflesiae McL. (163 c). Wings and body velvety black, with sidphur-cokrared spots, dark red
palpi and abdominal end. Beneath the wings are covered with a colour like verdigris in the marginal parts,
above only before the apex of the forewing. North Australia, particularly Cape York. — alba Stgr. (= rafflesiae
Frogatt nec McL., alboornatus Ollijf) is somewhat smaller and shows the spots of the wings white instead of
yellow. Cooktown. When the imago is at rest, it keeps the wings flatly spread out.

rafflesiac.

alba.

4. Genus: Capila Mr.
Distinguished from Euschemon by the absence of the frenulum, from Casyapa by the still more slender
antennal club and the absence of the costal fold of the
being otherwise in the shape similar to both, but
of a quite different colouring. As to the one (palearctic) species, cf. Vol. I, p. 331, pi. 84a; the other
species known is:

C. jayadeva Mr. (163 c as jajadeva), not common in Sikkim, with peculiarly radiatingly striped
wings which are tinged with yellowish at the base.
C. translucida Leech having been dealt with in the palearctic part (Vol. I, pi. 84 a) may possibly cross
also the palearctic southern frontier and penetrate into the northern part of the Indo-Australian Region.

jayadeva.
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5. Genus: Pisola Mr.
As to this genus, ef. Vol. I, p. 331. According to Mabille, it is chiefly distinguished from Capila by
the absence of the hair-tuft on the hind tibia. But as, according to Elwes, all the specimens known of Pisola
are $$, the absence of the tibial pencil, which in Casyapa etc. also only occurs in the
is easily accounted
for, and Elwes therefore takes Pisola zennara to be the $ of Capila jayadeva which, however, others
report to be dark brown.
zcnnara.

P. zennara Mr. (163 c). Known from Bengal, but also brought from West China. Cf. Vol. I, p. 331.

hainana.

The species is undoubtedly rare; Frithstorfer also reports but 1 specimen, likewise a $, from Tandjong
(Tenasserim). — hainana Growl, may belong hereto; according to the brief description it is larger, with a
broader white oblique band, only the palpi being coloured reddish-yellow. Described from Hainan.

6.

Genus: Hallioiia Mr.

This genus is also composed of but one species, the large white C. pieridioides Mr. Cf. Vol. I. p. 331.
picridioidcs.

C. pieridioides Mr. (Vol. I, pi. 84 a) having been dealt with in Vol. I, p. 331, occurs also in Assam
(Khasia Hills), besides South-West China. ,,The strong scent of this beautiful insect excels every perfume
known to me in loveliness, distantly resembling the well-known scent of the blossoms of heliotrope/4 (E. Hartert
in Berl. Ent. Ztschr. 23, p. 292).

7. Genus: Ornioj^ia^ieis Wts.
As to this genus, cf. Vol. I, p. 331. Besides omeia Leech (Vol. I, pi. 84 d) and lidderdali Elwes (Vol. I,
pi. 84 a) occurring in the palearctic region, it also contains an Indian species, the typical:
phanaeus.

lalita.

0. phanaeus Hew. (163 c). Uni-coloured light chestnut-brown. Forewing with hyaline spots in
and below the cell-end, hindwing with a discal arcuate row of black oblong dots. This species differs in the
-structure from the palearctic Orthophaetus in the absence of the costal fold. Perak, Borneo, Sumatra. — lalita
Doh.. from the Chittagong and Karen Hills (Eastern Pegu), is quite similarly marked, but the colour of the
upper surface is a brighter reddish yellow.

8. Genus: Crossiura Nic.
The only species forming this genus is very closely allied to Orthophaetus omeia Leech (Vol. I, pi. 84 d),
neither having a costal fold in the <$, but it is distinguished by a hair-tuft at the anal angle of the hindwing.
pcnnicillatum.

C. pennicillatum Nic. (163 d) is a large lepidopteron similar to a Casyapa. Of the dark coffee-brown
wings only the forewing shows a hyaline oblique discal band which is very broad in the middle in the 8/ but
more uniform in the $. The species seems to be rather rare in the Khasia Hills in Assam.

9. Genus: lioboela Mr.
This genus has a great external resemblance to Achalarus lycidas (Vol. V, pi. 170 d) being confined
to America. As to further particulars cf. Vol. I, p. 331. Nearly all the species are palearctic, occurring in China,
though not in Eastern China; they are also absent in Japan. In the Indian Region only 2 or 3 forms
occur.
Uliana.

casyapa.

/ rater.

L. liliasia Atk. (Vol. I, pi. 84 a) is above black with a broad, below tapering, distally irregular oblique
band of the forewing, and a curved row of 5 small proapical dots. As to the under surface cf. Vol. I, p. 332.
This form seems to be confined to Indo-China and is not rare near Tandong in Tenasserim in May.
casyapa Mr. are specimens from the Himalaya, with a particularly broad band of the forewing; Elwes, however,
comprises the two forms.
L. frater Oberth. (163 d), from Yun-nan, has duller bands beneath, and the oblique band of the forewing
above is narrow almost strigiform.
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10. Genus: IB an tana Mr.
Only 1 species from Ceylon. Antennal club strong, rectangularly bent, palpi obliquely upturned; forewing
with a long cell extending beyond the last third of the costa. Costa without a fold. Hind tibiae with 2 pair
of spurs, and in the <$ with a long hair-pencil.
H. irifemus Fldr. (163 d). The name indicates the almost uniformly deep blackish-brown upper
surface of the <$. Only at the costal margin of the forewing there are the beginnings of two small chains of
dull yellowish-brown diffuse spots; an anterior one behind the centre of the costa and a posterior one before
the apex. Ceylon; the species must be either rare or local there, as I myself never discovered it on my numerous
excursions in this island.

inf emus.

11. Genus: Sataraupa Mr.
As to this genus cf. Vol. I, p. 333. A number of mostly palearctic forms such as tethys, moorei, sinica etc.,
owing to small differences, had been separated as the genus Daimio with the type tethys *), but later on united
with Satarupa. The genus is exclusively Asiatic.

S. gopala Mr. (163 d). Besides nymphalis (Vol. I, p. 334, pi. 44 d) the largest species of the genus, gopala.
Forewing with hyaline spots, hindwing white except base and margin. Abdomen also white except the apex.
In the typical form from Sikkim and the Kliasia Hills there are also small hyaline spots between the radial
branches of the forewing, connecting the subapical spots with the series of discal square spots. — ionkiniana tonldniana
Fruhst. is somewhat larger, with a broader dark margin of the hindwing, and larger submarginal blackish oval
dots on the hindwing; from Chiem-hoa in Tonkin, taken in August and September. — f (mil o sail a Matsumura formosana.
( = majasra Fruhst.) (163 d) has no hyaline spots between the radial branches, and the disced ones form a
straighter row, which fact Matsumura already pointed out. — According to Martin, also a form of gopala
is said to occur in Sumatra.
S. affinis. By the Javanese form javanensis Fruhst. (163 d) with very much white on the hindwing and
large hyaline spots on the forewing the species approaches the forms of gopala, but it is smaller, and the forewing
lacks the white spot in the cell. — Typical affinis Drc., from Borneo, have much smaller spots on the forewing,
— niphates Weym., from Sumatra, is somewhat larger, with very large spots on the forewing, but the white
disc of the hindwing is reduced.
S. kirmana Plotz (= cognata Dist.) (163 c), from Malacca, also has spots on the forewing, but they
are small, the white discal area of the hindwing being also narrower above and terminating in a thin apex
particularly towards the centre of the costa. On the hindwing beneath the antemarginal dots are of a very
different size, those in the subcostal and submedian areas being thick, those before the centre of the
distal margin thin. The species seems to favour the mountain districts.

javanensls

affinis.
niphatcs.

kirmana.

S. dirae Nic. (163 e), from Pulo Laut and Borneo, differs from the Javanese form visana Fruhst. dime.
(163 e) in its smaller spots on the forewing and a smaller discal band on the hindwing. The £ of visana shows visana2 white spots above each other above the centre of the hind-margin on the forewing. — Fruhstorfer distin¬
guishes yet a third race occurring in Sumatra and forming the intermediary between dirae and visana. He
does not denominate the species, but its occurrence seems to prove that fumosa from Sumatra (vid. p. 1034)
is not the dirae-iorm. from there. In some districts of Borneo, moreover, specimens are found, that differ a
little from Pulo-Laut specimens.
S. sambara Mr. (= cosima Plotz) (163 e) recalls diversa (Vol. Ill, pi. 84 e), but it has a complete sambara.
oblique row of discal square spots, whereas the smaller diversa only exhibits one large square spot below the
cell-end. The band of the hindwing is much narrower than in the preceding species. Not rare in Sikkim and
Assam. — Specimens from Assam already approximate the form indosinica Fruhst. which was taken in Chiem- indosinica
hoa in Tonkin in August and September; here the discal spots of the forewing are smaller, the band of the hind¬
wing is narrower and warms into yellowish. — dohertyi Wts., from Kumaon, is quite similar, but larger, and the dohertyi.
postmedian row of dots on the hindwing is more situate in the white area, not so intensely shaded by the
marginal brown.
S. celebica Fldr. (= permena Hew.) (163 e) differs from the preceding species in exhibiting on the celebica.
forewing besides some extremely fine preapical spots only a large square spot below the cell-end and two smaller
ones next to it and a larger one above it. The band of the hindwing is in the
darkened by yellowish-brown
and quite narrow, in the $ broader and white, but likewise shortened towards the costa. The figured specimens
are from North Celebes (Toli-toli);
from South Celebes are said to differ from them in their larger size and
broader band of the hindwing (= nivescens Fruhst.), which, however, is not the case in a ^ lying before me
from Patumiang (January).
*) From Daimio Murray the genus Satarupa is said to differ particularly in the shape of the hindwings, the
longer antennal hooks, and the scaling of the
posterior tibiae.
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corona.

S. corona Smpr. (163 1). The spots on the forewing are quite similar as in dirae, but the band of the
hindwing has become a large pale ochreous oval, and the under surface exhibits numerous distinct light grey
radiary patches before the margin. From the Philippines.

fumosa.

S. fumosa Elw. (163 f). Here the hindwing above is quite brown without a white band; beneath
the latter is almost as in dirae, but above all the spots on the forewing are smaller. Borneo.

diversa.

S. diversa Leech (Vol. I, pi. 84 e) which has been dealt with in Vol. I, p. 334, occurs also in the
Indo-Australian Region, in the Khasia Hills in Assam. Specimens from there have the same colouring as the
palearctic specimens figured in Vol. I, but they seem to me to be smaller on an average.

narada.

S. narada Mr. (163 f) is a common insect from the Himalaya, also known from Pegu. The cellular
spot in the forewing crosses the whole cell-end and together with the square spots below it it forms a white
discal band which increases in width towards the hindwing and passes over directly into the very broad band
of the hindwing. Below the cell of the hindwing there is a thick black dot.

bhagava.

S. bhagava Mr. hardly differs above and not at all beneath from its form andamanica Wood-Mas. & Nic.
f); it is not lying before me. It is reported from Burmah and is probably allied to phisara Mr. (163 f) from
Sikkhim. The latter form, however, does not only exhibit much more white in the disc of the forewing, but
the whole hindwing is white excepting the base and marginal band, and the abdomen is above also white (except
the base).

andamani- (103
yhisard.

moorei.

formosana.
milliana.

S. moorei Mab. (Vol. I, pi. 84 e), described from palearctic China, and having been dealt with Vol. I,
p. 334, with the form sinica Fldr. (— felderi Btlr.) from Central China, also occurs in the Indo-Australian Region,
in Formosa.
S. tethys Men. (Vol. I, pi. 84 f) is in typical specimens palearctic (Japanese), but it also occurs in
Formosa in much darker specimens: - formosana Fruhst. nee Matsumura.
S. milliana Swh. has remained unknown to me.

12. Genus: GJerosis Mab.
The genus is founded upon a very much damaged specimen. On the fore wing vein 5 rises close at the
upper cell-angle; palpi porrect, posterior tibiae with 2 pair of spurs.
hamiUonii.

G. hamiltonii Nic. (168 c). Forewing above olive greenish-brown with 2 very irregular broad black
discal bands being contiguous in the centre; 3 minute subapical sjiots; a similar very small spot in the 2nd
median area; a very narrow one through the centre of the 1st median area; before the margin an indistinct
broad blackish band. Hindwing similarly coloured, distally strewn with greyish; from the costa near the apex
a curved band of black spots extends to the 2nd median branch; at the cell-end a light line. Under surface
wine-coloured brown, disc of hindwing strewn with whitish, macular band as above. — The specimen originates
from Sylhet and may be aberrative, in any case it has never been found again.

13. Genus: Coladcnia Mr.
The genus comprises about l dozen species and has been briefly characterized in Vol. I, p. 334. Only
of one species the larva is known, being green with a black head which is indented on the frons, though not so
deeply as in the larvae of the Tagiades. Pupa of the usual shape, without a distinct apex of the head or a
prolonged case of the proboscis. The imagines are yielded in the hot districts already after a week or two; they
fly in the sunshine, but are fond of resting on the underside of leaves with their wings spread out.
indrani.

iissa.
vposaiha.

dea.
fatih.

dan.
cacus.

C. indrani Mr. (163 f). This beautiful lepidopteron is distinguished by its bright colours, the ruddlered surface of the wings exhibiting conspicuous white hyaline spots and black punctiform markings. The
marking itself is similar to that in the common dan. From Sikkim through India to the Nilghiris. In typical
specimens the 3 small subapical hyaline spots are situate in an oblique row. — In tissa Mr. (= laukae Plotz),
from Ceylon, the most central hyaline spot is removed towards the base. — uposatha Fruhst. are lighter yellow
specimens from Upper Burmah, whilst specimens from Tenasserim are said to resemble again the type. The
imagines seem to occur rarely everywhere.
C. dan. This species has already been dealt with in Vol. I, p. 334, and figured in its palearctic (larger)
form dea Leech from West China (pi. 84 f). — fatih Roll. (163 f) is the form distributed from North West India
to the Panjab. Likewise larger and also paler than typical dan. — In India, as far as its north-western part,
typical dan F. occurs, distinguished from the very similar Javanese form eacus Latr. (= dichroa Plotz) (163 g)
occurring besides in Bali by a softer brown colour and larger discal hyaline spots on the forewing. —
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dhyana Fruhst. is an uncommonly small form, lighter than specimens from Sikkim, with reduced cellular spots; dhyana.
beneath still lighter than eacus\ Indo-China. —sumatrana Fruhst. is darker red-brown than fatih( 163 f), thehya- sumatrana.
line spots on the fore wing are dark yellow instead of white, hindwing beneath with lighter red-brown bands; West
Sumatra. — lombokiana Fruhst., from Lombok, is somewhat darker than eacus (163 g), the hyaline spots are lombokiana
lighter and almost twice as broad. The spots of the dark bands of the hindwing are more distinctly defined. —
su mb aw an a Fruhst. is again more closely allied to dhyana, but the hyaline spots are still smaller, the ground- sumbawacolour is lighter than in eacus and lombokiana; Sumbawa. — celebica Fruhst., finally, from the Peak of Bonthain,
.
na
is beneath almost black; also above the hindwing exhibits the darkest arcuate bands. — dan is not rare, but
single; the larva is green with lighter sides and often a yellowish lateral stripe and a black shiny cordiformly
indented head; on Djarung (Achyrantes aspra). Pupa of a dull pale green, with brownish markings and white
wing-cases; it often yields the imago already after a week. The imagines fly near the roadside and open spaces
in the woods, and like to rest underneath leaves with their wings flatly spread out.

C. laxmi Nic. (= atilia Mab.) is difficult to separate from daw, on the whole smaller, greyer, hindwing laxmi.
in the centre of the margin somewhat convex and its anal portion distinctly produced. The dark spots on
the hindwing above are more fused into an arcuate nebulous band, but beneath distinctly separated. In the
Philippines and Palawan (— palawana Stgr.), but also in similar forms reported from various places of the
Malay district, unless they were mistaken for forms of dan.
C. buchanani Nic. (168 c) is similar to laxmi, but larger, the shape of the hindwing more like that of buchanani.
agni; the spots on the fore wing are more than double the size of those in laxmi, united into a coherent band;
the 2 dark oblicpie spots near the base of the submedian area are absent in this species. Upper Burmah.
C. sobrina Elw. (163 g) is also allied to dan, above almost exactly the same, but still larger; beneath, sobrina.
however, the hindwing exhibits instead of light reddish brown bands on a darker ground separate-blackish
spots as in laxmi; but from the latter species sobrina is at once discernible by the uniformly rounded margin
of the hindwing. Sumatra; type in the Tring Museum.

C. agnioides Elw. (163 g) is smaller than sobrina, the forewing shows smaller vitreous spots which arjnioidcs.
are arranged more in a discal oblicpie band. Hindwing above in the disc lighter, the dark spots are scarcer and
smaller, beneath partly situate in a light halo. Naga Hills, discovered by Doherty.
C. agni Nic. differs from agnioides almost only in the shape of the $ genitals, the dorsum of the tegumen agni.
being here plain, but in agnioides provided with a large comb. Moreover, the colouring of the wings above and
particularly of the fringe beneath behind the cells 6 and 7 of the hindwing is dark umber-brown in agnioides.
agni flies from Sikkim to Borneo, but probably only dispersed.

C. igna Smpr. (163 g). Here the vitreous spots of the hindwing vary in size and shape (even in number!), igna.
but the hindwing invariably shows above and beneath a distinct antemarginal row of punctiform spots. Philip¬
pines.
C. semperi Elw. (163 g).

Hindwing above crossed by an irregularly broken antemarginal nebulous semperi.
band which, however, is farther removed from the margin than the row of dots in igna. Beneath the dark spots
of the hindwing neither form a uniformly bent curve as in igna, but are arranged in an irregular, frequently
interrupted row. According to Edwards, it differs also anatomically from igna; but judging from the specimens
in Semper’s collection, the differences stated by Semper himself do not stand the test. Camiguin (Philippines).

C. moeniata Oberth. (Vol. I, pi. 84 f).

This species having been dealt with in the palearctic part moeniata.
of this work (Vol. I, p. 334) occurs, according to Mabtt.de, also in Yunnan in South China, thus also in the
Indo-Australian Region. — In the very similar species
C. vitrea Leech (Vol. I, pi. 84 f) no particular patria had been stated by Mabille in the palearctic
part; the species came from Ta-tsien-lu.

14. Genus: Celaenorrliimis Hbn.
The forms of this genus are still less distinctly separable than those of Coladenia. It is distributed over
all the faunae of the globe and is only absent in Europe and Continental Australia. More than 50 species are
known and it is a surprising fact how very similar the exterior of those from South America is to those from
India being geographically distantly separated. As to the genus itself, we refer to Vol. I. p. 332. From the
Indo-Australian Region 25 species and about twice as many forms are known. — The larvae seem to be very
similar to those of Coladenia, being comparatively stout, green, with a short neck and a black lustrous head
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which is indented at the vertex. The imagines exhibit habits similar to those of the European Thanaos tages
and also lihe to settle down at open spaces in the woods and on broad roads with their wings flatly spread out.

C. leucocera Roll. (= munda Mr., leucocirca Elw.) (163 g).

This species being chiefly Indian was
described from the partly palearctic Cashmir and dealt with at large in Vol. I, p. 333. Easily recognisable by
puira. the antennae being purely white above. From Sikkim and Central China to Tonkin and Annam. — putra Mr.
(164a) shows the yellow dots of the hindwing only beneath and duller than in typical leucocera from Java;
sivnda. common on the Volcano of Gedeh, at an altitude of 4000 ft. — Simula Hew. is a Sumatran form, regarded as
a distinct species, but connected with leucocera by the following forms which were sometimes ranged with Simula
angustipen- and sometimes with leucocera: — an&ustipennis Elw., particularly recognisable by the long, straight costal margin
ms. (characterising also the following form) which has caused its denomination. The spot below the cell-end is
at least l1/, times as high as it is broad, its proximal and distal borders being straight; confined to Western Java,
brahmapu- though Piepers and Snellen do not mention it in their ,,Rhopalocera of Java“. — brahmaputra Elw. (164 a
tra' as bramaputra) is undoubtedly very closely allied to Simula', it has the long pointed forewing of angustipennis,
but it lacks the 2 isolated extremely fine spots in the continuation of the preapical row of dots. From Borneo;
binotatus. the figured specimens are from the Kina-balu. — binotalus Fruhst., from Eastern Java, may only be an individual
aberration; it differs from West-Javanese specimens in brighter yellow and larger discal spots on the hindwing
above and particularly in the presence of two white hyaline spots instead of one in the anal angle of the
forewing. — The species is common in most of the places of its range; mostly met with near pools on sunny
highroads.
leucocera.

C. maculicornis Elw. (164 a) is very similar to certain forms of leucocera, but at once discernible by
•7r<n4i«s'
antennal shaft not being uniformly white but dotted dark. Typical specimens from Assam. — vitruvius
formosanus. Fruhst. is a smaller form from Siam with a lighter ground-colour. — formosanus Fruhst., from Formosa, is still
smaller than the Siam-race, the hyaline subapical spots of the forewing are smaller, the yellow spots on the
hindwing above also smaller, but more distinct, recalling those of ^ewcocera-specimens from Assam. Ground¬
colour darker, hindwing covered with more intensely green hair. Beneath more intensely strewn with dark
pic per si. brown. — piepersi Fruhst., from Western Java, resembles orbiferus (164 b), but the subapical dots of the fore wing
are larger, the white oblique band is narrower and more divided into isolated spots. Beneath the spots in the
anal angle of the forewing are narrower, more distinctly defined, hindwing with feebler traces of the yellowishgreen distal macula.
maculicor-

pern.

C. pero Nic. (164 a) has a partly white antennal shaft, but the margin of the hindwing is centrally
convex; the whitish discal spots of the forewing as well as the subapical ones are well developed, the spots on
the hindwing above rather indistinct, but large. Chiefly distinguished from leucocera by the antennae being
neither uniformly white above, besides by yellow, unspeckled fringes of the hindwings, and an apparently
constant small yellow spot above the hind-margin of the forewing. Naga Hills.

ratna.

C. consanguinea Leech (Vol. I, pi. 84 d) probably does not occur in typical specimens in the IndoAustralian Region, except at its northernmost frontier at most. In Formosa, however, a Celaenorrhinus occurs,
which Fruhstorfer denominated ratna and formerly united with the allied sumitra (Vol. I, pi. 84 d). It differs
from it in the white cellular spot being broader towards the costa, the larger white square spot between the
upper median branches of the fore wing and the much smaller yellow dots of the hindwing.

sumitra.

C. sumitra Mr. (= pyrrha Nic., patula Nic., plagifera Nic.) (Vol. I, pi. 84 d), from which the palearctic

chinensis.

specimens were separated as pluscula Leech without constant marks of distinction, occurs in Sikkim and the
Naga Hills. Cf. Vol. I. p. 333. — chinensis Sivh., from Omeishan, is nothing else but one of the numerous aber¬
rations of sumitra', somewhat more intensely coloured than our figure of sumitra, otherwise similar to it.

pulomaya.

C. pulomaya Mr. (Vol. I, pi. 84 c), the palearctic form of which was separated as lucifera Leech
(Vol. I, p. 333), flies in typical specimens in the Indo-Australian Region in the Himalaya and Naga Hills.

aspersa.

C. aspersa Leech (= clitus Nic.) (Vol. I, pi. 84 d) flies in West China and besides in the Naga Hills
(Bernardmyo), thus also in the Indo-Australian Region. Cf. Vol. I, p. 333.

ambareesa.

C. ambareesa Mr. (164 a). This species distantly resembles the exterior of Cel. fritzgartneri Bail.
(Vol. V, pi. 173 h) known from Tropical America, the peculiar Hesperid species sitting on the top stones in
tunnels and mountain-caves, flying furiously about on being chased up, but mostly not leaving the cave. In
contrast with this behaviour, I took ambareesa in the morning in the sunshine, on wet places of roads, in the
Nilghiri Mts. and at the foot of these mountains near Metupalagan. It is allied to the palearctic maculosa (Vol. I,
pi. 84 c), the forewing being spotted as in the latter species, but the hindwing with much smaller and paler,
yellowish-grey spots, with faded discal spots, and the whole wings finely powdered with greyish-yellow. In
the Nilghiris and besides in the Western Ghats, from Mahableshwar to Goa.
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C. flavocinctus Nic. (164 b) is the largest species of the genus, unless the figure of it he not too much flavocinctus
enlarged; easily recognisable by the narrow, torn discal band of the forewing, and by the hindwing being very
much intermixed with ochreous-yellow.

From Sikkim; unknown to me in nature.

C. orbiferus Elw. (164 b), on the contrary, is very small, above almost uni-coloured dark brown, orbiferus.
the white median band of the forewing broad, short and coherent; it is somewhat like sumitra, but easily recog¬
nisable by the whitish central spots of the forewing being united into a large somewhat irregular oval spot.
Borneo.

C. nigricans Nic. (Vol. I, pi. 84 d) is still smaller than -orbiferus and discernible by the deeper black

nigricans.

ground-colour of the upper surface; it occurs in the north-western ranges of the Himalaya, where it also passes
over to the palearctic region.

Cf. Vol. I, p. 333.

C. chaniunda Mr. (164 b) is still larger and with broader wings than orbiferus, otherwise similar chamunda.
to it, but the band of the forewing, which forms a central oval in orbiferus, extends here from the costa to
the anal angle.
Burmah. —

Antenna above black with a black and white club, beneath dotted dark.

From Sikkim to

balukinus Elw. (164 b) is the large form with broad bands from the Kinabalu in Borneo, and rufi- balukinus.

comis Mob., which (in contrast with its name) has not red antennae but such as the type, is the somewhat ruficornis.
smaller, otherwise very similar form from Java and Bali, which Fruhstorfer found yet at an

altitude of

4000 ft. on the Volcano of Gedeh.

C. spilothyrus Fldr. (164 b) is presumably only the representative of chamunda in Ceylon, discernible spilothyby the entire absence of all the spots of the hindwing also beneath and by the costal last spot of the oblicpie
band on the forewing being yellow instead of white. —

area Ploiz

{ —

rus

fusca Hmps.), from South India to Bengal, area.

is quite similar, but the costal last spot of the oblique band is not yellow but white.

C. anoma is quite similar to orbiferus (164 b), but it differs from the latter, from asmara arfd other anoma.
similar species in the absence of the white dots between the radial branches of the forewing.

From Celebes.

C. asmara Btlr. (Vol. I, pi. 84 e) is on both sides quite uni-coloured brown and spotless, except asmara.
the whitish hyaline spots of the forewing, the number and shape of which is exhibited in the figure. The typical
form comes from West China and is palearctic (cf. Vol. I, p. 333), but geographical races of it are widely
distributed in the Indo-Australian Region. —

goto Mob., from Kiu-shu and perhaps South China, seems to goto.

differ from typical asmara merely by its somewhat smaller size, and is separated from asmara neither by Elwes
nor by Mat sumitra. — Nor are palajava Stgr. from Palawan, conserta Nic. from Assam, and cacus Nic. from
Tenasserim to be separated from it, according to Elwes.

— In aditta Fruhst., from Siam, the forewing is adiita.

not quite uni-coloured, but towards the margin darker, proximad lighter brown; before the apex 2 minute
dots; the central band of spots does not extend to the costa; its lowest spot is the largest of all, the upper¬
most (smallest) being knob-shaped. —

ayata Fruhst., from West Sumatra, is blackish-brown, hindwing with ay at a.

dark brownish-green hair. 3 subapical dots, larger than in aditta, the central oblique band twice as broad, its
hindmost spot with more roundish, less sharp angles.

— milinda Fruhst. (164 c as malinda), from Java, is milinda.

without any subapical spots; the white central band of the forewing is distally more white, proximad more
hyaline.

The total impression of Javanese asmara is almost that of a Coladenia. — Larva green with a light

lateral stripe and a red-brown or dark brown head, in Java between leaves of Clerodendrum fragrans; pupa
greyish, in front greenish with brown wing-cases and dark eyes; head with an obtuse conical continuation.
The imagines are rather common in the southern parts of then range.

C. dhanada Mr. resembles affinis (164 d) and superficially recalls a Coladenia; the spots on the forewing dhanada.
are honey-coloured and form a central group; before the apex a small short band of 3 yellow dots, at a great
distance from them a fourth between the radials. The hindwing only exhibits dull macular shadows. Beneath
the macular band of the forewing reaches to the costa.

Sikkim.

— andamanica Wood-Mas. shows the central andamani-

spots of the forewing still more concentrated, whereby such a great resemblance to the Coladenia is produced,
that it was described as a form of Col. dan.

andamanica is said to be a distinct species owing to differences

in the male genitals, but it is somewhat doubtful, since it is also mentioned from the continent (Cherra-

saturatus Elw. (164 c) is the hardly different Javanese form which, however, was likewise regarded saturatus.
as a distinct species.
dentatus Elw. (164 c), from Borneo, differs from it in the more closely confluent honey- dentatus.
coloured central spots of the forewing.
snelleni Fruhst. represents the species in Celebes; it is almost still snelleni.
Punji). —

—

—

more similar to the Colad. dan, but it is at once discernible by the erect (in dan porrect) 3 rd palpal joint. Larva rather stout and short, dull greyish-green, with a light dorsal and lateral stripe and a dark subdorsal
streak, with lighter ring-indentations, the head being lustrous black.

The food-plant is not known, but the

imago not rare.

C. fulvescens Elw. (164 c). Above and beneath of a beautiful chestnut-colour, above marked ruddle- fulvescens.
red, the central group of spots large; of the 3 subapical dots the middle one is,removed towards the base.
Borneo; the figured specimens from the Kina-Balu.
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C. aurivittatus Mr. (164 c) is allied to dhanada, but at the lower end of the central band of the
forewing it has yet a deep yellow spot near the anal angle, and the fringes of the hindwings are not speckled,
but uniformly brown; Upper Burmah, according to Swinhoe also from the Andamans. — cameroni Dist.,
from Perak, differs in the band of the forewing crossing the cell more narrowly (% of the length of the
costa), whereas in aurivittatus it crosses it in the width of 1/5 of the length of the costa. The yellow band of
the forewing shows a uniform (in aurivittatus a more irregular) distal edge. — In vimana Fruhst., from the
Kina-Bain in Borneo, all the spots and bands of the forewing are broader.

ladana.

C. ladana Btlr. (164 d), from Perak; here the golden yellow band extends quite uniformly and smoothly
defined from behind the centre of the costa quite close to the anal angle; the ground-colour above and beneath
is a uniform dark brown.

zca.

C. zea Swh. The upper surface is somewhat like that of dhanada the discal band of the forewing,
however, is shortened and quadrangular, the under surface is more like that of af finis (164 d), and the small
subapieal spots above are here linear and connected with each other. Described according to a single $ from
Sikkim, where also dhanada occurs.

lativiltus.

C. lafivittus Elw. (164 c, d) is at once recognisable by the darker, more sepia-brown ground-colour
and the bright golden yellow spots of the fore wing forming a complete broad confluent band. From the KinaBalu in Borneo.

af finis.

C. af finis Elw. (164 d) likewise belongs yet to the dhanada-group. The band of the forewing is not
so purely golden yellow, but in its central part darkened and besides different from that of lativittus in ending
broadly before the anal angle. Fringe of hindwing speckled. From Indo-China (Ivhasia, Pegu, Tenasserim).

inaequalis.

C. inaequalis Elw. (164 d). Band of forewing still narrower, also lighter and more irregular than in

,

af finis; fringes unspeckled, uniformly yellow. From the Volcano of Gedeh in Java. — This form is not mentioned
by Piepers in his Javanese Rhopalocera. It was described according to 1 specimen in the Coll. Staudinger.
badia.

C. badia Hew. (171 d) is a rare species from Sikkim; upper surface very uniformly brown, only the
proximal halves of the wings more furrily powdered with a greyish green. The oblique band of the forewing
is white hyaline, proximad straightly defined, distally undulately. Before the apex the usual small, indistinct
punctiform spots.

batchianus.

C. batchianus Elw. (164 d) is somewhat like af finis, but the yellow oblique band of the forewing is
in front and behind shortened and smoothly cut off by the subcostal above, by the lower median branch beneath.
Only known from Batjan.

edit us.

C. editus Plotz (164 d) is one of the largest species; black, the central spots of the forewing form of
an irregular white band surrounded by 4 dots; hindwing with a light central spot. Under surface exactly like
the upper surface. Aru Is.

15. Genus: liiarniiou

Nic.

The few forms of this purely Malayan genus are very much alike. They are of a jet-black ground¬
colour, and their only marking consists of a central short white band of the forewing of a variable shape. On
the forewing vein 5 is very near to 6, 2 rises near the base of the wing. The colouring produced by the
marking is that of the members of the genus Notocrypta, but the forewing never exhibits in Charmion minute
dots, and the hindwing is not lobately produced in the anal portion. The imagines seem not to be common;
they drink from flowers with erect wings and seem particularly to prefer the blossoms of Lantana hybrida.
ficulnea.
leucographa.
queda.
nib ana.

tola.

Ch. ficulnea Hew. (— signata Drc.) (164 e). The typical form exhibits the white central spot of the
forewing above and beneath straightly cut off by the lower median branch ; Borneo. — leucographa Plotz (164 e),
the exact patria of which is uncertain (only labelled: ,,India“), shows the white spot downward prolonged in a
pointed tip as far as the submedian. — In queda Plotz (164 e), from the Malay Peninsula and Siam, the wedgeshaped spot of ficulnea is replaced by a small narrow, somewhat curved band. — In nibana Fruhst., finally
from Sumatra, the white central spot is broader than in queda, narrower than in ficulnea, shorter than in tola,
but in front narrower, posteriorly broader, thus just the contrary to leucographa.
Ch. tola Hew.
zawi Plotz, plesioneurae Stgr.) (164 e) is entirely like ficulnea, but the white spot
is longer, proximad mostly with a straight, distally with a convex border; from Celebes.
{ —
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16. Genus: Tagiades Hbn.
This genus has hardly more species than the preceding genus; but the range is very wide, so that about
100 geographical forms of Tagiades have been distinguished. Nearly all the species are above smoky blackishbrown, but in the anal portion of the hindwing generally white-coloured, which colour also occupies the whole
hindwing beneath, sometimes warming into blue. — Antennae long, the thin club almost rectangularly reverted;
palpi porrect with a rudimentary terminal joint. The cell of the forewing does not attain two thirds of the
length of the costa. Hindwing uniformly margined, but often with a very long hind-margin. Hind tibiae hairy
with 2 pair of spurs. — The genus occurs in the whole Indo-Australian Region, though only two forms reach to
the northernmost parts of Australia and but 1 North-Indian form crosses the palearctic southern frontier,
and but very few occur in Tropical Africa. The larvae resemble those of Celaenorrhinus, being likewise green
and rather stout, but the head is farther split on the vertex so that it assumes exactly the shape of a heart. It
was found on plants of various families, such as Roxburghiaceae, Dioscoreae, and particularly Convolvulaceae.
After the sultivation of sweet potatoes the insects have become more common in some districts. The
have
a peculiar habit, oscillating in enormous swings of 10 to 20 m length at the skirts of woods and the crossings
of roads, whizzing to and fro in a furious flight. In sitting they keep their wings flatly spread out and
in flying the bluish-white under surface of the hindwing flashes up brightly. The homogeneousness of the species
is still very confused, and the races are partly difficult to separate. — As to further particulars about the genus
cf. Vol. I, p. 335, and Vol. XIII, p. 571. In America the genus is absent, but among the Spioniades and thenallies we find quite similar features; cf. Vol. V, p. 890.
T. japetus Cr. (164 e). The type from Amboina is hardly discernible from the Javanese form brasidas
(164 f). In the $ the discal small vitreous spots in Amboina-insects, as they also occur in Bali and Lombok,
are somewhat larger, and the small dark marginal spots of the bluish-white hindwing beneath are smaller. sangareva Fruhst. was discovered in Tonkin, and the d'd' of this race exhibit the anal area of the hindwing more
intensely powdered with a whitish bluish-grey. The black discal spots on the hindwing above are small, and
the small subapical spots reduced to 2 or 3. The $ is said to exhibit a narrower, more distinctly defined white
area of the hindwing. — In patimoka Fruhst., perhaps a distinct species from Siam, the hindwing above is
bluish-white almost as far as the middle. — The larva is dark green with lighter segmental indentations and
a widely split black head; found on Dioscorea oppositifolia. On seezing the larva, it opens its mandibles as
if to bite. Pupa with a distinct apex of the head, light earth-coloured, marked darker, with a whitish
median area of the wing-cases. The imago is met with in single specimens, but not rare.

japetus.

Doh.

sangareva.

patimolca.

T. obscurus Mab. (= distans Mr., athos Plotz) (164 f) is probably hardly a distinct species and only obscurus.
a form of japetus with a partly reduced anal white of the hindwing. Here the discal spots of the forewing
are reduced to 2 minute dots between the radial branches. Ceylon and South India. — nepos Latr., from nepos.
Java and Bawean, where it is very common according to Fruhstobfer, likewise exhibits the very small discal
dots, whereas in enganicus Fruhst., from the Isle of Engano, the forewing shows larger hyaline spots; the dark enganicus.
margin of the hindwing beneath, however, is narrower here. — jetavana Fruhst., from Western Sumatra, is jHavana.
above one of the darkest forms with minute spots of the forewing and very little anal white of the hindwing;
beneath the dark margin of the hindwing is still more reduced. — alica Mr. (= meetana Mr.), from the alica.
Andamans, is similar to jetavana, but it exhibits more white on the hindwing above. — esvara Fruhst., from esvara.
Lombok and Sumbawa, resembles brasidas, but the costal margin of the hindwing is beneath narrower brown. —
prasnaja Fruhst., from Celebes, is said to be distinguished by its particular size and by the hyaline spots, prasnaja.
on the forewing being still much larger than in japetus from Amboina; half of the hindwing above is white, the
dark spots on the forewing above are larger, beneath the basal part of the hindwing is more extensively black.
In navus Fruhst., from Sula-Mangoli and Besi, the hyaline spots of the forewing have the size between navus.
japetus from Amboina and prasnaja from Celebes. — buruanus Fruhst., from Burn, has above and beneath a buruanus.
more extensively white region of the wings. — In bandanus Fruhst., from Banda, the white anal portion above bandanus.
is more distinctly defined, beneath the forewing is whiter in the discal portion. — mangala Fruhst. forms again mangala.
a transition from bandanus to esvara from Lombok, but it is smaller than both; from the Isle of Babber. —
eprius Fruhst., from the Isle of Obi, has a purely white, not bluish-edged anal portion of the hindwing, and eprius.
small vitreous spots on the forewing. — masistius Fruhst. (164 f), from Batjan, differs a little more than the masistius.
preceding insular forms in the hindwing being brown on the whole costal portion above and behind the cell,
only the anal half being white, the cell itself showing a feeble bluish-grey hue. This form also occurs in Halmaheira.
deinolochus Fruhst. is a name of a still more questionable value than the preceding ones, ,,a melanotic deinoloinsular race, smaller than the masistius and eprius from the Northern Moluccas; forewing with but one hyaline
c^us
dot at the apex of the cell, hindwing with a hardly half as broad white anal margin as in gilobasis. Under
surface still darker than in the latter race, also the white area all over strewn with bluish-grey scales/1 Patria
unknown. — avienus Fruhst. (164 g) is likewise a dispensable name for the specimens from the Key Is., the avienus.
characteristic marks of which (smaller size, absence of the cellular hyaline dots) can hardly be used for diagnostic
-
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jandta.

kowaia.

iindal\.

fergussomns-

ho via.
clericus.
curiosa.

Seitz.

purposes. Specimens from Queensland can neither be regarded as a separate form; they were described as
gamelia Misk. and australiensis Mob., but Swinhoe and Herb. Druce have ascertained that specimens from
Queensland are either identical with the following form janetta or with louisa (165 a). — janetta Btlr., from
the Aru Is., distinctly deviates by the white portion of the hindwing above being much more extended towards
the base than in the other races. — kowaia Plotz ( — bubasa Swh.) (164 g), from German New Guinea and Waigeu,
shows distinct hyaline spots of the forewing, only those in the cell being absent; the black marginal spots of
the hindwing leave the anal portion itself white. — tindali Rbb. (164 g), from the Bismarck Archipelago (New
Pomerania) shows in the forewing (at least of the £) 2 distinct hyaline spots in the posterior part of the cell
and larger marginal spots in the hindwing. - fergussonius Fruhst. from the d’Entrecasteaux Is., has smaller
spots of the forewings than tindali, the hindwing is uncommonly broadly bordered with white, almost without
the bluish admixture shown by tindali. The transcellular black roundish maculae of the hindwings are very
large. Hindwing beneath as in kowaia. — hovia Swh. has darkened hindwings; the white anal portion is much
smaller than in the 3 preceding ones. Salomon Is., Shortlands Is.
clericus Btlr., from New Lauenburg, approximates again the form tindali, though the hyaline dots of the forewing are smaller.
curiosa Swh. is allied to
clericus from which it is separated by the white abdomen, but its patria is German New Guinea.
—

—

latreillei.

T. titus Plotz (164 g) is probably only the Philippine form of the preceding species, but distinctly
recognisable by the large discal hyaline spots of the forewing. The anal white of the hindwing above has vanished
in the except some bluish-grey irroration; beneath the hindwing is bordered with brown (though not distinctly).
— latreillei Stgr. (164 g), from Palawan, is hardly separable from typical titus; the white of the hindwing above
may be entirely absent, but also more extensive than in titus. Mostly latreillei has 5 instead of 3 small subapical
spots, but there are also tliree-spotted specimens and the under surface of the hindwing may be still more variable.
— The same is probably the case with the form unknown to me: obscurata Stgr. from Sangir.

ravi.

T. ravi Mr. (164 h). Of this doubtful species I took specimens in Singapore, which only differ from

tetanus,

utanus Plotz (—- lugens Jfrtft.) (164 g) in a somewhat more intense bluish tint on the hindwing beneath and the
presence of 2 (instead of 1) hyaline spots behind the cell of the fore wing. The type of utanus is likewise from
Malacca; Swinhoe, however, mentions the form from Borneo. — Typical ravi are very similar to specimens
from Nias being smaller on an average, with a less blue tint of the hindwing beneath and relatively larger dark
discal spots on the hindwings. This race from Nias, which, however, is rather inconstant, Fruhstorfer separates as yotissa (164 h). — Borneo-specimens, rajaghra Fruhst., on the contrary, exhibit a more intense blue
^-jnt beneath.
helferi Fldr. being unknown to me was described from the Nicobars; to this form, however,
.
0
all those specimens of this group were reckoned exhibiting a particularly distinct blue tint beneath. This blue
tint I believe to disappear in flying, because in insects I took at the same place I noticed at once that they
exhibited the less blue the more they had flown *). At any rate I take helferi to be an uncertain species. khasiana Mr. which comes from various places of Indo-China as ravi, is recognisable by a large bluish-white
patch on the forewing beneath near the anal angle. In specimens from the Khasia Hills it has a more intensely
bluish tint on the hindwing beneath; in those from Siam, which according to Fruhstorfer may belong to
a dry season form there is less blue beneath; the latter are: epichaimus Fruhst. — ravina Fruhst. is such a form
with little blue beneath from the Andamans. — balana Fruhst. originates again from Borneo; forewing beneath
as in ravi (164 h), hindwing as in khasiana. — The forms of the ravi-helferi group are mostly not numerous at
their habitats; it is difficult to collect large series of them, and as besides the single local forms are very variable
(from the small Isle of Nias there are 3 very different specimens before me), the uncertainly in establishing
geographical forms is explained.

thus.

yotissa.
rajaghra.
helferi.

Jchasiana.

cpicharmus.
ravina.
a ana‘

gana.

avala.
parra.

paceka.

elegans.

—

T. gana Mr. (164 h) is likewise without the black border of the white portion of the hindwing, excepting
2 dots (a thicker one and a thinner one. But also the dark spots in the costal portion of the hindwing beneath
are almost obsolete, and the forewing only shows 3 minute dots before the apex, no small spots in the disc.
Sikkim and Bengal.
avala Fruhst. (164h) are Javanese and Sumatran specimens with a somewhat more
extensive white on the hindwing.
In parra Fruhst. from Borneo the anal white of the hindwing almost extends
to the cell and distally in a tip beyond the cell-wall. As the hindwing is besides said to be also longer and
narrower in this form, Fruhstorfer considers it may be a distinct species; but Piepers’ figure of Javanese
gana (
avala Fruhst.) likewise shows anally prolonged hindwings.
In paceka Fruhst. (164 h), from Palawan,
the anal third at most is white, being proximad smoothly cut off. Before the margin there are not only 2 or 3,
but at. least 4 black punctiform spots.
In elegar.s Mob. (164 h) there are in the forewing 5 distinct preapical
dots, and the black punctiform spots bordering on the anal portion of the hindwing are more numerous and
enlarged; from the Philippines. The latter is particularly the case in specimens from Camiguin de Luzon, in
-

—

=

—

—

*) Distant (Rhopaloc. Malay, p. 388) also calls our attention to the fact that the blue tint on the hindwing varies
individually.
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which these marginal dots may be confluent and form a marginal band, on which Fruhstorfer founds a new
form: (semperi Fruhst.) to which the specimen figured on pi. 164 from Semper’s collection is closely allied.
Beside these forms, this group contains yet another form from Borneo (mahinda Fruhst.), being allied to paceJca
(164 h), but distinguished from it by its smaller size, smaller black spots above and a narrower white area
on the hindwing; and perakana Fruhst., from Perak and perhaps also Sumatra, likewise exhibiting a narrower
white area on the hinclwing above and besides a broader dark marginal band.
—

semperi.
mahinda.

perakana.

T. louisa Swinh. (165 a), from the Rossel Island, was figured by Plotz already 50 years ago, but
not published. The forewing with the relatively large discal hyaline spots resembles titus, but the hindwing
is in the anal two thirds all white, and this white area has neither above nor beneath distinct dark marginal
spots.

louisa.

T. karea Mob. (165 a). Forewing more distinctly marked black, otherwise as in menanto; hindwing
with much less white of which only a little mealy powdering is left in the anal portion of the $ hindwing.
Beside 3 or 4 intense but still separate marginal dots there is here yet a series of blackish spots before the
distal third of the hindwing and in some specimens also beneath though not distinct or not always distinct.
Philippines.

karea.

T. menaka Mr. (= volturna Plotz) (165a). Fruhstorfer tries to clear up the confusion caused menaka.
by the forms of this species having several times been mistaken for atticus F. the type of which is undiscoverable,
by eliminating the latter name. In this case typical menaka is a lepidopteron recognisable by the colouring
above shown in the figure, whereas beneath it exhibits below the costa of the hindwing a group of 5 distinct
blackish-brown spots, 1 of which is in the cell. The forewing generally shows a great many, but very minute
spots; only 2 behind the centre of the costa are somewhat larger. Idle brown basal portion of the hindwing
above usually projects in 2 rounded waves into the white portion of the hindwing. Sikkim, common.
Iftigiosa litigiosa.
Mschlr., from Sylhet and other parts of North India, is hardly different; as the only difference I find in -litigiosa
small dark spots in the subcostal part of the hindwing beneath and more distinct discal hyaline dots of the
forewing. — In South India (Nilghiri Mts.) a more distinct difference is exhibited by larger and more indistinct
marginal spots on the hindwing above; such specimens are: vajima Fruhst. (165a). This peculiarity is not vajuna.
exhibited in specimens from Ceylon, where I took them near Kandy.
gavina (165 a, b) Fruhstorfer later gavina.
on denominated the form from Southern China, which, as a number of Hongkong-specimens prove, varies
exceedingly in the marginal spots of the hindwing, and some specimens of which are similar to the figure
on pi. 165 b of this volume, while others are more like that on pi. 84 g of Vol. I. It is not possible to regard
the confluence of the marginal spots into a marginal band as being typical for the Chinese form. The
form from Palawan, of which 3 specimens are before me, is also rather similar to the general exterior of menakaatticus, though the size of the marginal spots vary here, too.
Only in waterstradti Elw. (?
striata Drc.) waterstrad
(165 b) which I figure from the Kinabalu, really constant differences are shown: reduced hyaline dots of the
tiforewing, where both the dots between the radial branches and all those in the cell but one are absent, and
smaller marginal spots on the hindwing. Borneo.
yapatha Fruhst., from the Isle of Nias, is the most yapatha.
extensively and purely white-marked insular race of the Sunda Islands and of their annexes, and calligana calligana.
Btlr., from Siam and Malacca, is similar to it, though it lacks the narrow posteriorly tapering hindwings of
yapatha, being thus more similar to waterstradti. — sambawana Elw. (165 b), known from Sambawa, Bali, sambawana.
Lombok, and Flores, is very much like waterstradti, but the marginal dots of the hindwing, particularly the
anal ones, are smaller.
In Javanese specimens (= tubulus Fruhst.) the dots on the forewing are somewhat tubulus.
more complete, whereby they form the transition to Hongkong-specimens; otherwise there are hardly any
differences.
frebellius Hpffr. (165 d), however, is a distinctly discernible form; larger, with a complete, closed trebellius.
circle of rather thick, small hyaline spots on the forewing; on the hindwing the marginal spots begin to form
a closed row of spots. Celebes.
In martinus Plotz (165 b), from the Philippines, the arrangement of the spots martinus.
on the forewing above is the same, but on the hindwing beneath the costa is much more narrowly bordered
with brown than in trebellius.
ttlitra Mob., from Sula-Mangoli, is unknown to me; in the diagnose it is miira.
compared with a Satarupa, in contrast to which the white band of the hindwing is prolonged; Fruhstorfer,
however, who has seen the type, places it to the menaka-group.
In avatana Fruhst., from Sula-Besi, avatana.
the white band of the hinclwing is reduced to a very narrow patch, so that it resembles metanga Rbb. metanga.
from Ceram, which is above likewise almost blackish-brown.
ilicaja Fruhst. (165 b) is also a name for specimens nicaja.
(from the Isle of Bazilan) having been separated from the martinus owing to hardly noticeable differences;
in nicaya the somewhat enlarged anal-marginal spots are confluent (but in specimens from Bohol sometimes
too!), so that the dark margin grows broader and the white area of the hindwing narrower.
pentaja Fruhst., pentaja.
from Buru, shows an approximation to korela from Waigiu; the white area of the hindwing is somewhat broader
than in trebellius (165 d), the anal dark marginal spots being as in the New Guinea form.
—

—

—

=

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

T. nestiss Fldr. This species may be regarded as the completely blackened form of the menaka-growp.
The white area of the hindwing is absent except a faint glimmer (in some Amboina specimens); only in Batjan
specimens, — gilolensis Mob. (165 b, c), also found in Halmaheira, there is yet a small white diffuse spot before
IX

131

nestus.

gilotensis.
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the anal angle of the hindwing. Beneath there are often yet bluish-grey clouds in the disc of the hindwing,
but not always. The small spots of the fore wing are complete and distinctly white.

sivinhoei.

T. neira Plotz (165 c). Plotz figures 2
next to each other, one with a broad, one with a narrow
white part on the hindwing. Swinhoe turns the figures round taking first the right one and then the left one,
to the latter of which the name neira ought to belong, at least in case Plotz is to be the author *). Both the
figures (excepting the forewing) have in common a peculiar dingy-brown darkening of the white part of the
hindwing; besides a partial white colouring of the abdomen, which is absent in the nestus and many forms of
menaka \ thirdly also the patria is the same: Aru Islands. Fruhstorfer has now denominated the broad-banded
form swirshoei (165 c) merely by reason of Swinhoe’s reproduction of Plotz’ figure.

korela.

T. korela Mab. is perhaps somewhat smaller than the similar sivoa, distinguished by the abdomen

neira.

being white only beneath; the spots and dots are entirely like in sivoa; on the hindwing the white colour does
not extend so far towards the base; on the hindwing beneath there is at the end of vein 5 another isolated
black spot, the others are confluent, forming a proximally dentate band. From Waigiu.
sivoa.

monachus.

canonicus.
'presbyter.

curatus.

T. sivoa Swh. (165 c) is a beautiful large form easily recognised by the extensive white area of the
hindwing, which is bordered by a chain of confluent marginal spots, but above all by the abdomen being powdered
with snow-white almost to the base; from New Guinea. — monachus Fruhst. is said to differ from sivoa in the
coherent black anal margin of the hindwing above being proximad deeply indented and forming an almost
closed band, and in the abdomen being above cprite black, beneath yellow. (The white colour of the abdominal
dorsum, however, varies much in fresh specimens from the same district and is sometimes almost quite absent;
besides, it has often entirely vanished in much flown specimens.) — canonicus Fruhst. is smaller, the small
elongate spots on the forewing have here the shape of minute round dots, and the white area of the hindwing
is narrower; almost half of the abdomen is black. — presbyter Btlr. is distinguished from the preceding forms
by the black abdomen and the broad, proximad distinctly defined dark anal margin of the hindwing above,
which is also exhibited beneath extending as a slightly curved bow in front of the fringe. New Pomerania. —
curatus Fruhst. forms the transition from sivoa to presbyter-, it resembles the latter form; hinclwing beneath with
a continuous dark marginal band, whereas in sivoa, monachus, and canonicus there are only isolated marginal
sjiots. From presbyter it differs in the much broader marginal band being proximad deeply indented, and
in the terminal margin being also above more than twice as broad and also proximad indistinctly defined.
— All these forms from New Guinea seem to be very much alike, and sivoa itself probably is nothing but the
representative of menaJca in New Guinea. All the forms of sivoa are from New Guinea or New Pomerania resp.

menanto.

T. menanto Plotz (= jainas Fruhst.) (165 d as melamtho). This species differs from the menaka-group
in the anal portion (not the subanal portion) of the hindwing being white. Instead of the secluding dark marginal
band there are here only two dark small marginal spots being rather remote from each other and in some $9
hardly recognisable. Thereby this species approaches the japetus-group, and its well-known relations to obscurus
(164 f) indicate, where this doubtful species is to be ranged, i. e. among its Ceylon-specimens which Moore
denominated distans. Forewing with but 3 small subapical spots, with indistinct, often slightly darker discal
clouds; hindwing with an indistinctly defined, proximally bluish anal white area into which a series of dark
brown discal spots extend from the radial interspaces. Fruhstorfer was quite correct in presuming this
Nias-insect to represent gana there, for which reason it must be more closely allied to the group of obscurus
or japetus resp., but the combination of menanto with toba Nicev. by Swinhoe bewildered him, and so he
described menanto representing gana in Nias as the new species jainas.

ioba.

T. toba Nic. (= nana Elw.) (165 d) is much smaller than menanto, the anal white area of the
hindwing is narrower and distinctly defined, but also differently distributed, more band-shaped, and its proximal
border is not convex but rather, concave. From the Khasia Hills; in the Tring Museum it is also stated from
Nias, which is probably a mistake.

pteria.

T. pteria Hew. (165 d). Recognisable by a series of deep dark radiate spots crossing the distal portions
of both wings and appearing beneath shortened on the white portion of the hindwing. The white colour
of the hindwing is not bluish-white, but yellowish-white. From East Mindanao. — dealbata Dist., from IndoChina and Sumatra, has a deeper ground-colour, so that the dark marking is not so distinctly piominent. The.
rays are also much shorter than in typical pteria. — In dimidiata Fruhst. the very minute spots of dealbata on
the forewing are larger, the anal white of the hindwing is narrower; beneath the black basal region is more
extensive, posteriorly more distinctly defined, the distal spots much more conspicuous. North Borneo; Pulo Laut.

dealbata.

dimidiata.

lavata.

T. lavata Btlr. (165 d). Above dark brown, the white anal portion of the hindwing spotless, narrow,
and towards the base rather smoothly cut off. Easily recognisable by the under surface being quite spotless
except 1 or 2 fine minute spots before the apical portion; the forewing and the basal and costal parts of the
hindwing are brown, the rest light bluish-grey. Malacca, Borneo, and Natuna Is.
*) These figures have never been published, but the description by Plotz has, so that this statement of the author
is valid.
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T. abstrusus Fruhst.

Ground-colour van Dyk-brown with a dark violet reflection. Forewing with
5 subapical dots, the costal ones of which are removed somewhat proximad, almost streak-shaped. Before the
apex of the cell there is a sandglass-shaped hyaline spot crossing the whole cell. An ultracellular small dot
between the anterior and middle median; between the latter and the posterior median there is a somewhat
longer spot. Hindwing uni-coloured, towards the base set with long hairs exhibiting a reddish reflection. Under
surface somewhat darker, otherwise as above; only the palpi are below yellowish. Hindwing long, narrower
than in the other Tagiades. Colouring and shape somewhat similar to that of Satarupa formosana Fruhst. (163 d)
(a darkened form of Sat. tethys, the total impression of the <$<$ also like that of some Celaenorrhinu-s. 20 mm.
From German New Guinea. According to Fruhstorfer; it is not lying before me.

abstrusus.

T. trichoneura Fldr. (165 e) is separated from all the preceding species by the yolk-coloured anal
portion of the hindwing. Forewing with a great many, partly comma-shaped, small hyaline spots. Typical
specimens are from Malacca. Hindwing beneath dingy white, in the costal portion shaded with dark, without
distinctly dark spots. — In pralaya Mr., from Bengal, Sikkim, and the Khasia Hills, the hindwing is also beneath
yellowish instead of white. — pellita Fruhst., from Tonkin, differs from pralaya in the narrower yellow portion
of the hindwing and in the fact that not dark maculae, but long dark rays project over the proximal border
of this yellow portion. — nava Fruhst., from Perak, differs from typical trichoneura in the darker yellow
under surface and particularly in a series of yellow submarginal spots extending to the apical part of the forewing
beneath. Java. Bali. — trichoneuroides Elw. (165 e), from Borneo, is the most beautiful form. Upper surface
with very bright radiate black spots; hindwing beneath in the costal portion with 4 or 5 distinct spots. The
species is apparently nowhere common.

trichoneu¬
ra.

T. princeps Smpr. (165 e). Almost the whole distal half of the hindwing is yellow which colour even
projects to the anal portion of the forewing. The small yellow subapical spots of the forewing are likewise
prolonged and united into an oblique band, otherwise the brown upper surface is not distinctly spotted. In
contrast with nearly all the other Tagiades, the under surface of both wings is coloured and marked exactly
like above, whereby a certain homochromy is produced with several other lepidoptera inhabiting the same
districts, of which we only mention the Philippinic form of Ophthalmis cincta (Vol. XI, pi. 3 g), some Lymantriidae (Euproctis geometrica Vol. X, pi. 43 a), simulans (ibid.), though this resemblance is not to be explained
as mimicry. Mindanao; Panaon. — bazilanus Fruhst. is a race from Bazilan, in which the subapical macula
of the forewing above is absent.
T. paradoxus Fruhst. 22 mm.

Beneath somewhat similar to princeps (165 e); above uni-coloured
blackish-brown. Under surface somewhat lighter, bases of the wings slightly hued with yellow. Hindwing
with a brown costal margin extending rather equally broad to the anterior median branch, then growing narrower
and ending as a black line at the anal angle. The rest of the wing is dark yellow with a slight reddish tint.
Spots on the forewing distributed as in princeps. Body brown, beneath yellow. Wings more roundish than in
princeps. North Borneo.

T. boisduvali Mob. is the largest species of the genus, with an expanse of up to 60 mm; above black,

pralaya.
pellita.

nava.

trichoneuroides.

princepjs.

bazilanus.

paradoxus.

boisduvali.

on the hindwing a square anal area extending to the cell, yellow, distally bordered by a beak-shaped black
costal area. Antennae with a white ring before the club. North Celebes.

T. pinwilli Btlr. (165 e) shows in the forewing large distal yellowish hyaline spots, the hindwing being

pinwilli.

orange-yellow with a dark margin and small dark spots before it and in the cell. A very beautiful species allied
to the following tabrica; from Assam, Malacca, and Borneo; rare.

T. tabrica Hew. (165 e) is very similar to pinwilli', chiefly separated by the presence of minute sub¬
apical hyaline spots in the forewing, and by the position of the black submarginal spots on the hindwing, which
are situate in the orange-yellow area in tabrica, whereas in pinwilli somewhat in the shadow of the proximal
border of the dark marginal band. Stated from Darjeeling; at any rate still rarer than pinwilli.

17. Genus: Sarangesa

Mr.

This genus is composed of about 20 forms, 16 of which occur in the African Region and have been dealt
with in Vol. XIII (p. 573—579) and have nearly all been figured there on pi. 76. Only 4 species occur in
the Indian Region, especially in India and Ceylon, where they prefer dry districts, as they also do in
Africa. Only 1 species touches the palearctic frontier in the North-Western Himalaya. Most of the species,
which in the exterior and habits are somewhat like the European Carcharodus, exhibit a rather monotonous
dark brown colouring, but in some the anal portion of the hindwing may also be lighter, as we find it in the
Tagiades and also in the analogously coloured Americans from the Achlyodes-group. As to the structure cf.
Vol. I, p. 334.

tabrica.
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purcndra.

S. purendra Mr. (165 f). Cf. Vol. I, p. 335. This species seemed to be confined to the NorthWestern Himalaya, but Elwes reports of a specimen which is said to originate from the Nilghiri Hills (South
India). I did not discover the species there.

sati.

S. sati Nic. differs from purendra (165 f) particularly in the absence of the large hyaline spot in the
disc above the submedian. Kuch; Rajputana.

dasahara.

S. dasahara Mr., from India (Ivangra and Sikkim to Bombay), differs from the figured Ceylon-form
albicilla Mr. (165 f) chiefly in the hindwing beneath not being whitish but brown. Specimens from the southern
point of the Indian peninsula already show transitions to this form by a brighter under surface.
philippus
Mab. which by a mistake was denoted as American only shows yet traces of the small hyaline spots.
hampsoni
Swh. and davidsoni Swh. are unknown to me.

albicilla.
philippus.
hampsoni.
davidsoni.

—

—

18. Genus: Otlfua Mab.
The members of this genus differ much from all the Hesperidae enumerated so far in the yellow-speckled
colouring by which they are at once recognised. Morphologically they resemble the mostly beautifully skyblue American Pythonides (Vol. V, pi. 112) and the likewise peculiarly coloured Entheus; in Tropical Africa
the Abantis (Vol. XIII, pi. 75, 76) may correspond to them. In the forewing vein 5 is somewhat nearer to
6 than to 4; the lower median branch rises at about % of the base of the lower cell-wall. The species of
this genus seem to be extremely rare insects; even in large collections they are entirely absent.

0. hieroglyphiea Btlr. (= chrysomelaena Mab.).

Black with large orange spots being somewhat
cuneiior- radiatiform at the margin of the forewing. The typical form in Borneo. — cuneiforrnis Smpr. (165 f), from the
mis. Philippines (Mindoro), differs from it in the large orange discal spot on the hindwing not being triangular but
ortygia. irregularly quadrangular. — In ortygia Nic., from Tenasserim, described from 1
the yellow spots in the apex
of the fore wing are smaller, those in the hindwing larger.

hieroglyphi-

decorata.

0. decorata Hew. (= bicolor Oberth.) (165 f), on the contrary, is golden yellow with black spots,
only the margin of the forewing being broad dark brown with whitish rays. Tonkin.

19. Genus: Darpa

Mr.

The only species of this genus is coloured like Tagiades; in the dark forewing there are discal hyaline
pots, the anal half of the hindwing is white. But it is at once discernible by the dentate margin of both wings.
hcinria.

D. hanria

(165 f). Dark brownish slate-coloured with a radiate black marking and a bone-coloured
anal half of the hindwing. Sikkim. Apparently not common.
Mr.

20. Genus: Ctenoptilon Nic.
The genus contains 2 species with long palpi showing a prolonged pendent terminal joint; apex of
forewing truncate, the anal portion of the margin being irregularly curved. The hindwing exhibits a sharp
tooth in the middle of the margin. All the wings are intermixed with numerous hyaline spots.
vasava.

chinensis.

C. vasava Mr. (165 f) has a reddish ground-colour; cf. Vol. I, p. 335. The chief range is Northern
India from where the species is distributed as far as the south of the palearctic region. The Chinese specimens
have, chiefly owing to anatomical researches of the <$ genitals, been separated as chinensis Leech (Vol. I,
pi. 84 f as vasava). Not rare.
C. multiguttata

from Akyab and Tenasserim, is very similar, but the spot of the subapical hyaline
ta- band of the forewing does not project beyond the others towards the apex, as it does in vasava.

multigutta-

Nic.,

21. Genus: Tapeaa Mr.
Allied to the preceding genus, but the wings are less sharply angled. The dents particularly in the
centre of the distal margin of the hind wing only project as angles not as an appendage. Above all, the discal
hyaline spots are all absent.
thwaitesi.

minuscuia.

T. thwaitesi Mr. (165 f) is almost uni-coloured deep sepia-brown with indistinct black transverse
bands. Before the apex 3 small hyaline spots, the lowest of which is removed towards the margin. In the disc
of the hindwing there is a hardly noticeable minute spot. Indo-China, Sumatra, Borneo. — minuscula Elw. & Edw.
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(165 g), from Bernardmyo, is of a paler brown, the dents of the wings are still obtuser, the central dot on the
hindwing is usually more distinct. - hampsoni Elio, c£- Edw. (165 g) is somewhat larger, the lowest subapical
dot slightly removed towards the margin; Nilghiris, Ceylon. — Owing to anatomical differences in the genitals,
all the 3 forms were regarded as distinct species.

hampsoni.

22. Genus: Xetrocoryne Fldr.
This purely Australian genus contains but 1 species externally resembling a large Tapena, though the
hind tibiae exhibit a small hair-lock, similar but smaller than those exhibited in other Australian Hesperid
males (Casyapa calixenus etc.).

N. repanda Fldr. (165 g) looks like a large Tapena, but it is of a brighter chestnut-colour, and beside
the subapical spots there are in the forewing a group of large discal hyaline spots. In specimens from the
northern parts of the range the hyaline spots of the forewing, are mostly larger than in the south. — Larva
slate-coloured, the 2nd ring yellowish, the 3rd orange with black round spots on the sides of the dorsal line,
on the 4th and 5th rings similar though square black spots. Anal end again orange with large black spots on
ring 10, dorsal line white, centred with brown, lateral line narrow, orange. In a case of leaves on Callicoma
serratifolia, Elaeocarpus reticulatus and cyanus. Queensland (Brisbane) and New South Wales (Sydney) in
summer and autumn, not rare.

repanda.

23. Genus: Odoiiio|MiIui!i Nic.
He-speridae of middling size with broad, lobate, very delicate wings, with very few and very small
vitreous dots in the forewing, the hindwings being powdered with white. Palpi large and thick, forewing below
the apex somewhat convex, the apex of the hindwing lobately produced with long fringes. — The larvae are
rather short and stout, the head split at the vertex, but more transversely oval, with a less pointed mouth;
the head is not glossy, as if it were varnished, like that in Tagiades, but clothed with fine short .yellowish-red
hair. While feeding they sit quite freely, and only hide in resting between parts of plants that are carelessly
drawn together, without rolling up leaves as the Tagiades do. They finally become milky white pupae without
distinct appendages which are marked with fine rows of black dots and streaks, yielding the imago in the hot
countries after a fortnight. The imagines rest on flowers with their wings widely spread, the apical portions
of the forewings slightly hanging down, as in the American Eantis, the palearct-ic Thanaos etc.

0. angulata Fldr. (= sura Wr.) (165 g). Distributed over Northern India and Southern China, but no
more reaching to the palearctic frontier. Chestnut-brown, fore wing in the basal portion and centre with a
mealy hue; hindwing traversed by a few white lines, the distal line forming a right angle towards the centre
of the margin. Hindwing beneath white, at the apex and distal margin spotted brown. — subangulata Fruhst.,
from Bazilan, is said to be very much larger than continental insects; — in mail a bin a Fruhst., from Java, the
white of the markings in the hindwing above is darkened pale yellowish-brown. — in sumatrana Fruhst. the
red-brown and black bands are more distinct than in other races. — Larva pale ochreous-brown, the young
larva yellowish-green; head dark brown, with yellowish-red hair. On Hibiscus tiliaceus, Urena lappago,
Eriodendrum, and other plants. Pupa white with an obtuse cone of the head. The imagines are common in
the sunshine, and with their wings far stretched out they rest on flowers, preferably on those of Lantana
hybrida.

0. helias Fldr. (165 g) is much larger than angulata, otherwise similar to it, but from the centre of
the margin of the hindwing towards the hind-margin above the anal angle not a thick white line but a white
stripe of about 1 to 2 mm width. The fringe in the anal portion of- the margin of the hindwing is long and
snow-white. Celebes. — helisa Smpr., from the Philippines, is somewhat smaller and exhibits bluish-white
scales on the forewing beneath before the anal part of the margin and near the base. Not rare. — hyperides Doll.
may be a distinct species, very similar to typical helias, but the bands as well as the discal hyaline spots of
the forewing are absent and the apex of the hindwing is broad dark. Sumbawa; collected by Fruhstorfer
in Lombok at an altitude of 2000 ft., in April.

0. pygela Hew. (165 g) is recognisable by the distinct white line growing thicker hindward, right
across both wings. The whole anal portion of the hindwing is white, only before the margin traversed by a
grey nebulous stripe; Borneo. — ragupta Fruhst. is a name for the Sumatran form with broader white bands.
— javanica Fruhst. is smaller and has neater white bands; from Java. Not rare.
0. leptogramma Hew. (165 li). Margin of the wing more uniformly bent, hindwing less lobate. Brown,
hindwing through the centre broadly white. Philippines. Not rare.

angulata.

subangula¬
ta.
mahabina.
sumatrana.

helias.

helisa.
hyperides.

pygela.

ragupta.
javanica.
leptogram¬
ma.
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24. Genus: Abarathsi Mr.
Whilst in the Odontoptilum the hindwing is variegated, with many markings in contrast with the forewing
which is dark brown and mostly little marked, the hindwing mostly being even very conspicuously snow-white,
in Abarantha mostly the forewing and hindwing, above and beneath, are similarly coloured. The convexity
of the margin of the forewing is still insignificant, but the lobation or dentation of the hindwing is still distinct.
In the disc of the forewing there are always distinct hyaline spots. — The larvae of A. syriclithus are dark
green, with yellow bands on the ring-indentations, and a dark short-haired head. Pupa white with a short
cone of the head; across the dorsum rows of black dots, and the wing-cases exhibit black veins. Size and the
approximate exterior of the pupa of Aporia crataegi. — The imagines fly in the sunshine like those of the preceding
genus, and with their wings far stretched out they rest on blossoms.
ransonnettii.

taytorii.
potiphera.

alula.

mettasuda.
siamica.

saraya.

A. ransonnettii Fldr. (165 h).

As the type we must regard Ceylon-specimens which are much more
variegated and more contrastingly coloured than specimens from the Nilgiri Mts., which Elwes states to
correspond with the former. In ransonnettii the basal areas of both wings above are distinctly darker; the hind¬
wing shows the anal area powdered with a mealy tint, whilst the median area is conspicuously lighter with a
more distinct dot in the cell, and finally the under surface of the fore wing is of a purer white. In specimens
from South India — taylorii Nic. (165 h) — the total colouring is on both sides more uni-coloured and more
reddish, whereas potiphera Hew. are probably only large and particularly conspicuously variegated Ceylonspecimens with bright whitish cliscal spots on both wings above. — ransonnettii is nearly everywhere common
in Ceylon and South India; also mentioned from the Khasia-Hills.

A. alida Nic. is quite similar to the preceding species, but at once discernible by the round white
transparent spot almost in the centre of the cell of the forewing. Known from Upper Burmah and from
the Chindwin River. — Specimens from South Annam, = meftasuda Fruhst., exhibit less black colour, and
are paler above and beneath. — sianiica Swh. (165 h) is a large light form, corresponding to potiphera Hew.
of ransonnettii. Siam.
A. saraya Doh. (165 h) is the most similar to the ransonnettii-taylorii from the Nilgiris, but the under
surface is pale yellow, not really lined with white, and in the centre of the forewing there is a group of distinct
hyaline spots. Kumaon in the Himalaya.

syrichthus.

pelias.

elwesi.
pclligera.

crosula.

A. syriclithus Fldr. (= agama Fldr.) (165 i). Upper surface pale ochreous with a brown latticed marking,
somewhat similar to that of certain Melitaea. Forewing with hyaline spots in the disc and before the apex.
Hindwing beneath white with blackish-brown spots. Java. — Besides, syrichthus also occurs in Continental
Indo-China, but according to Eruhstorfer, Tonkin-specimens are said to be larger with much smaller hyaline
spots. — In pelias Fruhst., from Than-Mai in Tonkin, the spots on all wings above are more yellowish instead
of dull whitish. The black spots on the brighter white under surface of the hindwing are very much reduced.
— In contrast with the large Tonkin-specimens, a particularly small form is said to fly in Bernardmyo, = elwesi
Wats. — pelligera Fruhst. (habitat unknown) may form a transition to the following species, particularly
if it originated from South Celebes. Distinguished from syrichthus by reddish-yellow instead of light yellow
maculae and faded dark and reddish-yellow spots on the hindwing. — The larva and pupa have been described
in the diagnose of the genus.
A. erosula Fldr. (165 h) has the size and shape of the preceding species, but the upper surface is uni¬
formly coloured brown, and the latticed marking is reduced to some transverse rows of oblong or comma-shaped
spots. The small hyaline spots are rather small except the one in the cell-end. Celebes.

25. Genus: Hesperia, Latr.
This genus has been so exhaustively dealt with by Mabille in Vol. I, p. 338, by Draudt in Vol. V, p. 918,
and particularly by Aitrivillius in Vol. XIII, p. 561, that we may refer to these statements. In the ,,Macrolepidoptera“ on the whole about 120 forms have been dealt with, only one of which occurs in the whole IndoAustralian Region, whereas none reaches the Australian Continent. Not only in the northern temperate zone
the Hesperia number among the most common butterflies, but also in South America (near Santos) I found
Hesp. syrichthus to be the most common Hesperid, and the most common butterfly on the whole. The Indian
species slightly differs from the other Hesperia, whereupon Swinhoe founded the genus Spialia.
galba.

H. galba F. ( = supoma Mr., evanides Btlr., zebra Btlr. *), hellas Nic.) (165 i). To what has been
said in Vol. I, p. 336 about this species, and to the well recognisable figure of a $ (Vol. I, pi. 85 b) we need
only to add that the insects prefer to fly on high plateaux covered with high grass, always near the ground
*) By a misprint this name was changed into zelva in Vol. I, p. 336.
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upon which they always alight, exactly like the palearctic malvae, after a short flight, with their wings half
opened. — Larva green, with fine transverse striations, the dark brown head covered with short hair, the neck
marked orange and black; pupa with a greenish-white hue. — Widely distributed in India, and in some places
very common; from South Arabia through South Beloochistan and India to Burmah; it prefers particularly
dry districts.

26. Genus: Oomalia Mr.
This genus is very closely allied to the preceding genus, but it has a different habitus, and the antennal
club is more slender and straight. The $ shows a costal fold on the fore wing. The nearest ally, the African
species elma Trim, which is figured on pi. 75 d of Vol. XIII, forms a transition to the genus Car char odus to
which it was already reckoned there.

G. albofasciata Mr. ( = httoralis Swh.) (165 i) has the size and shape of the preceding species, but albofascia
the numerous small white spots being scattered over the disc in Hesp. galba are very much reduced here. In
the hindwing the cliscal spots are almost entirely absent, and instead of the antemarginal chain of white dots
there is only a light stripe in the ground-colour. Fringes of both wings uniformly light grey, not speckled as
in H. galba. From Beloochistan through India to Ceylon; apparently local.

27. Genus: Carcharodns Hbn.
Of this genus (vid. Vol. 1, p. 335) but 2 forms occur at the frontiers of the Indo-Australian Region,
having been united with alceae by Elwes and Edwards.
.

C. alceae Esp. seems not to occur typically in India, but in a dark form (drawira Mr.) in the Western alceae.
Himalaya, and in a light form from the deserts of Beloochistan —- swiilhoei Wats. Anatomically the two forms,
according to Elwes and Edwards, do not differ from the type more than European alceae differ from each
other; but Mabille thinks to have found a difference in the absence of the hair-pencil on the forewing beneath
of swinhoei, since this hair-tuft is said to occur in draivira.

II. Subfamily: Ismeninae.
Whereas the subfamily of the Hesperiinae generally consists of diurnal lepidoptera bound to the sunshine,
this group chiefly contains insects flying at night. During the day they are at rest in thickets out of which
they may be scared by beating. They are particularly chased out of the dense foliage of impenetrable bamboowalls out of which they rush forth, on being disquieted, in a rumbling flight. Then they mostly alight again
after a short distance in the brushwood, where they take refuge, hiding under leaves till after sunset, when
they often come flying to the lantern. Whereas in many species of the preceding subfamily the wing are held
almost as in Geometrids (being flatly stretched out), those of the Ismeninae are always held like those of butter¬
flies: erect over the thorax. Otherwise the structure has often changed like that of Heterocera; particularly
the thorax has become very stout and the abdomen of the $$ clumsy; the legs are short and densely clothed
with hair which also cover the basal portions of the wings; the antennae are rather short, the wings broad,
the hindwing is rounded, in the anal portion often lobate. The under surface, in accordance with the hidden
life in daytime, is adapted to the surroundings, frequently leaf-green or yellowish-brown, and mostly without
glaring markings, the fore wing either with quite scanty hyaline spots or without them. — The larvae, as
far as they are known, are very variegated, zebra-like striped, or with transverse spots in certain intervals,
in the interspaces of the markings besides provided with linear or guttiform markings. They were found on
various plants, such as Horsfieldia, Combretum, Meliosma, Pongamia, Milletia. They live almost freely, leaving
their cases half or still farther; in feeding they always stretch forth the frequently very peculiarly marked head.
The pupae are also generally very peculiarly coloured, milky white or whitish-grey with small black dots and
streaks. The group contains beside some few single species only 3 rather large genera: Hasora and Ismene (IndoAustralian) and Rhopalocampta (African).

1. Genus: H asora Mr.
Fore wing rather pointed, hindwing often slightly lobately produced in the anal angle. Antennae short,
the pointed club turned down in a semicircle. The cell of the forewing does not attain two thirds of the length
of the costa. Vein 5 nearer to 6 than to 4. Vein 12 reaches the costa almost opposite the cell-angle. The upper
discocellular is small, the middle and lower discocellulars obliquely proximad. On the hindwing the cross-
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vein is very feeble, obliquely distally. Hind tibiae without hairy fringes with 2 pah’ of spurs. Larvae beautifully
variegated; on the greenish ground there extend parallel dorsal lines at the sides of which there are square spots;
head often shield-shaped, of a bright red or yellow with face-like markings. Pupa without a case of the proboscis
projecting beyond the anal end. It yields the imago mostly after 2 to 4 weeks. The lepidoptera have a swift
whizzing flight and habits like Heterocera. They begin to drink from the flowers in the evening and are often
captured at the lantern. Most of them are not rare at their habitats.
ha dr a.

godana.

gncieus.

certhia.

cclebica.

modatta.
sankarya.

H. badra Mr. (= quadrimaculata Mob.). <$ above quite brown or with but faint traces of small
preapical spots. But the 9 has 3 rather large discal hyaline spots situate in a triangle. Beneath the hindwing
is dark chestnut-brown, in the distal third lighter, with 2 small light spots in the cell and before the anal lobe,
which are sometimes hazy and indistinct. India and Ceylon. — go dan a Fruhst., from Formosa, is said to be
larger and darker, and the $$ exhibit at the submedian of the forewing a large yellowish-hyaline spot. —
gnaeus Plotz (165 i), from the Philippines and Palawan, shows the anal portion of the hindwing much less
produced than Indians do, and very large white oval spots on the hindwing beneath. But by no means all the
Pliilippinic badra are so; Plotz figures by the name of certhia. in 8 figures, specimens with a very pointed anal
portion of the $ hindwing, with small spots beneath being almost obsolete in the $, labelled ’’Philippines”,
Coll. ”Keferstein“. The larva and pupa which are likewise figured do not differ from those of Indian badra. —
celebica Stgr. are specimens from Celebes, which differ so little from gnaeus that Mabille unites them.
quadrimaculata Mab., founded upon specimens from the Moluccas, was later on treated as a synonym by the
author himself. — modatta Fruhst. (165 i) are specimens from Java exhibiting a more abundant violet reflection
beneath and larger hyaline spots on the forewing of the $. — sankarya Fruhst., from Engano, Bawean, Bali,
Lombok, and Sumbawa, resembles the Javanese form, but it is darker, the hyaline spots of the forewing are
smaller, the spots on the hindwing beneath more indistinct. — Larva beautifully light greenish-yellow with a
black defined dorsal line and finer dark subdorsal lines. Laterally there are dark square spots leaving free
one segment each; between them there are fine transverse lines. Head red with a face-like marking, ventrum
reddish-ochreous. It lives on Pongamia volubilis between leaves that are loosely spun together. Pupa yellowishbrown with a white hue, yielding the imago after 2 weeks, but the larvae are often infested by Ichneumonids.
-

H. fenestrata Fruhst. is unknown to me; described by

jenesirata.

according to a water-colour
sketch by Mabille.
wing-contours similar as in badra, but analwards still more strangulated and
tapering. Above distally dark brown, towards the base somewhat lighter. Forewing with 2 small yellowishwhite hyaline discal maculae. Beneath as in simplicissima Mab. from Batjan and Celebes, but much lighter
red-brown with a light purple reflection. Hindwing beneath with a yellow oblong anal spot and a similar one
obliquely above it. Between them the usual black anal spot before the tail-lobe. From the Minahassa.

anura.

H. anura Nic. (Vol. I, pi. 89 b). This form having been dealt with in the palearctic part (Vol. I,

wortha.

tantra.

avajea.

umbrina.

•

Fruhstorfer

p. 341) occurs not only in China but also in North India, from where it was even described first. The fact
that the anal lobe is so much shorter as to justify the name ,,anura“ probably does not apply to all the specimens. — worth a Swh. (165 i) is somewhat smaller than northern specimens, and the under surface
almost like the upper surface dark brown, the markings of the hindwing entirely darkened. West Java. —
Also tantra Fruhst., from the Isle of Nias, is darker and also with narrower wings than the typical form, separated
from wortha by the darker shading of the distal portions of all the wings. An indistinct, but recognisable light
median band of the hindwing terminates below in a long purely white spot. In the black anal spot of the
hinclwing another lighter patch.
avajea Fruhst. is above still deeper blackish-brown, beneath the median
band of the hind wing is whitish, more distinct than in tantra', beneath in the distal portion of the wings a
distinct violet reflection. Sumbawa.
• •
—

H. umbrina Mab. (= habroa Swh.) (166 a) differs from wortha only in the shape of the wings and
in exhibiting here an indistinct, hardly noticeable brightening instead of the basally more distinctly defined
brightening which replaces the band of the hindwing on the under surface on most of the Hasora. Described
from Celebes, but it also occurs in Batjan in slightly smaller specimens.

Icucospila.

matisca.
7Hernia,

mixta.

H. leucospila Mab. (168 a) is allied to anura, but it has 4 broad velvet stripes on the median branches
and the submedian of the forewing. Above dark brown. Bases of both wings densely haired; head and thorax
clothed with greenish hair. Palpi yellowish-brown, abdomen dark brown, with yellow rings. Beneath the forewing
exhibits a subapical, indistinct, not very long white diffuse spot powdered with violet. Hindwing brown with
2 more or less prominent whitish subanal maculae that are separated by a square black spot. Under surface
very similar to anura, but with whitish blue-scaled subanal maculae instead of yellowish splashes. Easily
discernible from anura by the scent-stripes of the
Celebes. — matisca Fruhst., from Bazilan, is larger and
above lighter, beneath with the brightest blue reflection. — pamia Fruhst. is the smallest, beneath darkest
form; from Borneo.

H. mixta Mab. ( = philetas Plotz) (166 a) is very similar to the two preceding ones, without a distinct
anal lobe, and on both sides almost uniformly dark sepia-brown, recognisable by a long, comma-shaped sexual
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sexual spot of the $ forewing; apex of forewing somewhat truncate. Luzon. — cirta Fruh.st., from Bazilan, is said cirta.
to have rounder wings than simplicissima and certhia; the author compares it with certhia which, however,
cannot belong to this species owing to its long anal lobe and the absence of the androconial spot in the <§.
prabha Fruhst., from Palawan, is said to be darker than all the Sunda races. — hadria Nic., from Perak, prabha.
is not known to me, but it is said to be the form figured by Distant as badra in his ,,Rhopaloc. Malay.“ (pi. 35, Oadrm.
fig. 3). Accordingly it is a form being in the $ on both sides quite dark brown, above spotless, on the hindwing
beneath the straight transverse band is only indicated by the proximal and distal bordering being marked
by darker shading. Malacca. — yanuna Fruhst., from Nias, is recognisable by smaller and more indistinct spots yanuna.
beneath. — tyrius Fruhst. (166 a), from Java, has very large hyaline spots in the $ forewing. Sometimes there tyrius.
are besides the discal hyaline spots some minute subapical ones. — liondi Fruhst. is the Sumatran form; it liondi.
is very similar to yanuna; separated from tyrius by smaller hyaline spots of the §§. — This species fully
deserves its name ,,mixta“, for all the authors have hitherto mixed up different species with it, and by no means
in all the cases it is possible to keep the forms reckoned hereto asunder.

H. simplicissima Mab. To this species mostly specimens were reckoned that are allied to the preceding simplicissispecies, whereas Frlthstorfer regards as simplicissimus specimens from the Northern Moluccas, which are
maso very similar to celaenus being metallic lustrous beneath, that simplicissima may only be the northern race
of celaenus.
H. moestissinia Mab., from Celebes, is easily discernible from the preceding species by the white
median band of the hindwing beneath which, however, is traversed by a black ray extending from the jetblack anal spot to the base of the wing. According to the shape and width of this band one can distinguish
various forms. — pathana Fruhst. (166 a) is the form from the Philippines, distributed as far as Palawan, in
which the white band of the hindwing is very much widened. — palinda Sivh., from Java, is unknown.to me,
it is neither mentioned in Prefers and Snellen, Rhopaloc. of Java.
In mimosa Swh. (166 b) the white
band is narrow and interrupted in the anal portion, but not by a black ray proceeding from the anal spot,
but by the brown ground-colour. Borneo. — chabrona Plotz (166 b), from Indo-China and Sumatra,
has a beautiful violet metallic lustre beneath, and on the fore wing there are in the $ quite faint traces
of minute hyaline spots. — coulteri Wood.-Mas. is said to be very closely allied to chabrona, but to differ
in exhibiting a very distinctly defined white band beneath. But Ploetz1 chabrona has no tarnished bands
as Wood-Mason writes, who probably had not the right chabrona Plotz before him. On the other hand, coulteri-rfrf
are said to exhibit scent-scales on the fore wing above, situate in velvety stripes along the sub median and above
it. For this reason coulteri is also generally treated as a distinct species; Piepers and Snellen range it with
the next species. Described from Cachar.
—

H. alexis F. (= chromus Cr.) (Vol. I, pi. 89 h) (166 b) *).

with a comma-shaped androconium of
the fore wing, $ with 2 often very small hyaline spots. But as malayana is also similar, many authors have
confounded one with the other *). Frtthstorfer means to separate them by the under surface which, accor¬
ding to Cramer, is in ,.chromus''" slightly tinted reddish, the band being rather straight, dull white, and closed
by a black anal spot; in malayana it is, according to Felder, metallic leek-green, somewhat irregular. Among
the forms of alexis the typical one goes farthest to the north and enters the palearctic region in Central China,
though it is not common there. From Shanghai to the south, however, it becomes more and more common,
and along the Formosa Strait it numbers among the most common lepidoptera flying to the lantern in the
evening. — In Formosa itself it occurs in the form vairacana Fruhst. (166 c) with a darker upper surface and
a rather dull brown, lustreless under surface. — haslia Swh. (= bilunata Meyr. & Low. nec Btlr.), from
Queensland, is discernible from bilunata Btlr. by the absence of the
mark; otherwise also similar to contempta
in the exterior; it resembles typical alexis, but it has broader bands; to the south it extends to the
Richmond River, where it flies in spring (October) and again in summer. — ganapata Fruhst. (= attenuata
Mab. nec Stgr.), known from German New Guinea and Obi, probably also in some other islands, is larger,
the body and the proximal halves of the wings covered with longer greenish hair, the hyaline spots in
the forewing smaller than in alexis, the band of the hindwing very broad, white, powdered with bluish-grey,
with a bright bluish-violet distal border. Basal halves of all the wings more intensely light steel-blue than in
the allied races. — laniinata IIbn., by a mistake reported from Surinam, may be merely an aberration, distinguished
by the white band of the hindwing being much broader and slightly undulate. — bilunata Btlr. is a name given
to the ,.chromus"" from the Fidji Is., where the species is not rare; but there are no constant differences
between Fidji-specimens and Australian alexis (= haslia). — Larva yellowish-brown, beneath darker; across
the dorsum 3 blackish longitudinal stripes and across the segments short thick transverse lines. On the sides
of the dorsal line there are large black square spots. Head red with a face-like marking. The imagines begin
to fly towards 9 p. m.

H. almea Swh. was described ftom North Borneo, according to a single A which entirely resembles
the following malayana on the hindwing beneath, whereas the shape is that of alexis. Above uni-coloured dark
*)

Mabille in

IX

Vol. I, p. 341.
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moestissi-

mapathana.
palinda.
mimosa.

chabrona.

coulteri.

alexis.

vairacana.
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olive-brown, the forewing with but one small hyaline-white central spot; beneath the forewing shows a broad
metallic bluish-green band.

H. malayana Fldr. (166 c) is mostly recognisable by the bright metallic green under surface, but
nevertheless connected with the preceding species by all kinds of transitions. Typical malayana occur almost
in the whole of the Malay Archipelago and extend from Java and Indo-China to the east as far as the Philippines,
from where we have figured a specimen. — attenuata Stgr. (= meala Swh.) (166 c) exhibits in the S instead
of the white band beneath only a fine line; Celebes, Java, Siam. — bhawara Fruhst., from Assam, on the contrary
exhibits the white band beneath twice as broad as in typical malayana. — azakra Fruhst. are specimens from
Sula-Besi: ,,Band of hindwing twice as broad as in attenuata-<$, but narrower than in the <$<$ from Obi.“ prahmida Fruhst., from Obi, Ceram, Amboina, Timor-Laut, and Key, is in the male very closely allied to
the Philippinic specimens, though somewhat smaller, but with the most intensely developed green reflection.
The band of the hindwing is prominent, only somewhat narrower than in Palawan, but broader than in attenuata
and azakra. — dipama Fruhst., from Waigeu. Here the green reflection, which in other forms mostly only extends
to the. white band, reaches beyond this almost obsolete band nearly to the margin of the wing. —• padma, from
Palawan, resembles beneath proximata (166 d) likewise occurring there, but it is separated from it by the scentspot which is absent in proximata. — galaca Fruhst. is the largest form of malayana-, hindwing beneath in
the proximal half dark green, the median band is considerably narrower than in padma. — salanga Plotz are
aberrative specimens in which the white median line of the hindwing beneath is dissolved except its lower small
terminal spot; from Malacca. — The larva of malayana probably does not differ from that of alexis.

malayana.

attenuata.
bhawara.
azakra.

prahmida.

dipama.
padma.

galaca.
salanga.

H. amboinensis Swh., according to the author, is a species different from alexis, but otherwise it is
sis.apparently allied to prahmida Fruhst. Above dark olive-brown without markings, beneath the forewing shows
a broad metallic bluish-green costal band, the hindwing a white cliscal band; described according to one couple
from Amboina.

amboinen-

butleri.

H. butleri Auriv. is also very similar to the pi’eceding species. The <$$ look very much like those
of chabrona (166 b), but they have a broad scent-spot like alexis and malayana from which, however, they differ
in the band of the hindwing being twice as broad.

villa.

H. vitta Btlr. (166 c). Like the forms of malayana, hardly separable as species form alexis. Large,
hindwing beneath in the A of a bright metallic green, the white band of the hindwing moderately broad,
slightly interrupted by the black anal spot. Borneo (Butler) and Philippines (Ploetz). —
H. lucescens

lucescens.

is similar to the preceding species; body and basal portion of the wings covered
with hair of a green reflection. The lilac-grey transverse band of the hindwing beneath is moderately broad,
bordered with dark. The velvety black spot of the anal region is large. Queensland, October till December.

inermis.

H. inermis Elw. (166c) is a large form which is surely allied to the larger Philippinic forms of
alexis, but easily discernible by the white band of the hindwing being darkened into greyish-brown and its
distal border being indistinct. In the disc of the forewing there are above the hind-margin dense velvety strata,
but no real comma-shaped scent-spot as in alexis and malayana. From the Linchot Is.; the figured specimens
were captured by A. Fritze in Okinama. They seem to be the northernmost members of the chromus-malayana
group, whereas contemta Plotz (166 d as contempta) which is very similar to them, though the A is said to exhibit
2 very minute spots in the forewing, is the southernmost form described from Cape York and extending to
the south as far as Mackay.

contemta.

hurama.

vivapama.

perplexa.
burgeri.
hgisduvali.

ribbei.

a par a.

H. hurama

Luc.

(166 d). Above thick velvety stripes cover the uni-coloured brown surface of the
wings from below the cell-end to the centre of the hind-margin. The under surface is brown, too, without
a metallic gloss, the median band is snow-white, thick, in the middle swollen, not pierced. No black anal
spot. Australia, New Guinea, Aru, and Waigeu. — vivapama Fruhst., from Saparna, Amboina, and Buru,
is larger than the figured specimens from New Guinea, the white band of the hindwing is much narrower at
the costa; hindwing beneath without the metallic reflection. — In perplexa Mab., from the Northern Moluccas,
the white band is remarkably much narrower in front and behind. — Whether biirgeri Rbb. is the Celebic form
of hurama, I cannot decide, since the species is not before me; but boisduvali Fldr., from Amboina, is probably
only an aberrative form distinguished by the white band on the hindwing beneath being shortened in front
and behind; it would accordingly have to be placed to vivapama.
Btlr.

H. ribbel Plotz. owing to its 3 long though indistinct scent-stripes, belongs near the Philippinic malisca
Fruhst., but the under surface is, similar to that of malayana, steel-blue with a greenish reflection. Above dark
brown with grey intermixed dorsal hair. On the forewing beneath a band-marking proceeds from % of the
costal margin to the median vein, on the hindwing beneath there is at the base of the median branches a narrow
white marginal marking; the dark band of the forewing beneath is continued in the hindwing, but whitish,
covered with blue. Ceram.
In apara Fruhst. the white band of the hindwing beneath is scarcely half as
broad as in typical ribbei, only representing a thin line; the ground-colour beneath is duller, predominantly
green. From the Isle of Obi.
—
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H. proxissima (sic!) Elw. (166 cl) has also a very broad white band of the hindwing, but still the usual
shape of Hasora. Here the band is reddish in its anal portion, and the space between it and the base is quite
bluish-green. From Mindoro.

proxissima

H. proximata Stgr. (166 cl) is very similar to proxissima, likewise exhibiting a very broad and uninter-

proximata.

rupted band of the hindwing;] but the margins are very hazy and very uniformly bent. Likewise from the
Philippines.

H. borneensis Elio. (166 d, e) numbers among the largest species known of Hasora. On the dark brown

borneensis.

upper surface the proximal portion of the hindwing shows bright golden brown hair; beneath the band of the
hindwing is darkened by brown and very much narrower before the anal portion. From Borneo.

H. myra Hew. (166 f, g). In this species the yellow colour of the hindwing is still brighter and more
glaring, and occupies the whole anal portion. Fore wing in the $ with small hyaline spots. — Larva on Milletia
sericea and Pongamia volubilis, light green and reddish, with 4 white dorsal lines, laterally short transverse
lines. On each segment a large spot, in front black, hindward deep red. Head orange; across the body fine
white fluffy hair. Java.

myra.

H. lizetta Plotz (166 e). On both sides almost uni-coloured dark brown, only beneath before the
anal angle in both wings a yellowish diffuse spot. One might take it to be a form of badra, but the larva is
said to resemble entirely that of myra and likewise to live on Milletia sericea. Known from Java.

lizetta.

H. schonherr Latr. is a very pretty species. Forewing with a large yellow or hyaline spot, hindwing
with a bright yolk-coloured median band or the whole proximal portion yellow. It is doubtful whether
geographical races can be extracted from the various forms or whether they are more seasonal modifications,
or even whether different forms may occur beside each other, which has been asserted, though Fruhstorfer
contradicts it.
chuza Hew. (166 e), from Borneo, seems invariably to exhibit a downward tapering yellow
band of the hindwing; — whereas in saida Hew. (— gentiana Flclr.) (166 e), from the Philippines, the whole
hindwing is honey-coloured excepting a very broad dark marginal band. — cridatta Fmhst. (166 e), from Nias,
has a much broader band of the hindwing than chuza from Borneo; but I cannot find that the basal portion
of the wings beneath is yellowish-grey instead of violettish-grey, as the author states. — Typical schonherr
Latr. occurs in Java; it differs from chuza in the larger white subapical spots of the forewing and the broader
band of the hindwing. —- The larva is not known.
—

H. discolor Fldr. (166 f).

Above uni-coloured dark brown, like most of the Hasora, with lustrous
greenish hah on the head and body. The under surface is characterized by a broad irregular median band
from the subcostal vein in the forewing to the anal angle of the hindwing, where it is ventricosely expanded.
This band varies in its shape and colouring, being sometimes more sky-blue, sometimes more tinted yellowish.
The imago is not common, its range extends from North Australia over New Guinea and Waigeu to Ceram.
The type originates from Amboina. Australian specimens (from Cape York) are said to be smaller, with a more
faded band beneath; they have been separated as mastusia Fruhst. flying from Cape York to the south as far
as Richmond River in spring and again in the hot season, from January to April; it is not rare in Cairns,
Rockhampton, and Brisbane.

H. thridas Bsd. This beautiful species seems to have a wide range, but in the various islands small
differences are to be ascertained. In typical specimens from Buru the under surface is similar to that of discolor,
metallic dark brown, the white transverse patch at the cell-end of the fore wing beneath is very obsolete. —
Specimens from Waigeu and Halmaheira have a more light green lustrous under surface, and the patch at
the cell-end of the fore wing is more prominent; this is akshita Fruhst. Also specimens from the Bismarck Archipelago and the Salomons are said to differ from Moluccan specimens, but they have not yet been denominated.
According to Rebbe, typical thridas also occur near Illu in Ceram. The species is apparently not common.

H. celaenus Cr. (166 f) is at once recognizable by the still more magnificent metallic bluish-green

schonherr.

chuza.
saida.
cridatia.

schonherr.

discolor.

mastusia.

thridas.

akshita.

celaenus.

under surface; the white band of the hindwing being so very characteristic in most of the Hasora is here only
indicated by a stripe-shaped brightening. Moluccas.

H. splendida Mob. is unknown to me; it is said to originate from the Philippines, but it was not
known to Semper, nor is it mentioned by Elwes and Edwards who include the Philippines in their work on
the Hesperidae. Here the forewing beneath is said to exhibit a fine light blue sub marginal band and a small
cell-end spot. On* the hindwing the submarginal band extends to the posterior median branch and is only
continued again behind the submedian in the anal portion, beneath a very large oval, centrally white discal
spot beginning at the costa. — It may perhaps be merely an aberrative form of discolor.
H. violaceus

(168 a). Described according to a specimen in the Coll. Staudinger in the Berlin
Museum; it is said to originate from Amboina, and differs from the other species of Hasora in a violet
reflection on the upper surface of the $, whereas the $ lacks it.
Elw.

splendida.

violaceus.
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H. lugubris Bsd. (166 f).

Owing to the shape of the body and wings (forewing elongate, hindwing
short) this species is more similar to the following genera such as Rhopalocampta and Ismene than to the Hasora.
Recognisable by the palpi being below of a bright red, above golden green, by the lustrous golden green head
and collar, the broad band of the hindwing being distally bordered with blue, in front with golden yellow'. Erom
New Guinea. A single specimen (rf) is reported by Lower from Cape York, though he himself considers it
tiacellia. to be only a stray guest in Queensland. — In tiacellia Hew., from the Aru Is., the white median band of the
hindwing is so very broad that it occupies by far the greatest portion of the surface of the hindving. The
species is not common.

2. Genus: ISilmsis Mr.
The lepidoptera of this genus still exhibit the shape of the Hasora, the forewing of the G being even
more pointed, so that the distal margin is longer than the hind-margin. The hindwing is also distinctly lobate
in the anal portion, so that the lobate part is still longer than in Hasora. But the legs are short, and nothing
is to be noticed of the great prolongation of the tarsi as in Has. lugubris. However, the hind tibiae are set
with hair-fringes as in the Ismene. All the forms known presumably belong to one species.

B. sena. Above uni-coloured earth-brown, lighter than most of the Hasora, more of the ground¬
sena.
palawana.

sambawana.
vaicravana.

colour of the white Ismene', hindwing with fiery red fringes. Beneath a white median band extends from the
centre of the forewing almost to the anal angle of the hindwing. Typical sena Mr. occur in India and Ceylon,
as far as the Naga Hills in Assam and as far as Siam.
palawana Stgr. (= uniformis Elw.) (166 f) occur in
Java, Sumatra, Borneo, Palawan, and the Philippines; they differ in the distal border of the white band of
the hindwing being as distinct as the proximal border, whereas in typical sena it is covered with whitish violet. — In sambawana Elw., likewise described as a distinct species, the hindwing above is densely covered
with hair of a bright rusty yellow colour.
vaicravana Fruhst. (166 g) is a larger race the $ of which exhibits
a band of the hindwing as broad as in the $ of sena and palawana from the Philippines. — Larva very beautifully
variegated, greenish ochreous-yellow with a dark dorsal stripe and zebra-like transverse stripes, one thick
stripe being always.followed by 2 finer ones. The reddish head shows a black star-like marking; on the whole,
it is very similar to the larva of Ismene oedipodea and it likewise lives on Combretium latifolium. Pupa
yellowish, with a white hue on it.
—

—

3. Genus: Bsulamia Mr.
The genus which is characterized in Vol. I, p. 341, contains but

1

wide-spread species.

B. exclamationis F. (= ladon Cr., thymbron Fldr.) (Vol. I. pi. 86 e). This lepidopteron (c-f. Vol. I,
Ms. p. 341) is distributed from Cashmir and India through Indo-China and parts of the Malay Archipelago to Eormosa,
but it seems no more to occur in the Linchot Is.; it inhabits, however, the whole of North and East Australia
to the south af far as Sydney; the single individuals of the species vary a great deal, though distinctly separable
geographical races cannot be ascertained; particularly the hyaline spots of the forewing vary in size. The species
is mostly very common, and in Queensland frequently large swarms of these lepidoptera were observed. It
is one of the swiftest flyers, which in the sunshine drinks [from flowers upon which it dashes in a furious,
whizzing flight and which it leaves again in the same swift and abrupt manner; nevertheless it is not timid
and therefore easy to capture. — The larva is yellowish-green with a dark dorsal line and zebra-like thick and
thin transverse stripes. Head yellowish-red, marked with black. — The imagines fly all the year round in
hot districts, e. g. in Ceylon.

exclamatio-

4. Genus: Ismene Swns.
Rather large Hesperidae of a Heterocera-like habitus, which in contrast with the preceding species
lead a nocturnal life and conceal themselves in daytime. Antenna with a long and thick club terminating in
a fine long point. Frons very broad; second palpal joint with appressed scales, the third joint being thin and
porrect. Forewing not so pointed as in the preceding genera; hindwing almost invariably with a distinct, often
large anal lobe. In the forewing vein 5 is straight, at the base equidistant from 4 and 6. In the hindwing
the lower median branch rises near the cell-end. More than 20 species are known, nearly all from IndoAustralia.
doleschalli.

gazaka.

vvridicans.
sitiva.

1. doleschalli Fldr. (166 g). Above black, at once recognisable by the greenish golden body and the
bright glaring golden grey basal parts of all the wings. Under surface blackish-brown, powdered with metallic,
with single light greenish areas. Typical doleschalli occur in Amboina. — In gazaka Fruhst., from Batjan, the
golden green basal area above is more confined. — Specimens from Ceram are said to be generally smaller than
typical ones, and were therefore denominated viridicans Fruhst., the golden green upper surface exhibits less
blue reflection, and the light areas beneath are reduced. — sitiva Fruhst., from Waigeu, is still smaller, and the
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golden green is much more reduced than in specimens from New Guinea: = albertisi Oberth. (166g) which show an
entirely dark under surface, where the brightening at the anal portion of the forewing has almost disappeared,
whilst of the 2 larger spots of the hindwing only 2 dull dots are left. Lower asserts also that the
shows,
in distinction from doleschalli, a hair-pencil near the anal angle of the hindwing above. — simessa Fruhst. are
specimens from North Australia, looking almost like typical Amboina-specimens, though they are said to
exhibit a stdl more distinct distal line on the forewing beneath. — raluana Ebb., from the Bismarck Archipelago,
is beneath black with greenish bands and bluish spots, the hindwing with a distinct, interrupted distal line

albrrlhi.

sirnessa.

raluana.

(Pagenstecher).

I. mus Elw. <£* Edw. (168 a), like the preceding species, forms a transition to Hasora, being dark mus.
brown, in the anal portion of the hindwing yellowish-brown, with ochreous fringes. Beneath quite yellowishbrown, in the anal portion of the hindwing a large black spot in a pale ochreous halo. The figured specimens
are from Borneo, but according to Elwes they also occur in Perak.

1. nestor Mschlr. ( — atrinota Mab., ionis Nic.) (166 g) strongly recalls a somewhat light-coloured
Bibasis sena; above uni-coloured yellowish-brown with golden yellow fringes of the hindwing, beneath with a
light median band; but this band which is all white in B. sena, is here only light greyish-brown, and besides
the E shows the transverse scent-spot through the lower portion of the forewing being distinct also in other
Ismene. Java, Sumbawa to Timor. — In antigone Ebr., from Elores, the band of the hindwing beneath is still
more indistinct and duller. — zonarasFruhst., from Wetter, is smaller and darker, the wings only yet at the
bases light brown. Beneath all the wings are blackish instead of brown, with a violet reflection, the whitish
band of the hindwing is narrower.

1. ilusca Hew. (168 a) is above almost exactly like nestor, but the velvety scent-spot is very much
widened, above rounded and below expanded. Beneath the light median band is absent. Celebes. - rubrocincfa
Mab., from the same island, the author himself presumes to be merely the £ of ilusca, unless it belongs to one
of the forms of nestor.
1. amara Mr., from Sikkim, is not rare; the upper surface is rather monotonously brown and the
under surface shows bright bluish-green radiary stripes. The $ generally does not differ much from the
though in the Naga Hills also a different $ was ascertained.
pindopatra Fruhst., from Assam, is larger and
beneath it shows light green instead of bluish-green stripes. 5 darker than amara-the veins and the bases
of the wings with a purple hue.
I. harisa Mr. (167 a) is easily recognised by the costal area as well as an oblong spot between the
subcostal branches of the
hindwing being bone-coloured yellow. The brownish-yellow under surface shows
dark rays crossed by the lighter veins. Typical specimens originate from Sikkim, Assam, and Burma. The
$ shows above a bluish metallic gloss. — consobrina Plotz ( — crinatha Fruhst.) (167 a) are Javanese specimens,
darker than typical harisa from Sikkim, the E particularly in the disc of the forewing not so very light, $ above
darker blue, beneath more uniformly red-brown. — In asamtoha Fruhst. from Tonkin, on the contrary, the
forewing of the <$ is still lighter yellowish-white. — moncada Fruhst. (= harisa Dist.) (167 a) is the form from
Malacca; the <$ has not only no brightening whatever on the forewing (like consobrina), but besides the costal
area of the hindwing is narrower and darker yellow. — Larva dull bone-white with a dark dorsal line, thick
subdorsal lines, and large black spots at the sides of the dorsum. Head red with black dots. It lives on Ginger
(Zingiber zerumbet), and the pupa yields the imago after 14 to 16 days.

1. gomata Mr. (167 b).

This species is recognisable beneath, being light bluish-green, but entirely
decorated with dense long black rays. Typical specimens occur in Sikkim and Assam; the
is above brown,
the $ with a blue reflection. — lalita Fruhst., from West Sumatra, is smaller, beneath the ground-colour is
more yellow than bluish-green. — vajra Fruhst. is darker, above the
is almost blackish-grey, in the $ the
metallic lustre above extends to the distal margin, leaving no dark margin; from Java. — In Luzon flies lorquini
Mab. which, however, differs from Javanese specimens only in the $ exhibiting the suffused longitudinal spot
in the cells 2 and 3 of the forewing also beneath just like above (Elwes). — From this Philippinic race Fruhstoreer separates another race flying in Mindoro and being lighter: = mindorana. — The larva is very similar
to that of harisa, more pearl-white, on the metadorsum yellowish; the dorsal lines are in some places broken up
into dots and small streaks; the large black lateral spots alternately leave free one ring each. It lives on various
plants, such as Heptapleurum lucidum, Trevesia sundaica, Embelia garciniafolia, Horsfieldia etc. Pupa white,
on the head and anal end as well as laterally black punctiform markings. The imago is not rare.

nestor.

antigone.
zonaras.

ilusca.
rubrocincta.

amara.

pindopatra.

harisa.

consobrina.

asambha.
moncada.

gomata.

lalita.
vajra.
lorquini.

mindorana.

I. radiosa Plotz (167 b) approximates gomata by (the palearctic) lara (Vol. I, pi. 86 e), but it differs
from it chiefly in the dark rays beneath being more distantly separated and this radiary marking occurring
also above. Celebes.

radiosa.

I. oedipodea Sivsn. (= belesis Mab.) (167 b) is discernible by the intense metallic bluish-green hair
on the thorax, in the $ also at the bases of the wings. In the £ the basal part of the costal margin
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of the forewing and the fringes of the hindwings are broadly yellowish-red, and from the cell to the hind-margin
a broad curved velvety spot extends. Under surface similar to that of consobrina (167 a). From Java, Sumatra,
oedipus. and Palawan. — Oedipus Elw. <b Edw. is larger, the hair on the mesothorax is yellowish-brown instead of steelataphus. green; it originates from Sula and may be a distinct species. — ataphus Wts. (= oedipodea Mr. nec Swns.)
occurring from Sikkim to Ceylon and Pegu in Indo-China has above in the proximal portions of the wings a
fur of hair exhibiting in a certain light a magnificent bluish-green lustre, and the $ entirely resembles the $
tuckeri. except the absence of the scent-spot. — tuckeri Elw. (167 c) is described according to a
from Tavoy; exactly
like oedipodea, but with an enormous scent-spot filling almost the whole basal half of the fore wing; it is probably
only a local form of oedipodea, since just the scent-spots vary much within a species and may even be absent
athena. in some specimens. — athena Fruhst., from Siam, chiefly differs in the under surface of the $ being more abundantly
striped violet and less red than in North-Indians. — Larva above black, beneath yellowish-green; across the
dorsum a double greyish-blue line at the sides of which there are yellow guttiform spots in the black areas.
Head fox-coloured with a thick black star on the frons. On Combretum latifolium. — Pupa dingy reddishwhite with scanty black dots. The imagines are not rare and are easily beaten out from the bamboo-hedges.
lysima. — A close ally of this and the following species is also I. lysima Swh. being unknown to me, from the Key Is.,
recognisable by orange-red bands beneath; the species is not before me.
etelka.

I. etelka Heiv. (= iteka Hew. <b Tab.) (167 c) is about the largest Ismene without a green under
surface, only yet attained by certain forms of jama. Above dark chestnut-brown; the head, a subcostal stripe
on the forewing, and the fringes of the hindwings broadly fiery red. Beneath the wings are intensely suffused
with fiery red, particularly the anal half of the hindwing. Borneo.

lusca.

I. lusca Swh. (167 b, c) is somewhat smaller than etelka which it resembles otherwise very much ;
the anal area is of a purer and more fiery red. From South Celebes.

phul.

1. phul Mab. (? = tolo Plotz) is said to originate from the Philippines; tolo Mab. is reported from
Celebes. Mabille in his enumeration of the Hesperidae known (Wytsman’s Genera Insectorum XVII, p. 89)
does not mention phul itself any more, so he has probably cancelled it himself. Neither does Semper know
it from the Philippines. — tolo is described to be dark brownish-red, the forewing with a large black basal macula,
almost as in oedipodea\ the costa before this macula orange; hindwing dark brown with an orange liindniarginal
area, traversed by a hair-stripe on vein 1. Beneath the forewing is dark red-brown, the middle proximal portion
whitish. Hindwing likewise dark brown with a blue reflection; the whole liindniarginal area of a bright orangered. Celebes.

jaina.

. jama Mr. (167 d). In the typical form from North India only somewhat smaller than etelka which
is probably only the Borneatic. representative of jaina. Beneath not so burning fiery red, but somewhat paler
and duller; head above set with a black fur which is much more scantily intermixed with red hairs. —vasundhara
Fruhst., from Assam, is almost as large as etelka which it also resembles by a more fiery red on the darker
ground-colour, but the hindwing is lighter in the disc. — formosana Fruhst. ( = ataphus Mats.) are much smaller
than Sikkim-specimens, the basal areas of all the wings are covered with long dark brownish-red instead of
blackish-brown hair; the costal groove is more abundantly filled with red; $ above distally^brownish-violet,
towards the base with greenish-grey hair; Formosa. — margana Fruhst. is as light in the ground-colour as typical
jaina from Sikkim, but it has a much larger scent-spot of the
From Siam; based upon 1 q. — fergussonii
Nic. (167 d), from the Nilgliiri Mts., differs from North-Indian jaina in the absence of the distinctly defined
whitish cellular spots on the forewing beneath; it also lacks the bent row of light subapical spots. — excellens
Hpffr. is the largest and most beautiful form of jaina with an enormous scent-spot of the $$; beneath the white
brightening in the anal portion of the fore wing extends in a stripe almost to the costa, and the yellowish red
of the hindwing is more confined to spots and bands. Celebes.

vasundhara.

formosana.

margana.
fergussonii.

excellens.

1

anadi.

I. anadi Nic. (171 i), from Sikkim and the Ivhasia Hills, is in the male very similar to harisa (167 a),
but smaller, the forewing in the disc lighter, the hindwing without the broad yellow anal portion, only the
fringes being yolk-coloured, but the apex of the hindwing broadly golden yellow. The $ is said to differ
from the <$ in being larger and darker, and the hindwing is not broadly light ochreous as in the <$, but coloured
like the rest of the under surface.

vasutana.

I. vasutana Mr. (167 c) entirely resembles septentrionis (Vol. I, pi. 86 f) beneath; above the <$ is
almost like tuckeribut without the scent-spot; the $ has on the black forewing, which shows a green
reflection towards the base, two comma-shaped small discal spots; the latter may also be indistinct or even
quite absent. Sikkim. In Assam the species also occurs, but its ground-colour is darker, the upper surface
more abundantly covered with red-brown hair, and the white spots beneath are more indistinct; this is the
Sikkim form raliita Fruhst.

rahita.

I. septentrionis Fldr. ( = striata Hew.) (167 c). The (green) under surface is figured in Vol. I, pi. 86 f,
nis- and the species has been dealt with there (p. 342). To the (palearctic) habitats mentioned there we may add
Sikkim in the Indian Region, where the species is rather common.

septentrio-
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I. mahintha Mr., from Burmah, mentioned by de Niceville also from the district of Cachar, is
recognisable by the seent-spot of the S' being composed of 4 short black small stripes, from the hindmarginal
vein to the base of vein 3; hindwing beneath without a light band from the costal margin; fringes of hindwing
orange-red.
I. imperialis Plotz is not figured by Plotz, nor has it apparently been found again; Watson does
not mention it from the British Museum. Elwes and Edwards do not enumerate it nor does Fruhstorfer
speak about it in his otherwise complete essay on the species of Ismene *). It is said to originate from Celebes.
Above dark blue with black veins, with an oval light greenish-blue discal spot and behind it a semicircle of
similarly coloured broad rays between the veins; ventrum and palpi orange.
I. hemixanthus Rothsch. is a magnificent species from the Aroa River, exhibiting the approximate
colouring of P. rudolphi (174 e), with a straw-coloured anal half of the hindwing. On the forewing between
the cell and hind-margin pale yellowish-red, veins bluish-black.

mahintha.

imperialis.

hemixan-

thus

5. Genus; l&iiopsilocaiiipta Wallgr.
The genus is predominantly African and most of the species are figured in Vol. XIII, on pi. 73. They
have like the preceding ones stout bodies and extraordinarily large heads, with mostly nocturnal habits.
The anal portion of the hindwing is particularly very much extended. The antenna, like that of Ismene, begins
to form a thick club already soon after the middle, slowly swelling up and then gradually decreasing again.
On the hindwing vein 5 is absent or it is very feeble; the median branch rises before the last quarter of the
lower cell-wall. The larvae are stouter than those of Ismene; they are just as variegated, but they exhibit
at the vertex a slight depression of the head which in Ismene forms an almost uniformly round disc. The face
is marked with black as in Ismene. Probably all the forms of this genus described from the Indo-Australian
Region belong to one species.
R. benjamini Guer. (Vol. I, pi. 86 e). Typical from Central China to the south as far as the Himalayan 6enjamini.
countries and through India to Ceylon and Tonkin. The eastern form, japonica Murr., does not occur in the japonica.
Hokkaido, but from Hondo to the Linchot Is. **), so that this form also belongs yet to the Indo-Australian
Region. — formosana Fruhst. forms the transition from japonica (with an upper surface covered with green) formosana.
to the type, though it is beneath darker green than the two other ones. — The variegated larva showing black
spots on the light yellowish-green ground, with a reddish, black-dotted head, lives on Saba and Meliosma;
R. subcaudata Fldr. (167 d) represents the species in Java and Bali. This form has considerably longer subcaudata.
tails. On the under surface this tapering anal portion of the hindwing is lighter golden yellow and much less
spotted black. — In crawfordi Dist. occurring from Malacca to Borneo this portion of the hindwing is beneath crawfordi.
still lighter, almost lemon-coloured. — plateni Stgr. (= renidens Mob. p. p.) is the form from Celebes; here piateni.
also the hindwing above exhibits a large orange-yellow, black-marked anal spot; described from the Minahassa. — adhara Fruhst. (= renidens Mob. p. p.), finally, originates from the Philippines; here the anal area adhara.
of the hindwing is darker orange than in plateni, proximad still less distinctly defined by black.
R. illuensis Ebb. (167 d) represents benjamini in Ceram. A very large and beautiful species; above illuensis.
covered with a bright blue gloss, beneath not only the anal region of the hindwing, but more than half of the
hindwing is yellow, being proximad more reddish-orange and distally more yolk-coloured. — onnatus Rothsch. omatus.
(171 e) comes from New Guinea, Rapaur, and the Aroa River. It differs in exhibiting deeper red palpi and the
more truncate shape of the orange-red anal area of the hindwing beneath.

III. Subfamily: PampbiSinae.
This subfamily contains more than 200 genera with a very great number of forms, most of which, however,
are confined to America. They were divided into two sections by Watson, a smaller one containing about
50 genera, to which the largest palearctic species belong, such as Erionota thrax and Gangara thyrsis. They
group together around the proper genus Pamphila ( - Steropes Bsd., Carterocephalus Led.).

1. Genus : Motasingiisi Wts.
Exclusively Australian. The few species in life almost look like species of Parnara, but they exhibit
very large distinct spots on the fore wing. Antennae more than half the length of the costa, club short,
fusiform, rather thick with a fine point which is reverted in a flat bow. In the forewing the lower radial branch,
*) Iris 25, p. 59—64.
**) In his Catal. Insect. Japon. Matsumura expressly states the Hokkaido as patria, whereas in the (recent) table
of the Japanese Hesperidae (Entomol. Zeitschr. Stuttgart Yol. 23, p. 217) he omits the species in the northern island.
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like in the following Australian species, rises almost from the centre of the cross-vein, hut very slightly nearer
to the upper cell-angle than to the lower. The imagines are rather large, they alight in playing on the tips of
the Leptospermum-bushes and, when at rest, keep their wings erectly folded together, in a similar way as the
European Augiades or the species of Adopaea do.
dirphia.

M. dirphia Hew. (167 e). A with 3 spots arranged in a triangle on the fore wing: 1 at the cell-end, 1
between the median branches, and 1 composed of 3 small dots before the apical portion of the fore wing; in the
hindwing a small central spot being often centred with whitish. Beneath there are 3 or 4 small spots on the
hindwing, all of them centred with whitish. A streak-shaped A mark extends in the fore wing from the cellend to the hind-margin. In the $ the spots are larger and increased, particularly there are 2 larger spots
in the submedian area of the forewing. Patricularly in the south of Australia, from New South Wales to West
Australia; specimens from the west have a somewhat broader A mark. October till December, but probably
once more in autumn; in many districts common.

atralba.

M. atralba Tepp. is as large as the preceding species are, and also the spots of the wings are similarly

dactyliola.

monticola.

dominula.

arranged, but instead of the yellowish tint the upper surface is more mixed with grey. Hindwing beneath grey,
with 8 or 9 dark rings arranged in a circle around the disc, and a similar ring in the centre. South Australia,
in spring and autumn. — This species has also a western race, dactyliola Meyr., in which the scent-organ represents
a long spindle-shaped band instead of a narrow stripe.
M. monticola Oliff. is much smaller than the preceding ones (expanse: 24 mm). Above the spots are
mostly composite, and instead of the central spot in the hindwing there is a group of minute spots. The
under surface is much more variegated, the hindwing orange-brown with a yellowish costal margin and whitish
stripes and clouds in the cell, behind it and below it. In the centre of the hindwing and around the centre of
the disc there are small dark centred spots. In the south of New South Wales, in places not rare.
M. dominula Plotz (= drachmophora Meyr.) (171 k). We reproduce the copy from Plotz, a <$ from
Tasmania. Above dark brown with a white comma-spot at the cel I-end of the fore wing and the usual row of
3 small spots befoi'e the apical quarter. Beneath the dark red-brown hindwing exhibit the whitish markings
which are to be seen from the figure. It is said to be neither rare in New South Wales on mountains.

2. Genus: Hesg»ci*i1Ia Hew.

comp act a.

flammeata.

tymbophora.

ornata.

monotherma.

We reckon hereto quite a number of rather small Hesperidae, the central range of which is evidently
in Southern Australia, from where they soon disappear to the north. They mostly have a rather brightly
spotted under surface, the
invariably with a most conspicuous scent-spot in the forewing. Palpi slightly
upturned with a short terminal joint; hind tibiae with all the spurs. On the fore wing the lower radial does
not rise quite in the centre of the cross-vein, but it is situate somewhat nearer to the upper cell-angle than
to the lower.
H. compacta Btlr. (= septicalis Ros., melissa Mab., atrax Mab.) is much smaller than the precedingspecies (25 mm), but to a great extent sexually dimorphous, the $ above dark golden ochreous, the spots
diaphanous whitish-yellow, rather numerous, the one in the cell-end oblong, somewhat crescentiform; the
mark short, black, oblique, somewhat pierced; hindwing with a feebly undulate margin, 2 small hyaline
spots at the end of the basal third, behind it a discal row of 4 small angular spots. The $ looks quite different,
with an under surface similar to that of Trapezites maheta (jacchus Mislc.), the hindwing exhibits the lilac
stripe continued as a band on the whole length of the margin and above bordered with dark ferruginous brown.
Near Sydney and in the Blue Mountains in New South Wales and in Victoria, from February till autumn. On this species the genus Dispar Waterh. A Ky. was founded, the name of which indicates the great sexual
dimorphism.
H. flammeata Btlr. (= eclipsis Btlr., atromaculata Mislc.).
above similar to dirphia, but before
the apical portion of the fore wing there is but 1 distinct punctiform spot, no chain of 3 small spots, and below
the cell-end there is a large, transversely oval velvety spot. $ quite different, the preapical chain, a large tripartite
central spot in the forewing and a discal longitudinal patch in the hindwing being hyaline yellow. Beneath
around the centre of the disc an oval corona of dull light-centred small punctiform spots. New’ South Wales
and Victoria; in the Blue Mountains in places not rare. — On this form and the following form the genus Signeta
Waterh. A Ky. was founded.
H. tymbophora Meyr. A Low. almost looks like an unmarked specimen of flammeata-, the forewing above
only shows the large velvety
stigma and a minute hyaline dot at the base of veins 6 and 7. Under surface
dark brown, powdered with yellowish-brown. Size between the two preceding species (expanse 30 mm). New
South Wales, taken in December. The £ is apparently unknown.
H. ornata Leech (167 f). Above the forewing is abundantly spotted yellowish-white, the hindwing
with a golden yellow transverse band in the disc. Hindwing beneath bone-white with 3 transverse rows of
black spots. Queensland to Victoria. — ab. monotherma Low. which seems to occur more in the north of the
range, has above uni-coloured dark, spotless forewings. — October till January, not rare.
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H. picta Leach (167 f). Above very similar to the preceding species, but beneath the hindwing is
brown in the basal and marginal thirds, only the centre exhibiting a yellowish-white ground-colour. Queensland
(Brisbane) to Victoria, October till January.

picta.

H. crypsargyra Meyr. likewise resembles ornata; above in the hindwing instead of the compact orange
spot a narrower, longer small band, and beneath the white median band of the hindwing is broken up into 3
distinctly separated spots. From the ,,Blue Mountains44 near Sydney.

crypsargy-

H. mastersi Waterh. is larger, above in each wing with a large orange spot, in the forewing besides
with a subapical chain of very minute dots, and behind the upper end of the long strigiform A mark another
very small yellow spot. Beneath much more abundantly light-spotted; almost more creamy than dark; spots
similarly arranged as in ornata, but much more extensive. New South Wales, rarer than the preceding ones.

mastersi.

H. idothea Misk. (<$ = dispar Ky.) is one of the largest Australian Hesperidae, still larger than
donnysa (167 g). Recognisable by the large orange wedge-shaped spot of the hindwing above beginning in the
$ already at the base of the wing and extending to 4 or 5 mm before the margin. Forewing with a large orange
spot in the cell, and with a large ($) or small (^) similar one behind the lower cell-angle. Hindwing
beneath not variegated, but dark brown, only the spots showing a little through from above. New South Wales,
Victoria, and probably also Tasmania.

idothca.

H. chaostola Meyr. Above the J is exactly like donnysa (167 g), but instead of the two small discal

chaostola.

spots behind the cell-end of the forewing there is a small transverse spot, which is replaced in the $ by a
yellow band from the lower cell-angle to the submedian area. Beneath in the hindwing instead of the punctiform
spots small nebulous rings. New South Wales, Tasmania.
*

H. andersoni Ky. is so very similar to chaostola that it may be mistaken for it, but it is somewhat

andersoni.

smaller (B 28, $ 30 to 32 mm), and the spots on the forewing are less numerous; it lacks the small accessory
spots exhibited in chaostola behind the two postcellular spots. Dandenong Ranges and Poowong in Victoria,
December and January.

H. donnysa Hew.

= rietmanni Semp.) (167 g) is a rather large species, above not dissimilar to
perronii (167 e), but with a large square spot at the cell-end. Above the spots are tinged with dark yellow, the
large one in the disc of the hindwing being often darkened, the fringes always speckled. The figured specimens
I took in November in the Blue Mountains of New South Wales; but the species also occurs in Victoria and
South Australia and even goes as far as Tasmania. — The larva lives on Cladium, attains a length of 314 cm,
it is dark green, the head large, oblong, greenish-brown with a distinct V-spot. It pupates in November. The
imago flies in summer and is common; Lower saw very large specimens in Tasmania.
(1

H. chrysotricha Meyr.

Low. might be the western race of donnysa, but it differs in the genitals. I11
the forewing the small preapical band is much stronger, and the hindwing beneath shows a red-brown groundcolour. West Australia.
cyclospila Meyr. <Sb Low. is quite similar, somewhat smaller, hindwing with a small
central yellow spot; South-Eastern Australia and Tasmania.
—

donnysa.

chrysotri-

cl,acydospila. ■

3. Genus; Toxidla Mab. (Telesto Bsd.).
More than half a dozen of purely Australian Hesperid species form this genus, all of them being rather
small and above dark brown with a few mostly small hyaline spots in the forewing and mostly qiiite uni-coloured
hindwings, in contrast with the Hesperilla which invariably exhibit small orange spots in the centre of the
hindwing. Cell of forewing long and pointed, the lower radial rises somewhat nearer to the upper radial than
to the upper median.

T. perronii Lair, (rf = doclea Hew., kochii Fldr., $ = arsenia Pldtz) (167 e, 168 b).

perronii.

T. malitldeva Low. Similar to perronii (167 a, 168 b), separated by the sexual stripe extending from

malindeva.

and $ are
so different that they were described as separate species and by different names. The <J, as our figure (made
from co-types of kochii in Koch’s Collection) shows, has but one white longitudinal streak at the jiosterior
half of the lower cell-wall of the forewing, a punctiform spot between the radials, and a small chain of 3 puncti¬
form spots before the apex. Beneath the hindwing is unicoloured dark brown; only in some specimens there
is a central dot at the cell-end and the discal row of dots occurring so often in the genus. The $ shows in the
forewing 3 discal spots, the hindwing is beneath dark brown without markings, so that it resembles do-ubledayi-Q (167 e) which, however, has somewhat smaller spots and on the hindwing beneath an arcuate band.
Queensland, not rare from November till February.

the base of vein 4 to before the last third of 1, by the broad transverse spot in the cell-end and the hindwing
beneath showing before the distal third 2 small roundish punctiform spots between the veins 2, 3, and 4. The
IX
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$ almost attains the size of dirphia(167 e). Likewise taken in Herberton, a district situate in a densely
wooded hilly country, not far from Cairns in Queensland. Type in Lower’s Collection in Australia.
T. crypsigramma Meyr. <L Lout, is unknown to me; the type in Lower’s Coll, in Australia. Described
rna- from 2 bad specimens from Herberton (Queensland). Forewing golden oehreous; 2 small spots behind the apex
of the stigma, a small subapical band from the costa, composed of 3 small white spots; the stigma itself complete,
moderately thick, oblique, black. ,.Easily recognisable by the scanty spotting.“

crypsigram-

sexguttaia.

T. sexguttata H.-Schaff. (168 b) is a small, cpiite dark brown species with a few small whitish hyaline
spots in the forewing. The $ usually lacks the white hindmarginal spot above. An insignificant, little known
species from Queensland (Cairns and Rockhampton).

T. doubledayi Fldr. (= dirphia H.-Schaff. nec Hew., leachi Fldr.) (167 e). In the
above the spot
in the cell-end is more hook-shaped or angular, whilst in the $ it is composed of 2 almost equally broad spots.
Beneath the sjiots of the hindwing being arranged in a discal bow are confluent, forming a curved band. Queensextranea. land to Victoria, throughout summery in places not rare. — In ab. extranea Plotz (168 b) the bindwing
beneath lacks the central spot.

doubledayi.

parvula.

T. parvula Plotz (= humilis Misk., ismene Newm.) (167 e) is at once recognisable by the large
mark being bordered with light. Beneath the forewing is spotted as above, the hindwing shows on the earthbrown ground a darker central dot, and before the last third of the wing a darker discal band projecting distally
in an almost right angle. Queensland to Victoria. I took the species near Sydney in October.

leucostigma.

T. leucostigma Meyr. & Low. is almost exactly like parvula (167 e), but the white markings around
the sexual mark of the $ are more distinct, the preapical spot on the contrary smaller than in parvula; the
hindwing beneath is more monotonous, less marked. Queensland and New South Wales.

tyrrhu.s.

T. tyrrhus Mab. (= saxula Swh. nec Mab., bathrophora Meyr.) (168 b) is almost exactly like the
preceding ones, but above all the white markings are absent except the comma-spot on the inside of the $ mark.
Queensland.

melania.

T. melania Waterh. On being superficially regarded, the
being above quite unicoloured almost
looks like fuligo (175 b), the $ has but one indistinctly defined light central spot in the forewing. Forewing
in the $ dark reddish-brown without markings except the very narrow dull whitish $ stripe which is sometimes
accompanied in the $ by a fine (in the $ larger and sometimes double) spot at the base of vein 4. Hindwing
beneath light brown, suffused with grey, sometimes there is before the distal third an arcuate row of 6 or 7
small whitish spots. Kuranda (Queensland).

parasema.

T. parasema Low. from Queensland, is between tyrrhus and leucostigma; the white falciform spot
in the forewing is but very indistinct or quite absent.

croceus.

T. croceus Misk. ($ = satulla Mab.) (168 c) is very similar to xanthomera from which it differs in
the presence of spots in the hindwing. According to Miskin, the $ of croceus neither has any spots in the
hindwing, but this seems to be a mistake; Miskin had $$ of xanthomera before him, which he confounded
with croceus. Above it superficially resembles tasmanicus. Queensland, in October and November.

xanthomera.

T. xanthomera Meyr. & Low. Type in the Coll. Lower in Australia. Very similar to croceus and
formerly not distinguished from the latter, to be separated by the $ hindwing being spotless on both sides,
d 30, $ 36 mm. Queensland, Victoria, and New South Wales, taken in March and September. The species
is apparently not common.

uniformis.

T. uniformis Swh. is above and beneath quite unicoloured blackish-brown, only the somewhat
undulating scent-stripe is grey and extends from vein 4 to behind the centre of the hind-margin. Frons and
palpi below with a few greyish-yellow hairs. Ivey Is.

xiphiphora.

T. xiphiphora Low. is quite similar to croceus, but the £ differs in the much broader sexual stripe;
the wings are broader and shorter, and in the $ the cordiform spot of croceus at the base of veins 2 and 3 is
square and extends to the distal margin. Queensland, December till March.

senta.

T. senta Misk. is somewhat smaller (28 mm) than xiphiphora, the <$ wings more elongate; forewing
dark golden brown, at the base densely covered with orange-yellow hair, the spots yellowish diaphanous: 1
square spot in the cell-end, anteriorly strongly notched, below* it a dull roundish spot; stigma narrow, oblique,
at its apex a cordiform spot, below it a small one, 3 small ones in a small chain before the apical area.
In the hindwing a deep yellow oval in the disc between 6 and 7, a similar one between 3 and 4. Beneath the
hindwing is quite yellow except a black spot near the hind-margin, the spots being light yellow. Queensland.
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4. Genus: Mesodina Meyr.
Antennal club long, pointed, turned down; palpi porrect with a short terminal joint; hind legs without
middle spurs; forewing without the $ stigma; vein 5 parallel with 4 and 6, rising somewhat nearer to 6. In
the hindwing vein 5 is stunted. Only 3 species from Australia.

M. hatyzia Hew. (171 e, f). Above dark brown, in the cell of the forewing a white square spot, behind halyzia.
it between the median branches 2 more; in the $ besides with a fine subapical band of 3 very small spots.
Beneath light violettish-grey with a small dark spot in the cell of the hindwing and a semicircle of such punctiform
spots in the disc. — Larva pale green, the face clad with short whitish hair, the body with a white hue; on
Patersonia, an Iridea. The imagines appear already in October, flying throughout summer until April. In
New South Wales, near Sydney, and in the Blue Mountains in places not rare. — The species also occurs near
Perth in West Australia, though in the form cyanophracta Low., in which the $ hindwing beneath shows a cyanophracmore distinct blue tinge, whilst the forewing exhibits the subapical chain of very small dots.
taM. aeluropis Meyr. & Loiv. is similar, larger, but the dark upper surface in the basal partions of
all the wings with an intense metallic reflection, the spots on the forewing similarly arranged as in halyzia,
but the spots yellow instead of white, near the distal one often yet a smaller accessory spot. — Larva quite
similar to that of halyzia, on Patersonia. Imago in February and March, in the Blue Mountains of New South
Wales.

aeluropis.

M. croites Hew. (167 f). In this species the yellow colour on the upper surface is so much increased
that its extent is almost that of the ground-colour. Almost the whole basal half of the forewing and the whole
central portion of the hindwing are of a bright honey-colour, as in no other Anisynta, but it superficially
resembles Hesperilla chaostola, though in croites the under surface is just as much spotted honey-coloured as
above, only the ground-colour of the apex of the forewing and the hindwing being dull ochreous. This imago
is said to originate from West Australia being pool1 in lepidoptera; from Carnarvon. But it is apparently also
rare in this district being little collected.

croitc.s.

5. Genus: Trapezites Hbn.
This genus also contains phigalia for which the genus Patlasingha Wts. was founded only owing to
differences in the last palpal joint and the antennal club. Antennal club long, more or less flawed, with a lo; g
or medium long apex. Palpi rising or almost porrect with a short last joint. Hind tibiae with all the spurs.
Eorewing of d without a sexual spot; in the hindwing vein 5 is indistinct. Hereto belong 8 species among which
are the most beautiful Hesperidae of Southern Australia; the genus does not occur outside of Australia.
T. petalia Hew. ( — megalopis Meyr.) (167 g,h). Spots of the forewing in the $ larger, in the
smaller, in the disc arranged in the shape of a Y; in the hindwing a discal spot tinged with brown. Under surface
yellowish-grey, the hindwing has but one thick black central spot centred with white. Eastern Australia, from
Sydney to the north as far as Mackay, where the imago flies in winter and spring (March till November).

petalia.

T. heteromacula Meyr. & Low. (= heliomacula Meyr. <£• Low.) is midway between petalia (167 g, h)
and jacchus; separated from the former by the lighter colouring and 2 accessory spots on the hindwing beneath,
from the latter by the much shorter hands on the hindwing above and fewer spots beneath, as well as by the
arrangement of the spots. The $ is like the
except the two small spots on the hindwing beneath near the
margin being somewhat larger and less roundish. Queensland.

heteroma-

cl,Ia-

T. luteus Tepp. (= petalia Misk. nec Hew.) resembles petalia (167 g, h) so much that it was luteus.
confounded with it, but it is much smaller (expanse of $ only 25 mm); in the hindwing there is instead of
the brownish-yellow cloud a central patch composed of 3 more distinctly defined spots. From South Australia.
(Adelaide) and New South Wales. — In glaucus Waterh. & Ly., from Tasmania, the yellow spots above glaucus.
are larger and sometimes also augmented.
T. jacchus. Dark brown, upper surface with large yellow spots which are said to be whitish-yellow
(according to Fabricitjs even snow-white) in the northern form jacchus F.. whereas in the southern form
eliena Hew. (= jacchus Semp.) (167 h), from Brisbane to Tasmania, they are golden yellow (the most anterior
ones sulphur-coloured), monocycla Low. is said to be an aberration of this species.

jacchus.

T. symmomus Him. (167 d) resembles a gigantic form of the preceding species. Both the wings
with large discal spots being'lighter yellow in the forewing, darker in the hindwing. Also beneath the colouring
is similar to that of eliena, the hindwing is dark brown with a central spot and a discal row of pupilled spots.
Large symmomus may attain an expanse of about 50 mm. The species is distributed from Queensland to Victoria
and flies from November till autumn.

symmomus.

eliena.
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T. maheta Hew. (= praxedes Plotz, jacchus Misk. p. p.) (167 h). This species likewise resembles
above the forms of jacchus, but the spots of the forewing are somewhat differently arranged, and the oiange
spot in the hindwing represents a small transverse hand which, however, varies a little. But above all the species
is characterised by the hindwing beneath, where only 4 of the spots, those situate in the hindmarginal half,
exhibit distinct silvery white centres, whereas the others are only centreless nebulous dots. — In aberrations
all the spots on the hindwing beneath may be without centres, even indistinct, and the orange band is widened
on its upper surface: this is ab. phigalioides Waterh. found in Victoria. — On the contrary all the 7 spots on
the hindwing beneath may exceptionally have silvery centres: ab. obruta ab. nov. — iacchoides Waterh. are
specimens with a peculiar salmon-coloured under surface; here the silvery centres of the hindwing are also
augmented (as much as 6) and ail of the same medium size; from the Blue Mountains (New South Wales). —The whole species is distributed from Queensland to Victoria, flying from December till April; in some places
not rare.

stir on.

T. sciron Waterh. <£• Ly. Above similar to a donnysa, beneath like jacchoides, but the spots instead
of being silvery are here whitish. West Australia; apparently very rare.

icosia.

T. icosia Fruhst. From Dorey. Upper surface jet-black, the proximal halves of the wings covered
with scales of a magnificent metallic light blue lustre, extending on the forewing almost to the centre of the
wing, whereas on the hindwing they fill up a posteriorly widening triangular area. Cilia of fore wing black,
only in the anal angle whitish, on the hindwing the whitish parts of the cilia are divided on a fine marginal
line on both sides of the SM. Under surface: fore wing jet-black with small blue subapical spots arranged
in two short rows, below which there are two similar dots, as well as two blue fine strigae on the radials. In
the centre of the wing five more small silvery strigae, two of which are in the cell. Hindwing: in the centre
a broad yellow area with a reddish periphery, slightly powdered with black, traversed by a broad black submedian
stripe separating a smaller square hindmarginal area. In the yellow main area there are some small dark blue
maculae, distally to this area a series of small roundish, somewhat blurred blue spots traverses the submarginal
part of the wing. Length of fore wing: 20 mm.

plug alia.

T. phigalia Hew. (= phillyra Misk.) (167 g) chiefly differs from icosia in the hindwing beneath,
which has a slate-coloured tint, exhibiting instead of the silvery ocelli blind ringlets filled up with the ground¬
colour. The upper surface is very much like that of maheta, but the spots on the forewing and hindwing are
of the same ochreous colour, the band on the hindwing less transverse, more parallel with the margin. Eastern
Australia, September till March.

phlaea.

T. phlaea Plotz (167 g) is smaller than ‘phigalia of which it may only be a form; on the forewing
the spots, which are here of a brighter orange, are united into a curved cliscal spot, and on the hindwing
the discal spot has the shape of a central disc, not of a band. The under surface differs little from that of phigalia
in the colouring (it is more reddish) and not at all in the marking. Victoria.

6. Genus: Anisynta Loiv.
The 7 following species have been separated from the preceding ones, because they have a blunt, stout
antennal club, so that Anisynta bears a relationship to Trapezites as Motasingha does to Hesperilla. All the
species are exclusively Australian. Type: A. cynone Heiv.
cynone.

A. cynone Hew. {= gracilis Tepper) (171 d) is the smallest species of the group; above dark brown
with 5 small pale spots, beneath the hindwing with a dull white antemarginal line, a large similar discal spot
and 2 smaller ones before and below it. The ground-colour of the wings is yellowish-brown, between the spots
darker. South Australia and Victoria, in winter (June) and apparently again in December.

sphenosema.

A. sphenosema Meyr. & Low. has an expanse of 34 mm. Upper surface dark brown, towards the base
with golden lustrous hair, with obsolete, dark ochreous spots. On the under surface the forewing shows a very
large black wedge-shaped spot the apex of which is turned towards the base and which occupies more than
5/« of the forewing. Hindwing beneath ochreous, reddish spots in the cell-end and through the disc. — ab.
paraphaes Meyr. & Low. differs in its smaller size and the spots above showing through beneath with the large
wedge-shaped spot. West Australia, in November.

paraphaes.

tillyardi.

A. tillyardi Waterh. & Ly. is above entirely like the preceding species, but beneath the hinclwing
is all over intermixed with whitish diffuse spots, so that already a macular marking is produced similar as in
argenteo-ornatus (167 e, f). Hitherto only taken in the north-eastern parts of New South Wales, but apparently
common there; in midsummer.

argenteoornatus.

A. argenteo-ornatus Heiv. (167 e, f). Forewing with 4 scattered yellow spots of which the one in the
sub median area is still situate before the centre of the wing. Easily recognisable by the silvery spots on the
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hindwing beneath which exhibits in the <$ larger, in the $ smaller bright silvery lustrous guttiform spots. West
Australia, (Perth) in spring; according to other statements also near Adelaide in South Australia.

A. tasmamkus Misk. (= comma Ky.) has an expanse of 26 to 28 mm. Eorewing golden dark brown,
in the basal portion with golden yellow hair; the spots are ochreous white: a large irregular one in the posterior
part of the cell, an oblong-quadrangular one between the latter and the margin, above it a small one, a subapical oblique row of 3 small ones at the costa, below the cellular spot 2 small ones feebly marked dull yellow;
below the centre of the hindwing 2, rarely 3 round whitish spots only separated by the veins. Hindwing beneath
dark brown, entirely scaled greyish-white; 2 discal transverse rows of dark dots. The spots above are also visible
beneath and here edged with dark. Somewhat similar to croceus Misk. Victoria and Tasmania, November
till January.
A. argina Plotz (171 i), from Brisbane, presumably does not belong to this genus and is surely not
identical with polysema. The very exact original figure exhibits also very much speckled fringes, yet the spots
on the forewing are much smaller and situate in a rather regular ring, and also the hindwing exhibits a post¬
median arcuate row of rather minute light dots. Beneath these small spots form small white punctiform shadows
arranged like the small rings on the hindwing beneath of phigalia (167 g).

A. peromata
in the plains; the
above is narrower,
on Cladium; pupa
South Wales, and

This species as well as the following inhabits the mountains and seems to be absent
has no sexual mark. Very similar to ornata (167 f), but larger, the band on the hindwing
the spots on the hindwing beneath are differently arranged. — Larva light yellowish-green,
blackish, at the anterior end 2 obtuse protuberances. — From the Blue Mountains in New
from Victoria, in October and November.
Ky.

A. munionga Olliff. is like peromata a mountain-dweller without the
to 35 mm. Spots on the forewing orange, the one in
a rather short narrow orange band in the disc, which,
hindwing is of a bright yellowish orange with black
hindwing the species is easily discernible. From Mt.

sexual mark; expanse 30
the lower part of the cell wedge-shaped, hindwing with
however, does not approach the margins. Beneath the
spots. By this beautifully coloured under surface of the
Kosziusko in New South Wales.

tasmanicus.

argina.

peromata.

munionga.

Finally another lepidopteron from Dorey may be mentioned, which may belong to this genus, but also to another
genus; it is unknown to me and seems not to have been found again. Watson who knew Hewitson’s collection does not
enumerate it as existing in London. I therefore recapitulate Hewitson’s diagnose:
H. aenesias Hew. Above dark brown, forewing with a large central tripartite spot and a tripartite apical spot, both aenesias.
yellow, transparent. Under surface: forewing with a large grey apical spot, hindwing reddish-grey, shaded with brown. Costal
margin exhibiting a small ochreous spot and the distal halves of the wings almost dark brown. Hindwing traversed by a
band of grey spots. Distal margin grey.

7. Genus: Kxometaeea Meyr.
The only species belonging hereto is not lying before me, and I can therefore only recapitulate the
authors’ diagnoses. Antennal club long, pointed, flawed. Palpi almost porrect with a pointed last joint of
medium length. Hind tibiae with all the spurs. $ without a sexual stripe, in the forewing vein 5 is parallel
with 4 and 6, at the base somewhat nearer to the latter. In the hindwing vein 5 is present, at the base
somewhat nearer to 6. (Lower.)

E. nycteris Meyr. Expanse 27 mm. Eorewing dark ochreous-brown, towards the base behind with a nycteris.
darker brown tint. At the base of the forewing, next to the hind-margin, a dark longitudinal spot; in the disc,
above the centre a linear transverse mark; behind vein 2, before the centre a dark clouded dot; above veins
3 and 4 in the disc before the marginal third 2 very small white spots, behind the lower of which there are two
dark brown dots. Before the apex a series of 3 small dots from the costal margin, posteriorly edged with dark.
Hindwing with a cloudy dark transverse spot in the disc before the centre, behind it a row of 5 very small spots
from the costal margin towards the centre. Hindwing beneath rather light brown, before, the centre a
small darker discal crescent; behind it an arcuate row of 5 small dark spots. Albany in West Australia, some
specimens taken in December.

8. Genus: ftuastus Mr.
The lepidoptera of this genus so much resemble the common species of Parnara, that some of them
cannot be distinguished from the latter in the air, and single species, such as gremius, are very difficult to discover
from among the Parnara mathias bustling about everywhere. The genus comprises about a dozen forms being
all rather alike and distributed over the whole of India as far as the Philippines. The 3rd palpal joint is
needle-shaped, erect, a little bent over; hind tibiae with 2 pairs of spurs. On the forewing the costal vein does
not touch the first subcostal branch, as it does in Sancus and Koruthaiolos, where it is even sometimes fused
with it for some distance. Cf. Vol. I, ji. 342.
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S. gremius F. (— divodasa Mr.) *) (Vol. I, pi. 86 f). Dark brown, forewing with a series of hyaline
spots before the marginal third and generally — though not always — 1 or 2 small spots in the cell-end. Hindwing
beneath covered with yellowish-brown, and with a variable number of black spots mostly in light rings; but
sometimes also the whole disc of the wing is suffused with whitish-grey (= subgrisea Mr.). — These dark
spots of the hindwing usually consist of a central dot and a row of 4 or 5 more dots before the marginal
third. This row, however, may also be quite absent, whereby the species show quite a different exterior: ab.
centripuncta ab. nov. (167 h). — chilon Doh., unknown to me, from Sumba, is beneath still lighter than
subgrisea, the hindwing almost whitish; but above there are no spots on the forewing and beneath only traces
of them; probably a distinct species. — gremius is a common species in the Himalaya; it extends from the north¬
west of it, where it goes on the palearctic region, over Ceylon to Burmah, South China, and Formosa; I took
it almost exclusively on the blossoms of Lantana hybrida. In much flown specimens the white powdering on
the hindwing beneath has often disappeared altogether, whereby the dark dots are less contrasting.

sala.

S. sala Hew. (= aditus Mr.) (168 b, c) is smaller than gremius which it resembles otherwise above;
but the hindwing beneath is almost white in the disc in which the maculae being arranged as in gremius are
only noticeable as shadows. Sikkim to Java.

bipunetus.

S* bipunetus Swh. ( — aditus Hmps. nec Mr.) (168 c). Above and beneath almost unicoloured dark
smoky brown; forewing with 3 or 4 small spots, 2 of which are more distinctly prominent. Nilghiri Mts.

migrens.

S. migrens Semp. (167 h), from the Philippines, is at once discernible by the forewing beneath
exhibiting near the anal angle a large, spot-like bright area.

S. tripura Nic. Above the forewing lacks the hyaline spots, but the light colour of the hindwing beneath,
tripura.
albescens. which is almost pure white in Javanese specimens (= albescens Mab.) (167 h), appears above in the centre
of the marginal area. On the hindwing beneath there are instead of the distal row of dots 2 or 3 irregular dark
nebulous spots. Perak and Pulo Laut; albescens from Java and Bali.
minuta.

S. minuta Mr. (— sinhalus Plotz) (168 d), from Ceylon, entirely resembles the preceding ones, but
the hindwing is above without any white, beneath white with a dark diffuse spot between the cellular dot
and the margin, next to which there is often yet a very small nebulous spot.

robsonii.

S. robsonii Nic., described from a specimen from Masuri in the Himalaya, entirely resembles the
preceding ones, it has no white above and beneath the disc of the hindwing is powdered with ochreous, with
a fine small diffuse spot in the cell.

phidUia.

S. phidifia Hew., from Sumatra, is recognisable by a large hyaline spot in the centre of the hindwing.
Beneath the hindwing is ochreous, through the centre passes a band of 4 brown spots. Size of the preceding
species. Apparently rare.

nigroguttaS. nigroguttafus Matsum. (168 c) is compared with gremius in the description, to which it is said
tus. to be allied, but probably it does not belong hereto, much rather near Aeromachus. Dark brown, the forewing

with a row of 8 hyaline spots, the 3 most central ones of which are the largest, whereas the 3 apical ones and
the two next to the hind-margin are very small. Plindwing with a postmedian arcuate row of dark punctiform
spots. Beneath as above. Formosa, not rare.

9. Genus; ^iiutda Nic.
Whilst in the Suastus the costal vein extends before the 1st subcostal branch and terminates into the
costa, it touches here this branch or almost touches it. Otherwise like the preceding species.
swerga.

S. swerga Nic. (= molleri Mr.) (168 c). Above dark brown like the preceding genus, but lighter
yellowish at the costa and the inner-margin of the basal half in the fore wing and in the whole disc of the
hindwing excepting the costal area. White hyaline spots in the disc and before the distal margin of the
fore wing. Hindwing beneath whitish yellow with a brown distal margin and a marginal wedge between the
median branches. Ceylon and Java.

albums.

S. albums Semp. (168 d), from the Philippines, is at once recognisable by the hindwing being snowwhite except the costal portion.

catalcueos.

S. cafaleucos Stgr. (168 d), from Palawan and Borneo, entirely resembles albinus, but the white area
on the hindwing above is confined to the anal third of the wing and proximad somewhat irregularly de¬
fined in an inwardly convex bow; hindwing beneath all white except the apex.
*) In Vol. I, p. 342, misprinted into ,,clivodasa“.
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S. scopas Stgr., likewise from Palawan, has the size and shape of the preceding species, in the disc scopas.
of the forewing a group of 3 small spots, and the under surface of the hindwing is whitish, finely powdered
with greyish brown, and with dark spots at the distal margin and in the disc.

10. Genus: lasiibrix Wts.
Morphologically distinguished from the preceding genus by the lower median branch of the forewing
branching off here directly before the cell-end. In the habitus, however, they differ enormously from them.
By the broad wings being invariably flatly spread out they much rather resemble the European Thanaos tages,
whereas the Suada exhibit the approximate flight and attitude of the European Parnara, such as nostrodamus.
8 forms are known, being confined to India with the Sunda Islands, where, however, they sometimes number
among the most common lepidoptera.
I. salsala Mr. ($ = luteipalpis Plotz) (168 d). Above and beneath dark brown, almost black. The
d shows above a beautiful golden brown coating and a row of spots which becomes more conspicuous in a
certain light, extending from the cell-end of the fore wing to the centre of the hind-margin; the $ forewing
exhibits a postmedian angidar row of hyaline spots. Beneath the golden brown coating is still more beautiful;
in the $ the chain of hyaline spots is continued on the hindwing by 3 or 4 white spots through the centre;
in the
there are often hardly traees of these small spots. From Sikkim through the whole of India as
far as Ceylon. — vasubaFruhst., from Tonkin, is a name for larger specimens; they are darker than Indian salsala,
the row of white spots on the forewing of the $ is very distinct, but the row of dots beneath is almost entirely
absent. — The salsala number in South India and Ceylon among the most common lepidoptera bustling about
on every little green place, preferably resting on dwarf bamboo and Mimosa, with their wings widely spread
out. The larvae presumably all live on bamboo.

I. stellifer Btlr. (168 d) was repeatedly treated as a race of salsala, what has been contested again
and again. Very similar to salsala, above blacker owing to its being less coated with golden brown, the dots
on the forewing fine though distinct and so arranged that one is situate above the sub median area, one in
the cell-end, and a third before the centre of the distal margin. Beneath there are behind the white spots of
the hindwing some more small orange spots. Burma, Malacca, Sumatra, and Java. — niasicus Fruhst., from
the Isle of Nias, is smaller, darker, also beneath jet-black with very neat pure white dots. — Larva light green
with a yellowish head with black marks; on bamboo. Not rare.
1. sindu Fldr. (168 e). This species is at once recognisable by the forewing, which is otherwise unicoloured blackish brown, exhibiting a miniate transverse diffuse spot which is distinct on both sides. Malacca
and Sumatra. Rarer than the preceding species. — yamanta Fruhst., from Borneo, is distinguished by a broader
red band of the forewing. — obliquans Mab. are specimens from East Java, which Fruhstorfer took there,
but which are not mentioned by Piepers in his Javanese Hesperidae, what may be due to the great exterior
resemblance of sindu with the Koruthaiolos likewise exhibiting a red spot on the forewing.

I. latifascia
Sumatra, Borneo.
the figure.

(168 d). In this species there is a large oval red spot in the distal half of the forewing,
A West Sumatran $, according to Fruhstorfer, shows a still much broader band than
Elw.

salsala.

vasuba.

stellifer.

niasicus.

siyidu.

yamanta.
obliquans.

latifascia.

11. Genus: Aeromaclius Nic.
On p. 342 of Vol. I this genus has already been dealt with by Mabille who enumerated 6 forms
there, being partly confined to the palearctic region (chinensis Elio., piceus Leech, inachus Men., nanus Leech,
catocyanea Mob.), partly passing over to it, such as A. stigmata Mr. On the whole, 12 species of the genus are
known now, all of which are easily recognised by the under surface of the hindwing.

A. stigmata Mr. (= discreta Plotz nee Elw. & Edw.) (168 e). In Vol. I we published an enlarged
figure of this species (2:1) (according to Leech), whereas here we figure the species in its natural size.
Accordingly the palearctic specimens exhibit a much lighter, more brownish-grey ground-colour of the hindwing
beneath, and the two chains of dots in the marginal thirds of both wings beneath are of a pure white. Accordingly
the palearctic form of stigmata is more similar to the form discreta Elw. <£• Edw. (nec Plotz) which is distinguished
by the white markings being replaced here by a dingy light brown colour. This form extends far into China,
whereas typical stigmata come particularly from North India. — javanicus Elw. ( = discreta Piep. d■ Snell.)
(168 e), from West Java, shows the anteterminal spots above and beneath quite obsolete, and is almost uni¬
coloured dark. — In jhora (168 e) the under surface of the hindwing is uniformly tinted with a greyish green;
above it is dark olive brown, and the small light anteterminal spots are absent as in the Javanese form or
they are only feebly marked. It is reported from Sikkim and, if it flies together with typical stigmata, it may
be a distinct species, what is also supposed by Elwes and Edwards by reason of their anatomical examinations.

stigmata.

discreta.

javanicus.

jhora.
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musca.

A. musca Mob. (168 e) is only as large as the palearctic nana (Vol. I, pi. 86 g) or still somewhat smaller,
above dark sepia-brown with lighter fringes, beneath there are postmedian and subterminal rows of light
densely crowded dots on both wings; in the hindwing often also a few discal dots. Luzon.

dubius.

A. dubius Elw. (171 h) is extraordinarily similar to musca; the rows of spots are likewise dull brownish,
obsolete; but there is also always another small spot in the cell; in the $ the spots beneath are somewhat more
distinct. Palnai Hills; Travancore.

i ndistincta.

kali.

A. indistincta Mr. (171 g) represents the genus in the Nilgiri Mts.; by the small spots being almost
entirely obsolete, the species (or form) externally resembles A. javanicus.
A. kali Nic. (168 e), finally, is the largest species of the genus; it originates from Sikkim and the Naga
Hills (Bernardmyo) and has a pale brown upper surface; the under surface is characterised by a subterminal
chain of creamy pearls, with a serried row of such transverse spots before the marginal area, and in the hindwing
proximad with a double row of such small spots, so that the spotting is much more abundant than in stigmatica.

12. Genus:

liyiua Wts.

This genus consisting of but 1 species approaches the Halpe, particularly also by the variegated under
surface. The antennal club is thick, long, curved, and terminating in a long point; on the forewing vein 5 rises
very slightly nearer to 4 than to 6. The scent-organ of the J is a hair-tuft on the fore wing beneath, to which
an oval friction-surface corresponds on the hindwing above near the base.
dolopia.

S. dolopia Hero. (168 e).

Above somewhat similar to the Australian Motasingha dirphia (167 e) or
Hesperilla donnysa (167 g), but without a distinct central spot of the hindwing. Beneath the ground of the
hindwing is of a beautiful violettish grey with an antemarginal arcuate row of black dots; some of them
also in the disc. Sikkim, Naga and Khasia Hills.

13. Genus: l®edestes Wts.
Separated from the preceding genus by the absence of the $ mark and by the $ genitals showing a
remarkable asymmetry. 4 species are known, all of which are Indian; only 1 goes so far into North West India
that it touches the palearctic region; it has therefore been dealt with in Vol. I, p. 343.
masuriensis.

P. masuriensis Mr. (Vol. I, pi. 86 g). The species being above only black and white has been dealt
with in Vol. I, p. 343. Besides the North-Western Himalaya, it also occurs in Sikkim, and thus belongs also
to the Indian Fauna.

pandita.

P. pandita Nic. almost shows the habitus of a G. nostrodamus \ in the forewing a small yellowish hyaline
double spot before the cell-end, a double small spot before the apex, and 2 around the upper median branch.
Hindwing beneath unicoloured dark brown. Sikkim.

parnaca.

P. parnaca Eruhst. is very similar to pandita, but the spots on the forewing are much larger, the
subapical dots more separated, the middle one removed more proximad, only one larger cellular macula instead
of 2 smaller ones; hindwing rounder, broader. Ground-colour beneath black instead of greenish. Tonkin;
August, September.

maculicornis.

S. maculicornis Elw. (168 f), from Pulo Laut, is somewhat larger and duller, more dark brown than

submaculata.

fuscicornis.

blackish-brown; the central spots are smaller, the under surface yellowish-brown with arcuate rows of blackish
punctiform spots. Fruhstorfer regards the form as a race of submaculata described by Staitdinger as
Plastingia from Palawan. In this race the hindwing shows one light spot each in the cells 2 and 3, and a yellow
stripe from the base next to the upper margin of 1 a. Hindwing beneath yellowish-green, with a darker hindmargin, 3 black spots near the base, and 6 others forming a postmedian arcuate row. — A third race which,
however, has neither been denominated nor described is said to have been discovered in South India.

P. fuscicornis Elw. (168 e, f). Likewise from Pido Laut, quite similar to maculicornis, only the central
spot of the fore wing, being situate below the cell-end, is considerably larger; hindwing beneath more rustbrown, but spotted as in the preceding species.

14. Genus: A met til 11 Vs.

atkinsoni.

Few species the neuration of which is not quite homogeneous are reckoned to this genus. They are not
distinctly separated from each other nor do they differ particularly from the species mentioned last of the
preceding genus. The 3rd palpal joint is porrect and vein 3 of the hindwing branches off considerably before
the cell-end.
A. atkinsoni Mr. is like the following species brown with 4 small discal and 3 minute subapical hyaline
spots on the forewing. The d differs from the following species in a hair-pencil on the centre of the hind-
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margin of the forewing beneath and minute light spots of the hindwing beneath; in typical specimens the
hindwing beneath is intensely spotted, whereas in the form subtestaceus Mr. which seems to be the spring-form
(April), the hindwing beneath is brick-coloured and almost or entirely without the light spotting of typical
specimens. — khasiaraus Mr. are specimens in which the hyaline spots on the wings are larger, and particularly
the subapical ones are more prominent, the form being somewhat larger, too. Sikkim, Khasia Mts., Burmah.

A. vindhiana Mr. (168 f) has the size and shape of Pedestes maculicornis (168 h), but the forewing exhibits
besides small subapical spots as well as a transverse spot above the submedian vein. Beneath the hindwing
is brownish brick-coloured and exhibits a light small spot surrounded by black in the cell, and a similar arcuate
row through the disc.— nilgiriana Mr. is an insignificant race with smaller spots from the Nilghiii Mts., whereas
in modesta Mr. the spots are so very small that they almost disappear. The species is known from Jubbulpur,
Mhow, and Travancore.

A. binghami Swh. (168 f) shows the discal spots of the forewing so much reduced in size that the
insect looks like a Parnara, somewhat like P. mathias (Vol, I, pi. 88 f, g), particularly ince also the under
surface appears quite uni-coloured sepia-brown, excepting the light hindmarginal areas. The difference, however,
is easily noticeable in the contours of the wings and the position of the hyaline dots in the hind wing. Burmah.

siAtcsla-

Jchasianus.

vindhiann.

nilyiriana.
modeata.

binyhami.

15. Genus: Itis Nic.
This genus has only 2 dark brown species from Cachar, Penang, and Java. They are most closely allied
with the Arnetta, but distinguished by the last palpal joint which is horizontally porrect in Arnetta being here
very slightly raised.

Hind-margin of forewing longer than the distal margin; at the hind-margin of the G a

pencil of long hairs.

Hindwing broad.

I. iadera Nic. (168 f as ladera). On both sides uni-coloured brown, only on the forewing beneath the
hindmarginal portion shows a brighter area the centre of which is covered by the hair-tuft of the G-

iadera.

Java,

Sumatra.

I. microstictum Wood-Mas. (169 a) is quite similar, above van Dyk brown, with a slight violet reflection, microslicthe forewing with 4 small hyaline spots in the cells 2, 3, 6 and 7, and a double cellular spot which is twice as
high as it is broad. The hindwing beneath shows indistinct traces of 3 dark bands, one in the basal portion
and 2 postmedian ones, and 3 or 4 small whitish-ochreous spots. From Cachar.

16. Genus: Illinois Nic.
The only unicoloured brown species composing this genus is said to have 2 pair of spurs at the posterior
end of the hind tibiae, whereby the genus would be distinguished from all the allied genera.
tibiae exhibit a hair-tuft on the proximal part.

Besides the hind

Elwes and Edwards have examined the only existing badly

preserved specimen (Coll. Staudinger) and place it to the genus Parnara from which, however, it differs
considerably in the habitus.

I. unicolor Nic. Unicoloured blackish-brown, above deeper than beneath. Without any hyaline spots,
in the colouring similar to a small aria (169d, e), but without the red eyes and of a different shape of the wings.

unicolor.

Perak.

I. yanuca Fruhst., described from a single A from Formosa, is said to be allied to this species, being
above black, beneath deep brown, but the median portion of the forewing likewise quite black. Length of
forewing 20 mm.

yanuca.

17. Genus: Inessa Nic.
Antennae longer than half the costa; club long with a rectangularly bent apex of medium length.
Forewing with a sharp apex and gonvex distal margin. On the forewing of the $ there is an oblique scent-mark
of black scales, extending from the submedian vein to the base of branch 4; but 1 species from the Indian
Archipelago.

I. ilion Nic. (169 a) on the yellowish greyish-brown ground shows transverse rows of light spots on
both wings as well as small spots in the posterior portion of the cell. At the lower cell-wall, right behind the base,
a whitish ray. Under surface almost exactly as above, the margins of the wings somewhat more yellow. Disco¬
vered by H. Friihstorfer.
IX

Sapit (Lombok).

134

ilion.
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18. Genus: Hyarotis M.
The species forming this genus is distinguished by a more brightly marked under surface. As to the
genus itself cf. Vol. I, p. 343.
adrastus.

praba.
meluchus.
palawensis.
mindanaensis.

H. adrastus Cr. (Vol. I, pi. 86 g, h). According to Fruhstorfer, Cramer’s figure represents a
South Indian specimen (presumably from Ceylon); the author’s statement ,,Surinam“ is of course a mistake.
But South Indian specimens vary just like those from other patriae to a great extent in the distinctness and
extent of the spotting on the hindwing beneath, so that some may hardly differ from Sikkim-specimens which
have been separated as praba Mr. (= phoenicis Hew.) (169 a, b, as adrastus). — meluchus Fruhst., from Java,
has larger white spots which are smaller in palawensis Frulist. from Palawan; in the latter form the bands of
white spots on the hindwing beneath may almost disappear. — In mindanaensis Fruhst.. from the Philippines, the
band of white spots on the hindwing beneath is particularly broad. Larva whitish-green with darker longitudinal
lines, head yellow with the black marking of a reverse Y; it spins together leaves of Rotang and Phoenix Palms.
Pupa in front and behind tapering, dull green, on the dorsal sides somewhat marbled. It often yields the imago
already after 8 days. The imagines fly singly, though not rarely, and prefer drinking from blue Leguminosae
and the blossoms of Lantana hybrida. I took the species also in Hongkong.

19. Genus: Isoieiiioii Fldr.
Cf. Vol. I, p. 343. The genus consists of but 1 species being predominantly palearctic.
lamprospiI. lamprospilus Fldr. (= vitrea Murr.) (Vol. I, pi. 86 h). Fruhstorfer reserves the name vitrea
lus. for Japanese specimens which he separates from continental ones. The latter occur from Southern China through

Indo-China to Tonkin where they are yet common near Chiem-Hoa, at an altitude of 1000 ft in August and
formosanus. September. — In Formosa another form occurs:

formosanus Fruhst. It is smaller than the continental race,

the white hyaline spots of the forewing and the dots on the under surface of the hindwing are considerably
reduced.

Under surface of both wings darker, more moss-green than yellowish.

20. Genus: Isma Dist.
The 5 species forming this genus have the approximate exterior and the monotonous brown colouring
of species of Parnara, but the hindwings are larger, broader, and also in the
slightly extended in the
anal portion. The antennae are rather long with a moderately thick club gradually swelling up and then down
again. In the forewing 12 terminates before the cell-end, in the hindwing 7 rises before the cell-end; hind tibiae
bare with 2 pair of spurs. In the <$ the forewing shows an oval scent-spot behind the base of the cell, being
more distinctly prominent beneath. Still more remarkable than this scent-organ is a very considerable
prolongation of the fringe at the anal portion of the hindwing. As the genus Isma was not sharply characterized
by its author, Watson sets up the name Lophoides for it with lapis as its type, whereas Distant founded his
genus on obscura.
obscura.

I. obscura Dist. (169b) is a unicoloured brown Hesperid from Singapore with loam-coloured hair
on the body and the basal parts of both wings. Beneath the wings are yellowish-olive, between the whitish
spots of the forewing black shadows; between the veins of the hindwing brown punctiform spots.

protocleci.

1. protoclea H.-Schaff. (= iapis Nic.) (169 b) somewhat resembles above Hyarotis adrastus, but the
white spot at the lower cell-angle of the forewing is more comma-shaped, at least in the type (which however
is without the antennae). Burmah, Malacca. — vulso Mob. (169 b) is so similar to protoclea that Snellen united
them; but in vulso the white spots around the cell-end of the forewing are somewhat larger. Java, Bali, Sumatra.

vulso.

purpurascens.

I. purpurascens Elw. & Ediv. (169 c) chiefly differs from protoclea in the hyaline spots of the forewing
being also smaller in the $, and in the long fringe at the distal margin of the hindwing being blackish-brown,
whereas in protoclea it is lighter and thinner; the hindwing exhibits beneath a slight violet hue. Pulo Laut.

binotatus.

I. binotatus Elw. & Edw. (169 c) is recognisable by the disc of the hindwing beneath showing 2 very
small white dots. Borneo (from the Kina Balu).

ZOGRAPHETUS; MATAPA. By Dr. A. Seitz.
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21. Genus: Zograplietus Wats.
Seven small species with above unmarked hindwings.

Antennae half the length of the costa, only

in ogyqia-$ slightly longer; club moderately thick, gradually swelling up.

Palpi erect with a short last joint.

The anal portion of the $ hindwing is slightly bulged out in the E- In the E of durga there are along the basal
portion of the subcostal and median vein listels of raised scales which also cover the base of the cell.

Z. durga Plotz (169c). Dark brown, all the wings with whitish fringes. The discal hyaline spots
are rather small and all crowded around the cell-end and the lower cell-angle except a tiny spot which is separated
before the apical area. Beneath the apical third of the fore wing and the basal half of the hindwing are powdered
with loam-coloured yellow, the distal half of the hindwing beneath is dark red-brown with small loam-coloured
spots. Plotz’ figure which Swinhoe copies indistinctly shows the under surface; I therefore figure the under
surface from the type, the upper surface from a co-type. Philippines.

durga.

Z. satwa Nic. (169 c), according to the description, is hardly to be separated from durga and is probably salwa.
only treated as a separate species because the figure of durga was too deceptive.

Larger, hindwing beneath

brighter, the more yellow basal portion more distinctly contrasting with the violettish-brown marginal portion.
Known from Sikkim and Indo-China.

Z. flavipennis Nic. (169 d). Above very near to the preceding species, the basal parts of the wings

flavipennis.

coated with a somewhat brighter yellow, particularly below the costal margin and above the hind-margin.

Hindwing beneath dull yellowish-red, towards the margin darker with 7 dark violettish-brown spots; 1 near
the centre of the cell 7, 1 near the centre of the upper cell-wall, and a series of 5 behind the centre of the
wing. On the forewing the hyaline spot in the cell 6 is particularly barge, oblong and almost as large as the
one in 3; that in the cell 7 is punctiform. Above the centre of the liind-margin a small yellowish-white
spot. Sikkim, Bhutan, Andamans.

Z. flavalum Nic. (169 d). Above very similar to durga, but the fringes of all the wings honey-coloured,

flavalum.

Under surface reddish violettish-brown, the hindwing with a row of fine black dots before the distal quarter
and a few small scattered dots in the disc. Sikkim.

Z. ogygia Hew. (169 d, as orgyia) resembles flavipennis; under surface likewise tinted with brickcoloured red.

ogygia.

The hyaline spot in the cell, that below the cell and behind it are rather large; the others like

tiny pricks of a needle.
Borneo, Pulo Laut.

The hindwing beneath shows a few black dots arranged in arcuate rows.

Sumatra,

Z. ogygioides Elw. & Edw. (169 d, as orgyioides) is like ogygia, but also the hyaline spot behind

ogygioidca.

the cell is reduced to a tiny size; hindwing beneath red-brown. Borneo.

Z. auriferus Elw. & Edw. (169 d). Without any hyaline spot in the cell of the forewing; but between
the cell-end and the apex there is a larger double spot.
spots being situate in a light brownish-yellow halo.

auriferus.

The under surface is characterized by rows of black

Nias.

22. Genus: Matapa Mr.
The 9 forms reckoned hereto presumably have very little in common with the preceding genera which
they only resemble by the dark brown colour. Particularly remarkable are the eyes being hemochrome in the
live insects, brownish-red in dry ones. Antennae of more than half the length of the costa. The ES exhibit
a narrow arcuate impression on the fore wing above, extending from vein 1 a to the base of 3.

M. aria Mr. (169 d, e) is a very common lepidopteron being above and beneath unicoloured velvety
blackish-brown; its range extends from Sikkim through the whole of India to Ceylon, the Andamans, IndoChina, and Sumatra, and also to Nias, as well as through Southern China to Hongkong, where I met numbers
of the species yet in November. — pulla Plotz (169 e), the Javanese form, flying also in Bali, is slightly
larger, with more tapering wings; otherwise hardly separable; similar is the Philippinic form neglecta Mab.
flying from Mindanao to Palawan. — The larva is whitish with a yellow head, slightly marked with black on
the mouth; it lives on bamboo. — The imagines preferably visit the blossoms of Lantana hybrida and always
sit with their wings erect, their red eyes being distinctly prominent. The red colour of the eyes is often yet
preserved in the dead insect.

aria.

pulla.
neglecta.

M. druna Mr. (169 e) is chiefly separated from aria by the bright yellow fringes of the hindwings,
but otherwise very closely allied to aria. Sikkim, Assam, Andamans, Borneo, Sumatra. — Some authors place
the Javanese form pulla to this species, not to aria.

druna.

M. purpurascens Elw. & Edw. (169 e). Here the fringes of the hindwings are still broader and brighter
orange-yellow. All the wings suffused with a dull violet reflection. Fore wing beneath in the anal portion
brighter whitish. From the Khasia Hills and Pegu.

purpums-
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M. sasivania Mr. (169 f) is extremely similar to the preceding ones, particularly to druna, though

sasivarna.

in the

the arcuate scent-stripe of the forewing is whitish-grey.
M. shalgrama Nic.

shuljrama.

Sikkim, Indo-China, Sumatra.

(169 f) is likewise similar to druna, but it has the whitish-grey <$ mark of sasivarna

from which it differs in the hindwing beneath exhibiting only the long scales of the fringe in the anal region
yellow, whereas the short ones are black; in sasivarna all are yellow, both the long and short ones. — The 3
forms druna, sasivarna, and shalgrama. would not be regarded as separate species, if they had not been captured
all 3 together in Eastern Pegu (by Doherty).
genus Matapa is not yet cleared up.

Nevertheless, in my opinion the question of the species of the

As all the species of the genus are, excepting the eyes, scent-spot and

fiingcs, on both sides unicoloured velvety blackish-brown, without any marking or spotting, it is difficult to
state differences.

In the $$ the hairing ob the upperside of the palpi, of the frons and thoracal dorsum, and of

the base of the abdomen often exhibits in the sun a beautiful green metallic reflection.

M. celsina Fldr. (169 f), from Celebes, is at once recognisable by the considerable size and the orange-

cclsina.

yellow margin of the hindwing being very broad in typical specimens, occupying the whole anal fourth of
the hindwing.

Upper surface otherwise monotonously dark brown. — The form flying in the Philippines,

distinguished from typical celsina by the narrower yellow distal margin of the hindwing, whereby it resembles
raciaya. more

druna, is ractaya Fruhst. (169 f); we figure it from Mindanao.

23. Genus:

Nic.

Very closely allied to the preceding genus; the only species is chiefly distinguished by the

mark

consisting of a dark spot below the cell-end of an oval shape, the proximal edge of which exhibits raised hairscales.

The latter are black with a yellowish base with which they are inserted on a slight depression which

passes through the posterior portion of the cell.

The costal area of the hindwing is above dull silky whitish-

yellow and contrasts with the sepia-brown ground of the wing.

The $ has not yet been described, probably

because it is hard to distinguish from some $$ of Parnara.
yet a.

G. geta Nic. (169 f).

Unicoloured blackish-brown, in the distal area of the forewing feebly lighter.
Costal area of hindwing bone-coloured white, its fringes yellow. Known from Java (Buitenzorg, Banyuwangy),
from Sumatra (Selesseh), and Pulo Laut. In the open air the species is presumably difficult to discover from
among the great number of similarly looking Iiesperidae (Parnara mathias, Matapa aria etc.) which are mostly
extremely common.

24. Genus: Sepa Nic.
The Sepa closely approximate the shape of Parnara from which, however, they differ in the straight
vein 5 of the forewing extending at a rather equal distance from 4 and 6. Most of the species originate from
Mt. Kinabalu in Borneo and are only described from 1 or 2 specimens, mostly
As they are very much alike,
excepting slight differences of the small hyaline spots or of the scent-organ, it is questionable whether all of
them can be maintained as distinct species.
cronus.

S. cronus Nic. (169 g). Above and beneath quite blackish-brown; in the forewing there is an oblique
comma-shaped hyaline streak below the cell-end and distally to it and above it a tiny spot. Three very
fine subapical dots below the costa are hardly discernible with the naked eye. From the Battak Mts. in Sumatra;
discovered by Dr. Martin in September.

cicatricosa.

S. cicatricosa Elw. & Edw. (169 g). Described from 1 $ from Mt. Kinabalu in Borneo, easily recognisable
by the coherent oblique scent-stripe on the forewing extending from the lower cell-angle towards the centre
of the hind-margin. Hindwing with 2 very fine tiny dots in the disc.

cinnamomea.

S. cinnamomea Elw. & Edw. (169 g) is rather similar in size and shape, but without spots in the
cell, whereas cicatricosa has 2 small ones. The white punctiform spots of the hindwing are only beneath distinct.
Likewise from the Kina-balu.

yuUulifcra.

S. gutfulifera Elio. & Edw.

(169 g) differs from cinnamomea in the very large angular spot above
the centre of the submedian area and two small longitudinal spots in the cell-end; from cicatricosa in the absence
of the scent-stripe extending right across the submedian area. Kina-balu.

iiseriata.

S. biseriata Snip. (169 g), from the Philippines, is somewhat smaller, the spots on the forewing beneath
are distinct, but above the sjiots are only very pale, hardly discernible.

rniosticta.

S. rniosticta Nic. (168 f,g). An oblong-oviform, slightly raised surface is situate at the base of the
submedian vein on the forewing being slightly curved. From Perak in the Malay Peninsula.
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S. ciliata Elw. & Eclw. (169 h) is quite uni-coloured brown, the upper surface without any marking,
and on the under surface only the hindmarginal region of the forewing is somewhat lighter brownish.
than most of the other Sepa.

ciliata.

Smaller

Pulo Laut.

S. noctis Stgr. (= perfusca Mob.) is again somewhat larger than ciliata, above the $ is quite blackish- metis.
brown, without a scent-spot and without a violettish-brown reflection. Perhaps a $ belongs to it with a broad
white macular band from the upper cell-angle to the lower median branch.

Palawan, Pulo Laut, .Java, and

Sumatra.

S. indistincta Drc. is like miosticta above dark brown with a discal row of 4 light yellowish hyaline indistincta.
small spots and is distinguished by the
of wings: 40 mm.

sexual mark extending here down into the hindmarginal cell. Expanse

From Borneo.

25. Genus: Neohura Elw.u.Edw.
This genus is already very similar to the genus Parnara in the exterior, particularly to its group pellucida
or guttata.

It comprises a dozen of unicoloured dark brown species placed by Watson into his genus Isma

and exhibiting on both wings larger hyaline spots.

The <3 shows no sexual mark.

Of one species the stages

are known: larva and pupa are green, the former lives i. a. on Panclang trees.

S. bononia Hew. (169 h) is besides inarime the smallest species of the genus; the small spots of the bononia.
forewing are arranged in a row being slightly curved behind the cell-end, the hindwing shows two small oval,
beneath more distinct spots before the centre of the margin.

Malacca and Pulo Laut.

S. umbrosa Elw. & Edw. (169 h) shows the small spots quite similarly arranged, but it is lapger and umbrosa.
darker brown, more chestnut-coloured; the cell of the fore wing sometimes shows very fine dots in the cellend, and the very small spots on the hindwing are more remote from the centre of the margin than in bononia.
From the Kina-balu.

S. bipunctata Elw. & Edw. (169 h) is externally very similar to umbrosa, the small spots in the cell-end bipunctata.
are more distinct, the under surface is more yellowish-brown, powdered with dark; but above all distinguished
by vein 2 on the hindwing branching off sooner than in umbrosa. Palawan.

S. feralia Hew. (169 h, i), from Java, according to

Snellen is not distinctly separable from

bipunctata, feralia.

but the small spots on the forewing, particularly those in the cell-end, are often sofnewhat longer; in the cell
of the hindwing there is above no white dot, but below the cell-end, the number and size of the small hyaline
spots, however, is somewhat variable. In the $ the submedian area of the forewing is traversed by an oblique
transverse spot which is replaced in the $ by a white longitudinal spot. — The larva has alternately darker
green and more yellowish cross-bands, and a dark brown head; it lives on Pisang and Pandanus trees; pupa
green. — Buitenzorg and Tjangea.

S. inarime Nic. (= zetus Mab., bononia Piep. nec Hew.) (169 i) is quite similarly spotted as the

inarime.

<J of feralia, but of much smaller size, only about the size of bononia, but separated from the latter by a third
discal spot on the hindwing.

Malacca; Java; Pulo Laut.

S. fenestrata Elw. & Edw. (169 i) is extremely similar to inarime, likewise often with an accessory

fenestrata.

punctiform spot in the cell-end of the hindwing, but with the oblique transverse spot in the submedian area
of the

forewing, which is absent in the <$ of inarime.

S. concinna Elw. & Edw. (169 i).

Pulo Laut.

In this form there are neither on the fore wing nor hindwing spots concinna.

in the cell, but they are large and distinct particularly behind the cell-end of the hindwing. Pido Laut; described
from 1 specimen.

S. cephala Hew. (= isota Sivh.) differs from the allied species in the yellowish-green under surface

cephala.

of the hindwing and in the cellular spot of the fore wing not reaching the subcostal vein. Many specimens are
without the light spot in the cell 4 of the forewing: =

isota Swh. Sikkim, Burma, Pegu. Tavoy, Shillong.

isota.

S. cephaloides Nic. superficially resembles a large specimen of satwa or durga (169 c), likewise showing
a small white central band of the fore wing, but also in the hindwing fine hyaline dots. Beneath the hindwing
is yellow in the basal half, in the terminal half rusty-brown. Described from the Karen Hills in British India
according to 2 specimens captured there by natives in April.

cephaloidcs.

S. phiditia Hew. (— martini Elw. db Edw.) (169 i) is very similar to the preceding species; the spots
on the hindwdng are fused into an irregular white macula behind the cell-end, and the 3 discal spots of the
fore wing form an oblique row. Before the apical area a chain of 3 tiny dots. Sumatra.

phiditia.

S. idyalis Nic. The <$ as well as the $ resemble species of Parnara from the group of guttata or
pellucida; in the <$ the white spots of the wings are small except the one below the posterior part of the cell of

idyali*.
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the forewing being bag-shaped and large. In the $ also those in the cell and above the hind-margin are large.
The spots on the hindwing above are distinct though small; in the A 3 or 4, in the $ 2. It approximates S.
bononia from Singapore. The $ type occurs in Burma; whether the $$ from Java, which were bred,
actually belong to it. is somewhat doubtful.
mantanga.

S. mantanga Drc. is allied with inarime (169 i), but the diaphanous spots are yellow instead of white,
the spot between 2 and 3 ju'olonged, and without cellular spots in the hinclwing above and beneath in cell 7.
The under surface of the hindwing is not yellow but dark rusty brown, of the same colour are the costal margin
and the distal-marginal area of the fore wing; likewise separated from bononia (169 h) by the different colouring
beneath. British North Borneo.

26. Genus: Acerbas Nic.
A few similar species are combined here, being separated by anthea exhibiting a scent-spot which
is absent in the other species. Besides easily recognisable by the white belt-like band crossing the centre of
the hindwing parallel with the distal margin, being above sometimes dull, but beneath always distinct, and
extending also across the abdominal dorsum.
anthea.
iagiadoides.

(Juris.

martini.

nitidifascia.

A. anthea Hew., from Malacca and Sumatra, differs from the figured Javanese form tagiadoides Fruhst.
(= javanica Piep. <b Snell.) (168 g) in the white band of the hindwing despatching between the lower radial
and the upper median branch a ray being beneath,purely white to the distal margin.
A. duris Mob. (168 g, as duels), from the Philippines, which we figure from Mindoro, is extremely
similar to anthea, but the band of the hindwing is regular, its distal edge smooth and without the continuation
towards the margin of the wing. -— martini Dist. (168 g), from Borneo, is presumably only a form of it,
the white band terminating above taperingly towards the apex of the hindwing, beneath in the S
narrower. —- nitidifascia Elw. & Edw. (173 h) is larger and shows the band in the <$ hindwing above very dull,
but it may nevertheless be only a seasonal or local form of the preceding, from Labuan, North Borneo, and
Pulo Laut.

27. Genus: $abera Swh.
9

Separated from the preceding genus, which it resembles somewhat on the whole, by the intensely
white antennal club and by the white stripe of the hindwing not crossing the abdomen, but being effaced before
the hind-margin. The $ hindwing is in the anal portion not so far extended as in the Acerbas-^. But one species
exhibiting in the habitus and colouring a remarkable resemblance to the South American Hesperid Vettius
lafresnayi (Vol. V, pi. 189 c).
caesina.

barina.
albifascia.

S. caesina Hew. (169 a). Wings deep black warming into bluish, all four with a shortened median
band. Beneath the hindwing is rusty red-brown in the distal portion, white in the proximal portion. From
the typical form from Waigeu two local forms were separated, which however are scarcely different, barina
Fruhst. (169 a), from German New Guinea, and albifascia Misk., from North Australia. I cannot find an essential
difference that might justify a name of this species being not rare in the district of Cairns from December till
April. Swinhoe mentions the species also from North Borneo, but there are no Borneo-specimens lying before me.

28. Genus; INulicftia Nic.
It contains but one large strong species with apically somewhat prolonged forewings which are almost
still narrower than in thrax. Palpi likewise thick, but not projecting so much, otherwise scarcely different from
the preceding genus.
pholus.

P. pholus Nic. (168 a).

Above brown with yellow hyaline spots which are well recognisable from the
figure. The
exhibits on the submedian vein a narrow scent-spot of modified black scales along the basal
second and third fifths. From Bhutan and the Khasia Hills.

29. Genus; Erionota Mob.
To Mabille’s statements in Vol. I we need only to add that this genus being composed of 3 species
contains the largest Asiatic HeSperidae. They are nocturnal insects with a very long proboscis and thick, farpro, cting palpi. Both sexes coloured the same, but the S3 have more tapering and narrower wings.
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E. thrax L. ($ — hiraca Mr.) (170 a). This largest Indian Hesperid has already been briefly described thrax.
in the palearctic part (p. 344), hut Mabille does not state anything about the habits of this interesting lepidopteron. The Andamanic form was separated as acroleuca W -Mas.
Nic. invariably showing the distal margin acroleuca.
of the forewing in the apical portion bleached yellowish-white. But according to Piepers and Snellen such
specimens also occur in Java among the normal ones, so that the name also denotes an ,,aberration“. Specimens
which I took in rather great numbers in Hongkong, are typical and do not form any recognisable transition
to the palearctic form which, according to Mabille, has a darker ground-colour. - lara Swh. (Vol. I, p. 344), lara.
from the palearctic region, also flies in the Nicobars; according to Mabille, it only differs essentially in the
ground-colour. — sakita Pbb., from East Celebes, has white instead of yellow hyaline spots which are smaller, sakiia.
the hyaline spots at the costal margin being quite absent; hindwing monotonously brownish-black, the under
surface powdered with greyish-white. — In hastrubal Fruhst. (170 a), from Batjan and Ternate, presumably hasirubal.
also from Ceram, the yellow spot of the cell on the forewing is almost or just as long as the median spot below
it, and this spot is neither indented at its distal edge. — The larva is snow-white, covered with a very
short wax-like pubescence, and with a black head. It is easily discovered, as it gnaws out of the gigantic
banana-leaves, by 2 parallel cuts, a longitudinal piece which it rolls up like a cigar, in the centre of which it
lives. These characteristic cuts you can see in the Musa-plantations from a distance of 20 and more paces, so
that the larvae, and still more easily the pupae, may be collected in numbers ad lib. The pupa is of a dingy pale
yellow with a very long case of the proboscis projecting beyond the end of the abdomen like a spear, though not
so far as in the American Calpodes ethlius (Vol. V, pi. 183 c). From this pupa which, on being disquieted, moves
lively about in its case, the imago is developed after about 8 days. The latter rests in daytime with its wings
posteriorly folded up until nightfall, when the insects are distinctly noticeable against the light sky of the
evening, chasing about in the Pisang-plantations. In sitting they perform quivering movements with their
wings, and in flying they let a scratching noise be heard. The lepidoptera are common, and the larvae live not
only on Musa but also on other Monocotyledons, such as sugar-cane, cocoanut-trees, Rhaphis, and Metroxylon;
according to Piepers, they are often pricked by ichneumons. — The species is distributed all over India and
Southern China, and occurs also in the Sundas and Moluccas, but not in the Australian Region and Polynesia.
E. alexandra Smp. (170a) is quite similar to thrax, but the yellow hyaline spot between the median

alexandra.

branches almost extends into the angle where they branch off. leaving dark only the extreme apex of it, thus
not farther towards the base than in thrax. In addition to this difference, the colouring of the larva is cpiite
different. North-Western Luzon.

E. grandis Leech (Vol. I, 87 a). This West Chinese lepidopteron having been dealt with in the
palearctic part (Vol. I, p. 344) presumably also penetrates into the Indo-Australian Region in the southern parts
of the Province of Kwei-chau. In the palearctic region it flies in June and July.

.

grandis

30. Genus: (lisiiigara Mr.
The most conspicuous difference of the Gangara from the species of the preceding genus is exhibited
by the thickened median branches of the hindwing. Besides, however, there are also some differences in the
habitus. In the larva which otherwise lives quite similarly as that of Erionota in casings made of the leaves of Musa,
the white coating is increased into a dense fur of curled wax-threads. Only three very similar forms are known.

G. thyrsis F. (= Clothilda H.-Schciff.) (170 a, b) is above very similar to Erionota ihrax, but besides the thyrsis.
3 large yellow spots in the latter species it has yet a few smaller ones before the apex and sometimes also before
the anal angle of the fore wing, and the hindwing beneath is traversed by band-shaped clouds of whitish
scales. — The most abundantly spotted yellow are Javanese specimens (= pandia Fruhst.), whereas the form pandia.
philippensls Fruhst. from Luzon is particularly scantily provided with spots, the 3 only with 2 hyaline spots, philippenSIS.
- In yasodara Fruhst., from the Andamans, occurring also in Ceylon,.the principal spots are larger, the apical
yasodara.
ones smaller than in typical specimens, as they are particularly brought from North India. — The larva chiefly
lives on palms, particularly on cocoanut-trees and dwarf-palms, but it is said to occur also on ratan, Calamus
rotang, and other Monocotyledons. It lives in leaf-casings and is white, with a fine waxy pubescence, so that
it sometimes recalls the ,,poodle-caterpillars“ (Epicopeia) in which the wax-curls are also easily removed.
Colour white, also the head white or at least light-coloured, whereas in Erionota it is black. Pupa, as in Erionota,
of a dingy yellowish-white colour, with a long extended case for the proboscis which is often undulately curved
or rolled, projecting beyond the pupa. The imagines are nocturnal like the Erionota, coming forth only after
dusk and sometimes flying to the lantern like the Hasora, Ismene etc. With this species and the preceding
ones, the $$ of the Hesperid Paduka lebadea show some external resemblance.
G. sybirita Hew. (170 b), from the Peninsula of Malacca, chiefly differs from thyrsis in the more sybirita.
variegated under surface of the hindwing being traversed by 2 rows of greenish-brown oblong spots; according
to Cator, it also occurs in Borneo.
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G. sanguinocculus Mart. (170 b). Upper surface similar as in scantily spotted ihyrsis, with rounded
spots, only the spot in the cell is larger. The forewing above lacks the scent-organ at the principal veins;
beneath there is near the base of the hindwing a yellow spot. Perak, Sumatra.

31. Genus: BCoriithaialos Wts.
The members of this genus are easily recognised by their colouring, most of them exhibiting a glaringred band on the fore wing, at least beneath. It is besides conspicuous by its
mark represented by a stripe¬
shaped bundle of bristles at the base of the costa in the hindwing. According to the extent of the red band of
the forewing a number of species have been distinguished, but I have not been able to keep all the ,,species“
asunder. The. shape, extent, and in a certain sense even the colour and portion of the red band of the forewing
vary even in specimens from the same place, where they were collected, to such an extent that Swinhoe justly
affirms that two quite similar specimens are very difficult to discover. We therefore only distinguish a group
of large (55 mm) and one of small (35 mm) lepidoptera.
xanites.
Iuzonensis.
narnata.
javanites.

verones.
gopaka.
niasicus.

rubecula.
hector.

laetitia.
gemmifer.
palawites.

haraka.

fociila.

kophcne.

K. xanites Btlr. (170 c), from North Borneo and Bali, does not differ from the Malaccan form
figured by Distant. The red spot of the forewing is not so broad as in the figured Philippinic form Iuzonensis
Fruhst. (170 c), at least in its costal portion, but both the forms hardly differ from each other. — In narnata
Fruhst. (170 d), from Sumatra, this spot is more reduced, so that it becomes a triangle beneath. — In javanites
Stgr. (170 c) the red band is in the centre beneath very much strangulated and on the forewing above reduced
to a punctiform spot. — in verones Hew. (170 d) the red colour has almost disappeared above. — In gopaka
Fruhst., from Tonkin and Annam, taken in November and December, the band above is almost as in typical
xanites from Malacca, but beneath narrower and paler red. — niasicus Fruhst., from Nias, regarded as a separate
species by its author, shows but very feeble traces of the red spot of the forewing as in the figured Javanese
specimen. Some of these forms already form transitions to the following rubecula, and it has not yet been
decided whether those authors combining the rubecula-iorms with the xanites, as for instance Swinhoe, are
right in doing so.

K. rubecula Plotz (170 d). We copy the author’s figure. It originates from Borneo and differs so
little from the Sumatran and Malaccan form hector Wts. that some have united them. On the whole, all the
rubeciila are of a deeper black ground-colour, and the decorative band is more hemochrome than miniate.
It is besides narrower, more band-shaped than in most of the forms of xanites. — laetitia Plotz (170 d),
likewise from Borneo, shows a particularly very long, narrow, stripe-shaped band, and gemmifer Sm.p. nec Dist.
seems only to be the Philippinic form of it. — palawites Stgr. (170 cl), from Palawan, in my opinion belongs
rather to this species than to xanites, but by the reduction of the decorative band it corresponds to its form
javanites. — In haraka Fruhst., from Bali, the red colour above is almost entirely extinguished except traces
of the cell-end. The species is not common in most of the districts.
K. focula Plotz (170 b, c) differs from the preceding ones above all in its considerable size (length
of forewing even in small $<§ more than 2 cm) and in the red band of the forewing being irregularly defined.
The typical form (= kophene Piep. nec Nic.) comes from Java, where it flies in the Province of Prajangan,
but it is not common. — kophene Nic. (170 c) is the Sumatran form distinguished by the red band of the forewing
beneath extending almost to the costa. Rare.
K. butleri W -Mas. & Nic.

hu fieri.

According to the morphological investigation by Edwards, it is very
closely allied to the preceding ones, but distinguished by the d showing neither above nor . beneath the red
transverse band, whereas in the $ it is invariably present beneath and to a reduced degree sometimes also
above. Sikkim. Assam.

avidha.

K. avidha Fruhst.. from South Annam, is allied to butleri, but it has an indistinct though rather long
dark red-brown band at the anal margin. Taken in February.

herala.

K. kerala Nic. This species recalls xanites, but the bright light red band of the forewing has entirely
the shape of the band of Keroma arrnatus Drc. (175 c), the decorative band above not quite reaching the costa
nor the anal-marginal portion or hincl-margin. The band is otherwise twice as long as it is broad and beneath
more extensive than above. Malacca and the Battak Mts. of Sumatra.

32. Genus: Ssmciis Nic.
The genus contains but a few forms of lepidoptera being above and beneath dark brown almost without
any marking. The forewing is somewhat truncate at the apex, and in the species upon which the genus was
founded, it exhibits a very peculiar scent-organ, i. e. a somewhat radiatiform basal wedge of erect scales
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in the basal portion of the cell and another, much denser, wadge-shaped pad in the submedian area. All the
lepidoptera are above unicoloured dark brown.

S. pulligo Mob. (170 d, e). Beneath the <$ shows a small light punctiform spot in the cell of the hindwing, pulligo.
and before the distal third a light arcuate stripe; in the $ these markings are broader and more distinct. Java.
—- subfasciatus Mr., from Southern India and Indo-China, is quite similar; it is distinguished by a much mibfasciadarker nebulous band. — As kethra Plotz (170 e) a $ without any markings from the Philippines is figured f
,U:
by Plotz, which would thus be the correct $ of foretisis Plotz (170 e); but Frtjhstorfer attributes the name fore mis.
kethra to the specimens from Bali and Borneo, which are said to be only somewhat smaller than Philippinic speci¬
mens. Genuine forensis, however, according to Frtjhstorfer, occur also in the Jolo Islands. — Whereas
Elwes and Swinhoe unite all the forms of pulligo. probably because they also vary considerably in the different
individuals, Frtjhstorfer separates still more forms and reserves the names cellundo Stgr. for the Celebic cellundo.
specimens, and ulunda Stgr. for those from Palawan. — The larva which is presumed to feed on a common arum ulunda.
is green on the body, in front warming into yellowish, the head in front light brown with dark brown margins
and spots.
S. fuscula Snell., from South Celebes, chiefly only differs from pulligo in the absence of the $ scent-

fuscula.

stripe in the submedian fold of the forewing beneath.

33. Genus: Karacus Mr.
The genus consists of a few very neat species inhabiting the Indian Continent and the Philippines.
They are most conspicuous by the great width of the forewing with the steep long distal margin, and the broad
and long hindwing. The £<$ above often exhibit lustrous bluish-grey scales; head and thorax are broad, but
the abdomen is rather long and slender. Hind tibiae with two pair of spurs and fringed with hairs. Most of
the insects seem to inhabit the mountains and to be confined to mountainous districts with frequent fogs and
rains.

B. vittatus Fldr. (170 e) is denominated owing to the conspicuous whitish-yellow straight basal ray

vittatus.

on the hindwing beneath extending through the cell almost to the distal margin. Above the disc of the fore wing
and the whole hindwing, except the margins, are of a silky lustrous yellowish greyish-blue. The specimens
figured all originate from Nuwara Eliga in Ceylon, from an altitude of about 7 to 8000 ft., where the species
is not rare; other habitats are apparently not known. The $$ are without the greyish-blue coating above,
except a faint hue, and the yellow ray of the hindwing beneath is much finer.

B. plumbeola Fldr. (170 e) is only half the size of vittatus, otherwise similar above, in the forewing
the basal half (rf) or one third ($) is silvery grey, the under surface dusty grey with a brownish tint and lighter
small longitudinal spots and rays. Philippines.
B. subditus Mr. is above brown with 2 pair of small lighter spots.

plumbeola.

Hindwing beneath ochreousbrown with a whitish longitudinal stripe from the base through the cell and another one along the hind-margin;
smaller than the similar following species, with a contrasting light marking of the hindwing beneath. Expanse
of wings: 27 mm. Nilghiri Hills.

subditus.

B. septentrionum W -Mas. & Nic. is very similar to subditus, larger, the light markings of the hindwing
beneath scarcely lighter than the ground-colour. Expanse of wings: 32 mm. Sikkim, Shan Mts.

septenlrio-

B. hampsoni Elw. & Edw. (170 e) is beneath almost exactly like vittatus (170 e), but above deep
dark brown, with yellow spots on the forewing. North Canara.

hampsoni.

num

34. Genus: Ochus Nic.
Only slightly separated in the subcostal branches from Baracus of which it represents a transition to
Ampittia. But 1 small species is known from Sikkim and Assam; Frithstorfer discovered a local race near
Chiemhoa in August and September. The species in the habitus and colouring exhibits a remarkable resemblance,
particularly beneath, to the South-American Hesperid Gallimormus gracilis (Vol. V, pi. 189 i), which is difficult
to explain.

0. subvittatus Mr. (= subradiatus Mr.) (170 f), from India, mostly from Sikkim in the collections,
has a yellow hindwing beneath with very bright dark spots, easily discernible by the pointed shape of the wings
and its small size. — intricatus Fruhst. (171 c), from Tonkin, differs from it in its larger size and larger yellow
dots on the forewing above. Ground-colour darker yellow, all the black stripes shorter, divided into many
small parts by yellow cross-veins.
IX

135

subvit talus.

intricatus.
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35. Genus: Ampittia Mr.
This chiefly palearctic genus has already been characterised in Vol. I (p. 346), and most of its forms
have been described there and figured in the same volume (pi. 87 c, d). Only one species is common in the
whole of the Indian Region; it varies so much individually, that we can hardly consider the various forms to
be more than local races.
viaro.
dioscorides.

A. maro F. has been dealt with in Vol. I, p. 346, but according to Fruhstorfer it is said to be identical
with dioscorides (170 f) mentioned before by Fabricitts, so that it ought to be denominated dioscorides. In
the palearctic region Mabille mentioned the species from Cashmir, but this is the northernmost part of the
range. The species is propagated still more in the districts where rice is grown, and the neat yellow lepidoptera
exhibit the very same flight and habits as small Pamphila palaemon, all the field-ways and open spaces
in the forests being crowded with them, and even advancing into the streets and gardens. The sexual dimor¬
phism is very great, camertes Heiv. and palemonides Snell., the latter from Sumatra, are synonyma. — Larva
and pupa green, larva with a dark head; on rice, maro is also very common in the whole of Southern China,
and in Hongkong one of the commonest le [adoptera.

•miyakei.

A. miyakei Matsum. (= virgata Miya. nec Leech) may only be the Formosan form of the SouthC'hinese A. maga Leech (Vol. I, pi. 87 d). The description of the insect being unknown to me runs as follows:
,,d dark brown; wings with golden yellow spots. Forewing along the costa at the base with a longitudinal stripe
not reaching the centre of the costa; in the discoidal region with 3 longitudinal spots, the central one of which
is shorter and triangular. In the cells 2, 3, 6 and 7 one spot each, the lower two spots being larger. Fringes
grey; below the discal cell longitudinally scaled yellowish. Hindwing near the centre with 2 spots (in the
cells 2 and 3) the outside of which is scaled yellowish, fringes dark brown mixed with yellowish. Forewing
beneath marked as above, at the costal and distal margins scaled yellowish. Hindwing all over scaled yellowish,
so that the central spots are not so distinct as above; the 3 rows of dark spots are indistinctly visible as in
virgata Leech. — In the <$ the marking is almost as in the A, but it shows besides 2 spots in cell 1, whereas the
costal stripe and the lowest discoidal stripe are absent. Fringes greyish-yellowish. Expanse of wings:
31,
$ 32 mm.“ Horislio, Taihok, Arisan.

arisana.

A. arisana Matsum. differs from the preceding species in the following marks: forewing of
narrower
and longer, the spots quite whitish, in the discoidal cell only 1 whitish spot (in miyakei 2 or 3 longitudinal
streaks), hindwing near the centre with a whitish spot, fringes of the ground-colour, mixed with grey, under
surface in some places with light yellowish scales, spots and costal streak of forewing somewhat yellowish;
hindwing as above with an indistinct white spot. Described from 1 specimen having been captured on April
20th near Arisan (Formosa).

jormosana.

A. formosana Fruhst., dscribed from 1 $ from Chip-chip (Formosa), may be a synonym of one of the
preceding species. Distinguished from A. maga by the discal colouring of the hindwing above not representing
a distinct double spot, but a fine hatching with greenish scales. Beneath darker, the yellow spots reduced, the
black irroration more extensive.

dura.

A. etura Mab. is similar to maga, somewhat smaller, and with broader wings; the spots on the forewing
are not whitish, but reddish-yellow, the cellular spot is larger, similar as in miyakei-, the spots of the hindwing
are increased, four of them being present. Fringes speckled black and yellow. Hindwing beneath dark yellow
with 4 rows of brown dots and an isolated one at the costal margin. Hongkong.

Many of the following genera are rather artificial ones, for which reason there are hardly 2 authors entirely
agreeing in their delimitation. Taractrocera, Telicoia, Augiades, Padraona etc. are distinctly separated by some authors, placed
next to each other, though differently composed by others. — For the sake of uniformity, we follow the autohr of the Hesperidae
in the first part, P. Mabille.

36. Genus: Taractrocera.
So very similar to Padraona that both are difficult to separate; thus, for instance, ziclea Plotz is some¬
times ranged here, sometimes with Padraona, etc. They are throughout small species with an obtuse antennal
club, exhibiting a depression on the upper surface.
maevius.

danna.

T. maevius F. (= flaccus Btlr., sagara Mr.) (Vol. I, pi. 87 e) has fine dull white spots above. Cf.
Vol. I. p. 346. Specimens from Ceylon differ from those from Continental India in the dark greyish-green hindwing
beneath with indistinctly lighter veins. Local, though common at their habitats; it flies very close at the soil,
alighting on stones and bare places on the ground.
T. danna Mr. Cf. Vol. I, p. 346. This species from the North-Western Himalaya also flies in the Eastern
In do-Australian Region (Sikkim).
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T. ardonia Hew. is probably the representative of danna in Borneo and little different from it, but
we cannot say anything about it, as the species is not at hand.
T. ceramas I lew. (170 f). Ground-colour of the wings predominantly dark brown, so that the yellow
colour above only occurs in very scanty small splashes and dots. The dark brown colour also predominates
beneath. India, more in alpine districts.
T. iiicevillei Wts. (170 f). The small yellow spots are quite similarly arranged as in ceramas, but
considerably larger. According to Edwards, also the structure of the genitals is very similar to that in ceramas,
though no specimens are known forming a transition to each other. Bombay.

T. oberthiiri Elw., from Tritchina-Pali in India, already looks exactly like a ziclea with somewhat less
yellow. Described from a single $ in the Coll. Oberthur.

ardonia.

ceramets.

nicevillei.

oberthiiri.

T. ziclea Plotz (170 f) looks exactly like Padr. dara (Vol. I, pi. 89 g) for which it was also often mistaken, ziclea.
It is difficult to ascertain whether it is quite identical with maesoides Stgr., since there are always small differences
to be discovered. The small yellow spots even vary quite considerably in specimens from the same Philippine island
in Semper’s collection; Elwes and Edwards, by reason of specimens communicated to them, consider both

to be identical. — In luzonensis Mob. (170 f) which I figure from Eastern Mindanao, the black colour is (particularly
beneath) decidedly more coated with yellowish-brown, but above all the contours of the wings are different,
since the hindwing of ziclea exhibits a decidedly more elongate anal portion. Moreover, luzonensis exhibits
in the submedian area of the forewing a bright golden yellow, silky lustrous basal part on the black ground,
which is only feebly indicated in ziclea in Plotz’ figure, and in my specimens almost entirely absent, ziclea
is mentioned only from the Philippines by Semper and Elwes, but according to Frtjhstorfer it als occurs
in Palawan. — In Burma the species is represented by the form samadha Fruhst. which, judged from a single 9;
is said to be much smaller. — According to Frtjhstorfer, ziclea also occurs in Java (— ikramana Fruhst.),
but it was probably taken to be dara and therefore not yet mentioned from there; it is above* darker
ochreous than typical ziclea from the Philippines and Palawan, beneath deeper black, the ochreous bands more
prominent. The yellow subbasal dot on the hindwing above is absent in Javanese 9$; S Pale straw-coloured.
tissara Fruhst., from Sumatra (Padang-Pandjang), differs from Javanese specimens in the ochreous cellular
spot being proximally deeply notched and indented by the basal black of the cell of the forewing; beneath
darker than ikramana, the median band of the hindwing distally broader margined with black. — udraka
Fruhst. is a name for New Guinea specimens resembling samadha, but exhibiting on the forewing above more
yellow, but in the hindwing no small spot in the basal area; hindwing beneath quite dark yellow, only the
median band finely bordered with black. — The lepidoptera are certainly not rare, but probably difficult to
recognise, where they fly together with dara *).

T. archias Fldr. (170 f, g) is easily discernible from ziclea by the yellow colour above being more

luzonensis.

samadha.
ikramana.

tissara.

udraka.

archias.

coherent in the
and thereby often piercing the black marking; the yellow band in the centre of the hindwing
is, particularly beneath, in archias more transverse, in ziclea steeper. The marginal areas in both wings are
in archias beneath more intensely tinted yellow. This is even the case in the Javanese form which Eruhstorfer
denominates in accordance with Snellen nigrolimbata (170 g), owing to its increased black colour. Similar nigrolimspecimens are reported from Lombok, Bali, Sumbawa, Celebes, and Tenasserim. — godliania Fruhst., from
Sumba, are smaller, lighter yellow, the margins of the wings narrower, proximad more finely parted. — kisaga kisaga.
Fruhst., from Lombok, has broader black bands in all the wings, and the round yellow spot in the basal area
of the hindwing above is absent. — antalcidas Fldr. (170 g), according to Fruhstorfer, represents the antalddas.
species in Celebes, but it looks quite different by the entirely yellow hindwings being narrowly margined with
dark and by the discal area of the forewing not being pierced by black, and it presumably belongs rather to
another species; this is the more probable since Fruhstorfer collected near Maros in Celebes a small form
being closely allied with godhania. — Larva light green, later on turning yellow, behind the head marked with
a few dark transverse streaks. Head yellowish brown, dotted and margined with black. Pupa light yellowishgreen, the case of the proboscis projects a little beyond the wing-cases. On Paspalum conjugatum, between
contracted blades. Imagines common in sunny places.

T. myconius Plotz (170 g) is intermediate between archias and antalcidas, since the yellow colour
above in the forewing is light, pure, and abundant, but the hindwing above exhibits beside the median band only
a very small subbasal ring-spot. From Java.
T. toavius Mob., from Timor, is not before me.
T. sudodana Fruhst. is allied to bavins; forewing similar to Telic. yojana with an entirely ochreous cell
without any basal black; the yellow median band bifurcates in front, as in ziclea (170f). Hindwing as in archias,
in the basal black the yellow spot, the median band relatively broad and uniform. Beneath the forewing shows
a black median band and antemarginal band, and a pale yellow apex. Hindwing light yellow, the median band
showing through from above is distinctly defined. Sumba.
*) Swinhoe‘s figure of Plotz’ figure of ziclea is by no means exact; Plotz’ figure corresponds much more exactly
to the Philippinic specimens figured by us here than to the figure in the Transact. Ent. Soc. 1908.

myconius.

bavins.
sudodana.
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T. talantus Plotz (170 g). This form from Celebes (type in the Munich Museum) represents an archias
lacking the black oblique, band of the forewing, and might thus also be regarded as a transition from typical
archias to antalcidas. — dschaka Plotz, from Batavia, is somewhat larger and already shows a nebulous longi¬
tudinal band above the hind-margin of the forewing and an under surface with intense dark markings. — turica
Plotz (i. 1.) is nothing else but a small 9 of nigrolimbata lacking the yellow longitudinal patch above the hindmargin; this may be due to the influence of damper habitats; described from Java. — aliena Plotz (170 g).
I likewise take to be nothing else but a Javanese archias in which the yellow ground-colour at the lower cellangle pierces the black median band of the fore wing. It is very similar to the figure 67 b in Piepers and Snellen’s
Javanese Lepidoptera and might be a nigrolimbata from a particularly dry habitat, thus contrary to turica.
- It may be that rectivitta Mob., which is unknown to me, also belongs to this species or ziclea, though the
author described it in 1878 from Celebes, whereas Elwes did not range it with his Indian Hesperidae and therefore
probably took it to be a plain ziclea.
T. sangira Plotz (170 g), from Celebes, does not show any yellow, neither beneath nor above, except
that the fringes of the hindwings are yellowish. Above it is somewhat like ceramas (171 d), but the small punctiform
spots are white and those in the hindwing more removed to the centre of the wing.

37. Genus: Mibla Mab.
This genus forms the transition from Taractrocera to the Padraona and at the same time the continuation
of the preceding genus in Australia. It can neither be strictly separated from the preceding nor following group,
for wich reason the Bibla are sometimes ranged here, sometimes there, the genus being differently composed
with every author; some authors, for instance Watson, do not acknowledge the genus at all. Separable from
the Taractrocera by the presence of a stigma.
papyria.

B. papyria Bsd. (= celaeno Cox, fumosa Guest., alix Plotz, minimus Misk.) (170 h). The light median
bands of both wings have become straight stripes of a dull yellowish-white colour. Basal area of forewing
ochreous; under surface greenish, the median band of the hindwing white. Australia.

argina.

B. argina Plotz (170 h) was regarded as a Syrichthus (= Hesperia), presumably on account of the

polysema.

speckled fringes, but it has nothing to do with it. It was recently placed to Anisyntha, because it ought not to
be placed to Bibla, since it lacks the $ stigma. It is evidently allied to sangira from Celebes, but separated by
the five spots on the hindwing above not being absent but reduced to hardly noticeable traces; Brisbane. —
polysema Low., from the Cliillagoe District and Port Darwin, is likewise said to differ from argina in the five
spots on the hindwing, but undoubtedly Lower did not know Plotz’ original, but only a copy in which these
spots were probably overlooked. Plotz1 water-colour which is in my possession exhibits these 5 spots, particularly
under the magnifying glass, very finely though distinctly.

dolon.

B. dolon Plotz (170 h) neither has a real stigma, but only feebly raised small scales on the median
and submedian. It looks above a little like a Tar. ziclea or dara, but the light discal bands are rectilinear, parallelmargined bands. The characteristic under surface corresponds rather to the figure of argina or sangira, containing
on the dull ochreous ground a few light dots arranged in a bow around a central dot.

flavovittata.

B. flavovittata Latr. (= agraulia Hew., bifasciata Misk.) is above very similar to dolon (170 h),
but it shows a distinct $ stigma; the under surface is browner, the bands are less distinct. From Perth
in Western Australia.

anisomorpha.

B. anisomorpha Low. is also like dolon, but with a stigma, the submedian band of the hindwing much
broader. Above similar to dara (Vol. I, pi. 89 g), but dara lacks the stigma; the 9 never shows the oval
spot on vein 8 of dara. Port Darwin, taken in May and September.

lascivia.

B. lascivia Bos. is quite similar to flavovittata, but separated by the absence of the marking on the
hindwing beneath. — Larva on Gramineae (Imperata arundianacea); green with a black head; pupa olive-green,
later on brownish. Queensland to Victoria and Tasmania, November till February.

38. Genus: I*a<lraona Mr.
The genus which is hardly separable from Telicota and the following genera, i. a. contains the most
common Hesperidae'oi the Indo-Australian Region, being as common as our most common European Adopaea.
As to the characteristic marks, cf. Vol. I, p. 351.
dam.
confucius.

P. dara Koll. (Vol. I, pi. 89 g). To what has already been said in Vol. I, p. 351, we may add that
the form figured there, owing to its northern patria, is probably to be reckoned to the form Confucius Fldr.
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(North China). In Japan there are two forms presumably corresponding to different seasons. Leech at least
states that only 1 species occurs in Japan: flava Murr. (170 h). Mabille describes a ,,japonicci“ from there,
There exist in fact two Jam-forms in Japan, which are probably seasonal forms and extraordinarily separated
in size. The small one with a lighter hindwing beneath I took in September in numbers near Yokohama, the
other one in early summer in the district of Hiago. Mabille has not mentioned this difference in Yol. I; he unites
his form japonica with flava. The name can, however, be saved by leaving the name japonica Mob. (170 h)
to the small antumnal form, and the name flava Murr. to the large summer-form. In order to illustrate the
very conspicuous difference of the two forms, I have figured them next to each other. — dara is immensely
common in Hongkong, where swarms of them collect around the blossoms of Lantana hybrida; the form occurring
there, which seems to approximate the Formosan form (angustata Matsum.) is an intermediate form between
the two Japanese forms; the yellow subbasal spot in the basal black of the hindwing above is very small or
disappears entirely, the ground-colour of the hindwing beneath is very dark in specimens from the rainy season
(August), with a glaring yellow median band. — From the Philippines there come large specimens, the identity
of which with nitida Mob. (170 i) Fbuhstoreer considers to be possible *). The Philippinic form which we
figure from Camiguin is very large and is allied to confucius as well as to the large Japanese form. — ahastinaFYa.sk
from Borneo, resembles the following form, but it has broader and darker ochreous bands on all the wings.
— moesoides Btlr. (170 i), from Malacca, is very similar to Hongkong-specimens, and as it rains here almost
throughout the year, probably no real dry season forms are developed at all; specimens I took in January and
such as I took in June near Singapore are of quite the same sizes. — gartda Fruhst., from Nias, is smaller than
nearly all the others; the dark ochreous median bands of both wings are narrower than in maesoides from Sumatra
or Malacca. — trachala Mob. (= tanya Fruhst.) (170 h, i), from Java, has light yellowish-green hindwings
beneath. — sapitana Fruhst., from Lombok, is an intermediate form between ahastina and tanya, with a broader
band than in tanya, but a narrower one than in the Borneo form. — In Ceylon there occur again two forms:
one being allied to maesoides and one with a light yellow under surface and broad yellow bands; pseudoniesa
Mr. ( = zatilla Plotz) (170 i). — Larva green with a brown or brick-coloured red head showing dark markings,
on Paspalum conjugatum; pupa light yellowish, yielding the imago after about 10 days. Common.

P. hefaerus Mob. (170 i).

flava.

japonica.

angustata.

nitida.
ahastina.

moesoides.

ganda.

trachala.
sapitana.

pseudome-

In Semper’s collection, from which Mabille presumably described his
hetaerus, there are insects of this name, which have nothing to do with the Jam-forms, but which represent
the gola-iorm there. They have an entirely black cell of the forewing, a densely black marginal band of the
forewing, proximally almost straightly edged, and on the $ hindwing beneath, behind the rather inconspicuous
median band, an arcuate row of submarginal nebulous spots; it can hardly be separated from the following
species.

Jietaerus.

P. gola Mr. (= goloides Mr.) (170 i) is a common Indian species, described from the Andamans, but
extending up to the Himalaya and in Kiu-Kiang in Central China penetrating close to the palearctic southern
frontier, goloides (171 a) is only the name for specimens from Ceylon, which do not differ essentially from
the South-Indian ones. — taxilus Mab. (= fabriolata Plotz) (171 i), from Java, exhibit the broadest yellow
median bands above; — in nipata Fruhst., from Sumba, Bali, and Sumbawa, the bands are just as broad but
darker yellow. — akar Mob., from the Philippines and Palawan, may be synonymous with hetaerus, just like
pseudolus Mab. refers to specimens of the Javanese form.
alfurus Plotz (171 a) is the rather small Celehic
form with very dark yellow and irregular yellow bands of the forewing. — paragola Nic. is presumably
only the representative of the species in Sumatra and Borneo; it has the size of typical gola, but on the
hindwing beneath it is black covered with fine small yellow scales, and with a yellow almost oval median
spot which is distinctly defined.
locus Plotz, the patria of which is not stated, is presumably only a somewhat
large $ of the preceding form with very light median bands, the dark marking particularly beneath is torn
and crossed by the light veins. — rajagriha Fruhst. (171 a), from Malacca, Sumatra, and Borneo, is above almost
exactly like the Philippinic specimens, but beneath the ground-colour of the hindwing is more uniformly blackish,
not so much speckled. - trishua, from Nias, resembles Sumatran .specimens,’ but the yellow median bands
above are broader, and the hindwing beneath is more effaced, with reduced markings. —• Larva light green
with a whitish head marked with dark; on Imperata arundinacea and Paspalum conjugatum; pupa green with
4 light longitudinal lines, the apex of the head shaped like a snout. Less common than dara.

go la.

P. fitjiensis Mab. has remained unknown. Frithstorfer places it to Telicota, and it is said to be
allied to gola, though at once discernible by the shape of the wings and by the under surface. Fidji Islands.

jitjiensis.

taxilus.
nipata.
akar.
alfurus.
paragola.

locus.

rajagriha.

trishua.

P. dilutior Elw. (168 i) is quite similar to dara, but the yellow places above are more creamy, the dilutior.
yellow spots reduced in size; hindwing beneath more greenish-yellow owing to its scanty coating with yellow
scales on the black underground. Pulo Laut, Borneo.
*) Fruhstorfer thinks it also possible that it coincides with hetaerus Mab., what, however, a glance at our figure
proves to be incorrect.
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P. concinna Elw. (168 g) was separated from gola by reason of anatomical investigations of the
organs, but it differs externally from typical gola merely in its somewhat larger size and the absence of the
yellow embedmends in the cell of the forewing, from Javanese taxilus in the much narrower discal spot of the
forewing. Nilghiri Rills.

curia.
orph Hus.

P. euria Plotz (= pavor Nic.) is somewhat larger than concinna, with a more dark red-brown under
surface, the yellow band of the hindwing above long and straight. Sumatra. — orphitus Mab. (168 b) is hardly
different
being so
which is
1500 ft.,

from it, only the hindwing beneath is somewhat more variegated by the hindmarginal portion not
deep black and the distal-marginal area of a brighter yellow tinge. Java. — An alpine lepidopteron
reported from Batavia, though according to Fruhstorfer it only occurs at altitudes higher than
particularly in about 1000 m.

philaenus.

P. philaenus Mab. is above quite similar to euria, but the forewing above shows yellow spots also
between the radial branches, and the hindwing beneath is unicoloured pale ochreous without any marking.
,.Malaysia A Unknown to me; nor does Fruhstorfer mention it in his essay on Indian Fhesperidae. The ,,species“
phellus Mab. which is likewise said to be Malayan is also unknown to me and is neither quoted by Elwes, nor
by Fruhstorfer nor Piepers.

rectifascia-

P. rectifasciata Elw. (168 h) already connects the Padraona, where it is allied to the dara-group, with

ia- the bambusae-group of the following genus. To the dam-group it is allied by the distinct dark yellow subbasal
chakka.

sravasta.

chariyawa.

suborbicuIans.

spot in the basal black of the hindwing and by the increased yellow colour above with a deep orange-red tint,
and above all by the entirely dam-like under surface of the hindwing. Sikkim, Pegu. — chakka Fruhst.,
from Java, shows a lighter yellow colour, particularly beneath, the hindwing beneath being light yellow instead
of reddish-ochreous. — In sravasta Fruhst.. from Nias, only the apical portion of the cell of the forewing above
is ochreous, the median band of the hindwing is somewhat narrower, posteriorly tapering; under surface darker
than in rectifasciata. The author presumes it to form a distinct species with the following form. — chariyawa
Fruhst., from Eastern Java, of which seven specimens were captured by Fruhstorfer at an altitude of 2000 ft.,
forms a transition from dara to the bambusae-form upadhana, showing the under surface of the latter, but above
it differs in the absence of the androconial stripe. The yellow discal spot of the hindwing is much narrower
than in bambusae. Larger and darker than typical rectifasciata or chakka.

P. suborbicularis Mab., from ,,Australia“, is unknown to me and is only appended here.

In none
tjle
0f Australian collectors, such as Meyrick and Lower, I find the insect mentioned; perhaps it may
be a mistake of the habitat. The description runs as follows: ,,Above black with reddish-yellow spots, the
discal oblong spot being crossed by black veins, hindwing black with a distally dentate, otherwise roundish
spot, the abdominal area being covered with red-brown hair. The species recalls an American Dalla.

39. Genus: Telicota Mr.
This genus which is differently defined by every author contains numerous forms; for practical reasons
we chiefly follow Mabille’s catalogue being so far the most comprehensive list. The difference in the conception
of this genus and of the allied genera is chiefly based upon the presence of a E stigma having been frequently
considered as a generic mark, what has been justly disapproved by others. There only remain yet small differences
in the structure of the antennal club; moreover, we must refer to the habitus, which may supply the best hints
with respect to the homogeneousness.

T. bambusae. The races of this widely distributed lepidopteron, which have recently been greatly
augmented again by Fruhstorfer, are easily recognised by the very intensely golden yellow and abundant
ground-colour of the upper surface. But nearly everywhere the species flies together with the very closely
allied augias, and according to Fruhstorfer these two species chiefly differ in bambusae forming everywhere
local races, whereas augias which varies considerably in the individuals, cannot be split up into local races.
Elwes and Edwards who examined both species anatomically, describe the differences of colouring as follows:
in bambusae the lower distal angle of the yellow spots in the disc (cells 2 to 4) of the forewing above not
or hardly produced towards the distal margin, and the marginal band darker, blackish-brown; in augias
the spots in the cells 2 to 4 produced almost to or entirely to the distal margin along the adjoining vein. As
to further particulars on bambusae which touches the palearctic region near Chang-Yang, cf. Mabille in
Vol. I, p. 352. — If it is really true that these differences of the marking coincide with anatomical changes
of the E genitals, bambusae and augias fly just as simultaneously and beside each other in numerous districts
of India, as Adopaea thaumas does with acteon and Augiades sylvanus with Erynnis comma in Europe, at least
I collected both sometimes at the same hour on the very same branch of Lantana-blossoms. I regard as typical
bambusae. bambusae Mr. (168 li) Indian specimens one of which I figure from Calcutta. —- In fonnosana Fruhst., which
formosana. seems to me to correspond with Hongkong-specimens, the black border of the wings is so extensive that the
yellow bands appear considerably reduced, and the yellow subbasal spot of the hindwing above is very small,
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Both wings beneath more extensively covered with

black, and darker ochreous than in Indian specimens. — Philippinic specimens are by no means so much darkened
that they could be compared with pythias, but they resemble the Indians above very much and only differ
beneath in the darker colour of the hindwing, in which there are not distinct small black hooks or spots as in
typical bambusae.

As they must be denominated according to Fruhstorfer, they may be named

fruhstorferi

fruhstorferi.

form. nov. (168 h). — pythias Mob. (168 h, i) are the Javanese specimens being conspicuously margined with a
distinct and thick black colour. — In upadhana Fruhst. the $ above is darker ochreous, with narrower bands,
and has only two instead of three subapical spots on the fore wing; from Lombok. — rahula Fruhst., from South
Celebes, in the $ resembles pythias (168 h), but it is larger; the' $ is likewise larger, the bands above lighter
yellow, very narrow, particularly the anally tapering median band of the hindwing.
lighter yellow. —

pythias.
upadhana.
rahula.

Beneath both sexes are

rasana Fruhst., from Palawan, has more roundish wings, still darker ochreous bands, the

basal black of the hindwing is more uniform, without the enclosed yellow punctiform spot.

rasana.

The band of the

ancilla H.-Schaff. (168 i)
tematensis Swh. (168 i), from Ternate, Batjan, and Morotai, only differs

hindwing is more uniform, more distinctly defined, more square than band-shaped. —

ancilla.

is the form from Amboina, from which

ternatensis.

in its enormous size. — In

obiensis Fruhst., from Obi, the $ shows a more reduced gold spot in the cell of the

obiensis.

forewing, and the hindwing is quite black except a very narrow median band. -— Specimens from German
New Guinea, which we figure from Bogodjim (near Stephansort), are scarcely half the size of Ternate-specimens;
Mabille denominates them

hypomelaena (171 a) and they are already very similar to rnoseleyi Btlr. (171 b)

hypomelac-

from the Key Is., which occur in the same form to the south as far as Sydney in New South Wales. Among
,nathem there occur ££ in which the hindwing beneath is suffused with green and which Plotz figures from mosdc,Jl'
Rockhampton and denominates olivescens (171 b), attaining the size of dara. — subha Fruhst., from Fergusson olivescens.
and Dutch New Guinea, is allied to ternatensis (172 a), but it has a broader black margin, the proximal edge Sl,bha.
of which appears to be irregular owing to deep indentations.

The black median area of the forewing, which

is traversed by sexual stripes, is mostly confluent with the apical margin.
bands still more reduced than upadhana Fruhst. —

The $ shows above the spots and

eurotas Fldr. (171 b) which is better ranged with another

eurotas.

species chiefly differs in the much narrower postmedian yellow band of the forewing. India, Borneo. — Larva
green, with lighter or yellowish ring-indentations, and a dark green or black head; pupa yellowish, in contracted
blades of bamboo and sugar-cane.

The imagines fly swiftly, buzzing and somewhat skipping in the sunshine,

and prefer the blossoms of Lantana hybrida.

T. augias L. (= kreffti H.-Schaff.) (171 b) is extremely similar to the lighter races of the preceding

augias.

species, but differs in the black margin of the fore wing above being crossed by the yellow veins and being thus
divided into single marginal spots. From India and Ceylon almost across the whole archipelago to the east as
far as Formosa, Hongkong, and the Philippines. — To the south the species reaches the Australian Continent
and goes as far as Sydney. This North-Australian form is argeus Plotz (172 a) which has nothing to do with the
bambusae-iorms (with an unpierced marginal black), of which, however, augustula Plotz (nec H.-Schdff. ?) is
merely an aberration, the black colour in the basal and costal-marginal portions of the hindwing above being
greatly reduced and the light colouring above being very glaring golden yellow.

argeus.

T. tropica Plotz (172 a) is allied to bambusae, but the yellow oblique band of the forewing is removed

augustuln.

tropica.

towards the margin behind the cell-end, and that of the hindwing is somewhat crescentiform, the convexity
showing towards the base of the wing. From Java and Sumatra. — Ceylon-specimens of this species are

satra

Fruhst., and those from Annum: dushta Fruhst. The latter have twice as broad yellow bands on the forewing

satra.
dushta.

and hindwing as specimens from Java or Ceylon.

T. sunias Fldt. ( = ahrendti Plotz) (172 a) was described from Amboina. The upper surface is rather
similar to dara, but beneath the hindwing is blackish, covered with reddish-yellow except the median band which
is composed of somewhat irregular spots. — rectivitta Mab. is presumably only a form of it with narrower orange
areas above, which are only about half the width of those in typical sunias. The apical orange spot is invariably
separated from the other median band, which hardly occurs in Moluccan specimens; also beneath the spots and
bands are smaller. North-East Queensland (Kuranda, Mackay, Townsville, Cooktown).
T. walkeri Heron (= sunios Plotz nec Fldr., agraulia Olliff.) (172 a) is considerably smaller, recog-

sunias.

redivitta.

walkeri.

nisable by the oval shape of the yellow spot covering the cell on the fore wing above; the black median band
surrounding it is somewhat irregularly shaped. The band of the hindwing above projects towards the margin
in the anal fold and near the centre of the margin. — hypochlora Loio. is a larger form with much broader markings hypochlora
(particularly in the <$) and with a unicoloured yellowish-green under surface of the hindwing, which often does
not exhibit any marking at all. Adelaide, November till February, particularly on blossoms of Gomphrena.
The imago flies in the whole of Eastern Australia, as far as its chief food (Cynodon dactylis) growrs.

T. tranquilla Swh. Forewing red-brown with a dull olive tint, with an oblique narrow band of 6 small tranquillc.
dull ochreous discal spots, and 3 subapical ones; the hindwing shows a discal band of five spots; fringes of
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both wings ochreous. Forewing beneath black, marked as above, with an ochreous subcostal stripe and ochreous
irroration at the apex; on the ochreous hindwing the discal band is edged with black. New Guinea.
terranea.

T. terranea Fruhst. Ground-colour earth-brown, with a slight violet reflection; forewing with 3
indistinct subapical dots, above the cell-apex a very narrow greyish-yellow oblique longitudinal band which
is proximally bordered by a shorter, serpentine black sexual stripe. Hindwing in the discal area with a moderately
oblique, somewhat broader band. Fringes dark brownish yellow. Beneath the basal half of the forewing is
black, the costal area dark ochreous. Hindwing reddish-yellow, bands as above, somewhat more distinct,
somewhat mustard-brown. Apparently allied to tranquilla. German New Guinea.

yojana.

T. yojana Fruhst. is the lightest form of the allied species and larger than dam and tropica, the cell

pavci.

of the forewing without any trace of a black cellular streak, the yellow bands of both wings almost twice as
broad as in the said forms. Under surface light ochreous, without the greenish hue of dara tanya or the reddish
hue of tropica. East Java, Lombok at an altitude of 2000 ft. — pava Fruhst. is the subspecies from Formosa
(Chip-Chip) from an altitude of 4000 ft. Larger than the type, all the bands more extensive, lighter yellow,
the long yellow basal streak of the hindwing above more prominent.

paimarum.

baweana.
acalle.
chrysozona.
negrosiana.

T. paimarum Mr. The forms of this species are so closely allied that some have cancelled the names
as synonyma. paimarum is one of the largest orange-yellow Telicota, in which only the margins of the wings
and the veins are black. Typical specimens originate from Calcutta and Indo-China (Bangkok, Assam) where
they are, however, apparently not very common. Specimens from the Sunda Is. (kayapu Doh., raktaya Fruhst.,
augiades Piep. & Snell.) (172 a, b) are distinguished by the narrower median stripe of the forewing above and
the blackish hindmarginal fold of the hindwing; beneath the wings are rather dull yellowish-brown. The $
shows the whole basal portions of both wings above black and the discal spots pale ochreous. — In Bawean
$3 the black median band of the fore wing is quite absent, and the $ is deeper black than that from Java and
Engano, and the yellow discal spots are powdered with black (= baweana Fruhst.). — acalle Hpffr. (172 c)
are the specimens from Celebes; forewing with a thick black median stripe, also the whole basal portion of
the hindwing is black. — chrysozona Plotz (172 b), from the Philippines, shows very fiery golden yellow forewings
only crossed by the black median. — In negrosiana Fruhst. (172 b), from Negros, the dark margin of the 3
wing is broader, and the median as well as a streak from the cell-end towards the margin below the apex thicker
black. The North-Australian form which was wrongly taken to be the (American) pliineus Cr. by Scott, does
not differ essentially from Indians. — Larva green with a white head margined and marked with black, on
palms (especially cocoanut trees) and ratan. Pupa dingy yellowish-white. The imagines fly very swiftly and
are in most of the districts rather rare, particularly the

subrubra.

T. kiihni Plotz (•= simplex Elw.) (172 c) is a large species easily recognised by the whole distal half
of the hindwing above being orange-yellow and the margin only being in the apical portion edged with dark.
South Celebes, from Macassar. — subrubra Holl. is the name preserved by Fruhstorfer for the specimens
from the Minahassa, Celebes, in which the hindwing is more intensely margined with black than in the type,
but where the lobate anal portion of the hindwing is not margined with dark.

aug lades.

T. augiades Fldr. is almost exactly like paimarum but somewhat larger (44 mm instead of 40 mm of

Jciihni.

paimarum)', the yellow band of the forewing above is broader, the basal two thirds of the cell 2 of the forewing
above quite yellow. Beneath the cell of the forewing in augiades is quite yellow, but in paimarum in the basal
portion blackish. — The two species might be taken to be forms of one species, but according to Edwards
the apex of the tegumen in paimarum is tripartite, in augiades bipartite. The $$, however, cannot be disting¬
uished in this way. From Amboina.
prusias.

matinus.
sariputra.
padhana.
batj ana.
tenebricosa.

insularis.

T. prusias Fldr. (172 c) has the forewings almost exactly as kiihni, but the anal half of the hindwing
is intensely shaded with dark, and both wings beneath are suffused with a bright dark brown, so that only
a large wedge-shaped spot in the hindwing (the base on the distal margin of the anal lobe) remains golden yellow.
Southern Philippines; we figure a specimen from Mindanao. — Specimens from North-Western Luzon differ
in the more distinct border of the ochreous median band, = matinus Fruhst. — sariputra Fruhst., from Palawan,
are said to form a transition to kiihni, though they have still broader bands, but they are blacker than Philippinie
specimen's. — padhana Fruhst. show a twice as broad and much lighter yellow median band in both wings;
hindwing above in the anal angle not sooty black, and beneath the anal area of the hindwing is not blackish
but yellowish-brown. Isle of Bazilan. — batjana Swinh., from the Moluccan Islands of Batjan and Ternate,
treated as a distinct species by Swinhoe, is again more intensely darkened, the yellow colour being confined,
nearer to sariputra. — tenebricosa Mab. is a very large form from German New Guinea. — The larva of prusias
is presumably unicoloured green and probably lives on palms; the imagines apparently do not occur in such
great numbers as bambusae or other yellow species of Telicota.
T. insularis Elw. (172 c, d) which we copy from Elwes, only differs very slightly from kiihni from
Celebes, above all in the browner under surface of the 3 hindwing, but it originates from the Borneensic satelliteisland Pulo Laut. — A form of this species from the Kina Balu in North Borneo differs from the typical specimens
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in the narrower subapical spot of the forewing and the more extensive basal black of the hindwing; this is
kreon Fruhst.

lereon.

T. hercules Mob. is likewise closely allied to the kuhni-prusias group, and Frtiiistorfer separates
besides from this North-Celebensic form specimens from South Celebes, which were captured near Bua-Kraeng,
as androstheties Fruhst. This species is considerably larger than insularis, but otherwise rather similar, with
broader wings, the distal margin less oblique; by the reduction of the reddish-yellow colour it almost resembles
more prusias (172 c), at least on the forewings, the hindwings remain more extensively reddish-yellow, only
the basal portion is somewhat more intensely covered with black hairs and scales. Beneath slightly irrorated
with olive.

hcrcules.

T. oceanica Mob. is entirely unknown to me; the diagnose runs as follows: smaller than insularis.
lighter yellow, not so fiery orange, on the forewing marked almost the same, on the hindwing with a complete
black marginal band which projects proximally below vein 2 like a tooth. Beneath light yellow, hind-margin
and anal angle of forewing black like the anal portion of the hindwing which is otherwise almost unicoloured
yellow, except some olive-yellowish irroration in the basal area. Oceania ? Mabille certainly does not under¬
stand this genus and its species clearly, for another species which is likewise to originate from ,,Oceania“, though
he does not say from which island, and which he denominates m elan ion, he quotes shortly before among the
genus Padraona. Very similar to oceanica, but much more extensively black, so that the yellow colour of the
forewing, being of a somewhat redder tint, is greatly reduced. Hindwing almost quite black with a small orange
discal spot. Beneath intensely strewn with olive-blackish.

oceanica.

andmslhcr\c.s

met anion

T. kobros Plotz (= procles Nic.) (172 d) does not differ much above from the bambusae group of hoibros.
this genus, but it. is at once recognisable by the under surface where both wings are of a bright honey-colour,
the fore wing at the hind-margin, the hindwing before the hind-margin with bright black markings. „ Aru and
Key Is.
T. dobboe Plotz (172 d), likewise from the Key and Aru Is., is at once recognisable by the much
deeper black colour above and the very dark ground-colour of the hindwing beneath, out of which the very
short golden yellow distal band brightly shines forth, much larger than kobros. — aruana Plotz (= autoleon
Misk., macleayi Meyr. & Low. nec Plotz ? § = oharina Stgr.) (172 d) has still more blackened wings than typical
dobboe from which species, however, it can hardly be separated. Particularly in the hindwing the orange band
forms a very narrow stripe. Aru Is., New Guinea. — sarighamitta Fruhst., from German New Guinea, has very
much reduced ochreous markings, only the yellow cellular streak is broader. — In meforica Fruhst., from the
°
•/
Island of Mefor, the yellow areas above are broader though paler yellow, beneath without the reddish tint.

dobboe.

T. ohara Plotz (172 e) is closely allied to the preceding species and is perhaps only their representative
on the Australian Continent. Here the black colour above is so much reduced that at least the almost resembles
bambusae-^, whereas the $ exhibits an almost entirely blackened basal half of the fore wing above, as is to be
seen from the figure. But beneath the ground of the wings is quite dark brown with dull ochreous spots, the
spot in the cell of the hindwing being absent. From Cape York, Kuranda, Cairns, and Mackay, from January
till April.

ohara.

aruana.

sangham.il

,

.

ta

meforica.

T. trichopepla Low. (= palmarum Meyr. & Low., nec Mr.). This species likewise resembles palmarum trichopepla
(172 a, b) in the
so much that it was at first taken to be it, but the $ is quite different, above lighter brown,
the yellow bands above paler, less distinct, whithout distinct yellow along the costal margin of the fore wing,
and without the yellow wedge-shaped streak in the cell of the hindwing. Under surface light wine-brown,
which colour covers all the markings. Scott took this species to be phineus Cr. which, however, denotes a
South-American Phemiades from the group of propertius. North-Eastern Australia, Mackay to Port Darwin,
November till March.
T. sperthias Fldr. (= palmarum Scott nec Mr.) (172 e). This large species undoubtedly represents
the dobboe — ohara — aruana group in the south-eastern districts of the Australian Continent, where the insect
occurs yet near Sydney, though not very common. Larger than dobboe and aruana, easily discernible by the
cell of the forewing being above in both sexes of a glaring orange-yellow colour, and by the red-brown under
surface showing a bright yellow transverse band on all the wings. The band of the forewing is in front and behind
bordered with jet-black. - ulama Btlr. (= ismenoides Mab.), from Queensland and New South Wales, is so
very much like sperthias that some authors cancelled it as a synonym; the most remarkable difference from
sperthias consists in the bright orange band of the disc of the hindwing being of a dull colour in ulama. — The
upper surface recalls that of a palmarum— Larva on various species of palms, such as Livistona australis,
Kentia fosteriana, and Belmoriana; the imago flies from November till February.

sperthias.

T. macleayi Plotz is extremely similar to sperthias, but the yellow macular band of the fore wing
is interrupted by the absence of the connecting spots between the radial branches behind the cell-end, and the
uppermost spot of the lower group, between the lower radial branch and the upper median branch, is removed
far towards the margin. Patria: ,,Amboina, New Holland”, which statement is probably incorrect.

macleayi

IX
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ulama.
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T. fulgidus Misk. is a small species which probably hardly belongs to this genus, with an expanse
of 28 to 32 mm. Dark brown, forewing in the basal portion with golden yellow hair and densely strewn with
small orange scales; the spots are diaphanous yellowish: a transverse row of 3 small oblong subcostal spots,
the upper one of which is obsolete, %
the costa before the apex; an oval spot on vein 4; a small wedgeshaped spot, below oblicpiely near the base of 3 and 4; a similar one at 2, 3. Hindwing coloured like fore wing,
in the centre a transverse row of spots between veins 2 and 6, the 3rd more oblong than the others; under
surface yellowish-orange and repeating the marking above. — The larva is said to have been found on a
species of millet. Queensland, in January.

40. Genus: Ocyl&adistes Heron.
Tins genus forms the transition from the Telicota to the Padraona. It contains 6 forms distributed
from the Moluccas across New Guinea to Australia. Hardly separable from Padraona, only by somewhat
broader fore wings and a straight scent-streak of the <$.
mamas.

dschilus.

tanus.

nihana.
yashtivana.

jlavoguttata.

0. mamas Fldr. (172 e), from the Moluccas (Amboina, Buru), has bright orange-yellow markings
on the ground being above jet-black, beneath brownish-black. The forewing above shows the cell filled with
yellow, and the costal portion above it is also orange, besides there is a discal oblicpre band tapering towards
the apex. On the hindwing the orange spot is an oval which is sinuately defined. — In dschilus Plotz (— mamas
Swh. nec Fldr.) (172 e), from New Guinea, this spot of the hindwing is much narrower, stripe-shaped, and the
orange spot in the cell of the forewing is almost completely covered with black. Not rare; also in North
Australia from Cooktown to the south as far as Brisbane.
0. tanus Plotz (172 e), likewise from New Guinea, is smaller and has a bright orange-red cell of the
forewing, being otherwise above — especially in the hindwing — very similar to dschilus. But beneath
the hindwing shows the costal portion brightly spotted yellow, whereas in dschilus it is unicoloured dark brown.
Apparently likewdse common. — nihana Fruhst., from Waigeu, has twice as broad black bands and margins,
all the ochreous areas being much narrower, beneath more abundantly cancellated black. — yashtivana Fruhst.,
on the contrary, exhibits a twice as broad yellow submarginal band. The form from Ceram.
0.
is common
of mamas,
very deep

flavoguttata Plotz (172 f) which we do not know from Manila, but only from Australia, where it
in the north, is presumably better ranged with Telicota. The scheme of markings is similar to that
yet the structure is Telicota-like, the colouring more light orange, and the marking on both sides
blackish-brown.

suffusus.

0. suffusus Mab., from Australia, seems not to have been found again; it is somewhat similar to tanus
and has the same size, the orange cell of the forewing is almost entirely darkened by black irroration, and the
disc of the hindwing is blackened, only the fringe and a costal-marginal stripe of the forewing remaining purer
reddish-yellow. Beneath the yellow colour is more purely prominent, particularly the disc of the forewing
is orange, the hindwing somewhat lighter yellow.

ardea.

0. ardea B.-Bak. Head and thorax black, intermixed with orange hairs, abdomen above black, beneath
orange. Fore wing black with a large wedge-shaped orange spot from the base of the costal margin to behind
the cell, downwards to the median, behind it with a broad orange band and a spot above it.near the costal
margin. Hindwing black with a very broad irregular postmedian orange band; fringes orange, feebly speckled
black. Beneath the forewing is extensively suffused with orange, the hindwing yellowish. Fak Fak (Dutch
New Guinea).

41. Genus: Aiigiaries Hbn.
This genus being particularly represented in the palearctic region containing the commonest Central
European Hesperid A. sylvanus is composed of but 2 species in the Indian Region. As to the genus itself cf.
Yol. 1, p. 347—48.
siva.

A. siva Mr. (172 f). Habitus entirely like that of the Telicota-species we dealt with last and which some
have separated as a special genus (Corone), but the upper surface is totally darkened, with but few dispersed
small light spots as in some Parnara or Halpe. Beneath the wings exhibit only 2 or 3 silvery white dots which
are surrounded with black. Khasia Hills; Bernardmyo (Pegu).

brahma.

A. brahma Mr., from the Himalaya, is cpiite similar to siva, but the dots on the hindwing beneath are
neither lustrous silvery nor surrounded with black; the G of brahma besides shows in the androconial stripe
of the forewing above a white median ray which is absent in siva.
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42. Genus: Gegenes Hbn.
This almost monotypical genus differs from the otherwise very closely allied Parnara in the peculiarly
shortened antennae in the same way as the American genus Hylephila does from its neotropical and nearctic
allies. Cf. Vol. I, p. 349.
G. nostrodanius F. (= pygmaeus Hbn.) (Vol. I, pi. 88 e, where, however, only the <§ and the under nostrodasurface are correctly reproduced). The typical form does not occur in the Indo-Australian Region, but its
mh
Indian form karsana Mr. occurs in a great part of the western Himalaya and from there to the south as far karsana.
as Quetta in Beloochistan. From the palearctic form, karsana differs only in its somewhat larger size and a
brighter colouring beneath. The larva lives on rice; the imagines fly rather singly at the roadsides where they
eagerly visit blossoms and preferably alight on the bare soil or on rubble-stones.

43. Genus: Parnara Mr.
This genus (cf. Vol. I, p. 349) has been repeatedly divided, but to-day the different groups are regarded
as subordinate genera at most. The confusion caused in the yellow Hesperids (Padraona, Telicota, Taractrocera)
by the method of founding genera on the $ marks, may also have given rise to the modern conception that
species without a stigma (Parnara s. s.) are to be united with those exhibiting a stigma of the forewing (Chapra
Mr.) and those with a scent-pencil and friction-area on the hindwing (Baoris Mr.), as well as with the Caltoris
Swh. which group probably coincides with Poly trends Mab.
-

P. Philippine. This lepidopteron is unicoloured dark brown, above the Jj only shows 2 small white dots
below the posterior half of the cell, often also a third above the hind-margin; beneath in the <$ and on both
sides in the $ the spots are larger and augmented into a chain from the costal margin to the hind-margin. —
In the form being the most frequently found in collections, seriata Mr., from Ceylon and India, these dots are seriata.
diminutive. — In subfenestrata Bob., from the Key Is., probably also from the Bismarck Archipelago, they subfenesirahardly differ from larika Pag. from Amboina, in which the spots of the forewing are sometimes also augmented
taon the forewing above, though all of them are extremely fine. — philippina H.-Schaff. (172 f) is the easternmost hp]iUippina
form from Palawan and the Philippines. — The larva is green with a dark-dotted head and presumably lives
on bamboo, rice, or sugar-cane, perhaps also on palms. The imago is common at most of the habitats of its
range.
P. guttatus. This lepidopteron having already been dealt with in Vol. I (p. 350) apparently does not

guttatus.

vary essentially in the palearctic Eastern Asia. I often took on one day several dozens all of which exhibited
the same small spots on the hindwing, and I could not even discover any decisive difference of the Chinese
form (fortunei Fldr. Vol. I, pi. 88 g, h as guttatus) from the Japanese form (guttata Brem.). In contrast with fortunei.
this fact, Elwes and Edwards report to have obtained Parnara from India with even entirely spotless hindwings, (P-dlata.
which by the examination of the genitals undoubtedly jrroved to be genuine guttatus. If this be the case, it will be
difficult to define corsjuncta H.-Schaff. (= javana Mab.) (172 f, g) and assamensis Ik. Mas. & Nic. from guttatus. conjuncta.
The Javanese conjuncta, as the figure shows, is a rather large form with 2 distinct white transverse dots before assamen~
the cell-end and so finely dotted hindwings that in much flown specimens these dots, one of which is in the
cell and 3 more in the radial cells, are no more visible at all. — alice Plotz (172 g), from Mergui and the Philippines, cilice.
which may be identical with assamensis, on the contrary shows very large spots, particularly beneath;
assamensis was not only taken in Assam, but also in the western Himalaya and besides in Tonkin. — narooa narooa.
Mr., from Ceylon, though figured by Distant from Malacca, shows the spotting of typical conjuncta, but accor¬
ding to this figure a conspicuous yellowish-brown under surface. — stictica Fruhst., from Bazilan, Sumbawa, stictica.
and Nias, is remarkable by its small size and lighter greenish under surface.
laraca Swh. (172 g), from Woodlark laraca.
Is., has the size between stictica and typical conjuncta and shows a lustrous lighter brownish upper surface. bada Mr. (= mangala Mr., cinnara Wall.), from Formosa, but also reported from India, exhibits spots in the bada.
hindwing, and is still rather closely allied with South Japanese guttatus. — intermedia Plotz (172 g, h) is the intermedia.
small Javanese form with a very distinct chain of spots on the hindwing and strong distal, fine proximal spots
on the forewing, from which the Javanese philino Mschlr. (172 li) only differs in the absence of the hindmarginal philino.
spot on the S forewing above and of the dots on the hindwing beneath. — sifa Plotz (172 li), from Java, lias sifa.
a much darker, almost black under surface, and the 4 spots behind the cell-end of the hindwing are not situate
in an entirely straight row, but somewhat alternatingly, more than in the forms of P. pellucens. — kolantus kolantus.
Plotz (172 h) has a light yellowish-brown under surface; there are only 3 small spots in the chain behind the
cell-end of the hindwing and they are arranged in a slight bow; as its patria only ,,India“ is mentioned. — nondoa nondoa.
Plotz (172 h) is a diminutive form from Manila, in which the small white spots of the forewing are merely
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diminutive dots, whilst those of the hindwing are hardly visible. — apostata Snell. (172 h) is not large, in the
S with a strongly lobate anal portion of the hindwing; the forewing lacks the small white spots in the cell,
but on the hindwing the median chain consists of 5 instead of the usual 4 small spots, which are beneath
arranged in a slight bow, above more zigzag-like; from Java. — daendeli Plotz (172 h), likewise from Java, is
almost exactly like kolantus (172 h), but in the distal portion of the cell of the forewing there is but one fine
white dot instead of 2 distinct spots. — It is hardly decidable whether some of these numerous forms, which
are partly based upon very slight differences, are to be regarded as distinct species. The larvae have likewise
been stated to vary a great deal, though this variability does not correspond to that of the lepidoptera. The
larva of the form conjuncta sometimes shows the head surrounded with dark, sometimes only dotted dark;
the larva itself is light green with dark green longitudinal shadows. It lives on rice, maize, sugar-cane, and
bamboo. Pupa light yellowish-green with a case of the proboscis extending to the anal end, fastened at the anal
end and by some threads spun over the underside of a leaf in such a way that the leaf cannot tug at the pupa.
It yields the imago after about 10 days. The imagines fly in the sunshine, and most of the forms are
common at their habitats.
P. colaca Mr. ( = cingala Mr.) (173 a). The typical form which I figure from Formosa, but which
is distributed over almost the whole of India and Ceylon to Nias and towards east to South China, is rather
small, very closely allied to apostata from Java, but it shows bright yellowish-white fringes, also on the forewing.
The under surface is mouse-coloured. - uregus Plotz (173 a as urejus), from Java — type in the Munich Museum —
has darker fringes of the forewings, with a small punctiform spot in the posterior portion of the cell, but only
2 or 3 small light dots in the hindwing. — saruna Plotz (173 a), from ,,India“, only shows beneath yet 3 feeble
dots on the hindwing; but above no more dots at all, and the forewing does not show any spot in the discal
cell, but one more above the hind-margin. — Larva green, on rice.
P. bewani Mr. (173 a, b). From Sikkim to Borneo, Palawan, and Formosa, dispersed, but in many
places not rare. Very similar to colaca, but the forewing exhibits in the cell and also above the hind-margin an
accessory white punctiform spot which is even rather large in the $. In palearctic specimens (Vol. I, pi. 89 e)
the small white punctiform spots are often darkened or only beneath distinct. It is also questionable whether
these two forms are not better separated. The palearctic specimens may better belong to thyone Leech which
Elwes takes to be a synonym of beivani, whereas according to Fruhstorfer they are decidedly different,
and which invariably lack the white spot near the submedian of the forewing; South China, Formosa. — Larva
very light green with white lateral lines; head likewise green, marked with black, and with white vertical lines.
It lives on sugar-cane and besides on Paspalum conjugatum and Imperata arundinacea; pupa long, tapering
in front and behind, very light green with white longitudinal lines, yielding the imago after 10 days.

flexilis.

P. flexllss Sioh. This form is known only from Poona in India and the type is unique. It is a $ of
the size of colaca. Above the hyaline spots of the forewing are very small; two in the cell, one next to the
centre of the submedian, one each in the cells 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, that in cell 4 being only visible beneath. Hindwing
beneath brown, clothed with grey scales in such a way that a darker median band shadow remains. Fringes
brownish-grey.

cltola.

P. eltola Hew. (173 b). This species being known from Darjeeling shows the hyaline spots similarly
arranged as in bevani, but all of them are enormously enlarged. The spot in the posterior portion of the cell
extends from the anterior to the posterior wall of the cell, and the spot below it is still much larger. Fringes
lighter brown.

discreta.

P. discreta Elw. (173 b) is extremely similar to eltola, but somewhat smaller, with smaller spots before
and below the cell-end of the forewing and lighter more whitish-yellow fringes.
Burma.

nirwana.
bromus.
■jctavana.
austent.

punctata.

sidata.

(untigua.

Sikkim, Khasia, Tenasserim,

P. nirwana Plotz (173 b). This large species from Java is apparently rare, but the type also occurs
in Sumatra. Hindwing without any spots, but forewing with very large spots. — bromus Leech (Vol. I, pi. 89 h)
which was mentioned in the palearctic part (p. 350), is perhaps only the northern representative of this species,
whereas jetavana Fruhst., from Bazilan, is an eastern branch, smaller, lighter grey, and with smaller dots. austeni Mr. (Vol. I, p. 350) may also be reckoned to nirwana, from West China and Tonkin. — The species is
in some places common.
P. bfpuHctata Elw. <0 Edw. (173 b) is also allied to nirwana, but easily discernible by the much brighter
ochreous tint of the dense hair on the body, and of the proximal halves of the wings above and beneath, by
the spots of the forewing being farther removed from the distal margin, and 2 obsolete though still visible small
spots above the median branches of the hindwing. From Batjan. — sidata Fruhst. in the male has still narrower
wings, with smaller spots in the cell of the forewing, the small discal spots hardly half as large, the disc of the
forewing beneath black instead of brown. Isle of Buru.
P. contigua Mab. (= toona Mr., scortea Mab.) (173 c) exhibits all the peculiarities by which bipunctata
is distinguished from nirwana still more increased. It is smaller, the upper surface proximally of a still brighter
loam-coloured tint, the under surface still lighter loam-coloured, the small spots in the hindwing more distinct
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and white, those in the forewing larger and even partly connected with each other. Widely distributed, from
Sikkim to Hongkong and Formosa, to the south as far as Java, Sumbawa, and Pulo Laut; also in Malacca,
Sumatra, and Bali. — The larva was found on Imperata arundinacea; it is green with numerous dark dots
and yellow transverse folds, head yellowish-brown, margined and marked with dark.
P. mehavagga Fruhst. Length of <$ forewing 19 mm. It shows a mixture of the characters of the forms
from the conjuncta and philippina groups. Still smaller than austeni, above almost as philippina (172 f), but
the cellular spots in the forewing are smaller. Fringes greyish-yellow. Hyaline spots smaller, otherwise arranged
as in philippina. Under surface similar to conjuncta (172 g), forewing black with a greenish apical portion,
the ground of the hindwing throughout greenish, much brighter and more intermixed with golden brown atoms
than in conjuncta. South Celebes, taken in March at an altitude of 3000 ft.

mehavagga.

P. cormassa Hew., from Borneo, is a doubtful species which has apparently not been found again;
and Edwards did not enlist it among their Indian Hesperidae, although according to Watson it is in
the British Museum, where he ranges it between uma and colaca (= cingala). Upper surface dark red-brown,
forewing with 5 hyaline spots, 1 of which is in the cell, 2 below it between the median branches, and 2 near
the apex. Beneath another small pale spot near the hind-margin, otherwise as above.

cormassa.

P. pagana Nic. (173 c) has no scent-organ above and is recognisable by quite unicoloured hindwings
without markings, beneath without a purple tint; on the forewing there are in the cell-end two small spots,
or only one in the lower cell-end, the light spot in cell 4 of the forewing is small and roundish, in the hindmarginal
area there is but one small light spot near the centre, at the apex 3 small strigiform spots. Fringes not yellowish.
Sikkim, Borneo, Sumatra, Pegu.
e

pagana.

P. kumara Mr. (173 c). Above the $ shows only very scanty hyaline spots: two between the ipedians,
one subapical one; the $ shows a discal row of 7 small spots. The under surface is of a bright red-brown (<J)
or yellowish-brown ($) tinge. Separated from the otherwise similar philippina by the absence of the small
hindmarginal spot in the q ; besides larger, beneath more uniformly tinted and with a patch of scales near the
base of the forewing. Distributed and in some places common, from Sikkim to Ceylon, Java, Borneo, Sumatra,
Formosa. — Larva very light green, behind all white, with dark dots and yellow transverse folds, head almost
glassy white; on Imperata arundinacea.

kumara.

Elwes

P. cahira Mr. (173 c) is a very uncertain species which was often confused with humara, and is cahira.
also separable from austeni, moolata and others almost only be anatomical examinations of the genitals. There
are above both small cellular spots and a hindmarginal spot also in the $; on the forewing beneath there is
a conspicuous light patch behind the centre of the hind-margin in the <$, whereas a real scent-organ reflection
is absent. Indo-China and China (according to Staudinger), also Java, Andamans, and perhaps Philippines;
the statements are often contradictory.

P. albiclavata Btlr. is above very similar to the allied preceding species; forewing blackish-brown,
with the usual small hyaline spots which arranged as in kumara, with a small spot at the cell-end; hindwing
without markings. Beneath the hindwing is greyish-yellow, towards the hind-margin more strewn with lilacgrey, and with a long white longitudinal ray extending almost to the margin. New Pomerania, Georgia.

albiclavata.

P. repetita Btlr. above likewise resembles kumara and cahira, in the cell-end with but one small dot at
the lower end; hindwing above without markings, beneath coloured like albiclavata, but without the white
longitudinal ray, but the veins are somewhat lighter yellowish, contrasting with the ground which is strewn
with greyish-yellow. Described from New Lauenburg.

repetita.

P. moolata Mr. (= dravida Mab., onchisa

(173d). The white spots of the forewing are
arranged in a rather narrow ring, almost as in oceia, the $ shows besides the small spot above the centre of
the hind-margin. Hindwing beneath uniformly deep brown; all the fringes in typical specimens dingy light
brown. — ab. auroeiliata Elw. (173 d) described as a separate species by Piepers and Snellen, but flying in
Java among typical moolata, shows more scanty spots on the forewing and glaring yellow fringes. From India,
Java, Assam, and Tonkin across Borneo and Palawan to the Philippines.
Swh,)

P. cretura Plotz is unknown to me. Among Plotz’ figures there is no species of that name; the diagnose
is rather general. The form is not mentioned by Elwes, Swinhoe, and Mabille. Above similar to moolata,
the fringes not yellow, only somewhat lighter than the ground; recognisable by the brown under surface of
the hindwing being densely strewn with chalky white. Borneo.

moolata.

aurociliata.

crclura,

P. plebeja Nic. was described at first from Sikkim; smaller than most of the preceding species, and plebeja.
on both sides unicoloured dark sepia-brown. Forewing beneath with a light patch of the hindmarginal portion.
The fore wing forms a curved discal row of four small spots increasing in size towards the hind-margin; no such
spots in the cell. — The Javanese form is mormo Mab. (173 e) which, however, hardly differs from typical mormo.
specimens; but a specimen from Borneo (Kina Balu) is said to exhibit a less oblique distal margin of the fore wing
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and smaller white spots. The species is apparently not common, at least in Java; the
on the forewing beneath near the median.

shows a long hair-pencil

robusta.

P. robusta Elio. (173 d), described from a single
from Sangir, entirely resembles a large moolata
(173 d) and chiefly differs from cahira (173 c) in its larger size and the absence of a large blackish discal spot
and of a pale one above the hind-margin on the forewing beneath; the hindwing is beneath browner, less tinted
with loamy yellow.

lulsi.

P. tulsi Nic. (173 e). Forewing with 2 small white discal spots, beneath without the lighter area of
the hindmarginal region. Hindwing beneath in the centre lilac grey. Sikkim and Assam, rare, but in Burma
it is reported to be common. - jolanda Plotz (173 e) is according to Fruhstorfer the Javanese form, according
to Elwes and Edwards identical with it; Piepers and Snellen likewise consider the separation as impracticable.
The lilac grey brightening forms here on the wing beneath a median band. Buitenzorg, Sukabumi, Province
of Prajangan.

jolanda.

boisduvalii.
hasoroides.

P. boisduvalii Fldr. (173 f), from Ceram and Amboina, differs from the form of the Northern Moluccas,
hasoroides Elio, db Echo. (173 e, f) which we figure from Batjan, chiefly in the white band of the hindwing not
broadly reaching the costa of the hindwing, but being pointed and fading away directly before the costal margin.
The insect derives its name from its upper surface being void of hyaline spots, and from the white band of the
hindwing, which we find in numerous Hasora. Cf. pi. 166.

atropatene.

P. atropatene Fruhst. is quite an isolated species only. allied to hasoroides from which it differs in
the more roundish and broader hind wings, the absence of a white median band, and the hindwing beneath being
throughout uniformly of a nacreous colour instead of black. Besides, in hasoroides the abdomen is laterally
brown, in-atropatene black with broad, long-haired white rings. Waigeu.

miltias.

miltiades.

P. miltias K irsch (173 f) is above quite monotonously brown without any spots, large and strong.
Hindwing beneath also brown, lustreless, with traces only of the white median band; hindwing not so broad
and round as in atropatene. Hitherto only known from the Isle of Jobi. - miltiades Fruhst., from German
New Guinea, described from a $ showing above a broad reddish-yellow hue extending to about % of the
width of the wing; beneath only the costal margin of the forewing, and the hindwing about to the centre of
the wing are thickly coated with dark rusty red.

uma.

P. urn a Nic. (173 f). Described from the Karen Hills in Burma; the type seems to be the only specimen
known, a $. Above brown, forewing with a double cellular spot and 5 more spots in the cells 2, 3, 6, 7, 8.
Hindwing beneath wine-brown with a broad silvery white subcostal streak extending around the cell-end
and being continued in a band formed of contiguous white spots as far as the submedian area.

philotas.

P. philotas Nic. (171c). Above brown, forewing and hindwing with two white hyaline spots each
in the cells 2 and 3. Under surface thickly covered with golden greenish-ochreous scales. The region of the
median beneath in the fore wing broadly dark violettish-brown. 30 mm. Travancore. It is doubtful whether
it belongs to this genus.

$

diet id us.

P. distictus Holl. is unknown to me; expanse: ,,l3/8 inch/4; it is said to differ from all the other
species in the head and palpi being white beneath, and in a series of submarginal dark dots on the hindwing
beneath. From Hainan.

oceia.

farri.
•jcopuhfera.

LlC'unlcolor.
sikkima.

sbnillima.

P. oceia Hew. (173 f). This widely distributed, mostly common species is at once - recognisable by
the dense hair-tuft exhibited by the <J on the cell of the hindwing and covering a velvety spot of peculiarly
band-shaped scent-scales. It corresponds with a velvety spot of similar only half as long scent-scales on a reflec¬
ting surface above the hind-margin of the forewing beneath. The colour of the wings is, as in all the Parnara,
above uni-coloured dark brown, the fore wing with a circle of small discal hyaline spots varying in size. The
species does not vary locally, though Moore has denominated a number of casual or temporary deviations,
such as farri with somewhat smaller hyaline spots which, on the contrary are enlarged in scopulifera. the spots
jn phe cen-end being particularly large. — In penicillata the under surface is more or less strewn with greyishwhite, in unicolor the hyaline spots are entirely absent. — sikkima Swh. is founded upon particularly large
specimens with very broad wings and well developed hyaline spots. The larva probably lives on palms or
bamboo, and the species is distributed from India in the north through South China — apparently without
approaching the palearctic region — to the Philippines. In Hongkong I took great numbers of the species.
To the south as far as the Andamans, Ceylon, Sunda Is., but it is absent in the Australian Region.
P similiima Elw.

Edw. (173 g) is exceedingly similar to oceia and probably only its representative
from Pulo Laut, but it is regarded as a separate species, because the $ genitals are different. Externally similiima
differs in the paler colouring on the hindwing beneath in the hindmarginal area and — judging from the figure —
also in the scantier spotting of the fore wing.
d;
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P. brunnea Snell. (= sodalis Mab.) (173 a). In its size and colouring very similar to the preceding hrunnea.
ones, but at once discernible from oceia and simillima by the scent-organ. Of the cellular pencil of the hindwing
there is no trace whatever in the <$, but the
show an oblique comma-shaped spot in the submedian area
of the forewing. Java, Bali, Pulo Laut. — eoere Nic. are specimens from Burma and Annani, hardly different from coere.
the insular form.
P. mathias F. (— thrax Led.) (173 g and Vol. I, pi. 88f, g). One of the commonest Hesperidae and mathias.
lepidoptera altogether, wherever there are rice-fields, distributed over the whole of South Asia, the whole
archipelago, far to Australia, for instance yet near Brisbane and to the west yet over a great part of Africa.
niencia Leech (Vol. I, pi. 88 g) is particularly in the <$ smaller, beneath greyer, with somewhat differently mencia.
shaped wings, from the palearctic region, Cashmir, and Central China ,which however also penetrates the IndoAustralian Region in the Himalaya and South China and is regarded as a distinct species by Mabille.
agnci Mr. from Ceylon, and chaya Holl. from Hainan are insignificant races; specimens belonging to them or
forming a transition to them I often took near Singapore and in Hongkong. Particularly small specimens with
a greenish reflection on proximal parts of the upper surface were figured as ella Plotz from Java, and a large ella.
form with a strigiform small spot between the median branches as balarama Plotz from the Philippines, but balarama.
both the forms may also be found in numerous other places of the Indo-Australian Region. — Larva greenishyellow with whitish longitudinal lines and a red lateral stripe on the green head of the adult larva, whereas
the head of young larvae is black. The old larva is said to live freely, not between contracted leaves or blades,
and it was found on rice and besides on sugar-cane and other Gramineae. Pupa light green with light
longitudinal lines-, yielding the imago after 10 till 14 days. — The imagines have quite the same habits and the
exterior of the European Gegenes nostradamus; the <$<$ distinctly exhibit the same scent-organ as the precedingspecies, a comma-shaped spot in the submedian area.
P. subochracea Mr. (173 g) is by no means tinted ochreous as the name might indicate, but coloured subochralike a very large mathias; but below the subcostal of the hindwing beneath the white spot is larger, not only
a dot. De Niceville considered it to be a deviation of mathias, whereas Edwards confirmed it to be a distinct
species, by reason of anatomical differences. India, near Calcutta, Nilghiris, Travancore etc.
P. sewa Plotz (173 g) could much rather be a Scobura; it certainly differs considerably from all sewa.
the Parnara, The comma-shaped scent-organ of the forewing is absent, the small white hyaline spots are quite
differently arranged, and the under surface is considerably more variegated. Above blackish-brown with some
lustrous golden hair in the proximal portions of the wings; beneath the costal area of the forewing, and the
whole hindwing are coppery red-brown with black punctiform spots in the cell and a dense arcuate row of
such spots before the marginal area. Celebes.
P. amalia Semp. (= fulgidus Misk., sigida Mab.), together with some- TeUcota-species (augiades, amalia.
trichopepla, aruana, and angustida) has been placed to the genus Cephrenes Waterh. & Ly. (= Corone Mob.,
praeocc.), owing to the absence of the $ scent-stripe. Fore wing brown, base and hind-margin hued with orange
brown, with yellowish hyaline spots, 3 small subapical ones and three in the disc; the hindwing shows four
small irregular discal spots. Australia.
P. umbrata Btlr. resembles amalia, but the orange hue on the forewing is very much less intense, umbrata.
hardly noticeable, the hyaline spots being arranged as in amalia are less yellow and smaller, and the small hyaline
>
spots in the disc of the hindwing are almost extinct. Beneath the same and of a duller colour, the small hyaline
spots are darkened by brownish-grey irroration. New Pomerania.
P. ogusawarensis Mats, is an interesting species distinguished from all the others by large white ogusawahyaline discal spots, the spots in the cell-end on the forewing and hindwing being very much larger, whereas
the other spots have almost entirely disappeared. Beneath the wings are similarly marked, but the colouring
appears to be duller greyish-brown owing to greyish-yellow irroration. Ogusawa.
P. neophytes Mob. is a rather unknown species apparently allied to sewa; the small hyaline spots neophytes.
are arranged as in sewa, but the under surface is not so variegated, but plainly brownish-grey, and the small
black punctiform spots are entirely absent; above the lustrous golden hah- of the basal areas on both wings
is neither present. Sikkim.
P. fuliginosa Misk., described as Hesperilla, unknown to me, might belong to this genus. Expanse fuliginosa.
35 to 40 mm. All the wings monotonously blackish-brown. Body and bases of the wings with small yellowish
hairs, above the hind-margin in the basal half a dull yellowish tint;
mark oblique, black; fringes dark. Hindwing
above without markings, fringes in the anal portion snow-white. Under surface rust-brown, hindwing with a
lustrous blue base and with four small bluish postmedian spots at the same distance. Queensland in January.

44. Genus: Halpe Mr.
This genus contains about 36 species some of which are rather similar, yet the group is by far not so
monotonous as the Parnara being above throughout blackish-brown. Eorewing of the $ invariably with a very
pointed apex, hindwing often beneath variegatedly spotted. Head broad and strong, antennae longer than
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half the costa, the last joint of the broad palpi is rudimentary, hidden in the wool-brush.

H. zema Hew. (173 h) is not a common lepidopteron; we figure it from Sikkim. Easily recognisable

zema.

by the white median band of the hindwing beneath which is composed of single contiguous spots and begins
near the apex, extending through the golden yellowish-brown ground to beyond the centre of the sub median.
Above on the dark greyish-brown ground of the fore wing whitish discal and preapical spots, on the hindwing
ormenes. light central fogs.

India and Indo-China.

—

ormenes Plotz, from Nias, shows smaller spots on the forewing,
vilasina Fruhst., from West Sumatra,

vilasina. which however also occurs in continental specimens, according to Elwes. —

is smaller than typical zema, beneath much darker, the median band of the hindwing more distinctly defined,
vistara. of a purer white, narrower, distally deeply notched. —

to

Fruhstorfer

vistara Fruhst. (173 h), from Java and Bah. is according

smaller than Indian specimens (but sometimes Javanese specimens are also larger than those

from Sikkim); from vilasina with a black upper surface it differs in the greyish-green tint; beneath the band
of the hindwing is said to be yellow instead of white, but in the Javanese specimen figured by
Snellen

it is purely white and proximally irregular, which

mahapara. a Palawan-race on which he bases the name

mahapara.

—

Fruhstorfer

Piepers

and

declares to be a characteristic of

Nothing is known of the habits.

H. cerata Hew. is above unicoloured brown with the usual hyaline spots, distinguished by the well

cerata.

developed white macular band in the centre of the hindwing beneath; the lowest white subapical spot is very
large.

Sikkim, Burma, Philippines.

astigmata.

H.

astigmata Swh.

without a stigma in the forewing.

Upper surface dark brown with a violet

reflection on the forewing which shows 5 small hyaline spots: 1 (double spot) in the cell and one each in the
cells 2, 3, 6, and 7, the latter being punctiform. Under surface blackish-brown, the small spots of the forewing
as above, a very small one in cell 8; before the distal margin traces of a light

macular band; hindwing

of a somewhat warmer tint owing to the irroration with small yellowish-grey scales; at the base of cell 7 an
insignificant white spot, a dull yellowish one near the apical third of the cell

1 b, and one small purely

white one each in 2 to 6; the spots in the cells 3, 4, and 5 are very small, sometimes quite absent, before the
margin slight traces of a light band.
H.

insignis.

Fringes grey, near the ends of the veins speckled brown. Nilghiri Hills.

insignis Dist. (173 h) is a small species described from Singapore, recognisable by the light whitish-

grey under surface with a row of dark dots before the marginal third in the chalky white ground.

hyrie.

H.

hyrie Nic. (171 c), from the Naga Hills in Assam is easily recognisable by the double hyaline spot

in the cell of the fore wing.

The hyaline spots themselves are rather large, the fringes show traces of lighter

irroration.
lmmara.

H.

kumara Nic. (171 b) from Sikkim.

Above extraordinarily similar to H. sitala (171 e), but the

hyaline spots of the fore wing are more scanty and more yellowish-hyaline. The under surface, however, differs
entirely from sitala, being dark yellowish-brown, uniformly powdered with nut-brown, excepting the quite
uniformly dark sepia-brown disc and hindmarginal portion of the forewing.

Not to bo mistaken for Parnara

kumara.

H. knywetti Elw. (173 h) is one of the larger forms with a distinct comma-shaped <$ stigma in the

knywctti.

submedian area of the forewing. Hindwing beneath dark brown, tinted ochreous by being strewn with yellowish
scales which are condensed before the distal margin to a chain of indistinct spots.

Sometimes there are besides

lighter or darker spots in the disc, as they occur in the homolea-group; but from the latter knywetti differs in
a white band extending before the antennal apex across the antennal club, being dark in homolea. From Sikkim;
allied to kumara.
fasciata.

H. fasciata Elw. (173 h) has the size, shape, and also the small white band of the antennal club like
knywetti, but the hindwing is beneath dark red-brown, without the yellow strewing, and in the forewing above
the small light spot in the cell is absent.

From the Kina Balu, not yet much known; the author thinks it

possible that the absence of the yellow irroration beneath in the only specimen before him may be due to its
having been blown away in flying.
moorei.
bcturina.

H. moorei Wts. (= teliga Sivh., beturia auct. nec Hew.), from India and the Andamans, shows a
white median band of the hindwing beneath, showing through above as an indistinct brightening. — beturina
Fruhst.. from Indo-China, is smaller, with a lighter ground-colour, beneath more yellowish-brown than reddish,
the band of the hindwing beneath broader, more uniform, much lighter, almost sulphur-coloured, also the sub-

crylonica. marginal band more distinct.

Siam, Annam, similar specimens from the Mergui Islands.

—

ceylonica Mr. is

similar, perhaps a distinct species, but certainly the representative of moorei in Ceylon and the Nilghiri Hills,
rare, near Kandy.

Here the yellowish-white band of the hindwing beneath does not show through above.

H. majuscula Elw. (171 c) is somewhat allied to H. nephele (Vol. I, pi. 89 f), of the same shape and size,

majuscula.

but the light markings beneath are duller, in the distal portions of both wings smaller and browner spots, the
hindwing above without spots, and on the forewing only two small spots, behind and below the lower cell-angle.
Celebes.

Publ. 14. II. 1927.
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sikkima Mr. (171b). Much smaller than the preceding species, but otherwise above of the same

sikJcima.

colouring and marking, except that there are 1 or 2 more, extremely fine hyaline dots before the apical part
resp. below the costal margin of the forewing above, which may, however, also be absent in specimens from
Borneo (Elwes). — The specimens without a cellular spot of the forewing, which Frithstorfer took in South
Annam in February and which are somewhat smaller than Sikkim-specimens, he denominates

kusala.

—

hazis

Nic., from the Isle of Nias, and palawea Stgr., from Palawan, are likewise hardly different. In palawea the mark-

kusala.
hazis.

ing beneath is only exhibited in very dull yellowish brightenings, wheras this marking is particularly distinct
in hazis. The form palawea was regarded as a form of homolea, but according to Frithstorfer it belongs deci¬
dedly to sikkima.
H. homolea Hew. (= sikkima Elio, nec Mr., perara Swh., rnarta Swh., wantona Swh.) (171 d). Typical
homolea, from Singapore, is somewhat larger than the Javanese form veluvana Fruhst. (171c) in which the
marking beneath, particularly in the <$, is much more indistinct, sometimes entirely flown out in the yellowish-

homolea.
vcluvana.

grey ground. The 9 exhibits on the hindwing beneath a submarginal chain of white spots, which is often inter¬
rupted several times. Besides, homolea

differs from sikkima also anatomically (the lateral horns of the tegu-

men being straight, their apex being rather obliquely truncate with produced corners, whereas in sikkima they
are falcate and pointed). —

aucma Swh. are specimens from Sikkim, likewise larger than veluvana und beneath

aucma.

more distinctly marked. — Larva green with a black head marked with white; it lives on bamboo; the brown
pupa in a brown web hidden between bamboo-leaves yielded the imago after 13 days.
H.

pelethronix Fruhst. (171 d). This species is very similar to some S3 of homolea to which it is cer- pelethronix.

tainly allied. Here the dark spots of the hindwing beneath are surrounded by light, proximally open rings
forming a chain.
H.

Sukabumi in Java.

sulphurifera H. Schaff. (E = beturia Plotz) (171c) exhibits besides the yellowish-grey median band being

sulphuri-

narrow in the <$, very broad in the $, on the hindwing beneath, a submarginal row of light punctiform spots.

’era'

The small discal spots of the forewing are on both sides elongate. Philippines. — Small specimens, as they are
also before me from Mindanao (= bazilana

Fruhst.) and such with smaller hyaline spots (= joloana Fruhst.),

bazilana.

described from Jolo, occur beside typical specimens, and may therefore be regarded as aberrative forms, but i°loananot as races. Much rather

beluria Hew. (171 d), from Celebes, might be regarded as a race, exhibiting shorter

beturia.

hyaline spots in the forewing and light longitudinal spots in the centre of the hindwing, whereas in sulphu¬

rifera only a dull lighter nebulous shadow is to be seen, The imagines are not common.
H.

hieron Nic. (171 e). $: above greyish-brown, without a scent-spot, and without spots of the fore- hieron.

wing or with but faint traces of them. Under surface pale brownish grey, densely and irregularly strewn with
whitish-grey scales exhibiting on the forewing a lighter submarginal band and on the hindwing a median band;
in the cells 2 and 3 of the forewing there is one powdered whitish-grey spot each. Discovered by Dr. Martin
in Bekanchou in Sumatra.

H. brunnea Mr. (173 g). Upper surface of the $ dark wine-brown, forewing with 4 minute hyaline spots;

brunnea..

1 crescent if orm spot in cell 2, a much smaller and rounder one in cell 3, a punctiform one in cell 6, and a
very small one in 7.

Under surface light wine-brown, forewing in the disc darker, before the margin of the

forewing an indistinct light macular band, from the costa to vein 3, and traces of a small whitish spot, near
the apical quarter of the upper cell-angle. In the hindwing the median band and submarginal band are as in

homolea, but the former band extends more to a dot next to the apex than directly to it as in homolea. Fringes
of the forewing dark grey, indistinctly speckled; $ similar to the <$, but with a feeble cellular spot in the fore¬
wing.

Ceylon; apparently very rare.

We copy a figure from Moore, although his figure is stated by Elwes

and Edwards to be inaccurate. Not to be mistaken for Parnara brunnea (173 a).

H. fusca Elw. Here the hindwing beneath is brown strewn with grey, which irroration is condensed

fusca.

discallv and subterminally, so that indistinct lighter transverse bands are formed. The apex of the tegumen,
on being looked at from above, shows 2 broad falciformly bent teeth.
H.

Burmah.

sitala Nic. (171 e), from Utacamund in the Nilgiris, almost looks like a Parnara guttata, with effaced

sitala.

hyaline spots of the hindwing above, and but faint traces of them beneath, hardly recognisable in much flown
specimens.

At once discernible by the whitish-yellow fringes crossed in the forewing by the dark veins.

H. submacula Leech (Vol. I. pi. 89 e) hardly occurs typically in the palearctic region, or at its southern
frontier at most; Matsumura, however,

described a lepidopteron from Formosa:

horishana

Mats. (= ara horishana.

Fruhst.) which only represents a local race of submacula. The light spot below the centre of the cell is absent
above in the forewing, and the hindwing only exhibits the two discal spots, not the spot below the costa. Beneath
the two submarginal spots behind the cell-end of the hindwing are long extended proximad, and the ray through
the cell is not divided into spots.
IX

Not common.
137
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H. gupta Nic. Easily recognisable by the almost monotonously coloured under surface of the hindwing

(japia.

which only exhibits a lighter spot in the cells 2, 3, and 6, as well as an effaced lighter subterminal macular band.
Described from Sikkim.

H. debilis Elw. (171 e) externally resembles knywetti (173 h), but the arrangement of the small spots

deb His.

on the forewing is different; in the cell-end there is a double spot and the subapical row of spots is composed
of 3 small spots. Beneath the ground-colour of the hindwing is paler and the submarginal row of small light
spots is farther removed from the margin. From the Khasia Hills.

H. aina Nic. shows the hindwing beneath without any markings and originates from Sikkim.

abm.

H. separata Mr. is distinguished by quite monotonously dull brownish-green hindwings beneath, without

separaia.

any markings.

H. albipeclus Nic. (171 g). Easily recognised by the quite purely white hair of the thorax and palpi

albipecius.
beneath.
decoraia.

Sikkim, Naga Hills.

Described from the Shan Mts.

H. decorata Mr. (171 g). Recognisable by the bright chrome-coloured under surface of the wings, only
the hind marginal half of the forewing being dark brown. Hindwing beneath with few brown punctiform spots.
Above both wings exhibit in the proximal portions areas powdered with golden yellow on a dark brown ground.
Only found in Ceylon in few places, for instance near Avisavella, the specimens figured were captured by Mr.
E. A. Fairlie.

honorei.

H.

honorei Nic., from the Nilgiris, and from Tritchina-Bali. Above cpiite similar to decorata, but here

also the disc of the hindwing above is yellow, which colour gradually warms into the brown distal margin
without distinct demarcations.
masoni.

Nilghiri Mts., Irichinopolis.

H. masoni Mr. (171 f). Here the hindwing above exhibits in the disc one or several yellow spots which,
in contrast to honorei, are distinctly defined; the one situate at the cross-vein is the largest and brightest. Burma.

hyrtacus.

H. hyrtacus Nic. (171 h) is above little characterised; on the blackish-brown forewing all the small
hyaline spots in a large circle around the cell-end are as small as dots, besides them no other marking
but the stigma extending in the <£ right across the submedian area; hindwing without any marking.

Beneath

the hindwing is traversed by a broad whitish median band; it is distally indistinctly defined, and in the dark
clistal-marginal portion there are various small lighter spots. Otherwise it is similar to H. hrunnea (173 g). The
type was taken on September 2nd in Pandalur in the Wynaad District in India; also known from Canara;
the larva has been described in an Indian periodical.

45. Genus: Iton Nic.
Of the 3 species belonging hereto the $ of one species has a remarkable scent-organ, the d'd' of the
others not.

The species are easily recognised by the cell of the hindwing beneath being all white. The genus

is otherwise evidently very closely allied to the Parnara.

The range extends from the Himalaya to Indo-

China and the Sun da Is.
semamora.

I. semamora Mr. (= barea Hew.), distributed from Sikkim across Indo-China to Sumatra, but appa¬
rently rare in many places.

Chiefly distinguished from the following species by a large upright hair-tuft on

the forewing beneath at the hind-margin, being absent in ivatsoni. On the hindwing beneath the whole cell is
barea. white, and also the adjoining three cells are white excepting the apex. — f.

barea Hew* from Sumatra and Pulo

Laut, is a larger insular form with smaller white spots.
umtsoni.

!.

watsoni Nic. (171 f) does not exhibit the above mentioned sexual mark of the $. On the hindwing

beneath the veins are broadly powdered with whitish, the white cellular spots coherently extend almost to the
hind-margin.
azona.

Pegu, Shan Mts.

I. azona Hew. resembles semamora from which it is separable by the uni-coloured hindwing beneath,
without the white discal band ; it also lacks the hair-tuft at the hind-margin of the forewing beneath. Described
from Sumatra.

46. Genus: Pitliaiirfa Mr.
Allied to the preceding ones by the very strong, stout thorax, the head being likewise very broad and
the forewing pointed.

Hardly separable from Halpe, so that some (such as marsena) were sometimes ranged

with Halpe and sometimes with Pithauria. Abdomen concial and relatively short, at the very pointed antennal
club the apical end is turned backward. The cell of the hindwing is less than half the length of the wing, the
distal margin of the wing is feebly curved . The basal portion of the forewing and the proximal half of the hind¬
wing are hairy like a fleece.
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P. marsena Hew. (= ornata Fldr., <$ — aitchisoni W.-Mas.) (171 li). Above blackish-brown, of the small
white hyaline spots a double, rather large one is in the cell. Body and proximal portion of the wing dark, with
hair of a somewhat greenish reflection. Under sin face yellowish red-brown with a few small silvery yellow
splashes scattered across the wing. Indo-China, Java, Sumatra, Borneo.

marsena.

P. murdava Mr. (171 li) is quite similar, only the spots in the cell are smaller, the hindwing beneath
has fewer splashes, but a submarginal row (particularly distinct in the §) of yellowish, spot-shaped brightenings.
Sikkim, Assam, Borneo.

murdavc.

P. stramineipennis W -Mas. This species reaching the paleartic region in West China has been overlooked. in the 1 st Part. It has theshape and marking of the preceding ones, but the double spot in the cell of
the forewing is effaced, whereas the hair of the proximal half of the wing is of a bright yellowish-grey. Sikkim,
Bhutan, West China, Assam.

stramineipcnnis.

47. Genus: l*lnstmg»ia Btlr.
This genus above all differs from Pithauria in the very much longer antennae almost attaining the length
of those of the following genus.(Pirdana) which is uncommon in the Hesperidae. Nearly all the species are
of the same size and very similar wing-contours, mostly with a rather variegatedly spotted under suiface, and
some exhibit the yellow colour being common in other genera (Padraona, Telicota, Erinnys etc.), so that the
insects are difficult to discover from amongst the great number of those lepidoptera swarming around every
blossoming bush. But they are considerably rarer than most of the Padraona etc. More than a dozen of species
are known.
P. pugnansAic. (175 a) still shows quite the same shape of the preceding genus and thereby al*o such a
great resemblance to Parnara that it has been placed to this genus. But the arrangement of the small hyaline
spots in the forewing is not that of Parnara. The lower cellular spot is situate at the lower cell-wall, and below
it there is a rather large, almost rectangular transverse spot. The hindwing is on both sides spotless dark
brown, but above the hair in the proximal portion of the wing is somewhat lighter glossy. Malacca, Sumatra.

pugnans.

P. tessellata Hew. (= eulepis Fldr.) (174 a). Arrangement of the hyaline spots of the forewing similar
as in pugnans, but the lower cellular spot is very small. Quite different beneath, being dark brown speckled
with numerous white splashes, like the apex of the forewing. From Celebes, apparently distributed over the
whole island and not rare, besides in Malacca, Borneo. — mangolina Fruhst., from the Sula Is., is at least a
third smaller than the Celebic form, but it shows larger hyaline spots; the splashes beneath are more yellow
than white. — In palawata Stgr. the splashes beneath are also bluish-white instead of yellow; it was regarded
as the Palawan-form of tessellata, but Piepers states that it flies in Java together with yellow specimens. —
Larva greyish-blue, head with black sides; on sugar-palms (Arenga).

tessellata.

P. naga Nic. (174 a) is a species hardly separable from the preceding ones. Above almost exactly like
tessellata, beneath the hindwing is somewhat more scantily spotted, representing the jnreceding species in Assam,
Pegu. - pellonia Fruhst. (174 a) and its eastern form vakflia Fruhst. (174 a) represent the species in Java, but
hardly differ from Indian specimens: valenia is perhaps somewhat smaller, at the costal margin of the forewing
of a duller yellowish-grey, the apex of the forewing beneath more spotted, pellonia is somewhat larger and
more intensely coloured;
with a distinct yellow hue of the costal margin and above the hind-margin of the
forewing. Hindwing predominantly hued with yellowish-green, in the $ even honey-coloured. The square
spots on the hindwing beneath are white in the <$, yellow in the $. Specimens that correspond well with this
description are before me from Borneo.

mangolina.

palawata.

naga.

pellonia.
valenki.

P. telesinus Mob. (174 a). The spots are grouped on the black forewing above in the shape of shortened telesinus.
median bands which are dull orange in the <$, very pale ochreous in the $; thereby the colour ing is very similar
to that of some Telicota. Under surface deep yellowish-brown, without square spots of the hindwing in the
disc of which there are only traces of the small central hyaline spots. From the Philippines.

P. similis Elio. & Edw. (174 b) above almost exactly looks like telesinus, but on the hindwing beneath similis.
it has rows of blackish spots. Pulo Laut.

P. noemi Nic. is quite similar, hut considerably larger, the uppermost of the cellular spots is oblong,
as large as the spot behind it, in the basal half of the costal area there is, instead of the hardly traceable
yellowish hue, a thick yellow stripe. Sikkim.
P. corissa Hew. ( — drancus Ploiz (174 b). Upper suiface black, wedges along the costal margin, above
the hind-margin of the forewing, and through the cell of the hindwing as well as the fringes golden yellow.
In the forewing 3 central hyaline spots and 1 subapical one. Under surface quite lioney-colourecl, only the
hindmarginal portion of the forewing black, pierced by the hyaline spots. Borneo, Pulo-Laut. — illdrasana
Elw. & Nic. is the continental form described from Tavoy, but also similarly found by Martin in Sumatra,

noemi.

corissa.

indrasana.
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somewhat larger, the hyaline spots in the cells 6 and 7 of the forewing longer, an ohlong hyaline spot in the
cell 8 and a small irregular yellow spot in the cell 5, near the distal lower angle of the spot in the cell 6.
patmapcma.— pafmapana Fruhst. (174 b), from Java, is somewhat smaller with a duller colouring, the wedges above
more brownish-red than orange-yellow, with smaller hyaline spots, the under surface more greenish-yellow than
honey-coloured. — corissa has nothing in common with viburnia (174 d) with which it was confounded; it is
rather rare.
vermiculn-

P. vermiculata Hew. (174 b) is recognisable by the broad yellow margin of the anal portion of the

ia- hindwing narrowing down towards the apex which it does not reach.

Beneath in the hindwing there are a
few large bluish-white patches which also occur in callineura etc. though they are smaller there. Discovered
by Dr. Martin in the Battak Mts. (Sumatra).

callineura.
latoia.

flavia.
fruhstorferi.

aurantiaca.
nicisana.

marghcrita.

Tielena.

natuna.

samanga.

atala.

flavescens.

viburnia.

P. callineura Fldr. (174 b). The typical form comes from West Java; its yellow central spots are hyaline
straw-coloured and only their basal ones waim into orange-yellow. — latoia Hew. (174 e), from Malacca, is
quite similar, but only on the forewing the distal discal spots are hyaline yellow, the small median band in
the hindwing is intensely ochreous. — flavia Stgr. (174 b, c), from Palawan, is smaller and all the spots
above are tinted orange. — fruhsforferi Mab. (174 c), from East Java, is of a very bright orange, only in the
apical half of the forewing the yellow spots are still intensely hyaline; the orange colour in the hindwing is
broader. — In aurantiaca Elw. <£■ Edw. (174 c) the orange colour has increased so much on both wings that
there only remain black margins. — In niasana Fruhst., from Nias, the colouring is again more like that of
the type; the yellowish transcellular hyaline spots of the forewing are almost twice the size of those in the
Javanese callineura, the light yellow spot near the base extends across the submedian up to the cell-wall.
Hindwing with a median part more like that of fruhstorferi from East Java, being posteriorly less deeply in¬
dented, yellow, with club-shaped markings. Under surface of hindwing, by the narrow dark yellow median
band, recalling that of fruhstorferi from Java, but not light yellow, but tinted reddish-brown like West Javanese callineura. — margherita Doh., from Assam, is quite similar to latoia from Singapore, but the cellular spots
of the forewing are distantly separated, whereas in margerita they are confluent, so that another transition
is formed to the following species; Edwards, however, has discovered morphological differences, for which
reason it is treated as a separate species.
P. helena Btlr. (174 c) represents callineura in Sumatra and in parts of Borneo. Here the hyaline paleryellow tint in the basal portions of all the wings extends from the costal margin to the hind-margin. Beneath
the colouring is reddish-yellow, the hindwing shows 6 black, white-centred dots, the costal margin and hindmargin with a brown stripe. — natuna Fruhst. forms a transition to the form niasana of the preceding species
with which helena is thereby combined; hindwing beneath still lighter yellow than in typical helena; Natuna Is.
P. flavescens Fldr. Frtjhstorfer separates from this species occurring in Celebes and being disting¬
uished by sexual dimorphism (forewing of <§ orange with a black distal margin, of $ black with yellow spots)
three different races: samanga Fruhst.
. Similar to aurantiaca from the Kina Balu. Forewing with a similar,
but light yellow instead of reddish-yellow colour. Hindwing yellowish, with a relatively broad black costal
margin and a uniformly broad black distal margin which is posteriorly somewhat parted. Hind-margin likewise
narrowly hued with black. Under surface throughout light ochreous with a narrow, though distinctly defined
black antemarginal line, some submarginal long transverse streaks of the fore wing, and single likewise black
small discal dots of the hindwing. In the $ the forewing is quite black except a yellow longitudinal spot behind
the submedian, 3 spots around the cell-end and one or two likewise yellowish hyaline subapical maculae. Hind¬
wing predominantly dark with a square yellow median area and a yellowish hue of the submedian. Forewing
beneath black as above. Hindwing with a yellowish ground-colour and a discal corona of small black spots.
South Celebes, Samanga, November. — • atala Fruhst. $. Upper surface with larger yellow spots of the forewing.
Hindwing with decreased black and predominant yellow colouring. Under surface: forewing with a much
broader yellow apical portion. Abdomen as in the preceding species with black and yellow rings. Central
Celebes, Dongala, August and September. — flavescens Fldr. (174 c, d), from North Celebes (Toli-Toli) replaces
corissa Heiv. in Celebes.

P. viburnia Stgr. (174 d). Above very similar to fruhstorferi (174 c), but the small upper spot in the cell
of the forewing is confluent with the lower spot which despatches an extremely thin orange stripe along the
lower cell-wall, though still within it, to the base of the forewing.
face being monotonously golden yellow with black-marked veins.

Quite different, however, is the under sur¬
In the $ only the orange above is paler.

Before me only from Mindoro (Coll. Semper).
libumia.

P. liburnia Hew. (174 d) is above rather similar to flavia (174 c), but the central hyaline spot in the
forewing is more compact, and on the hindwing the orange-yellow small central band does not extend to the
base of the wing. Under surface very characteristic, all the yellow spots separated from each other by thick
black veins. Philippines.
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48. Genus: Cupitlia Mr.
Like the last group of the preceding genus, also the only species of this genus is so closely allied in the
colouring to the yellow and black Telicota, particularly T. gola (p. 1077, pi. 170 i), that the living insects are
difficult to discern. Characterised by a large oval vesicle near the base of the hindwing, which is particularly
visible beneath and must be squeezed, if one wishes to stretch the insect in a proper way. On the forewing
beneath a light-coloured, somewhat glossy area corresponds to this vesicle.

C. purreea Mr.
- - tympanifera Mr.). The type originates from Sikkim and is also reported quite
similarly from Indo-China (Pegu). The other races that were denominated neither differ essentially from the
type. — verruca Mab. (174 d) which we figure from a specimen determined by the author, from the Philippines,
whereas the description is said to refer to a specimen from Nias, shows rather narrow yellow median bands
above, whereas typical specimens exhibit much less black. — alara Fruhst., from Celebes and Palawan, which
hardly deserves a special denomination, shows still more black above than even the Javanese form lycorias
Mab. does, in which particularly the central spot of the hindwing is much smaller.

purreea.

verruca.

alar a.
lycorias.

49. Genus: Gehenna Wts.
This genus being allied, to the Halpe is very little known, distinguished by the scent-organ of the
On the forewing beneath there is at the base a thickening across which a dense tuft of long hair is laid, sprout¬
ing forth at the median. Three species are known, recalling some Parnara in the exterior habitus. The genus
is also apparently allied to the palearctic Actinor radians Vol. I, p. 352).
G. angulifera Elw. & Edw. (174
Above around the lower cell-angle 3 tiny
the small spots of the fore wing are dull
and an arcuate postmedian row of such

e) is on both sides dark brown, the under surface somewhat paler,
white spots, the lowest of which is somewhat comma-shaped. Beneath
yellowish, and the hindwing shows a dark punctiform spot in the cell
spots. 28 mm; from Mindoro.

angulifera.

G. abima Hew., from Macassar, is unknown to me; here the spot in the cell of the forewing is said to
be double and the hindwing beneath to exhibit 5 dark spots.

abima.

G. graeae Nic., from North-East Sumatra is neither known to me; it differs from the preceding species
in the peculiar base of the costal vein from the upper edge of the cell in the hindwing in the shape of a tuningfork; above near the base a narrow oblique oval scent-stripe. The under surface is red-brown without markings,
strewn with golden yellow scales. North-East Sumatra.

graeae.

G. palawanica Strd. (173 d) shows the 4 yellow cliscal spots arranged almost in a quadrangle, with
very tiny subapical spots being hardly visible without a magnifying glass; from Palawan.

palawanica.

50. Genus: Pirdana Dist.
All the forms belonging hereto exhibit a bright green under surface und a yellow anal margin of the
hindwing. Above they are mostly uni-coloured dark brown without any marking, only the distal margin of
the hindwing being yellow. They are rather large, swiftly flying lepidoptera with pointed wings, all of them
exhibiting a certain resemblance to Matapa celsina (p. 1067) in the colouring, though they are at once distin¬
guishable by the absence of the
stigma being distinct in celsina. The larvae, as far as they are known,
are green with a brown, grotesquely marked head and black, angularly defined transverse spots across the
dorsum, which are parted by the green dorsal line. The imagines are not very rare.

P. hyela Hew. (174 e). The blackish-brown body and the proximal portions of the wings exhibit a green
reflection; the yellow anal margin of the hindwing is proximad rather straightly cut off, or but very slightly
indented in the centre. Beneath there are between the bright green veins blackish patches in the areas; Java.
Specimens from the east of the island (scanda Fruhst.) are told to he somewhat smaller und more narrowly
margined with yellow. — sargotl Mab., from Celebes, differs from Javanese specimens in the broader and longer
yellow margin of the anal portion of the hindwing. — rudolphi Elw. & Nic. (174 e) is the continental form
flying in Malacca and in Tenasserim and Tovoy, with a very much broader anal portion of the hindwing,
being besides proximad very irregularly defined. — Larva green, on each segment a broad black transverse
spot connected with the others by a broad dorsal band which is crossed by a light dorsal line. Head brown
peculiarly marked with black spots and small stripes; the last segment is above brown, stigmata white. On
Dracaena and Cordyline rumphii. — The imagines preferably fly towards evening, being well protected in the
foliage by their colour and not rare in most of the districts.

hyela.

sargon.
rudolphi.
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P. distant! Stgr. (= pavona Nic.) (174 e) differs from the preceding species in the very much broader
yellow anal portion of the hindwing, into which indentations of the ground-colour penetrate; the undersurface
is more uniformly green, without the black patches in the spaces between the veins. Malacca and Sumatra. —
Specimens from Java are not always discernible from the Sumatrans, so that de Niceville cancelled again
albicomis. his name for them (pavona), which was wrong in Fruhstorfer‘s opinion. — albicornis Elw. (174 ) derives
its name from the antennae being below mostly white, in what it differs from the other Finland] it originates
from Mt. Kina-Balu in Borneo.
distant).

P. ismene FI dr. (174 f), from Celebes, is to be recognised by the very large yellow anal spot of the

ismene.

hindwing being above proximad. smoothly cut off, beneath projecting towards the base, thus representing less
a marginal band than a somewhat irregular circular spot.

51. Genus: 3To to crypts* Nic.
The older name for this genus — Plesioneura Fldr. — is already previously used, but in older publi¬
cations almost generally employed for this genus composed of few, similar species.

All the Notocrypta are of

medium size, black with a white shortened band of the forewing, whereby they resemble Channion ficulnea,
zaiva, tola, etc., which, however, have quite a different habitus, larva, and structure. According to the shape
and extent of the white band of the forewing,

the few species have been split up into a great number of

local forms, what is justified to a certain degree by the distinct constancy of such differences.

Only very large

series, which, however, may be easily combined owing to the great commonness of the species, show that there
are intermediate forms and transitions, by which the single ,,races“ are fused, which fact will prove to be still
more obvious when the larvae will be better known. The latter, as far as they are known, are green with light
transverse rings and a shield-shaped head being below widened and at the vertex indented; they live on bananas
(Musa) or on a ginger-like Aroidea, the Curcuma plant, thus on monocotyledons, like the preceding genera.
The imagines fly swiftly, less skipping than most of the other Hesperidae do; they cling to the blossoms of the
bushes with their wings half closed, preferring the blossoms of Lantana-shrubs. — As to further particulars,
cf. Yol. I, p. 352. — The type is N. curfivascia.
curvifascia.
re strict a.

)tctifascia.

avattana.
samyutta.

dharana.

alinkam.
celebensis.

N. curvifascia Fldr. (Vol. I, pi. 84 g) and the two allied forms restiicta Mr. (Yol. T, pi. 84 g) and rectifascja Leech (Vol. I, pi. 84 g) have been dealt with in Vol. I, p. 353. All of them — excepting perhaps rectijascia — probably occur also in the Indo-Australian Region, above all in the Linchot Is. and Formosa. All
exhibit a preapical row of very tiny white spots, being absent in the forms of alysos with which Elives
united them as subordinate forms. The green larva lives on yellow ginger (Curcuma); the imagines are common,
only at the northern frontier of their range they become rarer; in the south they fly all the year round. In
the palearctic region they are much rarer and. only reach it at its southern frontier; in Japan they only occur
to the south of Kiushu.
avattana Fruhst. (174 f) is a large form with a broad, strongly curved white band
being indented above the lower quarter, and with very small preapical dots; Java. — samyutta Fruhst., from
Lombok, has a somewhat narrower band of the forewing; Sapit, at an altitude of 2000 ft., discovered by
Fruhstoreer, April till May. — dharana Fruhst., by the distinctly defined, continuous white median band
being very broad particularly towards the costa, already approximates feisthameli from Amboina. dharana is also
allied to the Sumatran wokana Plotz by the separate, oblique last white portion of the band of the forewing.
— alinkara Fruhst. denotes Philippinic specimens from Mindoro, distinguished from Indian and Chinese specimens by the deeper indentation in the band of the forewing.
celebensis Stgr. is a large form with a costallv
and anally longer band of the forewing. From the Minahassa. It may be regarded as a distinct species.

N. feisthameli Bsd. (= varians Plotz, chimaera Pag.) is the species from the Southern Moluccas Ceram
padhana Fruhst. (174 f, g), from Batjan

feisthameli.

padhana. and Amboina, distinguished from the form of the Northern Moluccas:

and Halmaheira, only by the less deeply indented band of the forewing, its larger size and more scanty small

in the forewing. — In samana Fruhst., from Dutch New Guinea, the band of the forewing is shortened
saira. and narrower. — satra Fruhst.. from Buru, is larger than specimens from Ceram, with a much broader white

samana. dots

band of the fore wing.

ajl/sos
albifascia.
asawa.

devadatta.

sidha.
asancja.
sukavata.

N. alysos Mr. (174 g), from India and Ceylon, where the species is very common, flying along the
roads and stopping at every bush of Lantana hybrid a, differs from feisthameli in the absence of the tiny white
dots, of which sometimes but 1, quite rarely 2 very fine ones are visible. — albifascia Mr. is a small form
from Java, Borneo, and Bali, occurring also in Indo-China, with a narrower band of the forewing. — ab. asawa
Fruhst. refers to a specimen taken by Fruhstoreer in Tonkin, in which by a stronger indentation the lower
portion of the band is detached from the band. — devadatta Fruhst. is mentioned from Sumatra and Perak
and chiefly differs from alysos from Ceylon in the white band of the fore wing reaching the costal margin. —
sidha Fruhst., from Java, has a narrower white band than devadatta, but the one white tiny dot behind the
band is large and distinctly present. — ab. asanga Fruhst. are small specimens, the band of the forewing beneath
more'sharply bent, the hindwing beneath uniformly dark brown, not with light clouds. — sukavata Fruhst.,
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from Sumbawa, differs from sidha in the band of the fore wing being more bent and above and below narrower.
yaya Fruhst. {174 g), from Celebes, exhibits the part of the band of the forewing between the median branches removed farther to the margin. — clavata Stgr. are specimens from Palawan with a broader band and
of a larger habitus, which, however, are not characteristic, since also smaller specimens with narrower bands
occur in Palawan (= chmida Fruhst.), and which Elwes doubtfully unites with feisthameli and alysos. — volux
Mob., from Luzon, is without any tiny dots, presumably neither more than a casual aberration *). - mahima
Fruhst., from Bazilan, is allied to chunda, but the band of the forewing is much broader, more uniform, farther
advanced, on both sides more brightly lustrous. — pria Drc. are Borneo-specimens with very broad bands,
whereas in quadrata Elw. (174 g) the band may almost become an oblong quadrangle with rounded angles. —
Nearly everywhere at the habitats of the forms of this species they are very common.

yaya.
clavata.
chundci.

pria.
quadrata.

N. renardi Oberth., from Dorey and Arfak, has a very angular band which is strangulated below,
whilst in the form partita Fruhst. (174 h) from German New Guinea the lower part of it may even be entirely
separated. — fergussonia Fruhst. is a smaller form from the, Fergusson Is. with a very narrow band of the
forewing, which, however, reaches the costal margin from which it is often far away in New Guinea specimens.
- In aluensis Swh. (174 h) which I figure from New Guinea, but which was described from the Salomons, the
lower separated portion of the band is almost circular and in the proximal part divided by brown. — wokana
Plotz (174 h as mokana), from the Aru and Key Is., is recognisable by a white spot being inserted in the white
band behind the lower cell-angle. — insulata Btlr., from New Pomerania, of which only 1 specimen is before
me, differs from wokana merely in the portion of the white band in the cell being somewhat broader, whilst
that in the submedian area is somewhat narrower. — The species is apparently just as common as the pre¬
ceding species.

renardi.
partita.
fergussonia.

N. waigensis Plotz (174 h) shows the median band of the forewing expanded particularly in the central
parts and also distinctly extending to the costa; the tiny white spots are distinct especially beneath. The
typical form originates from Waigeu. — ribbei Fruhst., from the Aru Is., is smaller, the band of the
forewing narrower; presumably also in the Key Is. — leugocaster Stgr. are quite similar specimens from North
Australia (Kuranda, Cooktown), and mangala Fruhst., from German New Guinea and the Bismarck Archipelago,
has a narrower band and particularly beneath smaller dots. Where the forms of waigensis fly together with
those of renardi, they differ in the coherent white band, the lower part of which is separated in the renardi.

waigensis.

atuensis.
wokana.
insulata.

ribbei.
leucogastcr.
mangata.

N. monteithi W.-Mas. ( = singularis Mob.) differs from the figured inornata Elw.& Edw. (174 h) in the monteithi.
basal angle of the upper median branch exhibiting a white wedge entering the band which is shortened and inornata.
truncate at both ends. This form originates from Borneo (Waterstradt brought it from the Kina Balu), where¬
as typical monteithi are from Cachar, and allied though hardly separable forms from Java and Sumatra.
N. basiflava Nic. (175 a). In this species being hitherto only known from the Nilgiri Mts. the lower basiflava.
portion of the band of the forewing is effaced, and the proximal portion of the hindwing beneath is yellow.
Apparently rare; the fiist specimens known were taken by Me Gregor near Pirmaad., probably in March
or April.
N. paralyses W.-Mas. is at once recognisable by the two white spots on the hindwing beneath, one
of which is in the posterior portion of the cell, the other one below it, near the base.

paralysos.

Andamans.

52. Genus: Oerasie Elw.&Edw.
The $$ of this genus look very much like small Notocrypta, whilst the SS lack the white spot on the
forewing. Hitherto only two species are known, which are apparently much rarer than the species of the
preceding genus.

0. microthyrus Smp. (175 a) looks like a very small Notocr. monteithi. The white spot of the forewing microthyof the $ (the
is not at hand) is quite straightly cut off by the submedian. Beneath the spot is continued
broadly and glossy white into the submedian area as far as the hind-margin. Philippines.

0. neaera Nic. Described from Malacca, but also found in Borneo and Pulo Laut; a rare species. The neaera.
$ is above quite brown, the $ quite similar to those of microthyrus, but the white spot on the forewing is

differently shaped, as the figure shows, which represents the Javanese form, pusilla Fruhst. (175 a), which is pusilla.
still somewhat smaller and with more pointed wings than typical neaera; the white spot of the forewing is
narrower. — The green larva with a pearl-grey head lives on Daemonorops oblongus. The larva is light
green, shaped as that of Udaspes folus, yielding the imago after 8 till 10 days.
*) In March I took an alysos near Kandy, exhibiting on the left side a tiny dot behind the cell, but none on the
right side. I have repeatedly come across specimens in which these dots are larger and more distinct on one side than the
corresponding ones on the other side.
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53. Genus: Udaspes Mr.
Closely allied to the preceding genera, but the costal margin of the forewing is much shorter, the distal
margin particularly in the apical part very strongly curved. The white spots of the forewing are considerably
augmented, the band divided into 3 spots, instead of the tiny dots in the distal part there are larger white
spots, and a very large white spot occupies in the Indian species the whole disc of the hindwing. The larva
is very similar to that of the preceding genus, it also lives on monocotyledons, and the lepidopteron is widely
distributed and varies considerably even at the same habitat. As to further particulars about the genus cf.
Vol. I, p. 353.
folus.

cicero.

U. folus Cr. (175 a). This lepidopteron has already been dealt with by Mabille in Vol. I, because
it also occurs in the palearctic region in North West Himalaya; it is figured, however, in this volume, since
it is a real Indian lepidopteron. Typical specimens occur in the greatest part of India and extend from Sik¬
kim to Hainan and Formosa, and to the south to Java and Sumatra. — cicero F. refers (according to Frithstorfer) to specimens from South India and Ceylon, in which the subapical spots and the median ones are
more homogeneous, whereas the insect itself is smaller than specimens from Malacca, South China etc. — Larva
green with a black head, on yellow ginger (Curcuma) and on Fagrasa racemosa. The pupa has a long snoutlike apex of the head, it is very slender and fastened on a leaf of the food-plant with few threads. The imago
is rather common in many districts.

54. Genus: lima Swh.
/

Established for a species having already been described by Plotz as Lynchnuchus Hb. The slender
antennae are two thirds of the length of the costal margin, with a long, apically bent club; the palpi being
upturned to the vertex are thickly haired, with an obtuse apex; the abdomen projects a little beyond the
hindwing. Forewing with an oblique distal margin, a rather produced apex, and straight hind-margin. Distal
margin of hindwing below the middle somewhat undulating, vein 5 rises from the centre of the cell.
irina.

Plotz (= jovina Swh.). Monotonously dark olive-brown, palpi beneath white with brown
hair; forewing with a broad ochreous band from the centre of the costal margin almost to the anal angle,
being almost equally broad and somewhat excavated towards the base at the submedian; fringes of hindwings
white. A large species, expanse almost 6 cm; from East Celebes.
I. irina

55. Genus: Onriza

Wts.

Allied to the genus Halpe from which it chiefly differs in the <$ scent-organ being formed by a tuft
of long hair on the hindwing above, where they sprout forth near the base. Only 1 Indo-Chinese species is
known so far.
meilctila.

0. meiktila Nic. (171 f) is above blackish-brown, at the base of the hind-margin reddish-yellow with
a treble spot in the cell-end and 3 postmedian ones behind it near the hind-margin, as well as 3 subapical
streaks; hindwing suffused with orange-brown excepting the costal margin which exhibits a long liair-peneil
above. Beneath more yellowish. Burma.

56. Genus: Astictopterus Fldr.
The genus has already been dealt with by Mabille in Vol. I, p. 343, because two of the three species
known also occur in the palearctic region. Besides A. henrici exhibiting above 3 small preapical spots in the
fore wing and a somewhat rust-coloured tint on the hindwing beneath, all the forms are, at least above, rather
monotonous dark brown without any marking, so that they are difficult to distinguish. In flying they resemble
entirely Matapia aria, but already when the insect alights on the blossom we notice that the glaring red eyes
of aria are absent.
henrici.
ionkinianus.

Icada.
jama

A. henrici Holl. (Vol. I, pi. 86 h) seems to extend from West China through the southern part of
China and North-East India to Hainan, from where the type is described. — tomkinianus Fruhst. is much
smaller. Already in this form the subapical dots of the forewing are very much reduced or have quite disap¬
peared; under surface lighter, more finely marbled with grey than in Icada. South Annam, February; Mouson
Mts., April. — kada Swh., from Assam, is larger, the under surface darker and more monotonous.
A. jama Fldr. (— melania Plotz) (175b) is above and beneath quite monotonously blackish-brown;
the under surface exhibits a slightly more reddish reflection than the upper surface. Malacca, Sumatra, Nias.

Pull. 21. VII. 1927.
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A. fuligo Mab. (175 b). The
only differs from that of the preceding species in the somewhat more fuligo.
delicate structure; the $ forewing exhibits 3 very diminutive preapical dots and its hindwing beneath
two hazy darker transverse nebulous stripes. Malacca, Sumatra, Java. — olivascens Mr. (175 b as ,.oliva- olivascens.
ceus“) is larger, cpiite unicoloured, and discernible from jama only by the broader wings and a somewhat lighter
tint in the costal and apical portions of the forewing. India, to the north of the Himalaya passing over
to the palearctic region, for which reason it has been dealt with in Vol. I, p. 343. — permagnus Fruh.st. permagnus.
is a very large form from Tonkin (length of fore wings 22 mm), which seems to differ little otherwise, but to
approximate the following genus in its size and colouring. Manson Mts., at an altitude of 4000 ft., taken
in April. Chiem-Hoa, in August and September.

57. Genus: Kerana Di.st.
Very closely allied to the preceding genus, and chiefly only separated by its more robust structure
and larger, especially broader wings. Both are besides connected with each other by the palearctic genus
Apostidopterus Leech, the only species of which (fuliginosus, cf. Vol. I, p. 344, pi. 86 h) may even go as far
as South China (Yunnan) und would then also have to be considered for the Indian Region. The genus
Kerana is exclusively Indian.

K. diodes. The form of this lepidopteron being on both sides unicoloured blackish-brown, which
is the most similar to the preceding genus, is rnaura Snell., from Sumatra and South-East Borneo. It is but
slightly larger than Astict. permagnus, but well recognisable by the more curved costal margin of the forewing,
the more convex margin and the farther projecting anal portion of the hindwing. — fumatus Mab. (175 c)
which I figure from the Philippines, has more elongate margins of the forewings and would thereby approximate
again the Astictopterus, but it is much larger than any of them. Luzon. — prabha Fruhst. from Bazilan, is
still larger, so that it even excels Indian diodes, and the hindwing beneath is more coarsely strewn with golden
brown scales, whereby a warmer tint is produced. — evaira Fruhst., from Siam, are smaller specimens; the
under surface of the wings is lighter towards the margin. — sumata Fruhst., from the Isle of Nias, is still smaller
than maura, thus the smallest form of the species; the anal portion of the hindwing beneath is lighter. — vasuba
Fruhst., from Java, is the lightest form; the wings beneath exhibit outside an almost yellowish-grey tint.
— diodes Mr. (175 b) is the typical form, large and dark; its range extends from Sikkim through India to
Assam and Burma. — savara Fruhst., from Borneo, differs from all the other forms in a light brightening
extending as a sub marginal band narrowly through the fore wing and more broadly through the hindwing.
Larva green with a black head, neck and last rings as well as above the ventral feet whitish. On
ginger (Zingiber) and yellow ginger (Curcuma). Pupa green, very similar to that of Udaspes folus which the
larva also resembles. —- The imagines are very common at most of their habitats, preferably flying near human
habitations, where they swarm about on rubbish-heaps and weeds, but they also visit gardens.

maura.

fumaius.

pralha.

evaira.
sumata.
vasuba.

diodes.
savara.

K. swinhoei Elw. & Edw. (175 c) is cpiite similar to diodes, not only in the monotonous dark brown
colouring, but also in the size and shape of the wings, but the costa of the forewing is somewhat more
stretched than even in typical diodes. The antennae, however, are somewhat shorter than in the other Kerana;
this difference and that of the neuration of the forewing has led to the establishment of a separate genus
..Watsonia Elw. & EdwF. On the whole, the fore wing is also somewhat shorter, especially the inner margin,
so that the margin of the hindwing is more prominently convex. Otherwise exactly like the preceding species.
From the Khasia Hills (Assam).

swinhoei.

K. armata Drc. (175 c) is at once recognisable by the forewing showing a yellowish-red, slightly
curved decorative band which is particularly broad in the $, and by a large blackish scent-spot in the
which fills the whole cell of the hindwing above. Malacca, Borneo and Pido Laut, Sumatra and Nias.

armata.

V. gemmifer Btlr. (175 c) exhibits a similar colouring as armata, but it is much smaller, so that
it almost resembles the exterior of Koruthaialos gemmifer Smpr. (cf. p. 1072) for which it must not be mistaken.
The bright red band-spot in the forewing is somewhat bottle-shapecl in Kerana gemmifer, and beneath its
inner edge above and below the discocellular, as well as in the submedian area is deeply indented. Malacca,
Natuna Is. — In Borneo flies (beside similarly coloured Koruthaialos) a form, dombya Fruhst., in which
these strangulations of the band of the forewing are not distinct, though the band is much broader than in
the type. — vaijrada Fruhst. is treated as a separate species by its author; it is entirely unknown to me.
The description runs, as follows: ,,<$ allied to gemmifer from which it differs on the forewing in the yellowishred, more obliquely situate longitudinal band being almost equally broad, towards the costa more extensive.
The light yellowish-red band at the costal margin both proximad and distad emits a red dent. The body likewise
differs from gemmifer and armata in the abdominal yellow instead of black colouring, vaijrada is allied to /ulgur
Nic. from which, however, it is separated by the band not being convex in the central portion but rectilinear
and sharply cut off. vaijrada is also the only species in which the band is broader instead of narrower towards
the costa. Antennae absent. 2 S<3 from the Kina Balu in the Coll. FruhstorferA
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Seitz.

ful^ur Nic. (175 c). Band of forewing above yellow, very broad, from the inner margin to the
centre of the costal margin where it is cut off by the upper cell-angle, its outer edge being convex, its inner
edge obliquely inwards and emitting below along the inner margin a long dent towards the base. Hindwing
with 3 divergent stripes of golden yellow hairs from the base almost to the centre of the wing. From Borneo
and the Battak Hills in Sumatra.
K.

58. Genus: Aiic*islroi<les

Btlr.

This genus containing but 2 species is very closely allied to the preceding genus, but differs in the
third section of the median vein; in the forewing it is % of the length of the second, in the hindwing
olhonias.

A. othonias Hew. (175 c, d), from the Kina Balu in Borneo; the orange-red median band of the
forewing is here split into 3 separate spots behind which there is yet a fourth diminutive spot.

lonrjicornis.

A. longicornis Btlr. is similar, smaller, with more elongate wings, the 3 spots of the median band
are narrower; antennae longer, % of the length of the costal margin. From Pulo Laut.

59. Genus: B*a«I?ica Dist.
The large lepidoptera of this genus containing but few forms are characterised by the very conspicuous
scent-organs of the <$. The forewing exhibits above velvety, glossy hair in the shape of a disc, occupying
a large part of the disc of the fore wing. Beneath there is on the submedian a long dense yellow7 hair-pencil
rising from a light, somewhat glossy ground in the submedian area. — According to the larva, the genus would
be more correctly ranged near Erionota.
P. lebadea Hew. (175 d). Described from Borneo; with broad fringes being white in the forewing,
golden yellow in the hindwing; in the centre of the hindwing above two median parallel longitudinal folds;
beneath on the hindwing with a light, posteriorly dark-shaded transverse band which, however, is only
subfasciata. distinct in the centre, becoming indistinct towards the apex and anal margin. — subfasciata Mr., from Ceylon
and the Andamans (= andamanica Wood.-31.) exhibits in the $ the folds in the centre of the hindwing above
less prominent, whilst on the hindwing beneath the transverse band is almost equally distinct from the apex
glandulosa. to the centre of the anal margin. — In glandulosa Dist. (175 d), from Tonkin, Malacca, Sumatra, Java, and
Bawean, the band of the hindwing beneath is not quite straight, but somewhat convex towards the base.
lor ad hi. In the $ of all the forms there are 3 orange hyaline spots in the disc of the forewing. — toradja Fruhst.
seems to represent lebadea in Celebes, but it has been described, probably justly, as a separate
species; it exhibits no transverse band whatever on the hindwing beneath, and the hyaline spots of the
forewing are almost as clear as water, whitish. — Larva snow-white, also the dark head looks as if it were
powdered with white flour; it lives in rolled halms of Calamus, but not in the stalks. In a rocker of halms
lies also the pupa which on being disturbed produces a rustling noise by quickly turning itself in the leafcase. The imagines are not common; they seem to me to fly more in the dusk than in the warm sunshine; at
least I have but once captured a specimen in the daytime, near Kandy.
lebadea.

60. Genus: JLotongus

Dist.

This genus is already very near to the following Unkana, but it is distinguished by the distal margin
of the forewing being somewhat longer than the inner margin, the upper discocellular of the forewing being
but very little longer than the lower one, and the cross-vein being almost straight, not oblique as in Unkana.
In this genus, however, several old genera are combined to-day, such as Zea Dist., Zampa Nic., and Zela Nic.

L. calathus Hew. (= schaedia Here., traviata Plotz) (175 e). The colouring of this species being rather
usual in Hesperidae exhibits 3 whitish hyaline spots in the forewing, the rest of the wing being on both
sides monotonously blackish-brown; the position of these spots, however, is characteristic, since a large transverse
spot at the cell-end extends from the anterior to the posterior wall of the cell, whilst a small one is between
the lower radial branches and a larger oblique one between the median branches. From Sumatra. — In
parthenope. parthetiope Plotz (175 e), from Mas, the 3 spots are merely dots. — In zalates Mob. (175 d.e), from Java,
zalates. the hindwing beneath has a broad white margin at its apical portion, and the spots on the fore wing are
sums, contiguous. — sums 31 ah. does not differ constantly from this species, and the specimens brought by Watermandaiiis. stradt from the Kina-Balu. are not quite alike; from Borneo. — In maculatus Dist. (175 d) the spots of the
disc in the fore wing above are smaller and separated, but sometimes it shows the white coating of the
aliena. hindwing beneath as in zalates. Burma and Malacca. —- aliena Stgr., from Palawan, according to Elwes
and Edwards does not differ essentially from the Malaccan form. — According to Snellen, calathus
and maculatus may be separate species.
calathus.

UNKANA.

By Dr. A. Seitz.
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L. avesta Hew. (175 e as ,,aventaLC). Forewing with but 2 spots, the spot in the cell being absent.
Recognisable by the hindwing beneath, where a narrow, almost linear, bone-coloured band, which is pierced
by the brown ground-colour shortly before the anal margin, separates the basal third from the rest of the
wing; on the fore wing beneath another large bone-coloured rhombical spot in the centre of the costa and a
lustrous silky brightening around the anal angle. From the Kina-Balu in Borneo; besides in Sumatra and
Malacca.

avesta.

L. sarala Nic. (175 e) is allied to this species, but the band of the hindwing beneath is broader

sarala.

and also shows through a little above. As the species also penetrates into the palearctic parts of China, we
have figured the upper surface in Vol. I, pi. 84 d, but Mabille has not mentioned it there in the text.
It is also chiefly Indian, i. e. more common in the Indian region, and occurs in almost the whole of IndoChina. We therefore also figure the characteristic under surface in this volume.

L. onara Btlr. (176 e, f) also exhibits a yellow' band on the hindwing beneath, but it is cpiite differently
situate from that in the preceding species. It extends broad from the centre of the costa to the anal region,
where it spreads entirely and even extends yet to the centre of the margin along the distal margin. Above
the whole hindwing is yellow except the broad black costal margin. Typical onara originates from Java, where
Fruhstorfer discovered it on the Volcano of Gedeh; similar specimens occur in Palawan (= excellens Stgr.),
and in Sumatra (= adorabilis Fruhst.), where they exhibit a narrower yellow band of the hindwing, according
to Dr. Martin’s statements. — According to Elwes, the species also occurs in Pulo-Laut, according to Frfhstorfer in a separate subspecies which, however, is neither described nor denominated, onara seems to be
everywhere rather rare.

onara.

excellens.
adorabilis.

L. taprobanus Plotz (= mythecoides Nic.) (175f). This species has been often overlooked, neither
Watson nor Elwes mentioning it, and Swinhoe does not quote it as Lotongus. This may be caused by the
deceptive name, for ib does not live in Ceylon, as is stated below Plotz’s figure which is remarkably bad,
but in Celebes. For this reason I figure both sexes which are beneath more similar than above. Characterised
by a white median band on the hindwing beneath which is proximad sharply defined but distad hazy. — The
type of Plotz’s figure is in the Munich Museum; it differs from all the specimens of my collection in two
small spots being situate before the median band, whereas in the specimens before me there is always but one.

taprobanus.

L. my thee a Hew. (175 f) is similar to taprobanus, but in the disc of the forewing above there are
only 3 small hyaline spots and no diminutive dots; the white band of the hindwing beneath is much larger,
almost oval. Malacca.

mytheca.

L. zeus Nic. (157 f). Only the <$ is before me, recognisable by a linear male stigma extending from
the lower cell-angle almost to the centre of the inner margin of the forewing. A transverse hyaline spot in
the cell, an upright one below the cell-end and a square spot beyond it, as well as a diminutive hyaline spot
before the apical portion. Hindwing in the proximal portion covered with hair like a fleece. Described from
Pulo-Laut; we figure a Philippinic specimen from Semrer’s collection. — In optimus Fruhst., from Assam
(Khasia Hills), the spots in the disc are smaller and partly quite absent .
The imago is rare.

L. zenotl Nic. (171 f), from Pulo-Laut, is above monotonously brown with 2 small hyaline spots beyond

zeus.

optimus.

zenon.

the lower cell-end of the forewing; the short cell of the
hindwing is entirely covered by a hair-pencil. Hindwing
beneath brown, behind the cell-end somewhat lighter yellowish.

61. Genus: ITnkaiia Dist.
This genus contains a very large species as well as a form unknown to me, for which reason I cannot
judge whether it is to be regarded as a separate species. The forewing exhibits 3 large white spots and a number
of small ones before the apical region, the hindwing is in the $ disc very light, sometimes all white. The larva
resembles those of the preceding genera, but the pupa is in front truncate and exhibits for the very long proboscis
an extremely thin long cover projecting more than 1 cm beyond the abdominal end like a spear.

U. attina Hew. (rf — batara Hist, nec Mr., anitta Plotz) (175 g). The forms of this species are
hardly separable. Typical specimens occurring in Malacca, Sumatra, Java, and Borneo exhibit in the $ the
white colour of the hindwing a little more reduced than in the figured $ of mindanaensis Fruhst. (175 g) from
the Philippines. — In latreillei Fldr. (= cruda H.-Schdff.) the spots of the forewing are in the $ somewhat
comma-shaped and the disc of the hindwing is slightly tinted yellowish; from Java.
palawana Fruhst. is
the form from Palawan, the
of which differs in the dark smoky brown under surface with a very broad
irregular median band. — Larva green, with lighter and darker transverse stripes, with a black head and
black marking at the anal end. Pupa slender, in front without a frontal cone, pale bone-coloured, powdered
with white, with a cover of the proboscis projecting long landwards. The larva lives on Pandanus fascicularis
and species of Psychotria. in rolled leaves, The imago which becomes lively especially towards evening is mostly
not common.

attina.
mindanaen¬
sis.
latreillei.
palawana.
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62.

Genus: Ketion

Seitz.

Nic.

This genus is established for a species separated from all its allies by a row of transparent spots
in the hindwing, the position of which is similar as in certain Parnara (guttata etc.), i. e. right across the
centre of the hindwing.
elia.
cburus.

magnvplaga.

E. elia Heiv., from Sumatra, is said to differ from the figured form eburus, Plotz (= ayankara Fruhst.)
(175 h) from Malacca in the narrower white median band of the hindwing: but apparently this band also differs
in Malaccan specimens. The under surface of the figured G rather exactly corresponds to Plotz’s figure
according to a Malaccan specimen, but the white of the anal-marginal portion of the hindwing above is
immediately adjoining to the transverse row of hyaline spots. — In magniplaga Fruhst., from the Kina-Balu
n Borneo, the spots of the forewing are much larger, the hyaline spots of the hindwing narrower. — The
pecies occurs in single specimens and is not common.
63.

Genus: Creteus Nic.

Only separable from the preceding genera by the $ stigma which consists of a scent-scale stripe along
the middle third of vein 2. But one species.
cyrina.

C. cyrina Hew. (= parca Nic., meleagrina Stgr. i. 1.) resembles the preceding species, but is easily
discernible by the position of the hyaline spots of the hindwing: one in the cell-end, two above it and two
below it. In Borneo-specimens the spots seem to be generally smaller. Khasia Hills and from the Kina-Balu
(Borneo).
64. Genus: Hidari Dist.
This genus contains 4 rather similar forms, large lepidoptera of a dark brown ground-colour with a
few large, transparent honey-coloured spots on the fore wing. Their exterior is somewhat like that of the species
of the genera Erionota (p. 1070) and Gangara (p. 1071), from which, however, they are at once discernible by
the structure of the imagines and by the larvae and pupae. Like the lepidoptera of the preceding genera,
they have green larvae and brown pupae, whereas in the former genera they are white, with wax-like
excrescences or covered with thin, brittle pubescence. The imagines, however, are nocturnal like Erionota
thrax, beginning to swarm only after dusk and coming to the lantern like the Heterocera.

irava.

H. irava Mr. (175 h). Above dark brown with 4 typically arranged discal hyaline spots, 1 in the
cell, 1 below it in the .submedian area, 1 between the median sbranches, and 1 upwards and outwards from the
latter; besides there is also often a very diminutive subapical pot. The under surface is lighter, more reddish
greyish-brown, and often exhibits, particularly in the
several small, very indistinct spots being scattered
in the disc. — The larva is dull leaf-coloured green with some dark longitudinal stripes and a brown, darker
marked head; between spun leaves of various palms, particularly Cocos and sago-palms; it changes into a
brown pupa with a dark lateral line in which the cover of the proboscis does not reach to the abdominal end.
The imagines fly in the evening, whilst in daytime they rest in bamboo-thickets and the crowns of palms.
Malacca, Sumatra, Java, Bali, nearly everywhere common.

doesoena.

H. doesoena Mart., from Sumatra, only differs in the hyaline spot between the median branches
reaching to the spot in the cell, from which it is only separated by the lower cell-wall, and in the small
spot in the cell of the hindwing beneath being white instead of yellow.

staudingeri

H. staudingeri Dist. (175 h). The 4 spots of the forewing are confluent, forming a hyaline ochreous
continuous band only crossed by the veins. Before the apex there appear yet- 2 small yellow punctiform spots.
From Perak.

bhawani*

H. bhawani Nic. (175 g, h) resembles irava, but the hindwing beneath is marked with numerous
coarse brown transverse striae and exhibits a brown ray next- to the costa and anal margin. From the Arrakan
Coast in Burma.
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with reference to the original descriptions of the Indo-Australian Hesperidae.
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brunnea Parn. Sn. Tijd. voor Entom. 19 (1876), p. 164. *
buchanani Col. Nic. Journ. Bombay N. H. Soc. 1889, p. 187. *
biirgeri Has. Rbb. Iris 1889/90, Separ. p. 73.
buruanus Tag. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 72.
butleri Has. Auriv. Entomol. Tidskr. 1897, p, 150.
butleri Kor. Wood-M. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1883, p. 89. *

caesina Sab. Hew. Exot. Butt. 5. *
eahira Parn. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1877, p. 593. *
cakka Padr. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 34.
calathus Lot. Hew. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (4) 18, p. 353.
calligana Tag. Btlr. Trans. Linn. Soc. Lond. (Zool) 1 (2)
p. 556. *

callineura Plast. Fldr. Reise Novara Lep. 3, p. 513. *
cameroni Cel. Dist. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (5) 10, p. 248.
canonicus Tag. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 81.
casyapa Lob. Mr. Journ. As. Soc. Beng. 1884, p. 52.
cataleucos Su. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 162.
celebensis Not. Stgr. Iris 1889, p. 154.
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dhanada Cel. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1865, p. 789.
celaeuus Has. Cr. Papil. Exot. 4. *
dharana Not. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 22.
celebica Col. Fruhst. Ent. Zeitschr. Stuttg. 1909, p. 188.
dhyana Col. Fruhst. Ent. Zeitschr. Stuttg. 1909, p. 138.
celebica Has. Stgr. Iris 1889, p. 139.
dilutior Padr. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 255. *
celebica Sat. Fldr. Reise Novara Lep. 3, p. 528. *
dimidiata Tag. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 83.
celsina Mat. Fldr. Reise Novara Lep. 3, p. 512. *
diodes Ker. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1865, p. 787.
celunda Sane. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 146.
dioscorides Amp. F. Entom. System. Suppl. p. 432.
centripuncta Su. Seitz Macrolep. 9, p. 1062. *
dipama Has. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 73.
cephala Scob. Hew. Ent. Month. Mag. 1876, p. 152.
dirae Sat. Nic. Journ. Bombay N. H. Soc. 1895, p. 369. *
cephaloides Scob. Nic. Jonrn. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1888. p. 288. *
dirphia Motas. Hew. Descr. 100 Hesperid. p. 38.
ceramas Tar. Hew. Descr. 100 Hesperid. p. 44.
discolor Has. Fldr. Wien. Ent. Mon. 3, p. 405.
cerata Ilalpe Heiv. Ent. Month. Mag. 1876, p. 152.
discreta Aer. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 190. *
certhia Has. Plotz, Exot. Schmett. Abb. XX, Hesp. Tab. 1173.
discreta Parn. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 282.
ceylonica Halpe Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1878, p. 690. *
dissimilis Cas. Swh. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (7) 16, p. 612.
ehabrona Has. Plotz, Stett. Ent. Ztg. 45, p. 56.
cliamunda Cel. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1865, p. 788.
distanti Pird. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 141.
distictus Parn. Holt. Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc. 14. p. 123. *
eliaostola Hesp. Meyr. Proc. Linn. Soc. N.-S.-W. 1887, p. 830.
diversa Sat. Leech Entomologist 23, p. 46.
cliariyawa Padr. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 37.
dobboe Telic. Plotz, Berl. Ent. Ztschr. 29, p. 227.
chilon Su. Doh. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1891, p. 198.
doesoena Hid. Mart. Neue Tagschmett. NO.-Sumatra, p. 6.
chinensis Cel. Swh. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1908, p. 9. *
chinensis Cten. Leech, Butt. China Japan u. Korea, p. 575. *
dohertyi Sat. Wts. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1893, p. 46.
doleschalli Ism. Fldr. Sitz.-Ber. Ak. Wiss. Wien. M. N. Cl. 40,
chrysotricha Hesp. Meyr. & Low. Trans. Roy. Soc. S.-Austr.
p. 460.
1902, p. 59.
chrysozona Telic. Plotz Stett. Ent. Ztg. 44 (1883), p. 228.
dolon Bibla Plotz, Stett. Ent. Ztg. 1884, p. 165.
, dolopia Seb. Hew. Descr. 100 Hesperid. p. 27.
chunda Not. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 25.
chuza Has. Hew. Exot. Butterfl. 4. *
j dombya Ker. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 10.
cicatricosa Sepa Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 212. *
dominula Motas. Plotz Stett. Ent. Ztg. 1884, p. 379.
cicero Ud. F. Entomol. System, p. 338.
donnysa Hesp. Hew. Descr. 100 Hesperid. p. 39.
ciliata Sepa Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 214. *
doubledayi Tox. Fldr. Verb. Zool.-Bot. Ges. Wien, 1862, p. 491.
cinnamomea Sepa Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 213.*
drawira Carch. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1874, p. 576. *
cirta Has. Fruhst. Iris 1911. p. 68.
drema Mat. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1865, p. 784.
dschika Tar. Plotz Berl. Ent. Ztschr. 1885, p. 227.
clavata Not. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 153. *
dscliilus Oc. Plotz, Stett. Ent. Ztg. 29, p. 229.
clericus Tag. Btlr. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (5) 10, p. 154.
dubius Aer. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 190. *
coere Parn. Nic. Journ. Bombay N. H. Soc. 1891, p. 388. *
durga Zog. Plotz, Stett. Ent. Ztg. 45, p. 153.
colaca Parn. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1877, p. 594. *
compacta Hesp. Btlr. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. 1882, p. 87.
duris Ac. Mab. C. R. Soc. Ent. Belg. 3, p. LIX.
dushta Telic. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 39.
concinna Padr. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 253. *
concinna Scob. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 206. *
conjuncta Parn. H.-Schdff. Prodr. Syst. Lepid. 3, p. 75.
eacus Col. Latr. Encycl. Method. 9, p. 738.
eburus Eet. Plotz Exot. Schmett. XX (Hesperid.) Tab. 1573.
consobrina Ism. Plotz, Stett. Ent. Ztg. 1884, p. 59.
contemta Has. Plotz, Exot. Schmett. XXHesperid. Tab. 1167.*
editus Cel. Plotz Berl. Ent. Ztschr. 1885, p. 231.
contigua Parn. Mob. Bull. Soc. Zool. Fr. 1877. p. 232.
elegans Tag. Mab. Bull. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1877, p. XL.
elia Eet. Hew. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. (3) 2, p. 489.
corippus Cas. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 104.
eliena Trap. Hew. Descr. 100 Hesperid. p. 32.
corissa Plast. Hew. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (4) 18, p. 455.
cormassa Parn. Hew. Exot. Butt. 5. *
ella Parn. Plotz, Stett. Ent. Ztg. 44, p. 46.
corona Sat. Smpr. Schmett. Philipp. Tagf. p. 306. *
eltola Parn. Hew. Exot. Butt. 4. *
ehvesi Aba. Wts. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1893, p. 68.
corvus Cas. Fldr. Sitz.-B. Akad. Wiss. Wien 40, p. 460.
coulteri Has. Wood.-M. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1886, p. 378. *
enganicus Tag. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 71.
crawfordi Rhop. Dist. Rhopal. Malay, p. 372. *
epicharinus Tag. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 84.
cretura Parn. Plotz Stett. Ent. Ztg. 47. p. 93.
eprius Tag. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 72.
cridatta Has. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 75.
erosula Aba. Fldr. Reise Novara Lep. 3, p. 529. *
critomedia Cas. Guer. Voy. Coqu. 2, PI. 18. *
esvara Tag. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 71.
croceus Tox. Misk. Proc. Roy. Soc. Queensl. 1889, p. 150.
etelka Ism. Hew. Exot. Butterfl. 4. *
croites Mes. Hew. Exot. Butt. 5. *
etura Amp. Mab. 0. R. Soc. Ent. Belg. 1891, p. 75.
cronus Sepa Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1894, p. 50. *
euria Padr. Plotz, Stett. Ent. Zschr. 1883, p. 229.
crypsargyra Hesp. Meyr. Proc. Linn. Soc. N.-S.-W. 1887.
eurotas Telic. Fldr. Sitz.-Ber. Ak. Wiss. Wien. M. N. Cl. 1860.
p. 829.
p. 461.
crypsigramma Tox. Meyr. <Sc Low. Trans. Roy. Soc. S.-Austr.
evaira Ker. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 10.
1902, p. 81.
excellens Ism. Hpffr. Stett. Ent. Ztg. 35, p. 39.
cuneiformis Odi. Smpr. Schmett. Philipp. Tagf. p. 314. *
excellens Lot. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 141. *
curatus Tag. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 82.
exclamationis Bad. F. System. Entom. p. .530.
euriosa Tag. Swh. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. 1905, p. 612.
extranea Tox. Plotz Exot. Schmett. Hesper. XX, Tab. 803. *
curvifascia Not. Fldr. Wien. Ent. Mon. 6, p. 29.
cvanophracta Halyz. T^ow. Trans. Roy. Soc. S.-Austr. 1911,
farri Parn. Mr. Proc. Zooi. Soc. Lond. 1878, p. 688.
‘ p. 119.
fasciata Halpe Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 262. *
cyclospila Hesp. Meyr. A Lov:. Trans. Roy. Soc. S.-Austr.
fatih Col. Koll. Hug. Kaschmir 4, p. 454. *
1902, p. 63.
feisthameli Not. Bsd. Voy. Astrolabe Lep. p. 159. *
cynone Anis. Hew. Exot. Butt. 5. *
fenestrata Has. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 77.
fenestrata Scob. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 206. *
feralia Scob. Hew. Descr. 100 Hesperid. p. 31.
dactyliota Motas. Meyr. Proc. Linn. Soc. N.-S.-W. 1887. p. 831.
daendeli Parn. Plotz Berl. Ent. Ztschr. 29, p. 226.
fergussonia Not. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 27.
dan Col. F. Mant. Insect. 2, p. 88.
fergussonii Ism. Nic. Journ. Bombay N. H. Soc. 1892, p. 345.*
danna Tar. Mr. Cat. Lep. E. Ind. Comp. 1, p. 249.
fergussonius Tag. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 74.
dara Padr. Koll. Hug. Kaschmir 4, p. 455.
ficulnea Charm. Hew. Descr. Hesperid. (1888), p. 37.
fitjiensis Padr. Mab. Petit. Nouv. 1878, p. 237.
dasahara Sar. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1865, p. 787.
davidsoni Sar. Swh. Lepid. Indiae 10, p. 91. *
flammeata Hesp. Btlr. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. 1882, p. 85.
dea Col. Leech, Butt. China Jap. Kor. p. 568. *
flava Padr. Murr. Ent. Month. Mag. 12, p. 4.
dealbata Tag. Dist. Rhopal. Malay, p. 388. *
flavalum Zog. Nic. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1887, p. 468. *
flavescens Plast. Fldr. Reise Novara Lep. 3, p. 517. *
debilis Halpe Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 266. *
decorata Halpe Mr. Lepid. Ceylon. 1, p. 173. *
flavia Plast. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 150.
decorata Odi. Hew. Descr. Hesperid. p. 17.
flavipennis Zog. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1885, p. 122. *
deinoloehus Tag. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 73.
flavoeincta Cel. Nic. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1887, p. 464. *
denitza Phoen. Hew. Descr. 110 new Hesper. p. 22.
flavoguttata Oc. Plotz Stett. Ent. Ztg. 44, p. 231.
dentatus Cel. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 119. *
flavovittata Bibla Latr. Encycl. Method. 9, p. 768.
devadatta Not. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 24.
flexilis Parn. Swh. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1885, p. 147. *
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focula Kor. Plotz, BerL Ent. Ztschr. 1882, p. 264.
folus TJd. Cr. Papil. Exot. 1, p. 118. *
forensis Sane. Plotz, .Jahrb. Nassau. Ver. Nat. 1884, p. 24.
formosana Amp. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 97.
formosana Ism. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 59.
formosana Rhop. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 78.
formosana Sat. Fruhst. Int. Ent. Ztschr. Guben 1909, p. 149.
formosana Sat. Mats. Entom. Ztschr. Stuttg. 23, p. 181.
formosana Telic. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 29.
formosanus Cel. Fruhst. Ent. Zeitschr. Stuttg. 1909, p. 135.
formosanus Iso. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 98.
fortunei Parn. Fldr. Verb. Zool.-Bot. Ges. Wien 12, p. 489.
frater Lob. Oberth. Efc. d’Ent. 15, p. 18. *
fruhstorferi Plast. Mob. Arm. Soc. Ent. Belg. 37, p. 52.
fruhstorferi Telic. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 1079. *
fulgidus Telic. Misk. Proc. Roy. Soc. Queensld. 6, p. 151.
fulgur Ker. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1894, p. 55. *
fuliginosa Parn. Misk. Prot. Roy. Soc. Queensl. 1889, p. 147.
fuligo Ast. Mob. Bull. Soc. Ent. Fr. (5), 6, p. 26 u. 272.
fulvescens Cel. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 120. *
fumatus Ker. Mab. Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1876, p. 26 u. 171.
fumosa Sat. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 133. *
fusca Halpe Elw. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1892, p. 653. *
fuscicornis Ped. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4). p. 194. *
fuscula Sane. Sn. Tijd. voor Ent. 21, p. 42. *
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homolea Halpe Hew. Descr. 100 Hesperid. p. 29.
honorei Halpe Nic. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1887, p. 464.
horishana Halpe Mats. Entom. Ztschr. Stuttg. 29, p. 181
hovia Tag. Swh. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (1904), p. 419.
hurama Has. Btlr. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1870, p. 498.
hyela Pird. Hew. Descr. 100 Hesperid. p. 23.
hyperides Odon. Doh. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Berg. 1891, p. 195.
hypochlora Telic. Low. Trans. Roy. Soc. S.-Austr. 1911, p. 149.
hypomelaena Telic. Mab. Wystm. Genera Insect. 1904, p. 142.
liyrie Halpe Nic. Journ. Bombay N. H. Soc. 1891, p. 388. *
hyrtacus Halpe Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1897, p. 575. *

j
|
|
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j
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iadera Itys Nic. Journ. Bombay N. H. S. 1895, p. 379. *
icosia Trap. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 58.
idothea Hesp. Misk. Proc. Roy. Soc. Queensl. 1889, p. 152.
idyalis Scob. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1897, p. 574. *
igna Col. Smpr. Schmett. Philipp. Tagf. p. 316.
ikramana Tar. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 94.
ilion In. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 66, p. 571. *
illuensis Rhop. Rbb. Iris 1900, p. 334.
ilusca Ism. Hew. Exot. Butterfl. 4. *
imperialis Ism. Plotz Stett. Ent. Ztg. 1886, p. 115.
inaequalis Cel. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 119. *
inarime Scob. Nic. Journ. Bombay N. H. S. 1891, p. 391. *
indistincta Aer. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1878, p. 694.
indistincta Sepa Drc. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. 1912, p. 503.
indosinica Sat. Fruhst. Entomol. Zeitschr. Stuttg. 1909, p. 139.

galaca Has. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 73.
galba Hesp. F. Entom. System. 3, p. 352.
iiidrani Col. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1865, p. 789.
gamelia Tag. Misk. Proc. Roy. Soc. Queensl. 1889, p. 146.
| indrasana Plast. Elw. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1886, p. 441. *
gana Tag. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1865, p. 180.
inermis Has. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 301. *
ganapata Has. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 72.
| infernus Hant. Fldr. Verh. Zool.-Bot. Ges. Wien 1868, p. 283.
ganda Padr. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 38.
inornata Not. Elw. Trans. Zool. Toe. Lond. 14 (4),‘p. 241. *
gavina Tag. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 78.
j insignis Halpe Dist. Rhopal. Malay, p. 391. *
gazaka Ism. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 63.
| insularis Telic. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 252. *
gemmifer Ker. Btlr. Trans. Linn. Soc. Lond. (Zool. 2) 1,
insulata Not. Btlr. Trans. Entom. Soc. Lond. 1908, p. 27. *
intermedia Parn. Plotz, Exot. Schmett. Abb. XX, Tab. 540.
p. 555.
gemmifer Kor. Smpr. Schmett. Philipp. Tagf. p. 318.
intricatus Och. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 97.
geta Ge Nic. Journ. Bombay N. H. S. 1895, p. 374. *
irava Hid. Mr. Cat. Lep. Mus. E. I. Comp. 1, p. 254.
gilolensis Tag. Mab. Pet. Nouv. Entomol. 1878, p. 261.
irvina lima Plotz, Berl. Ent. Ztschr. 1882, p. 263.
glandulosa Pad. Dist. Rhopal. Malay, p. 376. *
j ismene Pird. Fldr. Reise Novara Lep. 3, p. 512. *
glaucus Trap. Wat. & Ly. Butt. Austr. p. 177. *
gnaeus Has. Plotz, Stett. Ent. Ztg. 45, p. 58.
j jacchoides Trap. Wat. Victor. Natural. 1903, p. 56.
godana Has. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 57.
j jacchus Trap. F. System. Entomol. p. 533.
j jaina Ism. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1865, p. 782.
godhania Tar. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 95.
gola Padr. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1877, p. 594. *
j jama Ast. Fldr. Wien. Ent. Mon. 4, p. 401.
gomata Ism. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1865, p. 783.
j janetta Tag. Btlr. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1870, p. 519.
gopaka Kor. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 91.
japetus Tag. Cr. Papil. Exot. 4, Taf. 365. *
gopala Sat. Mr. Cat. Lep. Mus. E. Ind. Comp. 1, p. 246.
japonica Padr. Mab. Bull. Soc. Ent. Belg. 1883, p. 73.
japonica Rhop. Murr. Ent. Month. Mag. 12, p. 4.
goto Cel. Mab. Ann. Soc. Ent. Belg. 27, p. LVI.
javanensis Sat. Fruhst. Entom. Zeitschr. Stuttg. 1909, p. 139.
graeae Geh. Nic. Journ. Bomb. N. H. Soc. 1895, p. 399.
javanica Odon. Fruhst. Entom. Zeitschr. Stuttg. 1909, p. 172.
grandis Eri. Leech, Entomologist 23, p. 47.
gremius Su. F. Entom. System. Suppl. p. 433.
javanicus Aer. Elw: Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4) p. 191. *
gupta Halpe Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1886, p. 255. *
javanites Kor. Stgr. Iris 1889, p. 148.
j jayadeva Cap. Mr. Cat. Lep. E. I. Comp. 1, p. 248.
guttatus Parn. Brem.-Grey Schmett. N. China, p. 10. *
jetavana Parn. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 53.
guttulifera Sepa Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 212. *
jetavana Tag. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 71,
jhora Aer. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1885, p. 122. *
liadria Has. Nic. Journ. Bombay N. H. Soc. 1889, p. 172.
jolnnda Parn. Plotz, Stett. Ent. Ztg. 47, p. 95.
hainana Pis. Crow. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1900, p. 510.
joloana Halpe Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 48.
halyzia Mes. Hew. Descr. 100 Hesperid. p. 38.
hamiltonii Ger. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1888, p. 291. *
kada Ast. Swh. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1893, p. 328.
hampsoni Bar. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 171.
kali Aer. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1885, p. 123. *
hampsoni Sar. Swh. Lepid. Indicae 10, p. 92. *
karea Tag. Mab. C. R. Soc. Ent. Belg. 4 (Nr. 16) p. LXX1II.
hampsoni Tap. Elw. & Edw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4),
karsana Geg. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1874, p. 576. *
p. 147. *
kerala Kor. Nic. Journ. Bombay N. H. S. 1896, p. 20. *
hanria Darpa Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1865, p. 781. *
kethra Sane: Plotz, Jahrb. Nassau. Ver. Nat. 1884, p. 24.
haraka Kor. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 92.
khasiana Tag. Mr. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1884, p. 51.
harisa Ism. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1865, p. 782.
khasianus Arn. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1878, p. 693.
liaslia Has. Swh. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. 1899, p. 108.
kirmana Sat. Plotz Berlin. Entom. Ztschr. 1885, p. 231.
hasoroides Parn. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 284. *
ltisaga Tar. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 95.
hastrubal Eri. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 102.
knywetti Halpe Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 261. *
hazis Halpe Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1897, p. 575. *
kobros Telic. Plotz, Berl. Ent. Ztschr. 29, p. 228.
hector Kor. Wts. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1893, p. 77.
kolantus Parn. Plotz, Berl. Ent. Ztschr. 1885, p. 227.
helena Plast. Btlr. Lepidopt. Exot. p. 190. *
kophene Kor. Nic. Journ. Bombay N. H. S; 1896, p. 21. *
helferi Tag. Fldr. Verh. Zool.-Bot. Ges. Wien, 12, p. 483.
korela Tag. Mab. Ann. Soc. Ent. Belg. 1891, p. 72.
helias Odon. Fldr. Reise Novara Lep. 3, p. 529. *
kowaia Tag. Plotz, Berl. Ent. Ztschr. 1885, p. 231.
helisa Odon. Smpr. Schmett. Philipp. Tagf. p. 311.
kreon Telic. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 44.
hemixanthus Ism. Rothsch. Novit. Zoolog. 1910, p. 482. *
kiihni Telic. Plotz, Stett. Ent. Ztg. 47, p. 101.
henrici Ast. Holl. Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc. 14, p. 124. *
kumara Halpe Nic. Journ, Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1885, p. 121 *
hercules Telic. Mab. Bull. Soc. Ent. Fr. (6) 9, p. 85.
kumara Parn. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1878. p. 687.
hetaerus Padr. Mab. C. R. Soc. Ent. Belg. 3, p. 72.
kusala Halpe Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 46.
heteromacula Trap. Meyr. & Low. Trans. Roy. Soc. S.-Austr.
1902, p. 84.

hieroglyphica Odi. Btlr. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1876, p. 511.
hieron Halpe Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1894, p. 54. *

ladana Cel. Btlr. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1870, p. 502.
laetitia Kor. Plotz, Berl. Ent. Ztschr. 1882, p. 264.
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Jalita Ism. Frulist. Iris 1911, p. 61.
lamprospilus Iso. Fldr. Wien. Ent. Mon. 6, p. 30.
lara Eri. Swh. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. 1890, p. 365
laraca Parn. Swh. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. 1907, p. 434.
larika Parn. Pag. Jahrb. Nassau. Ver. Naturk. 1884, p. 107. *
lascivia Bibla Bosenst. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. 1885, p. 378. *
latifascia lam. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 182. *
lativittus Cel. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 121. *
latoia Plast. Hew. Descr. 100 Hesperid. p. 34.
latreillei Tag. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 160.
latreillei Unk. Fldr. Reise Novara Lep. 3, p. 511. *
lavata Tag. Btlr. Trans. Linn. Soc. Lond. (Zool.) Voi. 1 (2),
p. 557. *

laxmi Col. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1888, p. 290. *
lebadea Pad. Hew. Exot. Butt. 4. *
leptogramma Odon. Hew. Descr. Hesperid. p. 53.
leucocera Cel. Koll. Hiig. Kaschmir 4, p. 454. *
leucogaster Not. Stgr. Iris 2, (1889), p. 155.
leucographa Charm. Plotz, Berl. Ent. Ztschr. 24, p. 262.
leucospila Has. Mab. C. R. Soc. Ent. Belg. 1891, p. 79.
leucostigma Tox. Meyr. & Low. Trans. Roy. Soc. S.-Austr.
1902, p. 73.

liburnia Plast. Hew. Descr. 100 Hesperid. p. 33.
liliaua Lob. Atk. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1871, p. 216. *
lioneli Has. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 68.
litigiosa Tag. Mschlr. Verh. Zool.-Bot. Ges. Wien 48, p. 230.
lizetta Has. Plotz, Exot. Schmett. XX Hesperid. Tab. 1157.
locus Padr. Plotz, Exot. Schmett. Abb. XX Hesper. Taf. 1497.*
lombokiana Col. Fruhst. Ent. Zeitschr. Stuttg. 1909, p. 138.
longicornis Anc. Btlr. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1874, p. 436.
lorquini Ism. Mab. Bull. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1876, p. X.
louisa Tag. Swh. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. 1907, p. 432.
lucescens Has. Luc. Proc. Roy. Soc. Queensld. 15, p. 138.
lugubris Has. Bsd. Voy. Astrolabe Lepid. p. 161.
lusca Ism. Swh. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. 1907, p. 434.
luteus Trap. Tepp. Trans. Roy. Soc. S.-Austr. 1881, p. 33. *
luzonensis Ivor. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 91.
luzonensis Tar. Mab. Iris 2, p. 145, 164.
lycorias Cup. Mab. Ami. Soc. Ent. Belg. 37, p. 54.
lysirna Ism. Swh. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. 1905, p. 618.

macleayi Telic. Plotz, Stett. Ent. Ztg. 44, p. 225.
maculatus Lot. Dist. Rhopal. Malay, p. 372. *
maculicornis Cel. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 116. *
maculicornis Ped. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 193. *
madatta Has Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 65.
maevius Tar. F. Entom. System. 3, p. 352.
magniplaga Eet. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 19.
mahabina Odon .Fruhst. Entom. Zeitschr. Stuttg. 1909, p. 172.
mahapara Halpe Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 45.
maheta Teap. Hew. Ann. Mag. Nat Hist. 1877, p. 80.
mahima Not. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 25.
mahinda Tag. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 78.
mahintka Ism. Mr. Proc. Zool. So.c. Lond. 1874, p. 575. *
majuscula Halpe Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 264. *
malayana Has. Fldr. Wien. Ent. Mon. 4, p. 401.
malindeva Tox. Low. Trans. Roy. Soc. S.-Austr. 1911, p. 129.
mangala Not. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 27.
mangala Tag. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 72.
mantanga Scob. Drc. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. 1912, p. 501.
margana Ism. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 60.
margherita Plast. Doh. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1889, p. 131. *
marnas Oc. Fldr. Sitz.-Ber. Ak. Wiss. Wien M. N. Cl. 1860,
p. 462.
maro Amp. F. Entom. System. Suppl. p. 432.
marsena Pith. Hew. Exot. Britt. 5. *
martini Ac. Dist. Aim. Mag. Nat. Hist. (5) 19, p. 274.
martinus Tag. Plotz, Jahrb. Nass. Ver. Naturk. 37, p. 47.
masistius Tag. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 73.
masoni Halpe Mr. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1886, p. 442. *
mastersi Hesp. Wat. Proc. Linn. Soc. N.-S.-W. 1900, p. 54. *
mastusia Has. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 64.
masuriensis Ped. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1878, p. 693.
matkias Parn. F. Entom. System. Suppl. 433.
matisca Has. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 76.
matinus Telic. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 43,
maurus Ker. Sn. Centr. Sumatra, Lep. p. 28.
inaykora Tox. Plotz, Exot. Schmett. XX (Hesper.) T. 1356.
meforica Telic. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 43.
mehavagga Parn. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 51.
meiktila Onr. Nic. Journ. Bombay N. H. Soc. 1891, p. 386. *
melania Tox. Wat. Victor. Natural. 1903, p. 54.
melanion Telic. Mab. C. R. Soc. Ent. Belg. 1883, p. 72.
meluchus Hy. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 98.

menaka Tag. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1875, p. 778.
menanto Tag. Plotz, Berl. Ent. Ztschr. 1885, p. 231.
mencia Parn. Leech, Butt. China, Japan u. Kor. p. 607. *
mettasuda Aba. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 89.
microstictum Itys Wood-M. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1886,
p. 385. *

microthyrus Oer. Smpr. Schmett. Philipp. Tagf. p. 317.
migreus Su. Smpr. Schmett Philipp. Tagf. p. 300. *
milinda Cel. Fruhst. Ent. Zeitschr. Stuttg. 1909, p. 136.

milliana Sat. Swh. Lepidopt. Indie. 10, p. 34. *
miltiades Pam. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 57.
miltias Parn. Kirsch, Mitt. Zool. Mus. Dresden 1876, p. 128.
mimosa Has. Swh. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. 1907, p. 435.
mindanaensis Hy. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 98.
mindanaensis Unk. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 19.
mindorana Ism. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 62.
minuscula Tap. Elw. & Edw. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1892,
p. 659.

minuta Su. Mr. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (4) 20, p. 343.
miosticta Sepa Nic. Journ. Bombay N. H. S. 1891, p. 385. *
mitra Tag. Mab. Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1895, p. 57.
mixta Has. Mab. Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1876, p. 267.
miyakei Amp. Mats. Ent. Ztschr. Stuttg. 23, p. 181.
modesta Arn. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1883, p. 534.
moeniata Col. Oberth. Et. d’Ent. 20, p. 42. *
moesoides Padr. Btlr. Trans. Linn. Soc. Lond. (Zool. 2) 1.
p. 554.
moestissima Has. Mab. Bull. Soc. Ent. Fr. (5) 6, p. XXV.
monachus Tag. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 81.
moncada Ism. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 61.
mongolina Plast. Fruhst. Entom. Zeitschr. Stuttg. 23, p. 171.
monotherma Hesp. Low. Trans. Roy. Soc. S.-Austr. 1907,
p. 169.
monteithi Not. Wood-M. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1886, p. 391*
monticola Motas. Olliff, Proc. Linn. Soc. N.-S.-W. 1889, p. 624.
moolata Parn. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1878, p. 843.
moorei Halpe Wts. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1893, p. 109.
moorei Sat. Mab. Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1876, p. CLII.
mormo Parn. Mab. Ann. Soc. Ent. Belg. 27, p. 53.
moseleyi Telic. Btlr. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (5) 13, p. 198.
multiguttata Cten. Nic. Journ. Bombay N. H. Soc. 1890,
p. 221. *
munionga Anis. Olliff, Proc. Linn. Soc. N.-S.-W. 1889, p. 623.
murdava Pith. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1865, p. 784.
mus Ism. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 304. *
musca Aer. Mab. Bull. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1876, p. 26.
myconius Tar. Plotz, Stett. Ent. Ztg. 1884, p. 289.
myra Has. Hew. Exot. Butt. 4. *
mytheca Lot. Hew. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (4) 19, p. 81.

naevifera Cas. Mab. le Natural. 1888, p. 77.
naga Plast. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Bengal. 1883, p. 89. *
namata Kor. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 91.
uarada Sat. Mr. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1884, p. 51.
narooa Parn. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1878, p. 687.

*

natuna Plast. Fruhst. Entom. Zeitschr. Stuttg. 23, p. 171.
nava Tag. Fruhst. Entom. Zeitschr. Stuttg. 1909, p. 173.
navas Tag. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 72.
neaera Oer. Nic. Journ. Bombay N. H. Soc. 1891, p. 379. *
negrosiana Telic. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 42.
neira Tag. Plotz, Berl. Ent. Ztschr. 1885, p, 230.
neophytes Parn. Mab. C. R. Soc. Ent. Belg. 27, p. 64.
nepos Tag. Lair. Encycl. Method. 9, p. 787.
nestor Ism. Mschlr. Verh. Zool.-Bot. Ges. Wien 1878, p. 208.
nestus Tag. Fldr. Sitz.-Ber. Ak. Wiss. Wien, M. N. Cl., 40,
p. 461.
niasana Plast. Fruhst. Entom. Zeitschr. Stuttg. 23, p. 171.
niasieus lam. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 93.
niasicus Kor. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 91.
nibana Charm. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 61.
nicaja Tag. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 80.
nicevillei Tar. Wts. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1893, p. 95.
nigricans Cel. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1895, p. 123. *
nigroguttatus Su. Mats. Entom. Ztschr. Stuttg. 23, p. 181.
nigrolimbata Tar. Sn. Tijd. voor Ent. 19, p. 165. *
nihana Oc. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 44.
nilgiriana Arn. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1883, p. 533.
nipata Padr. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 39.
niphates Sat. Weym. Stett. Ent. Ztg. 48, p. 15. *
nirwana Parn. Plotz, Stett. Ent. Ztg. 1882, p. 436.
nitida Padr. Mab. Petit. Nouv. 2, p. 114.
nitidifascia Ac. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 216. *
nivescens Sat. Fruhst. Ent. Zeitschr. Stuttg. 1909, p. 139.
nivosa Tag. Fruhst. Ent. Zeitschr. Stuttg. 23, p. 173.
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noctis Sepa Stgr. Iris 2 (1889) p. 143.
noemi Plast. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1885, p. 120. *
nondoa Pam. Plotz, Stett. Ent. Ztg. 1886, p. 97.
nostrodamus Greg. F. Entom. System. 3, p. 323.
nycteris Exom. Meyr. Proc. Linn. Soc. N.-S.-W. 1887, p. 833.
oberthiiri Tar. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 185.
obiensis Telic. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 30.
obliquans Jam. Mab. Ann. Soc. Ent. Belg. 37, p. 51.
obruta Trap. Seitz, Macrolep. 9, p. 1060.
obscura Ism. Dist. Rhopal. Malay, p. 386. *
obscurus Tag. Mab. Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. (5) 6, p. 274.
oceanica Telic. Mab. Genera Insect. 17, p. 143.
oceia Parn. Hew. Descr. 100 Hesperil, p. 31.
oedipodea Ism. Swns. Zoolog. Illustr. 1. *
oedipus Ism. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 292.
ogusawarensis Parn. Mats. Annot. Zool. Jap. 1906, p. 13. *
ogygia Zog. Hew. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. (3) 2, p. 500.
ogygioides Zog. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 203. *
oliara Telic. Plotz, Stett. Ent. Ztg. 1883, p. 226.
olivascens Ast. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1878, p. 692.
onara Lot. Btlr. Lepid. Exot. p. 166. *
optimus Lot. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 18.
orbiferus Cel. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 118. *
ormenes IJalpe Plotz, Stett. Ent. Ztg. 1886, p. 92.
ornata Hesp. Leach, Zoolog. Miscel an. 1, p. 126. *
ornatus Rhop. Rothsch. Novit. Zoolog. 1903, p. 481. *
orphitus Padr. Mab. C. R. Soc. Ent. Belg. 27, p. 74.
ortygia Odi. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1895, p. 531.
othionias Anc. Hew. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (5) 1, p. 342.
paceka Tag. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 76.
padhana Not. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 23.
padhana Telic. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 43.
padma Has. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 73.
pagana Parn. Nic. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1887, p. 465. *
palawana Bib. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 139.
palawana Unk. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 19.
palawata Plast. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 149.
palawea Halpe Stgr. Iris 2, p. 144.
palawensis Hy. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 98.
palawites Kor. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 148.
palinda Has. Swh. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. 1905, p. 618.
palmaruni Telic. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1878, p. 690. *
pandia Gang. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 102.
pandita Ped. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1885, p. 181. *
papyria Bibla Bsd. Voy. Astrolabe Lepid. p. 166.
paradoxus Tag. Fruhst. Entom. Zeitschr. Stuttg. 1909, p. 173.
paragola Padr. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1895, p. 546.
paralysos Not. Wood-M. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1881, p. 257.
paraphaes Anis. Meyr.tSc Low. Trans Roy. Soc. S.-Austr. 1902,
p. 93. *

parasema Tox. Low. Trans. Roy. Soc. S.-Austr. 1908, p. 312.
parnaca Ped. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 99.
parnia Has. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 76.
parra Tag. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 75.
parthenope Lot Plotz, Stett. Ent. Ztg. 48, p. 17. *
partita Not. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 27.
parvula Tox. Plotz, Stett. Ent. Ztg. 1884, p. 379.
pathana Has. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 70.
patimoka Tag. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 12.
patmapana Plast. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 17.
pava T, lie. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 40.
pelethronix Halpe Fruhst. Societ. Entomol. 24, p. 155.
peiias Aba. Fruhst. Entom. Zeitschr. Stuttg. 1909, p. 139.
peliigera Aba. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 89.
pellita Tag. Fruhst. Entom. Zeitschr. Stuttg. 1909, p. 173.
pellonia Plast. Fruhst. Entom. Zeitschr. Stuttg. 23, p. 172.
penicillata Parn. Mr. Lepid. Ceylon. 1, p. 166.
pennicillatum Cross. Nic. Journ. Bombay N. H. Soc. 1892,
p. 350.

pentaja Tag. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 80.
perakana Tag. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 76.
permagnus Ast. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 89.
pero Cel. Nic. Journ. Bombay N. H. Soc. 1889, p. 183. *
peronii Tox. Latr. Encycl. Method. 9, p. 763.
perornata Anis. Ky. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. 1893, p. 437.
perpiexa Has. Mab. Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. (5) 6, p. 263.
petaii i Trap. Hew. Descr. 100 Hesperid. p 32.
phanaeus Orth. Hew. Descr. Hesper. (1867) p. 14.
phiditia Scob. Hew. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. (3) 2, p. 501.
phigalia Trap. Hew. Descr. 100 Hesperid. p. 32.
phigalioides Trap. Wat. Victor. Natural. 1903, p. 56.
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philaenus Padr. Mab. C. R. Soc. Ent. Belg. 27, p. 73.
philiuo Parn. Mschlr. Verh. Zool.-Bot. Ges. Wien 1878, p. 220,
philippensis Gang. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 103._
philippina Parn. H.-Sclidff. Prodr. System. Lepid. 3, p. 81.
philippus Sar. Mab. C. R. Soc. Ent. Belg. 1883, p. 76.
philotis Parn. Nic. Journ. Bombay N. H. -Soc. 1895, p. 402. *
phisara Sat. Mr. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1884, p. 50.
phlaea Trap. Plotz, Exot. Schmett. XX Hesper. Tab. 794. *
phoius Pud. Nic. Journ. Bombay N. H. Soc. 1889, p. 172. *
phul Ism. Mab. Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1876, p. 219.
picta Hesp. Leach, Zoolog. Miscell. 1, p. 126. *
piepersi Cel. Fruhst. Ent. Zeitschr. Stuttg. 1909, p. 135.
pieridoides Coll. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1878, p. 687. *
pindapatra Ism. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 62.
pinwilli Tag. Btlr. Trans. Linn. Soc. Lond. (Zool. 2) 1, p. 556. *
plateni Rhop. Stgr. Exot. Tagfalter, p. 293.
plebeja Parn. Nic. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1887, p. 466. *
plumbeola Bar. Fldr. Reise Novara Lep. 3, p. 519. *
polysema Bibla Low. Trans. Roy. Soc. S.-Austr. 1908, p. 311.
porphyropis Cas. Meyr. & Low. Trans. Roy. Soc. N.-S.-Wales
1902, p. 43.

potiphera Aba. Hew. Exot. Butt. 5. *
praba Hy. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1865, p. 790.
prabha Has. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 68.
prabha Ker. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 10.
pralaya Tag. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1865, p. 779.
pramidha Has. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 73.
prasnaja Tag. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 71.
presbyter Tag. Btlr. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (5) 10, p. 154.
pria Not. Drc. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1873, p. 359.
princeps Tag. Smpr. Schmett. Philipp. Tagf. p. 207. *
protoclea Ism. H.-Schaff. Prodr. Syst. Lep. 3, p. 75.
proximata Has. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 137.
proxissima Has. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 302. *
prusias Telic. Fldr. Sitz.-Ber. Ak. Wiss. Wien. M. N. Cl. 43,
p. 44.

pseudomesa Padr. Mr. Lepid. Ceylon 1, p. 170.
pteria Tag. Hew. Descr. 100, Hesperid. p. 51.
pugnans Plast. Nic. Journ. Bombay N. H. Soc. 1891, p. 384. *
pu 11a Mat. Plotz, Stett. Ent. Ztg. 82, p. 315.
pulligo Sane. Mab. Bull. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1876, p. 26.
pulomaya Cel. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1865, p. 787.
purendra Sar. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1882, p. 262.
purpurascens Ism. Elw. Trans. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 196. *
purpurascens Mat. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4),
p. 209. *

purreea Cup. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1877, p. 594. *
pusilla Oer. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 28.
putra Cel. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1865, p. 788.
pygela Odon. Hew. Descr. 100 Hesperid. p. 53.
pythias Telic. Mab. Petit. Nouv. 2, p. 234.
quadrata Not. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 241. *
queda Charm. Plotz, Berl. Ent. Ztschr. 1885, p. 225.
ractava Mat. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 101.
radiosa Ism. Plotz, Exot. Schmett. XX Hesperid. Tab. 1588.
rafflesia Eusch. McL. King’s Survey Australia 2, App. p. 463.
ragupta Odon. Fruhst. Entom. Zeitschr. Stuttg. 1909, p. 172.
rahita Ism. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 62.
rahula Telic. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 30.
ra.jaghra Tag. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 84.
rajagrika Padr. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 35.
raluana Ism. Rbb. Iris 1899, p. 259.
ransonnettii Aba. Fldr. Verh. Zool.-Bot. Ges. Wien 1868,
p. 284.

rasana Telic. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 30.
ratna Cel. Fruhst. Ent. Zeitschr. Stuttg. 1909, p. 49 u. 135.
ravi Tag. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1865, p. 779.
ravina Tag. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 84.
rectiiascia Not. Leech, Butt. China, Jap. a. Kor. p. 627. *
rectifasciata Padr. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 254. *
rectivitta Telic. Mab. Petit. Nouv. Ent. 1878, p. 237.
renardi Not. Oberth. Ann. Mus. Genov. 13, p. 467.
repanda Netr. Fldr. Reise Novara Lep. p. 507. *
repetita Parn. Btlr. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (5) 10, p. 155.
restricta Not. Mr. Lepid. Ceylon. 1, p. 178.
ribbei Has. Plotz, Stett. Ent. Ztg. 1886, p. 47.
ribbei Not. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 27.
robsoni Su. Nic. Journ. Bombay N. H. Soc. 1895, p. 372.
robusta Parn. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4). p. 280. *
rubecula Kor. Plotz, Berl. Ent. Ztschr. 1882, p. 264.
rubrocincta Ism. Mab. C. R. Soc. Ent. Belg. 1891, p. 78.
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rudolphi Pird. Elw. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1886, p. 438. *
ruficornis Cel. Mab. Ann. Soc. Bnt. Belg. 21, p. 32.
saida Has. Hew. Exot. Butterfl. 4. *
sala Su. Hew. Trans. Ent. Soc. Bond. 1866, p. 500.
salanga Has. Plotz, Exot. Schmett. XX Hesperid. Tab. 1592. *
salsala Jam. Mr. Pi’oc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1865, p. 786.
samadha Tar. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 94.
samana Not. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 23.
samanga Plast. Fruhst. Entom. Zeitschr. Stuttg. 23, p. 171.
sambara Sat. Mr. Cat. Lep. E. Ind. Comp. 1, p. 246.
sambawana Bib. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 305. *
sambawaua Tag. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 143. *
samyutta Not. Fruhst. Tris 1911, p. 22.
sangareva Tag. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 12.
saughamitta Telic. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 43.
sangira Tar. Plotz, Berl. Ent. Zeitsclir. 29, p. 230.
sanguinocculus Gang. Mart. Neue Tagschrn. N.-O.-Sumatra,
p. 5.
sankarya Has. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 58.
sapitana Padr. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 38.
sarala Lot. Nic. Journ. Bombay N. H. Soc. 1889, p. 173. *
saraya Aba. Boh. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1886, p. 138.
sargon Pird. Mah. Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1876, p. 261.
sariputra Telic. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 43.
saruna Parn. Plotz, Berl. Ent. Ztschr. 29, p. 227.
sasivarna Mat. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1865, p. 784.
sati Sar. Nic. Journ. Bombay N. II. Soc. 1891, p. 391. *
satra Not. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 23.
satra Telic. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 39.
saturatus Cel. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4) p. 120. *
satwa Zog. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1883, p. 86.
savara Ker. Fruhst. Iris 1911. p. 10.
schonherr Has. Hew. Latr. Encyclop. Method. 9, p. 742.
sciron Trap. Wat. <fc Ly. Butt. Austr. p. 178. *
scopas Su. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 161. *
scopulifera Parn. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1883, p. 532.
semamora It. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1865, p. 791.
semperi Col. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 128.
semperi Tag. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 76.
sena Bib. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1865, p. 778.
senta Tox. Misle. Syn. Catal. Rhop. Austr. Sppl. 1891.
separata Halpe Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1882, p. 407.
septentrionis Ism. Fldr. Reise Novara Lep. 3, p. 525. *
septentrionuin Bar. Wood-M. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1886,
p. 379. *
seriata Parn. Mr. Lepid. Ceylon. 1, p. 166. *
sewa Parn. Plotz, Berl. Ent. Ztschr. 29, p. 226.
sexguttata Tox. H.-Schdff. Stett. Ent. Ztg. 1869, p. 80. *
shalgrama Mat. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1883, p. 85.
slamica Aba. Sivh. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. 1907. p. 432.
sidata Parn. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 52.
sidha Not. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 24.
sifa Parn. -- hagasifa Plotz, Stett. Ent. Ztg. 47. p. 96.
silikima Halpe Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1882, p. 407.
sikkima Parn. Swh. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. 1890, p. 362.
simessa Ism. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 64.
similis Plast. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 230. *
simillima Parn. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 274. *
simplicissima Has. Mah. Bull. Soc. Ent. Fr. (5) 6, p. XXV.
Simula Cel. Hew. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (4) 20, p. 321.
sinda Jam. Fldr. Wien. Ent. Mon. 4, p. 401.
sitala Halpe Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1885, p. 121. *
sitiva Ism. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 63.
Siva Aug. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1878, p. 692.
sivoa Tag. Swh. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. 1904, p. 419.
snelleni Cel. Fruhst. Ent. Zeitschr. Stuttg. 1909, p. 136.
sobrina Col. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 126. *
sperthias Telic. Fldr. Verh. Zool.-Bot. Ges. Wien 1862, p. 492.
sphenosema Anis. Meyr. & Low. Trans. Roy. Soc. S.-Austr.
1902, p. 92.
sphinterifera Cas. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 103.
spilothyrus Cel. Fldr. Verh. Zool.-Bot. Ges. Wien 1868, p. 283.
splendida Has. Mah. Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1876, p. 264.
sravasta Padr. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 34.
staudingeri Plid. Dist. Rhopal. Malay, p. 395. *
stellifer Jam. Btlr. Trans. Linn. Soc. Lond. (Zool.) 1, p. 555.
stictica Parn. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 50.
stigmata Aer. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1878, p. 694.
stramineipennis Pith. Wood-M. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 55,
p. 388. *
subangulata Odon. Fruhst. Entom. Zeitschr. Stuttg. 1909,
p. 172.
subcaudata Rhop. Fldr. Reise Novara Lep. 3, p. 782. *

subditus Bar. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1883, p. 534.
subfasciata Pad. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1878, p. 686.
subfasciatus Sane. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1878, p. 842.
subgrisea Su. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1878, p. 689.
subha Telic. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 31.
submaculata Ped. Stgr. Iris 1889, p. 149. *
subochracea Parn. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1878, p. 691.
suborbicularis Padr. Mah. Genera Insect. 17, Hesper. p. 141.
subrubra Telic. Holt. Proc. Bost. Soc. 1890, p. 79. *
subtestaceus Arn. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1878, p. 844.
subvittatus Och. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1878, p. 692.
sudodana Tar. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 96.
suffusus Oc. Mah. Genera Insect. 17, Hesper. p. 142.
sukavata Not. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 25.
sulphurifera Halpe H.-Schdff. Prodr. Syst. Lep. 3, p. 82.
sumata Ker. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 10.
sumatrana Col. Fruhst. Ent. Zeitschr. Stuttg. 1909, p. 138.
sumatrana Odon. Fruhst. Entom. Zeitschr. Stuttg. 1909, p. 172.
sumbawana Col. Fruhst. Ent. Zeitschr. Stuttg. 1909, p. 138.
sumitra Cel. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1865, p. 787.
suuias Telic. Fldr. Sitz.-Ber. Ak. Wiss. Wien M. N. Cl. 40,
p. 462.
sums Lot. Mah. Bull. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1895, p. 59.
swerga Su. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1883, p. 89. *
swinhoei Carch. Wts. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1893, p. 68.
swinhoei Ker. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 220. *
swinhoei Tag. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 81.
sybirita Gang. Hew. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (4) 18, p. 451.
symmomus Trap. Hbn. Srnlg. Exot. Schmett. *
syrichthus Aba. Fldr. Reise Novara Lep. 3, p. 530. *

tabrica Tag. Hew. Exot. Butt. 5. *
tagiadoides Ac. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 101.
talantus Tar. Plotz, Berl. Ent. Ztschr. 1885, p. 230.
taminata Has. Hbn. Smlg. Exot. Schmett. Fig. 193/94.
tantra Has. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 66.
tanus Oc. Plotz, Stett. Ent. Ztg. 29, p. 228.
taprobanus Lot. Plotz, Berl. Ent. Ztschr. 1885, p. 226.
tasmanicus Anis. Misk. Proc. Roy. Soc. Queensl. 1889, p. 149.
taxilus Padr. Mah. Ann. Soc. Ent. Belg. 21, p. 57.
taylorii Aba. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1883, p. 88. *
telesinus Plast. Mab. Petit. Nouv. Ent. 2 (1878), p. 205.
tenebricosa Telic. Mab. Wytsm. Genera Insect. 1904, p. 143.
ternatensis Telic. Swh. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. 1907, p. 433.
terranea Telic. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 40.
tessellata Plast. Hew. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. (3) 2, p. 494.
tlirax Eri. L. Syst. Nat. 1 (2), p. 794.
thridas Has. Bsd. Voy. Astrolobe Lepid. p. 161.
thwaitesi Tap. Mr. Lepid. Ceylon 1, p. 181. *
thyone Parn. Leech, Butt. China Jap. a. Kor. p. 610. *
thyris Gang. F. System. Entom. p. 582.
tiacellia Has. Hew. Exot. Butterfl. 4. *
tillyardi Anis. Wat. & Ly. Victor. Natural. 28, p. 223.
tindali Tag. Rbb. Iris 1899, p. 254.
tissa Col. Mr. Lepid. Ceylon. 1, p. 180. *
tissara Tar. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 95.
titus Tag. Plotz, Jahrb. Nassau. Ver. Naturk. 37, p. 46.
tuba Tag. Nic. Journ. Bombay N. H. Soc. 1896, p. 19. *
tola Charm. Hew. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (5) 1, p. 340.
tonkiniana Ast. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 90.
tonkiniana Sat. Fruhst. Entom. Ztschr. Stuttg. 1909, p. 139.
tonkinianus Ast. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 90.
toradja Pad. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 9.
trachala Padr. Mab. Petit. Nouv. 1, p. 237.
tranquilla Telic. Swh. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (7) 16, p. 616.
trebellius Tag. Hpffr. Stett. Ent. Ztg. 35, p. 41.
trichoneura Tag. Fldr. Wien. Ent. Mon. 4, p. 402.
trichoneuroides Tag. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4),
p. 145.
trichopepla Telic. Low. Trans. Roy. Soc. S.-Austr. 1908,
p. 315.
trifenestrata Cas. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 104.
tripura Su. Nic. Journ. Bombay N. H. Soc. 1891, p. 392. *
trishna Padr. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 35.
tropica Telic. Plotz, Stett Ent. Ztg. 1883, p. 230.
tubulus Tag. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 79.
tuckeri Ism. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 293. *
tulsi Parn. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1883, p. 86. *
tymbophora Hesp. Meyr. Trans. Roy. Soc. S.-Austr. 1902,
p. 70.
turica Tar. Plotz, Exot. Schmett. XX. (Hesper.) Taf. 785. *
tyrius Has. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 68.
tyrrhus Tox. Mab. Ann. Soc. Ent. Belg. 1891, p. LXXX.
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udraka Tar. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 96.
ulunda Sane. Stgr. Iris 2, p. 146.
nma Parn. Nic. Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. 1888, p. 592. *
umbrata Parn. Btlr. (Ersch.) Trud. Ru l.ik. X. *
umbrina Has. Mab. Ann. Soc. Ent. Belg. 1891, p. 79.
umbrosa Scob. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 207. *
unicolor Idm. Nic. Journ. Bombay N. H. See. 1895, p. 377. *
unicolor Parn. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1883, p. 533.
unilormis Tox. Swli. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (7) 16, p. 614.
upadhana Telic. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 30.
uposatha Col. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 66.
uregus Parn. Plotz, Berl. Ent. Ztschr. 29, p. 227.
ntanus Tag. Plotz, Berl. Ent. Ztschr. 29, p. 230.
vaicravana Bib. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 78.
vaijrada Ker. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 11.
vairacana Has. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 70.
vajra Ism. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 61.
vajuna Tag. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 78.
valenia Plast. Fruhst. Entom. Zeitschr. Stuttg. 23, p. 172.
vasava Cten. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1865, p. 786.
vasuba Jam. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 93.
vasuba Ker. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 10.
vasundhara Ism. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 59.
vasutana Ism. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1865, p. 782.
veluvana Halpe Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 47.
vermiculata Plast. Hew. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (5) 1, p. 346.
verones Kor. Hew. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (5) 1, p. 341.
verruca Cup. Mab. Bull. Soc. Ent. Fr. 1889, p. 84.
viburnia Plast. Stgr. (Sm/pr.), Schmett. Philipp. Tagf. p. 314.
vilasina Halpe Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 45.
vimana Cel. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 65.
vindhiana Arn. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1883, p. 533.
violaceus Has. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 299.
viridicans Ism. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 63.
visana Sat. Fruhst. Entomol. Zeitschr. Stuttg. 1909, p. 139.
vistara Halpe Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 45.
Vitruvius Cel. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 61.

vitta Has. Btlr. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1870, p. 498.
vittatus Bar. Fldr. Verh. Zool. bot. Ges. Wien 12, p. 480.
vivapama Has. Fruhst. Tris 1911, p. 74.
vivina lima Plotz — irvina.
volux Not. Mab. Ann. Soc. Ent. Belg. 1883, p. 56.
vulso Ism. Mab. Ann. Soc. Ent. Belg. 37, p. 55.
waigensis Not. Plotz, Berl. Ent. Ztschr. 1882, p. 263.
walkeri Telic. Heron, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. 1894, p. 106.
waterstradti Tag. Elw. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. 14 (4), p. 143. *
watsOnii It. Nic. Journ. Bombay N. H. Soc. 1890, p. 223.
wokana Not. Plotz, Berl. Entomol. Ztschr. 1885, p. 225.
wortha Has. Swh. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1908, p. 34. *
xanites Kor. Btlr. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. 1870, p. 510.
xanthomera Tox. Meyr. & Low. Trans. Roy. Soc. S.-Austr.
1902, p. 80.

xipliiphnra Tox. Low. Trans. Roy. Soc. S.-Austr. 1911, p. 130.
yamanta Jam. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 94.
yanuca Idm. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 55.
yanuna Has. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 68.
yapatha Tag. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 78.
yashtivana Oc. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 45.
yasodara Gang. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 103.
yaya Not. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 25.
yojana Telic. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 40.
yotissa Tag. Fruhst. Iris 1910, p. 84.
zalates Lot. Mab. Ann. Soc. Ent. Belg. 37, p. 52.
zea Cel. Swh. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. 1909, p. 83. *
zenea Halpe Hew. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (4) 19, p. 77.
zennara Pis. Mr. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1865, p. 785.
zenon Lot. Nic. Journ. Bomby N. H. Soc. 1895, p. 391. *
zeus Lot. Nic. Journ. Bombay N. H. Soc.1895, p. 388. *
ziciea Tar. Plotz, Stett. Ent. Ztg. 45, p. 289.
zonaras Ism. Fruhst. Iris 1911, p. 63.

Errata and Additions to Vol. 9.
p.

3, line 21 from below, for erymauthis read: erymanthis.

p.

5, line 12 from below, for Pantara read: Pantana.

p. 13, line

5 from below, to priamus L. add the reference: (la).

p. 14, line 23 from above, for chrysospila read: chrysophila.
p. 16, line 11 from above, cancel the name at the margin: tithonus.
p. 16, line 22 from above, to tithonus Dell, add the reference: (4a).
p. 17, line
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8 from below, for Skertchley read: Skertchly.

p. 22, line 17 from above, for bandensis Rothsch. read: bandensis Pag.
p. 25, line 11 from above, for (9 a, b) read: (9 b, c).
p. 43, line

3 from below, for (32 a) read: (49 c).

p. 44, line

2 from above, for (32b) read: (32c).

p. 44, line 32 from below, for (32 b) read: (49 a).
p. 44, line 30 from below, for (32 b) read: (49 a).
p. 44, line 25 from below, for (32 c) read : (32 a).
p. 44, line 13 from below, to niasicus add the reference: (49 a).
p. 47, line

9 from above, for (24c) read: (25c).

p. 47, line

4 from below, for (32c) read: (32b).
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p.

53, line

p.

53, line

p.

53, line

p.

54, line

p.

60, line

p.

60. line

p.

60, line

p.

61, line

p.

61, line

p.

67, line

p.

69, line

p.

71, line

p.

72, line

p.

72, line

p.

73, line

p.

73, line

p.

76, line

p.

88, line

p.

89, line

p.

99, line

P. 104, line 31 from below, to xanthosoma Stgr. add the reference: (44 c, d).
P. 104, line 21 from below, cancel the reference (46 c, d).
P. 1C6, line

2 from above, for (46 e) read: (46 d).

P. 106, line 10 from above, for (46 e) read: (46 d).
P. 109, line 24 from below, for (49 c) read: (49 b).
P. 110, line 23 from below, to hunza add the reference: (Vol. 1, pi. 16 b).
P. 122, line

2 from above, for angulipes read: angulifera.

P. 123, line 12 from above, for Parelodina (previously used, cf. p. 850) place: Metelodina nom. nov.
P. 124, note at line 1 from below, after ,,addenda “ add: p. 183.
P. 128, line 20 from below, cancel the reference (55 c) at gabia.
P. 132, line 23 from above, cancel the reference (52 e) at nacula.
P. 132, line 29 from below, to aurantiaca add the reference: (52 c).
P. 132, line

7 from below, for (52 c) read: (52 e).

P. 140, line

8 from above, for (Vol. 1, 29c) read: (Vol. 1, 20c).

P. 140, line 13 from above, cancel the reference (Vol. 1, 20 g) at ajaka.
P. 140, line 13 from above, for ajuta read: ajanta.
P. 144, line 33 from above, to maculata add the reference: (64 c).
P. 151, line 13 from above, after lielvolo add: form. nov.
P. 153, line

3 from below, after eburnea add: form. nov.

P. 154, line

7 from below, to citronella add the reference: (60 d).

P. 155, line 18 from above, for (61 c) read: (61 c, d).
P. 156, line 11 from above, to paula add the reference: (61 a).
P. 157, line 25 from above, for natci read: mata.
P. 158, line

2 from below, for (71 c) read: (71 e).

P. 159, line 29 from below, to andamana add the reference: (72 a).
pirUhous.

P. 159, line 26 from below, after undatus insert:
pirenassa, very melanotic.
P. 162, line

8 from below, for (79 c) read: (69 c).

pirithous form nov. (71c) is likewise a form of
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p. 163, line 10 from above, for (60 e) read: (68 e).
p. 163, line 9

from above, to alcmene Cr. add: 69 c.

p. 163, line 19 from above, cancel the reference (69 b) at pomona.
p. 163, line 24 from below, to catilla Cr. add the reference: (69 b).
p. 165, line 29 from above, for (72 f) read: (50 f <$, 72 f).
p. 168, line 29 from above, for (73 c) read: (73 e).
p. 172, line 27 from above, to puella Bsd. add the reference: (73 h).
p. 174, line

4 from above, for (73 c) read: (73 b).

p. 175, line

6 from above, to glaucippe L. add the reference: (70 a, b).

p. 176, line 26 from above, to icteria add the reference: (70 d, as icterica).
p. 176, line

1 from below in the Note: for Icterius read: Icterus.

p. 178, line 13 from above, for nenocles read: xenodes.
p. 178, line 21 from above, for 66 a read: 66 d.
p. 178, line 13 from below, to livilla add the reference: (66 b).
p. 178, line 11 from below, for hippia-Q read: gaea-Q.
p. 179, line 29 from above, for (66 <J,$) read: (66 a <J, $).
p. 179, line 23 from below, for triaea read: tritaea.
p. 179, line

9 from below, to ceylanica add the reference: (66 e).

p. 180, line 14 from above, to boebera add the reference: (66c).

*

p. 182, line 28 from below, to chrysea add the reference: (62 a).
p. 182, line 11 from below, to pseudocorinna add the reference: (62 b).
p. 182, line

5 from below, for (62 a, b) read: (C2b).

p. 183, line

8 from above, to hastia add the reference: (62 b).

p. 194, line 27 from above, for petilea redd: petilia.
p. 197, line 28 from below, to celebensis add the reference: (76 c).
p. 197, line 14 from below, for (76 d) read: (78 d).
p. 197, line

9 from below, for (76 d) read: (78 d).

p. 203, line

2 from below, to ishmoides add the reference: (78 b).

p. 206, line 14 from above, for (76 a) read: (76 d).
p. 212, line 19 from below, to mincia add: Fruhst.
p. 217, line 29 from above, to vitrea add the reference: (76 b).
p. 220, line 10 from above, to fumata add the reference: (74b).
p. 226, line 13 from below, for (81 e) read: (86 e).
p. 228, line 26 from below, cancel the reference (80 c) of pydna and place it after spiculifera.
p. 234, line 13 from below, cancel the reference (81 c) at Cerberus.
p. 237, line

1 from above, for amymome read: amymone.

p. 243, line

1 from above, cancel (81 c).

p. 245, line 10 from above, to erana add the reference: (81 c).
p. 246, line 22 from above, to harrisi add the reference: (84b).
p. 246, line 19 from below. for pirina read: picina.
p. 246, lineal 9 from below, the sentence: ,,picina“ to ,,very rare“ is to be transferred to p. 248 line 20
p. 247, line 19 from below, to laetifica add the reference: (82 a).
p. 248, line 25 from below, to agema add the reference: (84c).
p. 250, line 26 from below, cancel the reference (85 a) at basilissa.
p. 254, line

3 from below, for (30 e) read: (80 d).

p. 257, line

8 from above, to melitta add the reference: (82 d).

p. 261, line 12 from below, for Daniseppa read: Danisepa.
p. 269, line 19 from below, to aelia add the reference: (85c).
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P. 270, line

1 from below (Note), for leniostictos leniogonys read: leucostictos leucogenys.

P. 272, line

4 from above, for (81c) read: (81c, 85 e).

P. 275, line

4 from below, for ,,P. 229, EuplP read: ,,P. 230, EuplW.

P. 277, line 19 from below, for macclalandi read: macclellandi.
P. 278, line

8 from above, for macclelandi read: macclellandi.

P. 281, in the Alph. List, for leucogonis read: leucogonys.
P. 286, line 14 from below, to annamitica add the reference: (99 c).
P. 290, line

3 from above, for ninyas read: nynias.

P. 290, line 20 from below, for (99 a) read: (99 d).
P. 292, line 32 from below, for pi. 34 b read: pi. 34 e.
P. 296, line 13 from above, for 93b read: 93 d.
P. 296, line 16 from above, after ,,in nature“ insert: ,,with a distinctly dark shaded distal border
and beneath very similar to pseudiriusW
P. 296, line 18 from above, after ,,differences'4 insert: ,,probably a southern form of antirius.
P. 296, line 19 from above, to metirius add the reference: (93 d).
P. 297, line 20 from above, after ,,New Guinea44 insert: ,,it has now also been discovered at Cape
angustata.

York in a form with narrow wings: = angustata W. <£■ L.
P. 297, line 21 from above, after haemonia add: Hew.
P. 298, line 12 from below, after ,,February44 insert:

7 (bis) Genus

: Dodonitlfa R. u. J.

This genus contains but 1 New Zealand species the habitus of which strikingly resembles that of some
Dodona, what is expressed by the name. Veins similar as in Erebia, but the anal portion of the hindwing is
extended into a bicuspid lobe.
helmsi.

D. helmsi Fered. At once recognisable by the broad silvery stripes on the hindwing beneath extending
in the same direction as in Dodona venusa (139 d). Forewing with 1 apical eyespot, hindwing with 3 apical
eyespots and a large anal eyespot. Upper surface otherwise with brownish ochreous spots; size similar to that
of Pararge megera. — Larva green, shape similar to the larva of Melanargia galathea; on a water-grass (Galinia
setifolia); pupa likewise green with a short thoracal apex. The imago only occurs in New Zealand, where it
is local, but in some places (e. g. in the Wellington District) not rare.
P. 300, line 19 from above, after ,,Himalayas44 insert:

11 (bis) Genus: Erebia

Dalm.

This genus being widely distributed on the northern hemisphere disappears to the south of the Himalaya,
but suddenly appears again in the remotest south in 2 New Zealand species:
merula.

E. merula Hew. (= pluto Fered.) is the larger species, on both sides recalling Ereb. melanops, but
the forewing with a distinct row of eyespots in a yellow halo, beneath without eyespots. On the New Zealand
Alps, in some places common, from January till March, at altitudes of 4 to 6000 ft.

butleri.

E. butleri Fered. is considerably smaller; above not unlike Ereb. medusa, but the hindwing beneath
with black-edged silvery spots in the disc and before the margin. In the southern island of New Zealand, at
an altitude of 4000 ft., at Lake Wakapitu.
P. 305, line 12 from below, after ,,in nature44 insert: ,,above quite similar to the preceding species,
between the median and postmedian undulate lines the ground-colour of the hindwing beneath is lighter44.

solandri.

H. solandri Wciterh. is quite similar to banksi, with narrower wings, under surface more unicoloured,
the band-spots in the distal half of the fore wing not pure white, hindwing less marked. Blue Mountains, Mt.
Kosziusco.
P. 305, line

albifascia.

9 from below, for hobarta read: hobartia.

P. 306, line 13 from above, after ,,Clarence River'4 insert: ,,ab. albifascia Wat. shows the band of
the hindwing beneath creamy white and a thick white line before the margin.44
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p. 310, line 15 from
p. 313, line 16 from
p. 314, line

9 from above, for Ddl. read: Dbl.

14 from below, after godana add the reference: (97 a).
p. 315, line 14
p. 317, line

9 from above, to yoga add the reference: (97 b).

13 from above, to peguana add the reference: (98 a).
p. 323, line 23
12 from below, to latiaris add the reference: (98 a).
p. 323, line 22
11 from below, for (Vol. 1, pi. 31 b, c) read: (Vol. 1, pi. 31 c).
p. 323, line 11
p. 324, line

3 from above, for (Vol. 1, pi. 30 d) read: (Vol. 1, pi. 30 a).

13 from above, to crishna add the reference: (94 d).
p. 327, line 23
p. 333, line 16 from below, to patnia add the reference: (91 d).
p. 336, line

3 from below, for messena read: messene.

23 from above, for cocodaemon read: cacodaemon.
p. 337, line 23
p. 345, line 6 from above, after infuscata Mcl. add: ,,it is a small perseus-iorm from Cape York
P.
and the islands to the north of it, in which the fore wing beneath exhibits a row of 4 almost equally sized ocelli,
the ocelli of the hindwing being neither so unequally sized as in typical perseus“.
P. 345, line

8 from below, to mucianus add the reference: (93c).

P. 346, line 19 from below, to visala add the reference: (91 f).
*

P. 347, line 25 from above, to annamitica add the reference: (92b).
P. 351, line 21 and 22 from above, for cocodaemon read: cacodaemon.
P. 352, line 23 from above, to lorna add the reference: (92 e).
P. 354, line 24 from above, to formosana add the reference: (92 d).
P. 356, line 19 from above, for maladeva read: mahadeva.
P. 362, line

9 from above, for fig. 32 a read: pi. 32 e.

P. 363, line

3 from above, for (95a) read: (96 a).

P. 363, line 25 from above, after ,,them“ add: — barnardi Luc. is such a name; it refers to the
ocellated rainy season form from North Australia, similar to palliata (95 d), but with more indistinct transverse
stripes beneath and an obtuser dent of h. w. than in palliata.
P. 363, line

5 from below, for (32 d) read: (32 e).

P. 368, line 19 from above, to constantia add the reference: (95b).
P. 369, line

8 from above, for kalejana read: kcijelana.

P. 373, line 14 from above, for (88 b) read: (88 c).
P. 375, line 23 from below, for (85a) read: (87 a).
P. 381, line 15 from above, cancel the reference (87 e).
P. 383, line 22 from above, for nigrita read: nigritia.
P. 383, line 24 from below, for eryx read: ceryx.
P. 387, line 27 from below, to hicetina add the. reference: (89 c).
P. 392, line

3 from above, to thycana (90 b, c) add: as vasudeva.

P. 409, line

8 from above, for (104a) read: (104c).

P. 410, line

6 from below, for platenti read: plateni.

P. 410, line

5 from below, to opulenta add the author: Stick.

P. 411, line 25 from above, to hollandi add: (100 c).
P. 420, line 18 from above, to ritsemae add: (100 d).
P. 424, line 17 from above, to aroana add: (101 c).
P. 435, line 15 from below, to wallacei add: (102 c).
P. 439, line

9 from above, for (101 b) read: (104b).

P. 446, line 28 from above, for odorata read: odora.
P. 448, line 16 from below, for tesselata read: tessellatus.
P. 448, line 12 from below, for tesselata read: tessellatus.

bamardi.
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P. 456, line 11 from above, to ariadne add the reference: (107 a).
P. 459, line 13 from below, for E. horsfieldi read: L. horsfieldi.
P. 460, line 23 from above, for E. castelnaui read: L. castelnaui.
P. 462, line

5 from above, to Calinaga Moore add: Cf. also p. 704.

P. 463, line 20 from below, for Crowly read: Crowley.
P. 464, line 21 from below, to telearchides add the reference: (113 d).
P. 464, line

1 from below, for ornimented read: ornamented.

P. 474, line

9 from below, to offaha add the reference: (107 e).

P. 489, line 12 from below, for ,,Pahang“ read: Padang.
P. 500, line 26 from above, for (110 c) read: (110 b).
P. 508, line 29 from above, to bernsteini add the reference: (111 a).
P. 508, line 12 from below, for tymbrasa read: thymbrasa.
P. 511, line

5 from below, cancel the reference: (137 b).

P. 517, line

7 from below, for (116 c) read: (116 e).

P. 518, line 29 from above, for (116 c) read: (116 e).
P. 521, line 13 from above, for (117 b) read: Cf. p. 746 (himera).
P. 522, line 10 from above, to villida add the reference: (116 e).
P. 522, line 20 from above, to taitica add the reference: (116 f).
P. 526, line 26 from below, insert: ,,(P. lucasi is a darkened aberration of cardui. similar to suffusa

oiuftr

•

P. 541, line 11 from above, to sabina add the reference: (113 c).
P. 544, line 13 from above, to typhlis add the reference: (119 d).
P. 548, line 17 from above, for antiope Mull, read: antiopa Midi.
P. 548, line 21 from below, cancel the reference (118 c).
P. 548, line

9 from below, cancel the reference (118 c).

P. 549, line

1 from above, cancel the reference (118 b).

P. 549, line 23 from above, to joloana add the reference: (118c).
P. 549, line 25 from below, cancel the reference (118 c).
P. 550, line 16 from above, for (118 a) read: (118 d).
P. 550, line 12 from below, to proserpina Cr. add the reference: (119 a).
P. 551, line 19 from above, for (118 e) read: (118 c).
P. 551, line 25 from below, for (118 c) read: (118 a).
P. 560, line 11 from above, for (137 c) read: (137 b).
P. 560, line 30 from above, to australis Fldr. add the reference: (112 b).
P. 561, line 19 from above, for noorua read: noorna.
P. 562, line 25 from above, for ambrinensis read: amboinensis.
P. 562, line 18 from below, to melana Stgr. add the reference: (112 b).
P. 562, line

1 from below, to dasconides Fruhst. add the reference: (112 a).

P. 568, line

3 from below, for buluana read: baluana.

P. 569, line 11 from above, for endamia read: eudamia.
P. 583, line 11 from above, to naisina Fruhst. add the reference: (122 a).
P. 583, line 21 from below, to achates Btlr. add the reference: (122 a).
P. 592, line

7 from below, to cyanee Nic. add the reference: (121 f).

P. 595, line 13 from below, for nyctens read: nycteus.
P. 607, line 19 from below, to pseudadipala Fruhst. add the reference: (126f).
P. 608, line 17 from below, to nisaea Nic. add the reference: (126 e).
P. 609, line 10 from below, to jucundita Fruhst. add the reference: (126c).
P. 611, line 19 from below, to gatanga Fruhst. add the reference: (125 a).
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P. 621, line 11 from below,
P. 625, line 11 from above,
P. 626, line 25 from below,
P. 626, line

7 from below,

P. 627, line 16 from below,
P. 632, line 19 from above,
P. 632, line 23 from below,
P. 632, line 15 from below,
P. 632, line 13 from below.
P. 633, line 19 from below,
P. 644, line 25 from below,
P. 651, line 12 from below.
P. 652, line 11 from below,

eleusina.

P. 653, line 20 from above,
P. 654, line

1 from above,

P. 654, line

3 from above,

P. 655, line

5 from above,

P. 661, line 18 from above,
P. 661, line 18 from above,
P. 662, line

2 from above,

P. 662, line

5 from above,

P. 663, line 12 from above,
P. 665, line 17 from below,
P. 668, line

6 from below,

P. 671, line

9 from below,

P. 674, line

5 from below,

P. 675, line

3 from above,

P. 690, line 14 from below,
P. 692, line 17 from above,
P. 700, line 10 from below,
P. 703, line 13 from below.
P. 708, line 26 from above,
P. 716, line 20 from above,
P. 724, line 15 from above,
P. 725, line 16 from below,
P. 732, line 18 from above,
P. 732, line 18 from above,
P. 735, line 13 from above,
P. 735, the note at the bot
P. 741, line 19 from above,
P. 779, line

2 from above,

v Mussuri read.: Masuri.
d: ,,As lira and praestanct

more Dodona which are not mentioned here in the text.

Eruhstorfer

figures on pi.

140 a two

He may have had the intention of describing them,

but could no more do so.“
P. 781, line 26 from below, for: (140c) read: (138c, 140c).
P. 782, line

7 from below, to kausambi Fldr. add the reference: (138 d).

P. 790, line 23 from above, to ines Fruhst. add the reference: (138 e).
P. 792, line
IX

7 from above, for (170 c) read: (138 f).
140
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P. 792, line 14 from above, for (139 f) read: (138 f).
P. 807, line 25 from above, for Moulet read: Moult.
P. 809, line 18 from below, for magnimus read: maximus.
P. 825, line

9 from above, for & Bak. B. read: & B.-Bak.

P. 825, line 22 from above, after ..Queensland11 append: ,,Probably only a southern form of the
following species. “
tale! mn.

P. 829. line 17 from above, after ,,doubtful11 append: ,,taletum W. <0 L. which sometimes though
rarely shows white in the disc of the hindwing, forms the transition to hymetus. Cairns and Kuranda.“
P. 831. line
species.11

9 from above, after ,.North Australia11 append: ,.where it represents the

preceding

P. 835, line 23 from below, after ,,doubtful11 append: for which reason we better place the species
to Amblypodia (p. 967).
P. 835, line 21 from below, to danis add the reference: (143 b).
P. 838, line 24 from above, for (145 h) read: (145 i).
P. 840, line 30 from below, after ,,Halmaheira“ append: An allied form is figured as dry ope (146 g).
elgneri.

P. 841. line 33 from above, after ,,Fergusson Island11 insert: ,, H. elgneri W. <£• L., from Prince of
Wales I., is on both sides similar to the preceding species, but the margin of the hindwing beneath is yellow
instead of red.11
P. 842, line 18 from below, append after: (Milne Bay): ,,H. cyane W. & L., from Queensland, has
the size of cleon, but the bands of the hindwing beneath are quite narrow, almost as thin as a thread.11

delos.

P. 845, line 12 from below, after ,,blue“ append: ,,the metallic colour of the upper surface shows
a bright greenish gloss. — In delos W. <£• L., from Victoria, the marginal portions of both wings are black
almost as far as the centre.11

erythrinn.

erythrina W. <£• L. with a pale yellow, scantily spotted under surface the dark bands of which are broken up

P. 846, line 13 from above, after ,,Queensland11 append: ,.It may be a form of ignita. — Also
into rows of spots.
panaetha.

eugenia.

beretava.

Darwin.11

P. 848. line 24 from below, after ,,Aru Islands11 append: ,,An allied form, panaetha W. <£• L., was
described as a Waigeum from Cape York.
P. 852, line 17 from above, to hyacinthina add: ,,simplexa Tepper is an older name for cyanites
To cyanites add: ..a western race of hyacinthina. -- eugenia W. d- L. is a smaller form from Kuranda
(Queensland).11
P. 866. line 3 from above, cancel the paragraph: ..beretava Rob. . . . clasping-organs11; cf. p. 873.
P. 866, line 25 from below, to tenella Mish. add the reference: (152 g).

alhi pJaga.

albiplaga.

P. 879. line 6 from below, before ,,Neopithecopsu insert: ,,albiplaga (Fruhst.) (154 g) which is
unknown to me in nature, may be ranged here, unless it be a Candalides from the xanthospilos-group. Under
surface all white, upper surface black with a larger white spot above and a smaller one below the inner margin
of the fore wing.11
P. 891, line II from below, after ,,6000 ft.11 append: ,,We may add here the form figured as
albiplaga Fruhst. i. 1. (147 b).
P. 899, line 24 from below, to tualensis Rob. add the reference: (145 i).
P. 901, line

5 from below, for (779 h) read: (79 h).

P. 902, line 19 from below, for paulanensis read: palauensis.
P. 905, line
coeligena.

wandamenensis.
nitens.
jetavanus.

5 from below, to semperi Fruhst. add: (151 h).

P. 907. line 24 from above, after ..Lampides" append: ,,To this species we have to add: coeligena
Fruhst. i. 1. (147 a).
P. 908, line 5 from above, after ,.Borneo11 add: ,,here we may insert wandanienensis Fruhst. i, 1.
(147 a) from New Guinea, which is unknown to me in nature11.
P. 909, line 24 from above, after cytinus insert: ,.Presumably allied to this form is: nitens Fruhst.
i. 1. (147 a).“
P. 909. line 28 from below, to ,,perennially11 add: ,Jetavanus Fruhst. i. I. (151 g) is presumably
the most closely allied to argentiferus Fruhst.
P. 911, line 10 from above, for zella read: zelea Fruhst.

claudia.

P. 911, line 21 from above, to amphissa add: — ,,claudia W. d- L. denotes specimens from the
Claudie R. in the York Peninsula.11
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P. 913, line 12 from below, to lysa add the reference: (152 i).
P. 914, line 1 from above, before pavana insert: hyllus W. & L. is an Australian form of hermus,
from Queensland/4
P. 915, line 1 from above, to pactolides add the reference: (152 i).
P. 915, line 8 from above, for valuana read: raluana.
P. 915, line 9 from above, after pactolus add: ,,cela W. & L. shows the under surface thickly traversed
by white; from Darnley Island.“
P. 916, line 8 from above, after ,,Salomons44 add: ,,auletes lb. & L. is the name of the nora-form
from Queensland.44
P. 916, line 27 from above, to gracilis add the author: Rob.
P. 917, line 4 from below, insert: ,,estrella W. & L. denotes beneath feebly marked specimens of
this species from the surroundings of Cairns, whereas near Mackay normal florinda Btlr. are said to occur;
niysia IF. ds L. is the name of specimens from the islands situate in front of Australia.“
P. 918, line 3 from above, for atrofusa read: atrosuffusa.
P. 918, line 10 from above, insert here: ,, N. caracalla W. d L. is above very similar to the onycha,
but the marginal marking of the hindwing is absent; all the distal margins of the wings are quite straightly
cut off (in the A)- Under surface grey, crossed by light stripes. Darnley Island.44
P. 918, line 18_£com above, for kokopana read: kokopona.
P. 918, lineT 24 from below, for nec 152 h read: nec Fldr. (152 h).
P. 920, line 22 from above: The name syrias, however, cannot be applied to the Australian race
which had already been denominated: parma IF. d• L.
P. 920, line 31 from above, before ,,palmyra" insert: N. ios IF. <Ss L. is a small form without tails,
from Thursday 1., similar to perusia-therasia.
P. 922, line 14 from above, before cnejus insert: ,,C. amasea W. d L., from Cairns (Queensland),
is similar to platissa, but smaller, with rounder forewings.44
P. 922, line 26 from below, before ,,Larva4' insert: ,,— cnidus IF. d L. is the North-Australian form
of cnejus.“
P. 923, line 16 from below, for generation read: generations.
P. 924, line 2 from below, after ,,East Africa44, insert: ,,This statement of Staudinger, however,
seems to be a mistake. Cf. Aurivillius in Vol. XIII, p. 463.44
P. 925, line 19 from above, to gaika add the reference: (153 f).
P. 925, line 21 from above, to argia add the reference: (153 d).
P. 925, line 16 from below, change the reference at gaika into: (Vol. I, pi. 79 c; Vol. IX, pi. 153 f,
and Vol. XIII, pi. 74 e).
P. 926, line 10 from above, to alsulus add the reference: (153d).
P. 926, line 14 from above, after Cape York add: ,,Waterhouse and Lyell confine the name
labradus to AS with a narrow black margin; the northern form with broadly black-margined A6 they call

labdalon/4
P. 926, line
on pi. 153, touching
instance: ossa Swh.,
P. 926, line
P. 927, line

unities.

estrella.

my via.

caracalla.

parma.
ios.

amasea.

cnidus.

26 from above, add to the ,,Note“: ,,As to the other, more palaearctic Zizera figured
only the northern borders of the Indian Region, we refer to Vol. I. p. 295—296; as for
argia Men., opalina Pouj., japonica Murr., marginata Pouj.“
10 from below, to varunana add the reference: (152 b).
8 from above, for (152 b, 153 i) read (152 b, c, 153 i).

P. 930, line 10 from below, insert: obscura IF. d L. is a very small form (not larger than a Zizera,
from Cairns in Queensland).44
2 from below, to birmana add the reference: (160 b).

P. 933, line 14 from above, to matsumurae add the reference: (160b).
P. 933, line 25 from below, for Gr.-Gm. read: Gr.-Sm.
P. 933, line

celu.

labdalon.-

P. 930, line 18 from below, before L. mathewi insert ,,From Tasmania another small, darker agricolaform has been denominated, exhibiting less white on the hindwing beneath: insulana W. d• L.
In the southwestern corner of the Australian continent flies: occidens IF. d. L.. a transition to mathewi. — monticola IF.
<0 L. is a form from an altitude of 1000 m, discovered in the north of New South Wales.44

P. 932, line

hyllus.

1 from below, to gloriosa add the reference: (162 e).

P. 934, line 12 from above, to dohertyi add: Fruhst. (162 d).
P. 935, line 26 from above, to indosinica add the reference: (162c).
P. 939, line

8 from above, to ictis add the reference: (157b).

P. 941, line

2 from above, at zozine for 161 f, g read: 161 f.

P. 941, line

8 from above, to typhon add the reference: (161 g).

insulana.
occidens.
monticola.
obscura.
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P. 948, line 19 from below, for phalaerus read: phalaereus.
P. 949, line 9 from below, for notanda read: natanda.
philtron.
P. 950, line 7 from below, before ,,Larva44 insert: ,,philtron Fruhst. is a particularly large form
from Yule Island.44
verelius.
P. 951. line 19 from above, before araxes insert: ,,verelius Fruhst., from Kalao, is similar to onetor,
but the <$ is above more lustrous and lighter blue, with a broader black margin.“
pangeran.
P. 951, line 4 from below, after ,,cell-end.44 append: ,,— pangeran Fruhst., from West Java, shows
the maculae beneath reduced.“
P. 954, line 9 from above, after ,,Philippine Is.44 add: ,,— Smaller specimens from Bazilan are:
zilensis. zilensis Fruhst. 44
icrmerion.
P. 954, line 10 from below, after ,,Manila“ add: ,,— tenmerion Fruhst., from Bazilan, is smaller,
under surface more intensely red-brown instead of grey.“
sosirata.
P. 955, line 11 from above, after (Distant) add: ,,— sostrata Fruhst. is a form somewhat similar
to phaenops, from South Celebes.“
P. 955, line 18 from above, after ,,aphct“ add: ,,Such a $ from the surroundings of Sukabumi
jundania. Frithstorfer denominates: fundania.44
P. 956, line 9 from above, after ,,distinct44 insert: ,,As Frithstorfer states that the Sumatran
form of anarte is the $ described as arnesia, the form hagius would probably have to be the normal $ of it.“
P. 956, line 12 from above, before bosnikiana insert:

A. hellada Fruhst. is allied to anarte (147 c), being intermediary between anarte and agnis, but it
has long, narrow wings of a light bluish-violet tint above. Beneath all the spots are more oblong. Nias. —
ozana Fruhst. is the corresponding form from North-East Sumatra, with a somewhat darker, more Morphoblue upper surface, being also ascertained from Perak.

hellada.

ozana.

P.
P.
P.
P.
P.
P.
P.
myrzala.

960,
961,
961,
963,
964.
965,
966,

line
line
line
line
line
line
line

16
5
23
15
28
17
12

from
from
from
from
from
from
from

above,
above,
below,
below,
below,
above,
above,

for karthophilus read: karthaphilus.
for husarina read: husaina.
for (150 Bb) read: (150 B c).
for (150 Be) read: (150 B c, d).
to dodonea add the reference: (150 f).
for (150 Be) read: (150 Be, f).
before ariel insert:

A. myrzala Hew. (147 h), from the Philippines is ranged here with the Ambly podia by BethuneBaker. It is distinguished from all the other species by the distinct though fine ring-marking on the deep dark

red-brown ground-colour.

P.
P.
P.
P.
P.
P.
P.
P.
P.
P.
P.
P.

966, line 17 from above, for corthata read: corthatha.
966, line 27 from below, to ganesa add the reference: (147 f).
966, line 20 from below, for (147 e as aronia) read: (147 e as aroina).
967, line 20 from below, for ,,the two forms described41 read: ,,the forms described since44,
968, line 15 from above, to duma add the reference: (146 B a),
970, line 20 from above, to sinhara add the reference: (146 h).
971, line 21 from below, to methara add the reference: (155 c).
972, line 7 from above, to minturna add the reference: (155 d).
975, line 7 from above, for (156 b) read: (146 1, 156 b).
975, line 16 from below, for (156 d) read: (156 c).
976, line 9 from above, for (156 Bb) read: (146 Bb).
976 line 21 from below, to herculius add the reference: (146 f as herculina156 e as regulus-Q).
976 last line last word. for ,,Anti-“ read: ,,Antipolo44.
P. 979, line 22 from below, before ,,8. malika“ insert: ,,In valdarna Fruhst. i. I. (157 f) the white of
the hindwing is somewhat reduced. North-East Sumatra.44
P. 980, line 27 from above, for Tamala read: Thomala.
P. 981, line 22 from below, for (157 h) read: (146 h, 157 h).
P. 982, line 3 from above, before ,,corniculum“ insert: ,,Frithstorfer distinguishes besides between
typical halba from Malacca and specimens from the Isle of Sumatra, which he denominates: sardonyx. —
rhalcedonyx. chalcedonyx, from South-West Borneo, is similar to sardonyx, but the basal areas are of a deeper bluish-violet.
sardonyx,

P. 982, line 28 from below, before ,,H. ciniata44 insert:
onyxitis.

H. onyxitis Fruhst. (157 i) is a species (or race?) from Sintang in Borneo, being intermediary betwen
anara (157 i) and onychina (157 i).44
P. 982, line 26 from below, to permagna add the reference: (158 a).
P. 982, line 20 from below, for ,,Eeasily“ read: ,.Easily44.

Errata and Additions to Vol. 9.
P. 983, line

8 from below, for ,,colouring“ read ,,lepidoptera“.

P. 983, line

2 from below, for (158 c) read: (158 b).
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P. 985, line 17 from above, to noctula add the reference: (145 g).
P. 985, line 19 from below, for giseon read: giscon.
P. 986,

Heading of page, for Thamola read: Thamala.

P. 986, line 22 from below, for Thamola read: Thamala.
P. 987, line 16 from above, for wavortia read: mavortia.
P. 988, line 26 from below, to thaliarchus add the reference: (146 B e as thesmia).
P. 988,

line

21

from below, for

(159

e) read:

(159

e,

f).

P. 989, line 19 from above, for (146 g) read: (146 g, 159 d).
P. 989, line 27 from below, for (159 d) read: (159 c).
P. 990, line 15 from above, to ravindra add the reference: (159 g).
P. 990, line 17 from below, for ,,a genus11 read: ,,that genus11.
P. 992, line

3 from above, cancel the wx>rds: ,,But 1 species is known.11

P. 992, line

5 from above, to cloella add the reference: (159 a, b).

P. 992, line 12 from below, for 159 b and metasuja Drc. (153 k) read: (146 g, 159 b) and metasuja
Drc. (146 B g, 153 k).
P. 993, line 6 from above, before javanicus insert: ,,— Hereto belongs also ecyla Fruhst. (158 e) from
Sintang in Borneo, with still more reduced white on the hind wing. “

ecyla.

P. 993, line 25 from above, for (146 Be) read: (146 Be, 147 f).
P. 994, line 26 from below, to Ticherra add the author: Nic.
997, line 22 from above, for ,,and 3rd“ read: ,,3rd.11
998, line

8 from below, for (161c) read: (146b, 161 c).

P. 999, line 10 from above, for (160 a) read: (161a).
P. 999, line 12 from below, before D. biaka insert: ,,D. acetas Fruhst. (161 c), not to be confounded
with the much smaller (Rapala) alcetas, is of the size of epijarbas, beneath also very much like it, but above
the £ shows metallic blue in the distal halves of the wings.11
P.

999, line

acetas.

1 from below, for (160 c) read: (161c).

P. 1001, line 19 from below, for seleria read: selina.
P. 1002, line 19 from above, to caerulescens add the reference: (146 b).
P. 1002, line 20 from below, for (160 i) read: (160 h. i).
P. 1003, line

9 from above, for sequaira read: sequeira Dist.

P. 1003, line 14 from below, to tacola add the reference: (160 c).
P. 1004, line 20 from below, to olivia add the reference: (161 a, b).
P. 1004, line 2 from below, after ,,Formosa"1 insert: ,,— In the form elatheia Fruhst. (160 f), from
New Guinea, the apical black of the forewing is expanded farther basad. almost to the centre of the wing;
otherwise very similar to formosana. — Also gebenia (146 a) being unknown to me may belong hereto, judging
from the under surface.11
P. 1005, line 28 from below, for Bataera read: Batavia.
1006, line 25 from above, for ,,Moluccas11 read: Philippines.

I

1006, line 28 from above, for ,,Moluccas11 read: Philippines.

P. 1006, line

4 from below, for (146 B d) read: (146 B d, 160 e).

P. 1007, line

1 from above, for ,,drasmos11 read: tara.

P. 1007, line 17 from below, before Poritia insert: ,,Some species of Rapala, such as rogersi Swh.
from the Nicobars, damona from the Andamans, nicevillei, ranta, and francesca Swh. from Assam. I could not
compare.11
P. 1033, line 17 from below, for (Vol. Ill, pi. 84 e) read: (Vol. I, pi. 84 e).
P. 1034, line
P. 1036, line
common . . .“

9 from below, for (= laukae Plotz) read: (= lankae Plotz).
6 from above, for ,,leucocera from Java; common11 read: ,,leucocera.

From Java,

elatheia.

gebenia.
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P. 1036, line

4 from below, for Metupalagan read: Metupalayan.

P. 1037, line 22 from above, to anoma add the author: Fruhst.
P. 1038, line 24 from above, for (171 d) read: (171 i).
klossi.
unipuncta.

P. 1038, line 17 from below, to Celaenorrhinus append: ,, C. klossi Rothsch., being unknown to me,
from Misol. resembles C. unipuncta Rothsch., from Ceram, but it differs in the white oblique band extending
only to vein 1 and not reaching the subcostal vein; in the distal area of the wing a single small white spot.“
P. 1039, line

2 from above, for ..than the preceding genus“ read: than Celaenorrhinus.

P. 1041, line 10 from above, before T. karea insert:
i/amcl hi.

T. gamelia Misk. ( = australiensis Mab.), from Queensland, entirely resembles louisa (165 a), but
the 2 or 3 small white spots before the anal angle of the forewing also show through above as indistinct
brightenings, and the oval subapical spots of the hindwing are also above situate on a white ground, not in
the dark apical shadow.
P. 1041, line 11 from below, for avatana read: avathana.

sem.
nivosa.

P. 1042, line 2 from above, after „white“ insert: .,— Sangir-specimens, hardly separable from it.
Mabille denominated: setn.“
P. 1043. line 20 from above, after ,,common" insert:
than yellow; from Nias.“

,,—

nivosa Fruhst. is beneath more white

P. 1044, line

4 from below, for: ,,are all absent“ read: are nearly all absent.

P. 1045, line

8 from above, for calixenus read: callixenus.

P. 1045, line 21
mahabini, but changed

from below,
it in

to

mahabina

add:

Fruhstorfer

had

originally

used

the

name

1910.

P. 1048, line 19 from above, for modatta read: madatta.
P. 1048

line 18 from below, for avajea read: avaira.

P. 1049

line 10 from above, for liondi read: lioneli.

P. 1049

line 27 from below, the sign *) is to be cancelled,

P. 1049

line 10 from below, for laminata read: taminata.

P. 1050, line

7 from above, for bhawara read: bhavara.

P. 1050, line

8 from above, for azakra read: acakra.

P. 1050

line 10 from above, for prahmida, read: pramidha.

P. 1050

line 26 from above, to H. butleri add the patria: Ceylon, South India.

P. 1050, line 22 from below

for Okinama read: Okinawa.

P. 1053, line 27 from above

for pindopatra read: pindapatra.

P. 1054, line 17 from above

for Hew. d> Tab. read: Heic. i. Tab.

P. 1055, line 14 from below

at ornatus the reference (171 e) is to be cancelled,

P. 1056, line 23 from above

for (171 k) read: (171 d).

P. 1056, line 17 from below, for Waterh. & Ky. read: W.
P. 1056, line

L.

9 from below. for Waterh. db Ky. read: W. <£■ L.

1057, line 12 from below, for perronii (porronii) read: peronii.
1057, line

3 from below, for perronii read: peronii.

P. 1058, line 23 from below, before parasema insert:
may kora.

damora.

T. maykora Plotz (167 f). The position of the species is doubtful, but it seems to belong to one of
the chiefly Papuan genera and may perhaps be more correctly ranged in Hesperilla. The <$ being above and
beneath blackish-brown is distinguished by a very peculiar scent-mark, a white-edged dark stripe of raised
scales extending from the cell-end to beyond the centre of the inner margin. The $ is not before me, but only
from New Guinea; Fruhstorfer also states Obi and Burn. — Waterhouse and Lyell place them to T.
metania which, however, has quite a different under surface.
damora Fruhst., from the same district of New
Guinea, might be the $ of it.
P. 1058, line 20 from below, the reference (168 c) at croceus is to be cancelled.
P. 1061, line 11 from above, the whole paragraph: A. argina Plotz to perornata is to be cancelled
here. On having been examined once more, argina has turned out to be a genuine Bibla and has been dealt
with there on p. 1076.
P. 1061, line 27 from below, for H. aenesias read: A. aenesius.
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P. 1061, line 23 from below, and at the heading of p. 1061, for Exometacca read: Exometoeca.
P. 1061. line

2 from below, for Koruthaiolos read: Koruthaialos.

P. 1062, line 22 from below, 8. phiditia is to be cancelled here. On examining it carefully it turned
out to be identical with martini Elw. <0 Edw., and it is therefore more correctly ranged at Scobura (p. 1069).
P. 1063, line 21 from below, for Koruthaiolos read: Koruthaialos.
P. 1063, line

8 from below, after discreta add the reference: (171 i).

P. 1065, line

2 from above, for ,,hindwing beneath“ read: under surface.

P. 1065, line 16 from above, and at the heading of p. 1065, for Itis read: Itys.
P. 1066, line 21 from above, to formosanus add the reference: (171 e, as formosa).
P. 1069, line 15 from above, for ,,Pandang trees11 read: Pandanus trees.
P. 1070, line 13 from below, for ,,this species11 read: this form.
P. 1071, line 29 from below, for the last word ,,thus“ read: but.
P. 1071, line 19 from below, for ,,similar forms11 read: similar species.
P. 1072, line 21 from below, for ,,of the cell-end11 read: before the cell-end.
P. 1072, line 17 from below, for Prajangan read: Prejanger.
P. 1072, line

7 from below, for Keroma read: Kerana.

P. 1073, line

1 from above, for ,,basal portion'1 read: basal spot.

P. 1073, line 11 from above, for cellundo read: celunda.
P. 1073, line 25 from below, for Nuwara Eliga read: Newara Eliya.
P. 1073, line

3 from below, cancel the reference (171c) at intricatvs.

P. 1075, line 27 from below, for arehias read: archias.
P. 1076, line 14 from above, for (171 d) read: (170 f).
P. 1076, line 25 from above, for (170 h) read: (170 h. 171 i).
P. 1077, line

5 from above, for Hiago read: Hiogo.

P. 1077, line 20 from above, for maesoides read: moesoides.
P. 1077, line 24 from above, for maesoides read: moesoides.
P. 1077, line 11 from below, for trishua read: trishna.
P. 1077. line

7 from below, for ,,unknown11 read: unknown to me.

P. 1078, line 19 from above, for chakka read: cakka. — To Padraona append:

P. dipavansa Fruhst. From Waigeu. A $ entirely allied to paceka and probably representing merely dipavan sa.
an insular race of paceka. $ only differs above in still somewhat narrower dark ochreous bands, but the under
surface is quite black, recalling dobboe Plotz (172 d) from Aru, and it likewise exhibits but one yellow median
band of the hindwing with a yellow punctiform spot above it.
P. rudha Fruhst. The $ bears a certain resemblance to bambusae subhafrom New Guinea, from
which it only differs in its small shape and the entirely yellow cell of the forewing. Hindwing similar to paceka,
but the basal area more abundantly covered with yellow hair, the median area more horizontally placed. The
under surface, by the peculiar claret-coloured hue, recalls aruana Plotz and some races of prusias Fldr., but
it differs from these species in the absence of a yellow subbasal dot of the hindwing. From prusias and aruana
it is also separated by its small size and the ground-colour of the forewing. The forewing exhibits a short broad
yellowish cellular spot and a very broad pointedly oblong median spot, besides three isolated though coherent
subapical maculae. Costal and terminal margins of forewing jet-black, also the anal area of the hindwing.
Hindwing otherwise claret-coloured with an ochreous moderately broad, horizontal median band which is
strangulated at the posterior median vein. Length of forewing: 13 mm. German New Guinea. — It is most
evidently allied with euria Plotz (pavor Nic.). rudha is also near kobros Plotz (172 d) from Aru and Key.

rudha.

P. 1078, line 32 from above, to Padraona append:

P. subfasciata Fruhst. is similar to fasciata, but smaller, beneath distinguished by the postdiscal line
being nearer at the margin and represented by a series of small spots, not by a continuous zigzag line. Ceram.
P. 1079, line 17 from above, for Bogodjim read: Bogadjim.
P. 1079, line 22 from above, for (172 a) read: (168 i).
P. 1079, line 10 from below, insert: sunias also occurs in Celebes in a lighter form with broader
bands, which was separated as nikaja Fruhst.

subfasciaia.
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P. 1079, line 9 from below, for sunios read sunias.
P. 1080, line 3 from above, before terranea insert:

paceka.

T. paceka Fruhst. Length of forewing 14—15 mm, in contrast with 18—19 mm of bambusae subha
from the same district. Distal margin much broader than in subha, proximally less divided. Ground-colour
lighter ochreous. Hindwing more roundish, the median band square, in spite of the small size of the specimens
much more extensive than in bambusae, prolonged into a long yellow spur as in dhamika. Hindwing beneath
as in dhamika with a black subterminal line, cilia likewise partly intermixed with black, what is not the case
in bambusae. paceka, deviates, however, by the broad jet-black distal margin of all the wings from all the races
of bambusae and particularly from dhamika which is beneath so very light without any markings or spots. Thus
dhamika represents the lightest extreme of the allies of bambusae, paceka, however, the most melanotic form.
German New Guinea. (It is questionable whether dhamika and paceka belong to kobros Flotz from Aru.)

ilham i/ca.

T. dhamika Fruhst. In the habitus like paceka, forewing only 14 mm long, the
nothing else but
a diminutive form of bambusae, but beneath strikingly distinguished by the light ochreous ground-colour, the
hindwing beneath being almost without any marking. §. Upper surface with a small, thimble-shaped spot
at the apex of the cell, very small subapical maculae. Hindwing with a black base in which there are only
traces of yellowish dotting, and compared with the small size with a very large light yellow median area which
is very sharply defined, only prolonged into the anal angle in the shape of a very fine spur. Under surface:
forewing as in the
jet-black, with a yellow costal margin extending to the strongly curved median band.
Hindwing unicoloured ochreous, with a very distinct jet-black subterminal band separating the partly yellow
and partly black cilia from the membrane of the wing. Waigeu.
P. 1080, line 25 from below, for ,,preserved"4 read: reserved,

niasica.

P. 1083, line

9 from below, for (172 g, h) read: (172 h).

P. 1083, line

7 from below, for (172 h) read: (172 g,h).

P. 1083, line

6 from below, for sifa Flotz read: hagasifa Plotz.

P. 1085, line

3 from below. for ,,forms“ read: shows.

above. to ,,Region.“ add: ,,also niasica Fruhst. described from Nias.“
P. 1087, line 16 from above,
P. 1087, line 21 from above, for nostradamus read: nostrodamus.
9 from above, for (173 h) read: (173 g,h).

P. 1088, line

P. 1090, line 18 from above, for Tritchina-Bali read: Tritchina-Pali.
P. 1091, line 4 from above, after ,,Borneo"‘ insert: ,,— ornata Fldr. (171 g)
l
Javanese race
L

P. 1091, line

2 from below, for indrosana read: indrasana.

P. 1092, line 12 from above.
P. 1094, line 12 from below,
P. 1096, line 12 from above,
P. 1096, line 24 from above, for vivina read: irvina.
P. 1096, line

4 from below,

P. 1099, line 12 from above.

is the

very slightly
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abdon (Taen. onolaus) Fruhsl. 420.

albotaeuiata (Cynth. erota) Fruhst. 479.

abrupta (Eupl. leucostictos) Fruhsl. 202.

alceste (Hest. logani) Fruhst. 220.

acandra (Ter. blanda) Fruhst. 169.

aleria (Del. duris) Fruhst. 128.

acera (Prec. atlites) Fruhst. 519.

alticola (Pap. ambrax) Jord. 64.

acerifolia (Kali, inachus) Fruhst. 565.

alutoya (Euth. nara) Fruhst. 682.

acharis (Rliin. polynice) Fruhst. 539.

amaga (Abis. kausamboides) Fruhst. 784.

acolus (Char, polyxena) Fruhst. 733.

amantia (Eupl. pumila) Fruhst. 257.

actinotia (Pap. amphrysus) Jord. 24.

amarapta (Lim. lyncides) Fruhst. 642.

adantonia (Ceth. biblis) Fruhst. 499.

amarynceus (Eupl. doleschalli) Fruhst. 248.

adinda (Euth. lubentina) Fruhst. 677.

amaura (Pap. helena) Jord. 21.

aditha (Euth. garuda) Fruhst. 667.

amaura (Pap. protenor) Jord. 76.

adoniram (Cast, rosimon) Fruhst. 886.

ambrysus (Euth. cocytus) Fruhst. 658.

adorabilis (App. maria) Fruhst. 157.

ameinokleia (Faun, sappho) Fruhst. 406.

adustata (Arg. pulchra) Fruhst. 298.

amethysta (Eupl. guerini) Fruhst. 242.

adustata (Euth. lepidea) Fruhst. 656.

amharina (Pant, selenophora) Fruhst. 631.

advipa (Lethe arete) Fruhst. 316.

amida (Eupl. pumila) Fruhst. 257.

aebutia (Eupl. treitschkei) Fruhst. 267.

amida (Lim. mata) Fruhst. 641.

aebutia (Leptos. xiphia) Fruhst. 121.

amitra (Lyc. limbatus) Fruhst. 873.

aebutia (Ter. alitha) Fruhst. 171.

amoeniee (Rhin. polynice) Fruhst. 539.

aegina (App. melania) Fruhst. 157.

arnphis (Pap. payeni) Jord. 91.

aegumurus (Eupl. midamus) Fruhst. 277.

anagama (Euth. garuda) Fruhst. 667.

aemate (Myc. anaxias) Fruhst. 353.

anaitis (Eupl. pumila) Fruhst. 257.

aemilia (App. leptis) Fruhst. 157.

anaitis (Huph. aspasia) Fruhst. 145.

aenaria (Prec. lemonias) Fruhst. 520.

anana (Ypth. pandocus) Fruhst. 293.

aerithus (Eupl. diocletianus) Fruhst. 271.

anatha (Lethe arete) Fruhst. 316.

aesatia (Eupl. alcathoe) Fruhst. 237.

anaxandra (Hebom. glaucippe) Fruhst. 176.

aesis (Van. caschmirensis) Fruhst. 527.

anaxandridas (Allotinus) Fruhst. 814.

aframus (Cast, roxus) Fruhst. 889.

anaxilla (Zeux. doubledaii) Fruhst. 437.

aganor (Eupl. vollenhovi) Fruhst. 262.

ancile (Eupl. eleutho) Fruhst. 241.

agapa (Eupl. gloriosa) Fruhst. 277.

ancus (Ypthima) Fruhst. 293.

agatho (Cynth. arsinoe) Fruhst. 744.

andokides (Ypth. pandocus) Fruhst. 293.

ageina (Eupl. doleschalli) Fruhst. 248.

anemoreia (Nept. nitetis) Fruhst. 611.

aglaina (Eupl. helcita) Fruhst. 235.

angaja (Del. belisama) Fruhsl. 132.

ahas (Nept. shepherdi) Fruhst. 747.

angustata (Cirr. satyrina) Fruhst. 485.

aiedius (Cyr. maenalis) Fruhst. 578.

anieetus (Dol. dascylus) Fruhst. 746.

aigion (Morph, albertisi) Fruhst. 409.

anios (Ter. norbana) Fruhst. 171.

aiguina (Gand. harina) Fruhst. 173.

anitra (Eupl. vollenhovi) Fruhst. 262.

aisa (Eupl. viola) Fruhst. 264.

annamitica (lx. pyrene) Fruhst. 159.

aisa (Lethe baladeva) Fruhst. 314.

annamitica (Ter. laeta) Fruhst. 166.

akragas (Ypth. perfecta) Fruhst. 291.

annamitica (Ypth. asterope) Fruhst. 286.

alaca (Lethe europa) Fruhst. 316.

ansuna (Dicall, ostrina) Fruhst. 788.

alada (Ypth. pandocus) Fruhst. 293.

anticyra (Metelodina) Fruhst. 123.

alarbus (Cast, rosimon) Fruhst. 886.

antimia (Dol. noorna) Fruhst. 561.

albifera (Euth. aeropus) Fruhst. 695.

antipatrus (Tell, zoilus) Fruhst. 272.

albifera (Prion, autothisbe) Fruhst. 136.

antissa (Pap. aristolochiae) Jord. 39.

albifrons (Eupl. melanopa) Fruhst. 243.

antoniae (App. melania) Fruhst. 156.

albiplaga (Prion, autothisbe) Fruhst. 136.

anunda (Lethe dyrta) Fruhst. 317.

albocostalis (Thaum. odana) Fruhst. 449.

anura (Pap. memnon) .Jord. 74.

albodiscalis (Eupl. usipetes) Fruhst. 266.

apama (Euth. garuda) Fruhst. 667.

albolinibata (Eupl. leucostictos) Fruhst. 263.

apameia (Del. blanca) Fruhst. 131.

albostictica (Eur. halitherses) Fruhst. 708.

apameia (Dol. bisaltide) Fruhst. 559.
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apara (Lethe rohria) Fruhst. 315.
aphnea (Pap. helena) Jord. 24.
aplotia (Pap. helena) Jord. 24.
aquamarina (Tan. leucotaenia) Fruhst. 650.
aquilius (Ypth. pandocus) Fruhst. 293.
arachosia (Ideops. vitrea) Fruhst. 217.
arachroa (Nept. nitetis) Fruhst. 611.
arama (Euth. godarti) Fruhst. 659.
ai'asa (Eupl. alcathoe) Fruhst. 237.
arasada (Euth. lubentina) Fruhst. 676.
arata (Euth. acontliea) Fruhst. 668.
arbela (Hest. hypermnestra) Fruhst. 221.
archaica (Neor. crishna) Fruhst. 327.
ardana (Ideops. daos) Fruhst. 216.
ardea (Cynth. arsinoe) Fruhst. 481.
ardys (Dol. hexophthalmus) Fruhst. 561.
aretas (Ypth. nvnias) Fruhst. 290.
argentaria (Arg. pulchra) Fruhst. 298.
argidia (Pap. helena) Jord. 22.
argyroides (Dol. bisaltide) Fruhst. 556.
arhat (Euth. kesava) Fruhst. 664.
ariamena (Par. phocaea) Fruhst. 181.
arida (Eupl. deione) Fruhst. 238.
aridaya (Euth. julii) Fruhst. 657.
arikata (Dan. melissa) Fruhst. 203.
aristonicus (Eum. geyeri) Fruhst. 308.
aritus (Symb. hippoclus) Fruhst. 530.
armis (Symb. hippoclus) Fruhst. 532.
arona (Eupl. eleusina) Fruhst. 262.
arphaia (Ter. blanda) Fruhst. 169.
arrakana (Hest. jasonia) Fruhst. 219.
arrcnopia (Amath. phidippus) Fruhst. 428.
arsa (Pareba vesta) Fruhst. 742.
arsakia (Ter. blanda) Fruhst. 169.
arsamota (Par. boebera) Fruhst. 180.
arsia (Ter. tominia) Fruhst. 171.
arsina (Lyc. camenae) Fruhst. 862.
artinus (Allot, fallax) Fruhst. 809.
ary a (Euth. cocytina) Fruhst. 660.
asanga (Ter. hecabe) Fruhst. 168.
aserrata (Catops. pomona) Fruhst. 163.
assus (Abis. burni) Fruhst. 780.
astra (Hyp. bolina) Fruhst. 551.
astreans (Pap. polytes) Jord. 61.
astrifera (Eupl. usipetes) Fruhst. 266.
asvatha (Euth. aconthea) Fruhst. 669.
atacinus (Allot, posidion) Fruhst. 811.
atacinus (Apat. parisatis) Fruhst. 698.
aternia (App. lyncida) Fruhst. 149.
athesis (Hest. leuconoe) Fruhst. 275.
atislia (Del. belisama) Fruhst. 132.
atiya (Seph. chandra) Fruhst. 701.
atomaria (Eupl. nemertes) Fruhst. 266.
atomaria (Yoma sabina) Fruhst. 540.
attina (Taen. catops) Fruhst. 417.
aturia (Hebom. glaucippe) Fruhst. 176.
aufidia (App. nephele) Fruhst. 152.
auratilis (Del. belisama) Fruhst. 132.
aureivena (Par. Valeria) Fruhst. 179.
aureivenula (Del. hyparete) Fruhst. 125.
auricinia (Proth. calydonia) Fruhst. 717.
auricoma (Cynth. erota) Fruhst. 476.
atiriga (Del. descombesi) Fruhst. 131.
aurigena (Ceth. chrysippe) Fruhst. 508.

aurisparsa (Leptos. xiphia) Fruhst. 121.
austrosundana (Grand, haiinu)^Fruhst. 173.
avalokita (Calin. buddha) Fruhst. 705.

avalokita (Lim. mata) Fruhst. 641.
a vara (Eur. halitherses) Fruhst. 709.
aviena (Eupl. nemertes) Fruhst. 266.
aviena (Par. jobaea) Fruhst. 181.
avitus (Ger. boisduvali) Fruhst. 818.
avitus (Pant, perius) Fruhst. 747.
azagra (Eupl. dufresne) Fruhst. 247.
azelia (Pap. helena) Jord. 24.
baghavus (Cast, rosimon) Fruhst. 886.
bagrada (Cynth. erota) Fruhst. 479.
bahadur (Praet. satraps) Fruhst. 795.
balius (Pap. antiphates) Jord. 90.
bandana (App. ada) Fruhst. 150.
bandana (Hyp. alimena) Fruhst. 546.
bandana (Parth. sylvia) Fruhst. 646.
bandana (Ter. hecabe) Fruhst. 168.
bangkaiensis (Parth. sylvia) Fruhst. 646.
bangkanensis (Pant, larymna) Fruhst. 627.
bangkiva (Nept. hylas Fruhst. 602.
bangueyana (Ter. Clarissa) Fruhst. 495.
bankana (Cleth. hypsea) Fruhst. 504.
bankana (Leb. alankara) Fruhst. 644.
bankana (Lim. procris) Fruhst. 640.
bankanensis (Ter. terpander) Fruhst. 493.
bantina (Del. gabia) Fruhst. 128.
banuta (Nept. magadha) Fruhst. 604.
bard as (Lib. geoffroyi) Fruhst. 771.
barea (Eupl. alecto) Fruhst. 276.
I bargylia (Par. tritaea) Fruhst. 180.
basalis (Dol. bisaltide) Fruhst. 557.
basania (Cynth. erota) Fruhst. 480.
bateia (Hyp. alimena) Fruhst. 746.
batjana (Pseudonotis) Grunbg. 836.
battana (Ter. tominia) Fruhst. 171.
batunensis (Nept. vikasi) Fruhst. 612.
batunensis (Symb. hippoclus) Fruhst. 530.
baweanica (Ceth. penthesilea) Fruhst. 506.
baweanica (Eupl. lacordairei) Fruhst. 247.
bazares (Eupl. aegyptus) Fruhst. 277.
bazilana (Ter. alitha) Fruhst. 171.
besina (Ter. tominia) Fruhst. 171.
bevagna (Eupl. swainsoni) Fruhst. 276.
bidotata (Catops. pomona) Fruhst. 163.
bilbilis (Cirr. fasciata) Fruhst. 485.
bilinearis (Par. tritaea) Fruhst. 180.
bioculata (Eupl. leucostictos) Fruhst. 263.
biplagiata (Eupl. callithoe) Fruhst. 260.
birana (Dicall, ribbei) Fruhst. 786.
bisaltia (Myc. anaxias) Fruhst. 353.
biseriata (Eur. halitherses) Fruhst. 709.
blachieri (Ter. terpander) Fruhst. 744.
bolitissa (Euth. evelina) Fruhst. 686.
borneensis (Lib. myrrha) Fruhst. 770.
borneensis (Proth. franckii) Fruhst. 715.
borneensis (Ter. hecabe) Fruhst. 167.
boulleti (Laxita) Fruhst. 790.
bracara (Ideops. anapis) Fruhst. 217.
braga (Myn. geoffroyi) Fruhst. 536.
brixia (Iss. sinha) Fruhst. 474.
brunnescens (El. cybele) Fruhst. 389.
budinus (Ypth. aphnius) Fruhst. 290.
bunaya (Euth. anosia) Fruhst. 674.
hungurana (Tan. munda) Fruhst. 654.
busiris (Hyp. isis) Fruhst. 296.
butis (Pap. memnon) Jord. 73.
hyzaccus (Lethe chandica) Fruhst. 321.
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cabeira (Eupl. mazares) Fruhst. 277.
cacina (Cupha arias) Fruhst. 467.
caecinia (Par. tritaea) Fruhst. 180.
caepia (App. aegis) Fruhst. 158.
caera (Cirr. tyche) Fruhst. 487.
caerulans (Hyp. diomea) Fruhst. 553.
Caesarea (Arg. childreni) Fruhst. 516.
caesemius (Allotinus) Fruhst. 814.
caesena (Hest. leuconoe) Fruhst. 275.
calanus (Ypth. pandocus) Fruhst. 292.
calcaria (Cirr. tyche) Fruhst. 487.
calliparga (Huph. julia) Fruhst. 147.
calliparga (Par. Valeria) Fruhst. 179.
caniotana (Del. henningia) Fruhst. 135.
camoteslana (Rah. cyrilla) Fruhst. 599.
cana (App. ada) Fruhst. 150.
caphis (Lyc. argiolus) Fruhst. 871.
capnodia (Pap. lielena) Jord. 22.
carales (Mel. boisduvalia) Fruhst. 367.
caratonus (Ypth. aphnius) Fruhst. 289.
carfinia (Faun, phaon) Fruhst. 405.
cariya (Praet. segecia) Fruhst. 794.
carma (Lib. myrrha) Fruhst. 770.
carma (Tan. munda) Fruhst. 654.
carnita (Lyc. marginata) Fruhst. 874.
carrinas (Ger. learchus) Fruhst. 816.
cassia (Eupl. lacordairei) Fruhst. 247
catrionus (Cast, rosimon) Fruhst. 886.
catulus (Char, fabius) Fruhst. 731.
caulonia (Dan. aspasia) Fruhst. 274.
cavarna (Euth. dirtea) Fruhst. 689.
cebara (Prec. iphita) Fruhst. 517.
celebensis (Cupha arias) Fruhst.. 468.
celebensis (Hyp. bolina) Fruhst. 551.
celebica (Catops. crocale) Fruhst. 163.
celeja (Lethe diana) Fruhst. 322.
celetis (Erib. eudamippus) Fruhst. 722.
celis (Tar. plinius) Fruhst. 893.
cephalinia (Proth. franckii) Fruhst. 714.
cerilla (Dan. aspasia) Fruhst. 274.
cerynthus (Char, fabius) Fruhst. 730.
cethega (Dol. bisaltide) Fruhst. 559.
eevanna (Lethe europa) Fruhst. 316.
ceylonica (Disc, lepida) Fruhst. 445.
chaboras (Ypth. pandocus) Fruhst. 293.
chalazias (Erib. moori) Fruhst. 720.
chalcedonides (Euth. dirtea) Fruhst. 689.
chariestata (Tan. valmikis) Fruhst. 653.
charondas (Taen. bioculatus) Fruhst. 413.
chemys (Ter. hecabe) Fruhst. 168.
chersias (Amath. phidippus) Fruhst. 427.
chitonia (Pap. plato) Jord. 20.
chlorus (Erib. pyrrhus) Fruhst. 728.
choaspina (Danaida) Fruhst. 274.
choirilus (Euth. aeropus) Fruhst. 694.
christobalus (Pap. codrus) Jord. 94.
chryselectra (Salet. cicinna) Fruhst. 182.
chrysendeta (Del. crithoe) Fruhst. 134.
chrysoberylla (Salet. liberia) Fruhst. 182.
chrysonicans (Hyp. bolina) Fruhst. 550.
chrysopis (Huph. perimale) Fruhst. 143.
ehthonia (Pseudam. masina) Fruhst. 431.
cibota (Prec. timorensis) Fruhst. 521.
cibyra (Huph. nerissa) Fruhst. 141.
cincia (Hebom. glaucippe) Fruhst. 175.
cineraria (Log. marmorata) Fruhst. 806.
cingara (Dol. bisaltide) Fruhst. 557.

circella (Myc. janardana) Fruhst. 341.
circesia (Symb. hypselis) Fruhst. 532.
circumscripta (Hyp. antilope) Fruhst. 543.
ciris (Del. hyparete) Fruhst. 125.
cirta (Huph. boisduvaliana) Fruhst. 144.
cissia (Eupl. melanopa) Fruhst. 243.
citrina (App. albina) Fruhst. 156.
citronella (Catops. pomona) Fruhst. 163.
civetta (Euth. canescens) Fruhst. 690.
clanis (Pap. bathycles) Jord. 100.
clara (Pap. criton) Jord. 19.
cluilia (Eupl. hopfferi) Fruhst. 277.
cnephas (Pap. slateri) Jord. 41.
coelestina (Eur. halitherses) Fruhst. 709.
colmus (Cast, ethion) Fruhst. 887.
colorata (Euth. cocytina) Fruhst. 661.
confluens (App. lalage) Fruhst. 153.
confusa (App. albina) Fruhst. 154.
connectens (lx. pyrene) Fruhst. 159.
cornificia (Eupl. simillima) Fruhst. 269.
coronata (Dol. bisaltide) Fruhst. 558.
corvina (Huph. nerissa) Fruhst. 141.
cosana (Euth. recta) Fruhst. 682.
cosimon (Cast, ilissus) Fruhst. 888.
cossyra (Neor. lowi) Fruhst. 327.
courvoisieri (Gerydus) Fruhst. 818.
crassimaculata (Eupl. jacobseni) Fruhst. 249.
crepax (Char, polyxena) Fruhst. 732.
crestonia (Erg. merione) Fruhst. 457.
crexa (Hyp. bolina) Fruhst. 553.
crimisa (Mel. leda) Fruhst. 363.
crinatha (Ter. sari) Fruhst. 170.
crocalina (Catops. crocale) Fruhst. 163.
cuda^a (Abis. celebica) Fruhst. 784.
cumaxa (Eupl. eurianassa) Fruhst. 245.
cunctator (Char, fabius) Fruhst. 730.
cuneifera (Eupl. aegyptus) Fruhst. 269.
cungata (Ter. blanda) Fruhst. 169.
cupidinius (Erib. eudamippus) Fruhst. 722.
curicta (Hyp. alimena) Fruhst. 546.
curtisi (Pap. iswaroides) Jord. 55.
cusama (Euth. jama) Fruhst. 669.
cyanecula (Hyp. bolina) Fruhst. 549.
cyanippe (Pap. ulysses) Jord. 85.
cybistia (Char, polyxena) Fruhst. 733.
eydrana (Arg. laodice) Fruhst. 745.
cyme (Faun, arcesilaus) Fruhst. 449.
cyme (Lax. damajanti) Fruhst. 789.
cynailurus (Part.h. tigrina) Fruhst. 748.
dacebalus (Cyr. cassander) Fruhst. 574.
daemoniacus (Char, borneensis) Fruhst. 738.
dandapani (Tan. trigerta) Fruhst. 650.
darani (Euth. cocytina) Fruhst. 662.
dealbata (Eupl. swainsoni) Fruhst. 239.
debarbata (Eupl. leucostictos) Fruhst. 263.
debata (Lethe mekara) Fruhst. 320.
decernia (Cupha madestes) Fruhst. 470.
decia (Eupl. treitschkei) Fruhst. 267.
decia (Myc. horsfieldi) Fruhst. 345.
decorata (Eupl. lacordairei) Fruhst. 247.
defasciata (El. panthera) Fruhst. 372.
defigurata (Eupl. godarti) Fruhst. 236.
defigurata (Eupl. lacordairei) Fruhst. 247.
deiokes (Dich. nesimachus) Fruhst. 697.
delicia (Eupl. melanopa) Fruhst. 243.
delunata (Taen. catops) Fruhst. 417.
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demaculata (Eupl. deione) Fruhst. 239.
dcmades (Dol. kexophthalmus) Fruhst. 562.
demetria (Dol. noorna) Fruhst. 561.
dendera (Ter. hecabe) Fruhst. 168.
denigrata (Apor. soracta) Fruhst. 138.
deniya (Abis. savitri) Fruhst. 785.
denosa (At. alcippe) Fruhst. 473.
dentyris (Ter. hecabe) Fruhst. 168.
denya (Arg. pulchra) Fruhst. 298.
depicta (Del. belisama) Fruhst. 132.
depunctata (Eupl. harrisi) Fruhst. 246.
depunctata (Hyp. deois) Fruhst. 556.
deriopes (Eupl. modesta) Fruhst. 275.
deronda (Lyc. puspa) Fruhst. 870.
desdemona (Pap. aegeus) Jord. 66.
despoliata (Del. hypareta) Fruhst. 125.
despoliata (Eupl. diocletianus) Fruhst. 271.
dhayma (Euth. godarti) Fruhst. 659.
dhyana (Praet. statira) Fruhst. 795.
diabolica (Hest. jasonia) Fruhst. 219.
diadema (Hyp. alimena) Fruhst. 545.
diana (Pap. helena) Jord. 21.
didica (Dicall, kirschi) Fruhst. 787.
digentia (Ter. Candida) Fruhst. 172.
dindymene (Ter. Candida) Fruhst. 172.
dioneia (Cynth. erota) Fruhst. 480.
dioscurus (Pap. castor) Jord. 45.
diotima (Ter. Candida) Fruhst. 172.
diphridas (Hyp. alimena) Fruhst. 547.
dirce (Pap. ulysses) Jord. 84.
dirteoides (Euth. dirtea) Fruhst. 687.
discalis (Eupl. harrisi) Fruhst. 246.
discalis (Hyp. bolina) Fruhst. 551.
distant! (Gand. karina) Fruhst. 173.
distinctissima (Eupl. alcathoe) Fruhst. 278.
distrata (Dan. schenki) Fruhst. 206.
ditionis (Dan. similis) Fruhst. 275.
divica (Cynth. erota) Fruhst. 479.
djalia (Seph. chandra) Fruhst. 701.
djataca (Tan. pelea) Fruhst. 651.
dobera (Pap. memnon) Jord. 73.
dodanda (Euth. anosia) Fruhst. 674.
doliones (Cyr. lutea) Fruhst. 585.
dolorosa (App. maria) Fruhst. 157.
dominans (Eupl. godarti) Fruhst. 236.
domitia (Eupl. lewa) Fruhst. 241.
domorana (Cirr. tyche) Fruhst. 487.
donada (Eupl. mulciber) Fruhst. 250.
donus (Dol. hexophthalmos) Fruhst. 746.
druentia (Taen. staudingeri) Fruhst. 415.
dukha (Tan. pelea) Fruhst. 651.
duranius (Ex. euthymius) Fruhst. 448.
dyma (Ypth. pandocus) Fruhst. 293.
eburnea (App. pandione) Fruhst. 153.
ecbatana (Eupl. tulliolus) Fruhst. 254.
edela (Del. poecilea) Fruhst. 126.
efl'eminata (Metelodina) Fruhst. 123.
egna (Hyp. bolina) Fruhst. 549.
egregia (Eupl. doleschalli) Fruhst. 248.
elaitia (Par. boebera) Fruhst. 180.
elateia (Ceth. lamarcki) Fruhst. 502.

elema (Rhin. polynice) Fruhst. 539.
eleusinida (Eupl. lacordairei) Fruhst. 247.
eleutheria (Eupl. eleutho) Fruhst. 241.
elgitha (Ceth. penthesilea) Fruhst. 507.
eligia (Hyp. alimena) Fruhst. 546.

elis (App. nephele) Fruhst. 152.
elis (Gand. harina) Fruhst. 172.
elliciana (Hyp. bolina) Fruhst. 553.
ellina (Huph. perimale) Fruhst. 143.
elodinia (Stibog. nymphidia) Fruhst. 796.
elya (4Iel. atrax) Fruhst. 365.
emona (Dan. melissa) Fruhst. 274.
endida (El. congruens) Fruhst. 379.
engamon (Disc, necho) Fruhst. 446.
enganica (Mel. phedima) Fruhst. 364.
enganica (Ter. hecabe) Fruhst. 167.
enima (Lethe roliria) Fruhst. 315.
enna (Eupl. guerini) Fruhst. 243.
enoplus (Pap. agamemnon) Jord. 101.
entlieatus (Erib. schreiber) Fruhst. 725.
ephebus (Erib. jalysus) Fruhst. 722.
epidesma (Amath. phidippus) Fruhst. 428.
epiphaneia (Eupl. deione) Fruhst. 238.
eporidorix (Euth. aeropus) Fruhst. 694.
erana (Eupl. pierreti) Fruhst. 245.
erasimus (Disc, necho) Fruhst. 447.
eretria (Allot, punctatus) Fruhst. 814.
eretria (Eupl. nemertes) Fruhst. 265.
ergena (Euth. aeropus) Fruhst. 695.
erilda (Abis. kausambi) Fruhst. 783.
erinna (Hebom. glaucippe) Fruhst. 176.
ermelinda (Dol. bisaltide) Fruhst. 559.
ernita (Mel. boisduvalia) Fruhst. 367.
erynia (Eupl. callithoe) Fruhst. 261.
erythrus (Pap. annae) Jord. 39.
esmalta (Euth. dirtea) Fruhst. 687.
esquilinus (Eum. mniszeclii) Fruhst. 308.
esvara (Abr. pratti) Fruhst. 648.
etoga (Parth. sylvia) Fruhst. 647.
euanthes (Ceth. cvane) Fruhst. 503.
eubalia (Pay), rumanzovia) Jord. 75.
eucyana (Pap. paradoxa) Jord. 44.
eugenia (Eupl. treitschkei) Fruhst. 267.
eumagos (Pap. helena) Jord. 24.
eumelus (Cyr. maenalis) Fruhst. 746.
eumeneia (Nept. columella) Fruhst. 616.
eupeithes (Ypth. yarba) Fruhst. 287.
euploeina (Eur. halitherses) Fruhst. 708.
euprasina (Pap. weiskei) Jord. 93.
eurykleia (Eupl. callithoe) Fruhst. 261.
eutaenia (Euth. amanda) Fruhst. 678.
eutaenia (Lim. lyncides) Fruhst. 642.
euthycrite (Zeux. aurelius) Fruhst. 437.
eutropius (Amath. phidippus) Fruhst. 427.
eutychia (Prec. orithva) Fruhst. 523.
eutychius (Euth. aeropus) Fruhst. 694.
euvaristus (Hyp. antilope) Fruhst. 543.
| evarida (Myc. evara) Fruhst. 351.
evora (Logania) Fruhst. 806.
exophthalma (Ter. celebensis) Fruhst. 172.
exornans (Dol. bisaltide) Fruhst. 558.
expectata (Nept. sliepherdi) Fruhst. 617.
.
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fabricia (Eupl. lewa) Fruhst. 241.
falcidia (App. melania) Fruhst. 156.
ialiscus (Erib. athamas) Fruhst. 719.
farona (Taen. phorcas) Fruhst. 419.
| fasciata (App. melania) Fruhst. 155.
fastosa (Del. crithoe) Fruhst. 134.
| iaunia (Eupl. confusa) Fruhst. 232.
faunia (Ter. tominia) Fruhst. 171.
; favorinus (Hest. lynceus) Fruhst. 220.
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febronia (Myc. mucia) Fruhst. 339.
felsina (Del. gabia) Fruhst. 128.
fenestrella (Hyp. haemonia) Fruhst. 297.
festrada (App. leptis) Fruhst. 157.
flaminia (App. melania) Fruhst. 157.
ilanona (Lethe chandica) Fruhst. 320.
flavescens (Catops. crocale) Fruhst. 162.
tloralis (Euth. cocytina) Fruhst. 661.
florensis (Lim. procris) Fruhst. 641.
floresiana (At. alcippe) Fruhst. 472.
flymbra (Dan. aspasia) Fruhst. 274.
iokiensis (Calin. buddlia) Fruhst. 705.
foliacea (Kali, inachus) Fruhst. 563.
foliacea (Yoma sabina.) Fruhst. 541.
formosana (Par. vesta) Fruhst. 741.
tie gel a (Hest. leuconoe) Fruhst. 275.
frenus (Hyp. osyris) Fruhst. 297.
fucentia (Myc. anapita) Fruhst. 334.
fugator (Erib. nepenthes) Fruhst. 723.
fulginia (Myc. gotama) Fruhst. 348.
fulvinotata (Mel. phedima) Fruhst. 364.
fumosa (Pap. thule) Jord. 106.
funesta (Del. crithoe) Fruhst. 134.
furia (App. melania) Fruhst. 155.
fylgia (Lim. hollandi) Fruhst. 639.
gada (Lethe europa) Fruhst. 316.
gadames (Ypthima) Fruhst. 290.
gades (Cyr. aciha) Fruhst. 747.
gajus (Dob hexophthalmus) Fruhst. 561.
galaecia (Dan. juventa) Fruhst. 213.
galaesus (Pant, zeroca) Fruhst. 632.
galara (Euth. franciae) Fruhst. 679.
galbana (App. lyncida) Fruhst. 149.
galepsus (App. celestina) Fruhst. 151.
galeria (Ypth. stellera) Fruhst. 290.
galerus (App. celestina) Fruhst. 152.
galkissa (Mel. phedima) Fruhst. 364.
gallienus (Ypth. baldus) Fruhst. 289.
galoa (Euth. damalis) Fruhst. 692.
gamala (Eupl. mazares) Fruhst. 277.
gambara (Lethe rohria) Fruhst. 315.
ganus (Ypth. motschulskyi) Fruhst. 291.
garama (Ter. tilaha) Fruhst. 170.
garcila (Arg. adippe) Fruhst. 515.
garcila (Eupl. pumila) Fruhst. 257.
gardineri (Gand. harina) Fruhst. 173.
gariata (Dan. melissa) Fruhst. 203.
garlanda (Apat. ambica) Fruhst. 700.
garuna (Aul. swaha) Fruhst. 309.
garunda (Hest. blanchardi) Fruhst. 223.
gasvena (Euth. evelina) Fruhst. 685.
gaugamela (Ypth. yarba) Fruhst. 287.
gaza (Eupl. leucostictos) Fruhst. 262.
gedrosia (Erg. ariadne) Fruhst. 456.
gela (Ypth. methora) Fruhst. 292.
gelduba (Lethe sidonis) Fruhst. 312.
gelia (Pap. lorquinianus) Jord. 83.
gellia (App. lyncida) Fruhst. 149.
gellia (Ypth. ceylonica) Fruhst. 287.
genetta (Euth. acetes) Fruhst. 692.
georgi (Leptos. xiphia) Fruhst. 121.
gerania (Pap. memnon) Jord. 73.
gerasa (App. aegis) Fruhst. 158.
getkusus (Gerydus) Fruhst. 816.
gilva (Dan. albata) Fruhst. 209.
ginosa (Erg. merione) Fruhst. 457.

gitgita (Pant, selenophorus) Fruhst. 717.
giva (Eupl. atossa) Fruhst. 277.
glabrius (Ypth. aphnius) Fruhst. 290.
glenia (Pap. nox) Jord. 30.
glicia (Colias hyale) Fruhst. 164.
glorifica (Lim. sibilla) Fruhst. 637.
godana (Lethe rohria) Fruhst. 315.
godana (Ter. andersoni) Fruhst. 169.
gopaka (Lethe mekara) Fruhst. 320.
goramensis (Ter. Candida) Fruhst. 172.
gordita (Hest. leuconoe) Fruhst. 275.
gorima (Eupl. nemertes) Fruhst. 265.
grisescens (Mel. zitenius) Fruhst. 366.
guilelmi (Proth. australis) Fruhst. 716.
guimarensis (Cirr. tyche) Fruhst. 487.
guimarensis (Nept. columella) Fruhst. 616.
guizona (Arg. pulchra) Fruhst. 298.
gulussa (Par. Valeria) Fruhst. 179.
gyndes (Pap. macareus) Jord. 104.
gypsotkelia (Pap. helena) Jord. 24.
gyrtia (Pap. memnon) Jord. 73.
gythion (Tax. haquinus) Fruhst. 793.
hadrumaia (Eupl. amymone) Fruhst. 276.
hadrumeta (Dan. juventa) Fruhst. 275.
kainana (Apat. parisatis) Fruhst. 698.
kainana (Gand. harina) Fruhst. 172.
hainana (lx. pyrene) Fruhst. 158.
kainanensis (Disc, tullia) Fruhst. 443.
kainanensis (Prec. orithya) Fruhst. 522.
hainanensis (Prion, thestylis) Fruhst. 136.
halesa (Ter. tominia) Fruhst. 171.
harmonia (Hest. electra) Fruhst. 223.
harmostus (Orin. damaris) Fruhst. 310.
harpalycus (Dich. nesimachus) Fruhst. 697.
harpasa (Nept. minclorana) Fruhst. 608.
hastia (Salet. cicinna) Fruhst. 183.
haternis (Eur. halitherses) Fruhst. 708.
hatra (Nept. hylas) Fruhst. 602.
hecura (Lib. myrrha) Fruhst. 770.
hegelochus (Pant, eidimene) Fruhst. 628.
hegesander (Eum. heydenreichi) Fruhst. 308
hegesandira (Nept. ebusa) Fruhst. 622.
hegesias (Nept. ilhgeri) Fruhst. 621.
hegias (Euth. aeropus) Fruhst. 695.
hegylus (Pap. payeni) Jord. 91.
helionice (Rhin. polynice) Fruhst. 539.
hellopia (Pap. memnon) Jord. 73.
helvidius (Disc, necho) Fruhst. 447.
helvidius (Euth. aeropus) Fruhst. 694.
helvola (App. nero) Fruhst. 151.
hemara (Par. boebera) Fruhst. 180.
liemera (Del. henningia) Fruhst. 135.
hemera (Euploea) Fruhst. 243.
heraeon (Ger. boisduvali) Fruhst. 818.
herennia (App. ada) Fruhst. 150.
herlina (Ter. libythea) Fruhst. 166.
hermocinia (Par. tritaea) Fruhst. 180.
hernica (Myc. tagala) Fruhst. 340.
herodorus (Derc. gobrias) Fruhst. 161.
liesiodus (Eupl. corus) Fruhst. 258.
hestinia (El. ceryx) Fruhst. 383.
hiempsal (Tell, zoilus) Fruhst. 273.
hiera (Pap. memnon) Jord. 73.
hierasus (Pant, perius) Fruhst. 747.
j liiereia (Nept. daria) Fruhst. 617.
| kieropous (Ger. symethus) Fruhst. 822.
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hilaria (Pap. ulysses) Jord. 85.
himera (Prec. erigone) Fruhst. 746.
hippona (App. lyncida) Fruhst. 148.
hismina (Eupl. nemertes) Fruhst. 265.
honrathi (Eupl. callithoe) Fruhst. 261.
horatia (App. melania) Fruhst. 157.
horatia (Ter. tominia) Fruhst. 171.
hormisda (Ceth. obscura) Fruhst. 745.
hortensia (Eupl. nemertes) Fruhst. 265.
kostilia (App. nephele) Fruhst. 152.
hostilia (Salet. panda) Fruhst. 182.
hyampeia (Ypth. argus) Fruhst. 290.
hyele (Iluph. temena) Fruhst. 147.
hygina (Eupl. eleusina) Fruhst. 262.
hyllus (Ger. boisduvali) Fruhst. 818.
liyllus (Lyc. puspa) Fruhst. 870.
hypanis (Eupl. malayica) Fruhst. 231.
hypaspistes (Eupl. simillima) Fruhst. 269.
hypata (Hest. logani) Fruhst. 221.
hypochra (Pap. epycides) Jord. 41.
hyria (Dan. similis) Fruhst. 211.
hyria (Nept. anjana) Fruhst. 620.

icilia (App. lyncida) Fruhst. 149.
igilia (Myc. perseoides) Fruhst. 346.
ignifera (Euth. aeetes) Fruhst. 692.
illergeta (Cerr. satellita) Fruhst. 491.
illuminata (Hyp. pithoka) Fruhst. 544.
illustrata (Symb. hippoclus) Fruhst. 531.
impressa (Eupl. nemertes) Fruhst. 265.
incisa (Elod. primularis) Fruhst. 123.
infuscata (App. albina) Fruhst. 154.
interjecta (Hyp. alimena) Fruhst. 547.
interposita (Cast, hamada) Fruhst. 884.
invisibilis (Parelodina) Fruhst. 123.
invitabilis (App. nephele) Fruhst. 152.
invitabilis (Eupl. lacordairei) Fruhst. 247.
iovis (Pseudod. eone) Fruhst. 899.
ipona (Euth. phemius) Fruhst. 675.
irene (Euploea) Fruhst. 243.
iria (App. melania) Fruhst. 156.
irma (Huph. aspasia) Fruhst. 146.
irma (Proth. franckii) Fruhst. 714.
isarcha (Pap. memnon)L/or<7. 73.
isias (Hyp. isis) Fruhst. 296.
isis (Hypocysta) Fruhst. 296.
ismenides (Mel. leda) Fruhst. 362.
isona (Cast, hamada) Fruhst. 884.
issa (Lethe gulnihal) Fruhst. 323.
ityla (Pap. memnon) Jord. 73.
ivena (El. malelas) Fruhst. 381.
ivena (Hyp. bolina) Fruhst. 552.

jadeitina (Euth. dirtea) Fruhst. 687.
jadiva (Eupl. swainsoni) Fruhst. 276.
jalendra (Ter. hecabe) Fruhst. 167.
jamaeus (Ypth. pandocus) Fruhst. 293.
jamblichus (Erib. eudamippus) Fruhst. 722
japudia (Eupl. confusa) Fruhst. 232.
javanica (Van. canace) Fruhst. 528.
jedja (Eupl. crameri) Fruhst. 275.
jembala (Eulac. osteria) Fruhst. 702.

jhana (Abis. echerius) Fruhst. 782.
jimena (Dol. melana) Fruhst. 562.
jobina (Hars. hygea) Fruhst. 299.
jobinus (Tell, zoilus) Fruhst. 273.

joloana (Hyp. bolina) Fruhst. 549.
jolonus (Symb. hippoclus) Fruhst. 530.
jomaria (Lethe chandica) Fruhst. 321.
jordani (Char, fabius) Fruhst. 731.
juba (Pieris melete) Fruhst. 140.
jugurtha (Prion, thestylis) Fruhst. 136.
jugurtliina (Catops. crocale) Fruhst. 163.
julica (Eupl. melanopa) Fruhst. 243.
junia (Pap. bianor) Jord. 78.
justa (Ceth. lamarcki) Fruhst. 502.
ju venal (Tar. plinius) Fruhst. 893.
juventina (Par. Valeria) Fruhst. 179.

kabiana (Cynth. erota) Fruhst. 479.
kadina (Eupl. leucostictos) Fruhst. 264.
kallidupa (Ter. hecabe) Fruhst. 168.
kandaon (Eupl. leucostictos) Fruhst. 263.
kangeana (lx. reinwardti) Fruhst. 160.
keyana (Cupha crameri) Fruhst. 468.
kschattryia (Cynth. erota) Fruhst. 481.
kuangshiii (Arg. nerippe) Fruhst. 746.
kumana (Eulac. osteria) Fruhst. 702.
kumara (Lethe europa) Fruhst. 316.
kyllene (Dan. plexippus) Fruhst. 195.

ladesta (Leth. vindhya) Fruhst. 319.
ladia (Cynth. erota) Fruhst. 480.
lando (Cynth. sapor) Fruhst. 744.
laodikeia (Eupl. diana) Fruhst. 240.
lasica (Lax. damajanti) Fruhst. 789.
latilimbata (Catops. crocale) Fruhst. 163.
latistriga (Eupl. lewa) Fruhst. 241.
latitaenia (Cirr. tyche) Fruhst. 486.
laurentia (Eupl. asyllus) Fruhst. 266.
lecerfi (Dod. deodata) Fruhst. 779.
leitus (Allot, unicolor) Fruhst. 811.
lenitas (Huph. temena) Fruhst. 147.
leochares (Eupl. viola) Fruhst. 264.
leonida (Cupha crameri) Fruhst. 468.
leoninus (Cast, ilissus) Fruhst. 888.
leopardina (Euth. canescens) Fruhst. 690.
lepidana (App. lyncida) Fruhst. 149.
leporina (Pap. aegeus) Jord. 67.
lesora (Dan. similis) Fruhst. 212.
lesseta (Cirr. tyche) Fruhst. 487.
leucacantha (Del. descombesi) Fruhst. 131.
j leucania (Pap. antiphates) Jord. 89.
leucasia (Prec. orithya) Fruhst. 523.
Ieucogaea (Del. descombesi) Fruhst. 131.
leucophryne (Pant, selenophora) Fruhst. 631.
leucocelis (Pap. rhetenor) Jord. 76.
leucostictina (Eupl. negleyana) Fruhst. 277.
leytensis (Ter. invida) Fruhst. 170.
liacura (Ceth. biblis) Fruhst. 501.
libera (Ter. Candida) Fruhst. 172.
libisonia (Hyp. alimena) Fruhst. 546.
ligyra (Pap. bathycles) Jord. 100.
lilacina (Par. boebera) Fruhst. 180.
lileia (App. celestina) Fruhst. 151.
lilybaea (Eupl. helcita) Fruhst. 276.
limbata (App. melania) Fruhst. 156.
limbata (Eupl. doleschalli) Fruhst. 248.
limetanus (Tell, zoilus) Fruhst. 273.
limia (App. celestina) Fruhst. 152.
limyrus (Eupl. aegyptus) Fruhst. 268.
lingana (Ideops. daos) Fruhst. 216.
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litana (Elocl. hvpatia) Fruhst. 122.
locana (Ter. liecabe) Fruhst. 167.
lombokiana (El. kamara) Fruhst. 383.
lombokiana (lx. reinwardti) Fruhst. 160.
lombokiana (Lira, hollandi) Fruhst. 639.
lucania (Eupl. alcathoe) Fruhst. 276.
luciella (Ter. Clarissa) Fruhst. 495.
lucina (Pap. helena) Jord. 21.
lucinda (Pap. helena) Jord. 23.
luciplena (Dan. cleona) Fruhst. 206.
luctuosa (Hyp. bolina) Fruhst. 549.
lurida (App. lyncida) Fruhst. 148.
luscius (Char, nitebis) Fruhst. 740.
lntalina (Tan. valmikis) Fruhst. 653.
lutatia (App. lyncida) Fruhst. 149.
luxurianta (Eupl. phaenareta) Fruhst. 259.
luzonica (Lib. narina) Fruhst. 768.
lychnitis (Lax. telesia) Fruhst. 790.
lychorida (Lyc. nedda) Fruhst. 875.
lyconides (Lim. lycone) Fruhst. 642.
lycosura (Dan. juventa) Fruhst. 213.
lygaea (Pap. helena) Jord. 23.
lygdamis (Eupl. illudens) Fruhst. 243.
lygdania (Eupl. aethiops) Fruhst. 234.
lykeia (Eupl. depuiseti) Fruhst. 265.
lykoatis (Eupl. duponcheli) Fruhst. 244.
lykoleon (Eupl. nemertes) Fruhst. 265.
lyncurion (Dol. noorna) Fruhst. 561.
lystra (Eupl. fraudulenta) Fruhst. 244.
macliares (Acrophth. artemis) Fruhst. 295.
macrianus (Ypth. pandocus) Fruhst. 293.
macromalayana (Iss. sinha) Fruhst. 473.
macromalayana (Myc. mineus) Fruhst. 344.
macrophthalmia (Palae. opalina) Fruhst. 360.
ruacnia (Del. hyparete) Fruhst. 125.
maeza (Hyp. bolina) Fruhst. 553.
magarna (Euth. evelina) Fruhst. 685.
inaglovius (Hyp. antilope) Fruhst. 544.
magniplaga (Eupl. lacordairei) Fruhst. 247.
mahamaya (Lethe europa) Fruhst. 316.
maliapota (Euth. evelina) Fruhst. 685.
mahara (Euth. durya) Fruhst. 686.
inahastlia (Lim. urdaneta) Fruhst. 642.
mahasthama (Proth. calydonia) Fruhst. 717.
mahawedi (Char, polyxena) Fruhst. 731.
mahonia (Euth. evelina) Fruhst. 685.
malayana (Leptos. xiphia) Fruhst. 121
malissia (Euth. lusiada) Fruhst. 671.
mamilia (Prion, thestylis) Fruhst. 136.
manavira (Tan. munda) Fruhst. 654.
manaya (Euth. durya) Fruhst. 686.
manda (Euth. monina) Fruhst. 665.
mangala (Lethe manthara) Fruhst. 320.
mangolina (Ter. tominia) Fruhst. 171.
maniliana (Van. canace) Fruhst. 528.
manisa (Zeth. pimplea) Fruhst. 393.
manja (Diag. japonica) Fruhst. 703.
mansonia (Lethe dura) Fruhst. 314.
mara (Euth. godarti) Fruhst. 659.
marea (Eupl. leucostictos) Fruhst. 277.
marga (Lethe chandica) Fruhst. 321.
margarclon (Lyc. coalita) Fruhst. 866.
niarginata (App. melania) Fruhst. 157.
marianensis (Hyp. octocula) Fruhst. 555.
marmorata (Kali, inachus) Fruhst. 565.
martia (Salet. panda) Fruhst. 182.

martini (Lyc. puspa) Fruhst. 870.
masana (Logania) Fruhst. 808.
massilia (App. leptis) Fruhst. 157.
mataurus (Myc. tagala) Fruhst. 340.
matilica (Eupl. lielcita) Fruhst. 276.
matilda (Ypth. sakra) Fruhst. 292.
matthiola (Pant, nefte) Fruhst. 634.
medaga (Euth. teuta) Fruhst. 681.
meduca (Cynth. erota) Fruhst. 479.
meeki (Danaida) Fruhst. 274.
meforicus (Tell, zoilus) Fruhst. 273.
meinippus (Pant, zeroca) Fruhst. 632.
melanides (App. melania) Fruhst. 156.
melanostoma (Pap. paradoxa) Jord. 44.
melas (Pap. criton) Jord. 19.
menaius (Erib. athamas) Fruhst. 720.
menandrus (App. indra) Fruhst. 153.
mendica (Pant, reta) Fruhst. 629.
mendice (Myc. jopas) Fruhst. 359.
menexema (Dol. bisaltide) Fruhst. 560.
menodice (Eupl. deione) Fruhst. 239.
mensia (Ter. blanda) Fruhst. 169.
mentawica (Rhin. polynice) Fruhst. 539.
mesima (Cynth. sapor) Fruhst. 484.
mesites (Pap. castor) Jord. 45.
inesogaia (Kept, columella) Fruhst. 616.
messala (Ideops. anapis) Fruhst. 217.
messia (Eupl. nemertes) Fruhst. 266.
messoa (Arg. lathonia) Fruhst. 514.
inetaxa (Dan. juventa) Fruhst. 214.
mevaria (Hest. logani) Fruhst. 220.
mezentius (Dan. lotis) Fruhst. 197.
micromalayana (App. albina) Fruhst. 154.
micromalayana (Catops. crocale) Fruhst. 163.
micromalayana (Hyp. bolina) Fruhst. 551.
micromalayana (Ter. Candida) Fruhst. 172.
midia (Euth. aeropus) Fruhst. 695.
mihintala (Penth. lisarda) Fruhst. 463.
mimica (Eupl. batesi) Fruhst. 232.
minacia (Catops. scylla) Fruhst. 163.
inindanaensis (Hand, harina) Fruhst. 173.
mindorana (Disc, necho) Fruhst. 447.
mindorensis (Del. hyparete) Fruhst. 125.
minoa (Rag. crisia) Fruhst. 361.
minutianus (Eum. regeli) Fruhst. 308.
mirditta (Euth. lepidea) Fruhst. 657.
misagenes (Eupl. alecto) Fruhst. 233.
miscus (Euth. panopus) Fruhst. 694.
missilia (Hest. hypermnestra) Fruhst. 222.
mithrenes (Eupl. lacordairei) Fruhst. 246.
mitis (Pap. macareus) Jord. 104.
mixta (Ceth. biblis) Fruhst. 499.
miyana (Euth. lepidea) Fruhst. 656.
mnasippus (Dan. banksi) Fruhst. 275.
moaria (Dan. limniace) Fruhst. 274.
moasana (Eupl. climena) Fruhst. 275.
moenus (Ypth. pandocus) Fruhst. 292.
moeris (Cirr. tyche) Fruhst. 487.
mohmandorum (Arg. adippe) Fruhst. 515.
moira (Hest. hypernmestra) Fruhst. 222.
moluccarum (Catops. scylla) Fruhst. 164.
monaeses (Eupl. aethiops) Fruhst. 234.
monara (Euth. durya) Fruhst. 686.
montivaga (Euth. cocytina) Fruhst. 661.
morosina (Eupl. morosa) Fruhst. 244.
minus (Ypth. baldus) Fruhst. 289.
mucida (Prion, autothisbe) Fruhst. 136.
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raudita (Abis. celebica) Fruhst. 784.
muliebris (Tim. maculata) Fruhst. 511.
mulliercula (Elod. hypatia) Fruhst. 122.
munaensis (Hest. blanchardi) Fruhst. 275.
munjava (Ceth. hypsea) Fruhst. 504.
murena (Eupl. funerea) Fruhst. 276.
murina (Colias hyale) Fruhst. 164.
mutina (App. lalage) Fruhst. 153.
mutina (Dan. limniace) Fruhst. 204.
myosotina (Tan. pelea) Fruhst. 651.
inyron (Char, amyous) Fruhst. 734.
myrsilos (Dan. melissa) Fruhst. 202.
liacoleia (Celt, biblis) Fruhst. 499.
n ad aka (Euth. sahadeva) Fruhst. 682.
nadenya (Euth. lubentina) Fruhst. 677.
naerius (Ypth. pandocus) Fruhst. 293.
nagara (Cupha erymanthis) Fruhst. 466.
nagaraja (Lethe arete) Fruhst. 316.
naliathaka (Lib. narina) Fruhst. 768.
namarupa (Tan. aruna) Fruhst. 655.
namatia (Elodina) Fruhst. 122.
namura (Lethe chandica) Fruhst. 321.
napata (Colias hyale) Fruhst. 164.
naram (Praet. statira) Fruhst. 795.
narkunda (Lethe goalpara) Fruhst. 314.
narona (Pareba vesta) Fruhst. 742.
natuna (Ter. blanda) Fruhst. 169.
natunensis (Ideops. daos) Fruhst. 216.
naukratis (Colias hyale) Fruhst. 165.
necopinata (Proth. ribbei) Fruhst. 717.
negrito (Myn. geoffroyi) Fruhst. 537.
nemea (Del. mysis) Fruhst. 126.
neolymira (Lim. lymire) Fruhst. 642.
neopatra (Dan. melaneus) Fruhst. 210.
neophyta (Neor. lowi) Fruhst. 326.
nephritica (Euth. dirtea) Fruhst. 688.
nephthys (Dan. melissa) Fruhst. 273.
nephthys (Hyp. osyris) Fruhst. 297.
nerva (App. ada) Fruhst. 150.
nesis (Eupl. hemera) Fruhst. 243.
nesocles (Pap. memnon) Jord. 74.
nesos (Ter. latimargo) Fruhst. 168.
netonia (Yoma algina) Fruhst. 541.
newayana (Mycalesis) Fruhst. 345.
niasicus (Leptocirc. meges) Jord. 108.
nicaias (Eupl. diana) Fruhst. 276.
nicomedeia (Eulac. osteria) Fruhst. 702.
nigella (Dol. crameri) Fruhst. 562.
nikias (Erib. liebe) Fruhst. 721
nikomedeia (App. melania) Fruhst. 156.
nikosia (Apat. ilia) Fruhst. 700.
niladana (Lethe europa) Fruhst. 315.
nilamba (El. malelas) Fruhst. 381.
nimbata (Dol. bisaltide) Fruhst. 556.
ninos (Cirr. semiramis) Fruhst. 492.
niphandina (Symb. hypselis) Fruhst. 533.
niricvara (Tan. munda) Fruhst. 654.
nirodha (Euth. godarti) Fruhst. 659.
nisus (Pap. euphrates) Jord. 90.
nivaria (Ter. hecabe) Fruhst. 168.
uivas (Hyp. antilope) Fruhst. 543.
nivata (App. aegis) Fruhst. 158.
nivescens (Catops. pomona) Fruhst. 163.
nivescens (lx. pyrene) Fruhst. 159.
nivira (Eupl. viola) Fruhst. 264.
niya (Abis. kausambi) Fruhst. 782.

noctula (Hars. hygea) Fruhst. 299.
noctula (lx. reinwardti) Fruhst. 160.
nocturnia (Rhin. polynice) Fruhst. 539.
nonia (Pap. polytes) Jord. 61.
norina (Tan. pelea) Fruhst. 652.
I norinia (Dan. limniace) Fruhst. 274.
nosba (Nept. mindorana) Fruhst. 608.
novella (Hest. idea) Fruhst. 224.
nubilosa (Kail, limborgi) Fruhst. 566.
nuceria (Pap. polytes) Jord. 61.
nudgara (Lethe europa) Fruhst. 316.
numana (Prec. hedonia) Fruhst. 518.
numantia (Eupl. pierreti) Fruhst. 245.
nuwara (Mel. phedima) Fruhst. 365.
nyagrodna (Tan. munda) Fruhst. 654.
nympha (Pap. helena) Jord. 23.
nymphas (Eupl. ebenina) Fruhst. 234.
nynias (Ypthmia) Fruhst. 290.
nysala (Pap. memnon) Jord. 74.
obianus (Hyp. deois) Fruhst. 555.
obina (Salet. liberia) Fruhst. 182.
obscurata (Euth. cocytina) Fruhst. 660.
obscurata (Myc. eminens) Fruhst. 339.
obucola (Ter. sari) Fruhst. 170.
octacilia (Am. amythaon) Fruhst. 433.
octogesa (Ter. Candida) Fruhst. 172.
oderca (Cupha m :destes) Fruhst. 469.
odilia (Yoma algina) Fruhst. 541.
odilina (Euth. julii) Fruhst. 657.
odrysia (Dan. vitrina) Fruhst. 206.
oebasius (Cyr. maenalis) Fruhst. 578.
oeta (Ter. hecabe) Fruhst. 168.
ogylla (Dan. juventa) Fruhst. 214.
oisyme (Del. mysis) Fruhst. 126.
oitylus (Erib. athamas) Fruhst. 720.
olivacea (Dol. dascylus) Fruhst. 563.
omarion (At. alcippe) Fruhst. 472.
onca (Del. mysis) Fruhst. 126.
opalina (Eupl. nemertes) Fruhst. 266.
ophelion (Eur. halitherses) Fruhst. 709.
oppia (Eupl. nemertes) Fruhst. 266.
optatus (Symb. hypselis) Fruhst. 533.
orantia (Huph. aspasia) Fruhst. 146.
orchomenus (Char, fabius) Fruhst. 731.
orchomenus (Cyr. cassander) Fruhst. 574.
orchomenus (Eum. autonoe) Fruhst. 308.
oresta (Nept. vikasi) Fruhst. 612.
orestias (Euth. aeropus) Fruhst. 694.
orestlieion (Eur. halitherses) Fruhst. 709.
orestilla (Dan. liminace) Fruhst. 205.
oreta (Cirr. tyche) Fruhst. 487.
orita (Del. agostina) Fruhst. 183.
ornamentalis (Hyp. bolina) Fruhst. 549.
orneus (Eupl. eupator) Fruhst. 272.
orontobates (Euploea) Fruhst. 236.
orthagoria (Dol. bisaltide) Fruhst. 560.
orthia (Pap. evernon) Jord. 98.
ortopla (Cirr. fasciata) Fruhst. 485.
osima (Nept. daria) Fruhst. 617.
ostentata (Catops. crocale) Fruhst. 163.
othrys (Tax. haquinus) Fruhst. 793.
othrys (Ter. latimargo) Fruhst. 168.
ovada (Dicall, ribbei) Fruhst. 787.
oxylus (Ger. boisduvali) Fruhst. 818.
oxynthas (Dan. choaspes) Fruhst. 274.
ozolia (App. pandione) Fruhst. 153.
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palia (Abis. kausamboides) Fruhst. 784.
paionea (Abis. kausambi) Fruhst. 782.
paisandrus (Euth. aeropus) Fruhst. 694.
palabuana (Euth. japis) Fruhst. 662.
palata (Enpl. eleusina) Fruhst. 262.
palauensis (Hyp. bolina) Fruhst. 552.
palawana (Ideops. daos) Fruhst. 216.
palawanica (Gand. harina) Fruhst. 173.
palaya (Dod. ouida) Fruhst. 777.
palea (Prec. orithya) Fruhst. 524.
palibothra (Nept. soma) Fruhst. 607.
palidis (Colias byale) Fruhst. 164.
palilia (Eupl. guerini) Fruhst. 242.
pallantia (Nept. vikasi) Fruhst. 612.
pallida (Rag. crisia) Fruhst. 361.
pallidus (Derc. verhuelli) Fruhst. 161.
panaitius (Dan. luzonensis) Fruhst. 209.
panayana (Rin. polynice) Fruhst. 539.
paneha (Abis. celebica) Fruhst. 783.
pancheia (App. albina) Fruhst. 155.
pandemos (Taen. urania) Fruhst. 411.
panVila (Mel. velutina) Fruhst. 366.
panwila (Tbaum. odana) Fruhst. 449.
panyasis (Lax. orpbna) Fruhst. 791.
papissa (App. lyncida) Fruhst. 149.
papuana (Yptb. arctous) Fruhst. 286.
parafervens (Char, polyxena) Fruhst. 732.
parakasa (Lyc. akasa) Fruhst. 862.
paramitra (Euth. cocytina) Fruhst. 661.
parca (Eupl. melanopa) Fruhst. 243.
pareuploea (El. kamara) Fruhst. 382.
parina (Dicall, decorata) Fruhst. 788.
parvipunctata (Eupl. pumila) Fruhst. 257.
paryadres (Dan. melissa) Fruhst. 203.
paryanya (Tan. pelea) Fruhst. 651.
paryphanta (Pap. chaon) Jord. 53.
pasarga (Elod. hypatia) Fruhst. 122.
pasiteles (Arge balimede) Fruhst. 310.
pasitelides (Yptb. baldus) Fruhst. 289.
patenas (Prec. orithya) Fruhst. 523.
pauperata (Eupl. phaenarete) Fruhst. 259.
pedamas (Pant, abiasa) Fruhst. 630.
peducaea (App. libythea) Fruhst. 148.
peducaea (Eupl. snelleni) Fruhst. 238.
peirithous (Eur. babtherses) Fruhst. 709.
peisandrus (Dicb. nesimacbus) Fruhst. 697.
peisistratus (Dicb. nesimacbus) Fruhst. 697.
pelagia (Dan. melissa) Fruhst. 273.
pelagia (Hyp. isis) Fruhst. 296.
pelusiota (Hyp. haemonia) Fruhst. 297.
pelva (Hyp. bohna) Fruhst. 553.
penetia (Pap. helena) Jord. 23.
pentliina (Pap. ulysses) Jord. 85.
peridoneus (Char, aristogiton) Fruhst. 736.
perimele (Lethe latiaris) Fruhst. 323.
perinthas (Am. amytbaon) Fruhst. 433.
peripkas (Dan. scbenki) Fruhst. 206.
periya (Abis. savitri) Fruhst. 786.
periya (Euth. amanda) Fruhst. 678.
perizonia (Eupl. viola) Fruhst. 264.
permagnis (Lethe dyrta) Fruhst. 317.
persicaria (Prec. lemonias) Fruhst. 520.
persiccata (Prec. erigone) Fruhst. 520.
persidina (Par. boebera) Fruhst. 180.
perspicua (Catops. pomona) Fruhst. 163.
perspicua (Del. belladonna) Fruhst. 130.
petina (Pap. eurypylus) Jord. 98.
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phalkes (Hyp. antilope) Fruhst. 543.
phanaroia (Ceth. biblis) Fruhst. 498.
phantasma (Euth. merta) Fruhst. 671.
pharis (Erg. merione) Fruhst. 456.
phasis (Yptb. nigTicans) Fruhst. 294.
phazania (Par. boebera) Fruhst. 180.
pheres (Eupl. aethiops) Fruhst. 234.
pliilopator (Char, mamas) Fruhst. 736.
philosarcus (Char, mamas) Fruhst. 736.
phineas (Euth. kanda) Fruhst. 672.
phlegmone (Char, distant!) Fruhst. 737.
phlegontis (Char, polyxena) Fruhst. 732.
phlegra (Dod. ouida) Fruhst. 777.
pkoebadis (Eupl. gelderi) Fruhst. 252.
phokaia (Huph. aspasia) Fruhst. 146.
pholoe (Pyr. indica) Fruhst. 525.
phorkys (Gant, kanwa) Fruhst. 628.
phormis (Dan. aglea) Fruhst. 274.
phrynichus (Dan. melissa) Fruhst. 203.
phycia (Pap. helena) Jord. 24.
phycites (Prec. orithya) Fruhst. 522.
phylace (Prec. vilhda) Fruhst. 521.
physkon (Huph. nerissa) Fruhst. 141.
picta (Hyp. misippus) Fruhst. 547.
pinaria (Eupl. batesi) Fruhst. 232.
pione (App. melania) Fruhst. 155.
pirithous (lx. pyrene) Fruhst. 159.
pistyrus (Lax. telesia) Fruhst. 790.
pitiya (Mel. atrax) Fruhst. 365.
plaetoria (App. melania) Fruhst. 157.
plataniston (Dan. melaneus) Fruhst. 210.
plesseni (Apatura) Fruhst. 699.
plistia (Lethe jalaurida) Fruhst. 394.
plutarchus (Tar. plinius) Fruhst. 893.
poetelia (Huph. aspasia) Fruhst. 146.
poetelia (Ter. celebensis) Fruhst. 172.
polias (Pap. castor) Jord. 45.
polibetina (Dol. bisaltide) Fruhst. 558.
pompeja (Mel. boisduvalia) Fruhst. 367.
pompilia (Eupl. gloriosa) Fruhst. 248.
porphyria (Pap. polyctor) Jord. 79.
porphyritica (Abis. celebica) Fruhst. 783.
porrothenus (Pap. fuscus) Jord. 56.
prabha (Ter. lacteola) Fruhst. 170.
praeclara (Lyc. philo) Fruhst. 897.
praeelymnias (Eupl. dufresne) Fruhst. 277.
praerubida (Catops. scylla) Fruhst. 164.
praesignis (Proth. ribbei) Fruhst. 716.
praestabilis (Eupl. callithoe) Fruhst. 261.
praestantius (Char, borneensis) Fruhst. 738.
praestigiosa (Ter. terpander) Fruhst. 744.
prasias (Myc. perseus) Fruhst. 343.
pratyeka (Tail, aruna) Fruhst. 655.
praxilla (Pap. polytes) Jord. 62.
priosa (Pap. aegeus) Jord. 65.
principalis (App. albina) Fruhst. 154.
prisca (Euth. merta) Fruhst. 671.
privata (Eupl. callithoe) Fruhst. 260.
proba (Lyc. nedda) Fruhst. 875.
procax (Prec. vilhda) Fruhst. 522.
prodiga (Taen. domitella) Fruhst. 420.
prodigiosa (Zeux. amethystus) Fruhst. 435.
proditrix (Euth. evelina) Fruhst. 685.
progressiva (Eupl. guerini) Fruhst. 242.
pseudalumna (El. kamara) Fruhst. 382.
pseudamba (Huph. naorni) Fruhst. 145.
pseudarias (Cupha arias) Fruhst. 468.
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pscuderipliyle (Euth. merta) Fruhst. 671.
pseudeuploea (El. cumaea) Fruhst. 385.
pseudiphita (Prec. hedonia) Fruhst. 518.
psendocorinna (Salet. liberia) Fruhst. 182.
pseudofalcipennis (Er. angularis) Fruhst. 303.
pseudofasciola (Apat. ulupi) Fruhst. 700.
pscudofervens (Cliar. polyxena) Fruhst. 734.
pseudohisme (Eupl. nemertes) Fruhst. 265.
pseudoleis (App. melania) Fruhst. 155.
pseudomisippus (Hyp. bolina) Fruhst. 552.
pseudopithoka (Hyp. antilope) Fruhst. 544.
pseudosalpinx (El. cybele) Fruhst. 389.
pseudo-valmikis (Tan. orphne) Fruhst. 653.
publilia (Eupl. batesi) Fruhst. 232.
pulyerulenta (Eupl. treitschkei) Fruhst. 267.
punctaria (Eupl. nemertes) Fruhst. 265.
punctata (App. albina) Fruhst. 154.
purana (App. lyncida) Fruhst. 149.
purpurea (Tan. clathrata) Fruhst. 654.
purpurea (Yoma sabina) Fruhst. 541.
pusilla (Pant, asura) Fruhst. 627.
pusilla (Yptkima) Fruhst. 287.
pygela (Pap. polytes) Jord. 61.
pylos (Ter. latimargo) Fruhst. 168.
pytheas (Rah. antara) Fruhst. 599.
pyxagathus (Colias liyale) Fruhst. 164.
quinctinus (Hyp. antilope) Fruhst. 544.
quintia (Eupl. nemertes) Fruhst. 266.
radenoides (Par. argolis) Fruhst. 181.
radiata Eupl. leucostictos) Fruhst. 263.
rafflesiana (Eupl. aegyptus) Fruhst. 269.
ragalva (Lethe europa) Fruhst. 316.
rahula (Lethe chandica) Fruhst. 320.
rajana (Euth. lubentina) Fruhst. 676.
ratnapandi (Lethe chandica) Fruhst. 321.
recussa (Eupl. godarti) Fruhst. 236.
relucida (Eupl. leucostictos) Fruhst. 263.
remigia (Hyp. alimena) Fruhst. 546.
rendova (Arg. pulchra) Fruhst. 298.
retracta (Amath. phidippus) Fruhst. 428.
retrograda (Anath. phidippus) Fruhst. 428.
rererdini (Allot, horsfieldi) Fruhst. 812.
rhacida (Pap. polytes) Jord. 63.
rhaphia (Pap. rhesus) Jord. 88.
rlremia (Huph. espasia) Fruhst. 145.
rhetenorina (Pap. menmon) Jord. 72.
rhodia (Eupl. nemertes) Fruhst. 266.
rhyparia (Pap. helena) Jord. 24.
ricussa (Cynth. erota) Fruhst. 479.
rivalis (Catops. crocale) Fruhst. 163.
roduna (Eupl. malayica) Fruhst. 276.
roonensis (Tell, zoilus) Fruhst. 273.
rossa (Char, polyxena) Fruhst. 732.
royena (Cupha maeonides) Fruhst. 468.
rubula (Dod. durga) Fruhst. 775.
rudraca (Tan. palawana) Fruhst. 653.
ruvellana (Hest. nama) Fruhst. 704.
sabulosa (Yoma sabina) Fruhst. 540.
sacerdotalis (Eupl. callithoe) Fruhst. 261.
sacvida (Euth. aconthea) Fruhst. 668.
sada (Elod. hypatia) Fruhst. 122.
sadija (Xanth. busiris) Fruhst. 407.
saenia (Prion, clemanthe) Fruhst. 137.
sagada (Arg. hyperbius) Fruhst. 516.
saitaphernes (Euth. auosia) Fruhst. 674.

Sakata (Euth. duda) Fruhst. 684.
sakyamuni (Euth. cocytina) Fruhst. 661.
sala (Abis. kausambi) Fruhst. 783.
salangana (lx. pyrene) Fruhst. 159.
salapia (Mel. constantia) Fruhst. 368.
salayara (Cynth. erota) Fruhst. 479.
salazar (Heter. merope) Fruhst. 305.
salegos (Ter. norbana) Fruhst. 171.
saleyra (Prec. orithya) Fruhst. 524.
salina (Tan. munda) Fruhst. 654.
salistra (Eupl. alcathoe) Fruhst. 238.
salvini (Pant, pravara) Fruhst. 624.
samana (Leb. alankara) Fruhst. 644.
samanga (Hand, harina) Fruhst. 173.
samara (Hest. hypermnestra) Fruhst. 222.
samarana (Ter. invida) Fruhst. 170.
samasara (Euth. godarti) Fruhst. 659.
sambaluna (Lethe dyrta) Fruhst. 317.
samoana (Iss. sinha) Fruhst. 475.
samudaya (Euth. cocytina) Fruhst. 661.
sanapati (Ter. blanda) Fruhst. 169.
sangha (Dicall, decorata) Fruhst. 787.
sangha (Lib. narina) Fruhst. 768.
sangirica (Cupha arias) Fruhst. 468.
sangira (Ter. alitha) Fruhst. 171.
sankapura (Ter. hecabe) Fruhst. 167.
saravus (Ypth. aphnius) Fruhst. 289.
sarcaposa (Ypth. newara) Fruhst. 291.
sarcapus (Tell, zoilus) Fruhst. 273.
sardes (Eupl. eupator) Fruhst. 278.
sariba (Dicall, decorata) Fruhst. 788.
sarinoides (Ter. hecabe) Fruhst. 167.
sarmana (Euth. teuta) Fruhst. 681.
sarnada (Ceth. myrina) Fruhst. 506.
sarsina (Ceth. biblis) Fruhst. 502.
sarsina (Dan. melissa) Fruhst. 273.
| satapana (Tan. anrna) Fruhst. 655.
satcllitica (Nept. hylas) Fruhst. 603.

| satellitica (Ter. hecabe) Fruhst. 167.
saturnia (Del. henningia) Fruhst. 135.
saturnus (Lethe verma) Fruhst. 324.
sauteri (Pant, jina) Fruhst. 626.
sawaja (Tax. thuisto) Fruhst. 791.
scapus (Dol. bisaltide) Fruhst. 559.
scatinia (Myn. geoffroyi) Fruhst. 536.
schanus (Pap. diahs) Jord. 77.
schildi (Eupl. diocletianus) Fruhst. 272.
sciara (Pap. helena) Jord. 23.
scota (Ypth. baldus) Fruhst. 289.
scotina (Dol. browni) Fruhst. 560.
scribonia (Del. gabia) Fruhst. 128.
scylla (Eupl. tristis) Fruhst. 249.
scyllaria (Iss. sinha) Fruhst. 475.
sebethus (Ger. biggsi) Fruhst. 819.
seitzi (Euth. phemius) Fruhst. 675.
seleucis (Pap. aegeus) Jord. 66.
selina (Hyp. alimena) Fruhst. 546.
selinuntius (Ypth. baldus) Fruhst. 289.
semiflava (App. albina) Fruhst. 154.
seminigra (Del. argenthona) Fruhst. 126.
semperi (At. alcippe) Fruhst. 472.
semperi (Eur. halitherses) Fruhst. 709.
semperi (Symb. hippoclus) Fruhst. 530.
senia (Hyp. alimena) Fruhst. 545.
senona (Hyp. isis) Fruhst. 296.
sequana (Dan. juventa) Fruhst. 213.
serapis (Hyp. aroa) Fruhst. 297.
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seriphus (Myc. gotama) Fruhst. 348.
seronis (Pap. polytes) Jord. 61.
serrata (Catops. pomona) Frulist. 163.
sertorius (Ypth. pandocus) Fruhst. 293.
sfagia (Dicall, decorata) Fruhst. 788.
sliortlandiea (Iss. sinha) Fruhst. 475.
siamensis (Apat. parisatis) Fruhst. 698.
siamensis (Dol. bisaltide) Fruhst. 557.
siamensis (Kail, inachus) Fruhst. 565.
siccifolia (Kali, inachus) Fruhst. 565.
siddhartha (Tan. pelea) Fruhst. 652.
sidra (Catops. scylla) Fruhst. 163.
sigala (Dicall, decorata) Fruhst. 788.
sigirya (Thaum. noureddin) Fruhst. 439.
sigrya (Dicall, pulchra) Fruhst. 787.
sila (Hyp. antilope) Fruhst. 544.
silarus (Allot, subviolaceus) Fruhst. 808.
silas (Cast, rosimon) Fruhst. 886.
silawa (Euth. dirtea) Fruhst. 689.
Simonides (Dan. luzonensis) Fruhst. 274
simplex (Taen. gorgo) Fruhst. 413.
sinda (Ter. hecabe) Fruhst. 168.
singaria (Dan. melissa) Fruhst.. 203.
sinonia (Myc. ita) Fruhst. 334.
sinopion (Dan. melaneus) Fruhst. 210.
sintica (Lethe verma) Fruhst. 324.
siphnos (Van. canace) Fruhst. 527.
siponta (Rag. crisia) Fruhst. 361.
sisapon (Lethe chandica) Fruhst. 321.
siscia (Catops. pomona) Fruhst. 163.
sitarama (Eulac. osteria) Fruhst. 702.
smaragdifera (Tan. calliphorus) Fruhst. 650.
solia (Pap. polytes) Jord. 62.
solyma (Hest. hypermnestra) Fruhst. 222.
sontinus (Dan. ishmoides) Fruhst. 274.
sopaea (Pap. aegeus) Jord. 67.
sopara (App. libythea) Fruhst. 148.
sophene (Lib. lepita) Fruhst. 769.
sophrona (Ter. latimargo) Fruhst. 168.
sora (Log. massalia) Fruhst. 807.
soranus (App. nero) Fruhst. 151.
sordice (Pareba vesta) Fruhst. 741.
soregina (Euth. alpheda) Fruhst. 670.
sosisthenes (Euth. aetion) Fruhst. 695.
sostrus (Cast, rosimon) Fruhst. 886.
soteira (Delias themis) Fruhst. 124.
sotira (Pap. polytes) Jord. 61.
sramana (Euth. monina) Fruhst. 666.
sramanas (Tan. aruna) Fruhst. 655.
srota (Euth. cordata) Fruhst. 667.
statilia (App. indra) Fruhst. 153.
statius Eupl. corus) Fruhst. 258.
staurakius (Apat. parisatis) Fruhst. 698.
stellata (Hyp. antilope) Fruhst. 543.
stenosa (Log. marmorata) Fruhst. 806.
sthavara (Euth. lepidea) Fruhst. 656.
stictica (Euth. monina) Fruhst. 665.
stiris (Pap. codrus) Jord. 93.
stramenticia (Cirr. aoris) Fruhst. 488.
stratiocus (Erib. athamas) Fruhst. 720.
stratonices (Pap. stratocles) Jord. 106.
strigata (Eur. halitherses) Fruhst. 708.
strymon (Dan. ishmoides) Fruhst. 274.
suanetes (Dan. melissa) Fruhst. 274.
subdecorata (El. malelas) Fruhst. 381.
subochracea (App. albina) Fruhst. 154.
subpunctata (Eupl. cerberus) Fruhst. 234.

subratina (Pant, nefte) Fruhst. 634.
subucula (Hyp. bolina) Fruhst. 549.
subviolacea (Hyp. bolina) Fruhst. 549.
suddhodana (Euth. garuda) Fruhst. 667.
suidas (Euth. aconthea) Fruhst. 669.
sumati (Lethe mekara) Fruhst. 320.
sumatrana (Tan. munda) Fruhst. 654.
sumatranus (Symb. hippoclus) Fruhst. 530.
sumatrensis (Eur. halitherses) Fruhst. 708.
sumbana (Lim. procris) Fruhst. 641.
sumbawana (Lib. narina) Fruhst. 768.
sumbawana (Lim. procris) Fruhst. 641.
surculus (Dol. bisaltide) Fruhst. 558.
suvarna (Lethe chandica) Fruhst. 320.
syllus (Faun, menado) Fruhst. 405.
syma (Pant, reta) Fruhst. 629.
symphelus (Pant, eulimene) Fruhst. 628.
symphronia (Disc, tullia) Fruhst. 444.
synnara (Cupha erymanthis) Fruhst. 467.
tagalorum (Ceth. biblis) Fruhst. 501.
taidena (Arg. aglaja) Fruhst. 515.
tallica (Prec. villida) Fruhst. 522.
talauta (Hyp. alimena) Fruhst. 546.
taloranus (Pap. codrus) Jord. 93.
tambora (Eupl. lacordairei) Fruhst. 247.
tamela (Lib. lepita) Fruhst. 769.
tamiathis (Ter. hecabe) Fruhst. 167.
tamis (Eupl. aethiops) Fruhst. 234.
tanaquil (Cirr. tyche) Fruhst. 487.
tannis (Myc. sudra) Fruhst. 355.
tantra (Dicall, decorata) Fruhst. 788.
tarnis (Eupl. doleschalli) Fruhst. 248.
taurisca (Yoma algina) Fruhst. 541.
taxilides (Mycalesis) Fruhst. 351.
teatus (Myc. ita) Fruhst. 334.
tegea (Prec. erigone) Fruhst. 521.
teldeniya (Pant, gutama) Fruhst. 636.
telearehides (Penth. darlisa) Fruhst. 464.
teliias (Pap. aegeus) Jord. 65.
teliula (Aul. swaha) Fruhst. 309.
telmissus (Dan. plexippus) Fruhst. 195.
tenimberensis (Dol. bisaltide) Fruhst. 559.
tenonia (Iss. sinha) Fruhst. 475.
terentia (Leptos. xiphia) Fruhst. 121.
terentilia (App. melania) Fruhst. 156.
terentilia (Eupl. eurianassa) Fruhst. 245.
terentilina (El. cybele) Fruhst. 389.
tergelia (Huph. aspasia) Fruhst. 145.
terissa (Eupl. climena) Fruhst. 226.
tersatiea (Eupl. godarti) Fruhst. 276.
tervisia (Cyr. eximia) Fruhst. 591.
teurnia (Prec. hedonia) Fruhst. 518.
teutyra (Abis. savitri) Fruhst. 785.
thalaba (Cast, hamada) Fruhst. 884.
thalassica (Hest. lynceus) Fruhst. 220.
thalimar (Cast, etliion) Fruhst. 887.
thargalia (Dan. aspasia) Fruhst. 205.
therionarca (Zeux. semperi) Fruhst. 435.
theriotes (Parth. sylvia) Fruhst. 747.
thero (Prec. hedonia) Fruhst. 518.
thespius (Char, distant!) Fruhst. 737.
thira (Lib. myrrha) Fruhst. 770.
thoanthea (Pseudam. masina) Fruhst. 431.
thrasea (App. indra) Fruhst. 153.
thrasetes (Eupl. eupator) Fruhst. 278.
thrasibulus (Colias) Fruhst. 165.
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tlironion (App. indra) Fruhst. 153.
tliuria (Pap. aegeus) Jord. 66.
thyateira (Mycalesis) Fruhst. 349.
thyiada (Helc. liemina) Fruhst. 711.
tliymbrasia (Ceth. chi'ysippe) Fruhst. 508
thyreus (Ter. sari) Fruhst. 170.
tiara (Euth. cocytina) Fruhst. 661.
tibericus (App. nero) Fruhst. 151.
fibula (Dan. melissa) Fruhst. 273.
tigrana (Dan. cleona) Fruhst. 206.
tigrina (Euth. canescens) Fruhst. 690.
timorica (Lim. hollandi) Fruhst. 639.
tipasa (Dan. juventa) Fruhst. 275.
tisamena (Ceth. biblis) Fruhst. 499.
tisias (Pap. polytes) Jord. 61.
titania (Pap. memnon) Jord. 73.
toalarum (Ter. celebensis) Fruhst. 172.
toalannn (Pseuderg. avesta) Fruhst. 461.
todara (Pith, zalmora) Fruhst. 880.
tonkiniana (Ypth. savara) Fruhst. 292.
toradja (Ter. tominia) Fruhst. 171.
torone (Ypth. fasciata) Fruhst. 288.
tragasa (Dan. similis) Fruhst. 211.
trasinanus (Dan. ishmoides) Fruhst. 274.
triacola (Ceth. liypsea) Fruhst. 504.
trilobita (Euth. cocytina) Fruhst. 661.
triocellata (Cynth. erota) Fruhst. 476.
triphonius (Erib. jalysus) Fruhst. 722.
triratna (Tan. aruna) Fruhst. 655.
ti'istitia (App. ada) Fruhst. 150.
tritogeneia (Lethe minerva) Fruhst. 318.
triumphans (Hyp. pandarus) Fruhst. 554.
trochila (Pap. memnon) Jord. 73.
truentus (Hyp. ant-ilope) Fruhst. 543.
trysa (Eupl. nemertes) Fruhst. 265.
tucanus (Pap. polytes) Jord. 62.
tudela (Euth. kesava) Fruhst. 664.
tunicula (Myc. mystes) Fruhst. 355.
turbonia (Eupl. resarta) Fruhst. 234.
turdeta (Logania) Fruhst. 807.
turturilla (Myn. geoffroyi) Fruhst. 536.
tyawena (Euth. evelina) Fruhst. 685.
tychius (Dan. plexippus) Fruhst. 195.
tydenia (Hyp. deois) Fruhst. 555.
tymbria (Lyc. puspa) Fruhst. 870.
tymphrestus (Allot, fallax) Fruhst. 809.
typlilis (Hyp. antilope) Fruhst. 544.

udana (Ter. andersoni) Fruhst. 170.
udiyana (Dicall, pulc-hra) Fruhst. 787.
ugiensis (Pap. agamemnon) Jord. 102.
ugiensis (Parth. sylvia) Fruhst. 647.
umbrata (Rag. crisia) Fruhst. 361.
upasakas (Euth. cocytina) Fruhst. 661.
upis (Eupl. viola) Fruhst. 264.
uposatha (Eutli. cocytina) Fruhst. 662.
uranides (App. melania) Fruhst. 156.
uredinophora (Kail, inachus) Fruhst. 565.

vada (Mel. belinda) Fruhst. 367.
vada (Salet. liberia.) Fruhst. 182.
vadus (App. leptis) Fruhst. 157.
vaga (Lethe kansa) Fruhst. 318.
vaisya (Prec. lemonias) Fruhst. 520.
vajra (Lethe mekara) Fruhst. 319.
valda (Myc. mucia) Fruhst. 339.

i valentina (Dan. mehssa) Fruhst. 274.

j Valeria (Pap. polytes) Jord. 62.
valesius (Erib. schreiber) Fruhst. 725.
1 validice (Rhin. polynice) Fruhst. 539.
vallona (Euth. evelina) Fruhst. 684.
| varda (Disc, celinde) Fruhst. 446.
varga (Ter. lacteola) Fruhst. 170.
varina (Eupl. duponcheli) Fruhst. 244.
j varna (Cynth. erota) Fruhst. 478.
varus (Dol. hexophthalmus) Fruhst. 562.
vasatlia (Dicall, pulchra) Fruhst. 787.
vasava (App. lyncida) Fruhst. 149.
vasilia (Yoma sabina) Fruhst. 541.
vavasanus (Cast, ethion) Fruhst. 887.
vasumitra (Del. oraia) Fruhst. 132.
vedalla (Praet. statira) Fruhst. 795.
vedana (Thaum. odana) Fruhst. 449.
velitra (Lar. horsfieldi) Fruhst. 460.
velitra (Lethe arete) Fruhst. 316.
vella (Arg. pulchra) Fruhst. 298.
| venostes (Myc. tagala) Fruhst. 340.
venusia (Pap. memnon) Jord. 74.
verbanus (En. cycnus) Fruhst. 448.
! vercella (Myc. francisca) Fruhst. 354.
vereja (Tell, zoilus) Fruhst. 273.
verena (Myc. mucia) Fruhst. 339.
| veria (Seph. chandra) Fruhst. 701.
| verona (Euth. jaina) Fruhst. 669.
| verres (Aul. padma) Fruhst. 309.
vestina (Yoma algina) Fruhst. 541.
vetus (Myc. mestra) Fruhst. 348.
veyana (Euth. bellata) Fruhst. 681.
vicetia (Hest. leuconoe) Fruhst. 275.
j victrix (Hyp. boliva) Fruhst. 549.
vikramida (Tan. pelea) Fruhst. 652.
villi a (Del. crithoe) Fruhst. 134.
villosina (Lyc. lycaenina) Fruhst. 898.
vinaya (Tan. cibaritis) Fruhst. 649.
j viola (Tan. valmikis) Fruhst. 653.
violacea (El. cybele) Fruhst. 389.
violaria (Hyp. antilope) Fruhst. 543.
Violetta (Euth. cocytina) Fruhst. 660.
virescens (Euth. julii) Fruhst. 657.
virginalis (Euth. panopus) Fruhst. 694.
viridicans (Parnass. hardwicki) Fruhst. Ill
viridieans (Stib. nicea) Fruhst. 569.
viridipicta (Ceth. biblis) Fruhst. 502.
viriliformis (Hyp. bolina.) Fruhst. 549.
virilis (App. albina) Fruhst. 154.
virilis (Cynth. erota) Fruhst. 479.
virosa (Catops. crocale) Fruhst. 163.
viruna (Yoma algina) Fruhst. 541.
visellia (Ter. blanda) Fruhst. 169.
vistrica (Euth. panopus) Fruhst. 694.
vitramana (Hyp. bolina) Fruhst. 551.
voconia (Del. henningia) Fruhst. 135.
volsina (Myc. sudra) Fruhst. 355.
volumnia (Lyc. puspa) Fruhst. 870.
vonara (Eupl. alcathoe) Fruhst. 237.

xeragis (Ger. boisduvali) Fruhst. 818.
xerxene (Ceth. cydippe) Fruhst. 745.
xiniene (Pap. aegeus) Jord. 67.

yaksha (App. wardi) Fruhst. 157.
yaksha (Ter. lacteola) Fruhst. 170.
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yaniya (Praet. segecia) Fruhst. 794.
yantiva (Thaum. odana) Fruhst. 440.
yanuta (Arg. ugiensis) Fruhst. 298.
yapana (Euth. bellata) Fruhst. 681.
yapola (Euth. anosia) Fruhst. 674.
yasana (Pant, nefte) Fruhst. 747.
yasodara (Tan. pelea) Fruhst. 651.
yata (Diog. japonica) Fruhst. 703,
yawa (Lib. myrrha) Fruhst. 770.
yenadora (Euth. anosia) Fruhst. 674.
yessonensis (Nept. hylas) Fruhst. 601.
yoga (Lethe dyrta) Fruhst. 317.
yogini (Del. belisama) Fruhst. 132.
yopala (Arg. aglaja) Fruhst. 514.
ysabela (Hyp. alimena) Fruhst. 547.
yunnanensis (Sas. charonda) Fruhst. 702.

zacora (Pap. polytes) Jord. 63.
zaradrus (Allot, fallax) Fruhst. 809.
zarewna (Arg. adippe) Fruhst. 515.
zebraica (Pap. euphrates) Jord. 90.
zebuna (Cirr. tyche) Fruhst. 487.
zenica (Faun, menado) Fruhst. 405.
zephoris (Tell, zoilus) Fruhst. 273.
zephyria (Pap. lowi) Jord. 71.
zeugitana (Lethe kansa) Fruhst. 318.
zingis (Tar. plinius) Fruhst. 893.
zitema (Allot, aphocha) Fruhst. 810.
zoa (Myn. plateni) Fruhst. 535.
zodina (Ypth. baldus) Fruhst. 289.
zosima (Cupha madestes) Fruhst. 744
zuchara (Lethe mekara) Fruhst. 319.
zynara (Pant, kanwa) Fruhst. 628.
zynias (Zem. emesoides) Fruhst. 774.
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32 b
43 c
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58 f
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pardalis
lutala
fruhstorferi
55
martigena 3
,,
.,
consanguis
preseda $
55
jalinder
55
schreiberi
95
,,
orilus
affinis
55
khasianus
.9 9
.
pleistoanax
,.
harmodius
«,
martinus
falculus
59
,,
surjas
pseudomerta
95
andromache
savitri $
neophron
59
thericlas
55
,,
agios $
,,
abuna
philiscus
95
elsa
99
nymphidia
55
venusa
55
batj ana
55
geoffroyi
thuisto
59
segestus
diopethes
55
dossenus
milvina
alkama
dolion
59
multistriatus
95
dumila
lorquini
subcaeruleus
95
cristala
THYSANOTI s
karpaja
schdfferi
broumei
pythia
ethion
tuatensis
epijasius
sagasa
ravata
epirus
pengata
55
chezeba
herculina
yojana
acte
vanovasa
photea
syla
wawortia

,,

,,

,,

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

«,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

,,
,,
,,

,«
,,

95

thesmia
minima.
taenia

,,
.,
,,
,,
..
«
,,
,,
99

susruta
jadeitina
phasiana
ignifera
kes. arhat
gar. suddhodana
agn. oral a,
nivepicta
kenodontus
malissia
sail, nadaka
jr. raja
sarmana
ph. seitzi
eutaenia
smaragdifera
aphidas
ambrysus
montivaga
lutala
orphne
tiara
sumatrana
consanguinea
laverna
hindia
schreiber
kissericus
demonax
pleistoanax
khasianus
martinets
harmodius
plautus
surj. atys
phanthasma
andromacha
teutyra
neophronides
thericles
zemera
bahadur
phyliscus
esla
el 0 dim a
venox
batchiana
geoffroy
sawaja
segestes
diopeithes
dossemus
milvius
alkamah
dotion
multistrigatus
drumila
lorquinii
subcaeruleum
critala
THYSONOTIS
karpaia
schdffera
brownii
pythias
colmus
tuatensis
epijarbas
sagata
rav. phaedra
almar
testa
chozeba
herculius
anasuja
idina
vanavasa
platea U
sit a
mavortia
thaliarchus
mimima
thaenia
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147
147
147
147
148
148
148
148
148
148
149
149
149
149
149
150
150
150
150
152
152
152
152
152
152
153
153
153
153
153
153
153
154
154
154
154
154
155
155
155
155
156
156
156
156
156
156
157
157
157
157
157
157
158
158
159

d
e
g
g
a
b
d
e
e
f
a
b
c
f
g
c
e
f
g
d
d
f
f
f
g
a
a
c
f
g
i
1
c
f
f
g
h
c
c
f
g
a
b
b
e
e
f
a
b
c
c
g
h
a
b
d

Corrections of the Plates of Volume 9.
7. Fig.
5. 9 9
1, 2.
5.
3.
7, 8. ,,
2.
99
1.
99
4. 99
5.
2.
3.
4.
5.
2—4.
2.
2.
5.
4.
4.
6.
4.
5.
8.
2.
3.
8.
8.
3. 4.
2.
11.
7.
2.
1,2.’
3, 4.
3.
1.
4.
6—8.
2

4.
1.
1—3.
8.
6.
7.
5.
8. 9.
8. 9.
8.
6.
10.
4.
6.
6.
7.

for
99
99

place eryx $
anna $
,,
arvina
aroina
absens
,,
abseus
oenotrea
,,
oenotria
herculinus
,,
herculina
,,
anthelius
helius
,,
myrtale
myrtala
avia
,,
asia
mooleyana
,,
moolaiana
agesias
,,
ovomaculata
vivarne
,,
vivarna
kiriwini
,,
kiriwinii
,,
admete
admeta
,,
asinis
azius
,,
anunda
am u nda
,,
agaba
agabe
,,
areste
aresta
.,
dajagaka
dajagora
,,
perissa
pernia
,,
hegesias
hegesia
haraldus £
,,
cornuta
lyce
lyseas
placidina
placid a
tlioria £
..
tlioria 9
,,
parvipuncta
lenella
caerulea
caeruleus
,,
celebensis
rhodane
caduca
cadma
,,
licates
villosa
,,
godeffroyi
turner i
,,
soemis
soaemis
nazira
omphissa nazira
.,
strophis
strophia
,,
phoenix
hylax
,,
dilama
didama
..
piillus
puellus
,,
veturia
oeturia
,,
devadatta
devadetta
,,
cartena
carthena
,, borneana
borneensis
., mingawa
mingama
,,
lucida
lucidus
,, maculata
maculatus
,, plateia
plat a] a
,, herculius
regulus
,, regulus
regulus $
,, jalajala
t alaj ala
,, rokana
rochana
,, lunuUfera
lunifera
,, singama
si ngana
amatica.
anatica
,,
histiaea
histidea
matiana
mathiana
,, osma
asm a
, sophronias
deliciosa
,, minor a
thesmia S

159 g
160 a
160 c
160 d
160 e
160 g
160 h
160 i
161 a
161 c
161 c
161 d
161 d
161 d
161 f
161 f
161 g
162 a
162 b
162 c
162 g
162 g
162 h
162 h
163 c
164 a
164 c
165 d
165 i
166 d
167 e
167 e
168 b
168 b
168 f
168 g
168 h
169 a
169 b
169 d
169 d
170 1
170 i
171 c
171 d
171 e
172 h
173 a
174 a
174 h
174 h
175 b
175 e
175 f
175 g

1. Fig. for
3. „
99
4, 5. ,,
99
,?
6.
..
2,3. ,.
99
1.
„
99
,,
3. „
,.
9. „
4. ,,
,,
3. „
4, 5. „
99
,
2.
6.
„
99
,«
7,8. ,.
5, 6. ,,
99
7, 8. ,,
99
1.
,.
6.
,,
,,
2.
99
,,
2, 3!
”
««
3. ..
8.
,.
99
,,
8.
..
9. „
,,
5. ,,
99
,,
4, 5. „
1.
„
5—7. „
99
6, 7.
„
99
,,
6.
.,
3, 4. ..
99
5. ,,
99
3. „
99
F „
99
.
5. ,,
,,
3. „
1„
99
99

1.
F
5.
6, 7.
3.
7,8.
1.
F
3.
4.
3.
2.
5.
4.
4, 5.
2,3.
F

99

,,
„

..
..
..
„
„
..
„

,,
99

,,
99
99
99

,.
99

,.
.,
,,

99
99
99
99

„

99

jalindra
danina
baweana
pengata
pheretina
sarota
catullus
sthenes
stephanus
ghala
similis
callias
nila
nileia
oraetes
zosime
zosime
imperialis
armata
go pa
santana
limbata
salustius
casyapa
jajadeva
bramaputra
malinda
melantho
modatta
contempta
perronii
parvulus
ar sonia
perronii
ladera
duels
orphitas
adrastus
99
orgyia
orgyioides
ziklea
maesoides
sulturifera
99
formosa
sifa
urejus
Valencia
mokana
montheiti
olivaceus
aventa
taprobanes
anitta

place
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
„
.,
,,
„
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
„
.,
,,

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
99

„
,,
,,

,,
,,
99

,,
.,
,,
„
,,
,,

,,
.,
,,
,,

ravindra
donina
baweanica
testa
pheretima
sarata
catulus
sthenas
strephanus
gliela
smilis
kallios
nileia
distanti
oroetes
zozine
typhon
imperiosa
arcuata
jopa
sanatana
semilimbata
enysii
kasyapa
jayadeva
brahmapulra
milinda
menanto
madatta
contemta
peronii
parvula
peronii

,,
iadera
duris
orphitus
praba
99
ogygia
ogygioides
ziclea
moesoides
sulphurifera
99
formosanus
liagasifa
uregus
valenia
wokana
inornata
olivascens
avesta
taprobanus
attina
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Index.
The number immediately behind the name refers to the page.

The names with a capital initial are those

of genera, the names in italics are synonyms or have been incidentally mentioned.
Plat.

A.
Abantis 1044
abaratha Mr. 1046
abbreviata Strd. Liph. 803
abbreviatus Rothsch. Pap. 68
abbuna Hell. Praetax. 795
abdon Fruhst. Taen. 420
abdul Dist.. Lamp. 908
abdullae Dist. Mel. 364
abdullae Mel. 366
dbencerragus Pier. Lyc. 929
abeona Don. Enod. 306
aberrans Btlr. Pap. 35
aberrans Elw. Nacad. 917
aberrans Nic. Ambl. 966
aberrans Stgr. Taen. 411
abiasa iltr. Pantop. 630
abigar Eschsch. Dan. 201
abima Hew. Geh. 1093
abisa Fruhst. Cyr. 588
abisara Fldr. 779, 780
Abisara 112, 775, 793, 796
abisares Fldr. Ter. 496
abisarina Fruhst. Por. 1009
abjecta Btlr. Eupl. 240
abnormis Elw. Rap. 1007
abnormis Mr. Abis. 782 .
abnormis Mr. Aphn. 938
abnormis Mr. Cirr. 488
abnormis Moult. Taj. 973
abnormis Shelf. Ypth. 294
abnormis Wall. Huph. 147 .
uboe Nic. Amblyp. 966
abrisa Dist. Elym. 385
abrisa Kirby Pap. 45
abrota Dbl. & Hew. Ogyr. 941
Abrota Mr. 648
abrupta Fruhst. Char. 740
abrupta Fruhst. Eupl. 263
absens = Amblyp. abseus 961
absens Drc. Allot. 813
abseus Hew. Ambl. 961 .
absimilis Fldr. Cand. 850 .
absolon Hew. Zeph. 968 .
abstrusus Btlr. Pap. 58
abstrusus Fruhst. Tag. 1043
absyrtus Fldr. Thyson. 828
abuna = Praetax. bahadur 795
abusina Fruhst. Rap. 1007 .
acakra Fruhst. Has. 1050
acala Fruhst. Nept. 607 .
acalina Fruhst. Nept. 606
acalle Hpffr. Telic. 1080 .
acamas King Aphar. 939
acamas Cigar. 934, 939
acampsis Fruhst. Ger. 821

IX

151 b

94 b
150 Bd

122 c
108 d
82 c
140 b

63 b

162 a

147 g
145 d
155 a

160d
126 g

126 f
172 b

Plat.

acandra Fruhst. Ter. 169
acarya Fruhst. Myc. 343 . .
93 b
acasta Cox Cand. 852
Acca Hbn. 596, 600
accius Fruhst. Ira. 944
. . 161 e
acco Gray Parn. 110
acconus Fruhst. Parn. 110 .
50 e
ace Nic. Ambl. 963
acera Fruhst. Prec. 519
Acerbas Nic. 1070
acerides Fruhst. Nept. 601, 1112
acerifolia Fruhst. Kali. 565
aceris Neptis 601
acesina B.-Bak. Lyc. 876
ace-stes Nic. Amblyp. 963
acetas Fruhst. Deud. 1117 .
161c
acetes Hew. Ambl. 951 149 d, 150 a, b
achaja Fruhst. Hor. 982 . . 158 a
achanta Don. Xen. 304 . .
93 c
acharis Fruhst. Rhin. 539
achates Btlr. Cyr. 583
. . 122 a
achates Cr. Pap. 72
achates Sulzer Pap. 74
. .
33 a
achatiades Esp. Pap. 74
achelous Hew. Ambl. 956
. 150 B e
acheron Fruhst. Pap. 98
acheron Gr.-Sm. Pap. 71 . .
27 a
acheron Mr. Pap. 97
achilles Morpho 424
Achlyodes 1028, 1043
Acidalia 514
acilia Godt. Cyr. 589
acilia Cyr. 746, 747
acolus Fruhst. Char. 733
aconthea Cr. Euth. 668 . . 129 b
acontius Hew. Euth. 667
acous Rbb. Pap. 96
Acraea F. 742
Acraea 40
Acraeidi 740
acragas Doh. Ger. 818
acrisa Bsd. Huph. 144
acrisius Fruhst. Ger. 823
acroleuca Wood-M. Eri. 1071
acron Hew. Ambl. 965
. . 150 g
Acrophthalmia Fldr. 295
actaea Karan. 307
acte Mr. Tich. 994 . 146 g, 158 li
acteon Adopaea 1078
Actinor 1093
actinotia Jord. Pap. 28
actor Fruhst. Pap. 97
aculeata Hmps. Mel. 364
acuminata Sn. App. 151
acuta Drc. Pap. 39
acuta Mr. Cur. 935
acuta R. & J. Leuc. 121 .
73 a
acutipennis Fruhst. Pantop. 624

Plat.

acutus R. & J. Erib. 720
acutus R. & J. Erib. 748
ada Btlr. Cynth. 482
ada Cr. App. 150 ....
59 1
ada Dist. Ter. 170
adaemon G. & S. Cyr. 580 „
adaeus Rothsch. Pap. 38
adala Mr. Narosa 802
adala Nic. Ambl. 966
adamantius Fldr. Pap. 82
adamas Zink. Pap. 39
adamsoni Gr.-Sm. Pap. 31 .
19 c
adamsoni Mr. App. 155 . .
61 a
adamsoni Mr. Char. 736
adamsoni Mr. Coel. 329
adamsoni Mr. Pantop. 637
adamsoni Wts. Myc. 353
adamsoni Sm. Pap. 77
adantonia Fruhst. Ceth. 499
adara Mr. Nept. 602
adatha Hew. Ambl. 955 . . 149 b
addenda Fruhst. Lyc. 898
. 153 f
adelaida Stgr. Prec. 517
adelma Fldr. Penth. 464
adelma Mitis Del. 131
aditta Fruhst. Cel. 1037
aditus Mr. Suast. 1062
Adelpha 623, 639, 643
adelpha Fldr. Erg. 458
adeona Sm. Euth. 677
adeonides Fruhst. Euth. 677
adeus Fruhst. Ger. 818
adhara Fruhst. Rhop. 1055
adherbal Gr.-Sm. Ambl. 949
adiante Hbn. Hypoc. 296
Adigama Mr. 226
adima Mr. Euth. 657 . . . 132 c
adina Fruhst. Cynth. 482
adinda Fruhst. Euth. 677
adipala Mr. Nept. 607
adippe Argynn. 514, 515
aditja Fruhst. Lamp. 907
. 151 a
aditya Mr. Chrysoph. 932
adjacentus Fruhst. Pap. 96
admeta = Amblyp. admete 965
admete Hew. Ambl. 965 . . 150 c
Adolias Bsd. 686
Adolias 455, 656, 686, 693
adolphei Guer. Myc. 347 . .
92 b
adolphei Myc. 330
adona Drc. Lamp. 909
adonarensis Rothsch. Pap. 95
adonia Cr. Euth. 678 . . . 129 e
adonias Hew. Ambl. 959 . . 149 d
adonira Hew. Dod. 776 . . 139 d
adoniram Fruhst. Cast. 886
Adopaea 1056
adorabilis Fruhst. App. 157

143

INDEX.
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Plat.

adorabilis Fruhst. Cast. 888 .
adorabilis Fruhst. Eupl. 227 .
adorabilis Fruhst. Lot. 1099
adorea Nic. Ambl. 954
.
.
adrastus Cr. Hy. 1066
adrastus Fldr. Pap. 65
adriana Fruhst. Taen. 418
adriana Nic. Ambl. 961 .
.
adua Fruhst. Proth. 716 .
.
adulans Nic. Ambl. 966
adulatrix Fruhst. Die. 787
adulatrix Fruhst. Free. 517 .
adumbrata Fruhst. Elym. 389
adunora Kheil Pantop. 630
adustata. Fruhst. Argyron. 298
adustata Fruhst. Dan. 209
adustata Fruhst. Euth. 656
adustata Fruhst. Myc. 350
adustatus Fruhst. Amath. 427
adustus G. & S. Dan. 199
adventus Fruhst. Pap. 81
advipa. Fruhst. Le. 316
adyte Bsd. Eupl. 254
aeacus Fldr. Pap. 25
aeacus Pap. 12
aeboja Fruhst. Par. 181
aebutia Fruhst. Eupl. 267
aebutia Fruhst. Lept. 121
aebutia Fruhst. Ter. 171
aedias Hew. Ambl. 963
.
.
aeetes Adolias 455
aeetes Hew. Euth. 691
aegatinus Rothsch. Pap. 66
aegatus Fruhst. Pap. 66
aegeus Don. Pap. 65
aegeus Pap. 40, 47, 68
aegialus Dist. Pap. 44
aegina Fruhst. App. 157
aegina Fruhst. Phriss. 158
.
aegis Fldr. Phriss. 158
.
.
aegisthus L. Pap. 101
aegistiades Honr. Pap. 100
aegistus Cr. Pap. 100
aegle Doh. Euth. 690
aegumurus Fruhst. Eupl. 277
aegyptius Schreher Dan. 194
aegyptus Btlr. Eupl. 268
aegyptus Eupl. 225, 277
aelia Fruhst. Eupl. 269
.
.
aelia Fruhst. Huph. 143
aeliana Fruhst. Huph. 143 .
aelianus F. Lamp. 904
aelius Fruhst. Pap. 101
aeluropis Meyr. & Loio. Mesod.
1059
aemate Fruhst. Myc. 353
aemilia Fruhst. App. 157 .
aemiliana Fernandez Erib. 748
Aemona Hew. 406
Aemona Hew. 403
aemonia Weym. Limen. 641 .
aemonia Lim. 747
aenaria Fruhst. Prec. 520
.
aenea Btlr. Eupl. 268
aenea Misk. Lucia 931
aenea Smpr. Cher. 994
.
.
aenesias = Anis. aenesius Hew.
1061
aenesius Hew. Anis. 1061
aenigma Wall. Pap. 44
aenippe Cr. Ix. 158
aenone Waterh. Ogyr. 941
.
aenus Fruhst. Ira. 944
aeole Mr. Ceth. 504
.
.
.
aecpialis Gr.-Sm. Cand. 853
aequicincta G. & S. Tell. 273
aerithus Fruhst. Eupl. 271
Aeromachus Nic. 1063
aerope Leech Paun. 406
aeropus L. Euth. 694
aesacus Ney Pap. 13
aesatia Fruhst. Eupl. 237
.
aesculapus Stgr. Taen. 422
aesiopaeoides Mr. Ter. 167

153 b
86 e
150 B c

150 B c
121 c

117 a.

147 g

23 c

62 c
62 c

85 c
65 d

123 a
117 a

158 g

161 g
110 a

85 b

Plat.

aesis Fruhst. Van. 527
aesopus F. Cur. 933
aestiva Btlr. Del. 126
aestivus Swh. Aphar. 939
aetherialis Btlr. Lamp. 910 .
aethiopina, Sm. Eupl. 248
aethiops Btlr. Eupl. 234 .
aethiops Btlr. Myc. 352
aethiops Hag. Myc. 336
aetion Hew. Euth. 695
aexone Hew. Ambl. 949 .
afer Fruhst. Parn. Ill
affectata Elw. & Edw. Ypth.
288
affinis Btlr. Char. 735
affinis Drc. Hor. 982 .
affinis Drc. Sat. 1033
affinis Elw. Cel. 1038 .
affinis F. Dan. 199
affinis Fldr. Pali. 598
affinis Huph. 152
affinis Ky. Taen. 416
affinis Taen. 391, 415
affinis Lathy Euth. 681
affinis Luc. Heter. 305
affinis Rob. Rap. 1002
affinis Voll. Huph. 144
affinis Waterh. Lyc. 897
affinoides Fruhst. Dan. 200 .
afghana Mart. Cyr. 582
afra Fruhst. Hyp. 546
afranius Fruhst. Ambl. 948
afranius Fruhst. Cast. 889
africana Fruhst. Mel. 363
aga Fruhst. Eupl. 255
aga Fruhst. Huph. 145
agaba Hew. Ambl. 955
agabe = Amblyp. agaba 956
agalla Fruhst. Cam. 971
agama Fldr. Abaratha 1046
agamarschana Fldr. Hest. 219
agamarschana Hest. 216
agamemnon L. Pap. 101 .
agamemnon Pap. 103
aganippe Don. Del. 133 .
aganor Fruhst. Eupl. 262
agapa Fruhst. Eupl. 277
Agapetes Billb. 310
agapetha Fruhst. Taen. 423 .
agar Fruhst. App. 152 .
agasophus Fruhst. Pap. 84
agasta Stick. Taen. 423
Agatasa Mr. 713, 717
agatha Stgr. App. 154
agatlia Sm. & Ky. Cand. 855 .
agatho Fruhst. Cynth. 744
agathon Gray Apor. 139
agathyllis Fruhst. Nept. 605
agathyrsus Alcid. 48
agave Fldr. App. 156 .
agdistis Fruhst. Sur. 943
ageladas Fruhst. Lamp. 908 .
agelastus Arhop. 908
agelastus Hew. Ambl. 965
agelastus Nic. Amblyp. 957
agelia Godt. Hest. 224
agema Fruhst. Acr. 742 .
agema Fruhst. Eupl. 248 .
agenor L. Pap. 72 ...
Ageronia 6, 519
agesias Hew. Ambl. 957 .
agesilaus Stgr. Ambl. 957
agestis Schiff. Lycaena 929
agestor Gray Pap. 41 .
agestor Pap. 462, 877
agestorides Fruhst. Pap. 41
agetes Ww. Pap. 87
agias Fruhst. Tax. 793
agimar Fruhst. Deud. 1000 .
agina Fruhst. Elym. 378
agina Fruhst. Pantop. 627
aglaia L. Del. 134
aglaina Fruhst. Eupl. 235
aglaina Fruhst. Eupl. 276

117 e

151 d
86 d

147 g

147 c
164 d

160 i
58 b
77 d

83 d
64 e, f
150 c

45 d
53 c

101 c
61 e

60 d
145 h

61 b
151 f. g
150 B ef

138 b
84 c
30 a
150 B e
148 f
20 a

140 d
161 d

86 a

Plat.

aglaioides Dan. 193
aglais Fldr. Ambl. 951
aglaja Argynn. 514
aglaope Motsch. Pier. 140
aglea Cr. Dan. 208
aglea Dan. 274
agleoides Fldr. Dan. 207
aglidice Bsd. Eupl. 265
agna Mr. Char. 731
agnci Mr. Parn. 1087
agnata Drc. Lamp. 904
agnata Fruhst. Limen. 640 .
agnata Gr.-Sm. Huph. 144
agnatinus Courv. Lamp. 906
agneyana Doh. Limen. 638
agni Nic. Col. 1035
agnicula Mr. Pol. 528
agniformis Fruhst. Euth. 673
agnioides Elw. Col. 1035 .
agnis Fldr. Ambl. 955
agnis Voll. Euth. 672 .
agnivena Mr. Ix. 159 .
agondas Bsd. Elymn. 390
agondas Elymn. 360, 370, 413
agondina Fruhst. Elym. 391
agoranis Gr.-Sm. Del. 124
agorda Fruhst. Nac. 919
agoria Fruhst. At. 472
agosthena Fruhst. Euth. 748
agostina Hew. Del. 123
agrarius Swh. Erib. 718
agrata Nic. Ambl. 963
agraulia Hew. Bibla 1076
agraulia Olliff Telic. 1079
Agrias 455, 712, 729
agricola Ww. Luc. 930
agrippa Fruhst. Taen. 420
agrippina (= agrippa) Taen.
420
agrippina Thys. 6
Agrusia Air. 391
ahamus Doh. Ambl. 960
alianus Fruhst. Amblyp. 960
abas Fruhst. Nept. 747
ahastina Fruhst. Padr. 1077
ahmat Pryer Erg. 457
ahrendti Plotz Telic. 1079
Aianthis Fruhst. 217
aias Fruhst. Col. 165
aida Nic. Ambl. 954
aidoneus Dbl. Pap. 29
aiedius Fruhst. Cyr. 578
aigilipa Fruhst. Rah. 597 .
aigion Fruhst. Morph. 409
aignanus Rothsch. Pap. 36
aiguina Fruhst. Grand. 173
aimnestus Fruhst. Hyp. 985
aina Nic. Halpe 1090
aipytos Fruhst. Pap. 36
airavati Doh. Cast. 887
aisa Fruhst. Eupl. 264
aisa Fruhst. Le. 314
aita Nic. Abis. 785
aitchisoni Wood-AI. Pithaur.
1091
aja Fruhst. Abis. 783 .
ajaka Air. Pier. 140
ajanta Rob. Pier, (ajuta) 140
ajanta Rob. Pont. 183
ajax Fawc. Char. 733 .
ajusa Fruhst. Ambl. 955
akaba Drc. Nac. 919
akames Fruhst. Pap. 64
akar Alab. Padr. 1077
altasa Horsf. Lyc. 862
akragas Fruhst. Ypth. 291
akshita Fruhst. Has. 1051
alabatana Fruhst. Nept. 621
alaca Fruhst. Le. 316
alaconia Hew. Ambl. 958 .
alada Fruhst. Ypth. 293
alankara Horsf. Leba. 644
a-lara Fruhst. Cup. 1093
alarbus Fruhst. Cast. 886

150 B b

122 e

163 g
129 a. b
72 b

54 d
150 B g

153 li
100 d

17 b, c
125 c

138 b

140 b

136 d

150 B g

INDEX.
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alba Stgr. Euscli. 1031
albadus Fldr. Allot. 809
albapex Nic. Deud. 1000
albata IIpffr. App. 156
albata Rbb. Myn. 536
albata Zink. Dan. 209
albata Zink. Dan. 383
alberti Rothsch. Del. 126 .
albertisi Oberth. Del. 131
albertisi Oberth. Ism. 1053
.
albertisi Oberth. Morph. 409
albertisi Oberth. Pap. 83 .
albescens Mab. Suast. 1062 .
albescens Oberth. Timel. 511
albescens Poaj. Ypth. 288
albescens Rothsch. Nept. 616
albescens Rothsch. Pap. 17 .
albicans Fruhst. Parn. Ill
albicans Hag. Taen. 415
albicilla Mr. Sar. 1044
.
.
albicincta Btlr. Prec. 524
albiclavata Btlr. Parn. 1085
albicornis Elw. Pil’d. 1094
.
albidisca Lycaenops. 880
albidisca Mr. Lyc. 874
albidisca Mr. Meg. 857
albifascia Waterh. Enod. 1110
albifascia Misk. Sab. 1070
albifascia Mr. Notocr. 1094
albifasciata Btlr. Tana. 654
albifera Fruhst. Euth. 695
albifera Fruhst. Prion. 136
albifrons Fruhst. Eupl. 243 .
albimacula Leech Seph. 701
albimacula Wood-M. & Nic.
Hor. 981
albina Bsd. App. 155
albina Evans Seph. 748
albinovanus Fruhst. Pap. 104
albinus Smpr. Suad. 1062
.
albinus Wall. Pap. 58
albipectns Nic. Halpe 1090 .
albipicta Fruhst. Taj. 974
albiplaga Fruhst. Prion. 136
albiplaga Fruhst. Cast. 1114
albiplaga Fjuhst. Pithec. 1114
albiplaga Nic. Taj. 972
albiplaga Rbb. Praet. 796
.
albiplagiata Fruhst. Eupl. 229
albipunctata Btlr. Zem. 773
albipunctata Hag. Del. 128
albocaerulea Sm. Epimast. 836
albocaeruleus Lycaenops. 890.
974
albociliatis Fruhst. Pap. 97
albociliatus Fruhst. Pap. 97
albocincta Waterh. Nac. 918
albocoeruleus Mr. Lyc. 864 .
albocoeruloides Ohapm. Lyc.
871
albocostalis Fruhst. Thaum.
449
albodiscalis Fruhst. Eupl. 266
albofasciata Mr. Gom. 1047 .
albofasciata Mr. Kali. 567
albofasciata Smpr. Pap. 28
albofasciata Stgr. Elym. 374
albofasciatus Rbb. Nac. 920
albolimbata Fruhst. Eupl. 263
albolineatus Forbes Pap. 52
albolunata Fruhst. Pap. 76
albomarginataPFeym. Lim. 639
alboornatus Olliff Eusch. 1031
albopunctata Crowl. Euth. 693
albopunctata Euth. 748
albopuncta,ta Hew. Ambl. 953
albopunctata Rbb. Eupl. 267
albosericea Misk. Cand. 856
albosignatus Fruhst. Pap. 37
albostictica Fruhst. Eur. 708
albostriatus Rothsch. Pap. 44
albostrigata B.-Bak. Thyson.
832

56 d
166 g
37 a
167 h

7b

165 f

174 f

86 b

168 d
171 g
57 c
147 b
154 g
140 f

152 f

165 i

150 b

32 a
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i albotaeniata Fruhst. Cynth.
479
..
.
albotignula Eecke Ger. 818
i alboventris Rbb. Pap. 57
albula Drc. Marm. 990
albula Gr.-Sm. Thyson. 832
albula Wall. Hyp. 543
alcamene Fldr. Pantop. 625 .
alcandor Cr. Pap. 75
alcandra Hbn. Symph. 680
alcanor Cr. Pap. 72
alcas Fldr. Lamp. 911
alcathoe Godt. Eupl. 237
alcathoe Eupl. 276, 707
alcathoeoides Nic. Eur. 707
alee Hew. Ambl. 955 .
alceae Esp. Carch. 1047
alcesta Fruhst. Ceth. 500 .
alceste Fruhst. Rest. 220
alceste Fruhst. Rah. 597
alcestis Sm. Ambl. 955
alcetas Hbn. Ever. 924
alcetas Stgr. Rap. 1005
alcetina Smpr. Rap. 1005
alcibiades F. Pap. 89
alcidice Godt. Eupl. 272
alcidice Eupl. 708
alcidinus Btlr. Pap. 46
alcindor Oberth. Pap. 62 .
alcine Fruhst. Hest. 220 .
alcinous Klug Pap. 33, 112
alciphron Chrysophan. 932
alcippe Cr. At. 472
alcippina Fruhst. At. 472 .
alcippoides Btlr. Hyp. 547
alcippoides Mr. At. 471
alcippoides Mr. Dan. 194
alcira Fruhst. Marm. 989 .
alcithoe Cr. Hyp. 551
alcmene Cr. Cat. 162 .
alcmene Cr. Hyp. 550
alcmenor Fldr. Pap. 76
alcyone Cr. Cat. 162
alcyone Eum. 307
alcyone Satyr. 285
alea Hew. Ambl. 965 .
alebion Gray Pap. 86
! alecto Btlr. Eupl. 233
j alecto Btlr. Eupl. 276
' alecto Fldr. Lamp. 909
alemola Swh. Ypth. 286
alemon Nic. Ambl. 965
alena Swh. Ix. 159
i alenas Fldr. Lamp. 911
aleria Fruhst. Del. 128
alesia Fldr. Ambl. 958
alesia Fruhst. Nept. 615 .
aleta Sn. Ambl. 966
aletophone Fruhst. Nept. 605
j alexandra Smpr. Eri. 1071
j alexandrae Rothsch. Pap. 12 .
alexandrae Pap. 7
alexis F. Has. 1049
alexis Sm. Cuph. 470
alexis Stoll Lamp. 904
alfredi Fruhst. Elym. 372 .
alfredi Fruhst. Pap. 106
alfurus Plots Padr. 1077 .
algernoni Fruhst. Lyc. 872
J algina Bsd. Yo. 541
alica Fruhst. Tag. 1039
alice Plots Parn. 1083
alida Nic. Abar. 1046
aliena Plots Taract. 1076
aliena Stgr. Lot. 1098
alimena L. Hyp. 545 .
alinkara Fruhst. Notocr. 1094
| aliris Ww. Thaur. 441
alitaeus Heic. Ambl. 953 .
.
alitha Fldr. Ter. 171
alix Gr.-Sm. Hypoch. 849
.
alix Plots Bibla 1076
alkama = Allot, alkamah 808
alkamah Hist. Allot. 808 .
.

109 b

144 e
124 a

150 b
110 c

160 d

31 b
74 c

107 c

159 d
79 c
119 b

150 B d

150 c
125 e

5 a, b
166 b
151 c
88 b
171 a

172 g
170 g
119 d

148 b
145 c

141 g

alkisthenes Fruhst. Ambl. 950
alkmene Fruhst. Ceth. 509
alkmene Ceth. 745
allardi Oberth Cigar. 939
allastola Luc. Thyson. 831
allata Stgr. Ambl. 964
allectus Sm. Lamp. 911
allica F. Zem. 773
Allotinus Fldr. 808
Allotinus 805
alluviorum Fruhst. Del. 134 .
almae Smpr. Pap. 39
almana L. Prec. 519
almansor Fruhst. Ambl. 961
almar Fruhst. Deud. 1000 .
almea Swh. Has. 1049
almora Drc. Nacad. 917
alompra Mr. Kail. 567
alompra Mr. Lib. 770
alopia Godt. Eupl. 269
aloranus R. & J. Erib. 727
alorensis Fruhst. Del. 126 .
alorensis Pagenst. Cynth. 479
alorensis Rothsch. Pap. 59
alorica Fruhst. Nept. 603
aloricus Fruhst. Pap. 98
alpestris Verity Pier. 140
alpheda Godt. Euth. 669 .
alpheios Fruhst. Pap. 63
alphenor Cr. Pap. 63 .
alpherakii Stgr. Col. 165
*
alpherakvi Oberth. Euth. 684
alphius Stgr. Erib. 720
alrita Fruhst. Iss. 474
alsietus Fruhst. Lamp. 908
alsulus H.-Schdff. Ziz. 926 .
alta Stgr. Col. 165
alteratus Mr. Tar. 894
alternus Mr. Erg. 456
althaea Smpr. Eupl. 259
alticola Fruhst. Par. 741 .
alticola Lord. Pap. 64
altissima Elw. Bol. 513
altivaga Fruhst. Del. 128
aluensis Swh. Notocr. 1095 .
alumna Fruhst. Elym. 381
aluna Fruhst. Apaturina 712
alurgis Godrn. Ter. 496
aluta Drc. Nac. 916
.
.
alutina Fruhst. Nac. 916
alutoya Fruhst. Euth. 682
alvenus Fruhst. Lamp. 909
alveus Hesperia 1029
alyattes Salv. Hypoch. 847 .
alymnus Drc. Lox. 996
alysos Mr. Notocr. 1094 .
amabilis Bsd. Mel. 369
amabilis Nic. Chli. 981
amabilis R. & •/. Praet. 795
amabilis Stgr. Euth. 679
amadis Fruhst. Lyc. 864
amaga Fruhst. Abis. 784
amala Fruhst. Eur. 710
amalia Smpr. Parn. 1087
amalia Voll. Huph. 145
amalthion Bsd. Pap. 74
amanda Hew. Euth.
678
amanga Bsd. Pap. 67 .
amantes Hew. Ambl. 951
amantes Arhop. 946, 948
amantia Fruhst. Eupl. 257
amara Mr. Ism. 1053
amaranta Rothsch. Pap. 66
amarantha Mitis Del. 130
amarapta Fruhst. Limen. 642
amarauge Drc. Jam. 902 .
amardus Fruhst. Taj. 975
amarella Wall. Huph. 144
amarilla Klieil Del. 125
amaryllis Hew. Ogyr. 942
amarynceus Fruhst. Eupl. 248
amasa Hew. Zeltus 990
amasea Wat. & Ly. Cat. 1115
amasene Cr. Huph. 141

150 g

56 a

146 c

139 f

52 a
24 c

129 b
31 b

153 d

138 a
121
55
174
87

d
c
h
e

108 d
154 b

14o a
174 g

157 li, i

24 b
147 f

152 b
156 d

162 a
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amastris Fruhst. Lamp. 908 .
amata Dist. Sin. 979
amata F. Terac. 173
Amathusia F. 426
Amathusia F. 306, 370, 377,
403, 471
amathusia Hew. Aem. 407
Aniathusiidae 403
Amathuxidia Stgr. 431
amatica Fruhst. Lox. 996
.
amatius Fruhst. Deud. 999
amaura Ore. Nac. 917
amaura Jord. Pap. 21, 76
Amaxidia Stgr. 437
amazona Pag. Amblyp. 950
amba Ky. Sin. 979
nmba Air. Huph. 142 ...
amba Air. Neptis 619
ambalika Mr. Euth. 661 .
.
ambareesa Air. Cel. 1036
.
ambasa Fruhst. Rap. 1004 .
ambasara Air. Mel. 366
ambica Koll. Apat. 699
ambica Apat. 748
ambigua Gr.-Sm. App. 154 .
ambigua Stich. Taen. 424
ambiguus Rothsch. Pap. 85
ambina Fruhst. Nept. 619
Amblypodia Hsf. 947
Amblypodia 942
amboides Air. Nept. 619
amboinensis Fldr. Cetk. 502
amboinensis Stgr. Dol. 562
amboinensis Swh. Has. 1050
ambra Stgr. Pantop. 633 .
.
ambracia Wall. Pap. 64
awibracina Fruhst. Pap. 64
ambrax Bsd. Pap. 64 .
ambrax Pap. 60
ambrinensis = Doleschallia am¬
boinensis
ambrysus Fruhst. Euth. 658 .
Amechania 393, 394
ameinokleia Fruhst. Paun. 406
ameria Hew. Mah. 947
.
.
americus Pap. 40
Amesia 5
amethysta Fruhst. Eupl. 242 .
amethystina Stich. Disc. 444
amethystina Stich. Zeux. 435
ametkystus Btlr. Zeux. 435
amha Fruhst. Ambl. 961
amhara Drc. Pantop. 631
amharina Fruhst. Pantop. 631
ami da Fruhst. Eupl. 257
amida Fruhst. Limen. 641
amintha Blch. Gonept. 161
amisa Sm. Tana. 650 .
.
.
amisena Hew. Sur. 943
.
.
amitaba Fruhst. Taen. 422 .
amiiaba Taen. 416
arnitra Fruhst. Lyc. 873
ammon Hew. Ambl. 966 .
.
ammonides Doh. Ambl. 966 .
Amnosia Ww. 567
Amnosia 453
amoena Drc. Myc. 341
.
.
amoena Drc. Myc. 349
amoenice Fruhst. Rhin. 539
amor F. Rath. 988
.
.
.
amorosca Fruhst. Nept. 609
Amorpha 6
ampa Swh. Mel. 364
ampelius Rothsch. Pap. 84
amphea Fldr. Ambl. 962
amphiaraus Fldr. Pap. 58
amphiarus Fruhst. Ger. 823
amphimedon Cr. Pap. 21
amphimuta Fldr. Ambl. 957
amphion Esp. Lycaena 929
amphion L. Nept. 617
.
.
amphis Jord. Pap. 91
amphissa Fldr. Lamp. 910
amphissina Sm. Lamp. 910

151 b

157 c

64 a
133 b
164 a
160 f

60 c

124 a

31 c

132 d

150 a

82 e

124 f

131 e
149 d
101 b

148 li
148 h

91 e

14b B f

148 e
126 a

Plat.

amphitea Men. Ypth. 291
amphitrion Cr. Pap. 68
amphrisius Lucas Pap. 26, 27
amphrysus Cr. Pap. 27
14 a
amphrysus Pap. 28
amphyssina Stgr. Lamp. 910
Ampittia Air. 1074
ampla Btlr. Tana. 653
amplexa Btlr. Ter. 169
ampliata Btlr. Nept. 617
amplior Fruhst. Ter. 496
amplirufa Fruhst. Kail. 566
ampsaga Fruhst. Por. 1008 .
154 i
ampyx Fruhst. Pap. 97
amrita Fldr. Neoch. 991 .
.
159 a
amunda = Amblyp. anunda
955
amycus Fldr. Char. 734
amycus Misk. Eupl. 242
amvdra Fruhst. Nept. 618
amymome = Eupl. amymone
Godt. 236
amymone Godt. Eupl. 236
amymone Godt. Eupl. 276
amynthor Bdv. Pap. 58 .
27 c
amyntor Hbst. Deud. 1001
amythaon Dbl. Amathux. 432
amytis Hew. Ambl. 949 .
.
149 f
anabasis Stgr. Rap. 1002
anableps Voll. Taen. 419
anacletus Fldr. Hypoch. 839
144 f
anactus Alac Leay Pap. 47 .
25 c
anactus Pap. 40
Anadara Air. 261
Anadebis Btlr. 328
anadi Nic. Ism. 1054 .
.
.
171 i
anadyomene Argynn. 514
Anaea 718
anagama Fruhst. Euth. 667
anaitis Fruhst. Eupl. 257
anaitis Fruhst. Huph. 145
| anaka Fruhst. Pantop. 627
anamuta Smpr. Ambl. 964 .
150 f
anana Fruhst. Ypth. 293
.
99 f
ananda Nic. Cast. 885
.
.
153 b, c
ananga Fldr. Lyc. 874
ananta Mr. Nept. 620
125 g, 126 a
ananta Neptis 633
Anaphaeis Him. 137
anapina Smpr. Ideops. 217
anapis Fldr. Ideops. 217
anapita Air. Myc. 334
anapita Myc. 331
anara Fruhst. Hor. 982
.
.
157 i
anarta Air. Limen. 640
anarte Hew. Ambl. 956 .
.
147 e
anasuja Fldr. Jac. 992
anatha Fruhst. Le. 316
anatica = Lox. amatica 996
anaxandra Fruhst. Heb. 176
anaxandridas Fruhst. Allot.
814
anaxias Hew. Myc. 353
anaxilla Fruhst. Zeux. 437
anaximander Fruhst. Sith. 978
anaxioides Marsh. Myc. 354
anceps Sm. Rab. 600
anceus Cr. Pap. 73
ancharia Hew. Pseud. 834
anchemolus Philamp. 6
ancile Fruhst. Eupl. 241
ahcilla H.-Schaff. Telic. 1079
168 i
Ancistroides Btlr. 1098
ancius Fruhst. Allot. 809
ancon Doh. Ger. 820
ancon Ger. 805
anconides Fruhst. Ger. 820
ancus Fruhst. Deud. 999
ancus Fruhst. Ypth. 293 .
99 g
Ancyloxipha 1028
ancyra. Fldr. Nac. 917
andamana Fruhst. At. 471
andamana Lathy Pap. 101
andamana Air. Gand. 173

Plat.

!
!
i
!
|

|
|
'

j
1

j

J

i
{

!

andamana Mr. Her. 706 .
andamana Mr. Hyp. 984
andamana Air. Ix. 159
andamana Mr. Myc. 346
andamana Air. Nept. 602
andamana Air. Ter. 167
andamana Swh. Huph. 142
andamanensis Atkins. Eupl.
236
andamanensis Fruhst. Amath.
427
andamanensis Fruhst. Dol. 558
andamanensis Nic. Lar. 459
andamanica Fruhst. Nac. 914
andamanica Mr. Cuph. 466
andamanica Mr. Dol. 558
andamanica Riley Hors. 946
andamanica Stich. Cath. 500
andamanica Wood.-Al. Ambl.
967
.
andamanica Wood-M. Cel. 1037
andamanica Wood-M. Cyr. 582
andamanica Wood-AI. Cyr. 574
andamanica Wood-M. Pad.
1098
andamanica Wood-AI. & Nic.
Sat, 1034
.
andamanica Wood-AI. Rem.
977
andamanicus Fruhst. Erib. 718
andamanicus Fruhst. Lyc. 897
andamanicus Rothsch. Pap. 56
andamensis Stgr. Disc. 445
andasena Air. 235
andersoni Atk. Le. 314
andersoni Dist. Huph. 142
andersoni Ky. Hesp. 1057
andersoni Mr. Elym. 392
andersoni Air. Euth. 660 .
andersoni Air. Hors. 945
andersoni Mr. Ter. 169
andetria Fruhst. Nept. 609
andokides Fruhst. Ypth. 293
andrea Eschsch. App. 149
androcles Bsd. Pap. 89
androcles Dbl. & Hew. Ilerda
933
androconifera Fruhst. Yas. 996
androdamas Fruhst. Seph. 701
androdus Misk. Cand. 850
androge Cr. Pap. 72
androgyna Jord. Pap. 19
androides Hag. Ud. 183
andromaclia F. Acr. 742 .
andromache Acr. 47
andromache Stgr. Pap. 27
andronicus Fruhst. Pap. 78 .
andropia Btlr. El. 122
androsthenes Fruhst. Telic. 1081
androtion Fruhst. Ambl. 949
andrus Fruhst. Lamp. 910
anella Nic. Ambl. 962
anemone Fldr. Ter. 167
anemoreia Fruhst. Nept. 611
angabunga B.-Bak. Cand. 854
angada Fruhst. Cam. 971
angaja Fruhst. Del. 132
angara Smpr. Nept. 616
angasi Fldr. Eupl. 241
angela Sm. Dod. 778 .
angelica Btlr. Proth. 714
anglerius Fruhst. Lox. 996
angularis Air. Erit. 303
angulata Fldr. Odont. 1045 .
angulata Air. Abis. 781
angulata Air. Cur. 935
angulifer Elod. 122
1
angulifera Elw. & Edw. Geli.
1093 .
anguligera Btlr. Ter. 168
angulipennis Luc. Elod. 122
angulipera Luc. Elod. 122
angulipes Fruhst. Elod. 122
angusta Drc. Nac. 914

116 b

147 f

163 f

22 b

65 c

132 a, b

126 c
58 e
41 c

157 d
114 c

138 b
13 c
62 g

155 c

140 a

165 g

174 e
62 o
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angustata Fruhst. Cirr. 485
angustata Wat. & Ly. Hypoc.
1110
angustata Matsum. Padr. 1077
angustata Mr. Dan. 203
angustata Mr. Her. 706
angustata Stgr. Limen. 637
angustatus Stgr. Pap. 81
angustefasciata Streckf. Limen.
637
angustior Stgr. Cast. 889
angustipennis Elw. Cel. 1036
anicetus Fruhst. Dol. 746
anicius Fruhst. Ambl. 949
anijra Cirr. = anjira 486
anila Nic. Amblyp. 957
anios Fruhst. Ter. 171
anisomorpha Low. Bibl. 1076
Anisynta Low. 1060
anita Fruhst. An. 137 .
anita Hew. Hors. 945 .
anita Smpr. Cand. 852
anitra Fruhst. Eupl. 262 .
anitta Plotz TJnk. 1099
anjana Mr. Nept. 620
anjana Neptis 633
anjira Mr. Cirr. 486
ankaeus Smpr. Eur. 709
anna Drc. Deud. 1001
anna Smpr. Sym. 530
anna Stgr. Hors. 946
annada Mr. Call. 301
annae Fldr. Pap. 39
annae Hag. Euth. 688 . 127 d,
annaeus Fruhst. Pap. 76
annamensis Fruhst. Zem. 773
annamica Mr. Terac. 173
annamita Mr. Eutb. 685
annamitica Fruhst. Abis. 781
annamitica Fruhst. Del. 124 .
annamitica Fruhst. Del. 183
annamitica Fruhst. Ix. 159 .
annamitica Fruhst. Myc. 347 .
annamitica Fruhst. Nept. 604
annamitica Fruhst. Penth. 464
annamitica Fruhst. Tab 925 .
annamitica Fruhst. Yptb. 286
annamitica Mr. Myc. 357
annamitica Mr. Ter. 166
annamiticus Fruhst. Pap. 48
annella Stich. Taen. 422
annetta Stgr. Horsf. 946 .
anniella Hew. Ambl. 961 .
annulata Fldr. Ambl. 952
annulata Sm. Rag. 361
annulata Stich. Hy. 408
anoma Fruhst. Cel. 1037
anomala Hug. Par. 741
anomala Wall. Hyp. 543 .
anomala Hypolimn. 708
Anomis 3
anops Doh. Lamp. 910
Anosia Hhn. 193
Anosia 201
anosia Mr. Euth. 674
anoura Oberth. Pap. 101
ansuna Fruhst. Die. 788 .
ansuna Fruhst. Taen. 421
antalcidas Fldr. Taract. 1075
antalcidas Fruhst. Nac. 915
antanossa Mab. Ziz. 926
antara Mr. Nept. 595
antara Mr. Rah. 599 .
antecanis Fruhst. Myc. 333
anienor Well Pap. 18
anteros Fruhst. Myc. 335
antharita Sm. Ambl. 955
anthe O. Eum. 308
anthea Hew. Ac. 1070
anthedon Fldr. Pap. 96 .
anthelius Stgr. Ambl. 953
anthelus Dist. Ambl. 955
Anthocharis Bsd. 141,
174
Anihomyza 5

63 d
148 a
82 c

147 d

15 c
128 a

54 e
72 a
92 b
126 b
145 k
99 c

148
150
148
90

a
d
b
e

119 e

140 d, e
170 g

125 c

4o a
148 b
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anthore Hew. Ambl. 953 .
anthracina Bilr. Eupl. 244
antianeira Fruhst. Ceth. 745
anticrates Dbl. Pap. 88
anticyra Fruhst. Par. 123
antigone Cr. Hyp. 550
antigone Fldr. Free. 521
antigone Rob. Ism. 1053
antigonus Fruhst. Erib. 727
antileuca Rothsch. Pap. 23
antilope Cr. Hyp. 543
I antilope Leech Nept. 610
antimachus Pap. 11
antimia Fruhst. Doleschail.
561
antimuta Fldr. Ambl. 958
antiopa Mull. Hypol. 550
antiopa Vanessa 508, 527
antiope Mull. Hypol. 548
antiope Rothsch. Pap. 18
antipates Jabl. & Hbst. Pap. 89
antipatrus Fruhst. Tell. 272
antipaxus Fruhst. Ambl. 960
antipha Hew. Pseud. 834 .
antiphanes Fruhst. Pap. 89
antiphates Cr. Pap. 89
antiphates Pap. 103, 538, 724
antiphon Gr.-Sm. Hypoch. 847
antiphonus Fruhst. Pap. 89
antiphulus Fruhst. Pap. 39
antiphus F. Pap. 38
antiphus Pap. 2, 61
antipoda Bsd. Lib. 771
antipodum Dbl. Argyroph. 301
antippe Sm. Ceth. 510
antippe Ceth. 547, 745
j antirius Btlr. Hypoc. 296 .
antissa Lord. Pap. 39
Autocharts 174
antonia Fruhst. Apaturina 712
antonia Oberth. Nept. 619
antoniae Fruhst. App. 156
antonio Hew. Pap. 52 .
antonio Pap. 48
antonius Smpr. Char. 737
anunda Fruhst. Le. 317
anunda Hew. Ambl. 955 .
anura Jord. Pap. 74
anura Nic. Has. 1048
anysides Rob. Dac. 970
anysis Hew. Dac. 970 .
anytus Stgr. Hor. 982
Aoa Nic. 144
aonis Cr. Prec. 520
aoris Dbl. Cirr. 488.
.
.
.
aorsa Rhe-Phil. Eur. 748
apama Fruhst. Euth. 667
apameia Fruhst. Del, 131
apameia Fruhst. Dol. 559
apara Fruhst. Has. 1050
apara Fruhst. Le. 315
Apatura F. 697, 69'9
Apatura 453, 542, 696, 702,
704, 710, 711
Apaturidi 695
Apaturina H.-Schaff. 711
apella Swh. Amblyp. 951
apelles F. Hypoch. 844
apelles Fruhst. Elym. 379
aperta Btlr. App. 148
apha Nic. Ambl. 955
aphacus Fruhst. Allot. 809
aphaia Fruhst. Ter. 169
aphala Fruhst. Lyc. 877
aphana Fruhst. Nac. 918
apharea Fruhst. Nept. 606
Apharitis Riley 939
aphidas Hew. Euth. 658
Aphnaeus Hbn. 936
Aphnaeus 800, 882
aphnea Jord. Pap. 24
aphnius Godt. Ypth. 289 .
aphnius Ypth. 344
aphobus Fruhst. Ambl. 951

149 c

41 a
62 e

119 d

150 c

142 g
40 b, c

'
!
93 g

j

!
93 d

|
!

21 b

149 g

155 e

117 b
108 a

145 a
87 c

99 d

1
j
!

aphocha Kheil Allot. 810 .
aphrodite Argynn. 513
aphrodite Fruhst. Hyp. 550
aphrodite Fruhst. Proth. 715
aphthonia Rothsch. Pap. 29
aphthonius Fruhst. Allot. 815
aphya Fruhst. Nac. 918
aphytis Fruhst. Ger. 820
apicalis Mr. Eupl. 271
apicalis Mr. Parth. 645 .
apicalis Mr. Ter. 167
apicalis Mr. Ypth. 287
apicalis Volt. Euth. 670
apicalis Voll. Euth. 671
129
apicusta Hay. Cher. 593
apidanus Cr. Ambl. 960 .
apira Fruhst. Nac. 919
aplotia Jord. Pap. 24
apollo Misk. Hypoch. 844
apollonia Fruhst. Prec. 518
apollonius Fldr. Thyson. 825 .
apona Fruhst. Lyc. 864
aponata Smpr. Dod. 778
Aporia Hbn. 138
Aporia 462
apostata Sn. Parn. 1084 .
Apostictopterus Leech 1097
appiades Men. Euth. 657
appianus Gr.-Sm. Ambl. 949
Appias Hbn. 148
*
Appias 119,120,123,141,181,
183, 454
appina Fruhst. Taen. 418
appina Taen. 410
appius Fruhst. Pap. 101
Apporasa Mr. 946
approximatus Btlr. Cast. 886
appulejus Fruhst. Pap. 97
aprica Btlr. Ter. 168
apries Fruhst. Allot. 812 .
apsarasa Voll. Tana. 655
apsines Fruhst. Log. 807
Apsitlira Mr. 572
apus Nic. Allot. 809
aquamarina Fruhst. Tan. 650
aquillius Fruhst. Ypth. 293
ara Fruhst. Halpe 1089
arabella Fruhst. Myc. 337
arachosia Fruhst. Ideops. 217
arachroa Fruhst. Nept. 611
araliat Fruhst. Ambl. 960
arakalulk Smpr. Hyp. 555
arama Fruhst. Euth. 659
arama Fruhst. Lamp. 904 .
arama Nic. Amblyp. 955
ararnis Hew. Myc. 349
Araotes Nic. 978
arasa Fruhst. Eupl. 237
arasada Fruhst. Euth. 676
Araschnia Hbn. 529
araspes Fldr. Pap. 55
arata Fruhst. Euth. 668
aratus Cr. Lamp. 909 .
aratus Lamp. 885
araxes Fldr. Ambl. 951
araxes Wat. & Ly. Ogyr. 941
arayata Fruhst. Zeth. 393
arayata Smpr. Pantop. 630
arbates Zink. Pap. 73
arbela Fruhst. Best. 221
arboretorum Oberth. Nept. 609
area Fruhst. Erg. 458
area Nic. Ambl. 960
arcadia Cr. Le. 318
arcana Leech Ev. 924
areas Fruhst. Lamp. 911
arcaseius Fruhst. Lamp. 910
arcensia Cr. Mel. 364
arcensia Fruhst. Mel. 362
arcesia Melit. 511
arcesilaus F. Faun. 404
Arehaeogerydus Fruhst. 816
Arehaeogerydus Fruhst. 816
archagathos Fruhst. Lyc. 875

Plat.
141 g
118 d

120 d

d, 137 d
149 c

145 b
143 b

172 h
132 c

101 a

141
133

91 c

151 c, h
92 b

151 d
149 e
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Plat.
archaica Fruhst. Neor. 327
archemor Godt. Heter. 305
170 f, g
archias Fldr. Taract. 1075
archias Fruhst. Pap. 47
archideus Gray Pap. 14
Archigenes Fruhst. 784
Archigenes Fruhst. 779, 784
141 b
archilochus Fruhst. Her. 821 .
archippus F. Dan. 193
145 h
architas G. & S. Hypoch. 838 .
Archonias 4
157 e
archytas Fruhst. Ara. 978
44 a
arctofasciatus Lathy Pap. 99 .
99 c
arctous F. Ypth. 2S6 .
arcturulus Fruhst. Pap. 80
arcturus Ww. Pap. 80
arcturus Pap. 726
arcuata Btlr. Le. 316
162 b
arcuata Mr. Cur. 933 .
157 c
arcuata Mr. Lox. 996 .
ardana Fruhst. Ideops. 216
154 a
ardates Mr. Nac. 915 .
ardea B.-Bak. Ocyb. 1082
ardea Fruhst. Cynth. 481
ardeola Stgr. Nac. 916
60 a, b
ardeus Btlr. App. 150 .
ardis = Doleschall. ardys 561
ardonia Hew. Taract. 1075
113 a
ardys Fruhst. Dol. 561
area Plotz Cel. 1037
areca Fldr. Bind. 995
104 d
areia Fruhst. Taen. 412 .
arene Faivc. Lyc. 928
areos Drc. Lamp. 911
ares Fruhst. Eupl. 232
58 a
ares Swh. App. 148
...
aresta = Ambl. areste 962
150 e
areste Hew. Ambl. 962
aretas Fruhst. Ypth. 290
96 d
arete Cr. Le. 316
arete Lethe 742
areus Fruhst. Dol. 561
areus Fruhst. Nept. 619
139 b
arfakensis Fruhst. Die. 786 .
arfdkensis Dicall. 351
arfakensis Fruhst. Ideops. 217
arfaki B.-Bak. Bind. 995
arfaki B.-Bak. Cand. 852
Arge Hbn. 310
argentaria Fruhst. Argyron.
298
argenlata Leech Le. 314
argentea Aur. Cam. 972 .
155 d
139 d
argentea Fruhst. Dod. 776
150 B b
argentea Strg. Ambl. 952
argenteo-ornatus Hew. Anis.
1060 .
167 e, f
argenthona F. Del. 126 .
53 e
151 f
argentiferus Fruhst. Lamp. 909
argentiferus Fruhst. Pap. 104
argentina Btlr. Erit. 302 .
93 e
argentina Prittiv. Jam. 902.
argentina Pritiw. Xo. 294
argeus Plotz Telic. 1079 .
172 a
argiades Pall. Ev. 923
argidia Lord. Pap. 22
argillosa Sn. Ypth. 290
argina Plotz Bibl. 1076
170 h, 171 i
argioloides Rothsch. Lyc. 868
argiolus Cyaniris 800
argiolus L. Lyc. 871
argiolus Lyc. 3
argola, Hew. Cast. 891
argolina Fruhst. Par. 181
67 a
argolis Fldr. Par. 181 .
argus Btlr. Ypth. 290
argus Ypth. 3
Argynnididi 510
Argynnina Btlr. 304
Argynnis F. 513
Argynnis 453, 455, 470, 475,
484, 493. 497. 511, 512,540,
542

argynnus Drc. Pap. 101 .
argypheus Gr.-Sm. El. 122
argyridina Btlr. App. 153
argyroides Fruhst. Dol. 556
Argyronoma Him. 514
Argyronympha Math. 297
Argyrophenga Dhl. 301
arhat Fruhst. Euth. 664 .
Arhopola 5, 799, 824. 940,942,
943
aria Mr. Mat. 1067
aria Matapa 1068, 1096
ariaca Mr. Apor. 139
ariadeva Fruhst. Mali. 947
ariadne L. Erg. 456
ariadne Erg. 459, 461
ariadne Rothsch. Pap. 20
ariamena Fruhst. Par. 181
ariana Arg. 745
ariana Mr. Lyc. 928 .
arianus Fruhst. Ara. 978 .
arias Fldr. Cuph. 467
arias Cupha 471
ariaspa Mr. Ypth. 286
aribbas Fruhst. Pap. 91
aricia Stgr. Amblyp. 957
arida Fruhst. Eupl. 238
aridaya Fruhst. Euth. 657
aridia Fruhst. Pont. 141
ariel Doll. Ambl. 966 .
ariel Fruhst. Lamp. 912 .
ariel Gr.-Sm. Pap. 69
arienis Drc. Epim. 836
ariitea Fruhst. Nac. 920
arikata Fruhst. Dan. 203
arikata Fruhst. Elym. 372 .
arima Fruhst. Rap. 1004
arimazes Fruhst. Zem. 774
arinia Oberth. Thyson. 831
arion Lyc. 799
arisana Matsum. Amp. 1074
arisanus Matsum. Lyc. 872
arista Nic. Amblyp. 966
aristaeus Godt. Pap. 88
aristarcha Fruhst. Niph. 901
aristarchus Fruhst. Dac. 971
aristeoides Rimer Pap. 88
aristeus Cr. Pap. 88
aristeus Pap. 103
aristides Oberth. Euth. 684
aristinus Fruhst. Lyc. 864
aristinus Fruhst. Pap. 88
aristippus Fruhst. Gas. 1031
aristius Fruhst. Lyc. 864 .
aristocles Gr.-Sm. Hypoch.
847
aristogiton Fldr. Char. 736 .
aristolochiae F. Pap. 38
aristolochiae Pap. 2, 35, 204
aristomachus Fruhst. Ambl.
959
aristonicus Fruhst. Bum. 308
aristophanes Fruhst. Erib. 729
aristotelis Mr. Eupl. 253
aristotelis Mr. Eupl. 277
aristoxemus Fruhst. App. 153
aritus Fruhst. Sym. 530
arius Fruhst. Lamp. 910
arius Rothsch. Pap. 80
arja Fldr. Erib. 720
arjuna Horsf. Pap. 80
armandi Oberth. Neope 325
Armandia Rich. 109
armandia Oberth. Nept. 619
armata = Curetis arcuata 933
armata Drc. Ker. 1097
armatheus Fruhst. Lamp. 910
armathoa Fruhst. Lyc. 929 .
armillata Btlr. Nac. 917
armis Fruhst. Sym. 532
Arnetta Wts. 1064
arnoldi Fruhst. Hyp. 543

46 b

128 c

169 d, e

107 a

153 m
157 e

148 h
151 i

88 b
139 a
143 h

155 e
41 a

152 e

136 d
16 a

50 f

35 a

175 c
153 1

Plat.

122 e
arnoldi Fruhst. Limen. 641 .
arnoldi Fruhst. Nac. 918
arnoldi Fruhst. Nept. 622
arnoldi Rothsch. Erib. 721
aroa B.-Bak. Cand. 854
aroa B.-Bak. Hypoc. 297
aroa B.-Bak. Parel. 856
148 e
aroa Hew. Ambl. 956 .
aroae Rbb. Del. 129
aroana Fruhst. Taen. 424
aroina = Ambl. arvina 966
arona Fruhst. Eupl. 262
aronia = Ambl. arvina 966
aronicus Fruhst. Her. 823
150 b
aronya Hew. Ambl. 952 .
arracana Sm. Horsf. 945
arrakana Fruhst. Hest. 219
arrenopia Fruhst. Amath. 428
Arrhenothrix Nic. 970
141 i
arrius Fruhst. Allot. 814 .
144 h
arronica Fldr. Hypoch. 842 .
arruana Fldr. At. 473
arruana Fldr. Atella 744
arruana Fldr. Chil. 927
arruana Fldr. Pap. 14
arsa Fruhst. Par. 742
arsaces Fruhst. Ira. 944
arsakia Fruhst. Ter. 169
arsamota Fruhst. Par. 180
arsenia Plotz Tox. 1057
1 arsenius Fldr. Ambl. 954
arsia Fruhst. Ter. 171
arsina Fruhst. Lyc. 862
109 c
j arsinoe Cr. Cynth. 481
' artanus Rothsch. Pap. 64
; artaphernes Hour. Pap. 55
artaxatus Fruhst. Her. 819
' artaxes Nic. Apat. 699
artaxus = Zeph. ataxus 968
artegal Doll. Ambl. 961
artemides Fruhst. Taen. 415
j artemis Fldr. Acropht. 295
artemis R. A J. Char. 735
artemis Voll. Taen. 414
artemis Taen. 390, 409, 410
artena Fruhst. Lyc. 869
artenice Cr. Dan. 200
artenita Fruhst. i. 1. Lyc.
153 m
929 .
152 e
artinia Fruhst. Lyc. 875 .
artinus Fruhst. Allot. 809
! artontes Fruhst. II or. 982
aruana Fruhst. Elym. 391
aruana Mart. Cyr. 589
! aruana Mr. Parth. 646
172 d
aruana Plotz Telic. 1081 .
aruana Telic. 1087
aruanus Btlr. Char. 735
aruanus Rob. Lamp. 9ll
54 d
aruensi^ Mitis Del. 127
aruensis Pag. Lamp. 912
52 e
aruna Bsd. Del. 133
aruna Fldr. Tana. 655
75 a
aruna Fruhst. Hest. 225 .
aruna Mr. Arg. 515
147 e
arvina Hew. Ambl. 966 .
arya Fruhst. Euth. 660
arya Fruhst. Euth. 661
aryanus Gr.-Sm. Thyson.
144 e
830 .
arycleoides Fruhst. Pap. 102
45 c,
arycles Bsd. Pap. 102 .
arzenius B.-Bak. Amblyp. 954
asa Thecla 979
68 b
asaema Stgr. Cat. 163 .
cisaema Cat. 164
asaga Fruhst. Nac. 913
asakurae Mats. Ambl. 966
asakurae Mats. Pap. 86
asakurae Mats. Pyr. 525
asakusa Fruhst. Nac. 919
asambla Fruhst. Ism. 1053
! asanga Fruhst. Notocr. 1094
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asanga Fruhst. 168
asartia Rothsch. Pap. 21
asatha Frulist. Ambl. 961
asawa Fruhst. Notocr. 1094
ascalaphus Bsd. Pap. 70 .
ascalaphus Pap. 74
ascalon Stgr. Pap. 70 .
ascylla Fruhst. Cat. 163 .
aseia Mr. Cynth. 477 .
asela Mr. Eupl. 235
aserrata Fruhst. Cat. 163
ashasverus Stgr. Pap. 55 .
ashretha Evans Arg. 745
Ashtipa Mr. 205
asia Nic. Ambl. 957
asialis Nic. Tar. 895
asiatica Elw. Lyc. 929
asiatica Men. Pap. 47
asikana Fruhst. Rap. 1006
asinia Fruhst. At. 473
asinius Fruhst. Pap. 37
asita Mr. Pantop. 633
asitina Fruhst. Pantop. 633
asma = Horaga osma 982
asmara Btlr. Cel. 1037
asoka Fldr. Euth. 659
asoka Roll. Catocb. 921
asoka Nic. Ambl. 961
asophis Hew. Myc. 336
asophis Myc. 350
asopia Hew. Ambl. 965
asopos Fruhst. Van. 527
asopus Wat. A Ly. Ambl.
950
aspasia F. Dan. 205
aspasia Dan. 178, 274
aspasia Leech Nept. 617
aspasia Stoll Huph. 146 .
aspasina Fruhst. Huph. 146 .
aspersa Leech Cel. 1036
asphodelus Btlr. Ter. 167
aspila Honr. Parth. 647 .
aspra Nic. Sin. 979
.
.
.
assa Nic. Pantop. 633
assama Fruhst. Sym. 532
assama Ww. Faun. 406
assamensis Doll. G-er. 817
assamensis R. A ./. Erib. 725
assamensis Wood-M. & Nic.
Parn. 1083
assamica Fruhst. Tal. 925
assamica Mr. (land. 173
assamica Mr. Rah. 598
assarica Cr. Tell. 273 .
assimilata Eupl. 544, 546, 555
assimilata Fldr. Eupl. 267
assimilis L. Hest. 704
assimilis Hest. 707
assus Fruhst. Abis. 780
astakos Fruhst. Dan. 200
astapa Fruhst. Vac. 919
astapus Fruhst. Cast. 889
astarga Fruhst. Lyc. 865
astarte Btlr. Nac. 915
astenous F. Pap. 23, 25
asteratilis Oberth. Nept. 619
asteria Misk. App. 152
asteris Rothsch. Pap. 38
aster ope Fldr. App. 151
asterope Klug Ypth. 286
asthala Mr. Sym. 533
Astictopterus Fldr. 1096
astigmata Suih. Halpe 1088
astina Ww. Pap. 104
astola Mr. Nept. 602
astorion Ww. Pap. 30 .
astra Fruhst. Hyp. 551
astraea Btlr. Nept. 618
astraea Mr. Eupl. 242
astraptes Fldr. Jam. 902
astrarche Bgstr. Lyc. 929
astreans -Lord. Pap. 61
astrifera Btlr. Elym. 388
astrifera Fruhst. Eupl. 266

33 a
28 a
68 a
109 b

22 a

148 e

123 e

150 B f

150 g

76 d

64 f
65 a

120 a
157 g
124 c

145 k

78 e

61 e

19 a

32 b
85 c

Plat,

astrolabiensis Hag. Prec. 522
astrolabiensis Stich. Morph.
409
.
astyanax F. Pap. 61
astyla Fldr. ITypoth. 986
.
astynome Oberth. Lyc. 872
asura Mr. Pantop. 626
asura Pantop. 747
asvatha Fruhst. Euth. 669
aswa Mr. Mel. 364
aswina Fruhst. Mel. 364 '
asyllus Godin. Eupl. 266
atacinus Fruhst. Apat. 698
atacinus Fruhst. Allot. 811
atala Fruhst. Plast. 1092
ataphus Mats. Ism. 1054
ataphus Wts. Ism. 1054
atavus .Lord. Pap. 39
atavus Rothsch. Pap. 63
ataxus Dbl. Sc Hew. Zeph. 968
ate Hew. Ambl. 948
.
.
.
Atella Dbl. 470
Atella 484
Aterica 643
a.terina Fruhst. App. 149
atesta Rbl. Taen. 419
athalia Btlr. Apat. 699
athalia Melit. 511
athania Luc. App. 156
athamas Dru. Erib. 718
athamas Erib. 730, 748
athanetus Fruhst. Lamp. 910
athara Sm. Ambl. 955
athena Fldr. Chil. 927
athena Fruhst. App. 155 .
.
athena Fruhst. Ism. 1054
athenais Fldr. Rah. 599
athene Stgr. Rah. 599
.
.
athesis Fruhst. Hest. 275
athesis Hest. 275
athos Plotz Tag. 1039
Athyma Ww. 624
Athyma 454, 535, 595, 624,
707, 740
atia Fruhst. Ceth. 501
atilia Mab. Colad. 1035
atina Fruhst. Lamp. 906
atinia Fruhst. Myn. 537
atisha Fruhst. Del. 132
atiya Fruhst. Seph. 701
atkinsoni Doh. App. 946 .
.
atkinsoni Mr. Arn. 1064
atkinsoni Mr. Kali. 565
atkinsoni Mr. Par. 110
atkinsonia Hew. Le. 314 .
.
atlantis Argynn. 513
atlas Nic. Abis. 786
.
.
.
atlas Rothsch. Pap. 16
atlita F. Ter. 495 ...
.
atlites L. Prec. 519
.
.
.
atlites Junonia 574
atlites Terin. = atlita 495
atomaria Fruhst. Eupl. 266
atomaria Fruhst. G-er. 819
atomaria Fruhst. Yo. 540 .
.
atosia Hew. Ambl. 957
.
.
atossa Pag. Eupl. 269
atossa Eupl. 277
atra Drc. Marm. 989
atralba Tepp. Mot. 1056
atrata Horsf. Nac. 919
atrata Nacad. 872
atrata Rob. Myc. 356
atratus Rothsch. Pap. 90
atrax Fldr. Mel. 365
...
atrax Hew. Ambl. 965
.
.
atrax Mab. Hesperilla 1056
atreus Fruhst. Pap. 101
atrinota Mab. Ism. 1053
atrinotata Fruhst. Yas. 995 .
atrofusa = Nacad. atrosuffusa
918
atromaculata Misk. Hesp. 1056
atropatene Fruhst. Parn. 1086

Plat.

104 c
158 e

150 b

I
i

61 b

{
I
|

125 d

j
j

147 g

97 d
138 b
108 d
117 a

s
j

137 c
148 e

{
j

96 a
150 g

157 d

|
j
[
|

atropates Fruhst. Myc. 336
atropictus Fruhst. Pap. 101
atropos Stgr. Pap. 40 .
atrosuffusa Wat. A Ly. Nacad.
atrovenatus Goeze Pap. 73
atta Fruhst. Sym. 532
attalus Fldr. Erib. 719
attenuata L,uc. Ziz. 925 .
attenuata Mr. Leba. 643 .
attenuata Mr. Ter. 167
attenuata Stgr. Has. 1050
attenuata Tytl. Euth. 748
attica Smpr. Rah. 599
attila Sm. Erib. 728
attina Fruhst. Taen. 417 .
attina Hew. TJnk. 1099
aturia Fruhst. Heb. 176
a,tymnus Cr. Lox. 996
atys Fruhst. Elym. 388
atys Fruhst. Euth. 672
aucma Swh. Halpe 1089
audax Drc. Allot. 809
aufidia Fruhst. App. 152
auge Cr. Hyp. 550
augiades Fldr. Telic. 1080
augiades Piep. A Sn. Telic.
1080
Augiades Hbn. 1082
Augiades 1056, 1074', 1087
augias L. Telic. 1079 .
augusta Mr. Eupl. 271
augustula Plotz Telic. 1079“
augustula Telic. 1087
augustus Fruhst. Parn. Ill
auletes Fruhst. Mel. 366
auletes Wat. A Ly. Nacad.
1115
Aulocera Btlr. 308
aulus Fruhst. Pap. 54
aurago Sn. Del. 183
aurantiaca Doh. Del. 132 .
aurantiaca Elw. A Ediv. Plast.
1092 .
aurantiaca Fruhst. Cur. 934 .
aurantiaca Fruhst. Heb. 177
aurantiaca Rbl. Ogyr. 941
aurantiaca Stgr. Sal. 182
auratilis Fruhst. Del. 132
auratus Rothsch. Pap. 93
aurea Drc. Cher. 994 .
aurea Hew. Ambl. 959
aureifer Fruhst. Pap. 96
aureivena Fruhst. Par. 179
aureivenula Fruhst. Del. 125 .
aurelia Fruhst. Rap. 1002
aurelia Sm. A Ky. Cand. 855
aurelia Stgr. Rah. 599
aureliana Honr. Zeux. 437
aurelius Cr. Zeux. 437
auricinia Fruhst. Proth. 717 .
auricoma Fruhst. Cynth. 476
auricoma Fruhst. Del. 129
aurifer Blch. Luc. 931
aurifer Fruhst. Pap. 99
aurifer Fruhst. Pap. 96
aurifer Gr.-Sm. Hypoch. 841 .
aurifera Fruhst. App. 151
auriferus Elw. A Edw. Zog.
1067 .
auriflua Fruhst. Gaud. 173 .
auriflua Fruhst. Pap. 17
auriflua Fruhst. Taen. 419
aurifolia Fruhst. Sal. 182 .
auriga Fruhst. Del. 131
aurigena Btlr. An. 137
aurigena Fruhst. Ceth. 508
aurigena Fruhst. Ira. 945
aurisparsa Fruhst. Lept. 121 .
aurivittatus Mr. Cel. 1038 .
aurociliata Elw. Parn. 1085 .
aurosa Fruhst. App. 151
aurulenta Fruhst. Huph. 147
austeni Mr. Parn. 1084
austeni Mr. Ypth. 292

16 b
1115

153 c
122 d
166 c

101 a
175 g

137 c

171 b

50 b

52 c
174 c
162 e

52 d
158 f

51 c

103 b
120 d

145 i
61 e
169 d
73 c

62 a

62 g
164 c
173 d
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austenia Mr. Limen. 639
australiana Fruhst. Elym. 391
australiensis Mab. Tag. 1040
australis Blch. Dan. 204
australis Bib. Heb. 175
australis Fldr. Dol. 560
australis Fldr. Dol. 746
australis Fruhst. Yo. 541
australis Guer. Protk. 715
australis Leech Diag. 703
australis Oberth. Myc. 352
australis Sivns. Erib. 728
australis Wall. Ter. 166
austrosundana Fruhst. Cyntli.
479
..
.
austrosundana Fruhst. Grand.
173
austrosundana Fruhst. Par. 179
austrosundanus Rotlisch. Pap.
39
autoleon Misk. Telic. 1081
autolicus = Pap. autalycus 84
autolycus Fldr. Pap. 84 .
automolus Kirsch Taen. 416 .
autonoe Eum. 308
autothisbe Hbn. Prion. 136 .
autothisbe Prion. 132, 134
autronicus Fruhst. Pap. 97
autumnalis Fruhst. Mel. 363
auxesia Hew. Ambl. 956 .
Auzakia Mr. 639
auzea Nic. Ambl. 956
avajea = Hasora aveira 1048
avajra Fruhst. Has. 1048
avala Fruhst. Tag. 1040 .
aval o kit a Fruhst. Cal. 705
aval o lei la Fruhst. Limen. 641
avanta Mr. Ypth. 288
avara Fruhst. Eur. 709
avatar Mr. Par. 178
avatha Nic. Ambl. 958
avathana Fruhst. Tag. 1041
avattana Fruhst. Yotocr. 1094
aventa = Lotongus avesta 1099
aventina Cr. Dan. 211
.
.
avera R. & J. Praet. 796
avesta Fldr Pseud. 461
avesta Hew. Lot. 1099 .
avia F. Hyp. 549
avia = Amblyp. asia 957
avidha Fruhst. Kor. 1072
aviena Fruhst. Eupl. 266
a.viena Fruhst. Par. 181
avienus Fruhst. Tag. 1039
avitus Fruhst. Ger. 818
avitus Fruhst. Pantop. 747
axion Bsd. Pap. 49
avion Fldr. Pap. 97
axiothea Hew. Ambl. 967 .
ayankara Fruhst. Eetion 1100
avata Fruhst. Cel. 1037
ayrus Fruhst. Lamp. 910
aytonia Fruhst. Ambl. 954
aza Bsd. Hest. 224
aza Streck. Cher. 594
azagra Fruhst. Eupl. 247
azakra — Hasora acakra 1050
Azania Mart. 570
Azanus Mr. 894
Azanus Mr. 894, 899
azata Nic. Ambl. 951
azelia Jord. Pap. 24
azenia Hew. Ambl. 965
azinis Nic. Ambl. 963
aziyada Fruhst. Dac. 970
azona Heiv. Iton 1090
azureus Rob. Yac. 914

SS.
babberensis Fruhst. Pap. 59
babberica Fruhst. Huph. 143
babbericus Fruhst. Erib. 727

90 b

112 b

108 e

38 b
101 d
57 c

150 B d

164 e h

66 a

174 f
78
140
116
175

c
g
e
e

164 g

43 c
146 B b

149 g
149 f
155 a

Plat.

Plat.

babbsi J. cfc T. Ambl. 967 .
babicola Eecke Cast. 887
bada Air. Parn. 1083
Badacara Mr. 208
Badamia Mr. 1052
badia Hew. Cel. 1038 .
.
.
badonia Ky. Eupl. 248
badoura Btlr. Pantop. 628
badra Mr. Has. 1048
baelia Fruhst. Pantop. 626 .
baetica Lyc. 3
baeticus L. Pol. 895
baeticus Polyomm. 799, 938
batis Fruhst. Ambl. 960
baganda Fruhst. Dac. 970
.
bagas Kheil Taj. 972
baghavus Fruhst. Cast. 886
baglantis Rothsch. Pap. 29
bagoe Bsd. Del. 127
bagrada Fruhst. Cynth, 479
bahadur Fruhst. Praet. 795 .
Bahora Mr. 205
bahula Mr. Pantop. 631
bajadesa Mr. Cirr. 490
bajadesina Fruhst. Cirr. 489
bajanus Fruhst. Allot. 811
bajula Sigr. Char. 734
bajura Bsd. Del. 133 ...
baladeva Mr. Le. 314 .
.
.
balana Fruhst. Tag. 1040
balarama Air. Euth. 657
balarama Plbtz Parn. 1087
balba Evans Melit. 745
balbagona Smpr. Huph. 144
balbita Mr. Mel. 511
balbita Mr. Melit. 745
baldiva Mr. Eum. 308
baldus F. Ypth. 289
baldus Ypth. 286, 287, 289
balice Bsd. Ix. 159
.
.
.
baliensis Fruhst. Elym. 376
baliensis Fruhst. Ix. 160
baliensis Alart. Cyr. 577
balina Fruhst. Del. 132
balina Fruhst. Marm. 990 .
.
balina Fruhst. Pantop. 747
balina Fruhst. Sal. 182
balina Fruhst. Tana. 652
balina Alart. Elym. 373
balinus Fruhst. App. 157
balinus Fruhst. Pap. 39
balinus Fruhst. Sym. 531
balinus Fruhst. Zem. 771
balius Jord. Pap. 90
Balonca Mr. 777
Baltia Air. 138
baluana Fruhst. Amn. 568
balucha Marsh. Apor. 138
balukinus Elw. Cel. 1037 .
.
baluna Fruhst. Cirr. 490
baluna Fruhst. Myc. 342
balunda Stgr. Sym. 533
bambusae Fldr. Disc. 447
.
bambusae Mr. Telic. 1078 .
bandaensis Fruhst. Eupl. 267
bandana Fruhst. App. 150
bandana Fruhst. Eupl. 227
bandana Fruhst. Hyp. 546
bandana Fruhst. Parth. 646
bandana Fruhst. Ter. 168
bandanus Fruhst. Tag. 1039
bandanus R. <V./. Erib. 728
bandatara Fruhst. Rap. 1005
bandensis Pag. = bandensis
Rothsch. 22
bandensis Pagenst. Pap. 112
bandensis Rothsch. Pap. 22
bangkaiana Fruhst. Euth. 685
bangkaiensis Fruhst. Disc. 448
bangkaiensis Fruhst. Eupl. 264
bangkaiensis Fruhst. Parth. 646
bangkana Hag. Euth. 693
bangkanensis Fruhst. Pantop.
627

146 B a

171 i

124 e

155 a

138 g

53 a
97 d

72 c

159 g

164 b

106 b
168 h
85 b

160 c

bangkanus Fruhst. Ger. 821
bangkeiana Fruhst. Cat. 163
bangkiva Fruhst. Yept. 602
bangkiva Mart. Cyr. 576
bangueyana Fruhst. Elym. 372
bangueyana Fruhst. Taj. 976
bangueyana Fruhst. Ter. 495
bangueyanus Fruhst. Zem. 774
banjermasinus Fruhst. Pap. 30
bankana Fruhst. Ceth. 504
bankana Fruhst. Euth. 669
bankana Fruhst. Leba 644.
bankana Fruhst. Limen. 640
bankanensis Fruhst. Ter. 493
bankia F. Mel. 363
banksi Dan. 275
banksi Leech Het. 305
banksi Air. Dan. 210
banksii Air. Dan. 383
bantina Fruhst. Del. 128
banuta Fruhst. Yept. 604
Baoris Mr. 1083
baracasa Smpr. Del. 124
Baracus Mr. 1073
baralacha Air. Bol. 512
baralacha Mr. Chrysoph. 931
barami B.-Bak. Ambl. 963 .
barata Rothsch. Pap. 32
barbara Sin. Myc. 337
barbara Sm. Myc. 351
barbata Taen. 410 415, 416
bardas Fruhst. Lib. 771
barea Fruhst. App. 151
barea Fruhst. Eupl. 276
barea Hew. Iton 1090
bargylia Fruhst. Par. 180
barina Fruhst. Sab. 1070 .
baris Fruhst. Pantop. 632
barnardi Alisk. Ogyr. 941
barnardi Luc. Melan. 1111
baronesa Fruhst. Mand. 359 .
barsine Fldr. Cur. 934
.
.
barsine Fruhst.
Eupl. 233,
250 .
barsine Fruhst. Eupl. 278
barthema Dist. Rap. 1006
basalis Fruhst. Dol. 557 .
basania Fruhst. Cynth. 480
basiflava Nic. Yotocr. 1095 .
basilanicus Fruhst. Pap. 26
basilissa Cr. Eupl. 250
basilissa Treps. 381
basium Fruhst. Elym. 389
basiviridis Nic. Ambl. 959
bassara Fruhst. Cyr. 591
bas-sara Cyr. 746
bassaris Nic. Pith. 879
batara Dist. Unk. 1099
batara Air. Yept. 621
bataviana Mr. Dan. 194
bataviana Air. Yept. 615
batavianus Dan. 547
batchiana Wall. Lib. 771 .
batchianus Elw. Cel. 1038
bateia Fruhst. Hypol. 746
batesi Fldr. Eupl. 232
bathrophora Aleyr. Tox. 1058
bathseba Sn. Huph. 146
bathycles Zink. Pap. 100 .
bathycloides Hour. Pap. 100 .
batilda Fruhst. Pantop. 631
batilma Fruhst. Rap. 1004 .
batina Fruhst. Aphn. 937
batjana Fruhst. Dan. 198
batjana Fruhst. Mel. 368 .
batjana Fruhst. Sym. 531
batjana Griinb. Pseud. 836
batjana Riley Hors. 946
batjana Swh. Telic. 1080
batjanensis Rob. Lamp. 905
batmara Fruhst. Yeor. 328
baton Bgstr. Lyc. 929
baton Lycaena 900, 915
battacorum Rothsch. Pap. 80

150 f
92 e

169 a
123 d

93 c
162 f
82 b
160 d
137 b
175 a

150 c

139
164
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44 c
44 c
160 f
157 a
95 a
142 b

94 a
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battaka Mart. Cynth. 478
battalia = Pantop. battaJcana
627
battakana Fruhst. Marm. 990
battakana Fruhst. Pantop. 627
battakana Nic. Van. 528
battakanus Fruhst. Allot. 813
battana Fruhst. Del. 129 .
battana Del. 123
battana Fruhst. Prec. 520
battana Fruhst. Ter. 171 .
batuensis Fruhst. Ger. 821
batuensis Stich. Ceth. 504
batuna Fruhst. Ideops. 217
batuna Fruhst. Limen. 640 .
batunensis Fruhst. Bid. 987 .
batunensis Fruhst. Eupl. 250
batunensis Fruhst. Ger. 819
batunensis Fruhst. Lox. 996
batunensis Fruhst. Nept. 612
batunensis Fruhst. Sym. 530
bauds Leech Le. 318
baudiniana Btlr. El. 122
baudiniana Godt. Eupl. 240.
baudiniana Eupl. 249
bauermanni Rob. Eupl. 237
bauermanni Rob. Pap. 19
bavius Mob. Taract. 1075
baweana Fruhst. App. 151 .
baweana Fruhst. Our. 934
baweana Fruhst. Eupl. 253 .
baweana Fruhst. Nac. 919
baweana Fruhst. Nept. 615
baweana Fruhst. Prec. 523
baweana Fruhst. Rem. 977
baweana Fruhst. Telic. 1080
baweana Hag. Elym. 380
baweana Hag. Pap. per. 82
baweana Hag. Pap. 101
baweana = Rap. baweanica
1006
baweanica Fruhst. Amath. 428
baweanica Fruhst. Ceth. 506 .
baweanica Fruhst. Eupl. 247
baweanica Fruhst. Par. 179
baweanica Fruhst. Rap. 1006 .
baweanicus Fruhst. Erib. 721
baya Mr. Char. 733
bazaloides Hew. Ambl. 952 .
bazaloides Piep. & Sn. Ambl.
962
bazalus Hew. Ambl. 962 .
bazares Fruhst. Eupl. 277
bazilana Fruhst. Cur. 935
bazilana Fruhst. Eupl. 240 .
bazilana Fruhst. Eupl. Inf. 247
bazilana Fruhst. Halpe 1089
bazilana Fruhst. Lyc. 869
bazilana Fruhst. Mel. 365
bazilana Fruhst. Pantop. 636
bazilana Fruhst. Par. 180
bazilana Fruhst. Ptych. 330 .
bazilana Fruhst. Ter. 171
bazilanus Fruhst. Ger. 822
bazilanus Fruhst. Pap. 59
bazilanus Fruhst. Tag. 1043
bazilensis Fruhst. Abis. 781 138
bazochi Guer. Myc. 351
bazochi Myc. 356
beata Fruhst. Del. 133
beata Fruhst. Euth. 679
beata Hew. Pboen. 1030 .
beatrice Fruhst. Elym. 377 .
beatrix Waterh. Pap. 65
beautei Oberth. Yptli. 294
beccarii Oberth. Pap. 57 .
bela Mr. Mel. 364
belemia Esp. Syncbl. 141
Belenoi.s Hbn. 137
belesis Mob. Ism. 1053
belia L. Syncbl. 141
belia Ww. Hest. 221
belina Fruhst. Hest. 221
belinda Btlr. Eupl. 241

IX

124 c
141 g
54 f

73 g

123 a
159 e

58 b
83 d

110 a, b
160 c
135 d
148 a
149 e
82 a

123 e
93 g

141 c
c, 140 b
92 d

163 a
87 b
27 c
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Plat.

belinda Sm. Mel. 367
52
belisama Cr. Del. 132 .
belisama Cr. Del. 123, 127
belisama Crowl. Proth. 717
belisar Stgr. Del. 132
belia B.-Bak. Ambl. 963 . . 150
belia Fruhst. Rem. 977
belia Stgr. Nept. 611
belladonna F. Del. 130 .
bellata Drc. Euth. 681
bellimontis Fruhst. Parth. 646 120
bellinice Fruhst. Rhin. 539
bellona Argynn. 512
158
bellula Fruhst. Hor. 982 .
belphoebe Doh. Ambl. 965
beluta Fruhst. Rap. 1005
bengalensis Mr. Lycaen. 897
bengena Fruhst. Elym. 373
bengena = bentenga Dan. 204
benguetana Smpr. Van. 527
benjamini Guer. Rhop. 1055
78
bentenga Mart. Dan. 204
berenice H.-Schdff. Nac. 918
berenis Drc. Taj. 972
beretava Rbb. Lyc. 873, 866,
1114
berinda Mr. Del. 130
bernhardus Fruhst. Pap. 22
bernsteini Fldr. Ceth. 508 j
bernsteini Fldr. Eupl. 265
beroe Cr. Le. 316
beroe Stgr. Nac. 913, 919
beroe Fldr. Nacad. 872
berossus Fruhst. Ambl. 960
138
bertbae Fruhst. Tax. 792 .
berylla Fawc. Col. 165
besa Hew. Faun. 404
besina Fruhst. Myc. 341
besina Fruhst. Ter. 171
besinensis Fruhst. Eupl. 257
bessa Fruhst. Argynn. 515
Betanga Mr. 235
betbami Mr. Myc. 347
bethami Nic. Mel. 364
bethesba Jans. Ter. 166
122
bettina Fruhst. Cyr. 587 .
betulae Zephyrus 934. 967,
1004
160
betuloides Btlr. Rap. 1004
171
beturia Hew. Halpe 1089 .
beturia Plotz Halpe 1088, 1089
beturina Fruhst. Halpe 1088
bevagna Fruhst. Eupl. 276
173
bewani Mr. Parn. 1084
beza Hew. Elymn. 374
beza Hew. Elymn. 277
99
bbadra Mr. Ne. 325
bhagava Mr. Sat. 1034
97
bliairava Mr. Le. 323 .
134
bharata Fldr. Erib. 718 .
bhavaua Mr. Apat. 700
bhavara Fruhst. bias. 1050
175
bhawani Nic. Hid. 110
bhima Marsh. Ne. 326
154
bhutea Nic. Nac. 915 .
biaga Sm. Lyc. 866
biaka Gr.-Sm. Cyr. 589
biaka J. & T. Deud. 999
bianor Cr. Pap. 78
bianor Pap. 40.77
Bibasis Mr. 1052
Bibisana Mr. 235, 252
Bibla Mob. 1076
Biblinae Bsd. 455
biblis Drury Ceth. 499
biblis Ceth. 476, 515
bibulus Lucia 930
bicolor B.-Bak. Paracbr. 849
bicolor Oberth. Odina 1044
bicolora Rob. Amblyp. 957
Bidaspa 1001
bidotata Fruhst. Cat. 163
Biduanda Dist. 987
bieti Oberth. Apor. 139
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c
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a

g

c
g
d

a, b
b
e
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Plat.

bieti Oberth. Rab. 597
bifa-sciata Mislc. Bibla 1076
bifasciata Mr. Abis. 782
bifax Rothsch. Pap. 88
biformis Btlr. Eupl. -267
biformis Btlr. Ter. 168
. .
biggsi Dist. Ger. 819 . . .
biggsi Ger. 804, 807
bignayana Fruhst. Pantop.
635
bilbilis Fruhst. Cirr. 485
bilinearis Fruhst. Par. 180
bilineata Fruhst. Myc. 338
.
bilineata Smpr. Hor. 982
bilunata Btlr. Has. 1049
Bimbisara Air. 596, 619
Bindahara Mr. 994
Bindaliara 800, 943
bingbami Chapm. Lyc. 877
binghami Fruhst. Amath. 429
binghami Fruhst. Nept. 609
binghami Fruhst. Por. 1009
binghami Mart. Cyr. 573
bingbami Mr. Coel. 329
bingbami Mr. Dod. 778 . .
binghami Air. Eupl. 236
binghami Nic. Euth. 675
bingbami Swh. Aer. 1065
.
bingbami Wood-AI.
Penth.
464
binotata Btlr. Eupl. 246 . .
binotata Fruhst. Por. 1009 .
binotata Stictopl. 374, 381
binotatus Elw. ctr Edw. Is.
1066
.
binotatus Fruhst. Cel. 1036
biocellata Fldr. Nac. 917
biocellatus = Elymn. bioculatus
390
bioculata Fruhst. Eupl. 263
bioculata Guer. Taen. 390, 391
bioculatus Dbl. <Sc Hew. Elym.
390
bioculatus Guer. Taen. 413
biplagiata Fruhst. Eupl. 260
biplagiata Air. Sur. 943
bipunctata Elw.& Edw. Parn.
1084 .
bipunctata Elw. & Edw. Scob.
1069
bipunctata Mr. Eupl. 242
bipunctata Voll. Euth. 665 .
bipunctus Swh. Suast. 1062 .
bipupillata Lathy Eul. 702
birana Fruhst. Die. 786
birchi Dist. Taen. 411
birdi Btlr. Ix. 159
birmana Fruhst. Ilerda 932 .
birmana Fruhst. Rhin. 538
birmana Mr. Ambl. 966
birmanicus Rothsch. Pap. 47
birmeicollis Fruhst. Pap. 28
biroi Horv. <fc Aloes. Pap. 21
biro Fruhst. Ambl. 959
birupa Air. Zepli. 968
bisaltia Fruhst. Myc. 353
bisaltide Cr. Dol. 558
bisaltide Dol, 746
bisaya Fldr. Myc. 340
biseriata Btlr. Dan. 199
biseriata Fruhst. Eur. 709
biseriata Air. Eupl. 229
biseriata Smpr. Sep. 1068 .
biseriatus Rothsch. Pap. 54
bisma Eusemia 730
bismarckiana Fruhst. Eupl.
257
bismarckiana Hag. Prec. 522
bismarckianus Rothsch. Pap. 67
bizonata Sm. Myc. 338
blachieri Fruhst. Ter. 744
blackburni Tuely. Cand. 856
blairiana Air. Ter. 167
blanca Fldr. Del. 131
144

73 e
141 g

92 e

105 a

141 b
168 f
82 a
154 k, 1
169 c

89 d

173 b
169 h
128 b
168 c

160 b

169 g
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Plat.

Plat.

blanca Rothsch. Pap. 66
blanchardi March. Hest. 223,
275
blanda Bsd. Ter. 168 .
blandina Fruhst. Taen. 415
blanka Nic. Cam. 972
blasius F. Myc. 342
Bletogona Fldr. 369
blumei Bsd. Pap. 82 .
blumei Voll. Euth. 661
bochides Nic. Lamp. 907
bochus Cr. Jam. 901
bochus Jamides 867, 876
bocki Mr. Limen. 639
boebera Esch. Par. 180
boelti Chapin. Lyc. 877
boettgeri Fruhst. Euth. 662 .
boholica Fruhst. Ira. 944
boholica Fruhst. Nept. 607
boholica Smpr. Ceth. 505
boisduvali Ftdr. Has. 1050
boisduvali Luc. Eupl. 241
boisduvali Mob. Tag. 1043
boisduvali Montr. Pap. 15
boisduvali Mr. Ger. 818 .
boisduvali Mr. Kail. 564
boisduvali Mr. Harm. 989 .
boisduvali Oberth. Thysonotis
826
.
boisduvalia Fldr. Mel. 367
boisduvaliana Fldr. Huph. 144
boisduvalii Fldr. Parn. 1086 .
boisduvalii Geryd. 803, 805,
815
boisduvalii H.-Schdff. Lycaena
928
bolana Fruhst. Huph. 143
bolanica Marsh. Ypth. 288
boldenarum Btlr. Chrysoph.
932
..
bolina L. Hyp. 549
bolina Hypolim. 511, 542,707
bolitissa Fruhst. Euth. 686
Boloria Mr. 512
Boloria 511
Bombyx 6
bonguensis Fruhst. Dan. 198 .
bononia Hew. Scob. 1069
bononia Piep. Parn. 1069
bonthainensis Fruhst. Elym.
387
.
boopis Fruhst. Chil. 927
146
boopis Trim. Prec. 523
bootes Westw. Pap. 77
bootes Pap. 47
borealis Fldr. Pap. 60
boreas Fruhst. Pap. 14
boreas Misk. Eupl. 233
borneana Fruhst. Apat. 698
borneana Fruhst. Taj. 973
borneensis B.-Bak. Ambl. 959
borneensis Btlr. Char. 738
borneensis Dist. Eur. 708
borneensis Elw. Has. 1051
borneensis Fruhst. Amath. 430
borneensis Fruhst. Dol. 558
borneensis Fruhst. Faun. 404
borneensis Fruhst. Lib. 770
borneensis Fruhst. Myc. 353
borneensis Fruhst. Proth. 715
borneensis Fruhst. Ter. 167 .
borneensis Mart. Cyr. 576
borneensis Mlt. Allot. 814
borneensis Mr. Dolesch. 558
borneensis Sm. Elym. 385
borneensis Stgr. Dar . 207
borneensis Stgr. Le. 322 .
borneensis Stgr. Parth. 646
borneensis Wall. Elym. 392
borneensis Wall. Heb. 176 .
bornemanni Pagenst. Epim.
836
.
bornemanni Pagenst. Pap. 15
bornemanni Rbb. Del. 135

73 e

36 a
133 b

66 c
133 e

141 e
159 c
142 c
65 f
173 f

65 f
162 h
118 b

77 e
169 h
89 b, c
h, 147 a
27 b

155 f
149 d, e
135 c
166 d, e

121 b
73 e

98 e
70 d
142 c
56 e

bornemanni Rbb. Elym. 385
bosnikiana Joic.& Talb. Ambl.
956
boswelliana Dist. Ira. 944
Bothriiiia Chapman 877
bothrioides Chapm. Lyc. 872
bougainvillei Rbb. Cyr. 584
boulleti Fruhst. Lax. 790 . .
bouruensis Wall. App. 151
bouruensis Wall. El. 122 . .
bouruensis Wall. Pap. 22
.
bowdenia Btlr. Iss. 475
bowringi Mr. Dan. 194
boyleae Btlr. Del. 130
brabira Mr. Sym. 533
bracara Fruhst. Ideops.217
bracteatus Btlr. Aphn. 939
bradanus Fruhst. Pap. 33
braga Fruhst. Myn. 536
brahma B.-Bak. Ambl. 958 .
brahma Btlr. Calin. 462
brahma Mr. Aug. 1082
brahma Mr. Eupl. 270
brahma Mr. Ilerda 933
brahmaputra Elw. Cel. 1036 .
brahmina Fldr. Chil. 926
brahminoides Mr. Aul. 309
brahminus Blch. Aul. 309
brama Guer. Pap. 81
bramaputra = Celaen. brahma¬
putra 1036
brandti Mr. Eupl. 264
brasidas Doh. Tag. 1039 . .
brassicae L. Pier. 139
Brassolidae 4
brassolis Ww. Liph. 802 . .
brebissoni Bsd. Nept. 613
bremeri Fldr. Eupl. 230
brenchleyi Btlr. Eupl. 245
brennus Fldr. Char. 735
Brenthis 510, 512, 514
brevicauda Stgr. Pap. 39
brevicostalis Btlr. Ter. 168
brevistigma Mr. Man. 306
bridgei Math. Pap. 68
briga Fruhst. Lyc. 865
brindaba Swh. Derc. 161
Brintesia Fruhst. 307
brisanda Nic. Le. 318
brisbanensis Misk. Pseudod.
899
brixia Fruhst. Iss. 474
bromo Fruhst. Del. 134 . .
bromo Del. 123
bromus Leech Parn. 1084
brookei B.-Bak. Ambl. 956 .
brookei Mr. Eupl. 229
. .
brookei Shelf. Elym. 384
brookiana Wall. Pap. 17 . .
brookiana Troid. 12
browni G. & S. Dol. 560
browni Godm. Eupl. 258
browni G. & S. Pap. 103
browni Godt. Eupl. 260 . .
brownii Drc. <Sc B.-Bak. Thys.
829
..
Bruasa Mr. 384
bruijni Oberth. Pantop. 636
brunei Fruhst. Pap. 92
bruneicollis Fruhst. Pap. 28
brunnea Drc. Hypoch. 838
brunnea Mr. Llalpe 1089 . .
brunnea Sn. Parn. 1087 . .
brunnea Stgr. Parth. 646
brunnescens Fruhst. Elym.
389
brunneus Rothsch. Pap. 14 .
bruno Sm. Eupl. 242
buana Fruhst. Pyr. 525
bubasa Swh. Tag. 1040
bubases Hew. Cat. 983
buchanani Nic. Col. 1035
.
buckleyi Mr. Kail. 565
buddha B.-Bak. Ambl. 966 .

141 a
62 g
10 b

148 g

164 a

164 f
142 a

56 c
148 d
80 d
7 c

79 a
143 g
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buddha Mr. Calin. 462
buddha Calinaga 705
buddha Ww. Pap. 81 .
budinus Fruhst. Ypth. 290
burgeri Rbb. Has. 1050
bugiana Fruhst. Abis. 783 138
bulis Dbl. & Hew. Cur. 935
buluana = Amnos. baluana
568
bunaya Fruhst. Euth. 674
bungurana Fruhst. Tana. 654
bupalus Stgr. Char. 738
bupola Hew. Amblyp. 959
burbona Hew. Taj. 973
burmana Mr. Dac. 970
burmana Mr. Gand. 173
burmana Nic. Nept. 613
burmeisteri Mr. Eupl. 271
burmensis Mr. Elym. 392
burni Nic. Abis. 780
burra Stich. Nanth. 407
buruana Fruhst. Cynth. 481 .
buruana Fruhst. Iss. 474 . .
buruana Holt. Ceth. 501
buruana Holt. Chil. 927
buruana Holt. Mel. 362
buruana Rothsch. Del. 128
buruanus Fruhst. Sym. 531
buruanus Fruhst. Tag. 1039
buruanus Mart. Cyr. 586
buruanus R. & J. Erib. 728
buruanus Rothsch. Pap. 68
buruensis Cynth. = buruana
481
buruensis F. Taen. 416
buruensis Fruhst. Erg. 457 .
buruensis Holl. Ambl. 963
buruensis Holl. Dan. 214
buruensis Holl. Ger. 818
buruensis Mart. Cyr. 580
busiris Fruhst. Hypoc. 296
busiris Ww. Xanth. 407
Butanitis 4
butis Jord. Pap. 73
butleri Aur. Has. 1050
butleri Dist. Pap. 44
butleri Fered. Er. 1110
butleri Jans. Pap. 44
butleri Leech Le. 324
butleri Mr. Balt. 138
butleri Mr. Eupl. 259
butleri Oberth. Taen. 421
butleri Sm. & Ky. Cand. 853
butleri Wood-M. & Nic. Kor.
1072
butlerianus Rothsch. Pap. 72
butlerinus Fruhst. Parth. 646
buto Nic. Taj. 975
butona Fruhst. Elym. 387
butra Stgr. Eupl. 239 •
butra Stgr. Eupl. 276
butyrosa Btlr. Gand. 173
buxaria Nic. Rap. 1003
buxtoni Hew. Amblyp. 953
buxtoni Mr. Eupl. 231
. .
buxtoni Mr. Kail. 566
Byblia Hbn. 460
byzaccus Fruhst. Le. 321
byzos Bsd. Cand. 853

35 b
c, 140 b

109 c
107 e

107 a

1 15 g
29 b

81 b

173 g
173 a

3 a

168 c
147 h

cabeii’a Fruhst. Eupl. 277
cachara Mr. Chli. 981
cacharensis Btlr. Pap. 34
cachemiriensis Oberth. Parn. Ill
cacina Fruhst. Cuph. 467
cacodaemon Kirsch Myc. 351
92 d
cadelli Mr. Ter. 169
cadelli Wood-M. Hest. 219
cadesia Mr. Kar. 307
caduca Btlr. Ziz. 926 . . . 153 c
Caduga Mr. 208

INDEX.
Plat.

caeca Aign. Ev. 924
caeca Hew. Ambl. 906
147 e
caecinia Fruhst. Par. 180
caelestis Rothsch. Pap. 15
3 a
caelius Fldr. Thy son. 829
143 g, h
caeneus L. Del. 127
...
53 d
caepia Fruhst. Phriss. 158
62 c
caera Fruhst. Cirr. 487
caerulans Fruhst. Ptych. 330
caerulea Drc. Lamp. 907 151 a, 153 a
caerulescens Stgr. Rap. 1002
146 b
caerulina Math. Lamp. 910
caesarea Fruhst. Arg. 516
caesarea Fruhst. Arg. 746
159 d
caesarea Weym. Marm. 989 .
caesarion Fruhst. Ambl. 959
caesemius Fruhst. Allot. 814
caesena Fruhst. Hest, 275
caesetius Fruhst. Ambl. 959
caesina Hew. Sab. 1070 .
169 a
144 d
caesius Gr.-Sm. Thyson. 828
caesonia Wall. Myc. 343
cagaya Fldr. Lyc. 869
cahira Mr. Parn. 1085
173 c
cajetana Smpr. Mel. 365
cajus F. Chil. 926
cakka Fruhst. Padr. 1078
cakravasti Fruhst. Cam. 971
155 d
calanus Fruhst. Ypth. 293
99 e
calata Fruhst. Lyc. 870
calathus Hew. Lot. 1098 .
175 e
calaureia Fruhst. Ambl. 953
calayana Fruhst. Nept. 621
c-album Polygon. 495, 528
calcaria Fruhst. Cirr. 487
calculis Drc. Cam. 971
155 b
calderon Kheil Deud. 998
caledonica Fldr. App. 156
caledonica Fldr. Catoch. 922
caledonica Fldr. Thyson. 828
143 f
caleta Hew. Cast. 891
caliban Gr.-Sm. Del. 127
calidasa Mr. Limen. 641 .
122 e
calidasa Mr. Limen. 623, 645
caliginosa Drc. Nac. 916
caliginosa Fruhst. Pap. 17
Calinaga Mr. 462, 704
Calinaga 571
Calinagidi 462
Calinaginae 705
calisto Cr. Hypol. 554
calixenus = Casyapa callixenus 1045
Callerebia Btlr. 300
Callicore 4
callios = Deud. kallios 1000
Callictita B.-Balc. 891
Callictita 883, 894
callidice Fsp. Parap. 140
callidice Pier. 164
calligana Btlr. Tag. 1041
callima R. <V' J. Del. 131
56 e
Callimormus 1073
callinara Btlr. Tar. 894
callineura Fldr. Plast. 1092 .
174 b
callinicus Rob. Lamp. 910
Calliona Mr. 1032
calliparga Fruhst. Huph. 147
calliparga Fruhst. Par. 179
calliphon Gr.-Sm. Hypoch. 843
144 h
calliphorus Fldr. Tana. 650
Calliploea Btlr. 252
Calliploea 225
callipleris Btlr. Le. 313
callirrhoe Mill. Pyram. 525
calliroe Hbn. Pyram. 525
callisto Leech Le. 313
callistrate Gr.-Sm. Del. 128 .
55 d
callistus Rob. Lamp. 908
callithoe Bsd. Eupl. 260
callixenus Hew. Cas. 1031
163 b
callonice Fruhst. Rhin. 539 .
113 c
Callophagidi 823
Callophrys 856, 970
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Callosune Dbl. 173
calon Fruhst. Lyc. 862
Calpodes 1027
Caltoris Swh. 1083
calycoides Fruhst. St.ib. 796
.
139 b
calydonia Hew. Proth. 717
calypso Wall. Cirr. 490
.
.
108 b
calyptra Fruhst. Chil. 927
152 c
153 i
Calysisme Mr. 342
cama Mr. Pantop. 632
.
.
123 c
camadeva Ww. Stich. 426
camadevoides Nic. Stich. 426 103 b
camaralzaman Btlr. Eupl. 231
79 c
camaralzaman Btlr. Eupl. 275
camaralzeman Eupl. 225
camasa Fruhst. Pantop. 632 .
123 c
cambodia Ww. Stich. 425
cambodja Mr. Nept. 611
cambodja Stichophth. 328
cambyses Ehrm. Pap. 18
camdeo Mr. Ambl. 952 .
.
149 d
Camena Hew. 971
camenae Nic. Lyc. 863
.
.
152 g
cameria Nic. Cam. 971
cameroni Dist. Cel. 1038
camertes Hew. Ampitt. 1074
cames Fruhst. Ambl. 960
camiba Mr. Apat. 698
.
.
114 e
camiba Rohana 461, 407
camiboides Fruhst. Apat. 699
camida Fruhst. Pantop. 632 .
123 c
camiguina Smpr. Hor. 982
Camilla L. Limen. 637, 639
Camilla Schiff. Limen. 637
camorta Mr. Eupl. 236, 371
camorta Hew. Bindah. 995
camorta Mr. Pap. 38 .
.
.
16 a
camotana Fruhst. Del. 135
camotesiana Fruhst. Rah. 599
camotina Fruhst. Cur. 934
campanulata Btlr. Jam. 902
cana Fruhst. App. 150
.
.
59 f
canace L. Van. 528
canace Van. 535
canaraica Mr. Ambl. 965
Candalides Hbn. 849
candaules Nic. Lyc. 876
Candida Cr. Ter. 172
Candida Fruhst. Taen. 421
Candida Volt. Del. 127
.
.
55 b
Candida Wilem. Abrot. 748
candika Fruhst. Thaum. 439
104 b
candrena H.-Schaff. Jam. 902
canens Hbn. Faun. 404
canens Hbn. Faun. 449
canescens Btlr. Euth. 690
.
127 a
canescens Misk. Cand. 852
canicula Fruhst. Myc. 333
.
91 a
canidia Sparr. Pier. 139
canidia Pier. 3
canonicus Fruhst. Tag. 1042
canopinus Rothsch. Pap. 59 .
24 c
canopus Ww. Pap. 59
canopus Pap. 45, 47, 51
cantideva Fruhst. Ter. 169
cantori Dist. Cynth. 477
canuleia Fruhst. Lib. 768
canulia Hew. Ambl. 967 .
.
147 h
capaneus Ww. Pap. 57
capaneus Ww. Pap. 112
capella Fruhst. Hyp. 985
capeta Hew. Amblyp. 961
caphis Fruhst. Lyc. 871
caphontis Hew. Erib. 729
.
135 b
caphusa Mr. Apor. 139
Capila Mr. 1031
capnodes Fruhst. Nept. 607
capnodia Jord. Pap. 22
caprotina Fruhst. Pantop. 747
capsus Rbb. Pap. 112
capusa Fruhst. Dac. 970 .
.
155 e
cara Nic. Lyc. 868 ....
152 g
caracalla Wat.& Ly. Nac. 1115

carales Fruhst. Mel. 367
cara tonus Fruhst. Ypth. 289
Carcharodus Hbn. 1047
Carcharodus 1043
cardena Hew. App. 157 .
cardia Fldr. Lyc. 865
cardui L. Pyr. 525
cardui Pyram. 3, 454
carfinia Fruhst. Faun. 405
cariatus Hew. Casyapa 1031
carissima Rbl. Jam. 902
carissima Sm. & Ky. Thyson.
832
.
cariya Fruhst. Praet. 794
carma Fruhst. Lib. 770
carma Fruhst. Tana. 654
carmen Sm. <‘C Ky. Hypoch.
849
.
carna Nic. Lyc. 874
carnania Fruhst. Nac. 918
carnatus Rothsch. Pap. 80
carnentalis Nic. Cam. 971
carnita Fruhst. Lyc. 874
carola Sm. Jam. 903
Carolina Holt. Ambl. 951
carolinae Forb. Ceth. 506
carolinae Sn. Hest. 704 .
carolus Fruhst. Erib. 723
carolus Fruhst. Pap. 21
carolus R. <V J. Char. 734
carpenteri Mr. Eupl. 231 *
carrinas Fruhst. Ger. 816
carteja Fruhst. Yras. 995 .
cartena Fruhst. Cam. 971
Carter ocephalus 1055
cartica Mr. Nept. 613
carlica Neptis 632
carticoides Mr. Nept. 613
carvinus Fruhst. Nept. 611
caschmirensis Roll. Van. 527
caschmirensis Van. 529
caschmirensis Rothsch. Pap. 86
cashapa Mr. Call. 300
cashmirensis Mr. Bolor. 513
cashmirensis Mr. Lyc. 929 .
casiphone Hbn. Elvm. 381
casiphone Hbn. Elym. 377
casiphonides Smpr. Elym. 380
casis Jord. Praet. 795
cassander Fldr. Cyr. 575
cassandra Scott Pap. 15
cassia Fruhst. Eupl. 247
cassiopeia Dist. Lox. 996
casta Luc. Ter. 166
Castalaria 882
Castalius Hbn. 882. 885
Castalius 824, 856, 859
castaneus Goeze Pap. 56
castelnaui Fldr. Eupl. 258
castelnaui Fldr. Lar. 460
castetsi Oberth. Arg. 515
Castnia 5
castnia Strd. Liph. 803
Castniidae 1031
castor Ww. Pap. 45
castor Pap. 40, 47
Casyapa Ky. 1030
casyapa Mr. Lob. 1032
casyapa Mr. Pap. 42
Catagramma 696
cataleuca Fruhst. Pap. 77
cataleucas Rothsch. Pap. 77
cataleucos Stgr. Suad. 1062 .
catamelas Stgr. Del. 125
catana Fruhst. Eupl. 233 .
catana Eupl. 389
catanea Fruhst. Taen. 418
Catapoecilma Btlr. 983
catenes G. & S. Cynth. 483
cathara Gr.-Sm. Del. 124 .
catharina Btlr. Ypth. 287
catharina Fldr. Ogyris 941
catilina Fruhst. Eupl. 255
catilla Cr. Cat. 163

00 b

144 d, e

145 c
152 d
35 a

110 a
116 d

157 c
155 c
125 e

153 1

88 a

142 a
29 c

168 d
81 a

55 d

80 d
69 b
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catius Fruhst. Lyc. 865
147 d
cato Drc. Taj. 975 .
Catocala 6
Catochrysops Bsd. 921
Catochrysops 859, 883, 899,
943
141 c
catoleucus Fruhst. Ger. 823 .
Catophaga Hbn. 154
catops Ww. Taen. 417
catops Taen. 409, 410
Catopsilia Hbn. 161
Catopsilia 119. 120. 123, 149.
164, 165, 174. 178
catori Hmps. Ambl. 957 .
148 £
catoris Gr.-Sm. Pap. 105
catreus Nic. Lyc. 868
catrionus Fruhst. Cast. 886
152 c
catullus Fruhst. Lyc. 862
catulus Fruhst. Char. 731
catulus Fruhst. Rap. 1002 146 c, 160 h
87 a. b
caudata Btlr. Elym. 376 .
caudatus Sm. Allot. 814
caulonia Fruhst. Dan. 274
caalonia Dan. 275
caumas Godt. Le. 318
caunus Ww. Pap. 45
c-aureuni L. Pol. 528
cauta Leech Seph. 701
cavarna Fruhst. Eutli. 689
116 e
cebara Fruhst. Prec. 517 .
cela Wat. & Ly. Nac. 1115
celaeno Cox. Bibla 1076
Celaenorrhinus Hbn. 1035
celaenus Cr. Has. 1051
166 f
celebensis Btlr. Cynth. 480
celebensis Btlr. Prec. 521
celebensis Fldr. Cur. 934 .
162 f
celebensis Fickert Pap. 101
celebensis Fruhst. Amath. 429
105 a
celebensis Fruhst. Cuph. 468
107 f
celebensis Fruhst. Dol. 559 .
112 c
celebensis Fruhst. Hyp. 551
celebensis Fruhst. Zem. 774 .
139 a
celebensis Holt. Disc. 447
celebensis Holt. Erg. 457
celebensis Hpftr. Nept. 603 .
126 f
celebensis Mart. Ilelc. 711
celebensis Rothsch. Cher. 593
celebensis Rothsch. Dan. 201
celebensis Rothsch. 11 uph. 142
64 d
celebensis Rothsch. Pap. 22
celebensis Rothsch. Ypth. 293
99 g
celebensis Stgr. Cast. 889 .
153 a
celebensis Stgr. Cyr. 587
celebensis Stgr. Dan. 197
76 c
celebensis Stgr. Lib. 771
celebensis Stgr. Pap. 18
celebensis Stgr. Prec. 524
celebensis Wall. At. 472
celebensis Wall. Heb. 176
70 d
celebensis Wall. Pap. 19
celebensis Wall. Pap. 93
celebensis TPa7/. Ter. 172
celebica Fldr. Sat. 1033 .
163 e
celebica Fruhst. Cat. 163 . 68 e, 69 a
celebica Fruhst. Col. 1035
celebica Fruhst. Eupl. 259
celebica Fruhst. Lyc. 877
152 e
celebica Mr. Nept. 612
celebica Rob. Abis. 783
138 c
celebica Stgr. Has. 1048
Celebina Fruhst. 357
celeja Fruhst. Le. 322
celeno Cr. Lamp. 904
61 d
celestina Bsd. App. 151 .
celetis Fruhst. Erib. 722
celinde Stoll Disc. 445
106 b
celinde Stoll Discoph. 440
celinus Fruhst. Lamp. 906
151 g
celis Fruhst. Tar. 893
.cellarius Fruhst. Ger. 819
141 f
cellularis Rothsch. Pap. 18
celsa Fruhst. Taen. 414
101 d
celsina Fldr. Mat. 1068
169 1
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celsina Matapa 1093
celtibericus Bsd. Pap. 88
celtis Fuessl. Lib. 768
celtoides Fruhst. Lib. 769
celunda Stgr. Sane. 1073
cenchrites Fruhst. Ceth. 510
cenchrites Ceth. 745
cenespolis Hew. Euth. 681
censorinus Fruhst. Zelt. 990
centa Fruhst. Rem. 977
centaurus F. Ambl. 950 .
centenitus Fruhst. Ambl. 950
centho Fruhst. Sym. 531
centralis Mart. Arg. 745
centralis R. tfc J. Erib. 723
centripuncta Sz. Suast. 1062
cephala Hew. Scob. 1069
ceplialinia Fruhst. Proth. 714
cephaloides Nic. Scob. 1069
cepheis Drc. Thyson. 828
cepheis Nic. Taj. 973
cephenes Hew. Por. 1010
cepheus Btlr. Myc. 343
cephion Drc. Jam. 902
Cephrenes Wat. & Ly. 1087
cerama Shelf. Le. 321
ceramas Hew. Taract. 1075 .
ceramensis Fruhst. Ceth. 502
ceramensis Mart. Cyr. 588
ceramensis Mart. Cyr. 746
ceramensis Mart. Elym. 389
ceramensis Rbb. Deud. 1000
ceramensis Rbb. Ger. 818
ceramensis Wall. Lib. 771
ceramicum Drc. Waig. 834
cerata Hew. Halpe 1088
cerbara Fruhst. Nac. 920
cerberus Btlr. Eupl. 234
cerberus Fldr. Pap. 24
Cercina 511
cercyon Nic. Calin. 463
cerealis Wts. Ypth. 288
cerilla Fruhst. Dan. 274
cerinthus Fldr. Casyapa 1031
cerne Btlr. Nept. 617
certhia Plotz Has. 1048
Cerura 6
cerussa Fruhst. App. 152
cervidius Fruhst. Ambl. 950
cervina Btlr. At. 472
cervina Btlr. Atella 744
cervina Rob. Dac. 970
cervinides Fruhst. At. 472
cerynthus Fruhst. Char. 730
ceryx Bsd. Elymn. 383
ceryx Elymn. 370, 380, 394
ceryxoides Nic. Elymn. 383
cestia Theda 917
cestius Fruhst. Pap. 100 .
cethega Fruhst. Dol. 559
Cethosia F. 497
Cethosia 453. 455, 483, 542,
556
Cetliosiini 497
cevanna Fruhst. Le. 316
ceylanica Fldr. Par. 179 .
ceylanicus Fldr. Pap. 2, 61
ceylonica Fldr. Aphn. 939
ceylonica Fldr. Dan. 208
ceylonica Fruhst. Disc. 445 .
ceylonica Fruhst. Dol. 557
ceylonica Fruhst. Heb. 175 .
ceylonica Fruhst. Nac. 918
ceylonica Hew. Ypth. 287
ceylonica Mand. At. 471
ceylonica Mr. Halpe 1088
ceylonicus Dimer Pap. 89
ceylonicus Mr. Pap. 38
ceyx Nic. Lyc. 863
ceyx Lycaenopsis 856
chaboras Fruhst. Ypth. 293
chabrona Plotz Has. 1049
Chaeiocneme Fldr. 1030
Chaetoprocta Nic. 969

139 e

150 a

167 h

170 f

45 c

66 e

106 d
70 a

107 g

166 b

Plat.

chalazias Fruhst. Erib. 720
chalcedonides Fruhst. Euth.
689
chalcedonyx
Fruhst.
Hor.
1116
Chalepteryx 6
chamanica Mr. Lyc. 928
chamunda Mr. Cel. 1037 .
.
Chanapa Mr. 235
chandica Mr. Le. 320
chandra Mr. Seph. 701
chandra Sephise 748
chandrana Evans Seph. 748
chandrana Mr. Sin. 979 .
.
chaon Ww. Pap. 53
.
.
.
chaonulus Fruhst. Pap. 53
chaostola. Meyr. Hesp. 1057
Chapra Mr. 1083
char a Ww. Pap. 30
Charagia 2
charaka Mr. Myc. 349
Char ana Nic. 973
Charaxes O. 729
Charaxes 4, 453, 712, 715, 718
Charaxidi 712, 718
Charaxidi 534. 712, 718
charides Hew. Pap. 71
chariestata Fruhst. Tana. 653
charino Elw. Par. Ill
.
.
charis Oberth. Bol. 513
chariyawa Fruhst. Padr. 1078
charlesi Fruhst. Pap. 81
charltonius Gray Parn. Ill .
eharltonius Mr. Parn. 110
charmides Sm. Cuph. 469
Charmion Nic. 1038
charon Btlr. Nept. 604
charon Stgr. Taen. 413
charon Stgr. Taen. 390
charonda Hew. Sas. 702
charondas Fruhst. Taen. 413
charonia Drury Van. 528
charonides Stgr. Taen. 413
charonides Stich. Van. 528
charonides Taen. 390
charybdis Btlr. Hyp. 549
.
chatra Fruhst. Thaum. 439 .
chaudoiri Fldr. Pap. 85
charpa Holt. Parn. 1087
cheena Mr. Man. 306
chela Nic. Abis. 785
chelaka Moult. Lyc. 867 .
.
chelensis Nic. Elym. 384 .
.
chelidon Fruhst. App. 151
chelina Fruhst. Abis. 785
chemys Fruhst. Ter. 168
chennelli Bothrinia 868
chennelli Nic. Lyc. 877
chenni Guer. Ypth. 288
chentsong Oberth. Pap. 31
cheops Fldr. Disc. 447
Cheritra Mr. 993
Cher lira 882
Cheritrella Nic. 991
cheronus Fruhst. Pap. 98
chersias Fruhst. Amath. 427
Chersonesia Dist. 591
Chersonesia 570, 572
chersonesia Fruhst. Euth. 676
chersonesia Fruhst. Hest. 222
chersonesia Fruhst. Sym. 534
chersonesia Fruhst. Zeux. 436
chersonesus Fruhst. Erib. 721
chevana Mr. Apat. 700 .
.
Chilades Mr. 926
Chilades 799. 824, 859. 896.
899, 924, 969
childreni Gray Arg. 516
childreni Argynn. 513
childreni Mr. Eupl. 242
chilo Sm. Limen. 639
chilon Doll. Suast. 1062
chimaera Pag. Notocr. 1091
| chimaera R. <fc J. Troides 409

J

164 b

157 e
22 b, c

50 d

50 a

118 c
104 a

153 f
88 c

116 a
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claimaera Rothsch. Pap. 16 .
chinensis Fldr. Ambl. 962
.
chinensis Fldr. Chrysoph. 931
chinensis Fldr. Ger. 817
chinensis Fruhst. Ilerda 933
chinensis Fruhst. Lib. 769
chinensis Fruhst. Pseud. 461
chinensis Leech Ctenop. 1044
chinensis Leech Nept. 619
chinensis Leech Ypth. 291
chinensis Mart. Cyr. 582
chinensis Rothsch. Pap. 79
chinensis Swh. Cel. 1036
chinensis Swh. Kail. 565
chione Fldr. Acrophth. 295 .
chionides Godm. Taen. 424
chionides Taen. 408
chionides Nic. Acrophth. 295
chionippe Fldr. Helc. 711
chionippe Hhn. Dan. 200
chiron Wall. Pap. 100
chironidis Hour. Pap. 100
Chirosa Mr. 235
chitone Hew. Faun. 405
chitonia Lord. Pap. 20
chitra Hsf. Sith. 978 .
.
.
chitralensis Evans Apat. 748
cliitralensis Mr. Bol. 513
chitralensis Mr. Gon. 161
chitralensis Mr. Mel. 511
chitralensis Mr. Melit. 745
chitralensis Mr. Par. Ill
chitralensis Riley Aphar. 939
Chittira Mr. 208
chlaena Fruhst. Limen. 640
Chliaria Mr. 980
Chliaria 979
chloe Guer. Eupl. 270
chloera Stgr. Elymn. 389
chloridice Hhn. Synch. 141
Chlorinda Blch. Ialm. 998
chloris Fldr. Ideops. 217 .
.
chloris Wat. & Ly. Ialm. 998
Chlorochopsis Rothsch. 208
chlorographa Hhn. Lept. 121
chlorus Fruhst. Erib. 728
choaspes Btlr. Dan. 205 .
.
choaspes Dan. 274
choaspina Fruhst. Dan. 274
choirilus Fruhst. Euth. 694 .
choiseuli Rothsch. Del. 126
choiseuli Rothsch. Pap. 69
chola Mr. Amblyp. 961
choredon Fldr. Pap. 95
.
.
chota Swh. Cast. 885
chozeba Hew. Rap. 1004 .
.
christobalus Lord. Pap. 94
christophi Leech Le. 322
christophi Stgr. Lyc. 928
chromia Drc. Thyson. 832
.
chromus Cr. Has. 1049
chrysanthis Fldr. Hypoch. 843
chrysapha Fruhst. Dod. 776 .
chrysargyria Sm. & Ky. Hy¬
poch. 843
.
chrysea Doh. Dan. 205
chrysea Fruhst. Sal. 182 .
.
chryseis L. Cat. 162
chryselectra Fruhst. Sal. 182
chrysendeta Fruhst. Del. 134
chrysina Oherth. Apat. 700
chrysippe F. Ceth.
509
chrysippe L. Ceth. 744
chrysippus L. Dan. 193
chrysippus Dan. 515, 547
chrysoana Fruhst. Ambl. 949
chrysoberylla Fruhst. Sal. 182
chrysodesmus Sm. & Ky. Hy¬
poch. 846
.
chrysodonia Stgr. Proth. 717
chrysographa Elod. = chloro¬
grapha 121
c-hrysoleuca Mills Del. 125
chrysoloraFrw7i.se Apat. 700 .

4 b
150 e

93 f

157 d

76 b

62 f
78 b

127 a.
24 b
45 a
146 e

142 e
145 a
140 a
145 b
62 a

145 i

115 b
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chrysomallus Hhn. Zes. 997 .
chrysomelaena Mob. Odina
1044
chrysomelaena Voll. Del. 130
chrysonicans Fruhst. Hyp. 550
chrysonotus Sm. & Ky. Hy¬
poch. 846
.
Chrysophanus Hhn. 931
Chrysophanus 3, 390
chrysophila Pap. 112
chrysophyla Pap. = chrysospila 14
chrysopis Fruhst. Hupli. 143
chrysorrhoea Voll. Del. 131 .
chrysospila Rothsch. Pap. 14.
117
chrysotoxus Sm. & Ky. Hy¬
poch. 846
.
chrysotricha Meyr. & Low.
Hesp. 1057
chrysozona Plotz Telic. 1080 .
chthonia Fruhst. Amath. 431
chula Fruhst. Euth. 670 .
.
chumbica Mr. Aul. 309 .
.
chumbiensis Nic. Parap. 140
chunda Fruhst. Notocr. 1095
chunsu Fruhst. Ambl. 966
j chuza Hew. Has. 1051 . .
* cibaritis Hew. Tana. 649 .
.
cibota Fruhst. Prec. 521
| cibyra Fruhst. Huph. 141
cicatricosa Elw. & Ediv. Sep.
1068 .
cicero F. Udasp. 1096
cicera = Udaspes cicero 1096
cidona Fruhst. Ambl. 950
Cigaritis 800, 934, 939
cilensis Fruhst. Ambl. 1116
ciliata Elw.& Ediv. Sep. 1069
cilix Dist. Pap. 72
cilix G. & S. Pap. 57 .
.
.
cilia Fldr. App. 150
...
ciminius Fruhst. Pap. 92
cimonides Sm. Char. 735
cincia Fruhst. Heb. 175
cinctuta Sm. Lyc. 875
cineas Sm. Hyp. 985
cineraria Fruhst. Log. 806
cineraria Sm. Nept. 604
cinerascens Mitis Del. 130 .
.
cinereomaculatus Goeze Pap.
56
cinesia Hew. Hyp. 986
.
.
cinesioides Nic. Hyp. 986.
.
cingala Mr. Huph. 142
.
.
cingala Mr. Parn. 1084
cingalensis Mr. Hor. 981
cingalensis Mr. Ix. 159
.
.
cingara Fruhst. Dol. 557 .
.
ciniata Hew. Hor. 982
.
.
cinna Fruhst. Pap. 19
cinnabarus Fruhst. Deud. 999
cinnamomea Elw.& Ediv. Sep.
1068
cinnamomeus Wood-M. Eur.
707
cinnara Wall. Parn. 1083
cintamani Fruhst. Le. 324
.
cinyra Cr. Cur. 933
cippus F. Taj. 972
circc Fawc. Cynth. 476
circe L. Satyr. 326
circe Oreas 307
circella Fruhst. Myc. 341
circesia Fruhst. Sym. 532
circuita Swh. Eupl. 236
circumscripta Fruhst. Hyp.
543
eiris Fruhst. Del. 125
ciris Del. 131
eiris Fruhst. Pap. 74
ciris Leech Ypth. 294
cirrha Bsd. Elod. 122
Cirrochroa Dbl. 484

146 d

55 b

145 i

56 d

145 b

172 b
129 d
94 c

166 e
131 d

169 g

169 h
23 a
59 f

54 e

146 B
159 c
63 b

71 d
137 b
158 a

169 g
114 d
99 b

51 b

Cirrochroa 4, 453, 465, 539
cirta Fruhst. Has. 1049
cirta Fruhst. Huph. 144
cismona Fruhst. Rap. 1003 .
cissia Fruhst. Eupl. 243
cition Fruhst. Lyc. 872
citricinctus Fruhst. Pap. 96
citrina Fldr. Dan. 206
citrina Fruhst. App. 154 .
citrina Mr. Ix. 159
citrinaria Mr. Ter. 169
citrinaris Gr.-Sm. El. 123
citronella Fruhst. App. 154
citronella Fruhst. Cat. 163
civetta Fruhst. Euth. 690
clagia Godt. Cirr. 491
clagina Fruhst. Cirr. 491 .
clanis Lord. Pap. 100
clara Argynn. 512, 513
clara Blch. Arg. 514
clara Btlr. Hest. 221
clara Jord. Pap. 19
clarae Marsh. Pap. 41
claribella Btlr. Dan. 203
claribella Fruhst. Apat. 700 .
claripennis Btlr. Pier. 139
clarippus Weym. Dan. 194
Clarissa Bsd. Ter. 494
clarissa Btlr. An. 138
Clarissa Sm. Amblyp. 952
clarissa Ter. 744
«
clathrata R. & J. Del. 130
clathrata Voll. Tana. 654
clathratus Holl. Tar. 894
clathratus Rothsch. Pap. 74 .
claudia Wat. & Ly. Lamp.
1114
claudilla Fruhst. Ceth. 509 .
claudilla Ceth. 744, 745
claudina Stgr. Eupl. 231
Claudius F. Eupl. 250
clausus Fruhst. Sym. 531
clavata Stgr. Notocr. 1095
clavis Wall. App. 150
cleanthis Fruhst. Ceth. 509
cleanthis Ceth. 745
clearchus Fruhst. Rap. 1007 .
cledonia Fruhst. Eupl. 256 .
cleitus Fruhst. Lamp. 908
clemanthe Dhl. Prion. 136
Clementina Fldr. App. 152
cleobis Creon 971
cleobis Godt. Taj. 975
.
.
cleoboides Elw. Taj. 975 .
cleodus Fldr. Lamp. 905 .
cleodus Nic. Lamp. 904
cleon Gr.-Sm. Hypoch. 842 .
cleona Cr. Dan 206
cleonci Dan. 181
cleonides Gr.-Sm. Hypoch. 842
cleotas Guer. Chil. 927
clerica Btlr. Pantop. 630
clerica Fruhst. Meg. 858 .
clericus Btlr. Tag. 1040
Clerome 4, 368, 404
climena Cr. Eupl. 227
climena Eupl. 275
clinia Mr. Nept. 606 .
clinias Gr.-Sm. Dan. 207
clinioides Nic. Nept. 608
clinoides Oberth. Ypth. 294
clitarchus Hew. Erib. 728
clitophon Sm. Chil. 927
clitus Nic. Celaen. 1036
clivodasa = Suastus divodasa
1061
cloanthulus Fruhst. Pap. 94
cloanthus Ww. Pap. 94
clodia G. <fc S. Cynth. 483
cloella Weym. Thrix 992 .
clorinde Stgr. Eupl. 269
Clothilda H.-Schdff. Gang. 1071
cluentia Fruhst. Cuph. 470
cluilia. Fruhst. Eupl. 277

160 g

60 c

108 b

115 b

56 e
133 d
27 b

111 b

60 a

160 g
83 c
57 b, d

156 c
156 d
151 h
145 a

145 a

154 d

126 f

159 a, b
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clymenus Leech Pap. 94
clytia Fldr. Eur. 709
clytia Z. Pap. 42
...
clytia Pap. 40, 45
olytie Don. An. 137
clytioides Mr. Pap. 43
clyton Cr. Cast. 885
cnacalis Hew. Rail. 597
cnejus F. Catochr. 922
cnephas Jord. Pap. 41
cnidus Wat. & Ly. Catoclir.
1115
coalita Nic. Lyc. 866
coalita Nic. Lycaenops. 877
coalitoides Rothsch. Lyc. 866
Coatlantona 529
cocalina Fruhst. Cat. 163 .
.
cocandica Ersch. Col. 165
cocleoides Fruhst. Cyr.
574 .. . .
.
codes F. Cyr. 574 .
.
.
.
cocodaemon Myc. (= cacodaemon) 337, 351
cocyta F. Euth. 661
Cocytia 5
cocytina Horsf. Euth. 661
cocytus F. Euth. 658
codrus Cr. Pap. 93
...
coelestina Fruhst. Eur. 709
coelestina Koll. Lyc. 871
coelestis Fruhst. Eupl. 262, 477
coelestis Leech Le. 320
coelestis Misk. Lamp. 911
.
coelestis Nic. Nac. 916
coelia Fruhst. Hyp. 545
coelia Sm. Xacad. 920
coelifrons Fruhst. Elvm. 380
coeligena Fruhst. Lamp. 1114
coelinus Gr.-Sm. Thyson. 829
coelisparsus Btlr. Hypoch. 844
coelita Fruhst. App. 151 .
.
Coelites Bsd. 328
Coelites Bsd. 285, 310
coelius Fruhst. Pap. 96
coenonyrnpha Fldr. Man. 307
Coenon^mplia Hbn. 301
Coenonyrnpha 300
Coequosa 6
coere Nic. Parn. 1087
coerulans Fruhst. Hyp. 553
coerulescens Pag. Eupl. 268
coerulescens Sm. Tana. 654
coffea Fruhst. Eupl. 234 .
.
cognata Dist. Satar. 1033
cognata Mr. Cirr. 488
.
.
cognata Mr. Euth. 657
cognata Mr. Pol. 528.
.
.
cognatus Volt. Erib. 725 .
.
congruens Smpr. Elym. 379
cohaerens Stgr. Cast. 889
eolaba Swh. Ix. 159
colaca Mr. Parn. 1084
.
.
Coladenia Mr. 1034
Colias F. 164
Colios 3. Ill
collesi Chal. 6
collina Led. Melit. 511
colmus Fruhst. Cast. 887 .
.
colorata Fruhst. Euth. 661
colossus Fruhst. Pap. 68
Colotis Hbn. 173
Colotis F. 119
columbina Cr. At. 471
columella Cr. Nept. 615
columella Nept. 747
columella Phaedyma 610
coins Fruhst. Pap. 95
colutha Fruhst. Pith. 881
comeda Fruhst. Lamp. 907
comes Sm. Myc. 337
cometto G. & S. Dan. 199
comica Nic. Ambl. 964
comla Fruhst. Marm. 989
.
comma Fruhst. Lept. 121
.

20 c

68 e

122 b
122 b

42 c

142 b

147 a
144 d
58 c
(
|

j

j
j
86 e
107 g
117 f
135 a

173 a

145 h

159 c
62 f

comma Ky. Anisynta 1060
comma Erynnis 1078
commixta Fruhst. Rah. 599
commixtus Rothsch. Pap. 42 .
communis Koch Ziz. 926
comodus Fruhst. Pap. 101
compacta Btlr. Hesp. 1056
complexiva Swh. Ypth. 286
compta Fruhst. Euth. 685
.
compta Rob. Eupl. 228
comrii G.
S. Dol. 563
comrii Dol. 746
cornyntas Ever. 923
concanus Mr. Aphn. 937
concha T7oil. Erib. 723
.
.
concinna Elw. Padr. 1078
.
concinna Elw.
Edw. Scob.
1069 .
concolor Joic. & Talb. Deud.
999
concolor Suana 6
conferenda Btlr. Lamp. 904
configurata Fldr. Eupl. 252
confinis Fldr. Abr. 648
confluens Fruhst. App. 153
confluens Fruhst. Sym. 531
confluens Hag. Rah. 598
conformis Btlr. Ziz. 925
confucius Fldr. Padr. 1076
confucius Leech Myc. 344
confucius Mr. Zem. 773
confucius Ww. Euth. 583
confusa Btlr. Eupl. 232
confusa Btlr. Sarobia 388
confusa Fruhst. App. 154
.
confusa Riley Hors. 946
confusus Rothsch. Pap. 33
conjuncta Hag. Pap. 84
conjuncta H .-Schdff. Parn.
1083 .
conjuncta Leech Ypth. 292
conjuncta Mr. Dan. 204
connectens Fruhst. Ix. 159 .
connectens Fruhst. Pap. 95
connectens Nic. Char. 738 .
connexa Sm. Nept. 614
connexion Btlr. Ter. 167
conos Fruhst. Die. 788
consanguinea Btlr. Eupl. 266
consanguinea Btlr. Iduph. 143
consanguinea Dist. Tana. 651
consanguinea Leech Celaen.
1036
consanguis Btlr. Le. 322
consanguis = Tanaec. consan¬
guinea 651
conserta Nic. Celaen. 1037
consimilis Bsd. Rah. 598
consimilis Ww. Eur. 709 .
.
consimilis Eur. 748
consobrina Leech Euth. 682
consobrina Plots Ism. 1053 .
conspectus Rothsch. Pap. 64
conspergata Fruhst. Heb. 175
conspicua Btlr. Dan. 195
.
constanceae Nic. Ambl. 949 .
constans Btlr. Hyp. 552
constantia Cr. Mel. 368
constantia Mel. 366
constricta Alph. Pantop. 630
contemta Plots Has. 1050
.
contigua Mab. Parn. 1084
.
contilia Fruhst. Lyc. 870 .
.
contilia Lyc. 920
continentalis Elmer Pap. 89
continentalis Fruhst. Allot. 812
continentalis Fruhst. Dol. 557
continentalis Fruhst. Lox. 996
continentalis Fruhst. Nac. 914
continentalis Stgr. Disc. 445
continua Stgr. Rah. 598
contractu Btlr. Catoch. 922
contunda Fruhst. Rah. 600 .
convallaria Thieme Eupl. 246

31 d

130 b

134 c
168 g
169 i

60 d

172 f, g

71 d
137 a

114 d

167 a
70 c
77 c
150 B b

166 d
173 c
152 c

126 d

Plat.

coon F. Pap. 34
....
copia Wall. Huph. 141
copiosa Fruhst. Myc. 352
coracina Hpffr. Eupl. 229
Corades Dbl. & Hew. 298
corana Fruhst. Lamp. 912
corax Fldr. Char. 732
corax Fruhst. Pith. 879
cordace Hbn. Het. 305
cordaea Fruhst. Lamp. 906
cordata Weym. Euth. 666
Cordelia Fruhst. Euth. 665 .
cordelia Euthal. 655
cordigera Fruhst. Pantop. 634
core Cr. Eupl. 235
core Eupl. 192, 226, 258, 271
coreana Leech Sas. 702
coreoides Mr. Eupl. 246
coreotincta Stich. Amath. 428
coresia Hbn. Stib. 570
coreta Godt. Eupl. 245
coretas O. Ev. 924
coriacea Fruhst. Dan. 200
coridon Cr. Cast. 885
corina = Plastingia corissa
1092
corinda Hew. Ambl. 963 .
corinna Me. Leay Eupl. 241
corinna Wall. Sal. 183
coriolanus Fruhst. Deud. 999
corippus Fruhst. Cas. 1031
corissa Hew. Plast. 1091 .
corlana Stgr. Eum. 308
cormassa Hew. Parn. 1085
Cornelia Voll. Prion. 136 .
corniculum Drc. Hor. 982
cornificia Fruhst. Eupl. 269
cornuta Drc. Lyc. 874
.
.
corona Smpr. Sat. 1034 .
coronata Fruhst. Dol. 558
coronata Fruhst. Por. 1008
Corone Mab. 1082, 1087
coronea Cr. An. 137
coronensis Mats. Myc. 354
coronis Cr. Huph. 141
corruscans Moult. Lamp. 906
corthatha Fruhst. Ambl. 966
corticaria Btlr. Ypth. 292
correae Olliff Xen 304
cortona Fruhst. Elym. 379
corus F. Eupl. 258
coruscans Gr.-Sm. Waig. 833
coruscans Mr. Lamp. 906
coruscans Wood-M. Ambl. 950
corva Wall. Huph. 141
corvina Fruhst. Eupl. 240
corvina Fruhst. Huph. 142 .
corvus Fldr. Cas. 1031
corvus Fruhst. Pith. 879 .
corycus Fruhst. Pap. 95
corythus Nic. Lyc. 875
cosama Fruhst. Nept. 603
cosana Fruhst. Euth. 682
coscina Plotz Satar. 1033
Coscinocera 6
cosimon Fruhst. Cast. 888
cosmia Smpr. Pantop. 636
cossaea Nic. Lyc. 867
cossaea Lycaenopsis 920
cossyra Fruhst. Neor. 327
costalis Mr. Ideops. 217 .
cotanda Mr. Sym. 532
cottonis Hew. Elym. 376
cottonis Sm. Myn. 537
cottonis Myn. 746
cotys Hew. Dac. 970 .
coulteri Wood.-M. Has. 1049
couppei Rbb. Parth. 646 .
courvoisieri Fruhst. Ger. 818
courvoisieri Fruhst. Lamp. 911
courvoisieri Rbb. Ambl. 967
cramera Esch. Lycaena 929
crameri Btlr. Mel. 369
crameri Dist. Dol. 562

16 b

152 a
154 e

128 c
128 b
124 c

150 e

174 b

57 d
147 b, c
152 d
163 f

64
86
64
163
154

c
a
c
a, b
e

152 d

152 d

76 a
87 b

155 e
120 b

95 c
112 d

INDEX.
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crameri Fldr. Cuph. 468
crameri Luc. Eupl. 230
crameri Luc. Eupl. 275
crameri Mr. Tar. 895 .
153 c
crassa Btlr. Eupl. 271 .
79 c
crassa Btlr. Eupl. 277, 278
crassimaculata Fruhst. Eupl.
249
crassipes Oberih. Pap. 31 .
18 a
Crastia Hbn. 226
Crastia Hbn. 225, 235, 371
crastiana Fruhst. Eur. 708
crastimima Fruhst. Zeth. 393
crataegi Aporia 138
145 i
cratevas G. & S. Hypoch. 838
cratippus Fldr. Dan. 194
cratis Btlr. Eupl. 231
crawfordi Dist. Chop. 1055
155 e
cremera Nic. Dac. 970
.
.
Creon 971
crepax Fruhst. Char. 732
crephontes F. Pap. (= cresphontes) 51
cresina Fruhst. Nept. 605
126 b
cressida F. Eur. 107
49 c
Creteus Nic. 1100
155 b
cretheus Nic. Cam. 971 .
crestonia Fruhst. Erg. 457
cretura Plotz Parn. 1085
Creusa 973
crexa Fruhst. Hyp. 553
118 c
cridatta Fruhst. Has. 1051 .
166 e
98 c
crijnana Fruhst. Le. 319 .
crimisa Fruhst. Mel. 363
crimissa Fruhst. Lyc. 871
crinatha Fruhst. Ism. 1053
crinatha Fruhst. Ter. 170
crino F. Pap. 81
....
36 b
crishna Ww. Neor. 327
94 d
crisia Hbn. Rag. 361
crisia Rag. 356
crisilda Hew. Rag. 360
90 e
crisilda Ragad. 441
crispus Fruhst. Pap. 99
crissa Nic. Lycaen. 869
cristala = Ambl. critala 967
critala Fldr. Ambl. 967
142 h
critala Fldr. Pseud. 835 .
142 h
crithoe Bsd. Del. 134
crithoe Del. 123, 132, 136
crithon Misk. Eupl. 249
crito Nic. Rag. 360
90 e
critolaus Nic. Rag. 360
90 e
163 b
critomedia Guer. Cas. 1031
criton Fldr. Pap. 19
11 a, b
critonides Fruhst. Pap. 19
crocale Cr. Cat. 163
crocea Btlr. Dan. 205
croceus Misk. Tox. 1058
crocospilus Bob. Pap. 99
croculana Fruhst. Lamp. 906
croesus Wall. Pap. 13
3 b. c
crohonica Smpr. Rag. 361
croites Hew. Mesod. 1059
167 f
cromyon Fruhst. Chil. 927
cronius Fldr. Pap. 14
cronus Nic. Sep. 1068
169 g
Crossiura Nic. 1032
croton Doll. Ger. 816
croton Fruhst. Pap. 59
crowleyi Btlr. Tana. 651
crowleyi Jen.-Weir. Dan. 210
crowleyi Mr. Eupl. 246
cruda H.-Schdff. Unk. 1099
crudus Rothsch. Pap. 96
cruentata Btlr. Del. 127
cruentula Fruhst. Mel. 367
95 c
cryonthe B.-Bak. Amblyp. 949
crypsargyra Meyr. Hesp. 1057
crypsigramma Meyr. & Low.
Ton. 1058
Ctenoptilon Nic. 1044
ctesia Hew. Cam. 971 .
.
155 d
cudaea Fruhst. Abis. 784
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Culapa Mr. 332, 368, 403
culminicola Fruhst. Euth. 677
culta Creusa 973
cumaea Fldr. Elym. 385 .
cumaxa Fruhst. Eupl. 245
cumballa Sw. Ix. 159 .
cunama Fruhst. Huph. 183
cunctator Fruhst. Char. 730
cuneatus Rippon Pap. 27
cuneifera Fruhst. Eupl. 269
cuneifera Oberih. Pap. 27 .
cuneiformis Smpr. Od. 1044 .
cungata Fruhst. Ter. 169
cunilda Sn. Lamp. 907
cuningputi Rbb. Del. 129
Cuplia Bilb. 465
Cupha 453, 454, 470, 473, 484,
493
cupidinius Fruhst. Erib. 722
Cupido 857, 903, 912, 926, 969
Cupitha Mr. 1093
cuprea Fruhst. Cher. 994
cuprea Rob. Cand. 852
cupreipennis Mr. Eupl. 231
cura Weym. Nept. 622
curasena Fruhst. Del. 133
curatius Fruhst. Pap. 41
curatus Fruhst. Tag. 1042
Curetis Hbn. 933
curiatius Fruhst. Pap. 41
curiatus Mr. Pap. 41
curicta Fruhst. Hyp. 546
curiosa Swh. Tag. 1040
curiosa Swh. Ter. 170
curius F. Lept. 108
curtisi Jord. Pap. 55
curtisi Mr. Dan. 214
curtius Wall. Leptoc. 108
curvifascia Fldr. Notocr. 1094
cusama Fruhst. Euth. 669
cuvieri Fldr. Eupl. 259
cuyonicola Fruhst. Heb. 176
cuznerii Schultze Rath. 989
cyana B.-Bak. Cand. 854
cyane Drury Ceth. 503
cyane Ceth. 476, 745
cyanea Cr. Thyson. 830 .
cyanecula Fruhst. Hyp. 549
cyanee Nic. Cher. 592
cyaneira Fruhst. Nac. 920
cyanescens Nic. Lyc. 869
cyaneus Mr. Parth. 645 .
cyanicornis Sn. Lyc. 867
cyanifera Btlr. Rah. 600
cyanipardus Btlr. Euth. 692 .
cyanipardus Euth. 748
cyanippe Jord. Pap. 85
Cyaniris Dalm. 858, 861, 914
cyaniris Rob. Nac. 914
cyanites Meyr. Cand. 852
cyanophracta Low. Mesod.
' 1059
cyanus F. Thyson. 830
cyara B.-Bak. Call. 891 .
cyara Hew. Bid. 988 .
cybele Argynn. 513
cybele Fldr. Elym. 388
cybistia Fruhst. Char. 733
cycinna Hew. Sal. 182
cyclopides Fruhst. Taen. 424
cyclopius Ev. Er. 300
cyclops Rob. Thaum. 441
cyclops Stgr. Taen. 423
cyclospila Meyr.& JjOW. Hesp.
' 1057
cyclotas Sm. Cuph. 469
Cyclyrius 883
cycnia Nic. Cynth. 479
cycnus Ww. En. 448
cydalima Fldr. Ceth. 509
cydippe L. Ceth. 508
cydippe L. Ceth. 744, 745
cydrana Fruhst. Arg. 745
cygnus R. & J. Erib. 724

131 a
89 a
72 b

14 a, c
165 f

56 e

145 e

Plat.

cyllene Stgr. Eupl. 239
Cyllogenes Btlr. 369
cymbia Nic. Niph. 901
cyme Fruhst. Faun. 449
cyme Fruhst. Lax. 789
cyme Fruhst. Niph. 901
cymela Fldr. Nept. 605
cynailurus Fruhst. Parth. 748
cynanae Fruhst. Lyc. 863
cynis Hew. Ud. 183
cynis Ud. 149
cynisca Wall. App. 156
Cynitia Sn. 656
Cynitia 656, 663
cynone Hew. Anis. 1060 .
Cynthia F. 475
Cynthia 4, 454, 473, 492, 493,
497, 538, 556
cyprotus Oil. Cand. 851 .
cyrene Wall. Ceth. 509
Cyrestis Bsd. 570
Cyrestis 4, 453, 462
cyrhestica Fruhst. Rap. 1004
cyrilla Fldr. Rah. 599 .
cyrillus Heio. Taj. 976
cyrillus Tajuria 978
cyrilus And. <fc Spry Pseudod.
899
cyrina Hew. Cret. 1100
^
cyroides Fruhst. Pap. 61
cyronthe Misk. Ambl. 949
cyrus Drc. Taj. 974
.
.
.
cyrus F. Pap. 61
Cystineura 455
cyta Bsd. Lamp. 909
cytheris Argynn. 512
cythora Fruhst. Nac. 920
cytinus Fruhst. Lamp. 909

153 g

62 c

171 d

145 e

146
160
125
156

d
h
d
e

156 a

BK

143 h
121 f

120 d

127 c

145 k
146 B d

62 b

daatensis Mr. Eupl. 230
daatensis Smpr. Le. 315
Dacalana Mr. 970
dacebalus Fruhst. Cyr. 575
dacia Drc. Taj. 976
.
.
.
dactyliota Meyr. Mot. 1056
daedalea Swh. Ypth. 286
daedalion Nic. Elym. 373
daedalus Fldr. Pap. 81
daemeli Smpr. Xalm. 997
daemoniaca Fruhst. Le. 317
daemoniacus Fruhst. Char. 738
daemonis Fruhst. Iieb. 177
daemonius Alph. Pap. 32
daendeli Plotz Parn. 1084
dahana Kheil Rah. 598
daidis Hew. Myc. 333
daimio Mats. Seph. 701
Daimio Murr. 1033
daimio Sz. Chrysoph. 931
daira King Terac. 174
daja Rothsch. Pap. 44
dajagaka Stgr. Ambl. 964 .
dajagora = Ambl. dajagaka
964
dajakorum Fruhst. Cynth. 477
dakslia Mr. Call. 301 .
daksha Mr. Pap. 54
Dalapa Mr. 353
dalmani Fldr. Eupl. 244
dama Mr. Rah. 599
damajanti Fldr. Lax. 789
damalis Er. Euth. 692
damarete Fruhst. Nept. 613 .
damaricus Fruhst. Pap. 35
damaris Gray Or. 310
damasippe Fldr. Ceth. 509
dameli Mr. Eupl. 269
damia Fruhst. Nept. 618 .
damis Hbst. Thyson. 824
dammae Heron Lyc. 870

156 d

35 c

71 b
172 h

150 f

93 f

125 g
90 d

125 g

INDEX.
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damodar Fruhst. Allot. 811 .
damona Swh. Rap. 1117
damosippe = Ceih. damasippe
509
dampierensis Hag. Pap. 37
dan F. Col. 1034
dana Nic. Nac. 916
dana Nacad. 885
danae F. Terac. 174
danae Fruhst. Apat. 699
Danaida Lair. 192
Danaida 464, 489
Danaidae 191
Danais 3, 4, 191, 192
danala Nic. Del. 124 .
danalis Fruhst. Taen. 413
Danaus Lair. 108, 192
danava Mr. Limen. 639
dandapani Fruhst. Tana. 650
danina = Drina donina 987
danis Cr. Thyson. 824 .
danis Fldr. Pseud. 835
danisepa Btlr. Pap. 44
daniseppa Fruhst. Eur. 708
Daniseppa = Danisepa Air.
261
danisoides Nic. Pseud. 836 .
danna Mr. Taract. 1074
daones Drc. Lamp. 908
daonides Rob. Lamp. 908
daos Bsd. Ideops. 216
dapatana Sm. Cupp. 467
dapha Mr. Hupli. 141
dapha Air. Huph. 145
daphalis Mr. Synch. 141
daphne Argynn. 512, 513
daplidice L. Pont. 140
dara Dist. Elym. 373 .
dara Roll. Padr. 1076
darada Ftdr. App. 155
Darasana 965
darana Air. Hors. 946
darani Fruhst. Euth. 662
daraxa Air. Limen. 638 .
darchia Alac-L. Eupl. 256
dardanos Misk. Eupl. 249
darena Fldr. Le. 322
daretis Hew. Le. 317 .
,
.
daria Fldr. Nept. 616
darina Fruhst. Elym. 373
darlisa Mr. Penth. 464
darmis Fruhst. Lyc. 871
Darpa Mr. 1044
darsius Gray Pap. 18 .
daruca Air. Sym. 529
dasahara Air. Sar. 1044
dasarada Mr. Pap. 32
dasarada Pap. 76
dascon G. & 8. Dol. 562
dasconides Fruhst. Dol. 562
dascylus G. & 8. Dol. 563
dascylus Dol. 746
Dasyomma Fldr. 342
datames Nic. Del. 129
datarica Sn. Nac. 916
datos Fruhst. Cuph. 469
davaona Smpr. Ambl. 958
davendra Mr. Man. 306
davidi Oberth. Le. 319
davidi Pouj. Ev. 924
Davidina Oberth. 705
davidis Oberth. Calin. 462
davidsoni Air. Ter. 169
davidsoni Swh. Sar. 1044
davidsoni Air. Myc. 347
davidsoni Nic. Amblyp. 958
dayacus Rothsch. Pap. 56
dazata Fruhst. Rap. 1002
dea Leech Col. 1034
dealbata Dist. Tag. 1042
dealbata Fruhst. Eupl. 239
dealbatus Rothsch. Pap. 77
debata Fruhst. Le. 320
debarbata Fruhst. Eupl. 263

Piat.
141 i

73 b

55 d, e

143 b
143 b
32 c

142 b
153 a

64 a

88 b

122 f

97 a

9 b. c

19 b

Plat.

debilis Elw. Halpe 1090
decebalus Fruhst. Pap. 64
decentralis Fruhst. Dan. 200
decernia Fruhst. Cuph. 470 .
decia Fruhst. Eupl. 267
decia Fruhst. Myc. 345
decidia Hew. Cast. 891
decipiens Btlr. Dan 199
decipiens Btlr. Eupl. 243
decipiens Nic. Derc. 161 .
decius Fldr. Lept. 108
deckerti Verity Par. 112
decolor Fruhst. Ara. 978
decolor R. & J. Platypth. 299
decolor Stgr. Ev. 924
decolor Stgr. Hor. 982
decolor Stgr. Pap. 90
decolorata Fruhst. Dan. 207 .
decolorata Fruhst. Elym. 377
decolorata Fruhst. Mel. 366
decolorata Fruhst. Proth. 716
decora Dbl.& Hew. Amn. 568
decora Oberth. Pap. 33
decorata Btlr. Euth. 664 .
decorata Hew. Die. 787
decorata Hew. Od. 1044 .
decorata Air. Halpe 1090
decoratus Rothsch. Pap. 101
decorina Fruhst. Amn. 568
decreta Btlr. Ziz. 925
defasciata Fruhst. Elym. 372
deficiens Fruhst. Myc. 353
defigurata Fruhst. Eupl. 236,
247
defiguratus Fruhst. Eupl. 259
degenerata Fruhst. Taj. 973 .
debaani Dbl. Erib. 726
debaani Luc. Eupl. 262
dehaani Wall. Pap. 105
dehaani Pap. 78
deheeri Doll. Eupl. 231
deheeri Doh. Eupl. 543
deianira Hew. Myc. 357
deianirina Fruhst. Myc. 357 .
deinolochus Fruhst. Tag. 1039
deinostratus Fruhst. Lox. 996
deiokes Fruhst. Dicb. 697
deione Ww. Eupl. 238
deione Eupl. 244
deipbobus L. Pap. 75 .
deipbontes Fldr. Pap. 75
deipylus Fldr. Pap. 75
dejeani Godt. Pyr. 525
dejeani Pyr. 209
dejeani Mr. Eupl. 270
dejone Er. Cynth. 480
dekaiarchus Fruhst. Rap.

77 d
107 e

153 a, b

67 e
49 d

76 d

121 a

128 c
165 f
171 g
115 e

92 f

155 g
137 a

92 f

28 a, b
29 a
117 c

1001
112 a
112 a

148 f

73 c

160 h

98 d

delapra Moult. Lyc. 867
delesserti Guer. Pap. 105 .
delesserti Pap. 103
delia Alart. Erit. 302 .
deliades Hew. Le. 313
deliana Sn. Nac. 916
delianus Fruhst. Pap. 34 .
Delias Hbn. 123
Delias 4, 135, 141
delicata Btlr. App. 152
delicata Fruhst. Myc. 344 .
debcata Tepper Ziz. 926
delicatum Nic. Cat. 983
delicia Fruhst. Eupl. 243
debcia Hew. Hypoch. 845
deliciosa = Catop. sophonias
983
debciosa Fruhst. Sem. 983 .
deliciosa Pag. Lyc. 864
debla Stgr. Le. 321
debochus Hew. Rap. 1007
delmana Swh. Euth. 670
delos Wat. cfc Ly. Hyp. 1114
delospila Waterh. 7Az. 926
delostenus Rothsch. Pap. 51
delphinion Fruhst. Erib. 724 .

47 c
93 e

16 b

91 f

86 b

158 b

146 B d

134 c

Plat.

delphis Dbl. Erib. 723
delphius Ev. Par. 110
delunata Fruhst. Taen. 417
demaculata Fruhst. Eupl. 239
demaculata Fruhst. Por. 1008
demades Fruhst. Dol. 562
demades Dol. 746
demetria Fruhst. Dol. 561
demetrias Fruhst. Lamp. 909
demetrius Cr. Pap. 76
demialba Stgr. Bid. 987 .
deminuta Fruhst. Lib. 771
deminuta Stgr. Elym. 373
democles Misk. Rap. 1005
demoleinus Oberth. Pap. 48
demoleus L. Pap. 48
demobon Cr. Pap. 51 .
demotion Pap. 40, 48
demonax Fldr. Char. 735
demophon Meerb. Pap. 95
demophoon Shaw Pap. 95
dendera Fruhst. Ter. 168
Dendrolimus 6
denigrata Fruhst. Apor. 138
denigrata Fruhst. Ix. 158
denitza Hew. Phoen. 1030
deniya Fruhst. Abis. 785
denesa Fruhst. At. 473
dentata Mr. Cur. 935
dentatus Elw. Cel. 1037 .
denticulata Fruhst. Ger. 819
denticulata Mr. Eupl. 242
dentyris Fruhst. Ter. 168
denya Fruhst. Argyron. 298
deo Nic. Disc. 444
deodata Hew. Dod. 778
deois Hew. Hyp. 555
deota Nic. Pier. 139
depalpura Btlr. Ix. 159
depelcbini Robbe Pap. 72
depicta Fruhst. Bid. 987
depicta Fruhst. Del. 132
depicta Fruhst. Elymn. 377
depicta Fruhst. Mel. 368
depicta Fruhst. Pap. 61
depicta Pap. 112
depicta Fruhst. Ter. 172
depicta Fruhst. Waig. 833
depibs Rothsch. Pap. 50
depista Fruhst. AUot. 809
deplorans Btlr. Nac. 917
depuiseti Oberth. Eupl. 264
depuncta Hirschke Ev. 924
depunctata Fruhst. Eupl. 246
depunetata Fruhst. Hyp. 556
depupdlataPVu/ish Thaum. 441
Deragena Air. 235
Deramas Dist. 1010
Deramas 942
Dercas Dbl. 160
derceto Nic. Del. 134
derdas Fruhst. Dich. 697
deria Air. Thecla 969
deriopes Fruhst. Eupl. 275
derma Roll. Euth. 684
dermoides Rothsch. Euth. 686
deronda Fruhst. Lyc. 871
derpiha Hew. Pseud. 835
dertona Fruhst. Myn. 537
desa Mr. Char. 736
descombesi Bsd. Del. 131
descombesi Bsd. Pap. 75
descombesi Del. 132
desdemona Lord. Pap. 66
desdemona Stgr. Taen. 412
desgodinsi Zephyr. 968
desperata Fruhst. Mel. 362
despoena Hew. Deud. 1000
despobata Fruhst. Del. 125
despobata Fruhst. Eupl. 271
despobata Fruhst. Mel. 368
despobata Stich. Disc. 443.
444
destitans Fruhst. Mel. 363

112 b, c

159 d, e
88 b

21 a
135 d

71 e
163 a

164 c

142 f

52 b

96 a
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Plat,

determinata Btlr. Mel. 362
detrita Stgr. Ambl. 963
deucalion Bsd. Pap. 106 .
deucalion Pap. 103
Deudorix Hew. 998
Deudorix 824, 943, 944
deudorix Hew. Taj. 975
deva B.-Balc. Ambl. 958 .
deva Mr. Cam. 971
.
.
.
deva Mr. Elym. 392
devaca Mr. Del. 125
devadatta Fruhst. Cam. 971 .
devadatta Fruhst. Xotocr.
1094
devadetta — Cam. devadatta
971
devana lire. Cam. 971
.
.
devanica Mr. Lye. 928
devta Nic. Pier. 140
dexamenus Hew. Myc. 356
dexippus Fruhst. Erib. 748
dhamika Fruhst. Tel. 1120
dhanada Mr. Cel. 1037
dharana Fruhst. Xotocr. 1094
dharma Mr. Pith. 880
dkayma Fruhst. Euth. 659
dhyana Fruhst. Col. 1035
dhyana Fruhst. Praet. 795 .
diabolica Fruhst. Hest. 219
Diadema Bsd. 542, 704
diadema Fruhst. Hyp. 545
diadema Fruhst. Taen. 411
diadema Fruhst. Taen. 417,
420
diadema Mr. Eupl. 233
diademoides Mr. Neor. 328
diacus Hew. Taj. 976
Diagora Sn. 703
dialis Leech Pap. 77
diana Btlr. Eupl. 240
diana Btlr. Eupl. 276
diana Btlr. Le. 322
diana Btlr. Taen. 411
diana Fruhst. Hest. 220
diana Jord. Pap. 21
diana R. & .J. Char. 736
diantha Sm. Die. 787
diaphana Smpr. Del. 132
diaphantus Hag. Pap. 55
diara Swh. Deud. 998
diardi Hew. Ambl. 961
diardi Voll. Euth. 662
Dicallaneura Btlr. 786
Dicalloneura 772, 793
dice Voll. Del. 128 .
.
.
.
Dichorragia Btlr. 696
Dichorragia 453, 569, 648, 710,
711
dichroa Roll. Seph. 701
dichroa Plotz Colad. 1034
dichroa Seitz Sin. 979
dicomas Hew. Hypoch. 846
dicreta Swh. Ziz. 925
dictaea Fldr. Hyp. 985
dictatrix Fruhst. Mel. 368
didama = Pithec. dilama Mr.
882
didda Roll. Catoch. 922
didia Fruhst. Ne. 325
didica Fruhst. Die. 787
dido Metamorph. 454
didyma O. Mel. 511
dieneces Hew. Rap. 1002
difformis Nic. Derc. 161 .
diffusa Btlr. Eum. 308
diffusa Fruhst. Ceth. 507
digentia Fruhst. Ter. 172
digglesi Hew. Pseudod. 899
digglesi Mislc. Heter. 305
digitia Fruhst. Nept. 621 .
digna Marsh. Kar. 307
dike Fruhst. Nept. 604
dilama Mr. Spalg. 882
dilecta Lycaenops. 900

IX

115

INDEX.

47 d

148 g
155 b, c

155 c

155 c

140,f

100 c

161 a
150 B g
132 e

54 a

145 c

95 a

140 d

67 e

125 d

154 f

Piat.

dilectina Fruhst. Lye. 865
dilectissima Drc. Lye. 864
.
dilectus Mr. Lye. 865
Dilipa Mr. 701
Dilipa. 454, 696
diloris Fruhst. Zeth. 393
dilucida Fruhst. Van. 527
dilucida Hour. Amathux. 432
dilutior Elw. Padr. 1077 .
.
dilutior Oberth. Nept. 610
dilutior Stgr. Ambl. 951
dilutior Stgr. App. 152
.
dilutus Fruhst. Amath. 428
dilutus Fruhst. Pap. 29
dimidiata Fruhst. Tag. 1042
dimona Fruhst. Hyp. 554
dimona Hew. Taen. 412
dimona Taen. 391
dimonata Stich. Taen. 412
dimorpka Rob. Cand. 851
.
dina Fruhst. Hors. 94'5
dina Stgr. Taen. 412
dina Taen. 390
dinarbas Hew. Le. 317
.
dinawa B.-Bak. Cand. 854
dinawa B.-Bak. Waig. 833
dindinga Btlr. Rah. 598
dindymene Fruhst. Ter. 172 .
diniche Hew. Myc. 350
dinon Hew. Myc. 356
dinon Lohora 369
dinoi’a Sm. Taen. 412
dinorah Fruhst. Tana. 650
.
diocippus Cr. Hyp. 547
diodes Mr. Iver. 1097
.
.
diocletiana Eur. 748
diocletiana Fruhst. Eur. 710
diocletianus F. Eupl. 271
diocletianus Eupl. 708, 710
dioetas Hew. Rap. 1002
.
.
diomea Hew. Hyp. 553
. .
diomedes X. Pap. 84
dion Godt. Nac. 920
dione Don. Del. 134
dione Wall. Lept. 121
dioneia Fruhst. Cynth. 480
Dionini 497
dionisius Bsd. Pith. 879 .
.
diopeithes Fruhst. Ger. 821 .
diopethes = Geryd. diopeithes
821
diophantus Sm. Pap. 55 .
diophfhalma Prittw. Ypth. 294
diopites Hew. Rap. 1003 .
.
diops Voll. Taen. 420
dioptrica Voll. Taen. 422
dioptrica Taen. 390, 409, 410
diores Dbl. Thaum. 438 .
.
dioscorides F. Amp. 1074
.
dioscurus Jord. Pap. 45
diotima Fruhst. Ter. 172
diotrophes Fruhst. Ger. 818
diovis Hew. Deud. 999
dipama Fruhst. Has. 1050
diphilus Esp. Pap. 38
diphridas Fruhst. Hyp. 547
dipoea Hew. Dod. 775
.
.
dipora Mr. Ev. 923
.
.
.
Dipsas 824
dirae Nic. Sat. 1033
.
.
.
dirce Jord. Pap. 84
dirphia Drc. Le. 323
dlrphia Hew. Mot. 1056 .
.
dirphia Motas. 1064
dirphia H.-Schdff. Tox. 1058
dirtea F. Adolias 447, 455
dirtea F. Euth. 687
dirtea Euth. 748
dirteoides Fruhst. Euth. 687
dis Nic. Disc. 446
discalis Fruhst. Eupl. 246
discalis Fruhst. Hyp. 551
discalis Fruhst. Taj. 975 .
.
discalis Mr. Cur. 935

154 b

168 i

59 f

145 e

97 a

73 c

131 d
175 b

160 h, i
119 c

154 f
141 d

22 c
160 i

104 a
170 f

139 d
153 i
163 e

167 e

156 c

Plat,.

discalis Mr. Sur. 943
discandra Weyrn. Hyp. 543
discerna Fruhst. Nept. 620 .
.
125 b
discifer H.-Schdff. Lucia 931
discipilota Mr. Euth- 664
discobolus Fruhst. Myc. .337 .
91 c
discoidea Nic. Pap. 80
discolor Fldr. Has. 1051 .
.
166 f
discolor Godm. Huph. 144
.
63 c
discolor Seitz Sin. 979
Discophora Bsd. 442
Discophora Bsd. 370, 377, 403,
407, 410, 440, 535, 730
discophora Fldr. Dri. 987
159 h, 160 a
Discophoridae 403
Discophorinae 442
discordia Nic. Pap. 80
discrepans Dist. Elym. 378
discreta Elw. Parn. 1084 .
.
173 b
discrete Elw.& Edw. Acr. 1063
171 i
discus Hour. Del. 131
disjuncta Weyrn. Cuph. 466
Dismorphia 4
clisopa Swh. Nept. 621
dispar Brem. Niph. 901
dispar Ry. Hesperilla 1057
Dispar Ocn. 6
dispar Rob. El. 122
dispar Sm.& Ry. Thyson. 827
142 d
Dispar Wat. & Ly. 1056
disparalis Fldr. Ambl. 967 *
dispensator Fruhst. Pap. 53
disrupta Mr. Nept. 602
dissimilis L. Pap. 42 .
.
.
20 d
dissimilis Rothsch. Huph. 142
dissimilis Swh. Cas. 1031
dissoluta Stgr. Sym. 530
distans Btlr. Le. 321 ...
98 c
distans Mr. Tag. 1039
distanti Btlr. Sal. 182
distanti Crastia 253
distanti Fruhst. Gand. 173
distanti Fruhst. Lyc. 867
distanti Hour. Char. 737
distanti Mr. App. 155
distanti Mr. Eupl. 236
.
.
81 c
distanti Mr. Myc. 345
distanti Rothsch. Pap. 44
distanti SrJpr. Log. 807
distanti Stgr. Del. 134
distanti Stgr. Ira. 944
.
.
161 d
distanti Stgr: Log. 806
distanti Stgr. Pil'd. 1094 .
.
174 e
dist antianus Rothsch. Pap. 72
33 a
distictus Holt. Parn. 1086
distincta Btlr. Eupl. 235
distincta Mart. Erit. 304
distincta Stgr. Eupl. 238
distincta Stgr. Eupl. 278
distinctissima Fruhst. Eupl.
278
distinctus Rob. Dich. 697
.
114 b
distorta Nic. Rap. 1007 .
.
160 g
distrata Fruhst. Dan. 206
ditiones Fruhst. Dan. 275
diunaga Fruhst. Le. 323 .
.
98 e
diunaga Fruhst,. Ter. 494
diva Fruhst. Del. 125 ...
51 b
diva R. <fc J. Del. 128
.
.
56 f
diva R. & J. Del. 183
divapansa Fruhst. Padr. 1119
diverse. Evans Euth. 667
diversa Leech Sat. 1034
diverse (auct.) Ter. 167
diversa Wall. Ter. 168
dives Nic. Del. 124
divica Fruhst. Cynth. 479
divina Fruhst. Hyp. 555 .
.
118 b
divisa Fruhst. Ger. 823
divisa Oberth. Nept. 609
divodasa Mr. Suast. 1062
divona Hew. Ilest. 704
.
.
115 b
dixoni Gr.-Sm. Pap. 29
dixoni Pap. 28
145
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INDEX.
Plat.

djalia Fruhst. Seph. 701
75 c
djampeana Fruhst. Hest. 223
djampeana Fruhst. Ter. 171
djampeana Sn. Lamp. 909
116 b
djarang Fruhst. Her. 706 .
djata Dist. Euth. 677
djataca Fruhst. Tana. 651
djilantik Mart. Elym. 382
154 d
dobbensis Rob. Nac. 918 .
172 d
dobboe Plotz Telic. 1081 .
dobera Jord. Pap. 73
doclea Hew. Tox. 1057
dodanda Fruhst. Euth. 674
doddi Wat. & Ly. Ogyr. 942
34 a
doddsi .Janet Pap. 77 .
dodgsoni Sm. Mel. 511
dodingensis Mr. Eupl. 244
dodingensis Rothsch. Pap. 96
Dodona Hew. 775
Dodona Hew. 298, 772, 773
150 f
dodonea Mr. Ambl. 964 .
doesoena Mart. Hid. 1100
59 a
dohertiella Btlr. App. 149
dohertius Rothsch. Pap. 84
dohertyana Gr.-iSm. Huph. 143
dohertyi Acraea 201
148 d
dohertyi B.-Bak. Ambl. 954
dohertyi Btlr. Tana. 655
93 a
dohertyi Elw. Myc. 356 .
107 e
dohertyi Fruhst. Cuph. 466
162 d
dohertyi Fruhst. Cur. 934
dohertyi Fruhst. Elym. 378
dohertyi Fruhst. Yas. 995
dohertyi Gr.-Sm. Nept. 603
dohertyi Holt. Eupl. 227
dohertyi Holt. Miy. 743
dohertyi Holt. Proth. 715
dohertyi Mr. Ar. 529
dohertyi Mr. Cyr. 573
dohertyi Mr. Ypth. 292
dohertyi Nic. Zeph. 969
147 e
dohertyi Oberth. Deud. 1001 .
dohertyi Oberth. Drus. 360
dohertyi Oberth. Huph. 147
142 c
dohertyi Oberth. Thyson. 827
dohertyi Prothoe 534
13 a. b
dohertyi Rippon Pap. 26 .
dohertyi Rothsch. App. 156
dohertyi Rothsch. Char. 740
121 c
dohertyi Sm. Proth. 716 .
dohertyi Sm. Taen. 419
dohertyi Tytl. Lyc. 874
dohertyi Wts. Sat. 1033
102 c
dohrni Fruhst. Zeux. 434 .
dohrni Nic. Elym. 374
dohrni Elym. 370
dola Fruhst. Cyr. 591
dola Fruhst. Cyr. 746, 747
doleschalli Fldr. Eupl. 248
doleschalli Fldr. Ism. 1052
Doleschallia Fldr. 556
Doleschallia 454, 505, 540, 564
145 b
doleschallii Fldr. Hypoch. 847
dolia Fruhst. Euth. 687
dolion = Allot, dotion 809
doliones Fruhst. Cyr. 585
170 h
dolon Plotz Bibl. 1076
dolon Ww. Erib. 723
dolona Fruhst. Pith. 880
dolopes Hew. Le. 319
168 e
dolopia Hew. Seb. 1064 .
dolores App. = dolorosa Fruhst.
157
dolorosa Btlr. Elym. 371
50 f
dolorosa Fruhst. App. 157
dolosa Btlr. Eupl. 242
domaranus Fruhst. Pap. 90
dombya Fruhst. Ker. 1097
96 a
dominans Fruhst. Mel. 363
dominans Fruhst. Eupl. 236
171 d
dominula Plotz Mot. 1056
dominus Drc. Taj. 975
domitia Fldr. App. 151
domitia Fruhst. Eupl. 241
84 d

Plat.

J

domitia Hew. Deud. 1000
domitilla Hew. Taen. 420
domorana Fruhst. Cirr. 487
donada Fruhst. Eupl. 250
donata Fruhst. Euth. 695
donata Fruhst. Nept. 618
donatana Nic. Taj. 976 .
dongalae Fruhst. Erg. 458
dongo Doll. Eupl. 252
dongo Eupl. 545
dongolae Ergolis 458
donia Fruhst. Dan. 204
donina Hew. Dri. 987 .
donina Sn. Nac. 916
donnysa Hew. Hesp. 1057
donnysa Hesper. 1064
donovani Fldr. Eupl. 240
donovani Fldr. Eupl. 276
donovani Mr. Hest. 220
donus Fruhst. Dol. 746
donussa Fruhst. Log. 807
Dophla Mr. 680
Dophla Mr. 655, 680, 686, 693
dora Fruhst. Tax. 791 . 138 f,
dora Stgr. Le. 321 .
Doramas Piep. 1010
Doratifera 6
dorcas Sm. Nept. 614
dorcus de Haan Pap. 89 .
dorelia Btlr. Nept. 611
doretta Pag. Eupl. 227
Doricha Mr. 245
dorimene Cr. Del. 124
dorimond Stoll Amblyp. 960
dorippus Klug Dan. 194
dorippus Dan. 547
doris Rothsch. Pap. 33
doris Cr. Myc. 358
dorokusuna Fruhst. Cynth.
482
dorothea Mitis Del. 128 .
doronia Stgr. Rah. 597
doryca Btlr. Eupl. 254
doryca Btlr. Myn. 536
dorylaea Fldr. Del. 128
dorylas Sulz. Pap. 101
doson Fldr. Pap. 97
dossemus Fruhst. Her. 818
dossenus = Geryd. dossemus
818
dositheus Fruhst. Allot. 813
dotata Fruhst. Eupl. 246
dotion Fruhst. Allot. 809 .
doubledaii Wall. Myn. 535
doubledaii Ww. Neuros. 648 .
doubledaii Ww. Zeux. 435 .
doubledayi Fldr. Eupl. 237
doubledayi Fldr. Tox. 1058 .
doubledayi Mr. Derc. 160
doubledayi Mr. Kali. 567
doubledayi Wall. Pap. 34
doxata Fruhst. Ceth. 745
drachmophora Meyr. Motas.
1056
dracon Nic. Dod. 775
drancus Plotz Plast. 1091
drasmos Drc. Rap. 1006 .
dravida Mab. Parn. 1085
dravidarum Fruhst. Dan. 202
dravidarum Wood- M. Pap. 45
drawira Mr. Carcli. 1047
drepana Fruhst. At. 472
drilon Fruhst. Van. 527
drimachus Godt. Pap. 68
Drina Nic. 987
dromicus Fruhst. Lamp. 908
dromius Gr.-Sm. Eupl. 228
dromon Oberth. Ypth. 294
dromonides Oberth. Ypth. 294
drona Horsf. Ter. 166
drucei B.-Bak. Ambl. 955
drucei B.-Bak. Lyc. 866 .
drucei Mr. Eupl. 258
drucei Moult. Log. 807

146 B g

85 a
130 a
146 B b
107 b

160 a
167 g

140 c
98 d

41 c

55 b

55 e

121 a
55 c
43 c
141 e

141 h
114 c
103 c
167 e
67 d
16 1)

160 e

31 d

151 e

148 c
154 e

Plat.

drucei Log. 805
drucei Oberth. Hypoch. 838 .
drucei Smpr. Ger. 819
drucei Sm.& Ky. Thyson. 827
druentia Fruhst. Taen. 415 .
drumila Mr. Allot. 815
druna Mr. Mat. 1067 .
drupadi Horsf. Tax. 793
Drupadia Mr. 978, 989
druryi Mr. Hest. 220
drusia Cr. Myc. 343
Drusillopsis Fruhst. 359
drusius Cr. Pap. 68
Dryas Hbn. 516
| Dryas 514
J dryas Scop. Minois 307
| drypetis Hew. Le. 317
dschagataica Fruhst. Lyc. 929
dschaka Plotz Taract. 1076
dschilus Plotz Ocyb. 1082
duaringae B.-Bak. Ogyr. 941
duaringae Waterh. Hypoch. 845
dubernardi Oberth. Apat. 700
dubernardi Oberth. Euth. 682
dubia Fawc. Col. 165
dubiosa Smpr. Nacad. 916
dubitata Sm.<Sc Ky. Cand. 855
dubius Elw. Aer. 1064
duboulayi Btlr. Het. 305
ducalis Fruhst. Aphn. 938
ducalis Wall. Cirr. 492
Ducapa Mr. 484
ducas Fruhst. Tax. 792
ducenarius Fruhst. Pap. 53
duda Stgr. Euth. 684 .
duda Euthalia 642
dudgeonii Nic. List. 970 .
dudgeoni Sm. Eupl. 255 .
dudu Win. Limen. 638
durrsteini Stgr. Eupl. 261
duessa Doh. Ambl. 965
dufresne Godt. Eupl. 247
dufresne Godt. Eupl. 276, 374,
543
duilia Fruhst. Eupl. 256
duketius Fruhst. Pap. 53
duklia Fruhst. Tana. 651
dulcibella Fruhst. Elym. 373 .
dulcinea Btlr. Pier. 140
dulcinea Sm. Nept. 613
duma Hew. Zeph. 968
dumicola Oberth. Rhaph. 310
dumila = Allot, drumila 815
dunali Montr. Pap. 64
duplex Stich. Taen. 411
duponcheli Bsd. Eupl. 244
duponcheli Godt. Lycaen. 869
duponcheli Guer. Myc. 33S
duponcheli Guer. Myc. 337, 339
dura Marsh. Le. 314
duranius Fruhst. En. 448 .
durga Koll. Dod. 775 .
durga Mr. Euth. 684
durga Plotz Zog. 1067
durga Sm. Myc. 356
duris Mab. Ac. 1070
duris Hew. Del. 128
durius Fruhst. Pap. 53
durnfordi Dist. Char. 738
durvasa Mr. App. 153
d’urvillei Bsd. Hest. 224 .
durya Dbl. Euth. 686
duryodana Fldr. Mel. 366
I duryodana Mr. Nept. 604
| dusara Horsf. Elym. 373
dushta Fruhst. Telic. 1079
duvana Fruhst. Lamp. 910
dyma Fruhst. Ypth. 293
dymas Nic. Del. 134
Dynamine 884
dynsate Hew. Le. 318
dyrta Fldr. Le. 317
dyrfa Le. 314
Dysphania 47

144 g
143
101
141
169

e, f
d
i
e

97 a
153 m
172 e

145 h

i .1 It

138 g
130 d
146 B b
80 d

88 c

146 B a

105 c
139 e
169 c
16Sg
53 d

59 b
75 a

126 b

INDEX.
Plat.

E.
eacus Lair. Col. 1034 .
earli Dist. Cyr. 574
ebenina Btlr. Eupl. 233
eberalda Fruhsi. Cur. 934
eberalda Fruhst. Hors. 946
eblis Btlr. Nept. 617 .
ebolina Btlr. Le. 317
eboraci Gr.-Sm. Eupl. 228
eburnea Fruhst. App. 153
eburus Plots Eet. 1100
ebusa Fldr. Nept. 622
ecbatana Fruhst. Eupl. 254 .
echeilea Fruhst. Lamp. 911
echerius Stoll Abis. 781
echidna Bsd. Pap. 43 .
echidna Hew. Del. 124
echidnides Fruhst. Pap. 43
echo Btlr. Char. 730
echo Ehrm. Pap. 77
echo Wall. Del. 128
eclectus Sm. Lamp. 912 .
eclipsis Btlr. Hesp. 1056
ecphantus Fruhst. Cam. 971 .
ecyla Fruhst. Eoox. 1117 .
eda Fruhst. Cur. 934
eda Fruhst. Iss. 474
edela Fruhst. Elym. 378
edela Fruhst. Del. 126
editha Fruhst. Iss. 474
editha Rbb. Erib. 728
editus Plots Cel. 1038 .
edna Dbl. Chrysoph. 932
edonus Fruhst. Ger. 822
edmondi Bong. Dan. 197
edusa Colias 511
edusina Btlr. Col. 165
Eetion Nic. 1100
effeminata Fruhst. Par. 123
ega Bsd. App. 156
egea Cr. Polyg. 529
egena Fldr. Cur. 934 .
egeon Dbl. Dod. 776
egertoni Dist. Pap. 29
egestas Fruhst. Nept. 605
egialea Cr. Del. 134
egialina Fldr. Elym. 392
egipius Misk. Pap. 64 .
egista Cr. Iss. 474
egistina Quoy Iss. 475
egna Fruhst. Hyp. 549
egnatia Godt. El. 122
egregia Fruhst. Eupl. 248
eion Nic. Euth. 681
. . .
eion Euth. 440
eichhorni R. <fc ./. Del. 130
eichhorni Stgr. Eupl. 233 .
eichhorni Stgr. Eupl. 249
eichhorni Stgr. Ial. 997
eirene Doll. Huph. 145
ekeikei B.-Bak. Die. 788 .
ekeikei B.-Back. Thyson. 830
elaitia Fruhst. Par. 180
elaja Fruhst. Taj. 976
elateia Fruhst. Ceth. 502
elath Fruhst. Lamp. 912
elatheia Fruhst. Rap. 1117
elcia Hew. Rap. 1007 .
elea Fruhst. Rah. 598
eleanor Fruhst. Euth. 687
eleanor Wkr. Pap. 17
electra Fruhst. Taen. 416
electra Fruhst. Taen. 391
electra Smpr. Hest. 223
elegans Btlr. Erit. 303
. .
elegans Drc. Cat. 983 .
elegans Fruhst. Por. 1008
elegans Mab. Tag. 1040 .
elegantia Fruhst. Nept. 620
eleius Fruhst. Pap. 97
elema Fruhst. Rhin. 539
elephenor Dbl. Pap. 77
eleus F. Chrysoph. 931

163 g

126 c

175 h
85 d
138 c
20 d
52 c

53 e
151 i
155 b
158 e

54 d
164 d

162 f

56 b
31 d

131 c
81 c
160 a
141 a
143 i

160 f
146 B g

93
158
154
164

e
b
1
h

34 a
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eleusina Cr. Eupl. 262
eleusina Fruhst. Taen. 414
eleusina Hbn. Eupl. 237, 652
eleusinida Fruhst. Eupl. 247
eleuthera Sm. Nept. 617
eleuthera Sm. Phaedyma 614
eleutheria Fruhst. Eupl. 241
eleutho Quoy Eupl. 241
eleutho Eupl. 235
elf eta Hew. Ambl. 951
elga Fruhst. Hors. 946
elgitha Fruhst. Ceth. 507
elgneri Wat. & Ly. Ilypochr.
1114
elia Hew. Eet. 1100
elia Sm. Myc. 350 ....
eliada Hew. Sal. 182
elia-na Fruhst. Nac. 918
elicius Nic. Euth. 672
eliena Hew. Trap. 1059
eligia Fruhst. Hyp. 546
elima Mr. Aphn. 939
elina Fruhst. Cast. 889
elis Fruhst. Ambl. 959
elis Fruhst. App. 152
elis Fruhst. Gand. 173
elisa Argynnis 514
elisa Btlr. Eupl. 258
elisa Fruhst. Pantop. 627
elisabethae-reginae, Horv. &
Mocs. Pap. 16
elissa Fruhst. Myn. 537
elia Btlr. App. 150
elia Btlr. Catoch. 922 .
elia Olliff Xen. 304
elia Plbtz Parn. 1087
elliciana Fruhst. Hyp. 553
ellida Fruhst. Dan. 214
ellida Stgr. Tanaec. 654
ellina Fruhst. Parth. 646
ellina Fruhst. Huph. 143 .
ellisi Mrsh. Lyc. 929
ellora Fruhst. Euth. 689
elrna Trim. Gomalia 1047
elna Hew. Cast. 889
elna van de Poll Euth. 690 .
Elodina 123, 856
elodinia Stib. 796
elone Nic. Tana. 650 .
elongata Courn. Ever. 924
elongata Met. 6
elopura Drc. Ambl. 957 .
elothales Fruhst. Lyc. 863
Elphos 7
elpidion Doll. Lamp. 908
elpinice Fldr. Rhin. 539
elpinides Fruhst. Lamp. 904
elpis Godt. Lamp. 908
elpis Lamp. 868, 876
elsa Fruhst. Par. 181
elsina Btlr. Hyp. 554
eltola Hew. Chli. 980
eltola Hew. Parn. 1084
elvira Fruhst. Cast. 889
elvira Fruhst. Iss. 474
elvira Stgr. Dod. 776 .
elwesi Doh. Eupl. 252
elwesi Leech Pantop. 626
elwesi Mr. Le. 313
elwesi Rob. Col. 165
elwesi Wts. Abar. 1046
elwesiana Nic. Eupl. 226
elya Fruhst. Mel. 365
elymi Rmb. Pyr. 525
Elymnias Hbn. 370
Elymnias Hbn. 285. 369, 403,

409, 411
Elymniinae 4
Elymnotaenaris 411
elynos Wall. Pap. 62
Elodina Fldr. 121
emalea Guer. Cirr. 489
emas Fruhst. Cat. 983
embolima Btlr. 317

84 d

92 d

167 h

123 b

153 1
93 c

65 e

127 d
139 c
131 d
150 B g

173 b
1 o3 a
139 d

Plat.

emesa Fruhst. Nept. 604
emesoides Fldr. Zem. 774
emesoides Zemeros 592
emetallicus Drc. Lamp. 910
emilia Fruhst. App. 156
emilia R. & J. Del. 128
eminens Stgr. Myc. 339
emma Volt. Huph. 146
emodes Mr. Nept. 602
emolus Godt. Lyc. 897
emona Fruhst. Dan. 274
emona Fruhst. Lox. 996
empedocles F. Pap. 93
enara Swh. Derc. 161
enarete Bsd. App. 149
. .
enaretina Fruhst. App. 149 .
enatheus Fruhst. Allot. 810
encelades Hew. Pap. 107 .
encelades Pap. 103
endida Fruhst. Elym. 379
energetes Fruhst. Pap. 51
enervata Stick. Enispe 449
engamon Fruhst. Disc. 446
enganensis Doh. Eupl. 226
engania Fruhst. Sal. 182 .
enganica Doh. Elym. 371
enganica Fruhst. At. 471
enganica Fruhst. Hyp. 550 .
enganica Fruhst. Mel. 364
enganica Fruhst. Rap. 1006
enganica Fruhst. Ter. 167 *
enganicus Fruhst. Allot. 811
enganicus Fruhst. Char. 733
enganicus Fruhst. Cyr. 573 .
enganicus Fruhst. Deud. 999
enganicus Fruhst. Eoox. 993
enganicus Fruhst. Jam. 902
enganicus Fruhst. Tag. 1039
enganius Doh. Pap. 54
engano Doh. Nept. 602
enganoensis Doh. Hest. 223
enganoensis Fruhst. Myc. 345
engrammelli Mr. Eupl. 256
enima Fruhst. Le. 315
enipeus Stgr. Rap. 1002
Enispe Ww. 448
Enispe 407
enna Fruhst. Eupl. 243
ennia Wall. Del. 127 .
enniana Oberth. Del. 128 .
ennius Fldr. Lept. 108
Enodia Btlr. 305
enomia Fruhst. Taen. 420
enoplus Jord. Pap. 101
enotrea Ergol. 455
enysii Btlr. Chrysoph. 932
entheatus Fruhst. Erib. 725
Entheus 1044
eogene Fldr. Col. 165
eona Fldr. Pseudod. 899 .
Eooxylides Nic. 992
Eooxylides 978, 995
eos Fruhst. Cur. 934
eos Hell. Taen. 415
eos Hew. Deud. 1000
epaminondas Oberth. Pap. 90
epaphus Oberth. Par. Ill
epargyros Ev. Aphar. 939
eperia Bsd. Huph. 142
ephebus Fruhst. Erib. 722
ephorus Fruhst. Tax. 791
ephyra G. & S. At. 473
epibaris Fruhst. Pantop. 632 .
epibomius Fruhst. Pap. 57
epicharma Fruhst. Lyc. 873
epicharmus Fruhst. Tag. 1040
epicles Godt. Ilerda 933
epicles Ilerda 209
epicletus Fldr. Hvpoch. 838 .
epicoena Swh. App.
Epicoma 5
Epicopeia 5
epicoritus Bsd. Thyson. 831 .
epicurus Misk. Hypoch. 845

140 a

64 f
153 e
42 c
58 e
58 f
49 b

86 e
62 a
118 d

122 c

92 a
97 a

54 a
54 a
49 d

162 h

145 k
162 d
40 d
64 d
138 f
123 d

160 b
144 f

143 f
14o a

INDEX.
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epidesma Fruhst. Amatli. 428
epidurus Fruhst. Ger. 818
epifabius Luc. Char. 730
epigenes Fruhst. Taj. 975
epigenes G. & S. Erib. 729
epijarbas Mr. Deud. 998 146
epiiectus Sm. Lamp. 912
Epimastidia Drc. 836
epimete Stgr. Ambl. 965 .
epimethis Fldr. Pantop. 636
epiminthia Ww. Coel. 329
epimuta Mr. Ambl. 957 .
Epinephelc Hbn. 285, 306, 370
epiphaneia Fruhst. Eupl. 238
epira Fldr. Nept. 599
epira Fldr. Rah. 597
epirius Btlr. Hypoc. 296
epirus Fldr. Deud. 1000 .
epirus Wall. Pap. 63 .
episcopalis Satyr. 311
Epitola 824
epius F. Pap. 48
epius Holt. Spalg. 881
epius Ww. Spalg. 881
epixantha Fruhst. Elym. 375
epopus C'r. Hypochr. 837
eporidorix Fruhst. Euth. 694
eprius Fruhst. Tag. 1039
epycides Hew. Pap. 41
erana Fruhst. Eupl. 245 .
erana Nic. Euth. 665
erana Euthal. 652
eranthos Fruhst. Del. 131
erasimus Fruhst. Disc. 447
erastus Sm. Elymn. 391
erate Col. 164
Erebia Dalm. 300, 301. 370
erebia Sn. Bletog. 369
erebina Fruhst. Sal. 182 .
erebina Stgr. Amblyp. 952
erebinus Haase Pap. 73 .
Erebornorpha 7
erebus Rob. Dan. 196
erebus Wall. Pap. 30 .
erectheus Don. Pap. 65
eremicola Rob. Nac. 918
eremlta Btlr. Hyp. 546
eremita Fldr. Nept. 616
eretria Fruhst. Allot. 814
eretria Fruhst. Eupl. 265
ergena Fruhst. Euth. 695
Ergolis Bsd. 455
Ergolis 453, 707
Eriboea Hbn. 718
Eriboea 712
erichsoni Fldr. Eupl. 271
erichsoni Fldr. Hors. 946
erichsonia Fldr. Mel. 365
eridanus Fldr. Ambl. 951
erigone Cr. Prec. 520
erilda Fruhst. Abis. 783 .
erilus Sn. Hypolyc. 984
erima Fruhst. Eupl. 265 .
ei’imas Godt. Eupl. 267
erinna Fruhst. Apaturina 711
erinna Fruhst. Heb. 176
erinus F. Cand. 852
erinus H.-Schdff. Cand. 852
erinyes Nic. Elym. 382
erioleuca Oberth. Pap. 29
Erionota Mob. 1070
Erionota 1055, 1098, 1100
eriphile Cr. Hyp. 551 .
■ eriphyle Mart. & Nic. Euth.
67 i
eriphyle Nic. Euth. 670
Erites Ww. 301
erithonius Cr. Pap. 48
erla Fruhst. Ira. 944
ermelinda Fruhst. Dol. 559
erminea Cr. Apaturina 711 .
erna Fruhst. Rem. 977
erna Fruhst. Myc. 358
ernita Fruhst. Mel. 367

156 d
b,

161c

150 g
94 a
148 e

161 d
31 c

29 c
81 c
52 c

61 f
30 a
18 c
119 e

148 a
138 d
85 a

118 a

161 e
114 a
92 f

Plat.

140 g
eromena Lord. Praet. 796
Eronia 174
eros O. Lyc. 928
165 h
erosula Fldr. Abar. 1046 .
erota F. Cynth. 476
... 109 a
erota Cynthia 503
erotella Btlr. Cynth. 477
erotoides Nic. Cynth. 478
erskinei Math. Pap. 69
erubescens Stgr. Del. 132
erutae Pouf. Pier. 140
77 b
erycina Fruhst. Dan. 208 . .
Erycinidae 767
Erycinidae 767, 771
Eryeinidia R. & J. 298
erycinoides Fldr. Por. 1008 . 146 e
erylus Godt. Hyp. 984
146 a. 158 c
erymanthis Drury Cuph. 465 . 107 f, g
erymanthis Cupha 471
erymanthis Mess. 3
erynia Fruhst. Eupl. 261
erythrina Wat. & Ly. 1114
erythrosoma Beak. Pap. 29
erythrus Lord. Pap. 39
eryx F. Dan. 207 ....
77 b
eryx L,. Deud. 1001
146 f
eryximachusFruhst. Allot. 809
esaca Ww. Elym. 392
csaca Elym. 380, 384
esacoides Nic. Elym. 392
/4a
esanga Fruhst. Hest. 222 .
eschholtzi Fldr. Eupl. 235
eschholtzi Fldr. Eupl. 276
eschholtzia Smpr. Nept. 621
esla Fruhst. Zem. 773 .
139 a
esmalta Fruhst. Euth. 687 .
127 b
esme Gr.-Sm. Thyson. 828 . 142 b
eso Fruhst. Zem. 774
eson Nic. Euth. 681
espada Fruhst. Lamp. 907
151 a
esperi Btlr. Pap. 72
esperi Fldr. Eupl. 229
esquilinus Fruhst. Eum. 308
esra Fruhst. Pantop. 625 .
123 d
esra Pantop. 747
esra Fruhst. Rem. 977
estella Hew. Marm. 990 .
159 f
estrella Wat. & Ly. Nac.
1115
esvara Fruhst. Abrot. 648
esvara Mr. Tag. 1039
167 c
etelka Hew. Ism. 1054
etesia Hew. Cat. 164
etha Fruhst. Myc. 339
91 c
ethel Doh. Huph. 145 .
65 b
ethion Dbl. & Hew. Cast. 886
ethionides Fruhst. Cast. 887
ethire Doh. Del. 125
ethlius Calpodes 1027
ethologa Swh. Dana 211
etias Dist.<$e Pr. Eoox. 993 146 B e, 147 f
etoga Fruhst. Parth. 647
etolus F. Zelt, 990 ... . 146 g
etolus Hew. Aphn. 938
etrida Bsd. Terac. 174
. .
73 b
etura Mab. Amp. 1074
etymander Fruhst. Abis. 780 . 139 a
euanthes Fruhst. Ceth. 503
euanthes Fruhst. Pap. 76
euanthes Fruhst. Pith. 879 . 154 e
Euaspa Mr. 969
eubalia Jord. Pap. 75 .
48 c
eubulus Misk. Jal. 997
eucala Stgr. Eupl. 261
eucerca Fruhst. Kail. 565
eucharis Drury Del. 124 .
51 a
eucharis Del. 119, 123, 136
73 b
eucharis F. Terac. 174
euchenides Fruhst. Pap. 50
26 a
euchenor Guer. Pap. 49
Euchloe Hbn. 141
euchylas Hbn. Lamp. 912
euclemanthe Fruhst. Prion. 137
eucleona Fruhst. Dan. 206
76 d

Plat.

eucletus Fldr. Hypoch. 839 . 144 g
euclides Misk. Hypoch. 845
euclus Misk. Eupl. 241
eucolpis Kirsch Amblyp. 965
eucompta Fruhst. Eupl. 228
eucosmetos G. <& S. Myn. 537
euctemon Hew. Eupl. 252 . 81 d, 85 a
eucyana Jord. Pap. 44
eudamia Cyr. 586
eudamia Sm. Amn. 568
eudamippus Dbl. Erib. 722 . 134 d
eudascylus Fruhst. Dol. 563 . 112 a, b
eudocia Dr. & B.-Bak. Thyson.
830
.
143 i
eudora Grey Ideops. 216
eudoxia Fruhst. Myc. 338
eudoxia Guer. Rhin. 539
eugenea Fruhst. Nac. 920 . . 152 k
eugenes Bat. Dod. 775
eugenia Ev. Arg. 512, 513
eugenia Fruhst. Dan. 214
.
77 a
eugenia Fruhst. Eupl. 267
.
84 a
eugenia Mynes — eugenius 536
eugenia Fruhst. Lib. 771 . . 139 f
eugenia Fruhst. Taen. 424 . 101 c
eugenius Fruhst. Myn. 536 . 121 a
eugenius Fruhst. Pap. 84
Eulaceura Btlr. 702
Eulaceura 696
eulepis Fldr. Plast. 1091
eulimene Godt. Pantop. 628 . 123 b
euloca Shelf. Pantop. 747
eulus Fruhst. Ger. 823
eumaeus Rippon Pap. 14
eumagos Jord. Pap. 24
eumelis Bsd. App. 152
eumelus Fruhst. Cyr. 746
eumeneia Fruhst. Nept. 616
Eumenis Hbn. 307
Eumenis Hbn. 361, 463
eumeus Drury Faun. 406
eumide Fldr. Ter. 170
eumolpe G.-Sm. Del. 132
.
53 b
eumolphus Cr. Ambl. 959
. 149 d
eunama Fruhst. Huph. 142 .
65 c
eunama Fruhst. Huph. 183
eunice Fruhst. Rhin. 540
eunice Godt. Eupl. 263
eunus Nic. Eupl. 253
eupale Charax. 454
eupales Fruhst. Bol. 512
eupalion Fruhst. Allot. 813
eupator Hew. Eupl. 272 . .
80 a
eupator Hew. Eupl. 229, 278,
387
eupeithes Fruhst. Ypth. 287 .
99 f
euphemia Fruhst. Nept. 622
euphemia Gr.-Sm. Del. 127
euphemia Ww. Hypoc. 296 .
93 d
euphemius Stgr. Euth. 675
euphon Fruhst. Lyc. 863 . . 152 g
euphorion Gray Pap. 15 . .
lb
euphranor Fruhst. Ger. 822
euphrates Fldr. Pap. 90 . .
40 c, d
euphratoides Elmer Pap. 90
euphrosyne Mr. Bolor. 513
euplea Fruhst. Nac. 919
Euploea F. 225, 252
Euploea F. 3, 4, 45, 191, 192,
295, 393, 403, 489, 708
euploeina Fruhst. Eur. 708
euploeoides Fldr. Eur. 708
eupolis Misk. Ambl. 950 . . 149 b
euprasina Jord. Pap. 93
Euproctis 1043
euprotenor Fruhst. Pap. 76
Eupsyche 969
Eupsychellus Rob. 878
Euptychia Hbn. 360
euptychioides Fldr. Coel. 329
94 b
Eurema Hbn. 165
euretes Drc. Nac. 920
euria Plotz Padr. 1078
eurialus Cr. Char. 740

INDEX.
Plat.

eurianassa Hew. Eupl. 245
eurinus Fruhst. Em. 710 .
115 c, d
Euripus Ww. 707
Euripus 454, 506, 569, 704
eurisus Drc. Ambl. 949
150 B a
europa F. Le. 316 ....
96 d
eurosundana Gr.-Sm. App. 156
171 b
eurotas Fldr. Telic. 1079 .
eurous Leech Pap. 86
eurous Pap. 103
eurus Nic. Euth. 681
Eurrhipia 3
Euryades 107
euryanthe Fruhst. Hyp. 550 .
118 d
euryhia Chrysoph. 931
Eurycus Bsd. 107
eurydice Btlr. Dan. 196
eurvdice Fruhst. Cher. 994 .
158 g
eurygania G. & S. Del. 127
eurygonia Hpffr. Huph. 142
eurygrapha Fruhst. Rah. 598
eurykleia Fruhst. Eupl. 261
eurylenca Hag. Pantop. 629
eurymena Fldr. Ceth. 501
eurymene Btlr. Nept. 602
eurynome Neptis 601
euryphylides Fruhst. Pap. 97
43 b
eurypylides Stgr. Pap. 97 .
eurypon Hew. Eupl. 227 .
86 e
eurypon Hew. Eupl. 255, 267,
543, 544
eurypylus L. Pap. 99 .
43 b
eurypylus Hbn. Pap. 97
eurysaces Fruhst. Lamp. 908
eurysthenes Fruhst. Ambl. 959
eurysthenes Fruhst. Lamp. 909
151 e, f
eurytanus Fruhst. Allot. 811
Eurytela 459
euryxanthe Hour. Huph. 147
63 c
Euschemon Dbl. 1031
Euschemon 1027
Euschemonidae 1031
Euselasia 849
Eusemia 730
eustatius Fruhst. Ger. 819
eutaenia Fruhst. Euth. 678 .
131 e
eutaenia Fruhst. Limen. 642 .
122 f
Euthaleopsis Van de Poll. 695
Euthalia Hbn. 655, 663
Euthalia 368, 453, 535, 570,
648, 663, 693,695,706,715,
740
Euthaliidi 648
Euthaliidi 648
euthoe Fldr. Eupl. 261
euthycrite Fruhst. Zeux. 437
euthymius Dbl. En. 448
eutropius Fruhst. Amath. 427
eutropius Jans. Pap. 50
eutyches Fruhst. Tax. 792
eutychia Fruhst. Prec. 523
eutychius Fruhst. Ertth. 694 .
127 a
eutychus Hew. Euselasia 849
euvaristus Fruhst. Hyp. 543
Euxanthe 718
eva Fldr. Euth. 685
eva Gr.-Grsh. Bol. 513
evagete Cr. Huph. 141
evagoras Hbn. Ialm. 997 .
160 a
evogoras Ialm. 799, 970
evaira Fruhst. Ker. 1097
evan Dbl. Pap. 91 .
39 b
evanescens Btlr. Lamp. 905
evanescens Btlr. Tana. 654
evanescens Btlr. Ypth. 290
evanescens Stgr. Rah. 600
evangelina Btlr. Cat. 162
69 e
evanides Btlr. Hesp. 1046
evanides Fruhst. Pap. 91
evansi Nic. Chrysoph. 931
evara Fruhst. Myc. 337
evara Myc. 351
evarida Fruhst. Myc. 351
evelina Stoll Euth. 655
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evelina Stoll Euth. 685
evemon Bsd. Pap. 98 .
evemonides Honr. Pap. 97
evena Hew. Cast. 891 .
Everes Hbn. 923
Everes 799, 859, 903
everesti Riley Lyc. 928
everetti Rothsch. Char. 738
evippe Drury lx. 158evora Fruhst. Log. 806
exarchus Fruhst. Euth. 748
excavcita Mr. Ter. 167
excellens Btlr. Chil. 927
excellens Hpffr. Ism. 1054
excellens Mart. Cher. 593
excellens Stgr. Lot. 1099
excelsa Fruhst. Faun. 406
excelsior Fruhst. Myc. 356
exclamationis F. Bad. 1052
exclusa Nic. Elym. 382
exheredata Fruhst. Myc. 356
exheredata Myc. 352
exilis Luc. Ziz. 926
exilis Rothsch. Pap. 101 .
exiloides Luc. Ziz. 926
eximia Oberth. Cyr. 591
eximia Oberth. Cyr. 746
Exometoeca Meyr 1061
exopthalma Fruhst. Ter. 172
exornans Fruhst. Dol. 558
expansa Btlr. Prec. 521 .
expectata Fruhst. Nept. 618
exponens Fruhst. Nac. 917
-exprompta Btlr. Dan. 211
exsanguis Fruhst. Ceth. 507
extensa Fruhst. Hyp. 984
extensa Leech. Nept. 608
extensus Rothsch. Pap. 99
extensus Fruhst. Pap. 36
externa Nic. Euth. 681
extranea Plotz Tox. 1058 .
extricatus Btlr. Tar. 894
eyndthovi Fldr. Eupl. 237
eyria Fruhst. Lamp. 904 .
ezeon Fruhst. Lamp. 909

44 b
153 c

100 c

93 a

45 d

73 f
117 a

78 b

168 b

151 g, li

F.
faber Zinck. Eupl. 268
fabiana Fruhst. Hors. 946
fabiola Fruhst. App. 149 .
.
fabius Char. 749
fabius Dist. Allot. 814
fabius F. Char. 730
.
.
.
fabricia Fruhst. Eupl. 241
.
fabricia Fruhst. Eupl. 617
fabricii Mr. Bid. 987
fabricii Mr. Eupl. 269
fabriolata LJlotz Padr. 1077
faciepicta Strd. Ogyr. 940
.
fadorensis Kheil Cyr. 576
faesula Fruhst. Eupl. 277
fagi Eumen. 285
faisina Rbb. Eupl. 228
faisina Rbb. Hors. 946
falcata Fruhst. Ter. 495
falcidia Fruhst. App. 156
falcidius Fruhst. Pap. 63
falcipennis Lathy Terin. 495
falcipennis Wood-M. & Nic.
Erit. 302
.
falculus = Erib. plautus 721
faliscus Fruhst. Erib. 719 .
.
fallacides Fruhst. Erib. 721 .
fallax Fldr. Allot. 809 .
.
.
fallax Rob. Erib. 721
fallax Stgr. Tell. 273 .
.
.
fangola Kheil Spalg. 881
fannius Fruhst. Pap. 82
fara Fruhst. Hors. 945
farona Fruhst. Taen. 419

58 d

135 a
86 a

161 g

93 e
134 a
134 b
142 b
78 e

Plat.

farquhari Dist. Ambl. 959
farri Mr. Parn. 1086
fasciata Del. 126
fasciata Elw. Halpa 1088
fasciata Fldr. Cirr. 485
fasciata Fruhst. App. 155
fasciata Hew. Caller. 300
fasciata Hew. Ypth. 287 .
fasciata Mr. Tax. 792
fasciata Rothsch. Del. 126
fasciata Rothsch. Del. 147
fasciata Seitz Le. 313
fasciatus Rob. Cast. 888
fasciculatus Lathy Pap. 26
fasciola Leech Apat. 700
fasciola Tepp. Lucia 930
fastosa Fruhst. Del. 134
fatih Roll. Col. 1034 .
.
.
fatima Volt. App. 151 .
fatureus Rob. Nac. 920
fatuus Rothsch. Pap. 32
faunia Fruhst. Eupl. 232
faunia Fruhst. Ter. 171
Faunis Hbn. 404
Faunis Hbn. 403
faunula Ww. Faun. 406 .
faunuloides Nic. Faun. 406
fausta Oliv. Terac. 174
faustina Fruhst. Log. 806
fawcetti Btlr. Huph. 142
favorinus Fruhst. Hest. 220
febanus Fruhst. Pap. 33
febronia. Fruhst. Myc. 339
fedora Fruhst. Cuph. 468
fedora Fruhst. Pith. 880 .
fehri Hour. Pap. 34
feisthameli Bsd. Notocr. 1094
felderi Btlr. Eupl. 237, 276
felderi Btlr. Myc. 334
felderi Btlr. Satar. 1034
felderi Dist. Cur. 935
felderi Kir sell Cirr. 485
felderi Kirsch Mess. 337
felderi Leech Ne. 326
felderi Murr. Nac. 916
felderi Oberth. Hypoch. 843
felderi Rothsch. Pap. 19
felderi Smpr. Allot. 810
felderi Voll. Heb. 177
Felderia Smpr. 656
felicia Fruhst. Dan. 201 .
felicis Oberth. Lyc. 928
felsina Fruhst. Del. 128
fenestra Leech Dil. 701
fenestrata Elw. & Edw. Scob.
1069 .
fenestrata Fruhst. Has. 1048
fenestrella Fruhst. Hypoc. 297
Feniseca 974
feralia Heiv. Scob. 1069 .
ferdinandi Fruhst. Taen. 423
feredayi Huds. Chrysoph. 932
fergussonia Fruhst. Cuph. 470
fergussonia Fruhst. Dan. 199
fergussonia Fruhst.
Notocr.
1095
fergussonia Fruhst. Taen. 423
fergussonia Fruhst. Taen. 422
fergussonii Nic. Ism. 1054
fergussonius Fruhst. Tag. 1040
ferruginea Btlr. Dan. 199
fervens Btlr. Char. 734
fervescens Stich. Van. 527
fervida Btlr. Myc. 358
fervida Stdfss. Van. 527 .
fervidior Fruhst. An. 137
festiva Fruhst. Ceth. 505
festivus Rob. Lamp. 911
festrada Fr«7isf. App. 157 .
ficulnea Hew. Charm. 1038 .
ficulnea Charmion 1094
fieldi Men. Col. 165
figalea Fruhst. Cynth. 481
figulina Btlr. App. 150

173 h
61 a
99 g
51 e

163 f
58 c

100 a

154 e
16 c

144 li

76 e
55 c

169 i
93 d
169 h, i
162 h

101 c
167 d

136 d
117 e
117 e

59 c
164 e

109 b
58 c
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figulus Fruhst. Hyp. 984
filia Fruhst. Huph. 146
filicauda = Everes filicaudis
924
filicaudis Fryer Bv. 924 .
filiola Fruhst. Ceth. 507
filiola Fruhst. Hupli. 147
fimbriata Ky. Taen. 418
fimbriata Wall. Ter. 167
fischeri Ev. Ev. 924
fischeri Ebb. Pap. 68
fissizonata Btlr. Nept. 617
fitjiensis Mab. Padr. 1077
fixseni Btlr. Le. 323
flaccus Btlr. Taract. 1074
flagrans Btlr. Myc. 336
flaminia Fruhst. Eupl. 257
flaminia Fruhst. Euth. 657
flaminia Fruhst. Nept. 603
flammeata Btlr. Hesp. 1056
flamminia Fruhst. App. 157
flanona Fruhst. Le. 320
flava Btlr. Cat. 163
flava Murr. Padr. 1077 .
flava Oberth. Pap. 75
flava Rbb. App. 151
flava Bob. App. 154
flavalba Marsh. Del. 130
flavalum Nic. Zog. 1067 .
flavescens Fldr. Plast. 1092 .
flavescens Fruhst. Cat. 162 .
flavescens Bbb. Sal. 183
flavescens Bothsch. Pap. 17
flavia Stgr. Plast. 1092
flavicollis Drc. Pap. 28
flavilla Fruhst. Aran. 568
flavipennis Gr.-Sm. Ix. 159 .
flavipennis Nic. Zog. 1067 .
flavipunctata Hag. Del. 128
flavius Gr.-Sm. App. 151
flavobrunnea Sm. Cirr. 485
i'lavocinctus Nic. Cel. 1037 .
flavofasciata Leech Le. 319
flavoguttata Plotz Ocyb. 1082
flavolimbat-us Oberth. Pap. 43
flavomaculata Bbb. Pap. 15
flavomarginata Pag. Heb. 176
flavotincta Stgr. Myc. 353
flavovittata Latr. Bibl. 1076
flegyas Cr. Zem. 773
flegyas Zemer. 772, 775
flexilis Sioh. Parn. 1084
fleximacula Bothsch. Pap. 106
flora Btlr. Euth. 660
floralis Fruhst. Euth. 661 .
florella F. Cat. 162
...
florella Catops. 768
florenciae Tyfl. Apat. 748
florensis Fruhst. Ger. 823
florensis Fruhst. Limen. 641
florensis Bob. Myn. 535 .
florensis Bothsch. Char. 739
florensis Sn. Nept. 607
florensis Sn. Ypth. 287
florentia Gr.-Sm. App. 150
floresiana Btlr. App. 149
floresiana Courv. Lyc. 865
floresiana Fruhst. At. 472
floresiana Fruhst. Ceth. 501
floresiana Fruhst. Euth. 690
floresianus Bothsch. Pap. 39
floridor Godt. Pap. 74
florimel Doh. Sur. 943
.
.
florinda Btlr. Nac. 917
florinda Gr.-Sm. Pseud. 835
flumen Fruhst. Nac. 914
flymbra Fruhst. Dan. 274
focula Plotz Ivor. 1072
fokienensis Fruhst. Cal. 705
foliacea Fruhst. Kail. 565
foliacea Fruhst. Yo. 541
folus Cr. Cdasp. 1096
folus Udaspes 1095, 1097
fora Fruhst. Huph. 142

Plat.

forbesi Btlr. Hyp. 546
forbesi Gr.-Sm. Pap. 71 .
.
26 b
forensis Plotz Sane. 1073
.
170 e
formosa Fldr. Cyr. 574
formosa Fruhst. Mah. 947
153 li
formosa H.-Schaff. Hyp. 554
formosana Abrota 748
formosana B.-Bak. Lycaen.
869
153 h
formosana Fruhst. Abrot. 648
123 b
formosana Fruhst. Amp. 1074
formosana Fruhst. Calin. 462
formosana Fruhst. Cur. 935
formosana Fruhst. Cyr. 581
formosana Fruhst. Elym. 377
87 b
formosana Fruhst. Euth. 683
130 d
83 c
formosana Fruhst. Gon. 161
132 a
j formosana Fruhst. Heb. 175 .
70 c.
formosana Fruhst. Ism. 1054
formosana Fruhst. Ivall. 565
111 c
formosana Fruhst. Le. 318
formosana Fruhst. Lib. 769
68 d, e
formosana Fruhst. Myc. 354 .
92 d
170 h
formosana Fruhst. Nac. 915
formosana Fruhst. Nept. 605 .
126 g
formosana Fruhst. Par. 741
60 d
formosana Fruhst. Prion. 136
formosana Fruhst. Rap. 1004
160 f
169 d
formosana Fruhst. Rhop. 1055
174 c, d
formosana Fruhst. Sat. 1034
69 c
formosana Fruhst. Stich. 425
103 a
formosana Fruhst. Telic. 1078
formosana Fruhst. Tim. 511
174 b. c
formosana Fruhst. Ypth. 292
99 f
formosana Mats. Aphn. 937 .
156 h
foimosana Mats. Del. 183
72 b. d
formosana Mats. Sat. 1033 .
163 d
169 d
formosana Mats. Thee. 969
formosana Moltr. Apat. 700
formosana Mr. Hest. 704 .
.
115 b
formosana Satar. 1043
164 b
formosana Wall. App. 183
formosanus Wall. App. 149 .
58 e
172 f
formosanus Fruhst. Cel. 1036
20 d
formosanus Fruhst. Dich. 697
114 b
formosanus Fruhst. Is. 1066 .
171 e
formosanus Fruhst. .Jam. 902
152 a
formosanus Fruhst. Sym. 530 .
121 e
formosanus Pap. 78
formosanus Bbl. Pap. 78
formosanus Bothsch. Erib. 722
134 c
formosanus Bothsch. Penth.
464
.
114 a
formosanus Rothscli. Pap. 25
133 a
46
69 d
formosensis Bbl. Pap. 38
forsteri Fldr. Eupl. 254
fortuna Leech Pantop. 626
fortunatus Fruhst. Cur. 935
fortunei Fldr. Parn. 1083
121 a
fortunius Fruhst. Pap. 53
fragalactea Btlr. Del. 126 .
.
53 e
francesca Swh. Rap. 1117
99 c
franciae Gray Euth. 679
franciae guth. 748
58 e
francisca Cr. Myc. 354
franckii Godt. Proth. 714
.
121 b
francki Proth. 440, 564
frater Oberth. Lob. 1032 .
.
163 d
fratercula G. &' S. Cyr. 590
fraterna Btlr. Elym. 375
fraterna Fldr. Eupl. 267
150 a
fraterna Mr. Abis. 782
fraterna Mr. At. 471
fraterna Mr. Neuros. 648
.
114 c
fraterna Mr. Par. 179
.
.
66 d
fraterna Mr. Ter. 167
170 b, c
fraterna Wall. Hyp. 553
fraterna Wall. Hypol. 387
fraudulanta Btlr. Eupl. 244
frauenfeldi Fldr. Eupl. 229
175 a
fregela Fruhst. Hest. 275
freja F. Cher. 993
146 g, 159 b
64 d
frenus Fruhst. Hypoc. 297

Plat.

frequens Btlr. Ix. 159
friderici Fruhst. Amath. 427
frigga Fruhst. Cher. 993 .
frigida Btlr. Eupl. 267
frigida Drc. Aphn. 937
frigidus Drc. Aphn. 936
fritzgdrtneri Bail. Celaen. 1036
frontinus Fruhst. Taj. 972
fruhstorferi Btlr. Tana. 653
fruhstorferi Del. 123
fruhstorferi Dodon. 383, 874
fruhstorferi Honr. Del. 129 .
fruhstorferi Mab. Plast. 1092
fruhstorferi Mart. Erit. 303 .
fruhstorferi Mr. Ter. 166
fruhstorferi Nic. Lar. 460
fruhstorferi Opsiph. 409
fruhstorferi Bob. Amblyp. 956
fruhstorferi Bob. Cyr. 577
fruhstorferi Bbb. Dan. 196
fruhstorferi Bob. Dod. 778 .
fruhstorferi Bob. Erib. 719 .
fruhstorferi Bbb. Eupl. 240
fruhstorferi Bob. Faun. 405 .
fruhstorferi Bob. Pap. 82
fruhstorferi Bbb. Stich. 425 .
fruhstorferi Bob. Stichophth.
406
fruhstorferi Seitz Telic. 1079
fruhstorferi Stich. Disc. 444
fruhstorferi Stich. Ceth. 504 .
fucentia Fruhst. Myc. 334
fuconius Fruhst. Lox. 996
fugator Fruhst. Erib. 723
fugitiva Btlr. Lyc. 928
fulgens Dist. Por. 1009
fulgens Doh. Pith. 879
fulgens Bob. Pap. 82
fulgens Sm'. <fe Ky. Cand. 854
fulgida Hew. Ambl. 960 .
fulgidus Misk. Tehc. 1082
fulgidus Misk. Parn. 1087
fulginia Fruhst. Myc. 348
fulgur Nic. Ker. 1098 .
fulguralis Mats. Sas. 702
fulgurata Btlr. Dan. 200
fulgurata Sm. Die. 787
fulica Fruhst. Euth. 668
fuliginescens Math. Hyp. 547
fuliginosa Hag. Dan. 200
fuliginosa Misk. Parn. 1087
fuliginosa Mr. Nept. 622
fuliginosa Sm. Hy. 408
fuligo Mab. Astict. 1097 .
fuligo Astict. 1058
fulla Hew. Ambl. 967 .
fulminans Btlr. Ter. 496
fulminans Stgr. Mann. 989
fulva Fldr. Rhinop. 539
fulva Leech Apat. 700
fulva Oil. Xen. 304
fulvescens Elw. Cel. 1037
fulvescens Fldr. Mel. 363
fulvescens Guen. Mel. 363
fulvia Wall. Terac. 174
fulviana Sm. Myc. 337
fulvida Btlr. Taen. 417
fulyida Btlr. Xo. 294 .
fulvinotata Fruhst. Mel. 364
fulvus Bbb. Dan. 201 .
fumata Btlr. Dan. 208
fumata Fruhst. Hest. 220
fumatus Mab. Ker. 1097
fumatus Bob. Bind. 995 .
fumidus Misk. Pseudod. 899
fumigata Fruhst. Lept. 121
fumigata Honr. Miy. 743
fumosa Elw. Sat. i034
fumosa Fruhst. Euth. 686
fumosa Guest. Bibla 1076
fumosa Lord. Pap. 106
fumosa Sm. Cuph. 470
fundania Fruhst. Ambl. 1116

159 b •

155 h

56
174
93
73
107

d
c
e
d
d

122 a
139 d
134 a
100 a
103 a

168 h
110 a

145 g
150 B

175 c

140 e

175 b
148 g
146 g
159 d

164 c

91.c
93 f
76
77
74
175
158

c
a
b
c
li

163 f
130 b

INDEX.
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funebris Leech Sas. 702
funeralis Btlr. Dan. 210
funeralis Btlr. Dan. 275
funerea Btlr. Eupl. 235
furierea Btlr. Eupl. 276
funerea Rothsch. Del. 128
funesta Fruhst. Del. 134
furia Fruhst. App. 155
furius Fruhst. Dan. 207
t'usca Brem.-Grey Nipli. 901 .
fusca Elw. Halpe 1089
fusca Hmps. Celaen. 1037
fusca Mr. Aphn. 938 .
fuscicaudata Fruhst. Lox. 996
fuscicornis Elw. Ped. 1064
fusciplena Fruhst. Dan. 704
fusciplena Fruhst. Parth. 646
fusconiger Goeze Pap. 68
fuscosa Sm. Eupl. 245
fuscula Sn. Sane. 1073
fuscum Fldr. Myc. 350
fuscus Goeze Pap. 56 .
fuscus Hag. Pap. 44
fyllaria Fruhst. Abis. 780
fylgia Fruhst. Limen. 639
fylloides Mr. Abis. 780

153 g

157 b
168 e, f

22 c
139 c
122 f

a.
gaberti Guer. Iss. 475 .
gabia Bsd. Del. 128
...
gabinia Weym. Ceth. 505
gabinia Ceth. 745
gabinus Fruhst. Pap. 98
gabriela Fruhst. Amath. 430 .
gabrielis Rothsch. Ceth. 510
gabrielis Rothsch. Pap. 85
gada Fruhst. Le. 316
gadames Fruhst. Oast. 887
gadames Fruhst. Ypth. 290
gadara Fruhst. Lyc. 873
gades Fruhst. Chil. 927
gades Fruhst. Cyr. 747
gadrosia Fruhst. Zeth. 393 .
gaea Fldr. Par. 178
gaesa Nic. Ger. 816
gaetulia Nic. Deud. 998
gaetulus Nic. Ger. 820
gaetus Fruhst. Pap. 35
gaika Trim. Ziz. 925
. . .
gaius Fruhst. Dol. 561
gaius Fruhst. Lyc. 868
galaca Fruhst. Has. 1050
galacterion Fruhst. Dan. 199
galaecia Fruhst. Dan. 213
galaesus Fruhst. Pantop. 632
galara Fruhst. Eutk. 679
galathea Blch. Lyc. 929
ga lathe a, Fldr. App. 155 .
galaxia Btlr. Erib. 727
galba F. Hesp. 1046
galba Wall. App. 150
galbana Fruhst. App. 149
galene Fldr. App. 155
galepsus Fruhst. App. 151
galepsus Fruhst. Sym. 530
galeria Fruhst. Ypth. 290
galerus Fruhst. App. 152 .
galinthias Fruhst. Our. 934 .
galkissa Fruhst. Mel. 364
gallienus Fruhst. Ypth. 289
gallorum Oberth. Penth. 463
gallus Nic. Ger. 820
galoa Fruhst. Euth. 692
gama Dist. Thrix 992
gamala Fruhst. Eupl. 277
Gamana Mr. 216
gamatius Fruhst. Hyp. 984
Gamatoba Mr. 226
gambara Fruhst. Le. 315
gambrisius Cr. Pap. 68
gambrisius F. Parth. 645
gamelia Hbn. Eupl. 268

107 e
55 c
109 d

105 a
39 a

90 c
66 b, c
141 f

153 f

123 e

60 d
165 i

61 e

61 d
162 b

141 e

24 b
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gamelia Eupl. 491
gamelia Misk. Tag. 1040, 1118
gamma Lathy Erib. 729
gammiei Mr. Le. 314
gamra Led. Tar. 895
gamtara Fruhst. Taj. 973
gana Mr. Tag. 1040
ganapata Fruhst. Has. 1049
ganapati Fruhst. Mel.- 363
ganda Fruhst. Padr. 1077
Gandaca Mr. 172
gandara Fldr. Pantop. 634 .
gandara Fldr. Pantop. 747
gandarva Voll. Euth. 662
ganduca Mr. Ix. 159
ganesa Dbl. Pap. 79
...
ganesa Mr. Ambl. 966
ganescha Roll. Cyr. 581
ganga Mr. Abrot. 648
Gangara Mr. 1071
Gangara 1055, 1100
ganina Sm. Nept. 617
ganus Fruhst. Ypth. 291
ganymedes Stgr. Erib. 721
garama Fruhst. Ter. 170
garamantis G. <fc S. Dan. 207
garcila Fruhst. Arg. 515
garcila Fruhst. Eupl. 257
gardineri Fruhst. Del. 126
gardineri Fruhst. Eupl. 237
gardineri Fruhst. Euth. 665
gardineri Fruhst. Gand. 173
gardineri Fruhst. Ger. 823
gardineri Fruhst. Pap. 28
gardineri Fruhst. Prec. 521
Gareris Mr. 353
gariata Fruhst. Dan. 203
garlanda Fruhst. Apat. 700
garuda Mr. Euth. 667
garuna Fruhst. Aul. 309 .
garunda Fruhst. Hest. 223
Gastropacha 442
gasvena Fruhst. Euth. 685
gatanga Fruhst. Nept. 611 .
gaugamela Fruhst. Ypth. 287 .
gaura Doh. Nac. 917 .
gaura Horsf. Ideops. 216
gaura Ideops. 275, 384
gaura Mr. Pith. 880
gauroides Fruhst. Elym. 384
gautama Mr. Oalin. 462 .
gautama Mr. Dan. 203
gautamoides Doh. Dan. 203
gavina Fruhst. Tag. 1041
gaza Fruhst. Eupl. 262
gazaka Fruhst. Ism. 1052
gazella Fruhst. Ambl. 949
ge Fruhst. Cur. 936
Ge Nic. 1068
gebenia Fruhst. Rap. 1117
gedeana Fruhst. Cynth. 478
gedeensis Fruhst. Pap. 80
gedrosia Fruhst. Erg. 456
Gegenes Hbn. 1083
Gehenna Wts. 1093
Geitoneura Btlr. 304
gela Fruhst. Ypth. 292
gelanor Godt. Heter. 305
gelderi Sn. Dan. 194 .
gelderi Sn. Eupl. 252 .
gelderi Sn. Eupl. 251, 545
gelduba Fruhst. Le. 312, 313
gelduba Fruhst. Le. 394
gelia Lord. Pap. 83
gellia Fruhst. App. 149
gellia Fruhst. Ypth. 287 .
gelon Bsd. Pap. 92
...
geluna Fruhst. Mel. 368 .
gemina Leech Le. 323
gemmata Btlr. Arg. 514
gemmata Argynn. 512, 513
gemmata Stick. Taen. 411, 414
422
gemmifer Btlr. Ker. 1097

164 h

124 b
133 b
34 b
147 f
123 c

54 c

94 c

125 a
99 d
152 i

111 d

165 a, b

162 e
146 a

10.7 b

99 g
77 e
85 e

58
99
44
95

f
e
c, d
a

175 c

Plat.
gemmifer Fruhst. Par. 110
gemmifer Smpr. Kor. 1072
gemmifer Koruth. 1097
gemmifera Fruhst. Pap. 79
generator Stgr. Bolor. 512
generosior Fruhst. Pantop. 02.‘
genestieri Oberth. Apor. 139 .
genestieri Oberth. Sas. 702
genetta Fruhst. Euth. 692
genia Fruhst. Arg. 514
gennadia Fruhst. Lamp. 904
genoveva Hew. Ogyris 941
gentiana Fldr. Has. 1051
genulfa Oberth. Nept. 619
genutia Cr. Dan. 194, 375
geoffroy Godt. Lib. 770
geoffroyi Guer. Myn. 536
geometrica Euproctis 1043
georgi Fruhst. Jam. 902
georgi Fruhst. Elym. 392
georgi Fruhst. Lept. 121
georgi Fruhst. Lyc. 869
georgi Fruhst. Nac. 913
georgi Fruhst. Spalg. 882
georgiana Rbb. Cur. 934
georgiana Rbb. Lamp. 911
georgias Fruhst. Ambl. 954
georgina Gr.-Sm. Del. 127
georgina Fldr. Del. 129
georgina Fruhst. Dan. 214
„
georgius Fruhst. Allot. 812
georgius Fruhst. Hyp. 985
georgius Rothsch. Pap. 85
georgius Fruhst. Pap. 99
georgius Stgr. Char. 734
geraldina Gr.-Sm. Del. 128
geraldina Gr.-Sm. Del. 129
gerania Lord. Pap. 73
gerasa Fruhst. Cast. 891
gerasa Fruhst. Phriss. 158
Gerosis Mob. 1034
gerra Fruhst. Lamp. 907 .
Gerydinae 803
gerydomaculata Rothsch. Nac.
915
Gerydus Bsd. 815, 817
Gerydus 801, 803, 805, 808,
837, 881. 915
geta Faivc. Por. 1009
geta Nic. Ge 1068 ....
gethusus Fruhst. Ger. 816
geyeri Fldr. Eupl. 238
geyeri Fldr. Eupl. 237
geza Fruhst. Abis. 783
.
.
ghela Fruhst. Deud. 999 .
ghola = Deud. ghela 999
gigantea Dist. Taj. 973
gigantea Fruhst. Euth. 688 .
gigantea Fruhst. Mel. 366
gigantea Hag. Char. 735
gigantea Thecla 973
gigantes Nic. Ger. 820
gigas Drc. Ger. 820
gigas Oberth. Hyp. 551
gigas Stgr. Lycaena 928
gigas Stgr. Taen. 416
gigon Fldr. Pap. 51
gigon Pap. 47, 48
gilberti Waterh. Cand. 850
gilolensis Btlr. Erib. 728
gilolensis Mab. Tag. 1041
gilolensis Wall. Pap. 93
giloloensis Lathy Cyr. 575
gilda Fruhst. Eupl. 232
gilva Fruhst. Dan. 209
ginosa Fruhst. Erg-. 457
gisca Fruhst. Lyc. 869
giscon Fruhst. Hyp. 985 .
giscon Gr.-Sm. Sal. 183
gisela Fruhst. Taen. 414
gitgita Fruhst. Pantop. 747
giva Fruhst. Eupl. 277
glabrius Fruhst. Ypth. 290
gladiator Fruhst. Pap. 78

57 a

139 g

54 b

151 a

169 f

138 d
161 c
155 f
127 c

141 e
141 e

21 a

165 b, c

82 e, 86 c

158 d
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glandulosa Dist. Pad. 1098 .
glapkyra Mr. Ideops. 217
glaphyra Mr. Ideops. 394
glauca Sn. Nac. 916
glauce Btlr. Del. 132 .
glaucescens Nic. Lar. 459
glaucia Fruhst. Rail. 601
glaucippe L. Heb. 175
.
.
glaucippe Fruhst. Heb. 120
glaucoma Stgr. Elym. 389 .
glauconome King Pont. 141
glaucopis Gr.-Sm. Tliyson. 827
glaucopis Stgr. Elym. 390
glaucus Waterh. & Ly. Trap.
1059
glenia Jord. Pap. 30
glicia Fruhst. Col. 164
ghciria Cr. Pier. 139
Glinama Mr. 252
glora Kheil Pantop. 634 .
glorifica Fruhst. Limen. 637
glorifica Fruhst. Pan top. 634
gloriola Btlr. Dan. 206
gloriosa B.-Bak. Cand. 855
gloriosa Btlr. Eupl. 248 .
gloriosa Btlr. Eupl. 277
gloriosa Fruhst. Sem. 983
gloriosa Mr. Cur. 933 .
glyceria Fruhst. Rab. 60
glycerion Gray Pap. 86
glycerion Bothscli. Pap. 86
glypha Fruhst. Log. 807
gnaeus Plots Has. 1048
gnoma F. Cat. 162
gnoma Sn. Cbil. 926
gnopbodes Btlr. Mel. 366
goalpara Mr. Le. 314 .
goana Mart. Dan. 203
goberus Fruhst. Lyc. 897
gobrias Hew. Derc. 161 .
goda Fruhst. Del. 134 .
godana Fruhst. Has. 1048
godana Fruhst. Le. 315
godana Fruhst. Ter. 169
godarti Fruhst. Cast. 886
godarti Gray Eutb. 659
godarti Luc. Eupl. 236
godarti Luc. Eupl. 276
godarti Montr. Pap. 50
godartianus Luc. Pap. 37
godeffroyi Smpr. Lyc. 898
godeffroyi Smpr. Pap. 58
godelewa Fruhst. Rah. 600
godferyi Dist. Elym. 392
godhania Fruhst. Taract. 1075
godmani Oberth. Hest. 222
godmani Oberth. Hest. 275
godmani Bob. Pap. 35
godmani Stgr. Pantop. 635
godmani Mr. Eupl. 259
goefheanus Fruhst. Pap. 71
gokala Mr. Mel. 364
gola Mr. Padr. 1077
.
.
.
goldici G. & S. Pap. 106 .
.
goliath Oberth. Pap. 16
goloides Mr. Padr. 1077
Gomalia Mr. 1047
gomata Mr. Ism. 1053
.
.
gomia Fruhst. Mvc. 354 .
.
gonatina Fruhst. Nept. 606
gone Drc. Mab. 947
gone Drc. Mah. 947
Gonepteryx Leach 161
Gonepteryx 3, 160
gonerilla F. Pyr. 526 .
.
.
gonerilla Pyram. 4
gong Oberth. Boloria 513
goniopeltis Bothscli. Pap. 38
gononata Btlr. Nept. 607
goodenovi Btlr. Jam. 903
goodricki Dist. Eutb. 681
goolmurga Lang Man. 307
gopa = Curetis jopa 934
gopa Fldr. Myc. 354

Plat..

175 d

52 e

70 a. b
88 e
143 d

72 f

124 b

84 b
158
162
126
40

b
e
d
a

165 i

99 a

67 e
56 b
97 a

81 d

153 g
27 c

!
170 i
32 c
7 a

j

167 b
92 c

j
117 d

gopaka Fruhst. Kor. 1072
gopaka Fruhst. Le. 320
gopaka Fruhst. Myc. 352 .
.
gopala Mr. Pap. 41
gopala Mr. Sat. 1033 .
.
.
gopara Fruhst. Ger. 819
gopara Nic. Ger. 819
gopia Mr. Eutb. 661
goramensis Fruhst. Elym. 391
goramensis Fruhst. Ter. 172
goramensis Bothscli. Pap. 65
goramica Fruhst. Dan. 201
gordia Fldr. Pantop. 636
j gordina Fruhst. Pantop. 636
gordion Fldr. Pap. 98 .
gordita Fruhst. Hest. 275
gorei Bbb. Pap. 68
gorgo Kirsch Taen. 412
gorgophone Bsd. Cat. 164 .
.
gorgopbone Fruhst. Taen. 413
goria Fruhst. Dan. 213
gorima Fruhst. Eupl. 265 .
.
goschkevitschi Men. Ne. 324
gotama Mr. Myc. 348
goto Mab. Cel. 1037
j gotonis Mats. Pap. 46
govindra Mr. Pap. 41
graciella Fruhst. Nept. 618 .
gracilis Btlr. Faun. 404 .
.
gracilis Calbmormus 1073
gracilis Kirsch Nept. 603
gracilis Misk. Ziz. 926
grazilis B. & J. Eryc. 298 .
.
gracilis Bob. Nac. 916
gracilis Smpr. Cat. 983
.
.
gracilis Tepp. Anisynta 1060
gradeniga Fruhst. Lyc. 875 .
gradiens Btlr. Ter. 170
graeae Nic. Geb. 1093
graeffiana H.-Schaff. Eupl.
graminifera Mr. Eupl. 236
grammica Bod. Dan. 208
grammica Bsd. Dane 178, 379
grandiosa Fruhst. Ambl. 951
grandis B.-Bak. Cand. 851
grandis Ehrm. Yan. 527
grandis Leech Eri. 1071
grandis Mr. Eupl. 259
grandis Mr. Ter. 167
grandis B. & J. Deud. 1001
grandis B.&J. Erib. 723
grandis Sm. & Ky. Cand. 855
grandissima B.-Bak. Cand. 851
grata Sm. Jam. 902
gratidianus Fruhst. Zelt 990 .
gratius Fruhst. Abis. 785 .
.
gravi Fldr. Eupl. 232 ...
greeni Heron Apbn. 938
gremius F. Suast. 1062
grimberta Fruhst. Rab. 600 .
grisea Fruhst. Del. 134
.
.
grisea Mr. Rap. 1006
grisea Bob. Lamp. 905
grisescens Fruhst. Mel. 366
gronovii Sulz. Pap. 61
grotei Mr. Sin. 979
grynea Hew. Ambl. 959
grynion Fruhst. Dan. 195
Grypocera 1027
gudila Fruhst. Eur. 710 .
.
gudula Eurip. = gudila 710
gudula Fruhst. Praet. 795
.
guerini Fldr. Eupl. 243
guerini Wall. Myn. 537
guevara Fruhst. Rap. 1003 .
guilelmi Fruhst. Protb. 716
guimarensis Fruhst. Cirr. 487
guimarensis Fruhst. Nept. 616
guineensis Fruhst. Parth. 646
guineensis Fruhst. Partb. 747
guineensis Gr.-Sm. Pap. 88
guineensis Stgr. Rap. 1002
guizona Fruhst. Argyron. 298
gulnihal Nic. Le. 323

92 e
163 d

44 a

68 d
104 d
83 c

Plat.

gulussa Fruhst. Eur. 707 .
.
115 c
gulussa Fruhst. Par. 179
gunongensis B.-Bak. Ambl. 958 148 f
gupta Nic. Eutb. 681
gupta Nic. Halpe 1090
.
.
171 e
gurda Fruhst. Eutb. 667 .
.
128 e
gurelca Sm. Dol. 560 .
.
.
112 c
gurelca Sm. Dol. 746
gustavi Fruhst. Eutb. 748
gutama Mr. Pantop. 636
guttata Parn. 3
guttatus Brem. Parn. 1083
guttatus Bothscli. Pap. 101
guttulifera Elw. & Edw. Sep.
1068 .
169 g
gyas Ww. Pap. 91 .
.
.
.
39 c
gyas Pap. 86
gybppa Swh. Mel. 368
gyllenhali Luc. Eupl. 259
gyndes Fruhst. Pap. 97
gyndes Jord. Pap. 104
gynea Swh. Pantop. 633
gypsotkeha Jord. Pap. 24
gyrtia Jord. Pap. 73
gyrtone Fruhst. Eur. 708
gythion Fruhst. Nac. 919
gytbion Fruhst. Tax. 793

125 g
100 b

SI.
99 c
158 b
152 e

266

145 g
158 f
138 d
82 e

126 d
56 c

115 d
140 f

160 e

120 b

baasei Bob. Myc. 357
haasei Bothscli. Pap. 44
habroa Swh. Has. 1048
badeni Wood-M. Hest. 219 .
75 b
hades Nic. Rap. 1004
badina Fruhst. Taen. 422
hadria Fruhst. Eur. 708
badria Nic. Has. 1049
hadrumaia Fruhst. Eupl. 276
hadrumeta Fruhst. Dan. 275
Haematera 696
haematostictus Btlr. Pap. 33
baemonia Hew. Hypoc. 297
baemorboea Voll. Del. 125
Haetera 4
bagar Voll. App. 157
hagasifa Plots Parn. 1083, 1120 172 b
hageni Fruhst. Nept. 602
hageni Bob. Hy. 408
bageni Bogenh. Del. 129
hageni Bogenh. Pap. 29 .
17 a
hageni Pap. 28
hageni Stgr. Limen. 639
hagius Fruhst. Ambl. 956
bainana Crowl. Hors. 946
hainana Crowl. Pis. 1032
hainana Crowl. Thaum. 438
hainana Fruhst. Apat. .698
hainana Fruhst. Geth. 498
hainana Fruhst. Gaud. 173
hainana Fruhst. Ix. 158
hainana Fruhst. Lyc. 865
hainana Holl. Cyntb. 177
hainana Holl. Eupl. 262
hainana Mr. Elym. 377
hainana Mr. Nept. 602
hainana Mr. Ter. 166
hainanensis Fruhst. App. 150 .
58 c
hainanensis Fruhst. Disc. 443
hainanensis Fruhst. Prec. 522
hainanensis Fruhst. Prion. 136
hainanensis J. & T. Rem. 977
hainani B.-Bak. Mah. 947
.
149 b
bainani B.-Bak. Nac. 914
.
152 i
balba Dist. Hor. 982
balesa Fruhst. Ter. 171
halesus Fruhst. Pap. 96
haliartus Fldr. Eur. 707
haligona Fruhst. Eur. 708
halimede Men. Arge 310
halmaturea Tepp. Ogyr. 940
Halpe Mr. 1087
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haliphron Bsd. Pap. 19 .
halitherses Dbl. Eur. 707
.
halyaetus Hew. Hypoch. 846
halyzia Hew. Mesod. 1059 .
hamada Drc. Cast. 884
Hamadryas Bsd. 272, 613
Hamadryopsis Oberth. 359
Hamanumida 643
hamasta Mr. Erib. 718
hamata McLcay Dan. 203
hamatus Mr. Cast. 891
kamela Crowl. Pap. 46
hamid Fruhst. Lamp. 908
hamilcar Gr.-Sm. Thyson. 831
hamiltoni Swh. Eupl. 271
hamiltonii Nic. Ger. 1034
.
liammon Fruhst. Ambl. 966
hampsoni Elw. & Edw. Bar.
1073 .
hampsoni Elw. A Edw. Tap.
1045 .
hampsoni Fruhst. Log. 807
hampsoni Mr. Meg. 857
hampsoni Mr. Nept. 606
hampsoni Swh. Sar. 1044
hampsoni Nic. Nac. 916
hanako Fruhst. Le. 322 .
hanitschi Mart. Elym. 374
hannibal Btlr. Char. 731
hanno Fruhst. Pap. 21
hanno Gr.-Sm. Thyson 829 .
hanria Mr. Darp. 1044
. .
hansemanni Hour. Eupl. 260
Hantana Mr. 1033
hapalina Btlr. Catoch. 922
haquinus F. Tax. 792
haquinus F. Taxila 372
haraka Fruhst. Kor. 1072
haraldus F. Lyc. 874 . . .
hardwicki Gray Par. Ill
hardwicki Gray Parn. 109, 511
Harima Mr. 313
harina Horsf. Gand. 173 . .
harisa Mr. Ism. 1053 . . .
harita Mr. Nept. 611
harmodius Fldr. Char. 737 .
harmonia F. Eur. 107
harmonia Fruhst. TIest. 223
harmonides Gdt. Eur. 107
harmostus Fruhst. Or. 310
haronica Mr. Van. 528
. .
harpagon Stgr. Char. 737
harpalyce Don. Del. 133 . .
harpalycus Fruhst. Dich. 697
harpasa Fruhst. Nept. 608
harpax Fldr. Char. 732
harrietae Nic. Apor. 139
harrisi Fldr. Eupl. 246
. .
Harsiesis Fruhst. 299
hartei Rbb. Huph. 143
harterti I)oh. Por. 1009
harterti Elym. 370
harterti Gr.-Sm. Cand. 856 .
harterti Hour. Elym. 384
harterti Mart. Cyr. 588
haruhasa Doh. Dan. 196
haslia Swh. Has. 1049
Hasora Mr. 1047
Hasora 5
hasoroides Elw. A Edw. Parn.
1086 .
hastata Oberth. Apor. 139
hasterti Rbb. Pap. 57
hastia Fruhst. Sal. 183
. .
hastrubal Fruhst. Eri. 1071 .
hatami Kenr. Lib. 768
haterius Fruhst. Eur. 708
.
hathor Fruhst. Hypoc. 297
hatra Fruhst. Nept. 602
hauxwelli Mr. Lib. 770
havilandi B.-BaJc.& Drc. Ambl.
956
.
haworthi Luc. Eupl. 237
hazis Nic. Halpe 1089

IX

9 a
114 d
171 e, f

142 d
168 c
170 e
165 g

98 e

142 c
165 f
79 b

152 d

73 c
167 a
136 c

117 i
53 c

84 b

145 h

173 e, f
62 b
170 a
115 d

148 d
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Plat.

heareeyi Btlr. Del. 130
heathi Cox Cand. 855
hebe Btlr. Erib. 721
hebe Eriboea 538
hebe Leech Euth. 683
hebes Drc. Thyson. 830
hebetatrix Fruhst. Ptych. 329
Hebomoia Hbn. 174
Hebomoia 3, 173, 454,. 476
hebridesia Btlr. Dan. 206
hebridina Btlr. Ter. 168
hecabe L. Ter. 167 .
hecabe L. Ter. 3, 165
hecaerge Hew. Hars. 299
hecalius Misk. Hypoch. 845
hecataeus G.&S. Pap, 69 .
hecate Argynn. 512, 513
hecate Btlr. Elym. 378
hector L. Pap. 34 ...
hector Pap. 2, 61
hector Wts. Kor. 1072
hecuba Rob. Pap. 13
liecura Fruhst. Lib. 770
hedonia L. Prec. 518 .
begelochusFruhst. Pantop. 628
hegemone Stgr. Bol. 512
hegesander Fruhst. Eum. 308
hegesander Fruhst. Lyc. 872
hegesandira Fruhst. Nept. 622
hegesias Fruhst. Lyc. 867
hegesias Fruhst. Nept. 621
hegesippus Cr. Dan. 196
hegesippus Rob. Dan. 200
hegesippus Dan. 193, 253
hegias Fruhst. Euth. 695
hegylus Jord. Pap. 91
hekaton Fruhst. Pap. 83
helcita Bsd. Eupl. 235
Helcyra Fldr. 710
Helcyra 454
helena Btlr. Plast. 1092 .
helenci Ediv. Bolor. 512
helena L. Pap. 23 ...
helena Oil. Enod. 306 .
helena Rob. Sem. 984
helenita Smpr. Cand. 850
helenus L. Pap. 54 ...
helenus L. Pap. 45, 52, 80, 327
helferi Fldr. Prion. 137
helferi Fldr. Tag. 1040
helga Gr.-Sm. Thyson. 828 .
lielia Fruhst. Eupl. 256
helm Fruhst. Eupl. 277
heliacon F. Pap. 23
heliaconoides Wood- M. A Nic.
Pap. 24
helianthes Sm. Amblyp. 953
helias Fldr. Odont. 1045 .
heliconides Swns. Eur. 107
Heliconius 498
heliconoides Mr. Pap. 24
heliobole Smpr. Rah. 597
heliobole Smpr. Nept. 599
heliocopis Godt. Nept. 617
heliodora Cr. Neptis 617
heliodore F. Nept. 610
heliodorus Hbst. Nept. 617
heliogabulus Fruhst. Ambl. 959
heliomacula Meyr.& Low. Trap.
1059
helionice Fruhst. Rhin. 539 .
heliophila Btlr. Ter. 169
heliophila Fruhst. Tana. 652 .
heliopolis Fldr. Nept. 618
helisa Smpr. Odont. 1045
helisson Fruhst. Yo. 541
helixes Cr. Amblyp. 953
hellada Fruhst. Lamp. 911
hellanis Fldr. Prec. 518
helias Nic. ITesp. 1046
hellen Godt. Pap. 21
hellenore Doh. Ambl. 959
helleri Fruhst. Ter. 496
hellopia Jord. Pap. 73

134 b

93 g

73 f

25 a
15 a

116 e

152 d

174 c
11 c
94 b
21 b

1 44 c

165 g

113 b
132 a
126 a

Plat.

hellotia Men. Ev. 923
helma Fruhst. Pantop. 625
helmsi Fered. Dod. 1110
hclus Godt. Amblyp. 950
lielvidius Fruhst. Disc. 447
helvidius Fruhst. Euth. 694
helvola Fruhst. App. 151
helvola Stich. Ily. 408
hemana Btlr. Char. 732
hemara Fruhst. Par. 180
hemera Fruhst. Del. 135
hemera Fruhst. Eupl. 243
hemera Fruhst. ITest. 224
hemina Hew. ITelc. 710
hemixanthus Rotsch. lam.
1055
hengis Sm. A Ky. Thyson. 827
henningia Ersch. Del. 134 .
Henotesia Btlr. 330, 340
henrici Holl. Astict. 1096
henrici Holl. Dod. 777
henrici Holl. Neor. 328
henricus Fruhst. Pap. 30
henricus Oberth. Pap. 52
Heodes 930
hephaestus Fldr. Pap. 22
hephaesius Pap. 19
Hepialus 2
hera Fruhst. Cur. 935
hera Fruhst. Hest. 221
. .
heracleion Doh. Ger. 820
heracles Rob. Erib. 721
heracles Stgr. Cyr. 579
heracles Cyrest. 746
heraeon Fruhst. Ger. 818
herana Fruhst. Ambl. 949
herbsti Bsd. Eupl. 265
hercules Hew. Ambl. 948 . .
hercules Mab. Telic. 1081
hercules Pap. 86
herculina Stgr. Ambl. 948
.
herculinus = Amblyp. hercu¬
lina 948
herculius Fruhst. Taj. 976 . 146
hercyna G. A S. Myn. 536
herdonius Fruhst. Jam. 902
herdonius Hew. Hypoch. 847
here Fldr. Apat. 700
here Lang Prec. 523
herennia Fruhst. App. 150
herennica Fruhst. Prion. 136
heri Mr. Myc. 348
heria Fruhst. Pith. 881
herla McLeay Ter. 166
herlina Fruhst. Ter. 166
hermagoras Fruhst. Lyc. 869
hermana Fruhst. Myc. 345
hermanni Fruhst. Cetli. 509 .
hermarchus Fruhst. Lyc. 875
hermeias Fruhst. Lyc. 868
hermes Gr.-Sm. Thyson. 825
hermesianax Fruhst. Lyc. 873
hermia Fruhst. Elym. 380
Hermianax Fruhst. 326
Hermias Fruhst. 324
Hermias 312
hermione Fruhst. Lyc. 870 .
hermione Satyr. 28 5
hermocinia Fruhst. Par. 180
hermocrates Fldr. Pap. 88 .
hermogenes Fruhst. Pap. 83
hermogenes Gr.-Sm . Hypoch.

842
....
hermonthis Fruhst. Lyc. 865
hermosanus Rbl. Pap. 79
hermus Fldr. Nac. 913
hernica Fruhst. Myc. 340
herodianus Fruhst. Ambl. 959
herodicus Fruhst. Jam. 902
herodorus Fruhst. Derc. 161 .
heroicus Fruhst. Pap. 34
Herona Dbl. 705
heronus Fruhst. Pap. 72
herophilus Fruhst. Lyc. 872

146

153 i

86 a
116 c

144 b
56 b

13 a, b

74 c

149 g
148 a
f, 156 e

Ill a
144 a
152 f

152 c
41 a
144 h

67 d
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Plat.

heros Gr.-Sm. Hypoch. 848 .
herrichi Btlr. Dol. 559
hersilia Leech Lyc. 867
hertha Fruhst. Hest. 224 .
liesba Hew. Ambl. 958
hesiodus Fruhst. Eupl. 258
hesione Or. Ors. 358
hespera Btlr. Hupb. 145
Hesperia Lair. 1046
Hesperidae 1027
Hesperilla Hew. 1056
Hesperinae 1030
hester TroZZ. Huph. 146
Hestia Him. 218
Hest la 3. 192, 216. 384. 403,
464
Hestina Ww. 703
Hestina 463, 707
hestinia Fruhst. Elym. 383
liestioides Fldr. Zetli. 394
hesychia Fruhst. Myn. 537
hetaerus Blab. Padr. 1077
heterisa .lord. Praet. 796
heterodonia Smpr. Proth. 717
heteromacula Meyr. <fc Low.
Trap. 1059
lieteromorpha Rob. Hyp. 546
Heteronympha Wallgr. 305
Heteronympha Wallgr. 2, 296.
304, 306. 1030
lieurippa Godin. Eupl. 260
liewitsoni B.-Bak. Ambl. 965
hewitsoni Btlr. Eupl. 264
liewitsoni Fldr. Eupl. 258
hewitsoni Kirsch. ldeops. 218
hewitsoni Kirsch ldeops. 419
hewitsoni Rob. Lax. 789
hewitsoni Wall. Elym. 387
hewitsoni Walt. Hyp. 555
hewitsoni Wall. Proth. 716 .
hewitsoni Waterh. Ogyr. 942 .
hewitsoni Ww. Pap. 42
Hewitsonia 802
hewitsonii Drc. Hyp. 985
hewitsonii Blr. Por. 1008
hexophthalmus Gin el. Dol. 561
heydenreichi Led. Etun. 308
heylaertsi Mr. Eupl. 230
hicetaon Math. Pap. 103
hicetas Hew. Elym. 387
hicetas Wall. Elym. 385, 431
hicetina Fruhst. Elym. 387 .
Hidari Dist. 1100
liiemalis G.& S. Neom. 991 .
hiempsal Fruhst. Tell. 273
hiera .lord. Pap. 73
...
hierasus Fruhst. Pantop. 747
hierax Fldr. Char. 732
. .
hiereia Fruhst. Nept. 617
hiero Godm. Tell. 273 .
hieroglyphica Btlr. Od. 1044
hieron Nic. Halpe 1089 .
hierophantes Fruhst. Ger. 822
hieropous Fruhst. Ger. 822
hierta F. Prec. 524
hierte Him. Del. 125
hilaeira Fruhsi. Log. 806
liilaria Cr. Cat. 163
hilaria Jord. Pap. 85
liilda Ww. Neor. 326 .
hilima Fruhst. Ilerda 933 .
hilina Fruhst. Cast. 890
himachala Blr. Neor. 328
himalaicus Rothsch. Tein.
108
himalayana Mr. Aphn. 937 .
himalayensis Elw. Par. 110
Himantopterus 4, 5
himavantus Fruhst. Hyp. 984
himera Fruhsi. Prec. 746 .
himilcon Fruhst. Lyc. 872
himna Fruhst. Ambl. 960
hinda Btlr. Cat. 163
hindia Btlr. Char. 732

145 c
74 b
148 f

63 a

90 d
170 i

119 c. e

150 g

89 b
121 c
161 f
20 b
146 B c
146 e
86 d

89 c
159 b
78 e
30 b
136 b
78 e
171 e

51 a
69 c
94 d
160 b
94 a
157 a
50 c
146 a
117 b

134 d

Plat.

hippalus Fldr. Symbr. 534 . 121 e
hippalus Fldr. Symbr. 538
Hipparchioide-s Btlr. 305
hippia Apor. 138
hippia F. Par. 178
hippias Blisk. Eupl. 267
hippo Cr. App. 148
hippocla Him. Sym. 531
hippoclus Cr. Sym. 531
hippocrates Stgr. Sym. 532
hippocrene Stgr. Sym. 534
hippodamia Wall. Del. 128
hippoides App. 148 ....
58 d
hippoides App. 119
hippolythus Esp. Pap. 18
hippolytus Esp. Pap. 18
liippona Fruhst. App. 148
liipponax Fldr. Char. 732
liipponous Fldr. Pap. 59
hippotas Fruhst. Pap. 49
hippothoe Chrysoph. 931
hippuris Hew. Hypoch. 847
hiraca Blr. Erion. 1071
Hirdapa Blr. 261
hirtia Fruhst. Myc. 354
hisme Bsd. Eupi. 265 ...
84 a
hismina Fruhsi. Eupl. 265
Histia 5
histiaea Fruhst. Chli. 981 . . 157 g
histidea = Clili. histiaeprgtS&l
hobarta — Xenica hobaftia 304
hobartensis Blisk. Luc. 930
hobartia Ww. Xen. 304 . .
93 c
liobsoni Btlr. Eupl. 262
hobsoni Btlr. Ter. 167
hodeva Hew. Hy. 408
holargyrea Fruhst. Rah. 600
liollandi Doh. Limen. 639
hollandi Fruhst. Eupl. 259
hollandi Fruhst. Taen. 411 . 100 c
Holochila Fldr. 837, 849, 899
holofernes Btlr. Elym. 389
holofernes Stgr. Eurip. 709
holothuria Swh. Hor. 892
hombroni Luc. App. 148 . .
59 e
homeyeri Limenitis 636
homolea Hew. Halpe 1089 . 171 d
honesta Btlr. Eupl. 228
honesta Fruhst. Cur. 936
. 162 g
honora Gr.-Sm. Hypoch. 843
honora Blr. Ypth. 287
honorei Nic. Halpe 1090
honorifica Fruhst. Nac. 914
honos Nic. Hypoth. 986 . . 158 e
honrathi Fruhst. Eupl. 261
honrathi Blitis Del. 133
honrathi Stgr. Taen. 420
honrathiana Mart. Pap. 18 .
8 b
hopei Fldr. Eupl. 246
hopfferi Fldr. Eupl. 255
hopfferi Fldr. Eupl. 277, 544
hopfferi Blschlr. Prec. 517
hoppo Blcds. Pap. 80
. . 48 c, 49 a
Horatia Mr. 981
Horaga 882, 969. 978
horatia Fruhst. App. 157
horatia Fruhsi. Ter. 171 . .
73 g
horatius Blch. Pap. 41
horatius Wood-M. Cyr. 574
hordonia Neptis 592. 599, 620
hordonia Stoll Rail. 597
horishana Blais. Ambl. 964
horishana Blats. Halpe 1089
horishana Blais. Myc. 354
horishana Blats. Nept. 620
hormisda Fruhsi. Ceth. 745
horsa Gr.-Sm. Thyson. 827 . 144 b. c
horsfieldi Bsd. Lar. 460
horsfieldi Dist. Pith. 880
horsfieldi Fldr. Eupl. 240
horsfieldi Fldr. Zeux. 436
horsfieldi Ger. 804
horsfieldi Gray Del. 130
horsfieldi Roll. Kail. 567

Plat.

horsfieldi Mr. Allot. 812
horsfieldi i!4>. Cyr. 573
horsfieldi Mr. Myc. 345
horsfieldi Blr. Myc. 332, 334
horsfieldi Mr. Prec. 517
horsfieldi Blr. Ypth. 289
horsfieldi Pag. Ambl. 959
horsfieldi Reak. Pap. 62
horsfieldi Swns. Taen. 410
Horsfieldia Riley 945
hortensia Fruhst. Eupl. 265
hostilia Fruhst. App. 152
hostilia Fruhst. Sal. 182
hostilius Fruhst. Pap. 32
hostius Fruhst. Zem. 774
houlberti Oberth. Limen. 747
hovia Swh. Tag. 1040
howqua Ww. Stich. 425
huberta Fruhst. Rem. 977
huebneri Fldr. Kar. 307
hubneri Godi. Cand. 853
hubneri Ky. Ypth. 287
hubneri Mr. Eupl. 237
hubneri Sn. Ypth. 287
hiigeli Roll. Kail. 564
huegeli Mr. Lyc. 871
humboldti Fruhst. Taen. 414
humboldti Fruhst. Cuph. 470
humboldti Drc. Pseud. 834 .
humboldti Rothsch. Pap. 37
humeralis Jord. Pap. 71
humilis Btlr. Coel. 329
humilis Blisk. Tox. 1058
huntei Sharpe Praet. 794
hunza Gr.-Grsh. Lycaena 928
hunza Gr.-Grsh. Par. 110
Huphina Blr. 141
Huphina 119,137, 138, 183.
454
hurama Btlr. Has. 1050 .
husaina Fruhst. Ambl. 961
husarina = Amblyp. husaina
961
huttoni Mr. Kali. 565
hyacinthina Smpr. Cand. 852
hyacinthus Btlr. Eupl. 257
Hyades Bsd. 410, 411
hyagriva Mr. Call. 300
hyale Col. 3, 164
hyalinus Fruhst. Pap. 105
hyampeia Fruhst. Ypth. 290
Hyantidae 403, 442
Hyantis Hew. 407
Hy antis Hew. 403
Hyarotis Blr. 1066
hybrida Btlr. Call. 301
hybrida Btlr. Ter. 167
hybrida Blart. Lib. 768
hydaspes Mr. Limen. 638
hydatis Fruhst. El. 122
hvela Hew. Pil’d. 1093
hyele Fruhsi. Huph. 147
hyems Btlr. Eupl. 255
hygea Hew. Hars. 299
hygina Fruhst. Eupl. 262
hylaeus Wall. Sym. 532 .
hylander Sm. Ambl. 948 .
hylas Clerk Cyr. 580
hylas Cr. Lampid. 912
hylas L. Nept. 601
hylas L. Nept. 595, 610
hylas Schiff. Lycaena 929
hylax F. Pith. 878
hylecoetes Holl. Mel. 368
Hylephila 1083
hyllus Fruhst. Ger. 818
hyllus Fruhst. Lyc. 870
hyllus Wat. & Ly. Nac 1115
hylus F. Lycaena 929
hymetus Fldr. Thyson. 829 .
Hypanartia 696
Hypanis Bsd. 460
hypanis Fruhst. Eupl. 231
hyparete L. Del. 125 .

150 d

99 c

142 e

166 d

99 e

174 e

121 d
150 B a

142 d

51 c
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hypargyria Elw. Deud. 998 .
hypargyros Btlr. Aphar. 939
hypaspistes Fruhst. Eupl. 269
i.ypata Fruhst. Hest. 221
hypates Hew. Hypoch. 840
hypatia Fldr. El'. 122
hypatia Wall. Sym. 534
hypenor Godt. Pap. 334
hyperbia (-us) Argynn. 515
742, 745
hyperbolus Kirsch Taen. 416
hypereides Fruhst. Elym. 380
hyperesia Fruhst. Nac. 920
hyperides Doll. Odont. 1045
hypermnestra L. Elym. 376.
hypermnestra Ww. Hest. 221
hyphasis Fruhst. Lamp. 912 .
hypochlora Low. Telic. 1079
hypochra Jord. Pap. 41
Hypochrysops Fldr. 837
hypocletus Oberth. Hypoch. 837
Hypocysta Ww. 295
Hypocysta 2
hypoleuca Hew. Thrix 992 .
Hypoliinnas Hbn. 542
Hypolimnas3, 4, 453,483,534,
540, 556,564,567,568,704,
715
hypolitus Cr. Pap. 18 .
Hypolycaena Fldr. 984
Hypolycaena 979, 980, 990
hypomelaena Mab. Telic. 1079
hypomuta Hew. Ambl. 958 .
hypopelia Hay. Del. 125
hypopelia Del. 183
Hyposcritia FFbn. 152
Hypothecla Smpr. 986
hypoxanthos Rob. Pap. 75
hypsea Dbl. Ceth. 504
hypsea Ceth. 745
hypselis Godt. Sym. 532 .
hyp sides Hew. Pap. 59
hypsiclides Rothsch. Pap. 59
hypsina Fldr. Ceth. 503
hypsipyle Weym. Prion. 136
hypsomelas Fruhst. Del. 129 .
hyrania Koll. Le. 317
hyria Fruhst. Dan. 211
hyria Fruhst. Nept. 620
hyrie Nic. Halpe 1088
hyrtacus Nic. Halpe 1090
hystaspes Fldr. Pap. 54
hysudra Mr. Sym. 533

160 a

87 d

87 a
152 a

159 h

8 a

171 a
148 g

121 d

67 c
56 f

171 c
171 h

I.
iacchoides Waterh. Trap. 1060
iacchus F. Trap. 1059
iadera Nic. It. 1065
Ialmenus Hbn. 997
lalmenus 970
Iambrix Wts. 1063
ianthis Waterh. Ogyr. 941
lapis Nic. Isma 1066
iberia Wat. <£.• Ly. Ogyr. 941
icana Mr. Zeph. 968
icarius Ww. Pap. 76
icarus Rott. Lyc. 928
icarus Lycaena 921
icena Fruhst. Fldr. Nac. 918
icenus Fruhst. Cast. 887
icetas Hew. Cam. 971
icilia Fruhst. App. 149
icilius Hew. Ial. 997
icosia Fruhst. Trap. 1060
icteria Fruhst. Heb. 176 .
icterica = Hebom. icteria 176
ictina Fruhst. Aphn. 939 .
ictinus Hew. Ial. 997 .
ictis Hew. Aphn. 939 .
ida Alfken Pyr. 526
ida Cr. Prec. 518

168 f

152 h

70 d
157
160
157
117

b
a
b
d

Plat.

Flat.

ida Honr. Taen. 420
ida Mr. Nept. 603
idaeoides Hew. Pap. 106
idaeoides Pap. 103
idalia Argynn. 513
idamene Godt. Prec. 518
idamis Fruhst. Lyc. 868
idea Cleric. Hest. 224
Ideopsis Horsf. <fc Mr. 215
Ideopsis LIsf.& Mr. 285, 384,
393, 531
idina Fruhst. Tich. 994
idita Mr. Pantop. 627
Idmais Bsd. 173
idmo Hew. Ogyr. 940 .
Idmon Nic. 1065
idothea Misk. Hesp. 1057
iduna Fruhst. Eupl. 269
idyalis Nic. Scob. 1069
iere Gr.-Sm. Del. 127
igilia Fruhst. Myc. 346
igna Smpr. Col. 1035 .
igneolus Fruhst. Pap. 98
ignifera Fruhst. Euth. 692
ignigena = Euth. ignifera 692
ignita Leach Hypoch. 845
igoleta Fldr. Myc. 343
ijanensis B.-Balc. Ambl. 956 .
ikarus Fruhst. Pap. 20
ikonion Fruhst. Faun. 405
ikramana Fruhst. Taract. 1075
ikusa Ehrm. Pap. 112
ila Fruhst. Nept. 606
Ilerda Dbl. 932
ilia Schiff. Apat. 700
iliaca Fruhst. Abis. 784
ilias Fldr. Cand. 853
ilinus = Castal. ilissus 888
ilion Nic. In. 1065 .
.
.
.
ilioneus Don. Pap. 58
ilira Kheil Nept. 612 .
ilissus Fldr. Cast. 888 .
.
.
ilithyia Drury Bybl. 461 .
ilka Fruhst. Euth. 665
illana Fldr. Phriss. 158
illergeta Fruhst. Cirr. 491
illigera Esch. Nept. 621
illigerella Stgr. Nept. 621 .
illudens Btlr. Eupl. 243
illuensis Rbb. Rhop. 1055
illuensis Rob. Nac. 918
illuminata Fruhst. Hyp. 544 .
illurgioides Nic. Taj. 974
illurgis Hew. Taj. 974 .
illustrata Fruhst. Sym. 531
illustris Btlr. Eupl. 270
illustris Rob. Thyson. 831
lima Swh. 1096
ilocana Fldr. Nept. 608 .
ilos Fruhst. Nept. 610
ilusca Hew. Ism. 1053
imaculata Misk. = Terias immaculata 166
imbecilis Mr. App. 152
imitans Btlr. Pandit. 643
imitans Eliv.& Ediv. Ypth. 291
imitata Btlr. Eupl. 267
imitata Drc. Marm. 989
immaculata Btlr. Eupl. 248
immaculata Mart. Elym. 385
immaculata Misk. Ter. 166
immaculata Sn. Euth. 689
imna Btlr. Char. 734
impar Rothsch. Pap. 95
imparilis Rothsch. Pap. 95
impediens Rothsch. Pap. 33
imperator Hew. Euth. 693
imperator Oberth. Parn. Ill .
imperatrix Btlr. Lyc. 869
imperatrix Nic. Tein. 109
imperatrix Sin. Cirr. 492
imperialis = Ambl. imperiosa
961
imperialis Btlr. Ceth. 509

161 g

163 g
128 a

148 d
12 a. b
100 a

138 d

169 a
125
145
138
128

a
k
a
a

108 b
126 c
167 d
119 d
156 g

143 i
126 g
168 a

59 a
124 f

50 a

imperialis Hope Tein. 108
imperialis Tein. 314
imperialis Mr. Eupl. 270
imperialis Plotz Ism. 1055
imperialis Terinos 492
imperiosa Fruhst. Ambl. 961
imperiosa Fruhst. Pap. 73
impressa Fruhst. Eupl. 265
improbus Drc. Ger. 820
impunctata Aust. Parn. 110 .
impunctata Hag. Del. 128
impura Voll. Gand. 173
ina Fruhst. An. 137
inachus Bsd. Kali. 565
inaequalis Btlr. Eupl. 248
inaequalis Elw. Cel. 1038 .
inara Dbl. Pantop. 633 123 d
inari Wil. Hor. 983
inaria Cr. Hyp. 547
inarime Nic. Scob. 1069 .
inarina Btlr. Pantop. 633
inauris Fruhst. Pap. 68
incana = Zephyr, icana 968
incerta Hew. Zeth. 394
incerta Stgr. Faun. 406
incertus Fruhst. Pap. 102
incisa Fruhst. Amath. 430
incisa Fruhst. El. 123
incommoda Btlr. Hyp. 549
inconspicua Btlr. Eupl. 248 *
inconspicua Mr. Eupl. 237
inconstans Btlr. Arg. 516
inconstans Btlr. Hyp. 553
Indalasa Mr. 342, 349
indecisa Btlr. Ter. 169
indecora Mr. Ypth. 287
indica Fruhst. Euth. 676 .
indica Hrbst. Pyr. 525
indica Mr. Dolescli. 557
indica Air. Erg. 456
indica Murr. Ziz. 925
indica Riley Ambl. 962
indica Rob. Acr. 742
indica Stgr. Disc. 443
indica Wall. Del. 125
indicatus Btlr. Pap. 57
indicus Fruhst. Dan. 196 .
indicus Fruhst. Ilerda 933
indicus Fruhst. Zem. 773 .
indicus Rothsch. Pap. 104
indigeta Fruhst. Pith. 880
indigofera Mr. Eupl. 271
indistincta Btlr. Euth. 675
indistincta Drc. Sep. 1069
indistincta Fruhst. Del. 124 .
indistincta Mr. Aer. 1064
indistincta Mr. Eupl. 235
indochinensis Fr uhst. Euth. 657
indochinensis Fruhst. Pap.
104
indosinica Fruhst. Cur. 935 .
indosinica Fruhst. Pantop. 624
indosinica Fruhst. Sat. 1033
indra Mr. App. 152
indra Air. Taj. 973
indrani Mr. Col. 1034
indras Voll. Euth. 666
indrasari Sn. Sin. 979
.
.
indroides Honr. App. 154
indrosana Elw. & Nic. Plast.
1091
inermis Elw. Has. 1050
ines Fruhst. Erit. 302 .
ines Fruhst. Lax. 790 .
Inessa Nic. 1065
inexpectata Godm. Hyp. 547
infantilis Btlr. Eupl. 257
inferna Btlr. Del. 133 .
infernus Fldr. Hant. 1033
infernus Rothsch. Char. 737
infrequens Mec. 802
infumata Fruhst. Allot. 812
infumata Fruhst. Del. 124
infumata Fruhst. Del. 183

49 c

162 a
48 b

50 b

81 b
164 d
124 e

169 i
123 c

90 d
100 a

131 e

77 c
139 a
46 c

55 d
171 g
132 c

162 c-

163 f
157 f

166 c
93 e
138 e
119 c
53 a
163 d

51 e
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infumata Fruhst. Hyp. 985
infumata Fruhst. Meg. 858
infumata Mart. Ideops. 216
infumata Stgr. Hy. 408
infuscata Fruhst. App. 154
infuscata Hag. Nept. 612
infuscata McL. Myc. 345
inga Fruhst. Myc. 358
.
.
92 f
ingana Fruhst. Rap. 1006
ingana Wall. Ter. 166
inica Heir. Ypth. 286
innocens Drc. Ger. 820
innotatus ,)lisle. Cand. 853
ino Argynn. 513
ino Btlr. Dan. 205
ino Cr. Ceth. 508
ino Fruhst. Elym. 386
nopia Fruhst. Myc. 333 .
.
Ola
nopia Fruhst. Myc. 348
nopinata Btlr. Huph. 144
nopinata Btlr. Thrix 992
nopinatus Btlr. Pap. 68 .
.
24 a
nops Fldr. Epim. 836
.
.
142 h
nornata Elw. & Edw. Notocr.
1095
174 h
nornata Fldr. Ambl. 957
.
148 f
nornata Mr. App. 149
nornatus Rothsch. Pap. 66 .
25 a
nous Hew. Ial. 998
nsana Koll. Le. 317
nsignis Btlr. Ix. 158 .
.
.
72 b
nsignis Dist. Halpe 1088
.
173 h
nsignis Stgr. Allot. 815
nsolata Btlr. Dan. 199
nsolita Leech Ypth. 294
nspersa Fruhst. Euth. 665
nsulana Wat. cfc Ly. Nac. 1115
insularis Dolt. Amatliux. 432
insularis Elw. Telic. 1080 .
.
172 c, d
insularis Fldr. Ceth. 501 .
.
110 b
insularis Fruhst. Le. 313 .
.
97 c
insularis G. & S. Cynth. 483
insularis Horsf. Cur. 934 .
.
162 b
insularis Piepers Pap. 61
insularis Rob. Lamp. 907
insularis Rothsch. Pap. 98
insularis Stgr. Pap. 87
.
.
41 c
insulata Btlr. Ceth. 508
insulata Btlr. Notocr. 1095
insulicola Rothsch. Lyc. 866
insulicola Rothsch. Pap. 82 .
37 b
intensa Btlr. Cand. 853 .
.
145 f
intensa Mr. Dan. 195
intensa Mr. Dan. 376
inter cast ellanus Rothsch. Pap.
50
interjecta Fruhst. Hyp. 547
interjecta Fruhst. Por. 1008
interjectus Hour. Pap. 105
intermedia Crow. Thaur. 441
intermedia Fldr. Prec. 518
intermedia Fldr. Prec. 461
intermedia Fruhst. Erg. 458
intermedia Hag. Pap. 67
intermedia Mart. Cher. 594
intermedia Mitis Del. 126
intermedia Mr. Call. 300
intermedia Mr. Dan. 195
intermedia Mr. Eupl. 235
intermedia Mr. Myc. 346
intermedia Oberth. Pap. 33
intermedia Plate Pam. 1083
172 h
intermedia Fryer Nept. 601
intermedia Rob. Faun. 405
intermedius Rbb. Thyson. 831
intermedius Sn. Pap. 82
intermedius Stgr. Rap. 1002 . 160 h
interniplaga Strd. Ambl. 953
interposita Ersch. Man. 306
interposita Fruhst. Cast. 884
interposita Stgr. Polyg. 529
interpositus Fruhst. Pap. 38
interrupta Nic. Cast. 891
interrupta Sm. Myc. 339

interstincta Btlr. Hyp. 543
intricata Fruhst. Allot. 812
intricata Fruhst. Sym. 534 .
intricatus Fruhst. Och. 1073
inuncta Btlr. Ideops. 218
invida Btlr. Ter. 170
invisibilis Fruhst. Par. 123
invitabilis Fruhst. App. 152
invitaliilis Fruhst. Eupl. 247
io L. Van. 625
Iolaus 824, 899
ion Leech Ev. 924
iona Sm. Prec. 521
ionis Nic. Ism. 1053
ios Wat. <fe Ly. Nac. 1115
iovis Fruhst. Pseudod. 899 .
iphianassa Btlr. Eupl. 266
iphigenia Cr. Hyp. 550
iphigenia Fruhst. Ceth. 508
Aphis Pyrrhochalcia 1028
iphis Wat. & Ly. Ogyr. 942
iphita Cr. Prec. 517
iphita Precis 461
ipona Fruhst. Euth. 675
iponus Fruhst. Pap. 87
ira Mr. Euth. 680
Xraota Mr. 944
irava Mr. Hid. 1100
irava Mr. Hidari 427
irawada Mr. Eupl. 270
irene Fruhst. Eupl. 243
ilia Fruhst. App. 156 .
iris Apat. 703
iris Leech Ypth. 294
iris Rob. Pap. 20
.
.
.
.
iris Stgr. Lyc. 928
irius F. Hypoc. 296
iriya Fruhst. Ambl. 960
irma Fruhst. Del. 133 .
irma Fruhst. Eupl. 260
irma Fruhst. Euth. 658
irma Fruhst. Huph. 146 .
irma Fruhst. Proth. 714
irmae Forb. Cyr. 578
irmae Cyrest. 746
irmina Fruhst. Jac. 992
irregularis Dannatt Pap. 21
irregularis Mr. Ter. 167
irregularis Rbb. Thyson. 830
irregularis Rob. Ambl. 962 .
irroratus Drc. Ger. 817
irrubescens Euth. 748
irrubescens Sm. Euth. 678
irvina Plots lima 1096
irvini Swh. App. 148 .
isa Mr. Eur. 707
.
.
.
.
isabella Fldr. Bind. 995 .
isabella Fruhst. Myn. 536
isabellae Rothsch. Del. 126 .
isabellae Rothsch. Pap. 12
isabellina Fldr. Nept. 621
isabellina Smpr. Nept. 621
isaeus Hew. Tag. 975 .
isaeus Wall. Erg. 459
Isamia Mr. 261
isana Fruhst. Nac. 918
isander G. & S. Pap. 95 .
isara Rothsch. Pap. 23
isarcha Lord. Pap. 73
ishiana. Fruhst. Pantop. 631
ishigakina Fruhst. Ypth. 289
ishina Fruhst. Van. 527
ishma Btlr. Dan. 213
ishmoides Mr. Dan. 204
ishmoides Mr. Dan. 203, 274
isias Fruhst. Hypoc. 296
isis Fruhst. Hypoc. 296
iskander Fruhst. Mann. 989 .
Isma Dist. 1066
ismare Cr. Dan. 201
ismare Cr. Dan. 196
ismareola Btlr. Dan. 201
ismarus Fruhst. Sith. 978
ismene Cr. Mel. 362

121 e
76 b

145 k
118 d

175 h

86 c
61 b

12 c

53 b
79 b
132 a
64 f

143 i
150 d

58 a
114 d
158 h
56 d

156 c

44 d

99 e
117 f

93 d
159 c
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ismene Dbl. Leba. 643
ismene Fldr. Pil’d. 1094 .
ismene Newm. Tox. 1058
Ismene Swns. 1052
Ismene 5, 802
ismenides Fruhst. Mel. 362
Ismeninae 1047
ismenoides Mab. Telic. 1081
isocrates F. Deud. 1001 .
isocratia Hbn. Prec. 522
Isodema 453, 463
isona Fruhst. Cast. 884
isophthalma H.-Schdff. Chil. 926
isota Swh. Scob. 1069
Isoteinon Fldr. 1066
issa Fruhst. Le. 323
issaea Dbl. Arg. 514
isse Cr. Del. 128
....
Tssoria Hbn. 473
Issorididi 464
ister Hew. Cam. 971
istroidea Nic. Taj. 976
iswara White Pap. 55 .
iswara Pap. 80
iswaroides Fruhst. Pap. 55 .
ita Fldr. Myc. 334
itamputi Btlr. Pap. 89
itamputi Rbb. Del. 129
itea F. Pyr. 526
....
iteka Hew. i. Tab. Ism. 1054
ithacus Rothsch. Pap. 36
ithiela Btlr. Del. 130
ithna Hew. Hyp. 984 .
ithome Fldr. App. 152
Ithomiidae 272
itis Rbb. Del. 129
...
.
tton Nic. 1090
ityla Jord. Pap. 73
itys Fldr. Myc. 335
Itys Nic. 1065
iva Mr. Euth. 683
ivena Fruhst. Elym. 381
ivena Fruhst. Hyp. 552
Ixias Hbn. 158
iza Fruhst. Ideops. 218
izabella Fruhst. Cur. 934

122 d
174 f

161 b

155 b
21 c
21 c
40 b
56 f
117 d, e

158 c
60 b
56 e

76 c

.1.
jabadia Fruhst. Ambl. 955
jacchus Fruhst. Ger. 818
jacintha Don. Hyp. 549 .
jacobseni Rob. Eupl. 249
jacobseni Rob. Stictoploea 255
jacoda Fruhst. Deram. 1010
Jacoona Dist. 992
jacquemonti Bsd. Pam. 110
jacquinoti Luc. App. 156
jaculatrix Fruhst. Nept. 603
jadava Fldr. Pantop. 632
jadava Pantop. 747
jadeitina Fruhst. Euth. 687 .
jadiva Fruhst. Eupl. 276
jaegeri Men. Ter. 166
jael Wall. Huph. 146
jafra Godt. Cher. 993
jagori Fruhst. Pantop. 625
jahnides Fruhst. Euth. 663 .
jahnu Mr. Euth. 663
jaina Mr. Ism. 1054
jainadeva Mr. Arg. 515
jainas Fruhst. Tag. 1042
jaintinus Fruhst. Pap. 41
jaira Cr. Taen. 411
jajadeva = Capita jayadeva
1031
jalajala Fldr. Taj. 976
jalaurida Nic. Le. 313
jalendra Fruhst. Ter. 167
jalinder Btlr. Char. 732
jalindra /Is/. Taj. 973
jalindra, Tajur. 978

119 b
82 e

50 b
126 e

127 b

132 c
167 d

156 f

155 g
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jaloka Mr. Lyc. 929
jaluita Fruhst. Hyp. 553 .
119 a
137 a
jalysus Fldr. Erib. 722
.
.
156 c
jalysus Fldr. Taj. 975 .
175 b
jama Fldr. Astict. 1096 .
129 c
jama Fldr. Euth. 669 .
jamaeus Fruhst. Ypth. 293
jambia Fruhst. Lamp. 906
jamblichus Fruhst. Erib. 722
80 d
jamesi Btlr. Eupl. 257
jamesi Btlr. Taen. 415
jarnida Fruhst. Euth. 669
129 c
Jamides Him. 901
janaka Mr. Pap. 77
janaka Pap. 47
janardana Mr. Myc. 341
janardana Mr. Myc. 334
janetae Nic. Cyll. 369
janetta Btlr. Tag. 1040
jangala Hsf. Rem. 977
janigena Riley Lyc. 929
janus Btlr. Eupl. 237
janus Fruhst. Pap. 42
164 e
japetus Cr. Tag. 1039
japis Cr. Cynitia 652
133 e
japis Godt. Euth. 662 .
japonica Btlr. Ne. 324
japonica Fldr. Diag. 703
japonica Fruhst. Cur. 935
170 h
japonica Mab. Padr. 1077
japonica Men. Limen. 637
japonica Murr. Ambl. 964
japonica Murr. Rhop. 1055
japonica Stich. Pyr. 525
japudia Fruhst. Eupl. 233
156 d, e
japyx Hew. Taj. 976 .
jarba Nic. Ypth. 287
jarbas Deudor. 986
jarbas F. Rap. 1001
jarbus Btlr. Rapala 1001
155 a
jasoda Nic. Der. 1010
jason L. Pap. 97
jasonia Ww. Hest. 219
51 d
jataka Fruhst. Del. 125
jatalca Fruhst. Del. 183
63 d
java Sparrm. An. 137
javana Euth. 748
110 b
javana Fldr. Ceth. 499
javana Fldr. Prec. 520
115 a
javana Fruhst. Apat. 698
javana Fruhst. Cynth. 478
132 d
javana Fruhst. Euth. 659
127 a, c
javana Fruhst. Euth. 688
javana Fruhst. Hest. 222
javana Fruhst. Mah. 947
javana Fruhst. Yo. 541
113 b, 137 c
javana Mab. Parn. 1083
163 d
javanensis Fruhst. Sat:. 1033
javanensis Wall. Heb. 176
javanica Fruhst. Log. 806
javanica Fruhst. Odont. 1045
154 k
javanica Fruhst. Por. 1009 .
117 f
javanica Fruhst. Van. 528
javanica Mr. Nept. 621
javanica Oberth. Arg. 515
javanica Oberth. Argynn. 507
javanica Piep.& Sn. Acerb.
1070
javanicus Eimer Pap. 89
javanicus Elw. Aer. 1063 .
168 e
javanicus Fruhst. Eoox. 993
javanites Stgr. Kor. 1072
170 c
javanus Fldr. Pap. 61
31 a, b
javanus Fruhst. Aphn. 939
javanus Fruhst. Eur. 708
javanus Fruhst. Lyc. 897
153 f
javanus Haase Pap. 74
javanus Mr. Zem. 774
javanus Rob. Erib. 720
javanus Stgr. Sym. 531
jayadeva Mr. Cap. 1031
163 c
jedja Fruhst. Eupl. 275
jedja Fruhst. Nac. 919
jehana Mr. Taj. 973

Plat.

Plat.

jeloana Stgr. Euth. 668
jembala Fruhst. Eul. 702
jerdoni Lang. Bol. 513
jesous Guer. Tar. 895
jessica Btlr. Eupl. 268
jetavana Fruhst. Parn. 1084
j atavanus Fruhst. Lamp .1114
151 g
jhana Fruhst. Abis. 782 .
140 c
jhoda Swh. Ix. 159’
jhora Elw.& Edw. Aer. 1063 .
168 e
jimena Fruhst. Dol. 562
jina Athyma 630
jina Mr. Pantop. 626
jinamitra Fruhst. Limen. 338
123 a
jindanus Rothsch. Pap. 54
jinoides Mr. Pantop. 626
jiraria Swh. Cirr. 488
joanna Btlr. Enod. 306
jobaea Bsd. Par. 181 .
67 b
jobiensis Gr.-Sm. Dan. 199
jobina Fruhst. Hars. 299
jobina Fruhst. Mel. 368
jobina Fruhst. Myc. 356 .
93 a
jobina Fruhst. Taen. 418
jobina Oberth. Del. 127
jobinus Fruhst. Tell. 273
jocaste Fldr. Pantop. 628
jocularia Swh. Ypth. 287
joesa Btlr. Pap. 85 ...
37 c
joffra Btlr. Cher. 993
johanna Kirby Eupl. 230
johannes Btlr. Cirr. 490
johnsoniana \Roll. Ira. 944
jolana Fruhst. Myc. 334 .
92 d
jolana Stgr. Del. 125
jolanda Plotz Parn. 1086
173 e
jolcus Fldr. Bindah. 995
joloana Fruhst. Ilalpe 1089
joloana Fruhst. Hor. 982
joloana Fruhst. Hyp. 549
118 c
joloana Stgr. Marm. 990 .
159 g
joloensis Fruhst. Parth. 646
jolona Fruhst. Cur. 935
162 c. d
jolonus Fruhst. Sym. 530
jomaria Fruhst. Le. 321
jonasi Rothsch. Pap. 33
jopa Fruhst. Cm’. 935 .
162 c
jopas Hew. Ors. 359
jophon Gray Pap. 34 .
15 a
jordani Fruhst. Char. 731
jordani Fruhst. Euth. 659
132 e
jordani Fruhst. Pap. 60
jordani Mart. Cyr. 588
jostianus Fruhst. Pap. 97
jovina Swh. lima 1096
jovis Stgr. Erib. 726
140 c
juana. Fruhst. Abis. 783 .
juba Fruhst. Pier. 140
jucundiora Fruhst. Nept. 607
jucundita Fruhst. Nept. 609
126 c
juda Btlr. Pap. 44
judith F. Huph. 145 .
65 a, b
jugans Rothsch. Pap. 95
jugurtha Cr. Cat. 162 .
69 c
jugurtha Fruhst. Lyc. 863
jugurtha Fruhst. Prion. 136
jugurthina Fruhst. Cat. 163 .
68 e
julia Oberth. Huph. 147 .
65 c
juliana Eecke Lamp. 904
julica Fruhst. Eupl. 243 .
86 b
julii Boug. Euth. 657
jumbah Mr. Nept. 609
jumna Mr. Abrot. 648
junia Fruhst. Hyp. 554
junia Lord. Pap. 78
juno Stich. Eupl. 263
juno Stich. Eupl. 277
junonia Btlr. Myc. 333
Junonia Hbn. 518
Junonia 3, 4, 454, 511, 516
1 35 a
jupiter Btlr. Erib. 728
jupiter Oberth. Pap. 23
jusana Drc. Jac. 992
146 g, 159 b
justa Fruhst. Ceth. 502

justina Cr. Myc. 344
justinella Btlr. Myc. 344
juvenal Fruhst. Tar. 893
juventa Cr. Dan. 212
juventa Cr. Dan. 17-9, 250, 275
juventina Fruhst. Par. 179
juvia Fruhst. Eupl. 259
jynteana Nic. Lyc. 873
jynteana Swh. Lyc. 864, 872

83 a

ll.
Kabanda Mr. 342
kabiana Fruhst. Cyntli. 479
kada Swh. Astict. 1096
kadeni Fldr. Char. 383, 491,
726, 730
kadina Fruhst. Eupl. 264
kadu Ersch. Eupl. 264
kagina Fruhst. Myc. 348
92
lcakoga Fruhst. Nept. 612
kahruba Mr. Char. 736 .
136
kaiphas Fruhst. Chil. 927
152
kajelana Fruhst. Mel. 369
kajelanus Fruhst. Pap. 36
kajuna Fruhst. Taen. 418
kakarona Hag. Elym. 390
kala Nic. Ev. 924
kalaoensis Rothsch. Pap. U0
kalaona Fruhst. Eupl. 237
kalaonicus R. & J. Erib. 728
kalelonda Ww. Ypth. 293
168
kali Nic. Aer. 1064
kalidupa Fruhst. Ter. 168
kalinda Mr. Call. 300
kalinga Doh. Eupl. 250
kalinga Mr. Mel. 366
kallatia Fruhst. Dan. 212
kallaura Mr. Nept. 607
kallaura Mr. Nept. 596
kallikrates Fruhst. Allot. 808
Kallima Dbl. 563
Kallima 362, 385, 426, 442, 453
505,519,535,538,540,542,
556, 714
163
kallima Swh. Cas. 1031
kallinikos Fruhst. Pap. 85
161
kallios Fruhst. Deud. 1000 .
kallon Fruhst. Pap. 59
kalora Mr. Parap. 140
kamala Mr. Arg. 516
87
kamara Mr. Elym. 382
kamara Mr. Elym. 381
87
kamarina. Fruhst. Elym. 379
kamarupa Mr. Nept. 602
kambera Doll. Dan. 212
kamerungae Waterh. Cand. 853
kamorta Fldr. Bindah. 995
kanarensis Mr. Hest. 218
kanariensis Fruhst. Dan. 194
kanda Mr. Euth. 672
kandaon Fruhst. Eupl. 263
153
kandarpa Horsf. Catoch. 921
kandha Doh. Del. 134
kandura Mr. Chil. 926
kangeana Fruhst. Cuph. 467
72
kangeana Fruhst. Ix. 160
kangeana Fruhst. Nept. 616
kangeana Fruhst. Par. 179
kangeanus Fruhst. Erib. 721
kankena Evans Phaed. Nept. 7 47
kankena Fldr. Lamp. 907
kankena Lamp. 868
kannegieteri Fruhst. Stib. 570
kannegieteri Lathy Erib. 719
kansa Mr. Le. 318
kansa Le. 321
kanwa Mr. Pantop. 628
kapaura Fruhst. Mel. 368
kapaura Fruhst. Myc. 338
kapaura Fruhst. Taen. 412
kapaurensis Fruhst. Dol. 561
Karadira Mr. 235

c
b
b

e

b
d

e
d

k

d
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Karanasa Mr. 307
kardama Mr. Eutli. 683
karea Mob. Tag. 10-11
karita Doh. Pantop. 625
karna Fldr. Pap. 80
karnata Fruhst. Pap. 80
karo Hag. Del. 124
karpaia Drc.& B.-Bak. Thys.
825
.•.
.
karsana Mr. Geg. 1083
karsandra Mr. Ziz. 925
karschi Fruhst. Limen. 642
kartaphilus Fruhst. Ambl. 960
karwara Fruhst. Pantop. 630
kasa Mr. Pantop. 635
kashgarensis Mr. Lycaena 928
kashmirensis Mr. Sat. 311
kashmirica Mr. Man. 306
kasina Fruhst. Pantop. 635
kasmira Mr. Ypth. 287
kastobo Hag. Euth. 668 .
kasyapa Mr Chrysoph. 932 .
katliarina Rbb. Myn. 538
katura Hew. Zeph. 968
kausala Mr. Ix. 159
kausambi Fldr. Abis. 782
kausambi Abis. 772
kausambioides Nic. Abis. 784
kava Drc. Jam. 902
kawakamii Mats. Sal. 183
kawiensis Fruhst. Dan. 200
kayapu Doh. Telic. 1080
keiana R. & J. Praet. 796
keianus R. & J. Erib. 728
keianus Rothsch. Pap. 66
keiria Drc. Nac. 918
kenodontus Fruhst. Euth. 669
kephisos Fruhst. Pap. 105
kerala Nic. Kor. 1072
Kerana Dist. 1097
Keraunogramma Rob. 983
kerawara Rbh. Ter. 168
Keroma = Kerana armatus
1072
kerosa Btlr. Pap. 44
Kerrata Mr. 313
kerriana Dist. Nac. 914 .
kershawi Mc.Coy Pyr. 525
kersbawi Misk. Xen. 304
kesava Mr. Euth. 664
kessuma Hsf. Rap. 1007 146 h
keteus Hag. Dan. 196
kethra Plotz Sane. 1073 .
keyana Fruhst. Cuph. 468
keyensis Fruhst. [test. 225
kezia Btlr. Hyp. 548 .
kbaba Kheil Erib. 720
khama Alph. Eutb. 682
kbamti Doh. Ambl. 964 .
khasia Nic. Zepb. 968
khasia Swh. Talic. 925
khasiana Mr. Myc. 348
khasiana Mr. Neope 325
khasiana Mr. Nept. 604
khasiana Mr. Sym. 529
khasiana Mr. Tag. 1040
khasiana Suit. Euth. 657.
687
.
khasiana Swh. Euth. 748
khasiana Swh. Talic. 925
khasianus Btlr. Char. 732
khasianus Mr. Aer. 1065
kheili Mr. Nept. 612 .
kheili Stgr. Dan. 206
..kheili Stgr. Dan. 274
kheili Wcyni. Eupl. 238
khimalara Btlr. Char. 732
khurdanus Mr. Aplin. 939
kiana Gr.-Sm. llerda 933
kibleri Weym. Helc. 711
kina Hew. Chli. 980
kina Stgr. Myc. 349
kinabaluensis Fruhst. Pap. 87

165 a
35 b

143 a

124 c
124 f

128 d
162 li

71 d
138 d
138 d
140 c

129 c

152 h
93 c
,

160 g
170 e
107 e
119 a. b

150 Bd

127 b, c

136 a
125 b

160 c
157 h

kinbergi Wallgr. Eupl. 237,
276
kineas Fruhst. Pap. 101
kinesias Fruhst. Pap. 82
kinitis Fruhst. At. 472
kinitis Fruhst. Dan. 213
kinkurka Fldr. Lamp. 904
kirata A7ic. Faun. 404
kirbyi Gr.-Sni. Dan. 207
kiritana Doh. Cur. 934
kiriwina Fruhst. Dan. 199
kiriwinae Fruhst. Mel. 363
kiriwinii B.-Bak. Ambl. 950
kirmana Plotz Sat. 1033 .
kirschi Mr. Eupl. 257
kirschi Oberth. Pap. 14
kirschi Oberth. Troides 419
kirschi Rob. Die. 787
kirschi Stgr. Taen. 423
kirschi Stgr. Taen. 416
kisaga Fruhst. Taract. 1075
kissericus Fruhst. Char. 739 .
kissuanus Rothsch. Pap. 66
klassika Mart. Ideops. 218
kleis Smpr. Faun. 406
lclossi Rothsch. Cel. 1118
klugi Guer. Xen. 304 .
klugi Mr. Eupl. 270
klugi Eupl. 277, 278
klugi Mats. Eupl. 253
knysna Trim. Ziz. 925
knyvetti Nic. Kali. 567
knywetti Elw. Halpe 1088
koannania Mats. Huph. 183
Icoannania Mats. Pap. 33
kobros Plotz Telic. 1081
koclii Mr. Eupl. 251
kochi Smpr. Elym. 374
kochii Fldr. Tox. 1057
kodi Evans Nacad. 915
kohana Fruhst. Cynth. 478
kohimensis Tytl. llerda 933
kokopana Rbb. Nac. 918
kokopona Hag. Yo. 541
kolantus Plotz Parn. 1083
kolita Fruhst. Myc. 349
kollari Eupl. 277
kondulana Fldr. Lamp. 906
kondulana Lamp. 868
konga Sm. Elym. 385
kophene Nic. Kor. 1072 .
korela Mob. Tag. 1042
korene Drc. Nac. 919
korion Drc.& B.-Bak. Thyson.
829
..
.
korla Fruhst. Bol. 512
korridona Gr.-Sm. App. 152
Koruthaialos Wts. 1072
Koruthaiolos = Koruthaialos
1061, 1063
kosempona Fruhst. Euth. 683
kosmos Fruhst. Pap. 68
kotzebuea Escli. Pap. 39
kounga B.-Bak. Ambl. 963
koxinga Fruhst. Eupl. 253
koxinga Fruhst. Pap. 48
koxinga Fruhst. Pap. 112
kowaia Plots Tag. 1040
kraimoku Esch. Hyp. 552
krannon Fruhst. Euth. 670 .
kreffti H.-Schaff. Telic. 1079
kreon Fruhst. Telic. 1081
kresna Mr. Pantop. 629
krishna Mr. Pap. 80 .
kroeseni Mart. Dan. 205
kronos Hour. Erib. 728
krueperi Stgr. Pier. 140
kruera Drc. Thyson. 830
krusensternia Esch. Pap. 74
kschattryia Fruhst. Cynth.
481
kuangshui Fruhst. Arg. 746
kubaryi Stgr. Taen. 424
kiihni Fruhst. Prec. 524 .

100 b

77 e
149 b
163 c

135 b

93 c

Plat.

kiihni Honr. Del. 124
kuehni Honr. Pap. 29
kuehni Pap. 28, 743
kiihni Plotz Telic. 1080
172
kiihni Rob. Amath. 429
kiihni Rob. Ambl. 962
150 d
kiihni Rob. Cyr. 575
kiihni Rob. Eupl. 232
kiihni Rob. Huph. 143
kiihni Rob. Ix. Derc. 160 72 d. 73 a
kiihni Rob. Lyc. 870
kiihni Rob. Taj. 976
kuhniana Eupl. 617
kuhniana Fruhst. Eupl. 255 .
85 d
kiikenthali Pagenst. Dan. 209
kiinstleri Honr. Elym. 384
kunstleri Elym. 370
kuhasa Nic. Nept. 611
kumana Fruhst. Eul. 702
kumara Fruhst. Le. 316
kumara Mr. Parn. 1085 .
173
kumara Nic. Halpe 1088
171
kummeri Rbb. Del. 135
54
kupu Kheil Nac. 915
kuramata Rbb. Hyp. 547
kurandae Waterh. Cand. 855
kuroiwae Mats. Eupl. 240
kurzi Dist. Ambl. 957 .
148 f
kusala Fruhst. Halpe 1089
kyllene Fruhst. Dan. 195
kvHen ion Fruhst. Mvc. 336
91 c

173 h

L.
172 d

172 h

170 c

143 g

130 d
16 a
83 c

164 g
137 d

34 a, b

116 f

laarchus G. & S. Pap. 69
labdalon Wat. & Ly. Ziz. ill5
labianus Fruhst. Pap. 105
labotas Hew. Euth. 682 .
labradus Godt. Ziz. 926
labranda Fruhst. Lyc. 875
Labranga 453
labreyi Mr. Eupl. 265
labuana B.-Bak. Ambl. 954 .
labuana Btlr. Hyp. 551
labuana Mr. Eupl. 230
labuana Stgr. Elym. 372
lacedemon F. Pap. 43
lachinus Fruhst. Pap. 91
lachrymosa Sm. Eupl. 242
lacon Gr.-Sm. Eupl. 228
lacordairei Mr. Eupl. 247
lacordairei Stictopl. 545
lacrima Fruhst. Acropht. 295
lacrima Fruhst. Elym. 373
lacrima Fruhst. Mel. 362
lacrimans Fruhst. Taen. 414,
415, 422
lacrimosa. Fruhst. Elym. 372
lactaria Btlr. Nept. 614
lactaria Fruhst. Prion. 136
lactaris = Calin. lactoris 705
lactea Btlr. Cat. 162
lactearia Fruhst. Dol. 562
lacteata Nic. Lamp. 906
lactentia Fruhst. Elym. 389 .
lacteola Dist. Ter. i70
Lacteolus Gmel. Hypol. 554
lacticolora Fruhst. Ne. 325
lactoris Fruhst. Calin. 462
lacturnus Fruhst. Ev. 923
ladakensis Fldr. Col. 165
ladakensis Mr. Pap. 47
ladakensis Mr. Van. 527 .
ladana Btlr. Cel. 1038 .
ladas G.-Sm. Huph. 147 .
ladera = Itys iadera 1065
ladesta Fruhst. Le. 319
ladia Fruhst. Cynth. 480
ladon Cr. Badam. 1052
ladonides de VOrza Lyc. 871
laela Fruhst. Pantop. 631
laelia Fldr. Cyr. 588

23 b

131 b
153 d

80 a
148 c

88 b

113 a
90 b
73 d
99 a
153 h

117 e
164 d
63 b

123 d
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laestrygonum Wood-M. Pap. 90
laeta Bsd. Ter. 166
laeta Hew. Tluph. 147
laeta Huph. 126
laetifica Btlr. Eupl. 247 .
laetifica Eupl. 277
laetitia Frulist. Nept. 622
laetitia Plotz Ivor. 1072 .
lafresnayi Vettius 1070
lagela Mr. App. 153
lageloides Crowl. App. 153
laglaizei Dep. Pap. 46
laglaizei Dep. Pap. 40
laliittei Janet Me. 326 .
lahomius Kheil Log. 806
laima Drc. Rap. 1006 .
lais Cr. Elym. 380
laisides Nic. Elym. 379
laius Cr. Chil. 926
lalage Dbl. App. 153
lalassis Ghr.-Sm. App. 154
lalassis Hew. Myc. 343
1-album Esp. Pol. 528
lalita Doh. Orth. 1032
lalita Fruhst. Ism. 1053
lamarcki Godt. Ceth. 502 .
Iambi Dist. Lyc. 869
lamia Gr.-Sm. Cand. 851 .
lamina Fruhst. Hyp. 546
lamos Fruhst. Eupl. 232
lampedo Hhn. Char. 730
lampetia L. Cuph. 468
lampetina Fruhst. Cuph. 469
Lampides Hhn. 903
Lampides 800, 824, 859, 888,
892, 898, 921. 953, 967. 1007
lampidius Fruhst. Par. 110 .
lamponius Fruhst. Pap. 57
Lamprolenis G. & S. 306
Lamprolenis G. & S. 298
lampros Drc. Thvson. 826
lamprosides Gr.-Sm. Thyson.
826
lamprospilus Fldr. Is. 1066
lampsacus Bsd. Pap. 70 .
lanaris Btlr. Le. 318, 324
lanassa Bsd. Huph. 144
lando Fruhst. Cynth. 744
langeni Drc. Pap. 57
langi Mr. Ilerda 933
langi Nic. Myc. 348
Langia 6
langsonensis Fruhst. Pap. 91
lanista Fruhst. Eupl. 230
lanka Mr. Cirr. 488
lanka Mr. Lyc. 864
lankae Plotz Colad. 1034
lankana Mr. Rap. 1006
lankapura Mr. App. 155
lankeswara Mr. Pap. 43 .
laocoon Laxita 791
laodikeia Fruhst. Eupl. 240
laodocus Deh. Pap. 105
Laogona Bsd. 529
laomedia L. Prec. 519
laomedon Cr. Pap. 73
lapaona Kheil Cirr. 490
lapatkus Fruhst. Pap. 56
lapeyrousei Bsd. Eupl. 245
lapithis Mr. Ara. 978 .
lara Bsd. Del. 126
lara Swh. Eri. 1071
laraca Swh. Parn. 1083
laratensis Btlr. Dan. 195
laratensis Btlr. Ter. 168
laretta Fruhst. Taen. 417
largetaui Oberth. Aporia 705
larika Pag. Parn. 1083
Laringa Mr. 459
larissa Fldr. Dan. 209
larraldei Oberth. Apor.
139
larydas Lycaenesthes 915
larymna Dbl. Pantop. 627

73 d
65 c
82 a
126 b
170 d

38 c
99 b
147 c

59 b

110 e
145 i

107 g

50 e

26 b

2d b

30 b

157 e

172

124 d

116
Plat.

lasara Fruhst. Nept. 612
lascivia Bos. Bibl. 1076
lasica Fruhst. Lax. 789
.
.
lasinassa Hypol. 551
lasos Fruhst. Pap. 49
lasurea Graes. Niph. 901
latecincta Fruhst. Pantop. 627
latefasciata Weym. Eupl. 229
lathonia Argynn. 304, 514
lathoniella IVw. Xen. 304
lathyi Fruhst. Thaum. 406
lathyi Fruhst. Thaur. 441
.
latiaris Hew. Le. 323 ...
laticincta Fruhst. Le. 324
latifascia Elw. jam. 1063
.
latifascia Mart. Cyr. 588
latifasciata Btlr. Ix. 159
.
latifasciata Leech Rag. 360
latifasciata Mr. App. 148
latifasciata Weym. Eupl. 553
latilimbata Btlr. Huph. 143
latilimbata Btlr. Ter. 167
latilimbata Fruhst. Cat. 163 .
latilimbata Fruhst. Ilerda. 933
latilimbata Stgr. Cyr. 575
latima.rginata Strd. Ambl. 953
latimargo Hpffr. Ter. 168
latimargo Mr. Lycaenops. 867
latimargo Mr. Sur. 943
latimargus Sn. Lamp. 909
.
latipicta Fruhst. Aphn. 936 .
latipicta Fruhst. Cur. 936 .
.
latipicta Fruhst. Neor. 326
latipictus Fruhst. Eoox. 993
latistigma Mr. Man. 306
latistriga Fruhst. Eupl. 241
latitaenia Fruhst. Cirr. 486
lativitta Leech Del. 130
lat.ivitta Mr. Col. 164 ...
lativittus Elw. Cel. 1038 .
.
latoia Hew. Plast. 1092
.
.
latona Btlr. Char. 735
.
.
latreillei Don. Pap. 31
.
.
latreillei Don. Pap. 33
latreillei Fldr. Unk. 1099
latreillei Pap. 77
latreillei Stgr. Tag. 1040 .
.
latreilli Kirsch Eupl. 234
laubenheimeri Hag. Limen. 641
laudabilis Fruhst. Cirr. 487 .
laudabilis Swh. Euth. 685
.
laukae = Colad. lankae Plotz
1034
laura Doh. Nac. 920
laura Fruhst. Abis. 781
.
.
laurentia Fruhst. Eupl. 266
laurina Fruhst. Nac. 920 .
.
laurion Nic. Satyr. 311
lavata Btlr. Tag. 1042
.
.
I a vend u laris Mr. Lyc. 869
laverna Dist. Euth. 665
lavernalis Nic. Euth. 666
lavinia Cr. Junonia 517
Laxita Btlr. 788. 789
Laxita 772
laxmi Nic. Col. 1035
layardi Btlr. Char. 736
layardi Drc. Eupl. 236
layardi G. & S. Proth. 716
lazarena Fldr. Ira. 944
.
.
lazarena Iraota 947
lazula Mr. Amblyp. 962
lazularia Mr. Aphn. 937
lazulina Mr. Eupl. 263
lazulina Mr. Rap. 1004 .
.
lea Dbl. Huph. 144
...
leachi Fldr. Eupl. 229
.
.
leachi Fldr. Tox. 1058
leaina Fruhst. Eupl. 255 .
.
leaina Eupl. 617
learchus Fldr. Grer. 816
Lebadea Fldr. 643
lebadea Hew. Pad. 1098 .
.
lecerfi Fruhst. Dod. 779 .
.

138 e

102 b
98 a
168 d
71 e

69 c

151 f
156 h
162 g
158 e, f

72
164
174
135
19

f
c, d
c
c
b

164 g

108 a
130 b

138 d
152 k
165 d

149 a, b

146 d, e
64 e
86 c
85 d

175 d
141 b

Plat.

leda Leech Arge 310
leda L. Mel. 362
....
leda Mel. 3, 366
leda Stgr. Pap. 22
leda Wall. Pap. 22
ledebouria Esch. Pap. 62
ledebouria Fldr. Pap. 62
ledereri Fldr. Eupl. 252
leechi Elwes Col. 165
leechi Mr. Apor. 138
leechi Mr. Kar. 307
leechi Mr. Limen. 639
leechi Nic. Thecla 969
leechi Oberth. Euth. 683
leechi Rothsch. Pap. 100
leechii Mr. Apat. 700
leela Nic. Lyc. 929
lefebvrei Fldr. Ilor. 982 .
leliana Mr. Eum. 307
lehanus Mr. Lyc. 929 .
leiothrix Fruhst. Lamp. 911
leis Hbn. App. 155 .
.
.
.
leitus Fruhst. Allot. 811
lemma Rbb. Cynth. 483
leminius Fruhst. Lox. 996
lemonias L. Prec. 520 .
Lemoniinae 771
lena Atk. Aem. 407
lena Swh. Ix. 159
lenaea Fruhst. Allot. 810
lenitas Fruhst. Huph. 147« .
leo Drc. Ambl. 948
leobotes Deh. Pap. 36
leochares Fruhst. Eupl. 264
leochares Fruhst. Eupl. 277
leodamas Wall. Pap. 37
leogoron Fruhst. Allot. 811
leokrates Fruhst. Ambl. 960
leona Fruhst. Par. 179
leonida Fruhst. Cuph. 468
leoninus Fruhst. Cast. 888
leonteus Zink. Faunis 404
leontina Fruhst. Elym. 392
leopardina Fruhst. Euth. 690
leopardus Btlr. Dan. 204
leopardus Schultze Tar. 893
leos Drc. Allot. 812
leos Guer. Her. 823
leostkenes Dbl. Pap. 87
lepcha Mr. Myc. 347
lepera = Xenica leprea 304
lepida Mr. Disc. 445 .
lepidana Fruhst. App. 149
lepidea Btlr. Eutlial. 656
lepidus Fruhst. Pap. 99
lepita Mr. Lib. 769
lepitoides Mr. Lib. 769
leporina Lord. Pap. 67
leprea Hew. Xen. 304
leptines Fruhst. Ambl. 949
leptis Fldr. App. 157 .
Leptocircus Sums. 107
Leptocircus 4, 11
leptogramma Hew. Odont.
1045 .
leptopsephus Fruhst. Pap. 60
Leptosia Hbn. 121
Leptosia 119
leschenault Godt. Ceth, 507 .
leschenaulti — Ceth. leschenault
507
lesches G. & S. Pap. 58 .
lesora Fruhst. Dan. 212
lesseta Fruhst. Cirr. 487
lessina Fruhst. Nac. 916
letha Wts. Zephyr. 969
Lethe Hbn. 311 ‘
Lethe Hbn. 285, 298,306,329,
424
letincius Fruhst. Pap. 32
leto Fruhst. Taen. 411
leto R. & J. Char. 736
leto Smpr. Acropht. 295
lettianus R. & J. Erib. 727

95 d

158 a
153 m
60 f

157 c
117 b
102 b

63 d

40 a

105 c

60 b

165 h

110 e

25 c
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leucacantha Fruhst. Del. 131
leucacantha Fruhst. Pap. 53
leucadion Stgr. Pap. 106 . .
47 d
leucania Jord. Pap. 89
leucasia. Fruhst. Prec. 523
leuce Doh. Ypth. 290 ...
99 d
leuce Fldr. Acropht. 295 . .
90 e
Leuciacria It. & -J. 121
leucinoe Fruhst. Myc. 345
leucippe Cr. Heb. 177
. .
71a
ieucippus Bob. Dan. 200
leucis Fldr. Faun. 405 . . . 100 a
leucocelis Jord. Pap. 76
leucocera Koll. Cel. 1036 . . 163 g
Leucochitonea 1029
leucocyma Godt. Elymn. 376.
381
leucodice Evers. Apor. 138
leucogaea Fruhst. Del. 131
leucogaster Stgr. Notocr. 1095
leucoglene Fldr. Dan. 195
leucogonys Btlr. Eupl. 262
leucogonys Btlr. Eupl. 270,
277
leucographa Plotz Charm. 1038 164 e
leucogyne Btlr. Dan. 195
leucogyne Fldr. Ptych. 330
leucogynia Wall. Heb. 177
leucoion Fruhsl. Rah. 600
leucomelas B. X J. Die. 786 140 e
leucomelas B.tSc J. h vpoc. 297
93 d
leuconoe Eschh. lied. 222
leuconoe Eschh. Nect. 275
leuconoe Hest. 217
leuconota Btlr. Nept. 606
leucophanes Gr.-Sm. Pap. 58
leucophora Fruhst. Prec. 521 117 b
leucophorus Gr.-Sm. Huph. 143
65 d
leucophryne Fruhst. Pantop. 631
leucoporos Fruhst. Nept. 605
leucoptera Btlr. Dan. 203
leucospila Mab. Has. 1048 . 168 a
leucosticta Btlr. App. 150
leucostictina Fruhst. Eupl. 277
leucostictos Gmel. Eupl. 263
leucostictos Eupl. 225, 247, 278
leucostigma Meyr.& Low. Tox.
1058
leucostigmata Fruhst. Elyru.
386
leucotaenia Smpr. Tan. 650
leucothoe Neptis 601
leucothoe Ww. Pap. 105 . .
47 b
leucothoe Ww. Pap. 103
leucothoides Honr. Pap. 44 .
49 a
leuthe Gr.-Sm. Pap. 106 . .
32 b
levasa Moult. Lamp. 904
levetti Btlr. Lyc. 871
levuna Fruhst. Mel. 363
lewa Doh. Eupl. 240 ...
85 a
lewisi Fldr. Eupl. 241
Lexias Bsd. 693
Lexias Bsd. 693
leytensis Fruhst. Ter. 170
lhatso Oberth. Calin. 463
liacura Fruhst. Ceth. 501
libelluloides Fruhst. Lept. 108
49 d
libera Fruhst. Ter. 172
. .
73 d
libera Nic. Libyth. 768
liberia Cr. Sal. 182
...
62 b
libisonia Fruhst. Hyp. 546
libisonia Fruhst. Hypol. 746
libna Hew. Por. 1009 . . . 154 g
libnites Hew. Limen. 642
. 122 d
liburnia Here. Plast. 1092
. 174 d
libussa Fruhst. Dan. 213
Libythea F. 767
Libythea 772, 800
libythea F. App. 148 ...
58 a
libythea F. App. 145
libythea F. Ter. 166
Libytheini 767
licates Hew. Lyc. 898 . . . 153 f
lichenosa Mr. IJuph. 141
.
63 a

Plat.

licinia Fruhst. Nept. 603 . .
licinia Fruhst. Taen. 422
licinius F. Thrix 992 . . .
liciura Fruhst. Ors. 359
lidderdalei A lie. Arm. 109
.
lidderdali Elw. Orthoph.
1032
lifuana Btlr. Hyp. 555
ligamenta Drc. Nac. 917
ligata B.
J. Del. 135 .
.
ligatus Bothsch. Pap. 101
.
j ligia Thecla 917
lignea Volt. Lept. 121
ligyes Hew. Limen. 638
ligyra Jord. Pap. 100
lila Mr. Cam. 971
lilacea Hmps. Lyc. 869
lilacina Fruhst. Par. 180
lilacinus Btlr. Parth. 645
lilacinus Mr. Aphar. 939
lilaea Hew. Sym. 532
lileia Fruhst. App. 151
liliana Atk. Lob. 1032
lilybaea Fruhst. Eupl. 276
limbaria Swns. Lucia 931
limbata Btlr. Terac. 174
limbata = Caret, semilimbata
934
limbata Fruhst. App. 156
limbata Fruhst. Eupl. 248
limbata Fruhst. Euth. 666
limbata Fruhst. Taen. 415
limbatus Mr. Lyc. 872
limborgi Mr. Eupl. 238
limborgi Mr. Kail. 566
limbura Fruhst. Nac. 914. .
Limenitidi 623
Limenitidi 455, 623
Limenitis F. 637
Limenitis 535, 623, 642, 647,
648
limes Drc. Lamp. 907
limetanus Fruhst. Tell. 273
limia Fruhst. App. 152
Limnas Hbn. 193
limniace Cr. Dan. 204
limniace Dan. 462
limyrus Fruhst. Eupl. 268
lindos Fruhst. Pap. 105
lineata Misk. Ter. 166
lineata Mr. Nac. 920
linga Fruhst. Mel. 365
ling a Fruhst. Pap. 89
lingana Fruhst. Ideops. 216
lingana Fruhst. Pantop. 630
lingga Moult. Lyc. 876
lingonus Fruhst. Pap. 36
linnaei Mr. Eupl. 250
linteata Btlr. Hest. 221
Lintorata Mr. 208
liomedon Mr. Pap. 51
. .
lioneli Fruhst. Elym. 379
lioneli Fruhst. Euth. 670 . .
lioneli Fruhst. Has. 1049
lioneli Fruhst. Pap. 104
lioneli Fruhst. Ter. 495
Liphyra Ww. 802
Liphyrinae 801
Lipteninae 801
liquida Swh. Huph. 142
lira Fruhst. Dod. 1113
. .
liria F. Hyp. 549
liris Godt. Pap. 35 . . . .
liris Stgr. Sua. 980
lirungensis Fruhst. Dan. 213
lisandra Ypth. 288 Cr. . .
lisarda Dbl. Penth. 463
lisiades Fruhst. Marin. 989 .
lisianassa Cr. Hyp. 551 . .
lisias F. Marm. 989
lisides Hew. Sua. 980 . . .
listeri Btlr. Hyp. 550
Listeria Nic. 970
litana Fruhst. El. 122

126 e
146 B f
49 b

56 f
45 d

154a

21 a
129 e

140 a
15 b
99 e
159 d
118 c
157 h

Plat.
litania Piep. Rap. 1006
litavicus Fruhst. Abis. 783
lithargyria Mr. Catoch. 921
litigiosa Mschlr. Tag. 1041
litoralis Dan. 507
litoralis Doh. Dan. 200
litoralis J. fc T. Deud. 999
littoralis Swh. Gomalia 1047
litunia Fruhst. Rap. 1006
liukiuensis Fruhst. Heb. 175
liukiuensis Fruhst. Pap. 76
livens Dist. Der. 1010
154 1.
livescens Fruhst. Der. 1010
livia Fruhst. Del. 126 .
liviana Fruhst. Tich. 994
lividus Drc. Lamp. 910
livilla Fruhst. Par. 178
livius F. Hypoch. 839
liza Fruhst. Eupl. 255
lizana Fruhst. Nept. 606
lizetta Plotz Has. 1051
lobelia Btlr. Jam. 902
Loboda Mr. 1032
locana Fruhst. Ter. 167
locupletior Fruhst. Eupl. 260
locus Plotz Padr. 1077
Loesa Mr. 358
loewii Zell. Lyc. 928
logani Dist. Ceth. 499
logani Mr. Hest. 220
Logania Dist. 805
Logania 802, 803
loha Doh. Aul. 309
lohita Horsf. Aplin. 937.
lohita Spind. S04, 818
Lohora Mr. 356
Lohora Mr. 332
loki Bob. Pap. 106
lola Nic. Lax. 789 .
lombockensis Bothsch. Pap. 39
lombockensis Pap. 61
lombokensis Fruhst. Lyc. 865
lombokensis Fruhst. Pap. 39
lombokensis Fruhst. Sym. 531
lombokiana Btlr. Heb. 176 .
lombokiana. Fruhst. Amath.

140 b

70 c
155 a
56 d
153 a
66 b
82 d
166 e

110 a

157 a

138 f

70 c,

428
lombokiana Fruhst. Col. 1035
lombokiana Fruhst. Elym. 383
lombokiana Fruhst. Eupl. 253.
269
lombokiana Hebomoia
507
lombokiana Fruhst. Ix. 160 .
72 e
lombokiana Fruhst. Limen.
639
lombokiana Fruhst. Nept. 616
lombokiana Fruhst. Rap. 1006
lombokiana Fruhst. Ter. 170
73 d
lombokianus Fruhst. Erib. .721
lombokianus Fruhst. Ger. 818
longa Doh. Dan. 212
longeana Nic. Ger. 818
longicaudata Nic. Dod. 778
longicornis Btlr. Ancist. 1098
longinus F. Taj. 972
155 h
85 d
Ionia Fruhst. Eupl. 255
Lontara. Mr. 226
loochooana Mr. Dan. 211
loochooanus Bothsch. Pap. 33
19 c
lordaca Wkr. An. 137
lorenzo Btlr. Eupl. 268
92 c
lorna Sm. Myc. 352
lornides Fruhst. Myc. 352
52 b
lorquini Fldr. Del. 125
lorquini Fldr. Eupl. 237, 276
lorquini Fldr. Ptych. 330
lorquini Fldr. Ter. 171
lorquini Mab. Ism. 1053
37 b
lorquinianus Fldr. Pap. 83
142 d
lorquinii Fldr. Pseud. 834
loryma Hew. Ypth. 293
lorymna Ypth. 293
lorzae Mr. Eupl. 231
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lotina. Fruhst. Dan. 197
lotis Cr. Dan. 197
lotis Sulz. Cuph. 465
Lotongus Dist. 1098
louisa Swh. Tag. 1041
louisa Wood-M. Stich. 425
lowei Btlr. Eupl. 271
lowei Mr. Enpl. 268
lowei Euploea 708
loweimima Fruhst. Eur. 708
lowi Dbl. Neor. 327
lowi Drc. Dac. 970 .
.
.
.
lowi Drc. Pap. 71 ...
lowi Pap. 74
loxias Hew. Deud. 1000 .
Loxura Horsf. 996
Loxura 882
lubentina Cr. Euth. 676 .
luca Nic. Log. 806
lucania Fruhst. Eupl. 276
lucanus F. Luc. 931
.
.
.
lucasi Eupl. 709
lucasi Misk. Pyr. 526
lucasi Mr. Eupl. 239
lucasi Wall. App. 153 .
lucasioides Smpr. Eur. 709
luceria Fruhst. Par. 181 .
lucerna Btlr. Del. 135
lucescens Luc. Has. 1050
lucia Fruhst. Huph. 143 .
lucia Stgr. Ter. 495
Lucia Swsn. 930
lucianus Fruhst. Sym. 530
lucianus Rob. Lamp. 905
lucianus Rbb. Lamp. 910
lucida F. Cam. 972
.
.
.
lucida Fruhst. Amathux. 432
lucida Fruhst. Dan. 206
lucida Fruhst. Dan. 210
ldcide Nic. Lamp. 909
luciella Fruhst. Ter. 495
lucifer Rob. Pith. 880 .
lucifera Leech Celaen. 1036
lucifuga Fruhst. Cur. 934
lucilla Btlr. Synch. 141
lucilla Btlr. Ter. 495
lucilla Nept. 596. 609, 637
lucillus Fruhst. Mel. 365 .
lucina Cr. Symbr. 529, 533
lucina Dist. Del. 125
lucina Fruhst. Ceth. 509
lucina Fruhst. Ceth. 744
lucina Jord. Pap. 21
lucina Smpr. Symbr. 530
lucinda Jord. Pap. 23
lucinda Sm. Eupl. 256
lucinda Sm. Eupl. .266
luciplena Fruhst. Dan. 206
luciplena Fruhst. Dan. 210
Zucipor Ww. Thaum. 438 .
lucipor Thaum. 403
1 ucius Fruhst. Pap. 98
lucrosa Fruhst. Taj. 975 .
luctatius Fruhst. Pap. 95
luctuosa Fruhst. Hyp. 549
luculenta Fruhst. Nept. 601 .
luculentus Leech Taj. 972
ludekingi Volt. Euth. 661
ludekingi Volt. lx. 159
ludmilla Stgr. Ter. 495
ludonia Stgr. Euth. 678
lugens Btlr. Eupl. 227
lugens Btlr. Myc. 343
lugens Honr. Arge 310
lugens Mab. Tag. 1040
lugine Drc. Lamp. 908
lugra Drc. Lyc. 876
lugubris Bsd. Has. 1052 .
lugubris Fruhst. Eur. 708
lugubris Sm. Eupl. 245
lulu Drc. Ziz. 926
luna Stich. Taen. 418
lunatus Leech Enispe 449
lunatus Nic. Lamp. 909 .

IX

165 a

156 a
25 b
146 B. f

131 e

153 h

59 e
67 c

65 e

156 a

154 d
162 e

96 a

82 e

104 b

156 f

126 e
132 e
72 c

151 a
154 c
166 f

151 d
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Plat,.

lunifer Rothsch. Pap. 59 .
lunifera = Aphn. lunulifera
939
lunigera Btlr. Pol. 529
lunulata Kheil Cirr. 490
lunulata Rom. Thec-la 969
lunulifera Mr. Aphn. 939
lupina Drc. Tan. 650
lurida Fldr. Faun. 405
lurida Fruhst. App. 148, 149
lusca Swh. Ism. 1054 .
luscius Fruhst. Char. 740
lusiada Fldr. Euth. 671
lutala Mr. Tan. 653
lutalina Fruhst. Tan. 653
lutatia Fruhst. App. 149
lutatia Fruhst. Nept. 607
lutea Mart. Nac. 915
lutea Zink.-Somm. Cyr. 585 .
lutea Cyrest. 776
luteipalpis Plotz Iambr.
1063
lutescens Btlr. Dan. 206
lutescens Btlr. Hyp. 544
lutescens Btlr. Par. 178 .
luteus Tepp. Trap. 1059
Luthrodes 927
lutorius Fruhst. Pap. 99
lutosa Fruhst. Pap. 64
luxeri Hbn. Zeux. 437
luxeri Zeux. 434. 449
luxurians Fruhst. Dan. 197,
198
luxurianta Fruhst. Eupl. 259
luzonensis Fldr. Dan. 209,
274
luzonensis Fldr. Del. 125 .
luzonensis Fruhst. Kor. 1072
luzonensis Mab. Taract. 1075
luzonia Fldr. Erg. 457
luzonia Fldr. Rag. 361
luzonica Fldr. Ceth. 505
luzonica Fruhst. At. 471
luzonica Mr. Dan. 213
luzonica Mr. Lib. 768
luzonicus R. & J. Erib. 725
luzoniensis L. Ter. 167
Lycaena F. 927
Lycaena 3, 824, 857, 859, 881,
883, 923, 926, 943
lycaenaria Fldr. Ambl. 953 .
Lycaenesthes Mr. 896
Lycaenesthes 859, 881. 900
Lycaenidae 799, 823
lycaenina Fldr. Lyc. 898
lycaenoides Fldr. Lyc. 897
Lycaenopsis Fldr. 858, 862
Lycaenopsis 856, 881, 882,
892, 896. 900. 914, 978
lycambes Hew. Lyc. 898
lycaon Fldr. Pap. 99 .
lycaonides Rothsch. Pap. 99
lycaste Fldr. App. 149
lyce Sm. Lyc. 873 ....
lychnitis Fruhst. Lax. 790
Lychnuchus Hbn. 1096
lychorida Fruhst. Lyc. 875
lyclene Nic. Lax. 790
lycoleon Fruhst. Eupl. 265
lycone Hew. Limen. 642
lyconides Fruhst. Limen. 642
lycoreia Fruhst. Nac. 914
lycorias Dbl. Derc. 161
lycorias Mab. Cup. 1093
lycosura Fruhst. Dan. 213
lycus Nic. Ypth. 291
lydanus Fruhst. Lamp. 905
lydda Fruhst. Nept. 617
lydda Hew. Abis. 781
lydia Fruhst. Del. 132
lydia Fruhst. Nac. 920
lydioides Fruhst. Pap. 13
lydius Fldr. Pap. 13
Lyela Swh. 301

33 b

157 b

167 b, c

126 f
121 f

66 c

Plat.

lygaea Jord. Pap. 23
lygdamis Fruhst. Eupl. 243
lygdania Fruhst. Eupl. 234
lygia Gr.-Sm. Thyson. 828 .
lykeia Fruhst. Eupl.- 265
lykoatis Fruhst. Eupl. 241
lymire IIcw. Limen. 642 .
lynceola Fldr. App. 149
lyncestis Nic. Lax. 791
lynceus Drury Hest. 219
lyncida Cr. App. 148
lyncida formosana Wall. App.
183
lyncides Hew. Limen. 642
lyncurion Fruhst. Dol. 561
lyncus Nic. Le. 313
lyria Fruhst. Nept. 614
lysa Fruhst. Nac. 913 .
lysanias Hew. Limen. 642
lyseas = Lycaenops. lyce 872
lysias Fruhst. Erg. 459
lysima Swh. Ism. 1054
lysimon Hbn. Ziz. 925
lysimon Zizera 911
lysippus Fruhst. Ira. 944
lysizone Sn. Ziz. 925 .
lystra Fruhst. Eupl. 244
lytea Godm. Del. 127

144 b

123 a

152 i
122 e

153 c

153 d

M.

170 c
170 f
107 c

148 b

43 c
58 f
152 f

122 f
67 e

151 b

52 d

3 c

maasseni Weym. Eupl. 272
maassi Hag. Eupl. 250
mabella Fruhst. Cyr. 581
macanita Fruhst. Taj. 973
macar Wall. Apat. 699
macareus Godt. Pap. 104
macareus Pap. 42, 178, 703
macaristus Gr.-Sm. Pap. 104
macassariensis Holl. Allot.
812.
maccabaeus Stgr. Pap. 104
macelellandi Mr. Eupl. 271
macclelandi = Eupl. macclellandi 277, 278
macdonaldi Rbb. Huph. 144
macedon Wall. Pap. 82
macfarlanei Btlr. Pap. 100 .
machaon L. Pap. 3, 40, 47
machares Fruhst. Acropht.
295
machates Fruhst. Dich. 697
mackayensis Misk. Nacad. 916
mackinnoni Nic. Bol. 513
mackwoodi Raley Ambl. 962
maclayi Dist. Euth. 660
macleari Btlr. Eupl. 227
macleayanus Leach Pap. 92 .
macleayi Fldr. Eupl. 266
macleayi Plotz Telic. 1081
macleayi Smpr. Thyson. 829
macmakoni Swh. Coen. 301
macnairi Dist. Euth. 660
macra Doh. Dan. 211
macrianus Fruhst. Ypth. 293
macrina Fruhst. Dan. 211 .
macrina Fruhst. Dan. 275
macromalayana Fruhst. Iss.
473
macromalayana Fruhst. Myc.
344
macronius Jord. Pap. 98
macrophthalma Fldr. Nac. 914
macrophthalma Nacad. 906
macrophthalmia Fruhst. Palaeon. 360
macrophthalmus Evers. Euia
308
macrophthalmus Fruhst. Taen.
420
macropina Fruhst. Taen. 417
Macroploea Btlr. 258

147

155 g

47 b
141 h

45 c

42 a, b

132 e

78 b

107e

101 a
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Macroploea Btlr. 225
macrops Fldr. Taen. 417
macularia Fruhst. Myc. 350
maculata Brem. Timel. 511
maculata Hew. Taj. 974 .
maculata Sz. Rap. 1003
maculata Smpr. Erg. 457
maculata Sm. Huph. 144
maculata Stgr. App. 151
maculatus Hist. Lot. 1098
maculicornis Elw. Cel. 1036 .
maculicornis Elw. Ped. 1064
maculosa Celaen. 1036
maculosa Leech Dod. 776
macwoodi Mr. Kali. 567
madagascariensis Gn. Prec. 523
Madais Swh. 173
madala Fruhst. Del. 133
madanus Fruhst. Pap. 56
madara Fruhst. Lamp. 911
madatta Fruhst. Has. 1048 .
madaura Fruhst. Sua. 980
maddelena Sm. Ter. 497
madenses Rothsch. Char. 740
madestes Hew. Cuph. 469
madestis Cupha 744
madetes G.& S. Del. 133 .
madeus R. & J. Erib. 718
madjicosa Btlr. Myc. 349
madytus Fruhst. Ambl. 949
maecenas F. Ira. 944 .
maena Fldr. Pantop. 634
maenada Sm. Cuph. 468
maenala Hew. Hor. 982
maenalis Erichs. Cyr. 577
maenalis Cyrest. 746
maenia Fruhst. Del. 125
maenia Fruhst. Lib. 771
maenides Fruhst. Pantop. 635
maenius Fruhst. Dan. 207
maeonides Hew. Cuph. 468 .
maeonides Mess. 369
Marpesiidae 570
maera L. Par. 321
maeroides Fldr. Sal. 311
maeroides Fldr. Satyr. 311
maerula Fldr. Sat. 311
maesoides Stgr. Taract. 1075
maevius F. Taract. 1074
maeza Fruhst. Hyp. 553
mafalda Fruhst. Proth. 716 .
maforensis Mart. Cyr. 589 .
mat'orica Fruhst. Myc. 338
maga Gr.-Sm. Del. 127
mag a Leech Ampitt. 1074
magadha Fldr. Nept. 604
magama Fruhst. Euth. 685
magdala Fruhst. Abis. 780 . .
magellanus Fldr. Pap. 26
maghaba Fruhst. Dan. 208 .
maghaba Fruhst. Dan. 274
magicus Stgr. Pap. 106
magindana Smpr. Pantop.
628
magindanica Smpr. Ceth. 505
maglovius Fruhst. Hyp. 544
magna B.-Balc. Ogyr. 941
magna Leech Myc. 354
magna Rbb. Ter. 168
magniplaga Fruhst. An. 137
magniplaga Fruhst. Eet. 1100
magniplaga Fruhst. Eupl. 247
magniplagus Fruhst. Erib. 723
magnolia Stgr. Euth. 661
mago Fruhst. Pap. 50
Magula Fruhst. 313
mahabina Fruhst. Odont. 1045
mahadeva Bsd. Myc. 337
mahadeva Mr. Euth. 675 .
mahadeva Mr. Pap. 45 .
mahamaya Fruhst. Le. 316
mabana Mr. App. 152
mahanetra Doh. Cast. 885
mahapara Fruhst. Halpe 1088

156 b

164 a
168 f

165-i

ij3 a
92 d
161 a

122 a

124 a
107 f

121 b
122 i

139 c
77 b

134 c

130 a
31 d
96 d

Plat,

mabapota Fruhst. Euth. 685
mahara Fruhst. Euth. 686 .
mahara Fruhst. Lox. 996
mabastha Fruhst. Limen. 642 .
mahasthama Fruhst. Proth.
717
Mahathala Hew. 947
Mahathala 942
mahavedi Fruhst. Char. 731
mahendra Mr. Nept. 608
rnahesa Mr. Pantop. 629
malieswara
Fruhst.
Elym.
392 .
malieswara Elymn. 370
malieswara Fruhst. Pap. 45
maheta Hew. Trap. 1060 .
mahima Fruhst. Notocr. 1095
mahinda Fruhst. Tag. 1041
mahintha Mr. Ism. 1055
Mahintha Mr. 235
mahonia Fruhst. Euth. 685
mahratta Mr. Ceth. 503 .
mahratta Mr. Ypth. 286
maia Nic. Myc. 355 ....
maianeas Hew. Myc. 355
mailua Sm. Taen. 423
mailuci Sm. Taen. 390
maimon F. Cast. 885
maionia Fruhst. Nept. 614
maitrya Nic. Le. 313 .
maitus Fruhst. Allot. 813
maja Cr. Arg. 516
maja Argynn. 513, 514
maja Fruhst. Cuph. 465
majalis Seitz Pap. 78
majasra Fruhst. Satar. 1033
majestatis Fruhst. Ambl. 955
majestatis Fruhst. Pap. 79
major Drc. Cat. 983
major Fldr. Allot. 809
major Rothsch. Liph. 802
major Rothsch. Nac. 918
majuma Rbb. Euth. 260
majuscula Elw. Halpe 1088 .
makassara Mart. Dan. 204
makrikii Rbb. Waig. 833
makuta Horsf. Rag. 361
malabarica Fruhst. Dol. 557
malabarica Mr. Hest. 219
malabarica Hest. 216
malaccana Fruhst. Euth. 679
malaccana Fruhst. Prion. 136
malaccana Rob. Lamp. 906
malaguna Rbb. Eupl. 228
malaguna Rbb. Lamp. 910
malaiianus Fruhst. Pap. 25
Malais Doh. 805
malakoni Doh. Eupl. 250
malaya Fldr. Cirr. 490
malaya Fruhst. Huph. 145
malaya Horsf. Meg. 858 .
malayana Fldr. Has. 1050
malayana Fruhst. Dan. 201
malayana Fruhst. Leba. 644
malayana Fruhst. Lept. 121
malayana Fruhst. Ter. 494 .
malayanus Wall. Pap. 48
malayica B.-Balc. Ambl. 955 .
malayica Btlr. Eupl. 231 .
malayica Btlr. Eupl. 276
malayica Dist. Log. 805 .
malayica Fldr. Cur. 936
malayicus R. & J. Erib. 725
malcolmi Ril. & Godfr. Taj.
972
malelas Hew. Elym. 381 .
maligowa Fruhst. Rah. 597
malika Its/. Sin. 979 .
malindeva Low. Tox. 1057
malis Smpr. Elym. 383
malissia Fruhst. Euth. 671
mallicollo Drc. Nac. 919
mallus Fruhst. Ger. 816 .
malossona Fruhst. Dan. 196

130 b
123 a

90 b

167 li

110 d
92 f

97 c

141 h

171 c

57 b

154 d
166 c

108 c
148 c
80 b
141 f

Plat,

malsara Mr. Myc. 347
malsara Mr. Myc. 343, 357
malsarida Btlr. Myc. 348
malsarida Myc. 333
malumsinum Thieme lx. 159
mamaja Btlr. Nept. 602
mambarensis R. & J. Praet.
795
.
mamerta Cr. Myc. 347
mamerta Cr. Myc. 343
mamertina Hew. Taj. 976
mamilia Fruhst. Prion. 136
mamilius Fruhst. Pap. 39
mananda Mr. Nept. 606
manasa Mr. Nept. 610, 619
manasa Mr. Nept. 747
Manataria Ky. 305
manavira Fruhst. Tana. 654
rnanaya Fruhst. Euth. 686
manda Fruhst. Euth. 665
mandane Rothsch. Pap. 61
mandara Doh. Zeph. 968
mandarina Hew. Taj. 973
mandarina Leech Pier. 140
mandarina de VO. Ter. 167
Mandarinia Leech 359
Mandarinia 306, 391
mandarinus Fldr. Erib. 722
mandarinus Oberth. Pap. 86
mandata Mr. Ors. 358
mandli Joic. & Talb. Deud.
1000 .
mandosa Btlr. Ors. 358
manea Hew. Rap. 1006 .
maneia Hew. Dri. 987
mangala Fruhst. Le. 320 .
mangala Fruhst. Notocr. 1095
mangala Fruhst. Tag. 1039
mangala Mr. Parn. 1083
mangalia Fruhst. Dan. 215
Manga-lisa Mr. 208
mangarinus Rothsch. Pap. 54
mangoensis Btlr. Eupl. 227
mangolianus R. & J. Char.
731
mangolicus Fruhst. Ger. 823
mangolina Fruhst. Cher. 594
mangolina Fruhst. Eupl. 257
mangolina Fruhst. Ira. 944
mangolina Fruhst. Plast.
1091
mangolina Fruhst. Ter. 171 .
mangolinus Fruhst. Pap. 52
mani Doh. Myc. 353
mani Fered. Chrysoph. 932
mani Nic. Call. 300
Mania 6
maniana Drc. Nac. 917
manias Fruhst. Lamp. 905
manilia Cr. Hyp. 551
manilia Fruhst. Ter. 1008
maniliana Fruhst. Van. 528
manilius Fruhst. Lox. 996
maniliana Mr. Dan. 213
Maniola Schranck 306
Maniola 285, 306
manipa Bsd. Myc. 333
manis Fruhst. Arg. 514
manisa Fruhst. Zeth. 393
manja Fruhst. Diag. 703
manluena Fldr. Cast. 889
mannus Fruhst. Dich. 697
mannus Fruhst. Pap. 112
manokwariensis Joicey Lyc.

866
87 e
157 f

129 d
141 f

.

manovus Fruhst. Cast. 889
mansonensis Fruhst. Pap. 33
mansonia Fruhst. Le. 314
mantanga Drc. Scob. 1070
manthara Fldr. Le. 320 .
mantilis Stgr. Cyr. 575
manto Sm. & Ky. Thyson.
832
.
mantra Fldr. Taj. 974

72 c

140 f
92 c
156 f

155 f

147 d
146 B g
159 h
98 e

121 f
82 c

73 h

154 h

154 g

99 a
98 e
122 b
142 f

INDEX.
Plat.

manychus Fruhst. Allot. 808
manzer Rothsch. Pap. 63
mara Fruhst. Euth. 659
mara Fruhst. Myc. 355 . 92
mara Fruhst. Stib. 796
.
.
maracandica Ersch. Caller. 300
maraganus Ebb. Pap. 46
marapokensis Fruhst. Pap. 26
marathon Fruhst. Her. 706
marathus Dbl. Her. 705 .
.
marcia Fawc. Niph. 901 .
.
marciana Nic. Tliam. 986
.
mardonia Fruhst. Bupl. 254
marea Fruhst. Eupl. 277
maremba Doh. Pap. 82
marga Fruhst. Le. 321
.
margala Fruhst. Sin. 979
.
margana Fruhst. Ism. 1054
margarelon Fruhst. Lyc. 866
margarita Btlr. Eupl. 270
.
margarita Btlr. Eupl. 269
margarita Btlr. Tana. 655
margarita Mart. Lamp. 911
margarita Smpr. Cand. 850
margaritae Elis. Le. 318 .
.
margherita Doh. Plast. 1092
margherita Fruhst. Hesf 219
marginalis Motsch. Le. 324
marginalis R. & J. Erib. 720
marginata Fruhst. App. 157
marginata Gr.-Sm. Cand. 855
marginata Mr. Myc. 333 .
.
marginata Nic. Lyc. 874
marginata Oberth. Pap. 41
marginata Smith Myc. 331
margiola Fruhst. Euth. 661
marguritha Fruhst. Pantop.
634
.
marguritha Fruhst. Pantop.
747
maria = App. tibericus 151
maria B.-Bak. Cand. 850
maria Smpr. App. 157
mariaba Hew. Taj. 974
mariae App. 151
mariae Fruhst. Dol. 558 .
.
mariae Fruhst. Euth. 676
mariae Nic. Pith. 879 .
.
.
mariae Smpr. Pap. 39
.
.
marianensis Fruhst. Hyp. 555
marianne Cr. Ix. 159 ...
mariesis Mr. Eupl. 254
marius Fruhst. Pap. 85
marius Fruhst. Sym. 530
marmax Ww. Char. 736 .
.
Marmessus Hbn. 989
marmorata Fruhst. Kali. 565
marmorata Mr. Log. 806 .
.
marnas Fldr. Ocyb. 1082 .
.
maro F. Amp. 1074
maroensis Btlr. Ter. 168
maroneia Fruhst. Taj. 974
.
marosiana Fruhst. Hest. 223
marosiana Fruhst. Ter. 171 .
Marpesia 570
Marpesiidae 570
marriesi Btlr. Ter. 167
mars Stgr. Char. 740
marsdeni Mr. Eupl. 230
marsena Hew. Pith. 1091 .
.
marseuli Mr. Eupl. 270
marshalli Btlr. Ypth. 289
.
marshalli Wood.-M. Parant.
369
marsyas Theda 800, 973
marta Swh. Halpe 1089
martahana Mr. Kept. 615
Martanda Mr. 341
martha F. Leba. 643
martha Strand Euth. 693
martia Fruhst. Sal. 182 .
martigena Weym. Tana. 655
martina Hew. Thrix 992
martini Dist. Ac. 1070
.
.

c, 93 b
139 b

116 b
153 g
158 e

98 c
157 f

84 a

97 b

Old

124 a

113 a
154 e
15 c
72 a

136 b

141 1
172 e

156 b
75 c'
73 g

171 h
99 d

61 f

168 g

1171
Plat.

martini Elw. <fc Edw. Scob.
1069
martini Fruhst. Apat. 700
martini Fruhst. Cirr. 489
martini Fruhst. Euth. 662
martini Fruhst. Lyc. 870
martini Hartert Cyr. 578 .
122 a
martini Hour. Anm. 569
martini Nic. Eupl. 268
80
martinus Fruhst. Allot. 814 .
141
martinus Fruhst. Cyr. 573
martinus Fruhst. Eupl. 237
martinus Fruhst. Pap. 106
165
martinus Plbtz Tag. 1041
136
martinus R. & J. Char. 737 .
martius Rothsch. Pap. 63
masana Fruhst. Log. 808
maseas Fruhst. Deud. 1000
masformis Lathy Pap. 104
105 b
masina Fruhst. Amath. 431 .
masina Fruhst. Eupl. 239
116 c
masinia Fruhst. Helc. 710
masinissa Fruhst. Lyc. 865
164 f
masistius Fruhst. Tag. 1039 .
masistius Tagiad. 904
masoni Elw. Sat. 311
masoni Mr. Eupl. 271
171 1
masoni Mr. Halpe 1090 .
masoni Mr. Zeux. 435
Massaga Doh. 1008
141 f
massalia Doh. Log. 807 .
108 a
massalia Fruhst. Cirr. 488
156 e
massicus Fruhst. Taj. 976
59 d
massilia Fruhst. App. 157
massiva Hew. Cher. 994
146 B a
massy la Hew. Mota 967 .
mastanabal Fruhst. Sith. 978
mastersi Waterh. Hesp. 1057
115 d
mastor Fruhst. Eur. 708 .
mastusia Fruhst. Has. 1051
mastusia Fruhst. Nept. 618
masu Doh. Lamp. 909
masuriensis Mr. Ped. 1064
60 e
mata Eheil App. 157 .
mata Mr. Limen. 641
99 a
mataja Fruhst. Le. 322
matala Fruhst. Euth. 657
153
matanga Chaprn. Lyc. 867
124
matanga Fruhst. Pantop. 630
Matapa Mr. 1067
mataurus Fruhst. Myc. 340
mathewi Misc. Luc. 930
mathiana = Chli. matiana 980
173 g
mathias F. Parn. 1087
mathias Parnara 1068
mathilda Janet Stich. 425
matho Sm. Myc. 336
157 h
matiana Fruhst. Chli. 980
matienus Fruhst. Lox. 996
matilica Fruhst. Eupl. 276
matinia Fruhst. Yptli. 292
matinus Fruhst. Telic. 1080
matisca Fruhst. Has. 1048
160 b
matsumurae Fruhst. II. 933
1-39 e
matsumurae Fruhst. Lib. 769
matsumurae Fruhst. Pap. 41
124 b
matthiola Fruhst. Pantop. 634
126 e
matuta Hbn. Nept. 602 .
maura Hpffr. Eupl. 240
maura Sm. Myc. 352
maura Sn. Ker. 1097
mausonia Fruhst. Myc. 347
mausonia Mr. Myc. 357
mavisa Fruhst. Lyc. 862
146 B c, d
mavortia Hew. Dri. 987
maxentius Fruhst. Taj. 972
maximinianus Fruhst. Zelt. 990
maximus Elw. Aphn. 939
141 c. d
maximus Holt. Her. 823 .
maximus Stgr. Allot. 809
maxwelli Dist. Ambl. 959
167 f
maykora Plotz Tox. 1118
25 b
mayo Hew. Pap. 71
...
mayo Pap. 74

Plat.

mayuma = Eupl. majuma Rbb.
260
mazaios Fruhst. Pap. 64
mazares Mr. Eupl. 253
mazares Eupl. 262, 277, 382,
652
mazarina Fruhst. Eupl. 253
80 d
mazaris Fruhst. Allot. 810
mea Rothsch. Myc. 337
meagrus Fruhst. Pap. 106
meala Swh. Has. 1050
147 f
meander Bsd. Ambl. 949 .
mecisteus Dist. Pap. 98
Mecytha 802
meda Fruhst. Eupl. 254
medaga Fruhst. Euth. 681
42 b
medon Fldr. Pap. 93
medon Hufn. Lycaena 929
meduana Hew. Eoox. 993
158 f
meduca Fruhst. Cynth. 479
159 g
medullia Fruhst. Harm, 990 .
medura ILorsf. Erit. 302
medus F. Orsotr. 358
medus Orsotr. 331, 343
medusa Leech Ypth. 292
meeki B.-Bak. Cand. 852
meeki Rothsch. Pap. 102
49 b
meeki R. & J. Del. 131
meeki R. & J. Hypoch. 843
meeki R. & J. Morph. 409
meeki Rothsch. Ogyr. 940 *.
161 g
meeki Sm. Dan. 274
meekii Rothsch. Deud. 1000
meetana Mr. Tag. 1039
meforanus Rothsch. Pap. 37
meforica Fruhst. Cynth. 482
meforica Fruhst. Mel. 368
meforica Fruhst. Telic. 1081
78 e
meforicus Fruhst. Tell. 273 .
157 d
megabates Fruhst. Sith. 978 .
135 a
megadhuta Fruhst. Erib. 722 .
megaera Btlr. Eupl. 244
46 d
megaera Stgr. Pap. 106
megaera; Pap. 103
megakles Fruhst. Deud. 999
megalesia Fruhst. Neoch. 991
megalia Nic. Ypth. 294
megalia Nic. Ypth. 300
megalomma Btlr. Ypth. 294,300
megalonice Fldr. Rhin. 539
megalopis Meyr. Trapez. 1059
Megalura Blch. 570
91 f
megamede Hew. Myc. 341 .
megamera Btlr. Pier. 140
meganira Godt. Dan. 214
megapenthes Fruhst. Pap. 106
141 d
megaris Fruhst. Her. 822 .
megaris Geryd. 807
megaroides Fruhst. Dan. 211
46 d
megarus Ww. Pap. 106 .
megarus Pap. 42, 103
megasthenes Math. Pap. 92
megdora Fruhst. Lamp. 911
megei Oberth. Pap. 77
megera Par. 304, 305
49 d
meges Zink. Lept. 108 .
meges Hbn. Pap. 87
megilla Er. Eupl. 251 . 81 d , 85 e
megilla Er. Trepsichr. 374.
543
Megisba Mr. 856
Megisba 859, 878
156 d
megistia Hew. Taj. 976
meliala Gr.-Sm. Pap. 45
mehavagga Fruhst. Parn. 1085
mehida Hew. Elym. 385
mehidina Fruhst. Elym. 385
171 f
meiktila Nic. Our. 1096 .
meilichius Fruhst. Lamp. 908
632
meinippus Fruhst. Pantop.
meipona Gr.-Sm. Ix. 159
meiranganus Rbb. Nac. 920
meizon Doh. Eupl. 263
mekara Mr, Le. 319

INDEX.

1172
Plat,

mela Fruhst. Hyp. 514
.
.
119 e
mela Fruhst. Pap. 72
melaena Doh. Lyc. 862
.
.
152 g
melaenoid.es Tytler Lyc. 862
melagondas Frulist. Elym. 390 89 d. 90 a
melaina Rob. Pier. 140
melaleuca Bsd. Nept. 617
melampus Cr. Rap. 1001
melampus Rothsch. Pap. 99
melana Stgr. Dol. 562
.
.
1 12 b
Melanargia Meig. 310
melancholica Btlr. Eupl. 233
melancholicaFruhst. Cetli. 506
110 d
melander Sm. Eupl. 248
melane Hew. Elym. 391
melaneus Cr. Dan. 210
melania F. App. 155 ...
61 c, d
melania Plotz Astictopt. 1096
melania Waterh. Tox. 1058
melanides Doh. Pap. 61
melanides Pap. 2
melanides Fruhst. App. 156
melanina Oberth. Hest. 704
nielanion Fldr. Ger. 822 .
.
141 d
melanion Mob. Telic. 1081
melanippe Sm. Elyrnn. 390
melanippus Cr. Dan. 196
melanippus Cr. Dan. 200, 371
melanitis Rob. Hypol. 551
Melanitis F. 361
Melanitis 3, 285. 312. 424,
437, 799
Melanocyma 406
melanolenca Mr. Dan. 208
melanoleuca Dan. 193
melanoides Mr. Dan. 208
melanomata Stgr. Hy. 408 .
104 c
melanopa Rob. Eupl. 243
melanopis Godm. Myc. 339
melanops Sm. Taen. 416
melanosticta Epic. 5
melanostoma Jord. Pap. 44
melanotica Hag. Pap. 84
melanotus Stgr. Pap. 28
18 a
melanthes Sm. Elym. 391
melantho = Tagiad. melanto
1042
melantho Wall. Elym. 391
inelanthus Fldr. Pap. 93
melanurus Rothsch. Pap. 32
melas Fruhst. Pap. 95
melas Jord. Pap. 19
melastigma Nic. Taj. 972
melba Evans Nept. 747
meldolae Mr. Eupl. 269
meleager Hbn. Lycaena 929
meleagrina Stgr. Cret. 1100
melena Fruhst. Oynth. 483, 744
melera Fruhst. Hor. 983 .
.
158 a
melete Men. Pier. 140
melete Men. Pier. 3
melia Fruhst. Eupl. 233
melia Rothsch. Pap. 66
melias Fldr. Elym. 383
melias Elym. 709
melichrysos Math. Cupli. 470
melida Fruhst. Rap. 1005
.
160 e
melimnos Drc.& B.-Bak. Thys.
826
.' .
143 c
melina Godt. Eupl. 227
melina Godt. Eupl. 232
melinda Fldr. Disc. 447
melinda Gr.-Sm. Eupl. 234
melindena Fldr. Rag. 361
.
90 e
meliophila Fruhst. Elym. 388
90 a
melisa Hew. Bid, 988 .
.
.
146 B d
melissa Cr. Dan. 202
melissa Dan. 253
melissa Mah. Hesperilla 1056
melita Cr. Hyp. 550
melita Stgr. Rag. 361
Melitaea F. 510
Melitaea 454, 511
melitophila Fruhst. Elym. 378

Plat,

melitta Fruhst. Eupl. 257
.
82
melittula H,-Schdff. Dan. 203
melolo Doh. Eupl. 247
melolo Eupl. 545
melpomona Rippon Pap. 21
meluclius Fruhst. Hy. 1066
melusina Stgr. Del. 124
melusine Gr.-Sm. Dan. 207
melusine Dan. 274
memercus Godt. Pap. 31
memnoides Fruhst. Pap. 73
mernnon L. Pap. 73
memnon L. Pap. 40. 47
mena Mr. Diag. 703
menu Parhestina 710
menadensis Mr. Dan. 210
.
78
menadensis Mr. Dan. 218, 704
menado Hew. Cler. 357, 369
menado Hew. Faun. 405
menaichus Fruhst. Rap. 1001
menaius Fruhst. Erib. 720
menaka Mr. Tag. 1041
.
.
165
Menama Mr. 226
menamoides Fruhst. Eupl. 255
83
menander Hew. Amblyp. 949
menandrus Fruhst. App. 153
menandrus Fruhst. Derc. 160
menanto Plotz Tag. 1042 .
.
165
menava Mr. Sat. 311
mencia Leech Parn. 1087
mencius Fldr. Pap. 33
mendana G. & S. Pap. 96 .
43
mendax Rothsch. Pap. 44
mendesia. Fruhst. Cast. 884 .
154
mendica Fruhst. Pantop. 629
mendice Fruhst. Ors. 359
mendicus Fruhst. Pap. 10(5
menedemus Oberth. Erib. 722
menesicles Fruhst. Deud. 999
menestratus Fruhst. Cur. 934
menetho Smpr. Discoph. 447
men4triesi Fldr. Eupl. 238
menetriesi Fldr. Eupl. 237
menexema Fruhst. Dol. 560
menides Fruhst. Pap. 101
menippe Hbn. Anosia 193
menodice Fruhst. Eupl. 239
menodora Fruhst. Proth. 715
menones Smpr. Cirr. 491
mensia Fruhst. Ter. 169
mentavica Fruhst. Rhin. 539
mentavica Hag. Eupl. 230
mentawica Hag. Lamp. 908
mentawica Hag. Ypth. 394
mentes Wall. Huph. 143
mera Fruhst. Taen. 412
meraha Fruhst. Nac. 915
merana Fruhst. Taen. 421
.
101
merapu Doh. Pap. 74
merapu Doh. Pap. 179
merguia Doh. Chli. 981
merguiana Mr. Nac. 917
merguiana Mr. Ter. 167
meridiei Doh. Nept. 607
meridionalis B.-Bak. Ogyr. 942
meridionalis Fruhst. Elym. 375
meridionalis Fruhst. Euth. 667
128
meridionalis Fruhst. Euth. 692
meridionalis Fruhst. Huph.
145
meridionalis R.& J. Char. 736
meridionalis Rothsch. Pap. 17
6
meridionalis Swh. Ix. 159
meridionalis Wood-M. Eur.
710
merilia Swh.. Euth. 667
129
merione Cr. Erg. 456
107
merionoides Holt. Erg. 457 .
meronus Fn (list. Ger. 823
merope F. Het. 305
94
merops Sm. Myc. 344
merta Mr. Euth. 671
merula Hew. Ereb. 1110
mesades Fruhst, Pap. 45

d

d

a
d

d

a
f

b

e

c

a
a
b

Plat.

mesambria Fruhst. Taj. 974 .
mesarchus Fruhst. Deud. 999
mesentina Cr. An. 137
mesentina Cr. Anaph. 119
mesima Fruhst. Cynth. 484
mesites Jord. Pap. 45
mesocala Volt. Eupl. 261
Mesodina Meyr. 1059
mesogaia Fruhst. Nept. 616
mesolamprus Rothsch. Pap. 29
messala Fruhst. Ideops. 217
Messaras 3, 4, 357, 465
messene Hew. Myc. 336 .
messene Hew. Myc. 337, 350
messia Fruhst. Eupl. 266
messius Fruhst. Pap. 61
•messius Fruhst. Pap. 51
messoa Fruhst. Arg. 514
messogis Fruhst. Nept. 614 .
messogis Fruhst. Pap. 95
Mestapra Mr. 235
mestor Hbn. Pap. 72
mestra Hew. Myc. 348
meta Fruhst. Abis. 781
138 c,
metagenes Fruhst. Pap. 56
metallica Fldr. Lyc. 929
melallica Fruhst. Lamp. 907
metallica Fruhst. Nac. 913
Metamimas 6
metamuta Hew. Ambl. 958 .
metanga Rbb. Tag. 1041
Metaporia 138
metarete Btlr. Del. 125
metasuja Drc. Jac. 992
153 k,
metaxa Fruhst. Dan. 214 .
Metelodina Sz. 1108
methara Fruhst. Cam. 971
methora Hew. Ypth. 292
methorina Oberth. Ypth. 292
methypsea Btlr. Ceth. 506
metilia Fruhst. Pseud. 835
metioche Fruhst. Nept. 613
rnetion Fruhst. Prec. 523
metirius Btlr. Hypoc. 296
me ton Fruhst. Pap. 101
metra Steph. Pier. 140
metris Fruhst. Hest. 224 .
metrovius Fruhst. Ger. 819
mettasuda Fruhst. Abar. 1046
Metura 6
mevaria Fruhst. Hest. 220
mevaria Fruhst. Prec. 523
meyeri Hpffr. Eupl. 264
meyeri Hpffr. Pap. 99
meyeri Kir sch Miy. 743 .
mezentius Fruhst. Dan. 197
mezetulus Fruhst. Rap. 1002
miah Mr. Nept. 621
micale Blch. Ambl. 950 . .
rnicans Brem. Rap. 1004
micea Hew. Sith. 978
michallati Jan. Penth. 463
micholitzi Smpr. Pap. 40
micromalayana Fruhst. App.
154
micromalayana Fruhst. Cat.
163
micromalayana Fruhst. Hyp.
551
micromalayana Fruhst. Ter. 172
micromede Fruhst. Myc. 341
micrommatus Holt. Ypth. 288
micronesia Doh. Eupl. 258
micronesia Fruhst. An. 138 .
microphthalma Fruhst. Mel.
368
microphthalma Hell. Hy. 408
microps Rob. Apaturina 712
microps Sm. Taen. 413
microps Taen. 415
microps Stgr. Faun. 405
microsticha R. & J. Del. 135
microsticta Btlr. Dan. 202
•microsticta Dan. 273

156 b

79 b

91 b

125 f

92 c
140 d

150 B g

146 B g
77 a
155 c

93 d

75 b

116 f
44 a, b
138 a
160 h
149 f

63 e

104 c
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microsticta Btlr. Eupl. 246
microstictum Wood.-M. Ix.
1065 .
microthyrus Smpr. Oer. 1095
midamus L. Eupl. 269
midamus Eupl. 249
midia Fruhst. Euth. 695
migreus Smpr. Suast. 1062 .
mihintala Fruhst. Penth. 463 .
mikado Leech Pap. 97
milena Sm. Myc. 351
Miletograplia Rob. 815 .
Miletus Hbn. 837
miletus Wall. Pap. 96
milinda Fruhst. Cel. 1037
milionia Hew. Euas. 969 .
militum Oberth. Ter. 495
militum Ter. 744
milliana Swh. Sat. 1034
rnilnei Fruhst. Dicall. 787
imlo Gr.-Sm. Pseud. 835 .
milon Fldr. Pap. 96
milonia Fruhst. Limen. 640
milonides Hour. Pap. 96
miltiades Fruhst. Parn. 1086
miltias Kirsch Parn. 1086
milvina = Geryd. milvius 817
milvius Fruhst. Oer. 817 .
milvus Stgr. En. 448
mima J. & T. Parel. 856 .
Mimadelias Mr. 391
mimalon Hew. Elym. 386
mimalon Elym. 385, 431
mimetica Btlr. Hest. 704
mimetica Hestina 383
mimetica Lathy Penth. 464
mimetica Sm. Nept. 617
mimica Fruhst. Eupl. 232
mimicus Rothsch. Cirr. 485
mimica Rothsch. Mess. 337
mimima J)rc. Chli. 981
mimosa Swh. Has. 1049 .
mimus Wood.-M. Elym. 371
minacia Fruhst. Cat. 163 .
minagara Fruhst. Prec. 523
minara Hew. Bid. 987
minato Fruhst. App. 157
mincia Fruhst. Dan. 212 .
mindanensis Fldr. Ceth. 505 .
mindanaensis Fmhst. Gand.
173
mindanaensis Fruhst. Hy. 1066
mindanaensis Fruhst. Hypoth.
986
mindanaensis Fruhst. Ptych.
330
mindanaensis Fruhst. Unk.
1099 .
mindanaensis Mitis Del. 125 .
mindanaensis Smpr. Eupl. 250
mindanensis B.-Bak. Ambl.
954
.
mindarus Fldr. Cast. 890 .
mindora Fruhst. Apat. 699
mindora Fldr. Chil. 927
mindorana Btlr. Ter. 170
mindorana Fldr. Nept. 608
mindorana Fruhst. Disc. 447
mindorana Fruhst. Euth. 671
mindorana Fruhst. Ism. 1053
mindorana Fruhst. Myc. 340
mindorana Fruhst. Zeth. 394 .
mindorana Smpr. Ptych. 330
mindorana Smpr. Rag. 361
mindoranus Fruhst. Hyp. 985
mindorensis Fruhst. Del. 125
minereus Gray Pap. 31
mineroides Elw.& Nic. Pap. 31
minerva Fruhst. Del. 126
minerva F. Le. 318
minetta Btlr. Ambl. 953
mineus L. Myc. 343
mineus Myc. 289, 334
mingama = Taj. mingawa 971
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175 a
80 a

167 h
113 d

164 c
146 B c

144 e, f
45 b

173 f
141 f
154 g
89 a

147 b
166 b
68 b
159 d
78 b
109 d

175 g
51 c

148 d
153 a

129 d

90 d

52 a
98 a
91 f
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mingawa Fruhst. Taj. 974
155 g
miniata Mr. Tham. 986 156 g, 158 d
minima = Chli. mimima 981
minima Dist.& Fryer Cur. 935
minima Gr.-Sm. Eupl. 265
minima Verity Pier. 139
minimus Misk. Bibla 1076
minja Fruhst. Nac. 913
minoa Fruhst. Rag. 361
minoe Fruhst. Limen. 640
minois Hew. Myc. 344
91 d
minois Myc. 338
Minois Hbn. 307
minor Hour. Pap. 64
minor Oberth. Pap. 56
minor Rbb. Cyr. 590
minor Rothsch. Lamp. 912
minorata Mr. Erg. 456 .
107 b
minorata Mr. Eupl. 262
minos Cr. Pap. 25 ...
9 b, c
minthe Fruhst. Lamp. 909
minturna Fruhst. Cam. 972 .
155 d
minuscula Elw. & Edw. Tap.
1044 .
165 g
minuscula Fruhst. Mel. 368
minuscula Fruhst. Prec. 523
minusculus Rbb. Pap. 64
minuta Mats. Yptb. 288
minuta Yptb. 287
minuta Mr. Suast. 1062 .
168 d
minutianus Fruhst. Eum. 308
miokensis Rbb. Pap. 15
miokensis Rbb. Atella 470
miosticta Nic. Sep. 1068 .
168 f, g
mira R. & J. Del. 130
mirabella Doll. Ambl. 953
mirabilis Ersch. Thecla 969
mirabilis Pag. Hypochr. 840
miraculosa Fruhst. Eupl. 262
miraculum Dr.& B.-Bak. Waig.
833
.
142 f
miranda Btlr. Pap. 26
.
.
14 b, c
miranda Fruhst. Apat. 700
miranda Fruhst. Col. 165 . 50 f, 72 f
mirditta Fruhst. Eutb. 657
mirifica Btlr. Het. 305
mirifica Gr.-Sm. Del. 135
mirona Fruhst. Apaturina 711
mirona Fruhst. Cuph. 468
.
107 f
mirus Eecke Allot. 808
misarte Smpr. Acropht. 295
misagenes Fruhst. Eupl. 233
rniscus Fruhst. Euth. 694
miscus Fruhst. Taen. 423
misenus Misk. Eupl. 227
misenus Nic. Myc. 348
misimanus Rothsch. Pap. 50
misippus L. Hyp. 547
misippus Hypol. 3
miskini Waterh. Hypoch. 839
misolensis Mart. Cyr. 580
misolensis Rothsch. Pap. 49
missiba Fruhst. Hest. 222
mithila Mr. Cirr. 486
mithra Fruhst. Hupb. 143 .
.
65 e
mithrenes Fruhst. Eupl. 246
mitisi Stgr. Del. 125
mitis Lord. Pap. 104
rnitra Mob. Tag. 1041
mitra Fldr. Eutb. 661
mitschkei Lathy Char. 733
mixta Evans Melit. 745
mixta Fruhst. Ceth. 499
mixta Fruhst. Zeth. 393 .
.
90 c
mixta Mab. Has. 1048
.
.
166 a
miya Fruhst. Lyc. 898
miyakei Mats. Amp. 1074
Miyana Fruhst. 743
miyana Fruhst. Euth. 656
mnasicles Hew. Myc. 340
mnasicles Myc. 332
mnasippus Fruhst. Dan. 275
mneia Drc. C'and. 855
mnemosyne Parn. 109
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mniszechi Fldr. Eum. 307
mniszecbi Fldr. Eupl. 262
82 c
moaria Fruhst. Dan. 274
moasana Fruhst. Eupl. 275
moderata Btlr. Dan'. 203
modesta Btlr. Eupl. 231
modesta Eupl. 275
modesta Btlr. Terac. 173
73 b
modesta Fruhst. Eutb. 673
modesta Oberth. Apat. 699
modesta Mr. Aer. 1065
modesta Mr. Kar. 307
modesta Stgr. Lyc. 897
modestus Misk. Ors. 359
modestus Waterh. Lycaen. 897
Moduza Mr. 640
Moduza 637. 640, 643, 648
molleri Bingham Parn. 110
moelleri Elw. Le. 314 .
97 d
molleri Mr. Suada 1062
moelleri Nic. Ambl. 962
moeniata Oberth. Col. 1035
moenus Fruhst. Ypth. 292
Moera Hbn. 437
moerens Ros. Cand. 852
moeris Fruhst. Cirr. 487 .
108 a
moeros Stgr. Pith. 879
morus Fruhst. Ypth. 289
moesoides Btlr. Padr. 1077 .
170 i
moesta Btlr. Eupl. 248
*
moesta Fldr. Ceth. 501
moestissima. Mab. Has. 1049
mohmandorum Fruhst. Arg.
515
moiarum Fruhst. Faun. 406
moira Fruhst. Hest. 222
moira Sm. & Ky. Cand. 853
mokana = Notocrypta wokana
1095
mohonides Fruhst. Allot. 811
moltrecbti Oberth. Apor. 139
moltrechti Oberth. Nept. 620
moluccana Fldr. Miy. 743
moluccana Sivli. Eupl. 244
68 c
moluccarum Fruhst. Cat. 164
96 a
moluccarum Fruhst. Mel. 362
moluccensis Wall. Pap. 96
molybdena Quest. Lucia 930
77 e
molyssa Fruhst. Dan. 198
momea Bsd. Del. 129
momea Del. 123
monacha Psil. 5
monacha Sm. Meg. 858
monacbus Fruhst. Tag. 1042
monaeses Fruhst. Eupl. 234
monara Fruhst. Eutb. 686
monata Weyenbergh Nept. 622
monbeigi Oberth. Eutb. 684
167 a
moncada Fruhst. Ism. 1053 .
monilifera Mr. Eupl. 233
monilina Fruhst. Eupl. 253
monilis Mr. Eupl. 253
monilis Mr. Euth. 682
128 b
monina F. Eutb. 664
monna Fruhst. App. 150
monoculus Fruhst. Karan. 307
monocycla Low. Trap. 1059
monops Fruhst. Taen. 414, 415
monotherma Low. Hesp. 1056
monrosi Smpr. Cast. 886
montana Fldr. Eupl. 246
montana Fruhst. Cynth. 478
montana Fruhst. Eutb. 679
65 a
montana Fruhst. Hupb. 145 .
montana Hag. Eutb. 688
montana Leech Arge 310
montana Rothsch. App. 154
montana Stick. Taen. 420
montana Verity Pier. 140
36,b c
montanus Fldr. Pap. 81 .
monteithi Wood.-M. Notoer.
1095
monticola Oliff Mot. 1056
monticola Wat. cfc Ly. Luc. 1115
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monticolus Fruhst. Pap. 96 .
montinus Argynn. 512
montivaga Fruhst. Euth. 661
montom Ebb. Hyp. 985
montrouzieri Bsd. Pap. 85 .
montrouzieri Btlr. Dol. 559
montrouzieri Dol. 746
montrouzieri Btlr. Hyp. 552
montrouzieri Hypol. 553
moolaiana Mr. Ambl. 957 .
moolata Mr. Parn. 1058 .
moolevana = Ambl. moolaiana
957
mooreanus Rothsch. Pap. 54 .
moorei B.-Bak. Ambl. 958 .
moorei Btlr. Eupl. 229
moorei Btlr. Rliaph. 310
moorei Btlr. Ter. 169
moorei Dist. Harm. 989
moorei Drc. Allot. 811
moorei Fldr. Eupl. 237
moorei Fldr. Myc. 349 .
moorei Fruhst. Bind. 995 .
moorei Fruhst. Pantop. 629
moorei Hew. Ilerda 932
moorei Mab. Sat. 1034
moorei Macl. Pah. 601 .
moorei Macl. Tell. 272
moorei Reak. Pap. 90
moorei Rob. Pont. 140 .
. .
moorei Wts. Halpe 1088
moori Dist. Erib. 720 .
mopa Rothsch. Pap. 22
mora Swh. Ziz. 925
moranda Fruhst. Elym. 391 .
mording'toni Rothsch. Pap. 57
morgiana Wtv. Dil. 701 .
mori, Bomb. 6
morius Fruhst. Pap. 95
mormo Mab. Parn. 1085 .
morosa Btlr. Eupl. 244
morosa Stich. Taen. 410
morosina Fruhst. Eupl. 244 .
morotaicus Rothsch. Pap. 83
morphina Dist. Ambl. 962 .
Morphindra Rob. 441
Morplio 4, 403, 564
raorphoides Btlr. Jam. 903
Morphopsis Oberth. 408
Morphotenaris Fruhst. 424
morrisi Hag. Eupl. 229
morseleyi = Hyp. moseleyi
Btlr. 553
moseleyi Btlr. Telic. 1079
Mota Nic. 967
Motasingha Wts. 1055
mothone Fruhst. Nept. 619
motschulskyi Men. Ypth. 291
mouhoti Mr. Eupl. 231
moulmainus Stgr. Tax. 792
moulmeina Mr. Hor. 981
moulmeinensis Mr. Ix. 159 .
moultoni Chapm. Lyc. 867 .
moupinensis Pouj. Le. 314
mucia Hew. Myc. 339
mucia Myc. 351
mucianus Fruhst. Myc. 345 .
mucida Fruhst. Prion. 136
mudita Fruhst. Abis. 784
mudra Fruhst. Rem. 977
muirheadi Fldr. Ne. 326
mukaensis Rbb. Pap. 46
mukata Fruhst. Mel. 363
mulciber Cr. Eupl. 250
mulciber Eupl. 194, 226, 379,
381, 464
mulderi Foil. Proth. 715 .
muliebris Fruhst. Tim. 511
mulliercula Fruhst. El. 122
multicaudata Mr. Thad. 947 .
multiguttata Nic. Ctenop. 1044
multistriata Btlr. Ypth. 291 .
multistriatus —Allot, multistrigatus 815
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132 d
37 c

148 c
173 d

21 c
148 h

92 b
158 h

126 d

73 a
134 b

89 d
30 c
116 a

173 e

82 d
150 e

171 b

72 a
153 f

93 c

121 b

150 b
99 g

multistrigatus Nic. Allot. 815 .
multistrigatus Allot. 821
muna Fruhst. Cupk. 468
munaensis Fruhst. Hest. 224.
275
munda Fruhst. Tana. 653
munda Air. Colad. 1036
munionga Olliff Anis. 1061
munjava Fruhst. Cetli. 504
munycliia Fruhst. Log. 807
murdava Air. Pith. 1091 .
. .
murena Fruhst. Eupl. 276
murina Fruhst. Col. 164
murrayi Btlr. Hyp. 553
mus Elw.& Edw. Ism. 1053 .
rnusa Fldr. Zetli. 393
musa Swh. Eupl. 262
musca Alab. Aer. 1064
.
.
muscina Stich. Disc. 443
muscosa Fruhst. Elym. 391 .
musculus Fruhst. Myc. 350 .
musianus Rothsch. Pap. 52 .
.
musides Smpr. Zetli. 394
musikanos Fruhst. Dan. 202 .
musina Sn. Lyc. 876 .
.
.
musinoides Swh. Lyc. 876
muta Hew. Ambl. 958
.
.
mutata Btlr. Ors. 359
mutina Fruhst. App. 153 .
.
mutina Fruhst. Dan. 204 .
.
mutius F. Pap. 61
Mycalesis Hbn. 330
Mycalesis Hbn. 285, 306, 329,
370, 384, 437, 454, 799
mycalesis Fldr. Blet. 369
.
mycena Cr. Mel. 362
myconius Plotz Taract. 1075
mygdonia Fruhst. Lyc. 870
Mydosama Air. 342
myla Fruhst. Lyc. 869
mylaecha IVw. Taen. 418
mylaecha Taen. 410
mylaechoides Fruhst. Taen. 418
Hynes Bsd. 534
Alynes 426, 442, 453, 538, 564,
568
mynion Fruhst. Pap. 101
myopina Fruhst. Taen. 414
myopina Fruhst. Taen. 423
myops Fldr. Taen. 422
myops Fldr. Taen. 414
myops Stgr. Coen. 301
myosotina Fruhst. Tan. 651
myosotina Fruhst. Cat. 983
myra Fruhst. Cirr. 492
.
.
myra Heiv. Has. 1051
.
.
myriandus Fruhst. Allot. 811
Alyrina 967, 969
myrina Argynn. 512
myrina Fldr. Ceth. 506
myrina Ceth. 709
myrinoides Fruhst. Eur. 709
myrinoides Euripus 506
myrmecopliila Wath. Pseudod.
898
myrmecus Fruhst. Tkrix 992
myron Fruhst. Char. 734
myronides Fldr. Cuph. 469
myrrha Godt. Lib. 770
.
.
myrrhina Fruhst. Lib. 770
myrsa Sm. Cirr. 485
myrsilos Fruhst. Dan. 202
myrsilus Dbl.& Hew. Ial. 998
myrtala = Amblyp. myrtale
954
myrtale Stgr. Ambl. 954 .
myrtha Stgr. Ambl. 953 .
Myrtilus Nic. 355
myrtis Rothsch. Pap. 66
myrzala Hew. Ambl. 1116
mysa F. Del. 129
....
Myscelia 4
mysia Fldr. Rah. 599
mysia Wat. c£- Ly. Nac. 1115
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141 li

mysis F. Del. 126 ....
mysolensis Fruhst. Ceth. 745
mysolica Mr. Dan. 198
mysoriensis Stgr. Tell. 273
mystes Nic. AIjc. 355
mystes Myc. 343, 351
mytheca Hew. Lot. 1099 .
.
mythecoides Nic. Lotong. 1099
mythra Huph. — mithra 143
mytilene Fldr. Dan. 198 .
.
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54 c

175 f

77 e

171 h

168 a

168 e
89 d
92 d
32 d
78 a
152 h
148 g
59 c
78a

94 a
170 g

108 b
166 f, g

159 g

139 e

148 d
148 d

147 h
54 f
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nabellica Bsd. Apor. 138
nabis Luc. Huph. 144
nabo Fruhst. Nac. 913
nabonassar Fruhst. Jam. 902
Nacaduba Air. 913
Nacaduba 824, 856, 859, 868,
872, 882, 883, 891, 896, 901
Nacamsa Air. 261
nacandra Fruhst. Cam. 972 .
nacar Bsd. Dol. 560
nacoleia Fruhst. Ceth. 499
nada Fruhst. Log. 807
nada Fruhst. Rap. 1004
nada Air. Le. 323
nadaka Fruhst. Euth. 682 .
nadenya Fruhst. Euth. 677
nadina Luc. Huph. 142 .
naenia Hew. Bid. 988 .
naerius Fruhst. Ypth. 293
naeviferus Alab. Cas. 1031
naga Doh. Le. 318
naga Nic. Plast. 1091 .
naganum Mr. Pier. 140
naganum Tyfl. Char. 749
nagara Fruhst. Cuph. 466
nagaraja Fruhst. Le. 316
nagasakii Fruhst. Pap. 33
nagasena Fruhst. Eupl. 230
nahathaka Fruhst. Lib. 768
naias Doh. Pap. 20
naira Air. Pap. 89
nais Forst. Euth. 680
nais Guer. Tell. 273
nais Wall. Cyr. 582
naisina Fruhst. Cyr. 583 .
naissus Fruhst. Pap. 37
naissus Fruhst. Pap. 36
najara Fruhst. Lyc. 870 .
nakula Fldr. Ambl. 950
nakula Gr.-Sm. Del. 132 .
nakula Air. Apat. 699
nakula Apat. 652
nakulina Fruhst. Apat. 699 .
nala Fldr. Myc. 355
.
.
nalanda Fruhst. Nept. 609
nama Dbl. Hest. 704 .
nama Hest. 707
nama Mr. Huph. 142
namarupa Fruhst. Tan. 655
namata Fruhst. Kor. 1072
namatia Fruhst. El. 122 .
namida Fruhst. Hest. 704
namoa Nic. Neoch. 991 .
namoides Nic. Hest. 704
namouna Dbl. Apat. 700
namura Fruhst. Le. 321
namusa Hew. Bid. 988
nana Elw. Tag. 1042
nana Nic. Nept. 619
nana Stgr. Apat. 698
nanchanica Aust. Parn. Ill
nanda Fruhst. Myc. 349
nanda Nic. Nac. 916
nandina Mr. Nept. 606 .
nanus Ancylox. 1028
nanus Fruhst. Pap. 97
naomi Wall. Huph. 145
napata Fruhst. Col. 164
Napeocles 516, 540
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63 b
146 B d

174 a

82 b

122 a
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52 e
115 a
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125
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napi Pieris 3, 140
napoleonis Fruhst. Pantop.
628
.
nar Nic. Nept. 619
nara Mr. Euth. 682
narada Hsf. Horsf. 945
narada Mr. Sat. 1034 .
naradoides Mr. Horsf. 945
naraka Mr. Par. 179
naram Frulist. Praet. 795
narasingha Mr. Call. 300
narayana Sm. Euth. 683
narayana Mr. Kept. 619
narayana Nept. 747
narcaea Hew. Erib. 722
narcaea Erib. 748
narcissus F. Hypoch. 839
narcissus Btlr. Ter. 167
nareda Roll. Yptk. 290
narendra Mr. App. 153
naresi Btlr. Hyp. 553
narica Hbn. Man. 306
narina Godt. Lib. 768 .
narkunda Fruhst. Le. 314
narmada Fruhst. Ceth. 500 .
Narmada Mr. 245
narmadoides Nic. Ceth. 500
narona Fruhst. Par. 742
narooa Mr. Parn. 1083
Narope 369
Narosa 802
narsares Fruhst. Allot. 813
narses Heller Del. 127
narses Wall. Huph. 144 .
nasaka Hsf. Sin. 979 .
Nasapa Mr. 342
nasbona Swh. Nept. 613
nasica Fruhst. Cirr. 492
nasica Fruhst. Dol. 559
Nasuma Mr. 201
Nasuma 252
nata Mr. Nept. 605
nata App. = mata Kheil 157
natana Fruhst. Nept. 605 .
natanda Fruhst. Ambl. 949
nathalia Fldr. Sal. 182
natta Swh. Cyr. 574
natuna Fruhst. Amatb. 430
natuna Fruhst. Cirr. 490
natuna Fruhst. Eutb. 665
natuna Fruhst. Huph. 145 .
natuna Fruhst. Leba. 644
natuna Fruhst. Plast. 1092
natuna Fruhst. Ter. 169
natuna Fruhst. Tham. 986
natunensis Fruhst. Cyntb. 477
natunensis Fruhst. Eupl. 253
natunensis Fruhst. Ger. 819
natunensis Fruhst. Ideops. 216
natunensis Fruhst. Ter. 493 .
natunensis Ter. 744
natunensis Rothsch. Pap. 17
natunensis Sn. Hest. 222
naucles Rothsch. Pap. 49
naulcratis Fruhst. Col. 165
naukydes Fruhst. Por. 1008
nausicaa Fruhst. Del. 131
nausicaa Nic. Nept. 614 .
nausikaa Fruhst. Proth. 714
nausiphanes Fruhst. Lamp.
909
nautilus Btlr. Myc. 353
nava Fruhst. Ambl. 962
nava Fruhst. Jam. 902
nava Fruhst. Tag. 1043
navigator Fruhst. Pap. 35
navus Fruhst. Tag. 1039
nazira Mr. Lyc. 929
neaera Nic. Oer. 1095
neaethus Fruhst. Lamp. 908 .
neaira Fruhst. Nac. 914
nearcba Fruhst. Lyc. 876 .
Nebdara Mr. 340
nebenius Fruhst. Ambl. 962
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110 c
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157 f
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128 a
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122 d
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108 c

54 f
125 f

153 1
151 b
152 d
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nebo Gr.-Sm. App. 150
nebulosa Drc. Nac. 918
nebulosa Hew. Miy. 743
nebulosa Leech Lyc. 877
nebulosa Leech Bothrinia 868
nebulosus Btlr. Pap. 89 .
necbo Fldr. Disc. 446
nechos Math. Eupl. 244
necopinata Fruhst. Proth. 717
Nectaria Mr. 221
nectens Nic. Nept. 618
neda Fruhst. Eur. 707
nedda Sm. Lyc. 875
nedusia Hbn. Tell. 273
nedymond Cr. Sitb. 978
nedymond Godt. Taj. 973
neela Swh. Cyr. 586
neelgheriensis Guer. Le. 317 .
neesius Zink. Pap. 31
nefte Cr. Pantop. 634
.
.
nefte Pantop. 747
neftina Fruhst. Pantop. 634
neglecta Mab. Mat. 1067
neglecta Swh. Prec. 517
negleyana Holl. Eupl. 262
negleyana Eupl. 277
negrita Fldr. Aphn. 937 .
.
negrito Fruhst. Myn. 537
negrito Fldr. Le. 320
negros Mart. Cyr. 577
negrosiana Fruhst. Nept. 608
negrosiana Fruhst. Telic. 1080
nehalemia Fruhst. Log. 808
neira Plbtz Tag. 1042 .
.
.
neleus Fruhst. Ideops. 217
nelides Nic. Nacad. 916
nella Swh. Partb. 646
nemana Fruhst. Nac. 919
nemana Smpr. Bap. 1006
.
nemea Fldr. Lamp. 911
nemea Fruhst. Del. 126
Nemeobiidi 772
Nemeobiidi 772, 773, 779
Nemeobiinae 771, 773
nemertes Hbn. Eupl. 265
nemertes Salpinx 389
nemeus Nic. Nept. 614
nemopbila Btlr. Lamp. 912 .
nemorum Oberth. Nept. 610
Neocastnia 5
Neockeritra Dist. 991
neocbdes Fruhst. Le. 314
neodilecta Fruhst. Lyc. 865
neobannoverana Fruhst. Parth.
646
j neobannoverana Pag. Bah. 601
neobannoveranus Rothsch. Pap.
50
neolais Nic. Elym. 379
Neolucia Waterh. 930
neolvmira. Fruhst. Limen. 642
neombo Bsd. App. 155
neombo App. 154
neomelanides Fruhst. Pap. 61
neomiranda Fruhst. Pap. 26
Neomyrina Dist. 991
neon Fruhst. Nac. 919
.
.
neoparis Fruhst. Pap. 79
neopatra Fruhst. Dan. 210
Ncope Btlr. 324
neophron Hew. Abis. 785
neophronides Fruhst. Abis. 785
neopbyta Fruhst. Neor. 326
neophytes Mab. Parn. 1087
Neopithecops Dist. 879
Neopithecops 857, 859, 878,
899
neopommerana Stgr. Deud.
999
neopommerana Pag. Libyth.
771
neopommerana Rbb. Prec. 524
neopommerania Hag. Apaturina 712

Plat.

neopommeranius Honr. Pap.

102.

40 d

96 d
124 b

156 h

172 b
165 c

160 c

151 i

152 k

138 b

Neorina Ww. 326
Neorina 714
Neorinopsis Btlr. 327
neoris Rothsch. Pap. 22
Neotaxila Fruhst. 791
Neotaxila Fruhst. 791
Neolropidae Schatz 272
neovisala Fruhst. Myc. 346 .
neoza Lang Man. 307
nepalensis Dbl. Gon. 161
nepalensis Gray Pier. 139
nepenthes Sm. Erib. 723
nephale Hew. App. 152
nephelus Bsd. Pap. 52
nephereus Gray Pap. 26
nepheronides Fruhst. Elym.
384
nephritica Fruhst. Euth. 688
nephritica Fruhst. Eutb. 748
nepbtbys Frulist. Dan. 273
nepbtbys Fruhst. Hypoc. 297
nepos Lair. Tag. 1039
nepos Rob. Eupl. 267
nepotina Fruhst. Eupl. 267 .
nepticula, Rothsch. Pap. 44
Neptididi 594
Neptididi 594
»
Neptis F. 594, 596, 601
Neptis 331, 453
neptis Rob. Eupl. 227
neptunia Fldr. Dan. 203
neptunus Guer. Pap. 33
nepiunus Pap. 52
nera Stgr. Eupl. 261
neratia Fldr. Lib. 768
.
.
nereides Fruhst. Pap. 23
nereis Doh. Pap. 23
nerida Sm. Myc. 350
nerina F. Hyp. 552
nerina F. Hypol. 550
nerine Sm.& Ky. Tbyson. 830
nerio Nic. Nept. 617
neriotes Rothsch. Pap. 52
neripboides Holl. Bah. 600
neripbus Hew. Nept. 622
neriphus Hew. Nept. 595, 600
nerippe Argynn. 515, 746
nerippina Fruhst. Arg. 746
nerissa F. Huph. 141
63 b,
neritos Fruhst. Sur. 943
nero F. App. 151
neronis Fruhst. App. 151
neronus Fruhst. Pap. 105
nerva Fruhst. App. 150
nesaea L. Elym. 380
nesaea L. Elym. 392
nesia Fruhst. Nept. 604
nesimachus Bsd. Dich. 696
nesiotes Fruhst. Dich. 696
nesippus Fldr. Dan. 196
nesis Fruhst. Eupl. 243
nesocles Jord. Pap. 74
nesophila Fldr. Cur. 934
nesos Fruhst. Ter. 168
nesseus Sm. Dich. 696
nestor Mschlr. Ism. 1053 .
nestus Fldr. Tag. 1041
netonia Fruhst. Yo. 541
Netrocoryne Fldr. 1045
netscheri Sn. Eupl. 243
neumoegeni Honr. Pap. 82 .
neumogeni Leech Stich. 425
neurapacuna B.-Bak. Cand. 851
Neurosigma Btlr. 647
neutra Fruhst. Limen. 640 .
nevayana Fruhst. Myc. 344
nevilli Wood-M. Pap. 31
nevilli Pap. 77
newara Mr. Yptb. 291
newara Mr. Amblyp. 964
newayana Fruhst. Myc. 345 .
newboldi Dist. Yptb. 289

46 b

91 f

22 b

85 b

139 f

144 e

64 c, d

73 e, f

166 g

36 c

122 e

93 b

INDEX.
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Plat.

neyi Rbb. Del. 131 ....
neyra llothsch. Pap. 96
ni Nic. Nac. 916
....
niamus Godt. Pap. 87
niasana Fruhst. Abis. 783
niasana Fruhst. Amath. 428
niasana Fruhst. Cat. 983
niasana Fruhst. Faun. 404
niasana Fruhst. Myc. 345
niasana Fruhst. Nept. 611
niasana Fruhst. Plast. 1092
niasana Kheil Del. 125
niasana Swh. Eupl. 272
niasanus Swh. Cast. 887
niasica Btlr. Dol. 558
niasica Fruhst. Cur. 935 .
niasica Fruhst. Halpe 1120
niasica Fruhst. Hest. 220
niasica Fruhst. Par. 178
niasica Fruhst. Ter. 493
niasica Mr. Eupl. 230
niasica Rob. Marin. 989
niasica Rbb. Proth. 714
niasica Sn. Eupl. 272
niasica Stgr. Marm. 989
niasicola Fruhst. Sin. 979
niasicola Stgr. Marm. 989
niasicus Btlr. Erib. 725
niasicus Fruhst. Dan. 195
niasicus Fruhst. Dich. 697
niasicus Fruhst. Eur. 708
niasicus Fruhst. Ger. 819
niasicus Fruhst. Kor. 1072
niasicus Fruhst. .Tam. 1063
niasicus Fruhst. Mel. 366 .
niasicus Fruhst. Pap. 27
niasicus Jord. Lept. 108
niasicus Mr. Sym. 530
niasicus Rothsch. Pap. 44
niasina Fruhst. Por. 1009
niasina = Nept. niasana 611
niassica Hour. Cirr. 489
nibana Fruhst. Charm. 1038
nica Fruhst. Eupl. 246
nicaias Fruhst. Eupl. 276
nicanor Fldr. Pap. 63 .
.31
nicasius Fruhst. Taen. 418
nicaya Fruhst. Tag. 1041
nicconicolens Btlr. Pap. 53
nicea Gray Stib. 569
niceratus Fruhst. Allot. 812
nicetas Hew. Le. 313
nicetella Nic. Le. 312 .
nicevillei B.-Bak. Ambl. 955
nicevillei Btlr. Ter. 170
nicevillei Dist. Tan. 654
nicevillei Roll. Biel. 988
nicevillei Dohrn Dod. 778
nicevillei Fruhst. Erg. 457
nicevillei Fruhst. Zeux. 436 .
nicevillei Mart. Cher. 594
nicevillei Mr. Diag. 703
nicevillei Mr. Eupl. 229
nicevillei Oil. Lib. 771
nicevillei Rob. Lax. 790 .
nicevillei Rob. Stich. 426
nicevillei Swh. Rap. 1117
nicevillei Wts. Tar act. 1075
nicholi Sm. Char. 738
nicholsi Mlt. Allot. 809
nicobarica Doll. Lept. 121
nicobarica Fldr. Ceth. 500
nicobarica Fldr. Cuph. 466
nicobarica Mr. App. 148
nicobarica Mr. Myc. 344
nicobarica Mr. Nept. 602
nicobarica Wood-M. Cirr. 489
nicobarica Wood-M. Dan. 211
nicobaricus M. &• Nic. Nac.
918
nicobaricus Wood-M. & Nic.
Jam. 902
nicobarensis Fldr. Prec. 519
nicobariensis Fldr. Ter. 167

54 b
154 c
138 d

100 b
125 c
51 d

162 f

157 g

95 d

c,

33 c

165 b

97 c
148 d

107 b
102 c

138 e

170 f

nicola Swh. Catoch. 922
nicomachus Fruhst. Pap. 63
nicomedeia Fruhst. App. 156
nicomedeia Fruhst. Eul. 702
nicostrate Fruhst. Proth. 714
nicotia Hew. Myc. 348
n't dan a Fruhst. Eupl. 250
niepelti Rbb. Del. 131
nietneri Fldr. Ceth. 503 .
.
nigella Fruhst. Dol. 562
nigerrima IIoil. Sal. 182 .
.
nigerrimus Moult. Lyc. 873
nigerrimus Rbb. Pap. 85
nigidius Misk. Del. 127 .
.
nigra Mart. Dan. 203
nigra Misk. Meg. 858 .
.
.
nigrescens Btlr. Elym. 376, 378
nigrescens Elym. 387
nigrescens Eecke Ceth. 745
nigriana Sm. Hest. 222
nigriana Hest. 275
nigribasalis Jord. Pap. 71
nigricans Elmer Pap. 88
nigricans Hag. Taen. 415
nigricans Nic. Cel. 1037
nigricans Rothsch. Pap. 77
nigricans Sn. Ypth. 294
nigricollis Fruhst. Pap. 28
nigrifascia Leech Le. 313
nigrifasciata = Lethe nigri¬
fascia Ljeecli 313
nigrina F. Del. 133
...
nigritia Fruhst. Elym. 383 .
nigritia Fruhst. Por. 1008
.
nigritus Smpr. Allot. 814
nigrivena Leech Diag. 703
nigrobasalis Lathy Erib. 722
nigrocostalis Hag. Ideo'ps. 217
nigroguttatus Mats. Suast.
1062 .
nigrolimbata Sn. Fruhst. Tar.
1075
niha Fruhst. Lar. 460 .
.
.
nihana Fruhst. Ocyb. 1082
nihana Mr. Pith. 878
nikaea Mr. Ypth. 292
nikagoras Fruhst. Pap. 81
nike Fruhst. Hest. 224
.
.
nikias Fruhst. Erib. 721
nikobarus Fldr. Pap. 61
nikosia Fruhst. Apat. 700
nikrion Fruhst. Eupl. 259
.
nila Dist. Iraota 944
nila Horsf. Jam. 902
nila Nic. Ilerda 933
...
niladana Fruhst. Le. 315
nilagiriensis Fldr. Col. 164
.
nilamba Fruhst. Elym. 381
nilana Fruhst. Jam. 902
nileia Fruhst. Ira. 945
.
.
nilgiriana Mr. Aer. 1065
nilgirica Mr. Hyp. 984
.
.
nilgirica Mr. Nept. 615
nilgiriensis Mr. Dan. 209
.
nilka Fruhst. Apat. 699 .
.
nimbata Fruhst. Dol. 556 .
.
nina Fawcett Col. 165
nineyanus Fruhst. Ger. 823
ningas = Ypthima nynias 290
ningpoana Fldr Pantop. 636
ninoda Drc. Dri. 987
ninos Fruhst. Cirr. 492
.
.
ninus Fldr. Dich. 697 .
.
.
ninus Wall. Del. 134
niobe Argynn. 514
niobe Wall. Lept. 121
nipalensis Mr. Dan. 195
nipalicus Mr. Aphn. 938
Nipara Mr. 226
nipata Fruhst. Padr. 1077
Niphanda Mr. 900
niphanda Mr. Sym. 533 .
.
niphandina Fruhst. Sym. 533
niphates Weym. Sat. 1033

110 d
62 a

54 b
154 d

53 c
87 d
154 i

168 c

107 d

75 a

80 b

160 c
72 f

161 d
146 Bb
77 b
116 a
137 b

108 b
114 b

121 d

Plat.

niphonica Mr. Dan. 211
nipponica Fruhst. Hest. 221 .
74 a
nipponus Fruhst. Pap. 95
nirievara Fruhst. Tan. 654
nirius Mr. Par. Ill
nirmala Mr. Call. 300 .
93 f
nirodha Fruhst. Euth. 659
nirvana Fldr. Nept. 622
nirwana Plots Parn. 1084
173 b
nisaea Nic. Nept. 608
126 e
nisanca Fruhst. Lamp. 907
niseia Me. Leay An. 137 .
63 e
nisias Fruhst. Cur. 934
nisibis Nic. Neoch. 991
nissa Roll. Rap. 1003
nisus Cr. Char. 740
nisus Jord. Pap. 90
nitebis Hew. Char. 739
135 b
nitens Fruhst. Lamp. 1114
147 a
nitens Gr.-Sm. Cand. 854
nitetis Hew. Nept. 611
nitida G. & S. Lampr. 306 .
94 c
nitida Mob. Padr. 1077 .
170 i
nitida Math. Cyr. 590
nitida Math. Cyr. 746
nitidifascia Elw. & Edw. Ac.
1070 .
173 h
nivalis Drc. Allot. 810
141 g
nivalis Allot. 805
nivalis Fldr. Cyr. 576
nivaria Fruhst. Sal. 182
nivaria Fruhst. Ter. 168
nivas Fruhst. Hyp. 543
nivata Fruhst. Cast. 885 .
154 f
nivata Fruhst. Phriss. 158
62 d
nivea Godm. Neom. 991
nivea Zink.-Somm. Cyr. 576
niveata Btlr. Eupl. 256
niveipicta Btlr. Tell. 273
nivepicta Fruhst. Euth. 669 .
129 b
nivepictus Fruhst. Pap. 97
nivescens Fruhst. Cat. 163
nivescens Fruhst. Ix. 159
71 d, 72 c
nivescens Fruhst. Nept. 608
nivescens Fruhst. Prion. 136
nivescens Fruhst. Satar. 1033
nivescens Rothsch. Morphot.
424
nivescens Morphoten. 410
niveus R. & J. Erib. 724
| nivifera Btlr. Pantop. 634
nivira Fruhst. Eupl. 264
nivosa Fruhst. Tag. 1118
niya Fruhst. Abis. 782
niyaya Fruhst. Mel. 365
noachis Fruhst. Rap. 1002
160 i
nobilior Fruhst. Ambl. 955
nobilior Fruhst. Pap. 68
nobilior Mart. Cyr. 582
nobilis Fldr. Ambl. 955
149 f
21 b
noblei Nic. Pap. 52
...
noctis Hew. Pap. 30
18 c
noctis Stgr. Sep. 1069
noctula Fruhst. liars. 299
93 d
noctula Fruhst. Ix. 160
72 e
noctula Stgr. Hyp. 985
18 b
noctula Ww. Pap. 30 .
nocturna Fruhst. Eupl. 254
nocturnia Fruhst. Rhin. 539
nodrica Bsd. Parth. 646
noemi Nic. Plast. 1091
no-japonica Sieb. Van. 527
nola Fruhst. Marm. 990
72 b
nola Swh. Ix. 160 ....
125 c
nolana Drc. Nept. 621
.
.
Nolidae 5
noliteia Fruhst. Cast. 889
nomius Esp. Pap. 87
172 h
noncloa Plotz Parn. 1083 .
nonia Jord. Pap. 61
nonius Nic. Neuros. 648
noorna Sm. Dol. 561
noorua = Dolesch. noorna. 561
nora Fldr. Nac. 915

X
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Plat.

Nora Nic. 663
norbana Fruhst. Ter. 171
.
73 li
noreia Fldr. Nac. 915
norina Fruhst. Tan. 652
norinia Fruhst. Dan. 274
norma Ww. Ypth. 286
nosba Fruhst. Nept. 608
nostia Fruhst. Dod. 775 .
.
139 e
nostrodamus F. Geg. 1083
nostrodamus Geg. 1063, 1064
Notarthrinus Chapm. 876
Notarthrinus 859,
nothis Bsd. Coel. 328
Notocrypta Nic. 1094
Notocrypta 1038
noureddin Ww. Thaum. 439
nourmahal Ww. Stich. 424
novae hollandiae Fldr. Ziz. 925
novaeguineae Hag. Prec. 524
novaguineensis Tryon Ter. 497
novarae Fldr. Eupl. 263
novella Fruhst. Hest. 224
.
75 b
novobritannicus Rothsch. Pap. 37
novoguineensis Rothsch. Pap. 49
novohibernicus Rotsch. Pap. 50
novohibernicus Pap. 51
nos Btlr. Eupl. 233
nox Eupl. 276
nox Ky. Taen. 411
nos Swns. Pap. 31 .
.
.
.
18 b
nox Pap. 28
nubaida Gr.-Sm. Eupl. 232
nubicola Fruhst. Pont. 141
nubicola Fruhst. Pyr. 525 .
.
117 c
nubiger Fruhst. Pap. 70
nubila Btlr. Dan. 197
nubilosa Fruhst. Kail. 566
nubilus Mr. Aphn. 939
nubilus Mr. Spalg. 881
nubilus Stgr. Pap. 52
nuceria Jord. Pap. 61
nudgara Fruhst. Le. 316 .
.
96 c
nudgara Fruhst. Myc. 347 .
.
92 c
numa Fruhst. Hyp. 985
numa Weber Pap. 61
numana Fruhst. Los. 996
numana Fruhst. Prec. 518
numantia Fruhst. Eupl. 245 .
86 b
numeria Weym. Euth. 670 .
.
129 c
numita Fruhst. Parth. 646
nupta Fruhst. App. 153 .
.
.
60 e
nupta Stgr. Iss. 474
nurinissa Nic. Stich. 424
nusaliki Rbb. Pap. 64
nusana Fruhst. Del. 127 .
.
.
55 a
nutans Oberth. Apor. 139
nuwara Fruhst. Mel. 365
nyagrodna Fruhst. Tana. 654
nychonia Jord. Pap. 20
Nyctalemon 7, 40
nyctelius Dbl. Eur. 708
Nyctemera 868
nycteris Meyr. Exom. 1061
nycteus Nic. Nept. 610
nycteus Nept. 747
Nyctipao 6
nycula Mr. Lyc. 929
nympha Jord. Pap. 23
nympha Wall. Ter. 495 .
.
.
108 d
nympha Ter. 744
nymphaea Terin. — nympha 495
Nymphalidae Fruhst. 453
nymphalides Swns. Pap. 23
nymphas Fruhst. Eupl. 234
nymphasia Jord. Pap. 67
nympliasia Pap. 112
nymphidia Btlr. Stib. 796
Nymphidium 489
nymphis Fruhst. Ger. 819
nymphodorus Fruhst. Pap. 81
nynias Fruhst. Ypth. 290 .
.
99 d
nysa Fruhst. Elym. 387
nysala Jord. Pap. 74
nysea Talic. 799

IX

Plat.

nyseus Guer. Tal. 924 .
nysia Smpr. Eur. 709
nyx Nic. Pap. 31

.

.

145 k

O.
oberon Gr.-Sm. Pap. 68 .
.
.
23 c
oberthuri Doll. Dan. 212
oberthuri Boh. Rad. 252
oberthuri Elw. Taract. 1075
oberthuri Fruhst. Elym. 392
oberthuri Rob. Huph. 145
oberthueri Rothsch. Pap. 19
oberthuri Stgr. Ambl. 958 .
.
148 g
oberthuri Stich. Aem. 407
obiana Fruhst. Ceth. 508
obiana Fruhst. Elym. 388 .
.
88 e
obiana Fruhst. Eupl. 256
obiana Fruhst. Hest. 224 .
.
74 c
obiana Fruhst. Ideops. 217
.
76 c
obiana Fruhst. Iss. 474
obiana Fruhst. Mel. 368
obiana Fruhst. Par. 181 .
.
.
67 b
obiana Fruhst. Parth. 646 .
.
120 b
obiana Fruhst. Pseud. 835
obiana Rbl. Pap. 13
obiana Swh. Rah. 600
obianus Fruhst. Hyp. 555
obianus Fruhst. Sym. 531
obianus Mart. Cyr. 580 .
.
.
122 a
obiensis Fruhst. Telic. 1079
obiensis Rothsch. Cynth. 481 .
109 a
obiensis Rothsch. Pap. 67
obiensis R.<Sc J. Erib. 728
obina Fruhst. Sal. 182 .
.
.
62 a, b
obliquans Mob. Jam. 1063
obliteratus Lathy Pap. 102
oblongomaculatus Goeze Pap. 21
obnubila Marsh. Elym. 376
obruta Sz. Trap. 1060
obscura Btlr. Xanth. 407 .
.
100 b
obscura Capr. Dan. 198
obscura Croock Van. 527
obscura Dist. Is. 1066 .
.
.
L69 b
obscura Dist. Log. 806
obscura Elw. & Edw. Ypth. 291
obscura Fldr. Erg. 457 .
.
.
107 a
obscura Guer. Ceth. 510
.
.
110 e
obscura Pag. Eupl. 234
obscura Rbb. Cynth. 484
obscura Rbb. Cynth. 744
obscura Rbb. Cyr. 590
obscura Rob. Lamp. 905
obscura Rob. Log. 807
obscura Sm. Myc. 336
obscura Stgr. Hest. 222
obscura Stgr. Hest. 275
obscurata Btlr. Dan. 203
obscurata Fruhst. Euth. 660
obscurata Fruhst. Myc. 339 . .
91 b
obscurata Fruhst. Sin. 979
obscuratus Mart. Cyr. 580
obscurior Fruhst. App. 155 .
.
60 e, f
obscurior Fruhst. Ptych. 330
obscurior Oberth. Nept. 610
obscurior Stgr. Cyr. 578
obscurissimus Mart. Cyr. 580
obscurus Mab. Tag. 1039 .
.
164 f
obseleseens Fldr. Mel. 362
obsolescens Fruhst. Hyp. 546
obsolescens Fruhst. Pantop. 629
obsolescens Rothsch. Pap. 49
obsoleta Fldr. Cur. 934
obsoleta Fruhst. Euth. 666
obtusangula Fruhst. Neor. 394
obucola Fruhst. Ter. 170
occidens Wat. & Ly. Luc. 1115
occulatus Marsh. Myc. 330
occulta Btlr. Eupl. 234
occulta Sm. Taen. 411
oceani Boh. Pap. 74
oceanica Mab. Telic. 1081

Plat.

oceanis Doh. Eupl. 228 .
81 c
oceanus Fldr. Pap. 15
oceia Hew. Parn. 1086 .
173 f
ocellata Pouj. Le. 313
ocellatus Fruhst. Char. 739
ocerta Fruhst. Rap. 1006
ocha Fruhst. Pap. 61
ochine Smpr. Acropht. 295
ochracea Drc. Cher. 993
ochracea Fruhst Amn. 568
ochracea Rbb. Pap. 69
ochraceofusca Honr. Amath. 430
ochreopicta Btlr. Del. 135
ochsenheimeri Luc. Eupl. 268
ochsenheimeri Mr. Eupl. 231, 268
ochus Fruhst. Lar. 460
Ochus Nic. 1073
ocina Hew. Sal. 182
Ocneria 6
ocrida Hew. Ambl. 958 .
150 R e
octacilia Fruhst. Amathux. 433
octavia Fruhst. Apaturina 712
octaviae Sn. Par. 180 .
67 b
octocula Btlr. Hyp. 554
octogesa Fruhst. Ter. 172
octogesima Voll. Euth. 666
oculata Mr. Eupl. 264
oculata Mr. Myc. 349
oculus Marsh. Myc. 346 .
92 b
ocyale Hbn. Prec. 522
Ocybadistes Heron 1082
oda Hew. Ilerda 933
odana Godt. Thaum. 440
odana Thaum. 449
odata Hew. Chaet. 969 .
146 B b
oderca Fruhst. Cuph. 469 .
107 f
odilia Fruhst. Yo. 541
odilina Fruhst. Euth. 657
Odina Mab. 1044
odinia Fruhst. Ter. 171 .
73 h
odix Bsd. Casyapa 1031
odon Fruhst. Cast. 889 .
145 i
odon Fruhst. Nac. 914
Odontoptiluin Nic. 1045
106 a
odora Fruhst. Disc. 447 .
odorata = Discoph. odora Fruhst.
447
odosia Fruhst. Rap. 1003
odrysia Fruhst. Dan. 206
odyssia Fruhst. Huph. 147
oebasius Fruhst. Cyr. 578
oedipodea Swsn. Ism. 1053 .
.
167 b
oedipus Elw. <fc Edw. Ism. 1054
oeeta Nic. Ambl. 965
oena = Ambl. oenea 964
oenea Hew. Ambl. 964 .
.
.
147 h
Oeneis Hbn. 311
Oeneis Hbn. 309
Oenochroma 7
oenomais Hbn. Heter. 305
oenomaus Godt. Pap. 70 .
.
.
28 b
oenomaus Pap. 74
oenone Cr. Prec. 3, 524
oenone Ky. Acr. 742
oenotrea = Ambl. oenotria 963
oenotria Hew. Ambl. 963 .
.
147 g
Oerane Elw. & Edw. 1095
oeta Fruhst. Ter. 168
oeta Ops 973
oeturia = Por. veturia 1009
offaka Fruhst. Eupl. 254
offaka Fruhst. Iss. 474 .
.
.
107 e
offaka Fruhst. Mel. 363
offaka Fruhst. Taen. 412
offakus Fruhst. Pap. 57
oghatinna Fruhst. Ambl. 962
ogina Godt. Disc. 447
ogulina Fruhst. Myn. 536
ogusawarensis Mats. Parn. 1087
ogyges Ops 973
ogygia Hew. Zog. 1067
.
.
.
169 d
ogygioides Elw. cfc Edw. Zog. 1067 169 d
ogylla Fruhst. Dan. 214
Ogyris Dbl. <fc Hew. 940

148
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Ogyris 804, 818, 824, 948
ohara Plotz Telic. 1081
oickalia Fruhst. Ger. 819
Oiketicus 6
oinoe Fruhst. Mel. 368
oinopion Fruhst. Pith. 879
oisyme Fruhst. Del. 126 .
oitylus Fruhst. Erib. 720
okinawensis Fruhst. Pap. 78
olane Hew. Ogyr. 941 .
olferna Sivh. App. 148
olga Esch. Huph. 145
olga Sm. Thyson. 832
olgina Stgr. Huph. 146
olinda Drc. Ambl. 953
olivacea Fruhst. Dol. 563
olivacea Mr. Eupl. 230
olivacea Nic. Cirr. 488
olivacea Sm. Eupl. 267
olivaceus = Astict. olivascens
1097
olivascens Mr. Astict. 1097 .
olivescens Plotz Telic. 1079 .
olivia Drc. Rap. 1004 .
olliffi Misk. Ilvpoch. 845
olympia Hour. Pap. 28
olympiodorus Fruhst. Pap. 83
omarion Fruhst. At. 472
ombalata Kheil Nept. 602
ombiranus R.& J. Char. 735
ombiranus Rothsch. Pap. 56 .
omeia Leech Euth. 682
omeia Leech Orthoph. 1032
omeroda Mr. Nept. 612
ominicola Fruhst. Nept. 608
omphissa Mr. Lyc. 929
onara Btlr. Lot. 1099 .
onata Hew. Myc. 347
onca Fruhst. Del. 126
onchisa Swh. Parn. 1085
onesimides Fruhst. Taen. 422
onesimus Btlr. Taen. 422
onesimus Hew. Pap. 67
onetor Fruhst. Ambl. 951
onolaus Kirsch Taen. 420
onolaus Taen. 416
onoma Fruhst. Niph. 901 .
onpape Mr. Pap. 42
Onriza Wts. 1096
onycha Hew. Nac. 917
onychina Stgr. Hor. 982 .
onyx Mr. Hor. 981
onyxitis Fruhst., Hor. 1116
opaca Fruhst. Elym. 388
opaculus Fruhst. Myc. 341
opalina Btlr. Palaeon. 360
opalina Fruhst. Eupl. 266
opalina Roll. Pantop. 630
opalina Mr. Ambl. 952
ophelion Fruhst. Eur. 709
ophiana Mr. Nept. 615
ophiana Mr. Nept. 609
opkianella Stgr. Nept. 616
Ophideres 6
Ophiusa 3
ophthalmicus Lohora 369
ophthalmicus Ww. Myc. 357 .
oppia Fruhst. Eupl. 266
Ops Nic. 973
Opsiphanes 403, 409
Opsirhina 6
optatus Fruhst. Sym. 533
optimus Fruhst. Lot. 1099
optimus Rob. Lamp. 905 .
opulenta Stich. Taen. 410
opulenta Stich. Taen. 414
oraetes = Ogyris oroetes 942
orahilia Kheil Cynth. 478
oraia Boh. Del. 132
oraia Del. 204
Oranasma Mr. 226
orantia Fruhst. Huph. 146
orasis Fruhst. Amath. 430
oricularia Stich. Disc. 447

172 e

95 d
54 d

161 f

137 c

81 b

175 b
171 b
161 a, b

23 a

153 1
175 e, f

153 g

152 i
157 i
1571

91 e

151 c

108 e

Plat.

orbiferus EJw. Cel. 1037 .
.
164 b
orbitola Swh. Prec. 524
orbitulus Esp. Lyc. 929
orchomenus Fruhst. Char. 731
orchomenus Fruhst. Cyr. 575
orchomenus Fruhst. Eum. 308
ordinata Btlr. Ypth. 288
ordinata Mr. Eupl. 242
oreana Swh. Lyc. 872
Oreas Hbn. 307
oreas Leech Lyc. 872
oreia Del. = oraia 132
oreon Doh. Pap. 35
...
15 b
oresta Fruhst. Nept. 612
orestes F. Pap. 87
orestes Rob. Lamp. 911
orestheion Fruhst. Eur. 709
orestias Fruhst. Euth. 694
orestilla Fruhst. Dan. 205
oreta Fruhst. Cirr. 487
orfeda Fruhst. Iss. 474
Orgyia 5
orgyia = Zograph. ogygia 1067
orgyioides = Zograph. ogygioides 1067
orichora Meyr. Xen. 304
orichroa = Xenica orichora 304
oriens Btlr. 7Az. 925
orientalis Elw. Pantop. 630 .
124 c
orientalis Fruhst. Prion. 136
57 c
orientalis Godt. Lib. 771
orientalis J. & T. Meg. 858 .
154 g
orientalis Rob. Elym. 378
orientalis Smpr. Dan. 202
orientalis Smpr. Dan. 273
orientalis Zephyr. 968
orientis Doh. Dan. 209
orientis Oberth. Pier. 140
origenes Fruhst. Bind. 995
orilus Btlr. Char. 739
Orinoma Gray 309
orinomus Rothsch. Pap. 36
orion Lycaena 927
orissa Fldr. Cirr. 491 .
.
.
107 g
orissana Mr. Aphn. 936
orissica Mr. Lyc. 898
orissides Fruhst. Cirr. 491
orita Fruhst. Del. 183
oritas G. & S. Pap. 67
orithya L. Prec. 522
orithyia Prec. 524
oritinus Fruhst. Pap. 68
orixa Mr. Call. 301
orla Fruhst. Hors. 945
ormenes Plotz Halpe 1088
ormenulus Fruhst. Pap. 66
ormenus Guer. Pap. 66
23 c
ormiscus Fruhst. Nept. 611
ornamenta Fruhst. Elym. 378
ornamentalis Fruhst. Hyp. 549
ornata Fldr. Pithaur. 1091
ornata Fruhst. Eupl. 255
ornata Leech Hesp. 1056 .
.
167 f
ornata Leech Thecl. 969
ornata R. & J. Platypth. 299 .
99 c
ornata R. & J. Plat. 297
ornatus Rothsch. Pap. 91 .
.
40 c
ornatus Rothsch. Rhop. 1055
orneus Fruhst. Eupl. 272
Ornithoptera 4, 5, 6, 12, 564
ornythion G. <fc S. Huph. 147
oroatis Hew. Myc. 358
oroatis Myc. 337, 350
oroetes Hew. Ogyr. 942 .
.
161 f
orontas Ogyris 940
orontobates Fruhst. Eupl. 236
orope Bsd. Eupl. 241
orope Bsd. Eupl. 240, 255, 617
orophanes Bsd. Pap. 64
oropina Rob. Eupl. 241
oros Fruhst. Dan. 197
.
.
78 d
orosius Fruhst. Pap. 53
orpheus Fldr. Cher. 994 .
.
146 h
orphitus Mob. Padr. 1078
. 168 h

Plat.

orphna Bsd. Lax. 791
orphne Btlr. Tana. 653
orphne Wall. Del. 129
orphnia Fruhst. Elym. 375
orseis Hew. Myc. 353
. .
92 e
orseis Hew. Rap. 1004
orsina Fruhst. Myc. 353
orsiphantes Fruhst. Hyp. 985
158 c
orsippus G. & S. Pap. 85
39 a
orsolina Hew. Rem. 977
146 B c
Orsotriaena Wallgr. 358
Orsotriaena Wallgr. 333
ortegae Rothsch. Pap. 69
orthagoria Fruhst. Dol. 560 .
137 b
orthagoria Fruhst. Dol. 746
orthia Lord. Pap. 98
Orthomiella 899
Orthophaetus Wts. 1032
116 f
orthosia Godt. Prec. 524 .
ortopla Fruhst. Cirr. 485 .
121 d
ortygia Nic. Od. 1044
osias Rob. Lamp. 910
osima Fruhst. Nept. 617
oskewa Moult. Pith. 879
osma Fruhst. Hor. 982
158 a
ostentata Fruhst. Cat. 163
69 a
osteria Ww. Eul. 702 .
116 c
ostrina Sm. Die. 788 .
140 d
osyris Bsd. Hypoc. 296
93 d
otaheitae Fldr. Hyp. 553
otanes Fldr. Ogyr. 940
161 g
othello Gr.-Sm. Pap. 66
othona Hew. Chli. 980
175 c, d
othonias Hew. Ancist. 1098 .
othonis Fruhst. Erib. 724
othrys Fruhst. Tax. 793
othrys Fruhst. Ter. 168
otis F. Ziz. 925 .
153 c
otos Fruhst. Parn. Ill
50 c
otrea Gr. Myc. 343
ottilia Fruhst. Sym. 532
153 i
ottobonus Fruhst. Ev. 924 .
ottomana Btlr. Amathux. 432
102 a
ottonia Smpr. Del. 135
128 d
ottonis Fruhst. Euth. 663
ottonis Fruhst. Ira. 944
ottonis Fruhst. Lar. 460
ottonis Fruhst. Lyc. 869
139 c
ouida Mr. Dod. 777
ovada Fruhst. Die. 787
ovianus Fruhst. Lyc. 864
ovomaculata Hew. Ambl. 957
148 f
owgarra B.-Bak. Cand. 856
owgarra B.-Bak. Lyc. 866
oxyartes Fruhst. Pap. 84
Oxycanus 2
oxylus Fruhst. Ger. 818
oxynthas Fruhst. Dan. 274
oxyophthalma Stich. Hy. .408
ozana Fruhst. Ambl. 1116
ozea Fruhst. Lamp. 908
59 c
ozolia Fruhst. App. 153

P.
paceka Fruhst. Tag. 1040
paceka Fruhst. Tel. 1120
Pachama Mr. 342
Pachylia 6
pactolicus Btlr. Huph. 142 .
pactolides Fruhst. Nac. 915 .
pactolus Fldr. Nac. 914
padanganus Rothsch. Pap. 34
Pademma Mr. 261
pademoides Fruhst. Eur. 707
padhana Fruhst. Notocr. 1094
padhana Fruhst. Telic. 1080
padma Fruhst. Has. 1050
padma Roll. Aul. 309
pado Fruhst. Pap. 88
Padraona Mr. 1076
Padraona 1074, 1083

164 h

64 c
152 i

174 f, g
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Paduca Dist. 1098
Paduca Mr. 484
paduka Mr. Leba. 644
padus Fldr. Ambl. 951
.
.
149 c
padusa Hew. El. 122 ...
62 d
paetus Nic. Allot. 811
pagana Nic. Parn. 1085 .
.
173 c
pagenstecheri Fruhst. Del. 126
pagenstecheri Hag. Eupl. 230
pagenstecheri Nic. Apat. 699 .
115 a
pagenstecheri Rbb. Hypoch.
840
pagenstecheri Rbb. Pseud. 835
142 h
pagenstecheri Rob. Ix. 160
pagus Fruhst. Pap. 95
paha Fruhst. Abis. 784
pahakela Doh. Eupl. 237
paianius Fruhst. Ger. 818
paionea Fruhst. Abis. 782
paisandrus Fruhst. Euth. 694
paksha Fruhst. Ceth. 507
palabuana Fruhst. Euth. 662
palabuana Fruhst. Pap. 27
palaearcticus Stgr. Oen. 311
palaemon Pamphila 1029,1074
Palaeonympha Btlr. 360
Palaeotropinae Haase 272
palajava Stgr. Celaen. 1037
palamera Fruhst. Rap. 1003 .
160 g
palanus Fruhst. Pap. 104
palata Fruhst. Eupl. 262
palauensis Fruhst. Hyp. 552 .
119 a
palavana Fruhst. Par. 179
.
66 d
palavandra Stgr. Taj. 974
palavensis = Fur. palawanicus
707
palawana Fruhst. Amath. 428
palawana Fruhst. Ceth. 504
palawana Fruhst. Cuph. 467
palawana Fruhst. Dan. 202
palawana Fruhst. Dan. 273
palawana Fruhst. Eupl. 253
palawana Fruhst. Eupl. 277
palawana Fruhst. Ideops. 216
palawana Fruhst. Log. 806
palawana Fruhst. Myc. 340 .
91 e
palawana Fruhst. IJnk. 1099
palawana Mr. Euth. 689
palawana Stgr. Abis. 783
palawana Stgr. Bib. 1052
.
166 f
palawana Stgr. Colad. 1035
palawana Stgr. Dan. 211 .
.
78 c
palawana Stgr. Euth. 668
palawana Stgr. Tana. 652
palawanica Fruhst. Cynth. 480
palawanica Fruhst. Gand. 173
palawanica Fruhst. Mel. 367 .
95 c
palawanica Stgr. App. 151
palawanica Stgr. Cur. 934
palawanica Stgr. Del. 125
.
51 b
palawanica Stgr. Nept. 612
palawanica Strd. Geh. 1093 .
173 d
palawanicus Eimer Pap. 90
palawanicus Fruhst. Eur. 709
115 c
palawanicus R.& J. Erib. 720
palawanicus Rothsch. Pap. 54, 105
palawanicus Stgr. Pap. 54
palawanicus Stgr. Tax. 793
palawanus Stgr. Ambl. 960
palawanus Stgr. Pap. 105
palawata Stgr. Plast. 1091
palawea Stgr. Halpe 1089
palawensis Fruhst. Heb. 176
palawensis Fruhst. Hy. 1066
palawensis Fruhst. Myc. 334
palawites Stgr. Kor. 1072
.
170 d
palaya Fruhst. Dod. 777
palea Fruhst. Prec. 524
palembanganus Rothsch. Pap.
34
palemon Cr. Cupido 930
palemonides Sn. Ampitt. 1074
palephates Ww. Pap. 43 .
20 c
palephates Pap. 383
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pales Schiff. Bol. 512
paleutes Srn. Hyp. 555
118 a
palguna Euth. 672
palguna Mr. Tana. 652
paliassa Fruhst. Lamp. 906
palibothra Fruhst. Nept. 607
palidis Fruhst. Col. 164
paliens Fruhst. Nept. 610
palilia Fruhst. Eupl. 242
.
84 c
palilia Fruhst. Por. 1008
palinda Swh. Has. 1049
palinurus F. Pap. 81
.
.
35 b.
Palla 718
palla Btlr. Eupl. 248 .
84 b
palla Rob. Cuph. 468
palladius Srn. Hyp. 555
pallantia Fruhst. Nept. 612
pallas Leech Euth. 748
pallas Sm. Hyp. 554
pallaurea Hag. Ceth. 504
pallaxopas Fruhst. Ger. 820
pallene Hew. Elod. 122
paliens Mr. Terac. 174
paliens Oberth. Myc. 336
paliens Oberth. Pap. 19
pallescens Btlr. Hyp. 553 .
119 b
pallescens G.& S. Cuph. 470
pallescens Gr.-Sm. Huph. 143
palliata Fruhst. Mel. 363 .
95 d
pallida Fruhst. Mel. = palliata
363
pallida Fruhst. Rag. 361 .
90 e
pallida Fruhst. Taen. 413 .
104 d
pallida Fruhst. Taen. 390
pallida Gr.-Sm. Huph. 143
pallida Mart. Cyr. 583
pallida Mr. Ix. 159
pallida Stgr. Cynth. 477
pallidior Fruhst. Erg. 456
pallidior Fruhst. Sin. 979
pallidior Hag. Faun. 404
pallidior Stgr. At. 472
67 d
pallidus-FVwftsh Derc. 161 .
pallidus Rothsch. Pap. 35
palliseri Btlr. Terac. 174
pallitana Mr. Ter. 166
palloris Fruhst. Cirr. 485
palmarum Meyr. & Low. Telic. 1081
palmarum Mr. Telic. 1080
palmarum Scott Telic. 1081
palmedo Doh. Eupl. 227
palmyra Fldr. Nac. 920
157 g
palpatoris Fruhst. Chli. 981 .
paluana Stgr. Thrix 992
paludosa Luc. Xen. 304
Pamasa Mr. 235
pamela Sm. Nac. 914
pamisus Fruhst. Allot. 814
31 a
pammon L. Pap. 61 .
pampanga Fldr. Nept. 605 .
126 f.
pamphagus Kirsch Taen. 418
Pamphila 1055
Pamphilinae 1055
Pamphilinae 1030
pamphilus Coenon. 296
pamphylus Fldr. Pap. 99
panaethia Wat. A Ly. Waig. 1114
panaitius Fruhst. Dan. 209
157 a
panasa Fruhst. Aphn. 937 .
panava Ww. Chrysoph. 931
panayana Fruhst. Rhin. 539
140 b
pancha Fruhst. Abis. 783 .
panchaea Fldr. Fulac. 702
pancheia Fruhst. App. 155
61 f
panda Godt. Sal. 182 .
pandaea Hpffr. Myc. 357
pandara Fruhst. Ira. 944
pandarus Houtt. Pap. 18
118 a
pandarus L. Hyp 554 .
153 k
pandava Horsf. Catochr. 922
pandava Catochr. 903
pandecta Stgr. Del. 134
6 b
pandemia Wall. Del. 134 .
pandemos Fruhst. Taen. 411

Plat.

pandia Fruhst. Gang. 1071
pandia Roll. Catochr. 922
pandion Wall. Pap. 66
pandione Hbn. App. 153
.
.
59 c
Pandita Mr. 642 .
pandita Nic. Ped. 1064
pandiyana Mr. Pap. 35 .
.
.
15 a
pandocus Mr. Ypth. 293
.
.
99 f
pandocus Ypht. 345, 394
pandora Wall. Hyp. 554
pandorus Hypol. = pandarus L. 554
pandoxus Gr.-Sm. Pap. 67
pandu Horsf. Ger. 821
pangeran Fruhst. Ambl. 1116
pann F. Deud. 1001
panope L. Pap. 42
panopinus Stgr. Pap. 43 .
20 c
panopion Sm. Hyp. 555 .
.
118 b
panoptes Hbn. Lyc. 929
panopus Fldr. Euth. 694
panormis Flw. Allot. 814
panowa Fruhst. Cher. 994 .
.
158 g
Pantana 5
panthaka Fruhst. Myc. 345
.
93 b
panthera F. Elym. 372
panthera Elym. 384
pantherina Fruhst. Elym. 372
panthous Pap. 13, 18
Pantoporia Hbn. 623, 628
Pantoporia 454
panvila Fruhst. Mel. 366 *
panwila Fruhst. Thaum. 449
panyasis Fruhst. Lax. 791 .
.
1 10 c, d
papaja Mr. Nept. 602
paphia Argynn. 513, 514
paphus Nicev. Pap. 86
Pap ili o L. 11
Papilio 2, 3, 6, 7, 11, 12, 489
Papilionidae 11
papissa Fruhst. App. 149
papone Myc. Pap. 42
papone Pap. 710
papua Oberth. Nept. 614
papua Wall. Elym. 389
papua Wallace Elym. 370
papuana Btlr. Ter. 172
papuana Fruhst. Ypth. 286
papuana Oberth. Pap. 21
papuana Oberth. Pap. 37
papuana Reak. Eupl. 248
papuana Rbb. Apaturina 712 .
114 a
papuensis Btlr. Char. 735
papuensis Wall. Pap. 21
papuensis Wall. Pap. 93
papyria Bsd. Bibl. 1076 .
.
.
170 li
paracatius Fruhst. Lyc. 865
Parachrysops B.-Bak. 849
paradelpha Low. Het. 305
paradilecta Fruhst. Lyc. 865
paradisea Stgr. Pap. 17
paradoxa Guest. C'and. 855
paradoxa Stgr. Elym. 391
paradoxa Zink. Pap. 45 .
.
.
20 b
paradoxus Fruhst. Tag. 1043
parafervens Fruhst. Char. 732
paraffinis Fruhst. Lyc. 897
paraganesa Nic. Ambl. 966 .
147 f
Paragerydus Dist. 810
Paragerydus 808
paragola Nic. Padr. 1077
paragordia Smpr. Pantop. 636
parajina Fruhst. Pantop. 631
paraka Btlr. Rah. 598
parakasa Fruhst. Lyc. 862
parakasa Smpr. Pantop. 635
paralekta Horsf. Kail. 566 .
. 111 c
paralecta Kallima 440, 662
paralectus Sm. Lamp. 912
paraleuca Fruhst. Elym. 375
parallelis Fruhst. Eupl. 256
Paralucia Waterh. 930
paralvsos Wood-M. Notocr. 1095
paramita Fruhst. Thaum. 440
paramitra Fruhst. Euth. 661
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paramuta Nic. Ambl. 964 .
.
150 B b
Parantica Mr. 207
Parantica Mr. 209
Parantirrlioea Wood.-M. 369
parapkaes Meyr.& Low. Anis. 1060
Parapieris Nic. 140
parapus Fruhst. Allot. 809 .
.
141 h
Pararge Hbn. 301, 307, 310
Parasa 6
parasaturata Fruhst. Lamp. 906
parasema Low. Tox. 1058
Parathyma Mr. 636
paravatar Bingh. Par. 178 .
66 c
parazebra Fruhst. Lamp. 904
parca Fruhst. Eupl. 243
parca Nic. Cret. 1100
parce Stgr. Elym. 372
parce Stgr. Miy. 743
pardalina Stgr. Eutk. 690
pardalis Fruhst. Parth. 647
pardalis Mr. Eutk. 687
pardalis Volt. Tana. 655
pardus Fruhst. Rail. 597
Pareba Dbl. 740
Pareba 489
Parelodina B.-Bak. 123, 856
Parelodina 183
Pareronia Bingh. 177
Pareronia 426
pareuploea Fruhst. Elym. 382
Parhestina Mr. 703
pariana Smpr. Cetk. 505
parina Fruhst. Die. 788
parinda Mr. Pap. 70 .
.
.
.
26 a
paris L. Pap. 79 .
34 c
parts Pap. 726
parisatis Kolt. Eum. 308
parisatis Ww. Apat. 698 .
.
114 e
parkinsoni Hour. Pap. 64
parma Wat.& Ly. Nac. 1115
parmatus Gray Pap. 88 .
.
. 41 a, b
parmenion Fldr. Ckar. 735
Parnara Mr. 1083
Parnara 3
parnaca Fruhst. Ped. 1064
parnassia Fldr. Zetk. 393
Parnassius Lair. 109
Parnassius 11, 107, 164
parma Fruhst. Has. 1048
paron G. & S. Pap. 88
parra Fruhst. Tag. 1040
parrkasius F. Ev. 923 .
.
.
153 k
parryae Hope. Tein. 108
parsedon Ww. Pap. 95
parta Dist. Eutk. 671
parta Mr. Eutk. 670
partkenia Bob. Cyr. 587
partkenia Stgr. Del. 134
partkenope Plotz Lot. 1098 .
.
175 e
partkenope Wall. Del. 134
Parthenos Hbn. 644
Parthenos 453, 476, 643
partkia Hew. El. 122 ....
62 d
partkica Fruhst. Nept. 606
partita Fruhst. Dan. 195 .
.
77 c
partita Fruhst. Notocr. 1095 .
174 k
parva Btlr. Yo. 541
parva Leech Myc. 355
parva Moult. Hyp. 985 .
.
.
159 k
parva Murr. Ckil. 926
parva Verity Par. Ill
parvata Mr. Apas. 699
parvipuncta Rothsch. Lyc. 866
parvipunctata Fruhst. Eupl.
257
parvula Hew. Ter. 166
parvula Plotz Tox. 1058 .
.
.
167 e
paryadres Fruhst. Dan. 203
paryanya Fruhst. Tana. 651
parypkanta Jord. Pap. 53 .
.
48 a
pasarga Fruhst. El. 122 ...
62 e
pasikrates Fruhst. Pap. 60
pasina Fruhst. Eupl. 238
pasipkae Fruhst. Nept. 604

pasiteles Fruhst. Arge 310
pasitelides Fruhst. Yptk. 289
pasithea Fldr. Eupl. 265
pasithoe L. Del. 134, 392
passerculus Fruhst. Nept. 601
passienus Fruhst. Pap. 62
pastorella Doh. Amblyp. 957
pata Mr. Nept. 621
patala Roll. Euth. 683
patala Roll. Catochr. 922
patalena Ww. Amatk. 429
patalina Smpr. Nept. 621
patenas Fruhst. Prec. 523
Pathalia Nic. 857
patkana Fruhst. Has. 1049 .
.
patianus Fruhst. Pap. 34
patimoka Fruhst. Tag. 1039
Pathosingha Wts. 1059
patmapana Fruhst. Plast. 1092
patna Ww. Elym. 374
patnia Mr. Myc. 333 .
.
.
.
patnia Myc. 330
patnoides Mr. Elym. 374
Patosa Mr. 226
patra Fruhst. Mel. 363
patria Leech Neor. 327
patrua Leech Del. 130
patruelis Mr. Ter. 167
patula Nic. Celaen. 1036
Patula 6
patuna Mr. Amblyp. 962
paucalba Hag. Nept. 605
paula Bob. App. 156
paulanensis Fruhst. Jam. 902
paulina Cr. App. 155
paulina Stgr. Leba. 644
paulinus Fldr. Cyr. 575
paullus Fruhst. Hor. 982
paulowna Fruhst. Cirr. 492
paupera Fruhst. Euth. 673
paupera Stgr. Eupl. 250
pauperata Fruhst. Eupl. 259
paupercula Fruhst. Ors. 359 .
pausanias Stgr. Limen. 641
pava Fruhst. Leba. 644 .
.
.
pava Fruhst. Telic. 1080
pavana Horsj. Nac. 913
pavana Roll. Chrysoph. 931
pavettae Zink. Eupl. 259
pavida Fruhst. Le. 316
pavo Nic. Zeph. 968
pavona Nic. Pird. 1094
pavonia Math. Yo. 542
pavonica Nic. Por. 1009
pavor Nic. Padr. 1078
payeni Bsd. Pap. 92
payeni Pap. 86
payeni Fldr. Eupl. 248
paykullei Btlr. Eupl. 245
peali Wood.-M. Aem. 407
peali Wood.-M. Elym. 384
peali Elymn. 370
pecroza Mr. Pap. 79
Pedaliodes Btlr. 299
pedanias Fruhst. Pantop. 630

166 a

174 b
91 d

91 a
122 d

Pedestes JP/s. 1064
pedia Fruhst. Rak. 598
pediada Hew. Por. 1010 .
.
.
pedias Rothsch. Pap. 36
pedius Fruhst. Pap. 101
peducaea Fruhst. App. 148
peducaea Fruhst. Eupl. 238
peelus Swh. Terac. 174
pegasus Fldr. Pap. 14
pegobates Holl. Lyc. 898
peguana Mr. Le. 323 .
...
peguanus Mr. Apkn. 937
peirene Fruhst. Del. 125 ...
peirithous Fruhst. Eur. 709
peisandrus Fruhst. Dick. 697
peisistratus Fruhst. Dick. 697
pelagia Fruhst. Dan. 273
pelagia Fruhst. Hypoc. 296
pelagia Fruhst. Taen. 421 .
.

154 g

98 a
51 b

101 b

Plat.

pelea Eutk. 672
pelea F. Tana. 651
pelethronix Fruhst. Halpe 1089
pelias Fruhst. Abac. 1046
pelides Fruhst. Lyc. 876
peliopteryx Hag. Cuph. 466
pella Fruhst. Miy. 743 .
.
.
pellax Fruhst. Lyc. 873
pellecebra Fruhst. Lyc. 862 .
pelligera Fruhst. Abar. 1046
pellita Fruhst. Tag. 1043
pellonia Dist. Por. 1009
pellonia Fruhst. Lyc. 873
pellonia Fruhst. Plast. 1091 .
pellucens Parn. 1083
pellucida Fruhst. Elym. 383 .
pellucida Fruhst. Elym. 372
pellucida Parnara 1069
pellucidus Goeze Nept. 617
pelor Dbl. Eupl. 249
pelurius Fruhst. Dich. 697 .
.
pelusiota Fruhst. Hypoc. 297
pelva Fruhst. Hyp. 553
pembertoni Mr. Eupl. 271
pembertoni Mr. Pap. 33
penanga Btlr. Elym. 385
penanga Ww. Elym. 384
pendjabensis Eimer Pap. 47
penelope Wall. Pap. 84
penetia Jord. Pap. 23
pengata Fruhst.
Rap.
1006
penicillata Mr. Parn. 1086
penicillata Pouj. Myc. 354
pennicillatum Nic. Cross. 1032
penicilligera Nic. Dac. 970 .
.
Penoa Mr. 235
penomimus Mart. Pap. 44
pentaja Fruhst. Tag. 1041
Penthema Ww. 463
Penthema 453, 455, 704
penthesilea Cr. Ceth. 507
penthesilea Cetk. 515, 745
pentkeus Fruhst. Ger. 823 .
.
pentkina Jord. Pap. 85
Pepliphorus 912
peraka Ckerson. 747
peraka Dist. Cher. 594 .
.
.
perakana Dist. Van. 528
perakana Fruhst. Amn. 568
jterakana. Fruhst. App. 157
.
perakana Fruhst. Ceth. 499
.
perakana Fruhst. Eutk. 664
perakana Fruhst. Ideops. 216 .
perakana Fruhst. Tag. 1041
perakana Hour. Amatk. 430
perakensis Fruhst. Pap. 104
perakensis Stich. Disc. 445
peranthus F. Pap. 82 .
perara Swh. Halpe 1089
perdiccas Hew. Myc. 354
perdiccas Mr. Myc. 348
perdita Btlr. Eupl. 266
perdita Misk. El. 122 .
.
.
perdix Btlr. Euth. 689
perecopus Fruhst. Pap. 101
peregrinus Smpr. Sin. 980 .
.
Pereute 123
perfecta Leech Yptk. 291
perfusca Mab. Sepa 1069
Perhybris 4
peri Gr.-Sm. Tkyson. 827 .
.
periander F. Cyr. 573
periander Cyrest. 652
periander Sm. Amblyp. 948
periboea Godt. Del. 125 ...
periclea Fldr. Huph. 144
pericles Wall. Pap. 83 .
.
.
perictione Fldr. Huph. 143
periculosa Fruhst. Neom. 991
peridesma Oberth. Pith. 879
peridoneus Fruhst. Char. 736
perillus Fruhst. Pap. 97
perimale Don. Hupk. 144
perimede Stgr. Le. 321

171d

138 a
152 g

174 a
88 a

114 b

163 d
155 b

141 c

121 f

60 b
110 c
76 a

37 a

62 g

157 g

143 e

51 e
37 b

INDEX.
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perimele Cr. Hyp. 550
perimele Fruhst. Le. 323 .
97 c
perimuta Mr. Ambl. 965 .
.
148 g
perinthas Fruhst. Amathux. 433
perinus Althyma 603
perinus Fruhst. Pantop. 626 .
124 a
periphas Fruhst. Dan. 206
periphorbas Btlr. Hyp. 985
peripbus Oherth. Pap. 39
periscelis Fruhst. Myc. 350
.
93 b
perissa Doh. Ambl. 965 .
.
.
150 g
peristhene Bsd. An. 137 ...
63 f
perithea Fldr. Huph. 144
perius L. Pantop. 626 .
.
.
124 f
perius Pantop. 747
periya Fruhst. Abis. 786
periya Fruhst. Eutb. 678
perizonia Fruhst. Eupl. 264 .
80 a
perlucidus Fruhst. Her. 821
perlucidus Fruhst. Pap. 74
permagna Fruhst. Hor. 982
.
158 a
permagnis Fruhst. Le. 317
permagnus Fruhst. Allot. 812
permagnus Fruhst. Astict. 1097
permena Hew. Satar. 1033
perna Fruhst. Myc. 341 ...
91 e
pernia = Amblyp. perissa 965
pernomius Fruhst. Pap. 87
pernotata Tryon Myc. 345
pero Nic. Cel. 1036 .... 164 a
peronii Latr. Tox. 1057 .
167 e, 168 b
perornata Ky. Anis. 1061
perpberes Drc. & B.-Bak.
Pbyson. 826
.
143 c
perplexa Mab. Has. 1050
perpnsilla Fruhst. Elym. 376
perrbaebis Smpr. Ara. 978
.
157 e
perroni = Toxidia peroni
1027,1057
perryi Btlr. Eupl. 235
perryi Btlr. Eupl. 276
perryi Btlr. Hyp. 555
persa Sm. Myc. 343
perse Hew. Deud. 999 .
.
.
161 b
persea Roll. Mel. 511
persea Roll. Melit. 745
perseoides Mr. Myc. 346 .
.
92 a
perseoides Mr. Myc. 342
persephone Hbn. Eum. 308
persepbone Stgr. Huph. 147 .
63 d
persephone Stgr. Stiboch. 570
perses Nic. Pap. 41
perseus F. Myc. 342 ....
92 a
perseus F. Myc. 331, 337
persicaria Fruhst. Prec. 520
persiccata Fruhst. Prec. 520
persides Fruhst. Pap. 42
persides Fruhst. Par. 178 .
.
66 b
persidina Fruhst. Par. 180
persienus Fruhst. Pap. 62
persimilis Elw. & Edw. Ypth. 292
persimilis Mr. Dan. 211
persimilis Ww. Diag. 703 .
.
116 d
persoides Fruhst. Pap. 41. 42
perspicua Fruhst. Cat. 163 .
.
69 b
perspicua Fruhst. Del. 130 .
.
56 a
pertinax Wall. Pap. 56
perusia Fldr. Nac. 919
perversus Rothsch. Pap. 62 .
.
33 b
pervulgatus Guest. Ziz. 926
petalia Hew. Trap. 1059 .
. .
167 g, b
petilea = Dan. petilia 194
petilia Stoll Dan. 194
petina lord. Pap. 98
petosiris Heiv. Rap. 1003 .
.
146 b
petra Nic. Pap. 41
petreWa Fruhst. Tham. 986 .
.
156 g
petronia Fruhst. Amn. 569 .
.
115 e
petronius Dist. Ger. 822
petronius Fruhst. Pap. 31
petunia Drc. Jam. 903
pfeifferae Fldr. Eur. 708
pfeifferoides Fruhst. Eur. 708
pfeib Honr. Dol. 563
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phaecia Hew. Apat. 699
pbaedra Fruhst. Rem. 977 .
146 c
phaedrus F. Cur. 933
Phaedyma Fldr. 596, 615
Phaedyma 595, 596, 615
phaenarete Scholl. Eupl. 259
phaenops Fldr. Ambl. 954 .
148 c
pbaeratena Rheil Eupl. 258
pbaidon Fruhst. Jam. 902
pbaios Fruhst. Elym. 379
phakos Drc. Por. 1009 .
154 1
phalaereus Fruhst. Ambl. 948
phalakron Fruhst. Ambl. 960
phalantha Drury At. 471
phalaris Weym. Term. 496
phalces Rothsch. Pap. 37
pbalena Hew. Por. 1009 .
154 k
phalia Hew. Por. 1009 .
154 1
pbaliga Fruhst. Lamp. 907
phalike Fruhst. Por. 1008
pbabnus Fruhst. Dol. 563
phalinus Fruhst. Dol. 746
pbalkes Fruhst. Hyp. 543
pbaluke Drc. Por. 1008 .
146 h
phama Drc. Por. 1008 .
146 e
pbana Fruhst. Dan. 212
pbanaeus Hew. Orth. 1032 .
163 c
pbanaroia Fruhst. Ceth. 498
phane Doh. Eupl. 263
phane Doh. Eupl. 277
phaneas Fruhst. Jam. 902
phanocles Fruhst. Pap. 36
phanrangensis Fruhst. Pap. 46
137 c
phantasma Fruhst. Euth. 671
pbaon Er. Faun. 405
154 i
pbare Drc. Por. 1008
Pharia Fruhst. 295
153 m
pbaris Fawc. Lyc. 929 .
pbaris Fruhst. Erg. 456
pbarnus Fldr. Spalg. 882
154 i
pbaryge Hew. Por. 1009
152 a. b
phaseli Math. Jam. 903 .
127 d
pbasiana Btlr. Eutb. 692 .
phasis Fruhst. Ypth. 294
Phasis 931
phazania Fruhst. Par. 180
phedima Cr. Mel. 364
15 c
pbegeus Hpifr. Pap. 39 .
phelada Eutb. 670
phelada Smpr. Euth. 669
phellus Mab. Padr. 1078
Phemiades 1081
147 b
phemis Drc. Cbli. 981
137 c
phemiusHW. Euth. 674 .
phemonoe Fruhst. Erg. 458
pherecrates Fldr. Pap. 88
120 a
pherekides Fruhst. Parth. 646 .
pherekides Parth. 747
pherekrates Fruhst. Parth. 646
pheres Fruhst. Eupl. 234
pheretes Hbn. Lyc. 929
154 h
pheretia Hew. Por. 1009
160 e
pheretima Hew. Rap. 1003 .
pheretina Piep. Rap. 1003
pheretria Hew. Por. 1009
33 c
phestus Guer. Pap. 64 .
phestus Ww. App. 151
phicomone Esp. Col. 165
phidias Oberth. Pap. 103
phidippus L. Amath. 428
phiditia Hew. Suast. 1062
169 i
phiditia Hew. Scob. 1069 .
phidon Hew. Myc. 336
91 a
phidonides Fruhst. Myc. 336 .
167 g
phigalia Hew. Trap. 1060 .
phigalioides Waterh. Trap. 1060
phila Fruhst. Col. 165
philaenus Mab. Padr. 1078
Philampelus 6
150 B a
philander Fldr. Ambl. 948 .
111 c
philarchus Ww. Kail. 567 .
philatus Sn. Lamp. 910
153 m
philebus FrwksC i. 1. Lyc. 929 .
97 b
philemon Fruhst. Le. 318 .

Plat.

philene Cr. Dan. 197 ....
78 d
philerope Bsd. Het. 305
philetas Fruhst. Lyc. 898
philetas Plbtz Has. 1048
philiata Fruhst. Nac. 916
philinna Fruhst. Eupl. 253
philino Mschlr. Parn. 1083
.
172 g, h
philippensis Btlr. Hyp. 548
philippensis Fruhst. Dol. 557 .
112 a
philippensis Fruhst. Euth. 677
philippensis Fruhst. Gang. 1071
philippensis Fruhst. Parth. 646
120 c
phihppensisFrM7i.sC Rap. 1006
160 d
philippensis Fruhst. Sym. 530
philippensis Wall. Heb. 176
philippina Cr. Cat. 162
philippina Fruhst. Amathux. 433
philippina Fruhst. Disc. 447
philippina H.-Schdff. Parn. 1083
172 f
philippina Smpr. Lyc. 865
philippina Smpr. Lycaen. 872
philippina Stgr. Hyp. 984
philippina Stgr. Lib. 771 .
.
139 g
philippinensis — Heb. philip¬
pensis 176
philippus Mab. Sar. 1044
philippus Smpr. Pap. 39
philippus Stgr. Ger. 816 .
.
.
141 e
philippus Wall. Pap. 83
Philiris Rob. 849
phillyra Misk. Trap. 1060
philo Gr.-Sm. Dan. 206
philo Hpffr. Lyc. 897
philomela F. Par. 178
philomela F. Rad. 179
philomela Joh. Ypth. 287 .
.
99 c
philomela Zink. Dan. 205 .
.
76 e
philomena Fruhst. Euth. 695 .
130 a
philonome Bsd. Prion. 136 .
.
57 a
philopator Fruhst. Char. 736
philopator Frust. Ger. 822
philosarcus Fruhst. Char. 736
philostratus Fldr. Physon. 826
143 b, c
pliilota Hew. Por. 1008 .
.
.
154 h
philotas Fldr. Cand. 855
philotas Nic. Parn. 1086 .
.
171 c
philotis Wall. Del. 128 ...
53 d, e
philoxenus Gray Pap. 32 .
.
19 a
philoxenus Pap. 76
philozigetes Fruhst. Dan. 197
philtron Fruhst. Ambl. 1116
philura Drc. 1009 .
154 k
phineas Fruhst. Euth. 672
phineus Cr. Telic. 1080, 1081
phintia Weym. Tana. 651
Phirdana Mr. 205
phisadia Godt. Terac. 174
phisara Mr. Sat. 1034 .
.
.
163 f
phlaea Plotz Trap. 1060 .
.
.
167 g
phlaeas L. Chrysoph. 931
phlaeas, Chrysoph. 3, 930
phlegeton Fruhst. Hest. 224 .
75 c
phlegeton Fruhst. Hest. 275
phlegeton Smpr. Euth. 659
.
133 a
plilegmone Fruhst. Char. 737
phlegon Fldr. Pap. 39
phlegontis Fruhst. Char. 732
phlegra Fruhst. Dod. 777
phlyasia Fruhst. Hept. 604
phocaea Fldr. Par. 181 ...
66 e
phocas Stgr. Bind. 995
phocides F. Bind. 994 .
.
.
158 li
phocidina Fruhst. Bind. 995
Phocoderma 5
phoebadis Fruhst. Eupl. 252
phoebe Fldr. App. 154
phoebe Murr. Ziz. 926
phoebus Btlr. Eupl. 258
phoebus Fruhst. Pap. 82
phoecus Piep. Rap. 1005
phoenicis Hew. Hyar. 1066
phoenicoparyphus Holl. Ilerda
933
Phoenicops Wts. 1030

INDEX.
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phoenix Dist. Pap. 72
154 f
phoenix Rob. Pith. 879 .
phokaia Fruhst. Huph. 146
phokion Fruhst. Eupl. 257 .
83 d
pholes Fruhst. Lamp. 911
pholoe Fruhst. Pyr. 525
168 a
pholus Nic. Pud. 1070 .
158 c
phorbasF. Hyp. 985 .
100 d
phorcas Ww. Taen. 419 .
phorcas Taen. 410
phorkys Fruhst. Pantop. 628
phormedon Drc. Por. 1008 .
154 i
phormion Fruhst. Dan. 208
phormis Fruhst. Dan. 274
phosis Fruhst. Lamp. 912
photinus Fruhst. Elym. 379
154 k
phraatica Dist. Por. 1008 .
160 f
phranga Heiv. Rap. 1004 .
phrangida Fruhst. Rap. 1004
89 a
phrikonis Fruhst. Elym. 386 .
Plirissura Btlr. 157
phrixus Rob. Erib. 719
phrontis Nic. Pap. 104
144 c
phroso Gr.-Sm. Thyson. 828 .
phrygia FI dr. Rah. 599
64 a, b
phryneF. Huph. 141 .
phrynichus Fruhst. Dan. 203
phryxe Bsd. Apor. 139
phryxus Bsd. Ambl. 953
phul Mdb. Ism. 1054
phuste Drc. Lyc. 875
phycia Jord. Pap. 24
phycites Fruhst. Prec. 522
phygalia Fruhst. Eur. 708
phylace Fruhst. Prec. 521
phyle Fldr. Dan. 208
139 a
phyliscus FVw7isf. Zem. 774 .
physcon Fruhst. Huph. 142
Physcon Nic. 357
physkon Fruhst. Pap. 84
126 c, g
pia Fruhst. Nept. 621
63 e
picata Btlr. An. 138 .
.
.
.
picina Btlr. Eupl. 248
110 b
picta Fldr. Ceth. 502
picta Fruhst. Hyp. 547
167 f
picta Leach Hesp. 1057 .
158 d
pictor Fruhst. Hyp. 985 .
pictus Fruhst. Pap. 49
Pielus 2
piepersi Fruhst. Cel. 1036
piepersi Fruhst. Lamp. 907
piepersi Mart. Ter. 494
piepersi Sn. Ix. 160
142 g
piepersii Sn. Thyson. 830 .
Pieridae 119
pieridioides Mr. Call. 1032
Pieridopsis R. & J. 298
Pieris Schrk. 139
Pieris 3, 120, 148, 173
pierreti Fldr. Eupl. 245
I i c
pietersi Doh. Dan. 196 .
pietersi Dan. 550
pigres Fruhst. Hyp. 984
pilumna Drc. Epim. 836
pimpla Fldr. Kar. 307
90 c
pimplea Er. Zeth. 393
86 c
pinaria Fruhst. Eupl. 232 .
pindapatra Fruhst. Ism. 1053
pindola Fruhst. Pantop. 636
142 e
pindus Fldr. Thyson. 831 .
66 e
pingasa Mr. Par. 179 .
pingusa = Pareronia pingasa 179
pini Dendr. 6
pintuyana Smpr. Limen. 642
pinwilli Btlr. Eupl. 237
165 e
pinwilli Btlr. Tag. 1043 .
pione Fruhst. App. 155
pipleis L. Hypol. 554
pirama Mr. Ambl. 950
piratica Smpr. Euth. 681
Pirdana Dist. 1093
pirenassa Wall. Ix. 159
71 c
pirithous Fruhst. Ix. 159, 1109
pirithous Mr. Ambl. 950

riat.
pisatis Fruhst. Taj. 975
pishuna Fruhst. Thaum. 440
105 b
pisias G. & S. Nept. 617 .
126 b
pisidice G. <fc S. Pap. 93
pisidike Fruhst. Cynth. 482
Pisola Mr. 1032
pistor Rothsch. Pap. 20
pistyrus Fruhst. Lax. 790 .
138 e
pita Horsf. Yas. 995
pitana Stgr. Myc. 334
157 d
pitane Nic. Yas. 995 .
Pithauria Mr. 1090
Pithecops Horsf. 878
Pithecops 857, 859, 899
pithoka Kirsch Hyp. 544
pitiya Fruhst. Mel. 365
pitmani Elw. Pap. 59
pitmani Pap. 45
pitmanni Rothsch. Pap. 59
pittakus Fruhst. Dan. 199
pityna Fruhst. Huph. 143
pitys Godt. Huph. 143
pitys Godt. Pier. 143
placida Mr. Cuph. 466 .
107 c
placida Nic. Lyc. 872
placidia Stoll App. 151
60 e
placidina Fruhst. Lyc. 873 .
152 f
placidula Drc. Lyc. 873 .
154 b
plaetoria Fruhst. App. 157
plagiatus Rothsch. Pap. 37
plagifera Nic. Celaen. 1036
plagiosa Mr. Rah. 597 .
125 b
plana Btlr. App. 157 .
59 c
Plastingia Btlr. 1091
plataea Fruhst. Chli. 981
146 h, 157 h
plataia Fruhst. Taj. 975
plataniston Fruhst. Dan 210
plateiaFruhst. Taj. 975 .
. 146 f. 156 b
platena Stgr. Sym. 532
plateni Fruhst. Elym. 374
plateni Riley Horsf. 946
plateni Smpr. Proth. 715
plateni Smpr. Taj. 974 .
155 g
plateni Sm.& Ky. Thyson. 829
143 g
plateni Stgr, Amathux. 433
plateni Stgr. Char. 737
plateni Stgr. Del. 128
plateni Stgr. Eupl. 248
plateni Stgr. Euth. 695
plateni Stgr. Faun. 405
plateni Stgr. Myn. 535
plateni Stgr. Pap. 26 .
10 c
plateni Stgr. Por. 1009 .
154 1
plateni Stgr. Rhop. 1055
plateni Stgr. Taen. 411 .
100 c
platenius Fruhst. Pap. 76
platensis, Oik. 6
platissa H.-Schaff. Catoch. 922
plato F. Jam. 902
plato Wall. Pap. 20 .
11 a, b
Platypthima R. & J. 299
Platypthima 297
plauta Drc. Lyc. 867 .
.
.
.
154 b
plauta Nic. Lycaenopsis 856
plautia Fruhst. Nept. 604
plautus Fruhst. Erib. 721
134 b, 137 a
plebeja Nic. Parn. 1085
pleiadis Btlr. Eupl. 242
pleistoanax Fldr. Char. 732
136 a
pleonasma Rob. Faun. 405
Plesioneura Fldr. 1094
plesioneurae Stgr. Charm. 1038
plesseni Fruhst. Apat. 699
pleurata Hew. Por. 1008
154 1
plexaris Don. Del. 127
plexippus L. Dan. 194
plexippus Dan. 191, 193, 375, 515
plinioides Mr. Niph. 901
plinius F. Par. 893
plisthenes Fldr. Pap. 101
46 a
plistia Fruhst. Le. 394
plotina Fruhst. App. 150
plotinus Gr.-Sm. Hypoch. 840
144 h
plotinus Sm. <L Ky. Thyson. 830 143 g

Plat.

piumbata Drc. Nac. 915
plumbeola Fldr. Bar. 1073 .
.
170 e
plumbeomicans M.& Nic. Nac.
918
plumbeus Rothsch. Lamp. 912
pluscula Leech Celaen. 1036
plutarchus Fruhst. Tar. 893 .
153 b
pluto Fldr. Pap. 23
pluto Fered. Ereb. 1110
plutonius Oberfh. Pap. 32
plutonius Oberth. Pap. 33
pluviatilis Fruhst. Prec. 517
podalirius Pap. 86
poecilea Voll. Del. 126 ...
54 d
poecilta Holt. Nac. 920
po'eta Bsd. Chilad. 927
poetelia Fruhst. Huph. 146
poetelia Fruhst. Ter. 172
poetus Fruhst. Pap. 89
polassar Fruhst. Jam. 902
polias Jord. Pap. 45
polibete Cr. Dol. 559
polibetina Fruhst. Dol. 558
polidorus Cr. Pap. 38
poliographus Motsch. Col. 164
potion Sm. Nept. 617
poliorketes Fruhst. Dac. 971
polishana Fruhst. Mel. 365 .
.
96 b, c
polisma Hew. Phriss. 158
polita Rob. Amblyp. 951
polla Nic. Pap. 31
pollicaris Btlr. Amath. 429
pollita Esch. Eupl. 254
pollonia G.& S. Miv. 743
pollux Ww. Pap. 45
polowna Stgr. Sur. 943
polyaemus Fruhst. Lamp. 912
polybius Godt. Pap. 39
polychroma Hag. Xanth. 407
polycles Fruhst. Pap. 60
polycletus L. Hypoch. 837 .
.
144 f
polycritos Fruhst. Pap. 63
polyctor Bsd. Pap. 79
polyctor Pap. 77
polydaemon Math. Pap. 37 . .
16 a
polydecta Cr. Myc. 344 ...
92 a
polydecta Myc. 332
poly dor ina Haase Pap. 65
polydorus L. Pap. 36 .
.
.
.
15 b
polydorus Pap. 38, 65, 107
polydotus Mull. Pap. 36
polyeuctes Dbl. Pap. 32
Polygonia Hbn. 528
Polygonia 519
polykaste Fru/i-sL Cynth. 483 .
109 c
polymela Godm. Eupl. 266
polymena Fldr. Hyp. 546
polymnestor Cr. Pap. 70
.
.
26 a
polymnestoroides Mr. Pap. 72
48 b
polynesiaca Rbl. Acr. 742
polynice Cr. Rhin. 539
polynices Nic. Pap. 104
Polyommatini 930
Polyommatus Lair. 895
Polyommatus 800, 824, 883, 892, 923,
938, 943, 998
polypemon Math. Pap. 37
polyphemus Oberfh. Call. 301
polyphontes Bsd. Pap. 36 .
.
15 a
polyphonies Deh. Pap. 62
polysema Low. Bibl. 1076
polysperchinusFVwTisf. Ev. 924
153 h, i
polytes L. Pap. 61
....
31a
polytes Pap. 2, 40, 45, 47
Polytremis Mdb. 1083
polyxena Cr. Char. 731
polyxena Char. 749
polyxenes Pap. 40
pomona F. Cat. 163 ....
69 d
pompaedius Fruhst. Zelt. 990
pompeja Fruhst. Mel. 367
pompeus Cr. Pap. 23
pompeus Troid. 12
pompilia Fruhst. Eupl. 248
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pompilius F. Pap. 89
pomponia Fruhst. Penth. 463 .
pongulina Fruhst. Aphn. 936
Pontia F. 140
pontis Elw. Una 900 ....
pontis Nic. Orthom. 885
populi, Amorph. 6
Poriskina Dist. 1008
Poritia Mr. 1007
Poritia 883, 942, 969
poros Fruhst. Ter. 496
porphyria Cr. Hyp. 545
porphyria Jord. Pap. 79 .
porphyritica Fruhst. Abis. 783
porphyropis Meyr.& Low. Cas.

1031.

113 d
153

48 d
166 b

porrothenus Jord. Pap. 56
porsenna Cr. Del. 133
porthaon Fldr. Amathux. 432
portia Fruhst. Eupl. 250
portunus Nic. Allot. 813
poseidon Dbl. Pap. 14 .
posidion Fruhst. Allot. 811 .
141
posidonius Leech Erib. 722
postalba R. & ./. Praet. 794
140 f,
postianus Fruhst. Pap. 97
posticalis Mats. Ypth. 291
potanini Alph. Ev. 924 .
153 h
pothus Fruhst. Cast. 889
potidaea Fruhst. Ambl. 953
potidolon Fruhst. Lamp. 905
154 i
potina Hew. Por. 1009 .
potiphera Hew. Abar. 1046
praba Mr. Hy. 1066 .... 169 a, b
prabha Fruhst. Has. 1049
prabha Fruhst. Ker. 1097
prabha Fruhst. Ter. 170
prabha Mr. Lox. 996
praeclara Fruhst. Lyc. 897
praeclara Fruhst. Pont. 141
praeelymnias Fruhst. Eupl. 277
praeelymnias Eupl. 347
78 c
praemacaristus Fruhst. Dan. 209
praenubila Leech Ypth. 291
praerubida Fruhst. Cat. 164
praesignis Fruhst. Proth. 716
111 a, b
praestabilis Fruhst. Ceth. 509 .
praestabilis Ceth. 745
praestabilis Fruhst. Eupl. 261
praestabilis Fruhst. Pap. 97
43 c
praesana Fruhst. Dodon. 1113
140 a
praestantius Fruhst. Char. 738
praestigiosa Fruhst. Ter. 744
Praetaxila Fruhst. 793
Praetaxila 772, 779, 793
praetextata Fruhst. Elym. 382
88 a
praeusta Satyr. 311
prahmida = Has. pramidha 1050
pralaya Mr. Tag. 1043
Pramesta Mr. 235
pramidha Fruhst. Has. 1050
prasiae Fruhst. Ambl. 967
prasias Fruhst. Myc. 343
praslini Bsd. Nept. 614 .
125 f
prasnaja Fruhst. Tag. 1039
Pratapa Mr. 971
pratinas Fruhst. Ambl. 962
pratipa Fldr. Dol. 558
pratti B.-Bak. Cand. 854
pratti Elw. Ypth. 290
pratti Twech Abrot. 648
pratti Leech Euth. 683
pratti Leech Sinth. 979
pratyeka Fruhst. Tana. 655
pravara Dist. Pantop. 625, 747
pravara Mr. Pantop. 624
160 h
praxeas Fruhst. Rap. 1002 .
praxedes Fruhst. Taen. 423
praxedes Plotz Trap. 1060
praxilla Jord. Pap. 62
praxiteles Fldr. Ever. 923
praxithea Fruhst. Eupl. 228
preciosa Fruhst. Pantop. 635
Precis Hbn. 516
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Precis 461
Prepona 4, 455, 712, 714, 718, 729
presbyter Btlr. Tag. 1042
presbyter Fruhst. Meg. 858
pretiosus Gr.-Sm. Hypoch. 841
144 h
prexaspes Fldr. Pap. 56
pria Drc. Notocr. 1095
priamus L. Pap. 13 ...
la
priamus Troid. 12, 14'
priapus Bsd. Pap. 29 .
...
17 a
priapus Pap. 28, 70, 743, 874
priapus Btlr. Eupl. 256
priasa Jord. Pap. 65
prillwitzi Fruhst. Pap. 80
primigenius Rothsch. Pap. 72 .
27 a
primularis Btlr. El. 123 ...
62 g
princeps Fixs. Seph. 701
princeps Smpr. Tag. 1043 .
.
165 e
princeps Weym. Pap. 106
princesa Fruhst. Cirr. 492 .
.
108 b
princesa Fruhst. Euth. 679
princesa Stgr. Ilest. 222
princesa Stgr. Neor. 327
princessa Sm. Die. 788
principalis Fruhst. App. 154
principalis Fruhst. Heb. 176
principalis Fruhst. Sal. 182
pringondani PYn/ish Her. 706 .
116 c
pringondani Herona 662
Prioneris Wall. 135
Prioneris 148, 162, 178, 426
prisca Fruhst. Euth. 671
priscilla Btlr. Hyp. 548
priscus Fruhst. Pap. 99
privata Fruhst. Eupl. 260
privata Fruhst. Pantop. 635
privata Fruhst. Sin. 979 .
.
.
157 g
privigna Fruhst. Hor. 982
proba Fruhst. Lyc. 875
proeax Fruhst. Prec. 522
procles Gr.-Sm. Pap. 99 .
.
.
44 b
procles Nic. Telic. 1081
procne Leech Le. 313
procotes Nic. Por. 1009
procris Cr. Limen. 640
procris Limen. 623, 629, 637,
643, 747
procris Leech Le. 318
prodiga Fruhst. Limen. 637
prodiga Fruhst. Taenaris 421
prodigiosa Fruhst. Zeux.
435, 437
proditrix Fruhst. Euth. 685
producta Btlr. Tana. 651
prodymus Fruhst. Nept. 611
progressiva Fruhst. Eupl. 242 .
84 c
prominens Mr. Nac. 919
prominens Nic. Lyc. 869
promula Hew. Por. 1008 .
. .
154 k
pronomus Gray Pap. 15
propertius Phemiades 1081
propin qua Misk. Iss. 475
propinqua Stich. Disc. 446
propinquus Rothsch. Pap. 23 .
.14 a
prorsoides Arasch. 529
prorus Streck. Pap. 91
proserpina Btlr. Eupl. 241
proserpina Cr. Hyp. 550 .
.
119 a
prosope F. Cuph. 470
prospero Gr.-Sm. Pap. 69
protenor Cr. Pap. 76
protenor Pap. 69, 76
Protlioe Hbn. 712, 713
Prothoe 454, 534
protoclea H.-Schdff. Is. 1066 .
169 b
protogenes Fldr. Hypoch. 841
protogenia Cr. Elymn. 376
protractus Btlr. Terac. 173
proxima Leech Le. 324
proxima Nic. Por. 1009
proxima Rothsch. Nac. 919
proximata Stgr. Has. 1051 .
.
166 d
proxissima Elw. Has. 1051 .
.
166 d
pruina Drc. Cand. 850

Plat.

pruni Thecla 984
prunosa Mr. Abis. 782
prunosa Mr. Eupl. 236
prunosa Mr. Eupl. 276
prusias L7dr. Telic. 1080
.
.
172 c
pryeri Btlr. Nept. 609
pryeri Btlr. Zeux. 436
pryeri Dist. Ud. 183 ....
62 c
pryeri Drc. Amblyp. 956
pryeri Mr. Dod. 778 .
.
.
.
141 b
pryeri Mr. Eupl. 230
pryeri Mr. Eupl. 275
pryeri Rothsch. Pap. 72 .
30 b
psaphon Ww. Char. 734
pseudadipala Fruhst. Nept. 607
126 f
pseudagina Fruhst. Elym. 378
pseudaliris Btlr. Thaur. 441
Pseudalmenus Drc. 998
pseudalumna Fruhst. Elym. 382
Pseudamathusia Hour. 431
Pseudamathusia 426
pseudamba Fruhst. Huph. 145
pseudanops Btlr. El. 123 .
.
62 d
pseudaratus Fruhst. Lamp. 909
pseudarias Fruhst. Cuph. 468
pseudasophis Fruhst. Myc. 335
pseudaswa Fruhst. Mel. 365
pseudelpis Btlr. Lamp. 906
Pseudergolidi 461
Pseudergolis Fldr. 461
,
Pseudergolis 453, 571, 705
pseuderiphyle Fruhst. Euth. 671
pseudeuchylas Strd. Lamp. 912
pseudeuploea Fruhst. Elym. 385
pseudevanescens Fruhst. Rah. 600
pseudiphita Fruhst. Prec. 518
pseudirius Btlr. Hypoc. 296
pseudocassius Murr. Tar. 893
pseudocentaurus Dbl. Ambl. 950
pseudochromia Rbb. Thyson. 831 142 b
pseudocorinna Fruhst. Sal. 182
62 b
pseudodelias Fruhst. Elym. 392
Pseudodipsas Fldr. 898
pseudofalcata Erites 441
pseudofalcipennis Fruhst. Erit. 303
pseudofasciola Fruhst. Apat. 700
pseudofervens Fruhst. Char. 734
pseudohisme Fruhst. Eupl. 265
pseudoinsularis Fruhst. Cur. 935
162 d
pseudojafra, Mr. Cher. 993 .
.
158 f
pseudolaeta Mr. Ter. 166
pseudolalage Mr. App. 153
pseudoleis Fruhst. App. 155
.
61 a
pseudoliris Fruhst. Pap. 35
pseudolonginus Dbl. Taj. 972
.
155 h
pseudomelaneus Mr. Dan. 210
pseiidornerta Fruhst. Euth. 671
pseudomesa Mr. Padr. 1077 .
170 i
pseudomisippus Fruhst. Hyp. 552 119 b
pseudomuta Stgr. Ambl. 957 .
148 e
Pseudomyrina 992
Pseudonotis Drc. 834
pseudopallasUrM/ish Apat. 700
115 b
pseudophilene Fruhst. Dan. 198
pseudophorbas Fruhst. Hyp. 985
158 d
pseudopithoka Fruhst. Hyp. 544
pseudosalia Fruhst. Euth. 665
pseudosalpinx Fruhst. Elym. 389
pseudosoma Fruhst. Nept. 607
Pseudosphinx 6
pseudovalmikis Fruhst. Tana. 653
pseudovenilia Fruhst. Rah. 600
pseudovikasi Mr. Nept. 611
pseustis Doh. Nacad. 917
Psilura 5
psittacus Fruhst. Euth. 676
psyche Fldr. App. 156
psyche Stgr. Cirr. 487
pteria Hew. Tag. 1042 .
.
.
165 d
ptinius Taruc. 884
ptolychus G.<Sc S. Pap. 69
.
23 b
Ptychandra Fldr. 329
Ptychandra Fldr. 285, 306
ptychandrina Fruhst. Elym. 385
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ptyleus Fruhst. Myc. 345
publilia Fruhst. Eupl. 232
publilius Fruhst. Pap. 76
Pudicitia Nic. 1070
puella Bsd. Ter. 172 .
.
.
.
puellula Fruhst. Limen. 637
puellus = Lycaenops. pull us
875
pugnans Nic. Plast. 1091 .
.
pulaha Mr. Xe. 325
pulahoides Mr. Ne. 325
pulasara Mr. Tanaec. 651
pulchella Fldr. Man. 307
pulchella Swns. Cand. 853
pulclierrima Btlr. Jam. 903
pulckra Btlr. Hyp. 553
pulchra Btlr. Lib. 771
pulchra Fldr. Man. 307
pulchra Guer. Die. 787 .
.
.
pulchra Math. Argyron. 298 .
pulchra Murr. Taruc. 893
pulchrior Btlr. Ix. 160
pulchrior Sin. Jam. 902
pulla Mr. Ter. 167
pulla Plotz Mat. 1067 .
.
.
pullata Btlr. Dan. 198
pulligo Mab. Sane. 1073 .
.
pullus Joic.&. Talb. Lyc. 875 .
pulomaya Mr. Cel. 1036
pulonus Fruhst. App. 151
pulverulenta Fruhst. Eupl. 267
pumila Bsd. Dan. 206 .
.
.
pumila Btlr. Eupl. 256 ...
pumilus Fldr. Oen. 311
punctaria Fruhst. Eupl. 265
punctaria Fruhst. Praet. 794 .
punctata Fruhst. App. 154 .
.
punctata Hag. Pap. 17
punctatissima Mats. Ter. 183
punctatus Smpr. Allot. 814 .
punicea Gr.-Sm. Eupl. 242 .
.
pupienus Fruhst. Hyp. 984
pupilla Thecla 983
pupillata Fruhst. Erg. 459 .
.
pupillata Fruhst. Neor.
326, 394
..
pura Fruhst. Dod. 776
pura Fruhst. Euth. 678 .
.
.
pura Gr.-Sm. Par. 123
pura Mr. Lamp. 904 ....
pura Swh. Cynth. 476
purana Fruhst. App. 149
purana Fruhst. Euth. 668
purenda Mr. Sar. 1044 .
.
.
Purlisa 973
purpurascens Elw.& Edw. Is.
1066
.
purpurascens Ehv. & Edw. Mat.
1067 .. .
purpurata Btlr. Dan. 215
purpurata Btlr. Rad. 181
purpurata Sm. Jam. 902
purpurea Fruhst. Tana. 654
purpurea Fruhst. Yo. 541
purpurea Sm.&Ry. Cand. 851
purreea Mr. Cup. 1093 .
.
.
purus Btlr. Terac. 174 .
.
.
puseda Mr. Euth. 660 .
.
.
pusilla Fruhst. Oer. 1095 .
.
pusilla Fruhst. Pantop. 627
pusilla Fruhst. Ypth. 287 .
.
puspa Horsf. Lyc. 870
puspa Lycaenops. 858, 981
puspargiolus Chapin. Lyc. 871
puspinus Kheil Lyc. 870
putli Roll. Chil. 926
Putlia Mr. 314
putra Mr. Cel. 1036 ....
pydna Fruhst. Eupl. 228
pygela Hew. Odont. 1045 .
.
pygela Lord. Pap. 61
pygmaea Mr. Eupl. 246
pygmaea Mr. Ix. 159
pygmaea Rob. Huph. 143

73 li

175 a

139 b
93 f

169 e
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pygmaea Sn. Ziz. 925
pygmaeus Hbn. Gregenes 1083
pylaon Fldr. Amathux. 432
pylos Fruhst. Ter. 168
Pyrameis Hbn. 524
Pyrameis 3, 4
pyramus Wall. Del. 134 .
. .
56 a
pyranthe L. Cat. 162
pyrene L. Ix. 158.71c
pyres Godm. Eupl. 256
pyrodiscus Rosenst. Luc. 931
pyrrha Leech Euth. 683
pyrrha Nic. Celaen. 1036
pyrrha Rob. Mel. 368
Pyrrochalcia 1028
Pyrrhopyginae 1030
pyrrhulus Fruhst. Erib. 727
pyrrhus L. Erib. 728
pytheas Fruhst. Rah. 599
pythia = Hypoch. pythias 841
pythias Fldr. Hypoch. 841 .
.
144 g
Pythonides Hbn. 1044
pytias Mab. Telic. 1079 .
.
.
168 h. i
pyxagathus Fruhst. Col. 164
pyxidata Weym. Euth. 685
pyxus Nic. Allot. 813
.
.
.
141 i

170 d, e
154 g

76 e
85 d

138 g
60 c

142 b
84 c

107 b
94 c
131 a

quadrata Btlr. El. 122
quadrata Elw. Notocr. 1095
.
174 g
quadricolor G.& S. Huph. 144
65 f
quadrimaculata Mab. Has. 1048
quadrinotata Btlr. Lib. 771
quadriocellata Strd. Taen. 449
quadriplaga Sn. Taen. Lyc. 876 152 e
quadriplaga Lycaenops. 858, 859
queda Plotz Charm. 1038 .
.
164 e
queenslandicus Rothsch. Pap. 36
querceti Mr. Amblyp. 964
quercetorum Mr. Sur. 943 .
.
149 a
quercoides Rob. Ambl. 954 .
.
148 c
quercus Zephyr. 963, 969
quilta Swh. Nept. 619 .
.
.
125 e
quinctinus Fruhst. Hyp. 544
quinta Fruhst. At. 472
quintia Fruhst. Eupl. 266 .
.
81 a

151 g

IS.
165 f

169 c
169 e

145
174
73
133
175

e
d
b
c
a

99 c

164 a
165 g

rabefaner Mab. Taruc. 893
rachel Bsd. Huph. 143
ractaya Fruhst. Mat. 1068
.
Radena Mr. 211
Radena Fruhst. 209, 216, 293
radenoides Fruhst. Par. 181
radenoides Fruhst. Zeth. 393
radlia Mr. Nept. 619
radians Actinor 1093
radiata Fruhst. Eupl. 263
radica Fruhst. Eupl. 228
radiosa Plotz Ism. 1053 .
.
.
radza Mr. Myc. 353
rafaela Fruhst. Elym. 379 .
.
rafaela Fruhst. Taen. 421
rafflesi Mr. Eupl. 268 ...
rafflesiae McL. Eus. 1031
.
rafflesii Nic. Ambl. 957
rafflesina Fruhst. Eupl. 269
Ragadia Ww. 360
Ragadia Ww. 301, 356
ragalva Fruhst. Le. 316
ragupta Fruhst. Odont. 1045
rahel Stgr. Ter. 170
Rahinda Mr. 596
Rahinda 595, 596
rahita Fruhst. Ism. 1054
rahria Mr. Cher. 593 .
.
.
rahria Cherson. 595
rahrioides Mr. Cher. 593

169 f

167 b
87 c
84 a
163 c

121 e

Plat.

!
i
J

j
J

rahula Fruhst. Le. 320
rahula Fruhst. Telic. 1079
raidhaka Rhe.-Phil. Char. 749
raja Fldr. Euth. 679 .
131 b
rajagriha-FVn/tsC Padr. 1077 .
171 a
rajana Fruhst. Euth. 676
rajatus Fruhst. Lamp. 908
raktaya Fruhst. Telic. 1080
raluana Rbb. Ism. 1053
rama Fldr. Pap. 102
rama Roll. Ambl. 964
rama Mr. Lib. 770
rama Mr. Myc. 346
rama Mr. Ter. 166
ramaceus Ww. Pap. 105 .
47 b
ramada Mr. Euth. 665
ramada Mr. Euth. 664
ramadeva Nic. Le. 314 .
97 d
ramdeo Mr. Thaum. 438
ramosa Fruhst. App. 150
ramosa Leech Ne. 325
ramsayi Mr. Eupl. 271 .
81 a
ramsayi Mr. Kail. 565
rana Nic. Hor. 981
rana Stgr. Apat. 699 ....
115 a
ranga Mr. Pantop. 629 .
124 c
Rangbia Mr. 322
rangoonensis Swh. Euth. 664
ransonnettiiPZdr. Abar. 1046 .
165 h
rapae L. Pier. 140
Rapala Mr. 1001
Rapala 824, 943, 944,984
rapara Fruhst. Nac. 918
rara Btlr. Ypth. 286
rarik Esch. Hyp. 552
rasana Fruhst. Telic. 1079
rasilis Fruhst. Nept. 605
Rathinda Mr. 988
ratna Fruhst. Cel. 1036
ratnacri Fruhst. Le. 320 .
98 b
ratnapandi Fruhst. Le. 321
rauparaha Fered. Chrysoph.
932
Rausuma Mr. 235
Ravadeba Mr. 205
Ravadeba 193
ravana Fruhst. Rem. 977
ravana Mr. Cirr. 490
ravana Mr. Pap. 32 ...
19 c
ravata Mr. Rem. 977
146 c
ravi Mr. Tag. 1040 ....
164 h
ravina Fruhst. Tag. 1040
ravindra Hsf. Marm. 990 .
159 g
ravindrina Stgr. Marm. 990
159 g
rawnsleyi Misk. Enod. 306
reaumuri Oberth. Eupl. 234
rebeli Fruhst. Cynth. 482 .
109 c, d
rebeli Fruhst. Taen. 420
rebilus Fruhst. Allot. 810
recaranus Ww. Cyr. 585 '
recidiva Stich. Apat. 700
recta Dophla 393, 656, 682
131 c
recta Nic. Euth. 682 ....
rectifascia Leech Notocr. 1094 '
168 h
rectifasciata Elw. Padr. 1078 .
rectilineata Fruhst. Aphn. 937
rectivitta Mab. Telic. 1079
rectivitta Mr. Rap. 1003
recussa Fruhst. Eupl. 236
redesilla Fruhst. Sym. 533
reducta Fruhst. Heb. 176
reducta Fruhst. Nept. 608
123 e
reducta Fruhst. Pantop. 635
145 b
refusa Gr.-Sm. Cand. 852 .
regalis Btlr. Proth. 713
regalis Leech Mand. 359
regalis Mr. Eupl. 271
143 d. e
regalis Sm.& Ry. Thyson. 827
145 f
regina Btlr. Cand. 853 .
regina Drc. Log. 806
regina Fldr. Cirr. 492
143 b
regina Ry. Thyson. 826 .
regina Mr. Eupl. 246
145 a, b
regina Sm.& Ry. Hypoch. 845
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reginae Salv. Pap. 12.
regis Rothsch. Pap! 12
regulus Stgr. Taj. 976 .
.
.
156 e, f
regulus Stoll Pap. 81
reinwardti Mr. Hest. 220
reinwardti Yoll. Ix. 160 ...
72 e
reinwardti lx. 147
relata Dist. Taj. 975
relata Nic. Cirr. 488
relicina Fruhst. Elym. 386 .
.
89 a
relucida Fruhst. Eupl. 263
remba Mr. Huph. 142
Remelana Mr. 977
remigia Fruhst. Hyp. 546
remulia Cr. Myc. 335
remuYin&Fruhst. Myc. 335 .
.
91 d
remulina Myc. 338
remus F. Pap. 18
renardi Oberth. Notocr. 1095
renata Fruhst. Rap. 1005
rendova Fruhst. Argyron. 298
renidens Mah. Rhopal. 1055
repanda Fldr. Netroc. 1045
.
165 g
repetita Btlr. Parn. 1085
repetitus Btlr. Char. 733
resarta Btlr. Eupl. 235 ...
82 b
resarta Eupl. 245
resplendens B.-Bak. Waig. 834
restricta Leech Pap. 41
restricta Mr. Notocr. 1094
reta Mr. Pantop. 629
.
.
.
124 d
ret ext a Swh. App. 148
reter Drc. Niph. 901 ....
153 g
retiarius Sm. Zem. 774
retracta Fruhst. Amath. 428
retrograda Fruhst. Amath. 428
reverdini Fruhst. Allot. 812
reverdini Fruhst. Lamp. 909
rex Bsd. Gler. 823
rex Bsd. Hypoch. 838 ...
1 I I f
rex Wilem. Sephisa 701
rezia Ky. Eupl. 267
rhacida Jord. Pap. 63
rhadamanthus Bsd. Pap. 25, 26
rhadamanthus Eupl. 225, 271.
707. 708, 710
rhadamanthus Lucas Pap. 26 .
12 c
rhamni L. Gonept. 3, 161
rhamasses Stgr. Euth. 675 .
.
129 a
rhaphia Jord. Pap. 88
Rliaphicera Btlr. 310
rhea Fldr. Apas. 698 .
.
.
.
116 a
rhemia Fruhst. Huph. 145
rhesulus Fruhst. Pap. 88
rhesus Bsd. Pap. 88 .
.
.
.
12 a
rhetenor Ww. Pap. 76
rhetenorina Jord. Pap. 72
rhexia F. Ix. 159.71 b
Rhinopalpa Fldr. 538
Rhinopalpa 453, 516, 540. 656
rhoda Nic. Rap. 1003
rhodana Fruhst. Cast. 890
rhodane i. tab. — Cast, celebensis 889
rhodanus Fruhst. Hyp. 985
rhode Hpjfr. Cast. 890
rhode Piep. Rap. 1003
rhodia Fruhst. Eupl. 266
rhodifer Btlr. Pap. 34
...
16 c
rhodifer Pap. 71
rhodius Hour. Par. 111
rhodopis Rothsch. Pap. 38
rhoecus Nic. Rap. 1005 .
.
.
161 b
Rhopalocampta Wallgr. 1055
Rhopalocampta, 5
rhyparia Jord. Pap. 24
ribbei Fruhst. App. 150
ribbei Fruhst. Dan. 215
ribbei Fruhst. Notocr. 1095
ribbei Honr. Amath. 431
ribbei Honr. Ceth. 506
ribbei Mart. Cyr. 590
ribbei Plotz Has. 1050
ribbei Rob. Apaturina 712
ribbei Rob. Ambl. 949
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ribbei Rob. Del. 128
ribbei Rob. Die. 786
ribbei Rob. Eupl. 229
ribbei Rob. Ideops. 218
ribbei Rob. Mel. 365
ribbei Rob. Rap. 1002 .
ribbei Rob. Waig. 833
ribbei Rothsch. Proth. 716
richmondia Gray Pap. 15
richmondii Schneid. Pap. 15
rickardi Sm. Dol. 563
ricussa Fruhst. Cynth. 479
riedeli Kirsch Pap. 19 .
rietmanni Smpr. Hesper. 1057
rihodona Mr. Rah. 597
Riodinidae 767, 771
Riodinini 771
ripte Drc. Lyc. 874 .
risa Dbl. Cher. 592
....
rita Fruhst. Dan. 205
rita Sm. Nac. 917
ritsemae Eecke Eoox. 993
ritsemae Fruhst. Euth. 689
ritsemae Fruhst. Taen. 420 .
ritsemae Taen. 416
ritsemae Sn. Pap. 27, 28
riukiuen'sis Holt. Hest. 221
rival is Fruhst. Cat. 163 .
rizana Mr. Van. 527
robertsi Btlr. Mel. 511
robertsi Btlr. Tana. 651
robertsia Btlr. Ter. 493 .
robertsia Ter. 744
robinsoni Dist. Ypth. 288
robsonii Nic. Suast. 1062
robusta Elw. Parn. 1086
robusta Fldr. Liph. 803 .
robustus Wall. Eur. 709 .
robustus Euripus 506
rochana Horsf. Ira. 944
roduna Fruhst. Eupl. 276
roduntata Nic. Erit. 302
roeberi Fruhst. Erib. 720 .
roberi Fruhst. Lyc. 871
roepstorffi Mr. App. 155
roepstorffi Mr. Eupl. 268
roepstorffi Mr. Parth. 645
roepstorffi Mr. Ter. 169
roepstorffi Wood.-M. Heb. 175
rogeri Hbn. Eupl. 249
rogersi Bingh. Lamp. 907
rogersi Swh. Rap. 1117
Rohan a Mr. 697
Rohana Mr. 697
rohini Marsh. Lib. 768 .
rohria F. Le. 315
rohria Teethe 312, 353
rokana Fruhst. Aphn. 937 . - .
rolanda Fruhst. Eupl. 260
romana Fruhst. Dol. 559
romanus Fruhst. Erib. 727
romulus Or. Pap. 61 .
romulus Pap. 2
rona Rothsch. Del. 133
rona Sui. Lyc. 866
ronensis Sm. Nept. 614
roona Mr. Ambl. 964
roonensis Fruhst. Tell. 2711
roonia Fruhst. Myc. 338
rosacea Nic. Rap. 1003
rosanna Fruhst. Meg. 858
roscia Fruhst. Waig. 833
rosea Oberth. Pap. 36
rosenbergi Volt. Del. 125
rosimon P. Cast. 885 .
rossa Fruhst. Char. 732
rosselana B.-Bak. Thvson.
831
rosselanus Rothsch. Pap. 50
rosseli Fruhst. Taen. 423
rotalita Swh. Pap. 57
rothschildi Fruhst. Stib. 569
rothschildi Holl. Del. 124
rothschildi Mart. Cyr. 577

1 60 i

10 a

1 52 g
121 e

1 00 d

68 d

108 c

173 d
142 a
115 c

93 e
134 a

71 a

139 f

157 a

32 a

Plat.

rothschildi Sm. Taen. 414
rothschildi Sm. Taen. 421
rothsch ildianus Fruhst. Pay).
85
rotundalis Mr. Ter: 169
rotundata Btlr. Cirr. 487
rotundata Gr.-Brn. Dan. 207
rouxi Bsd. App. 148
rovena Fruhst. Cuph. 468
rovena Drc. Hypoch. 838
rovorea Fruhst. Lna 900
roxana Fruhst. Pap. 84
roxana Nic. Cast. 888.
roxane Fldr. Man. 306
roxus Godt. Cast. 888, 889
royeri \"oil. Prec. 524
rubecula Plotz Kor. 1072
rubella Wall. Ter. 166
rubellio Fruhst. Euth. 692
ruin L. Callophr. 856
rubianus Rothsch. Pap. 12
rubicundus Fruhst. Aphn. 937
rubicundus Fruhst. Pap. 77
rubida Fruhst. Pap. 61
rubionensis Sm. Argyron. 298
rubra Pag. Pap. 112
rubrica Fruhst. Dan. 198
rubrocincta Mah. Ism. 1053
rubroplaga Rothsch. Pap. 97
rubrosignatus Rothsch. Pap.4 03
rubula Fruhst. Dod. 775
riickerti Fruhst. Arg. 515
rudha Fruhst. Padr. 1119
rudis Fldr. Cyr. 580
rudis Mr. Myc. 347
rudolphi Elw.& Nic. Pird. 1093
rudolphi Pird. 1055
rudra Mr. Arg. 516, 745
rudraca Fruhst. Tana. 653
rudrina Fruhst. Arg. 745
rufatus Rothsch. Pay). 54 .
rufescens Oberth. Pap. 101
ruficincta Lathy Apat. 698
ruficollis Btlr. Pay>. 28
ruficollis Pap. 24
ruficornis Mah. Cel. 1037
rufinus Fruhst. Mel. 366
rufinus Gr.-Sm. Hypoch. 846
rufinus Rothsch. Pap. 99
rufiventris Fruhst. Dan. 202
rufocellularis Fruhst. Pap. 95
rufofervidus Fruhst. Pap. 95
rufolineata Fruhst. Derc. 160
rufonotata Fruhst. Ilerda 933
rufoplenus Fruhst. Pap. 101
rufotaenia Fruhst. Marm. 990
rufotaeniata Fruhst. Erg. 456
rufula Nic. Pantoy). 634
rugei Rbb. Euth. 695
riikma Nic. Aphn. 938
rukmini Nic. Aphn. 938
rumanzovia Eschsch. Pay). 75 2
runeka Mr. Ors. 358
ruslana Argynn. 514
russus Roth. Pap. 44
...
rutilans Oberth. Pay). 23
ruvana Fruhst. Lamy>. 904
ruvanella Fruhst. Hest. 704

1 70 <1

6 b
157 b

174 e

48 a

145c

67 c

i c. 27 a

49 a

W.
52 a
1 53 a

11 5 d

Sabanosa Mr. 226
sabatina Fruhst. Lyc. 867
sabatus Fruhst. Lamp. 908 .
sabazuS Fruhst. Allot. 809
Sahera Swh. 1070
sabina Cr. Yo. 541
sabis Fruhst. Lyc. 869
sahulosa Fruhst. Yo. 540
sacerdos Btlr. Eupl. 241.
sacerdos Eupl. 249
sacerdotalis Fruhst. Eupl. 261

149

151 b

113 e

81 d

INDEX.
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sacerdotalis Fruhst. l’ap. 105
sacha Gr.-Sin. Del. 126
sacha Del. 128
sacvida Fruhst. Euth. 668
sada. Fruhst. El. 122
Sad art/a Mr. 812
sadija Fruhst. Xantli. 167
saenia Fruhst. Prion. 137
sa-gada Fruhst. Arg. 516
sagana Argynn. 51-1
sagara Mr. Taract. 107-1
sagata Fruhst. Pap. 1001
.
sagessa Fruhst. Del. 183
sagittate W'ilern. Neope 325
sagittatus Fruhst. Pap. 28
sagittiger Fruhst. Pap. 106
sagittigera Fruhst. Mye. 341
saha Fruhst. Pap. 1001
sahadeva Mr. Entli. 682
saida Hew. Has. 1051 .
.
.
staidja van dc 1‘olt Euth. 686 .
saina (tr.-Sru. App. 156
saitaphernes Fruhst. Eutli.
671
saitis Hew. Zip. 300
saka Mr. Oalin. 1(52
sakaia Fruhst. Rap. 1003 .
.
sakaii Mats. Ilerda 933
sakaia Fruhst. Nept. 612
sakii Vic. Euth. 6-75
sakita Rhh. Eri. 1071
sakontala Hew. Pap. 60 .
.
sakontala Foil. Arg. 51(5
sakota Fruhst. Euth. 681
sakra Mr. Yptli. 292
sakyamuni Fruhst. Euth. 661
sala Fruhst. Abis. 783
.
.
sala Heir. Suast. 1062
.
.
salabanda Kirsch Eupl. 256
Sala in is 516. 510
salanga Plots Has. 1050
salangana Fruhst. Euth. 660
salangana Fruhst. lx. 159
.
salangana lx. 158
salapia Fruhst. Mel. 368
Salatura Mr. 191
salayara Fruhst. Cynth. 179
salazar Fruhst. Het. 305
salegos Fruhst. Ter. 171
salentia Hpffr. Parth. 616
Saletara Disk 181
saleyra Fruhst. Abis. 783
.
salevra Fruhst. Nept. 603
.
saleyra Fruhst. Prec. 524
salia .1/ r. Euth.. 666
salia Euthal. 652. 661
salina Fruhst. Tana. 651
salinator Fruhst. Eupl. 231
salistra Fruhst. Eupl. 238
sallastinus Fruhst. Pap. 98
sallastinus Stgr. Pap. 99
sallastius Stgr. Pap. 99
.
.
saloe Fruhst. Nept. 611
saloma Xif. Oynth. 177
salomonis Btlr. Ter. 172
salomonis Fruhst. Mel. 363
salomonis Math. Cyr. 591
salomonis Rhh. Eupl. 268. 278
salomonis Rothsch. Pap. 102
salpingo ides Callipl. 265
salpingoides Fruhst. Eupl.
257
Salpinx Him. 261
S'alpin.r 225
salpona Fruhst. Euth. 681
salpona Fruhst. Nept. 612
.
salsala Mr. .Tam. 1063
.
.
salustius F. Chrysoph. 932
salustius Chrysoph. 930
salvia Fruhst. Hors. 915
salvini Bttr. Del. 127 .
.
.
salvini Fruhst. Pantop.. 621
salvini Kirsch Hypol. 516
salvini Stgr. Eupl. 259

116 c

166 e
130 c

1 60 e

32 a

110 b
168 b. c

72 c

110 a
126 d
128 c

13 b

125 a
168 d

55 a

salwattcnsis Fruhst. Ceth. 711,
715
samadha Fruhst. Taract. 1075
samadhi Fruhst. Faun. 101
samana Fruhst. Leba. 611
samana Fruhst. Notocr. 1091
samanga Fruhst. Gand. 173 .
samanga Fruhst. Lyc. 870
samanga Fruhst. Plast. 1092
samanganus Fruhst. Pap. 18
samani Hag. Cyr. 525
.
.
samara Fruhst. Best. 222
samarana Fruhst. Ter. 170
samasara Fruhst. Euth. 659
samatha Mr. Erib. 719
samba Mr. Myc. 312
sambaluna Fruhst. Ije. 317 .
sambaluna Fruhst. Pyr. 526
sambara Mr. Sat. 1033
.
.
sambavana Doh. Eupl. 253
sambavana Doli. Pap. 20
sambawana Elw. Bib. 1052
sambawana Elw. Tag. 1011 .
sambawana Mart. Cyr. 577
sambilanga Doh. Pap. 31
Samentci Mr. 312
samina Fruhst. Myc. 310 .
.
samina Fruhst. Sur. 913
samio Dht.-Hew. Le. 319
samiola Fruhst. Nept. 61 I
samoa H.-Schdff. Catoch. 922
samoana Fruhst. Iss. 175 .
.
samoensis Drc. Nac. 919
samoensis Rhh. Free. 522
samosata Fruhst. Log. 807
samudaya Fruhst. Euth. 661
samudra Mr. I .ye. 928
.
.
samyutta Fruhst. Notocr. 1091
sana Rtlr. Ter. 166
sanaca Mr. Del. 130
sanapati Fruhst. Ter. 169
sanatana Mr. Cur. 935
.
.
sanatana Mr. Myc. 351
sanatana Mr. Myc. 313
sanaya, Fruhst. Lamp. 911
sanaya Fruhst. Nac. 918
Sancus Nic. 1072
sandaka Bttr. Rah. 598
sandakana Fruhst. Ceth. 501
sandakana Mr. Euth. 668
sandakani B.-Bak. Ambl. 954
sandakanus Fruhst. Erib. 720
sandakanus Fruhst. Euth. 698
sanderi R. <C ./. Acr. 712
sandya Fruhst. Lamp. 905 .
sangaica Rtlr. Myc. 355
sangaica Mr. Nept. 601
sangareva Fruhst. Tag. 1039
sangarius Fruhst. Cast. 887
sangha Fruhst. Die. 787
sangha Fruhst. Lib. 768
sanghamitta Fruhst. Telic
1081
sangira B.-Bak. Ambl. 952 .
sangira Fruhst. Ceth. 508
sangira Fruhst. Dac. 970
sangira Fruhst. Dan. 200
sangira Fruhst. Elym. 386
.
sangira Fruhst. Nac. 911
sangira Fruhst. Nept. 622
sangira Fruhst. Ter. 171
sangira Oberth. Pap. 99
sangira Plate Taract. 1076 .
sangirica Fruhst. Cuplx. 168
sangra. Mr. Ziz. 925
sanguinalis Btlr. Terac. 171
sanguinalis Fruhst. Lib. 769 .
sanguinocculus Mart. Gang.
1072 .
sanherib Fruhst. Ambl. 959
sani Nic. Aplm. 938
sa-nia Fruhst. Lyc. 870
sankapura Fruhst. Pap. 97
sankapura Fruhst. Ter. 167

73 c

117 b

97 b
163 c

105 b

91 e

107 e

153 1

162 g

110 b
150 Be

151 c

118 b

89 a

170 g

139 e
170 b

Plat.

sanlcapurus Fruhst. Bap. 97
sankara Kail. Nept. 619
sankarya. Fruhst. Has. 1018
sanna Fruhst. Cher. 593
sanna Cherson. 717
sannians Fruhst. Rah. 599
sannio Drc. Dac. 970 .
santana = Caret is sanatana
931
Saphara Mr. 261
saphir Rich. Ilerda 932
saphirina Stgr. Zeph. 968
sapitana Fruhst. Eupl. 239
sapitana Fruhst. Euth. 678
sapitana Fruhst. Mvc. 311
sapitana Fruhst. Padr. 1077
sapor G. <C B. Cynth. 188
sapor Cynth. 711
sapphirina Rob. Taj. 971
sappho Smpr. Faun. 106
sara Math. Myc. 339 .
sarabaita FI dr. Nept. 616
sarala Nic. Lot. 1099 .
Sarangcsa Mr. 1013
saraswati Folk Aul. 309
sarata Fruhst. Rap. 1003 .
saravus Fruhst. Yptli. 289
saraya Doh. Abar. 1016 .
sarcaposa Fruhst. Yptli. 291
sarcapus Fruhst. Tell. 273
sardes Fruhst. Eupl. 277
sardonyx Fruhst. llor. 1116
sareptensis Stgr. Col. 161
sargon Mali. Pil'd. 1098
sari Horsf. Ter. 170
sari Ter. 165
sariba Fruhst. Die. 788
sarilata Smpr. Ter. 170
sarinoides Fruhst. Ter. 167
sariputra Fruhst. Telic. 1080
sarmana Fruhst. Eutli. 681
sarmice Fruhst. Lamp. 912
sarnada Fruhst. Ceth. 506
Sarobia Mr. 226
sarochoa Fruhst. Nept. 621
saronis .1//-. Cur. 935 .
sarpedon k. Pap. 95
sarpedon Bap. 201
sarpedonides Fruhst. Pap. 95
sarrastes Fruhst. Allot. 813
sarsina Fruhst. Ceth. 502
sarsina Fruhst. Lamp. 912
sarta . 11ph. I jyc. 928
saruna Plots Barn. 1081 .
sarus Fruhst. Ger. 823
Sasakia Mr. 702
sasivarna Mr. Mat. 1068 .
saskia Fruhst. Nept. 620
sassanides Folk Thee. 969.
sassina Fruhst. Dan. 273
sastra Fruhst. Euth. 661 .
satadra Mr. lx. 159
Salanga Mr. 261
satapana Fruhst. Tana. 655
satarnus Fruhst. Le. 321
sataspes FI dr. Pap. 55
Satarupa .1//-. 1033
satellita Btlr. Cirr. 190
satellitica Fruhst. Dan. 213
satellitica Fruhst. Cynth. 180 .
satellitica Fruhst. Nept. 603
satellitica Fruhst. Ter. 167
satelliticus Fruhst. Allot. 812
sati Nic. »Sar. 1011
satina Sm. Nept. 613 .
satra Fruhst. Notocr. 1091
satra Fruhst. Telic. 1079
sa tra pcs Adolias 692
satrapes Fldr. Euth. 693
satraps Sm. Praet. 795
satricus Dbl. Rhapli. 310
satropaces Hew. Euth. 658
Satsuma 970
sattanga Mr. Nept. 611

125 c
156 a

91 b
175 e

160 g
1 65 h

73 f

1 10 d

162 f
11 d

173 a
111 c
169 f

128 d

22 a

109 b

125 g

111 a,
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satulla Alab. Tox. 1058
saturata Mr. Abis. 78]
saturata Mr. Pap. 42
saturata Sn. Lamp. 906
saturatior Fruhst. Guph. 467
saturatior Fruhst. Taen. 420 .
100 <1
saturatior Taen. 410
saturatus Elw. Cel. 1037 .
.
164 c
saturnia Fruhst. Del. 135
saturnia Fruhst. Hyp. 546
saturnus Guer. Pap. 52
22 a
satwa Nic. Zog. 1067 .
.
.
169 c
satyavati Nic. Le. 319
Satyridae 285
satyrina Btlr. Le. 324
satyrina Fldr. Cirr. 485
.
121 cl
Satyromorpha 403
Satyrus Lair. 310
Satyrus 305, 307, 463
saueri Gist. Elym. 381
saunda Fruhst. Lamp. 907
saundersi Btlr. Eupl. 25 1
saundersi Hew. Hyp. 554
sauteri Fruhst. Lyc. 864
sauteri Fruhst. Pantop. 626
savara Fruhst. Ker. 1097
savara Gr.-Sm. Ypth. 292
savitri Fldr. Abis. 785
savuana Fruhst. An. 137 .
.
63 e
savuanus Rothsch. Pap. 35
sawaja Fruhst. Tax. 791 .
.
138 f
sawela Fruhst. App. 155 .
.
61 b, c
saweloides Fruhst. App. 154
60 c
saxula Swh. Tox. 1058
scaeva Hew. Bid. 988 .
.
.
159 f
scanda Fruhst. Pil'd. 1093
scanda Air. Le. 323
.
.
.
97 e
scanda Roll. Call. 301
scapus Fruhst. Dol. 559 .
.
112 c
scatinia Fruhst. Myn. 536
scatinia Fruhst. Sym. 533
.
121 e
sceva B.-Bak. Ambl. 956
schadenbergi Smpr. Pap. 40 .
15 c
schadenbergi Smpr. Ptycli.
329
schadenbergi Ptycli. 385
schaedia Hew. Lotong. 1098
schaeffera Esch. Tbyson. 828
143 f
schafferi ( = schdffera, Thyson.)
828
schakra Roll. Sat. 31.1
sclianus Jord. Pap. 77
schatzi Rob. Lamp. 909
schedeli Fruhst. Abis. 781
schenki Roch Dan. 207
schenki Stgr. Mynes 535
scherzeri Fldr. Eupl. 236
schildi Fruhst. Eupl. 272
schistacea Air. Aphn. 938
schistacea Mr. Rap. 1005
.
146 a
schlegeli Fldr. Eupl. 248
schmeltzi H.-Schdff. Eupl. 241
schmeltzi Eupl. 235
schmeltzi H.-Sch. Pap. 58
.
27 c
schneideri Rbb. Pseud. 835 .
142 h
schonbergi Fruhst. Morphot.
424
.
104 d
schonbergi Hour. Amath. 429
schonbergi Hour. Proth. 71 ti
schonbergi Hour. Stib. 570 .
115 e
schonbergi Pap. Pap. 17
schonbergi Rob. Myn. 537
schonbergi Myn. 746
schoenbergi Rbb. Pap. 16
schoenbergi Rothsch. Del. 126
56 c
schoenbergi Smpr. Sal. 182 .
61 f
schonbergi Stgr. Her. 706
.
116 b
■schoenbergianus Hour. Pap. 44
schonherr Fair. Has. 1051
schoutensis J. A' T. Hor. 982
schreiber Godt. Erib. 725 .
.
135 a
schreiberi Btlr. Eupl. 272
81 c, 85 e
schulzi Rbb. Proth. 716
sciara -Jord. Pap. 23

Plat.
scintilla Nic. Rap. 1005 .
160 d
scintillans Btlr. Hypoch. 840
1 44 g
scintillata Luc. Nac. .918
scipio R. A' J. Erib, 727
sciron G. & S. Dol. 560
112 c
sciron Leech Pap. 9 1
sciron Wat. A' Ly. Trap. 1060
sciurus Fruhst. Abis. 786
Scobura Elw. A- Ediv. 1069
scopas Godm. Hyp. 544
scopas Stgr. Suad. 1063
Scopelod.es 5
scopula Drc. Thrix 992
159 c
scopulifera Air. Parn. 1086
scortea Mab. Parn. 1084
scota Fruhst. Ypth. 289
scotina Fruhst. Dol. 560 .
1 12 d
scribonia Fruhst. Del. 128
55 c
scribonius Fruhst. Pap. 49
scudderi Btlr. Eupl. 231
scudderi Eupl. 276
scudderi Doh. Bid. 988
scylla Btlr. Aul. 309
scylla Fruhst. Eupl. 249
68 a
scylla L. Cat. 163 ....
scylla Stgr. Taen. 419
scylla Taen. 421
65 d
scyllara AIcL. Huph. 143 .
scyllaria Fruhst. lss. 475
94 c
scyllax Hew. Zip. 300 .
68 b, c
scylloides Fruhst. Cat. 163
sebcic B.sd. Thyson. 824
Sebastonyma Wts. 1064
sebethus Fruhst. Grer. 819
sedeva Mr. Eutli. 657
158 1)
sedina Fruhst. Cat. 983
141 a
segecia Hew. Praet. 794 .
140 f
segestes .lord. Praet. 795 .
segonacia Oberth. Ne. 326
42 c
segonax G. A' S. Pap. 93 .
segonax Hew. Ne. 326
seitzi Fruhst. Eutli. 675 131 d, 137 d
I 24 e
seitzi Fruhst. Pantop. 633
seitzi Hag. Eupl. 238
seitzi R. A' J. Erib. 72,S
sejanus Fruhst. Pap. 36
sekarensis Hour. Pap. 58
1)1 d
sekarensis Rbb. App. 151
sekarensis Stgr. Taen. 420
selangoranus Fruhst. Pap. 46
101 a
selene Ww. Taen. 416
selenides Stgr. Taen. 417
selenophora Roll. Pantop. 631
selenophora Pantop. 639, 747
selessana Fruhst. Pantop. 627
seleucis Jord. Pap. 66
seliga Fruhst. Aphn. 937
119 c
selina Fruhst. Hyp. 546 .
Belinda Air. 261
99 d
selinuntius Fruhst. Ypth. 289
selira Mr. Rap. 1004
154 c
selrna Drc. Lvc. 862
65 b
selma Weym. Huph. 145 .
.150 B f
selta Hew. Ambl. 956 .
seltuttus Rbb. Lyc. 897
selvagia Fruhst. Lamp. 907
selymbria Fruhst. Ambl. 949
sem Mab. Tag. 1118
semamora Mr. Iton 1090
Semang'O Dist. 983
semele Hbn. Eum. 285. 307
semicirculus Btlr. Eupl. 259
semifasciata Fruhst. Mel. 366
semifasciatus Hour. Pap. 95
semiflava Fruhst. App. 154
semifusa Btlr. Ter. 167
162 g. h
semilimbata Fruhst. Cur. 936 .
semineclio Stick. Disc. 445
seminiger Sm. Jam. 902
seminigra Btlr. Pap. 100
seminigra Fruhst. Del. 126 .
55 a
seminigra Sin. Oyr. 578
semiramis Fldr. Cirr. 492
semirasa Fruhst. Myc. 340

Plat
semirufa Sm. Die. 787
semnus Fruhst. Pap. 53
sempera Fldr. Ypth. 293
semperi B.- Bah. Ambl. 963 .
semperi Elw. Col. 1035
semperi Fldr. Eupl. 251.
semperi Fldr. Pap. 29
semperi Fldr. Zeux. 435
semperi Fruhst. Eur. 709
semperi Fruhst. Lamp. 905
semperi Fruhst. Nac. 915.
semperi Fruhst. Nept. 621
semperi Fruhst. Pantop. 634
semperi Fruhst. Spalg. 882
semperi Fruhst. Tag. 1041
semperi Hour. Proth. 715
semperi Mr. App. 155
semperi Mr. At. 472
semperi Mr. Discoph. 444
semperi Mr. Sym. 530
semperi Mr. Ter. 166
semperi Stgr. Eutli. 663
semperi Stgr. IIupli. 144 .
semperi Stgr. Myn. 537
semperi Stick. Disc. 444
semperinus Haase Pap. 75
sempronius F. Erib. 728 .
sena Air. Bib. 1052
senama Fruhst. Aplm. 937
senaria Stick. Taen. 421
•
senclialus Fruhst. Pap. 41
seneca Wall. Cvr. 575
senescens Rbb. Pap. 35
senia Fruhst. Hyp. 545
senna Fldr. Ter. 166
senona Fruhst. Hypoc. 296
senta Fruhst. Ear. 460
senta Mi.sk. Tox. 1058
senthes Fruhst. Rah. 597
Sop a Nic. 1068
separata Mr. Halpe 1090
separata Stgr. Pantop. 635
Sephisa Mr. 701
septentrionalis Fruhst. Zeth. 393
septenti’ionalis Rothsch. Pap.
36
septentrionis Btlr. Dan. 202
septentrionis Fldr. Ism. 1054
septentrionum Wood-AT. Bar.
1073
septicalis Ros. Hesperilla 1056
septimius Stgr. Pap. 57
sepulchralis Btlr. Eupl. 226
sepulch ra l is Eupl. 382
sepulta Bsd. Neorinopsis 328
Sepulveda Fruhst. Aphn. 937
sepyra Hew. Ypth. 290
sequaira, =
Rap. sequeira
1003
sequana Fruhst. Dan. 213
sequeira Rap. 1003
seraphita Fruhst. Eupl. 251 .
serapia Fruhst. Nept. 603
serapica Fruhst. Nept. 622
serapis Fruhst. 1 typoc. 297
serapis At isle. Thyson. 825 .
serbonis Hew. Le. 319
serda Fruhst. Pap. 104
serendiba Air. Char. 734
seriata Fruhst. Del. 133
seriata H.-Schdff. Eupl. 254
sei’iata Mr. Parn. 1083
serica Leech Ne. 325
serica Leech Pantop. 629
sericatus Fruhst. Pap. 73
sericea Fruhst. Eutli. 676
sericeus Btlr. Cvr. 574
sericina Fldr. Nac. 911
Sericinus 3
sericus Leech Myc. 348
seriphus Fruhst. Myc. 348
seronis Jord. Pap. 61 .
serpentata H.-Schdff. Luc. 930
serpentata Smpr. Lucia 930

150 r
1 63
85 e
17 b,

151 a

65 ['

26 c
134 cl
157 b

1 19 c

167 c

99 e

si d

143 a
98 b

137 c

32 b
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serpentina Fruhst. Kali. 599
serrata Fruhst. Cat. 163
sertorius Fruhst. Yptli. 293 .
serunica Eecke Mann. 989
sesara Hew. Xo. 294 .
sesia F. Ix. 158
sestia Fruhst. Myn. 536
sestus Fruhst. Lamp. 910
seta Mr. Prion. 135
setia Fruhst. Apat. 700
seuthes G. <L S. llypoch. 838
severus Cr. Pap. 56
sewa Plotz Parn. 1087
sexguttata Fruhst. Lnpl. 266
sexguttata H.-Schdff.
Tox.
1058 .
sexguttata Salpinx 389
sfagia Fruhst. Die. 788
shalgrama Nic. Mat. 1068
shallada Lang Call. 300
sliandura Marsh. Eum. 308
sliawi Bat. Balt. 138
shelfordi Fruhst. Dan. 206
shelfordi Dan. 274
shelfordi Nic. Lyc. 875
shepherdi Mr. Nept. 618
sheperdi Nept. 747
slierwilli Mr. Eupl. 271
sherivilli Eupl. 277, 278
shijima Fruhst. Nipli. 901
sliinnin Fruhst. Eutli. 683 .
shipkee Mr. Col. 165
sliiva Bsd. Myc. 352
sliiva Bsd. Myc. 337. 356
sliiva Swh. App. 152 .
shortlandica Fruhst. Iss. 475
shortlandica libb. Cur. 934 .
shortlandica libb. Hyp. 544
shortlandica Rbb. Pap. 96
siaka Mr. Nept. Oil
siamensis Bttr. Huph. 145
siamensis Fldr. Eupl. 236
siamensis Fruhst. Abis. 781 138
siamensis Fruhst. Apat. 698 .
siamensis Fruhst. Cirr. 489 .
siamensis Fruhst. Cyr. 574
siamensis Fruhst. Dol. 557
siamensis Fruhst. Kail. 565
siamensis Fruhst. Pantop. 627
siamica Swh. Abar. 1046 .
sibilla L. Limen. 637
sibilla Limenitis 636
sibulana Hour. Zeux. 435
sibylla Rob. Cirr. 485
sicca Fruhst. Cyr. 589
siccata Fruhst. Prec. 517
siccifolia Fruhst. Kali. 565
sicelis Hew. Le. 322
sicinia Fruhst. Eupl. 254
sidata Fruhst. Parn. 1084
siddhartha Fruhst. Tan. 652
side Fruhst. Deud. 999
siderea Marsh, lie. 312
Side rone 712
sidlia Fruhst. Notocr. 1094
sidicina Fruhst. Ambl. 962
sidonis Hew. Le. 312 .
sidra Fruhst. Cat. 163
sidus Stich. Taen. 413.419. 422
sidus Taen.- 414. 415
sigala Fruhst. Die. 788
sigida Mab. Parn. 1087
sigirya Fruhst. Tliaum. 439 .
■signata Drc. Charm. 1038
signata Wall. El. 122 .
significans Fruhst. Pap. 79
significans Stich. Disc. 445
sigrya Fruhst. Die. 787
sikandi Mr. Eutli. 685
sikkima Elw. Halpe 1089
sikkima Fruhst. Balt. 138
sikkima Mr. Halpe 1089 .
sikkima Mr. Hor. 981
sikkima Mr. Lyc. 871

99 e
99 g
121 a

145 i

168

b

I 40 e
169 f

152 e

130 d

i
59 d
162 b, c
j

e, 140 d
115 a
!
107 g
j

i
165 h
|
i

97 c
68 b, c

104 a.b
62 d
|

50 e
171 1>

sikkima Mr. Meg. 857
sikkima Mr. Pap. 86
sikkima Swh. Parn. 1080
sikkimensis EIw. Par. Ill
.
sikkimensis Mr. Mel. 511
sikkimensis Melit. 513
sikkimensis Mr. Pap. 47
sikkimensis Stgr. Oen. 311
sikkimensis Wood-Mas.
Pap. 77
sikkimica Heron Pap. 80 .
.
sikkimica Mr. Ter. 166
sila Fruhst. Hyp. 544
sila Hew. Zephyr. 968
silana Nic. Sym. 533
silarus Fruhst. Allot. 808
silas Fruhst. Cast. 886
silawa Fruhst. Eutli. 689
silhetana Walt. Ter. 169 .
.
silhetana Ter. 1.19
silhetensis Hew. Ambl. 955 .
silicea Gr.-Sm. Cand. 850
silo Fruhst. Hyp. 985 .
.
.
silo Hew. Deud. 1000 .
.
.
simanabum Hag. Del. 130
simbanga Hag. Nept. 613
simbangana Hag. Praet. 795
simessa Fruhst: Ism. 1053
simessa Fruhst. Mel. 362
similiana Rob. Cirr. 485
similis = Deud. srnilis 1000
similis Drc. Ambl. 957
.
.
similis Drc. Mann. 990
similis Elw.rSc Edw. Plast. 1091
similis Elw. it- Edw. Yptli.
289
similis Lathy Pap. 106
similis 7.. Dan. 21 1
simillima Elw. <£r Edw. Parn.
1086 .
simillima Mr. Eupl. 269
simiskina Dist. 1008
simo Gray Parn. 110
simoda de VOrza Col. 164
simonetta Fruhst. Taen. 415
simonides Fruhst. Dan. 274
simplex Bttr. Bybl. 461
simplex Bttr. Del. 125
simplex Bttr. Ter. 167
simplex Elw. Telic. 1080
simplex Fruhst. Eupl. 237
simplex Eupl. 276
simplex Fruhst. Taen. 413
simplex R.& J. Platypth. 299
simplex Sm.& Ky. Waig. 833
simplex Stgr. Disc. 444
.
.
simplex (simplexa) Tcpp. Cand.
852
simplicissima Mab. Has. 1049
simsoni Misk. Bap. 1005 .
.
Simula Hew. Cel. 1030
simulans Euproctis 1043
simulans Leech Le. 313
simulata Mr. Ter. 167
simulatrix Eupl. 376
simulatrix Stgr. Ter. 169
simulatrix Wood-Ad. Eupl. 220
Sinchula Mr. 312
sinda Fruhst. Dol. 562
sinda Dol. 746
sinda Fruhst. Ter. 168
sindu Fldr. Iamb. 1063
.
.
sindura Mr. Mel. 511
sinensis Par. 6
sinensis Elw. Una 900
sinensis Oberth. Nept. 619
sinensis R. <U J. Char. 731
singa Fruhst. Nept. 615
singala Fldr. Yptli. 288 .
.
singalensis Fldr. Lyc. 865
.
singama Fruhst. Yas. 995
.
singana — Y a soda singama
995
singapura Mr, Eupl. 268
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40 a

73 c
150Be
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174 b
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168 e

99 c
152 1'
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Plat.
singaradlia Fruhst. Eupl. 230
singaradha Eupl. 275
singaria Fruhst. Dan. 203
singhala Fldr. Elym. 384
singhapura Dist. Ambl. 960
singhapura Wall. Del. 124
singla Nic. Ambl. 963
singoradja Fruhst. Tan. 650 .
singoradja Tan. 666
singularis Mab. Notocr. 1095
sinha Roll. Iss. 473
sinhala Mr. Eupl. 271
sinhala Eupl. 278
sinhalus Plotz Suast. 1062
sinhara Fruhst. Dac. 970
sinica Mr. Dod. 775
sinica Mr. Eupl. 269. 277
sinica Mr. Eutli. 682
sinica Mr. Nept. 619
sinica Mr. Sym. 532
sinica Oberth. Erib. 723
sinis Nic. Sym. 532
sinis Sm. Dol. 562
sinonia Fruhst. Myc. 334
sinope Mr. Pandit. 643
■sinopion Fruhst. Dan. 210
sinoria Fldr. Pandit. 643
sinorix Hew. Le. 319 .
sinta Wall. Ter. 166
Sinthusa Mr. 979
sintica Fruhst. Le. 324
sintica Fruhst. Ter. 167
sinuata Mr. Rah. 597
siphnos Fruhst. Van. 527
siponta Fruhst. Rag. 361
sipora Mr. Bol. 512
siporanus Hag. Pap. 52
sipylus Fldr. Hyp. 985
siralia Kheil Jam. 902
siren Gr.-Sm. Hypoch. 842 .
sirius F. Myc. 333
siroes Fruhst. Ambl. 959
sisamis Rirsch Eupl. 257
sisapon Fruhst. Le. 321
siscia Fruhst. Cat. 163
sita Fldr. Prion. 136
sita Roll. Dan. 210
sitah Fruhst. Dan. 213
sitala Nic. Halpe 1089
sitalkes Fruhst. Pap. 76
sitarama Fruhst. Eul. 702
Sithon IIbn. 978
sitis Fruhst. Nept. 620
sitiva Fruhst. Ism. 1052
sitolensis Fruhst. Pap. 73
siva Mr. Aug. 1082
siva Ww. Neuros. 648
sivoa Swh. Tag. 1042 .
sivokana Mr. Sym. 533 •
skapane Drc. Chli. 981
skertchlyi Nic. Derc. 100
skinneri Wood-M. Deud. 1001
slateri Hew. Pap. 41
smaragdifera Fruhst. Tana. 650
smaragdina Zephyr. 968
smaragdus Drc. & B.-Bak.
Thyson. 831.
Smcrinthus 6
smilax Don. Ter. 166
srnilis Hew. Deud. 1000 .
simillima Eupl. 383
smithi Bttr. Huph. 143
smithi Mr. Eupl. 227
snelleni Fruhst. Cel. 1037
snelleni Fruhst. Ter. 171
snelleni Mr. Eupl. 238
snelleni Eul. 393
snelleni 21/r. Ter. 169
snelleni Rob. Lamp. 91 1
snelleni Sm. Thyson. 830
soarchad Fruhst. Jam. 902
sobanas Fruhst. Chli. 981
sobrina Bsd. Dan. 214
sobrina Eire. Col. 1035

88 d

131 d

116 h

124 f

98 b

1 58 d
144 h

171 e

172 f
114 c
165 c
147 b
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20 a
131 e

143 h
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sobrina Elw.& Ediv. Ypth. 288
sobrina Rob. Eupl. 227
sobrinoides Btlr. Dan. 215
socia Swh. Pantop. 637
socrates Stgr. Pap. 20
sodalis Mab. Pam. 1087
sodalis Mr. Ter. 167
sodalis Ter. 170
sodalis Sm.& Ky. Epim. 836 .
soemias Drc. Jam. 902
soemis Frulist. Chil. 927 .
solandra F. Mel. 363
solandra Watli. Heteron. 1110
solia Jord. Pap. 62
solinus Fruhst. Pap. 81
solita Btlr. Cur. 931
solokanus Fruhst. Pap. 31
solon F. Char. 730
solon G. & S. Pap. 9-1
solskyi Mr. Chrysoph. 932
solstitialis Btlr. App. 150
solus Fruhst. Dol. 561
solygeia Fruhst. Nept. 606
solyma Fruhst. Hest. 222
soma Fldr. Euth. 685
soma Mr. Nept. 607
somadeva Fldr. Eutli. 665
somula Fruhst. Nept. 606
sonchus Drc. Lvc. 867
sondaica Bsd. Disc. 441 .
sonia Fruhst. Ideops. 210
sontinus Fruhst. Dan. 274
sopaea Jord. Pap. 67
sopara Fruhst. App. 118
sopatra Fruhst. Nept. 002
sophaina Fruhst. Nept. 603 .
sophax Math. Amblyp. 953
sophene Fruhst. Cirr. 192
sophene Fruhst. Lib. 769
sophia Mr. Eupl. 268
sophilus Fruhst. Ambl. 948
sophilus Fruhst. Dol. 562
sojjhocles Thecla 917
soplionias Fruhst. Cat. 983 .
sophonisbe Fruhst. Dan. 213
sophonisbe Fruhst. Sin. 979 .
sophrona Fruhst. Ter. 168
sophrosyne Gr.-Sm. Ambl. 950
sora Fruhst. Log. 807
soracta Mr. Apor. 138
soranus Fruhst. App. 151
sordice Fruhst. Par. 711
sordida Btlr. Pier. 139
sordida Eliv.& Edw. Ypth. 291
sordida Mr. Apat. 699
soregina Fruhst. Euth. 670
sorex Gr.-Sm. Apor. 138
soror Smpr. Nept. 616
sorronga Fruhst. Taen. 412
sorror Fruhst. Iluph. 146
sorya Roll. Rap. 1001
sosias Fruhst. Ambl. 967
Sosibia Fruhst. 779
sosiphanes Fruhst. Zem. 774 .
sosisthenes Fruhst. Euth. 695
Sospita Hew. 780
Sospita Hew. 779
sostrata Fruhst. Ambl. 1116
sostrus Fruhst. Clast. 886
sotades Fruhst. Ambl. 955
soteira Fruhst. Del. 124 .
soter Fruhst. Ambl. 956
sotira Jord. Pap. 61
Spalgis Mr. 881
Spalgis 974
sparagmata Fruhst. Nept. 614
sparanisa Fruhst. Tham. 986 .
sparsus Fruhst. Zem. 774
sparta Nic. Stich. 425
spathatus Btlr. Pap. 33
speciosa Stgr. Pantop. 635
specularia Fruhst. Erg. 458 .
specularis Ergolis 458
speirion Drc. Cand. 855

12 a. b
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spercheius Fruhst. Sym. 530
sperchius Fldr. Thyson. 831 .
113 i
spertliias Fldr. Telic. 1081
.
172 e
sperthis Fldr. Cur. 935
sphaerica Fruhst. Nept. 603 .
126 d
sphendale Fruhst. Ambl. 952
sphenosema Meyr. & Low. Anis.
1060
sphetys Fruhst. Ambl. 956
sphinterifera Fruhst. Cas. 103 1
sphinx F. Rap. 1005 .
.
.
160 e
sphynx Fruhst. Pap. 102
Spialia Swh. 1046
spiculifei’a Mr. Eupl. 228
.
80 c
spiculifera Mr. Par. 179
spiloptera Nic. Disc. 443
spilothyrus Fldr. Cel. 1037 .
10 1 b
spilotia Rothsch. Pap. 24
Spindasis Wallgr. 824. 934
spini Schiff. Thecla 967
spinosa Stich. Arm. 109
Spintherops 0
spinturnix Fruhst. Pap. 74
S pioniades 1039
spiridion Sm. Kail. 567
spiridiva Sm. Kail. 567
.
.
111c
spitamenes Fruhst. Lamp. 900
splendens Btlr. Eupl. 270
splendens Btlr. Lyc. 869
splendens Math. Myc. 339
splendida Fruhst. Taj. 973 .
155 1, g
splendida Mab. Has. 1051
splendida Rothsch. Del. 126. 133
splendorifer Fruhst. Pap. 79
squalida Btlr. Eupl. 235
sramana Fruhst. Euth. 666
sramanas Fruhst. Tana. 655
sravasta Fruhst. Padr. 1078
sriwa Dist. Log. 805
.
.
.
Ill f
srota Fruhst. Euth. 667
Stabrobates Mr. 617
stacyi Zelot. 2
staintoni Fldr. Eupl. 265 .
.
80 c
stapliylus Fruhst. Pith. 879
stasinus Fruhst. Abis. 783
.
138 e
statilia Fruhst. App. 153 .
.
59 d
statira Hew. Praet. 795 .
.
140 e
statius Fruhst. Eupl. 258
staudingeri Dist. Hid. 1100 .
175 h
staudingeri Drc. Deud. 998 .
161 a
staudingeri Drc. Eoox. 993 .
156 g
staudingeri Drc. Log. 806
staudingeri Hour. Taen. 415
staudingeri Klieil Eupl. 268
staudingeri Kheil Eupl. 269
staudingeri Log. 805
staudingeri Rbb. Limen. 642
staudingeri Rob. Amath. 430
staudingeri Rbb. Epim. 836 .
142 c
staudingeri Rob. Pap. 20
staudingeri Rothsch. Char. 738
staudingeri Smpr. Ambl. 959
staudingeriana Nic. Nept. 615
staurakius Fruhst. Apat. 698
steirema Drc. Pith. 879
stellata Fruhst. Hyp. 543 .
.
119 d
stellera Esch. Ypth. 290
stellifer Btlr. Iamb. 1063 .
.
168 d
stenia Fruhst. App. 150 .
stenopa Fruhst. Le. 324 .
.
99 b
stenopa Fruhst. Rah. 598
.
125 b
stenosa Fruhst. Log. 806
stenosemus Hour. Par. 110
stephani Sm. & Ky. Thvson.
832
..
.
114 d
stephanus - Dead, strephanus
998
stephanus R. <fc J. Char. 735 135 c
stephensi Fldr. Eupl. 257
Steropes 1055
sthavara Fruhst. Euth. 656
sthenas Fruhst. Rap. 1002 .
100 i
sthenelinus Rothsch. Pap. 48
21 a
sthenelus McL. Pap. 49

sthcnes -

Rapula sthenas 1002
Stibochiona Btlr. 569
Stibochiona 454
Stiboges Btlr. 796
sticheli Fruhst. Taen. 115
sticheli Hag. Eupl. 268
sticheli Tetens Pap. 42
stichius Hbn. Pap. 61
Stichophthalma Fldr. 424
Stich ophthalma 328, 403
stictica Fruhst. Dan. 212
stictica Fruhst. Elym. 37 1
.
stictica Fruhst. Euth. 665
stictica Fruhst. Parn. 1083
Stictoploea Btlr. 245
Stictoploea 265. 277
stigma Seitz Sin. 979
stigmata Mr. Aer. 1063 .
.
stigmata Mr. Cur. 935
stimula Nic. Sur. 944
stiris Jord. Pap. 93
stoliczkana Dist. Euth. 660
stoliczkana Fldr. Lycaena 928
stoliczkana Mr. Col. 165 .
.
stoliczkanus Fldr. Par. 110
stolli Btlr. Del. 125
stolli Mr. Hest. 220
stolli Hestia 652
stolli Wcym. Eupl. 231
stomphax Wtv. Faun. 404 *.
strabo F. Catoch. 921
stramenticia Fruhst. Cirr. 488
stramineipennis Wood-M. Pith.
1091
stratiocus Fruhst. Erib. 720
stratiotes Gr.-Sm. Pap. 87
stratocles Fldr. Pap. 106 .
.
stratoclcs Pap. 103
slratocUdes Lathy Pap. 100
stratonice Fldr. Rliin. 539
stratonices Jord. Pap. 106
strephanus Drc. Deud. 998 .
strephon Fruhst. Dan. 200
strephon Sm. Euth. 682
striata B.-Bak. Ulolamp. 891
striata Blachier Ev. 924
striata Drc. Tag. 1041
striata Hmps. Ypth. 288
striata Hew. Ism. 1054
striatus Lathy Pap. 97, 104
striatus Zink. Pap. 104
strigata Fldr. Cyr. 587
strigata Cyr. 746
strigata Fruhst. Eur. 708
strigatus Mlt. Allot. 813 .
.
strigatus Pag. Zem. 774
strigatus Smpr. Spalg. 882
strix Fruhst. Abis. 786
.
.
strix Ww. Pap. 30
strongyle Fldr. Meg. 858 .
.
strongyloides Fruhst. Meg. 858
strophe Sm. Amblyp. 967
stropliis Drc. Lyc. 863
.
.
strymon Fruhst. Dan. 274
stygiana Fruhst. Tana. 652 .
stygianus Btlr. Chrysoph. 931
stygianus Btlr. Ger. 818
stygne O. Ereb. 301
stymphelus Fruhst. Ambl. 948
Suada Nic. 1062
Suana 6
suanetes Fruhst. Dan. 274
Suasa Nic. 980
Suastus Mr. 1061
suaveolens Wood-M. Myc. 348
suavior Fruhst. Nept. 611
suavissima Fruhst. Eupl. 231
suavium Fruhst. Elym. 389
subalba Pouj. Apat. 699
subangulata Fruhst. Odont.
1045
subargentea Sm. & Ky. Cand.
850
.
subcaerulea Leech Apat. 700

88 c

168 e

72 f

100 b
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141 i
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154 d
154 d
154 c
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145 d
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subcaeruleum Sm. A' By.
Waig. 833
..
subcaudata Fldr. Rhop. 1055
subclathrata Stgr. Tanaec. 054
subclatliratus Fruhst. Pap. 74
subcoalita Rothsch. Lyc. 865
subcongrua Rob. Eupl. 258
subcongruens Smpr. Elvm.
379
subcurvata Fruhst. Pantop. 627
subdecora Fruhst. Diag. 703
subdecorata Fruhst. Elym. 381
subdecorata Mr. Ter. 167
subdita Mr. Eupl. 236
subdita Mr. Lamp. 910
subdita Mr. Myc. 346
subdita Myc. 343
subditus Mr. Bar. 1073
subdubiosa Rothsch. Nac. 916
subfasciata Fruhst. Padr. 1119
subfasciataMr. Ambl. 956
subfasciata Ambl. 967
subfasciata Mr. Myc. 344
subfasciata Mr. Pad. 1098
subfasciatus Mr. Sane. 1073
subfasciatus Rothsch. Pap. 70
subfenestrata Rob. Parn. 1083
subfervens Btlr. Ter. 166
subfestivus Rob. Nac. 917
subgrisea Mr. Suast. 1062
subguttata Flic. Rap. 1003
subha Fruhst. Telic. 1079
sublucinda Fruhst. Eupl. 257
sublustris Fruhst. Heb. 176
sublutea B.- Bale. Panel. 856
submacula Leech flalpe 1089
submaculata Fruhst. Ped. 1064
subnubila Fruhst. Dan. 197
subobscurus Swh. Pvr. 579
subochracea Elm. Pat. 983
subochracea Fruhst. App. 154
subochracea Mr. Parn 1087 .
subochrea Btlr. Tan. 655
suborbicularis 1/ ah. Padr.
1078
subovata Gr.-Sm. Pand. 854
subperusia Sn. Nacad. 913
subpunctata Fruhst. Eupl. 234
subpurpurea Leech Rap. 1003
subquadriocellata Bird. Taen.
449
subradiatus Mr. Ochus 1073
subrata Mr. Pantop. 634
subratina Fruhst. Pantop. 634
subrosea Gr.-Sm. Pand. 851 .
■subroseus Swh. Terac. 171
subrubra Holt. Telic. 1080
substrigata Sn. Spalg. 881
substrigosa Mr. Allot. 810
subtestaceus Mr. Aer. 1065
subucula Fruhst. Hyp. 549
subucula Fruhst. Stib. 569 .
subura Fruhst. Log. 805
subviolacea Fruhst. Hyp. 549
subviolaceus Fldr. Allot. 808
subviridis Leech Diag. 703
subvittatus Mr. Oc-h. 1073 .
succulenta Stick. Zeux. 437
sudassana Melt. Palin. 462.
705
suddhodana Fruhst. Euth. 667
sudestensis Rothsch. Pap. 50
sudodana Fruhst. Taract. 1075
sudra Fldr. Myc. 354 .
sudra Myc. 331
suessa Nic. Sua. 980
suf/lava Frahst. App. 150 .
suffusa Leech Stich. 425
suffusa Mr. Abis. 782
suffusa Mr. Rap. 1002
suffusa Oil. Pyr. 525
suffusa Slcuse Het. 305
suffusus Lathy Pap. 71
suffusus Mat). Ocyb. 1082

142 g
167 d

28 b

I 70 f

1 28 e

93 b
157 li
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sugriva Horsf. Bind. 995
suidas Fldr. Lamp. 906
suidas Fruhst. Euth. 669
sukavata Fruhst. Notocr. 1095
sida Nic. Hest. 224
sulaensis Fruhst. Dol. 559
sulaensis Fruhst. Heb. 176
sulaensis Lathy Pap. 96
sulaensis It. & J. Phar. 740
sulaensis Stgr. Pyr. 586
.
.
sulaensis Stgr. Pap. 18
sulana Fruhst. App. 151
sulana Fruhst. Pier. 358
sulana Fruhst. Parth. 646 .
.
sulana Stgr. Del. 124
sulanorum Fruhst. App. 148 .
sulanus Fruhst. Pap. 99
suleima Gr.-Sm. Thyson. 826
sulensis Sm. Myc. 335
sulewattan Fruhst. Dan. 209 .
sulewattan Dan. 206
sulphurata Btlr. Ter. 168
sulphurea T7oil. Sal. 182
sulpliurea Wall. Heb. 177 .
.
sulphureus R. & J. Phar. 730
sulphurifera H.-Schdff. Halpe
1089 ........
sulpitia Cr. Pantop. 636
sulpitius Fruhst. Pap. 76
sulpitius Misk. Luc. 930
sultanus Stich. Thaum. 439
sulthan Hay. Erib. 726
suluana Fruhst. Elym. 372
suluana Fruhst. Euth. 666
suluana Fruhst. Faun. 405
suluana Mr. Eupl. 240
.
.
sumata Fruhst. Ker. 1097
sumati Fruhst. Le. 320
.
.
sumati Fruhst. Mel. 364 .
.
sumatrae Fldr. Por. 1008
.
sumatrana Fruhst. Pol. 1035
sumatrana Fruhst. Euth. 679
sumatrana Fruhst. Odont. 1045
sumatrana Fruhst. Prec. 523
sumatrana Fruhst. Tana. 654
sumatrana Fruhst. Zeux. 436
sumatrana Hay. Heb. 175
sumatrana Hay. Huph. 141 .
sumatrana Hay. Pap. 33 .
.
sumatrana Hay. Pap. 41
sumatrana Hay. Pap. 9 1 .
.
sumatrana = Teethe sumatrensis
322
sumatrana Mart. Erit. 303
sumatrana Mr. Dan. 195 .
.
sumatrana Mr. Her. 706
sumatrana Wall. Elym. 385 .
sumatranus Fruhst. Mann. 989
sumatranus Fruhst. Mel. 366
sumatranus Fruhst. Sym. 530
sumatranus Hay. Pap. 27
sumatranus R. <fc J. Phar. 730
sumatrensis Fruhst. Arg. 515
sumatrensis Fruhst. Deud. 998
sumatrensis Fruhst. Eur. 708
sumatrensis Fruhst. Ilerda 933
sumatrensis Fruhst. Parth. 645
sumatrensis Stgr. Apat. 698 .
sumatrensis Stgr. Leba. 641
sumatrensis Styr. Le. 322 .
.
sumba LJoh. Nept. 607
sumbae Boh. Prec. 520
sumbaensis Swh. Erib. 720
sumbana Doh. Eupl. 253
sumbana Fruhst. Elym. 378
sumbana Fruhst. Limen. 641
sumbana Fruhst. Nept. 616 .
sumbana Pay. Petli. 501 .
.
sumbanus Rothsch. Phar. 739
sumbanus Rothsch. Pap. 59 .
sumbawana Fruhst. Pol. 1035
sumbawana Fruhst. Dan. 212
sumbawana Fruhst. Elym. 378
sumbawana Fruhst. Lib. 768
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sumbawana Fruhst. Limen. 641
sumbawana Fruhst. Par. 179 .
66 a
sumbawana Pag. Hyp. 545
sumbawana Rothsch. Del. 126
sumbawanus Rothsch. Phar. 739
sumbawensis Fruhst. Sym. 531
121 e
sumbensis Pay. Lib. 771
sumitra Mr. Pel. 1036
sumptuosa Fruhst. Elym. 387
sundana Fruhst. Par. 179
.
67 c
sundara Fruhst. Lamp. 904
sunias Fldr. Telic. 1079 .
.
172 a
sunios = Telic. sunias 1079
sunta Fruhst. Eur. 710
.
.
115 c
superba Btlr. Tanaec. 651
superba Drc. Sem. 983
superba Eupl. 3
superba Herbst Eupl. 269
superba Leech Helc. 710
superba Rob. Ambl. 950
superba Roll. Eupl. 248
superbus Styr. Pyr. 576
supercilia Btlr. Tana. 651
superdates Sn. Nac. 916 .
supernotatus Rothsch. Pap. 29
supoma Mr. Hesp. 1046
supous Dr. & B.-Bak. Thyson. "
825
suprema Fruhst. Amathux. 433
102 b
supremus Rob. Pap. 16
6 a
sura Dbt. Le. 315
99 a
sura Mr. Odontopt. 1045
suradeva Mr. Pyll. 369
90 c
Suralaya Mr. 352
surculus Fruhst. Dol. 558 .
Surendra Mr. 943
Surendra 942
surindra Drc. Mann. 990 .
156 g, h
surindra Marin. 978
surjas Volt. Euth. 672
surkha Marsh. Myc. 358
175 d
suras Mab. Lot. 1098 .
surya Mills Del. 130
surya Mr. Pirr. 488
surya Pirr. 489
surya Mr. Lox. 996
■susa Hew. Abis. 785
1 26 f. g
susruta Mr. Nept. 606
susrutina Fruhst. Nept. 606
sutleja Mr. Lyc. 928
sutrana Fruhst. Lyc. 898
suvarna Fruhst. Le. 320
suyudana Mr. Mel. 364
swaha Roll. Aid. 309
swainsoni Godt. Eupl. 239
swainsoni Eupl. 276. 383.
393
168 c
swerga A’ ic. Suad. 1062 .
swierstrae Sal]). 257
83 c
swierstrae Sn. Eupl. 265 .
swinhoei Btlr. Pirr. 488
swinhoei Btlr. Nept. 602
swinhoei Btlr. Prec. 522
swinhoei Flic. A’ Edw. Ker.
1 75 c
1097 .
165 c
swinhoei Fruhst. Tag. 1042 .
swinhoei Mr. App. 154
swinhoei Mr. Dan. 210
4 l c
.
.
swinhoei Mr. Pap. 87
swinhoei Mr. Ter. 167
swinlioei Walt. Eupl. 247
swinhoei Wats. Parch. 1047
syama Horsf. Aplin. 936 .
.
156 h
sybirita It civ. Gang. 1071
.
170 b
sycorax Gr.-Sm. Pap. 29 .
.
17 a. b
svdra Fruhst. Lamp. 906
syfanius Oberth. Pap. 78
Sykophages Mart. 575
syla Roll. Zeph. 968
.- .
.
116 Ba
sylhetensis Styr. Enispe 448
sylla Don. Parth. 645
syllus Fruhst. Faun. 405
sylvana Oberth. Nept. 610
sylvanus Augiad. 1078, 1082
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sylvarum FruJtst. Coel. 329 .
sylvarum Coel. 441
sylvarum Oberth. Nept. 610
Sylvester F. Eupl. 249
sylvia Cr. Partli. 645
svlvia Oberth. Nept. 619
sylvicola Fruhst. Parth. 646
syma Fruhst. Pantop. 629
symada Fruhst. Nept. 602
symbiosa Fruhst. Nept. 614
Symbrenthia Hbn. 529
Symbrenthia 454
symethus Cr. Ger. 821
symethus Ger. 804, 805
symira Hew. Tich. 994
symmomus Hbn. Trap. 1059
Symphaedra Hbn. 680
Sym phaedra Hbn. 680
symphelus Fruhst. Pantop. 628
symphronia Fruhst. Disc. 444
Synchloe Hbn. Ill
syncbroma Ebb. ITuph. 143
Synemon 2, 5
synnara Fruhst. Cuph. 467
Syntarucus 892. 894
syphax Fruhst. Hyp. 984
syra. Fruhst. Eupl. 263
syrcis Hew. Le. 323
syrias Fruhst. Nac. 920
syrichthus Fldr. Abar.
1016
syrichthus ITesper. 1046
syrinx Hew. Hor. 981
syrius Misk. Thyson. 825
syxosa Fruhst. Nept. 614
szetchuanus Fruhst. Dan. 210
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Tabada Mr. 252
lobelia Marsh. Yptli. 287
tabrica Hew. Tag. 1043 .
165 e
121 f
tabula Nic. Cyr. 584 .
Tachyris 135
1 60 c
tacola Fruhst. Rap. 1003 .
tadema Fruhst. Rah. 600
Taenaris Hbn. 409
Tnenaris 360. 391, 403. 40 1,
438
taenia - Bid. thaenia 988
taenia Fruhst. Amatb. 430 .
105 a
107 c
taeniata Fldr. Erg. 457
taeniata Jord. Hypoch. 838
taeniola Fruhst. Elym. 392
tagala Fldr. .Myc. 340
tagalica Fldr. Cur. 936
162 b
tagalica Smpr. Cur. 934
tagalicus Fruhst. Pap. 98
tagalina Fruhst. Cur. 936
tagalorum Fruhst. Ceth. 501
Toyota Mr. 235
Tagiades Hbn. 1039
Tagiades 904
I 08 g
tagiadoides Fruhst. Ac. 1070 .
tagore Fruhst. Ambl. 959
lahmourath Ehrni. Pap. 41
taimanu Doh. Dan. 196
taimiri Fruhst. Nept. 612 .
1 25 a
101 b
tainiaFruhst. Taen. 422 .
tainia Taen. 419
tainides Fruhst. Taen. 422
tairea Fruhst. Nac. 913
taitensis Fldr. Mel. 363
taitica Fruhst. Prec. 522 .
116 i
125 b
taiwana Fruhst. Nept. 620 .
Tajuria Mr. 972
Tajuria 882, 899. 971
takaonis Mats. Aphn. 938
talantus Plots Taract. 1076
170 g
talauta Fruhst. Hyp. 546
taldena Fruhst. Arg. 515
t aletum Wat.& Ly. Thyson .111 1
Talicada Mr. 924
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| Talicada. 927
} talinga Kheil Lamp. 906
; talissa Ww. Ter. 171
| taloranus Jord. Pap. 93
tamar Wall. Iluph. 147 .
tambora Doh. Ceth. 501
tambora Fruhst. App. 156.
tambora Fruhst. Dan. 200 .
tambora Fruhst. Eupl. 247
tambora Rothsch. Pap. 54
tamborana Sm. Jam. 902
tambra Mr. Mel. 364
tameamea E-sch. Pyr. 526
tameanga B.- Bah. Ambl. 963 .
tamela Fruhst. Lib. 769
i tamerlanus Oberth. Pap. 86
; tamesa Fruhst. Pant op. 747
I tamiathis Fruhst. Ter. 167
tamilana Mr. Pap. 79 .
taminata Hbn. Has. 1049
tamis Fruhst. Eupl. 234
tammeamea, Pyram. 4
tamora Fruhst. Rhin. 539
tarnu Roll. Ilerda 933
tamuna Nic. Le. 316
Tanaecia Btlr. 648
Tanaecia 454, 663
tanagra Stgr. Euth. 663
tanais Fruhst. Dan. 215
tanaquil Fruhst. Cirr. 487
tanara Fruhst. Dol. 562
tanita Hew. Lax. 789
tannis Fruhst. Myc. 355
Tansima Mr. 324
tantalus Ehrm. Pap. 27
tantra Fruhst. Die. 788
tantra Fruhst. Has. 1048
tanus Plbtz Ocvb. 1082 .
tanya Fruhst. Padr. 1077
taooana Mr. Euth. 683
taooana Mr. Horsf. 945
Tapena Mr. 1044
tapestrina Mr. Erg. 456 .
taphos Fruhst. Nept. 619
taplini Swh. Terac. 174
tappana Mats. Ypth. 292
taprobana Fldr. Dan. 208
taprobana Mr. An. 137 .
taprobana Mr. App. 148
taprobana Mr. Arg. 515
taprobana Ww. Erg. 456 .
taprobanus Plots Lot. 1099
tara Nic. Rap. 1006
Taractrocera Btlr. 1074
Taraka Nic. 884
Tar aka 878. 882. 883. 891
taras Doh. Allot. 813
Tarattia Mr. 642
tarima Fruhst. Par. 178.
tarnis Fruhst. Eupl. 248
tarpa Stgr. Pantop. 635
tarpina Hew. Taj. 974
Tarucus Mr. 891, 893
Tarucus 856, 859, 881, 883
taruna Fruhst. Dan. 200
tasmanica Lyell Xen. 304
tasmanicus Misk. Anis. 1061
Tatinga Mr. 310
taurisca Fruhst. Yo. 541 .
tantra Fruhst. Elym. 372
tavoyana Doh. Por. 1008
tavoyana Mr. Eupl. 231
tavoyanus Btlr. Pap. 41
tavoyanus Pap. 231
tawaya Fruhst. Dan. 213
tawayana Fruhst. Nept. 622
Taxila Dbl. 791. 792
Taxila 772, 779. 793
taxiles Fruhst. Pap. 84
taxiles Hew. Ter. 496
taxilides Fruhst, Myc. 351
taxilus Mab. Padr. 1077
taygetus Fldr. Thyson. 829
tavlorii Nic. Abar. 1046 .
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teatus Fruhst. Hyp. 984
teatus Fruhst. Myc. 334
teemessa Nic. Ter. 168
teesta Nic. Amblyp. 962
tegea Fruhst. Hypoth. 986 .
tegea Fruhst. Prec. 521
Teinopalpus Hope 108
tekkensis Stgr. Coen. 301
telamon L. Cyr. 580
telamon, Ser. 3
telanjang Doh. Lamp. 910
Telchinia Hbn. 742
telchinia Men. Euth. 658
t-eldeniya Fruhst. Pantop. 636
telearchides Fruhst. Pentli. 464
telearchus Hew. Pap. 44
telearchus Pap. 464
telegonus Fldr. Pap. 84 .
telemachus Montr. Pap. 84
telephones Fruhst. Pap. 84
telephassa Hbn. ( = Eum.
thelephassa) 327
telephus Fldr. I’a]). 97. 99
telesia Hew. Lax. 790
telesicles Fldr. Pap. 44 .
telesinus Mab. Plast. 1091 .
Telesio Bsd. 10, 57
telicanus Taruc. 884. 890
Telicota Mr. 1078
Telicota 1074. 1083, 1091
teliga Swh. Halpe 1088
Telinga Mr. 342
telis Fruhst. Lye. 869
Tellervinae Fruhst. 272
Tellervo Ky. 272
Tellervo 613
tellias Jord. Pap. 65
tellonus Fruhst. Pap. 52
tellula Fruhst. Aul. 309
tellus Fruhst. Ger. 823 .
telmissus Fruhst. Dan. 195.
temena Hew. Huph. 147
temnus Fruhst. Pap. 95
templetoni Btlr. Ter. 169
tenarides Hag. Pap. 67
Tenaris 40
tenea. Fruhst. Ambl. 960
tenebricosa Mab. Telic. 1080
tenebrionis Rothsch. Pap. 94 .
tenebrosa Sm. Eupl. 242
tenella Misk. Lyc. 866 .
teneta Hew. Lax. 789
tenggerensis Fruhst. Eupl. 230
tenggerensis Fruhst. Pap. 80
tenimberensis Fruhst. Dol. 559
tenimberensis Rothsch. Pap.
36, 59
tenonia Fruhst. Iss. 475
tenuifascia Fruhst. Pantop. 632
tenuilineatus Fruhst. Pap. 87
tenuistigma Mr. Man. 306
tenus Fruhst. Lamp. 906
teos Doh. Ger. 822
teos Nic. Ter. 493
teos Ter. 744
tephlis Hew. Ambl. 952 .
tera Fruhst. Abis. 784
Teracolus Swains 173
terana Fruhst. Aphn. 936
terana Fruhst. Thrix 992 .
teredonFldr. Pap. 95
terentia Fruhst. Lept. 121
terentia Fruhst. Nept. 602, 614
terentianus Fruhst. Parth. 647
terentilia Fruhst. App. 156
terentilia Fruhst. Eupl. 245
terentilia Eupl. 389
terentilina Fruhst. Elym. 389
terenzius Fruhst. Deud. 999
tergelia Fruhst. Huph. 145
Terias Sw. 165
Terias 3. 120. 121, 173
terilus Fruhst. Dan. 208
Terinos Bsd. 492
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themana Fruhst. Prion. 137
.
Terinos Bad. 382, -154, 455, 542
themis Hew. Del. 124
terissa Frithst. Eupl. 226
themis Leech Nept. 610
terissa Eupl. 382
themistocles Obertli. Euth. 684
termerion Fruhst. Ambl. lilt?
theoda Fruhst. Dim. 638
termessus Fruhst. Pap. 32
theodora Drc. Neocli. 991 .
.
terminulus Fruhst. Myc. 33(5
theodora Obertli. Nept. 610
terminusF. Myc. 336 .
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theodosia Fruhst. Praet. 794
ternatana Fruhst. Elym. 388
theodosius Fruhst. Taj. 972 .
ternatana Fruhst. Taen. 417
theon Fldr. Hvpoch. 848
ternatensis Fruhst. Myc. 338
theona Fruhst. Ceth. 508 .
.
ternatensis Swh. Telic. 1079
.
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theonides Gr.-Sm. Hvpoch.
terpander Hoc. Ter. 493
848
terpander Ter. 744
theophanes Gr.-Sm. 1 Ivpoch.
terranea Btlr. Huph. 144
848
..
terranea Fruhst. Telic. 1080
theophila Fruhst. Myc. 35 1
terricola Horsf. Cur. 933
theophrastus F. Tar. 893
tersatica Fruhst. Eupl. 27(5
theophrastus Tame. 884
tervisia Fruhst. Cyr. 591
therasia Fldr. El. 122
tervisia Cyr. 747
therasia Fruhst. Nac. 919 .
.
tervisia Fruhst. Dol. 562
theresae Nic. Cyr. 586
tessellata Hew. Plast. 1091
.
174 a
therikles Fruhst. Tax. 792 .
.
tessellata Mr. Niph. 901
therionarca Fruhst. Zeux. 435
tessellatus Mr. En. 448
tessimus Fruhst. Myc. 345
.
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theriotes Fruhst. Parth. 747
testa Sivh. Rap. 1006 .
146 d. 160 d
thermaea Hew. Zetli. 393
tethys Hew. Ter. 497
thermodusa Swh. Pap. 95
tethys Men. Satar. 1034. 1043
Thermoniphas Karsch 880
tetrica Stick. Taen. 416
thero Fruhst. Prec. 518
theronus Fruhst. Pap. 105
teunca lire. Neocher. 991
teurnia Fruhst. Prec. 518 .
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thesalphenor Stgr. Pap. 62
teuta Dbl. Euth. 680 .131 b
thesaurina Sm. Parth. 647
tenia Eutli. 393, 655
thesaurus Gr.-Sm. Hypoch. 841
teuthras Hew. Ter. 496
thesaurus Math. Parth. 647 .
teuthrone Fruhst. Ambl. 953
theseus Cr. Pap. 61
...
teutoides Mr. Euth. 680
theseus Swh. Catoch. 922
teutonia F. An. 137
thesmia Hew. Bid. 987
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.
teutyra Fruhst. Abis. 785 .
.
138 b
thespia Fruhst. Nac. 914
thadmor Fruhst. Nac. 920 .
.
152 k
thespias Smpr. Limen. 641
Thaduka Mr. 947
thespis Hbst. Cupido 930
Thaduka 942
thespius Fruhst. Char. 737 .
thaenia Drc. Bid. 988
.
.
.
147 c
thessa Fruhst. Cyr. 575
.
.
thaidina Arm. 109
thessalia Swh. Pap. 36
Thaidinae 109
thestius Stgr. Pap. 22
thais F. Cirr. 488
Thestoridi 823
thaiwanus Hothsch. Pap. 76 ,
32 d
thestylis Dbl. Prion. 135 .
.
thalaba Fruhst. Cast. 884
thetis Drc. Cur. 933
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.
thalassica Fruhst. Best. 220
thetis Jteech Nept. 6in
■ thetis Shelf. Erit. 303
Thaleropis 696
thalia Leech Phar. 295
thetys Gn. Pap. 33
thalia Leech, Pharia 441
thetys Horsf. Cur. 933
thaliarchus Stgr. Bid. 988 .
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thetys Stgr. Cur. 934
thalimar Fruhst. Clast. 887
thibetana Obertli. Erib. 722
Thamala Mr. 986
thibetana Pouf. Euth. 684
thamala Mr. Nept. 622
thibetensis Pouj. Ziz. 925
Thamola = Thamala Mr. 986
thiemei Fruhst. Eupl. 229
thamyras L. Ambl. 953
thiemei Fruhst. Nept. 620
tlianetus Fruhst. Lamp. 908
.
151 e
thilei Rbb. Euth. 695
thargalia Fruhst. Dan. 205
thilina Fruhst. Cirr. 487
thargalia Dan. 274
thimo Fruhst. Sym. 530
tharis Drc. Eoox. 993
thira Fruhst. Lib. 770
tharis Hbn. Eoox. 992
thisbe Men. Nept. 610
tharisidesFruhst. Eoox. 993 .
158 f
thoanthea Fruhst. Amath. 1-31
tharrvtas Fldr. H yp. 985
thoas Sums. Pap. 39
thasia Fruhst. App. 150 .
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thomsoni Bat. Pap. 25
thauma Stgr. Waig. 833
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142 f
thomsoni Btlr. Hyp. 553
Thaumantis Hbn. 437
thomsoni Btlr. Pap. 57
Thaumantis Hbn. 377. 403. 411
thora Mr. Ypth. 288
thaumas Adopaea 1078
tliore Argynn. 512
thaumas Fruhst,. Nac. 911 .
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152 h
thoria Fruhst. Lye. 865
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Thauria Mr. 441
j thrasea Fruhst. App. 153 . .
Ihea Godt. Cirr. 488
| thrasetes Fruhst. Eupl. 277
theba Heu\ Ambl. 952 ...
150 b
thrasibulus Fruhst. Col. 165 .
thebana Stgr. Tar. 894
thra.v .Led. Parn. 1087
thebava Sm. Ceth. 499
thrax L. Eri. 1071 ....
Thecla F. 969
thra.v Erion. 1100
Thecla 824. 921. 942, 977. 984
thria Nic. Taj. 976
.
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.
Theclinae 823
thria Tajuria 978
Theclini 942
thridas Bad. Has. 1051
thecloides Fldr. Hyp. 984 .
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Tlirix Doll. 992
throana Fruhst. Rap. 1007 .
theda Fldr. Bid. 988 .
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.
159 e, 1
theia Fruhst. Hest. 224 .
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74 c
thronion Fruhst. App. 153
theleos Drc. Cand. 853
thryallis Kirsch Elym. 389
thelephassa Hbn. Eum. (recto
thryallis Elym. 370
telephassa) 307
thuisto Hew. Tax. 792
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thuisto Tax. 351
thule Fldr. Cirr. 487
thule Pap. 103
thule Wall. Pap. 106
thunbergi Sieb. Pap. 72
thuria Lord. Pap. 66
thwaitesi Mr. Meg. 857
th’.vaitesi Mr. Tap. 1044 .
thyateira Fruhst. Myc. 349
thycana Wall. Elym. 392 .
thyelici F. Symph. 680
thyestes Fruhst. Ev. 924 .
thyiada Fruhst. Helc. 711
thymbraeus Hbn. Taj. 973
thymbrasa Fruhst. Ceth. 508
thymbrasa Ceth. 745
thymbron Fldr. Badam. 1052
thyodamas Bsd. Cyr. 581
thyone Fruhst. Elym. 386
tliyone Elym. 385
thyone Leech Parn. 1084
thyonneus Cr. Cyr. 58<i
thyra Fruhst. Del. 133
thyreus Fruhst. Ter. 170
thyrius Fruhst. Hyp. 984
thyrsis F. Gang. 1071
Thysania 6
thysbe Cr. Del. 131
Thysonotis Hbn. 824
Thysonotis 850, 859. 882. 896,
911
tiacellia Hew. Has. 1052
tiara Fruhst. Euth. 661
tiasa Thecla 983
tibericus Fruhst. App. 151
tibetana Elw. Pol. 529
tibetana Fa.wc. Mel. 51 1
tibetana Mr. Nept. 600
tibula Fruhst. Dan. 273
tibullus Stgr. Deud. 1000
Ticherra Nic. 994
Ticherra 942, 995
tifata Fruhst. Ambl. 960
tiga Mr. Nept. 611
tiglath Fruhst. Jam. 902
tigrana Fruhst. Dan. 206
tigrina Fruhst. Euth. 690
tigrina Volt. Parth. 647 .
tigrina Parth. 748
tigrinus Mr. Aphn. 938
tigris Smpr. Pap. 90
tilaha Horsf. Ter. 170
tillyardi Wat.
Ly. Anis.
1060
tilmara Fruhst. Myc. 357
tilmara Myc. 337
timaeus Cr. Chrysoph. 931
timaeus Fruhst. Abis. 780
timaius Fruhst. Eupl. 263
timandra Wall. Elym. 379 .
Timelaea Luc. 511
timesias Kirsch Taen. 422
timesias Taen. 414
timesides Fruhst. Taen. -114
timnatha Hew. Huph. 1 16
timocrates Fldr. Pap. 88
timoleon Stoll Ira. 94 1
timon Sm. Jam. 902
Union Iolaus 992
timora Fruhst. Eupl. 249
timora Wall. Erg. 458
timorensis Bsd. Del. 126
timorensis Btlr. App. 149
timorensis Btlr. Lvc. 870
timorensis Fldr. Pap. 62
timorensis Fruhst. Elym. 378
timorensis Bob. Nept. 603
timorensis Roth sell. Pap. 95
timorensis Stich. Ceth. 502
timorensis Wall. Heb. 176
timorensis Wall. Prec. 521
timorica Fruhst. Lira. 639
timorica Gr.-Sm. Dan. 207
timoxena Lord. Pap. 60
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tina Fruhst, Abis. 784
tinctoria Mr. Elym. 375
tinctoria Elym. 370
tindali Bbb. Ambl. 949
tindali Bbb. Tag. 1040
.
.
tineutus Fruhst. Taen. 416
fcinna Fruhst. Euth. 673 .
.
tipasa Fruhst. Dan. 275
lira Fruhst. Dan. 211
tiresias Hffgg. Ever. 924
Tirumala Mr. 201
Tiruna Mr. 261
tisais Fruhst. Eupl. 263 .
tisais Eupl. 545
tisamena Fruhst. Ceth. 499
tisamenus Fruhst. Erib. 725
tisias Jord. Pap. 61
tisiphone Btlr. Eupl. 251
Tisiphone Hbn. 305
tissa Mr. Col. 1034
tissama Fruhst. Lamp. 904 .
fcissaphernes Fruhst. Pap. 79
tissara Fruhst. Taract. 1075
titan Gr.-Sm. Pap. 17
titania Jord. Pap. 73
titania Leech Le. 313
tithonus Deli. Pap. 16
.
.
titius Fruhst. Spalg. 881
tituria Fruhst. Niph. 901
tituria Fruhst. Pith. 880
titus Plotz Tag. 1040 .
.
.
tityoides Hag. Dan. 211 .
.
tmolus Fldr. Hyp. 984
.
.
toalarum Fruhst. Ter. 172
toalarum Fruhst. Pseud. 461
toba Nic. Tag. 1042
.
.
.
toba Nic. Ter. 167, 170
tobahana Bogenh. Del. 134
tobleri Smpr. Eupl. 238
tobleri Smpr. Crastia 393,
709
toboroi Bbb. Pap. 46 .
todara Mr. Le. 317
...
todara Mr. Pith. 880
todara Mr. Rap. 1007
todara Zinaspa 1005
toealensis Both.sch. Pap. 93
togata Fruhst. Lyc. 898 .
.
togiana Fruhst. Ceth. 502
togonis Bothsch. Pap. 68
tola Hew. Charm. 1038
.
.
tola Charmion 1094
tolo Plotz Ism. 1054
toliana Fruhst. Elym. 385
tombugensis Fruhst. App. 148
tombugensis Fruhst. Eupl. 240
tombugensis Eupl. 276
tominia Voll. Ter. 171
tondano Fldr. Ter. 170
tondano Voll. Hest. 223
tonkinensis Swh. Eupl. 236
tonkiniana Fruhst. Apat. 698
tonkiniana Fruhst. Cyr. 576 .
tonkiniana Fruhst. Del. 133
tonkiniana Fruhst. Elym. 377
tonkiniana Fruhst. Ix. 158 .
tonkiniana Fruhst. Nept. 615
tonkiniana Fruhst. Sat. 1033
tonkiniana Fruhst. Stich. 425 .
tonkiniana Stichophthalma
406
tonkiniana Fruhst. Ypth. 292 .
tonkiniana Myc. 347
tonkiniana Stich. Ceth. 499
tonkinianus Fruhst. Abis. 781
tonkinianus Fruhst. Astict.
1096
tontoliensis Fruhst. Dan. 213 .
toona Mr. Parn. 1084
tora Kheil Chli. 981
toradja Fruhst. Pad. 1098
toradja Fruhst. Ter. 171
torone Fruhst. Ypth. 288
torvina Btlr. Eupl. 245
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tosca Fruhst. Prec. 517
toscius Fruhst. Jam. 902
totila Hell. Del. 127
tounguva Sm. Ambl. 965 .
Toxidia Mob. 1057
Trabala 6
trachala Mab. Padr, 1077
trachelus Fruhst. Dol. 560
traducta Gr.-Sm. Eupl. 265
tragasa Fruhst. Dan. 211
tranquilla Swh. Telic. 1079
transfixa Montr. Eupl. 243
transfuga Fruhst. Dan. 198
transiens Fruhst. Myc. 356 .
transiens Fruhst. Pap. 82
transiens Hag. Pap. 84
transiens Mart. Cher. 592 .
transiens Stgr. Chrysoph. 932
transiens Ver. Pier. 140
translucida Leech Capila 1031
transpectus Mr. Eupl. 239
transpectus Mr. Lyc. 867
trapesa Smpr. Adolias 692
trapesa Smpr. Euth. 693
Trapezites Hbn. 1059
Trapezitinae 1030
trasinanus Fruhst. Dan. 274
travana Hew. Rem. 977 .
traviata Plotz Lotong. 1098
trebellius Hpffr. Tag. 1041 .
tredecia Math. Cuph. 470
treitschkei Bsd. Eupl. 267
trepsichroides Shelf. Elym. 385
Trepsichrois Hbn. 249
Trepsichrois 218, 225, 393
tribonia Fruhst. Kail. 566
trichoneura Fldr. Tag. 1043 .
trichoneuroides Elw. Tag. 1043
trichonis Fruhst. Lamp. 905 .
trichopepla Low. Telic. 1081
trichopepla Telic. 1087
tricolor Stgr. Rah. 599
tricolora Fruhst. Eupl. 269
tricolora Eupl. 277
tricula Fruhst. Pantop. 637 .
trifenestrata Fruhst. Cas.
1031
trifurcata Mr. Aphn. 939
trigerta Mr. Tan. 650
trilobita Fruhst. Euth. 661 trimeni Fldr. Eupl. 256
tringa Gr.-Sm. Cand. 851 .
triocala Fruhst. Ceth. 504
triocellata Fruhst. Cynth. 476
triopas Horsf. Rath. 988
triopus Nic. Thyson. 825 .
triphonius Fruhst. Erib. 722 .
tripuncta Btlr. Terac. 174
tripunctata Hew. Yas. 995 .
tripura Nic. Suast. 1062
triquilla Fruhst. Eur. 710
triratna Fruhst. Tana. 655
trishna Fruhst. Padr. 1077
tristigmata Elw. Le. 313 .
tristis Btlr. Eupl. 249
tristis Fldr. Mel. 363
tristis Misk. Prec. 521
.
.
tristis Prec. 746
tristis Bob. Ambl. 952
tristis Bothsch. Nac. 919
tristitia Fruhst. App. 150
trita Stich. Taen. 412
trita Swh. Lyc. 871
tritaea Fldr. Par. 180 .
tritogeneia Fruhst. Le. 318
triton Fldr. Pap. 14
triumphans Fruhst. Hyp. 554
triumphator Fruhst. Pap. 79
trivena Mr. Limen. 638 .
trivia Schiff. Melit. 745
trochila Jord. Pap. 73
trochilus Frr. Chil. 926
trogon Dist. Ambl. 959
trogon Voll. Pap. 17 .
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107 f
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125 d
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124 e

145 d

143 b
134 b
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97 d

117 b

67 a

122 f

7 c

Troides 12
troilus Btlr. Eur. 107
j trojanus Stgr. Pap. 18
.
Tronga Mr. 226
tropica Plotz Telic. 1079 .
truentus Fruhst. Hyp. 543
truncata Mr. Cur. 934
truncipennis Nic. Cher. 991 .
tryoni Math. Pap. 69 .
tryphena Fruhst. Par. 179
tryphiodorus Fruhst. Lamp.
909
.
trysa Fruhst. Eupl. 265
tsangkie Zephyr. 968
tsurui Mats. App. 183
tsushimana Fruhst. Cur. 935
tualensis Fruhst. Dol. 559
tualensis Fruhst. Parth. 646 .
tualensis Bob. Pseudod. 899 .
tubero Fruhst. Pap. 81
tubulus Fruhst. Tag. 1041
tucanus Jord. Pap. 62
tuckeri Elw. Ism. 1054
tudela Fruhst. Euth. 664
tullia Cr. Disc. 443
tullia Fruhst. Nept. 604
tulliana Stich. Disc. 443
tulliolus F. Eupl. 254
tulsi Nic. Parn. 1086 .
tumanana Smpr. Dan. 205
tumanana Dan. 274
tunicula Fruhst. Myc. 355
tura Nic. Taj. 975 ....
turbata Fruhst. Ors. 358 .
turbo Fruhst. Deud. 999 .
turbonia Fruhst. Eupl. 234
turdeta Fruhst. Log. 807
turguhari Piep. & Sn. Ambl.
959
turica Plotz Taract. 1076
turificator Fruhst. Pap. 76
turneri Btlr. Cuph. 469
turneri Btlr. Dan. 214
turneri Btlr. Eupl. 254
turneri Misk. Lycaen. 898
turneri Waterh. Pseud. 835
turturilla Fruhst. Myn. 536
tushita Fruhst. Nept. 607
tussis Drc. Taj. 975
...
tyawena Fruhst. Euth. 685
tyche Fldr. Cirr. 487
tychius Fruhst. Dan. 195
tydea Fldr. Hyp. 555
tydeina Fruhst. Hyp. 555
tydeus Fldr. Pap. 67
tymbophora Meyr. & Low.
Hesp. 1056
tymbrasa = Ceth. thymbrasa
508, 745
tymbria Fruhst. Lyc. 870
tympanifera Mr. Cupitha
1093
tymphrestus Fruhst. Allot.
‘809
typhaon Bothsch. Pap. 24
typhlis Fruhst. Hyp. 544 .
typhlus Fruhst. Myc. 342
typhon Wat. & Ly. Ogyr. 941
typhrestus Fruhst. Pap. 44
typica Fruhst. Elym. 377
typicus Bothsch. Pap. 63
tyrannus Fldr. Ambl. 948
tyrannus Sm. Praet. 795 .
tyrianthina Mr. Eupl. 246
tyrianthina Eupl. 277
tyrius Fruhst. Has. 1049 .
tyro Nic. Taj. 975
tyrone Fruhst. Lyc. 929 .
tyrrhus Mab. Tox. 1058 .
tyrtaeus Fldr. Erib. 728
tyrtaeus Stgr. Euth. 692
tytia Gray Dan. 210
tytia Dan. 40, 193, 462
tytioides Nic. Dan. 383
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161 g
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I upasakas Fruhst. Euth. 661
j upis Fruhst. Eupl. 264
153 e
Upolampes B.-Bak. 891
j TJpolampes 883
| uposatha Fruhst. Col. 1034
108 c
\ uposatha Fruhst. Euth. 662
uraeus R. &' J. Erib. 719
Urania 7
urania L. Taen. 411
urania Wall. App. 156
uranides Fruhst. App. 156
Uranotes 969
uranus Btlr. Tar. 894
uranus Stgr. Taen. 419
uranus Weym. Pap. 52
urdaneta Fldr. Limen. 641
uredinophora Fruhst. Kali.
565
uregus Plots Parn. 1084 .
urejus = Parnara uregus 1084
Ursula Btlr. Eupl. 267
urticae L. Van. 527
uruwela Fruhst. Ara. 978
j urvasi Fldr. Pantop. 630
urvilleanus Guer. Pap. 15 .
38 a, b
usipetes Hew. Eupl. 266 .
usipetes Eupl. 389
145 i
usta Dist. Una 900
145 k
ustulata Dist. Myc. 358 .
ustulata Myc. 350
utanus Plots Tag. 1040
173 f
utimutis Dist. Rap. 1003
159 e
utuanensis Rbb. Pap. 37

ubaldus Cr. Tar. 894 .
ubaldus Azanus 801, 917
Udaiana Dist. 183
udaios Fruhst. Ter. 497
udana Frulist. Ter. 170
Udaspes Mr. 1096
Udaspes 1095, 1097
udiyana Fruhst. Die. 787
udraka Fruhst. Taract. 1075
ugiensis Fruhst. Parth. 647
ugiensis Jord. Pap. 102
ugiensis Math. Argyron. 298
ula R. <fc J. Morph. 409
ulaguna Rhh. Eupl. 266
ulama Btlr. Telic. 1081
ulawana Mart. Cyr. 591
uleva Sm. Argyron. 298
ulia Fruhst. Myc. 354
uluensis Rbb. Nac. 920
ulunda Stgr. Sane. 1073
ulupi Doll. Apat. 700
ulupi Doh. Euth. 748
ulyssellus Ww. Pap. 85
ulysses L. Pap. 84 ...
ulysses Pap. 40
ulysses Stgr. Cast. 887
ulyssides Sm. Cast. 887
ulyssinus Ww. Pap. 85
ulyssodes Ww. Pap. 84
uma Nic. Parn. 1086 .
umara Fruhst. Bid. 987 .
umbonia Fruhst. Myc. 338
umbonia Fruhst. Taen. 419
umbrata Btlr. Parn. 1087
umbrata Fruhst. Rag. 361
umbratica Gr.-Sm. El. 122
umbratilis Fruhst. App. 154
umbratilis Fruhst. Penth. 464
umbretta Sm. Pith. 881
umbriel Doh. Ever. 924
151 i
umbriel Fruhst. Lamp. 912 .
166 a
umbrina Mob. Has. 1048 .
umbrosa Elw. &' Ediv. Scob.
169 h
1069 .
77 d
umbrosus Fruhst. Dan. 196 .
30 c
umbrosus Rothsch. Pap. 59 .
Una Nic. 899
una Wil. Apat. 700
undata Stich. Disc. 446
undatus Btlr. Ix. 159 .
71 b
undifragus Fruhst. Limen. 640
undosa Fruhst. Euth. 684
undularis Drury Elym. 375
undularis Elym. 545
undularis L. Elym. 374
undulata Btlr. Hypoc. 296
undulata Sn. Myc. 344
unibrunnea Godt. Eupl. 260
unica Leech. Myc. 349
unicolor Fldr. Allot. 810 .
141 i
unicolor Godm. Hyp. 544
unicolor Hag. Eupl. 267
unicolor Mr. Parn. 1086
unicolor Nic. Id. 1065
unicolor Rob. Nac. 917
unicolor Stgr. Bid. 987
' uniformis Btlr. Proth. 714
uniformis Elw. Bibas. 1052
uniformis Fruhst. Eur. 708
uniformis ili>. Aphn. 939
uniformis Mr. Eupl. 238, 271
uniformis Mr. Eupl. 277, 278
uniformis Mr. Ter. 169
uniformis Swh. Tox. 1058
unipuncta Rothsch. Cel. 1118
unipunctata B.-Bak. Cand.
855
unipupillata Fruhst. Myc. 357
91 e
unipupillata Fruhst. Taen.
418
Unkana Dist. 1099
upadhana Fruhst. Telic. 1079

22 b

173 a
80 b
157 e
2 b
85 c

93 a
164 g

V.
vacans Btlr. App. 148
vacillaria Btlr. Euth. 659
vada Fruhst. Mel. 367
vada Fruhst. Sal. 182
Vadebra Mr. 226, 1001, 1006
vadus Fruhst. App. 157 .
vaga Fruhst. Le. 318
vagans Wall. Ter. 166
vaicravana Fruhst. Bib. 1052
vaijrada Fruhst. Iver. 1097
vairacana Fruhst. Has. 1049
vaisya Fruhst. Prec. 520
vaivarta Doh. Le. 312
vajra Fruhst. Ism. 1053
vajra Fruhst. Le. 319
vajuua Fruhst. Tag. 1041
vajuva Fruhst. Nac. 913
v-album Den. Polyg. 528
valda Fruhst. Myc. 339
valenia Fruhst. Plast. 1091 .
valens Fruhst. Ger. 820
valentia Fruhst. Dan. 274
valentina Fruhst. Mel. 369 .
valentina Vaill. Pap. 14
Valeria Cr. Par. 178
Valeria Par. 132, 384
Valeria Fruhst. Lyc. 863
Valeria Fruhst. Rap. 1002
Valeria Jord. Pap. 62
Valeria Sm. Myc. 337
valeriana Fruhst. Eupl. 227
valeriana Eupl. 275
valeriana Sm. Myc. 338
valesca Fruhst. Prec. 521 .
valesius Fruhst. Erib. 725
valida Drc. Sithon 978
validice Fruhst. Rhin. 539
vallivolans Btlr. Ter. 169
vallona Fruhst. Euth. 684
valmikis Fldr. Tana. 653 .
valuana Rbb. Nac. 915
vamana Mr. Mel. 366
vana Fruhst. App. 150
vanavasa Fruhst. Chli. 981 .
vandepolli Lathy Char. 738
vandepolli Sn. Pap. 18

58 d

59 d

166 g
166 c

165 a

174 a

95 b
66 b

117 a

113 b

133 b

146 h
8 b
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vandepolli Sn. Ornithopt.
874
vandeventeri Forbes Eupl. 250
vaneeckei Fruhst. Lamp. 905
vaneeckei Fruhst. Nac. 920
vanelia Fruhst. Le. 322
Vanessa F. 526
Vanessa 453, 524, 540, 696
Vanessidi 516
vanica Fruhst. Bid. 987
vanovasa = Chli. vanavasa 981
varaha Mr. Mel. 364
varasi Reak. Pap. 54
varda Fruhst. Disc. 446
vardara Fruhst. Hyp. 984
vardliana Mr. Lyc. 877
vardusia Fruhst. Lamp. 911
varenius Fruhst. Char. 733 .
varga Fruhst. Ter. 170
variabilis Rothsch. Nept. 617
varians Plotz Notocr. 1094
variegatus Rbb. Tell. 273
varina Fruhst. Eupl. 244
varina Fruhst. Pantop. 625
varius Misk. Ter. 166
varmona Mr. Nept. 602
varna Fruhst. Cynth. 478
varro Fruhst. Ambl. 952
varuna Horsf. Rap. 1004 .
.
varuna White Pap. 30
varuna Pap. 28
varuna Voll. Tana. 653
varunana Mr. Chil. 926 .
.
varus Fruhst. Dol. 562
varus Fruhst. Pap. 36
vasanta Mr. Euth. 668
vasatha Fruhst. Die. 787
vasava Fruhst. App. 149
vasava Mr. Ctenop. 1044 .
.
vasilia Fruhst. Yo. 541
vaso Doh. Huph. 142
.
.
vasuba Fruhst. Iamb. 1063
vasuba Fruhst. Ker. 1097
vasudeva Mr. Elym. 391
vasuki Doh. Yo. 540 .
.
.
vasumitra Fruhst. Del. 132 .
vasundhara Fruhst. Ism. 1054
vasutana Mr. Ism. 1054
.
vatinia Fruhst. Cyr. 573 .
.
vavasanus Fruhst. Cast. 887
vaya Fruhst. Ambl. 961
vedalla Fruhst. Praet. 795
vedana Fruhst. Hest. 223
.
veiovis Hew. Pap. 43 .
veiovis Pap. 877
velificatus Fruhst. Pap. 35
velina Fruhst. Meg. 858 .
.
velitra Fruhst. Lar. 460 .
.
velitra Fruhst. Le. 316
vella Fruhst. Argyron. 298
vellanus Fruhst. Ambl. 959
velleda Cr. Hyp. 545
velutina Fldr. Mel. 365
.
.
velutinus Btlr. Pap. 44
veluvana Fruhst. Halpe 1089 .
venata Fruhst. Cur. 934 .
.
venata Limenitis 636
venata Mr. Ter. 166
venata Stgr. Pantop. 635
venilia Godt. Ix. 160
...
venilia L. Rah. 600
venostes Fruhst. Myc. 340
venosus Mr. Tar. 894 .
.
.
venox Fruhst. Dod. 775 .
.
venusa = Dodona venox 776
venusia Jord. Pap. 74
.
.
venusta Mr. App. 154
verbanus Fruhst. En. 448
.
verbeeki Fruhst. Taen. 423
vercella Fruhst. Myc. 354
vereja Fruhst. Tell. 273
verelius Fruhst. Ambl. 1116
verena Fruhst. Euth. 669
verena Fruhst. Myc. 339

151 h

134 d

146 a

152 b

165 f
64 b

113 b
52 d
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122 c

74 a
20 d

154 d
107 d

96 b,
171 c
162 g

72 d

153 c
139 d
48 b
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verena Sm. Sinth. 979
vergara Smpr. Taj. 977
verhuelli Hoev. Derc. 160
verhuelli Mr. Eupl. 250
veria Fruhst. Seph. 701
veris Stgr. Pier. 140
verityi Fruhst. Pap. 47
verma Roll. Le. 324
verma Le. 322
vermiculata Btlr. Eupl. 235
vermiculata Hew. Plast. 1092
verna Drc. Ix. 159 ....
vernus B. & J. Erib. 720
verones Hew. Kor. 1072 .
verres Fruhst. Aul. 309
verruca Mab. Cup. 1093 .
vesontia Fruhst. Lyc. 875
vespasianus Fruhst. Ger. 821
vesta L. Par. 741
vestalina Fruhst. Par. 741
vestalina Stgr. Del. 132
vestalis Btlr. Terac. 174 .
vestigiata Btlr. Eupl. 263
vestina Fruhst. Yo. 541 .
vestoides Mr. Par. 741
vestoides Nic. Par. 741
veturia Fruhst. Por. 1009
vetus Fruhst. Myc. 348
veyana Fruhst. Euth. 681
viardi Stgr. Ambl. 961
viburnia Stgr. Plast. 1092
vibusa Smpr. Nept. 612
vicetia Fruhst. Hest, 275
vicina EecJce Limen. 747
vicina Fldr. Eupl. 227
vicina Gr.-Sm. Cand. 854
vicinus Fldr. Coel. 329
vicrama Mr. Lyc. 929
victoriae Gray Pap. 12
victoriae Swh. Lyc. 871
victrix Fruhst. Hyp. 549
victrix Stgr. Zeux. 435
vidua Sm.& Ky. Thyson. 826
vidua Stgr. Nept. 620
vidura Horsf. Dac. 970
vigeli Heyl. Dan. 194
vigellius Fruhst. Pap. 61
vihara Fldr. Ambl. 954
vikasi Horsf. Nept. 612
viJcasi Nept. 595
vikrama Fldr. Tana. 651 .
vikramida Fruhst. Tana. 652
vilasina Fruhst. Halpe 1088
vileja Fruhst. Cast. 885
villia Fruhst. Del. 134
villida F. Prec. 522
villosa Sn. Lycaen. 898'
villosina Fruhst. Lyc. 898
vilma Fruhst. Proth. 714
vimana Fruhst. Cel. 1038
viminalis Wall. Elym. 389
vinaya Fruhst. Tan. 649
vincula Drc. Ger. 818
vincula Drc. Nac. 920
vindhiana Mr. Aer. 1065 .
vindhya Fldr. Le. 319
vinius Fruhst. Pap. 72
viola Btlr. Eupl. 264 .
viola Eupl. 277
viola Fruhst. Tana. 653
viola Mr. Hor. 982
viola Mr. Nac. 917
viola Rob. Ambl. 951 .
viola Salpinx 387
viola Smpr. Ambl. 952
violacea Btlr. Lyc. 897
violacea Fruhst. Elym. 389
violacea Rob. Amblyp. 964
violaceopicta Pouj. Le. 313
violaceus Elw. Has. 1051 .
violae F. Telcli. 742
. . .
violaria Btlr. Tana. 651
violaria Fruhst. Hyp. 543
violetta Btlr. Eupl. 242 .
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174 b
71 e
170 d
174 d
152 e
141 d

73 b
113 c
154 k

174 d

6a
103 c
143 d

150 c
133 b

56 a
116 e

168 f
98 b
83 b

154 c
148 a
148 b
153 e

168 a
138 a
81 b
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violetta Fruhst. At. 472
violetta Fruhst. Elym. 375 .
violetta Fruhst. Euth. 660
violetta Fruhst. Mel. 365
violetta Hag. Sym. 530
viosa Fruhst. Lamp. 911
vipasa Mr. Pont. 141
Virachola Mr. 995, 999, 1001
viraja Mr. Nept. 620 .
Virapa Mr. 353
virens Mr. Parth. 645
virens Parth. 477
virescens Btlr. Lept. 108
virescens Fruhst. Euth. 657
Virgarina Drc. 992
virgata Btlr. Amath. 431
virgata Miyake Ampitt. 1074
virgaureae Chrysoph. 931
virginalis Fruhst. Euth. 694
virgo Elw. Sin. 980
virgo Fruhst. Hest. 220
virgo R. & J. Pieridopsis 298
virgo Wall. Ter. 172
virgulatus Drc. Lamp. 906 .
viribus Fruhst. Ambl. 960
viridens Drc. Deud. 999
viridescens Sm. Elym. 390
viridiana Fruhst. Ceth. 499 .
viridibasis Fruhst. Euth. 665
viridicans Fruhst. Ism. 1052
viridicans Fruhst. Limen. 638
viridicans Fruhst. Par. Ill .
viridicans Fruhst. Stib. 569
virigipicta Fruhst. Ceth. 502
viridipunctata Nic. Ilerda 933
viridis Btlr. Eupl. 267
viridis Stgr. Prec. 517
viriliformis Fruhst. Hyp. 549
virilis Fruhst. App. 154 .
virilis Fruhst. Cynth. 479
virilis Fruhst. Elym. 378
virilis Rob. Pap. 62
virosa Fruhst. Cat. 163
virtus Fruhst. Ger. 823
virudha Fruhst. Eupl. 227
viruna Fruhst. Yo. 541
visala Mr. Myc. 346
visala Myc. 331, 332, 343
visana Fruhst. Sat. 1033 .
visaya — Neptis viraja 620
visaya Smpr. Eupl. 251
visellia Fruhst. Ter. 169
visenda Btlr. Eupl. 255
vishnu Mr. Del. 126
vishnu Trab. 6
visrava Mr. Le. 313
vistara Fruhst. Halpe 1088 .
vistara Fruhst. Pap. 27
vistrica Fruhst. Euth. 694
visuna Fruhst. Nac. 913
vitelianus Fruhst. Ger. 822
vitella Montr. Eupl. 243
vitellia Cr. Elym. 389
vithata Mr. Arg. 514
vitiensis Btlr. Catoch. 922
vitiensis Btlr. Nac. 919
vitiensis Fruhst. An. 138
vitramana Fruhst. Hyp. 551
vitrea Blch. Ideops. 217 .
vitrea 394 Ideops. 394
vitrea Leech Colad. 1035
vitrea Murr. Isot. 1066
vitrina Fldr. Dan. 206
vitrina Fruhst. Eupl. 258 .
vitruvius Fruhst. Cel. 1036
vitta Btlr. Has. 1050 .
vittatus Fldr. Bar. 1073 .
vivapama Fruhst. Has. 1050
vivarna Horsf. Sur. 943 .
viviana Rob. Ambl. 953
vixinga Hew. Aphn. 937
vocetius Fruhst. Cast. 890
vocetius Fruhst. Deud. 1000
voconia Fruhst. Del. 135

87 a

125 c

99 b
153 b

110 c

50 c, d

60 c

68 e
80 d
91 f
163 e

97 c
173 g, h

141 c
88 d

76 b

79 a
166 c
170 e
149 a

vollenhoveni Fruhst. Hest. 221
vollenhovi Fldr. Eupl. 262
vollenhovi Wall. Ix. 160 .
vollenhovi Wall. Prion. 136 .
vollenhovii Fldr. Pap. 59 .
volsa Fruhst. Sin. 979
. .
volsina Fruhst. Myc. 355
volturna Plotz Tag. 1041
volubilis Fruhst. Meg. 857
volumnia Fruhst. Cher. 994 .
volumnia Fruhst. Lyc. 870
volux Mab. Notocr. 1095
vonara Fruhst. Eupl. 237
vonara Eupl. 276
vordermani Sn. Elym. 380
vordermani Sn. Pap. 26
vordermani Sn. Tana. 651
vorkeinus Rob. Dan. 199
vosseleri Fruhst. Hest. 224
vossi Maitland Heb. 175 .
vulcanica Rothsch. Lyc. 876
vulcanus F. Aphn. 938
vulgaris Btlr. Dan. 211
vulgaris Dan. 3
vulgaroides Fruhst. Dan. 211
vulnerans Dor. 6
vulso Fruhst. Pap. 97
vulso Mab. Is. 1066
vuniya Fruhst. Lamp. 905

72 d
57 d
24 c
157 g

158 g

71 a
157 b

169 b
151 e

w.
wahnesi Hell. Taen. 421
wahnesi Taen. 414, 421, 449
wahnesi Hell. Ter. 497
wahnesi Rob. Myn. 536
wahnesi Rob. Pap. 46
waigensis Plotz Notocr. 1095 .
waigensis Stgr. Eupl. 233
waigeoensis B.-Bak. Ambl. 965
waigeuensis Fruhst. Cyr. 575 .
waigeuensis Rothsch. Pap. 16
Waigeum Stgr. 832
wakololo Fruhst. Myc. 335
walkeri Btlr. El. 122
walkeri Btlr. Prec. 521
walkeri Drc. Jam. 903
walkeri Heron Telic. 1079
walkeri Jans. Pap. 60 .
walkeri Mr. Lept. 108
wallaceana Btlr. Hyp. 543
wallaceana Fldr. Huph. 143
wallacei Btlr. App. 156
wallacei Btlr. Char. 735
wallacei Dist. Prec. 523
wallacei Fldr. Cuph. 469
wallacei Fldr. Eupl. 232
wallacei Fldr. Thyson. 826 .
wallacei Fldr. Zeux. 435 .
wallacei Hew. Pap. 103
wallacei Hew. Praet. 794
wallacei Mr. Leba. 644
wallacei Rothsch. Del. 125
wallengreni Fldr. Eupl. 239 .
walliehi Derc. 161
wandamenensisFruhst. Lamp.
1114.
wantona Stvh. Halpe 1089
wardi Mr. App. 157
wardi Mr. Erib. 725
wardi Mr. Kali. 567
watanabei Mats. Ne. 324
waterhouseri B.-Bak. Ogyr. 940
waterstradti B.-Bak. Ambl.
958
.
waterstradti Drc. Allot. 813
waterstradti Drc. Cast. 885 .
waterstradti Ehv. Tag. 1041 .
watsoni Btlr. Tanaec. 655
watsoni Eecke Eoox. 993
watson Hew. Prion. 135 .
watsoni Mr. Eupl. 247

174 h
147 h
122 b

91 d

172 a
32 a
49 d

143 c
102 c
46 b

86 a
147 a
60 f

148 h
153 b
165 b
57 a

INDEX.
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watsoni Mr. Ypth. 291
watsoni Nic. Iton 1090
Watsonia Elw. & Edw. 1097
watsoniana Nic. Log. 806
watti Btlr. Ix. 159
wattina Fruhst. Taen. 422
watubela Rothsch. Erib. 728
wayewa Doll. Myc. 344
weberi Mr. Eupl. 264
websteri Sm. Myn. 538
websteri Sm. Pap. 67
wedah Roll. Pseud. 461
wedana Frulist. Thaum. 449
weelii Piep. Ambl. 966
weiskei Rbb. Del. 135 .
weiskei Rbb. Pap. 92 .
weiskei Rbb. Tack. 128
weiskei R. & J. Praet. 796 .
weiskei Rothsch. Dan. 209
weismanni Fritze Erib. 723
wendisi B.-Bak. Hypoch. 844
werang Lang Aul. 309
werneri Fruhst. Eupl. 232 .
westermauui Fldr. Rem. 977
westwoodi Fldr. Eupl. 264 .
ivestwoodi Eupl. 277
westwoodi Mr. Neor. 327 .
westwoodi Oberth. Pap. 85
westwoodi Stgr. Taen. 418
westwoodi Wall. Protk. 716
wetterensis Fruhst. Dan. 195
wetterensis Fruhst. Eupl. 255 .
wetterensis Eupl. 249,

253
wetterensis Gr.-Sm. Hupk. 143
wetterensis R. & J. Char. 739
wetterensis Rothsch. Pap. 35 .
wkitekeadi Crowl. Erib. 723
wkitekeadi Crowl. Eutk. 658
wkitekeadi Gr.-Sm. App. 153
wkitekeadi Sm. Eutk. 677
whitei Bingh. Parn. 110
wkiteleyi Btlr. Le. 323
wkitmei Btlr. Cyr. 583
wkitmei Btlr. Eupl. 242
wildei Misk. Ambl. 967 .
wilsoni Reak. Leptoc. 108
wimberleyi Nic. Amblyp. 958
windu EVwTisC Dod. 777 .
windu Dod. 874
wiskotti Rob. Eupl. 240
iviskotti Stgr. Col. 165
wokana Plotz Notocr. 1095 .
woodfordi Btlr. Ter. 172
woodfordi Btlr. Jam. 902
woodfordi Drc. Deud. 999
woodfordi G.& S. Myn. 535
woodfordi G.&. S. Pap. 69 .
woodfordi Math. Cuph. 470
woodlarkiana Fruhst. Cetk. 510
woodlarkiana Cetk. 745
woodlarkiana Frusht. Dan. 198
wortka Swh. Has. 1048 .

171 f

56 f
42 a
140 g

86 d
83 a

Plat.

xeliantke Gr.-Sm. Del. 127
Xenica Ww. 304
Xenica 2
xenocles Dbl. Pap. 104
xenocles Pap. 103
xenoclides Fruhst. Pap. 105
xenocrates Fruhst. Pap. 104
xenopliilus Math. Pap. 57 . .
xenopliilus Pap. 59
xenophon Dist. Rap. 1006
xenopkon F. Rap. 1002
xeragis Fruhst. Ger. 818
xerxene Fruhst. Cetk. 745
xerxene Cetk. 745
ximene Jord. Pap. 67
xipliia F. Lept. 121 ....
xiphia Lept. 360
xipkiones Btlr. Eutk. 657
xipkipkora Low. Tox. 1058
xisana Fruhst. Cast. 889
xisutkrus Fruhst. Ambl. 960
Xois Heiv. 294
xutkus L. Pap. 48
xuthus. Pap. 3, 40
Xyleutes 2
xystusFruhst. Lox. 996 .

.

.

z.
23 a

62 f

157 c

94 d

Y.
83 d

15 b

147 li
139 d

174 h

121 a
23 b

165 i

X.
xanites Btlr. Kor. 1072 .
170 c
xantkias Sm. Myc. 336
xantkocera Rothsch. Apaturina
712
xanthodippe Argynn. 515
xantkomelaena Godm. Ter. 172
xanthomelas Van. 527
xanthomera Meyr.& Low. Tox.
1058
xanthopktalma Rob. Hy. 408
xanthoptkalmus Stgr. Mel. 367
xantkosoma Stgr. Pap. 104 .
46 c, d
xanthospilos Hbn. Cand. 853
145 f
Xanthotaenia Ww. 407
Xanthotaenia 403
xanthus L. Pap. 48

Plat.

yunnanensis Fruhst. Ix. 158
yunnanensis Fruhst. Sas. 702

yajna Doh. Taj. 976
yakska Fruhst. App. 157
yakska Fruhst. Ter. 170
yama Mr. Me. 325
yamanta Fruhst. Jam. 1063
yamari Fruhst. Nept. 619
yamoides Mr. Ne. 325
yamuna Fruhst. Eutk. 669
yaniya Fruhst. Praet. 794
yantiva Fruhst. Tkaum. 440
yanuca Fruhst. Id. 1065
yanuna Fruhst. Has. 1049
yanutaPVw7i.sC Argyron. 298
yapana Fruhst. Eutk. 681
yapatka Fruhst. Tag. 1041
yapola Fruhst. Eutk. 674
yarkundensis Mr. Lyc. 928
. 154 a
yasa Fruhst. Cam. 971
yasana Fruhst. Pantop. 747
yasktivana Fruhst. Ocyb. 1082
Yasoda Nic. 995
yasodara Fruhst. Gang. 1071
yasodara Fruhst. Tana. 651
yata Fruhst. Diag. 703
yawa Fruhst. Lib. 770
yaya Fruhst. Notocr. 1095 . . 174 g
yayeyamana Mats. App. 183
yedanula Fruhst. Del. 131
yedanula Fruhst. Van. 527
yenadora Fruhst. Eutk. 674 . 129 e
yendava Sm. Ambl. 963 150 B c, d
yerburyi Btlr. Nept. 608
yertaPVu/isC Er. 923 . . . . 153 i
yessonensis Fruhst. Nept. 601
yilma Fruhst. Lox. 996 . . . 157 c
yoga Fruhst. Le. 317
.
. .97 b
yogini Fruhst. Del. 132
yojana Fruhst. Telic. 1080
yojana = Jacoona anasuja 992
Yoma. Doh. 540
Yoma 453, 538, 542, 556
yopala Fruhst. Arg. 514
yorkeanus Fruhst. Pap. 57
yotissa Fruhst. Tag. 1040 . . 164 h
vounghusbandi Elw. Lyc. 928
Ypthima Hbn. 286
Ypthima 3, 285, 295, 331
ypthimoides Mr. Ypth. 288 .
99 d
ysabela Fruhst. Hyp. 547
yunnana Oberth. Arge 310
yunnana Oberth. Eutk. 684
yunnana Oberth. Nept. 610
yunnana Oberth. Pap. 32

zackaeus F. Myc. 333
zacheri Suff. Pap. 26
zacora Jord. Pap. 63
zadne Gr.-Sm. Cand. 854
zaffra Nic. Apkn. 938 .
zaida Ww. Nept. 610
zal Ww. Disc. 443
zalates Mab. Lot. 1098 .
zaleucus Hew. Pap. 30 .
zaleucus Pap. 28
zalmora Btlr. Pith. 880
zalmoxis Pap. 11
zamboanga Fldr. App. 151
zamida Fruhst. Ter. 171
zamona Fruhst. Rap. 1005
zamorra Fldr. App. 154
Zampa Nic. 1098
zaneka Mr. Gon. 161 .
zanekoides Nic. Gon. 161
zanella Nic. Der. 1010
zanira Fruhst. Dan. 215
zanoa Btlr. Pap. 44
zanoa Hew. Apat. 700
zaradrus Fruhst. Allot. 809
zarate Gr.-Sm. Del. 128
Zarax Fruhst. 789
Zarax Fruhst. 789, 796
Zaretes 556
zarewna Fruhst. Arg. 515
zariaspa Mr. Ckrysopk. 932
zarinda Bsd. App. 151 . .
Zarona Nic. 1008, 1010
zatilla Plotz Padr. 1077
zawa = Charmion zawi 1094
zawi Plotz Charm. 1038
zayla Dbl. Limen. 639 .
Zea Dist. 1098
zea Swh. Cel. 1038
zebra Btlr. Hesp. 1046
zebra Drc. Lamp. 904 .
zebraica Jord. Pap. 90
zebrina Fruhst. Lamp. 904
zebrinus Mr. Apkn. 938
zebuda Hew. Del. 132 .
zebuna Fruhst. Cirr. 487
zela Nic. 1098
zelea Fruhst. Ambl. 953
zelea Fruhst. Lamp. 911
zelima Cr. App. 148
zelima F. Prec. 518
zelima Mitis Del. 131
zelinde Hbn. En. 306
zella Btlr. Diag. 703
zella = Lampides zelea 911
zelmira Cr. App. 148 .
Zelotypia 2
Zeltus Nic. 990
zelva = Hesper. zebra 1046
zema Hew. Halpe 1088 .
zemara Btlr. Tan. 793 .
Zemeros Bsd. 773
Zemeros 772, 775
zena Fruhst. Nept. 620
zenada Fruhst. Taen. 414
zenica Fruhst. Faun. 405
zenica Swh. Nept. 599
zennara Mr. Pis. 1032
zenobia Wat.& Ly. Ogyr. 941
zenon Fruhst. Mel. 366
zenon Nic. Lot. 1099 .
zenzeroides Lang. 6
Zeonia 4
zephoris Fruhst. Tell. 273
zepkyretta Doh. Ambl. 966
zephyria Jord. Pap. 71
zepkyrus Btlr. Char. 731
Zephyrus Dalm. 967

156 h
175 cl, e
17 c

73 a

58 c

123 b

151 c

52 b

58 a

173 k
138 f, g

163 c
95 d
171 f
78 e
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Zephyrus 934, 943, 974, 977
zephyrus Wats. & Ly. Ialm.

998
.
zeroca Mr. Pantop. 632 .
Zerynthiinae 109
Zesius Hbn. 997
zeta Mr. Ambl. 964
Zetliera Fldr. 392
Zethera 285, 328, 370
zetus Mab. Parn. 1069
zeugitana Fruhst. Le. 318
zeus Nic. Lot. 1099
Zeuxaltis Btlr. 436
Zeuxamathusia Stgr. 433
Zeuxidia Hbn, 433
Zeuxidia 403, 426, 440,
730
zeuxippe Cr. Hupli. 141 .
zeuxis Stgr. Hypoch. 840 .
zia Btlr. Myc. 343
ziada Fruhst. Taen. 414 .
zichri Btlr. Euth. 675
zichrina Fruhst. Euth. 675
ziclea Plotz Taract. 1075 .
ziha Heiv. Zeph. 968
zilana Fruhst. Ambl. 961
zilana Fruhst. Pantop. 628

160 b
123 e

98 a
175 f

64 a, b
144 g, h

915, 923, 943, 969
101 d

170 f

Plat.

Plat.

zinaspa Nic. 1001, 1007
zinckeni Fldr. Ger. 820
zingis Fruhst. Tar. 893
zinkeni Fldr. Eupl. 227
Zipaetis = Zipoetis Hew.
zipoetina Fruhst. Ors. 358 . .
Zipoetis Hew. 300
zisca Fruhst. App. 145
zisca Fruhst. Huph. 146 . . .
ziska Sm.<& Ky. Cand. 854 . .
zistra Fruhst. Mah. 947
zita Fldr. Ter. 171 . ...
zita Gr.-Sm. Cand. 855
zitema Fruhst. Allot. 810
zitenides Fruhst. Mel. 363
zitenius Herbst Mel. 366
Zizeeria Chapm. 925
Zizera Mr. 925
Zizera 5, 799, 824, 899, 903,
Zizina Chapm. 925
Zizula Chapm. 925
zoa Fruhst. Myn. 535
zoa Nic. Zeph. 968
zogia Btlr. Ypth. 288
zodica Fruhst. Eupl. 233
zodina Fruhst. Ypth. 289

91 a
65 a
145 g
73 h

zoe Voll. App. 156 .
Zographetus Wts. 1067
zohar Fruhst. Ambl. 960
zohra Donz. Cigar. 939
zoilus F. Tell. 272
zoiles Mr. Aphn. 938 .
zonaras Fruhst. Ism. 1053
zonata Drc. Eupl. 239
zonata Mats. Myc. 344
Zophoessa Dbl. 314
Zophoessa, 298, 313
zoraide Fldr. Ter. 166
zoroastes Btlr. Pantop. 632
zosima Fruhst. Cuph. 744
zosime = Ogyris zozine 941
zozine Hew. Ogyr. 941 .
zuchara Fruhst. Le. 319
zuleika Gr.-Sm. Thyson. 825
zulema Dbl. Limen. 638 .
zulkarna Fruhst. Rap. 1004
zuniga Fruhst. Hor. 982 .
zutkus Leech Ev. 924
zygida Fruhst. Nac. 918 .
zynara Fruhst. Pantop. 628
zynias Fruhst. Zem. 774
zyrthis Fruhst. Nac. 918

/tt"'1-

61 b

157 a

161 f
144
122
160
157

a
f
f
i

154 d
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ZOBRYS & WOLTER
Large stock kept in paiaearctic
Insects. Rarities

and
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Guaranteed genuine
C’ai'lsbatl Fiiitoniological pins and
minutlon-tacks
best quality are supplied by the world-renown oldest
established and only existing
Carlsbader Iusektennadeluml Spezial-Nadelfabrik
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CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Established 1615
Established 1615
Export to all Countries

Johann Englisch, 8 Marburgerstr.,
Berlin W 50
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Entomological Educational Appliances
Manufacturer of all kinds of biological and technical
means of instruction.
Enormous stock of prepared larvae.
Sale — Exchange — Purchase.
Preparation and repairing of all kinds of insects. 20 years’
experience as the manager of the entomological depart¬
ments of several zoological gardens. Connections desired
with collectors abroad.

Catches by light
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can he, taken to
pieces, therefore easilypor
table, telescopie Bamboocane.

Earl Strem pel
Bimzlau, Germany

bottle: half a mark. General Agency for Austria and foreign

(Paiaearctic Fauna)

countries: Fritz Wagner, 4 Haizingergasse, Vienna XVIII,

Issued up to' date 49 sheets,
further sheets will appear in
near future.
Price for 1 sheet 8 d. or.
$ -.06.

Original preparation according to Dr. Enslin; water proof

Excellent
illuminating power.

Please demand offer

indispensable agglutinant for damaged insects. Price of a

List
of Labels for
Seitz’ Werk

Insect-Glue

Carbid-lamps

Austria.
Sole producers: Ernst Ihlow. Zious-Drogerie, 26
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Veteraneustr., Berlin \ 54. Member of the Internat.
Ent. Assoc.

Alfred Iternen, Stuttgart. Publisher.
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